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FIRST PART
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OF THE
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OF THE

LAWS OF ENGLAND.O)

THE THIRD BOOK.

Chap. 1. Of Parceners. Sect. 241. ,^y.

pARCENERS are of two sorts, to wit
;
parceners according to the

-^ course of tlie common law, and parceners according to the custome.

Parceners after the course of the common laic are, where a man, or woman,
seised of certaine lands or tenements in fee simple or in taile, hath no issue

but

(i) In the vellum MSS. of Littleton, belonging to the public library at

Cambridge, there is the following argument or introduction to this third book :

" En cest tierce liver ascun chose sera dit a toy, mon fitz, de parcener?,
" de jointenantez, de tenantez in comen, de estatez de terrez et tenementez
" sur condition, de discentez que tollount entrez, de continuell clayme, de
*' releissez el confirmationz, de garrantiez liniall et collaterall et de garrantiez
'* que comensont per disseisin, de attornament, de surrenderons, de discon-
'* tinuance, de remitterez, de tenant -per elegit, de tenant per cstatut merchant,
•' de tenant per estatut de la staple, S^c'*

On this addition to the printed copies of Littleton, sir William Jones, who
kindly favoured me with the readings from the two Cambridge manuscripts,
writes this observation.— *' It is very remarkable, that in this argument a
" Chapter is promised concerning surrenders, of which Littleton has not ex-
" pressly and separately treated. The word surrcnderons, which is abbreviated
" by the transcriber, seems completely to have puzzled a former owner of
*' the manuscript. He says in the margin, ceste parole est en aiderfragment
*' quejco ay: qucere ce que it signife. Since then surrenders are mentioned
" in two manuscripts as one of the heads of the third book ; it is not impro-
*' bable, that the author intended to have written a distinct chapter concerning
" them, as he did write concerning tenants hij klegit, and by statute
*' MERCHANT and STAPLE."— See Sect. 324, where Littleton refers to a
Chapter on elen^its. -[Note 1.]

Vol. II. ' B
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l63.a. I63.b.] Of Parceners. L.3. C.l. Sect.241.

hut daughters, and dieth, and the tenements descend to the issues (2), and the

daughters enter into the lands or tenements so descended to them^ then they

are called parceners^ and he hut one heire to their ancestor (Parceners
solonque le course del common ley soni, lou home, on feme, seisie de
certaine terres on tenements en fee simple on eri taile, n*ad issue forsque

files, et devie, et les tenements discendont a les issues, et les files

entront en les terres ou tenements issint discendus a eux, donques els

sont appels parceners, et quaunt a files els sont (1) * forsque un heire

a lour ancestor) : And they are called parceners ; hecause hy the writ,

which is called breve de participatione facienda, the law will constraine

them, thatpartition shall he made among them. And if there he two daughters

to whom the land descendeth, then they he called two parceners ; and if
there he three daughters, they he called threeparceners^ andfour daughters,

four parceners \ and soforth ('i) f.

ryVR author having treated in his two former bookes, first of
estates of lands and tenements, and in his second booke of

tenures whereby the same have beene holden, now in his third

booke doth teach us divers things concerning both of them ; as,

1. The qualities of their estates. 2. In what cases the entry of

him that right hath may be taken away. 3. The remedies, and
in what cases the same may be prevented, or avoyded. 4. How
a man may be barred of his right for ever, and in what cases the

same may be prevented or avoyded.

For the first, he, having spoken of 3ole estates, divideth the

quality ofestates into individed and conditionall. Individed, into

coparcenary, joyntenancy, and tenancy in common.
Coparcenary into parceners by the ftcr- common law, ri637|
and parceners by the custome ; and he beginneth his

[_^ |^ J
Vide Sect. 385. third book with parceners claiming by descent, which,

comming by the act of law and right ofblond, is the noblest and
worthiest meanes whereby lands do fall from one to another.

Conditional, into conditions expresse or in deed, and conditions in

law. Conditions in deed, into gages ; which he divideth into

ladia moriua and ladia riva. Vadia mortua, so called because
either money or land may be lost : and riva, because neither

money norland canbe lost, but both preserved. Then speaketh he
ofdescents, wherby the entry ofhim that right hath may be taken

away. And next to that of the remedy how to prevent the same,
viz. by continuall claim. Then he teacheth, how a man, having a

defeasible or an imperfect estate, may perfect and establish the

same by three meanes, viz. by release, by confirmation, and at-

tournment, where that is requisite. Having spoken ofa descent,

being an act in law which taketh away an entry, he doth then
speake of a discontinuance, the act of the party, whereby the

entry ofthem that right have shall be taken away. And next unto
that he teacheth in what case the same may be avoided by remit-

ter. After he had treated of descents and discontinuances which
take away entries, but bar not actions, lastly, he setteth forth
the learning of vv^arranties, (a curious and cunning kind of learn-

ing
* t 27t«e are notes 1, and 2, of 163. 6. in the i^th and 14th editions.

(2) In L. and M. and in Roh. it is daughters instead oUssues.
(1) * See below note 3.

(2) t in L. and M. and in Roh. an 4 c. comes in here.
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L.3. C.l. Sect. 241. Of Parceners. [iCS.b. lC4.a

ing I iissurc you) wlirrohy botli v'"try, action, and right may be
barred, and the remedies how they may be prevented before they
fall, and in what cases they may be avoyded after tliey be
fallen. And thus have you an account of the thirteene several!

chaptere of his third booke. And now his method being under-
stood, let us lieare what our author will say unto us concerning
parceners.

" Etauant afiles els sontjbrsquc un heire a lour [a] ancester.*' [a] Bract, lib. i.

This is raise printed ; for the originall is, et quanquefiles els sont, *o- 66. 71, &c.

els sont parceneis, et sont forsque un hcire a tour auncestor (3). ^ 76, &c. and
t ' ^ -i ^'^J

lib. 6. fo. 443.

" Parceners'* [6] Jus descendit quasi uni hceredi propterjuris 128. 183*, 184,
ui}itatem, sicut sunt pluresjllice, S)C. Et uhi omnes simul et in soli- 185. 189. 193.

dum hcrredes sunt, plures cohceredes sunt quasi unum corpus^ Fler. lib. 5.03.9.

propter unitatcm juris quodhahent. Whereupon it followeth, 'A. ^'
^.^' "^7-

that albeit where there be two parceners [c] they have moities &ii"i3.r.Ti'^
in the lands descended to them, yet are they both but one heyre

; [/;] Bract, li. 2.

and one ofthem is not the moity of an heire, but both of them fo. 6Q. 76. Flet.

are but unus hceres. "bi supr. Brit.

And it is to be observed, that there is a diversity betweene a
"Jj* dTme™

descent, which is an act of the law, and a purchase, which is an [c]Vide Sect. 8.

act of the party, [f/] For if a man be seised of lands in fee, and vers. fin.

Iiath issue two daughters, and one of the daughters is attainted M Fleta, lib. 5.

of felony, the father dieth both daughters being alive; the one p^^• ^'^^^'

moitie shall descend to the one daughter, and the other moitie * *
'^^' ^'^'

shall escheat. But if a man make a lease for life, the remainder
to the rightheires of^i. being dead, who hath issue two daughters,

whe;'eof the one is attainted of felony ; in this case some have
said, that the remainder is not good for a moitie, but voyd for

the whole, for that both the daughters should have beene (as

Littleton saith) but one heire (4).

ri64."l "^^ ^ ^^^ makes a gift in taile, reserving two (Post. 196. b.)

I g '

I

shillings rent to himselfe during his life, and if he die

his heire within age then reserving a rent of twentie
shillings to his heires for ever ; he dieth having issue two daugh-
ters, the one of full age, the other within age : in this case the
donee shall hold by fealty onely, insomuch as the one daughter as

well as the other is his heire, and both of them (as Littleton saith)

make but one heire, ergo^ his heire is not within age, neither is his

heire in that case of full age. But if the reservation had been,
" and if he die, his heire neither being within age, nor offull age,
** &c." in this case the reservation had beene good. And if it

doth not begin in his nextheire, it shall never begin as this case is,

for that the precedencie is not performed, [e] But yet if one of [e] Temps E. 1

.

them be of age, and the other within age, she shall have her age -^8^' *^^- ^ ^•^•

and other priviledges and advantages that an heire within age shall
;Jq^|^'"*^"*'^'**'*

44 E. 3. Age, 47. 26 As.s. 65. 1 3 E. 3. Age, 51 . 28 Ass. 22. 29 Ass. 25. 57.
34 H. 6. 4 Ass. 17.

have;

(3) The words are as here corrected by lord Coke both in L. and M. and
in Roh.

(4) See ant. 25. b. 26. b. and post. 196. b. 374. b. Here lord Hale intro-

duces the following note.

—

Donee in tail on condition not to discontinue. Donee
has issue tvoo daughters. One discontinues. The donor may enter. R. 26 Eliz.

C. B. sir W. Moore's case. Hal. MSS.—[Note 2.]

B 2



I64.a.] Of Parceners. L.3. C. 1. Sect. 241.

have ; and when they are demandants, for the nonage ofthe one

[/] Fleta, lib.5. the paroll shall demurre against them both (i). [y] Suntautem
ca. 9. et lib. 6. plures participes quasi unum corpus in eo qvM imumjus habent.;

*^P-^47- et oportet quod corpus sit integrum, et quod in nulla parte sit de-

^^i^\h^ 6 \ fi^t^^' A"'^ when the right heire doth claime by purchase, he
r. 41 .;

jj^^g^ ^g^g^y^.|^gy^ a compleat right heire in judgement oflaw (2).

And therefore if lands be given to a man and to the heires

females of his bodie, and he hath issue a son and a daughter,

and dieth, the daughter shall have the land by descent ; but if a

remainder be limited to the heires females of the bodie of/. S,

and he hath issue a son and a daughter, his daughter shall never

take it by purchase, for that she is not heire female of the body
of /. S. because he hath a son.

If a man give lands to another, and to the heires males of his

body, upon condition, that if he die without heire female of his

bodie, that then the donor shall re-enter, this condition is utterly

voyd (3), for he cannot have an heire female, so long as he hath

an heire male.

And as they be but one heire, and yet severall persons ; so

have they one entire freehold in the iand, as long as it remaines

[^]toE. 4. undivided, in respect of any stranger's praecipe. [g] But
17 E. 3. 46. betweene themselves to many purposes they have in judgement
(Mo. 60.)

^^^ j^^ severall freeholds ; for the one of them may infeoffe

[/(]37 H. 6. 8. another of them of her part, and make liverie. [/^] And this

19 H.6.
^5. coparcenarie is not severed or divided by law by the death of

^ "^ ^'^ ^'^
any of them ; for if one die, her part shall descend to her issue,

and one precipe shall lie against them, for they shall never joyne

as heires to severall ancestors in any action ancestrell, but when
one right descends from one ancestor: and then^rop^er unitatem

juris, though they be in severall degrees from the common
ancestor, yet shall they joyne. But the issues of severall copar-

ceners, because several! rights descend, shall never joyne as

heires to their mothers ; and yet when they have recovered, a
Vid Sect. 313. ^yyjt of partition lieth betweene them.
W 7 ^" 3- 3^' 34- i^or example, [i\ Ifa man hath issue two daughters, and is dls-

ii4E. 3. 13. F. N. B.221. 35 H. 6. 23. 27 E. 3.89. 3iH.b\i4. b.

seised,

(1) But in the writ de partitione faciendd the younger sister shall not have
her age against the elder. Post. 171. a.—[Note 3.]

^2) In a former note I have much at length, and as I fear tediously, en-

deavoured to support lord Coke in this doctrine. Ant. 24. b. note 3. But
since the writing of that note a case has been published, in which the court
•of king's bench, after three arguments, decided against applying the* rule to a
mil. See Willes and others v. Palmer and others, 5 Burr. 2615. In another
case also, which was three times argued, the court ofexchequer, as I understand,
refused to apply the rule to a marriage-settlement. Evans on demise of
Burtenshaw v. Weston, determined in a special verdict in Scaccar. Mich. 1774,
or Hill. 1775. This latter case had been previously determined in B. R.
in a case reserved in an ejectment in which Mr. Burtenshaw was defendant,
and there too the case was argued three times. In both courts the judgment
was against Mr. Burtenshaw. But the question on the construction of heirs,

female ofthe body, considered as words ofpurchase, was only a secondary point

;

and whether it was debated in B. R. or not, 1 am not at present informed.
After such authorities, it can be scarcely necessary to guard the reader against
incautiously adopting my private ideas [Note 4.]

(3) As to effect from a condition's being void, see post. 206. a. & b.



L.3.C.l.Secl.24l. Of Parceners. [I64.a. l64.b.

ficiscd, and the daughters have issue and die, the issue shall

joyne in a prcrcipf ; because one right descends from the ances-

tor ; and it uiaketli no diilerence, whether the common ancestor,

being out of possession, died before the daughters or after, for

tliat in both ciises they nmst make themselves heires to the

grandfather which was last seised, and when the issues [k] have
j^j g^ h. fi. 8.

recovered they are coparceners, and one preccipe shall lie yE. 4. 13. i).

against them. And likewise if the issues of two coparceners, 4^ K. 3. 16', 17.

which are in by severall descents, be disseised, they shall joyne C^^^*^^- ^*"'*'-

in assise. But in the same case if the two daughters had beene *9 ' **• 3 4- •;

actually seised, and had beene disseised, after their deceases
the issues shall not joyne ; because severall rights descended to

them from severall ancestors: and yet when they have severally

recovered, they are coparceners (4), and one prcccipe lieth

against them, and a release made by one of them to the other
is good. And so note a diversitie inter descensum in capita^ et

in stirpes.

And the statute of Gloucester^ cap. 6, made aniio 6 Edw. 1

.

speaketh si home murge, S^c. if a man dieth ; so as that statute

extendeth not but where one dieth, and hath divers heires, (F.N.B.igs.H.)
whereof one is son or daughter, brother or sister, nephew or
neece, and the others be in a further degree, all their heires

from henceforth shall have their recoverie by writ of mort-
dauncestor. And this seemeth to me to be the common law

;

for Bracton, who v/rit before this statute, saith, [Z] in casu citm rn -^^.^^^ y^^ .

sit assisa mortis antecessoris conjungenda cum consanguinitate, 254. b. Brit.

non erit postea recurrendum ad yrcecipe de consanguinitate, sed fol. 181, 182.

ad assisam mortis; quia persona, quce propinquior est, et facit ^ i?^- -204.

assisam, et trahit ad se personam et s^radum remotiorem ut uhi I jj*\ «.• J . . ^^ .
o

. cap. i,et2,&Q,
potius proceaat assisa quam prcecipe, quia m, quod est magis in fine.

remotum, non trahit ad se quod est magisjunctum, sed c contrario
in onini casu. And herewith agreeth* the most of our [m] [mJigE. 3.

bookes ; and two coparceners shall have a writ of ai/el, and by tit. Joyndre in

their count suppose the common ancestor to be grandfather to Action, 31.

the one, and great grandfather to the other (5). a-^^^s'^*^^
48 E. 3. 14. '24 E. 3. 13. F. N. B. 221. Register. Vide 32 E. 1. Joindre in

Action, 34. 1 3 E. 3. ibid. 29. Temps E. 2. ib. 35. 30 E. 1. ibid. 36. 25 H. 6. 23.

I have beene the longer herein, for that this inheritance of co-
parceners is the rarest kind of ii Jieritance that is in the law.

Furthermore it is to be observed that herein also in case of co-
parceners, [«] sometimes the descent is in stirpes (viz.) to stockes [„] Bracton,
or roots ; and sometime in capita, to heads. As if a man hath lib. 2. 66.

issue two daughters and dyeth, this descent is in capita, viz. that B"«on. cap. 71

.

* every one shall inherit alike, as Littleton here saith.
*'^^"^'*'

''gi g
ri647l ^"^ '^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^'^sue two daughters, and r5* the cap!

^

L b. 11 ^^^^st daughter hath issue three daughters, and the
youngest one daughter, all these foure shall inherit

;

but the daughter of the youngest shall have as much as the
three daughters of the eldest, ratione stirpium, and not ratione
capitum, for in judgement of law every daughter hath a several
stocke or root.

Also if a man hath issue two daughters, and the eldest hath
issue divers sonnes and divers daughters, and the youngest

hath

47-

(4) Sec the like as to jointenants, post. 188. a.

(5) ^cc F. N.B. 1.97. B.



I64.b.] Of Parceners. L.3.C.I. Sect. 241.

hath issue divers daughters, the eldest son of the eldest daugh-
ter shall onely inherit ; for this descent is not in capita, but all

^^ the daughters of the youngest shall inherit, and the eldest son
is coparcener with the daughters of the youngest, and shall

have one moitie (viz.) his mother's part; so that men descending
of daughters may be coparceners, as well as women, and shall

joyntly implead and be impleaded, as is aforesaid,

[o] 20 E. 2. [o] If there be two coparceners, and the one bring a ratio'

r M^R°^*
^'** ^^^^^^^ parte or a nuper obiit against the other, the defendant

•-E q iq^^
claime by purchase, and disclaime in the blood, the plaintife

' " ' ' shall have a mortdauncester against her as a stranger for the

whole (l).

Bract, lib. 2. " Parceners are of two sorts." Here Littleton doth divide
fo. Q6. 71, &c. parceners: and herewith do agree the ancient books of law.
Brit. ca. 7J.

' ^

" And they are calledparceners, S^c." Parceners, participes,

et dicuntur participes, quasi partis capaces, site partem capientes
;

quia res inter eas est communis ratione plurium personarum.

This tenancie in the ancient books of law is called adcequatio,

and sometimQ famitia hirciscunda (2), an inheritance to be
divided ; and many times parceners are called coparceners.

*' Breve de participatione facienda.'* This is false printed (3)>

and should be De partitioneJacienda (4), a writ whereby the

r -1

j^gpjjt
coparceners are compelled to make partition, [pi Item est alia

Orig. 76. 316. actio mixta, quae dicitur actio JamiUcB hirciscundce -,
et locum

Regist. Jud. 80. habet inter eos qui communem habent hcereditatem, SjC, Et locum
Brit, ubi sup. habet, ut videtur, inter cohceredes, ubi agitur deproparte sororum

;

Era*^ t"^y"u*
"^^^ ^^^^^^ alios, ubi res inter partes et cohceredes dividi debeat,

& 5 Co. 443. b. *^^"^ *"^^ plures sorores, quce sunt quasi unus hceres, tel inter

plures fratres, qui sunt quasi unus hceres 7'atione rei quce divisi-

bilis est inter plures, masculos, 8^c,

(Ant. 32. a. "0/ lands or tenements .'' It is to be considered of what
150, 151 •) inheritances daughters shall be coparceners, and how and in

what manner partition shall be made between them. Wherein
it is to be observed, that of inheritances some be entire and

some be severall : againe, of entire, some be divisible, and

some be indivisible. And here it appeareth by Littleton, that

parceners take their appellation, because they are compelled to

make partition by writ of pat'titione faciendd ; where, note,

that Littleton alloweth well to finde out the true derivation of

words, as often hath been and shall be observed.

If a villeine descend to two coparceners, this is an entire

inheritance ; and albeit the villeine himselfe cannot be divided,

yet the profit of him may be divided ; one coparcener may
have the service one day, one weeke, &c. and the other another

day or weeke, &c. And for the same reason a woman shall be

endowed of a villeine, as before it appeareth in the Chapter of

Dower.

(1) See post. 175. 242. a.

(2) See the verb hercisco or ercisco used ant. 86. a.

(3) But in L. and M. and in Roh. it is the same.

(4) Monsieur Houard derives this writ from the capitulars of the first

French kings. 1 Hou. Littl. 318.



L.3. C. 1. Seel. 241. Of Parceners. [ 164. b. 165. a.

Dower (5). Likewise an advowson is an entire inheritance ; fy] M »3 E- 2. tit.

and yet in effect the same maybe divided betweene copar- """j."

!!"!Jjj*'"
ceners, for they may divide it to present by tumcs (6). Flet.li 5 c«. 9.

Mirror, cup. 2. sect. 17.

A rent charge is entire, and against common right ;
[r] yet [r] 44 E. 3, tit.

may it be divided betweene coparceners, and by act in law tlie Partic. 6. At tit.

tcnmit of the land is subject to severall distresses, and partition i^^°*"^'^'75-

may be made before seism of the rent.
)^,n ,^3 ^>.

Entire inheritances not divisible, we finde divers in our

bookes ; and some inheritances that are divisible, and yet shall

not be parted or divided betweene coparceners, as hcreafler

shall appeare.

[s] If a man have reasonable estovers, as housebote, hey- [s] 2 E. a. tit.

bote, &c. appendant to his freehold, they are so entire as they Dower, 123.

shall not be divided betweene coparceners. [/] So if a coredv W ' 7 E. a.

incertaine be granted to a man and his heires, and he hath
^-"l'^""®^'.'''*'*

issue divers daughters, this corodie shall not be divided be-
Marine

tweene them ; but of a corodie certaine partition maybe made, oier, 153.

[u] Homage and fealtie cannot be divided betweene coparce- [u] 17 E. 3. 72.

ners (7). [tu] So a pischarie incertaine, or a common sau7is nom- M 13 E. 2.

bre{i)i cannot be divided betweene coparceners, for that would
j^ieta^iJ^^c*'^*

be a charge to the tenant of the soile.

—

[x] The lord Mounljoy^ ^ap. 9.

seised of the mannor of Cnnford in fee, did by deed indented and [i] Mich. 24
inrolled bargaine and sell the same to Browne in fee, in which et 25 Eliz. inter

indenture this clause was contained. Provided alvoayes, and the Comitem de

said Browne did covenant and grant to and with the said lord
et^Seicmor"

Mountjoj/y his heiresand assignes, thatthelord Mountjoy, his heires Mouutjoy.

and assignes, might dig for ore in the lands (which were greate (Mo. 174.)

wasts) parcell ofthe said mannor, and to dig turfe alsofor the mak'
ing of allome. And in this case three poynts were resolved by all

the judges. First that this did amount to a grant of an interest

and inheritance to the lord Mountjoy^ to digge, &c.

ri657| Secondly, that ft3» notwithstanding this grant Browne

[_ ^ J his heires and assignes might dig also, and like to the

case of common sauns nomber. Thirdly, that the lord (Ant. 122. a.

Mountjoy might assigne his whole interest to one, two, or more; 1 Saund. 351.)

but then, if there be two or more, they could make no division
J^'.^*^

^ Manae,

of it, but work together with one stocke ; neither could the lord /^^y^ih. Cn
Mountjoy, &c. assigne his interest in any part of the wast to jam. 256, 257
one or more, for that might worke a prejudice and a surcharge 1 Mod. 74.)

to the tenant of the land ; and therefore if such an incertaine

inheritance descendeth to two coparceners, it cannot be divided

betweene them (1).

Put

ro.

(5) Ante 32. a.

(6) See an instance of a partition of an advowson between jointenants

in Carth. 505.

i7

) See ante 67. b. and Dav. Rep. 61 . b.

8) Ace. as to common sans nombrc, ante 149.3. See the note on this

sort of common, ante 122. a.

( 1 ) This same case of the earl of Huntingdon and lord Mountjoy is reported
in Godb. 17. 1 And. 307. and Mo. 174. Lord Anderson gives the opinion

of the judges as it was certified in writing to the privy council; but this

certificate takes no notice of the point of indivisibility \ nor is it one of the

questions stated by lord Anderson to have been referred to the judges.—In

B 4 Mo.



165. a.]

(6 Co. 1.)

[y] 2 E. 2.

Dower, 123.

13 E. 2.

Quar. imp. 170.
Fleta, ubi snpra.

Vide Mirror,

ca. 2. sect, 17.

[s] Bracton,

lib. 2. 76.

Britton,cap. 71,

72.

Fleta, lib. 5.

cap. 9.

(Ant. 18. b.

27. a.)

[*]23H.3. tit.

Partition, 18.

contra, Cruise

on Dig, 143.

W3H.3;
tit. Prescrip-

tion, (5).

Of Parceners. L.3. C. 1. Sect. 241.

But then it may be demanded, what shall become of these

Inheritances ? The answer is, that it appeareth in our bookes,

that regularly \j/] the eldest shall have the reasonable estovers,

common, pischarj'-, corody incertaine, Kr c. and the rest shall have
a contribution, that is, an allowance of the value in some other

of the inheritance, and so of the like. But what if the common
ancestor left no other inheritance to give any thing in allowance,

what contribution or recompence shall the younger coparceners

have ? It is answered, that if the estovers or pischary or com-
mon be incertaine, then shall one coparcener have the estovers,

pischary, or common, &c. for a time, and the other for tlie like

time ; as the one for one yeare, and the other for another, or

more, or lesser time, whereby no prejudice can grow to the

owner of the soile. Or in case of the pischary, the one may
have one fish, and the other the second, &c. or the one may
have the first draught, and the second the second draught, &c.
And if it be of a park, one may have the first beast, and the

second the second, &c. And if of a mill, one to have the mill

for a time, and the other the like time ; or the one one toll dish,

and the other the second, (2) &c. And this appeareth to be the

ancient law ; for it is said [z] Sunt oUcb res hcBreditarice quce

veniunt in partitionenif quce, cum dividi no7i possunt, concediintur

uni ; ita quod alice cohceredes alibi de commuju hcereditate habeant

ad valorem, sicut sunt livaria, piscaricB, parci ; vel saltern qiibd

partem habeant pro dejectu, sicut secundum piscem, tertium vel

quartum ; xel secundum tractum, tertium vel quartum. Item, in

parcis secundam, tertiam aut quartam bestinm.

But now let us turne our eye to inheritances of honor and
dignity. And of this there is an ancient booke case, [*] in

23 H. 3. tit. Partition, 18, in these M^ords : Note, ifthe earldome

of Chester descend to coparceners, it shall be divided betweene
them, as well as other lands, and the eldest shall not have this

seigniory and earldome entire to herselfe ; quod nota, adjudged

per totam curiam (3). By this it appeareth, that the earledome

(that is, the possessions (4) of the earledome) shall be divided;

and that where there be more daughters than one, the eldest

shall not have the dignity and power of the earle, that is, to be
a countesse. What then shall become of that dignity? The
answer is, [a] that in that case the king, who is the soveraigne

of

Mo. 707, the same case is cited arguendo ; and there four judges are repre-

sented to have been equally divided in opinion as to the first point mentioned

by lord Coks. But according to Anderson the difference of opinion was only,

whether any remedy was furnished b}^ law for the interest reserved to lord

Mountjoy by the proviso. As to this latter point, see 8 Co. 46. Noy, 145.

—[Note 5.]

(2) How dower is to be assigned out ofindivisible inheritances, see ant. 32. a.

(3) See Dav. Rep. 61. b.

(4) In 2 Ro. Abr. 254, the case of 23 H. 3, relative to the earldom of Ches-

ter, is mentioned as if the daughters might have been coparceners of the

dignitij itself, and not merely of the possessions of the earldom. How the

earldom of Chester became annexed to the crown in the reign of Hen. 3, on
the death ofJohn Scot the last earl leaving three sisters his coheirs, is explained

in 1 Dugd. Bar. 45. See further on this point of indivisibility, Bract. 76. b.

Brit. 187. Flet. 313. and Dav. Rep. 61, b.—[Note 6.]

(5) Fitz. Abr. Prescription, 56.
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of lionour and dignity, may for the inccrtainty confcrrc the

dignity upon wliich of the daughters he please. And this q
hath been tiie usage since the Conquest, as it is said (G).

j

But if an carle that hath this dignity to him and liis heircs

dieth, having issue one daughter, the dignity shall descend to

the daughter; for there is no inccrtainty, but onely one daugh-

ter, and the dignity shall descend unto her and her posterity,

as well as any other inheritance. And this appeareth by many
precedents, and by a late judgement given in Sampson Leonard's

case, who married with Margaret the only sister and hcire of

Gregory Fines lord Dacre of the South, and in the case of

Willinm lord Ros (7).

But there is a difference bctweene a dignity or name of nobi-

lity, and an office of honor. For if a man hold a mannor of the

king to be high constable of Englimd^ and dye having issue two
daughters, the eldest daughter taketh husband, he shall execute

the office (8) solely, and before marriage it shall be exercised by
some

(6) This doctrine about the abeyance of titles of honour, and their being

revived by the royal nomination, though our books furnish little matter on the

subject, is undoubtedly law ; and there are many instances of an exertion of

this prerogative. One of the most remarkable took place during the present

reign in the person of the late Mr. Norborn Berkley, who in 1764 was called

to the house of peers in right of the old barony of Botetourt, after an abeyance

of several centuries, and was allowed to sit according to the antiquity of that

barony. See Cas. in Dom. Proc. for 1764. Another instance in the present

reign is the case of sir Francis Dashwood, late lord Despenser; for in 1763
he was called to the ancient barony of that name in right of his deceased

mother, who was eldest sister and one of the coheirs of an earl of Westmorland,
on whose death that barony had become in abeyance ; and being so summoned
he took his seat as premier baron in place of lord Abergavenny, who before

possessed that distinction.—[Note 7.]

(7) The first of these cases was in 1596, and the second in 1616. Both are

now in print, having been published from manuscripts of the time by Mr. Collins

in his claims concerning baronies, &c. See p. 24, & 162. It must not be
inferred from the purpose for which lord Coke cites them, that the descent of

a barony to a female, where in the creation it was not confined to heirs male,

was controvertible. The points debated in those cases were of another kind.

In Sampson Leonard's the question was, whether the husband can be tenant

by the courtesy of a title of honour. See my observation as to that point,

ante 29. b. note 1. That of lord Ros depended on the effect of superadding
an earldom in tail male to one having a barony before descendible to heirs

general, it being contended, that the former should attract the latter in point

of descent so as to be inseparable whilst the earldom continues.—[Note 8.]

(8) In a late contest about the office of great chamberlainy which arose in

consequence of the late duke of Ancaster's leaving two sisters his co-heiresses,

one of whom was married to Mr. Burrell, the then attorney-general made a
report in conformity to the doctrine here stated by lord Coke as to the office

of high constable ; and this report, of which I have a copy, contains a very
learned investigation of the subject. But afterwards, when the case came
before the lords, the judges gave it as their opinion, that the office belongs to

both sisters ; that the husband of the eldest is not of right entitled to extcute it ;

and that both sisters may execute it by deputy to be appointed by theniy such

deputy not being of a degree inferior to a knight, and to be approved of by the

kin^. See Journ. Dom. Proc. 25 May 1781, the printed cases of the several

clamiants, and the Pari. Reg. for 1780-1, v. 4. 258 to 297.—[Note 9.]
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some sufficient deputy : and all this was resolved by all the

[6] iiEliz.Dier, judges of England, in the case of [6] the duke of Buckingham.
285, the duke of But the dignity of the crowne of England is without all

Buckingham's question descendible to the eldest daughter alone, and to her
case (9). posterity (10), and so hath it beene declared by act of par-

liament. * [*] For, regnum non est divisibile. And so was the
descent of Troy :

PrcBterea sceptrum, Ilione quod gesserat olim

Maxima natarum Priami.

[i] If a castle that is used for the necessary defence of the
realme, descend to two or more coparceners, this castle might
be divided by chambers and roomes, as other houses be. But
yet, for that it is pro bono publico et pro defensione regni, it shall

not be divided ; for as one saith, propter jus gladil dividi non
potest ; and another saith, [*] pur le droit delespee que ne soeffre

division en aventuregue laforce del realme ne defaille pax taunt.

But castles of habitation for private use, that are not for the

necessary defence of the realme, ought to be parted betweene
coparceners as well as other houses ; and wives may thereof be
endowed, as hath been said in the Chapter of Dower (1 1).

If there be two coparceners of certaine lands with

warranty, and they make partition &3" of the land, the Fl 6*571
warranty shall remayne ; because they are compellable

I k *J
to make partition, [c] But otherwise it was of joyn-

tenants at the common law, as shall be said hereafter in his

proper place.—[f/] Thomas de Eberston, seised of the mannor of

Eberston within the forrest of Pickering, had kept time out of

mind a woodward for keeping of the woods parcell of that

mannor, and had the barke of all the trees felled in the said

woods by any of the forresters of that forest as belonging to his

mannor (which he could not have without a prescription) (1).

Thomas ofEberston infeoffisd two ofthe said mannor ; betweene
whom partition was made, so as one of them had the one halfe

in severalty and the other the other halfe (2). Robert JVyerne

afterwards had the one halfe, and Thomas Thurnise the other

:

and they in the eyre of Pickering claimed to keepe a woodward
within the said woods, and the barke aforesaid ; and the truth

hereof and the usage being specially found by the forrestors

verderors and regardors, IVilloughby Hungerford and Hanburie
justices

[•]25H.8
cap. 2-2.

Virgil, 1.

^neid.

[6]Bract. lib. a-

fol. 76. Fleta,

lib. 5. cap. 9.

[*]Britton,i86,

187.

Vide Sect. 36.

[c] 39 E. 3.

Garrantie, 70.

(6 Co. i2.b.)

fd] Itin. Picker-

ing.

8 E. 3. Rot. 34.

(Ant. 115. a.)

(g) S. C. Keilw. 170. b. 4 Inst. 127.

(10) See ant. 15. b.

(11) Ant. 31. b.

(1) The claim of alike privilege as appurtenant to a manor is mentioned in

Crompt. Jurisd. Co. 192. b. See further concerning the office of woodward in

Manwood's For. Laws by Nelson, 3{J9.—[Note 10.]

(2) It is observable in this partition, that no provision is made in respect to

the office ofwoodward, and privilege of having the bark of felled trees, which

were appurtenant to the manor. In a former place lord Coke states the par-

tition of a manor to which an advowson was appendant, and explains what the

effect is on the advowson, where from want of any particular agreement

between the parties it is left to the law to regulate how the advowson shall be

disposed of. Ant. 122. a.—[Note 11.]
"
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justices itinerants within tliat Forrest gave judgment as followeth.

I(leo considemtumy est quod prcedict' Hohertus ct Thomas habeant

xvoodxvardum ct corticem in iosco prccdicto de qucrcubus prccdictis I

sibi el hferedibiis suis in perpetuum. Salvo semperjure, Sfc,

Sect. 242.

yd L S O, if a man seised of tenements infee simple or infee-tayle dielh

without issue of his hodie begotten^ and the tenements descend to his

sisters, thci/ are parceners, as is aforesaid. And in tJie same manner, where
he hath no sisters, hut the lands descend to his aunts, they are par-
ceners (3), 6^c. But if a man hath but one daughter, she sliall not be

called parcener, but sKe is called daughter and heire, Sfc.

"/^/2 in fee tayle." This must be intended of an estate taile

made to the father and to the heires of his body ; for other-

wise if the state tayle were made to a man and to the heires of
his body, his sisters cannot inherit. And not only daughters
shall be coparceners, but sisters, aunts, great aunts, &c.

" Daughter and heire, S^c.*' Here by (S^c.) is implyed sister

and heire, aunt and heire, great aunt and heire, and so upward.

Sect. 343.

/d ND it is to be understood, that partition may be made in divert

maners. One is, ivlien they agree to make partition, and do make
partition of the tenements ; as if there be two parceners to divide between

them the tenements in two parts, each part by it selfe in severalty and of
equall value; and if there be three parceners, to divide the tenements m
three parts by it selfe in severalty, Sfc,

"D Y this Section, and the f<^c.J in the end of it, it is to be under-
stood, that there are two kind of partitions betweene copar-

ceners ; the one in deed or expresse, and the other in law or (Ant. 46. a.)

implicite. Of partitions in deed or expresse, some be voluntary,

whereof Littleton enumerates four manners ; and one compul-
sory, that is, by writ of partition (4).

[1667) ^^ The first partition m deed betweene coparceners, (F. N. B. 157.)

^ J is that which Littleton here speaketh of, viz. When they

agree and make partition of the tenements^ Sfc. each part
by itselfe in severalty and qfequaU value, 8^c. If coparceners

make partition, at full age and unmarried, and opsone memorie,

of

(3) they are parceners not in L. and M. nor Roh.

(4) The reference in the margin to fol. 46. a. is to an instance of the

difference in point of effect on the lessee for years of a coparcener, between
partition by writ and partitioa without.—[Note la.]
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of lands in fee simple, it is good and firme for ever, albeit the

values be unequall ; but if it be oflands entailed, or if any of the

parceners be of non sane memories it shall bind the parties them-
selves, but not their issues unlesse it be equall ; or if any be
covert^ it shall bind the husband, but not the wife or her heires

;

or if any be within age, it shall not bind the infant ; as shall be
said more fully hereafter (i). The second partition followeth

in the next Section. And here the (S^c.) implyeth further, that

if there be four parceners, then four parts, if five, five parts.

Vide Sect. 241. and so forth. It further implyeth, that all this must be in

severalty; whereof, and with what limitations this is to be
understood, it hath been declared before.

Sect. 244.

y^NO THBR partition there is, viz. to choose, hi/ agreement betweene

themselves, certaine of theirfriends, to make partition of the lands or

tenements in forme aforesaid. And in these cases, after such partition,

the eldest daughter shall choosefrst one of the paints so divided, which she

vnll havefor her part, and then the second daughter next after her another

part, and then the third sister another part, then thefourth another part,

S^c. if so be that there be more sisters, S^c. unlesse it be otherwise agreed

between them. For it may be agreed between them, that one shall have such

tenements, and another such tenements, Sfc. without any primer election.

31 Ass. 26. " nnHEN thefourth another part, S^c." Here the (&ic.) im-

plyeth the 5 sister, and after her the 6, and so forth.

" For it may be agreed bettveene them, that one shall have such

tenements, and another such tenements, 8^c." Here by this (SfC.)

is implyed divers rules of law proving the conclusion of Littleton

(i Sid. 193.269. in this Sect. viz. Modus et conventio vincunt legem. Pacto aliquid
Ci-o. Ehz. 664.) licitiim est, quod sine pacto non admittitur. Quilibet potest renun-
(1 A

• 339-; darejuri pro se introduct', but with this Hmitation that these

rules extend not to any thing, that is against tlie common-
wealth or common right. For conxeniio privatorum non potest

publicoJuri derogare.

^ Sect. 245.
['f]

yi ND the pari which the eldest sister hath, is called in Latine enitia

pars. But if the parceners agree, that the eldest sister shall make

partition of the tenements in manner aforesaid, and ifshe do this, then it is

said, that the eldest sister shall choose last for her part, and after every

one of her sisters, S^c. (1) *.

'^ ENITIA

(1) See post. Sect. 255 to 258, inclusive. See also 173. b.

(1) * The Sfx. not in L. and M. nor Roh.
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* "ONITIA pars" It is called in old bookes* rcisnctio, which • Bract, li. a. 77.
-^

is derived of the French word ci.snc (or eldest, as much as Flcta,Iib.5.ca.fj.

to say the part of the eldest ; for Bractnn saith, quod eisndm li"ti«»»» "• T^-

semper est pnrfcrcvda propter privilegium (Cfat is ; sed esto, quhd

jUia primoo^enita rclicto nrpote vel nepte in vitd pntris vet matris,

decesserity prcrfcrcndn erit soror antcnata tali nepoti vel nepti

quantum ad cisnctiam, quia mortem parentum expectavit. And
herewith agrceth Fktay also, quod iwta : whereby it appcareth

that enitia pars is personall to the eldest, and that this prerogative

or priviledge descendeth not to her issue, but the next eldest

sister shall have it. [/] And here is a diversity to be observed y-^ 45 k. .j.

betweene this case of a partition in deed by the act of the parties, hines,4i.i9E,3,

for there the priviledge of election of the eldest daughter shall Q""f- ^'"P-59-

not descend to her issue ; and where the law doth give the \^6^'r\ir,\o.
eldest any priviledge without her act, there that priviledge shall ^y n/g, g]^'

descend. As if there be divers coparceners of an advowsonf, boct. &Siud.

and they cannot agree to present, the law doth give the first 116, 117. Vid.

presentment to the eldest; and this priviledge shall descend to ^'^*^^- 238- ^49-

her issue; nay her assignee shall have it (2); and so shall her ^^i^*^®'
husband, that is tenant by the curtesie, have it also (3). ^j Jj'

^' ^^'

20 E. 3. Quar.
** Then it is said that the eldest sister shall choose last, 8)'c" imp. 63.

By this and the 8fc. in the end of this Section is implyed, the 34
J..

3. iL 198.

rule of law is, cujus est divisio, alterius est eledio. And the
p^^^^,^^

^^^'

reason of the law is for avoyding of partiality. 17 £.3.30, 21.

21E. 3. '21. F. N.B. 32. (Post. i8f>. b.)

CIpsee

(2) Ace. P. 18 E. Quare Impedit, 1 76. Post. 1 86. b. 3 Co. 22. b. 2 Inst.

3O5. 2 lio. Abr. 346. Mallory's Quare Impedit, 145. Three judges also

held accordingly. East. 23 Eliz. in Harris 6c Hales r. Nichols, Cro. Eliz. 18.

But Anderson chief justice doubted whether a grantee should have the pri-

vilege. In Keilwey there is a case of 18 H. 7, in which Frovvike chief justice

is made to give it to the grantee of the eldest sister, only where it has been
once exercised by herself. But he afterwards doubted his own distinction,

and seemed to incline to the grantee's right generally; in consequence of
which the report concludes thus : Stude bene et qucere. Keilw. 49. Upon the

whole therefore it seems, that the point is not quite settled ; and to determine
it properly would require a very careful examination of the numerous cases

cited by lord Coke here and in the Second Institute. See 7 Ann. c. 18.

I was led into this note by a reference to the case from Cro. Eliz. in a Coke
upon Littleton of the late Mr. Beversham Filmer, and by ah opinion of the

same very learned gentleman, in which he represents the point to be doubtful,

and therefore dissuaded accepting the title to the next presentation of an
advowson belonging to three sons as heirs in gavelkind, unless they would
all join in the grant. The eminence of Mr. Filmer as a barrister, more
especially in the conveyancing line, will, I presume, fully justify me for thus
introducing his name. The doubts of a lawyer so profound and correct, as
he was universally allowed to be, will ever claim liigh respect ; and it is with
peculiar pleasure that I take this opportunity of expressing the veneration
with which I hold him in my remembrance. See H. Black. 413.

—

[Note 13.]

(3) Agreed by lord Anderson in the case from Cro. Eliz. cited in the
preceding note.
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(IpscB etenim leges cupiunt utjure regantur.)

which might apparently follow if the eldest might both divide

and choose (4). Now followeth the third partition in deed.

Sect. 246.

yd NO THE R partition or allotmefit is, as if there be four parceners,

and after partition of the lands be made, every part of the land by

itself is written in a little scrowle and is covered all in waxe in manner of
a little ball, so as none may see the scrowle, and then the 4 balls of waxe
are put in a hat to be kept in the hands of an indifferent man,
and then the eldest daughter shallfirst i^:^ put her hand into the r\Q'7~\
hat, and take a ball of waxe idth the scrowle within the same ball

|_ ^ J
for her part, and then the second sister shall put her hand into

the hat and take another, the 3 sister the 3 ball, and the 4 sister the 4 ball,

S^x. and in this case every one of them ought to stand to their chance and
allotment,

"J LLOTMEN r." Of this partition by lots ancient authors

•Flet. lib. 5.
* write, that in that case coparceners fortunam faciunt

ca. 9. Bracton, judicem. And Littleton here termeth it chance ; for in the end
hb. 2. 75. ^ qj' ^j^jg Section he saith, that in this case every of them ought
ntton,cap.72.

jq jjold herselfe to her chance; and of this kind of division

Vide Numbers, JOM shall read in holy scripture, where it is sayd, dedi vobis

ca. xxvi. ver. 54, possessionem quam dividetis forte,

55. & ca. xxxiii. The <^c. in the end of this Section implyeth, that if there be

8ionbM°f^'^*
more coparceners there must be more balls according to the

^ ° ^* number of the parceners.

Sect. 247.

A LS 0, there is another partition. As if there befour parceners, and
they will not agree to a partition to be made between them, then the

one may have a writ o/" partitione facienda against the other three, or two

of them may have a writ o/* partitione facienda against the other two, or

three of them may have a writ q/" partitions facienda against thefourth,

at their election,

jpj E RE followeth the fourth partition in deed. Littleton hav-

ing spoken of voluntary partitions, or partitions by consent

:

now he speakes of a partition by the compulsary means of law

where no partition can be had by consent. Now ofwhat inherit-

ance partition may be made by the writ of partitione faciendd
may partly appeare by that which hath been sayd. Moreover
it is to be observed that the words of the writ de partitione

• 3 E. 3. 47, 48. Jaciendd be * quod cum ecedem A. ei B. insimul et pro indiviso

teneant ires acras terns cumpertinen, Sfc. And note that this word
(tenetj

(4) See Hob. 107, where the doctrine is cited with approbation.
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(tenet) (i) in a writ doth alwayes imply a tenant of a freehold.

And therefore [^1 if one coparcener maketh a lease for yeares, fg]oi £.3.57.

}^et a writ of partition doth lie (a). But if one or both make a F. N. B. 6a. G.

ease for life, a writ of partition doth not lye between them :

^^ JJ-

^- ^•

because iwu insimul et })ro indhiso tenrntj they do not hold the
^ ^ 7.^10. b.

freehold together, and the writ of partition must be against the (Post. i7«. b.)

tenant of the freehold. [//] If one coparcener disseise another, [h] 4 H.7. 9.

during this disseisin a writ of partition doth not lie between *' ^"'^3-

them ; for tiiat non tenent insimul et pro indiviso. 187*51 )
^ *

But there be other partitions in deed than here have been

mentioned. [/] For a partition made between two coparceners, [i] Temps E. 1.

that the one shall have and occupy the land from Easter untill Partition, ai.

the first of August only in severalty by himselfe, and that the
J- JJ*

^; ^-
'•

other shall have and occupie the land from the first of August ^' °" ^*^

untill the feast of Easter yearely to them and their heires, this is

a good partition (3). Also if two coparceners have

Cj^g^n
two mannors by descent, tj^ and they make partition,

» J that the one shall have the one manor for one yeare,

and the other the other manor for this yeare, and so

alteniis vicibus to them and their heires, this is a good partition.

The same law is, if the partition be made in forme aforesaid,

for two or more yeares, and each coparcener have an estate of

inheritance, and no chattell, albeit either of them alternis vicibus

have the occupation but for a certaine terme of yeares.

Of partitions in law, some be by act inlaw without judgement,
and some be bv judgement, and not in a writ de partitione

Jaciefida, And of these in order.

[k] If there be lord, three coparceners mesnes, and tenant, [k] 36 H. 6 7.

and one coparcener purchase the tenancy, this is not onely a (Post. 192. a.)

partition of the mesnalty, being extinct for a third part, but a

division of the seigniory paramount, for now he must make
severall avowries (1).

[/] If one coparcener make a feoffment in fee of her part, this [0 37 H. 6. 8.

is a severance of the coparcenarie, and severall writs oi' prcecipe "^^ ^' •^* '*

shall lie against the other coparcener and the feoffee (2).

[m] If two coparceners be, and each of them taketli husband [,«] 17 E. 3.

and have issue, the wives die, the coparcenary is divided, and m. »5-

here is a partition in law.

[«] If two coparceners be, and one disseise the other, and the f«] 12 E. 3.

disseisee bringeth an assise, and recover, it hath beene said, that J"dgni. 162.

7 Ass. 10.

7 E. 3. 49. 10 Ass. 17. i2Ass. 5. 17. loE. 3. 40. 43. 28 Ass. 35. 23 Ass. 18.

20 E, 3. Ass. 62. 3 E. 3. 48. b. 19 H. 6. 45. 7 H. 6. 4. 3 E. 4. to.

she

(1) See the various applications of the verb tenet explained ant. fol. 1 .a. c^ b.

(2) So too execution of dower is not prevented by a lease for years subsisting
at the husband's death. Ant. 32. a. How lessee for years is affected by such a
partition, is before explained by lord Coke in fol. 46. a.—[Note 14.]

(3) See the case of a moveable fee simple, stated ant. fol. 4. a.

(1) But according to Bro. Nouv. Cas. 108, the lord should have notice of
the partition.—[Note 15.]

(2) Ace. ant. 67. b. post. 175. a. 195. a. But this sort of partition is not a
partition in the sense in which Littleton writes of partitions, nor in the common
sense of the word. He means a division of the land itself; whereas what lord
Coke here calls a partition is a mere severance of the unity of title, whicli
operates, as Littleton afterwards states, by making a tenancy in copamoo.
See Sect. 309.—[Note 16.]
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she shall have judgement to hold her moity in severalty. And
this seemeth (say they) verie ancient, and thereupon vouch

* Bract, lib. 4. Bracton, * si resjiierit communis, locum habere poterit commiini
fo. 216. b. dividendojudicium. And [0] so (say they) if the one coparcener

I R 2 \i recover against another in a 7iuper obiit or a rationabili parte, the

Nuper ob. 22. judgement shall be, that the demandant shall recover and hold in

4 H. 7. 10. severalty. But Britton is to the contrary ; for he saith, * et si

30 E. 1. Nuper ascun des parceners soit enget ou disturbe de la seisinper ses adders

r' N ^j\ B parceners, un, ou plusors, al disseisee viendra assise per severall

* Britton pleint sur les parceners et recovera, mes nemy a teneren severaltie,

lol. 112. a. mes en common solonque ceo que avant lejist, 8^c. [p] And this

[p] 6 Co. 12, & seemeth reasonable ; for he must have this judgement according
13. Morrice's ^q j^jg p]aint, and that was of a moitie, and not of any thing in

rp*st^^^87^ a )
severaltie, and the sherife cannot have any warrant to make any

"
partition in severalty or by metes and bounds.

Sect. 248.

/J
ND whenjudgement shall he given upon this writ, the judgment shall

he thus ; that partition shall he made hetweene the parties, and that

the sherije in his proper person shall go to the lands and tenements, S^x.

and that he by the oath of 12 lawj'ul men of his hailiwick, <3)C. shall make
partition hetween the parties, and that one part of the lands and tenements

shall he assigned to the plaintif or to one of theplaintij's, and anotherpart

to another parcener, S)C. not making mention in thejudgement of the eldest

sister more thanof the youngest.

Bract. fo.66,&c- IV^ O T E, the first judgement in a writ of partition, whereof
Brit. 71, &c. Littleton here speaketh, is quodpartitiofat inter partes prce-

?i"^* ^v\J^'
dictas de tenementis prcedictis, cum pertinentiis, after which judge-

ca^^Q
'

* ^ ment. By this S^c. viz. tenements, S^c. is implyed, that a writ shall

be awarded to the sherife, quod assumptis tecum 1 2 liberis et

legalibus hominibus de vicineto iuo, per quos rei Veritas melius

sciri poterit, in propriapersond tua accedas ad tenementa prcEdicta

cum pertinentibus, et ibidem per eorum sacramentum, in prcesentid

partium (3) prcedictarum per te prcemuniendarum si interesse

Toluerint,

ca. 9.

(3) These words, enjoining the partition to be made in the presence of the

parties, show that the proceeding before the sheriff is quite open. So too, as it

seems, should be the execution of a commission of partition issued by chancery

as a court of equity, such commission being in nature of a writ at common law

for the like purpose. But I understand, that there have been instances of

treating the commission of partition as a close proceeding, and that on that

idea it has been sometimes the practice to annex an oath of secrecy to the

commission. This practice, I presume, has grown from not attending to the

difference between commissions to divide lands and commissions to examine

witnesses merely. In the latter sort of commission an oath to keep the deposi-

tions secret is expressly required by an order of chancery of the gth of February

1721 ; and exclusively of the order the proceeding implies secrecy, the deposi-

tions being ever kept close under seal till leave is obtained to divulge them by

the passing of publication. But neither the language nor spirit of this order

is applicable to commissions of partition, which like the writ of partition

ought to be openly executed.—[Note 17.]
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Toluerint, precdicla tenrmrnta cum pcrtincntihm per sacramcntum

boHonim ct Irfrnliuiv hominum prfcdictorum, habito respcciu ad ' 7
verum valorem enrundrm, in duas partes ccquales partiri et dividi,

et unam partem partturn illnruniy 8fc.

This last S^c. in this Section is evident. Ockam ca. <^uld

sit liber judi-

rifiSTl " Judgement,'' ^3^ Judicium est quasijuris dictum, so ?o e" 3.
4'-.

I J called, because so long as it stands in force pro wr//a^e q Ass. a.

acc/;7/fMr(i) and cannot be contradicted. And there- 8 Ass. 35,

upon antiquitie called that excellent booke in the exchequer, 49 K- 3- «•

Domesday, Diesjudicii. Sicut enimdistrictietterribilisexaminis
p jj'*i3 ,g

ilia novissima sentcntia mdld tergivcrsntionis arte valet eludi, Sfc.

sic sententia ejusdcm libri injicinri nan potest, vet impund declinari;

ab hoc 710S eundem Uhrumjudiciarium nominamus, Sfc. quhd ah eo

sicut a pncdictojudicio non licet uUd ratione discedere. By Lit'

ilcton it appeareth, that the formes of judgements, pleas, and
other legall proceedings, do conduce much to the right under-

standing of the law and of the reason thereof; as here Littleton

rightly collecteth upon the forme of the judgement, that the

sherife shall deliver to them such parts as he thinks good, and
tliat the eldest coparcener shall have no election when partition

is made by the sherife. And it is to be observed, that there be
two judgements in a writ of partition. Of the former Littleton

speaketh in this place. And when partition is made by the

oath of twelve men, and assignement and allotment thereof,

and so returned by the sherife, then the latter judgment is, ideo

consideratum est, quhd partitio prcedictajirma et stabilis in per-

petuum teneatur, and this is the principall judgement, [q] And [9] 1 1 Co. 40.

of the other, before this be given, no writ of error doth lie (2). W'"- 39 KHz-
°

Rot. 327, in

** Sherife." Shireve is a word compounded of two Saxon words, jnter An.
viz. shire, and reve. Shire^ satrapia, or comitatus, commeth of Countes deWar.

the Saxon verbe shiram, i. e. partiri, for that the whole realme & le Seignior

is parted and divided into shires ; and reve is prcefectus, or preE- ^^^^^^y-

positus ; so as shirexe is the reie of the shire, prcejfectus satrapice,
^pj^l ^^^ ^'

proiincice, or comitates. And he is called prcefectus, because he 109. b.)

is the chiefe officer to the king within the shire; for the words of

his

(4) See Dialog, de Scaccar. lib. 1. cap. 16. which hath the same title.

(1) See same explanation 0^ judicium, ante 39. a.

(2) The difference between an /w/er/ocw/ory judgment or award and a ^na/
principal or ;?/e««ry judgment is here pointed at; as to which see Metcalf's

case, 1 1 Co. 30, both questions in it depending on the distinction. See also

Office of Exec. ed. 1676, chap. 17. p. 279. How the civil and canon laws dis-

tinguished between interlocutory and definitive sentences, especially in point of

appeal, and between sentences merely interlocutory, and interlocutory sentences

having the effect of definitive, may be collected in some degree by consulting

Voet. ad Dig. lib. 42. tit. 1. s. 4. Perez, in Cod. lib. 7. tit. 62, Wood's Civ. L.
8vo ed. 379. and Gilb. Chanc. c. 10. As to the diffijrence between interlo-

cutory and final decrees or orders in our courts of equity, see Pract. Reg. in

Chanc. 122, and 153, and Nosle v. Foot, in Dom. Proc. 12 March 1739. On
the same subject in our ecclesiastical courts, see 1 Ought. Ord. and Comett's
Prac. of Spirit. Co. 3d edit. 229 to 250. These references may assist inquiry

;

but a far more extended information will be necessary before the distinctions

can be well ascertained, and the use of them in point o{ appeal, conclusion, or

otherwise, be fully understood.- [Note 18.]
Vol. II.

^
"^

C
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his patent be, commisimus vobis custodiam comitates nostri de, S^c-

And he hath a threefold custodie, triplicem custodiam^ viz. First,

vitcajusticice; for no suit begins, and no processe is served but

by the sherife. Also he is to returne indifferent juries for the

triall of mens lives, liberties, lands, goods, &c. Secondly, utce

legis ; he is, after long suits and chargeable, to make execution,

which is the life and fruit of the law. Thirdly, vitce reipubliccB
;

he is principalis conservator pads, within the countie (3), which
is the life of the common wealth, vita reipublicce pax.

Vide ihe Second He is called before, Sect. 234, viscount, in Latyne, vicecomes,
Partof thclnsti-

^^ ^^ ^.^^^ comitis, that is, in stead of the earle of that countie, who
tutes.W.i.c.io.

.^^ antient time had the regiment of the countie under the king.

Mirror, cap. 1. For it is said in the Mirror*, that it appeareth by the ordinance
sect. 3. of antient kings before the Conquest, that the earles of the

counties had the custodie or gard of the counties, and when the

earles left their custodies or gards, then was the custodie of

counties committed to viscounts, who therefore (as it hath been

Ockam, cap. sayd) are called vicecomites. And Ockam cap. quid centuria, S^c.

QuidCentur.&c. porro vicecomes dicitur quod vicem comitis suppleat.

Marculphus saith, this office hjudiciaria dignitas; Lampridius,
Fortescue, cap. that it is ojfficium dignitatis, Fortescue saith, quod vicecomes est

24. 12 R. 2. nobilis qfficiarius. And see there, and observe well his honour-

able and solemne election and creation at this day. But to con-

firme all that hath been said touching this point, and to conclude

the same, among the lavves of Edward the Confessor (4) I finde

Lambert, it thus recorded. Verilm quod modo vacatur comitatus olim apud
fol. 129. 12. Britonestemporibus Romanorum in regno istoBritannice vocabatur

consulatus et qui modo vocantur vicecomites tunc temporis vice-

consules vocabantur ; ille ve7'o dicebatur viceconsul, qui consule

absente ipsius vices supplebat injure et inforo (5). Herein many
things

(3) See Lamb. Just. ed. of 1602, p. 12, 13. and 2 Inst. 174. in both of which
books the coroner is so styled.

(4) Concerning the dispute about the authenticity of these laws, see notes

3 and 4. ant. 68. b. to which add Preface to 8 Co. Rep. 1 Tyrr. Hist. b. 6. p. 103.
Ibid. V, 2. p. 62. Brad. Introd. to Eng. Hist. 260. and a note by the late

bishop of St. David, Dr. Squire, in his book on the Anglo-Saxon Gov. in Engl,
ed. of 1753, p. 219. Mr. Selden's opinion of these laws was, that " as the
*' ordinary copies are, and as they speak in the published volume of Saxon
" laws, they are not without many mixtures of somewhat later transcribers."

Seld on Tithes, ed. 1618, p. 225. A like temperate caution concerning these
laws is interposed by Sir Henry Spelman and Mr. Somner. Spelm. Gloss.
3d ed. 67. Reliq. Spelm. 61. Somn. on Gavelk. loi. But Dr. Brady is not
content with this ; for, moved by that excess of party spirit, which is so de-
structive of truth, and so much tarnishes his learned writings on the EngUsh
history, he indiscriminately and passionately rejects the whole body of these
laws. His words in one place are as follow: *' The factious bishops and
** churchmen, and the seditious and dissolute barons, made a noise for king
** Edward's laws. But what they were it is now a hard matter to know.
" Those put forth under his name with Mr. Lambard's Saxon laws were none

of his. They are incoherent farce and mixture, and a heap of nonsense,
*' put together by some unskilful bishop, monk, or clerk, many years after his
" death, to serve the ends and designs of the present times." General Fref. to
Brad. Eng, Hist. xxx. See further Wright Ten. 65. note (i) [Note 19.]

(5) The passage here cited from the laws of Edward the Confessor seems
rather a remark by the copier or translator of the law, than a part of the law

itself;
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things are wt>nhy of observation. First, for the antiquitie of / 9
counties. Secondly, that which we called comitatuvi, the

Romans more J.atinelv called consulntum. Thirdly, whom the

Saxons afterwards called (as hath been said) shirevc or earlcy

the Romans called consul. Fourthly, that the sherife was deputy

of the consuU or earle; and therefore the Romans called him

riccconsti/y as we at this day call him ticecomes. Fifthly, that

the sherife in the Romans time, and before, was a minister to

the king's courts of law and justice, and had then a court of

his own, which was the county court, then called curia consu- Cjn«ar Polidiro.

latftSy as appeareth by these words, ipsius vices supplcbat in jure Himtingdon.

ei in foro. Sixthly, that this realme was divided into shires Polidor inter

and counties, and those shires into cities, burroughs, and towns,
ijyokcr*^i"b"*iJ''

by the Brittains: so that king Alfred's division of shires and

counties was but a renovation or more exact description of the

same (6). Lastly, the consequence that will follow upon these

things being so ancient, (as in the time of, and before the

Romans) the studious reader will easily collect. And after-

wards, fol. 135, amongst the laws of the same king it appeareth,

that those whom the Saxons sometimes called (and now we call)

eeldermen or corles, the Romans called senatores, et similiter olim

apud Britoncs temporibus Romanorum in regno isto Briiannicc

vocahantur senatores, qui postca temporibus Saxonum locabantur

aldermani, nan propter cetatem, sed propter sapientiam et digni-

tateniy cum quidam adolescentes essent, jurisperiti tamen et super

hoc experti (7).

tlGSTl ^^ " Q/* ^'^ bailiwick" It appeareth before, that

1

"J
the enquest must be de vicineto of the place where the

lands doe lie, and not generally de balivd tud. By this

it appeareth, that the sherife is balivus, and his county called

balivn ; and therefore it is good to be seen what baliviis origi-

nally signified, and whereof it is derived.

Baylije (1) is a French word, and signifies an officer concerned jigt, ub. 2.

cap. 67. (Cro. Jam. 178. Plowd. 28. b. 1 Ro. Abr. 339.) Bract, lib. 3. tract. Q.

cap. 33. nu. 3. Idem, lib. 3. fol. 121. b.

itself; and perhaps it is on this account that Lambard distinguishes this pas-

sage in the printing by an Italic letter. But whether the passage is to be
deemed part of the law or not, the comparison it draws of the Roman deno-
minations of their territorial government and officers in Britain with those of

the Saxons, seems to me quite imaginary. At least I am not able to find any
trace of authority to prove such an use or application of the words ** consu-
*' latuSy consul and viceconsul" amongst the Romans whilst Britain was a part

of their empire, as this extract supposes.—[Note 20.]

(6) This agrees with the idea of Sir John Spelman in his life of Alfred, and
of Mr. St. Amand in his Essay on the Legislative Power of England. Dr.

Stuart in his Historical Dissertation of the English Constitution makes some
additional remarks in support of the same opinion. See 2d ed. of this latter

book, 250.—[Note 21.]

(7) The remark above in note 5, on the former extract from Lambard's
Anglo-Saxon Laws equally applies to this second one. As to the origin and
office of sheriffs, see further Preface to 3 Co. Rep. Dav. Rep. 60. Dalt. on
Sher. Spelm. Gloss, vocibus comites comitatus et vicecomes, Seld. tit. Hon. ed.

1681, p. 627. 2 Henry's Hist. Gr. Brit. 242. a note by lord Fortescue in his

ancestor's book on absolute and limited monarchy, 112, and Stewart's Hist.

Dissert, on Engl. Const. 2d ed. 241.—[Note 22.]

(1) See ante 61 . b. at the bottom. The additional references in the margin
on the side of the word bailiff' rcVdte to bailiffs of manors.
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in the administration of justice of a certaine province; and be-
cause a sherife hath an office concerning the administration of
justice within his county or bailiwick, therefore he called his

county haliva sua. For example, when he cannot find the de-
fendant, &c. he returneth, non est inventus in baliva mea.

I have heard great question made, what the true exposition of
this word balivus is. In the statute of Magna Charta, cap. 28,

Bract, lib. 3. the letter of that statute is, nullus balivus de ccetero poTiat aliquem

B^ tt f 1 6 ^^ legem manifestam nee adjuramentum simplici loqueld sud sine

Flet. li. 2. ca.63.
Icstibus ^fidelibus ad hoc inductis. And some have said, that

10 Co. 103. balivus in this statute signifieth any judge ; for the law must be
Post. 195. a.) waged and made before the judge. And this statute (say they)

extends to the courts of common pleas, king's bench, &c. for

they must bring with them Jtdeles testes, Sfc. and so hath been
the usage to this day.

But I have perused a very ancient and learned reading upon
this statute ; and the reader taketh it, that, at the common law
before this statute, he, that would make his law in any court of
record, must bring with him jideles testes. And this opinion

Glanv. li.i.ca.g. herein is warranted by Glanvil^ who wrote in the reign of Henry
the second. But the reader holdeth, that in the courts which
were not of record (2), as the county court, the hundred court,

the court baron, &c. there the defendant without any faithful!

witnesses might before this stat. have made his law, for remedy
10 H. 4. 4. whereof this act was made ; and therefore (saith he) the statute

r84*\
"^^^' extendeth to the judges of such courts as are not of record.

** In 10 H. 4. it is holden, that if a lord, that bath a franchise in a
leet, doth not enquire ofthings enquirable, and punish them, the

sherife shall enquire in his turne, et si le vicount ne /aire en son
tome, le baylie le toy enquirer^ quant il vient, ou auterment serra

inquiseperjustice en eire, where baylie le roy is understoodJw^if/ce
* M'J'''"''. ca. 5- le roy. And in the Mirror* it is holden, that the statute doth

Bract, fo. 409.
^^^end to everie justice, minister of the king, steward, &c. and

Fleta, libis. all comprehended under this word Z)a2//e/e.

cap. 63. 5^. The chiefe magistrates in divers antient corporations are
called baylifs, as in Ipswich, Yarmouth, Colchester, &c. And
baylife in French is dioecetes, nomarcha, in English, a bailife or

governor. But of this thus n^uch shall suffice.

Sect. 249.

/iND of the partition which the sherife hath so made, he shall give

notice to the justices (3) under his scale, and the scales of every of
the 1 2, 8fc. And so in this case you may see, that the eldest sister shall

not have thefirst election (4), hut the sherife shall assigne to her her part
which she shall have, Sfc. And it may be that the shert/e will assignefirst

one pari to the youngest, S^c, and last to the eldest, S^c,

" UNDER

(2) Concerning the distinction of courts of record, see ante liy.b.

(3) In L. and M. and in Roh. there is an Sfc. here.

(4) An <^c. here in L. and M. and in Roh.
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**TTNDE II his scale.'* N6te, the partition, made and deli- BHt. fo. 185.6.

vered by tlie siKMifo and jurors ouglit to be returned into hcc. Bract. I. a.

the court under the seale of the sherife, and the vSeales of tlie yjj'*'"^*

twelve jurors ; for the words of the judieiall writ of partition,

whieh (loth command tlie sherife to make partition, are assumptis

tecum 11, S{c. (so as there must be twelve) c/ parlitinnem inde,S)-c.

Si ir' facias justiciariis^ ^c, suh siirillo iiiOj et sigillis eorum per

qiiortim sacrumenlum partitiovem illamfeccrisy S^-c. And this is the

reason, wherefore in this case the partition, whieh they make
upon oath ought to be returned under their scales : and the

reason of that is for the more strengthening of the

riCOTI ^' partition by the 12, and that the sherife should not jji,. 1 1, (,,i j i

I J
returne what partition he would. Now after all this, mi Metcalis

this (i^c.) viz. 12, SfC, doth imply, that the principal! <^"''^'

judgement upon the partition so returned is, ideo considcraluvi

est per curiam quod pa it itio^rma el stabilis imperpetuum tencatiir

(1). The latter two (.^c.) are evident (2).

(i) See ace. ant. 1C8. a.

(2) Here I shall subjoin to Littleton's explanation of the different modes of

express partition the following notices for the aid of students

:

I. Since Littleton's time a statute has been made for newly regulating the

proceedings on a writ of partition, with a view to render them less dilatory and
more effectual ; and this statute equally extends to parceners, join-tenants, and
tenants in common. See 8 «S: 9 VV. 3. c. 31. What the form of proceeding
under the writ of partition was before, is explained in Flet. lib. 5. c. 9. Bract,

lib. 2. c. 33. Brit. c. 71, 72, 73, and Booth on Real Actions, 244.

IL Partition by release between co-parceners, which 1 do not observe to be
noticed by Littleton or Coke, is mentioned in 2 Fulbeck's Paral. fol. 57. b.

in. There is a partition by judgment exclusive of that on the partitione

facicndd. An instance of it is stated in 6 Co. 12. b.

IV. Littleton hereafter adds to the forms of partition explained by him in

this chapter, one other form ; namely, partition by throwing into hotchpot,

which is the subject of Sect. 266.

v." Besides the writ of partition mentioned by Littleton there was another
also issuing out of chancery, which was called a writ of livery and partition. It

applied, where land holden of the king in capite descended to two or more
as co-parceners, in which case they could not have livery of their land from
the crown without a partition, the reason of which is explained in Staunf.

Prerog. 24. b. 81. b. The various forms of this writ of partition may be seen
by consulting F. N. B. 256. F. 259. C. 261. B. C. and Reg. Orig. 316, 317.
It differedfrom the common writ de partitionefacieiidd in almost every respect.

That was directed to the sheriff, this to the escheator : that was returnable in

the common pleas, this in chancery : that was executed with a jury, this with-

out: that was given for the benefit of the party suing it, this grew out of a
policy to increase the number of the king's tenants in capite for his advantage :

the partition in that was confirmed by a judgment of the court, on return
of the writ, the partition in this had no such solemnity added to it ; and
lastly, the partition on that was conclusive on the parties, though infants,

and all claiming under them, but the partition on this was open to subsequent
inquiry, and if unequal avoidable by scire Jacias in chancery or ql partitione

facicndd at common law. See Staunf. Prerog. and F'itz. N. B. in the places

before cited, and post. 171. a. (^ b. See furtlier on the force ofsuch partition

in chancery 29 Ass.pl. 3. Bro. Abr. Jurisdiction, 114. Partition, pi. 10. But
tliis species of partition under the writ of livery is no longer in force : for it

was a mere incident to livery ; and livery being taken away by the 1 2 Cha. 2.

c. 24, as one of the great grievances from tenure in capita, all writs o^ livery

of course are, as a very learned writer has forcibly expressed it, uno statu dis-

c 3 persed
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persed. See Mr. Serjeant Wynne's observat. on F. N. B. in his Miscellany of

Law Tracts, p. 51.

VI. Another kind of partition in chancery unnoticed by Littleton was,

where two persons succeeded as co-parcenary heirs to land holden of the

king in capite, and one of them being within age was in ward to the crown ;

for then the king's committee of the infant heir might assent to make partition

with the other coparcener, in which case the writ for livery to the coparcener

of full age recited that with such assent the king had assigned certain estates

for the purparty ofsuch co-parcener, and directed the escheator to give livery

accordingly. F. N. B. 260. B. This mode of partition in chancery is also at

an end from the same cause as the writ of partition and livery.

VIL A new compulsory mode of partition has sprung up, and is now fully

established; namely, by decree of chancery exercising its equitable^^J^risdiction

on a bill filed praying for a partition : in which case it is usual for the court to

issue a commission for the purpose to various persons, M^ho proceed without a

jury. How far this branch of equitable jurisdiction, so trenching upon the

writ ofpartition, and wresting from a court ofcommon law its ancient exclusive

jurisdiction over this subject, might be traced by examining the records of

chancery, I know not. But the earliest instance of a bill for partition

I observe to be noticed in the printed books is a case of the 40 Eliz. in Tothill's

Transact, of Chanc. title Partition. According to the short report of this case

the court interposed from necessity in respect of the minority of one of the

parties, the book expressing that on that account he could not be made party

to a writ of partition ; which reason seems very inaccurate; for, if lord Coke
is right, that writ doth lie against an infant, and he shall not have his age in it,

and after judgment he is bound by the partition. See post. 171. b. But pro-

bably in lord Coke's time this was a rare and rather unsettled mode of com-
pelling partition ; for I observe in a case in chancery of the 6 Cha. 1. which was
referred to the judges on a point of law between two co-parceners, that the

judges certified for issuing a tvrit ofpartition between them, and that the court

ordered one accordingly ; which, I presume, would scarce have been done if

the decree for partition and a commission to make it had then been a current

and familiar proceeding with chancery. 1 Cha. Rep. 49. However it appears

by the language of the court in a very important cause, in which the grand

question was, whether the lord chancellor here could hold plea of a trust of

lands in Ireland, that in the reign of James the Second bills of partition were

become common. 1 Vern. 421. 2 Cha. Cas. 189. For other reported cases on

bills of partition, see Toth. Transact, tit. Partition, 1 Cha. Rep. 235. 3 Cha.

Rep. 29. 2 Cha. Cas. 214. 237. 2 Vern. 232. i P. Wms.446. 2 P. Wms.5i8-
As to the forms of a commission of partition, see 1 Prax. Aim. Cur. 3d ed.

93) 94* Clerk's Tutor in Chanc. 3d ed. 360. and 2 Harrison's Chanc. last

ed. 396. For cases in which chancery interposes by awarding commissions to

ascertain boundaries, which subject in some degree connects with commissions

of partition, see Tothill 84. 126. 130. Nels. Ch. Rep. 14. 121. 1 Cha.

Rep. 41. 63. 259. Rep. temp. Finch. 17. 154. 239. 462. 96. Car. Rep.

107. 1 Cha. Cas. 145. 1 Vern. 359. 456. 2 Vern. 38. and 1 Ves. 453.
To these addFitzh. N. B. 133. See further 4 Ves. 180. 6 Ves. 293. g Ves.

344. on the writ de peramhulatione Jaciendd, which being considered, may
perhaps throw some light on the origin of this branch of equitable juris-

diction ; and concerning the modes of partition by our law, see the cases

under that title in Fitzh. Abr. Bro. Abr. and Viner.—Concerning partition by
the Roman law, see Fulbeck in his Parallel of the Civil, Canon, and English

Laws, b. 2. p. 57. This neglected but ingenious writer extracts from the Roman
law three actions having the like object with our writ of partition. These are

tlie action defamilid herciscundd, the action /jro socio, and the action decommuni
dividendo. He applies the first to partition amongst co-heirs, the second to

that amongst join-tenants, and the third to that amongst tenants in common

;

an assimilation in which he is partly followed by lord Stair in respect to the

law
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Sect. 250.

/I ND note, that partition by agreement between parceners may be

made by law betweene them, as well by paroll without deed, as by

deed (3).

XJ E RE it appeareth, that [;] not onely lands and other things [r] 3 E. 4. 9, 10.

tliat may passe by livery without deed, but things also that 9 ^^- 4- 3^-

do lie in grant, as rents, commons, advowsonsand the like, that ^\}^'
'};

•^'.
.

cannot passe by grant without deed, whether they be in one county
^ ^j e^o^'oS]

or in severall counties, may be parted and divided by paroll with- (i;y.35o.b.Po»t.

out deed, [s] But a partition between joyntenants is not good 187. a. 198. b.)

without deed, albeit it be of lands, and that they be compellable [»] Vide Sect.

to make partition by the statutes ofai H. 8. cap. 10% and 32 H. 8.
^^o^ 3 *'^4. 1.

cap. 32, because they must pursue that act by writ de partilione ^g u, 6.2,

'

Jaciendd; and a partition between joyntenants without writ re- 3 e. 4. 9, 10.

maiues at the common law, which could not be done by paroll. 47 1- 3- 22.

And so it is and for the same reason of tenants in common. But 47 Ass. 3.

if two tenants in common be, and they make partition by paroll,
J^ e. 3 46.

and execute the same in severalty by livery, this is good, and 30 Ass. 8. lib. 4.

sufficient in law. And therefore where books say, the joyn- fo. 73. lib. 6.

tenants made partition without deed, it must be intended of fo- »'2. i3-

tenants in common and executed by liverie. ^o
'.?• ^'q^'

Nota, between joyntenants there is a two-told privity, viz. m 31H.8. ijier,46.

estate and in possession : betweene tenants in common, there is 2Eliz.Dier,i79.

privity only in possession, and not in estate : but parceners have 28 II. 8.

a threefold privity, viz. in estate, in person, and in possession, ^l^^'
^9-.

(i Leou. 103. 6 Co. 12. 8 Co. 42. Post. 186. a. 193. b. 200. b. 335. a. 2 lust. 403.)

• It should be cap. 1. Tlie 31 H. 8. c. 10, regulates precedency in the house of lords,

and in no wise rclata to the subject ofjointenants.

Sect. 251.

ylLSO, if two yneses descend to two parceners, and the one mease is

zvorth twenty shillings per annum, and the other but ten shillings

per annum, in this case partition may he made between them in this

fnanner ; to wit, the one parcener to have the one incase, and the other

parcener

law of Scotland. Stair's Instit. 48. The second and third of these Roman
actions are treated of in Hb. 10. tit. 2 & 3 of the Digest, tit. 1. of the same
book, being upon the actionfniu7n reginidorumy which partly answers to our
bill in equity for ascertaining boundaries. It is remarkable also, that Fleta

represents the three Roman actions last mentioned as a part of our law.

Flet. lib. 5. c. 9. p. 309. See further as to the Roman law about partition^

1 Dom. Civ. L. by Strah. 32G. For partition according to the French law,

see tit. partake in their book ; and for the like subject in the Scotch law,

see concerning the obligation of divinoiif heirs, portioncrsy commontics and
xijrits of division, in Stair's Instit. 48. 477. 169. 576. and in Erskine's Instit.

468—[Note 23.]

(3) In 1 Atk. 542. there is a case in equity, in which lord Hardwickc
allows oi aparol agreement for a partition. See infra note 4, and 1 Vern. 472.— [Note 34.]

c 4
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parcener the other mease ; and she which hath the mease worth 20 shillings

per annum and her heires shall pay a yeerely rent ofJive shillings issuing

out of the same mease to the other parcener and to her heires for ever,

because each of them should have equality in value.

Sect. 252.

y^ ND such partition made by parollis good enough; and that parcener,

who shall have the rent, and his heiresj may distrein of cornmon right

for the rent in the sayd mease worth twenty shillings, if the rent of 5
shillings be behinde at any time, in whose hands soever the same mease shall

come, although there never were any writing of this made betweene them
for such a rent.

[f]8E. 3. 16. ** T) Y paroll.'* Nota, here [^] a rent may be granted for
s 1 Ass. p. 1. owelty of partition without (4) deed, even as a rent in case

1
^

H
"^ ^6 ^^^ lease for yeares, for life, or a gift in taile, may be reserved,

45 E. 3.21V
without deed ; and so may a rent be assigned to a woman out

2 H. 6. 14. of the land, whereof she is dowable, &c. without deed. But al-

21 H. 6. 11. beit an exchange for lands in the same county may be without
1 Mar. Dier.gi. dggd . yg^ ^ rent granted for egality (5) of the same exchange

/T\T"^*\?i\
*^ cannot be without deed. Ana the cause of the difference is

apparent ; for coparceners are in by descent, and compellable

to make partition.

(Mo. 29.)

" The renty Sfc"
The same law is ofcommon of estovers, or a corodie,

or a common tS' of pasture, &c. or a way granted upon flOOTl
the partition by the one coparcener to the other. All

I k "J
which and the like, albeit they lie in grant, yet upon
the partition may they be granted without deed.

[a] 1 Marlffi, " Issuing out of the same mease, S^cJ' [x] For if it be granted
%ijr. 9' • out of other lands, then descended to the coparceners, then there

[i] 29 Ass. 23. must be a deed. [z\ But if the rent be granted generally (out of
29 E. 3. 9. b. uo land in certaine) for owelty of partition, pro residua terrce, it

CPost^'o^'io'^^b )
^^^^^^ ^^ intended out of the purpartie of her that granteth it.

[a] 15 H.7. 14. [^] If there be three coparceners, and they make partition, and
29 Ass. 23. one of them grant twenty shillings per annum out of her part to

29 E. 3. 9. b. her two sisters and their heires for equality of partition, the gran-

(y ^^{^.' ^'' tees are not joyntenants of this rent ; but the rent is in nature of

cai^s Co! 22.b.
coparcenary, and after the death of the one grantee the moity of

Hob. 172. the rent shall descend to her issue in course of coparcenary, and
Post. 177. b.) not survive to the other, for that the rent doth come in recom-

pence of the land, and therefore shall ensue the nature thereof;

and if the grant had beene made to them two of a rent of twenty
shillings.

(4) Here the eleventh edition of this book has a note questioning whether

such parol grant would be good now in respect of the 29 Cha. 2. c. 3, and
Mr. Serjeant Hawkins in his Abridgment makes a like question. See supra

note 3.— [Note 25.]

(5) Oi equality in exchanges, see ant. 50. b. 51. a. & b.
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'shillings, viz. to tlie one ten shillings, and to the other ten

bhillings, yet sliull they have the rent in course of coparcenary,

and joyne in action for the same.

[b] if one coparcener be married, and for owelty of partition [6] ag An. ^3.

the husband and wife grant a rent to the other two out of the 29 E. 3, 9.

part of the fern covert, this partition being equall shall charge *^ '^' ****

the part of the fern covert for ever.

[(•] If two coparceners by deed indented alien both their parts [<-] 38 K. 3.

to another in fee, rendring to them two and their hcires a rent
ll\^\l'"l^^

out of the land, they are not joyntenants of this rent, but they

shall have the rent in course of coparcenary ; because their

right in the land, out of which the rent is reserved, was in

coparcenary.

" May distrein of common rights Sfc." That is, [r/] in this [d] 1 Mariw,

case the law doth give a distresse, lest the grantee should be
^^3[f'''9*'

without remedy, for the which upon the partition she hath ^
f- 3;

»o. and

, ,V '11 1-11 lie other tlicbooke*
given a valuable recompence m land, which descenueu, &c.

ai,ovcsaid.

And so in the case of dower aboveraentioned (1).

Sect. 253.

TN the same manner it is of all manner of latids and tenements, 8^c.

tvhere such rent is reserved to one or to divers parceners upon such

parlitionf &)C. But such rent is ?iot rent service, but a rent charge of
common right (i)* had and reservedfor equality of partition ('2)t.

*^ T A ND S and tenements, Sfc,'' Here (Sfc.) implyeth

FlTOTI a caution, viz. that they be such lands fc3" and

I J tenements out of which a rent for egaltie of partition

may be granted, whereof sufficient hath been said

before.

*' Reserved to one.** Here reservation is taken for a grant

;

and if it be used upon the partition, doth amount in this case

to a grant, which is worthy the observation.

Sect. 254.

/I ND note, that none are called parceners by the common-law, but
^^ females or the lieires offemales, which come to lands or tenenu^nts by

discent
; for if sisters purchase lands or tenements, of this they are called

joyntenants, and 7iot parceners.

This needs no explanation.

Sect.

• t Theic are notes 1, and Q, of 170. o. in the l^tf^and 14th editiom.

(1) See ante 34. b. 153. a. and Shep. Common. Assur. 435.

(1) * See ante 153. a. note 1.

(i) t In L. and M. Sfc. here.
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Sect. 255.

A Li SO, if two parceners of land in fee simple 7nake partition between
themselves

J
and the part of the one valueth more than the part of the

other, if they were at the time of the partition offall age, sc. of 2\ yeares,

then the partition shall alway remaine, and he never defeated. But if the

tenements (whereof they make partition) he to them infee laile, and the

part of the one is better in yearly value than the part of the other, albeit

they he concluded during their lives to defeat the partition
;
yet if the par-

cener, ivhich hath the lesser part in valuCy hath issue and dye, the issue may
disagree to the partition, and enter and occupy in common the other part
which was allotted to her aunt, and so the other may enter and occupy in

common the other part allotted to her sister, ^c. as if no partition had
been made {i)\.

" rPHEN the partition shall alxvay remaine, S^c.'' Hereby
it appeareth, that the inequaHty of the value shall not im-

9 H. 6. 5. and peach a partition made of lands in fee simple between copar-
other the bookes ceners of full age (3), no more than it shall do in case of an
abovesaid. exchange (4.)

** They he concluded during their lives.'' This inequall par-

tition doth so conclude the parceners themselves, as she that

hath the unequall part shall not avoid it during her life.

(Post. 352. a.) '« Concluded.*' This word is derived of con and claudo (5),

and in this sense signifieth to close or shut up her mouth that

she cannot speake to the contrary.

11 Ass. p. 2. B^ Husband and wife tenants in speciall taile of ["17071
certaine lands in fee have issue a daughter, the wife

I k J
dyeth, the husband by a second wife hath issue another

daughter, both the daughters enter (where the eldest is only
See after the inheritable) and make partition : the eldest daughter is con-
chapter of War-

QimJe(j during her life to impeach the partition, or to say that

(Doctor'aiad ^^ youngest is not heire, and yet she is a stranger to the taile.

Stud. 65.) but in respect of privity in their persons the partition shall

conclude, for a partition between meere strangers in that case

is voyd, but the issue of the eldest shall avoyd this partition

as issue in taile.

[g\ 21 E. 3. 34, [^] /. 5. seised of lands in fee hath issue two daughters, Rose

T? ^A^
^ ^^^ Anne, bastard eigne and mulier puisne, and dieth. Rose and

11 Ass. 23. 30 Ass. 7. 17 E. 3. 59. (8 Co. 101. b. Post. 244. b.)

Anne

t This is note 1 of 170. b. in the 134/1 and 14th editions.

(3) Ante ace. 166, a.

(4) Ante 51. a.

(5) Ace. ante 37. a.

(i)tThis case of Littleton turns upon the inequality of the partition ;

if the parts are equal, it binds notwithstanding infancy. Ante 166. a. I

173. b.—[Note 36.]

(2) See the case of discontinuance i^tated by lord Coke, post. 373. b

for

Post.
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Anne do enter and make partition. (3) Anne and her heires

are concluded for ever (4).

Sect. 256.

/I L S 0, //' two parceners of lauds in fee take husbands, and they and

their hufi/)ands make partition hetiveen them, if the part (f the one be

iesse in value than the part of the other, during the lives of their husbands

the partition shall stand in its force. But albeit it shall stand during

the lives of their husbands, yet after the death ofthe husband, that iconian

which hath the lesser part may enter into her sisters part as is aforesaid,

and shall defeat the partition (et defeatera la particion).

•* ^''HEY and their husbands:* Here it appcareth, that the

wife must be party to the partition, and so are the books* * 42 Ass. 22.

to be intended that speak of this matter.
^

^- ^ 4^

15 E, 4. 20.
" And shall defeat the partition " Note, the partition shall not r N. B. 62.

be defeated for the surplusage onely to make the partition equall, 29 Ass. 23.

but here it appeareth that it shall be avoyded for the whole. 9 ^I- 6. 5-

But of this more shall be said hereafter in this chapter, sectione 264. ^^ ^s'^ H-^
^

[A] And though the partition be unequall, yet is not the par- Cuiinvitaiy.
ticion voyd,butvoydable; for ifafter the decease of the husband,

the wife entereth into the unequall part, and agreeth

[17171 tl^ereunto, this shall binde, and therefore Littleton

J &:^ used the word (defeatera,) which proveth it to

be voydable.

Sect. 257.

J?UT if the partition made hetweene the husbands [perenter les

barons (1)] ivere thus, that each part at the time of the allotment

?nade ivas of ecjuall yearely value, tlien it cannot afterwards be defeated

in such cases.

''^ETWEENE the husbands {perenter les harons):^ This

is mistaken, for the originall is perefiter euj;, that is, be-

twecne the barons and fems, and not as it is here betweene the

barons, therefore this error would be hereafter reformed.

''At

(3) In a Coke upon Littleton I have witli MS. notes and references, the

annotator is for excluding from such an estoppel as is here stated, a partition in

pais. His note is thus expressed :
" If two make partition in court of record,

" when one of them had no right, he thereby shall gain a moiety by estoppel
** or conclusion. Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 306. But otherwise I conceive of a par-
** tition in pais ; though the book speaketh generally ; and upon this difference
** you shall read a like case in this booke, fol. 46. a."—[Note 27.]

(4) Ace. Dr. & Stud. dial. 1. c. 19. where mulicr puisne sues livery with
bastard eigne. See Bro. Abr. Entrie congeable, 31. and Discent, 9. But it is

said that this sort of estoppel will not bind in chancery. Gary's Rep. 2G.
See further 2 Co. 4. b. Cro. Cha. 1 10. Pollexf. 67. and 3 Com. Dig. 378.—
[Note 28.]

(1) Instead o/"lcs barons it is eux in L, and M. and Hoh.
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" At the time ofthe allotment." Hereby it appeareth, that if

the parts at the time of the partition be of equall yearely value,

Q H. 6. 5, and neither the wives nor their heyres shall ever avoyd the same ;

other the bookes and the reason hereof is, for that the husbands and wives were
abovesaid. compellable by law to make partition, and that which they are
(Post. 179.) compellable to do in this case by law, they may do by agree-

ment without processe of (2) law. If the annuall value of the

land be equall at the time of the partition, and after become
unequall by an)^ matter subsequent, as by surrounding, ill

husbandry, or such like, yet the partition remaines good.

Judicis (yfficium est, ut res ita tempora rerum
Qucerere ; qucBsito tempore tutus eris.

But if the partition be made by force of the king's writ, and
judgement thereof given, it shall binde the feme-coverts for ever,

albeit the parts be not of equall annuall value ; because it is

made by the sherife by the oath of twelve men by authority of

law ; and the judgement is, that partition shall remaine firme

[a] F. N. B. and stable for ever, as hath beene said, [a] But a partition in

256. 259, 260, the chancery where one coparcener is of full age and sueth
261,262,263. livery, and one other is within age and hath an unequall part
9 W.G. 6.

allotted to her, this shall not binde her at full age ; for in a writ

directed to the escheator to make partition, there is a sahojure,

and there is no judgement upon such a partition. But if such a
partition be equall, it shall binde, so that a part of the land

holden in capite be allotted to every of the coparceners, for to

\h] Vide that end there is an expresse proviso in the writ. \h'\ And this

21 E.3. 31. partition may be avoyded either by scire fac in the chancery,

or by a writ de partitione Jaciendd at the conunon law at her

full age (3).

Sect. 258.

A LSO, iftwo coparceners be, and the youngest being within the age of
twenty-one years

J
partition is made betweene them, so as thepart ivhich

is allotted to the youngest is of lesse value than the part of the other, in this

case the youngest, during the time of her nonage, and also when she com-
meth tofull age, soil. 0/21 yeares, may enter into the part allotted to her

sister, and shall defeat the partition. But let such parcener take heed ivhen

she comes to herfull age, that she taketh not to her owne use all the profts

of the lands or tenements which were allotted unto her
; for then she agrees

to the partition at such age, in which case the partition shall stand and
remaine in its force. But peradventure she may take the profts of the

moitie, leaving the profits of the other moitie to her sister (1)*.

AS
* This is note 1 of 171. 6. in the i^th and i^th editions.

(2) In 1 Atk. 541. there is a case, in which lord chancellor Hardwicke is

represented to say, that a partition by agreement between two husbands will

not bind the inheritance of their wives. But notwithstanding this high
authority, I take the doctrine of Littleton and Coke, that such a partition will

bind the wives, if parties, unless it be unequal, to be clear law, and for the

cogent reason here given by the latter. See ace. F. N. B. 62. F.—[Note 29.]

(3) Ace. F. N. B. 62. H. Yet see before 166. a. which seems contra, unless

what is there expressed is applied, not to a fee-simple, but to an estate-tail,

which probably was lord Coke's meaning.

(1) * In L. and M. and Roh. an S^c. here.
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A S before in the cnsc of the fem-covcrt, [r] so it is in tlie case M 43 Ais. 14.

^^ of tlie enfant ; for if the partition be equal! at the time of ?»
JI ^- 5- "•

the allotment, it shall bindc him for ever, because lie is com-
J £ ^ ^J*

pellable by law to make partition, antl he shall not have 10 H. 4. 5.

Pi j i~| his age in a jmrlitiotie ry-facicnda (2); and though the 3' A^s. 16.

I ,

partition be unequal, and the infant hath the lesser ';?' jl'^V*,^'

part, yet is not the partition void but voidable by his y^ "iiob-'i-o.)

entry ; for if he take the whole profits of the unequall part,

after his full age, the partition is made good for ever. And
therefore Littleton here giveth him a caveat, that in that case

he take not the whole profits of his unequal part, neither shall

an unequall partition in the chancery binde an infant, as

appeareth before (3). But a partition made by the king's

writ dc paiiitionc facieiida by the sherife by the oath of twelve

men, and judgement thereupon given, shall binde the infant,

though his part be unequall, causd qud stipri).

Sect. 259.

/f
ND it is to he understood^ that when it is said, that males orfemales

^e offull age, this shall be intended of the age of 21 yeares
; for if

before such age any deed (ascun fait) orfeojfement, grant, release, confr-

mation, obligation, or other writing, be made by any of them, 8^c. or if

any within such age be baylije or receiver to any man, S)C. all servefor
nothing, and may be avoided*. Also a rnan before the sayd age shall not

be sivorne in an enquest, ^c. (1) f-

'T^ H E law hath provided for the safety of a man's or woman's
estate, that

|[
before their age of twentie one yeares they ||Vid. Sect. 402,

cannot binde themselves by any deed (4), or alien any land (5), 403.

goods or chattels (6). (2 Inst. 673,

Post. 246. a. 337. b. 350. a. & b. 380. a. Ante 171. a. 8 Co. 44. b.)

" Age
This is tuyte 1 of 172. a. in the l^th and \4th editions.

(2) Acc. 6 Co. 4. b. But there the reason given for an infant's not having
his age in partition is different, namely, that both coparceners are in possession.

In the Year-Book of 9 H. 6. 6. b. the reason is expressed to be the prejudice

which otherwise there might be to the infant —[Note 30.]

(3) See the case of partition of an advowson between coparceners, where
one is within age, in F. N. B. 36. D.

* See Lord Chief Justice Eyre's remark on this, 2 H. Black. 514.

(1) t No 4'C- in L. and M. nor Roh.

(4) See ante 51. b. note 2. and 52. a. note 2. To the references there add
3 P. Wms. 208.

(5) Not even though a special power is given to him, though it is otherwise
with a feme covert. So held by lord chancellor Hardwiclce in a case in

1 Ves. 298. and 3 Atk. 695. See Mo. 512. But by the 7 An. c. 19, an infant

having a real estate only as a trustee or under a mortgage is enabled to con-
vey under the direction of the court of chancery or the court of exchequer.
However this act is deemed not to extend to trusts merely constructive.

2 P. \Vms. 549. 3 P. Wms. 387. Another exception to an infant's not being
able to alien land arisen from the custom of particular places, as the custom
of Kent in respect to gavelkind lands, which may be aliened by an infant on
attaining 15. See the late Mr. Robinson's excellent Treatise on Gavelk. 193.
and Mo. 512.—[Note 31.]

(6) But an infant may before -21 dispose of personal estate by last will,

though it is controverted at what age this testamentary power begins to attach in

infants.
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" ^g^ of 21 yearesy Before this age a man or woman is

called an enfant.

Brit, fol.65.60.
^

'* De^c? (fait)." (i). Fac^wm, ^wo-/ic^, a deed, and signifieth

fletTVib 'x
^^ ^^^ common law, an instrument consisting of three'things,

cap.%! ^^^' w"ting, sealing, and delivery, comprehending a bargaine

(Perk.sect.135.) or contract between party and party, man or woman. It is

called of the civilians literarum ohlimtio.

" Feqfementy Of this word sufficient hath been
8^ sayd before in the first chapter of the first booke• pa

Lib. 3. fol. 63. <' Granty* Concessio, is in the common law a conveyance of

Ied^'e"casr
^^^' ^ 5^""^ '^^* ^^^^ ^" ^^^^^ ^"'^ "^^ ^^ livery, which cannot passe

without deed; as advowsons, services, rents, commons, rever-
sions, and such like. Of this also sufficient likewise hath been
said in the first chapter of the first booke. /^. /, )

" Release^ confirmation^ 8fcJ' Of these shall be spoken here-
after in their proper places and chapters.

*' Obligation" is a word of his owne nature of a large extent:
but it is commonly taken in the common law, for a bond con-
taining a penalty, with condition for payment of money or to

do or suffer some act or thing, &c. and a bill is most commonly
taken for a single bond without condition.

[d] i8E. 4. 2.

21 H. 6. 3.

lib. 9. fol. 87.

Pinchon's case.

(2 Ro.Abr. 146.

Cro. Eliz. 920.

2 Inst. 483.
Cro. Cha. 179.

Cro. Jam. 494.
560.
1 Ro. Abr, 729.
Plowd. 364.)
[e] 8E.4.4.
9H.6.5.
17E.3.9.
29 Ass. 25. 2

324. 590. 502.

" Or other tvriting, be made by any of them^ 8fC." Here by
this S^x. is implied some exceptions out of this generality, [c?] as

an infant may bind himselfe to pay for his necessary meat, drinke,

apparell, necessary physicke, and such other necessaries, and
likewise for his good teaching or instruction, whereby he may
profit himselfe afterwards: but ifhe bind himselfe in an obligation

or other writing with a penalty (2) for the payment of any of
these, that obligation shall not bind him. [<?] Also other things

of necessity shall bind [him], as a presentation to a benefice (3),

for otherwise the laps shall incur against him. Also if an infant

be an executor upon payment of any debt due to the testator,

he may make an acquittance ; but in that case a release

without payment is voyd (4) : and generally whatsoever an

Cro. Cha.Marias, Dyer, 104, 105. (5 Co. 29. b. 27. a. 6 Co. 3
Mo. 105. Cro. Jam. 320. 1 Sid. 41. 259. 446.)

infant

infants. On this point I have heretofore expressed my notions at length.

See note 6, of fol. 89. b—[Note 32.]

(1) In the cases of Wells v. Gough, and of Oxenham v. Horsfall, in B. R.
Mich. T. 37 G. 3, the court is said to have holden sealed award by an arbi-

trator to be a deed within the stamp-duties, though it was contended, that to

constitute a deed there should be a contract and delivery, as well as sealing

;

and that otherwise all wills, and all warrants of magistrates, would become
liable to the deed-stamp-duties ; but qucsre as to the grounds of the decision ;

and note, that I have seen a subsequent opinion of Mr. serjeant Hill con-

cerning an award by commissioners of an inclosure act, not quite accord with

the cases in B. R. I have thus referred to.

(2) Ace. 1 Ro. Abr. 729. pi. 8. Mo. 679. Cro. Eliz. 920. Godb. 219-

But lord Coke's words imply, that a single bond, that is, one ijoithout a penalty,

being given for necessaries, may be good against an infant; and so it hath

been frequently adjudged. See March, 145. 1 Ro. Abr. 729. pi. 8. ami
1 Lev. 86,—[Note 33.]

(3) Sec ace. ante 89. a. and note 1, there.

(4) Ace, post. 264. b.
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infant is bound to do by law, the same sliall bindliim, albeit he

doth it without suit of law (5). Hut of this common learning

this little tast shall suOice.

'' BayVife or receiver to any man^ t^c." By this «^c. many FIcta, Iii», a.

things are implied, as that by bay life is understood a servant ca. 64. & ca. 67.

that hath administration and charge of lands goods and chattels ^'nuon, *^"j- 6^-

to make the best benefit for the owner against whom an action ^""^ g^^"'
'

•^*

of account doth lie for the profits which he hath raised or made, 4, e. 3] 39,

or might by his industry or care have reasonably raised or 46 E. 3.

made, his reasonable charges and cxpences deducted. [/] But Account, 40.

one under the age of twenty-one yeares shall not be charged
^ j^-

^^'

'J|'.^-

45-

in any such account (6); because, by intendment of law, before
3

j.^'^' ,0
'

his full age he hath not skill and ability to raise or make any (Cro.' Jam. 177.

such imi)rovement and profit. 1 Leon. 219.)
* ^ [/]'3E.3.
Infant, 9. 17 E. a. Account, iQi. 21E. 3. 8. 10 II. 4. 14. 2 H. 4. 13. llegist.

135. (Finch, L. 30a, 303. Noy, 12.)

An account against a receiver is, when one receiveth money
to the use of another to render an account ; but upon his ac-

count he shall not be allowed his expences and charges, [g] And [g] 43 E. 3. 31

.

therefore a man cannot charge a baylife as a receiver ; because 4^ E. 3- 3- 1>-

then the bailife should lose his expences and charges. f \: \V'
T . • . • *^ .^ ^ ' -n °

^ ^ ^ t ( 1 Ro. Abf. 1 lO.
In an account agamst a receiver, the planitire must declare by \ 1,1,^ 3-g

whose hands the defendant received the money, which he shall 4 Leon. 39.

not doe in the case of a baylife. [A] But in some case in an 1 Ro.Rep. 87.)

action of account against one as receptor denariorum, he shall W 3" E.
3.J.

have allowance of his expences and charges, and also shall .-^^"q '22*''

account for the profit he received (7) or might reasonably 10 II. 7.16!
receive ; and this was provided by law in favour of merchants. Bract, lib. 5.

and for advancement of trade and trafficke. fo' 334«

As if two joynt merchants occupy their stocke coods and 2,"""
,?J'

~^'

1 1- • ^ .1 •
"^

n.. r ..u
Fleta, hb. 2.

merchandizes m common to their common profit, one 01 them ^ap. 64. & 51.
naming himselfe a merchant shall have an account against the 5 E. 3. 1.

other naming him a merchant, and shall charge him as receptor Lib. intrat. 17,

denariorum ipsius B. ex quacunque causa &- contractu ad com- i,^'
'9-

4Tt 4 A c r> • » • ^ 7 F.N. B. 117. D.
tnunem 7itiLitatem^ipsorum A. & B. provenien sicut per legem p^^^ ^g^ ^
mercatoriam rationabiliter monstrare poterit. Cro. Jam. 410.)

[i\ If there be two joyntenants or tenants in common of rn .c £ 'x 10
lands, and the one make the other his baylife of his moity, he 3 e. 3.27.
shall have an action of account against him as bailife : and so 39 E. 3. 27.

are the bookes to be intended, that speake of an action of 47 F>- 3- 22.

account in that case (8). fp^'^'se*^
So as there be but three kinds of writs of account, viz. against b.)

one as gardian, whereof Littleton hath spoken before in the
Chanter of Socage ; the second against one as baylife ; and the
third as receiver ; as here it appeareth. [A] For a man shall

[fl
13 E. 3.

Account, 76.

41 E. 3. ibid. 34. 8 E. 3. 46. 8 E. 4. 6. b. F. N. B, 119. D. (2 Inst. 379,
F.N.B. 119. C. iRo.Abr. 119.)

not

(5) See F. N. B. 168. D. and the notes b. &c. in the 4to edition as to infant's
binding himself to serve.

(G) See ace. ante 88. b.

(7) SeeDy. 21. b.

(8) But now one jointenant or tenant in common may have account against
the other as bailiff for receiving more than his share of profits, though there
IS no appointment of him as bailiff. See 4 Anne, c. iG. s. 27. See too
1 Leon. 219.—.[Note 34.]
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not be charged in an account as surveyor, controller, appren-
tice, reve, or heyward. And to maintaine an action of account,
there must be, either a privity (9) in deed by the consent of

[I] 2 Mar. B. the partie, for [I] against a disseisor or other wrongdoer no
Account, 89. account doth lie ; or a privity in law ex j)rovisione legis made

PI Com V42
^^ ^^^^ ^^^' ^^ against a gardian, &c. whereof sufficient hath

'2 H 4!"i2
hecn spoken in the Chapter of Socage (10),

33 H. 6. 2. 4 H. 7. 6. &c. (F N.B. 119. C.)

** 8:^ Shall not he stvorne hi an enquest, <^c." By \~\'72~\

[m] Bract, lib. 5. this SfC. is implied a maxime in law, [m] quod minor
I k J

fol, 340. b. jurare non potest. For example [72] an infant cannot
[n] 1 3 E. 3. make his law of non summons ; [0] and therefore the default

ro/26 E q 6q
shall not grieve him ; for seeing the meane to excuse the

2 Mariae, default is taken away by law, the default it selfe shall not
Dyer, 104. 105. prejudice him. But yet this rule hath an exception, that [p]
[p] Vid. (levant an infant, when he is of the age of 1 2 yeares, shall take the
*^^^'."

^d^F ™f^^
oath of allegiance to the king (1): and this was, as Bracton

Sect^Ss^ Q\.
^'

saith, secundum leges sancti Edwardi ; but indeed such was
Bract, lib. 2. the law in the time of king Arthur (2). [q] An infant cannot
fol. 124. upon his oath make his law in an action of debt, [r] And the
Brrtt. fol. 73,74. husband and wife of full age, for the debt of the wife before

TO
y

" r?*

,

the coverture, shall make tJhieir law.
rieta, lib. 1. '

cap. 27. [9] 11 H. 40. 1 n. 7. 25. 15E. 4. 24. (Post. 295.) [r]46E. 3 lo.

gE. 4. 24. 15 E. 4. 2. 21 n. 3. 23. (Post. 295. a. Cro. Eliz. 161.)

Sect. 260.

/I LS Oi if lands or tenements he given to a man in iaile, who hath as
'^ much land infee simple, and hath issue two daughters and die, and
his two daughters make jyaifiiion hetweene them, so as the land in fee-

simple is allotted to tlie younger daughter in allowance for the lands and
tenements

(9) See as to this and the king's prerogative in charging persons as

accountants the earl of Devonshire's case, 1 1 Co. 89. a.

(10) Ante 90, b.

(1) Ace. ante 68. b. and 78. b. See also 128. a.—Another exception is,

that he may be sworn as a witness at 1 4, and before if he appears to under-

stand an oath, or rather as it is expressed by lord Hale, hath competent
discretion. 11 Mod. 228. 2 Hal. H. P. C. 271.— Also according to lord

Hale in some cases of exigence, as in rape, an infant of tender years may be
examined without oath.—In 1 Stra. 700, there is a case in which an infant of

7 years was refused. There too the point about examining infants as

witnesses is ably argued. The same point was touched upon incidentally in

the great case of Omichund and Barker, before lord chancellor Hardwicke,
about receiving a Gentoo's evidence; which I more particularly refer to here,

because in it lord Hale's doctrine of admitting infants to give evidence in

criminal cases tvithoiit oath is said to have been over-ruled at the Old Bailey

after mature deliberation, and also by lord Raymond. 1 Atk. 29. See
1 Hal. Hist. P. C. 302. 634. and 2 Hal. H. P. C. 279. and Lamb. Just. 24.

3 602. p. 85.— [Note 35.]

(2) See notes 3 and 4 of fol. 68. b.
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ienements (en allowance des terrcs et (3) tenenionts) /// tai/c allo'Ud to

the elder duH»htcry ij\ after such partition madcy the younger daughter

alicneth her laud in fee simple to another in fee, <Sf hath issue a son or

dauifhtcr and diesy the issue mat/ enter into the lands in taile and hold and

occupi/ them in purpart i/ with her aunt. And this isfor two causes. One

is, for that the issue can have no remedie for the land sold hi/ the molheVf

because the land was to her infee simple; and in as much as she is one of

the heires in taile, S)' hath no recompence of tlmt which helongeih to her of

the lands in taile, it is reason that she hath her portion of the laiuls tailed,

and namely when such partition doth not make an i/ discontinuance (l) f.

But the contrary is holden M. 10 //. 6. soil, that the heire may not enter

upon the parcener who hath the intailed land, but is put to a forinedon.

*' TWE land infee simple is allotted to the younger daughter.**

It is first to be observed upon this whole case, that the fee

simple land is allotted to the youngest daughter, and the land (4 Co. i^i. b.)

entailed to the eldest. This partition prima facie is good (4)

;

and herein the partition difFereth from the exchange, where in (Ant. 51. a.)

the exchange the estates must be equal.

But yet this partition by matter subsequent may become void-

able (as Littleton here puts the case). The eldest coparcener

hath by the partition and the matter subsequent barred herself

of her right in the fee simple lands, insomuch as when the

youngest sister alieneth the fee simple lands and dieth, and her

issue entreth into halfe the lands entailed, yet shall not the eldest

enter into halfe of the lands in fee simple upon the alienee : for

by the alienation, the privitie of the state is destroyed.

" The younger daughter alieneth her land infee simple,

riTSTI ^^" '^^^ same law it is, if the youngest K?" daughter (Post. 174. b.)

I J had made a gift in tayle, for the reversion expectant
upon an estate tayle is of no account in law (2), for that

it may be cut off by the tenant in tayle. Otherwise it is of an
estate for life or yeares. If in this case the youngest daughter
alien part of the land in fee simple, and dieth, so as a full recom-
pence for the land entailed descends not to her issue, she may
waive the taking of any profits thereof and enter into the land

entailed ; for the issue m taile shall never be barred without a

full recompence, though there be a warranty (3) in deed or in law
descended. If on the other side the eldest coparcener alien the

land
+ This is note i of 173. a. in the i^^h and 14th editions.

(3) In L. and M. instead o/terres et it is autres.

(1) t In L. and M. Roh. and the two Cambridge MSS. these words are
added, of the tail, as mil be said hereafter in the chapter of Discontinuance.
What follows in this Section is not in L. and M. Roh. nor the MSS.

(4) Ace. F. N. B. 62. M.—Here lord Hale's MS. makes a question, xvhether

such partition be void or voidable, being made by husband, and cites ]\I, 30,
31 Eliz. B. R. Morris and Maule.— [Note 36.]

(2) For the effect of this doctrine about reversions on estates tail, and with
what qualification it should be understood, see the authorities collected in

1 Vin. Abr. 141. pi. 2. to which add 2 Atk. 206. and post. 174. b.

(3) Lord Coke may be here presumed to mean a lineal warranty ; because
hereafter he allows, and in his time it was the connnon learning, that collateral

warranty would bar the issue in tail without recompense. Post. 374. b.

—

[Notes:.]
'
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173. a.] Of Parceners. L.3. C. 1. Sect. 261.

land entayled and dyeth, her issue shall have aformedon alone (4)
for the whole land entailed ; for so long as the partition con-
tinueth in force (5), she is only enheritable to the whole land

entailed.

" And hath no recompence.*' This is intended, as it appeareth,

of a full recompence.

See more of this " Such partition doth not make ani/ discontinuance." And the
intheChapterof reason thereof is, for that it passeth not by livery of seisin, but^' ^ """

the partition is in truth lesse than a grant, for that it maketh no
degree, but each coparcener is in by descent from the common
ancestor.

" But the contrary is holden, Sfc." This is no part of Littleton^

and is contrary to law, as appeareth by Littleton himselfe ; and
besides, the case intended is not truly vouched, for it is not in

20 H. 6. 14. 10 H. 6, but in 20 H. 6, and yet there is but the opinion of

Newton, obiter, by the way. Vide F. tit. part 1

.

t Fwhahly Sect. 618
; for the general words there ^(sed, or at least thefirst S;c. in the

section, may, il seews, be said to include the case of' a partition ; and in the commentary on

the same section lord Coke expressly mentions the case of an exchange, though not that of a

partition : but he adds an &c.

Sect. 261.

yi NO THE R reason is, for that it shall be acconnted thefolly of the

eldest sister (pur ceo que il serra rette la folly del eigne soer), that

she would suffer or agree to such a partition, ichere she might if she ivould

have had the moiety of the land in fee simple and a moiety of lands

entailedfor her part, and so to be sure without losse.

^^ J NOTHER reason, S^c" This is another reason to prove,

that by the partition the eldest daughter hath concluded

her selfe, as is aforesaid.

" A moiety oflands entailed" For if a writ of partition had
been brought, the eldest should not have been compelled to

take the whole estate in tayle, for the prejudice that might after

ensue, but might have challenged the one moiety of the liands in

taile, and another moiety of the lands in fee simple, and this she

might do ex provisione legis. But when she will not submit hcv

to the policie and provision of the law, but betake herselfe to

her owne policy and provision, there the law will not ayde her,

as here by Littleton it manifestly appeareth. And so it is in the

(*) 2() E. 3. other case. (*) As if a man be seised of three manners of equal
Dower, 133. value in fee, and taketh wife, and chargeth one of the manners

l7 5'
^ 6^ ^^'^^^ ^ ^^"^ charge, and dyeth, she may by the provision of the

iQlUh.^n. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ third part of all the manners and hold them dis-

(Ant. 32. b. charged ; but if she will accept the entire manner charged, it

33- a.) is holden that she shall hold it charged.
Dyer, 1 Mar.98. ^ partition

(4) In a Coke upon Littleton I have with MS. nQtes there is the following

remark.— Qucere of this ; for I think the formedon must be brought in the
*' name of the issue and the surviving parcener, and then the parcener to be
" summoned and severed, and then the issue to make a special count and show
'' the partition."—[Note 38.]

(5) See post. 176. b. and Sect. 274.
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[1
7371 ^^ ^ partition of lands intailcd bctwccnc parceners,

l^^J i^it be eqiiall at the time of tlic partition, shall bind

the issues in tailc for ever (i), albeit the one do alien

her part.

But here it may be demanded, that seeing Littleton saith, that

it shall be taken to be the iblly of the eldest parcener, &c. wliat

if so be the eldest did not know of the estate tayle either in res-

pect of the antiquity thereof, or for want of having of the evi-

dence, or for any other cause, what folly can be imputed to her ?

The answer is, that it is presumed in law, that every one is

conusant of her right and title to her owne land ; and on the

other side it should be arrec4^(2) great folly in her to be igno-

rant of her owne titlcT'^natherefore the reason of Littleton

doth firmly hold.

Sect. 2C2.

yd LSO, ifa man be seised in fee of a carve ofland byjust title, and he

disseise an infant ivithin a^e of another carve^ and hath issue two
daughters, and dyeth seised of both carves, the infant being then within

age, and the daughters enter and make partition, so as the one carve is

allottedfor the part of the one, as per case to the youngest in allowance

of the other carve which is allotted to the purpartie of the other, if after-

ward the infant enter into the carve whereof he was disseised upon the

possession of the parcener zvhich hath the same carve, tJten the same
parcener may enter into the other carve which her sister hath, and hold in

parcenary with her. But if the youngest alien the same carve to another in

fee before the entry of the infant, and after the infant enter upon the

possession of the alienee, then she cannot enter into the other carve; because

by her alienation she hath altogether dismissed her self to have any part

(f
the tenements as parcener. But if the youngest before the entry of the

infant nmke a lease of this for terme ofyeares, or for terme of life, or in

fee tayle saving the reversio7i to her, and after the infant enter, there

peradventure otherwise it is ; because she hath not dismissed her selfe of all

which was in her, but hath reserved to her the reversion and the fee, ^c.

"P E FO RE (3) it appeareth that when the privity of the estate

is destroyed by the feoffment of one coparcener, that upon
eviction of a moity by force of an entayle against the other she
shall not enter upon the alienee. But in this case that Littleton

here putteth, when the privity of the state remaincth,and the part

of the one is evicted (*), she shall enter and hold in coparcenary (•) 15 E. 4. 3 a.

with her other coparcener; and so it is in the case of an ex- perLUtleion.

change. By reason of the Sfc. in the end of this Section there lib.4.fo. 121,

may two questions be justly demanded. H^
liastard s

What

(1) Ace. ant. 16G. a. 2 Vern. 233.
(2) This word, which is so uncommon that I cannot find it noticed in any

dictionary I have seen, is apparently used for reckoned. Lord Coke seems to

borrow it from Littleton's use of the word rette at the beginning of the Section
here commented upon f .—[Note 39.]

(3) Ant. 172. b.

t It has been taid that the ivord arrccted was formed from the French sLtrM, adjudccd

;

•nd that il scrra relte uxu usedfor ii serra arrfet^, it slmll be adjudged. See Mr. HUsd's
Intr.p. 110. n. 19.

D 2



[n] 13E. 4. 3-

42 Ass. 22.

[0] Bastard's

case, lib. 4.

fol. 121.

173. b. 174. a.] Of Parceners. L.3. C.l. Sect. 262.

What if tlie whole estate in part of the purparty ofone parcener

be evicted by a title paramount ; whether is the whole partition

avoyded, for that Littleton here putteth the case that the whole

purpartie of the one is defeated ?

The second question is, whether if but part of the state of

one coparcener be evicted, as an estate in taile, or for life,

leaving a reversion in the coparcener, whether that shall avoid

the partition in the whole ?

To the first it is answered, that if the whole estate in part of

the purparty be evicted, that shall avoyd the partition in the

whole, be it of a manner, that is entire, or of acres of ground,

or the like, that be severall ; [n] for the partition in that case

implyeth for this purpose both a warrantie and a condition in

law (4), and either ofthem is entire, and giveth an entry

in this case into the whole. And so hath Kf" it been rX74ri
lately resolved [o] both in the case of exchange and of I ^ J
the partition.

To the second, if any estate of freehold be evicted from the

coparcener in all or part of her purparty, it shall be avoyded in

the whole (i). As if A, be seised in fee of one acre of land in

possession, and of the reversion of another expectant upon an

estate for life, and he disseise the lessee for life who makes
continuall clayme ; A' dyeth seised of both acres, and hath issue

two daughters ; partition is made, so as the one acre is allotted

to the one, and the other acre to the other ; the lessees entert

:

the partition is avoided for the whole, and so likewise hath
[
jo] it

been lately resolved.

[q] Yet there is a diversity betweene the warranty, and the

condition which the law createth upon the partition. Where
one coparcener taketh benefit of the condition in law (2), she

defeateth the partition in the whole. But when she voucheth by
force of the warranty in law for part, the partition shall not be

defeated in the whole, but she shall recover recompence for that

part. And therein also there is another diversity betweene a

recovery in value by force of the warranty upon the exchange

and upon the partition. For upon the exchange he shall recover

a full recompence for all that he loseth. But upon the partition

she shall recover but the moity, or halfe of that which is lost,

.

to the end that the losse may be equall (3).

Many other diversities there be between exchanges and par-

titions; for there are more and greater privities in case of par-

titions in persons bloud and estates, than there is in exchanges
;

all which were too tedious to rehearse in tliis place, seeing so

much as hath been said herein is sufficient for the explanation

of the cases of partition which Lilileton hath put.
*' Then

t As lessee, in the smgtilar number, is before spoken of by lord Coke, grammatical

accuracy here requires the uvrJs the lessee enters, instead of the lessees enter. See

Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 1 18.

4^
p].Bastard's

case, ubi supra.

[q] Vide 5 E. 3.

tit. Voucher 249

(6 Co. 12. b.

1 Ro. Abr. 815,

4 Co. 122.)

18 E.g.
tit. Aid, 171.

19 H. 6. 26.

(Ant. 50. b.)

(4) That is, a condition to g4ve re-entry and a warranty to vouch and have

recompense. See post. 384. a.

(1) So it is of an exchange. Hob. 152. Calthrope's reading on Lord and
Copyholder, 92. i Ro. Abr. 815.—[Note 40.]

(2) This is, bi/ entry.

(3) See ace. the case of dower, post. 384. b. See also the provision in

favour of the lord for the third part not devisable by the statute of wills

34 and 35 H. 8. c. 5. s. 11.



J..3. C.l.lSecl.2()2. Of rarceners. [174.ci. 174.b.

'* Then she cannot cuter into the other carvCy d^c" By this is

also approved that which hath hecne often said before, that when
tlie whole privity betweene coparceners is destroyed, there

ccaseth any recompcnce to be expected either uj)on the con-

dition in law or warranty in law by force of the partition.

" /?/y her alienation she hath ulto}i^€thcr dismissed herselfto have (Post. 143. b.)

any pari ofthe tenements as parcener." Hereupon it followeth,

that if one parcener maketli a fcoffcment in fc(;, and after her

feoffee is impleaded and voucheth the feoffor, [r] she may have [r] 41 E. 3. 14.

aid oi^ her coparcener to deraigne a warranty paramount (4), but > « H. 4. as, 03.

never to recover ;;ro rata against her by force oi' the warranty •4 1^-3 A id,24.

in law upon the partition ; for Littleton here Siiith, that by her ^ "•'**• *^)

alienation she hath dismissed her sclfe to have any part of the

land as parcener, and without question as parcener she must
recover />ro rata, upon the warranty in law, against the other

parcener.

And yet in some case the feoffee of one coparcener shall have
aid of the other parceners to deraigne the warranty paramount.
And therefore [a] if there be two coparceners, and they make [a] 43 E. 3. 23.

partition, and the one of them enfeofies her son and heire I*'- Com.

apparent and dyeth, the son is impleaded, albeit he be in by "*
^:

^' '5-

the feoffement of his mother, yet shall he pray in ayd of ^s e'q 17 &cM 74.71 ^^ ^^^ other coparcener to have the warranty para-

L b J "^^"'^^ ' ^"^ ^^^ reason [/;] of the granting of this aid [fc] 32 e. i .

is, for that the warranty betweene the mother and the tit. Aid, 178.

son is by law annulled (1), and therefore the law giveth the son 3 E. 2. ibid. 163.

albeit he be in by feoffment, to pray in ayd of the other parcener, ^ ^^^* '^ '^' ^^

to deraigne the warranty paramount ; wherein is to be observed
the great equity of the common law in this case

;

Ipsce etcnim leges cnpiunt utjure regantur.

[*] But if a man be seised of lands in fee, and hath issue two [•] 2 u. 6. 16.

daughters, and make a gifl in taile to one of them, and dye (Plowd.g.b.

seised of the reversion in fee which descends to both sisters, and Mansefs case.)

the donee or her issue is impleaded, she shall not pray in aid of

the other coparcener, either to recover pro ratd^ or to deraigne

the warranty•paramount ; for that tlie other sister is a stranger

to the state taile, whereof the eldest was sole tenant, and never
particion was or could be thereof made (2).

**^

" But if the youngest before the entry of the infant make a (Ant. 173. a.)

lease of this, S^c. or in fee tai/le saving the reversion to her, S^x."

This (upon that which hath been said) (3) needeth no explana-
tion. Only this is to be observed, that, albeit it is in the power
of tenant in taile to cut off the reversion, yet if the infant enter

before it be cut off, the law hath such consideration of this re-

version, that she that loseth it shall enter into her sister's part,

and hold with her in coparcenary, for that the privity betweene
them was not wholly destroyed (4).

Sect.

(4) See 31 H. 8. c. 1. s. 3. 4 H- 7. 3. a. and Plowd. Mansel's case, 7. a. & b.

(1) Ace. post. 390. a.

(2) See post. 177. b. contra as to land given in frankmarriage. See also

(3) Ant. 173. a. and note 2, there.

(4) Sec ant. 103. a. & b.

f



174.b. 175.a.] Of Parceners. L.3.C.I. Sect. 363-64.

Sect. 263.

A LSOj if there be three orfour coparceners, S^c. which make partition

betweene them, if the part of the one parcener be defeated by such

lawfull entrie, she may enter and occupie the other lands with all the other

parcenersj and compell them to make neio partition betweene them of the

other lands, 8^c.

'"'OET WEE NE them of the other lands, 4;c/' This S^c

implieth, that so it is betweene the surviving parceners

and tiie heires of the other, or betweene the heires of parceaers,

all being dead.

Sect. 264.

/I LSOy if there be two parceners, and the one taketh husband, and the
^ husband and ivife have issue betweene them, and his luife dieth, and the

husband keepes himselfe in as tenant by the curtesie, in this case theparcener

which surviveth, and the tenant by the curtesie may well make partition

between them, S^c. And if the tenant by the curtesie will uot agree to

make partition, then the parcener which surviveth may have against the

tenant by the curtesie a writ de parti tione faciendti, &c. and compel him
to make partition. But if the tenant by the curtesie would have partition

to be made between them, and the parcener which surviveth will not have

this, then the tenant by the curtesie cannot have any remedy to have par-

tition, Sjc. For he cannot have a lorit o/* partitione facienda, because he

is no parcener. For such a writ lyeth for parceners only. And so you
may see, that a ivrit of parti tione facienda lyeth against tenant by the

curtesie, and yet he himselfe cannot have the like writ.

" HF^HE husband keepes himselfe in as tenant by the curtesie!'

[6] 24 E. 3. 29. This is no severance of the state in coparcenary, [6] for

31 E. 3. the other coparcener and the tenant by the curtesie shall be
Eriefe, 339. joyntly impleaded ; for he doth continue the state of coparcenary,

?Q H e^'^'e
.^^ ^^^ other parcener did (5).

3H. 6. 26. 3H.6. Ass. 1. 37H.6.8. 21 E. 3.14. (Ant. 167. b.)

" Against the tenant IfCf- hy the curtesie a writ de Fl 7^571
partitione facienda, S^c." Here by the 4"^ is implyed,

I ^ J
that albeit that the tenant by the curtesie be an es-

[cl 3E. 3. 47. tranger in blood, yet the [t] writ de partitionefaciendd clearly

?6E3 Aid 12Q ^^^^ against the tenant by the curtesie^ because he continueth

19E. 3. ib.'i44. the estate of coparcenary.

28 E, 3. 5. If two coparceners be, and one doth alien in fee, they are
tenants in common, and several! writs o^prcecipe must be brought

against

(5) Ace. post. 175. b. See also fo. 192. a. and Bro. Joinder in Action, 40.



L. 3. C. 1 . Sect. 2()4. Of Parceners. [ 1 75. a. 1 75. b.

against them (i) ; ami yet the narcencr shall have a writ of par-

tition against the alienee at tlic common law, which is a far

stronger case than tlic case put of tenant by the curtesie.

'^ Such writ tt/ethfor parceners only'* Hereby it anpearcth,

that neither tile tenant by the curtesie, nor (much Jesse) the

alienee of a coparcener shall have a writ oi^ parlitionc facicndd

at the common law (2) ; for Littleton saith here, that such a writ

lyeth onelv for parceners, [*] but it may be brought by a par- [•]3E.3.47,48

ccner agamst strangers, as it appearetii before. But a nuper (K. N. B. 197.

obiit ana a rntionnbili parte {2) ^o lye only bctweenc two co- Tlowd. 306. b.)

parceners on both sides.

If three coparceners be, and the eldest doth purchase the part Dier, 1 Mari»,
of the youngest, the eldest, having one part by descent and the 98.

other by purchase, shall have a writ of partition at the common
law against the other middle sister, et sic de similibiis. And so F. N. B. 52.

it is in a far stronger case, if there be three coparceners, and the Rcgistr.

eldest taketh husband, and the husband purchase the part of the

youngest, the husband for his part is a stranger and no parcener,

and yet he and his wife shall have a writ of partition against tlie

middle sister at the common law, because he is seised of one
part in the right of his wife who is a parcener (4).

" To have partition, Scc,^' Here by this S^c, is included all

others that be strangers in blood, whether they come to their

estates by purchase or by act in law. Since Littleton wrote, by
the statutes [d] one joyntenant or tenant in common may have a [d] 31 H. 8.

writ of partition against the other ; and therefore at this day the cap. 1. 32 11. 8.

alienee of one parcener may have a writ of partition against the ^^P- 32-

other parcener, because they are tenants in common : and the like * • ^'^ •
^90-

had been attempted in former parliaments [*], but prevailed not [*] Rot. Pari,

untill these latter statutes. » 1^- 2- «"• ^2.

[e] The tenant by the curtesie shall have a writ of [<?] Brooke, tit.

C
17571 partition upon the statute of l^- 32 H. 8. ca. 32. for Partition, 41.

jj J albeit he is neither jointenant nor tenant in common,
for that aprcccipe lyeth against the parcener and tenant

by the curtesie, as hath been said, yet he is in equall mischiefe

as another tenant for life.

[/] If there be three coparceners and a stranger purchase [/] Mich. 7 &
the part of one of them, he and one other ofthe coparceners shall ^ ^'l^-

Bend-

not joyne in a writ of partition, neither by the common law, nor
to"&C*'^k T\)f

by force of the statute ; for the words of the preamble of the pjer, 3 Marize,

statute be fand none of them by the laxu doth or may hiotv their 108. A. and

severall parts, Sfc. and cannot by the laws of this realme make par- 7 Eliz. 243.

tition thereof xvithout other of their mutitall assents, SfC.J Now
in this case the one of the plaintifes, viz. the parcener, may have

a writ of partition at the common law, and the other parcener

being a purchaser may have it by the statute ; and therefore

they shall not joyne in one writ.

Chap.

(1) Ace. ant. 176. b. But it is no severance if the alienation be only for

life. Post. 192. a.

(2) See ace. Dy. 98. b.

(3) See ant. 1^4. b.

(4) See in F. N. B. 62. S. the form of the writ in such a case.

(i)t S. C. is also in Dy. 260, b.

D4



i75.b.] Of Parceners by Customc. L.3. C.2. Sect.265

Chap. 2. Parceners by Custome. Sect. 265.

pARCENERS by the custome are, where a man seised hifee simple,

or infee tayle, of lands or tenements which are of the tenure called

gavelkind within the countie of Kent, and hath issue divers sons and die,

such lands or tenements shall descend to all the sons by the custome, and
they shall equally inherit and make partition by the custome, asfemales

shall do, and a writ ofpartition lieth in this case as betweenfemales. But
it behooveth in the declaration to make rnention of the custome. Also

such custome is in other places of England, and also such custome is in

North-Wales ('z) {3)> S^x.

(i Sid. 136, ^' J^UT it behooveth in the declaration to make mention of the
Ant. 140. a.) ci(sto7ne" Well said Littleton, [g] that he in his declara-
See before all the

^j^^^ j^^g^ make mention of the custome, as to say, that the land

of the law con-
'^^ ^^ ^^^ custome ofgavelkinde ; but he shall not prescribe in it.

cernuig gavel- And SO it is of Burgk English. And these two vary in that

Ivind, ubi supra, point from Other customes ; for the law, when they are generally
Lambert, verbo alledged, taketh knowledge of these two (4).

r^{r^E^r^S^ b ^" [^'] Domesday it is thus said duo fratres tenuerunt in par-

21 E. 4. 56. b.

*

<^gio (5) quisque habuit aulam siiam, et potuerint ire quo voluerint,

Plo. Com. isg.b.

in Buckleis case. " Jiso such custome is in other places of England" Of this
Vide Sect. 8.

sufficient hath beene said before (6).
versus nnem. ^ ^

(i Sid. 138. Doctr. Piac. 105.) [/i] Berochescire. Hereford.
'' North

(2) In L. and M. and the two MSS. it is in Northumberland and North
Wales, 8^c.

(3) But by the 34 and 35 H. 8, gavelkind descent of lands in Wales is

expressly taken away, and all lands there are made descendible to the eldest

son according to the common law of England. See that statute c. 26. s. 91.
and 128. Also in Kent various estates have been made descendible according
to the common law by special statutes for this purpose. See Robins, on
Gavelk. 75.—[Note 41.]

(4) But according to a very accurate writer on gavelkind this doctrine must
be restrained to the special descent of gavelkind and Borough English lands,

which is considered as the essence of both ; and therefore the other customs
incident to gavelkind and Borough English land must be specially pleaded.

See Robins, on Gavelk. 41. For this difference several authorities are cited;

namely, as to gavelkind, a case in Cro. Cha. 562. another in 1 Lev. 79.
1 Sid. 137. and Raym. 76. and a third in 2 Sid. 153. and as to Borough
English, a case in 1 Salk. 243. I the rather introduce these references because
Mr. Robinson's Treatise is become very scarce.—[Note 42.]

(5) This word means equality, being derived from the adjective par, and
made a substantive by the addition of agium. Read more concerning the

termination of agium, ant. 86. a. See also as to disparagatio, ant. 80. a.

—

[Note 43.]

(6) Ant. 14. a. and 140. a. See also book 1. chap. 7. of Robinson on
Gavelkind, where the reader will see a most learned dissertation on the origin,

antiquity and universahty of partible descents.



L.3.C.2.S.265. Of Parceners by Customc. [175,b.l76.a.

''North-Wales:' Wales, IVoliia. It commcth [i] of the [i] Lamb. verb.

Saxon word xuculth^ which signifieth pcrcgrinnsy or extents ; for Welshmen. Sil-

the SfLtoyix so called them, because in troth they were strangers vciicr Giraldu*.

to them, bein«5 the remaine of the old and ancient Britons, a

wise and warlike nation inhabiting in the west part of England.

These men have kept their proper language for above these

thousand yearcs p;ist ; and they to this day call us Englishmen

Saisons (that is) Saxons. And the like custome, as our author

here saith was in North Wales, was also in Ireland ; for there

the lands also (which is one marke of the ancient Brittons)

were of the nature oi gavelkinck : but where by their

t
17671 ^^^^^^^ ^^^ t^c ^^^ bastards inherited with their legi- Vide Sect. 213.

J timate sons, as to the bastards that custome was abo-

lished (1). And agreeing with Littleton in this point,

see an old statute.* Aliter usitatum est in Wallia quam in • stat. Walliae,

Anglidy quoad successionem hcereditatisy eh quod hccreditas an. la E. 1.

partibilis est inter hcercdes inasculos, et h tempore cuius non

cxtitit manoria partibilis extitit, dominus rex non vmt, quod
consuetudo ilia abrogeturj sed quod hcercditates remancant parti-

biles inter consimiles hceredes sicut Jieri consuevitf etjiat partitio

illius sicutJieri consuevit (2).

** Parceners by the custome, Sfc" W^ell sayd Littleton, *' by
the custome," for sons are parceners in respect of the custome
of the fee or inheritance, and not in respect of their persons, as

daughters and sisters, &c. be. [h] Et sunt participes quasi [/i] Bract, lib. 5.

partem capientes, S^c. ratione ipsius rei quce partibilis est, et non *ol. 4'i8.

ratione personarum, qiuc 7ion sunt quasi unus hcsres et unum pr!?"i'u'*^'^*'

torpus, sed diiersi hceredes, uhi tenementum partibile est inter ^30, A.

plures coh(sredes petentes, qui descendant de eodem stipite et

semper solent diiidi ab antiquo.

Sect.

(1) The gavelkind descent of lands in Ireland was an incident to the
custom of tanistry, and as such fell to the ground with its principal in conse-
quence of a solemn judgment against the latter in a case of the fifth of James
the First. For this case, which is excellently reported by Sir John Davis,
who was attorney-general in Ireland at the time, see Dav. Rep. 28. But in

the reign of queen Anne the policy of weakening the Roman Catholic
interest in Ireland was the cause of an Irish statute to make the lands of
papists descendible according to the gavelkind custom, unless the heir con-
formed within a limited time. See Robins, on Gavel k. 17. However now
by an Irish statute of 17 & 18 G. 3. c. 49. s. 1. the descent of the lands of
papists is again reduced to the course of the common law. Lord Coke, from
his supposing that the Brehon law of partibility except as to bastards, remained
in Ireland, seems not to have been aware of the case of tanistry. Indeed
what he writes in this respect was before that case more applicable to Wales
than Ireland ; for the statute of Wales cited in tlie next passage, confirms
the partible descent of lands there amongst males, with an exception excluding
bastards, whereas I doubt whether there is any evidence of confirmation of
the Brehon law with such an exception. See ante 141. a. where lord Coke
himself takes notice of a total abolition of the Brehon law.—[Note 44.]

(2) See ante 1 75. b. note 4.



176.a.l76.b.]OfParcenersbyCustome,L.3.C.2.S.266-7.

Sect. 266.

/i LSO, there is another partition ivhich is of another nature and of
anotherforme than any of the partitions aforesaid be. As if a man

seised of certaine lands in fee simple hath issue two daughters, and the

eldest is married, and the father giveth part of his lands to the husband
with his daughter infrankrnarriage, and dyeth seised of the reninanty the

which remnant is of' a greater yearely value than the lands given in

frankmarriage,

** /^/ VE TH part of his lands to the husband with his daugh-
ter infrankrnarriage."

Here it appeareth, that a gift in frankmarriage may be
made after marriage, as hath been sayd in the Chapter of Fee
Tayle (3).

" Which remnant is of greater yearely value, SfC." Admit
that the lands given in frankmarriage are of greater value than

the lands descended in fee simple, shall the other sister have
any remedy against the donees ? It is plaine she shall not

;

because it is lawfull for a man to dispose of his own lands at

his will and pleasure.

Sect. 267.

T^ this case, 7ieither the husband, nor xuife, shall have any thing for
their purpartie of the said remnant, unless they will put their lands

given in frankmarriage in hotchpot, with the remnant of the land with

her sister. And if they will not do so, then the youngest may hold and

occupie the same remnant, and take the profits onely to her selfe. And it

seemeth, that this word (hotchpot) is in English a pudding
; for in this

pudding is not commonly put one thing alone, but one thing ivith other

things together. And therefore it behooveth in this case to put the lands

given infrankmarriage with the other lands in hotchpot, if the husband

and wife will have any part in the other lands.

" JfN this case neither the husband, nor ivife, shall have any

[ij 8 H. 3. thingfor their purpartie, Sfc" [z] This gift in frankmar-
Breve, 880. riage shaWprimd facie be intended a sufficient advancement;
34?- ^-^^^"^ and therefore the remnant shall descend to the other coparce-

4 ^.'s^AQ^^
^

^^^' onely with this provision in law taciie annexed,

10 Ass. p. 14. that if the 8cf" donees will put the land into hotchpot, FX^ff^
Vi. 10 E.3 38. then she sliall out of the remnant make up her part L b. J
& 30 Ass. 7. equal!. But the donees must do the first act, and in
.Bracton, hb.a. ^
fol. 77. lib. 5. fol. 408. Britton, cap. 7a. Fleta, lib. 6. cap. 47,

the

(3) See ante 21. b. See also ace. as to dower ex assensu patris after

marriage, F. N. B. 151. L.
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the nicanc time the wliolcfee simple land descends to the other.

And this is warranted hero by Littlelofh viz. tliat the donees

shall have notliing for the purpartie of the remnant, unlessc

they will put their lands given in irankniarriagc in hotchpot so as

the donees must do the lirst act ; and more expresly after in this

Chapter (i), where he directly saith, that the otlier sister shall

enter into the remnant, and them to occupy to her own use,

unlessc tlie husband and wife will put the lands given in frank-

marriage into hotchpot. And herewith agreeth Fleta (2), who
Siiith, cu7n dicat tenens excipiendo, quod nan tcnetur petenti

rcsponderc, quia A. participeni habcty Sfc, replicari poterit il

petente t/ubd prcedict* A. tenet ouandam partemm maritnprium dc

communi hicreditaiCy ?i€c vult illud hi partem ponerc. And here

are three tln'ngs (that I may speak once for all) to be observed.

First, that in this speciall case where there be two daughters,

one of them only shall inherit the lands in fee simple. Secondly,

that in this case there licth no writ of partition : because noii

tcnent insimul et pro vidiviso. Thirdly, if the parcener, to

whom the land in fee simple descended, will not put the lands

in hotchpot, then may the donees enter into the fee simple

lands, and hold them in coparcenarie with her.

And it seemeth by our old bookes, [A] that by the ancient law [/c] Glanvil.

there was a kind of resemblance hereof concerning goods. Si ^'^^- 7- cap. 5.

auiern post debita deducta, et post deductionem expensarum quce
^J^^"'

'^'

necessarice erunty id totuniy quod tunc superjiierity dividatur in ji^^^ \^ ^
trcs partes

;
quaram una pars relinquatur pueris (3) si pueros cap. 5. (4)

Magna Carta,

cap. 18. F. N. B. 2122. 30 E. 3. 25. 31 E. 3. Resp. 60. 31 Ass. 14. 17 E 2.

Detinue, 3. 1 7 E. 3. 1 7. 1 E. 2. Detinue, 56. 31 H. 8. tit. Rationab. parte bonoram, 6.

habuerit

(1) See Sect. 268.

(2) See also ace. F. N. B. 197. O.

(4) The chapter of Fleta is here referred to erroneously. It should be
cap. 57.

(3) Though pueri more commonly means boys, yet it is plain that here it

comprehends children of both sexes ; because afterwards liberi is used for

tlie same purpose. The word is used in the same large sense in the writ de
rationabili parte bonorum ; and therefore Fitzherbert observes, that the son and
daughter may join in that writ. F. N. B. 122. C. Also this large sense of
pueri is warranted both by the application of the word in the Roman law, and
by its derivation from the Greek word cra^, which is masculine or feminine
according to the article before it. To this effect Justinian's Digest, in the
title de verborum si^ificatione, gives the following extract from the Commen-
tary of the Roman lawyer, Julius Paulus, on his famous predecessor Sabinus.
Pueri appcUationc etiam puella significatur : nam et fceminas puerperas appd-
lant recentes ex partu ; et Greece erai^top communiter appellatur. See Dig.
lib. 50. tit. 16. leg. 163. and Menag. Jur. Civil. AmcBnitates, cap. 39. roce
puerperay where that learned French writer expatiates on the etymology cf
puer. I have been induced to give this explanation of the word puer by a
case in our own law-books, which actually turned upon the question, Whether
a daughter could take lands under that description. Tlie case arose on a
remainder in a settlement made by a man on his first marriage seniori puero
of the husband and the heirs of his body ; and this was decided by two
judges agamst one to entitle a daughter and only child of the first marriage
m preference to the son of a second. Dy. 337. 1>. However there h a
amch earlier case on the construction of pueriy in which it was interpreted
to rxchidc females. Hob. 33, and the case there i\\ei\ from 30 Ass. 47.

and
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hahuerit defunctuSf secunda uxori si superstes fuerit, et de tertid

parte habeat testator liberam disponendi facultatem. Si autem
liberos non habeat, tunc medietas defuncto, et alia medietas uxori

:

si autem sine uxore decesserit liberis existentibusy tunc medietas

defuncto, et alia medietas liberas tribuatur: si autem sine uxore
et liberis f tunc id totum defuncto retnanebit. And by the law

* Lamb. f. 119. before the Conquest it * was thus provided, sive quis incuria sive

68. (Post. 185. b. mo7'te repentind fuerit iyitestatus mortmis, dominus tamen nullam
Ante 149. b.) rerumsuarumpartem(prcstereamqu(SJuredebeturheriotinomine)

sibi assumito, verum eas judicio sua uxori liberis et cognatione

proximisjustk pro suo cuiquejure distribuito.

[iJRegist. 142. But it appeareth by the Register [I] and many of our bookes,
34 E. 1. that there must be a custome alledged in some county, &c. (5)

1 e'T^6 ° *^ inable the wife or children (5) f to the writ de rationabiliparte

'7E.4.'2\. 43JS. 3. 3B. (F. N. B. 122. L.) bonorum ;

and 30 E. 3. 27. But now indeed, when legal instruments are so universally

expressed- in the Enghsh tongue, it is not probable that any dispute should
arise in our courts of justice about the interpretation of this Latin word.

—

[Note 45.]

(5) The places usually named as those in which the customary division of
personalty on a death prevailed, and so in favour ofwife and children restrained

the testamentary power to a third or a moiety, are these : the province of
York, the city of London, and various districts of Wales. But since lord

Coke's time several statutes have been made to remove this restraint in each
of these different places; and under those statutes the ivhole of the personal

estate is now disposable by last will in them through England and Wales,
with this exception however, that there is still no statute affecting either the

city of Chester, which is part of the province of York, or such other places

not within that province, or London or Wales, as may have such a custom ;

though whether there be any such places, I am uncertain. See for the

province of York, 4 W. & M. c. 2. and 2 & 3 An. c. 5 ; for London 11 G. 1.

c. 18; and for Wales, 7 & 8 W. 3. c. 38. Indeed Sir William Blackstone treats

,the testamentary power over personal estate as now prevailing through all

England. 2 Blackst. Comm. 9th ed. 493. But if there be no other statutes

than those he cites, being the same as are before mentioned, I take this to be
a mistake, so far at least as regards the city of Chester. The fact is, that

both the cities of York and Chester were excepted in the 4 of W. & M. and
that the 2 & 3 An. take away the exception as to the city of York only. As
too, the statutes, which subject the custom of dividing the personal estate of

deceased persons to the testamentary power, do not name any place in

England except London and the province of York, it follows, that the

local custom of any other part of England on this subject is not disturbed

by any statutory provision. It now only remains to add here, that though
the testamentary power is thus extended over the whole personalty, notwith-

standing the customs within London or the province of York, or within any part

of Wales, yet in the case of an intestacy the customs of those places still

operate, there being a special provision to save them and all other peculiar

customs in the statute of Cha. 2. for distributing the personal estates of

intestates. See 22 & 23 Cha. 2. c. 10. See further as to the statutes about
these customs in the latter part of note 9, infra; also 4 Burn. Eccl. Law,
2d edit. 346.—[Note 46.]

(5) t In Swinburne on Testaments there is a curious dissertation explaining

the custom of the province of York in respect to filial portions ; and in the

course of it, the question. What sort of advancement shall exclude a child, is

considered at large. This valuable part of Swinburne is not in the first

edition; but was afterwards added by him. It is otherwise as to many
additions in the latter editions of his book ; these being full of enlargements

coming
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honorum (()) ; anil so hath it bfcne resolved in parliament [wi]. |"n»] 3 K- 3-

But such chiUhen, as he reasonably advanced by the father in ^^^^> »06.

his life time with any part of his goods, shall have no further **" "^' ^
'

part of his goods; for the words of the writhe, ncc in vita

palris promoti fuernnt (7).

Note, the custom of Ijmdon is, that if the father advance

any of his children with any part of liis goods, that shall bar

them to demand any further part, unlesse the father under his

hand or in his last will do expresse and declare, that it was

but in part of advancement (8), and then that child so partly

advanced

coming from others, but printed without discriminating them from Swin-

burne's own work. This manner of treating authors in new editions is ever

dissatisfactory and unjustifiable ; but in respect to law-books, it is peculiarly

inconvenient,* the weight and authority of these so much depending on the

character of the author. To Swinburne on this subject add the title xuilh in

Dr. Burn's Eccles. Law, in the course of which it is learnedly attempted to

give the result of every thing to be met with on the subject in Swinburne's

book or elsewhere.—[Note 47.]

(6) Ace. 2 Inst. 33. But in this point some of great respect differ from

lord Coke. Fitzherbert in his commentary on the de rationnbili parte bono-

rum contends, that the distribution, which excludes the testamentary power
from one third or one moiety of the personal estate, was in his time the

general law of the land, and therefore needed not a special custom to support

it. He is followed by Swinburne in the same idea, and even by our great

modern conmientator on the law of England, who cites Finch's law to prove,

that the general law was taken to be as represented by Fitzherbert as late as

the reign of Charles the First. However, Mr. Justice Blackstone states,

that about this period the general law insensibly changed ; which amounts to

an admission that lord Coke's doctrine of the necessity of a special custom
for the rationnbili parte bonoriun became perfectly established within a" few

years after his advancing it, and that this was so without the aid of any
statute. It is observable also, that Mr. Justice Blackstone considers Bracton

and Fleta as clear authorities against lord Coke. But Mr. Somner, whose
very learned and extended discussion of this subject seems to have escaped

the author of the Commentaries, though not inclined to an entire agreement
with lord Coke, cites various passages of the same ancient authors, from
which it appears, that their writings in this respect are contradictory. See
in Somn. Gavelk. 91. a dissertation on the question. Whether the writ de
RATiONABiLi PARTE BONOiiuM turt5 by the commoTi laxu^ or bij custom. Nor
is it a slight testimony of its being settled law in lord Coke's time not to

allow of the writ de rationahili parte honorum without a special custom, that

Mr. Somner, whose book before cited was finished as early as 1647, though
not published till the Restoration, observes on the order of partition under
this writ, that it was then, and that not lately, antiquated, and vanished out

of use in Kent and other counties, surviving only in the province of York,

and some few cities.—[Note 48.]

(7) What under the custom of the province of York ought to be deemed
a reasonable advancement sufficient to bar the right to a filial portion, is

largely discoursed upon in Swinburne on Testaments, part 3. sect. 1 8. For
the cases since Swinburne's time, see Eq. Cas. Abr. 160, 161. 11 Via. Abr.

198. Burn's Eccles. L. tit. Wills.—[^oie 49.]

(8) Mr. Somner writes doubtfully on the preceding doctrine, and makes it

questionable, whether the child advanced may not wave his former portion, and
elect to take benefit of the customary partition in the way ofhotchpot. Somn.
Gavelk. 91. By others the doctrine is absolutely denied in another form, by
insisting, that the advancement must be equal to the customary share ; and
that, if the child advanced can prove the advancement to be less, then such

child
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advanced shall put his part in hotchpot with the executors and
widow (9), and have a full third part of the whole, accounting

that

child on the terms of throwing the advancement into hotchpot is entitled to

the benefit of the customary partition, notwithstanding any declaration of the

father to the contrary. Green's Priv. Lond. 52, 53. But in a case before

lord Chancellor Somers, the mayor and aldermen of London certified the

custom in terms not wholly agreeing either with lord Coke or with the differ-

ences from him before stated. According to this certificate, though the

advancement shall not be equal to the customary share at the father's decease,

yet the child so advanced shall be excluded from any further part of the

customary estate, unless the father shall by his last will, or some other writing

signed with his name or mark, declare the value of such advancement ; in

which case the child advanced, bringing the advancement into hotchpot, shall,

notwithstanding the father's declaration of having fully advanced the child,

have as much more as will make the advancement a full customary share.

This certificate was considered by lord Somers as conclusive of the question

;

and has been since referred to by lord Chancellor Hardwicke, as settling the

point. See the case of Chase v. Box, in 1 L. Raym. 484, & 1 Eq. Cas. Abr.

154. in which latter book the certificate from the city is given at length. See
also lord Hardwicke's words in 1 Ves. 16. and those of Fortescue, Master of

the Rolls, in 3 Atk. 45. Being therefore taken as the rule of future decision,

the certificate demands particular attention. The result, with respect to its

operation upon the several ideas, which, as is before stated, have prevailed

concerning this point of the custom, may be thus stated:—Mr. Somner's

notion, of a general right of election in the child advanced to wave his

advancement and claim the customary share, seems to fall to the ground:
there being no election, except where the father under his hand ascertains

the advancement by confessing what its value was, and being so ascertained

it can be proved to be less than what the custom gives.—The opinion, that

the advanced child is universally at liberty to prove his customary share

greater than the advancement, and so entitle himself to the benefit of the

customary partition, seems to fail ; because the terms of the certificate appear

to admit no other evidence to ascertain what the value of the advancement
was, than the father's hand-writing; though it must be confessed, that excluding

other evidence is scarce to be satisfactorily accounted for, unless the common
reason of the difficulty of taking an account of such advancements shall be
deemed a sufficient one.—As to lord Coke's representation of the custom, this

also receives some qualification from the before-mentioned certificate : for,

though it leaves him perfectly right, where the father is silent about the

advancement, yet it crosses lord Coke's opinion of the effect of the father s

declaring the advancement to be in full, and makes such declaration inope-

rative where the advancement admitted by the father's hand-writing is not

actiLally full and adequate.—[Note 50.]

(9) JHere lord Coke extends the putting into hotchpot so as to make it for

the benefit both of the executors in respect of the testamentary third and of

the wife for her third part. But Salkeld reports it as the opinion of Sir Edward
Northey, that the custom requires the advanced share to be brought into

hotchpot for the benefit of other children only ; and therefore that in case of

there being no other child besides the advanced one, such child shall have his

full orphan's part without any regard to what has been already received.

Salk. 426. See ace. 1 Vern. 345. 2 Vern. 281. and 629. See further

concerning this custom of London, a discourse in justification of it in 2 Stow's

Survey of London. Strype's edition of 1720, first Appendix, 61. and the

statute of 11 Geo. 1. c. 18. For the cases on the custom, and the statute of

11 Geo. 1, concerning it, see Eq. Cas. Abr. 159 to 160. the title Custom of
London, in New. Abr. Viner's Abr. and 2 Eq. Cas. Abr. Com. Dig. tit. Guar^

(Mau, G, 3. and tlie Contin. in same part, and Burn's Ecc, L. tit, Wills. Add
to
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that which was formerly given unto him as part thereof. And this

is tliat in ett'ect, wliicli the civihans call callatio bojiorum (lo).

[lyfryi RO- " And it sccmcth, that this word fhotchpotJ is in "

"J
English a pudding, S;c. Littleton both here and in

otiier places scarcheth for the signification of words,

in all arts ; a thing most necessary ; for ignnratis tcrminis ignn-

ratur et ars. Vide for Etymologies, Sect. 95. 1 19. 135. 154. 1C4.

204. 234, c^C.

Hutspot or hotspot is an old Saxon word, and significth so v ido Hrif. cap.

much as Littleton here speaks. And the French use hotchpot 7^. 4 K- 3- 49

for a commixion of divers things together. It significth here ^ ^^,3- 30-

metaphorically in partem positio. In English we use to say rj^g o 37
hodgepodge, in l^^txuxejarrago or miscellancum. j\N. ii. 262.

The residue of this Section needeth no explication. Regiit. 320.

Fleta.lib. 6,

ca. 47. (i) Mich, lo E. i. coram rcge Hereford in thesaur.

Sect. 268.

y4 ^O this tearme (hotchpot) is hut a iearme similitudinary, and is os

much to saify as to put the Iwids in frajikrtmrriage and the other

lands in fee simple together ; and this isfor this intent, to know the value

of all trie lands, scil. of the lands given in franlcmarriage, and of the

remnant ivhich were not given, and then partition shall be made inform
following. As, put the case that a man be seised of^o acres of land infee
simple, every acre of the value of 1 2 pence by the yeare, and that he hath

issue two daughters, and the one is covert baron, and thefather gives ten

acres of tlie 30 acres to the husband with his daughter in frankmarriage,
and dyeth seised of the remnant, then tlie other sister shall enter into the

remnant, viz, into the 20 acres, and shall occupie them to her owne use,

unlesse

to these March, 107. Forrest. 130. Barnard. Ch. Rep. 430. 2 Atk. 4,3. 523.

644. and 3 Atk. 213. 616. See also Flet. 1. 2. p. 125.—Note, that though the

11 G. I.e. 18, enables making a will of the whole personalty notwithstanding

the custom, yet this is with the exception of freemen agreeing by writing

upon or in consideration of marriage, or otherwise, to be subject to the custom.
In this respect therefore there is a difference in the form of the statute altera-

tion of the custom as to London, and the alteration as to Wales and the pro-

vince of York, the statutes as to these two latter not providing for an agree-

ment to abide by the custom. Perliaps however it may be doubted whetlier

an express provision was necessary to create such an exception : but on this

point I do not mean to offer any opinion.—[Note 51.]

(10) See on the Collation of Goods, Dig. lib. 37. tit. 6. 1 Dom. Civ. L. by
Strah. 6187.—The Roman law m respect to the collation of goods deserves the

particular attention of the English lawyer ; as our statute for distribution of the

personal estate of intestates contains a like provision to prevent children

advanced in the life-time of the intestate from having double portions, which
was apparently borrowed in some degree from the callatio honorum, and may
therefore be considerably influenced in the construction by the rules of the

Roman law and the doctrine of the civilians on that title. See 22 ik 23 Ch. 2.

c. 10. s. 5. Forrest. 276. See also for the cases in general on this part ofthe
tatttte of distribution, 1 1 Vin. Abr. 1%. 2 Com. Dig. 145. Continuation of
«ame book 176. and Eq. Cas. Abr. 248.— [Note 52.]

(1) This reference to Fleta is wrong. It should be lil^. 5. cap. 9. p. 3H*
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unlesse the husband and his wife will put the lo acres given in frank-
marriage with the 20 acres in hotchpot^ that is to sar/, together ; and then

when the value of everie acre is Jmow?i, to wit, what every acre valueth

by the year, and it is assessed or agreed between them, that every acre

is worth by the yeare 12 pence, then the partition shall be

i^ made in this manner, viz. the husband and wife shall have ri777|
besides the 10 acres given to them infrankmarriage 5 acres in L b. J
severaltie of the 20 acres, and the other sister shall , have the

remnant, scil. 15 acres of the 20 acres for her purpartie, so as accounting

the 10 acres which the baron andfeme have by the gift in frankmarriage,
and the other 5 acres of the 20 acres, the husband and wife have as much
in yearly value as the other sister.

Bract. lib. 2. A ^^ herewith in expresse tearmes agreeth Bracton, Britten,

n ^'s
'

B^t
^^^ Fleta, and all the books abovesaid and many others,

cap.'ys.and" -^"^ ^* ^® worthy the observation [w], that after this putting into

Fleta, lib. 6. hotchpot, and partition made, the lands given in frankmarriage
ca. 47. are become as the other lands which descended from the cora-

4 E- 3- 49- mon ancestor, and of these lands if she be impleaded [0] she

fnl lo^E^q '\n,
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ other parcener as if the same lands had

10 Ass. 14. descended (1). So the coparcener that hath a rent granted to

4 E. 3. 49. her for owelty of partition, as is aforesaid, hath the rent, as if it

[0] 29 Ass. 23. had descended to her from the common ancestor.
(Ant. 169. b.)

(Hob. 10.) (Ant. 23. a.) SeCt. 9*6Q,

A ND so alwaies upon such partition the lands given in frankmarriage
remaine to the donees and to their heires according to theforme of the

gift : for if the other parcener should have any of that tvhich is given in

frankmarriage, of this would eiisue an inconvenience and a thing against

reason, which the law will not suffer. And the reason, why the lands

given in frankmariage shall be put in hotchpot, is this. When a man
giveth lands or tenements infrankmarriage with his daughter, or with his

^ other cousin, it is intended by the law, that such gift made by this word
(frankmariage) is an advancement, and for advancement of Ids

daughter, or of his cousin, and namely when ts- the donor and his ri787|
heires shall have no rent nor service of them, butfealtie, untill the L a. 11

fourth degree bepast (i)i', (tanque le quart degree soit passe, &c.)
Andfor this cause the law is, that she shall have nothing of the other lands
or tenements descended to the other parcener, S^c. unlesse she will put the
lands given infrankmarriage in hotchpot, as is said. And if she will not
put the lands given in frankmarriage in hotchpot, then she shall have
nothing of the remnant, because it shall be intended by the law, that she
is sufficiently advanced, to which advancement she agreeth and holds her
selfe content.

"OF

(i) See ant. 174. b. cow^m as to gift in tail to a daughter not being in

frankmarriage.

(1) t See ant. 21. b.
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"
/J F this would ensue an inconvenience and a thing against

rcasouy which the law will not snfprJ'

Quod est incnnvcniens ant contra raiionem non permissum est in Rcguia.

lege. Hereby it a|)peareth, as it hath been often noted, [o] that [o] Vid. Sect.

an argument ah iticonicnimti aut ah co quod est contra rationem is '3^. »3Q- 231

.

forcible in law. [p] Nihil enim quod est inconxeniensy est licitumi. f"^®*
^^78. 488.

** Ufitill the fourth degree be past, (tanquc le quart degree (Ant, 23. b.>

soit passe, &c.)" Here by Sfc. is implyed how the degrees shall Sect. ao.

be accounted, whereof sufficient hath been said before.

Sect. 270.

n^HE same law is between the heirs of the donees infrankmarriage, and
the other parceners, &)C. if the donees infrankmarriage die before tlieir

ancestor, or before such partition, S)X. as to put in hotchpot, S^c.

"D Y these three 8^c. in this Section is implied, that if either the

donees dye before the ancestor, or survive the ancestor and
die before such a partition, or if the donees and all the parceners

die before such partition upon the putting into hotchpot, their

issues shall have the same benefit to put the lands into hotchpot

;

for that benefit is heritable, and descendible to the issues.

Sect. 271.

A ND note, that gifts infrankmarriage were by th^ common law before
the statute of Westm. second, and have been alwaies since nseaand

continued, S^x.

" (JONTINUED, Sfc" By this S,^c. is to be understood,

that before the statute it was a fee simple, and

LI
7871 ^^ "^^"^^ ^^^ statute a fee taile. So as it is true, that

b J [9] ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ continue (as our author here saith) but [9] 12 H. 4. 11.

not the estates ; for the estate is changed, as at large 31 E- 3.

appeareth in the Chapter of Estates in Taile. And albeit our ^^^^- i»^'

author here saith, that such gifts have beene alwaies since used ^ 21. a.)

and continued, yet now they be almost growne out of use, and
serve now principally for moote cases and questions in law that

thereupon were wont to rise.

Sect. 272.

y1 LSO, such putting in hotchpot, S^c. is, wh^e the other lands or tene-

ments which were not given infrankmarriage descendfrom the donors

infrankmarriage only
; for if the lands shall descend to the daughters by

thefather of the donor, or by the mother of the donor, or by the brother of
the donor or other ancestor, and not by the donor, S^c, there it is other-

wise
;

iAsto the qualification uith iohich thi$mazim thould he understood, ser ante note l.fol. 66. a.

Vol. H. E
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wise
; for in such case she, to whom such gift in frankmarriage is made,

shall have her part, as if no gift infrankmarriage had been made, because

that she was not advanced by them, S^c. but by another, S^c.

'T^HE lands given in frankmarriage and the lands in fee simple

must move from one and the same ancestor, for the lands

given in frankmarriage are in respect of the advancement ac-

comited in law, as hath beene said (i), as if the same had de-

scended from the same ancestor who died seised ofthe fee simple

lands, and there is no reason to barre the donee of her full part

of the fee simple lands that descended from another ancestor

from whom she had no such advancement.

" Not hy the donor, ^c." Here ^c. implieth no more but that

donor that made the gift offrankmarriage. The other two 4 c- in

this Section need no explanation.

Sect. 273.

^ LSO, if a man be seised of 30 acres of land everie acre of equaJl

anmtall value, and have issue tivo daughters as aforesaid, and giveth

1 5 acres hereof to the husband with his daughter in frankmarriage, and
dies seised of the other 15 acres, in this case the other sister shall have the

15 aci^es so descended to her alone, and the husband and wife shall not in

this case put the 1 5 acres given to them in frankmarriage into hotchpot
;

because the tenements given in frankmarriage are of as great and good
yearly value as the other lands descended, 6^c. For if the lands given in

frankmarriage be of equall or of more yearely value than the remnant, in

vaine and to no purpose shall such tenements given in frankmarriage be

put in hotchpot, 3^c. for that she cannot have any of the other lands

descended, S)C.for if she shoidd have any parcell of the lands descended^

then she shall have more in yearly value than her sister, S^c. which the law
will not, S(c, And as it is spoken in the cases aforesaid of two daughters

or of two parceners ; in the same manner it is in the like case, where there

are more sisters or more parceners, according as the case and matter is, S^c

XJY this Section and the Sfc. herein some have gathered, that

the value of the lands shall be accounted as they

were at the time of the gift in ^'' frankmarriage. ri7Q7l
But it is clear, that the value shall be accounted as it I «

*J
was at the time of the partition ; for if the donor pur-

chase more land after the gift, or if the land given in frank-

marriage be by the act of God decayed in value, or if the

remnant of the lands in fee simple be improved after the gift, or

(Ant. 32. a. e converso, the law shall adjudge ofthe value as it was at the time

171- a.) of the partition, (unlesse it be by the proper act or default of the

parties) as hath been said before in the former Chapter. And
some have collected upon this Section, that the reversion in fee of

the lands given in frankmarriage shall only descend to the donee

;

for

(1) Ant, 177. b.
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for otherwise the other sister shall have more benefit than tlio

donee, which shouhl be against the reason of our author.

** In vainc and to no purpose^ Sfc." ror it is a niaximc in Ilcguln. VJd.

law, lex nan pnvcivit i?iutUia, quia inutilis labor stultus. ^cc\. 194. 578.
lib. 5. fol. 8<).

[
1791
b. J

«3- Sect. 274. (Ante 172. h.)

yl ND it is to be understood^ tlutt hnids or tcnemenls given in frank'
"^ marriage shall not be put in hotclipot, but where lands descend in

fee simple
; for of lands descended in fee taile partition shall be made, as

if no such gift in frankemarriage had been made.

"POR of lands intailed the donee in frankmarriage shall have 31 Ass. pi.

as much part as the other coparcener, because, over and
besides the land given in frankmarriage, the issue in taile

claimeth per formam dojii, and both of the parceners must
equally inlierit by force of the gift, ct voluntas donatorisy S^c.

observetur.

«4

Sect. 275.

A LSOj no lands shall be put in hotchpot ivith other lands, but hnds
given in frankmarriage only : for if a icoman have any other lands

or tenements bu any other gift in taile, she shall never put such lands so

given in hotchpot, but she shall have lier purparty of the remnant

descended, S)X. (videlicet) as much as the other parcener shall have of the

same remnant.

pOR if the ancestor infeoffeth one of his daughters of part

of his land, or purchase lands to him and her, and their

heires, or giveth to her part of his lands in taile speciall or

generall, she notwithstanding this shall have a full part in the

remnant of the lands in fee simple ; for the benefit ofputting, &c.

into hotchpot is only appropriated to a gift in frankmarriage,

(quia viaritagium cadit in partem) which shall be (as is afore-

said) accounted as parcel of her advancement.

13 E. 2. tit.

Taile, 26.

6 E. 3. 30. b.

4 H. 3. 49. 50.

Bracton,

lib. 2. fol. 77.

Sect. 276.

/I L SO, another partition may beinade betwee?i parceners, which varieth
-^ from the partitions aforesaid. As if there be three parceners, and

the youngest will have partition, and the other two will not, but

CI
8071 wilthold in parcenarie that which to them t:?- belongeth, \cithout

a. J partition, in this case, if one part be allotted in severalty to the

youngest sister, according to that which she ought to have, then

the otliers may hold the remnant in parcenarie, and occupy in common
without partition, if tliey will, and such partition is good enough.

And if afterwards tJie eldest or middle parcener will make partition

between t/tem of that which they hold, they may well do this when they

£ 2 phui'"'



180. a.] Of Joyntenanls. L.3. C. S, Sect. 277.

please. But where partition shall he made byforce of a writ of partitione

facienda, there it is otherwise
; for there it behoveth, that every parcener

have her part in scveraltiey &ic.

More shall be said ofparceners in the Chapter of Joyntenants, and also

in the Chapter of Tenants in Common.

54 H. 3. tit

Panic. 19.

TJERE it is to bo observed, that this partition is good by
consent, for consensus tollit errorum; but if it be by the

king's writ, then everie parcener must have his part. And
Hegula. iiere you may see that modus et conventio vincunt legem,

*' In severalties S^c." Here by this Sfc. is implied another

kind of severaltie than our author hath mentioned : and that

is, that the one parcener shall have the land in severaltie from

the feast of Easter untill the gule of August, (that is, the first

of August) and the other in severaltie from thence until the

feast of Easter, or the like, et sic alternis xicibus to them and

their heires in perpetuum^ whereof sufficient hath been spoken

before (i).

CiiAP. 3. Of Joyntenanls. Sect. 277.

TO YNTE NA NTS are, as if a man be seised of certaine lands or

tenementsJ
^t. and infeoffeth two, threeyfourj or tnore, to have and

to hold to them for terme of their lives, or for terme of another^s life, by

force of which feoffement or lease they are seised, these are joyntenants.

(Joyntenants sont, sicome home seisie de certaines terres ou tenements,

&c. et enfeoffs deux, trois, quater, ou plusors, a aver et tener a eux

pur term de lour vies, ou pur terme d'auter vie, per force de quel

feoffment ou lease ils sont seisies, tiels sont joyntenants.)

Bract, lib. 4. HP HIS agreeth not with the original (2), for it should bee,
fol. Q62. (3) joijntenants sont, sicome home seisie de certaine terres ou
Brltton cap.35.

tenements,
ik iol. 112. '

(1) Ante 4. a. and 167. a.

(2) Notwithstanding lord Coke's censure of the text here, it agrees with

the print of the two earliest editions, neither the edition by L. and M. nor the

Rohan one having any of the words added by lord Coke, except ent before

enfeoffe. But I think that his addition seems requisite to the sense intended

to be conveyed by Littleton, as well for the reason assigned by lord Coke, as

because otherwise Littleton's description of jointenancy might be construed

to exclude an estate in ^ee, which certainly could not be his intention. Pro-

bably therefore the omission of an estate in fee was an error in the manuscript

from which Littleton was first printed. The addition of an estate in fee to

Littleton's description of jointenancy was first introduced by Rastell in his

edition of 1534, which I was first led to observe by a note I was favoured

with from Mr. Justice Blackstone.—[Note 53.]

, The edition by Machlinia alone, of the existence of which I was not

apprised when I wrote the note, agrees with L. and M.
>(3) i take this reference to Bracton to be erroneous. But in fol. 28. a. of

•Bracton there is a chapter which connects with Littleton's on jointenancy;

the first branch of it being de donationibusfactis plurihus $imulsive successive.

See also Bract, fo. 12. b. and 13. a.



L.3.C.3. Sect. 277. Of Joyntenants. [180.a. 180.b.

tenements^ Sfc, et cnt cnfeoffv deux, ou trots ^ ou ^ttaicr, ouplusorsj a FIrt. lib. 3. cm. 4-

aver et tener a eux et a lour heires, ou lessa a eux pur terme de >o- ^ '«^- ^^

lour vi'esy ou pur tcrmc d'autcr xic^ -perforce de tpiel fenffhncnt ou /^ 4^ ^"^j^ gg .

Icasfy Sfc. The error may easily be perceived by that which ig ^

in print, viz. "by force of whicli feoft'ment or lease,"

tlBOfl ^^' ^''S^ there must i^- be feoffment and lease spoken

jj J of before.

There be also joyntenants by other conveyances than

Littleton here mentioneth, as Jiy fine, recoverie, bargaine and
sale, release, confirmation, kc. So there be divers other limita-

tions than Lilllcton here speaketh of: as if a rent charge of ten

pounds be granted to A. and B. to have and to hold to them two,

viz. to A. untill he be married, and to B. untill he be advanced to

a benefice, they be joyntenants in the meane time, notwithstand-

ing the severall limitations (1); and if ^. die before marriage,

the rent shall sui*vive; but if A. had married, the rent should

have ceased for a moitie, et sic c converso on the other side.

Littleton having spoken of one kinde of tenants pro indixisoy

viz. of parceners, commeth now to another, viz. joyntenants: md 7 E. 4. ag.

first ofjoyntenants of freehold. Ifan alien and a subject purchase 1 1 H. 4. 16.

lands in fee, they are joyntenants, and the survivorship shall hold (5 Co. s'^)

place (2), et nullum tempus occurrit regi, upon an office found.

** Jotjntenants.'' So called, because the lands or tenements, &c.
are conveyed to them joyntly, conjutictimfeoffatii S^c. or qui con-

junctim

(4) It should be cap. 48. to which, as a corresponding part of an almost

cotemporary writer, add Bract, fol. 428. a.

(1) See ant. 169. b. post. 183. b. Hob. 171. and Sheppard's Common
Assurances, 389. In the two latter books, especially in Hobart, there is a

variety of curious matter expounding the nature and use of a 5aV/c^^ and how
far it may qualify the premises or habendum in a conveyance. See also 1 P.

Wms. 18. and the case of a bond to two with a scilicet severing the money
between them in Dy. 350. Lord Hobart seems to ccujsider the scilicet as a
sort of ancillary clause, which may explain, but cannot operate in absolute

contradiction ot the premises or habendum. In a Coke upon Littleton I have,

the learnednnnotator considers the scilicet as less potent than the habendum^
observing upon the case here stated by lord Coke, that though the scilicet

cannot sever the joint estate given in the premises and the habendum^ yet that

the habendum might so control i\\e premises. He therefore holds, that if the

grant of ten pounds had been to A, and B. habendum to A. till he be married,

and to B. till he be advanced to a benefice, there they would be tenants in

common. This nice distinction between the habendum and the scilicet in point

of eflfect I leave to the consideration of the learned reader.—[Note 54.]

(2) See post. i8(). a.—Lord Coke in his Reports qualifies this by adding
till office found under the great seal. 5 Co. 52. b. but if the natural-born

subject survives the alien, and then the king's title is found by office, shall it

by relation to the creation of the jointenancy defeat the subject's title by
survivorship ? The words of lord Coke both here and in the fitlh Repo.rt are

ambiguous. His first words here favour the surviving jointenant. But his

subsequent introduction of the rule of nullum tempus occurrit regi, with the

qualification in the fiftli Report, tends to a different conclusion. Though too
lord Coke takes notice of a joint purchase by an alien and a subject, yet there
is not enough to solve the difficulty. See post. 288. a. See as to this point

of relation in offices finding the .king's title, W. Jo. 78. and Nichols's case,

Plowd.481.—[Note55}



180. b.] Of Joyntenants. L,S. C.3. Sect. 278,

Fleta,lib. 6. cap. junctini tenent, and are distinguished from sole or severall tenants,
47. Bract, lib. 5. f^Qjjj parceners, and from tenants in common, &c. and anciently

^Not?n^ Ant ^^^y were called participes, et non hceredes. And these joyn-

164 Cro.Jam. tenants must joyntly implead and joyntly be impleaded by
83. 166. Post, others (3), which propertie is common between them and copar-
Sect. 311.) ceners ; but joyntenants have a sole quality of survivorship, which

coparceners have not. Littleton^ having now spoken of parceners

and ofjoyntenants of right, doth next speake of joyntenants by
wrong.

Sect. 278.

/I LSO, if two or threef 3^c. disseise another of any lands or tenements
"^ to their own use, then the disseisors are joyntenants. But if they

disseise another to the tise of one of them, then they are not joyntenants ^

hut he to whose use the disseisin is made is sole tenant, and the others have

nothing in the tenancy, but are called coadjutors to the disseisin, ^c.

T T is to be observed, that some disseisors be tenants of the

land, and some be no tenants of the lands ; and of both these

kinds Littleton here speaketh.

50 E. 3. a. <« <^c." In the first <^c. nothing is implied but four or five, or
17 Ass. 14. more. But in the latter Sfc. many things be to be understood.

S^ss^^p^ 9*0 -^^ ^^ disseisors that be no tenants, some are coadjutors, whereof

]o E. 3. 47. Littleton here speaketh, some counsellors, commanders, &c. when
10 Ass. 22. the disseisin is not to be done to any of their uses. Also if A.
23 H. 8. tit. disseise one to the use of 2?. who knoweth not of it, and B. assent

"^'^aT ?
^^ ^^ ^^' ^" ^^^® ^^^^ ^^^^ *^^ agreement A. was tenant of the land,

27 Ass! 30.
^^^^ ^^^^^ agreement B. is tenant of the land, but both of them

12 E. 4.^9. be disseisors : for ojjinis ratihahitio retrotrahitur et mandate equi-

7 E. 4. 7. b. paratur (4). And it is worthie of the observation, and implied
38 Ass. 7. j^igQ [^ ^j^g latter Sfc, that seeing coadjutors, counsellors, com-

20 Ass^'-o^
manders, Sfc. are all disseisors, that albeit the disseisor which is

21 H. 8? 25. tenant dieth, yet the assise lieth against the coadjutor, coun-

35 II. 6. 61. sellor, commander, &c. and the tenant of the land (5), though
21 £. 4. 46. he be no disseisor (6).
15 E. 4. 15.

F. N. B. 179. G. (Mo. 53. Post. 374. a. Ant. 10. a. iRo.Abr. 660. Post. 188. a.)

(Post. 245. a. 258. a.) (1 Ro. Abr. 663.)

The

(3) See the statute de conjunctimfeqffatis, 34 E. 1. lord Coke's notice of it

in 2 Inst. 527, and Theloall's Dig. Orig. Br. in the Chapter on Jointenants in

b. 2. fol. 456.

(4) But infants and femes covert are exceptions to this rule ; for command-
ment before or agreement after is not sufficient to make them disseisors, but

it must be by their actual entry, or their own proper act. Post. 357. b. F.N.B.

179. G. 3 H. 4. 17. a. Also in the case of persons of full age, if a disseisin

to the use of another be accompanied with a forcible entry, his subsequent

agreement, though it makes him a disseisor, shall not charge him with the

force on the statute of 4 H. 4. actual entry being necessary for that purpose.

Ant. 16. a. & b.—[Note 56.]

(5) That is, he that is seised of the freehold by title from the disseisor, as

by feoffment, lease, or descent from him.

(6) Sec ant. 154. b.



L.3. C.3. Sect. 279. Of Joyn tenants. [180. b. 181. a.

[a] The demandant and others in a pracipe did disseise the [«] 6" E. 3. a.

tenant to the use of the others, and the writ did not ahate; (^'ro. Cha. 302-

for the demandant was a disseisor, but gained no tenancy in the
gg.j,

' j,^*^' *'

land, for that he was but a coadjutor. ^i^. a.)

A man dissciscth tenant for life to the use ofhim in the rever-

sion, and after he in the reversion agrceth to the disseisin, it is

said, tliat he in the reversion is a disseisor in fee, for by the

disseisin made by the stranger, the reversion was di-

ri8l7| vested (7), which (say they) cannot be 5c!?* revested

I a J hy the agreement of him in the reversion, for that it

*- ' makcth him a wrong doer, and therefore no relation of

an estate by wrong can help him(i).

*' Coadjutor," Coadjutor est qui auxiliator alterij and is de-

rived a coadjuvando. Anglicc a fellow helper.

Sect. 279.

/i ND note that disseisin is properlj/, ivhere a man entreth into any
^ lands or tenements where his entr\f is note ongeable, and ousteth him
which hath thefreehold, S)C.

'T'H I S description of a disseisin and the S^-c. in this place is

understood only of such lands and tenements whereunto an
entry may be made, and not of rents, commons, &c. (2) whereof
sufficient h^th been said before (3) in the Chapter of Rents ; and
so in effect Littleton described it before the edition of his book. 3 E. 4. 2.

And note here, that every entry is no disseisin, unlesse there be 34 Ass. 1 j, 12.

an ouster also of the freehold. And therefore Littleton doth
^^^J^' J^'

not set down an entrie only but an ouster also, as an entry and 24 e.^ 3. 31.

a claimer, or taking of profits, &c, PI. Com. 89.

Now as there be joyntenants by disseisin, so are there joyn- Parson de Honjr

tenants by abatement, intrusion, and usurpation, all which are Lane.7- Ass. 10.

included in the latter Sfc. ]l gf g.^tfr

Ass. 88. 45 Ass. 7. 9 Ass. 19. 39 Ass. 1. 18 E. 2. Ass. 374.

Sect.

(7) Why disseisin of tenant for life makes a fee in the disseisor is thus

accounted for by lord Hobart with his usunl peculiarity and energy of phrase.

" A grant to J. S. and his heirs during the life of J. D. is no fee, but a
" special occupancy, as is resolved in Chudleigh's case. But a disseisin of
" an estate for life by necessity in law makes a quasi fee ; because wrong
" is unlimited, and ravens all that can be gotten, and is not governed by
" terms of the estates, because it is not contained within rules." Hob. 323.

—

[Note 57.]

(1) Ace. 277. b. To what lord Coke has written on disseisin hyprocure^

ment, a learned annotator in a Coke upon Littleton I have, adds the following

references relative to procurers oftrespass, namely 11 H. 7. 6. a. 12 H. 7. 14. a.

21 H. 7. 22. a. 13 H. 7. 13. a.—[Note 58.]

(2) In respect to disseisin of rents, read post. 306. b. 323, a. and b.

(3) Ant. Sect. 333. and the comment thereon.

E4



181. a. 181. b.] Of Joynlenanls. L.3. C.3. Sect. 280,

Sect. 280.

yd ND it is to be understood, that the nature ofjoyntenancy is, that he

v)hich surviveth shall have only the entire tenancies according to such

estate as he hath, ifthejoynture he continued, ^c. As if threejoyntenants

he in fee simple, and the one hath issue and dieth, yet they ivhich survive

shall have the whole tenements, aiid the issue shall have nothing. And if
the second joyntenant hath issue and dye, yet the third ivhich sui^iveth

shall have the wholetenements to him and to his heires for ever. But
otherwise it is ofparceners ; for if three parceners he, and before any par^

tition made the one hath issue and dyeth, that which to him belongeth shall

descend to his issue. And if such parcener die ivithoui issue, that which

belongs to her shall descend to her co-heires, so as they shall have this by

descent, and not by survivor, asjoyntenants shall have, 8fc.

" TF thejointure be continued, S^c."

Here by this Sfc. many points of learning are to be ob-

served. As that it is proper to joyntenants only to have lands

by survivor ; for no survivor of other tenants pro indiviso shall

have the whole by survivor, but only joyntenants : and this is

Bi-acton, lib. 4. called in \?lwjus accrescendi. Omnesfeojfati sunt simul hahendi et
iol. a6a. b. tenendi, nee totum nee partem separatam nee per se, sed ut quilibet

Fleta lib ?.
^orum totuni haoeat cum edits in communi; et cum unus moriatur,

ca. 4.'& ca. 10. non descendit aliqna pars hceredi morientis, nee separata nee in

49.E.3.fol.5,6. communi ante mortem omnium, sed j^ars ilia communis per jus

accrescendi accrescit superstitibus de persond ad personam usque

ad ultimitm superstitem. But although survivorship be proper to

joyntenants, yet it is not proper quarto modo (that is)

omni, soli et semper; for there may be l^ joyntenants, Fl 8171
though there be not equall benefit of survivor on both

I b J
sides. As if a man letteth lands to A. and B. during

the life of ^. if B. dyeth, A. shall have all by the survivor, but
if A. dyeth, B. shall have nothing (1).

(9 Co. 75. b.) Two or more may have a trust or an authoritie committed to
• them joyntly, and yet it shall not survive. But herein are divers

diversities to be observed. First, there is a diversitie between

(1 Sid. 6.) a naked trust or an authoritie, and a trust or authoritie joyned to

an estate or interest (2). Secondlj'^, there is a diversitie between
authorities created by thepartie for private causes, and authoritie

[/;]39 Ass.p.17. created by law for execution of justice. As for example, [h'] if

30 H. 8. tit. a man devise that his two executors shall sell his land, if one of
Devise, B. them dye, the survivor shall not sell it (3): but if he had devised
Dyer,3.E!.i90. -^ ^'^^'

49 E. 3. 16. 2 Eliz. Dyer, 177. 23 Eliz. Dyer, 371. 4 Eliz. Dyer, 210. (Mo. 61. 341.)
10 H. 4. 2, & 3. 14 H. 4. 34. 39 II. 6. 42. 31 Ass. 20. 33 H. 8. Joynt. Br. 62.

30 H. 8. Condition, Br. 190.

his

(1) See further as to benefit of survivorship on one side only, post. 193. a.

239. b. & Dy. 10. b.

(2) See ant. 112. b. 113. a. post. 297. a.

(3) In a former part I have ventured to make a doubt of this, and to con-
tend that the power to sell being given to the executors by reason ofan office

and interest, which do go to the survivor, may well survive with thera. See
ant. note 2, to 113. a.-^[Note 59.]



L.3. C.3.Sect.281. Of Joyntenants. [181. b. 182. a.

his lands to his executors to be sold, there the survivor shall sell

it ; whicli diversitie is implycd by our author, for he saith, that

he that surviveth shall have the entire tenancie.

If a man make a letter of atturney to two, to do any act, if

one of them dye, the survivor shall not do it : but if a venire

facias be awarded to four coroners to impannell and return e a

jury, and one of thorn dye, yet the other shall execute and

returne the same.

If a charter of feoffment [c] be made, and a letter of atturney [c] 38 H. 8. 8.

to four or three joyntly or severally to deliver seisin, two of ^ycr.ea.

them cannot make liverie ; because it is neither by them four or ?^ Jf^
^* ^'

three joyntly, nor any of them severally ; but if the sherife upon yeiv. 25, a6.

a capias directed to him make a warrant to four or three joyntly Cro. Eliz. 913,

or severally to arrest the defendant, two of them may arrest him, 9M)
because it is for the execution of justice [d], which is ;?ro bono C^^] Pasch.

publico, and therefore shall be more favourably expounded, than
J?

El'*- »" Jhe

when it is only for private ; and so hath it been adjudged (4). betweene^King
Jura publica ex privato promiscue decidi nan debent, and Hobbcs.

(Hutt. 127.)
-

[e] 21 R. ».

Judgment, 263.

(Ant. J 32. b.)

'' And dieth.'' Note, there is a naturall death and a civil death,

and Littletons case is to be intended of both ; and therefore [e] W 21 R. ».

if two joyntenants be, and one of them entreth into religion, tlie
Y^^ift"'^^' ^^ff

survivor shall have the whole (5).

Sect. 281.

A ND as the survivour holds place hetweenejoyntenants (6) in the same
mantier it holdeth place between them which have joynt estate or

possession with another of a chattell, reall or personaU. As if a lease

of lands or tenements he made to many for terme of yearesy he, which
survives of the lessees, shall have the tenements to him only during

ri827| ^^^^ terme byforce of^^ the same lease (1). And if a horse, or

L a. J ^'^^ other chattell personaU be given to many, he which surviveth

shall have the horse only.

1-J E RE BY it is manifest, that survivor holdeth place regularly (Cro. Eliz. 33.

as well between joyntenants ofgoods and chattels in posses- 2 Ro. Abr. Q6,

sion or in right,, as joyntenants of inheritance or freehold. ®7)

" Chattellj' or Catell, whereof commeth the word used in law

[/] Catalla, and is, as Littleton here teacheth, two-fold, viz. reall [/] R«gist.

and personall, and putteth examples of both. origin. 139-244.
- ' Bract, lib. 2.

39 II. 6. 35. Staunford Pr. 45.

Sect.

(4) See ace. as to warrant of the peace to two, Lambard's Justice,

ed. 1602, p. 84,

(5) See ant. note 7, of fol. 3. b. and note 1 , of fol. 1 32. b. Add Ley's case,

2 Ro. Abr. 43.

(()) ^c. in L. and M. and Rob.
(i) And this benefit of survivorship takes place on a lease for years to two,

though one of the lessees dies before entry. A-nt. 46. b.-'[Note 60.]



1 8^. a.] Of JoyntenanIs. L. 3. C. 3. Sect. 282, 283.

Sect. 282.

TN the same manner it is of debts and duties, S^c.for if an obligation be
made to vnany for one debt, he which surviveth shall have the whole

debt or dutie. And so is it of other covenants and contracts, S^c. (3).

]^0W he speaketh of debts, duties, covenants, contracts,
-^^ &c. (2).

(1 Ro. Abr. 6.) « Debts and duties, S^c." Here by force of this S^c. an ex-
^•^•^•^^7-E. ception is to be made of twojoynt merchants; for the wares,
^ '^'^' merchandizes, debts or duties, that they have as joynt merchants

or parteners, shall not survive, but shall go to the executors of

CroVam. 3^06. ^^^^ ^^^^^ deceaseth ; and this is per legem mercatoriam, which

1 Ro. Abr. 6. (^s hath been said) is part of the lawes of this realm, for the ad-

Cro. Cha. 301. vancement and continuance of commerce and trade, which ispro
1 Sid. 236. l)ono publico ; for the rule is, thsttjus accrescendi inter mercatores
579-) (5) pro beneficio commercii locum nan hahet (4).

[See 1 Ch. R. And to the latter S^c. in this Section the like exception must
57. 1 Vern. be made.
217. 3Wms.
158. a Atk. 54. See also 1 Vern. 33. & Nott. MSS. 1 146. See further 3 Atk. 734.
I Vern. 361. 2 Vern. 556. 1 Br. Ch. R. 1 18. 1 Atk. 467. 4 Bro. P. C. 224.]

Sect. 283.

/I Li SO, there may be somejoyntenants, which may have ajoynt estatey
and bejointenantsfor tertne of their lives, and yet have severall in-

heritances. As if lands be given to two men and to the heires of their

two bodies begotten, in this case the donees have ajoint estatefor term of
their two lives, and yet they have severall inheritances

; for if one of the

donees hath issue and dye, the other ivhich surviveth shall have the whole

hy the survivorfor terme of his life, and if he which surviveth hath also

issue and die, then the issue of the one shall have the one moitie, and the

issue of the other shall have the other moity of the land, and they shall

hold the land between them in common, and they are not joyntenants,

but are tenants in common. And the cause, why such donees in such

case have ajoynt estatefor terme of their lives, is,for that at the beginning

the lands ivere given to them tioo, which words without more saying 7nake

a joint estate to themfor terme of their lives. For if a man ivill let land

to another by deed or without deed, not making mention what estate he

shall have, and of this tnake liverie of seisin, in this case the lessee hath

an estatefor terme of his life; and so in as much as the lands were given

to them, they have a joint estate for term of their lives. And the reason

why they shall have several inheritances is this, inasmuch as they cannot

by any possibility have an heir between them ingendred, as a man and
woman may have, S^c. the law will that their estate and inheritance be

such

(3) No Sfc. in L. & M. nor Roh.

(2) See further, as to things of which there shall be a survivorship, and
where express words are necessary to give that benefit, 1 1 Co. 3. b. 2 Ro.

Abr. 86. B. 2. 2 P. Wms. 672. and tit. Surviior, in Vin. Abr. and tit. Join-

tenants, B. u & D. ibid.

(4) See more fully as to this, 3 Brownl. 99. See also ace. Noy, 5^.

(5) These additional references are retained, though they scarcely deserve

it ; for they only relate to different instances of the lex mercatoria, and do not

touch the particulan^'uie against the jus accrescendi.
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such as is reasonable ^ according to theforme and effect of the ivords of the

gifif and this is to the heires which the one shall beget of his bodu by any

of his v'ives (l) f [and to the heirs which the other shall beget oj his body
bu any of his wives,] S^c. so as it behoveth by necessitie of reason, thai

trie If Have several inheritances. And in this case if the issue of one of the

donees after the death of the donees dye, so that he hath no issue alive of
his body begotten, then the donor or his heir may enter into the moity
as in his reversion, S^'c. (Et en tiel cas si Tissue d'un des donee» apres la

mort des donees devie, issint que il n'ad ascun issue en vie de son corps
engendre donque le donor ou son heire poet enter en la moity come
en son reversion, &c.) although the other donee hath issue alive, ^c. And
the reason is, forasmach as the inheritances be several, S^c. the reversion

of them in law is severall, Sfc. and the survivor of the issue of the other

shall hold no place to have the whole.

** y^HEY have ajoint estatefor term oftheir txuo lives, Sfc,*' Note, Vide Sect. 296.

albeit they have several! inheritances in taile, and a particu- (Post. 189. b.)

lar estate for their lives, yet the inheritance doth not execute and
so break the joyntenancy, but they are joyntenants for life, and
tenants in common of the inheritance in tayle.

^^As a man and ivoman may have, S^c" Here adiversity is im- VideWcstcotc's

plyed, when the estate of inheritance is limited by one ^'"«' ^ po. 60.

ri8271 ^^'^^^y^'^'^^' fc:^ as in this case it is, there are no seve- /*c-j o \

It \ rail estates to drown one in another. But when the

states are divided in severall conveiances, their parti-

cular estates are distinct and divided, and consequently the one
drowns the other. As if a lease be made to two men for terme
of their lives, and after the lessor granteth the reversion to them
two, and to the heires of their two bodies, the joynture is severed,

and they are tenants in common in possession. And it is further

implied, that in this case of Littleton there is no division between vid. 12. E 4
the estate for lives, and the severall inheritances; for in this case 2. b.

they cannot convey away the inheritances after their decease (1),

for it is divided only in supposition and consideration oflaw, and
to some purposes the inheritance is said to be executed, as shall

be said hereafter. (Sect. 285.)
If a man make a lease for [f] life, and after granteth the re- ry i 30 u^ q^

version to the tenant for life and to a stranger and to their heires, 2, b.

they are not joyntenants of the reversion, but the reversion is by (4 Leon- 37-

act of law executed for the one moitie in the tenant for life, ^^^^- ^^^- ^'

and for the other moity he holdeth it still for life, the reversion ^q^\
'

of that moity to the grantee. ()
And so it is, ifa man maketh a lease [g] to two for their lives, [g] Wescot's

t Thir4$ note l of 183. a. in the i^th and 14th edUions. and case, ubi supra.

(1) f Tn L. & M. and Roh. the following words here placed between brackets
are omitted.

(1) See post. 184. b.

(* ) A lessee for years accepts an estate to him and another as joint tenants

for life; whether lease merged wholly, or for a moiety merged, and for a
moiety was suspended, see Cro. El. 53a. This book seems rather an authority
for a total merger and extinction, and, as I incline to think, rightly in principle:

joint tenants being seised per my et per tout, and each therefore having entire

possession of the whole, as well as of ever}' part. See however Lev. 127. See
further, 3 Keb. 431. and what lord Coke wntes here, according to which it is

otherwise where reversion in fee is conveyed to tenant for life and a stranger.

On what reason is it, that the merger should be of the whole in the one case,

but only of the moiety in the other ? See also 2 Saund. 380.
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and after granteth the reversion to one ofthem in fee, thejoynture

is severed, and the reversion is executed for the one moitie, and
for the other raoitie there is tenant for life the reversion to the

grantee (2).

Ibidem, 7 H. 6. If lessee for life granteth his estate to him in the reversion, and
to a stranger, the joynture is severed and the reversion executed
for the one moitie by the act of law (3).

&^ If a man maketh a lease for life and granteth F]^ 8371
the reversion to two in fee, the lessee granteth his I

*J
estate to one of them, they are notjoyntenants of the

reversion; for there is an execution of the estate for the one
moitie, and an estate for life, the reversion to the other of the
other moity (2) f.

Here Littleton hath well resolved a doubt; for of ancient time
it hath been said, [A] that when lands have been given to two
women and to the heires of their two bodies begotten (which case

our author putteth in the next Section) that the husband having
issue should be tenant by the courtesie living the other sister

;

for that as some held the inheritance was executed, and that the

sisters were tenants in common in possession, and consequently

the husband to be tenant by the curtesie, which he could not

be if the women had a joynt estate for terme of their lives ; and
likewise it was said [?'] that the issue of the one should recoverthe

moytie in Sifonnedon living the other sister. But verba sunt hcecy

and Littleton, grounding himselfe upon good authority in law,

hath cleared this doubt.

'* Not making mention "what estate he shall have.'' Here Little^

ton addeth materially (not making mention of what estate) ; for

[k] if in the premisses lands be letten, or a rent granted, the ge-

neral intendment is, that an estate for life passeth ; but if the

habendum limit the same for years or at will, the habendum doth
qualifie the generall intendment of the premisses. And the rea-

son ofthis is, for that it is a maxime in law, that every man's grant
shall be taken by construction of law most forcible against him-
selfe. Qucelibet concessiojbrtissime contra donatorem interpretanda
est ; which is so to be understood, that no wrong be thereby
done ; for it is another maxime in law, quod legis constructio non
facit injuriam. And therefore if tenant for life maketh
a lease generally, this shall be taken by &3» construe- ri8371
tion of law an estate for his own life that made the lease

; I k j
for if it should be a lease for the life of the lessee, it

should be a wrong to him in the reversion. And so it is if tenant
in taile make a lease generally, the law shall contrive this to be
such a lease as he may lawfully make, and that is for terme of

his owne life ; for if it should be for the life ofthe lessee, it should

be

$ Sect. 35.'

—

The first case stated in the secondparagraph of iB^. a. is mentioned before

near tJie end offol. 30. a. xdtk a marginal reference tofol. 1 83, as being contra.

[K]i7E.3. 51-

78. 18E.3.39-
60 E. 3.

Statham. tit.

Done. 50, E. 3.

EeofFments

&faitz,97.

(Ant. 13. a.)

W44E.3.
Taile, 13.

8 Ass. 33.

24 E. 3. 29.

7 H. 4. ib\

Corbet's case.

1 Co. 84. b.

4 Mar. Dior 145.
Se« befoi ejin the

Chapter of Ten.

by the Curtesie.

Sectione. $
(Ant. 30. a.

a Ro. Abr. 90.

[k] Pi. Com. in

I'hrogniorton's

case.

(2 Go. 23. 55.

5 Co. 111.

2 Ro. Abr. 66.)

Regiila.

(5 Co. 8. a.

Plowd. i6i.a.

Ant. 42. a.)

(2) Vid. Hil. 35Eliz. B. R. rot. No. 96. Perkins Sf Pecke, 21. Dj/. 12. 41JE. 3.

21 H. 6. 40. 40 Ass, 45 E, 3. 2.

—

Hil. 37 Eliz. Dickson v. Marsh, B.R.
rot. No. 103, Devise to eldest son and another for life. Held, that they are

jointenants though the fec^ descends ; but male, Hal. MSS. See as to the

latter case, Cro. Jam. 260.—[Note 61.]

(3) See post. 192. 200. b. 335. a.

(2) f But it is otherwise on a surrender ; for that enures to both jointenants

of the reversion. Post. J32. a. See further, Perk. sect. 80 [Note 62.]
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be a discontinuance, and consequently tlic state which should

by construction of law should workc a wrong (i).

** And so inn.s})iu(h as the lands xvrrc o^ircn to thcm^ they have

a joint estatefor term oftheir Hxes." This is plainc, but with this

exception, unlesse the habendum doth otherwise limit the same.

And therefore if a lease be made [/] to two, habendum to the one [(] 8 E. 3. 427.

for life, the remainder to the other for life, this doth alter the tit. Feoffem.

generall intendment of the premisses (2), and so hath it been &I'''y^s73'

oftentimes resolved. And so it is if a lease be made to two, ^^
*

^^\.^
habendum the one moity to the one, and the other moitie to the D^er, fn. 361.

other, the habendum doth make them tenants in common; and PI. Com. 160.

so one part of the deed doth explaine the other, and no re- (Hob. 171.

pugnancy between them, et semper expressinn facit cessare ^^^' '?^'
g

taciturn {2,)' 68.°'' ^' ^'

" By any possibility." Here it is to be observed, that where ^3^^""^
10. 1 1.)

the grant is impossible to take effect according to the letter, /^ Rq. Abr. 66.

there the law shall make such a construction as the gift by pos- 5 Co. 19. a.

sibilitie may take effect, which is worthy of observation. Be- Hob. 313.)

nignce JaciendcB sunt interpretationes cartarum propter simplici-

tatem laicorunij ut res magts valeat quam pereat.

" Soasitbehoveth by necessity of reason. The reason of the
|

law is the life of the law ; for though a man can tell the law, yet
if he know not the reason thereof, he shall soone forget his su-

perficiall knowledge. But when he findeth the right reason of
the law, and so bringeth it to his natural reason, that he com-
prehendeth it as his own, this will not only serve him for the
understanding of that particular case, but of many others :N for

eognitio legis est copulata et complicata ; and this knowledge will

long remaine with him. All which is plainly implyed by the
words and 8^c, of our author in this Section.

" And in this case ifthe issue ofone ofthe donees after the death

of the donees dye^ 6fc.—Et en tiel case si rissue d'un des donees
apres la mort des donees devie, issint que il n*ad ascun issue en
vie de son corps engendre, donques le donor on son heire poet
enter en le moitie" This is mistaken in the imprinting, and
varieth from the originall, (4) which is, si I'un donee ou I 'issue

d'un des donees apres la mort des donees devie, issint que il nad
ascun issue, S^c. For it is evident, that if the one donee him-
selfe dieth without issue, the inheritance doth revert for a
moitie, and after the decease of the other donee, the donor may
enter into that moitie ; and whether the issue of the one donee
dleth without issue at any time, either in the life of the other
donee, or after his decease, it is not materiall, for whensoever
no issue is remaining of the. one donee, so -as the state taile is

spent, the donor may after the decease of the surviving donee
enter into that moity (5).

" And

(1) Ace. ant. 42. a. and there the reason is more fully expressed.
(3) Ace. Perk. sect. 174.

(3) Ace. Sect. 298. See also a Co. ss- a & b. ant. 180. b. post. 180 a
299. b.

^ ^'

(4) But lord Coke's correction is not conformable either to L. and M or
the Roh. edition.

(5) See Hob. 33.
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'' " And the reason is, forasmuch as the inheritances, ^c." Lit'-

ileton in this Chapter hath often said, and the reason is, which is

worthie of observation, for then we are truely said to know any
Arist. 1. Meta- thing when we know the true cause thereof. T?inc unumquodque
V^y^' scire dicimur, cum primam causam scire putamus. Scire autem

projme est rem ratione et per causam cognoscere.

Virg. 2 Georg. Felia:, qui potuit rerum cognoscere causas.

And therefore all students of law are to apply their principal!

indeavour to attaine thereunto, all which is implyed by the
words and several Sfc. in this Section.

Here the cause of the entrie of the donor into a moitie in this

case is, that in as much as the inheritance is severall, the rever-
(Post. 191. b. sion is severall. Therefore upon the severall determination of
Hob. 33.; iiiQ estate in taile, the donor may enter. And the law termeth

,

a reversion to be expectant upon the particular estate, because
the donor or lessor, or their heirs, after every determination of

any particular estate, doth expect or look for to enjoy the lands

or tenements again.

Dyer,i4E1.3oo. ** The reversion ofthem in law is several, 8^c'* Hereby, and by
this S)'C. is implyed, that upon one joint or entire gift or lease

there is one joynt or entire reversion, and upon severall gifts or

leases there be severall reversions. And this is to be understood

of the reversion in the donor or his heires. But albeit the gifts

or leases be severall, yet if the donors or lessors grant the re-

version to two or more persons and their heires, they are joyn-

tenants of the reversion. And so it is of a remainder. And
therefore if a gift be made to two men and the heires of their

two bodies begotten, the remainder to them two and their heires,

(a Co. 60. b. they are joyntenants for life, tenants in common of the
Post. 299. b.) state taile, and joyntenants of the &3" fee simple in re- ri847|

mainder; for they are joynt purchasers of the fee sim-
|_ j^ J

pie, and the remainder in fee is a new created estate,

but the reversion remaining in the donor or his heirs is a part

of his ancient fee simple.

Sect. 284.

yj^D as it is said of males, in the same manner it is where land is

-" given to two females^ and to the heires of their two bodies engejidred.

44 E. 3. tit. T F a man giveth lands to two men and one woman, and the

Taile, 13. -- heires of their three bodies begotten, in this case they have

^^p*
^Ah^""^ 8 severall inheritances ; for albeit it may be said, that the woman

1 Co?"i2o.'^*^
may by possibility marry both the men one after another ; yet

i56.b. Ant.46.b. first, she cannot marrie them both in prcesenti, and the law will

10 Co. 50. b.) never intend a possibilitie upon a possibility, as first to marry the

one, and then to marry the other (i) ; secondly the form of the

gift

(1) Yet in fol. 20. b. lord Coke allows a present estate tail in a case of

double possibility equal to that here supposed ; namely, the case of a gift to

the husband of A. and the wife of B. and the heirs of their bodies. See further

on this head, Vin. Abr. tit. Possibility/, and Fearne on Conting. Rem. 3d ed.

i7^.-.[Note 63.]
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gift is, to the heires of their three bodies, which is not possible,

and therefore they shall have several inheritances. And so it is,

if a gift be made to one man and to two women, mutatis mutandis.

In the same manner, if a gift in taile be made to a man and his

mother, [m] or to a man and his sister (-2), or to him and his [m] 18 E. 3. 39.

aunt, ^'C. in this and like cases, albeit the gift is made to a man 7 H. 4. 16.

and a woman, yet they have severall inheritances; because they

cannot marry together, and are within the rule and reason of

our author.

Sect. 285.

/I LSO, if lands he given to two and to the heires of one of theniy this

is a goodjoi/ntnre, and the one hath afreeholdy and the other a fee
simple. And if he which hath the fee diethj he which hath the freehold

shall have the cntiertie by survivor for terme of his life. In the same

manner it is, where tenements be given to two and the heirs of the body

of one of them aigendred, the one hath a freehold^ and the other afee
taiky ^c,

"PY this Section, and the Sfc. in the end of it, they are joyn- (2 Co. 60. b.)

tenants for life, and the fee-simple or estate taile is in one

of them ; and because it is by one and the same conveyance,

they arejoyntenants, and the fee-simple is not executed to all

purposes as hath been said before (3). (Sect. 283.)
If a fine be levied to two, [w] and to the heires of one of r„] ^^ E. 3. 9,

them, by force whereof he is seised, he that hath fee dieth, and 10. 11 II. 4. 55.

after the joyntenant for life dieth, and an estranger abates, in this 31 E. 3. Scire

case the heire may either suppose the fee-simple executed, and ^^^'^' ' 9-

have diXi 3iss\se o^ Mortdauncester, the words ofwhich writhe, Si
j^foptj J3 ^q

11. pater fuit seisitus die quo ohiit in dominico sua tit de feodo\ ^ e. 3*37.

which cannot be said ofhim that hath but a remainder expectant F. N. B. 196.

upon an estate for life; but in respect that he is seised of a fee 2\9- 4 E. 3.

simple, andofa joynt estate in possession, the words in the writ
"'"^re Derby.

be true, tliat he was seised in dominico sua ut defeodo (4). Like-
(^ Co. 61 )

wise the heir may have a writ of right, which also in some sort (1 Ro. Abr.

proves the fee simple executed ; or the heire may have a scire 686.)

facias to execute the fine, by which the heir supposeth (Post. 281.)

ri8471 ^^ *^^*' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ executed, or he may maintaine

I
K I a writ of intrusion where the heire maketh the like sup-

position, and shall terme it a remainder (1). And yet

when land is given to two and to the heires of one of them, he in

the remainder cannot grant away his fee simple, as hath been
said (2).

Sect.

(2) See Dy. 326. a.

(3) Ant. 182. b. See also post. 297. b. Fearneon Conting. Rem. 23, 24.
2G. 28, 29. Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 260. 303. 387. These references will introduce
the reader to most of the learning on this curious point.

(4) See however Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 115. which is contra.

(1) Ace. F. N. B. 204. E. So also such heir shall have a writ of entry in

consimili casu, where the surviving tenant for life aliens in fee. F. N. B. 207. B.
—[Note 64.]

(2) See ant. 182. b.—There is a seeming difficulty in this passage. But
I conceive lord Coke's meaning to be, that, though for some purposes the
estate for life of the jointenaut having the fee is distinct from and unmerged

in
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Sect. 286.

J LSO, iftwojoi/ntenants he seised of an estate infee simple, and the

one grants a rent charge hy his deed to another out of that which be-

longeth to him (3), in this case during the life of the graritor the rent charge
is effectuall ; but after his decease the grant of the rent charge is void,

as to charge the land,for he ivhich hath the land hi/ survivor shall hold the

whole land discharged. And the cause isy for that he which surviveth

claimeth and hath the land hy the survivor (4) and hath not, nor can claime

any thing hy descentfrom his companion, S)C. But otherivise it is ofpar-
ceners,for f there be tioo parceners of tenements infee simple, and before

any partition 7nade the one chargeth that which to her belongeth by her

deed with a rent charge, S^x, and cfter dieth ivithout issue, hy which that

ivhich

in his greater estate, yet for granting it is not so, but both estates are in that

respect consolidated notwithstanding the estate of the other jointenant ; and
therefore that the fee cannot in strictness of law be granted as a remainder

eo nomine, and as an interest distinct from the estate for life. This explanation

is confirmed by a note in a Coke upon Littleton I have, in which it is strongly

observed, that " the two estates, viz. for life and in fee, or rather one knotted
" estate, are so confounded together in one person, that he cannot sever them
*' and make them distinct estates, for he cannot grant the estate for life re-

" serving to himself the fee simple, nor can he grant the fee simple and reserve
** the estate for life, but he may pass away all his intei'est by feoffment, or he
" may forfeit all." See Bro. Nouv. Cas. pi. 115. It also much agrees with the

language of lord Coke's report of Wiscot's case, especially where he observes,

that when an estate is made to three and the heirs of one, lie, voho hath thefee,

cannot grant over his remainder, and continue in himself an estatefor life, for

which lord Coke cites 12 E. 4. 2.b. See 3 Co. 61. a. Besides if the passage

here should be understood to signify, that the jointenant having the fee could

not in any form pass away the fee subject to the estate of the other jointenant,

it would not only be contrary to the power of alienation necessarily incident

to a fee simple, but would be inconsistent with lord Coke's own doctrine in a

subsequent part of his commentary. See the case of an estate to father and

son and the heirs of the father, post. 367. b. See also post. Sect. 578. Indeed

lord Coke's position thus qualified appears to have a strictness in it, which

with some may perhaps render it questionable. However he seems justified

by the words of the year-book, which he cites as his authority ; for they are,

that, iftvoo have land to them and the heirs of one, he who hathfee cannot grant

the reversion of his companion to another ; but if both alien all passeth. See

further as to grant of a remainder or reversion by one having a present and

previous estate, Shepp. Touchstone, 237. and Shepp. Common Assur. 12, 13*.

—[Note es,"]

(3) 4-c. in L. & M. & Roh.

(4) 8^0. in L. & M. & Roh.

* Where lands were limited to the use of A. for life, remainder to trustees during the

life of A. to preserve contingent remainders ; remainder to his sons successively in tail male,

and for default of such issue, to the right heirs of A. ; Mr. Fearne was of opinion that it

was doubtful whether A's. life estate and remainder or reversion infee were not so consolidated,

as to render it impossible for A. to convey his remainder or reversion in fee, separately

and distinctlyfrom his life estate. To obviate this douht he recommended that the land

should he conveyed to the proposed releasee and his heirs, to the use ofK.for life; remainder

to the trustees for preserving contingent remainders during his Ufe, remainder to the sons

Iff A., successively in tail male ; by way of confirmatitn or establishment of those uses under

the settlement ,;
with the proposed remainders over.
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which behtigeth to her descends to the other parcener, in this case the other

parcener, shall hold the land charged, 6;c, because she came to this moitu
by descent, as heir, S)C.

**/^LA IM E any thing by descent from his companion, S^c"^ By which <f^T. is iniplyed, that so it is if one joyntenant
^JJ^.

204.007.

acknowledge a recognisance or a statute, or suffreth a judgment ,3 jj J^'^^

in an action of debt, cScc. and dieth before execution had, it shall 10 V. 3. 34.

not be executed afterwards (5). But if execution be sued in >7 H. 2. tit.

the life of the conusor, it shall bind the survivor. And it is ^'jj''ge. 15-

further implyed, that both in the case of the charge and of the vide Se t 8
recognisance statute and judgment, if he that chargeth, &c. (600.79.8./
survive, it is good for ever.

And so it is [0] if a man be possessed of certaine lands for [«] 9 H. 6*. 32.

tenii ofyeares in the right ofhis wife, and granteth a rent charge, (H"l>« 3- Plowd.

and dyeth, the wife shall avoyd the charge (6) ; but if the hus- **' ' '^

band had survived, the charge is good during the terme.

If a villeine purchase lands, and binde himselfe in a recog-

nisance, if the lord enter before [p] execution, the lord shall [?] 8 E. 3.

avoyd the same, as hath been said. But otherwise it is if he
Jj^-

Execution,

had made a lease for yeares, for the reason that Littleton here *** *^™*

yieldeth in this Section (7).

If two joynetenants be of a terme, [y] and the one of [q] 14 H. 8. aa.

them grant to /. S. that K5- if he pay to him ten pound P'- Com. 263. b.

before Michaelmasse, that then he shall have his terme, '" "^"'"^ "^'^^'^Pf] case.
the grantor dyeth before the day, /. 5.payes the summe (Finch's L 97.

to his executors at the day, yet he shall not have the tearme, but 6 Co. 35. 2 Ro.

the survivor shall hold place ; for it was but in nature of a com- ^^^f- ^^' 89.

munication (1) : but if he had made a lease for yeares, to begin ^^^- '^^™- 9*'

at Michaelmasse, it should have bound the survivor (2).

And where Littleton putteth the case of a rent charge, it is so

likewise implyed, that if one joyntenant granteth a common of
pasture, or of turbary, or of estovers, or a corody, or such like, 45 E. 3. 13.

out of his part, or a way over the land, this shall not bind the Vide Sect. 289.

survivor : for it is a maxime in law, thatjw5 accrescendi prcrfertur

oneribits ; and there is another maxime, that alienatio rei prcpfer-

turjuri accrescendi.

If one joyntenant in fee simple be indebted to the king, and
dyeth, [r] after his decease no extent shall be made upon the ['] 40 Ass. 36.

land in the hands of the survivor.
f°n^r

" ^"
o

If a recovery be had against one joyntenant, who dyeth be-
pj Com.'gai

fore execution, the survivour shall not avoid this recovery: ( i Ct«. 86. Posj.

because that the right of the moitie is bound by it. 352. a.)

If one joyntenant in fee take a lease for yeares ofan estranger
by deed indented and dyeth, the survivour shall not be bound by
the conclusion; because he claymes above it, and not under it.

*' And

(5) See ace. 7 H. 7. 13. b. Sc 2 Uo. Abr. 88.
(t>) Yet the husband's alienation of the term itself, or ofany part of it, binds

the wife surviving. Post. 351. a. The reason of this difference is explained
post, 185. a. It is also well explained in Finch's L. 13 and 98. and in the New
Abridgment, tit. Baronet feme, C. 2. See further, 1 Vern. 396.—[Note 66.]

(7) See also the reason given in Sect. 289. Plow. 419, See further 466.
(1) See Dy. 337. a.

(•2) See post. Sect. 289.
Vol. II.
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185.a.]

[«] 14E.4. l.b.

18 E. 2.

Briefe, 830.

8 E. 2.Enti7,77.

18 E. 3.28,

38 E. 3. 26.

8H.6.25.
Vid. 46 E. 3.77-

35 H. 6. 39-

[t] Dier.Mich.
2&3Eliz. 187.

lib. i.fol.gG.

Vide lib. 6.

fol. 78, 79.

(Post. 318. a.)

t«]33H.6.5.a.
9Eiiz.Dyer,263.

M 37 H. 8.

tit. Alienation,

Br. 31.

ioE.4. 3. b.

40 E. 3. 4i.b.

33 H. 6. 5.

22 H. 6. 42. b.

per Pole.

35 E. 3.

Release, 43.

33 E. 3-

Avowry, 195.

14H.8. 2. (6)
(Cro. Jam. 696.

Plowd. 198.

6 Co. 79. a.

8 Co. 145.

9 Co. 107. b.

Post. 233. b.)

Of Joyntenants. L.3. C.3. Sect.286.

" And the cause is,for that he 'which surviveth claimeth and hath

the land hy the survivor, <^c." Here again Littleton sheweth the

reason : and the cause, wherefore the survivour shall not hold

the land charged, is, for that he claymeth the land from the first

feoffor (3), and not by his companion, which is Littletons mean-
ing when he saith, (that he claimeth by survivor) for [5] the

surviving feoffee may plead a feoffment to himself without any
mention of his joynt feoffee (4). And this is the reason, that if

two joyntenants be in fee, and the one maketh a lease for yeares,

reserving a rent and dyeth, the surviving feoffee \t'] shall have

the reversion by survivor, but he shall not have the rent, because
he claimeth in from the first feoffor, which is paramount the rent.

If there be two joyntenants in fee, and the one joyntenant granteth

a rent charge out of his part, and after releaseth to his joynt
companion and dyeth, he shall hold the land charged, for that he
is out of the reason and cause set downe by Littleton^ because he
claimeth not by survivor, in as much as the release prevented the

same. And of this opinion was Littleton himselfe [u] before the

edition of his booke. But all men agree, that if A. B. and C.

be joyntenants in fee, and A. chargeth his part and then re-

leaseth to B. and his heirs, and dyeth, that the [lu] charge is

good for ever ; because in that case B. cannot be in from the

first feoffor, because he hath a joynt companion at the time of

the release made, and several writs o^'prcecipe must be brought

against them (5). And albeit the release or one joyntenant to

the residue of the joyntenants makes no degree in supposition of

law, neither is there any severall estate between them, but the

estate ofhim that releaseth is asit were extinguished and drowned
in their estate and possession, so as one praecipe lyeth against

them (7), yet shall they hold the land charged as is aforesaid.

As if tenant for life grant a rent charge, and after surrendreth

his estate to the lessor, albeit the estate chai'ged be drowned,

and the lessor is not in by him, yet he shall hold it charged (8).

" But otheruoise it is ofparceners, for if there he two parceners,

^c." This is to be intended as well of parceners by custome as

of parceners by the common law ; and here is iraplyed the rea^

son of the diversitie, for that the survivor doth claime above the

charge, and the heire by descent under the charge (9).

Sect.

(3) For this same reason a wife shall not have dower out of lands of which
her husband was jointenant. Ant. 37. b. See post. 385. a. a case of war-
ranty depending on the same principle.--[Note 67.]

(4) Ace. F.N. B. 219. B.

(5) As to the partial effect of such a release on the jointenancy, see post.

Sect. 304.

(6) It should be 12. a.

(7) See the case of waste in Brownl. Rep. 238.

(8) Ace. 338. b. 233. b.

(9) In Calthrope's reading on Copyholds, 64. the doctrine of admission on
the death of copyholders being jointenants or parceners is stated according
to this diversity.
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L.3. C.3. Sect.287. Of Joyntenaius. [I85.a. 185. b.

Sect. 287.

/i LSOy if there be two joyntenants of laud in fee simple within a
"^^ borough where hinds ana tenements are devisable by testament, and
if the one of the said twojoi/nlcnants deviseth that lohich to him belongeth

01/ his testament, tSc. and (ficth, this devise is voide. And the cause is,for
tliat no devise can take effect till after the death of the devisor, and by his

death all the hind presently co^nmeth by the law to his companion, which
surviveth, by the survivor ; the which he doth not claime, 7ior hath any
thing in the land by the devisor, but in his owne right by the swvivor
according to the course of law, 8^c, andfor this cause such devise is void.

But otherwise it is of parceners seised of tenements devisable in like case

of devise, &;c, causa qua supr&.

"^y his testament^ cSc/' Either in writing or nuncupative, i BI.R. 476.

according to the custome. 3 ^""^ ^488.
^ Arab. 617.

** And the cause is,for that no devise can take effect till after the ^ ^^Jj,^"
^^ '

death of the devisor (10) and hy his death all the laiid Eq.Ca.Ab.172.

tl
8571 P^eseyitly commeth by the laiv to his companion, 5^ S^c.'*

jj J Here both their claimes commence at one instant;

and although an instant est unum indivisibile tempore PI. Com. in Ful-

quod non est tempus nee pars temporis, ad quod tamen partes merston'* case.

lemporis connectuntur, and that instans estfms unius temporis et S
principium alterius (i); yet in consideration of law there is a <

Erioritie of time in an instant, as here the survivor is preferred )

efore the devise ; for Littleton saith, that the cause is that no
devise can take effect till after the death of the devisor, and \

by his death all the land presently commeth by the law to his <

eompanion. Whereby it appeareth, that Littleton by these

woros post mortem et per mortem, though they jump at one
instant, yet alloweth priority of time in the instant which he
distinguisheth by ^er and post. And the reason of this prioritie (Plowd. 258. b.

is, that the survivour claymeth by the first feoffor (as hath been Ante 30. a.)

said) and therefore in judgment of law his title is paramount
the title of the devisee, and consequently the devise void,

and the rule of law is, that jus accrescendi prcefertur ultimce

voluntati (2).
Two ferns joyntenants ofa lease for yeares, one of them taketh (Piowd. 418.

husband and dieth, yet the terme shall survive ; for though all Hob. 3.

chattels reals are given to the husband, if he survive, yet the ^^^' ^''*' 33-^

survivor between the joyntenants is the elder title, and after the

marriage

(10) Ace. ante 112. a. b. as a reason for the goodness of a devise by
husband to wife.

(1) Therefore in Fitzwilliam's case, 6 Co. 32. it was argued, that the

indulgence of the law in connecting two times to make one instant time cannot
be extended to three times- See post. 298. a. a case in which priority of time
in an instant is allowed, for sake of saving the remainder in fee of a rent from
the effect of a suspension of the particular estate.—[Note 68.]

(3) Ace. asto^oof/*, Office of Exec. ed. 167C, p. 26. Perk. sect. 526.

Swinb. on Testani. part 3. sect. 6.

F 2



185. b. 186. a.] Of Joyntenants. L.3. C.3. Sect. 288.

marriage the feme continued sole possessed ; for, if the hus-

band dyeth, the feme shall have it, and not the executors of

the husband (3). But otherwise it is of personall goods.

1 H. 5. Execu- If a man be seised of a house, and possessed of divers heir-
tors, 108. lomes, that by custome have gone with the house from heire to

heire, and by his will deviseth away the heirelomes, this devise

is void; for Littleton here saith, the will taketh effect after

his death, and by his death the heirlomes by ancient custome

are vested in the heire (4), and the law preferreth the custome

before the devise. And so it is if the lord ought to have a

herriot when his tenant dieth, and the tenant deviseth away all

his goods, yet the lord shall have his herriot for the reason

aforesaid. And it hath been anciently said, that the herriot

[x] Fleta, lib. 2. shall be paid before the mortuary. [x\ Imprimis autem debet
cap. 50. (5) quilibet, qui testaverit, dominum suum de meliore re quam

fo[^6o*"'

^

hahuerit recognoscere, et postea ecclesiam de alia meliore, S^c.

Brittoii, fol.178. wherein the lord is preferred, for that the tenure is of him. This

Lamb. fol. 119. dutie to the lord is very antient ; for in the laws before the
58- Conquest it is said, sive quis incurid, sivemorte repentind^fuerit

intestat' mortuus, dominus tamen nullum rerum suarum partem

(prater eam quce jure debetur herioti nomine) sibi assumito (6).

In the Saxon tongue it is called heregeat, as much to say

(as I take it) as the lord's [beste] ; for here is lord, and geat is

[beste]. But let us returne to Littleton.

" But otherxvise it is ofparceners seised oftenements deviseable

in like case of devise, SfC. causa qua supra.

The reason is evident, for that there is no survivour between

coparceners, but the part of the one is descendible, and conse-

quently may be devised.

«• Sect. 288. P^^]

/f
LSOj it is commonly saidy that everyjointenant is seised oj^the land

"^^ which he holdeth jointly (1) per my et per tout; and this is as much
to say, as he is seised by every parcell and by the ivhole, ^c. and this is

true, for in every parcell, and by every parcell and by all the lands and
tenements, he isjoyntly seised with his companion (2).

Vide Sect. 697. ^^ JL S 0, it is commonly said, S^cJ' That is, it is the common
opinion, and communis opinio is of good authoritie in law.

I A communi observantid non est recedendum (3), which appeareth
i here by Littleton.

''Per

(3) See ante 46. b. post. 351 . a. and the case of a purchase bv husband and
wife jointly, the former being a villein, in 2 Ilo. Abr. 733. D. pi. 2.

(4) Ace. ante 18. b.

(5) It should be cap. 57.

(6) See this same passage cited ante 176. b.

(1) SfC. in L. & M. & Roh.

(2) SfC in L. & M. & Roh.

(3) This same maxim is cited post. 229. b. and 364. b. In Wingate's Max-
ims, 752, there is a variety of cases collected to illustrate the application of

this rule. Other rules immediately connected with this are, that communis
error



L.3.C.:3. Sect. 288. Of Joyntenants. [186.a.

<< Per my et per tout** Et sic toturn tenet et nihil tenet, sail. (I'o«t, 350. a.

totum conjunctim, et nihil per seseparntim. And all)cit they are
J

j^^- ^^^^.'^g v

so seised' (as tor example where there be two joyntenants in
vidcUracton,

fee) yet to divers purposes each of them Iiath but a right to a ni,. 5. f„, 430',

moitie; as to enfeoffe give or demise, or to forfeit (4) or lose Britton.rap. 35.

by default in a prcccipe (5). If my villein [y] and another i-lciajib. 3.

purchase lands to them two and their heires, 1 may enter into ^y^*;,;'*^ ^^
a moity. i8E.a.l3re.83i.

35 H- 6- 39- Vide the second part of the Institutes upon the 6 chapter of the stjitme

de bii'umi*. Flcta, lib. 1 .cap. 28. 40 Ass. 79. 48 K. 3. 16. [y] Vid. H E. 3. 4.

7 E. 4. 29. 1 1 El. Dyer, 183. (2 Co. 58. a. Cro. Jam. 91. i Leon. 47-)

And where all the joyntenants joyne in a feoffment, every of

them in judgment of law doth give but his part (6). Ifan alien

and a subject purchase lands joyntly, the king upon office found

shall have but a moity (7). And Littleton afterwards in this

Chapter (8) saith, that one joyntenant hath one moity in law, and

the other the other moity. And therefore if two joyntenants

be [z] and both they make a feoffment in fee upon condition, [z] p|. Com. in

and that for breach thereof one of them shall enter into the Bmwning'scase,

whole, yet he shall enter but into a moitie, because no more in j!"'- (*33- a)

judgment of law passed from him (9); and so it is of a gift in ^ °*'^' *^^' '^'^

taile or a lease for life, &c.

Yet every joyntenant may warrant the whole
; [a] because a [a] Vide the

man may warrant more than passeth from him (10). second p^t of

If two joyntenants make a feoffment in fee [b] and one of the **'*^ In^tituies

feoffors dye, the feoffee cannot plead a feoffment from the sur-
"hapterof

vivor of tlie whole, because each of them gave but his part ; ii,e statute of

but otherwise it is on the part of the feoffee, as hath been said bigamis.

before. M H E. 4. 5-

And where two joyntenants be, the one of them fc] may make ?"^, '**^
f^^^""

the other his baylife of his moity, and have an action of account gaij,

(11) against him. And one joyntenant [d] may let his part for [c] 21 E. 3. 60.

yeares or at will to his companion. (Po»t. 200. b.)

If two joyntenants be of certaine lands, and the one of them M 1
1
H. 3.

by deed indented [c] bargaineth and selleth the lands, and the
/po^t'^',g^ b

335- a-)

[e] 6 E. 6. tit. Faits inroll. 9 Br. (Cro. Cha. 217. 569. 1 Co. 173.)

Other

errorfacitjus, and resjudicatapro veritatehabetur, andalso thatminime mutanda
sunt quce certam interpretationem habuerujit, as to which see post. 365. a.

Hob. 147. Wing. Max. 758. and ant. 52. b. in the margin.—In a late ecclesi-

astical case ofgreat importance, in which bonds of resignation were condemned
by the supreme court of appellant jurisdiction, these four maxims appear
to me to have included the chief topic of argument in favour of such bonds.

—[Note 69.]

(4) Ace. as to copyholders being jointenants, Calthrope's Reading, 97. Kitch.
French ed. 82. a.

(5) See ant. 125. b.

(6) Ace. 11 H. 7. a. pi. 5.

(7) See ant. 180. and note 2, there.

(8) Post. Sect. 291.

(9) See ant. 47. a. & post. 214. a. the case of a lease by two jointenants
with reservation of rent to one, and the difference there taken between such a
lease by parol and one by deed indented. See also Dy. 263. a.

10) See post. Sect. 700.
11) See ant. 172. a.



186. a. 186. b.] Of Joyntenants. L.3. C.3. Sect. 289.

other joyntenant dyeth, and then the deed is inrolled, there
shall passe nothing but the moity which the bargainor had
at the time of the bargain (12).

Sect. 289.

J LSO, if two joyntenants be seised of certain lands in fee simple,
"^^ and the one letteth that to him belongeth to a stranger for terme of
forty yeares, and dyeth before the terme beginneth, or within the terme,

in this case after his decease the lessee may enter and occupie the moitie

let unto him during the terme, S^c. although the lessee had never the

possession thereof in the life of the lessor, byforce of the same lease, S^c.

And the diversitie betweene the case of a grant of a rent charge (1)

[aforesaid, and this case, is this. For in the grant of a rent charge by] a

joyntenant, 8^c. the tenements remaine alwayes as they were before, without

this, that any hath any right to have any parcell of the tenements but they

themselvesj and the tenements are in the same plight as they were before

the charge, ^c. But where a lease is made by ajoyntenant to anotherfor
terme of yeares, S^c, presently byforce of the lease the lessee hath right in

the same land, (videlicet) of all that which to the lessor belongeth, and to

have this byforce of the same lease during his terme (2). And this is the

diversitie (3).

** T>Yforce of the same leascy S^c^

[/] Vide Sect. By this (^c, is implyed, [y'] that where our author speak-r

286. & 660. eth of joyntenants seised in lee, that so it is if two be seised
& Sect. 2. for life, and one make a lease to begin presently or

i^o^'^Ab^/so ) ^^ infiduro, and dieth, this lease shall binde the sur- ri867l
[g] 11 H. 4. 90. vivor, as it hath been adjudged (4). [g] And if one

[_ 5 J
14 H. 8. 6. joyntenant grant vesturam terrcBy or herbagium terrce,

17 E. 4. 6. a. for yeares, and dieth, this shall binde the survivor; for such a
9 H. 6. 52. lessee hath right in the land. So it is if two joyntenants be of a

^1 H 7
4^ water, and the one granteth the several pischary.

18 E. 3. Execution, 56. 11 El. Dy. 285. Plow. Com. 160. a. Temps. E. 1.

Ass. 422. 20 H. 6. 4. 7 H. 7. 1 3. 10 H. 7. 24. (Ante 4. b.)

" The one letteth.'' If two joyntenants be of an advowson,
\K] 6 E. 3. and [A] the one presenteth to the church, and his clerke is

3B, 39- 52. admitted and instituted, this in respect of the privity shall
'7^i,3-2o,2u ^^^ p^^^ ^j^^ other out of possession (5); but if that joyn-

22 E. 3. 9.
tenant that presenteth dieth, it shall serve for a title in a quare

30 E. 3. 16. impedit brought by the survivor (6). But yet if one joyntenant
1 1 H. 4. 54.

15 E. 3. Dar. Presentment, 11. 10 E. 4. 94. 1 H. 7. 1. b. 2 R. 3. Quar. Imp. 102.

9 El. Dy. 259. 36 H. 8. Br. Present. 27 H. 8. fo. 11. 5 H. 7. 8. 6 i\ 4. 10. b.

Doct. & Stud. J 16. 34 H. 6'. 40. 20 E. 3. Quar. Imp. 63. E. N. B. 34. V.

(2 Ro. Abr. 355.) or

(12) See ante 147. b.

(1) The following words between brackets not in L. & M. nor Roh.

(2) life instead of terme in L. & M. & Roh.

(3) Sfc. in L. & M. & Roh.

(4) See ace. Cro. Jam. gi. & 2 Brownl. 175.

(5) See post. 243. a. 249. a.

(6) Ace. more fully, 2 Inst. 365. According to F. N. B. 34. the law is the

same between coparceners, which agrees with lord Coke's doctrine about them
in 2 Inst. 365. and post. 243. a. See further the case of usurpation of a right

of



L.3, C.3. Sect. 290. Of Joynlenants. [I86.b. 187. a.

or tenant in common present, or if they present severally, the

ordinary may either admit or refuse to admit such a presentee,

unlesse they joyn in presentation, and after the sixc monelhs he

may in that case present hy lapse (7).

Rut if two or more coparceners be, [/] and they cannot agree [i] Bract, li. 4.

to present, the eldest shall present; and if her sister doth dig- fol.a38.a45.247.

turl)e her, she shall haveave a quare impedit against her ; and so ^•"'j; *""'• ^"^a-

e assignee of the eldest, and yet ho is
J^,^','^.,shall the issue and tht —^— -. __ , ,, 1*111^3,41

tenant in common with the youngest (8). And in the same iBE.'a.

manner the tenant by the curtesie of the eldest shall present. Quar. Imj). 176,

Rut if there be foure coparceners, and the eldest and the 3^^^^^- 9-

second present, and the other two present joyntly or severally, ^^^'^' ^^' ^^'

the ordinary may refuse them all ; for the eldest did not present
f-

j^' ^' g^* y
alone, but she and one othor of her sisters. But now let us (Piowd. 332. b.

rcturne to Z,//^fe/o« (9). 333- «•

10 Co. 135. ij.

2 Ro. Abr. 346. F. N. B. 33. E. Ante 166. b. Post. 243. a. & Sect. 299.)

Pf] t^ Sect. 290.

/I LSO, joyntenants (if they will) may make partition between them,
•^ -^ and the partition is good enough ; hut they shall not be compelled to

do this by the laiv, but if they will make partition of their own will and

agreement, the partition shall stand inforce,

« TifAY maJce partition,'' But this partition must be [^] by (Post. 198. b.)

deed, as hath been said before. But joyntenants for f''] Vide Sect.

yeares may [t] make partition without deed. ^^1^^^ ^g^' ^

" They shall not be compelled:' This is true regularly ; but, m^s El.^^'

^^

by the custome of some cities and boroughs, one joyntenant or D^gr, 350.

tenant in common may compell his companion, by writ of par- F. N. B. 62. b.

titiofi grounded upon the custome, to make partition (1). But

since Littleton wrote jointenants and tenants in common gene-

rally arc compellable to make partition by writ framed upon

the statutes [m] of 31 & 32 H. 8. as before hath been said (2). ^rn^siH. S.c.i.

32 H. 8. cap. 32. Vide Sect. 264. 247. 259 1. Mich. 16 &c 17 El. 1. 340. inter

Harris ex. Eden, adjudge, ace. 18 El. Dy. 350. b. Vide before in the Chapter of

Partition, many bookes cited concerning this matter. (Ante 1 75. a. Sect. 250. Mo. 29.

Dy. 350. Ante 167. b.) 3 E. 3. 48. F.N.B.9.B. 7ASS.10. 7 E. 3. 29. 10 Ass. 17.

loE. 3. 40. 43. 12 Ass. 15. 17. 12 E. 3. Judgement, 102. 20 E. 3. Ass. 62.

28 Ass. 35. 23 Ass. 10. 7 II. 6. 4. 19 H. 6. 45. 3 E. 4. 10. Vide Sect. 247.
Brit. fo. 1 12. lib. 6. fo. 12 & 13. Morrice's case. a ,

of presenting, ante 149. a. See also the case of attornment to one of two
jointenants, post. Sect. 566. Add 5 Co. 97. b.—[Note 70.]

(7) See 5 H. 7. 8. a. Burn. Ecc. L. tit. Advovoson, Wats. Compl. Incumb. c. 8.

(8) See my note on this subject ante 166. b. Hob. 119. Dy. 55. 2i,

(9) See further on presentation where more than one have an interest in

an advowson, 2 Gibs. Cod. 1st ed. 804. ante 17. b. 18. a, 17 Vin. Abr. 325.
Mallory's Quare Impedit, 71 to 75.

(1) For instances of such custom, see for London, F. N. B. G2. B. and for

gavelkind land, ante Sect. 2G5. and Robins, on Gavelk. 108.

(2) Ante 169. a— In a Coke upon Littleton I have, there is the following

note
• It should be Sect. 250, as it seems. See the note bebw.

t Vrobttbly Sect. 250, and the Comment thereon, were inlendid to he referred to-, for
Sect. 259 (nuts of' the period when infants arc s<iM to attain thtir full age, and is quite •

irrelevant to the subject of partition.

F 4



187.a.] Of Joyntenants. L.3. C.3. Sect.291.

And albeit they be now compellable to make partition, yet
seeing they are compellable by writ, they must pursue the sta-

tutes, and cannot make partition by parol, for that remaines

at the common law. And by Littletons authoritie herein it

seemeth to me, that if one joyntenant or tenant in common
disseise another, and the disseisee bring his assise for the moytie>

that in this case, though the plaintife prayeth it, yet no judge-

ment shall be given to hold in severaltie, for then at the common
law there might have beene by compulsion of law a partition

between joyntenants and tenants in common, and by rule of

law the plaintife must have judgement according to his pleint

or demand,
[n] 2p E. 3. If two joyntenants be [n] of land with warranty, and they
tit. Garr. make partition by writing, the warrantie is destroyed; but if they

make partition by writ of partition upon the statute, the warran-

tie remaines, because they are compellable thereunto (3).

Sect. 291.

/i LS O, if a joi/nf estate be made of land to a husband and wife and
-^^ to a third person, in this case the husband and wife have in law in

their right but the moifj/, (4) {and the third person shall have as much as

the husband and wife, viz. the other moity, ^c.'] And the cause is, for
that the husband and wife are but one person in law, and are in like case

as if an estate be made to two jointenants, where the one hath bi/force of
thejoynture the one moity in law, and the other, the other moity, &)C. (1).

In the same manner it is where an estate is made to the husband and wife

and to two other men, in this case the husband and wife have but the third

part, and the other two men the other tico parts, ^x. causa qua supra.

JLTORE shall be said of the matter touching jointenancy, in the
•^'^ Chapter of Tenants in Common, and Tenant by Elegit, and
Tenant by Statute Merchant,

( Post. 299. b. ** n^HE husband and wife hate in latv in their right but the

351- a. moity, 8fc." William Ode and Joane his wife [0] purchased
2 Co. 68.)

Ante 28. b. n. 1. [»] Mich. 33 E. 3. coram rege Salop, in Thesaur. (Post. 326. a.

Ro. Abr. 388, 389. 9 Co. 140.)

lands

note on the extent of the statutes of 31 and 32 H. 8. " Adjudged by St. John
" chief justice, and Windham and Archer justices, Hilary 1659 in the common
" bench, in the cause between Major and the lord Coventry, that a tenant by
^' elegit may have a writ of partition by the statute of 32 H. 8, and it is within
'* the meaning thereof." This is followed with a reference to Cro. Cha. 44.
where it is said that the statute doth not extend to copyholds.—[Note 71.]

(3) Ace. ante 165. a. and b. as to parceners, because they are compellable

to make partition at common law. See the case of aid between parceners

after partition, ante 174. a. and b.

(4) The words following between brackets not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) No c^c. in L and M. or Roh.
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lands to them two and their heires; after W^i7/mw Ode wa?f at- F. N.B. 194.

tainted of hij;h treason lor the nmrther of tlic king's fatlicr, E. 2. ChMi. Co. 9a.

and was executed; Jntifi his wife survived liiin ; K. 3. granted
^!J''j\^V*

the lands to Strp/icn fie J^ittcij/ and his heires; Joh7i Ilaxvkhis {*.,,„', Di»^^'
the heirc of the said Joan in a petition to tlie king discloscth Baron & Feme,

tliis whole matter, and upon a scire fivias against the 1 Ro. Abr. 271.

CI
8771 P^t^ntec hath judgement to recover the ^Cr lands, for

. J the reason here yielded hy our author.

But if an estate be made to a man and a woman and Vide Sect. 665.

their Iioires before marriage, and after they marry, the husband
and wife have moities between them, which is implyed in these

w ords of our author, husband and wife (2).

** But one person in law." Bracton saith, [p] rir et uxor sunt |-p-j Bracton,

qttasi unica persoua^ quia caro una et sanguis unus (3). It hath lib. 5. fv*l. 416.

been said, that if a reversion be granted to a man and a woman 20 H. 3.

and their heires, and before attornment they entermarrie, and P/^^*^"/ 'i^go

then attornment is made, that the husband and wife shall have x^ker't casf.

no moieties in this case (4), no more than if a charter of feoft- pi. Com. 483.

ment be made to a man and a woman, with a letter of atturnie Nichols case,

to make livery, they entermarry, and then livery is made secun-

dumfonnam charter, in which case it is said that they have no
inoitles. But certain it is, that if a feoffment were made
before the statute of 27 H. 8. of uses to the use of a man [q] r^i ^ Mariee,

and a woman, and their heirs, and they entermarry, and then Dyer, 149.

tlie statute is made, if the husband alien it is good for a moity; 3 Marias,

for the statute executes the possession according to such quali- ^^fj' l^^'

tie, manner, forme, and condition, as they had in the use, so ^ ' '

as though it vest during the coverture, yet the act of parlia-

ment executes severall moieties in them, seeing they had
several moities in the use (5).

If an estate be made to a villeine and his wife [r] being free, [r] 40 A«s. p. 7.

and to their heires, albeit they have severall capacities, viz. the

villeine to purchase for the benefit of the lord, and the wife for

her owne, yet if the lord of the villeine enter, and the wife sur-

viveth her husband, she shall injoy the whole land, because there

be no moities between them.
A man makes a lease to A. and to a baron and feme, viz. to

A. for life, to the husband in taile, and to the feme for yeares,

in this case it is said, that each of them hath a third part in

respect of the several tie of their estates.

If a feoffment be made to a man and a woman and their heires

with warrantie, [s] and they entermarrie, and after are im- [j3p1.C0ra.4S3-
pleaded and vouch and recover in value, moities shall not be Nichols caw.

between them ; for though they were sole when the warrantie
was made, notwithstanding at the time when they recovered
and had execution they were husband and wife, in which time
they cannot take by moieties. . ,, .

(2) See ace. as to this difference between a joint estate to husband and
wife before marriage and one after, Calthrope's Read, on Copyh. 92. F. N. B.
ijH- B. See further case of Butler and Baker, 3 Co. the case of Margery
More, ante 133, a. the case of 4 Ass. 4. cited in 1 Ro. Abr. 271. and the
case of Ward and Walthew, Yelv. 101.

(3) See ante 112. a. where the same passage from Bracton is cited.

(4) See ace. post. 310. a. and there the doctrine is more positively expressed.
Sec further the case of a lease for life to baron and ferae, aqd alterwards
Confirmation, post. 2yg. b.

(5) Sec Dy. 200. a.
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10 H. 7. 20. Albeit baron and feme (as Littleton here saith) be one person
in law, so as neither of them can give any estate or interest to

the other (6), yet if a charter of feoffment be made to the wife,

the husband as atturney to the feoff'or may make liverie to the
wife (7) ; and so a ferae covert, that hath power to sell land by
will, may sell the same to her husband, because they are but
instruments for others, and the state passeth from the feoffor or

devisor.

If a husband, wife, and a third person purchase lands to them
m 1 1 E. 3. and their heires [t] and the husband before the statute of 32 H. 8.
Cm m ^'t.^'. 9- cap. 1 , had aliened the whole land to a stranger in fee, and died,

ie E. 3. ib.' ao. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^"^ ^^^^ other joyntenant were joyntenants of

35 Ass. pi. 15. the right, and if the wife &3" had died, the other joyn- FlSSTl
31 H. 6. tit. Ent. tenant should have had the whole right by survivor (0> I q Jcongeable, 54. foj. ^j^^^^ ^i^gy might have joined in a writ of right (2),

*

F^N B iQ^ K. ^"^ ^^ discontinuance should not have barred the entrie of the

survivor, for that he claymed not under the discontinuance, but
by the title paramount above the same by the first feoffement (3),

which is worthie of observation. But if the husband had made
a feoffment in fee but of the moity, and he and his wife had
dyed, their moity should not have survived to the other.

And for the better understanding of this diversity divers

things are worthy of observation.

First, that a right of action and a right of entrie may stand
Vide Sect. 302. in joynture ; for at the common law the alienation of the hus-
(Post. 327. b.) band was a discontinuance to the wife of the one moity, and a

disseisin of the other, so as after the death of the husband, the

wife hath a right of action to the one moity, and the other

joyntenant a right of entrie into the other, but they are join-

tenants of the right, because they mayjoyne in a writ of right.

Secondly, that a right of action or a bare right of entrie

cannot stand in joynture with a freehold or inheritance in pos-

session, and therefore if the husband make a feoffment of the

* Vide the sta- moitie, this was a discontinuance of that moity, * and the other
tuteof32H.8.2. jointenant remained in possession of the freehold and inherit-
It is no discon- ance of the other moity, which for the time was a severance
unuance at t is

^^ ^^ jointure (4) ; and so are all the books, which seemed to

varie amongst themselves, clearly reconciled.

If two joyntenants be of a rent, and the one of them disseise

[u] Pl.C0m.419. the tenant of the land, [«] this is a severance of the joynture for a
Bratchbridge's time ; for the moitie of the rent is suspended by unitie of posses-
^^^^' sion (5), and therefore cannot stand in joynture with the other

moitie in possession. And this is to be observed, that there shall

never be any survivor, unless the thing be in joynture at the in-

stant ofthe death of him that first dyeth (6) : for the rule is, nihil

de re accrescit ei, qui nihil in re quando jus accresceret habet.

Also if a man demiseth lands to two, to have and to hold to

the one for life, and the other for yeares, they are no joyn-

tenants ;

(6) Ace. ante 1 12. a. and observe note 6, there.

(7) Ace. ante 52. a.

(1) Ace. 2 Ro. Abr. 88. D. pi. 3.

(2) See post. 337. a.

(3) See post. 364. b. and ante 185.3.

(4) Aqc. post. 337. b.

(5) See ante 148. b.

(6) Ace. post. 193- a.
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tcnanU; for a state of freehold cannot stand in joynturc with 46 v.. 3. ai.

a terme forycarcs: and a reversion upon a freehold cannot 19^.6.45.

stand in joynturc with a Ireehold and inheritance in possession, 3"^ !*• ^- ^•

as shall be said in the next Chapter (7). Neither can a seisin ^ ""^ '**'

in the right ot" a poUtiquc capacity stand in jointure with a

seisin in a natural capacity, as shall be said hereafter (8).

If two femes be joyntfy seised, and they take barons, and

the barons joyne in an alienation and dye, the wives are joyn-

tenants of the right, and may joyne in a writ of right ; and

yet they may have scverall writs of cui in vita at their election

;

but when tliey have recovered in those severall writs, they

shall be joyntenants againe. But if the barons had aliened

severally, this had been a severiance of the joynturc for a time,

for the reason abovesaid.

If two joyntenants, the one for life, and the other in fee, lose

by default, the one shall have a writ of right, and the other a

gubd ci deforccnt ; and yet when they have severally recovered,

they shall be joyntenants againe (9). So it is if two joyn-

tenants be disseised, and an assise is brought, and the one is

summoned and severed, and the other recover the moitie, and
after another assise is brought, and he that recovereth * is

summoned and severed, and the other recover, albeit they

severally recover, yet they are joyntenants againe (10).

And in all cases where the joyntenants pursue one joynt Vide Lit. cap.

remedy, and the one is summoned and severed and the other Remitter, the

recover, he that is summoned and severed shall enter with
J^*

^***-

him; but where their remedies be severall, there the one shall
io°H 6 to

not enter with the other, till both have recovered: and the 31 h! 6. tit!

same law is of coparceners. If lands [lu] be demised for life, Entrecongeablc.

the remainder to the right heires of /. S. and of /. N. I, S. 46 E. 3. 21. b.

hath issue and dieth, and after /. N, hath issue and dieth, the
^3j^e^ o'

issues are not joyntenants, because the one moity vested at & ^^ ^ '^ ^
one time, and the other moity vested at another time (11). 18 E. 3. 28.

And yet in some cases there may be joyntenants, and yet the 38 E. 3.

estate may vest in them at severall times. (^''°'
"Sv™"^^^*^

If a man [x] make a feoffement in fee to the use of himselfe
Brent's caicMa'i

and of such wife as he should afterwards marrie, for terme of 1Ld.Raym.311.
their lives, and after he taketh wife, they are joyntenants, and
yet they come to their estates at severall times (13).

* " recovereth" $eenu to be here insertedfor recovered. See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 1 18.

And

(7) Post. Sect. 302. near the end.

(8) Post. Sect. 297.

(9) See post. 214. a. and Bro. Abr. JointenaniSf'6.

(10) A like case of parceners is stated before, and resolved in the same
way. Ante 164. a. See further 19 H. 6. 45. b.

(1 1) For other cases where joint words are construed to operate severally

for the like reason, see the arguments in Mr. Justice Windham's case, 5 Co. 7. a.

(12) It is in Dy. 339. b. pi. 48. but without any name. It is also much at
large in 2 Leon. 14.

(13) See contra as to an estate at common law, the case of a gift to one and
his children, ante 9. a. The reason of the difference is, that in the ca«e of the
uie the estate is vested and settled in the feoffees till the future use comes into
esse. See further as to this difference and the reason of it, 1 Co. 100.K 101 .«.

and Dy. 274. b—[Note 72.]
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And so it is if I disseise one to the use of two, and the one
agrees at one time, and the other at another, yet they are

joyntenants.

In this Section are three Sfc. The first and second are at

large explained before ; the last is intended where more parties

take than three.

!t^ Chap. 4.

(Noy, 13.) Of Tenants in Common. Sect. 292,

Of]

'J^ENANTS in Common are thej/y which have lands or tenements in
•*- fee simple,fee taile, orforterme of life, S)'c. and they have such lands

or tenements by severall titles, and not by a joynt title, and none of them

know of this his severally hut they ought by the law to occupie these lands

or tenements in common, and pro indiviso to take the profits in common.
And because they come to such lands or tenements by severall titles, and
not by onejoynt title, and their occupation and possession shall he by law

between them in common, they are called tenants in common. As if a man
infeoffe twojoyntenants infee, and the one of them alien that which to him
helongeth to another in fee, now the alienee and the other jointenant are

tenants in common, because they are in such tenements by severall titles,

for the alienee commeth to the moytie by thefeoffement of one of thejoyn^

tenants, and the otherjoyntenant hath the other moitie byforce of thejirst

feoffement made to him and to his companion, 8^c. (i). And so they are

in by severall titles, that is to say, by severallfeoffments, S)C. (2)

Fieta, lib. 3. T ITTLETON having spoken of parceners, which are

«^*P' 4- onely by descent, and of joyntenants, which are onely by
purchase and by joint title, speaketh now of tenants in common,
which may be by three meanes, viz. by purchase, by descent,

or by prescription, as hereafter in this Chapter shall appear© (3).

fc3- " Orfor term of life, Sfc" Here 8fc, implyeth rigOT]
pur terme d 'auter tie, or for tearm of yeares, or for I « J
any other fixed estate in the land.

And here it appeareth, that the essential difference between
joyntenants and tenants in common is, that joyntenants have the

lands by one joint title and in one right (1 ) f, and tenants in com-
mon by severall titles, or by one title and by severall rights

;

Vide Sect. 296. which is the reason, that joyntenants have one joint freehold, and
tenants in common have severall freeholds. Onely this propertie

is

(1) No Sfc. in L. and M. or Roh.

(2) No 4*c. in L. and M. or Roh.

(3) See Sect. 310. which gives an instance of tenancy in common by
prescription.

(1) t See post. 299. b. the first line.
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is common to them both, viz. that their occupation is individed,

and neitlier of them knoweth his part in severall.

Tiic example tliat Littleton putteth in this Section is per-

spicuous, and needeth no explication.

Sect. 293. fY'«^*^
1 1 Co. 38.

A ND it is to be understood^ that when it is said in any booke that a
man is seised in fee, without more sai/ingy it shall be intended in fee

simple ; for it shall not be intended by this word (in fee) t/iat a man is

seised in fee taj/le, unlesse there be added to it this addition,fee tayle, S^c.

'T'HIS is evident, and secundum excellentiam it shall be taken VidedcTant,

for the highest and best fee, and that is fee simple. Sect. 99.
(Ant. 73. a.)

*' AdrfitioHy fee tayle, <^'C." Here is implyed a maxime in law,

viz. that additio probat minoritateniy as it is vulgarly said, the

younger son giveth the difterence (2).

Sect. 294.

/I LSO, if three joyntenants be, and one of them alien that which to

him belougeth to another man in fee, in this case the alienee is tenant

in common with the other two joyntenants : but yet the other twojoyn-
tenants are seised of the two parts which remain (3) joyntly (5), and of
these two parts the survivor between them two holdeth place, S^c. (4).

'y HI S needeth no explication, onely the Sfc. in the end of this

Section implyeth, that the same law is where there be more
joyntenants than three.

[189.1 * t^ Sect. 295.
L b. J

yi LS O, if there be twojoyntenants infee, and the one giveth that to
him belongeth to another in tayle, (1) [and the other giveth that to

him belongs to another in taile,} the donees are tenants in common, ^c.

^HE ^c. in the end of this Section implyeth, that so it is Vide Sect. 300.
when a lease for life or pur avXer lie is made, for in that case

also the lessees are tenants m common.

Sect.

(2) The difference of arms is meant. See more particularly as to this
ant. 140. b.

(3) which remain not in L. & M. or Roh.
(4) No Sfc. in L. and M. or Roh.
(5) See Sect 304 & 312.

(1) The words between brackets not in L. and M. or Roh.
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Sect. 296,

Z}UT if lands be given to two men, and to the heires of their two bodies

begotten, the donees have ajoynt estatefor tearme of their lives-, and

if each of them hath issue and di/e, their issues shall hold in common, 8^c.

But if lands be given to two abbots, as to the abbot of Westminster and to

the abbot of St. Albans, to have and to hold to them and to their successors,

in this case they have presenili/ at the beginning an estate in common, and

not a joynt estate. And the reason is, for that every abbot or other

soveraigne of a house of religion, before that he was made abbot or

i soveraign, 8^c, was but as a dead person in law, and lohen he is made

\ abbot (2), he is as a man personable in law onely to purchase arul have

\ lands or tenements or other things to the use of his house, and not to his

I own proper use, as another secular man may, and therefore at the

I beginning of their purchase they are tenants in common; arid if one of
'' them die, the abbot which surviveth shall not have the whole by survivor,

I
but the successor of the abbot which is dead shall hold the moity in common

\
with the abbot that surviveth, Ssx.

" TF lands be given to two men, S^^c." Of this sufficient hath

[a] Sect. 285. been spoken in the Chapter [a\ of Joyntenants.

(Ant. 182. a.)

'^ But iflands hegiven to two abbots, Sfc." In this case of the

(a Saund. 319.) two abbots in respect of their several capacities, albeit the

[b] 7 H. 7. 9. b. words be joynt, yet the law [b] doth adjudge them to be
16 H. 7. 15. b.

severally seised (3).

10 E. 4. 16. b. 5H. 7. 25. 18 E. 3. 27. 49 E. 3. 25. b. (2 Ro. Abr. 91.

a Saund, 319.)

Vide Sect. 200. The SfC. in the end of this Section implyeth, that so it is, if any
[c] 4 H. 7. 45. [c] body politique or corporate, be they regular as dead persons
18 E. 3. 27. b. in law (whereof our author here speaketh) or secular : as

I
if 83* lands be given to two bishops, to have and to hold Q QOTl

j to them two and their successours : albeit the bishops
[_ ^ J

were never any dead persons in law, but always of

capacitie to take, yet seeing they take this purchase in their

politique capacitie, as bishops, they are presently tenants in com-
mon, because they are seised in severall rights, for the one bishop

is seised in the right of his bishoprick of the one moitie, and the

other

(2) SfC. in L, & M. and Roh.

(3) Here joint words are construed to make several estates in respect of the

several capacities of the donees. In a former part vesting at several times makes

joint words to operate severally. Ant. 88. a.* and Mr. justice Wyndham's
case, 5 Co. 7. a. there cited in a note. A few passages farther, lord Coke
gives an instance of joint words passing two entire things to two grantees in

conseijuence of the several quality of the things granted. Past. 190. the case

of a corody. See further as to the effect from several capacities in the

grantees, post. 191. b. and ant. 183. b. near the end.—[Note 73.]

* Wyndham's case is cited in note 1 1. of 188. a. which is, probably, the part meant to be

referred to, asfol. 88. a. being upon guardianship in socage, is quite irrelevant to the subject

af'jointenants.
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other is seised in the right of his bishoprick of the other moitio,

and so by scvcrall titles and in severall capacities, whereas joyn-

tenants ought to have it in one and tlie same right and capa-

citie, and by one and tlie same joynt title. The like hiw is, if

lands be given to two parsons and their successors or to any (5 Co. 8. a.

other such like ecclesiasticall bodies politique or incorporate, just'cc Wyndr
, . 1 . • 1 li&ni s case

)

as luith been said.

If a corodie be granted to two men and their heircs, in tliis

case, because the corodie is incertaine and cannot be severed, it

shall amount to a severall grant to each of them one corodie ; for

the persons be severall, and the corodie is personall (1).

Sect. 297.

yi LSOf if lanih be ^iven io an ahbot and a secular man, to have and
to hold to them, viz. to the abbot and his successorSy and to the

secular tnan to him and to his heires, they have an estate in common,
causS. qua supra.

A ND 90 it is, if lands be given to the parson of Dale and to a f. N. B. 49. 1.

lay man, to have and to hold to them, that is to say, to the 16 ¥., 3. Joindre

parson and his successors, and to the lay man and his heires, en action, 27.

they are presently tenants in common for the causes abovesaid. ]^^
*^'

J^g

**

So of a bisliop, &c. Et sic de similihus. ^ H. 7. 9.

13 H. 8. 14. (5 Co. 8.)

If landsjbe given to the king and to a subject, to have and to /PI. Com.inseig.

hold to them and to their heires, yet they are tenants in common,
|

Barkle^r'scase.

and not joyntenants ; for the king is not seised in his naturalli

capacitie, but in his royall and politique capacitie, injure coronco, (Ant. 16. a.)

which cannot stand in joynture with the seisin of the subject in

his naturall capacitie. So likewise if there be two joyntenants,

and the crowne descend to one of them, the joynture is severed,

and

(1) Lord Coke cites no authority for this. But in 8 E. 4. 17. there is a
case which tends to confirm and explain his doctrine as to a corody not

being grantable to more than one. The case arose on grant of a corody by
Hen. 6. to two and the longer liver, where one was dead, the question being,

whether during the life of the survivor this was sufficient to justify the prior of
Friswith, on whom the corody was chargeable, in refusing a nqw grantee seikt

by Edward the fourth. Upon this case Nele serjeant argued for the king,

that a corodi/ which is for one man cannot be given to iwojfor ttvo tnen cannot

have the maintenance of one man ; and thence he inferred that the grant to the
two was void. But the judges distinguished; for they all said, ^a^ i/'/^/«^?

corody be to have certain bread and, certain service, this may be granted to txoeniu

meny Sfc. as to luixe 20 l)rearls or C gallons of ale, ^c. but that a corody to sU
every day in the hall of the prior and to be served as the men of the prior are,

this cannot be granted to many,for every one of them would have as much as one
had heretofore, which ivould not be reason^ Sfc.—I was carried to this case in the

year-book of E. 4, by a reference in Fitzherbert's Natura Brevitim, which in

the commentary on the writs de corradio habendo et de annuApensione contains
a great variety of learning on this antiquated subject. See F. N. B. 230. F.---

[Note 74]
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and they are become tenants in common. But if lands be given
to A, de B. bishop of A^. and to a secular man, to have and to
hold to them two and to their heires, in this case they are joyn,
tenants; for each of them take the lands in their natural!
capacitie.

(Post. 310. b. Iflands be given to Johii bishop o^Normch and his successors
a Ro. Abr. 91.) and to John Overall doctor of divinity and his heires, being oneM

J3

H. 8. 14. j^jjjI ti^g same person, he is tenant in common [d] with himselfe.

9 H. 6!al^
^"^ ®"^ author's rules do not hold in chattels reals or personals ;

45 E. 3. 25. for if a lease for yeares be made or a ward granted to an abbot
and a secular man, or to a bishop and a secular man, or if goods
be granted to them, they are joyntenants, because they take not
in their politique capacity (2).

i^ Sect 298.(1) ri90m
ALSO, if lands he given to two to have and to holdy soil, the one moitij

to the one and to his heireSj and the other moifi/ to the other and to

his heires, they are tenants in common.

(Cro. Cha. 75. A ^ I^ ^he reason is, because they have severall freeholds and
Ant. 183. a. b.) ^n occupation pro indiviso.

Here is to be observed, that the habendum doth sever the

<2 Ro. Abr. 89, premises that primdfacie seemed to be joynt ; for an expresse
9o.Am. 183. b.) estate controlls an implyed estate as hath been said.

Sect. 299.

A Ij SO, if a man seised of certaine lands infeoffe another of the moilie

of the same land ivithout any speech of assignement or limitation of
the same moity in severaltie at the time (f thefeoffment, then thefeoffee

and thefeoffor shall hold their parts of the land in common (2) f.

AND

(2) In a former part lord Coke explains the reason of this to be, that no
chattel can go in succession in the case of a sole corporation, no more than a

Jease for years to one and his heirs can go to heirs. Ant. 46. b. But there

are exceptions to this rule. The king is mentioned as one by lord Coke
ant. go. a. Another is, where there is a special custom, as the care * of the

chamberlain of London, for orphanage monies. Fulwood's case, 4 Co. 65. a.

%o which add Arundel's case, Hob. 64. and ant. fo. 9. a. note 1, there, 90. a.

Wd the case of a bond to a lay person and an abbot in F. N. B. 120. B.

—

[Note 75.]

(1) In L. & M. and Roh. this Section is placed immediately after Sect. 300.

(2) f Brooke in his Abridgment, title Feqffements de Terres, pi. 75. cites this

Section of Littleton, and in support of it refers to various cases in Fitz-

herbert's Abridgment. See further Bro. Nouv. Cas. 154. 124. 6 Co. 1. and

Dy. 187. a. pi. 5.

* K care" seems \o he here insei-tedfor case.
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AND the like law is, if the feoffment be made of a third part »
»

'^•>''- p'- >6.

or a fourth part, &c. And if there be an advowson appen- -&
^^^

3- >2-

tlnnt, they are also tenants in common of the advowson (3). And ^"^ ^ "• *
**

albeit it is said, that such a feoffment of a moitie or third part, qi E. 4. 20. h,

^c. is not good without writing, for that (as they say) a man
cannot create an uncertaine estate in land by parol ; yet is the

law clear, that such a feoffment is good by parol without writ-

ing, and such an uncertaine estate shall passe by livery, and so

it appeareth in our bookes.

If a verdict finde, that a man hath duas partes manerii, 8^c. in

trcs parte$divisaSyl\\\^i>h?\\ not be intended to be in common; but Vy'^^^Q'i
\^ t\\c\erdt\cihe in tres partes dividendas,i\\emiseemeih that they jempsE. 1.

are tenants in common by the intendment of the verdict (4). Feoffments, 1 15.

But if a man be seised of a manner whereunto an advowson 34 E* 1 • Qnar.

is appendant, and maketh a feoffment of three acres parcell of '"'gi?' }^^- „

the manner together with the advowson to two, to have and to 22 e.^q.
q^^

hold the one moity together with the moitie of the advowson Feoffments, 116.

to the one and his heires, and the other moity together with the 6 E. 3. 50.

other moity of the advowson to the other and his heires, this 39 E- 3-38.

cannot be good without deed ; for the feoffor cannot annex the ?_ e^*
* *

advowson to these three acres, and disannex it from the rest of ^a £ 3. 43.
the manner, without deed (5). 43 E. 3. 26.

33 H. 6. 6. a. (Post. 333. b. Cro. Cha. 473. Cro. Jam. 15.) 23 Ass. 8.

Sect.

(3) See post. 307. a.

(4) In a case in the king's bench during lord Holt's time, the question was,

how the surrender of a copyhold to the use of three sons and two daughters

eqiLally to be divided and their respectixeheivs ought to be construed ; and this

passage of the Coke upon Littleton was much relied upon by two of the judges

as an authority to show, that the words equally to be divided imply a tenancy in

common. But lord Holt, who was for 2ijointenancy , observed, that no such mat-
ter appears in the case of 21 E. 4, here cited b}' lord Coke in the margin as his

authority, and that he was not positive therein, but only wrote it as his conjec-

ture. 1 P. Wms. ig, in the case of Fisher u. Wigg, which is also reported iii

Salk.391. Com. 88. 92. i2Mod. 296. andi L. Raym. 622. In the two latter

books and in P. Williams this case is reported very much at large ; and as the

arguments on each side are very elaborate, it is an authority fit to be resorted

to, wherever the doubt is, whether there shall be a tenancy in common or join-

tenancy. See also the case of the earl of Anglesea r . Ram, in Dom. Proc. Sept.

1727. Barker v. Gyles, 2 P. W. 280. and 3 Bro. P. C. 297. Hall v. Digby and
others, 4 Bro. P. C. 224. Hawes r. Hawes, 1 Wils. 165, and Gaskin r. Gaskin,
M. 18 G. 3. B. R. in Mr. Henry Cowper's Rep. just published. In this last

case the word equally was deemed sufficient to create a tenancy in common in

a mill ; and lord INTansfield declared the opinion of the two judges who differed

from Holt to be the better and more liberal one ; and Mr. justice Aston no-
ticed, that equally to be divided had been adjudged a tenancy in common even
in a deed. I am happy in having this early opportunity of citing a collection of
Reports, which promises so much new and useful information to the Profession.

See further as to the words sufficient to make a tenancy in common, particu-

larly the cases in equity on the subject, 2 Com. Dig. 175. and Continuation* to

the same work, 201. 2 Bro. C C. 233.—[Note 76.]
As to tenancy in common or jointenancy of personal estate, more particu-

larly see 1 Atk. 495. 2 Bro. C.C. 220. 6 Joddrell's MS. R. 169. 3 Bro.

C. C. 215. 324. 3 Ves. 628. 1 Taun. 234.

(5) Besides the references in the margin, see Dy. 48. b. pi. 3. and Dod-
rid^e on Advowsons, 30.

' In the eililioui subtftiuent to that cHtd hit Mr. Ilur^rait' the "Continual;
mentioned u mcontorutcd into the original uork.

Vol. II. G
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Sect. 300.

/j ND it is to be understood^ that in the same manner as is aforesaid

of tenants in common, of lands or tenements infee sim-

ple, or infee taile, in the same i^ manner may it he of tenants r- IQl , -i

for terme of life. As if two joyntenants he in fee, and the I
a. I

one letteth to one man that ivhich to him helongethfor terme See Note.

of life, and the other joyntenant letteth that which to him

helongeth to anotherfor terme of life, S^c. the said two lessees are tenants

in commonfor their lives, S^c.

Vide Sect. 295, where this is sufficiently explained before.

riQl. a.] [At this page Mr. BUTLER's Notes commence.]

IN the concluding paragraph of the preface to the 1 3th edition of this work,

the present Editor requested the attention of the public, to the circumstances,

under which he engaged in it : with a renewal of the same request, he now
presents the Reader with the following Attempt to complete Mr. Hargrave's

Annotation on Feuds, at the beginning of the Second Book. doing this,

he will endeavour,

I. To give a succinct account of the different nations, by whom, they

were established

:

II. A succinct account of their nature, and particularly of those peculiar

marks and qualities, which distinguish them from other laws

:

III. Some account of the principal written documents, which are the

sources, from which the learning respecting them is derived

:

IV. Some account of the principal events, in the early history of the

feuds of foreign countries

:

V. Some account of the States-General, Parliaments and Nobility of the

nations on the continent, in which the feudal policy has been esta-

blished ; and of the difference between the Parliament and Nobility of

those nations, and the Parliament and Nobility of England.

VI. And an historical view of the revolutions of the feud in England.

But, as his researches are intended merely by way of supplemental anno-
tation on Littleton, and, as the work of that author treats of real property

only, his observations will be principally directed, through every branch of

his inquiry, to the influence of the feudal law on that species of property.

But this, he means, should be particularly the case, when he treats of the

feudal jurisprudence of England. Under that head, he will offer some generall

observations.

(1st,) On the time when feuds may be supposed to have been first esta-

blished in England; (2dly,) On the fruits and incidents of the feudal tenure

;

and, (3dly,) On the feudal polity of this country, with respect to the inhe-

ritance and alienation of land: Under this head he will attempt to state the

principal points of difference between the Roman and Feudal Jurisprudence,

in the articles of heirship. (4thly,) The order of succession, and, (5thly,) the

absolute and unqualified property ofthe subject of the civil law, and the limited

and qualified property of the feudal tenant, in their respective possessions.

(6thly,) He will then attempt to show the means, by which some of the

general restraints upon the alienation of real property, introduced by the feud,

have been removed, (ythly,) He will treat of entails. (8thly,) He will

endeavour to show the means by which the restraints created by entails were
eluded or removed. Having thus treated of that species of alienation, which,

being
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bcin<; tlie act of tlic party liimsclf, is termed voluntary alienation : (<)thly), He
will afterwards treat of that species of alienation, which beinji; forced on the

party, is termed involuntary. Under this head he will briefly consider the

attachment of lands for debt; first, in regard to its effect upon them, while

they continue in the possession of the party himself; then, in regard to its

effect upon them, when in the possession of the heir or devisee ; and afterwards,

in regard to the prerogative remedies for the recovery of crown debts,

(lothly), He will then offer some observations on testamentary alienation;

and (iithly), conclude by a detail of some of the principal circumstances in

the history of the decline and fall of the feud in this country,

I. The feudal law was established by the nations which overturned

the Roman empire. The first of these were the Vandals, the Suevi, and the

Alani. They inhabited the countries bordering on the Baltic. About the

year 406, they made an irruption into Gaul ; from Gaul, they advanced into

Spain ; about the year 415, they were driven from Spain by the Visigoths, and
invaded Africa, where they formed a kingdom. About the year 431, the

Franks, the Allemanni, and the Burgundians, penetrated into Gaul. Of these

nations, the Franks became tlie most powerf\j ; and having cither subdued or

expelled the others, made themselves masters of the whole of those extensive

provinces, which, from them, received the name of France. Pannonia and
Illyricum, were conquered by the Huns ; Rha^tia, Noricum and Vindelicia,

by the Ostrogoths ; and these were, some time after, conquered by the Franks.

In 449, the Saxons invaded Great 13ritain. The Herulians marched into Italy,

under the command of their king Odoacer, and in 476, overturned the empire
of the West. From Italy, in 493, they were expelled by the Ostrogoths.

About the year 568, the Lombards issuing from the Mark of Brandenburgh,
invaded the Higher Italy, and founded an empire, called the kingdom of the

Lombards. After this, little remained in Europe of the Roman empire, be-
sides the Middle and Inferior Italy. These, on the final division of that

empire, between the sons of Theodosius, in 395, had fallen to the share of the

emperor of the East, who governed them by an officer called the exarch,

whose residence was fixed at Ravenna, and by some subordinate officers, called

dukes. In 743, the exarchate of Ravenna, and all the remaining possessions

of the emperor in Italy, were conquered by the Lombards. This, as it was
the final extinction of the Roman empire in Europe, was the completion, in

that quarter of the globe, of those conquests which established the law of
the feud.

The nations by whom these conquests were made, came, it is evident, from
different countries, at different periods, spoke different languages, and were
under the command of separate leaders ; yet they appear to have established,

in almost every state, where their polity prevailed, nearly the same system of
laws. This system is known by the appellation ofthefeudal law,

II. Sir Henry Spelman, afler Cujus, defines a fief to be, " A right which
*' the vassal hath in land, or some immovable thing of his lord's, to use
** the same, and take the profits thereof, hereditarily, rendering unto his
" lord such feudal duties and services, as belong to military tenure ; the mere
*' propriety of the soil always remaining to the lord." This definition appears
accurate and comprehensive : and an analysis of it may point out those pecu-
liar AND characteristic MARKS, WHICH DISTINGUISH THE FEUDAL
LAW FROM EVERY OTHER.

1st, Where the soil
f and the right to the profits ofthe soil, meet in the same

person, he may be said to have an absolute and unmixed estate in his lands.

This absolute and unmixed estate, the subject of every kingdom, not governed
by the feudal polity, so far as respects Uie relation between sovereign and
subject, anpears to possess. But, by the feudal law, with respect to the relation

between the sovcreigri and the subject, the right to the soil and the right to

o 2 the
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the profits of the soil, were separate ; the tenant being invested with the latter,

the sovereign continuing to be entitled to the former. This right to the profits

was of the most extensive nature ; it gave the tenant, except for the purpose
of alienation, the complete power or dominion over the land, during the term
of his tenure. Thus his estate and interest, as to the right of ownership, far

exceeded that of the usufructuary in the civil law, to which it has sometimes

been compared, as the usufructuary had a mere right to the ordinary profits

of the usufruct, and was not permitted to make any change in it, even for its

amelioration. It approached nearer to the estate of the emphyteuta, in the

same law, as the Dominium directum was absolutely vested in him. It ap-

proached, perhaps, still nearer to the estate of a cestui que trust in the actual

law of England, which has been termed a feudal idea, grafted on Roman juris-

prudence. The precise nature of it, is no where, perhaps, better explained,

than in lord Stair's Institutes. " It is," says his lordship, " essential to a fee,

*' and common to all kinds thereof, that there must remain a right in the
" superior, which is called Dominium directum, and withal a right in the vassal,

** called Dominium utile: the reason of this distinction, and terms thereof, is,

" because it can hardly be determined, that the right of property is either in

" the superior or vassal alone, so that the other should only have a servitude
" upx3n it ; though some have thought superiority but a servitude, to wit,

*' the perpetual use and fruit; yet the conciliation and satisfaction of both
" have been well found out in this distinction, whereby neither's interest is

" called a servitude ; but by the resemblance of this distinction in law between
" jura et actiones directed, and those, which for resemblance, were reductive
" thereto, and therefore called utiles, the superior's right is called Dominium
" directum, and the vassal's Dominium utile, and without these the right

" cannot consist." This right in the vassal to the use and profits of the land,

while the direct dominion of the land remained in the lord, was, with respect

to the relation between the sovereign and the subject, a new and original

point of connection, and one of those marks which distinguish the feudal

from every other law. ••

2. Another of these marks, is, that immovable or real property only, tvas

admitted to be held injeudality, or in other tvords, to be the substance ofafief.
Wherever the conquerors, we speak of, established themselves, they seized

whatever they desired, of the property of the conquered, and the general

allotted it to the superior officers of the army, and these again divided it, in

smaller parcels, among the inferior officers. The moveable, as well as the

immovable, property of the conquered, was seized and divided by the con-

querors ; but moveable property, from its fluctuating and perishable nature,

was ill calculated to serve, either as the sign, or the subject, of a perma-
nent connection. This vras particularly the case in those days, when it had
in no point of view acquired, or was considered susceptible of those artifi-

cial modifications, or other durable qualities, in the intendment of law,

which it now possesses. Land, therefore, or immovable property, alone,

became the subject of feudal tenure. As the notions of men respecting

property increased, the modifications of it v/ere also multiplied, and all

of them were considered as susceptible of feudality. Thus every species

of right or servitude, to which land is subject, was given in fee. At an
early period of the feudal law, we find mention of fiefs de camera and
cavena. The former was a pension granted by the lord to be paid out of

his treasury ; the latter was a quantity of corn, or other grain, granted by
the lord, to be delivered out of his granary. In progress of time, money
charged upon land was, in some countries, held to be feudal ; and even mere
money was, at last, in some countries, held by the feudal obligation, and
treated as a fief. Whether money thus held, be, strictly speaking, a fief, has

been the subject of much discussion. Thomasius, whose writings, in the

course of this inquiry, have been found highly valuable, treats a pecuniary

feud as a chimera and seems inclined to doubt its existence. Sir Thomas
Craig
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Craig thus expresses himself on this question. " The dominium directum of
** a fief must necessarily remain in the lord ; the dominium utile must neces-
" sarily lie granted to the feudatory. Wlicn the dominium utile of a
" moveable is granted, the profits of it must necessarily belong to the usu-
** fructuary. But the profits of a moveable proceed from the use which is

** made ot it. Now the use which is made of a moveable, either consumes
** it or not. In the first case, the fief is necessarily extinguished ; for it is

** impossible that a moveable in continual use should not, by that very use of
** it, be consumed, and the lord thereby deprived of it, without any fault on
" his part, against his will, and even without his knowledge. But if the
*' moveable be not consumed by use, but may be preserved, the vassal has no
** profit from it. I know many writers of great authority hold, that there
** may be a fief ofmoveables, by way of analogy to an usufruct ofthose things
** which are consumed by use, where the fruit and the profits belong to the
** vassal, the propriety remains with the lord. But in this case, the propriety
" (to use the expression,) is not of the individual thing, but of a thing of the
•* same genus or species. And therefore Cujas justly observes, that properly
" speaking, these are not fiefs. For natural reason cannot be altered by civil

*' power. We are therefore of opinion, that there cannot be a fief, though
" there may be a quasi fief ofa moveable. But even a quasi fief is not allowed
" by the law of Scotland. For though stipulations are frequent amongst us,

" that, for the use of money, a certain yearly sum, or a certain quantity of
*' grain be allowed, yet this should not be honoured with the name of fief, as
" he to whom the payment is to be made, can never be said to die seised of the
" fee ofthat money." But at the first establishment of fiefs, land or immovable
property, in the narrowest sense of that word, was the subject of a fief. That
this species of property, to the utter exclusion of every species of moveables,
should be a point of connection between the sovereign and the subject, is

another distinctive mark offeudality. To this it is owing, that while in this

country, and in every other country whose jurisprudence is of a feudal ex-
traction, the differencL' between real and personal, or immovable and moveable
property, is so strongly marked, and the legal qualities and incidents of the

two species of property, are, in so many important consequences, utterly

dissimilar, the distinction between them in the civil law, except in the term of

prescription, is seldom discoverable.

3. The remaining point of difterence between the feudal polity and the polity

of other states is, the nature of the relation between the chief and the vassals.

This is particularly distinguishable by six circumstances : istly, The relation

between them was purely of a military nature ; 2dly, Behind the sovereign and
his immediate feudatories there followed a numerous train of arrere vassals,

or sub-feudatories, between whom and the first or immediate feudatory there
subsisted a relation nearly similar to that between him and the first or chief
lord

; 3dly, This relation was territorial, and was not considered to arise from
the general allegiance due from a subject to a sovereign, but from an implied

obligation supposed to be annexed to the tenure of the fee ;
4thly, The right

of administering justice was an appendage of this military relation, and
originally commensurate to it in its territorial extent; 5thly, The lord was not
allowed to alien the fee without his tenant's consent, nor the tenant, without
the consent of his lord ; and 6thly, Though in point of dignity, of rank, and
of honour, the lord, according to the ideas of those times, enjoyed a splendid

pre-eminence over his vassals, his power over them was, comparatively speak-
ing, extremely small. Thus, therefore, the supposed preser^'ation of the
dominium directum, or real ownership, to the lord, after he had parted with the
beneficial ownershij), or dominium utile, to the tenant; the exclusion of
moveable property, from serving eitlier as the sign or the subject of the relation

between the sovereign and the feudatory ; and the military' nature of this

relation, including in it the other circumstances before noticed, should be con-
iidered as three principal points which distingaish the law of feuds from every

(i 3 other
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other law. To these the book of fiefs, and Cujas, and after them sir Henry
Spelman, add the hereditary nature of fiefs ; and it is observable, that Littleton

in his explanation of the word^ee, says it is the same as inheritance, without
adverting to any other quality of a fief. But, as fiefs were not allowed to go
in a course of descent, till after a considerable period of time, from their first

introduction, and, as they might always be granted for a less estate, than an
estate of inheritance, there seems to be no reason to suppose this descendible

quality is essential to their nature. We have therefore omitted it.

Besides these, (which may be considered as the essentials of a fief,) there are

qualities, which every fief should possess, to answer the notions originally

entertained of this species ofproperty. Thus, fiefs should be granted without

price; to persons duly qualified; and the services should not be fixed to any
particular mode or time of service. A fief possessing the essential and secon-

dary qualities, we have noticed, was considered to be aproper fief. The absence
of any of the qualities, reckoned essential, necessarily precluded the feudal

tenure. But any, or all of the qualities reckoned merely proper, might be
dispensed with, at the discretion ofthe parties, without precluding the tenure,

according to the maxim. Modus et conventio xiincimt legem. This introduced

the distinction between proper and improper fiefs. But, wherever the feudal

tenure was admitted, the fiefwas presumed to be a proper fief, till the contrary

was shown, and it could only be shown by referring to the original investiture.

Thence the maxim, in these cases, Tenor mvestiturcu est inspiciendus.

III. With respect to the PRINCIPAL WRITTEN DOCUMENTS, WHICH ARE
THE SOURCES, FROMWHICH THELEARNING OF FOREIGN FEUDS IS DERIVED

:

These may be divided into COBES OF LAWS, CAPITULARIES,AND COLLECTIONS
OF CUSTOMS. It was long after the first revival of letters in Europe, that the

learned engaged in the study of the laws or antiquities of modern nations.

When their curiosity was first directed to them, the barbarous style in which
they are written, and the rough and inartificial state of manners they represent,

were so shocking to their classical prejudices, that they appear to have
turned from them with disgust and contempt. In time, however, they became
sensible of their importance. They were led to the study of them, by those

treatises on the feudal laws, which are generally printed at the end of the
Justinianean collection. These are of Lombard extraction. This naturally

gave rise to the opinion, that, fiefs appeared first in Italy, and were introduced
there by the Lombards. From Italy, the study of jurisprudence was imported
into Germany : this opinion accompanied it there. At first it appears to have
universally prevailed. But, when a more extensive knowledge of the an-

tiquities of the German nations was obtained, there appeared reason to call it

in question. Many thought the claims ofother nations, to the honour ofhaving
introduced the feudal polity, were better founded. Some ascribed them to

the Franks ; others, denying the exclusive claim of any nation in particular,

ascribed them to the German tribes in general ; and asserted, that the outline

of the law of feuds is clearly discoverable in the habits, manners, and laws of
those nations, Vv'hilst still inhabitants of the Hercynian wood. The time when
feuds first made their appearance, has equally been a subject of controversy.

The tvord itself is not to be found in any public document, of acknowledged
authenticity, before the nth century.

HI. 1. The most ancient, and one of the most important CODES OF LAW,
in use among the feudal nations, is the Salic law. It is thought to derive its

appellation from the Salians, who inhabited the country from the Leser to the
Carbonarian wood, in tlie confines of Brabant and Hainault. It was written,

probably in the Latin language, about the beginning of the 5th century, by
Wesogastus, Bodogastus, Salogastus, and Windogastus, the chiefs ofthenation.

It received considerable additions from Clovis, Childebert, Clotaire, Charle-
magne, and Lewis the Debonnaire. There are two editions of it. These
differ ^0 considerably, that they have been treated as distinct codes. The

Franks
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Franks who occupied the country upon the Rhine, the Meusc and the Scheldt,

were known by the nanic of tiie Uipuarians, and were governed by a collection

of laws, which, from them, was called the lUpuarian iaiv. These laws seem to

have been first promulgated by Thcodoric, and to have been augmented by

Dagobcrt. The punishments inflicted by the Ripuarian law are more severe

than tlie punishments inflicted by the Salic ; and the Ripuarian law mentions

the trial by judgment of God, and by duel. Theodoric also appears to have

first promulgated the law of the Alemanni. The law of the Burfriindiuns is

supposed to have been promulgated about the beginning of the 5th century ;

that nation occupied the country which extends itself from Alsace to the

Mediterranean, between the Rhone and the Alps. This was the most flourish-

ing of the Gallic provinces invaded by the (iermans ; they established them-

selves in it, with the consent of the emperor Honorius. An alliance subsisted,

for a considerable time, between them and the Romans ; and some parts of

their law appear to be taken from the Roman law. One of the most ancient of

the German codes is that, by which the Afigliones and the Werini were^

governed. The territories of these nations were contiguous to those of the

Saxons ; and the Angliones are generally supposed to be the nation, known
in our history by the name of the Angles. A considerable portion of the

law of the Saxons has reached us. The GotJis also had their laws, which were

promulgated by the Ostrogoths, in Italy ; by the Visigoths, in Spain. The
Goths were dispossessed of their conquests in Italy by the Lombards. No
ancient code of law is more famous than the lavo of the Lombards -,

none dis-

covers more evident traces of the feudal polity. It survived the destruction

of that empire by Charlemagne, and is said to be in force, even now, in some
cities of Italy. These were the principal laws, which the foreign nations,

from whom the modern governments of Europe date their origin, first esta-

blished, in those countries, in Avhich they formed their respective settlements.

Some degree of analogy may be discovered between them, and the general

customs, which, from the accounts of Caesar and Tacitus, we learn to have

prevailed among them, in their supposed aboriginal state. A considerable part

also of them is evidently borrowed from the Roman law, by which, in this

instance, we must understand the Theodosian code. This was the more
natural, as, notwithstanding the publication of the Ripuarian and Salic codes,

the Roman subjects in Gaul were indulged in the free use of the Theodosian
laws, especially in the cases of marriage, inheritance, and other important

transactions 01 private life. In their estaljlishments of magistrates and civil

tribunals, an imitation of the Roman polity is discoverable among the Franks

;

and, for a considerable time after their first conquests, frequent instances are

to be found, in their history, of a deference, and in some instances, even of an

acknowledgment of territorial submission to the emperors of Rome.
III. 2. In the course of time, all these laws were, in some measure at least,

superseded by the CAPITULARIES. The word capitulary is generic, and
denotes every kind of literary composition divided into chapters. Laws of this

description appear to have been promulgated by Childebert, Clotaire, Carlo-

man and Pepin. But no sovereign seems to have proniulgated so many of

them, as Charlemagne. That monarch appears to have wished to effect, in a
certain degree, an uniformity of law throughout his extensive dominions. With
this view, it is supposed, he added many laws, divided into short chapters or

heads, to the existing codes, sometimes to explain, sometimes to amend, and
sometimes to reconcile or remove the difference between them. They were
generally promulgated in public assemblies, composed of the sovereign and
the chief men of the nation, as well ecclesiastics as secular. They regulated,

equally, the spiritual and the temporal administration of the kingdom. The
execution of them was intrusted to the bishops, the counts, and the wissi reffii.

Many copies of them were made, one of which was generally preserved in the

royal arcnives. The authority of the capitularies was very extensive ; it pre-

vailed in every kingdom, under the dominion of the Franks, and was submitted

c; 4 to,
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to, in many parts of Italy and Germany. The earliest collection of the capitu-

laries, is that of Angesii'C abbot of Fontenelles. It was adopted by Lewia
the Debonnaire and Charles the Bald, and was publicly approved of in many
councils of France and Germany. But, as Angesise had omitted many ca[yitu-

laries in his collection, Benedict the ]>.evite, that is, the deacon of the church
of Mentz, added three books to them. Each of these collections was con-
sidered to be authentic, and, of course, appealed to, as law. There have been
subsequent additions made to them. The best edition is that of Baluze in

1677. ^ splendid republication of this edition was begun by Monsieur de
Chiniac in 1780 : he intended to comprise it in four volumes. Two only have
yet made their appearance. In the collections of ancient laws, the capitularies

are generally followed by the Formularia, or forms of forensic proceedings and
legal instruments. Of these, the formulare of Marculphus is the most curious.

The formularia generally close the collections of ancient laws. With the

Merovingian race, the Salic, Burgundian, and Visigothic laws expired. The
capitularies remained in force, in Italy, longer than in Germany ; and in

France, longer than in Italy. The incursions of the Normans, the intestine

confusion and weakness of government under the successors of Charlemagne,
and, above all, the publication of the decretum of Gratian, which totally super-

seded them in all religious concerns, put an end to their authority in France.

III. 3. They were, in some measure, succeeded by the CUSTOMARY LAW-
It is not to be supposed, that the codes of law, of which we have been speak-

ing, entirely abrogated the usages or customs of the countries in which they
were promulgated. Those laws only were abrogated by them, which were
contrary to the regulations they established. In other respects, the codes not
only permitted, but, in some instances, expressly directed, that the ancient

usages should remain in force. Thus, in all the countries governed by the

ancient codes, there existed, at the same time, a written body of law, sanctioned

by public authority, and usages or customs, admitted to be of public authority,

by which those cases were governed, for which the written body of law con-

tained no provision. After the ancient codes and capitularies fell into desue-

tude, these customs multiplied. By degrees, written collections were made
of them. Some of these were made by public authority; others were the

collections of individuals, and depended therefore, for their weight, on the

private authority of the individuals by whom they were made, and the au-

thority, which they insensibly obtained, in the courts of justice. Collections

of this nature, committed to writing by public authority, form a considerable

part of the law of France, and are a striking feature of the jurisprudence of

that kingdom. The origin of them may be traced to the beginning of the

Capetian race. The monarchs of that line, in the charters, by which they
granted fiefs, prescribed the terms upon which they were to be held. These
they often abridged, enlarged and explained, by subsequent charters. They
also published charters of a more extensive nature. Some of these contained

regulations for the possessions of their own domain ; others contained general

regulations for the kingdom at large. In imitation of these, the great vassals

of the crown granted their charters, for the regulation of the possessions held
of them. In the same manner, when allodial land was changed to feudal,

charters were granted for the regulation of the fiefs ; and, when villeins were
enfranchised, possessions were generally given them, and charters were granted

to regulate these possessions. Thus each seigniory had its particular usages.

Such was their diversity, that, throughout the whole kingdom, there could
hardly be found two seigniories, whicli were governed, in every point, by the

same law. With a view more to ascertain, than to produce an uniformity in,

these usages, though the latter of these objects was not quite neglected,

Charles the Seventh and his successors caused to be reduced to writing, the
different local customs, which prevailed throughout the kingdom. In 1453,
some time after Charles the Seventh had expelled the English from France,
lie published an ordonnanct?, .by,>Yluch he directed, that ail the customs and
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usages should be ooinmittcd to writing, And verified by the practitioner« of

each place, then exanined and sanctioned by the great council and parliament

:

and that the customs, thus sanctioned, and those only, should have the force

of laws. Such were the obstacles in the way of this measure, that forty-two

years elapsed before the customs of any one place were verified. From that

time, the measure lingered, till the reign of Lewis the Twelfth ; it waw then

resumed. About the year 1G09, it was completed. The customs of Parig,

Orleans, Normandy, and some other places, were afterwards reformed. Those

of Artois and Saint Omer were reformed within the last hundred years. The
manner of proceeding, both in reducing the customs, and reforming them, was,

generally speaking, as follows. The king, by his letters patent, ordered an

assembly of the three states of each province. When this assembly met, it

directe(l the royal judges, greffiers, maires and syndics, to prepare memoirs

of all the customs, usages, and forms of practit^e, they had seen in use, from

of old . On receiving these memoirs, the states chose a certain number of

notables, and referred the memoirs to them, with directions to put them in

order, and to frame a cahier, or short minute of their contents. This was read

at the assembly of the states, and it was there considered, whether the cus-

toms were such, as they were stated to be, in the cahier. At each article,

any deputy of the state was at liberty to mention such observations as occurred

to him. The articles were then adopted, rejected, or modified, at the pleasure

of the assembly. They were then taken to parliament and registered. The
customs of each place, thus reduced to writing and sanctioned, were called the

coutumier of that place. These coutumiers were formed into one collection,

called the Coutianier de France^ or the Grand Coutumier. The best edition

of this is by Hichebourgh, in four volumes in folio. It contains near one hun-

dred collections of the customs of provinces, and two hundred collections of

the customs of cities, towns or villages. Each coutumier has been the subject

of a commentary. Five-and-twenty commentaries have appeared, (some of

them voluminous,) on the coutumier of Paris, alone. Of these commentaries,

that of Dumoulin has the greatest celebrity* Les FAaldissements de St. Louisy

hold a high rank for the wisdom, with which they are written, and the curious

matter they contain. The Coutumier dc Normandie^ for its high antiquity,

and the relation it bears to the feudal jurisprudence of England, is particularly

interesting to an Elnglish reader. Basnage's edition, and his learned commen-
tary upon it, are well known. But the most curious of all collections of feudal

law, is that intitled, Assizes dc Jerusalem.—In 1099, Jerusalem was taken bv
the Crusaders, under the command of Godfrey of Bouillon. He establishecf,

for the administration of justice in that city and the adjacent territory, two
tribunals; one, the Haute Cour, for the nobility; the other, the Cour dc la

Bourgeoisee, for the commonalty. The sovereign presided over the former,

the viscount over the latter: each had its code of law; the former was com-
piled, with the council of the patriarch, the barons, and the sages ; the latter,

with the council of the freemen and burghers. As these collections were
made by persons governed by the feudal polity, as it prevailed in the principal

states of Europe, they may be supposed to have contained some of its most
important principles and regulations; but, as the principal Crusaders came from
France, the collections may be supposed to contain more of tho laws and
usages of that country than of any other. The collection was called the Assizes
de Jerusalem; they were composed in the French language; and the autograph,
written in uncial letters, with gilt initials, was signed by the sovereign and the
patriarch, and deposited in the church of the Holy Sepulchre. It became
the nrcy of Saladin, when he retook Jerusalem. Partly from tradition, and
])artlv from its scattered fragments, a new edition of it was made, towards the
middle of the 13th century, by Jean de Ibelen, count of Joppe and Ascalon,
and lord of llama. A third edition of it was made in i^dj by tlie direction
of Peter of Lusiijnan, king of Cyprus, and deposited in the church of Nicosia,
in a chest, with four seals. Ail tnc Christian possessions of the crusaders were

governed
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governed by it; and, whenBaldwyn conquered Constantinople, he promulgated
it, in that city, for the government of his European subjects. When Cyprus
fell under the dominion of the Venetians, the copy, deposited at Nicosia, fell

into their hands. It was found difficult to understand the language of the text :

the Venetian government, in 1535, caused it to be translated into the Italian
language, and the translation to be magnificently printed ; the manuscript was
deposited in the church of St. Mark. La Thaumassiere pubhshed a French
translation of it in 1670; but, having been made from an imperfect copy,
Lewis the 16th obtained a magnificent transcript of the original from the senate
ofVenice. M. Bernardi, (De I'origine et desjwogrh de la legislation Fran^aise,
Paris 1816, octavo,) from whom this account of the Assizes de Jerusalem is

taken, speaks of it as a work of great merit, and thinks it superior to the Codes
Napoleon: these are five in number, the Code Civil, the Code Criminelle, the
Code de Commerce, the Code de Conscription, and the Code de Procedure. It

is allowed that the first possesses great merit, that the third is very faulty, and
that, whatever is good in any of them is rendered almost entirely useless by
the last, which has completely confounded and paralysed all the judicature of
the country.

Such are the principal sources of the feudal jurisprudence of the kingdom
ofFrance. It remains to take notice ofsome of the chief compilations by which
the feudal polity of other kingdoms is regulated. The authority, or at least

the influence, which the capitularies, had on these, has been already noticed.

After these, the attention is naturally directed to that collection, which, pro-
bably in the reign of Frederick the second, Hugolinus, a Bononian lawyer,

compiled from the writings of Obertus of Otto and Gerhardus Niger, and from
the various customary laws, then prevailing in Italy, and added under the title,

Decima Collatio, to the Novels. It is to be found in most editions of the

Corpus Juris Civilis. In the edition of Cujas it is divided into five books ; the

first contains the treatises of Gerhardus Niger; the second and third those of
Obertus of Otto ; the fourth is a selection from various authors ; the fifth is

a collection of constitutions of different emperors respecting feuds. To these

is added the golden Bull of the emperor Charles the fourth. Authors are by
no means agreed, either in the order, or division, of this collection. Several

editions have been published of it. In that published by Joannes Calvinus or

Calvus at Franckfort, in 1611, there is a collection of every passage, in the

canon law, that seems to relate to the law of feuds. As this edition is scarce,

and it may happen that some English reader may be desirous of seeing all

these passages, the following short account of Calvinus or Calvus's selection

of them, is transcribed from Hoffman's Dissertatio de Unico Juris feudalis

Longohardici Lihro.—Jurisprudentiamjeudalem, sex lihris compreliensam, sive

potius consiietudines Jeudonim, secundum distrihidionem Cujacianam, edidit, et

sub titulo lihrifeodorum VI, addidit, quidquid alicujus de hac materia momenti,

in uniierso corpore juris canonici expressum invcnerat ; hoc est totum titulum

decretalium Gregorii IX. sive capitula, Insinuatioiie 1. Et ex parte tua, 2. X.

defeudis, porro cap. cceterum, 5 et novit, 13 de Judiciis, cap. Quce in Eccle-

siarium, 7 de Constitutionibus, cap. Ad aures, 10 In quibusdam, 12 et Gravem,

l^DePcenis, cajj. Gravem, 53 de Sent, excomm. cap. Extransmissa, 6 et verum,

7 deforo competeiUe eorumque summaria. The next treatise to be mentioned

is, the Treatise de Beneficiis, generally cited under the appellation of, Auctor

vetus de Beneficiis. It was first published by Thomasius, at Halle, 1708, with

a dissertation on its author, and the time when it was written. He considers

it to be certain, that it was written after the year 800, and before the year 1 250,

and conjectures, that it was not written before the emperor Otho, and that it

was written before the emperor Conrad the second. To these must be added

the Jus Feudale Saxonicum; which seems to be part of, or an appendix to, a

treatise of great celebrity in Germany, intitled the Speculum Saxonicum.

The Jus Feudale Saxonicum, is said by Struvius, to have been translated, by

Goldastus, from the German, into the Latin language, for the benefit of the

Poles.
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Poles. It is supposed to have been published, between the year 1215 and the

year 1 250. The Spi'cnlum Sucvicum seems to have been composed, in imitation

of the Speculum Saxouicum, probably, between the year 1250 and the year

1400. To this is added the Jiis Fcudale Alleinankum^ composed about the

same time, and probably by the same author. But none of these collections

acquired the same authority, as the books of the fiefs. They were known by

the name of the Lombard law. Bv degrees they were admitted, as authority,

by most of the courts, and taught in most of the academies of Italy and

Germany. Like the civil and canon law, they became the subject of innu-

merable glosses. Those of Columbinus were so much esteemed, that, no one,

it is said, ventured to publish any after him. About the end of the 13th

century, James of Ardezenc published a new edition of the Gloss of Colum-
binus, and added, under the title of Capitula Extraordinaria, a collection of

adjudged cases, on feudal matters. This was inserted in some of the latter

editions of the Corpus Juris. About the year 1430, Minuccius de Prato

vcteri, a Bononian lawyer, by the orders of the emperor Sigismond, gave a new
edition of the Books of the Fiefs, with the Gloss of Columbinus. These were

confirmed by the emperor Sigismond, and afterwards by the emperor Frede-

rick tlie 3d, and publicly taught in the university of Bononia. Such are the

principal sources of the feudal jurisprudence of foreign countries.

IV. The early history of the feuds of foreign countries is

involved in a considerable degree of obscurity. That in the time of Pepin the

feudal polity arrived at a degree of maturity and consistence, is certain. It

must, therefore, have previously had its rise and progress. Some vestiges of

these are discoverable in the scanty materials which have reached us, of the

history and antiquities of those early times. We find mention in them of the

leuds,—of lands intrusted (commendati) by the king to his followers ;—of

estates, which, on account of the infidelity, or the cowardice of the proprietary,

or his placing himself under another lord, the king takes from him, and restores

to the fisc. There is also mention of the pares comitum, and the fideles, and
of reinvesting the leudes, who had been unjustly deprived of their possessions.

At first kings alone granted fiefs. They granted them to laymen only, not to

ecclesiastics ; and to such only who were free, and probably to the most im-

portant only of their followers. They were not granted for any certain or

determinate period of time ; they were not transmissible to the descendants of

the grantee ; they were resumable on the bad conduct of the vassal, without

the sovereign's being obliged to show the cause of the resumption, or having

recourse to any judicial process. The vassal had no power to alienate them.
Every freeman was subject to the obligation of military duty ; this was the

case, in a more particular manner, of the feudal tenants ; they were to attend

the sovereign on horseback, and in complete armour, that is, with the breast-

plate, the shield, the spear, the helmet, and the sword. They were to guard
his life, member, mind, and right honour. They were first called homines,

fidclcs, letides, antrustiones ; to all these the appellation o£ vassals succeeded.
It appears, that, in early times, the feudal tenants were numerous. A consi-

derable part however of the subjects were free from the feudal tenure. The
lands held by these, were called allodial. The proprietors of them, were under
the general obligation of military service, and were subject to general taxation,

Their particular nature was chiefly discernible in this, that they differed

from the villeins, as they were freemen ; and from the feudal tenants, as their

possessions were from the first hereditary. For, originally, the crown itself

i»a8 not, in the sense in which we now use the word, hereditary. A marked
preference was always shown, both by the sovereign and the nation, to the
royal lineage. But by each, the strict line of hereditary descent, was occa-
sionally interrupted, by calling to the throne a remote relation, to the prejudice
of the actual heir. The government was monarchical ; but strongly controlled
by the people. Twice a year, the people, or as they were afterwards called,

the
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the states, assembled. The first of these general assemblies, was held originally

**^^Ar*in the month of March, afterwards in the month of May; and always in open

Jf- \ air. Hence from the time of meeting, the expression U chamj) de Mars, after-

j wards le champ de Mai. The second assembly was held in the autumn. It

f/la^^j was divided into two classes. The first comprised the bishops, the abbots, the
'^JZ dukes, the counts, and the elders of the nation ; and all of them had delibera-

--' ^^^tive voices in the assembly. The second contained the magistrates, and the

uA*V inferior officers; but these attended only to receive the orders of the assembly.

^^^ The king proposed the subjects of debate, by his referendary ; the members of

the first class deliberated upon them; the king pronounced the decision. The
*^^r^%jc,is were reduced to writing, under the name ofcapitularies, and the execution

of them was intrusted to the members of the second class. The governors

of provinces were called dukes ; the counts were subordinate to them, and
administered justice, in the districts committed to their care. The missi regii,

were commissaries appointed by the king to attend to the general administra-

tion of justice throughout the nation. Next to the counts were the barons,

or the chief land-owners ; then followed the general body of freemen ; after

these came the artisans, the labourers, and the villeins. The general admi-

nistration of affairs was intrusted to the almoner, who was at the head of the

clergy. The referendary and chancellor were the chief counsellors of state

:

then followed the chamberlain, the count of the palace, the high steward, the

butler, the constable, the marshal, the four first huntsmen, and the grand

falconer.

I

Such appears to be the general outline of the feudal government, during the

I

Carlovingian line. That line was extinguished, in France, by the accession of

j
the Capetian line ; in Germany, by the accession of the House of Saxony ; and

.' in Italy, by the usurpation of the dukes. Soon after^ or perhaps some time
^ before this event, fiefs became hereditary. Even the offices of duke, count and

( margrave, and the other high offices of the crown, were transmitted in the

course of hereditary descent: and not long after, the right of primogeniture

was universally established. It first took place in the descent of the crown,

but was soon admitted by every branch of the feud. This stability of pos-

session was an immense addition to the power of the crown vassals. It enabled

them to establish an independency of the crown. They usurped the sovereign

property of the land, with civil and military authority over the inhabitants.

The possessions, thus usurped, they granted out to their immediate tenants,

and these granted them over to others, in like manner. By this means, though

they always professed to hold their fiefs from the crown, they were in fact ab-

solutely independent of it. They assumed, in their territories, every royal pre-

rogative ; they promulgated laws ; they exercised the power of life and death;

they coined money ; fixed the standard of weights and measures ;
granted

safeguards ; entertained a military force ; and imposed taxes, with every other

right supposed to be annexed to royalty. In their titles, they styled them-

selves, Dukes, &c. " by the grace of God," a prerogative avowedly confined

to sovereign power. It was even admitted that, if the king refused to do the

lord justice, the lord might make war against him. In the ordonnances of

St. Lewis, ch. 50, is this remarkable passage :
" If the lord says to his liege

" tenant, Come with me, I am going to make war against my sovereign, who
" has refused me the justice of his court ; upon this, the liegeman should

" answer in this manner to the lord ; I would willingly go to the king to know
*' the truth of what you say, that he has denied you his court. And th<m he
*' shall go to the king, saying to him in this manner ; Sir, the lord in whose
" liegeance and fealty I am, has told me you have refused the justice of your
" court ; and upon this I am come expressly to your majesty, to know if it is

" so ; for my lord has summoned me to go to war with you. And thereupon,

" if the king answers, that he will do no judgment in his court, the man shall

" return immediately to his lord, and his lord shall equip him, and fit him out at

" his own expense ; and if he will not go with him, he shall lose his fief by
" right.

i
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" right. Hut if the king answers, that he will heai* him, and do justice to
" the lord, the man shall return to him, and shall say : Sir, the king has said
** to me, that he will willingly do you justice in his court. Upon which, if the
" lord says, I never will enter into the king's court, come therefore with me,
** accordmg to the summons I have sent you ; then the man shall say, I will

** not go with you ; and he shall not lose his fief for his not going." This

shows how poweriul and absolute the great vassals were. The same motive

which induced the vassals of the crown to attempt to make themselves inde-

pendent of the crown, induced their tenants to make themselves independent

of them. This introduced an ulterior state of vassalage. The king was
called the Sovereign Lord; his immediate vassal was called the Suzereign ; and
the tenants holding of him were called the arrere vassals. Between these and
the sovereign, the connection was very small. In those reigns, even, when the

power of the monarch was greatest, his authority over the arrere vassals was
faint, and indirect. Of this the history of Joinville presents a striking instance :

Previously to the departure of St. Lewis on the crusade, he summoned an
assembly of his barons to attend him, and required them to swear, that, on
the event of his decease during the expedition, they would be loyal and true

to his son. Joinville his historian, a feudatory of the count of Champaigne,
though he possessed a most enthusiastic veneration for the king, and the

warmest attachment to his person, refused, on account of his vassalage to the

count, to take the oath ; his words are " // le me dematida, maisje ne voxfaire
poifit de serementj carje nestoie pas son home.** The consequence was, that

in every kingdom there were as many sovereigns, with the power and ensigns

of royalty, as there were powerful vassals. With respect to France, Hugh
Capet acquired the crown of that kingdom, by availing himself of the extreme
v/eakness, to which it was reduced by the system of subinfeudation. After he
acquired the throne, he used his utmost efforts to restore it to its ancient

splendor and strength. His successors pursued his views with undeviating at-

tention and policy ; and with so much success, that, previously to the accession

of Lewis the 13th, the seventy-two great fiefs of France were united to the

crown, and all their feudal lords attended, at the states general in 1G14, ^^^^

last that were held, till the late memorable assembly of them in 1789. This
system of re-union was completed by the accession of the provinces of Lor-
raine and Bar to the crown of France, in 1735. See Abreve Chronologique

de grands Fiefs de la Couronne de France. Paris, 1729. Like France, Spain
was broken into as many principalities as it contaioed barons. In the course
of time, they were all absorbed in the more powerful kingdoms of Arragon
and Castile ; and, by the marriage of Ferdinand, the sovereign of Arragon,
with Isabella, the sovereign of Castile, they were all united to descend in the
same line. No such re-union took place in the empire. Under the immediate
successors ofCharlemagne, it was broken into innumerable principalities, never
to be re-united. If we allow for the difference of public and private manners,
it presents the same spectacle at this day, as the other states of Europe pre-
sented formerly, but, which is now peculiar to itself— a complex association

of principalities more or less powerful, and more or less connected, with a
nominal sovereignty in the emperor, as its supreme feudal chief. In England
no such dismemberment as that we have been speaking of, took place ; nor
did the nobles ever acquire, in England, that sovereign or even independent
power, which they acquired in Spain, Germany, or France. The power and
mfluence of some of the English nobles were certainly great, and sometimes
overshadowed royalty itself. But it is evident, that Nevil the great earl of
Warwick, and the nobles of the house of Percy, the greatest subjects ever
known in the country, were, in strength, dignity, power and influence, and in

every other point of view, greatly inferior to the dukes of Brittany or Bur-
gundy, or the counts of Flanders. The nature of this note neither requires
nor allows a further deduction of the public history of the feuds of Europe :

the four circumstances we have mentione|l, —the heirship of fiefs, the right of

primogeniture,
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primogeniture, the intermediate sovereignty of the crown vassals, and the
introduction of subinfeudation, completed the triumph of the feud over
monarchy. Here tlie historical deduction naturally closes. The Carlovingian
family is the important link, which connects ancient with modern history,

Roman jurisprudence with the codes of the German tribes, and the law of
civil obligation with the law of tenure.

V. Before we quit the subject of foreign feuds, it may not be unacceptable
to the reader, that we should state, in a few words, the nature, first, of the
STATES GENERAL ; SCCOudly, OF THE PARLIAMENTS ; thirdly, OF THE NOBI'
LiTY OF THE NATIONS ON THE CONTINENT, whcrc the fcudal polity lias bccn
introduced; and, fourthly, some observations on the difference between
THE parliament AND NOBILITY OF ENGLAND, AND THE PARLIAMENT AND
nobility OF THE COUNTRIES ON THE CONTINENT.

V. 1 . It appears, from what has been already mentioned in this annotation,

that the National Assembly on the Champ de Mars, and the Champ de Mai,
consisted of a body of individual chieftains, convened by their prince. After
the chieftains had made their governments independent and hereditary, the

National Assembly was a convention of hereditary chiefs of particular states,

bringing to it their own vassals. To this assembly, the Commons, who had no
place in the national assembly, as it was originally constituted, obtained, by de-

grees, a right of admittance. Then, the national assembly became constituted,

not of the three orders of the state,—for it is anticipating events, to give them
this appellation,—but o^the three states, ofwhich the nation was composed. The
first, were those, governed by the great ecclesiastical vassals; the second, were
those, governed by the great lay vassals ; the third, were civil coftimunities, go-
verned by municipal officers. The two former attended in person, bringing, aswe
have said, their own vassals with them; the last, attended by deputies. After-

wards, the great ecclesiastical and great lay vassals sinking in power, the general
body of the clergy arose into consequence, and became the order of the clergy.

On the similar depression of the great lay vassals, the general body of the nobles

rose into consequence, and became the order of the nobility ; the commonalty
retained their place, but increased in consequence. Thus constituted, the
three bodies became the three orders of the state, and in the course of time,

the first and second as well as the third order, appeared by dej)uties.

V. 2. But, in the mean time, a new power rose in the kingdom. In most
countries on the Continent, and particularly in France and Germany, the sove-

reign had a large patrimonial territory, which had its plaids or parliameiit, for

trying the causes of its occupants. This territory descended to his successors ;

and, as the great fiefs were re-united to the crown, the plaids or parliament of

the original patrimonial territory of the sovereign became the plaids or parlia-

ment of the land-owners of these estates. At first, particularly while judicial

combats lasted,-the parliaments administered justice, by a species of military

law ; insensibly, the parliament became a court of civil justice and civil forms,

and the king's supreilie council. By degrees, it superseded the national con-

vention of the states, so far, that the national convention was less frequently

called, and at length fell into such desuetude, that the assembly of the states,

in 1614, was the last that was held, before the memorable assembly of the

states in 1789.
V. 3. With respect toforeign nobilit?/,—in France, soon after the accession of

the Capetian line ; in Germany, soon after the house of Hapsburgh became im-

perial, the distinction was introduced, of lineage royal, lineage noble, and
lineage purely free. The first was composed ofprinces, or those, who claimed

a royal descent, through royal descents : the second was composed of dukes,

counts, marquises, and barons, or those, who claimed a noble descent, through

noble descents :—after these, came the knights and their esquires ; with the

esquire, the class of nobility ended ; and then came the mere freeman. This

distinction
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distinction lias been preserved in Germany. In France, all the great fiefa

were re-united to the crown, and the inferior nubility lost much of their terri-

torial power and influence; so that, towards the end of the reign of Lewis
the 13th, tlicy were little more than a privileged and iavoured order, but

wholly dependent on the king, and subject to the law.— But, it must be
remarked, that dukes, marquises, counts, viscounts and barons, «s such, were

not noble. Those only were noble, who could prove their nobility, from the

time when fiefs became hereditary, these were said to be noble nf name and
arms; or those, who could prove a century of nobility in their family; these

were said to be 7ioble of race and extraction. To these must be added the

ennobled in consequence of grant or office.

V. 4. Jlie difference between the English 7iobility and English parliament, and
the nobility and parliaments of the nations on the Continent, is very remarkable.

The three states and three orders of the state on the Continent have been
mentioned. In almost every country on the Continent, the third state, or third

order of the state, was originally distinguished from the nobility, and consisted

of the commonalty only. In England, all the barons or lords of those manors,

which were held immediately of the king, were entitled to a seat in the national

council. In the course of time, they became numerous, and the estates of

many ofthem became very small. This introduced a difference in their personal

importance. In consequence of it, the great barons were personally summoned
to parliament by the king ; the small barons were summoned to it, m the aggre-

gate, by the sheriff. They assembled in distinct chambers. The king met the

great barons in person ; but except, when he summoned their personal attend-

ance, left the latter to their own deliberations. These, and some concurrent

circumstances, elevated the great to a distinct order from the smaller barons,

and confounded the latter with the general body of the freeholders.

In the mean time, a considerable revolution took place in the right to the

English peerage. From being territorial, it became personal ;—in other words,

instead of conferring on a favoured subject a territory, which, being held of
the king, made him a baron, and, of course, a peer of parliament, it often hap-

pened that the king conferred on him the peerage, with reference to a territory,

but without conferring on him any interest in the territory. The same revo-

lution took place, in respect to the high offices of dukes, marquises, earls, and
viscounts. These were originally territorial offices, which were exercisable

within certain districts, and entitled the possessors of them to a seat in the
national council. By degrees, these also became mere personal honours, the king
frequently granting them to a person and his heirs, with a nominal reference to

a district; but, without the slightest authority within it: and, when they were
granted in this manner, if the party had not a baronial dignity, the king con-
ferred it on him, and thus entitled him to a seat in the higher house Where
the dignity was hereditary, if he had more than one male descendant, his eldest

son only took his seat in the house ; and the brothers and sisters of that son
were commoners. Thus, a separate rank of nobility, unknown to foreigners,

was introduced in England ; and thus, in opposition to a fundamental principle

of the French law, that every gentleman in France is a nobleman,— it became
a principle of the English law, that no English gentleman is a nobleman,
unless he is a peer of the upper house of parliament.

In the manner which we have mentioned, the parliament of England became
divided into two houses, the Lords and Commons, and, together with the king,
constituted the legislature of the nation ; but its judicial power generally fell

into disuse, except in causes which are brought before the House of Lords
by appeal. The reverse of this happened, in every other country on the Con-
tinent,—there, the parliament subsided into a high court ofjustice for the last

resort, and a court of royal revenue.—The nature of Roman, German, French,
and English nobility, is more fully explained in the writers Succinct account of
the Geographical and Political Revolutions of Germany, or the Principal States,

uhich composed the Empire of Charlemagne, from his .Coronalioji in 800, to Hf
dissolution
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dissolution in 1806; fjoith some account of the Genealogies of the Imperial
House of Hapsburgh, and of the Six Secular Electors of Germany; and of
Roman, German, French, and English Nobility,

VI. It remains to say something of the REVOLUTIONS OF THE FEUD IN
THE JURISPRUDENCE OF OUR OWN NATION.

VI. 1. AS TO THE TIME WHEN IT WAS INTRODUCED. Whether feuds
prevailed in England, before the Norman conquest, has been the subject of
much dispute. In 1607, an event happened, which occasioned the question
to be discussed, with a profusion of learning. Several estates within the coun-
ties of Roscommon, Sligo, Mayo, and Galway, being unsettled as to their titles,

king James the 1st, by commission, under the great seal, authorized certain

commissioners, of whom Sir Henry Spelman was one, to make grants of these
estates. In exercise of this authority, the commissioners made a grant of lands
in Mayo to lord Dillon. King Charles the 1st issued a commission, to inquire

into defective titles: and orders were given, that all persons, who had any of
the estates in question by letters patent from the crown, should produce the
letters, or an enrolment of them, before the lord deputy and council. In pur-
suance of these orders, the letters patent to lord Dillon were produced. It

was found, that the lands were granted to them " to the lord Dillon and his
" heirs, to hold by knight service, as of his majesty's castle of Dublin," It was
admitted, that the commissioners had exceeded their commission, in reserving

a mean tenure, to the prejudice of the crown, when they ought to have reserved,

either an express tenure, by knight service, in capite, or not to have mentioned
any tenure ; in which case, the law would have implied a tenure in capite.

The question, therefore, was, whether the deficiency ofthe tenure so far affected

the grant, as wholly to destroy the legal effect of it ; or, whether the letters

patent might not be good, as to the land, and void only as to the tenure. The
case was argued, several days, by counsel, on both sides, and was afterwards

referred to the judges. They were required by the lord deputy and council,

to consider of it, and to return their resolution. The judges disagreeing in

opinion, it was thought necessary, for public satisfaction, to have it argued
solemnly by them all. This was done, accordingly. Those who contended for

the validity of the letters patent, urged, among other arguments, that tenures

in capite were brought into England by the conquest, but, that grants were
by the common law; and, being more ancient than tenures, must, of necessity,

be distinct from the thing granted. From this, they inferred, that, though the

reservation were void, the grant itself might be good. In the course of their

arguments, on this point, they observed, that Sir Henry Spelman was mistaken,

when, in his Glossary, under the word Feudum, he referred the original of feuds

to the Norman conquest. This drew from him a reply. He published it under
the title, '' Of the Original Tenure by Knight Service in England." In this

work, he argues, with great learning and strength of argument, that tenures,

such as they were granted, in the letters patent, by himself and the other com-
missioners, in Ireland, were not in use before the conquest. He distinguishes

between what he calls the servitia militaria and the servitutes militares. He
contends, that the grievances and servitudes offiefs, as wardships, marriages, &c.
which to that day, he says, were never known to other nations, governed by
the feudal law, were introduced by the conqueror. But he seems to concede,
that, in a general sense, military service and feuds, were known to the Saxons.
In this middle opinion, he appears to be followed by two very great authorities,

lord Hale and sir William Blackstone. Almost all writers, however, are

agreed, that, in the reign of the conqueror, the feudal law was completely esta-

blished. Upon the whole, the most probable conjecture appears to be, that

evident traces of something similar to the feud, may be traced in the Saxon
polity; that it was established, with its concomitant appendage of fruits and
services, by the Norman barons, in the possessions, which were parcelled out

among them, by the conqueror ; and that, about the middle of his reign, it was
formally,
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formally and universally established by law. This universality of tenure, is,

perhaps, peculiar to Kngland. In other kingdoms, those parts of the lands,

which were permitted to remain in the hands of the natives, and a considerable

part of those, which the conquerors parcelled out among themselves, were not

originally subject to tenure. In the earliest age, however, of the feudal law,

some advantages attended tenure, and frequently occasioned the conversion of

allodial into feudal property. But in the anarchy, which followed the removal

of the Carlovingian dynasty, there was an end of all political government: so

that almost all persons found it advantageous to enter into the feud. To effect

this, they delivered up their lands sometimes to the sovereign, sometimes to

some powerful lord, and sometimes to the church, on condition to receive it

back in feudality. Lands thus delivered and returned, received the appella-

tion oi\feudn data et ohlata. Some portion of lands, however, still remained

free. Of this the proportion differs in the countries on the continent. In

some, the courts presume it to be feudal, till it is proved to be allodial. In

others, the presumption is in favour of its allodiality. See before G3.a. note i.

But with us, in the eye of the law, tenure is universal ; that is, the dominium
directum of all the lands in the kingdom is in the crown ; the dominium utile

of them is in the tenant.

VI. 2. AS TO THE FRUITS AND INCIDENTS OF THE FEUDAL TENURE.
These, in the original simplicity ofthe feud, were reducible to two : on the part

of the lord, to the obligation ofwarranty, that is, to defend the title of his tenant

against all others, and, when subinfeudation was introduced, to the further

obligation of acquittal, that is, to keep the tenant free from molestation, in

respect of the services due to the lords paramount : on the part of the tenant,

to an obligation, of giving his lord his aid, that is, his military assistance, and
services in defence of the feud. But this primitive simplicity of reciprocal

obligation, was soon destroyed- Different sorts of tenures were established,

and the fruits and incidents of them were multiplied. A detail of these does
not seem to be required in this place; especially as a full and masterly account
of them has been already given by Mr. justice Blackstone.

VI. 3. The branches of feudal jurisprudence, which principally concern the

tenures ofLittleton and sir Edward Coke's commentary, and which, therefore,

may be thought such as at once call for and limit the present investigation, are

those which relate to the inheritance and alienation of the feud.—With respect

to the INHERITANCE OF THE FEUD, it may be observed, that, at the same time,

that succession itself prevails in every civilized country, the principle, by which
it is governed, and the order in which it proceeds, are, every where, different.

The principle and order of the feudal succession, are peculiar to that system of
polity. Nothing, perhaps, will show these in so strong a light, as bringing them
into contrast with the doctrines of inheritance in the civil law. It has been
already observed, that, in the Roman law, the distinction between real and per-
sonal property, except in tlie term of prescription, is seldom discoverable ; but
that in the feudal law, the legal incidents and qualities of the two kinds of pro-
perty are entirely dissimilar. This is no where more striking, than in the article

of inheritance. The Roman law of inheritance embraces both kinds of pro-

perty, equally; the feudal law of inheritance, is, most strictly, confined to real

property, and, (it was almost said,) turns with disdain, from all property of the
personal kind. By the Roman law, the heir was a person instituted by the
party himself, or, in default ofsuch institution, appointed by the law, to succeed
both to his real and personal property, and to all his rights and obligations. In
the feudal law, he is a person related in blood to the ancestor ; and, in conse-
quence of that relationship, entitled, either, merely by act of law, or, by the

concurrent effect of law and the charter of investiture, to succeed, at the ances-
tor's decease, to his real or immovable property, not given away from him by
will. In the civil law, he was considered, as representing the person of the de-
ceased; in consequence of that supposed representation, the law cast on him
the property and rights of the deceased, and fixed on him all the deceased's

Vol. II. H charges
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succession, than is to be found in the law of almost any other country, governed
by the feudal polity. To us also, it seems to be peculiar, to exclude the parent
and all others in the ascending line, from the immediate succession to the fief.

But, the most striking point of difference between the Roman, and the feudal,

course of succession, is, the prerogative allowed by the latter to primogeniture.
. To the eldest son, the Roman law showed no preference ; wherever the feudal

polity has been established, he has been allowed several important prerogatives.

In England primogeniture obtained in military fiefs, as early as the reign of
William the Conqueror, but, with this qualification, that, where the father had
several fiefs, theprimum patrisfeudum, only, belonged to the eldest son. In the

reign of Henry the 2d, primogeniture prevailed absolutely in military fiefs, and
in the reign of Henry the 3d, or soon afterwards, the same absolute right to the

succession by primogeniture, obtained in socage lands. Thus, in all countries,

Tvhere the feud has been established, a marked distinction in the order of suc-

cession, has, in direct opposition to every principle and practice of the Roman
law, been shown to primogeniture. Usii, says Zoesius, ad omniafeuda serpsit,

ut rel ex asse majori cedant^ vel major pnscipuum aliquod in Us habeant. But, it

is observable, that a total exclusion of the younger sons is, perhaps, peculiar

to England. In other countries, some portion of the fief, or some charge upon
it, is in many cases, at least, secured by law, to the younger sons. In some
places, this is secured to them for their lives only ; in others, their descendants

succeed to it. Still, the eldest son, in the eye of the law, represents the fee.

In Spain, the patrimony is divided into fifteen shares. Three shares, that is, a
fifth of the whole, are first subtracted ; afterwards, four shares, or a third of
the remaining twelve shares. This fifth and third, as they are called, are

termed a majoratus, and are at the free disposition of the parents ; the re-

maining shares are appropriated to the children. The majoratus, may be, and
generally is, entailed upon the eldest son of the family, but a greater portion

of the patrimony cannot be settled on him, without leave from the crown.

The singular nature of this provision, has occasioned a particular mention of

it by most feudal writers ; it was therefore thought proper to notice it, in

this place. Any further mention of tlie particular customs respecting primo-
geniture, appears unnecessary.

VI. 5. Another striking point of difference behveen the Roman and the feudal
polityy with respect to real property, is, the contrast between THE ABSOLUTE
DOMINION OVER THE INHERITANCE, with which the Roman law invested

the heir, and the numerous and intricate fetters, with which the feudal juris-

prudence (of England particularly) has permitted it to be bound. The Roman
law, (it has been already stated at some length,) permitted a person to appoint

his heir, and invested him, on the testator's decease, with all his rights and
obligations. Before Justinian introduced the benefit of the inventory, as the

heir, by accepting the inheritance, subjected himself to all the testator's debts,

the office was sometimes refused, as dangerous. This gave rise to the vulgar,

the pupillar, and the quasi-pupillar substitution. The vulgar substitution was,

where the testator appointed one to be his heir, and, if he refused, substituted

another in his place. These conditional substitutions might be extended to

any number of heirs. When they were made, the heirs instituted under them,
were called, in succession, to accept or refuse, the inheritance. When once an
heir accepted the inheritance, it vested in him absolutely, and all the subse-

quent substitutions then entirely failed. The pupillar substitution was, where
a father substituted an heir to his children, under his power of disposing of

his own estate and theirs, in case the child refused to accept the inheritance, or

died before the age ofpuberty . The -quasi-pupillar substitution was, where the

children past puberty, being unable, from some infirmity of mind or body, to

make a testament for themselves, the father, in imitation of the pupillar

substitution, made' a testament for them. In all these cases, it is evident the

dominion over^ and substance of, the inheritance were preserved entire and
unqualified.
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unqualified. In two instances, and in these only, the Roman law admitted an
exception to their integrity. The first was, in the case of an usufruct ; where
a right wiis given to one person, to use and enjoy the profits of a thing

belonging to another. The second was, the case of ajidci commissuyn, when
the inheritance was disposed, in whole, or in part, to an heir, in trust, that he
should dispose of it to another. But neither of these devises suspended the

absolute vesting of the inheritance. An usufruct could not be extended
beyond the life of the usufructuary. Thejidci commissarins, (the person bene-

ficially interested in the inheritance,) could compel from the hccresjiduciarius,

(the trustee,) a transfer of the inheritance immediately on the accruer of his

right. Thus the property and dominion of the inheritance absolutely vested in

him in equity, with an immediate right to compel a legal transfer of it. In this

manner, b}'^ the Roman law, the heir succeeded, in every case, to the absolute

property ofthe inheritance, and to all the rights and obligations ofthe ancestor.

It should, however, be observed, that this account of the simplicity of the

Roman law, with respect to the tenure, if it may be so called, of property,

applies to it only, in the state of simplicity, in which it was placed, by the

Trebellian and Pegasian decrees. In a further part of this annotation, we shall

have occasion to mention the alteration occasioned by the introduction of
fidei-commissary substitutions. These are to be considered, as a departure
from the genuine spirit of the Roman law, in the doctrines respecting inherit-

ances. See Hubert Prcclcctiones ad Inst. lib. 2. tit. 23. § 18. From that spirit,

nothing could be more different, with respect to the tenure and modifications of
property, than the regulations of the feudal law. According to these, the heir

derived his title, no otherwise through his ancestor, than from the necessity of
mentioning him in his pedigree. This enabled him to describe himself, as an
object, to whom the succession was originally limited. Thus he was a nominee
in the original grant ; he took every thing from the grantor, nothing from his

ancestor. The consequence was, that, while the absolute or ultimate owner-
ship was supposed to reside in the lord, the ancestor and the heirs took
equally as a succession of usufructuaries, each of whom, during his life,

enjoyed the beneficial, but none of whom possessed, or could lawfully dispose

of, the direct or absolute dominion of the property. Thus, while, by the
Roman law, and the law of almost every other country, property is vested in

the possessor solely and absolutely, every species of feudal property is neces-

sarily subject to the three distinct and clashing, though concurrent, rights of
tlie lord, the tenant and the heir. It follows, that, by the original principles

of the feudal law,Jiefs could neither be aliened nor charged with debts, and in

direct contradiction to almost every other system of law, the feudal system of
polity made land unalienable, and absolutely took it out of commerce.

VI. 6. The various modes which have been used, in the countries
WHERE THE FEUD HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED, TO ELUDE, OR OVERTHROW, THE
RESTRAINTS UPON ALIENATION, form one of the most important parts of
feudal learning. The mode, by which this has been effected in England, is

peculiar to itself.
^
It has been the principal occasion of the striking difference,

to be observed, in the feudal jurisprudence of England, and that of other
countries. One artifice to elude the feudal restraint upon alienation, seems to

have been resorted to, by every nation where the feudal policy has been
established,—that of subinfeudation. Its effect, in aggrandizing the vassals,

and rendering them independent of the throne, has been already noticed. It

also served as an indirect mode of transferring the fief. It was inhibited in

England, to all but the king's vassals, by the statute quia emptores terraruvty

18 Edward 1st; and this inhibition was extended to the king's vassals, by the

sX&i\iX& de prerogatiia regisy 17 Edw. 2. c. 6. In most other countries, it is

still allowed, under some restrictions. The chief of these are, 1st. That it

must be a real subinfeudation, and not a sale, or other transaction, under the

appearance or colour of a subinfeudation; 2d. That the sub-vassal must be of

H 3 equal,
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equal, or at least, of suitable rank and circumstances. And, 3dly. The con-

ditions, so far as the lord is interested in them, must be the same, as those,

upon which the original investiture is granted. In other respects, the feudal

history of alienation has varied. As it now stands, in almost every country,

the lord's consent must be had. But in some, it still continues a matter of

favour, in others, it is a matter of right, to which the tenant is always entitled,

on paying certain fines to the lord. The principal of these are the quint and
the lod.s et xentes. These the lord claims on every sale. In other cases, where
the fief is transferred from one to another, the lord claims the relevium or droit

de rachat, which, generally, is one year's produce of the fief. In many coun-

tries, where the tenant sells his fief, the lord has a jus retractus, or retrait

feodal, by which, he has a right to become, himself, the purchaser of the fief,

on reimbursing the stranger the price paid by him, for the purchase of it, and
the costs attending the purchase. In many countries, also, the right of the

heir is consulted by giving him the retrait lignager, by which, when a fief is

sold, a relation of the vendor, within a certain degree of parentage, may
entitle himself to repurchase the fief by an offer of the purchase money, inte-

rest, costs, and expenses, or as it is termed in the writ, offre de bourse^ deniers,

loyaux courts a parjciire. Such is the general history of alienation in foreign

countries. The history of alienation in England is very difi'erent. A liberty

of alienating lands of purchase, at least where the party had no son, is allowed

by a law of Henry the 1st, and expressly recognized by a law of Henry the 2d.

Some time afterwards, it obtained generally, with little or no limitation. The
indirect mode of aliening, through the medium of subinfeudation, the restraint

of it, by magna charia, and its total abolition by the statutes quia emptores,

and de prerogativa regis, have been already noticed.

VI. 7. But while the restraints upon alienation, so far as it was contrary

to the general principles of the feudal tenure, were thus gradually removed,

the policy and private views of individuals, found means to impose new
restraints upon it. This was done by the introduction of conditional fees at the

common law, and afterwards by the INTRODUCTION OF ENTAILS. We shall

consider this species of limitation of property, with a view to the different

modes of it, which have been admitted by the Roman law, and by the laws of

France, Spain, Germany, Scotland, and England. With respect to the Roman
iaiVf we have already had occasion to notice its simplicity, in the inheritance

of property, as it was settled by the Trebellian and Pegasian decrees, and its

alteration, in this respect, by the introduction of the fidei-commissa. These
gave rise to successive fidei-commissary substitutions. By multiplying these,

and by prohibiting each substitute from aliening the inheritance, property was
absolutely taken out of commerce, and fixed, in a settled and invariable course

of devolution, in particular families. There is reason to suppose this mode of

settling property was never common, and the policy of Justinian soon inter-

fered to check it. By the 159th Novel, he restrained fidei-commissary substi-

tutions to four degrees, including the party himself, who instituted the substitu-

tion. With the third substitute, therefore, the power of the testator expired, the

absolute dominion vesting absolutely in him. This, in some measure, restored the

law to its primitive simplicity. A similar progress is discoverable in the history

of French Jurisprudence respecting Substitutions. The law of Fra;nce appears

to have generally admitted perpetual substitutions. The ordonnance ofOrleans,

in 1560, restrained them to two degrees, exclusive of the instituant. That
ordonnance not having a retrospective operation, and the inconvenience arising

from prior substitutions being greatly felt, the ordonnance of Moulins, in i ^66,
restrained all substitutions, anterior to the ordonnance of Orleans, to the fourth

degree of the instituant. The ordonnance of 1747 fixed the law on this import-

ant branch of real property. It was framed with great dehberation, by the

chancellor d'Aguesseau, after taking the sentiments of every parliament in the

kingdom, upon forty -five different questions proposed to them on the subject.

These
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These questions, and the answers of the parliaments, Iiave been published under
the title, Questions cunccrnant Ics Subsiitulions, Toulouse, 1770. The ordon-

nance of 1747 confined substitutions, with some exceptions, to two degrees, and
directed the degrees to be computed, by the individuals, in whom the sub-

stitution vested. Upon this, it was held, that if the testator appointed several

persons, jointly, to the inheritance, they formed, together, but one degree ; if

he appointed to it several persons successively, though in the same degree of

kindred, as brotliers or sisters, each person in whom the succession vested,

formed one degree. The mode of settlement used in Spain, by what is termed

a Majoratus, has been already noticed. In Germany , the restraints imposed by
the feudal law, on the alienation of property confinea by the original investiture,

to a particular channel of descent, still prevail; so tliat the same intricate

entails subsist with them, as with us ; without those modes of eluding them
which the laws of England have sanctioned. The tailzies or entnils of Scotland

appear still more intricate. The least restrictive of these is called a Simple

Destination. It is defeasible and attachable by creditors, so that it amounts to

no more than a designation who is to succeed to the estate, in case the tem-

porary possessor neither disposes of it, nor charges it. The next degree of

tailzie, is a tailzie with prohibitory clauses. The proprietor of an estate of

this nature cannot convey it gratuitously, but he may dispose of it for onerous

causes, and it may be attached by creditors. The substitutes, however, as

creditors by virtue of the prohibitory clause, may by a process in Scotland,

termed an inhibition, secure themselves against future debts or contracts.

The third and strictest degree of tailzie, is a tailzie guarded with irritant and
resolutive clauses. This is a complete bar to every species of alienation,

voluntary or involuntary. The efficacy of these clauses, both against the heir,

and the creditors of the tenant in tail, aliening, was established in 1G62, by a

solemn decision of the judges of Scotland, in the case of the viscount Stormont
against the creditors of the earl of Anandale ; and that decision was sanctioned

by a statute of the Scottish parliament in 1 685. This mode of entail appears

to be greatly discouraged by the judicature of the country ; and modes of

eluding it have been discovered, and allowed in their courts of justice. With
respect to English entails, we have taken notice of the maxim of the Roman
law, that no man can name an heir to succeed to his heir ; and, of the opposite

maxim of our law, that God only can make an heir, not man. The latter

maxim was understood, with this qualification, that, though the party could not

introduce a person into the heirship of the fief, who was not originally capable

of inheriting the fief, by being of the blood of the donee, still he might give a
preference to a particular class of persons, falling within that description, and
might exclude others. Thus, in England, according to sir William Blackstone,

(lib. 2. c. 7. s. 2.) as in all other, countries, where fiefs have prevailed, they

might originally be limited to the male, either in preference to, or in utter

exclusion of, the female descendants of the party. In the same manner, they
might be limited to a male and his descendants, by a particular wife, or to a
female and her descendants, by a particular husband, or to both the parents and
the heirs of both their bodies. These, at the common law, were all termed
Estates infee-simple conditional. The condition, from which these estates took
their appellation, did not prevent the fee from vesting in the donee, immediately
upon the gift ; it only authorized the donor to re-enter, if the party had not

issue, or, if, having issue, the issue afterwards failed, and neither the donee
nor the issue aliened. Upon this principle, it was considered to suspend the

power of absolute alienation, till the birth of issue. But upon the birth of

issue, the party had the same power of alienation over the conditional fee, as

he had over an absolute fee. The statute de donis condiiionalibus took away this

power. It did not, however, aft'ect the estate of the donee, in any otlier

respect. The consequence of this was, that, a tenant in tail wiis as much
Beised of the inheritance, after the statute dc donis, as a tenant in fee simple

H 4 conditional,
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conditional, was, before it. Thus, therefore, an estate of inheritance remained
in the donee ; but, a particular description of heirs only being entitled to take

under it, it received the appellation of an estate tail, that is, an estate docked,

cut off, or abridged, in contradistinction from the estate in fee simple absolute.

Thus, the fee was preserved to the issue, while there was issue to take it, and
was preserved to the donor, when the issue failed. This reversionary right of

the donor was soon found to be susceptible of the same modifications, as a

present estate, and, therefore, limitations, either of the whole reversion, or of

partial estates out of it, were made to strangers. It frequently happened, that,

after a limitation to one series of heirs, another series of heirs was substituted,

to take the fief, on the failure of the first series. The first person then, to whom
this subsequent series was limited, was made the stock, or terminus, of this sub-

sequent line of inheritance. In these cases, the substitute did not take in

quality of heir to the last taker, but as a new purchaser under the original

donor. Thus, in direct opposition to every genuine principle of the Roman
law, endless substitutions were introduced, not only of individuals, but of whole
lines of descendants, and the estate being thus unalienably preserved to the

issue, there was still a more pointed opposition, to the maxim of the Roman
law, that the heir necessarily succeeded to the obligations of the deceased.

VI. 8. These new restraints upon property were never favourably received,

and various ARTIFICES WERE USED TO ELUDE THEM. One of these, was
carried into execution, through the medium of a discontinuance. It has been
observed, that, though the statute de donis took away the power of lawful

alienation, it did not suspend the vesting of the fee. The alienation, therefore,

of the donee tenant in tail, was no forfeiture ; and the alienee, as he took his

conveyance from a person seised of the fee, was considered as coming in, under
a lawful transfer of the inheritance. Now, it was an established rule of law,

that, whenever any person acquired a presumptive right of possession, his pos-

session was not to be defeated by entry. The consequence of this was, that,

in these cases, the alienation was unimpeachable during the life of the aKenor,

and, after his decease, the heir could not assert his title by the summary pro-

cess of entry, but, was driven to the expensive and dilatory process of a
formedon ; this was termed a discontinuance. The expense and delay attending

a formedon frequently prevented the tenant in tail from resorting to it, to

assert his right. In the course of time the period for asserting it elapsed, and
thus, therefore, virtually, the discontinuance proved a bar to the entail.

Another mode of eluding estates tail was, by tvarrant^. When lands were
conveyed from one to another, the grantor, for the greater security of the

grantee, usually warranted, that is, entered into a covenant to defend the

possession to the grantee, and, in case of eviction, to make him a recompense.
This obligation of the ancestor was considered to be a covenant real, and
therefore, on his decease, descended on the heir. Thus, it frequently happened,
that, on the death of the ancestor, his contract of warranty descended on the

person, who would, otherwise, be entitled, as his heir, to the lands warranted,

so that, the obligation of warranty, and the right to the lands warranted, met
in the same person. The consequence of this was, that, as heir in tail, he was
entitled to the lands ; as heir general, he was bound to defend the title of his

ancestor's alienee : thus, if, on the one hand, he was entitled to recover the
lands, the alienee was entitled, on the other, to recover an equivalent recom-
pense from him. To prevent this circuity, it was held, that the obligation to

warranty, precluded him from claiming the lands warranted. Against this, in

some cases, the statute de donis, provided. The general doctrine was, that

where the heir claimed, as heir, the lands warranted, he was bound by the war-
ranty, in those cases only, where he inherited, from the ancestor, fee simple

lands of equal value ; but, where he claimed as purchaser, he was bound by
the warranty, though no such lands descended upon him. This is the meaning
of the maxim, that warranty, when lineal, is a bar with assets; and when

collateral
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collateral, is a bar without assets, to the right of the tenant in tail, on whom
it devolved. By these artifices, the force of entails was eluded. In the progrew
of time, methods were discovered, by which the law allowed them to be
absolutely destroyed. The first of these has received the name of a common
recovery. In the language of the courts, a recovery is the effect of a sentence,

in a solemn judgment, whereby the party is restored to a former right. In the

particular language of our courts, when applied to judgments in adversary

actions, it is the effect of a sentence, by which, in a suit instituted for the

recovery of an estate claimed by the party, judgment is giren him, that he
shall recover it, according to his claim. In a suit of this nature, when really

adversary, the judgment, whether given after defence, or upon default, equally

bound the right to the land. Of this, tenants in tail availed themselves, to

deliver their estates from the entails to which they were subject. They per-

mitted the entailed lands to be recovered against them, on a fictitious proceis,

but, with a secret confidence, reposed in the recoveror, that, after the recovery

was completed, he should reconvey the lands to the party in fee simple; and
in the mean time, pernn't him to take the profits of them. Another mode, by
which the destruction of entails was allowed to be effected, was the application

of the legal operation o^ fines. In the notion of our courts, a fine is a com-
promise, with the leave, and under the sanction of the court, of a real action,

for the recovery of land. It is common to all courts of justice, to permit suits

commenced in them, to be compromised, and to give their sanction to the

compromise. In the civil law, and in the feudal law of other countries, this

species of compromise is termed a transaction. The process itself, therefore,

we have in common with them. But, it is peculiar to our law, to use it as a

mode of eluding the restraints imposed by the law of the land on the alienation

of real property. A writ is brought against the tenant in tail, by which the

party suing out the writ, demands the lands, against the tenant, on his sup-

posed previous agreement or covenant, to convey the land to him. The tenant

is understood to be satisfied with the justice of the claim, and therefore applies

for the license of the court, to make the matter up. This is granted. The
parties thereupon enter into a concord or agreement. By this, the tenant

acknowledges the lands to be the right of the demandant. This acknowledg-
ment, being made with the leave, and under the sanction, and entered on the

records, of the court, had the effect o^ a judgment. Of this process, tenants

in tail availed themselves, to bar their estates tail, in the same manner they did

ofjudgments : they procured a fictitious suit to be instituted against them, and
settled it, by a fictitious compromise, in which they acknowledge the right to

be in the demandant ; with the same secret confidence rcposeTl in him, that

he should hold the estate in trust for them, and convey it according to their

directions. Thus, through the medium ofa collusive suit and judgment, which
are now called a common recovery, in one instance, and of a collusive suit and
compromise, which are now called a fine, in the other, entails were totally

defeated. It is unnecessary, here, to trace the steps by which this has been
effected. Common recoveries were originally a deceit upon courts of justice.

When the sanction of the courts was first given them, it was done indirectly,

with great caution, and some degree of artifice. It was not till the reign of
Edward the 4th, that they obtained the unequivocal sanction of a solemn
decision of a court : and it was a much later period, before their effects were
recognized by the legislature of the country. The introduction of fines, was
effected in a much bolder manner. The statute de donis had said fines should
be null ; the statute of the 4 of Henry 7, or at least that of the 32 of Henry 8,

said they should be valid. The different effects of a fine and a recovery do not
fall within this inquiry. (Mr. Cruise's valuable treatises upon them are well
known.) It seems sufficient to observe, generally, that, a fine is binding on
the issue in tail only; a recovery is binding both on the issue and those
claiming in reversion or remainder. A still more summary and easy opening
of entails has been granted by the legislature, in favour of the crown, by

33 Hen. 8.
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33 Hen. 8. c. 39. in favour of the creditors of traders, by the 21 Jac. 1. c. 19.

whereby the commissioners are authorized to sell the bankrupt's entailed

lands ; in favour of general creditors, by the acts for the relief of insolvent

debtors ; and in favour of charitable donations, by the 43 Eliz. c. 4.

VI. g. The alienation hitherto spoken of, except that referred to in the last

observation, has been confined to cases where it is the act of the party himself;

and is, therefore, termed voluntary alienation. But, in many cases, it is pro-

duced by the act of law against the party's own will. In these cases, it is

termed INVOLUNTARY ALIENATION. Here its effects must be considered, with

respect to the party himself, his heir, and the special prerogative of the king.

In every instance the genius of the feud appears. With respect to the party

himself, the tendency of the feud to secure to the lord the services of the

tenant, and to take landed property from commerce, has been noticed. It was
a consequence of those principles, that the party was not at liberty to subject

either himself, or his lands, to the payment of his debts. When, therefore, at

the common law, a person sued a recognizance, or judgment for debt, or

damages, he could neither take the body, nor the lands of the debtor, except

in some special instances, into execution. He could only take in execution

his goods and chattels, and the profits of his lands. For those the law gave

him thejierijhcias, by which the sheriflF was commanded to cause the sum, or

debt recovered, to be made out of the goods and chattels of the debtor ; and
the levariJacias, by which the sheriff was ordered to seize the debtor's goods,

and receive the rents and profits of his lands, till the creditor was satisfied.

Thus, at the common law, neither the person nor the lands of the debtor could

be attached for debt. But, by the 25th of Edw. 3d. c. 17. the body of the

debtor was made liable, by a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum, to imprisonment,

till the debt was satisfied; and the statute of Westminster 2. 13th Edw. 1st.

ch. 18. granted the writ of elegit, by which the defendant's goods and chattels

are delivered, to the creditor, at an appraised value; and, if these are not

sufficient, then the moiety or one-half of the freehold lands of the debtor, are

delivered to the creditor, to be retained till the debt is levied, or the debtor's

interest in the land is expired. Afterwards, under the statute de mercatorihus,

1 3 Edw. 1 . the merchant might cause his debtor to appear before the mayor
of London, or any of the other persons mentioned in the act, and there acknow-

ledge his debt. This was called a recognizance. If the debt was not paid at

the time appointed, the recognizance was held to be forfeited, and the body,

lands and goods of the debtor, were to be delivered to the merchant creditor,

in execution, to compel payment of the debt. The process by which this was

done, was called an extent, because the sheriff was to cause them to be

appraised, to their full or extended value, before he delivered them to the

creditor. By the statute of the 27 Edw. 3. c. 9. a similar process for the

recovery of debts was provided for those, whose debts were acknowledged

before the mayor of any of the towns, where the staple was held. These

securities are generally known by the short appellation of statutes merchant

and statutes staple. From their nature, they were, at first, appropriated to the

commercial part of the community. By the 23d Hen. 8. a similar security,

by a recognizance in the nature of a statute staple, was extended to the com-

munity at large. The laws, respecting bankrupts, seem now, to have made the

landed property of merchants and other tradesmen, generally subject to their

debts. The statutes respecting fraudulent conveyances and devices have pro-

ceeded, some way, towards making lands generally liable. It may not be

improper to close this account of involuntary alienation by an account of invo-

luntary alienation in the Roman law, as it is succinctly stated in the Digest,

lib. 43. tit. 1. Primo quidem res mobiles animales pignori capi juhentur, mox

distrahi ; quarum pretium si suffecerit, bene est ; si non siiffecerit, etiam soli

pignora capijubentur et distrahi. Quod si nulla moventia sint, a pignoribus soli

initiumfaciunt. Quod si nee qucB soli sunt, sufficiant, vel nulla sint soli pignora,

tunc pervenieiur etiam ad jura. Si pignora quce capta sunt, emptorem non
inienianf)
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invenianty rescriptiun est ut ad^kantur ipsi ctii quis condemnatut est. Addi-
caiitur autcm ca qtiantitatc qua dehetur.

With respect to the heir,— it has been observed, as one of the most striking

peculiiirities of the feudal system, that the heir claimed nothing from the

ancestor, but came in under the original feudal contract. The consequence

was, that, originally, though on the decease of the debtor, tlie executor was
answerable, as far as he had assets, the heir was not answerable in respect of

the lands descended. But, after the free alienation of land was allowed, the

attachment of it, in the hands of the heir, for the debt of his ancestor, followed

as a necessary consequence. But, here again, the principle of the feudal law

introduced a distinction, which, with some qualifications, prevails at this day >

that, the assets in the hands of the executoi-, are liable generally to the an-

cestor's debts of every kind, but the assets in the hands of the heir, are liable

only to debts of record, and debts by specialty, in which the heir is named

;

to the former, in respect of the lien, which the process of the court created, on
the lands themselves ; to the latter, on the supposition, that the heir was com-
prehended in the original contract. For the ancestor's debts by simple con-

tract, in opposition to the Roman law, and to the most obvious principles of

natural justice, the heir still remains not liable. As to involuntary alienation,

in respect to the king, it has been observed, that, in the case of a common
person, the body of the debtor was not liable to execution ; but, in the case

of the king, it was different ; for, at the conmion law, the body of the king's

debtor is generally supposed to have been always liable to execution. Yet it

seems singular, that, when the statute ofmagna charta restrained the king from
seizing a man's land for debt, it should leave him at liberty to seize his person.

In the course of time, however, it is certain, that the body of the debtor might
be seized, and that, after the law made it liable for the debts of the subject, the

king had these special prerogatives, that he could protect his debtor against

the suits of his other creditors ; and that, at the common law, he had a right to

tlie custody of his debtor's person, in another prison, at the suit of the subject.

By the common law also, all the goods and chattels of the king's debtor might
be sold for the payment of his debts. But the most important of the preroga-
tives of the crown, at the common law was, that, in the king's case, execution
issued, not only against the goods and chattels, but against the lands of the

debtor. Another important prerogative was, in the case of rent, for which the
king might distrain on any of the lands of the debtor. He had other important
prerogatives, with respect to priority and preference in execution, and satis-

faction of his debts, a minute investigation of which does not fall within the
subject of this discussion. These extensive prerogatives have been consider-

ably increased by the statute law of the realm. By the .33d Henry 8. c. 39.
all obligations made to the king, are to have the same force, and to be attended
with the same remedies, to recover them, as a statute staple. By the 13 Eliz.

c. 4. the lands of treasurers, receivers, and other accountants to the crown,
were made liable to execution for debts to the crown, in the same manner as
if the party had acknowledged a recognizance, under the statute of Henry 8.

A doubt arose upon this statute, whether a sale might be made under it, ailer

the death of the accountant or debtor. To remedy this, the explanatory
statute of the 'i7th Eliz. c, 3. was passed, by which a power of sale, after the
death of the debtor, was expressly given. Afterwards, by an act made in the
39th year of queen Elizabeth, this explanatory act was repealed, and a new
exposition was made ofthe statute of the 13th Eliz.with variousnew provisions.
But the act of the 39th Eliz. being only temporary, and having expired early
in the reign of James the 1st, the explanatory act of the 27th of Eh'z. was
revived

; but it fell into disuse, and when it came to be examined, on occasion
of the late exertions made for the recovery of the crown debts, it was found
defective. This gave rise to the act of the 25th of his present majesty, c. 35,
by which the court of exchequer is authorized, on the application of his

majesty's
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majesty's attorney general, in a summary way, by motion, to order the estates

of crown debtors, which should be extended by any writ of extent, or diem
clausit extremum, to be sold for the payment of the debts. Thus the law
appears to stand at present, on the involuntary alienation of land, with respect
to the debts due to the crown.

^
VI. 3 0. As to TESTAMENTARY ALIENATION; the influence of feudal prin-

ciples, on this branch of alienation, is still strongly felt. It has been observed,

that, by the Roman law, a will was an appointment of an heir ; and he was
considered, at the death of the testator, as universal successor to all the pro-

perty, rights, and obligations, of the deceased. Testamentary alienation, like

every other alienation, was prohibited by the genius and law of the feuds. By
what steps it prevailed here, is so happily, and so concisely explained, in a
note of the present Editor's most learned predecessor in this work, (note l

to page 111. b.) as to render any deduction of it unnecessary in this place.

To a perusal of that note, the reader is therefore invited. It remains to ob-
serve, that, after the testamentary power over land, was introduced, a devise

of lands was not considered to operate as an appointment of a party to be a
general heir of the testator, as in the Roman law ; but xvas considered to

operate as a legal conveyance of the lands themselves. See lord Mansfield's

argument in Hogan r. Jackson, Cowp. 299. In consequence of this, many of
the requisites to other legal instruments are requisite in wills. Thus, as to the

efficacy of a deed, for the transfer of real property, it is necessary, that the

grantor should have the seisin of the lands conveyed ; so, to the efficacy of a
will, it is necessary, that, at the time of making his will, the devisor should
have the seisin of the lands devised, or at least that kind of inchoate seisin or

title, which is conferred by a contingent remainder. The consequence ofwhich
is, that, while a Roman will operates on all the property of the deceased, with-

out any regard or distinction, as to property acquired by the testator, before

or after, the making of his will ; by the law of England, a will cannot operate

on any freehold lands, of which, at the time of making of the will, the party

has not this species of seisin. Another consequence of the notion, that, a will

affecting lands, is merely a species of conveyance, is, that, as by the law of
England, a fee simple cannot be created without words of inheritance in the

original donation or grant, so by the same law, luords of inheritance are equally

necessary to the creation of a fee hy mil. The only difference is, that certain

technical words are required by law, to the creation of an estate in fee, by
deed ; b^t in wills, they may be dispensed with, and supplied, by any words,

sufficiently denoting the intention of the testator. Here the subject appears

to draw to a conclusion.

VI. 11. The reader has been presented with some of the most striking

circumstances in the history and principles of the feudal law, particularly so

far as they affect the landed property of this country. It remains only to state

some of the most striking circumstances, m THE GENERAL HISTORY OF ITS

DECLINE. It has been shown, that the peculiar ingredient of the feud was,

the connection between, and the reciprocal obligations of, the lord, and the

tenant. Whatever interrupted or relaxed this connection and reciprocity of

obligation, had a direct tendency to overturn the feud.

One of the earliest circumstances of this tendency was, the general intro-

duction ofthe practice of subirifeudation. This, however salutary, in a general

view, loosened the tye, which united the feudal association, by preventing the

chain of dependence and subordination, consequent to the practice of sub-

infeudation; and which, it is evident from the general principles of the feudal

law, and the history of other nations, operated in the strongest manner to

cement and perpetuate the feud.

Another circumstance of the same tendency, was, the introduction of the

tenure of escuage. This enabled the tenants by knights service to send persons

to serve in the king's armies in their stead, and in process of time to make a

pecuniary
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pecuniary satisfaction to the lord, in lieu of it. This substitution of money,
for personal attendance, was diametrically opposite to every feudal principle.

Accordingly all writers have considered it, as a degeneracy of the tenure of
knight service. A further circumstance of the tenuency we are speaking of,

was, the prevalence of the socage tenure. It is probable, that the number of
tliesc tenures was not great, till a considerable time after the Norman conquest;

and perhaps the increase of them was not rapid, till some time after the mtro-

duction otescuage. From a comparative view of the different natures of the

military and socage tenures, it is easily seen, how much stronger the feudal

connection was under the former, than it was under the latter. The tenure in

burgage was a species of socage tenure. Under this, chiefly, the commercial
part of the community classed themselves. Nothing could be more opposite

to the nature of the n^udal tenure, than the wealth, the independence, and
the peaceful habits of life, which usually attend the pursuits of comiiierce.

Thus, as the general tenure of socage prevailed, the connection between the

lord and the tenant proportionally relaxed.

But one of the most important circumstances, in the history of the decline

of the feud, is, the introduction of uses. By these the legal estate of the land

was in the feoffee. In fact, therefore, there never was a vacancy in the tenure.

But the ownership and beneficial property of the land being absolutely vested

in the cestui que use, there was no point of connection between him and the

lord. Besides, when a feoffment- was made to uses, it seldom happened, that

the feoffment was made to a single person. The feoffees were numerous, and
when their number was reduced to that of one or two persons, a new feoffment

was made to other feoffees, to the subsisting uses. In the mean time, the

ownership of the land was transmitted and aliened, at the will of the cestui que

use. It is evident that, while the fief was held in this manner, there was a
wide separation between the lord and the tenant. It must also be observed,

that, where there was a feoffment to uses, the fruits of tenure incident to pur-

chase, became seldom due, and those incident to descent almost never accrued
to the lord. Now, where a person took by purchase, the lord was only entitled

to the trifling acknowledgment of relief: when he came in by descent, the lord

was entitled to the grand fruits of military tenure, wardship, and marriage.

From these observations, it is clear, how great a fraud was practised upon tlie

lord, by the introduction of uses. A fief thus circumstanced, presented an
apparent tenant to the lord, but it was almost barren of every fruit and
advantage of tenure, and the land itself was entirely subtracted from the feud.

Hence, we find, that, among the mischiefs recited in the preamble to the

statute of uses, the loss to the lord, of the fruits of tenure, is particularly

insisted on. It does not fall within the nature of these observations, to mention
the steps which were taken to extirpate uses. One of them was the statute of
the 1 Richard the 2d. cap. 9. which gave an action to the disseisee, both
against the feoflee, and the cestui que use. It is observable, that the senatus

consuUum Trebonianumy gave the same right of action against the hceresjidci

commissarius. Unquestionably the object of the statute of the 27 of Henry 8.

was to effect a total extirpation of uses.

But uses were preserved under the appellation of Trusts:—i\\e consequence
has been, that more than half the landed property in the kingdom is, in some
form or other, charged, in the hand of the legal tenant, with a trust for the

benefit of some other person. A court of law, from its constitution, could
not take notice of such a charge : in fact, such charges originally were almost
always frauds on tenure; but there were reasons (perhaps rather specious than
substantial) for contending, that, as between the legal owner and the person
entitled to the benefit of the trust, the legal tenant was under a moral obligation

to execute the trust. Now, the only means of compelling the legal tenant to

execute the trust, which the judicial policy of the times afforded, was, by a
resort to the chancellor. The common law allowed hira to compel the

attendance
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attendance of any person by the writ of subpoena ; and to enforce obedience
to his directions by sequestration of the property, and imprisonment of the

party. These enabled him to summon the legal tenant to his court, to order
him to execute the trust, and, if he refused, to compel him to execute it, by
sequestration and imprisonment. Too great praise cannot be given to the

sound policy and discretion, with which the chancellors successively exercised

this nice and important jurisdiction. If they had considered that trusts,

charged on lands, should be governed by the rules of the civil law, which, when
they first came under their notice, seemed the natural course, the discordancy

between tenure and trust must have produced infinite confusion : but, by sub-

jecting trusts, as far as the nature of the case allowed, to the established rules

of the feud, they preserved an analogy between feuds, and trusts, in their

most important bearings, as the order of descent, the estates into which pro-

perty may be modified, entails, and the mode of barring them ; at the same
time, that they preserved inviolate, the relation between the lord and the

tenant, the great principle of feudalism. Hence, where one person held land

in trust for another, though the chancellor would decree the trustee to convey

to the beneficial owner, still, the trustee remained tenant to the lord.—In the

same manner, where land was conveyed to a person and his heirs on a partis

cular trust, and the trust was performed, the land, by the rules of the civil law,

was instantaneously revested in the grantor ; but the chancellor considered it

to continue in the trustee. Thus, in each case, the feudal relationship remained

till the tenant himself, by a legitimate conveyance, introduced another into

the tenure.—The same principles, (allowing for its different nature), were

received into personal property, when the legal ownership of it was vested in

one person, charged with a trust in favour of another. By this excellent

arrangement, while trusts were made subservient to the general wants and
purposes of society, an analogy between them and legal estates and interests

in property was established, and, so far as real property was concerned, the

great principles of the common law of tenure were respected and preserved—

-

Perhaps, the propriety of this arrangement, and the undeviating wisdom of the

great personages, by whom it was adopted and completed, has not been suffi-

ciently noticed.

It remains to observe, that the immense quantity of property of every

description, which in consequence of these circumstances was brought under

the jurisdiction of the chancellor, gave rise to the great difference between

the office of chancellor in this country, and the office of chancellor on the

continent. In all countries of Europe, the chancellor is the highest dignitary

of the state, the guardian of the sovereign's conscience, and generally the

keeper of his seal ; the visitor of hospitals and colleges of the king's founda-

tion, and the general superintendent of charitable foundations.—Over these,

the chancellor of England exercises chiefly, in consequence of the introduc-

tion of trusts, a vast and extensive jurisdiction, partly as a court ofcommon law,

but principally as a court of equity. On the continent, the chancellors have

no such exclusive court; but have the universal superintendence over all that

relates to the administration of justice in the kingdom, a controlling power to

correct any abuses, which find their way into courts of judicature, to form new
regulations for their proceedings, to determine questions ofjurisdiction between

them, to settle differences among the members of them, to appoint the higher

offices of justice, and form the royal ordinances and edicts, which in any wise

related to the legal polity of the kingdom, or the administration of justice.

—

In most countries, the administration of common law and equity is committed

to the same courts ; in England, the courts are separate :—Lord Bacon, De
Augmentis Scientiarum, I. 8. c. 3. app. 46. has pronounced a decisive opinion

in ravour of their separation.

While the relation between the lord and the tenant was great, the separation

of the beneficial interest from the legal tenure was a serious mischief As the

relation
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relation is now exceedingly small, it is, in this respect, scarcely felt. In the

case of Hurgess v. Whcatc, i Blackst. Rep. 123. lord Mansfield endeavoured
to establish the right of the crown to the benefit of a trust, which failed for

want ofan heir, by attempting to fix on trusts, the feudal incident of an escheat.

In the discussion ofthe question the analogy appeared unnatural, and the case

was decided against the crown. A better ground in favour of the claim of the
crown, might, perhaps, have been found, by resorting to its acknowledged
prerogative, of being entitled to the bona racantiay or every species of pro-

perty of which no owner is discoverable. At length it became evident to

general observation, that, the principle of military tenure was gone; and that

Its incidents were more burthensome than advantageous, either to the lord, or

the tenant, so that all ranks of men seem to have desired its abolition. The
legislature of England proceeded in it with the circumspection, which the

magnitude ofthe object required. It was brought regularly before parliament,

in the 18th year of king James the first, at his majesty's recommendation. In
the 4th Inst. 203, lord Coke mentions this circumstance, and particularizes the

outlines of the plan then in agitation. It bears a striking similitude to that,

which was afterwards adopted. At length the 12 Cha. 2. c. 24. was passed ;

which enacts " That the court of wards and livef-ies, and all wardships, liveries,

" primer seisin, and ousterlemains, values, and forfeitures of marriages, by
" reason of any tenure of the king or others, should be totally taken away ;

** and that all fines for alienation, tenures by homage, knights service, and
" escuage, and also aids for marrying the daughter, of knighting the son, and
" all tenures of the king in capite, should be likewise taken away : and that
*' all sorts of tenures held of the king or others, should be turned into common
" socage ; save only tenures in frankalmoign, copyholds, and the honorary
" services (without the slavish part) of grand serjeanty."

It remains to make some mention of the writers, of whose assistance, the

author, in framing this note, has principally availed himself. Some of these,

he has noticed in the course of the annotation; and to sir Henry Spelman, he
must here repeat his acknowledgments. With respect to the other writers, to

whom he is under obligations ;—at the head of these, he must notice the feudal

writers of his own country, particularly, sir William Blackstone, lord Kaims,
sir John Dalrymple, sir Martin Wright, Doctor Robertson, and Doctor Gilbert

Stuart.—After these, he must acknowledge a general obligation to three foreign

works, which in every part of the annotation, have been highly useful to hiin,

the Thesaurus Feudalis of Jenichen, in three quarto volumes, published at

Frankfort on the Main, in 1750 : the Historica Juris ofStruvius, in one quarto
volume, published at Jena in 1728; and Voet*s Digressio de Feudis^ subjoined
to his Commentary on the 38th book ofthe Pandects.—Under the first division

of the annotation, he has been greatly assisted by Koch's Tableau des Revolu-
tions de VEurope dans to Moyen Age, 4 vols, octavo, Strasburgh, and Paris

1814 ; the early parts PfefFell's Abrege Ckronologigue de /' Histoire and du
Droit Public d'Allemngve, 2 vols, octavo, Paris, 1788; and in a particular

manner, by D'Anville's Etats formes en Europe, apres la Chute de FEmpire
Roninin^ i vol. quarto, Paris, 1771. Under the 2d division, he is principally

ii.^lebted to lord Stair's Institutions of the law of Scotland, lib. 2. tit. 3. and to

a dissertation of Lynkerus de Feudo Pecuniario, published in Jenichen's Col-
lection, 3d vol. sect. 38th.—Under every part of the 3d division, he has par-
ticular obligations to the Selecta Feudalia of Thomasius, octavo, pul.lished at

Halle in 1728. In his account of the German codes, he has received great

assistance from Bronquellus's Historia Juris Romano-Gemianici, octavo,

Amsterdam, 1 728, part 4 ; and Heinneccius's Historia Jtiris, lib. 2. His account
of the capitularies is taken from these works, and from Baluzius's preface to his

edition of the capitularies. His account of the customary law is taken from
Fleur^s Histoire du Droit Francois, and the article, Coutume, sent by Mons.

Henhuk'j; to the French Encyclopedia. Mr. Gibbon, (3d vol. page 583.
note
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Sect. 301.

y1 LS O if a man let lands to two men for terme of their lives, S^ the
'^^ one grants all his estate of that which belongeth to him to another,

then the other tenant for terme of life, and he to whom the grant is made
(et t celuy a que le graunt est fait), are tenants in common during the

time that both the lessees be alive.

And memorandum, that in all other such like cases (que en touts %
auters tiels cases), although it be not here expressly moved or specified, if

theif he in like reason, they are in the like law (sent en
||
semblable ley).

t Mesme added in L. and M. hut % les added in L, and M. but not

not in Roll, in Roh.

11 semble L, M. and Roh.

note 1 .) has, with his usual energy, thus mentioned and characterized four

writers, the three last of whom, the editor has frequently had occasion to

consult, under the 4th division ;
" In the space of thirty years, (1738— 1765)

" this interesting subject, (the history of the invasion of Gaul,) has been
" agitated by the free spirit ofthe count de Boulainvillers (Memoire historique
" sur r Etat de la France, particularly torn. 1. page 15.40.); the learned
" ingenuity of I'abbe Dubos (Histoire critique de I 'Etablissement de la Monar-
" chie Frangaise dans les Gaules, 2 vols. 4to.) ; the comprehensive genius ofthe
" president de Montesquieu (^E^pnV c/e^ Zozx, particularly 1. 28. 30, 31); and
** the good sense and diligence of the abbe de Mably (Observations sur
" rHistoire de France, 2 vols. i2mo.). The last work, being considered as

unfavourable to monarchy, was opposed, by a work intitled Principes de
Morale, de Politique, et de Droit Public, puises dans I 'Histoire de notre

Monarchic, ou Discours sur V Histoire de France, dedies au Roi, parM. Moreau,
Historiographede France. A Paris, de P imprimerie royale, 1 777, 24 vols. 8vo.

—

Under this head, he has also received great assistance on the subject of the

history of France, from the president Henault, and from the Theorie des Ma-
tieres Feodales et Censuelles, par Monsr. Herte, 5 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1785 :—For
what he has said, respecting the feudal history of Germany, he is chiefly in-

debted to Mr. Dornford's excellent translation of Professor Piitter's Historical

Development ofthepresent Constitution ofthe Germanic Empire, and Struvius's

Elementa Juris Feudalis, Jena, 8vo. 1 745.—In his account of the substitutions

of the civil law, he found, what is said on these subjects, in the Prcelectiones

of Huberus, 3 vols. 8vo. Trajecti ad Rhenum, particularly useful.—The little

he has said on the Spanish fiefs, he has taken from Molina de Hispaniorum
Primogeniis, fol. ColonicB, 1601 : and Zoesius's Jui'is Feudalis analyticaExpo-
sitio, 8vo. Lovanii, 1663. He might perhaps have said something more satis-

factory on this head, had he been able to procure Girardus Ernestus de

Frankinau's Sacrce Themidis HispanicE Arcana, Hanover, 170 1. In the pre-

sent edition of this work the writer has availed himself of a work of great

merit, DeVOrigine et des Progres dela Legislation Frangaise, ou, Histoire du
Droit public etprive de la France, depuis la Fondation de la Monarchic, jusques

et comprisla Revolution ; par M. Bernardi, 1 vol. 8vo. 1816. In a few instances,

he has taken, what he hopes will be thought, a pardonable liberty, of inserting,

in the present annotation, some passages, from his notes to the subsequent

part of the work. These, however, will be found preserved in their original

situation.—[Note 77.]
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A N D so it is if lands be Icttcn to two for tcrmc of their lives, (2 Iloll. Abr.

ct coruvi alterills diutius vivetili{\), and one of them granteth ?p'^°: ' ^*P*

his part to a stranger, whereby the joynturc is severed, and dycth, '^' '^

here shall be no survivour, but the lessor shall enter into the 3oAst. 18.

nioity, and the survivour shall have no advantage of these words, /^ j^g -^ ^
rt cnrum altcrius dintiiis vixcnti, lor two causes. First, for that 1 Cro. 378. 417.

the joynture is severed. Secondly, for that those words arc no 696.)

more than the Common Law would have implyed without them, ^x'ost. 005. a.

and exprcssio eorum qucc tacite insunt nihil operaiur. Hereby it Hob. 170.208.)

appeareth

(1) Here lord Coke speaks only of a jointenancy for life ; in which case, the

words and the survivor of them are merely words of surplusage ; as, without

them, the lands, upon the death of one jointenant, go to the survivor. But, in

the creation of a jointenancy in fee, particular care must be taken not to insert

these words. For the grant of an estate to two and the survivor of them, and
the heirs of the survivor^ does not make them jointenants in fee; but gives

them an estate of freehold, during their joint lives, with a contingent remainder
in fee to the survivor.—Whether, during their joint lives, the fee continues in

the grantor, or is in abeyance^ and whether the grantees can convey their

estate ; and what is the proper mode of conveyance to be used for this pur-

pose ; are points which have been much agitated, and which, perhaps, are not

yet quite settled. They were all mentioned in the case of Vick v, Edwards,

3 P. Will. 372. In that case lands were devised to B. and C and the survivor

of them, and the heirs of such survivor, in trust to sell : lord chancellor Talbot
held, that the fee was in abeyance ; that the trustees, joining in a fine of the

premises, might make a title to a purchaser, by way of estoppel ; and, that

the heirs joining might be of use, as it would supply the want of proving the
will ; but that, in every other respect, it would be void. Five years before

this case was heard, the duchess of Marlborough, having contracted to pur-
chase an estate from the devisees in trust of sir John Wittewronge's will, where
the devise was worded in a manner similar to that upon which the case of Vick
r. Edwards arose, application was made to parliament for an act to enable the
trustees to convey the estate to her. In the preamble of the act it is men-
tioned, ' That the devise of the premises by the will of sir John Wittewronge
" was not effectual in the law to vest the absolute fee simple thereof in the
" trustees therein named, there being, by the words of the will, no fee vested,
" but upon a contingency ofsurvivorship, and which could not vest or take effect
*' till after the death of two of the trustees." But notwithstanding the case of
Vick and Edwards, it seems now to be the prevailing opinion, that, in these

cases, the fee is not in abeyance, but remains, pending and subject to the
contingency, in the grantor and his heirs, particularly, if the estate of the
trustees is created by a deed deriving its effect from the statute of uses, and
that if it be created by will, it descends, at the decease of the testator, upon
his heir at law.—In support of which it is said, that the whole fee must be
supposed to be in the grantor at the time of the conveyance ; that so much
of it as he does not part with continues in him ; that, in this case, the inhe-
ritance is undisposed of, till, by the death of one of the parties, the remainder
vests, and is executed in the survivor; that, therefore, the inheritance conti-

nues in tlie grantor, as part of his old reversion ; that the law never supposes
the fee to be in abeyance, unless where it is necessary to recur to that con-
struction, for preserving some estate or right ; and that, in the present case.
no such necessity exists. The cases of Carter and Barnardiston, 1 P. W. 505.
Purefoy r. Rogers, 2 Saund. 380. and many other cases of authority, strongly
favour this latter opinion.—The same reasoning goes to prove, that, where
there is a devise to the effect in question, the reversion in fee, during the
suspense of the contingcncv, descends on the heir at law.—-As to the question,

^'oL. II. I Whether
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appeareth that in case of leases for life it is more beneficiall

for the lessor to have the joynture severed than to have it

continue.

Vid.Sect. 1. :
*' If tliey he in like reason^ they are in the like laivJ' Here

}
Littleton citeth one of the Maximes ofthe Common Law. That

i wheresoever there is the like reason, there is the like law. Ubi

I
eadem ratio, ihi idem jus ; or uhi eadem ratio, ihi idem jus esse

I debet ; for ratio est a7iima legis. And therefore ratio potest alle-

\ gari deficiente lege. But it must be ratio vera et legalis et non

{
apparens. And here it appeareth that argumentum d simili is

good

Whether the contingent remainder, in this case, can be conveyed ? it may be

observed, that, supposing the reversion remains in the donor, if he and the

donees join together in a common conveyance, by lease and release, or bargain

and sale, the estate for life of the donees will merge in the reversion, the

contingent remainder be destroyed, and the fee effectually conveyed to the

purchaser.—It will be the same, in the case of a devise to this effect, if the

heir at law and the devisees in trust join in the conveyance.—But, supposing

the fee to be in abeyance ;—or, admitting it to remain in the donor ; or, in

case of a will, to descend on the heir, and supposing him not to join ;—lord

Talbot, by what he is reported to have said in the case of Vick v. Edwards,

seems to have thought, that the trustees joining in a fine might still pass a good

title to a purchaser. But this doctrine is open to objection. See Mr. Fearne's

Essay on Contingent Remainders, 6th edit. 357. Perhaps, the liberality of

succeeding times may think a common conveyance, by lease and release, or

bargain and sale, sufficient in these cases to pass the fee, without either a fine

or recovery.

In the case of Goodtitle v. Layman, in K. B. Trinity Term, 12 Geo. 3,

there was a devise to three persons as jointenants and the survivors and sur-

vivor of them, and the heirs and assigns of such survivor for ever, the court of

king's bench held it to be a jointenancy in fee.—See Mr. Fearne's Cont. Rem.
6th edit. 358.— In the matter of Harrison an infant, 3 Ans. 836, a mortgagee

devised all bis property to three trustees, and the survivor and survivors of them,

and the heirs, executors, and administrators of such survivor, upon certain

trusts, the*court was of opinion, that the fee descended on the heir, until, by the

death of two of the trustees, it should vest in the survivor. But it is observed

by the reporter, that there was no trust to sell, nor any trust, which, by ne-

cessary implication, carried a fee to the trustees.

A material objection to taking the conveyance by fine from the trustees,

lies in those cases, where the heir at law is not a party.—For, if the trustees

are supposed to be jointenants for life, with a contingent remainder in fee to

the survivor, their fine may be supposed to be a forfeiture of their own estate,

to be a destruction of the contingent remainder to the survivor, and to give

the heir an immediate right of entry.—To prevent this, it has been advised,

that the trustee should demise the estate to the purchaser, or to a trustee for

him, for a long term ofyears ; and that each trustee should covenant, that, if

he should be the survivor, he will convey the fee ;—and to have that agreement

established, by a decree of the court of chancery.—If there are outstanding

terms, they should be assigned to a trustee for the purchaser.

It may be added, that, whatever doubts were formerly entertained, it now
appears to be the settled opinion of the profession, that a devise to two and
the survivor of them, and the heirs and assigns of the survivor, enables the

trustees to vest the fee in the purchaser ; and that titles, under such a devise,

are accepted, with a conveyance from the trustees, and without the concur-

rence of the heir.—[Note 78.]
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good in law. Scd similitudo legalis est casuum diversorum inter

se collatonim sifvilh ratio, quod in una similium valet, Talebit in
|

aUerOy dissiwilium dissimilis est ratio, i

ri9in t^ Sect. 302.

yiLSO ij there be two joyjitenanis in fee (Item * si deux joyntenants ,

'^ en fee sont), ami the one Ictleth that to him bclongeth to anotherfor /
tcrme of his life, the tenantfor tenn of life during his life, and the other '

jointenant tohich did not let, are tenants in common. And upon this case

a question may arise ; as in such case (t si come en tiel case) admit that

tlu^ lessor hatnisstie and die, living the other joyntenant his companion, and
\

living the tenantfor life, the question may he this. Whether the reversion

of the moiety J which the lessor hath shall descend to tJie issue of the lessor, .

or that the other jointenant shall have this reversion by the survivor (ou 1

que I'auter joyntenant avera
||

eel reversion per le survivor) i* Some
have said in this case, that the other jointenant shall have this reversion

by the survivor ; and their reason is this, scil. That when the jointenants
\

werejointly seised infee simple (que quant les joyntenants fueront joynt-

ment seisies § en fee simple), ^c, although that the one of them make an
estate of that to him belongeth for term of% his life, and although that

lie liath severed thefreehold of this which to him belongs by the lease, yet

he hath not severed the Jee simple, but the fee simple remains to them

jointly as it was before. And so it seemeth to them, that the otherjoyn-

tenant which surviveth shall have the reversion by the survivor, S^c. And
others have said the contrary, and this is their reason, scilicet, That when
one of the join-tenants leaseth that to him belongeth, to another for terme

of his life, by such lease the freehold is severed from the joynture. And
by the same reason the reversion which is depending upon the samefreehold
is severedfrom the jointure. Also if the lessor had reserved to him an
annual rent upon the lease, the lessor onely should have had the rent, S^c.

the which is a proofe, that the reversioji is onely in him, and that the other

hath nothing in the reversion, S^c. Also if the tenant for terme of life

were impleaded, &,^ maketh default after default, the lessor shall be only

received for this, to defend his right, and his companion in this case in no
manner shall be received, the which proveth the reversion of the moitie to

be onely in the lessor (le quel prove '^* le reversion del moity d'estre tant-

solement en le lessor) : and so by consequent, if the lessour dieth living

the lesseeJor terme of life, the reversion shall descend to the heir of the

lessour, and shall not come to the other joyntenant by the survivor. Ideo
qujcre. But in this case if that jointenant which hath the freehold hath
issue, S^ dies living the lessor and the lessee, then it seemeth that the same
issue shall have this moiety in demesne, and in fee by descent, for that a

freehold

* si deux not in Roh. but in L. || eel reversion, ceo in L. and M.
and M. and Roh,

t si not in L. and M. or Roh. § en—de in L. and M. and Roh.

I Sfc. added in L. and M. and if his not in L. and M. or Roh.
Koh * ^ que added in L . and M and Roh .

i 1
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freehold cannot hy nature ofjoynture he annexed to a reversion (pur ceo

que * un franktenement ne poet per nature de joynture estre annexe

a un reversion), <^c. And it is certdine, that he ivhich leased was seised

of the moitie in his demesne as offee^ and none shall have any joynture in

hisfreehold, therefore this shall descend to his issue, S)C. Sed qusere.

" /"F there be two jointenants in fee,8j-c''

This needeth no explanation.

" And upon this case a question may arise, 4"C."

Vid. 33 II. 6. Here Littleton maketh a question, and sheweth the reasons on
'•'^* both sides, and concludes with a Quaere. When Littleton maketh

a question, and sheweth the reason on both sides, the latter is ever

[a] Viae Sect, his own [a] , and the better. But time hath made this question

340. 375. 439- without question ; for now all agree, that the joynture is severed
^40- 4^2, 463, f^j. ^i^g time, according to the latter opinion here set down in

648.' 720! 72.q!
Littleton, whose reasons are unanswerable : for many times the

Vid. Sect. 170. change of the freehold makes an alteration or change of the re-

version. As if tenant in taile, or the husband seised in the right

of his wife, or tenant for life, make a lease for life of the lessee, in

everie of these cases the lessor doth gaine a new reversion by

Vid. Sect. 8. wrong, as shall be said more at large in the chapter of Disconti--

7 H. 5. nuance ; and if the elder brother grant the reversion (expectant
(Ant. 15. a.) upon a freehold) for life, it shall cause possessio fratris, as hath

been sayd.

" By the same reason the reversion ivhich is depending upon the

same freehold is severedfrom thejoynture, ^c.'*

7 H. 7. 9. If two joyntenants in fee be,'and they both joyne in a lease to

an abbot and a secular man for term of their lives, here the rever-

(Ant. 1 89. b) «ion that is dependant upon severall freeholds is severed. And so

it is if they joine in a lease to two secular men, to have
and to hold the one moity to the ^3- one for life, and ^19271
the other moity to tlie other for life, for both these [_ "^ J
cases are warranted by the authority of Littletoji.

(Post. Sect.319. If two joyntenants be of a lease for twenty-one years, and the
T99- a- one of them letteth his part for certaine yeares, part of the ternie,

the joynture is severed, and survivor holdeth not place, for a

terme for a small number of yeares is as high an interest as for

many more yeares ; and so was it resolved Hil. 1 8 El. Regince,

t Hil. 18 Eliz. 772 Communi Banco f, which I myselfe heard.

If two coparceners be in fee, and the one make a lease for life,

this is no severance of the coparcenary, for notwithstanding the

lord shall make one avowrie upon them both.

(Ant. 167. a.) But if two joyntenants be, and one maketh a lease for life, this

is a severance of the joynture, as Littleton here taketh it, and
several avowries shall be made upon them (1).

" Also

* un not in L, and M. or Roh.

(1) Upon the death of either of the lessees, one moiety of the estate goes

to the surviving lessee or his assignee, and the reversioner may enter upon the

other moiety. See Dy. 67. sir W. Jones, 5^. 2 P. Will. 740. But this is to

be understood where the jointenants are for life; for, if the jointenants are in

fee, and the jointure is severed, the right of survivorship is wholly taken

away,
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'* Also ifthe lessor had reserved an annual rent^ the lessor only 5 E. 4. 4. a.

i^hould have had the rcnty S)'c'' But if two joyntenants make a 27 II. 8. 16. 1.

lease for life, reserving a rent to one of them, the rent shall enure 7 **• 4- 25.

to them l)oth, because the reversion remains in jointure, unless
jj'J qr,,'^'

the reservation he by deed indented, and tlien he onely to whom (Ant. 47. a.)

it is reserved shall have it. But if they make a lease by deed (Post. 214. a.)

indented, reserving or saving the reversion to one of them, that

is void, because they had the reversion before, but the rent is

newly created.

And so it is if such a lessee for life should surrender to one of 5 E. 4. 4.

them, it shall enure to them both, for that they have a joynt re- (2 l^p- 66.

version. But if the lessee grant his estate to one of them, no part ^*"'^- ^'4- »•)

of it shall enure to his companion, because for themoity

FjO^n Ij'^'onging to his companion, it is in esse i^ in him to (1 Cro. 611.

I .

"^

J whom the grant is made, the reversion to the other i^^rt- S*-)

in fee.

If two joyntenants make a lease for life, the remainder to 38 H. 6. 24. b.

his companion in fee, this is a good remainder of his moietie to 2 R. 3. tit. Ex-

his COmpailion. tinguishment 3.
^

(4 Leo. 187.)

" The lessor shall be only receivedfor this, S^c."

" Received.'* Receit, Receptio, is in many cases where a person, (Post. 352. b.)

partie to a writ, or an estranger thereunto, to whom a reversion

or remainder appertaineth, shall in default of another person be
received to defend his or her freehold or inheritance, the law
saith, Admittatur, Sfc. And this admission or receipt is given

by sundry statutes [y] (and this is that which the civilians call, [/]W.2.cap.3.
Admissio terticc personce pro interesse), Et in casibus prcedictis 20 E. 1 . Statute

duce concurrunt actiones : una inter petentem Sf tenentem, 8^ alia ^^ defensione

inter tenentemjus suum ostendentem Cf petentem.
Juris. 13 K. a

*' For that afreehold cannot by nature qfjoynture be annexed
to a reversion.'* And this is the principall reason, and of this

sufficient hath been said in the chapter of Joyntenants,

Sect. 291.

'<
Sfc.'* This Sfc. in the end of this section, implieth any other

heir lineal or collatcrall.

Sect.

away, and their shares go to their respective heirs. So, if there be joyntenants

of a term of years, and the jointenancy is severed, their shares go to their

respective personal representatives. See 1 Salk. 158. It should also be ob-

served, that the case put by Littleton supposes the jointenant to let his estate

for his own life only : for if he let it for a longer term than for his own life,

or if he let it for the life of any other person, it is a forfeiture. See 4th

Leon. 236.—[Note 79.]

cap.

1 3
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fcS* Sect. 303. ca

(Post. 214. a>)

T? UT if it be so that the law in this case be such, that if the lessor die

living the lessee, and living the otherjoyntenant which hath the free-

hold of the other moity, that the reversion shall descend to the issue of the

lessor, then is the joynture and title which any of them may have by the

survivor and the right of the joynture taken away, and altogether de-

featedfor ever. In the same manner it is, if that joyntenant which hath

the freehold dye living the lessor and the lessee, if the law be so as his

freehold andfee which he hath in the moity shall descend to his issue, then

the joynture shall be defeatedfor ever,

ft rpfjj^ ]\i is tfiQ joynture and title , 8fc. and the right ofthe
joynture taken away, S^c."

And the reason of this is, for if the joynture be sevtJred at the

time of the death of him that first deceased, the benefit of the
[•] Vide Sect, survivor is utterly destroyed for ever, as hath been said [*] afore

?Pocf n^A u\ ^" ^^ Chapter of Joyntenants. But in the case aforesaid, if

tenant for life dyeth in the life of both the joyntenants, th(5y are

joyntenants again as they were before.

If two joyntenants be in fee, and the one letteth his part to

another for the life of the lessor, and the lessor dieth, some say

that his part shall survive to his companion, for by his death the

lease was determined. And others hold the contrary ; and their

reason is, first, for that at the time of his death the joynture was
severed, for so long as he lived the lease continued. And se-

condly, that notwithstanding the act ofany one of the joyntenants

there must be equall benefit of survivor as to the freehold.

But here if the other joyntenant had first died, there had been
no benefit of survivor to the lessor without question.

Sect. 304.

4NDy if three joyntenants be, and the one release by his deed to one of
his companions all the right which he hath in the land (i), then hath

he to.whom the release is made, the third part of the lands byforce of the

said release, and he and his companion shall hold the other two parts in

joynture (et 11 et son companion teigneront les auters deux parts * en

joynture). And as to the third part, which he hath byforce of the release,

he holdeth that third part with himselfe and his companion in common.

* en jointure—jointment, in L. and M. and Rah.

(i) In this case the release passes a fee without the word heirs, because it

refers to the whole fee which they jointly took and are possessed of by force

of the first conveyance. Tenants in common cannot release to each other

;

for a release supposes the party to have the thing in demand ; but tenants in

common have several distinct freeholds, which they cannot transfer otherwise

than as persons solely seised.—[Note 80.]
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T J PC N this case these two things arc to be observed. First, (Post. 318. a.

that in this case this release doth enure by way of mittcr JjHrp.78. b.

PcstatCy and not [*] by way ofextinguishment, for then the release r.')^' 'J^f-'

*'^

should enure to his companion also, and he is in the per by him jjjgr, a«3.

that maketh the release, [a] But if he had released to 19 11. G. 17.

t
19371 ^^'^* other two, then had it wrought no degree (A)B:j^-but f^J 40 E. 3. 41.

I J in supposition of law, for many purposes they to whom 'p *"' 3- *'*

the release is made (as hath been said) shall be sup- 35^e. 3. Release
posed in from the first feoffor, as they shall deraigne the first 43. a'xU.e. 42.

warrantie for the whole, [b] The second thing to be observed >4 K- 3-

is, that he to whom the release is made hath a fee simple without I^riefc, 28.

tliis word (heircs), as hath been touched in the first chapter of '

^ JJ' g
* "'

the first booke, for that he to whom the release is, is seised per Vs H. 6.
2'.

nw ctper tout, of the fee and inheritance, as hath been said in the 37 H. 8.

Chapter of Joyntenants. And note, the like law is between co- Alienation, 33.

parceners : and further, if there be two coparceners, and the one ^ ^4- 8.

hath issue twentie daughters and dieth, the other may release to
^'pyj^J t^gs a

)

any one of the daughters, her whole part, albeit she to whom [b] 9 Eliz,

the release is, hath not an equall part ; but for the privitie and Dyer, 263.

the individed estate, the release is good. 19 H. 6. 17.

But if two joyntenants be of twenty acres, and the one maketh (Aute, 9. b.)

a feoffment of his part in eighteene acres, the other cannot release

his entire part, but only in two acres, for that the joynture is

severed for the residue.

Sect. 305.

/I ND it is to be observed, tliat sometimes a deed of release shall take

effect (que ascun foils \ un releas prendra effect), and enure to put
the estate of him which makes the release to him to ivhom the release is

made, as in the case aforesaid, and also, as if ajoynt estate be made to

the husband and wife, and of (B) a third person, and the third person

release all his right which he hath to the husband (sicome joynt estate

soit fait a le baron et sa feme, et a la tierce person t, et la tierce person
relessa tout son droit que il ad

||
a le baron), then hath tlie husband the

moitie which the third had, and the ivife hath nothing of this. And if
in such case the third release § to the wife not naming the husband in the

release, then hath the wife the moitie ivhich the third had, S^c. and the

husband hath nothing oj this but in right of his wife, because that in this

case the release shall enure to make an estate to whom the release is made,

of all that which belongeth to him which maketh the release, 8^c,

THIS

(A) There is a semicolon after the word " degree " in the twelfth edition, as the sense of
the passage seems to require. In the same edition there is a comma after the words " for

many purposes" as, it appears, there should he.

(B) •• of" seems to be here insertedfor to. See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 111.

t un fait et, added in L. and M. \\ &c. added in L. and M. and
and Roh. Itoh,

t que added in L. and M. h Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

I4 '
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'T'HIS is evident upon that which hath been said before,
[c] 10 Eliz. -*-

[c] And it is to be understood, that a release may enure
Beudloes. fQ^. manner of wayes. First, by way oimitter Testate, as here

Dier^ioq ^^ appeareth. Secondly, by way ofmitter le droit. Thirdly, by

(2 Roll. Abr. way of extinguishment. Fourthly, by way of creation or inlarge-

403.) ment of an estate, as hereafter in this Chapter shall appeare.
See more of this /^^d it is to be observed, that upon a release that creates or

^^"
R^l^^^r*^^

inlargeth an estate, or enures by way o^mitter Testate, a rent may

(Post. 273. b.) be reserved, but not upon a release that enureth by way of witter

10 E. 4. 3. b. le droit, or which enures by way of extinguishment.

21 H. 6. 8. b. The (Sfc.) in the end ofthis Section implieth a dlver-
( Ant. 144. a.)

sitie &3" between a release which enures by way of riQ47|
mitter Testate {whereof Littleton here speaketh) and ^

I „
*J

release that enures by way of extinguishment : for of a

release enuring by way of extinguishment made to the husband,

the wife shall take benefit, or to the wife, the husband shall

take benefit, as hereafter shall more at large be said.

Sect. 306.

/j ND in some case a release shall enure to put all the rigid which he

ivho maketh the release hath to him to whom the release is made. As

if a man seised of certaine tenements is disseised hy two disseisors, if the

disseisee by his deed release all his right, 8^c. to one of the disseisors, then

he to whom the release is made, shall have and hold all the tenemeids to

him alone, and shall oust his companion of every occupation of this. And
the reason is, for that the two disseisors were in against the law (pur ceo

que les deux disseisors fueront eins * encounter la ley), and when one of
them happeth the release of him which hath right of entry, S^c. this light

in such case shall vest in kim to whom the release is made (cest droit en

tiel cas*^^ vestera en celuy a que le releas est fait), and he is in likeplite,

as (A) he which hath the right had entered and enfeoffed him Cet est en tiel

plyte, sicomejil que avoit droit
||

avoit enter, et luy enfeoffa), S^c.

And the reason is,for that he which before had an estate by wrong, scilicet,

by disseisin, S^c. hath now by the release a rightful estate §.

(2 Roll. Abr. UE R E Littleton pursueth the second part of his division, viz.

409. 414. where a release shall enure by way of mitter le droit.

Post. 276. a.)

" Disseised by two disseisors, Sfc." The like law is, where there

be two joynt abators or intruders, which come in meerely by
wrong. But if two men do usurpe by a wrongfull presentation

to a church, and their clarke is admitted, instituted and inducted,

and the rightfull patron releaseth to one of them, this shall enure

to them both, for that the usurpers come not in merely by
wrong, but their clarke is in by admission, and institution, which

are

(A) The word if seems to be Jiere requisite to the sense of the passage.

* ses tenements per tort, per eux j^ il— sil i?i L. and M. and Roh.

fait added in L. and M. and Roh.
\\
&c. added: avoit enter, et 7tot in

t vestera—vest in L. and M. and L. and M. nor Roh.

Roh. § S)'c. added in L. and M. and Roh. .
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arc judiciall actsFrf]. And therefore an usurpation shall worke {'Q Fit*. N.B.

a ranittcr to one Uiat hath a former right. '}[> '"
|

> K. a.

** Then he to xvhovi the release is made, shall have and hold all (ig,, gfj^.

the tenements^ ^c" Here by operation oflaw presently upon the Post. 368. a.

deliverie of the releast» the whole freehold and inheritance is ^^"t- »Ro- •'

ve8tc<l in him to whom the release is made, and all the state that •^*- "•)

the other disseisor had, wholly devested; for right and wrong can-

not consist together, but the wrongfull estate civeth place to the

rightfull. And the reason hereof is for that, as hath

riQ47| ^^^^ ^^'^> ^^^^ disseisor to whom the release i^ was

L h J '"^^^^ ^^^^ seised per virj et per tout, whereunto when r^-ig^jt f^i ng
the right commeth it excludeth the wrong [ 6'] ; for 26 Ass. pi. 39.

right which is lawfull, and wrong that is contrary to law, can- 39E. 3. 29.

not stand together. ''^ ''• ^-41.
^ 22 H. 6. 22.

** In like plite as ifhe which hath the right had entered and en-
g ^ ' q^'

feq^ed him, <^c." This (S^'c.) doth implie that this is true secundum 1 1 h. 7. 12,

quid (1), but not simpliciter (2) ; for as to the holding out of the 20 H. 7. 5.

joynt disseisor, it amounts to as much as if he had entered and ^^ ^•7- 18.

inieoffed him to whom the release is made, but it doth not amount
i]'is^,o„'{'j,|'^,"

to an entrie and feoffment simpliciter to all purposes, as shall be g ji_ (,\ ^^
'

said hereafter in his proper place in the Chapter of Releases. 21 H. 6. 52.

Sect. 307.

/IND in some case a release shall inure by way of extinguishment

,

and in such case such release shall aide tfie jointenant, to whom the

release teas not made, as well as him to whom the release was made (et en
tiel case tie! releas aydera le joyntenant a que le release ne fuit fait,

auxybien come f luy a que le release fuit fait). As if a man be disseised

(sicome J un home soit disseisie), and the disseisor makes a feoffment to

two men in fee, § if\\ the disseisee release by his deed to one of thefeofees,
this release shall enure to both thefeoffees (donques ^ eel release urera a
ambideux les feoffees), for that the feoffees have an estate by the latv,

scilicet, byfeoffment, and not by wrong done to any, S^c, (3)

pj E 11 E Littleton speaketh of the third kind of releases. And
the reason of this diversitie (implied in the (Sfc.J in the end

of

t luy—a celui in L, and M, and § if not in L. and M, or Roh.
i^oh,

II
and added in L. and M. and Roh.

: si added in L. and M. hut not in f eel—tiel in L, and M. and Roh,
Roh.

(1) i. e. in some respects;—as to some persons.
(•2) i. e. absolutely.

(.3) The 42d and 44th chapters of Britton contain much curious learning
on the estate of a disseisor, and on the difference of his situation before and
after he acquires an established possession, and befofe and after he acquires a
title to his estate, and on the consequential differences of the situation and
remedies of the disseisee in these respects.—These chapters throw some light
upon Sir Edward Coke's Counnentary on this Section.—[Note 81. J
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of this Section) between the disseisors and their feoffees, is for
that the feoffees comming in by title and purchase are intended
in law to have a warrantie (which is much esteemed in law ; and
therefore lest the warrantie should be avoided, the release shall

enure to both the feoffees in favour ofpurchasers, and so the right

[/] 2 H. 3. and benefit of every one saved. [/] And in antient time if the
Ass. 432. 1 Ass. disseisor had made a feoffment in fee, or a gift in taile, or a lease

21 A^^
28*^^ for life, and the feoffee, donee, or lessee had continued in seisin

27 Ass. 68. 32.
quietly a yeare and a day, the entrie of the disseisee had not been

29 Ass. 54. lawfull upon him ; and the reason was, for the benefit and safe-

43 Ass. 17. gard of the warranty (which was intended by law) should have
40 ^- 3- 24- beene destroyed by the entrie. But hereof also more shall be

3V 2^ :&Itry
^^^^ ^" ^^^ proper place in the Chapter of Releases.

cong. 38. 13 E. 3. lit. Ass. 9. 12 Ass. 20.

(2M.Abr. Sect. 308.

jFN the same manner it is, if the disseisor maketh a lease to a

man for terme of his life, the 8:3" remainder over to another Fl 957]
infee, if the disseisee release to the tenantfor terme of life all his L a. J
right, S^c. this release shall inure as well to him in the remainder,

as to the tenantfor terme of life. And the reason is, for that the tenant

for life commeth to his estate by course of law, and therefore this release

shallenure and take effect by way of evtinguishment of the right of him

which releaseth, S^c. And by this release the tenantfor life hath no ampler

nor greater estate than he had before the release made him, and the right of
him which releaseth is altogether extinct. And inasmuch as this release

cannot enlarge the estate of the tenantfor life, it is reason that this release

shall efiure to him in the remainder, ^c.

More shall be said of releases in the Chapter of Releases.

'* 'J^HI S release shall inure as well to him in the remainder as to

^ the tenantfor terme of life, Sfc" Of this and the rest of

this Section, for avoyding of repetition, more shall be said in his

proper place in the Chapter of Releases.

*' All his right, Sfc.'' Here by this {Sfc.) is implied, title,

demand, and other words which may transfer the right, &c.

Also here is implyed of in or to the land.

Sect. 309.

ALSO, if two parceners be, and the one alieneth that to her belongeth

to another, then the other parcener and the alienee are tenants in

cmnmon.

This is evident, and needeth no explication.

Sect.
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Sect. 310. (Ant. 114. a.)

A L 6' O, * noti'y that tenants in common may be by \ title of pre-

scription, as if the one and his ancestors, or they whose

ri 5"! *^ estate he hath in one moitie have holden in common the same

L b J '''OfV/f toith the other tenant which hath the other moity, and with

his ancestors, or with those whose state he hath undividedX, time

out of minde of man. And divers other jnanners may vudce and cause

men to be tenants in commori, which are not here exprest,
\\

S^c. (1)

OF

* note that not in L. ami M. or Roh. | Sfc. added in Roh.

t title of not in Roh. || Sfc. not in Roh.

(1) When lands are given, in undivided shares, to two or more, for par-

ticular estates, so as that, upon the determination of the particular estates, in

any of those shares, they remain over to the other grantees, and the rever-

sioner or remainder-man is not let in till the determination of all the parti-

cular estates, the grantees take their original shares as tenants in common,
and the remainders limited among them on the failure of the particular estates,

arc known by the appellation of cross remainders.—These remainders may be

raised both by deed and will : in deeds, when the limitations are legal, they

can only be created by express words, but in wills, they may be raised by im-

plication.—In the case of Gilbert v. Witty, Cro. Jac. 6$^. it was said by jus-

tice Dodderidge, that cross remainders should never be raised, even in wills,

by implication, between more than two persons. This doctrme received some
countenance from what was said by the courts in the cases of Cole v. Leving-

stonc, I Ventris,[224. Holmes v, Meynell, sir Thomas Raymond, 452. and some
other cases. But it seems entirely exploded by the cases of Burden r. Burville,

B. R. East. Term, 13 Geo. 3. Duke of Richmond v. Earl of Cadogan, deter-

mined in the court of chancery in May 1773. Wright v. Holford,and others,

B. R. Easter Term 1774, Cowp. 31. and some other subsequent cases. It

seems however to be admitted in these cases, that, to raise cross remainders

between more than two, stronger implication is required, than to raise them
between two only.—This general outline of the doctrine of the raising cross

remainders by implication, is supported by the late cases of Atherton v. Pye,

4 Durn. & East, 7 1 o. Doe v. Cooper, 1 East, 229. Watson v. Foxon, 2 East, 36.
—And see Mr. serj. Williams's note, 1 Saund. 185. c. But where the ex-
pressions, supposed to import cross remainders, arise on limitations ofequitable
estates, particularly if they arise in directions for a settlement, or in any other
trusts of an executory nature, cross remainders may be raised by implication
in deeds, in the same manner as in wills. Green u. Stephens, 17 Ves. jun. 64.
and the case of the Duke of Richmond v. Earl of Cadogan, there cited. In the
limitations of cross remainders, two circumstances particularly should be
attended to ; one, that the clauses by which they are created, should not be
so expressed, as to make it necessary, that the party taking under them should
be alive at the time of the decease and failure of issue of the other.—The case
of Watts V. Wainwright, 5 Durn. and East, 427. is important upon this head,
—In that case there was a limitation by deed " to such child or children, that
'* Mary Abell should thereafter have, as tenants in common, if more than
" one, in tail general ; and, in caae any such child or children sliould die with-

"out
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1 1 E. 3. Trans. r\ F this, besides Littleton, there is as good authoritie in law, as

BHefe* l-f
^ *^^^^ ^^ ^^^' ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ throughout his three bookes

;

8 EL 6. la i).
^"^ joyntenants cannot be by prescription, because there is sur-

Lib. intrat. 23. vivor between them, but not between tenants in common.
The two {Sfc.) in this Section are evident.

Sect. 311.

jLSOf in some case tenants in common ought to have of their pos-
"^ session several actions^ and in some cases thej/ shall joyne in one
action (2). For if two tenants in common he, and they he 'disseised, they
must have% two assises, and not one assise

; for each of them ought to have
one assise of his moity, &^c. And the reason is, for that the tenants in
common were seised, 3^c. by severall titles. But otherwise it is ofjoin-
tenants

; for if twenty jointenants he, and they be disseised, they shall
have in all their names but one assise, because they have not (A) but one
joynt title (pur ceo que ils n'oiit forsque un joyiit title).

IN
(A) The word " not " should be left out, as this mode of e:ipression, though good in French,

does not suit the idiom of the English limgtiage. See Mr. Ritso's Inir. p. u 1.

X against the disseisor added in Roh,

** out issue of his, her, or their body or bodies issuing, then the part or parts
** of him, her, or them so dying without issue, should go and remain to the
*' use of the surviving child or children of the said Mary Abell, and the heirs
*' of his, her, or their respective bodies issuing : And so, tofies guoties, as any
*' of the said children should die without issue, till there should be only one
** child left : And in case all the said children should die without issue, or,

" if the said Mary Abell should have no issue of her body, then, to the use of
" Robert Abell, his heirs and assigns for ever." Mary Abell married Mr. John
Wainwright, and died leaving three children, John, Mary and Robert. Mary
married Mr. Watts, and died leaving issue, an eldest son, and two other

children. John married, and afterwards died without issue. The question

was. Whether, as Mary died in her brother's life-time, and consequently did

not at his decease sustain the description of a surviving child, her eldest son

became entitled to a share of John's third part ?—The court thought the word
" surviving" was referrible, not only to the children, but, to the whole line of

the heirs of their bodies ; and, upon that ground, held the eldest son entitled.

In Foquett v. Worsley, 1 East, 416, the general doctrine, that, in deeds, cross

remainders can only be raised by proper words of limitation, was confirmed.

Another circumstance to be attended to in these limitations, is, that they

should be so expressed, as to pass, not only the original share of the party,

but the shares surviving or accruing to him, or his issue, on the decease, and

failure of issue of any other of them. For the surviving or accruing share may
be considered as a distinct limitation, and may consequently be thought not to

remain over, unless this is signified. The same observations apply to the

trusts of personal estate. On the last head, see Perkins v. Micklethwaite.

1 Peere Williams, 274. and the cases there collected by Mr. Cox.—[Note 82.]

(2) The reader will find what Littleton and his commentator say on this

subject confirmed and exemplified by the cases cited in Viner and Bacon's

Abridgments, and Comyn's Digest, under the proper Titles.
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TN this Section \vc Icariic two things: first, that in rcall actions, (P<"«t. aoo.

and in actions also that arc mixt with the personalty, tenants ^^'^' ^^^- '^^'•

in common shall sever in action, because they have several
Lht'jkct. 314*

j
freeholds, and claime in by severall titles; and therefore as

they shall be severally by others impleaded, so shall the^

severally implead others in all real and mixt actions, unlesse it

be in case of necessity for a thing entire, as hereafter in this

Chapter shall anpeare. And Littleton here putteth the case

of the assise which is mixt with the personaltie, and therefore

he needeth not to put any case of any prcccipc (juhd rcddnt; 4 k. 4. i8.b.

for if it be so in case of assise, () fortiori in writs of higher (Ante iBo, b.)'

nature, which is necessarily implycd in the C'^c.J Now of suits

that sound in the realty, and of personal I actions, Littleton

speaketh hereafter in this Chapter. The second thing here to

be learned, is the diversitie between tenants in common and
joyntenants, which both of it selfe, and upon that which hath

been said, is apparent.

pf]
t^ Sect. 312. (Nov. 13. Ante

193)

/I LSO, if three joyntenants be, and one release to one of his fellowes
^^ all the right which he hath, Sjc, and after the * other two be disseised

of tlie whole, 6\c, in this case the two others shall have f several assise, S^c.

VI this manner^ viz. they shall have in both their names an assise of the

two parts, Sfc. because the two parts they held jointly at the time of the

disseisin. And as to the third part, he to luhom the release was made,
on^hi to have of that an assise in his own name,for that he (as to the same
third part) is thereof tenant in common (pur ceo que J il (quaunt a
Tiieme le tierce part) est de ceo tenant in common), 6^c. became he
commeth to this

||
third part byforce of the release, and not only byforce

of thejoynture.

This is put for an example (which ever doth illustrate the
rule) and is evident of itselfe, and the (S)'c.) in this Section
needeth no further explication-

Sect. 313. (Ante 164.8.)

(8 Rep. 86. b.)

A LSO, to tlie suing of actions which touch the realty (quant a suer
des actions que touchant § le realty), there be diversities between

parceners which are in by divers descents, and tenants in common. For if
a man seised of certain land infee hath issue two daughters and dyeth, and
the daughters enter, S^c. and each of them hath issue a son, and die without

partition

• other not in Roh.
|| third not in Roh.

t Sfc. added in Roh. § en added in Roh.
I il not in Roh.
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partition made between them (car si ^ home seisie de certaine terre en
fee ad issue deux *'^^ files ff et morust, et les files entront, &c. et
chescun de eux ad issue un fits, et devieront sauns partition fait enter
eux), by which the one moity descends to the son of the one par-
cener, and the other moity descends to the 6^ son of the other riQ^TI
parcener, and they enter and occupie in common and be disseised, L b J
in this case they shall have in their two names one assise, and not
two assises. And the cause is, for that albeit they come in by divers

descents, <^c. yet they are parceners, and a writ of partition lieth between
them. And they are not parceners, having regard or respect only to the

seisin and possession of their mothers (eyant regarde ou respect tantsole-
ment a * le seisin et possession de lour meres), but they are parceners
rather, having respect to the estate which descendedfrom their grandfather
to their mothers, for they cannot be parceners if their mothers were not
parceners before, f ^c. And so in this respect arid consideratio/t, viz, as to

th£first descent which was to their mothers, they have a title in parcenarie,
the which makes them parceners. And also they are but as one heire to

their common ancestor, viz. to their grandfather, from whom the land
descended to their mothers. Andfor these causes, before partition between
them, S^c. they shall have an (B) assise, although they come in by severall

descents J

.

^^"*^^^4-a.) This, upon that which hath been said in the Chapter of
\ide Sect. 241. Parceners, is evident: where you may reade excellent points

of learning, and diversities concerning this matter ; all which
are here either expressed or implyed, as the studious and
diligent reader will observe.

Sect. 314.

ji LSO,if there be two tenants in common of certaine land infee, and
they give this land to a man in taile, or let it to onefor terme of life,

rendring to them yearely a certaine rent, and a pound of pepper, and a
hawke or a horse, and they be seised of this service, and afterwards the

whole rent is behind, and they distraine for this, and the tenant maketh
rescouse. In this case as to the rent and pound of pepper they shall have

two assises, and as to the hawke or the horse but one assise. And the reason

why they shall have two assises as to the rent and pound of pepper is this,

insomuch as they were tenants in common in severall titles, and ivhen they

made a gift in taile or lease for life, saving to them the reversion, and
rendering to them a certaine rent, <$c. stich reservation is incident to their

r^ersion ; andfor that their reversion is in common, and by severall titles^

^^* as

^ (B) an seems to he here insertedfor one. See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 1

1

5f
home—deux parceners iti Rok. * le—lour in Roh.

** files—fites in Roh. f 8^c. not in Roh.

ft et morust, et les files entront, &c. % ^c. added in Roh.
et chescun de eux ad issue un fits, not

in Roh.
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as their possession ivas before l/ie reuL and other thinfrs which may be

severed, and were reserved nnio them upon the gift, or upon the tease,

which are incidents by the law to their reversion^ such things so reserved

were of the natnre of the reversion. And in as much as the reversion is

to them in common by severall titles, it behoveth that the rent and tlie

pound of pepper, which may be severed, be to them in common, and by

severall titles. And of this they shall have two assises, and each of' them

in his assise shall make his plaint of the moitie of the rent, am of the

moitie of the pound of pepper. But of the hawke or of the horse, which

cannot be severed, they shall have but one assise,for a man camwt make a

plaint in an assise of the moitie of a hawke, nor of tlie moitie of a horse, 8fc.

In the same manner it is of otiier rents and of otiier services which tenants

in common have in grosse by divers titles, S^c.

" TNthis case as to the rent and pound of pepper, they shall have

two assises, and as to the haxuke or the horse hut one assise'*

But for the better understanding hereof it is to be

[197^1 ^"o^v"j that if two 1^' tenants in common be, and (Ante 147. b.)

*

I
they grant a rent of 20 shilHngs per annum out of their

J*'*
^'"' .^''*

*•
land, the grantee shall have two rents of 20 shillings, for

^^Grangescase,

that every man's grant shall be taken most strongly against him- v'kIc Sect. 219.
selfe, and therefore they be several grants in law. (5 Rep. 7. b.)

But if they two make a gift in taile, a lease for life, &c. Plowd. 289. b.)

reserving twenty shillings rent to them and their heires, they (5 Rep. m,
shall have but one QO shillings, for they shall have no more than Ante 148. b.)

themselves reserved : and the donee or lessee shall pay but 20
shillings according to their own expresse reservation : and albeit

the reservation of rents severable be in joynt words, yet in re-

spect of the several reversions the law make thereof a severance.

Now for the rent, as namely 20 shillings or a pound of pepper
may be severed, the one tenant in common may have an assise

for the moity of 20 shillings, and the moitie of a pound of

pepper, dc medietate unius libr piperis, but he cannot have an .^^

assise of ten shillings, or de dimidio libra; piperis. But for the Vide iG Ass.

hawke or horse, albeit they be tenants in common, they shall joyne pi- 1 •

in an assise, for otherwise they should be without remedie, for *^ ^ 3-

one of them cannot make his plaint in assise of the moitie of a actioVi?"
hawke, or of a horse, for the law will never suffer any

[ip'^71 ™^" t^ demand any thing against the order o£iO- nature

|j J or reason, as before it appeareth by Littleton, Section

1 29. Lex enim spectat naturce ordinem. Also the law Regula.

will never enforce a man to demand that which he cannot recover. Vide Sect. 129.

and a man cannot recover [/] the moytie of a hawke, horse, or
[(J Lib. 5. fo. 2 1

.

ofany other entire thing ; Lex neminem cogit ad vana, sen inutilia. Regula.

But in that case they shall joyne in an assise, and the reason is, (^
^^^- ^59-

Ne curia Domini Regis deficerit injustitia exhibendd, or Lex non ^^^ 40^267 )
debet deficere conquerentibus in justitid exhibendd. And if they j-»j g g. 3. ig] a.

should not joyne, they should have damnum et injuriam, and yet ( i Roll. Abr.

should have no remedie [*] by law, which should be inconve- 107.

nient, but the law will, that in every case where a man is wronged, J^' ^^t
and endammaged, that he shall have remedie. Aliquid conceditur ^ Rep! 68.)
ne injuria remanent impunita quod alias non concederetur. 38 E. 3. 35.

[m] And tenants in common shall joyne in a quare impedit, Regula.

because the presentation to the advowson is entire. f"*^,^ ^' ' ^

13 E. 2.

Quare imp. 170. 33 H. C. 1 1. C E. 4. 10. 15 E. 3. Darr. presentment, 10.

Also
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[«] 6 H. 4. 6, 7. [w] Also tenants in common of a seigniory shall joyne in a
45 E. 3. 10. writ of right of ward, and ravishment of ward for the bodie,
30 H. 6. because it is entire.

i8^K3. 56. ^^ ^^o tenants in common be of the wardship of the bodicy

(Moor, 184. and one doth ravish the ward, and the one tenant in common
1 Roll. Rep. releases to the ravisher, this shall go in benefit of the otlier

^43) tenant in common, and he shall recover the whole, and this

release shall not be any bar to him. And so it is if two tenants

in common be of an advowson, and they bring a qnare impedit,

and the one doth release, yet the other shall sue forth, and
recover the whole presentment.

Two tenants in common shall joyne in a detinue of charters,

arid if the one be nonsuit, the other shall recover.

18 E. 3. 56. It is said that tenants in common shall joyne in a Warrantia
ChartcB, but sever in voucher.

" Moitie ofa horse, t^c." Here is implyed or any other entire

rent or service.

" By divers titles, S^-c^ That is by severall titles, and not by^

one joynt title, as hath beene said.

Sect. 315.

/I LSO, as to actions personals tenants in common may have such actions
'^- 'personals joyntly in all their names, as of trespasse (* sicome de
trespas), or f of offences which concerne their tenements in common, asfor
breaking their houses, breaking their closes,feeding, wasting, and defdwling

their grasse, cutting their woods, forfishing in their pischary (sicome de
bruser Jlour measons, ||

de enfreinder delour closes, de pasture, degaster,

et de fouler § des herbes, de couper lour bois, ^^' de pischer en lour

pischarie), and such like. In this case (ft Et en cest cas) tenants

in common shall have one action joyntly, and shall recover joyntly

their damages, because the action is m the personalty, and not in the

realtie, %% ^c.

29 E. 3. 51

.

" yt/^ ^ ^^^^ *"^^ actions personalsjoyntly in all their

43 E. 3. 24. names, 8^c" By this 6^ it appeareth that ten- FlOSTl
46 E. 3. 27. antg in common shall have personall actions joyntly.

[ n [

^d H^l^^i "^"^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ observed, that where damages are to

3 H. (5. 57.
^^ recovered for a wrong done to tenants in common, or par-

12 H. 6. 22. ceners in a personall action, and one of them die, the survivor of
22 H. 6. 14. them shall have the action; for albeit the property or estate be

*\? ^ 6^ severall between them, yet (as it appeareth here by Littleton)

\oiL'j]^T. the personal action is joynt.

21 H. 7. 22. 37 H. 6. 35. 21 E. 4. 12. (1 Sid. 157. Cro. Jac. 231. 1 Sid. 49.

2 Roll. Abr.91. 10 Rep. 134. a.)

And

* sicome—cest assavoir xw lioh. § des—de lour iw Roh^

t 0/not in Roh. ** et added in Rah.

X de added in Roh^ tt Et not in Roh.

II
de not in Roh. 1 1 Sfc. not in Roh.
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" Arid such like.'* Hereby is implied a diversity between a Vide Sect. 319,

chattel in possession, and n personall chose in action belonging 320, 3«i.

unto them. As if two tenants in common be of land, and one

doth a trespasse therein, of this action they are jointenants, and

the survivor shall hold place. So it is if two tenants in common (a Cro. 19.)

be of a manner, and they make a bailife thereof, and one of ^*
'f-

®- ''*•

them dieth, the survivor shall have the action of account, for ^ r"
*^" ^'

the action given unto them for the arrerages upon the account Account, 126.

was joint. So it is if two tenants in common sow their land, 45 E. 3. 13, 14.

and one doth eate the same with his cattle, though they have 37 H. 6. 32. 38.

the corne in common, yet the action given to them for trespasse ^'t/'n^Al*^^'

in the same is joynt, and shall survive. For the trespasse and
^i^yr 40 -?)

damage done to them was joynt, all which here is implyed by 667.)'

Littletojiy who saith, that they shall have an action joyntly, and
the same law is of coparceners.

But if two tenants in common be of goods, as of an horse or (Post. 200. a.

of any other goods personall, there if one dye, his executors 7 I^ep. Hall'»

shall be tenant in common with the survivor. ^'^"^^jl
^^^ ^^'

10 Rep. 134.
Ante 185.) 38 E. 3. 5. 17 E. 3. 11. 3 H. 5. Quarc Imp. 71. 14 H. 4. la.

9 H. 6. 30. 23 H. 4. 14. 37 H. 6. 9. b. 10 Eliz. D^er, 279. f. N. B. 35.

9 E. 3. 36, 37. PI. Cora. Seignior Barcley's case.

*' And not in the realtie, Sfc" If two tenants in common bs
of an advowson, and a stranger usurpe, so as the right is turned
to an action, and they bring a writ of Quare impedit which
concernes the realtie, the sixe months passe, and the one dyeth,

the writ shall not abate, but the survivor shall recover, other-

wise there should be no remedie to redresse this wrong. And
so it is of coparceners, and this is one exception out of our
autlior's rule.

[a] But if three coparceners recover land and damages in an [a] 14 E. 3,

assise of Mordancester^ albeit the judgement be joynt, that they Execution, 75.

shall recover the land and damages, yet the damages being 4oE-3-3l»-

accessory, though they be personall, do in judgement of law
^ RoU^Abr 86

depend upon tlie freehold being the principal, which is severall. 3 Rep. 14. b.

And though the words of the judgement be joint, yet shall it be Ante 154. b.

taken for distributive. And therefore if two of them dye, the ^ ^^oU. Abr.

entire damages do not survive, but the third shall have execu- ^^^"^

tion according to her portion ; and this is another exception out
of our author's rule. But if all three had sued execution by force

of an Elegit, and two of them had dyed, the third should have
had the whole by survivor, till the whole damages be paid.

If the aunt and niece join in an action of waste, for waste done 45 E. 3. 3. b.

in the life of the other sister, the aunt shall recover the da- 48 E- 3- »4-

mages only, because the same belongs not by law to the niece. ** K" 1 *^'
^'

And some hold the damages in that case to be the principall.
J^ £ ^'

'^^'

Wast. 115. 2 Cro. 19. Ante 53. b.

Sect. 316. (Cro.jac.231.
1 Sid. 49.)

/I LSO, if two tenants in common make a lease of' their

[1 987]
^^ tenements to another- for terme of yeares, renaring to

b. J ^^'i « certaine rent yearely during the terme, if the rent be

behind, S;c. the tenants in common shall have an (A) action of'

debt
(A) an seems to \n: here inserted for one. See Mr. Ritso'a Intr. p. 111.

Vol. II. K
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debt against the lessee, and not divers actions, for that the action is in the

personalty/ (pur ceo que raction est en * la personalty).

This upon that which hath been said is evident.

Sect, t 317.

TfUT in an avowryfor the said rent they ought to sever, for this is in

-^ the realty, as the assise is above.

Vid.9.3.36,37. This being an addition to Littleton^ albeit it be consonant to
PI. Com. Seig- law yet I omit it.

nior Barkley s

case.

(Stat 3^ H. 8. Sect. 318.
Ante 107. a.

187. a.)

/i LSO, tenants in common may well make partition between them if
^^ they will, but they shall not be compelled to make partition by the

law (coment que ils J ne serront compelles de faire partition per la ley)

;

but if they make partition betweene themselves by their agreement and
consent, such partition is good enough, as is adjudged in the book of
assises

\\
.

*Vid. Sect. 259. , Of this sufficient hath beene said in * the Chapter of Par-
290. 247. 264. ceners and Joyntenants.
19 Ass. p. 1.

"^

47 E. 3. 22.
" ^^ ihe book of assises.'* This booke is of great authoritie

in law, and is so called because it principally containeth the

proceedings upon writs of assise of novel disseisin, which in

those dayes wasfestinum etfrequens remedium.

Sect. 319.

yi LS O, as there be tenants in common of lands and tenements, S^c. as
-^ aforesaid, in the same manner there be of chattells reals and personals

(sicome y sont tenants en common de terres et tenements, &c. come
est avantdit, en mesme le manner y sont § de chattels reals et personals).

As if a lease be made (sicome ^"^ lease soit fait) of certaine lands to two

menfor terme of 20 yeares, and when they be of this possessed,

the i^ one of the lessees grant that which to him belongeth to ri99.T
another during the terme, then he to whom the grant is made L a. J
and the other shall hold and occupie in common.

''GRANT

* la 7iot in L. and M. or Rah. \\ Sfc. added inL. and M. and Roh.

t No part of this Section in L. and § possessions etv proprietors added
M. or Roh. in L, and M. and Roh.

I ne not in Roh. but in L, and M, ** si added in L. and M. and Roh.
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** fZ^ ^^ ^'^^ f^^^ xuhich to him belougfith." The same law it is Vide Sort. 3 15.

if the one lessee in this case make a lease for part of the C^'""' ^''•'=' 33

terme, the second lessee and the other are tenants in common, as *^ *®'* *'^

hath been said in the Chapter of Joyntenants (B). The C*^'c.J in

this Section, implyelh other hereditaments whereof men maybe
tenants in common, whereof sufficient hath been said before.

(B) 77ie $ame case is u/s ' ",.r,t,,.,n'(\ ante 192. a.

Sect. 320.

ALSO, if ttoo * have fjoi/ntlj/ the wardship of the body and land of
"^ an infant within age, and the one of them grant to another that which

to himselje belongeth of the same ivard, then the grantee, and the other

which did tiot grant, shall have and hold this in common, S^c.

"tJEREBY it appeareth, that there may be tenants in com- 16E. 3. tit.Aid.

nion as well of chattels reall entire, as wardship of the

body, &c. as of chattels personal, as a hawke or a horse. If

two tenants in common be of a seigniory, and a ward fall, they

are tenants in common of the wardship aswel of the body as

land. And so it is if the land it selfe escheat to them, they shall

be tenants in common thereof, and so it is of parceners.

" In common^ Sfc.'* Here f^cO inaplyeth any other entire Vide devant,

chattel 1.
'"^ect. 315.

Sect. 321.

TN the same manner it is of chattels perso7ials. As if two have \JQyntly

^y Sit^ ^^ ^y ^"y^^^G ^ horse or an oxe, S)X. and the one grant that to

him belongs
\\ of the same horse or oxe to another, the grantee, and the

other which did not grant, shall have and possess such chattels personals

in common § . And in such cases, where divers persons have chattels real

or personall in common ^, and by divers titles, if the one of them dieth,

the others which survive shall not have this as survivor, but tlie

[iPQ."! ^^ executors of him which dieth shall hold and occupie this with

b. J ^^^^ which survive, as their testator did or ought to have done
in his life time, S^c. because that their titles and rights in this

were severall, S^c,

This is evident enough, and hereof sufficient hath been said Vide derant,

before. Sect. 315.

Sect.

* joyntenants added in L. and M.
|| of the same horse or oxe not in

and Roh. L. and M. pr Koh.
t joyntly not in L. and M. or Roh. § S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
I joyntlg—ajnynt estate, in L.and M. 5[ S)C. added in L. and M. and Roh.

end Roh.
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Sect. 322.

yj LS Of in the case aforesayd, as if hvo have an estate in common for
terme of yearesy &^c. the one occupy ally and put the other out of

possession and occupationy he which is put out of occupation shall have

against the other a writ of ejectione firmee of the moietie, S^r.

Sect. 323.

TN the same manner it is where tivo hold the wardship of lands or
^ tenements during the nonage of an enfant, if the one oust the other of
his possession, he which is ousted shall have a writ o/" ejectment de gard of
the ?noitiey S)C. because that these things are chattels realsy and may be

apportioned and severed, ^c. hut no * action oftrespasse (videlicet) Quare
clausum suum fregit, et herbam suam, &c. conculcavit, et consump-
sit, &c. et hujusmodi acliones, &c. the one cannot have against the other,

for that each of them may enter and occupie in common, S^c. per my et

per tout, the lands and tenements § which they hold in common. But if
two be possessed of chattells persoruills in common by divers titles, as of a

horsey an oxCy or a cowe, ^c. if the one take the whole to himselfe out of the

possessioji of the othery the other hath no other remedie but to take thisfrom
him who hath done to him the wrong to occupie in common, S^c. when he

can see his time (quant f il poet veier son temps), ^c. In the same manner
it is of chattels reallsy ivhich cannot be severed, as in the case aforesaid,

where two be possessed of the ivardship of the bodie of an infant ivithin

agCy if the one taketh the infant out of the possession of the other, the

other hath no remedie by an action by the law, but to take the infant out

of the possession of the other when he sees his time X •

(Sid. 49.) " 17 Jf2 terme of yeares^ 8^c" For one yeare, halfe a yeare,
-^ &c.

(Hob. 120. " The one occupy all, and put the other out of possession.*'
Plo. 247. These are words materially added, for albeit one tenant in com-

^ 33- mon take the whole profit^*, the other hath no remedie by law
0. 123. 2,10) against him, for the taking of the wholeprofits is no ejectment(l):

But if he drive out of the land any of the cattell of the other

tenant

* such added in L. and M. and Roh. I 8fc, added in L. and M. but not

§ 8^c. added in L. and M. and Roh. in Roh.

t il not in L. and M. or Roh.

i

(1) But now, by the stat. of the 4th of Ann. chap. 16. sect. 27. actions of
account may be maintained by one jointenant and tenant in common, his

executors and administrators, against the other, as bailiff, for req^iving more
than comes to his share and proportion, and against the executors and adminis-
trators of such jointenant or tenant in common ; and the auditors appointed by.

the
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tenant in common^ or not suffer him to enter or occupj the land,

this is an ejectment or expulsion, whereupon he mny have ejec- (i Iloll. Ahr.

tione JirmcCy for \\\ii one nioitie, and recover damages for the 74 « Nov 14.)

entric, but not for the meane profits. ^^'**- •^**^' ®")

•* rjedionc firnuc of the moiticy S^c" Here by this and the (a Rep. «8.

other (J^-c.) in these two i^cctions, are to be understood divers i- N. ii. 197.)

diversities between actions which concerne right and interest, (as

of ejcctinncfirmo'y ejectmefit de gard, quare ejccit infra icrmimim
of a chattell real upon an expulsion or ejectment) and actions

concerning the bare taking of the profits rising off the land or

doing of trespasse upon the land, as here by the examples 21 £.4.11.^2.
do appeare, for the right is severall, and the taking of the 43 E. 3. .24.

profits in common. The second diversity is between 45 E. 3. 13.

rOQQT] 5^ chattels reals that are apportionable or severable, as o^J^o^' ^^' ^^'

I

*J
leases foryeares, wardship oflands,interest oftenements ,qj'i g I7.

by elegit, statute merchant, staple^ bcc. of lands and 32 H. 6. 16.

tenements, and chattels reals entire, as wardship of the body, a 2 K. 4. 23.

viilcine for yeares, kc. for ifone tenant in common take away the '^
J5'

"** ^'

ward, or the villeine, <S:c. the other hath no remedie by action,
]^ jj' "^

^°'

but he may take them again. Another diversitie is between ai E. 3. 29.
chattells realls and chattells personalis, for if one tenant in com- 12 Ass. 28.

mon take all the chattells personalis, the other hath no remedy by 47 E. 3. 22. b.

action, but he may take them again ; and herein the like law is i°^"^' ^\
concerning chattells realls entire, and chattells personall for this ,^ £ ^ '"

*'

purpose. But of chattels entire, as of a sheep, horse, or any Account, 122.

other entire cliattell, reall or personall, no survivor shall be be- (Ant. 198. a.)

tween them that hold them in common: and tenants in common }^
^- 4-

shall not joyne in an eJectioneJirmcB, nor in a writ of ejectment de
j [^pf

^^' ]^
'

gard, or a quare ejecit infra terminum, Sfc. for that these actions (SirTho. Ray.
concerne the right of lands which are severall. 15. 1 Lev. 29.

21 E.4. 11, 12. (Ant. Sec. 3ii.&fol. 197. b.)

If two tenants in common be of a manner, to the which waife 13 E 3.

and stray doth belong, a stray doth happen, they are tenants in
f'^'^.',^^^!

.

common of the same, and if the one doth take the stray, the other ^gg x
'

hath no remedie by action, but to take him againe. But if by
prescription the one is to have the first beast happening as a

stray, and the other the second, there an action lieth if the one

take that which pertaines to the other.

If two tenants in common be of a dove-house, and the one 47 E. 3. 22. b.

destroy the old doves, whereby the flight is wholly lost, the other

tenant in common shall have an action of trespasse, quai-e vi ct

armis columbare le pi'J^regit et dticenias columbas preiij. 405. in-

terfecit, per quod volatum columbaris sui totaliter amisit : for the

whole flight is destroyed, and therefore he cannot in

r^OOTI ^^ ^^'" P^^^^ tenancie in common. And so it is if 4 E. 3. Trcspaj,

L b II
^^^ tenants in common be of a parke, and one 233.

destroyeth all the deer, an action of trespasse lieth.

[c] If two tenants in common be of land, and of mete stones, [c] 1 H. 5- '•

P'o metis et bundiSy and the one take them up and carrie them ^ H. 5. 3.

away, the other shall have an action of trespasse quare ri et armis

against

the court, w|>ere such action shall be depending, are empowered to administer

an oath, and examine the parties touching the matters in question, ^c. See
also 1 Leo. aiy.—[Note 83]

K 3
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against him, in like manner as he shall have for the destruction

of doves,

[d] 13 E. 3. [cl] If two tenants in common be of a folding, and the one
Trespp.s, 212. of them disturbe the other to erect hurdles, he shall have an
19 R. 2. Br.927. action of trespasse guai-e vi et armis for this disturbance.

[e\ If two severall owners of houses have a river in common
between them, if one of them corrupt the river, the other shall

have an action upon his case.

[/] If two tenants in common, or jointenants, be of an house
or mill, and it fall in decay, and the one is willing to repaire the
same, and the other will not, he that is willing shall have a writ

de reparatione faciendd ; and the writ saith, ad reparationem et

sustentationem ejusdem domus teneantur ; whereby it appeareth,

that owners are in that case hoxmA.pro bono publico to maintain
houses and mills which are for habitation and use of men.

If one jointenant or tenant in common of land maketh his com-
panion his baylife of his part, he shall have an action of account
against him, as hath been said. But although one tenant in com-
mon or jointenant without being made baylife take the whole
profits, no action of account lieth against him ; for in an action

of account he must charge him either as a guardian, baylife, or

receiver, as hath been said before, which he cannot do in this

case, unless his companion constitute him his bailife. And
therefore all those bookes which affirm that an action of account
lieth by one tenant in common, or jointenant, against another,

must be intended when the one maketh the other his bailife, for

otherwise never his baylife to render an account is a good plea.

If there be two tenants in common of a wood, turbarie, pis-

charie, or the like, and one of them doth wast against the will of
his companion, his companion shall have an action of wast, and
he that did the wast before judgement, hath election either to

take his part in certaintie by the sherife and the oath of men, &c.
or that he grant, that from thenceforth he shall not do wast but
according to his portion, &c. and if he make choice of a certain

place, then the place wasted shall be assigned to him. [g] But
this extends not to coparceners, because they were compellable

to make partition by the common law: and this, as it is said, doth
extend as well to tenants in common and joyntenants for life, as

to an estate of inheritance. But if one tenant in common, or

joyntenant of a dove-house destroy the whole flight of doves, no
action of wast doth lie in that case upon the said statute, * as

some do hold.

If lands be given to two, and to the heires of one of them, and

^ the tenant for life doth wast, he that hath the inheritance shall s

( have no action ofwast by the statute of Gloucester, but upon the /

, statute of JV. 2. he shall have an action of wast. And it is to be I

> known, that one tenant in common may infeoffe his companion,

^ but not release, because the freehold is severall. Joyntenants

may release, but not infeoffe, because the freehold is joynt; but
\

coparceners may both infeoffe and release, because their seisin,

to some intents is joynt, and to some severall (1).

Trespas, 212.

Vid. 18PI.6.5.

[e] 13 H. 7. 26.

mF.N.B.127
Rec 163.

(Ant. 54. b.)

17 E. 2. tit.

Account, 22.

8E.2.
Account, 1 15.

30E. 1.

Account, 127.

45 E. 3. 10.

47 E. 3. 22, b.

38 E. 3. 9.

22 E. 3. 60.

3 E. 3. 27.

39E. 3. 7.82.
F.N. B. 118.1
10 H. 7. 16.

2 E. 4. 25.

(Ant. 172. a.

F. N. B. 1 ] 8.

1 Roll. Abr. 118
2 Inst, 379.)
W. 3. ca. 23.

[^]27H.8.i3
21 E. 3. 29.

29 E. 3. 39.

3P2 2. Wast. 35
F. N. B. 59- D.
F. N. B. 49. I.

47 E. 3. 22.

50 E, 3. 3.

10 E. 4.3 b
22 H. 6. 42.

21E. 3. 47. !

17 E. 3. 47- ^

18 E. 4. 27. .

28 E. 3. 4. V

(2 Inst. 403. (

1

1

Rep. 49. i,

Ant. 53. b. ^
F. N. B. 59. D.

^

2 Roll. Abr. 86. 403. Ant. 186. b. Post. 335. a.) Sect.

(1) il/. 26 <^ 27 Eliz. per cur. If one coparcener in tail levies a jine to

another sur conusans de droit, &c. z7 does not enure hyvoay of release, hut by

•way of grant, and it imllbe a discontinuance and alteration of the estnte tvithoiii

execution^
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Sect. 324.

^ LSOf when a man * will sheiv afeoffement made to him, or a gift in
^^ taile, or a leasefor life ff any lanch or IcnemcntSy there he shall say

,

In/ force of which feoffenicnt^ gift, or lease, he was seised, S^r. hut wfiere

one will plead a lease or grant made to him of a chattell real or personal,

then he shall sat/, byforce of which he was possessed^ ^c.

More shall be said of tenants in common in the Chapters of Releases f
and Tenant by Elegit.

" Tl Fj was seisedy Sfc." Seisin is a m ord of art, and in pleading

is only applied to a freehold at least, as possessed for

distinction sake is to a chattell reall or personall.

[i20l71 ^^ ^^ if -B. plead a feoffement in fee, he concludeth,

I
virtule cujus prcedict.' B. fuit seisitus, Sfc. But if (Plowd. Com.

he plead a lease for yeares, he pleadeth, xirtute cujus 5^^3- a-

pricdidis B. intravit, et fuit itide possessionatus; and so of pj^'^'^^^-a

chattells personalis, liHute cujusfuit inde vossessioiiatus. y^^^ 310. b.

And this holdeth not only in case 01 lands or tenements Noy, iQ.)

which lie in liverie, but also of rents, advowsons, commons, &c.
and other things that lie in grant, whereof a man hath an
estate for life or inheritance.

Also when a man pleads a lease for life, or any higher estate

which passeth by liverie, he is not to plead any entrie, for he is

in actuall seisin by the liverie it selfe. Otherwise it is of a
lease for yeares, because there he is not actually possessed

untill an entrie.

Chap.

• in pleading added in L. and M. f and Confirmations added in L. and
and Roh. M. and Roh.

execution, because one parcener may enfeoff another, and this is a feoffment of
record. But one may release to another, and it enures per raitter le droit.

—

Ld. Nottingh. MSS.—[Note 83 f.]
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Ghap. 5. Of Estates upon Condition. Sect. (1) 325,

E STA TE S which men have in lands or tenements * upon condition

are of iivo sorts (sent t de deux maners), viz. either they have estate

upon condition in deed (scilicet^ J ou ils ont estate sur condition en fait),

or upon condition in law,
\\

S^c, Upon condition in deed is, as if a man hy

deed indented enfeoifes another in fee ^ simple, reserving to him and his

heires yearely a certaine rent payable at one feast or divers feasts per

annum, on condition that if the rent be behind, S^c. that it shall be

laicfull for the feoffor and his heires into the same lands or tejiements to

enter, <3fc. And if it happen the rent io be behind by a week after any

day of payment of it, or by a month after any day of payment of it, or

by half a year, &^c. that then it shall be lawfull io thefeoffor and his

heires to enter, S^c. (Sur condition en fait est, sicome un home per fait

endent enfeoffa un a uter en fee simple, reservant a luy et a ses heires

annualment certaine rent payable a un feast ou a divers feasts per an,

sur condition que si le rent soit aderere, &c. que bien list al feoflfor et

a ses

* upon condition not in L. and M. I ou not in L. and M. or Roh.
or Roh.

II
8^0. not in L. and M. or Roh.

t de— en in L. and M. and Roh, § simple not in L. and M. or Roh.

(i) The doctrine of conditions is derived to us from the feudal law. The
rents and services of the feudatory are mentioned by feudal writers, as condi-

tions annexed to his fief. Ifhe neglected to pay his rent, or perform his service,

the lord might resume the fief. But the payment of rent and the performance

of feudal service were, for a long period of time, the only conditions that could

be annexed to a fief; and, th6 latter, whether expressed or not, was always

presumed by the law;—being incident to, and inseparable from, the estate of

the feudatory.—In this sense they are called conditions in law, or implied con-

ditions.—Afterwards, when other conditions were introduced, the estates to

which they were annexed were ranked among improper fiefs.—See Sir Tliomaa

Craig, De Jure Feudali, lib. 2. dieg. 4. sect. 1, 2, 3. Conditions of this last sort

were called express, or conventionary conditions. By an application, in some
respects very much forced, of the original principle of conditions, that, on the

non-performance of them, the lord might resume his fief, conditional fees at

common law, and some other modifications oflanded property, were introduced

as estates upon condition. These are often of such a nature, as to make it

more natural that a stranger should have the estate on the non-performance of

the condition, than the donor :—and, that the lord, instead of being confined

to his right of resumption, should have it in his power to compel the perform-

ance of the condition, or recover from the donee a compensation, or satisfaction,

for the breach of it. But, as all these estates were introduced as estates upon
conditions, the law, where it still considers them as conditions, and exceptwhere
it has been altered by act of parliament, confines the donor's remedy to the

resumption of the estate, and gives that remedy only to the donor and his

heirs.—Considered in this sense, the word Condition has, in our law, a much
more contracted meaning than it has in the civil law; where it signifies, gene-

rally, all those pactions, or agreements, which regulate- that which the

contractors have a mind should be done, if a case, which they foresee, should

come to pass. This is the definition of Domat, lib, i . tit, i . sect, 4.

—

[Note 84.]
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a 868 heires en mesmes lea lerres ou tenements de enlrer, &c. Ou si

terre soit alien a un homo en fee rendant a luy certaine rent, &c. (A) et

s'il happa que le rent soit aderere per un sr.maigne apres ascun jour de
payment de ceo, ou per un mois apres ascun jour de pavment de ceo,

ou per ** un demy, iic. que adonques bien lirroit a le feofi'or et a les

heires d'entrer, &c.) fj:
//* these cases //' the rent he not paid at such

iimCf or before such time limited and specified within the condition com-

prised in the indenture, then mat/ the Jeoffor or his heires enter into such

lands or tenements, and them in his former estate to have and hold, and
the feofl'ce quite to ouste thereof. And it is called an estate upon condiliun,

fnrause that the state of the feoffee is defeasible, if the condition be not

performedf S^c.

" TTPON condition^ Littleton having before spoken of estates Glanvill. lib. xo.

absolute, now beginneth to entreate of estates upon condi- cap. 8. Bracton,

tion. And a condition annexed to the realtie, whereof Littleton
J|^-

^- "P- 5. 6,

here speaketh in the legall understanding, est modus, a qualitie
|<|^ ^'^^j ^

annexed by him that hath estate, interest, or right, to the same, Hrlt.cap. 36. U
whereby an estate, &c. may either be defeated, or enlarged, or fol. 89. 99.114.

created upon an incertaine event. Conditio dicitur cum quid in ^3o- 205, ao6,

casum incertum qui potest tendere ad esse aut no7i esse coiifertur. p?^*,^f?*

cap. 9. & lib. 5.
•' Upon condition m deed," ^uce estfactt, that is, upon a con- ca. 5. Mirr.

dition expressed by the partie m legall termes of law. cap. 2. sect. 15.

" Or upon condition in lave, S^c." quce estjuris, that is, tacite (Plow. 23. a.

created by law without any words used by the partie. Again, ' Roll. Abr.

Littleton subdivideth conditions in deed (though not in expresse ^^°s' ^ ^^'

words) into conditions precedent (of which it is said. Conditio

adimpleri debet priusquam sequaiur effectusj and conditions sub-

sequent. Again, of conditions in deed some be affirmative,

and some in the negative ; and some in the affirmative, which
imply a negative : some make the estate, whereunto they are

[^ annexed, voydable by entrie or clayme, and some
>^01. make the »3* estate void ipso facto, without entrie or

. b. J claime.

Also of conditions in deed, some be annexed to the rent re-

served out- of the land, and some to collaterall acts, &c. some be
single, some in the conjunctive, some in the disjunctive, as shall Mir. cap. a.

evidently appear in this Chapter, where the examples of these »ect. 15 & 17.

divisions shall be explained in their proper place.

** In law, <^c." Of conditions in law more shall be said here-
after in this Chapter.

" Upon condition in deed is, as ifa man hy deed indented, Sjc,"

Here Littleton putteth one example of six severall kinds of con-
ditions. That is, first, of a single condition in deed. Secondly,
of a condition subsequent to the estate. Thirdly, a condition

annexed

*• un—demy not in L, and M. or U And added in L. and M. and
Roh. Roh.

(A) Pari afiht triginal French u here imrrted, because the uvrds " rendant a \xiy certaiu*
rrnr, fitc." ure not noticed in the traralatxon of the section, though the same uvrdi art .

epmmented upon by lord Coke, pott. QOi . >.
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annexed to the rent, &c. Fourthly, a condition that defeateth

the estate. Fifthly, a condition that defeateth not the estate

before an entrie. And lastly, a condition in the affirmative,

which implieth a negative, (as behind or unpaid implieth a
negative) viz. not paid. All which do appeare by the expresse

words of Littleton.

" Rend' a luy certains rent^ Sfc. (B)'

implyed for life, in taile, or in fee.

Here by this f4cJ ^s

[fc] 40 Ass. 11.

20 H. 6.30,31.

6 H. 7. 7-

J9H.6. 76.

'20 H. 6. 32.

•22 H. 6. 46.

PI. Com. Kid-

wely's case, fo.

70. & Hill and
Orange's case,

fol. 73.

(Noy,23. iRo!l.

Abr. 459, 460.

Ptrk. sect. 827.

Noy, 23.)

Lib. 4. fo. 72,73.

Boroughe'scase.

49 Ass. 5.

i5Eliz.Di.329.

[c] Bendbes
en Tresp. 4 &
5 Ph. & Mar.

id] i5Eliz.

Dyer, 329.

{Ante, 145. a.)

" In these cases ifthe rent be not paid at such timey Sfc then may
the feoffor or his heires enter, SfC." By this Section, and by the

(S^c.) therein contained, six things are to be understood.

First, Where our author saith, ifthe rent he behind, that though
the rent be behind and not paid \h\ yet if the feoffor doth not
demand the same, &c. he shall never re-enter (1), because the

land is the principall debtor ; for the rent issueth out of the land,

and in an assize for the rent the land shall be put in view ; and
if the land be evicted by a title paramount, the rent is avoyded,
and after such eviction the person of the feoffee shall not be
charged therewith, for the person of the feoffee was only charged
with the rent in respect of the grant out of the land.

Secondly, The demand must be made upon the land, because
the land is the debtor, and that is the place of demand appointed

by law (2).

If the king maketh a lease for yeares, rendring a rent payable

at his receipt at Westminster, and after the king granteth the re-

version to another and his heires, the grantee shall demand the

rent upon the land, and not at the king's receipt at Westminster ;

for as the law without expresse words doth appoint the lessee in

the king's case to pay it at the king's receipt, so in case of a

subject, the law appoints the demand to be on the land (3).

If there be a house upon the same, he must demand the rent

at the house. And he cannot demand it at the back door of

the house but at the fore door, because the demand must ever

be made at the most notorious place. And it is not material

whether any person be there or no.

Albeit the feoffee be in the hall or other part of the house, yet

the feoffor need not [c] but come to the fore door, for that is

the place appointed by law, albeit the door be open.

[dl ^5=* If the feoffment were made of a wood only, r^OSTI
the demand must be made at the gate of the wood, 01*

|_ ^ J
at some high way leading through the wood or other

most notorious place. And if one place be as notorious as an-

other, the feoffor hath election to demand it at which he will, and
albeit

(B) See ante note A on Sect. 325.

(1) By special consent of the parties, a re-entry may be for default of pay-

ment of rent without demand of it. 5 Rep. 40. b.—[Note 85.]

(2) For the place of performing the condition see Litt. Sect. 340. and the

Commentary on that Section.

(3) The prior of St. John Jerusalem made a lease for years, reserving rent,

with a condition of re-entry, and afterwards surrendered the priory and all

its possessions to the king. The judges were of opinion, that the king, by

reason of his prerogative, might take advantage of the condition without de-

mand, though the prior himself could not. § Rep. 56. a. b.—[Note 86.]
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albeit the feoffee be in some other part of the wood redie to pay
the rent, yet that shall not availc him. Et sic de similihus.

Thirdly, Ami if the feoffor demand it on the ground at a place

which is not most notorious, as at the back door of a house, &c.

and in pleading the feoffor alledge a demand of the rent gene-

rally at the house, the feoffee may traverse the demand, and

upon the evidence it shall be found for him, for that it was a

void demand.
Fourthly, If the rent he reserved to be paid at any place from Lib. 4.1-0-

the land, yet it is in law a rent, and the feoffor must demand it roughe's ca?**,

at the place appointed by the parties, observing that which hath p|'^.^|„ -^
been said before concerning the most notorious place.

Fifthly, And all this is to be understood when the feoffee is

absent ; for if the feoffee commeth to the feoffor at any place upon

any part of the ground at the day of payment, and offer his rent,

albeit they be not at the most notorious place, nor at the last in-

stant, the feoffor is bound to receive it, or else he shall not take (Post, qi 1. a.)

any advantage of any demand of the rent for that day (1).

Sixthly, Therefore the place ofdemand being now known, it is (7 Rep. 28.)

furtlur to be known what time the law hath appointed for the

same. This partly appeareth by that which hath been last said.

For albeit the last time ofdemand of the rent is such a convenient

time before the sun setting of the last day of payment as the

money may be numbred and received, notwithstanding, if the

tender be made to him that is to receive it upon any part of the

land at any time of the last day of payment, and he refuseth, the

condition is saved for that time, for by the expresse reservation (5 ^^cp. 114 b.)

the money is to be paid on the day indefinitely, and convenient

time before the last instant, is the uttermost time appointed by
law, to the intent (2) that then both parties should meet toge- (2Cro.4j3.500.)

ther, the one to demand and receive, and the other to pay it, so

as the one should not prevent the other. But if the parties meet
upon any part of the land whatsoever on the same day, the

tender sliall save the condition for ever for that time.

And if the reservation of the rent be (as here Littleton putteth Lib. 5. fol. 1 14.

the case) at certaine feasts, with condition that if it happen the ^af^e's case,

rent to be behind by the space of a weeke after any day of pay- J
'• f-o""- ^I'"-

1 • \ n rf 11 1 "^ 1 • '^
-I

oc Orange s case.
mcnt, cvc m this case the teoiior needeth not demand it on the jg^ j-^.

feast day, but the uttermost time for the demand is a convenient 20 11. 6. 30, 31.

time (as hath been said) before the last day of the week, unlesse ^ H. 7. 3.

before that the feoffee meet the feoffor upon the land and tender

the rent as is aforesaid (3).

If

(1) For the difference of the demand to be made in case of a re-entry to
avoid an estate, or the forfeiture of a sum nomine poeucCy and of the demand
to be made in case of an entry to distrain, see before 144. a.

(2) Yet the rent is not due till the last minute of the natural day ; for if

the lessor dies after sun-set and before midnight, the rent shall go to the heir
and not to the executors. 1 Saund. 287. Salk. 578. {Note to the ttoclfth

edition.)—[Note 87.]

(3) For there is a material difference between a reservation of a rent payable
on a particular day, or within a certain time after, and a reservation of a rent
payable at a certain day, with a condition that if it be behind by tlie space
of any given time, the lessor shall enter. In both cases, a tender on the first,

or last (lay of payment, or on any of the intermediate dayt, to the lessor him-
self, cithti upon, or out of the land, is good. But, in the former case, ii is

sufficient
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Mich. 40 & If a rent be granted payable at a certaine day, and if it be
41 Eliz. inter behind and demanded that the srrantee shall distreine for it, in

Sr'^ t
^?^ ^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^ grantee need not demand it at the day ; but if he

AlaimdJs case,
^^"land it at any time after he shall distreyne for it, for the
grantee hath election in this case to demand it when he will to
inable him to distreine.

8 H. 7. 7. b. « Jn(i them in his former estate to have, ^c." Regularly it is

true that he that entreth for a condition broken shall be seised in

his first estate, or of that estate which he had at the time of the
estate made upon condition, but yet this fayleth in many cases.

4 H. 6. 2. lib. 8. 1 . In respect of impossibility. As if a man seised of lands in
fo. 43, 44.

^
the right of his wife maketh afeoffiTient in fee by deed indented,

case'^'"^'"""' "P^" condition that the feoffee should demise the land to the

5 H. 7. 6. a.
feoffor for his life, &c. the husband dieth, the condition is broken,

(Post. 297. b.) ^1^ ^'f^'s case the heire of the husband shall enter for the condition
broken, but it is impossible for him to have the estate that the
feoffor had at the time of the condition made : for therein he had
but an estate in the right of his wife, which by the (A) coverture
was dissolved. And therefore when the heire hath entred for the
condition broken and defeated the feoffment, his estate doth
vanish, and presently the state is vested in the wife.

j

(A) The text should be read, it seems, as if' lord Coke had said, w hich by the determination
of the coverture.

sufficient, if the lessee attend on the first day of payment, at the proper place
;

and, if the lessor do not attend there to receive the rent, the condition is

saved. In the latter case, to save the lease, it is not sufficient that the lessee

attends on the first day of payment, for he must equally attend on the last

day. 10 Rep. 129. a. Plow. 70. a.b. and Cropp v. Hambleton, Cro. Eliz. 48.

—It is to be observed, that it was once doubted, whetherproof of actual entry

and ouster was necessary in ejectment, brought on breach of a condition of

re-entry.—It was afterwards settled, that it was not, but that, notwithstanding

the confession of the re-entry, the demand of the rent must be proved. Anon.
1 Vent. 248,— Little v. Heaton, 2d Lord Raym. 750. and 1st Salk. 259. and
see 3 Burr. 1896, 1897. But now, by the 4 Geo. 2. c. 28. sect. 2. landlords or

lessors, having a right by law to re-enter, for non-payment of rent, may, without

any formal demand, or re-entry, serve a declaration in ejectment for the re-

covery of the demised premises; and shall recover judgment and execution,

in the same manner as if the rent in arrear had been lawfully demanded, and
re-entry made. And if the lessee or tenant permits execution to be executed
on such judgment, without paying the rent and arrears, and full costs, and
without filing any bill or bills for relief in equity, within six calendar months
after such execution executed, he shall be barred and foreclosed from all relief

in law or equity, except by writ of error for reversal of such judgment.—By the

same statute, sect. 4th, if the tenant, at any time before the trial in ejectment,

pays or tenders to the lessor or landlord the whole rent in arrear, with the

costs, or pays such arrears and costs into court, the proceedings in ejectment

shall cease, and the tenant shall be relieved in equity, and hold the lands

demised according to the old lease, without any new lease. In Archer v. Snapp,

Andr. 341. lord chief justice Lee observes, that both the courts of law and

the courts of equity had, previous to this statute, exercised a discretionary

power of staying the lessor from proceeding at law, in cases of forfeiture for

non-payment of rent, by compelling him to take the money really due to him.

The same observation is made in Bull. Ni. Pri. 97. See 2 Salk. 597. 8 Mod. 345.

10 Mod. 383. and 2 Vern. 103. 1 Wilson, 75. 2 Stra. 900. So, in a cessavit,

the defendant, by tendering the arrears, and giving security, might free himself.

Sec Pigot on Com. Rec. 62.—[Note 88.]



L.3.C.5.Sect.32j. upon Condition. ['J02.a. 202.bi

9. In respect of necessity. IfCestiw que use after the statute of

R. 3, and before the statute ofay ffT 8, had made a feoffment in

ice upon condition, and alter had entred for the condition broken

;

in this case he had but an use when tiie feoffment was made, but

now he shall be seised of the wliole state of tlie land. So that aa

in the former case, tlie ancestor had somewhat at the making of

the condition, and the heire shall have nothing when he hatfi

entred for the condition broken, so in this case the feoffor had

no estiite or interest in the land at the time of the condition made,

but a bare use ; yet after his entrie for the condition broken he

shall be seised of the whole state in the land, and that also for

necessitie, for by the feof^'ment in fee of Cestuu que use, the whole

estate and right was devested out of the feofiees. And therefore

of necessitie the feoflbr nmst gain the whole estate by his entrie

for the condition broken.

Tenant in speciall tail hath issue, and his wife dieth, tenant in

taile maketh a feoffment in fee upon condition, the issue dieth,

the condition is broken, the feoffor re-enters, he shall

['202 n ^" ^^^^'^ ^"^ ^" estate for life, as tenant in taile apres
*.

'^J
vossibilit}/ of issue extinct by the re-entry, and yet he (8 Rep. 43, 44.)

liad an estate taile at the time of the feoffment, and
that also for necessity.

3. In some cases the feoffor by his re-entry shall be in his (Ante 103. a.)

former estate, but not in respect of some collaterall qualities. As
if tenant by homage ancestrell maketh a feoffement in fee upon
condition, and entreth upon the condition broken, it shall never
be holden by homage ancestrell again. And so it is if a copihold

escheate, and the lord make a feoffement in fee upon condition,

and entreth for the condition broken. And the reason in both
these cases is, for that the custome or prescription for the time
is interrupted.

(1) Lord and tenant by fealty and rent, the lord is in seisin »5 As$. la.

of his rent, the lord granteth his seignory to another and to his (^ ^^- 9 *^ )

heires upon condition, the tenant attorneth and payeth his rent

to the grantee, the condition is broken, the lord distreineth for

his rent, and rescous is made, he shall be in his former estate,

and yet the former seisin shall not enable him to have an assise

without a new seisin.

If tenant in taile make a feoffment in fee upon condition, and 8 H. 7. 7.

dieth, the issue in taile within age doth enter for the condition

broken, he shall be first in as tenant in fee simple as heire to his

father, and consequently and instantly he shall be remitted. But
if the heire be of full age, he shall not be remitted, because he
might liave had hisjormedoti against the feoffee, and the entrie for (Post. 350. b.)

the

(1) This is seemingly contradicted by the authorities cited in the margin.
In that taken from lord Coke's Reports, it is said, that " If the lord grants his
" seignory on condition, and the tenant pays the rent to the grantee, and
" afterwards the condition is broken, and the lord distrains for the services,
*' upon rescous made he shall have assise, for the seisin before is sufficient."

—

The case reported in the margin from the Book of Assises is to the same effect.
But it is to be observed, that, when the lord distrains, his distress amounts to
a new entry. This may serve to reconcile the apparent contradiction, in this
instance, between the Commentary and the authorities cited in the margin.
—•Note 89.]

^



203. b.] Of Estates L.3. C.5. Sect. 355.

the condition is his own act ; but more shall be said liereof in

his proper place in the Chapter oi Remitter.

2 H. 6.4. If a man make a feoffment in fee of Blacke Acre and White
(1 Roll. Abr. Acre upon condition, &c. and for breach thereof that he shall
412.) enter into Blacke Acre, this is good.

43 Ass. 47. If tenant for life make a feoffment in fee upon condition, and
13E. 4. 4. entreth for the condition broken, he shall be tenant for life

2 H.5. 7.b. again, but subject to a forfeiture, for the state is reduced, but

1? H V 25. ^^^^ forfeiture is not purged (2).

16 Ass. 47. (1 Roll. Abr. 856. Post. 252. a.)

Sect.

(•2) It may be further observed, 1st. That as the entry of the feoffor on the

feoffee for a condition broken defeats the estate to which the condition was
annexed, so it defeats all rights and incidents annexed to that estate, as dower,

&c. and all the mesne incumbrances of the feoffee. See 1 Roll. Abr. 474.
2dly, That every condition must defeat the entire estate, and that a condition

cannot be so framed, as to make one and the same estate in any lands cease

as to one person, and remain as to another, or cease for one time, and revive

afterwards. 6 Hep. 40. b. 41. a. sdly. That a condition annexed to land,

cannot be apportioned by any of the parties themselves, so as to become void

as to one part of the land, and to remain good as to the other. Thus, in the

case cited by lord Coke, 4liep. I20.a. b. a lease xvas made for twenty-one

years, of three manors, rendering rent for manor A. 61. for manor B. 5/. and
for manor C. 10 L to be paid on a place out of the land, with a condition of

re-entry into all the three manors, for default of payment of the rents. The
lessor granted the reversion of part of manor A. to one and his heirs ; and

afterwards granted the reversion of another part to another and his heirs : it

was adjudged, that the second grantee should not enter for the condition

broken, because the condition was entire, and, by the severance of part of

the reversion, was destroyed in all. But a condition may be apportioned by
act in law. See the instance put by lord Coke, post. 215.3. 4thly, That

part of a condition may be good, and another part of it may be void in law

:

as, if a person makes a gift in tail to the donor's eldest son, remainder to his

youngest son in tail, vrith a condition that, if the eldest son alien in fee, his

estate shall cease, and the lands should remain to the second son in tail ; that

part of the condition which prohibits the alienation made by tenant in tail,

is good in law, but that part of it, which says that, upon such alienation, the

lands shall remain over, is void, and the donor may re-enter. See Litt. Sections

720, 721, 722, 723, and the Commentary page 379. b. And see post. 223. b.

note 1. 379. b. note 1. 5thly, That, if ^. be tenant for life, remainder in con-

tingency, remainder to B. in tail, and A. before the contingency happens,

surrender his estate to B. his surrender bars the contingent remainder. But,

if he surrenders on condition, and before the contingency happens, the con-

dition is broken, and A. enters on the estate, the contingent remainder is

revived. See Thompson v. Leach, 1 Lord Raym. 313.—[Note 90.]



L.3. C.5. Secl.326, 32?. upon Condition. [202. b.

Sect. 326.

/iV the same manner it is if lauds be given in taile, or letfor tenne of
I'f'c or * nf iji'oresy upon condition (surf condition), d^r.

•' Upon condition, tSc." This implyeth the scvcrall kinds oi'

conditions in deed before specified.

Sect. 327.

r)UT where a feoffment is made of certaine lands reserving a certain^

rent, J S)'c. upon such conditio?}, that if the rent be behind, that it

shall be laivfu/l for thefeoffor and his heires (que § bien lirroit al feoflfor

et
11
ses heires) to enter, ** and to hold the land mitill he be satisfied or

payed the rent behind^ S^c. in this case if the rent be behind, and the

feoffor or his heires enter, the feoffee is not altogether excluded from this

(le feoffee n'est pas exclude de ceo tout 4- net), but the feoffor shall

have and hold the land, and thereof take tlie profits, until he be satisfied

(tanque 44- il soit satisfie) of the rent behind ; and when he is satisfied,

tlien may thefeoffee re-enter (donque poit le feoffee jf re-entrer) into the

same land, and hold it as he held it before (et ceo tener
|| |[

come il tenoit

a devant). For in this case the feoffor shall have the land (le feoffor

avera §^ la terre) but in manner as for a distresse, until he be satisfied

(tanque *!* il soit satisfie) of the rent, Sec. though (coment ft que) he

take the profits in the meane time ff to his own use, &fc.

'A^^ ^^ hold the land untill he be satisfied or payed the rent Vide Sect. 332.

behindc, S)C." By this it is implyed, that if such a feoffment 19^^ 3- t»t- Barr<"

be made, reserving [6] (for example) 8 markes rent at the feast
?J°-

^9 ^- '^•

of Easter, with such a condition as is afore said, the feoffor at the
pi"*Com"524**

feast day demands the rent, the feoffee paieth unto him 6 markes
[/,] 20 E. 3. tit.

parcell of the rent, the feoffor entreth into the lands and taketh Covenant, 3.

the profits towards satisfaction. Afterwards the feoffee doth

tender

"for temic added in L. and M. and Jt re-entrer—entre in L. and M.
Roh. and Rah.
t tiel added in L. and M, and Roh,

\\ \\ come—coment in L. and M. and

I Sfc. not in L. and M. Roh.
§ il added in L. and M. §§ avera la terre—ceo aver in L.

II
di added in L. and M. and M, and Roh.

•* into the land held of them in L. '!* que added in L. and M, and
and M. Roh.

*

4- de added in L. and M. and Roh. +t que not in L. and M. or Roh.

44 que added in L. and M. and U to hi^ own use not in L. and M.
^•*- or Roh.



202. b. 203. a.] Of Kstates L.3. C.5. Sect. 327.

tender the two markes residue of the rent to the feoffor

upon the land, who refuseth it. It ^^S" hath been ad- r2037|
judged that the feoffee upon the refusal may enter into

| J
the land (l) ; for when the feoffor is satisfied either by
perception of the profits or by payment or tender and refusall,

or partly by the one and partly by the other, the feoffee may re-

enter into the land. And this is within the words o^ Littleton^

viz. (untill he he sathjied,) And albeit the feoffor had accepted

part of his rent, yet he may enter for the condition broken, and
retain the land untill he be satisfied of the whole. All which is

worthy of observation.

(Autremeut in

case de obliga-

tion oa debt sur

contract. Doc.
Pia. 109.)

** For in this case thefeoffor shall hate the land but in manner as

(Sid. 223. 262. for a distresses until he be satisfied ofthe rent, Sfc.'* By this it ap-
344. Plow. 524. peareth that the feoffor by his re-entry gaineth no estate of free-
^•) hold (2), but an interest by the agreement of the parties to take

the profits in nature of a distresse. And therefore if a man
maketh a lease for life with a reservation ofa rent, and such a con-

dition, if he enter [upon] the condition broken, and take the

profits of the land guousque, Sfc. he shall not have an action of

debt for the rent arere, for that the freehold of the lessee doth

[c] a' E. 3. fo. 7. continue, and therefore the booke [c] thatseemeth to the contrary

is false printed, and the true case was of a lease for yeares, as it

appeareth afterwards in the same page of the leafe.

But herein also a diversity worthy the observation is implyed,

viz. If a man make a lease for yeares, reserving a rent with a con-

dition, that if the rentbe behind, that the lessor shall re-enter and
take the profits until! thereof he be satisfied, there the profits

shall be accounted as parcell of the satisfaction, and during the

time that he so taketh the profits he shall not have an action of

debt for the rent for the satisfaction whereofhe taketh the profks.

But if the condition be that he shall take the profits untill the

feoffor (A) be satisfied or paid of the rent, without saying

(thereof) or to the like effect, there the profits shall be accounted

30 E. 3. 7.

Vid. Scmblable

27 H. 8. 4.

43 E. 3.21.

31 Ass. PI. 26.

Vid. le Statute

de Merton, ca.

6, and observe

these words,

quod inde per-

cipere possint diiplicem valorem, 6cc. Et. c. 7, without this word (inde.) (See ant. 82. b.)

(A) The ward feoffor, seems to he here insertedfor lessor. See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 119.

(B) Itistead of, lessor, it should be lessee, as it seems. See Mr. Ritso's Intr, p. 119.

no part of the satisfaction but to hasten the [lessor] (B) to pay
it, and as Littleton here saith, that untill he be satisfied he shall

take the profits in the mean time to his own use (3).

Sect,

(1) But there must be a previous actual demand, in the same manner as

where the condition is general. Hob. 82. 133. Hobart was of opinion, that

the feoffor, to entitle himself to enter by way of penalty, should demand the

rent not only on the day when it became due, but on the day after. Hob. 208.

—[Note 91.]

{2) This is so, though the condition be, that the feoffor, his heirs and as-

signs, may enter ; and his interest goes to his executor. But he may maintain

an ejectment. 1 Saund. 112. 1 Sid. 344, 345. T. Raym. 135. 158.— [Note 92.]

(3) Care must be taken, with respect to conditions, or powers of entry,

to distinguish between a general condition that the lessor shall re-enter ; a

special condition that he may enter and hold until payment or satisfaction ;

and a power of entry, limited by way of use. I. A general condition that the

lessor



L. 3. C. 5. Sect. 328. upon Condition. [203. a.

Sect. 328.

AIjSO, divers words (amotigsi others [enter
|| ||

auters] ) there he, which

by vertue of themselves make estates npon condition ; one is the word
(sub condic.) (un est le parol §§ sub conditionc): as if A, infeoffe B. of
certaiuc landj to have and to hold to the said B. and his heires^ upon con^

dition (sub * conditione), that the said B. and his heires do pay or cause

to Ih' paid to the aforesaid A. and his heires yearely such a rent, S»)-c. In
this case without any more saying the fcoj^ee halh an estate upon con-

dition.

HERE

II II
\es added in L. and M. and Roll, * istd added in L. and M. and

§§ sub conditione—de condicion in Roh.
L. and xM. and Roh.

lessor shall re-enter is tlie subject of the foregoing Section. II. A special con-

dition that he may enter, is the subject of the present Section. The distinction

when the profits taken by the lessor after entry are, and when they are not, to

be in satisfaction of the rent, is not admitted in equity, for the courts of equity

will always make the lessor account to the lessee for the profits of the estate,

during the time of his being in possession of it, and decree him, after he is

satisfied the rent in arrear, and the costs, charges and expenses attending his

entry and detention of the lands, to give up the possession to the lessee, and
deliver and pay him the surplus of the profits of the estate and the money
arising thereby. III. A power of entry limited by way of use. This takes its

effect from the Statute of Uses ; as, if J. by feoffment, lease and release, fine,

or common recovery, conveys an estate to C. and his heirs, to the use, intent,

and purpose, that B. may receive out of the lands so conveyed a certain

annual sum ; and to this further use, intent, and purpose, that if such annual
sum, or an^ part of it, be unpaid by a certain time, it shall be lawful for B.
and his assigns to enter upon, and hold possession of the land, and receive the

rents and profits of it, until the arrears are satisfied : here, as soon as the rent

is in arrear, an use, which is served out of the original seisin of the feoffee,

releasee, conusee or recoveror, springs up and vests in the person to whom the

power is given. This use is immediately transferred into possession by the

statute. He has consequently a right to take and keep that possession till

the purpose for which it is executed is satisfied, and then the use determines.

By virtue of this estate he may make a lease for years to try his title in eject-

ment, either, to obtain the possession of the lands, if it be withheld from hiro,

or, to restore it, if it be disturbed or divested ; and if he assigns the annual
sum, this right of entry, and perception of the rents and profits of the lands

charged with the payment of it, passes with it to the assignee. But a dis-

tinction must be made between this case and that of a grant of a rent to be
issuing out of certain lands, with a proviso, declaration or covenant, that if

the rent be in arrear, the grantee may enter, kc. Here there is no seisin in

any person, out of which an use can arise to the grantee on non-payment of
the rent ; and therefore possession is not in him till he makes an actual entry.

But an interest vests in him when the rent becomes in arrear, and he may re-

duce it into possession by ejectment. See Havergill v. Hare, Cro. Jac. 510.
1 Roll. Rep. 12. Poph. ia6. 147. 3Bulstr.350. Jemmotv. Cowley, Sid. 223.
2f)2. 344- Raym. 135. 158. Saund. 1 12.—[Note 93I

Vol. II. L



203. a. 203. b.] Of Estates L.S. C.5. Sect. 329.

(Dyer, 138. b.) JJERE in this and the next two Sections Littleton doth put
Siib Couditione. four examples of words that make conditions in deed : and
Mane,

fj^st suh conditione. This is the most expresse and proper con-

27 h! 8^
15.

dition in deed, and therefore our author beginneth with it.

13 H. 4. Enter Cong. 57. 29 Ass. 7. 33 Ass. 11. 40 Ass. 13. Bracton, ubi supra.

Fleta, lib. 4. ca. 9. Brit. cap. 36. & ubi supra.

Vid. Sect. 325. '* Such rent, <^c." ^ This (8fc.) implieth any other roOSTI
rent or sum in grosse, or any collateral! condition what- I ,

soever, either to be performed by the feoifee (whereof
*-"•-'

our author here putteth his case) or by the feoffor, and extendeth
to all kinds of conditions in deed, before specified.

Sect. 329.

A LSOy if the words were such (si les fjoarols fueront tielx), Provided
alwaies (ProYho semper), that the aforesaid B. do pa?/ or cause to be

paid to the aforesaid A. such a rent, 6)C. or these, So that (Ita quod) the
said B. do pay or cause to hepaid to the said A. such a rent, ^c. in these

cases without more saying, the feoffee hath hut an estate upon condition
(le feoffee

||
n'ad estate forsque sur condition) \ so as if he doth not

performe the condition, thefeoffor and his heires may enter, ^c.

Proviso. Vid. "pRO VIDED alxuaies, (Proviso semper), that the aforesaid
Sect. 220. Dier. -^ B. do pay, <^c."

^2 w* ^*
J^'*

^^* Our author putteth his case where a proviso commeth alone.

15. 13 H. 4.
^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ "^^"^ ^y ii^denture letteth lands for yeares, pro-

Entre Cong. 5*7. vided alwaies, and it is covenanted and agreed between the said
Seignior Crom- parties, that the lessee should not alien, and it was adjudged
well's case, xh\xi this was a condition by force of the provisoy and a covenant

aU:;g::35H.8. ^y force of the other words (l).

tit. Condition. Br. lib. 8. 89, Frances's case. (2 Rep. 70. b.)

This
•V parols— condicions in L, and M. \\ n*ad—ad in L. and M.

and Roh.

(1) Ace. 1 Roll. Abr. 410. L. 30. though it stands indifferent whether it be
the speaking of the grantor or grantee ; for in that case it shall be referred

to the grantor, as no condition can be reserved or made, but on the part of

the donor, lessor, or feoffor. Dyer, 6. And it is immaterial in what part of

the deed the word proviso stands, and though there be covenants before or

after. 2Rep. 70, 71. 1 Roll. Abr. 407. Dyer, 311. But when it does not

introduce a new clause, and only serves to qualify or restrain the generality of

a former clause, it is not a condition, Moore, 307. 707.

We should carefully distinguish between, I. A condition, II. A remainder,

III. And a conditional limitation. IV. It may also be proper to notice, in this

place, the effect ofa condition, defeating the estate ofa tenant to theprcecipe in

a recovery.

I. We have seen that a condition defeats the whole estate ; that none but the

donor or the heir can take advantage of, or enter for, the breach of it ; and

that, when he enters, he is in as of his old estate. Such is the case put by

Littleton of a feoffment in fee, reserving a yearly rent, with a condition that,

if the rent be behind, it shall be lawful for the feoffor and his heirs to enter.

II. A rem(dnder is defined by lord Cpke, ant. 143. to be " a remnant of an
** estate



L.3. C.5. Sect. 3129. upon Condition. [203. \).

This word proviso shall be also Uiken as a limitation or quali-

fication, as hereafter in his proper place shall be said. And
sometime it shall amount to a covenant. All which do appear j.,, ii n r

by the authorities in the margent *.
Jjc/*'^

•
'G-

For

" estate in lands or tenements, expectant on a particular estate, created
** together with the same, at the same time;" so that it waits for, and only

takes effect in possession on, the natural expiration or determination of the

first estate ; as, if a man limits an estate to A. for life, and after his decease to

B. in fee, this is a remainder : it does not defeat, but it expects the natural

end and expiration of the first estate limited to A. for his life ; and, when that

event happens, not the heir, but a stranger has the advantage of it.

III. A conditional limitation partakes of the nature both of a condition and
a remainder. It is to be observed, that at the common law, whenever either

tlie whole fee, or a particular estate, as an estate for life, or in tail, was first

limited, no condition or other quality could be annexed to this prior estate,

which would have the double effect of defeating the estate, and passing the

land to a stranger: for, as a remainder, it wiis void, being an abridgment or

defeasance of the estate first limited ; and, as a condition, it was void, as no
one but the donor or the heirs could take advantage of a condition broken,
and the entry of the donor or his heirs unavoidably defeated the livery, upon
which the remainder depended. On these principles, it was impossible, by
the old law, to limit by deed, if not by will, an estate to a stranger, upon any
event which went to abridge or determine an estate previously limited. But
the expediency and utility of such limitations, assisted by the revolution

effected in our law by the statute of uses, at length forced them into use, in

spite of the maxim of law, that a stranger cannot take advantage of a con-
dition. These limitations are now become frequent, and their mixed nature

has given them the appellation of conditional limitations : they so far partake

of the nature of conditions, as tliey abridge or defeat the estates previously

limited ; and they are so far limitations, as, upon the contingency taking

place, the estate passes to a stranger. Such is the limitation to A. for life,

m tail, or in fee, provided, that when C. returns from Rome, it shall from
thenceforth remain to the use of B. in fee. See Mr. Fearne's Essay on Con-
tingent Remainders, 6th ed. p. g. Of late, however, it has been frequently

argued, that the difference between a remainder, and what is generally under-

stood by a conditional limitation, is merely verbal. See lo Mod. Rep. 423.
Mr. Douglas's note to page 727, of his Reports, and Mr. Fearne's reply in

tlie last edition of his Essay, 6th ed. p. 1 5.

IV. In addition to what has been mentioned in the concluding note on
202. b. respecting the principle, that, when a feoffor enters for a condition

broken, he is in as of his former estate,—it may be observed, that, when a tenant
for life joins with a remainder-man in suffering a common recovery, it is some-
times practised, as a precaution against letting in the encumbrances of the

remainder-man, to annex a condition to the estate of the bargainee or releasee,

ioho is made tenant to the prcccipe, on the non-perfonnancc ()fwhich his estcde is

to become void. For, \i A.hc tenant for life, with remainder in tail to B. and
B. executes leases, confesses judgments, or otherwise encumbers his estates ;

and aftenvards A. and B. join in suffering a common recovery, all the encum-
brances of B. are immediately let in upon the fee gained by the recovery ; and
that fee, and every estate derived out of it, are subject to them. To avoid
which, A. the tenant for life, by lease and release, or by bargain and sale en-

rolled, conveys the estate to the intended tenant to the praecipe, to hold to

him and his assigns during the joint lives of him and the grantor or bargainor

;

with a declaration, that such grant and release, or bargain and sale is made,
to enable the grantee or bargainee to be tenant of the freehold in the proposed

i 2 recovery

;
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Ita quod. For tlic (Sfc.J in this Section explanation is made in the Section
Flcta, lib. 4. next before.
ca. 9. Braclon,

ubi supra. BriUon, ubi supra.

(D^er, 13. b.) " Or these, So that (Ita quod)." This is the third condition

in deed whereof our author maketh mention.

Sect.

recovery ; and a declaration of the uses, to which it is intended that the re-

covery shall enure. Then a proviso is inserted, that, if the bargainee or

releasee do not, within six months, pay the tenant for life 100,000/. or some
other very large sum of money, the bargain and sale, or grant and release,

shall be void ; and that it shall be lawful for the bargainor or grantor to enter,

as in his former estate. The money is not paid at the day appointed ; and
thereupon the bargain and sale, or grant and release, is void, and the bargainor

or grantor becomes seised of his ancient life estate. But, though the bargain

and sale becomes void, yet, as, at the time of suing the original writ and the

praecipe, the bargainee or releasee was tenant of the freehold, the subsequent

cesser or determination of his estate does not impeach the recovery. For,

if the person against whom the praecipe is brought, be, at the time when the

praecipe is sued, or at any time before judgment, actual tenant of the freehold,

it is immaterial what becomes of it afterwards. This doctrine has been carried

so far, that where a tenant to the freehold was made by a fine, and the fine

has been reversed, yet the recovery was held good. (See Lloyd i\ Evelyn,

1 Salk. 568; and see 1 Shower's Rep. 347. Hob. 26'2. Noy, 126. 1 Mod. 218.)

The recovery therefore, in this case, is good; the freehold upon which it was
suffered is determined ; and the bargainor or grantor comes in of his original

estate, and of course avoids all the leases, judgments, and other encumbrances
of the tenant in tail. The reason why the conveyance is made to the bargainee

or releasee during the joint lives of him and the grantor or bargainor, is, to

preserve, asjtir as the case admits, his powers, by leaving the reversion in him.

—For, supposing A. to be tenant for life, with the usual powers of leasing,

jointuring, and charging ; remainder to trustees to preserve contingent re-

mainders ; remainder to ^.'s first and other sons in tail male ; remainder to his

daughters as tenants in common in tail, with cross remainders in tail between
them, if more than one, with remainders over ; A. and his daughters may suffer

a common recovery ; and it will be good against A. and his daughters, and
their issues in tail, and the remainders over. But the estates tail of the sons,

being prior to the estates of the daughters, and being supported by the estate

of the trustees for preserving contingent remainders, are not, whether vested

or contingent, at the time of the recovery, affected by it.—But if A. granted

his whole life estate to the tenant to the praecipe, it might be apprehended, that

the powers relating to his estate, whether appendant or in gross, would be
extinguished thereby, (See Edwards v. Slater, Hardres, 410. and King v,

Melling, 1 Vent. 225.) and a limitation or grant of new powers would be void

against the sons and the heirs male of their bodies. To prevent this question

being made, A. the tenant for life, conveys an estate to the intended tenant to

the praecipe, only during the joint lives of the tenant and grantor or bargainor.

This continues the Old reversion in the grantor or bargainor, and preserves the

powers relating to his original estate, to which he is restored on the breach of

the condition. It is customary in these cases to declare, that the recovery

shall enure in the first place, for corroborating, strengthening, and confirming

the estate for life of the grantor or bargainor, and all other estates precedent

to the estate in tail meant to be destroyed, and all powers and privileges

annexed to such estate for life, and other precedent estates.—The mode of

suffering recoveries on a conditional estate of freehold was in use so early as

the end of the last century.—[Note 94.]
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Sect. 330.

j4 LSOf there he other words in a dccde which cause the tenements to^
In' conditionall. As if upon such feoffnienl a rent be reserved to the

feoffor, S>c. and afterward this word is put into the deed (et puis soit mittc

en le fait * cest parol), That if it happen (Quod si contingat) the afore-

Mid rent to be behind in part or in ally f that then it shall be lawful for
thefeoffor and his heires to enter, S)X. this is a deed upon condition.

*' HfllA T if it happen (Quod si contingat), 4-c."

"

(Ante 146. b.)

Tliis is the fourth condition in deed set down by our «E.2. Kutrie

M Cons'. 65.
autlior. 8E.a. Ass.320.

adjudpcd. Quod si contingat. Pascli. 37 £liz. Rot. 254. inter Saycr ct llarcs iu

Com. Banco.

[20471 " ^^ enterf i^c." Hereby it is evident, that ^^ some
^

I
words of themselves do make a condition, and some
other (whereof our author here and in the next Sec-

tion * puttetli an example) do not of themselves make a condition * Vid.Scct. 331.

without a conclusion and clause of re-entrie: and manie times

fsi ) makes a condition, and sometimes a limitation, as hereafter J, ; r.^-
^'•

1 li , '^' !• y-.i ^ fleta, I1.4. ca. o.
shall be said in this Chapter. Ijracton, lib. 4

fo. 213. b. (5 lvep.9.)

Inesse poled donationi modiiit conditioy sixe causa. * Scito * 4 Mar.

quod Cut) modus est (si) conditio (quia) causa. I>ycr, 138. b.

Conditio is explained before. Modus is at this day properly Bracton, ubi

taken for a modification, limitation, or qualification, for the supra.

which also the law hath appointed apt words; and because

Littleton speaketh of this also in this end of the Chapter, I will

reserve this matter to his proper place, where the reader shall

perceive excellent matter of learning touching this point.

CaJisa, the cause or consideration of the grant. And herein

there is a diversitie betweene a gift of lands, and a gift of an

annuitie or such like. For example, if a man grant an annuitie

pro una acrd tcrrcs, in this case this word pro sheweth the Pro.

cau.se of the grant, and therefore amounteth to a condition ; 24 E. 3. 34.

for if the acre of land be evicted by an elder title, the annuitie ^^^,1^' '^'''-•

shall cease, for cessantc causa ccssat effcctus. , Plowd^ 14^ a
And so if an annuitie be granted pro dccimis, Sfc. if the gran- 7 Rep. 9. b.

tee (A) be unjustly disturbed of the tithes the annuitie ccaseth. 10. •?.Q. b.

And so it is if an annuitie be granted pro consilio, and the Ante 144.8.

grantee refuse to give counsell, the annuitie ceaseth. So if an
i^^l^^'

^^' ^:

9 E. 4. Qo. 32 E. 3. Annu. 30. 14 E. 4. 4. 15 E. 4. a. b. 8 H. 6. 23. 5 E. 2.

lit. Ann. 44. 41 E. 3. 19. 32 E. 1. Avowric, 242. 21 E. 4. 49. 22 E. 4. 28.

35 II. C. 2, loE. 3. 44. 5E. 2. 9E. 4. 20. 15E. 4. 3.

annuitie

• cest parol not in L. and M. or in t ^t. added in L. and M. and ia

noh. Roh.

(A) liittead of grantiT, it should be grantor, as it seems. Sec Mr. Riti^o'* Intio. p. 1 19.

*- 3
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Fleta, lib. 5.

cap. 34.

34 Ass. 1

.

40 Ass. 13.

[e] 5 E. 2. Cui
in vita, 34. tit.

Condition, Br.

5H.4. 1.

Of Estates L. 3. C. 5. Sect. 330.

annultie be granted quod preestaret consilium, this makes the

grant conditional!.

But i^A. 'pro consilio impenso,Sfc. make a feoitement, or a lease

for life, of an acre, or pi^o und acrd terrce, Sfc. albeit he denieth

counsell, or that the acre be evicted, yet A. shall not re-enter, for

in this case there ought to be legall words of condition or

qualification, for the cause or consideration shall not avoyd the

state of the feoffee ; and the reason of this diversitie is, for that

the state of the land is executed, and the annuitie executorie.

And yet sometime in case of lands or tenements ("causa) shall

make a condition. As if a woman give lands to a man and his

heires, causa matrimonii prcelocuti, in this case if she either

marrie the man, or the man refuse to marrieher, she shall have

the land again to her and to her heires. [e] But of the other

side, if a man give land to a woman and to her heires, causa ma-
trimonii prcclocutiy though he (A) marrie her, or the woman
refuse, he shall not have the lands again, for it stands not with

the modestie of women in this kind, to aske advice of learned

counsell, as the man may and ought ; * and the rather, for that

in the case of the woman she may averre the cause, (for the

reason aforesaid) although it be not contained in the deed, yea
though the feoffement be made without deed.

If a man maketh a feoffement in fee, adfacicndumy orJaciendo,

or ed intentione, or ad effectum, or ad propositumy that the feoffee

shall do or not do such an act, none of these words make the

* 12 E. 1. 1.

FeofFements

& Faits, 114.

F. N. B. 205. L.

Vide Sect. 365.
Ad faciend' ea
intentione, &c.
Dyer, 138.

01 H t X r^» State in the land conditionall, for in iudsrement of law they are
3111. O, tit. l/On- in T • 1 .

*' ° 1 1 TT'J n T<T
dition, 19. Br. 1^0 words ot condition ; and so it was resolved, Hil. 10 ELiz. in

Com. Banco, in the case of a common person ; but in the case

of the king the said or the like words do create a condition,

and so it is in the case of a will of a common person, which

case I myselfe heard and observed.

32 E. 3. Brev. 291. (1 Roll. Abr. 407, 408, 409, 410. Moore, 57.

PI. Com. 142.

38 H. 6. 33.

36, 37-
Doct. & Stud,

lib. 2. cap. 34.

27 H. 8. 18. a.

2 Leo. 33. 3 Rep. 64. a. 10 Rep, 42. a.)

[/] 7 E. 6.

Dier, 79.
28 H. 8.

Dier, 27. a.

Subpoena foris-

facturiB.

Quod non lice-

bit. 3 E. 6.

Dyer, 65, QQ.

4 Mar. 138.

[g\ Hill. 4oEliz.

Rot. 1610.

inter Browne
and Ayer.
Vid.Pl.Com.
142. Br. and Bestone's case.

But for the avoyding of a lease for yeares, such precise words

of condition are not so strictly required as in case of freehold

and inheritance [f~\. For if a man by deed make a lease of a

manor for yeares, in which there is a clause (and the said lessee

shall continually dwell upon the capitall messuage of the said

manor, upon paine of forfeiture of the said terme) these words
amount to a condition.

And so it is if such a clause be in such a lease. Quod non

licebitf to the lessee, dare^ vendere, vel concedere statum, et sub

pcendJbrisfacturcBf this amounts to make the lease for yeares de-

feasible, and so it was adjudged in the court ofcommon pleas [g]
in queen Elizabeth's time ; and the reason of the court was,

that a lease for yeares was but a contract, which may begin by
word, and by word may be dissolved.

(A) Here, it seems, the text should be read as if the words, though he do not marrie her,

had been used by lard Coke.
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P;;4]
«. Sect. :m.

T?^T there is a divcnitic between this word si contingat, &c. and the

words next njoresaidf S^c, For these words, si contingat, &c. are

nought ivorlh to such a condition^ uulesse it Juith tliese words J'ol/oiviiifr,

That it shail be hncfuUj'or thefeoffor and his heires to enter, S^c, But in

the cases aforesaid, it is not necessarie by the law to put such a clause,

scilicet, that thefeoffor and his heires may enter, S)C. because they may do
this byforce of the ivords aforesaid,for that they containe in themselves a
condition (pur ceo que ils irapreignont * a eux raesmes en ley un con-
dition), scilicet, that the feoffor and his heires may enter, &)C, Yet it is

commonly used in all such cases aforesaid to put the clauses in the deeds

(de mitter f les clauses en les faits), scilicet, if the rent be behind, S^c.

that it shall be laiotull to the feojfor and his heires to enter, <^t. And this

is well done, for this intent, to declare and expresse to the common people,

who are not learned in the law, of the manner and condition ofthefeoffe-
ment (pur declarer et expresser a les lays gents, que ne sont apprises J
en la ley,

||
de le manner et le condition de le feoffment), <^c. As if a

man seised of larui letteth the same land (sicome home seisie de terre §
lessa mesme la terre) to another by deed indented for term of yeares,

rendering to him a certaine rent, it is used to be put into the deed, that if
the rent be behind at tlie day of payment, or by the space of a weeke or a
month, Sjc. that then it shall be lawjull to the lessor to distreine, S^c. ** yet

the lessor may distreyne of common right for the rent behind, S^c, though

such words were not put tnto the deed, S^c.

r20o71 *^ ** ^^ '^ "^' necessarie by the laxv to put such clause,

L a II
*^^*" Q'^^ duhitationis causa tollcndce inseruntur,

communcm legem nan ladunt, Et exprcssio eorum quce

tacite insunt, nihil operatur,

** Or a months Sfc." Here albeit the clause of distresse be
added, that if the rent be behind by the space of a week or a
month, that the lessor may distraine, yet he may distraine

within the week or month, because a distresse is incident
of common right to every rent service. And the words be in

the affirmative, and therefore cannot restraine that which is

incident of common right.

The other (Sfc.J in this Section upon that which hath been
faid are evident.

Sect.

• a—en in L. and M. and Roh.
\\
de la manner—le matere in L. and

t les— tiels in L. and M. and M. and Roh.
Roh. § come de franktenement added in

I en la—de in L. and M, de la in L. and M. and Roh.
Roh. *• And added in L. and M. and Roh,

I- 4
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Sect. 332.

TTE My if a feoffment he made vpon such condition (si * feoffment soit

fait f sur tiel condition), that if the feoffor pay to the feoffee at a
certain day^ h)C. 40 pounds of money, that then thefeoffor may re-enter, S)C.

in this case the feoffee is called tenant in morgage, which is as much to

say in French as mortgage, and in Laline mortuum vadium (1). And it

seemeth

* ascun added in Uoh. but not in L. fa ascun home added in Roh. hut

and M. not ifi L. and M.

(1) Few parts of the law lead to the discussion of more extensive or useful

learning than the law of mortgages. The nature of these notes neither

requires nor admits of more than some few general' observations:— 1st, Upon
the origin of mortgages :—2dly, On what constitutes a mortgage:— 3dly, On
the different estates of the mortgagor and mortgagee:—^thly, On the nature

of an equity of redemption :—and 5thly, On general devises by mortgagees
in fee of their real estates.

1st. As to the origin of mortgages ;—from what is said of them in this

Chapter, it appears that they were introduced less upon the model of the

Roman pignus, or hypolhecaj than upon the common law doctrine of condi-

tions.—This circumstance has had a very important influence on the English

law respecting conveyances by mortgage. In the civil law, wh^ a mortgage
is executed, the debt intended to be secured by it, is considered to be
the principal, and the securities are considered as adjuncts, depending, for

their existence, on the existence of the debt. The consequence is, that, when
the debt is discharged, the securities, and all the estates, interests, liens, and
charges created by them, are extinguished ; or, to use the language of the

civil law, are confounded ; and, from that time, have no legal existence. In

this light, speaking generally, when the rights of third persons do not inter-

fere, the debt and security are viewed by courts of equity. But, in courts of

law, the land alone is considered, and the mortgagor is treated as a grantor,

and the mortgagee, as a grantee of an estate on condition. Immediately, on
the execution of the mortgage, the land vests in the mortgagee.—If the money
is paid on the very day appointed for the payment of it, the condition is said

to be performed, and the mortgagor, as in any other case, where the grantee

of land on condition performs the condition, may enter on the land and hold

it, as of his former estate. If the money be not paid at the time, then, at law,

the land is discharged of the condition ; it becomes absolutely vested in the

mortgagee ; the mortgagor has no legal right to re-possess himself of it by
payment of the money ; and the estate, for all legal purposes, remains in the

mortgagee, and can only be re-vested in the mortgagor by a re-conveyance

from the mortgagee.—But, in the view of a court of equity, the land, imme-
diately on the payment of the mortgage debt, becomes the absolute property

of the mortgagor; and a court of equity will decree the mortgagee to re-convey

it to him, and account to him for the intermediate profits.—In a case, on which
the present annotator was consulted, a mortgagor in fee died without an heir,

and intestate as to his real estate; a commission of escheat was issued and an
inquisition held. The three commissioners, who were gentlemen of the highest

consideration in the profession, were of opinion that the crown was not entitled

to the equity of redemption. The jury found, and the sheriff" returned accords

ingly ; and Mr. Perceval, the attorney-general, who was fully apprized of the

circumstances of the case, declined traversing the inquisition.

2dly,
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icemeih that the cause why it is called mortgage is, for that it is doiihtful

wlietfier

adly, A& to what constitutes a viortgagc ;—no particular worda or form of

conveyance arc necessary for this purpoHc. It may be laid down as a general

rule, and Hubiect to very few exceptionH, that, wherever u conveyance or

assigDinent of an estate is originally intended as a security for money, whether

ilii> intention appears from the deed itself, or by any other instrument, it is

always considered in equity as a mortgage, and redeemable ; even tliough there

is an express agreement of the parties, that it shall not be redeemable, or that

the right of redemption shall be contined to a particular time, or to a particular

description of persons. See Newcomb r. IJonham, i Vern. 7. 214. 2 Ca. in

Chan. 58. 159. Howard v. Harris, 1 Vern. 33. 190. 2 Ca.in Chan. 147. Talbot

V. Hraddyl, 1 Vern. 183. 394. Barrel v. Sabine, 1 Vern. 2C)8. Manlove v. Ball &
Bruton, 2 Vern. 84. Jennings v.Ward, ibid..520.jPriceT'. Pcrrie, 2 Freeman, 258.

Francklyn v. Fern, Barnard. Cha.30. Clench v. Witherly, Cas. temp. Finch, 376.

Cooke V. Cooke, 2 Atk. 67. Mellor v. Lees, 2 Atk. 494. Cotterell v. Purchase,

Cas. temp. Talbot, 61. Endsworth r. (Jriffiths, 1 Bro. Par. Ca. 149. Floyer r.

Lavington, i P. W. 2C8. In many of these cases the courts have found it

iKccssary, not only to apply their general principles, but to determine the

fact, whether the conveyance was intended as an absolute sale, or aa a security

for tlie money. If the money paid by the grantee was not a fair price for the

absolute purchase of the estate conveyed to him ; if he was not let into the

immediate possession of the estate ; if, instead of receiving the rents for his

own benefit, he accounted for them to the grantor, and only retained the

amount of the interest ; or, if the expense of preparing the deed of con-

veyance was bprne by the grantor ; each of these circumstances has been con-

sidered by tUexrburts as tending to prove that the conveyance was intended to

be merely pignorititious.— It seems, however, to be settled, 1st, that a bondjide

purchaser of an estate or interest, will not be considered a mortgagee, on
account of a right to re-purchase being given to the vendor, though at an ad-

vanced price. Verner v. Winstanley, 2 Sch. h Lefroy, 393. And 2dly, That,

where the mortgagee, or trustee for him, is authorized to sell, if the money be
not paid at a particular time, he may make a good title to a purchaser, though
the mortgagor do not join in the conveyance. Clay v. Sharpe, Cha. M. Term,
1802, reported by Mr. Sugden in his Law of Vendors, 4th ed. App. N"X11I.

3dly, As to the nature of the estates of the mortgagor and mortgagee \
— it

was not, till lately, accurately settled. It was formerly contended, that the

mortgagor, alter forfeiture of the condition, had but a mere right to reduce
the estate back to his own possession, by payment of the money. It is now
established, that the mortgagor has an actual estate in equity, which may be
devised, granted, and entailed ; that the entails of it may be barred by fine and
recovery ; but, that he only holds the possession of the land, and receives the

rents of it, by the will or permission of the mortgagee, who may by ejectment,
without giving any notice, recover against him orTn's tenant. In this respect

the estate of a mortgagor is inferior to that of a tenant at will. In equity, tlie
]

mortgagee is considered as holding the lands only as a pledge or security for/

payment of his money. Hence a mortgage in fee is considered only as per-

•onal estate in equity, though the legal estate vests in the heir, in point of law.

Hence also, a rilfctgagee . though in possession, will, in case of a living vacant,
be compelled in tN|^ity to present the nominee of the mortgagor to it,—even
tliough nothing but the advowson is mortgaged to him. On the same prin-

ciple there is a posxessio fratris; and tenancy by the curtesy, of an equity
or redemption. Casborne v. Scarfe, 1 Atk. (303. KcHJch v. Hall, Doug. 21.

Mojis V. Gallimore, ibid. 26G. Amherst v. Dawling, 2 Vern. 401. Gaily
V. Selby, 1 Stran. 403. Gardiner v. Griffith, 2 P. Will. 404. Mackenzie v.

Robinion, 3 Atk. 559—In thia light the legislature has viewed the different

estates
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whether thefeoffor will pay (si le feoffor J voyt payer) at the day limited

such sum or not : and if he doth not pay, then the land which is put in

pledge upon conditionfor the payment of the money, is taken from himfor
ever, and so dead

\\
to him iipon condition, S^c. And if he doth pay the

money, then the pledge is dead as to the tenant, &^c.

[c] Glanvil. lib. « Mortgage " is derived [c] of two French words, viz. mort,
lo. cap. 68. & |.j^^|. jg mortuuntf and gage, that is vadium, ov pignus. And it is

^
. 3.

cap.
, called in Latine ?wor^Mwmx'ac?zwm, or Tworgao'mrw. Now it is called

here mortgage or mortuum vadium, both for the reason here ex-
pressed by Littleton, as also to distinguish it from that which is

called tivum vadium, Vivum autem dicitur vadium, quia nunquam
moritur

X voyt—poet in X. and M, and he doth pay the money, then the pledge

Itoh. is dead, not in L. and M. or Roh.

II
to him upon condition, Sfc. and if

estates of mortgagor and mortgagee in the statutes of the 4th & 5th of Will.

and M. c. 16, and 7 Ann. c. 19.

4thly. As to the nature of an equity ofredemption ;—originally there was no
right of redemption in the mortgagor. Lord Hale, in the case of Ros-
carrick v. Barton, 1 Chan. Ca. 219. says, that in the 14th year of Richard II.

the parliament would not admit of redemption. See the printed Rolls, vol. 3.
•^ p. 259. It was, however, admitted not long after. But, after its admission,

if the money was not paid at the time appointed, the estate became liable, in

the hands of the mortgagee, to his legal charges, to the dower of his wife»

and to escheat ; and it was an opinion, that there was no redemption against

those who came in by the post. This introduced mortgages for long terms of

^ years. These are attended with this particular advantage, that, on the death

of the mortgagee, the term and the right in equity to receive the mortgagf^

debt vest in the same person : whereas, in cases of mortgages in fee, the estate,

on the death of the mortgagee, goes to his heir, or devisee, and the money is

payable to his executor or administrator. This produces a separation of rights,

that is often attended with great inconvenience, both to the mortgagor and
mortgagee. On the other hand, in case of mortgages for years, there is this

defect, that, if the estate is foreclosed, the mortgagee will be only entitled for

his term.—The difference between a trust and an equity of redemption, is

observed by lord Hale, in the case of Pawlett and the Attorney-general,

Hard. 465.—In respect to the right of the widow of a mortgagee in fee to her

dower, she is certainly entitled to it at law ; but it is so clear, that, if she

should attempt to recover it by a writ of dower, a court of equity would stay

the proceeding, that, in accepting titles, it is never attended to. The same
observation applies to the husband's estate by the curtesy, after his wife's

decease.

5thly. It now appears to be settled, that estates in mortgage and trust estates,

mil pass by a devise in general terms, unless an intention to the contrary can be

inferred, either from expressions in the will, or from the objects of the devise.

Marlow v. Smith, 2 Peere Williams, 198. Att. Gen. v. Philips, heard in Cha.

on the 16th Nov. 1767. Duke of Leeds x^. Munday, 3 Ves. 348. 5 Ves. 341.

Ex parte Sergison, 4 Ves. 147. Att. Gen. v. Bowyer, 5 Ves. 300. Att. Gen.

V. Buller, 5 Ves. 399. Braybrooke v. Inskip, 8 Ves. 437. Att. Gen. i. Vigors,

8 Ves. 283. Ex parte Morgan, 10 Ves. 101. Broome v. Monk, 10 Ves. 605.

Roe on the demise of Read v. Reed, 8 Durn. and East, 118.—To prevent any

question of this kind from arising, it is advisable, that in wills there should

be an express devise of the estates held by the testator in trust or mortgage.

—[NotegGi]
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moritur ex aliqud parte auod ex suis prorentuhus acauiratur. As
if a man borrow a hundred pounds of another, anu maketh an
estate o^ hinds unto him, untill he hath received tlic said sum
of the issues and the profits of the land, so as in this case
neither money nor huul dieth, or is lost, (whereof Z,////c/on hath
spoken [r/j before in this Chapter) and therefore it is called [<1 Vid. S«ct.

•civum vadium. 327-

M j^ Sect. ^^3,

yd LSO, as a man may make a feoffment in fee in morgage, * so a man
may make a gift in tayle in morgage, and a lease for terme of life,

or for terme of yeares in morgage. f And all such tenants are called

tenants in morgage, according to tlie estates which they have in the

land, S)X.

This Section upon that which hath been said needeth no fur-

ther explication.

Sect. 334.

ALSO, if a feoffment he made in morgage upon condition, that th

fi^ff^^ slf^ll p(^y ^^'^^* o, sum at such a day, S^c. as is between them by

their deed indented, agreed and limited (come est J enter eux per lour

fait endent accorde et limit), although the feoffor dyeth before the day
of payment, <^t. yet if the heire of the feoffor (uncore si le heire

||
le

feoffor) pay the same sum of money (mesme le summe § de money) at

the same day to the feoffee, or tender to him the money, and the feoffee

refuse to receive it, then may the heir enter into the land ; and yet the

condition is, that if the feoffor shall pay such a sum at such a day, Sfc,

not making mention in the condition of any payment to he made by his

heir, but Jor that the heir hath interest of right in the condition, S^c. and
the intent was but that the money should be payd at the day assessed, 3fc.

and the feoffee hath no more losse, if it be paid by the heir, than if it

were paid by thefather, S^c. therefore if the heir pay tlie mojiey, or tender

the money at the day limited, S^c. and the other refuse it, he may enter, S^c,

But if a stranger of his own head, wJio hath not any interest, S^c. will ten-

der the aforesaid money to thefeoffee (voile tender les **avantdits deniers
al feoffee) at tJie day appoiiUed, the feoffee is not bound to receive it (le

feoffee n'est ft pas tenus de ceo receiver).

« THA T

• so a man may make a gift in taule § de money not in L. and M. or
in morgage not in L. and M. or Ron. Rah.

t And not in L. and M. or Roh. •* avantdits not in L. and M. but in

Roh.
enter—perenter, L. and M. and Roh.

II de added in L. and M. and Roh. Roh.
M pas not in L* and M, but in
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47 H. 8. 19. b. " rpHA T the feoffor shall pay at such a day, <^c." Albeit con-
Lib. S.fol.gi. ditions be not favoured, yet they are not alwayes taken

(1 Rou! 426!)
literally, but in this case the law enableth the heir that was not
named to perform the condition for four causes (i)f

.

(Post. 219. b.) First, Because there is a day limited, so as the heir corameth
within the time limited by the condition, for otherwise he could
not do it, as shall be said hereafter in this Chapter,

Secondly, For that the condition descends unto the heir, and
therefore the law that giveth him an interest in the condition,
giveth him an abilitie to perform it.

Thirdly, For that the feoffee doth receive no damage or pre-
judice thereby (all these reasons are expresly to be collected out
of the words of Littleton), And these things being observed.

Fourthly, The intent and true meaning of the condition shall

be performed. And where it is here said, that the heir may
tender at the day limited, Sfc. herein is implyed, that
fc^" the executors or administrators of the morgagor, ["20671
or in default of them the ordinary may also tender, as I _ J

[/] Vid. Sect, shall be said [/] hereafter in this Chapter. But what
'

337« if the condition had been, if the morgagor or his heirs did
pay, &c. and he dyed before the day without heir, so as the
condition became impossible, here it is to be observed, that

where the condition becometh impossible to be performed by the

act of God, as by death, &c. the state of the feoffee shall not
be avoyded, as shall be said hereafter in this Chapter. And
therefore the law here inableth the heir (of whom no mention
was made in the condition) to performe the condition, lest the
inheritance should be lost, wherein divers diversities are worthy
of observation (i).

First,

(l) f F. jT, 15 Jac. After covenant to stand seised to the use of B. a7id his

heirs, with proviso of revocation on payment to B. aiid his assigns ; B. dies ; he
may tender to the heir, and revoke. Aliens case. Ley, 1^5. b. Hal. MSS.—
[Note 97.]

(1) Lord Coke here considers the effect of impossible conditions. 1st.

Where they are possible at the time of their creation, but afterwards become
impossible ; and he distinguishes that impossibility which is produced by the act

of God, and that which is produced by the act of the party. 2dly. When they

are impossible at the time of their creation. 3dly. When they are against law,

either as 7nala prohibita, or mala in se. 4thly. When they are repugnant to the

grant by which they are created, or to the estate to which they are annexed.
It should be observed, that a condition is then only considered in the eye of the

law as impossible at the time of the creation, if it cannot by any means take

effect. Such is the case put by lord Coke, that the obligee shall go from the

church of St. Peter at Westminster to the church of St. Peter at Rome, within

three hours. But, if it only be in an high degree improbable, and such as is

beyond the power of the obligee to effect, it is not then considered as impos-
sible. See the cases of this nature in 1 Roll. Abr. 419, 420.—It is said, that

if the condition of a bond be to pay a certain sum, or to do any other act, out

of his majesty's dominions, the condition is void, and the bond is single, be-

cause the performance of it cannot be tried. See 21 Edw. 4. 10.—It was upon
a similar principle, that if a man professed himself a monk in a religious house
beyond seas, it was no disability, because the fact could not be tried. For
the only method which the law had to know if a man was professed, was to

issue a writ in the king's name to the bishop of the diocese, commanding him
to certify, if such a monk was professed, in such a house, in such a place,

within
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First, between a condition annexed tea state in lands or

tenements upon a tbott'inent, gill in tailc, ^c. and a condition of

an obligation, recognizance or sucli like. [ o] For if a condition [g] PI. Com.

annexed to lands be possible at the making of the condition, and 456- Wrothe'*

become impossible by tlie act ofGod, yet the state of the feoffee, *^'"*j

tS:c. shall not be avoyded. As if a man makcth a feoffment in |^ n". 7. 1.

fee upon condition, that the feoffor shall within one year go to ,4 e. 4. 3.

the citie of J'aris about the affaires of the feoflce, ancf presently 38 H. 6. a. 3.

after the feoffor dyeth, so as it is impossible by the act of God
that the condition should be performed, yet the estate of the

feoffee is become absolute ; for though the condition be subse-

quent to the state, yet there is a precedency before the re-entrv,

viz. the performance of the condition. And if the land should

by construction oflaw be taken from the feoffee, this should work

a damage to the feoffee, for that the condition is not performed

which was made for his benefit. And it appcareth by Littleton,

that it must not be to the damage of the feoffee ; and so it is if

die feoffor shall appeare in such a court the next term, and
before the day the feoffor dyeth, the estate of the feoffee is abso-

lute, [h] But if a man be bound by recognizance or bond with [/»] 15 H. 7- >8-

condition that he shall appear the next term in such a court, 3» H. 6.

and before the day the conusee (A) or obligor dyeth, the recog- jg
g*^'.

1*7.

nizance or obligation is saved ; and the reason of the diversitie is, ^ eiIz. 262.

because the state ofthe land is executed and settled in the feoffee, Dyer, Iib.5. aa.

and cannot be redeemed back again but by matter subsequent. Laughter's case.

viz. the performance of the condition. But the bond or recogni- ^ '
^'

zance is a thing in action, and executory, whereof no advantage

can be taken untill there be a default in the obligor ; and there- Fleta, lib.4. cap.

fore in all cases where a condition of a bond, recognizance, ^c. O-fitl^racton

is possible at the time of the making of the condition, and before 5^^^"
^ '

the same can be performed, the condition becomes impossible by
the act of God, or of the law, or of the obligee, ike. there the

obligation, kc. is saved. But if the condition of a bond, &c. be
impossible at the time of the making of the condition, the obli-

gation, &c. is single. And so it is in case of a feofFment in fee

with a condition subsequent that is impossible, the state of the

feoffee is absolute: but if tlie condition precedent be

2O6T] inipossible, no 6^" state or interest shall grow there-

L b II "P^"* -"^^^ to illustrate these by examples you shall (^ Leon. aag.

understand. If a man be bound in an obligation, &c. * .^^'p,

with condition that if the obligor do go from the church of ^^' gg/)* *

14H.8.28. ioH.7.22. 4H.7.4. 8E4.1. 28H. 8. 25. lib.5. fo.Qa
Laughter's case, & 75. 39 H. 3. 5. 17 11.6 Oblignt. 18. 5 El. Dicr,222.

St. Peter

(A) Instead of conusee it should be conusor, as it seems. See Mr. Ritso's Iiitr. p. 119.

/

n

within his diocese. But this method could not be used with respect to foreign
professions, as the bishop was not bound to obey the king's writ, and might
certify eitlier true or false, without subjecting himself to punishment. Far
this reason, no notice was taken in our law of foreign profession.—Thui
L. Rolle, 2 Abr. 43. says, *' If an Englishman goes into France, and there
" becomes a monk, he is, notwithsUmding, capable of a grant in England

;

" for tliat such profession is not triable; and also, for that all profession is

tiilcen away by the statute ; and, by our religion, now receivea, such vows
and profession are held void. I have beared," continues he, " that this wa»

** m 44 Eliz. in one Ley's case, resolred accordingly by all the justicci ia
" Chaacery.lane.""[Note98.]
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St. Peter in Westminster to the church of St. Peter in Rome
within three hours, that then the obligation shall be voyd. The
condition is voyde and impossible, and the obligation standeth
good.

And so it is if a feoffment be made upon condition that the
feoffee shall go as is aforesaid, the state of the feoffee is abso-
lute, and the condition impossible and voyde.

• PI. Com. Ful- * Ifa man make a lease for life upon condition that if the lessee
ler's case, 272. go to Rome, as is aforesaid, that then he shall have a fee, the
(iRoIl. Abr. condition precedent is impossible and voyde, and therfore no
418. Post. 217. r • 1 ^ xu 1

J
^

b. 218.)
*^^ Simple can grow to the lessee.

35 H. 6. tit. If a man make a feoffment in fee upon condition that the feoffee

Barre, 262. shall re-enfeoffe him before such a day, and before the day the
37 H. 6. Barre, feoffor disseise the feoffee, and hold him out by force untill the

oEI.Dyer,^262. ^^^ ^^ P^^*' ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ feoffee is absolute, for " the feoffor

28 H, 8. 30" ^^ ^^^ cause wherefore the condition cannot be performed, and
(8th Rep. 83. a. therefore shall never take advantage for non-performance
92. a. Hob. 24.) thereof [z]." And so it is if A. be bound to B. that /. S. shall

W^ H. 7. 4.
^

marry Jane G. before such a day, and before the day B, marry

11 H. 4.*^"? ^^^^ Jane, he shall never take advantage of the bond, for that he

in protection. himself is the mean that the condition could not be performed,
lo H. 7. 18. And this is regularly true in all cases.
(Doc.Pla.230.) But it is commonly holden [k] that ifthe condition ofa bond,

Vi^.y,^^'
^y"^^' &c. be aeainst law, that the bond itself is voyd.

Britton, tleta, t. i . , , 1. . • , 1 ,
"^ t •

ubi supra. "^^ herein the law distmguisheth between a condition against

Bracton, lib. 3. law for the doing of any act that is malum in se, and a condition
fol. 100. against law (that concerneth not any thing that is malum in se)

av^^o h
^^^ therefore is against law, because it is either repugnant to the

2 E 4
2" & -i

state, or against some maxime or rule in law. And therefore the

4 H. 7. 4. b. common opinion is to be understood of conditions against law
10 H. 7. 22. for the doing ofsome act that is malum in se, and yet therein also

14 H. 8. 28. the law distinguisheth. As if a man be bound upon condition that

O Rolt Ab'^r^' ^^ ^^^" ^'" ^' '^^ ^^^ ^^"^^ ^^ ^^y^-

418. Plo.64.b.) 2H.4.9. (2Veu. 109)

(PI. Com. But if a man make a feoffment upon condition that the feoffee

Browning's ghall kill /. S. the estate is absolute, and the condition voyd.
case, 133.) j^' ^ j^^jj make a feoffment in fee upon condition that he shall

(Post.Sect.360. not alien, this condition is repugnant and against law, and the
10 Rep. 38. state of the feoffee is absolute (whereof more shall be said in his

^^11* Ab proper place). But if the feoffee be bound in a bond, that the

4»9) * feoffee or his heires shall not alien, this is good, for he may
notwithstanding alien if he will forfeit his bond that he himself

hath made.
7 H. 6. 43. b. So it is if a man make a feoffment in fee upon condition that

21 H. 6. 33. ti^g feoffee shall not take the profits of the land, this condition is

21 H 7 qo repugnant and against law, and the state is absolute.

20 E. 4. 8. But a bond with a condition that the feoffee shall not take the

(Moore, 810. profits is good. If a man be bound with a condition to enfeoffe

Post. 225.) his wife, the condition is void and against law, because it is

PI. Com. in
against the maxime in law, and yet the bond is good ; but ifhe

caseri 33^a. ^e bound to pay his wife money, that is good. El sic de similibus,

27 H. 8. whereofthere be plentifuU authorities in our bookes (1).
*' Tender

(1) It is observed in 1 P. W. 1 89. that " all instiances of conditions against

" law. in a legal sense, are reducible under one ofthese three heade; either, to
' ^ "do
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«« Tcmler the money at tfie day Imiled, S^c" Note, hereby is Vide Sect. 3«5.

implycd, that albeit a convenient time before sun set be the last (5 *w*P- "4 )

time given to thei'eoftbrto tender, yet if lie tender it to the per-

son of the morgiigee at an^ time of the day of payment, and he

refuseth it, the condition is saved for that time.

** He may entery SfC,*' And so may his heir after his death.

" But ifa stranger ofhis own heady who hath not any interest^

3fc. will lender the aforesaid money to the feoffee at the day

appointed, the feoffee' is not bound to receive it.*' Nota^ by this Vide S«ct. 401.

period and the c'^c.) it is implyed, that if the morgagor dye, his Hill. 28 Eliz.

heir within age of 14 veares (the land being holden in socage),
"j'j^r'^Watkbs*''

the next of kin to whom the land cannot descend being his & Astwick.pro

gardian in socage may tender in the name of the heir, because terris in Com.

he hath an interest as gardian in socage. Also if the heir be Devon. 45 E. 3.

within age of 21 yeares, and the land is holden by knights tit. Release, 28.

service, the lord of whom the land is holden may make the
^^„„|itv^^5,.

tender of his interest which he sliall have when the condition is
^^ jj

g',3'

performed, for these in respect oftheir interest are not accounted ( i Leo. 34.

estrangers. Moore, 222.

But if the heir be an ideot, of what age soever, any man may ^"f
^ ^^5 b.

make the tender for him in respect of his absolute disability,
^^**' **'

and the law in this case is grounded upon charity, and so in like

cases.

** The feoffee is not hound to receive it" And note that
^^^.^.^ jgg*

33 E. I. tit. Annuitie, 51. 33 E. 3. Judgement, 254. (Ant. i8o.b. Post. 245. a. 258. a.)

Littleton

** do malum in se, or malum prohibitum ; 2dly, to omit the doing ofsomething
*' that is a duty ; 3dly, to encourage such crimes and omissions. And such
*' conditions as these, the law will always, and without any regard to circum-
*• stances, defeat." It is not within the plan of these notes to enumerate, or

discuss, the various instances in which the conditions of bonds have been held

unlawful at law, or in equity. Those which chiefly deserve consideration are

such as relate to, 1st, Bonds given for procuring marriages, or what is usually

called marriage brokage. See Hall v. Potter, 3 Levinz, 41 1 . Shower's
Par. Cas. 76. 1 Brown's Par. Cas. 60. Scribblehill v. Brett, 1 Brown's Pari.

Cases, 57. Keat v. Allen, 2 Vern. 588. Cole v. Gibson, 1 Vez. 503.
adly. Bonds restraining the obligor from a free exercise of a trade. Here, if

the restraint be qualified, so as only to take in a particular place, and the

breach of the condition tends apparently to the detriment of the obligee, and
a consideration is given by the obligee to the obligor for executing the bond,
the condition will not be impeached either at law or in equity. See 1 P. W.
190, 191. 10 Mod. 133. sdly. Bonds of resignation. The vaHdity of
these bonds, and the propriety of their being supported, considered as a
matter of policy, was most elaborately and ably discussed in the great cause of
the bishop of London and Fytche, heard on appeal in the house of lords in

Mav 1783. A state of this case, and of the arguments and speeches of the
lords, prelates, and judges who spoke, when it was heard beforo the lords, is

to be found in Mr. Cunningham's Law of Simony.—It seems to be settled, that,
if a bond is given with a condition to do several things, and only some of them
arc against law, the bond shall be good as to the doing the things agreeable to
law, and only void as to those which are against law. Norton v. Simmes,
Hob. 12. Mosdelli. Middleton, 1 Vent. 237. Pearson r. Humes, Carter, 229.
Chesraan v. Nainby, a Lord Raymond, 1456.—[Note 99.]
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Littleton saith, that he is not bound to receive it at a

/
^
stranger's hand. But if any stranger in the name 1^3^ of r^OyTl
the morgagor or his heir (without his consent or

privity) tender the money, and the|morgageeaccepteth

it, this is a good satisfaction, and the morgagor or his heir

agreeing thereunto may re-enter into the land ; omnis ratihahitio

retro trahitur et mandato cequiparatur. But the morgagor or

his heir may disagree thereunto if he Avill.

Sect. 335.

/I ND he it remembered that in such case ^ where such tender of the money
"^

is made, S^c. and thefeoffee refuse to receive it, by which thefeoffor or

his heires enter, Sfc. then the feoffee hath no remedj/ m/ the common law to

have this money, because it shall be accounted his ownfolly that he refused

the money, when a lawful tender of it was made unto him (i).

'' rpENDER of the money is made, Sfc'* Here is implyed at
-^ the due time and place according to the condition.

" Enter, c^ c." viz. into the lands or tenements.

" Then the feoffee hath no remedy by the commofi latv to have

8E 2. tit. Ass. ^^^^ money, Sfc." And the reason is, because the money is col-

389. 31 Ass. 32. lateral] to the land, and the feoffee hath no remedy therefore.

If an obligation of an hundred pound be made with condition

for the payment of fifty pound at a day, and at the day the

(2 Roll. Abr. obligor tender the money, and the obligee refuseth the same, yet

523. 524) Sid. in action of debt upon the obligation, if the defendant plead the
13- 3^4> 3^5- tender and refusal!, he must also plead that he is yet i-eady to

^1 E 4 21 P.^y ^^^^ money, and tender the same in court. But if the plain-

12 E. 3. 5.
^^^^ w^^l "^* then receive it, but take issue upon the tender, and

Lib. 9. fo. 79. the same be found against him, he hath lost the money for ever.
H.Peytoe'scase. If a man be bound in 200 quarters of wheat for deliverie of a
(2 Roll. Abr. jQQ quarters, if the obligor tender at the day a 100 quarters, &c.

Dyer, 24. b. ^^ ^^^^^^ "^^ plead uncore prist, because albeit it be parcell of the

Q5. a.' coiit.) condition, yet they be bona peritura, and it is a charge for the
obhgor to keep them. And the reason wherefore in the case of

8 E. 2. tit. Ass. the obligation the sum mentioned in the condition is not lost
3^9* by the tender and refusall, is not only for that it is a duty and

parcel of the obligation, and therefore is not lost by the tender
and refusall, but also for that the obligee hath remedy by law

for

(1) Here the performance of the condition is excused by the default of the

feoffee or obligee, viz. by tender and refusal. It is also excused, 1 . By his

absence in those cases where his presence is necessary for the performance of
the condition. 2. By his obstructing or preventing the performance. And
3. By his neglecting to do the first act, if it is incumbent on him to perform it.

See the cases in 1 Roll. Abr. 4.57, 458. It is also excused, in some cases, by
his not giving notice to the feoffee or obligee. See 1 Roll. Abr. 463. 467, 468.

—[Note 100.]
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for the same. And in this case, liberate pecunia non liberat

^qffrrtntem,

\ But if a man make a single bond, or knowledge a statute or (i Saund. 48.)

Recognizance, and afterwards make a defeasance for tlie pay- 7 H. 4. 18.

ment of a lesser sum at a day, if the obligor or conusor tender
-J

M*"*^.

the lesser sum at the day, and the obligee or conusee refuseth ^j'",' *^**^"

it, he shall never have any remedy by law to recover it, because ^^ £ 3! 5.

it is no parcell of the sum contained in the obligation, statute, 33 H. 6. 1. b.

or recognizance, being contained in the defeasance made at the *7 A»s. pi. 2.

time or after the obligation, statute, or recognizance. And in ^°
j
g

"

g
^'

this case in pleading of the tender and refusall the partie shall og jj g ^g
not be driven to plead, that he is yet ready to pay the same or 15 e. 4. 1.

to tender it in court: neither hath the obligee or conusee any 16 H. 7. 13.

remedy by law to recover the sum contained in the defeasance. *^J^- 3- 53-

[p] And 80 it is if a man make an obligation of 100 pound with
^ i\\^\^'

condition for the deliverie of corne, or timber, &c. or for the 27 h. 8. 1. a.

performance of an arbitrement, or the doing of any act, kc. 2211.6.39.111.

This is collateral! to the obligation, that is to say, is not par- Abatement, n.

cell of it, and therefore a tender and refusall is a perpetual ^^
l^ J*

3-

, , . ' ' * 19 H. o. 12.
OOT KV.

^ [0] Henry Pey.
But if a man be bound to make a feoffement in fee to the toe's case, ubi

obligee, and he make a lease and a release to him and his heires, supra.

albeit this be a collaterall condition, yet it is well performed, 3^ Ass. 25.

because this amounts in law to a feoffment (3). J ^U
'q'^^'

1 E. 4. 1 . 7 E. 4. 3. PI. Com. Fogasse's case, fo. 6. (Moore, 36, 37. Post. 236. b,)

" Money,

(2) In the lotli, 11th, and 12th editions, there is, in the margin, a reference

to 3 Cro. 755 ; but there is no such page in that volume of Croke. Most pro-

bably it is misprinted, for 1 Cro. 755. Cotton r. Clifton, where it was held,
" that, where an obligation is made, and afterwards a defeasance is made
** thereof, if he pays a less sum, there, if he pleads the defeasance and the
** tender of the lesser sum, he need not to say, tout temps prist ; for, by the
'' tender, he was discharged of all ; but otherwise it is of an obligation, with
" a condition to pay a lesser sum."—[Note 101.]

(3) No authority is cited for this position. In Plowd. 156. it is laid down,
that a lease and release may be pleaded as a feoffment ; and in 1 Finch, 48. and
2 Finch, 68. it is said, that a lease and release amounts to a feoffment. But
this must be understood with some qualifications, as the operation of a feoff-

ment is, in some instances, much more forcible, and of course may be much
more beneficial to the person entitled to the benefit of the condition, than
the operation of a lease and release. The nature of a feoffrnent will be
considered in one of the notes to the Chapter of Releases.—With respect to

the difference adverted to above, between the operation of a lease and release,

and the operation of a feoffment ; it is immaterial whether, by the lease, is

understood a bargain and sale for years under the statute, or a lease at com-
mon law, with an actual entry by the lessee. In either case, though the lessor

had the possession, yet, unless he was seised of the freehold, when he executed
the lease, his release would not vest an estate of freehold in the releasee. But
his feoffment, if he had but a mere possession, would vest the freehold in the

fcc^ee. In the same manner, if tenant for life enfeoffs in fee, it divests the

whole inheritance, and is a forfeiture of his estate. But nothing of this is

produced by a release grounded on a previous lease, either at common law or

by the statute.—[Note loa.l
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Lib. 5. fol. 114, " Moneyy monetae legalis moneta AnglicBy* lawful money of
115- England, either in gold or silver, is of two sorts, viz.
Wade's case, ^^ English money coyned by the king's &3- authoritie, r^OTTI
) ifep^ i 14

^^ forraine coyne by proclamation made currant within I , J
Wade's case, the realme. Coyney cuna dicitur d. cudendOf 0^ coynmg
a Inst. 579. 742. of money. In French coine signifieth a corner, because in

3 Inst. 93.) ancient time money was square with corners, as it is in some
countries at this day. Some say thatcoijze dicitur a xorvo?, id est

communisy quod sit omnibus rebus communis. Moneta dicitur d,

monendoy not only because he that hath it, is to be warned
Aristotle, lib. 5. providently to use it, but also because nota ilia de authore et

Tr ^r ft

valore admonet, Pecunia dicitur h pecuy beasts, omnes enim

Trover a^nd C^n-
*'^^^''"^'^ divitice in animalibus corisistebant ; and it appeareth that

version lies for ^^ Homer's time there was no money but exchange of cattel,

money out of &C. (l).

B^Ji^g-) NummuSy uvTo rS vojAe, quia lege Jit 71071 natura. Vide (*) the

Stat
^2^ ^

>7
s^^^^^6 o^ 9 ^' 5' ^^ ^^^ noble, halfe noble, and farthing of

(Cro. E1T841.) g°^^» which is the fourth part of a noble, and that is twenty

pence.

Sect. 336.

/I LS Oy ifafeoffment be made on this condition, that if thefeoffee pay
to the feoffor at such a day between them limited twenty poundsy then

thefeoffee shall have the land (si feoffment soit fait sur tiel condition,

que si le feoffee paya al feoffor a tiel jour inter eux limit xxl.^*^ adonques
le feoffee avera la terre) to him and to his heires; and if he faile to pay
the money at the day f appointedj that then ( J que adonque) it shall be

lawfuUfor thefeoffor or his heires to enterj &^c, and afterwards, before the

day appointed the feoffee sell the land to another y and of this maketh a

feoffment to him, in this case if the second feoffee will tender the sum of
money at the day appointed to the feoffor, and the feoffor refuseth the

same, 8^c. then the second feoffee hath an estate in the land clearly without

condition. And the reason is,for that the secondfeoffee hath an interest in

the condition for the safeguard of his tenancy (pur salvation de
||
son

tenancie). And in this case it seems that if the first feoffee after such

sale

* que added in L, and M, and % que added in Roh. but not in L.

Roh. and M.
t appointed—S^c. L. and M. j| son—le L. and M, and Roh.

(1) See the account given in Bla. Com. vol. i. ch. 7. of his majesty's preroga-

tive respecting the coin of the kingdom ; and see 5 Mod. 7. 2 Salk. 446. For
the etymology of the word Sterling, see Du Cange and Spelman's Glossaries,

under the word Esterlingus ; and Mr. Leake's Historical Account of English

Money, page 20. Guineas took their name from the gold brought from Guinea

by the African company, who, as an encouragement to bring over gold to be
coined, were permitted, by their charter, to have their stamp of an elephant

upon the coin made of the African gold. By a proclamation of the 22d of

December, 1717, the guinea, which till then had been current for 21 shillings

and sixpence, was reduced to 21 shillings, and half-guineas, double guineas,

and five pound pieces in proportion.—[Note 105.]
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sale of the hvtdf will tender the moiicij at the day appointed, S^c. to the

feoff'ory this shall he good enough for the safe^rard of the estate of the

second feoffeef because thefrst feoffee was privic to the condition, and so

the tender of either of tlieni two is good enough, S)C.

''A KD if hcfailc to pay the money, i^c." >« K. 3.

If n man make a feoffment of lands, to have and to hold ^'"'jj''^* 8.

to him and his heires, upon condition, that if tlie feoffee pay to
JiJij *,o\

the feoffor, at such a day twenty pounds, that then the feoflce 12 Ass. 5.

shall have the lands to him and his heires, if the condition had riowd. 481.

not proceeded further, it had been void, for that the feoffee had (5 Rep. 117.)

a fee simple by the first words, and therefore the words sub-
yj^^ fo. 96,9-.

sequent (2) are materially added (and if he faile to pay the Goodalc'scase.

money, &c.)

** The secondfeoffee tvill tender the sum of moneys <^c."

Albeit the second feoffee be not named in the condition, yet

shall he tender the sum because he is privie in estate, and in

judgment of law hath an estate and interest in the condition, (as

Littleton here saith) for the salvation of his tenancy. Vid. (8 Rep. 42. b.)

Sect. 334. And note, he that hath interest in the condition on ^^ Cro. 9. 245.)

the one side, or in the land on the other, may tender. }^^^^?'^^^'^^'

[20871 ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ '^^ observed also, that the feoffee

J may tender any money that is currant within the realme,

albeit it be forrein coin, so as it be currant by act of
parliament, or by the king's proclamation (3), as hath been said.

" Tender the sumJ' The feoffee may tender the money in

purses or bags, without shewing or telling the same, for he doth
that which he ought, viz, to bring the money in purses or bags,

which is the usuall manner to carry money in, and then it-

is the part of the party that is to receive it to put it out and
tell it.

" If the firstfeoffeer Here it appeareth, that the first feoffee

may, notwithstanding his feoffment, pay the money to the feoffor,

because be is partie and privie to the condition, and by his

tender may save the estate of his feoffee, which in all good
dealing he ought to do (1).

Sect.

(2) See note 1. fol. 216.

(3) And if, at the time of the feoffment, a purer or more weighty money
were current, and, before the day of payment, coin of a baser alloy is estab-
lished by proclamation, a tender of the sum in that coin is good. Dav. Rep. 1 8.

Note to the iith edition.—[l^ote 104.]
(1) In the same manner, equity permits all persons to redeem^ xvho have any

estate or interest in the equity of redemption of the mortgagor ; as tenant for life,

remainder-man or reversioner, jointress, tenant by the curtesy, hy elegit ^ statute

merchant or staple, &c. All these may redeem ; and volunteers are equally
admitted to redeem, as purchasers for a valuable consideration. Howard v.

Harris, 1 Veni. 190. 2 Eq. Cas. Abr. 594. The tenant for life and jointress

contribute towards the redemption of the mortgage debt. In 1 P. Wms. 650,
the reporter states, that he mentioned to the court, that the Hfe estate, (espe-
cially in the case where the tenant for life had the remainder in fee,) might be
valued at two fiftlis, which had been done in some cases ;

yet the court said,

M 2 how
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how equitable soever that might be, it was not the practice, for which reason it

would be dangerous, and create uncertainty to go out of the rule ; and the

register said, he had never known a life valued at more than one-third. And
see Brend v. Brend, i Vern. 213. Ballet v. Sprainger, Pre. Cha. 62. James
r. Hailes, ib. 44.—But the remainder-man or owner of the inheritance must
come in to redeem in the life of the tenant for life, or jointress ; for he cannot,

after their decease, compel a contribution from their assets. Cornish v. Mew,
1 Cha. Ca. 271. Howell xk Price, Pre. Cha. 423. Hungerford v. Hungerford,

Giib. Eq. Rep. 67.—In what cases the doiveress luill he jjermitted to redeem^

is a question which involves in it many points of great nicety. The law
requires a legal seisin in the husband ; and it is a settled point, that the wife

cannot be endowed of a trust estate. Upon this principle, it was generally

understood, that the wife was not entitled to her dower out of an estate, which,

at the time of her marriage, was subject to a mortgage in fee. But this, per-

haps, was never formally determined, till the case of Dixson v. Saville, 1 Bro.

Cha. Ca. 326. But the case is different with respect to mortgages for terms of

years. It may be observed here, 1st. that, at common law, if a lease be made
for a term of years, rendering rent, the wife is entitled to her dower of a third

part of the reversion by metes and bounds, and to a third part of the rent ; and
execution will not cease during the term. 2dly. If the husband makes a gift

in tail, rendering rent, as the rent is payable out of, or in respect of, an estate

of inheritance, the wife will be endowed of a third part of the rent. sdly. If

the husband makes a lease for life, rendering rent, the wife is not entitled to

her dower of the rent, because it is not payable, in this case, out of, or in

respect of, an estate of inheritance. 4thly. If the husband makes a lease for

years, reserving no rent, then judgment will be given for the wife, with a cesset

executio during the term. This, if the term be of long duration, deprives her,

virtually, of her dower. 5thly. If a person purchases an estate of inheritance

which is in mortgage for a term of years, the wife of the vendor will not be
entitled to her dower in equity, if the term was created before the marriage

of the vendor, and actually assigned to a trustee for the purchaser, to attend

the inheritance. 6thly. If a person dies seised in fee, subject to a term of years,

if the term be a term in gross, for securing the payment of a sum of money, the

widow, by discharging the money secured by it, or paying one third of the

interest, will be entitled to dower. 7thly. Ifthe term be an outstanding satisfied

term, she will also be entitled to her dower against the heir. Ante 32. a.

Bro Abr. Dower, 44. 60. 89. 1 Roll. Abr. 678. Bodmin and Vandebendy,
Shower's Cases in Parliament, 69. Brown v. Gibbs, Precedents in Chancery,

97. Wray v. Williams, ibid. 151. Dudley v. Dudley, ibid. 241. Banks v.

Sutton, 2 P. Wms. 700. Hill v. Adams, 2 Atkyns, 208. Amb. 6. under the

name of Swannock v. Lyford.—The last of these cases applies particularly

to the position contained under the 5th division,—that in the case of a pur-

chaser, the wife will not be relieved in equity against a term of years so out-

standing.—As this circumstance frequently occurs in practice, and the general

doctrine of terms of years, as they affect dower, is very important, we present

the reader with a manuscript note of lord Hardwicke's argument, on making his

decree in the case last mentioned, where he enters very largely, and with his

usual ability, both on the general doctrine, and its application to the point

in question.
*' LordCHANCELLOR.—Plaintiff's husband, being seised of a freehold estate,

subject to a term of one thousand years standing out in a mortgage, by virtue

of a mortgage made by his father, conveys the inheritance to defendant for a

valuable consideration ; and, at the time of this conveyance, defendant takes an
assignment ofthe term in mortgage, in the names of trustees, to wait and attend

upon such inheritance : and now the plaintiff brings her bill against defendant

the purchaser, for dower, praying to be admitted to redeem this mortgage term,

and to have it out ofthe way ; and, upon payment of her proportion of the mort-

gage
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gngc money* to be let into her dower immediately, that slie might not wait rill

tlie dotcrnunation of the term.—Question is, Whether the court ouj^ht to decree

this, under the present circumstances of the case ? 1 cannot say but, that the

decree already made at the rolls for plaintiff the widow, is absolutely consistent

with the mere reason of the thing, if it was not to be considered originally, and

settled ; but, as this must depend, not only upon the precedents of the court,

but the practice of conveying titles to estates, upon which the precedents

themselves were settled, I do not wonder that a decree of this kind should be

made by a judge, who was not absolutely conversant in such precedents of the

court, and the distinctions taken therein. But, upon consideration ofthem, and

the great authority relied upon, of lady Radnor and Vandebendy, Show. P. C.

I am of opinion, that the decree ought to be reversed. And, if it should not,

would it not be going directly contrary to that great authority, and the reasons

upon which it is founded, and make such uncertainty in thiscourt in regard to

purchases, that the subject would not know what to rely upon ?—The wife here

claims her dower, subject to a term originally standing out in a mortgage. The
consequence of that is, that, in law, though she might have brought her writ of

dower, and recovered judgment, yet she could not have had the benefit of it, till

after the determination of the term ; for the judgment would be, with acesset

cxccutio till that time. This was the wife's legal remedy ; and, that being so,

she comes into this court upon the foundation of her general right of dower, to

be delivered from that restriction which the law imposes upon her, from having

the benefit of it, till such determination of the term, and to bo admitted to

redeem this term, which is now not in the hands of the mortgagee, but of the

purchaser, as being assigned to attend upon the inheritance, and for the other

purposes before mentioned : and, though the assignment is not in the words
'' to protect the inheritance from dower, or mesne incumbrances," yet it is

always so understood; otherwise there would be no use in taking the term in the

name of a trustee.— It is admitted by the defendant, in case things had stood as

they were at the time of the marriage, viz. that the term had been in the mort-

gagee, and the inheritance in the husband, as heir, or purchased from him by the

purchaser without an assignment of the term, as here, the wife, as entitled to

dower, might then have come here to redeem the mortgage, to have the benefit of

coming at her dower immediately, by paying off the mortgage money, or keep-

ing down the interest for the benefit of the heir or purchaser. And even this

was, (when originally settled) going a good way in favour of a doweress, though
it was consistent with the reason of the thing ; for, as she was entitled to dower,

and as amortgage is only a redeemable interest, it is fit the equity ofredemption

should follow the nature of the interest in the estate; and she to be endowed,
and the heir at law to be entitled to the inheritance subject to such dower, was
giving the wife a real benefit arising from her dower, and not a mere nominal

one, as it would be at law, where there is an outstanding term ; for, when the

law says, she shall have judgment for dower, but with a cesset executio till the

determination of the term, that is in fact to say, she shall have no dower, and
therefore this court, as against the heir, but not the purchaser of the term and
inheritance, gives her the benefit of her dower, by removing the term. And, if

all the cases of tenancy in dower and curtesy likewise were now originally to

be considered, it might as well be left upon the strength of the law, for it is

undoubtedly a mere legal title that the one has, as well as the other ; and there

is no contract of the party's intervening. Therefore, if a woman marries, and
the husband is in possession of an estate, or, ifa man marries, and the woman is

in possession of an estate, each party knows that, at the time of the marriage,
their estates are liable and subject, on the one side, to a tenancy by the curtesy,

and, on the other, to dower, and to all mesne incumbrances and terms; and
there is no harm to say, that both shall take their chance. The commiseration,
in respect to dower, has arisen from the determinations in favour of tenancy by
the curtesy; and indeed, the distinction made between dower and tenancy by

M 3 curtesy
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curtesy is founded upon very slight reasons; but, however, it has been so esta-

blished. The great point, in this case, depends upon the determination in the case

oflady Radnor and Vandebendy, in Show. P. C. and Preced. Chan, and that was
thus : (I mention it from lord Somers's own notes)—It was sent to the master,

in order to state the case, who stated it :—That, Charles earl of Warwick, upon
the marriage of his son, settled his estate, as to part, in jointure to his lady, and
part, upon the son in tail, and part, upon himself in tail ; and, upon failure of
issue male, then to trustees for 99 years, to be disposed ofby the said earl, either

by deed or will, and, for want ofsuch appointment, the term was declared to be
for the next in remainder, and to be attendant upon the inheritance ; and, as to

a third part of a moiety of the estate, it was limited to lord Bodmyn in tail.

The son died without issue ; and then the earl, according to his power of

appointment, charges the estate with some annuities, some ofwhich were deter-

mined at the time of the purchase in question, and some were continuing ; and
then the trust term, which was merely such, was to be attendant upon the inhe-

ritance. Vandebendy purchases of lord Bodmyn, plaintiff's husband, that part

of the estate limited to him ; and took, not only a conveyance, but a recogni-

zance in two statutes, in very considerable sums, to indemnify the estate from
incumbrances, and against the wife's dower, and for suffering a recovery, and
took an assignment of the term, Vandebendy afterwards conveys to sir John
Rotheram, which occasioned it to be called in Preced. Chanc. 65. by the name
oflady Radnor v. Rotheram.—Lady Radnor brought a bill to have thebenefit of

dower against Vandebendy, (who purchased of lord Bodmyn her husband,) and
to set this term out of the way; and, by the decree before made, lord Jefferys

inclined to give relief, and did set the term out of the way, and direct she should

bring dower at law; but lord Somers reversed that decree; and, upon appeal to

the house of lords the reversal was affirmed. There was great doubt in this

court, and so in the house of lords; and there was a great inclination in the

house to reverse that decree of lord Somers ; but, when the counsel came to the

bar, the lords asked, Whether it was usual for conveyancers to convey terms for

years to attend the inheritance, to prevent dower? and the counsel, with great

candor, saying it was, the lords affirmed lord Somers's decree. The point that

weighed in thejudgment was, that this was the case of a purchase for a valuable

consideration; that, in making conveyances, purchasers relied upon that method
oftaking a conveyance of the inheritance to themselves, and an assignment of

the term standing out to a trustee, to attend it ; that the outstanding term was
prior to the title of dower in the wife, and, therefore, purchasers have relied

upon that, as a bar to such dower; so that this court and house oflords were of

opinion, that, if they were not to permit that to be so, it would be to overturn

the general rule, which had been established and practised by many titles to

estates, and tend to make such titles precarious for the future. And, as to

what was said in the case of Brown and Gibbs, Preced. Chanc. 97. viz. that,

though there was a purchaser, in the case of lord Radnor and Vandebendy,
yet, that the court did not go upon that reason.—I do not know who reported

that to be the saying ofthe court ; but this 1 know, that that was the only reason

for the determination there; and that is plain, for Vandebendy, the purchaser,

having purchased for a valuable consideration, lord Somers did rely upon that

greatly ; for he said, it has been alv/ays looked upon, that a term, purchased in

by such a person to protect the inheritance against dower, &c. has been suffi-

cient for that purpose ; and therefore, it would not only be a new thing to

determine it should not, but of very great consequence, and greater than what
appears at first view, besides what has been already mentioned, and especially,

since practitioners have all along advised this method, whereby many persons

have been purchasers in that way ; and there cannot be a stronger argument
against altering this method by any determination, than to say, it was never

done : but the argument by the counsel was of another nature ; for they said,

that judgment had been given for dower in all ages, and, in the case of a term,

as
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AS in the present case, she mi<^ht come into this court, to have the benefit of her

dower, notwithstanding such term. Ever since this case, it has always been

said that the court is bound by it; and, on the otlierhand, I have heard it often

faid by the court, that they will go no farther. And tlierefore, to have the

benefit of a determination, ever}' person's case must be exactly and strictly the

same with that. I am of the same opinion too, and will not go any farther than

that case does. So that, then the question comes to be this, Whether there is

})ny distinction between this case and that ? It is said, tliat, there the purchaser

was allowed to protect himself, by taking in the term attendant upon the inhe-

ritance, because that was a satisfied term, which, in the consideration of this

court, was become part of the fee ; that he purchased the whole estate of the

husband, and, therefore, an old terra, such as that was, has been allowed to be

so assigned, to protect the inheritance ; but that, in this case, the husband had

nothing in the term, because he was owner of the inheritance subject to it, and

of the equity of redemption of it ; and, for that, at the time of the purchase,

the term was in mortgage, and standing out, and the money advanced still due
upon it, that it was a security separate from the husband's inheritance, and the

]>urc!iaser took it from the mortgagee only and not from the husband. But, I

think, that makes no difference herefrom thatof Vandebendy. If there is any

diflerenre, it is against the plaintiff, and makes the case much stronger in favour

of the present purchaser. It is difficult to say, upon the state of the case, that

the term there was a satisfied term at the time of the purchase. I rather think it

was not ; for lord Somers states it, that the earl of Warwick, who had the power
ofappointing the trust term, did appoint it, by charging it with some annuities,

which were to commence a year after, and that some of them were continuing,

and some of them determined, and, I think, after the purchase made ; and, if

that was so, this was not as atisfied term, but still subsisting to pay those annui-

ties, which were incumbrances continuing upon the terms ; so that Vandebendy,
who took the assignment of the term, took it subject to the trust so continuing

on it, in like manner as the purchaser here took the term, subject to the mort-
gage, and the money due thereon. Therefore, the distinction endeavoured to

be made between the case there being a satisfied term, and this being a mort-
gage term, not satisfied, fails. But, supposing the term had been satisfied, how
would that make any difference ? It is true, that would then have been a trust

for the husband, and his heirs, and he would have it as part of his ownership and
dominion over the estate ; and, consequently, it would be subject to dower, as

against the husband. For, if the husband dies, and there is a satisfied term con-
tinuing, the wife would be entitled to come into this court, against the heir, to set

that term out of the way, in order to have the benefit ofher dower ; and that is

expressly so said in the ca«e ofBanks and Sutton, 2 Wms. 700. by the master of
the rolls, and he cites a case tothat purpose : and undoubtedly she would, with-
out paying any thing. And if, in the present case, the husband had made no
conveyance to the purchaser, and the mortgage had continued in the mortgagee,
or his assignee, and the equity of redemption had descended on the heir, she
would have been entitled likewise to dower against him, by redeeming the term,
and paying her proportion of the mortgage money, or by keeping down the
interest. But, if a term for years is in mortgage, and a person purchases the
inheritance of the husband, and takes an assignment of the term from the mort-
gagee, by paying offthe money, not only to have the trust of the term as a secu-
rity, but to protect the inheritance so purchased, would it not be hard to take
away the benefit of it from him ? Shall it be said, that he shall have a less

inheritance by taking in a mortgage term in that manner, by actually paying off

the mortgage money, than if he had taken an old satisfied term, for which he
never paid any thing? Therefore, if the term, in lady Radnor's case, had been
a satisfied one, that would have been so far from distinguishing that case from
this in favour of the plaintiff, that it would hare been rather stronger in favour
of the purchaser; for here, he paid a consideration for the outstanding term,

M 4 and
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and there, nothing would have been paid for such said satisfied term. But, it is

said, that this purchase of the mortgage wasfrom the mortgagee, and not from
the husband. If that was so, I do not know that this would make any difference,

because the husband here joined in the assignment of the mortgage. But, what
results from this case is, that, it was part of the agreement of all the parties,

(the husband joining) that the term should be purchased in, by the purchaser of
the estate, to attend his inheritance ; and that is the very trust declared by the

deed. It has been admitted here, that, if the husband had paid off the mort-

/ gage himself, after the coverture, and taken an assignment of the term in

! mortgage, in trust for him and his heirs, to attend the inheritance, (in which

I

case it would have then become a satisfied term ;) and, after this, a purchaser

j
had purchased from him, and paid him the whole money, and taken a convey-

)
ance of the inheritance from him, and an assignment of the term from the

I

trustees, that would have been very well, and within the case directly oflady

\. Radnor. What is the difference, then, in the reason of the thing, whether the

husband pays offthe mortgage himself, and takes an assignment of the term, in

trust for himself and his heirs, and then sells to a purchaser the inheritance,

who takes the term from the trustees ; or, whether the purchaser comes, and pur-

chases the inheritance from the husband, and pays off the mortgage, and takes

an assignment of the term to himself? Is the case the less strong for that? It is

rather stronger.—It is admitted that, ifthishad been an old satisfied term, stand-

ing out attendant upon the inheritance, and a purchaser had purchased from the

husband, and had taken in this term, that would have protected the inheritance.

J That, if a man, before marriage, conveys his estate privately, without the know-

I
ledge of his wife, to trustees, in trust for himself and his heirs in fee, that will

I
prevent dower. So, if a man purchases an estate after coverture, and takes a

conveyance to trustees, in trust for himself and his heirs, that will put an end
to dower: so, if he takes an estate in jointenancy, or a conveyance to himself

for a long term of years. But, it is objected, that the act done here by the

purchaser, at the time of his purchase, he having notice of the marriage, will

put the wife in a worse condition than she would have been in originally, ifthe

purchaser had not intervened ; since then, there would have been a redeemable

n^ortgage, (the equity of redemption being in the husband,) and the husband
dying, she would be entitled to redeem such mortgage, and then, to have had
dower; and therefore, by the purchaser's knowing of the title of dower, by
reason of the marriage, he would have put her into a worse condition, which ia

equity he ought not to have done; and this ought not to alter her right. But
this does not differ from the common case. For, in this case, suppose the hus-

band had, before the purchase, redeemed the mortgage, and taken an assignment

of the mortgage term, in trust for himself and his heirs, to attend the inhe-

ritance, and, after that, the purchaser had purchased from him, and taken an

assignment ofsuch attendant term, in trust for him and his heirs, wouldnotthat
have altered the wife's right to dower, though without that intervention ofthe

purchaser ? She would be entitled to her dower, as against the heir ; so like-

wise, in the case of an old term attending upon the inheritance in trust; but

this purchase prevents the descent of the estate to the heir, and therefore it is

not to be said, that the purchasers have put the wife in a worse condition,

by the intervention of their purchase : but, because conveyancers did rely upon
tlie assignment of the term to trustees to protect the inheritance, as sufficient

for that purpose, it was determined as has been mentioned ; and I do not see

how the present case can differ from that of an old term to attend the in-

heritance. But the present point is, that here the term was in the mortgagee,
and the inheritance in the husband. The term will stand in the way of dower
at law, and the purchaser comes in upon that foot, pays his money, and relies

upon that term to protect his purchase ; and therefore, I think, this is strictly

within the reason of the case of lady Radnor and Vandebendy, and all the

other cases grounded upon it^ Another distinction made is, that here is an
express
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express covenant taken from the husband against the dower of hig wife ; for

the covenant is, that the purchaser should enjoy the estate free from incum-

brances, ixc. and from all dowers, &c. and particularly the dower of the plain*

tift'; and then there is a covenant for further assurance: and, that this snows,

that the purchaser relied upon this covenant as his security to indemnify him
against dower; and, that it is plain, without question, thi» is notice of the

dower. A man may reasonably take a covenant against such right of dower,

and yet rely upon the security of the trust term besides, and may take such

covenant against any damages, in respect to any suits by the wife for dower.

The purchaser did not purchase here subject to his wife's dower, for he paid

a price for the estate exclusive of it. If the estate in his hands had been subject

to the dower, then the covenant against it of the husband's would not have
signified. But, however, be that as it will, it is similar to that ofVandebendv

;

for there, the purchaser took two statutes, (with defeasance,) to indemnify tne

estate from incumbrances, and the wife's dower, and to suffer a recovery; and
it was insisted upon there, by the counsel, as is here ; but lord Somers said,

though a man does take such security, which he does to prevent any damages
that may arise, yet that does not preclude him from any favour he is entitled

to. Another consideration in tliis case is, length of time ; for the purchase

was made in 1711. The husband died in 1719, and the plaintiff, the widow,
never brought dower, or the present bill, till 1737 ; and it appears, that de-

fendant, the purchaser, has since made great improvement upon the estate,

and therefore it would be very hard, especially after the several cases deter-

mined in favour of purchasers, even if there was a hair's breadth of a distinc-

tion between this case and that of lady Radnor and Vandebendy, to suffer the

plaintiff now to come here for dower. It is said, about 10 years ago plaintiff

did claim her dower of the present defendant, which amounted to notice to

him of such dower, (which he did not want). But, however, the making a
claim, and then not proceeding directly upon it, shows, that plaintiff was
conusant of her right, but would not proceed ; and the purchaser must think,

by her delaying so to do, that she would not, and that might be an inducement
for him to make such improvements as he has done. Therefore, upon the
whole, I think the decree ought to be reversed, and the bill to be dismissed ;

but I will not give costs."

In the above case. Chute, Clarke, and Weldon, for plaintiff, cited Attorney-
general and Scot, lord Talbot's time. See Lady Radnor and Vandeben^,
iJhow. P. C. 69. Preced. Chanc. 65. 97. 133. 2 Wms. 632.

Attorney-general, Brown, Gapper, and Murray, contra, cited the above
cases, and Mitchell and Reynolds, at the Rolls, 1730. " Bill was brought for

dower, and case was, the husband in 1710, had made a mortgage for 500/.,
for the term of 1,000 years, which was assigned to /. S. after the marriage of
plaintiff, to secure a further sum. The husband mortgages another estate in

fee, and both these mortgages were assigned to defendant; and, in 1725, de-
fendant came to an account with the husband, and likewise came to an agree-
ment with him for the purchase of the estate, for the mortgage sum only.

Accordingly, the husband conveyed the Equity of redemption. One question
arose, relating to the estate mortgaged in fee ; and another, in respect to the
mortgage for years. And as to the mortgage for years, the master of the rolls

said, the doweress should have dower out of a term for years, where the inhe-
ritance was in the husband, as against the heir of the husband, or against a
volunteer ; but it is settled that she shall not as against a purchaser for a
valuable consideration : and cited the case of lady Radnor and Vandebendy.
And he said likewise what was mentioned before, in the principal case, relating

to the method ofconveyances ; but that he could not look upon defendant here
as a purchaser, because he could not look upon the method here taken betweea
him and the husband as a purchase, the agreement for the purchase being for the

mortgage
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Sect. 337.

A LSOj if afeoffment be made upon condition, that if the feoffor pay
a certaine sum of money to the feoffee, then it shall be hiwfull to

thefeoffor and his heires to enter ^'
: in this case if the feoffor die before

the payment made, and the heir will tender to thefeoffee the money, such

tender is void, because the time within ivhich this ought to be done is past.

For when the condition is, that if thefeoffor pay the money to the feoffee,

S^c. this is as much to say, as if thefeoffor during his life pay the money
to thefeoffee, S^c. and when the feoffor dyeth, then the time of the tender

is past. But otherwise it is lohere a day of payment is limited, and the

feoffor die before the day, then may the heir tender the money as is afore-

said, for that the time of the tender was not past by the death of the

feoffor. Also it seemeth, that in such case (J que en tiel case) where the

feoffor dieth before the day ofpayment, if the executors ofthefeoffor tender

the money to the feoffee at the day ofpayment, this tender is good enough
;

and if the feoffee refuse it, the heires of the feoffor may enter (et si le

feoffee ceo refuse,f les heires de feoffor poient entrer), S^c. And the

reason is, for that the executors represent the person of their testator,

Ac. (1).

THIS

* S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh. f donques added in L. and M. and

I que not in L. and M. or Roh. Roh.

mortgage money only ; therefore relieved the widow. But said, that he would

not relieve her as against a purchaser."

In the late case of Maundrell v. Maundrell, 7 Ves. jun. 567. and 10 Ves.

jun. 246. the doctrine, which is the subject of this note, received a full inves-

tigation,—[Note 105.]

(]) The following succinct observations,— 1st. On the right of the executor

to receive the mortgage debt : 2dly. On the application of his personal estate

in discharge of his mortgage debts : sdly. On limiting the right of redemption

to persons not entitled to the ownership of the land, when the mortgage is

executed : and 4thly. On the length of possession by a mortgagee, which bars

the mortgagor's right ofredemption,—may, perhaps, without impropriety, be

inserted in this place.

1st. It has been long settled in equity, that mortgage money is to hepaid, not

to the heir, hut to the executor : and this holds, though the mortgage be in fee

;

though the condition be for payment to the mortgagee, his heirs or executors

;

though there be no want of assets ; though there be no bond given, or covenant

entered into by the mortgagor, for payment of the money ; and, whether the

mortgage be forfeited or not, at the death ofthe mortgagee; for equity considers

a mortgage as part of the mortgagee's personalty. See the argument of lord

keeper Finch in Thornbrough v. Baker, 1 Cha. Ca. 285. and see 2 Cha.Ca. 50,

51. 187. 224. 2 Vent. 348. 351.—This follows from the principle, which has

been already noticed, that, in equity, the lands are only considered as a pledge

or security for the money lent, and the money is the principal, if not the sole

object. In adopting this rule, courts of equity appear to have been guided b^

the same reasoning, which in former times made courts of law consider the

estates of tenant by statute merchant and tenant by statute staple merely as

chattel
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chattel interests. These, from their uncertain nature, ouglit to hare been
considered as freelioid ; but being, as Mr. justice Biackstone observes, a secu-

rity and remedy provided for personal debts, to which debts the executor i»

entitled, the law has therefore thus directed their succession ; as judging it

reasonable, from a principle of natural equity, that the security and remedy
should be vested in them, to whom the debts, if recovered, would belong.

Q lil. Com. ch. 10. sect. 5. Still however the mortgage is considered as for-

feited in law, and the mortgagor can only recover the mortgaged lands back,

by the aid of equity.

2dly. It also follows, from the circumstance of the mortgaged lands being

considered, in equity, as a security or pledge for the mortgage debt, that, after

tlie legal forfeiture, it continues as much a debt as before : Hence, in general,

thepersonal estate of the nwrtgajror isy upon his decease^ to be applied in discharge

of the mortgage: and this holds equally in favour of the heir ; of a general

devisee, or haires Jadiis ; and of a devisee of particular lands ; and whether

there is, or is not, a bond or covenant for payment of the money. Cope r. Cope,

1 S:dk. 450. Howell r. Price, Prec. in Cha. 423. Pockley v. Pockley,

1 Vern. 3(3, Lord Winchelsea v. Norcliff, 1 Vern. 403. Bartholomew i\ May,
1 Atk. 487. Galton v. Hancock, 2 Atk.424. 427. 430. This doctrine has been
frequently extended to the case of a devise of lands in trust, to pay off debts;

where (particularly if the personalty is bequeathed to the executor) the courts,

notwithstanding an express devise of a real estate for the payment of debts,

have directed the personalty to be first applied in payment of them. See Gower
r. Mead, Prec. in Cha. 2. Dolman v. Smith, ibid. 456. 2 Vern. 740. Hall

V. Brooker, Gilb. Rep. 72. See also Bamfield v. Wyndham, Prec. in Cha. 101.

Wainwright r. Bendloe, Gilb. Rep. 125. Stapleton v. Colville, Ca. temp.

Talbot, 202.

—

In some cases, hoxveverl the courts have considered the land as the

primarj/ fund, and the personalty merely as auxiliary. The personal estate is

then only a surety for the land, and will have the same equity as the land is

entitled to, when it is pledged as a surety for a personal debt. This doctrine is

most pointedly and happily stated, explained, and exemplified by Mr. Cox in

his note under page 664 of the second volume of his edition of Peere Williams,

—The cases chiefly occur,where a person purchases an estate, subject to a sum
of money, which he does not discharge, or leaves part of the purchase money
secured on the estate. Speaking generally, in these cases, as between the real

and personal representatives of the purchaser, the land is the primary fund for

the payment of such money : but the purchaser may arrange this at his plea-

sure. To prevent doubt on the subject, it is advisable to insert a clause in

the purchase deed, expressing the purchaser's intention in this respect.

3dly. It sometimes happens, that by the language of the proviso for re-

demption the right to redeem is limited to a person, who had either no interest,

or a partial interest only, in the land, at the time of the mortgage ; and that,

from the circumstance, it becomes doubtful, whether the person, to whom the

equity of redemption is thus limited, does not acquire, under the limitation^ the

henejicial ownership of the equity of redemption ; or, at least, a greater interest

in it than he had in the land before the mortgage. Speaking generally, a
strong indication of intention is necessary, to transfer the Deneficial ownership
of the equity ofredemption, from the person entitled to the beneficial ownership
of the estate at tlie tune of the mortgage, or to vary his rights; when this is

intended, a full recital of the intention should be inserted.—In the same man-
ner, when money is raised by mortgage for tlie benefit of a person, having a
partial interest in the land, as where the husband and wife jom in a mortgage
of her estate, and the money is paid to him, or where the tenant for life and the

reversioner join in a mortgage, and the money is paid to the tenant for life, it

should be stated, whether it be the intention of the parties, that, as between
the estate and the person receiving the money, the estate or the person receir-
ing the nv)ney h to be debtor for it, and mdenmify the other.—But this is

unnecessary,
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n^^HI S diversitie is plain and evident, and agreeth with [a]

our books, and yet somewhat shall be observed hereupon :

for here it appeareth, that seeing no time is limited, the law
doth appoint the time, and that is during the life of the feoffor.

Wherein divers diversities are worthy the observation :

First, between this case that Littleton here putteth of the l

condition ofa feoffment in fee, for the payment ofmoney where
no time is limited, and the condition of a bond for the pay-

ment of a sum of money where no time is limited : for in

such a condition of a bond the money is to be payd presently,

that is, in convenient time, [b] And yet in case of a condi-

tion of a bond there is a diversitie between a condition of 2

an obligation, which concernes the doing of a transitorie act

without limitation of any time, as payment of money, delivery

of charters, or the like, for there the condition is to be per-

formed presently, that is, in convenient time ; and when by
the condition of the obligation the act that is to be

30, 31- ts- done to the obligee is of his own nature locall, PgOSTI
jthie s case.

^^^ there the obligor (no time being limited) hath 1

'J

time during his life to perform it, as to make a feoff-

ment, &c. if the obligee doth not hasten the same by request.

In case where the condition of the obligation is locall, there is 3

also a diversitie, when the concurrence of the obligor and the

obligee is requisite, (as in the said case of the feoffment) and
when the obligor may performe it in the absence of the obligee,

as to knowledge satisfaction in the court of king's bench, [*]

although the knowledge of satisfaction is locall, yet because

he may do it in the absence of the obligee, he must do it in

convenient time, and hath not time during his life.

Another diversity is, where the condition concerneth a tran- 4

sitory or locall act, and is to be performed to the feoffee (A) or

obligee, and where it is to be performed to a stranger : as if

A. be bound to B. to pay ten pounds to C A. tenders to C.

and he refuseth, the bond is forfeited, as in this Section shall

be said more at large.

Another diversitie is between a condition of an obligation, 5

and a condition upon a feoffment, where the act that is locall

is to be done to a stranger, and where to the obligee or feoffor

himself. As if one make a feoffment in fee, upon condition

that the feoffee shall infeoffe a stranger, and no time limited,

the feoffee shall not have time during his life to make the

feoffment, for then he should take the profits in the mean

19 H. 6. 67. 73.76. 4E.4.4b. 26H.8.9. b. (2 Rep. 59.219. b.)

time

(A) Should it not be feoffor ?

[a] 14 H. 7.31

15 H. 7. 1.

(Ant. 47-

Post. 219. a.

2 Cro. 244.)

(2 Co. 70.)

44E. 3 9-

33 H. 6. 45.

& 48. b.

4 E. 4. 29.

9 E. 4. 22.

15 E. 4. 30.

21 E. 4.38. b.

911. 7. 17. b.

10 H. 7. 15.

14 H. 8. 21. a.

k 29. b.

[ft] Lib. 6.

fol. 3O;

Booth

33
(1 RolJ.Abr.

436.)

(6 Rep. 31.

Boothia's case.

Post. 210. b.)

(2 Roll. Abr.

436,4370
[*] Boothie's

case, ubi supra,

(Doc. Pla. 269

457-)

(Vide ant.

Sect. 324.)
Boothie's case,

n.6. fo.31. li.2

fo. 79. b.

Seignior Crom-
well's case.

44E. 2. 9.

21 E. 4. 41.

2 E. 4. 3, 4-

unnecessary, if the mortgage is made, by an exercise of a special power ; as

in that case, the property, as between the persons entitled to it, and the mort-

gagor, is always the debtor.

4thly . It does not appear, that the courts of equity have fixed ani/^ determinate

period oftime to be suck a length ofpossession as to bar the mortgagors right ofre^

demption : but as, in the courts of law, twenty years is a bar to an entry or eject-

ment, the courts of equity, (consistently with their general system, that the

rules and practice of their courts should bear an analogy to the rules and

practice of the courts of law) have inclined to allow the same period oftwenty

years to he a bar to a redemption.—-^ee Cook v. Arnham, 3 P. W. 283. and the

note of the editor at the end of that case.— [ Note 1 06.]
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time to his own use, which the estrangcr ought to have, and
therefore ho ought to make the fcofi'int-nt as fioon as con-

voniently he may ; and so it is of the condition of an obliga-

tion. Hut if the condition bo, that tlie feoftec shall re-infeotte

the feoffor, there the feoffee hath time during his life, for the

privitio of the condition between them, unlesse he be hastened

by request, as shall be said hereafter.

6 Another diversitie is, when the obligor or feoffor (A) is to

enfeolfe a stranger, as hath been said, and when a stranger is

to enfeolfe the feoffee or obligee : as if ^. enfeoffe B. of Black

AcrCj upon condition that if C. enfeoHe 7?. of White Acre
j (Videpost.Sect.

A. sliall re-enter, C. hath time during his life, if B. doth not 352, 353, 354.)

hasten it by request, and so of an obligation.

7 But in some cases albeit the condition be collaterall, and is

to be performed to the obligee, and no time limited, yet in

respect of the nature of the thing the obligor shall not have

time during his life to perform it. As if the condition of an ,^ -p.. 3. Det.

obligation be, to grant an annuitie or yearly rent to the 138. li. 2. fo. 80.

obligee during his life, payable yearely at the feast of Easter ^
Seisnior Crom-

this annuity or yearly rent must be granted hQ^ore Easter ^
wells case.

or else the obligee shall not have it at that feast during his life,

et sic de similihus \ and so was it resolved by the judges [*] of [•] Vid. Dyer,

the common pleas in the argument oi Andre\m% case, which H EI. 311.

I my selfe heard. <f ^J\ .

8 Lastly, When the obligor, feoffor, or feoffee is to
^'*''*'*'*

'
"^''^

t
20971 ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ labour, as to go to S3* Rome, Jerii-

J salem, &c. in such and the like cases, the obligor,

feoffor, or feoffee, hath time during his life, and
cannot be hastened by request. And so it is if a stranger to

the obligation or feoffment were to do such an act, he hath

time to do it at any time during his life.

*' If the executors of the feoffor tender, <§c.'' So as now it ap- (Ant. 206. a.)

peareth that either the heir of the feoffor, or his executors, may Lib. 5. fol. 96,

(when a day is limited) pay the money ; and so also may the 97- Goodale'»

administrator of the feoffor do, if the feoffor dye intestate [J"] ; p/i yid Sect
and this may the ordinarie do if there be neither executor nor 334.
administrator as hath been said. (See Hensloe's

ca.9Rep.36.b.)

" And if thefeoffee refuse it, the heirs of thefeoffor may enter,

<^c." 'Nota, a tender by the executors or administrators, and a
refusall, doth give the heir of the feoffor a title of entrie. And
here by this (&^c.) is a diversitie implyed, when a tender and
refusall shall give a third person title of entrie.

f'"'lra

man be bound to A. in an obligation with condition to 33 H. 6. 16, 17.

enfeoffe /?. (who is a meer stranger) before a day, the obligor 36 H. 6. 8.

doth offer to enfeoffe B. and he refuseth, the obligation is forfeit, ^ ^- -• ^' 3-

for the obligor hath taken upon him to infeoffhim, and his refusall
^^ ^ ^ f '

'

'

cannot satisfie the condition, because no feoffment is made ; but 32 e. 3.
if the feoffment had been by the condition to be made to the Barrc, 264.

1 obligee, or to any other for his benefit or behoof, a tender and 7 K. 3. 29.

I refusall shall save the bond, because he himself upon the matter 9 "-7- *7.
* 10 n. 7. 14- >>•

35 TI. R. Dier,56. lib. 5. fol. 23. Larabc's case, (5 Rep. 23. 1 Roll. Abr. 459.
Post. .111. a. .Vnt. 206. a.)

(.\) Instead of (foiCor, the uvrd feoffee is used in tJu fth edition, as the sense appears
to require.
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is the cause wherefore the condition could not be performed, and
therefore shall not give himself cause of action. But if A. be
bound to B. with condition that C. shall enfeoffe D. in this case
if C. tender, and D. refuse, the obligation is gaved, for the obligor
himself undertaketh to do no act, but that a stranger shall

[/t] 8 E. 4. 14. enfeoffe a stranger. And it is holden in bookes [h] that in this
a E. 4. ubi case it shall be intended, that the feoffment should be made for
supra.

j.jjg benefit of the obligee. Some to reconcile the books seem
to make a difference between an expresse refusall ofthe stranger,

and a readinesse of the obligor at the day and place to make
performance, and the absence of the stranger : but that can make
no difference. I take it rather to be the error of the reporter,

and the records themselves are necessary to be seen ; for the
law herein is, as it hath been before declared.

19 H. 6. 34. If /. enfeoffe one in fee upon condition to enfeoffe /. S. and

^Vu Ab?4«;'2
^'® heires, the feoffee tenders the feoffment to /. S. and he re-

1 Rep. 1 33- b.)
fi^seth it, the feoffor may re-enter, for by the expresse intent of

the condition, the feoffee should not have and retain any benefit

or estate in the land, but is as it were an instrument to convey
over the land.

2 E. 4. Entrie But in that case, if the condition were to make a gift in tayle
conge, 25. to /. S. and he refuseth it, and a tender and refusall is made,

there the feoffor shall not re-enter, for that it was intended that

the feoffee should have an estate in the land. And so it is if a
feoffment be made upon condition that the feoffee shall grant a
rent charge to a stranger, if the feoffee tender the grant and he
refuseth, the feoffor shall not re-enter, because the feoffee was
to retain the land ; which points are worthy of due observation.

Here in the case of Littleton, when the executors make the

tender, and the feoffee refuseth, albeit the heir be a third per-

son, yet is he no stranger, but he and the executors also are

privies in law.

/post. 209. b.)
" ^^^ person of the testator^ Sfc.'' This is to be understood

concerning goods and chattels either in possession or in action,

and the executor doth more actually represent the person of the

testator, than the heir doth the person of the ancestor. For if

(2 Saun. 136.) a man bindeth himself, his executors are bound though they be
not named, but so it is not of the heir : furthermore, here the

administrators and the ordinary also are implyed, as before hath

been said (1).

Sect.

(1) But by the 33 H. 8. c. 39. if any person be indebted to the king by

recognizance, obligation, or other specialty, and die, his heir shall be charged

therein, though the word " heir" be not comprised in such recognizance, &;c.

In the case of sir Gerard Fleetwood^ 8 Rep. 171. lord Coke observes, that the

freehold and inheritance of the king's debtor are bound from the time of the

debt accrued. If the observation be just, it must by the common law have

been immaterial with respect to the king, whether the heir was named in the

specialty or not.

Perhaps the foUowmg succinct view of the Prbrogative Remedies of

THE Crown,/or the Recovery ofDebts,—1. At the Common Law :—II. Under

the statute of Henry 8;—IH. Under the statutes of Queen Elizabeth; and

under the act passed, for this purpose, in the reign of his late Majesty

:

—IV. And
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Sect. 338.

2IND note, that in ail cases of condition for pai/ment of a certaine

siunme in grosse touching lands or tenements, if laufu/l tender be

once refused, he which ought to tender the inonej/ is of this quit, andfully

discharged for ever afterwards.
"* -^

^ THIS

IV. And of the general effect of these remedies; may not be unacceptable

to tlie reader.

I. Bi/ the Common Lavo, execution may be issued, not only against the

goods and chattels, but against the lands of the king's debtor : and, for rent

reserved on a lease, the king may distrain, not only on the lands comprised in

the lease, but on any other landa of his debtor.

JI. By the 33 Hen, 8. c. 39. all bonds executed to the king, are to have the

same force, and to be attended with the same remedies, as statutes staple.

III. By the 13 of Queen Elizabeth^ c. 4. the lands of treasurers, receivers,

and other accountantsto the crown, therein particularly or generally mentioned,

are made liable to execution for debts to the crewn, m the same manner, as if

the party had acknowledged a recognizance under the statute of Henry 8.

A doubt arose upon this statute, whether a sale might be made under it, after

the death of the accountant or debtor. To obviate this doubt, the explanatory

statute of the I'jth ofElizabeth, c. 3. was passed, by which a power of sale,

after the death of the debtor, was expressly given. Afterwards, by an act

made in the 39M year of Queen Elizabeth, the explanatory act was repealed,

and a new exposition was made of the statute of the 13th Elizabeth, with

various new provisions. But the act of the 39th Elizabeth being only tempo-

rary, and having expired early in the reign of James 1 . the explanatory act

of the 27th Elizabeth was revived.

IV. However it fell into disuse, and, in the late reign, when it came to

be examined, on occasion of the exertions, made, during lord North's admini-

stration, for the recovery of the crown debts, it was found defective. This

gave rise to the act of the 25th of his late Majesty, c. 35. by which, the

court of exchequer is authorized, on the application of his majesty's attorney

general, in a summary way, by motion, to order the estates of crown debtors,

which should be extended by any writ of extent, or diem clausit extremum,

to be sold for payment of the debts.

V. 1. The result appears to be, that all thefreehold lands, which an account-
ant to tlie crown, under the acts, which have been mentioned, has, at the time
when he enters into his office, are chargeable with his debts to the crown on
account of that office. The case is not altered by his selling them before he
becomes indebted, though it be a sale to a bondfide purchaser, for a valuable

consideration, and without notice. Sir Christopher Hatton's case, 10 Co. Rep.
55. b. The same doctrine holds in respect to the debts of a person, who has
executed a bond to the crown. This is the case of all receivers of the land-

tax, as they execute a bond to the crown to account for the money coming to

their hands as receivers. It follows, that all their lands are chargeable to the
crown from the execution ofthe bond, and consequently, though they sell them

to



209.a.209.b.] Of Estates L.3. C.5. Sect.339.

Vide Sect. T^HIS IS to be understood, that he that ought to tender the
•sequent. -*" money is of this discharged for ever to make any other

tender ; but if it were a dutie before, though the feoffor enter by
force of the condition, yet the debt or dutie remayneth.

(O Rep. 79. a.) As if ^. borroweth a 83=- hundred pound of B. and after [^0071
mortgageth land to B. upon condition for payment I u

'

\

thereof: if J. tender the money to B. and he refuseth

it, A. may enter into the land, and the land is freed for ever of

the condition, but yet the debt remaineth, and may be recovered
by action of debt. But if A. without any loane, debt, or dutie

preceding infeofFe B. of land upon condition for the payment
of a hundred pounds to B. in nature of a gratuitie or gift ; in

that case if he tender the hundred pound to him according to

the condition, and he refuseth it, B, hath no remedie therefore
;

and so is our author in this and his other cases of like nature
to be understood.

Sect. 339.

A LSO, if the feoffee in fnorgage before the day of payment which
should be made to himy makes his executors and die^ and his heir

entreth into the land as he ought, S^c. it seemeth in this case that the

feoffor ought to pay the money at the day appointed to the executors, and
not to the heir of tfiefeoffee, because the money at the beginning trenched

to

to a purchaser, at a time when they are not indebted, and have no money
belonging to the crown in their hands ; still, the lands are liable to the crown
for their future debts.

As between the crown and the debtor, the lands in the hands of his trustees

are chargeable with the crown debts ; and, in the late case of the King v. Smith,

it was held that an outstanding legal estate will not protect, even a bondjide

purchaser, for a valuable consideration, without notice, against crown debts.

See Mr. Sugden's Law of Vendors, 4th edition, Appendix, N** 15.

In the case of the King v. Smith, Wightwick's Reports in the Exchequer,

p, 39, the question was, whether a simple contract debt to the crown was
such a charge or lien on the freehold estate of the debtor, as should bind the

land in the hands of a purchaser from him, without notice and without fraud,

if the debts were not recorded at all, or not recorded till after the conveyance.

The barons were unanimously of opinion that it was not ; but seem to have

considered that the land of such a debtor would be chargeable in the hands

of the purchaser, if, at the time of the purchase, the debtor filled a situation,

notoriously accountable to the crown.

V. 2. With respect to copyhold lands.—The king cannot extend the copy-

hold land of his debtor; Kitchen, 123 ; Rex v. Budd, sir Thomas Parker, 190.

8 Ves. jun. 394, 395.
V. 3. LeaseholdsJbr years may be taken in execution at the suit of the

crown debt ; but though on record, the debt of the crown is not a charge or

lien on leaseholds for years, until the weit of execution is taken out upon them
and delivered to the sheriff.

Generally speaking, what has been said in this annotation applies equally

to the sureties for the debtor to the crown, as to the debtor himself:—and,

for many legal consequences, a person accountable to the king's debtor is

accountable to the kmg himself,—[Note 107.]



L.3. Co. Scct.3S9. upon Condilion. [209. b. 210.a.

to th^ feoffee ifi manner as a dufief and ahall be intended that the estate was
made hif reason of the /ending of the monet/ hi/ theje(>ffee, orfor some other
dutie ; and therefore the pni/mcnt shall not he tnade to the heir^ * as it

sec/nethf hut the words of the condition ma if he snchy as the payment shall

be made to the luir. As if the condition were, that if the feoff^or pat/ to

thefeoffee or to his heirs such a sum at such a day, 6ic. there after the death

of the feoff'ee^ if he dieth before the day limited^ the payment ought to

be made to the heir (f le payment doit estre fait al heir) at the day
appointed, Sfc.

** P^ y such a sum at suck a day, Sfc." Here is implyed, iB E. 4. fol. 18.

that this payment ouglit to be reall, and not in shew or '"''• 3- <"«»'• 9^-

appearance. For if it be agreed between the feoffor and the ,q ^^'e V"*'*^*

executors of the feoffee that the feoffor shall pay to the executors ^b K. 3.

'^^

but part of tlie money, and that yet in appearance the whole Accouur, PI. 70.

sum shall be paid, and that the residue shall be repaid, and (5 Hep. u;.)

accordingly at the day and place the whole sum is paid, and
after the residue is repaid, this is no performance of the con-
dition, for the state shall not be divested out of the heir, which
is a third person, without a true and effectual payment, and not (5 Rep. 96.)
by a shadow or colour of payment, and the agreement precedent
doth guide the payment subsequent.

And by this Section also it appeareth, that the executors do (Ant. 209. a.

more represent the person of the testator, than the heir doth 9 Kep. 39.)

the ancestor; for though the executor be not named,

[2 lOTl y^^ the &^ law appoints him to receive the money, but

^ J so doth not the law appoint the heir to receive the

money unless he be named.

** Ought to be made to the heir at the day appoinied, t^c." And
here it also appeareth, that if the condition upon the morgage
be to pay to the morgagee or his heires the mone}', &c. and
before the day of payment the morgagee dieth, the feoffor can-
not pay the money to the executors of the morgagee : for

Littleton saith that in this case the payment ought to be made Vid. 11.5.^.96.

to the heir. Et in hoc cnsu designatio uniiis personam at exclusio Goodalc'scase. ^

aiterius, et expressum facit cessare taciturn \ and the law shall l->'er, 2KI1Z 181.

never seek out a person, when the parties themselves have
(Ant 47' a

)

appointed one. But if the condition be to pay the money to

the feoffee his heirs or executors, then the feoffor hath election

to pay it either [vi] to the heir or executors. [m] la E. 3.

If a man make a feoffment in fee upon condition that the Condiiion, 8

feoffee shall pay to the feoffor his heirs or assigns 20 pound at *1
J^'

.

such a day, and before the day the feoffor make his executors ^
^'

and dieth, tl»e feoffee may pay the same either to the heir or to

tlie executors, for they are his assigns in law to this intent.

But if a man make a feoffment in fee upon condition that if the
feoffor pay to the feoffee his heirs or assigns 20 pound before
such a feast, and before the feast the feoffee maketh his execu-
tors and dyeth, the feoffor ought to pay the money to the heir,

and not to the executors, for the executors in this case are no
aisigns in law ; and the reason of this divcrsitie is this, for that

in

a\ it seemcthy but the words of the and M. or Roh.
condition may be such, as the payment t donques added in L. and M.
shall be made to the heir, not in L. and Rok.

Vol. II. N
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(i Eotl. Abr.

421.)

(Hob. 9.)

27 H. 8. 2.

3&4Ph.&
Mar. 140. S

(*) Mic. 23 hi

24 Eliz. in curiaB

Wardorum inter

Randal &
Browne. Vid".

2Eliz.Dier,i8i.

PI. Com. Chap-
man's case, 186.

288. Vid. Good-
ale's case, lib. 5.

io. 96, 97.
17Ass.pl. 2.

Goodale's case,

ubi supra.

(Mo. 243.
Ante 208. a.)

Of Estates L.3.C.5. Sect. 339.

in the fii^t case the law must of necessitie find out assigns,,

because there cannot be any assigns in deed, for the feoffor

hath but a bare condition and no estate in the land which he
can assigne over. But in the other case the feoffee hath an
estate in the land which he may assigne over ; and where there

maybe assigns in deed, the law shall never seek out or appoint

any assigns in law. And albeit the feoffee made no assignment

of the estate, yet the executors cannot be assigns, because

assigns were only intended by the condition to be assigns of

the estate ; and so was it resolved (*) Mich. 23 & 24 Eliz. by
the two chief justices in the court of wards between Randall
and Broiune, which I observed.

But if the condition be to pay the money to the feoffee his

heirs or assigns, and the feoffee make a feoffment over, it is in

the election of the feoffor to pay the money to the first feoffee

or to the second feoffee ; and so if the first feoffee dyeth, the

feoffor may either pay the money to the heir of the first feoffee,

or to the second feoffee, for the law will not enforce the feoffor

to take knowledge of the second feoffment, nor of the validity

thereof, whether the same be effectuall or not, but at his plea-

sure, and the first feoffee and his heirs are expresly named in

the condition (1).

Sect.

(1) Hob. g. Pease and Styleman

—

A man toas bound to pay 20I. to such a
person as he (the obligee) should by his ivill appoint. The obligee made J. S.

his executor, but made no other appointment. It ivas resolved, upon demurrer,

that the executor should not haxe the 20 1, for he is only an assignee in late, ivho

takes to the use of the testator: but here the condition is in favour of an actual

assignee, toho takes to his own use. The conusee of afine leases to the conusor

for 99 years, with condition, if the lessee pays to the lessor, his heirs and assigns,

that the uses limited to the conusee and his heirs, by an indenture, should cease

:

the lessor dies. Lord Nottingham was of opinion, that the uses should not cease

by payment to the administrator of the lessor, because he may be an assignee in

deed, as here. 11 May, 1659, Sir Andrew Young,—Lord Nott. MS. notes.

—

Howe V. Whitebanck. Upon a fine, the use of land was hmited to A. for 80
years, with a power to A, and his assigns to make leases for three lives, to

commence after the determination of that term. A, assigned over to B., B.
died, having made his will, and appointed C, his executor. C. assigned over

to D. : D. in pursuance of the power, made a lease for life. The question

was, whether D. was such an assignee of ^. as to have a power to make this

lease; or whether it should extend only to the immediate assigns of A?
The doubt in this case was the greater, as there had been a devolution upon
an executor. The case of Pease and Styleman was cited, where it was said,

that an executor or administrator should not in some cases be said to be a

. special assignee. But all the court seemed to incline to the contrary, and
that D. should be called an assignee, well enough for the purpose of making
the leases in question, and that so should any person that came to the estate

under the first lessee, though there should be twenty mesne assignments.

And afterwards, in the Michaelmas term following, judgment was given

accordingly.— 1 Freem. 476.—-[Note 108.]



L. 3. C. 3. Sect. 340. upon Condilimi. [210.

Sect. 340.

y/f
LS (), upnti such case (f sur tiel case) offeoffment in mortgage, a
question hath been demanded in ivhat p/ace the feoffor is hound to

tender (est tenus J de tender) the moneu to tlw feoffee at the day
appointed, S^c. And some have said, upon the land so holden in mortgage
(que sur la terre issint § tenus en morgage), because the condition is

depending upon the land. And they have said that if the feoffor be upon
the land there ready to pay the money (Et ont dit

||
que si le feoffor soit

^ sur le terre la prest a paier le money) to thefeoffee at the day set, and
the feoffee be not then there, then (4- adonque) the feoffor is quit and
excused of the payment of the money, for that no default is in him. But
it seemeth to some that the law is contrary, and that default is in him

; for
lie is bound to seek the feoffee if he be tlien in any other place (s'il soit

adonque en ** ascun auter lieu) within the realm of England. As if a
man be bound in an obligation of 20 pound upon condition endorsed upon
the same obligation, that if he pay to him to ivhom the obligation is made
at such a day J o pound, then (ft adonque) the obligation of 20 pound
shall lose his force, and be liolden for nothing ; in this case it behooveth

him that made tlie obligation to seek him to whom the obligation is made
if he be in England, and at the day set to tender unto him the said

10 pound, otherwise he shallforfeit the sum of '20 pound comprised within

the obligation,
\\\\

S^c. And so it seemeth in the other case, &fc. And albeit

that some have said that the condition is depending upon the land, yet this

proves not that the making of the condition to be performed, ou^ht to be

made upon the land, 8^c. no more than if the condition were that thefeoffor
at such a day shall do some speciall corporall service to the feoffee, not

naming the place where such corporall service shall be done* In this case

tliefeoffor ought to do such corporall service at the day limited to thefeoffee,
in what place soever of England that the feoffee be, if he will have
advantage of the condition, §c. So it seemeth in the other case. And it

seems to tliem that it shall be more properly said, that the estate of the

land is depending upon the condition, * than to say (que f* a dire) that

the condition is depending upon the land, S^x, Sed quaere, &c.

"ALSO, upon such case of feoffment in mortgage, a question
hath been demanded, i^c." Here and in other places, that

I may say once for all, where Littleton maketh a doubt, and
setteth down several! opinions and the reasons, he ever setteth

down () the better opinion and his own last, and so he doth (*) Vid. Sect.

here. »7o. 30a. 375-

t sur—en L. ajid M, and Roh. ** ascun—un, L.andM.andRoh.
X de—a, L. and M. and Roh. \\ que added in L. and M, and
§ tenus not in L. and M. Roh.

11
que not in L, and M. hut in Roh.

\\\\ Sfc. not in L.andM . but in Roh-
^ sur le terre la not in L. and M. * <:^c. added in L.and M. and Roh.

or Roh. f* est a tant, added in L. and M.
4. que added in L. and M. and Roh. and Roh.
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[n] 8 E. 4. 4. & here, [n] For at this day this doubt is settled, having
*4- iiH. 4.62. been oftentimes resolved, that seeing the &^ money is F^IOT]
17 e'*'^

^2 ^ ^ ^""^ ^" grosse, and collaterall to the title of the land,
[_ 5 J

01 H. 7.
^^^^ t^® feoffor must tender the money to the person

Keylway, 74. of the feoffee according to the later opinion, and it is not
16 El. Dier,3. 7. sufficient for him to tender it upon the land ; otherwise it is of
lib. 4. fo. 73, a rent that issueth out of the land. But if the condition of a

case

°

ssTe. 4. 6. ^^^nd or feoffment be to deliver twenty quarters of wheat, or

(5 Rep. 95. twenty load of timber, or such like, the obligor or feoffor is not

a Cro. 423. bound to carry the same about and seek the feoffee, but the

3 Cro. 688.) obligor or feoffor before the day must go to the feofl^ee, and
*^
R 2

^ know where he will appoint to receive it, and there it must be

Det. 178.
delivered. And so note a diversitie between money and things

(Ant. 206. b. ponderous, or of great weight. If the condition of a bond or

207. a.) feoffment be to make a feoffment, there it is sufficient [6] for him
(' ^""- 453) to tender it upon the land, because the state must pass by liverie.

[fej 2 E. 4. 3.
** Within the realm of England (1) §." For if he be out of the

realm of England he is not bound to seek him, or to go out of
the realme unto him. And for that the feoffee is the cause that

the feoffor cannot tender the money, the feoffor shall enter into

the land as if he had duly tendered it according to the condition.

'* Some speciall corporall service to the Jeqffee.'* This is a
diversity between a rent issuing out of land, and a corporall

service issuing out of land, for it sufficeth (as hath been
i^ said) that the rent be tendered upon the land (1 ) (A), fg 2 iT]

21 E. 3. 10. ^^^ ^^ which it issueth. But homage or any other
I « J

20 H. 6. 31. special corporal service must be done to the person of

27 E. 3. 34. the lord, and the tenant ought by the law of conveniency to
21 Ass. 13. segi^ j,ij„ iQ whom the service is to be done in any place

21 £.^"^17 within England.

20 E. Avowrie, 113. 45 E. 3. 9. 46 E. 3. Barre, 216. Mich. 22 & 23 Eliz. in .

Banke le Koy, which I rayselfe heard and observed. 19 Eliz. Dier, 354. Lib. 8.

fol 92. in France's case. (Cro. Jac. 9.)

If a man be bound to pay twenty pound at any time during hia

life at a place certain, the obligor cannot tender the money at

the

(A) The -preceding reference to lord 'Nottingham's twte below seems misplaced, as the note

is here irrtlevant. It appears to relate to the commentary on Sect. 341.

(1) § if A. recites by his deed, that whereas he is indebted to B. in 100/.

and he covenants with B. that the 100/. shall be paid and delivered to B. or

his assigns at Rotterdam, in Holland, by C. without any suit at law, upon the

first requisition which shall be made of it ; in this case, the demand may be in

any other place besides Rotterdam : for though payment is to be made at

Rotterdam, yet the demand may be made in any place ; and if the demand be
made in England, or at Dort, which is 10 miles from Rotterdam, it is good,

for he ought to have reasonable time to pay it after the demand, having respect

to the distance of the place. But if the demand should be limited to Rotter-

dam, perhaps he would never come there, and so the covenant would be of no
effect.—Mich. 1650, between Halsted and Vanleyden, adjudged upon a special

verdict. 1 Roll. Abr. 443.—In Brownlow, 46. it is laid down, that, if money
be appointed by will to be paid, and no place limited for the payment, there

must be a request to pay the money, and the executor is not bound to seek

bim to whom it is to be paid.—[Note 109.]

(1 ) Otherwise xvhen the lease is void; for there no acceptance ofrent qftertuards

can make it have continuance. Post. 215.3, Lord Not. MS.—[Note 110.]



L.3. C.5. Sect.341. upon Condition. [21 l.a.^ll.b.

the place when he will, for tlicn the ohligee should be bound to

perpetuall attendance, and therefore the obligor in respect of

the incertainty ofthe time must give the obligee notice that on

such a d:»y at the place limited, he will pay the money, and then
^^ j^^ j^^^^

the obligee must attend thereto receive it: for if the obligor 453. Ant. ao6.

then and there tender the money, he shall save the penaltic of 210.)

the bond for ever.

The same law it is if a man make a feoffment in fee upon con- 18 Eliz.

dition, if the feoffor at any time during his life pay to the feoffee ^y^^* 354-

twenty pound at such a place certaine, that then, ^c. In this (2 Rep. 59.

case the feoffor must give notice to the feoffee when he will pay 3 Rep- 64.)

it, for without such notice as is aforesaid, the tender will not

be sufficient. But in both these cases ifat any time the obligor
^g Rep. 92,

or feoffor meet the obligee or feoffee at the place, he may tender Post. Sect. 353.

the money. 2 Cro. 9, 10.)

If A. be bound to B. with condition that C. shall enfeoffe D. (Hob. 51.

on such a day, C. must give notice to D. thereof, and request 1 Roll.Abr. 4(53.

him to be on the land at the day to receive the feoffment, and ^ ^^^- 9)

in that case he is bound to seek D. and to give him notice.

** To tender (de tender)," or tendre, is a word common botli to (1 E. 4. 3& 4.)

the English and Frenchi in Latineofferrc, and in that sense, and

iw4th that Latyn word it is alwayes used in the common law.

Vide Sect. 514, the tender of the halfe marke. And before,

Sect. 333, 334. 337-

PJ']
^ Sect. 341.

T>UT ifafeoffment in fee be madcy reserving to thefeoffor a yearelu
•^ rent, and for default of payment a re-entrie, 8^c, in this case the

tenant needeth not (en cest case il ne besoigne * le tenant) to tender the

rent, when it is behind, but upon the land, because this is a rent issuing out

of the land, ichich is a rent seek (que t est rent secke). For ifthefeoffor
be seised once of this rent, and after lie commeth upon the land, 8^c, and
the rent is denied him, he may nave an assise of Novel Disseisin. For
albeit he may enter by reason of the condition broken, 5^c, yet he may
choose either to relinquish his entne, or to have an assise, S^c. And so there

is a diversitie, as to the tender of a rent which is issuing out of the land,

and of the tender of another sum in grosse, which is not issuing out of
any land,

tJ E R E the diversitie appeareth between a sum in gross,

and a rent issuing out of the land, as hath been touched
before.

** Yet he may choose, either to relinquish his entrie, or to have
an assise.''

Here it appeareth, that if the condition be broken for non- (Ant. 145. a.)

payment of the rent, yet if the feoffor bringeth an assise for the *^ ^'
.•^,

^"^"^

14 Ass. 11. 45 Ass. 5. 6H. 7. 3. 17 E. 3.73. PI. Com. 1 33. «a H.'c. 57.

(3 Rep. 64, 65.) (I Roll. Abr. 475. Post. 373. a. Noy,7.)

rent

• a added in L. and M. and Roh. t ceo added in L. and M. and Rah.

y 3
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rent due at that time, he shall never enter for the condition

broken, because he affirmeth the rent to have a continuance,

and thereby wayveth the condition. And so it is ifthe rent had
had a clause of distresse annexed unto it, if the feoffor had
destrained for the rent, for non-payment whereof the condition

was broken, he should never enter for the condition broken,

but he may receive that rent and acquite the same, and yet enter

for the condition broken. But if he accept a rent due at a day
after, he shall not enter for the condition broken, because he

thereby affirmeth the lease to have a continuance (i).

(1 Roll. Abr. 445, 446.) geCt. 342.
(2Cro. 13,14-)

yj ND therefore it will be a good and sure thingfor him that will make
•" suchfeoffment in mortgage, to appoint an especial place (2) ivhere the

money shall be payd, and the more speciall that it be pitt, the

B^ better it is for the feoffor. As if A. infeoffe B. to have to rSlST]
him and to his heires, upon such conditionj that if A. pay toB. L a. J
on the Feast of Saint Michael the Arch-Angell next comming,

in the cathedrall church of St. Faid's in London, withinfour hours ne^t

before the hour of noon of the same Feast, at the Rood loft of the Rood

of the North door (a le Rood loft de * le Rood de le North doore)

within the same church, or at the tomb of Saint Erkenwald, or at the

door of such a chappell, or at such a pillar, within the same church, that

then it shall be laivfull to the aforesaid A. and his heirs to enter, Sfc, in

this case he needeth not to seek the feoffee in an other place, nor to

be in any other place, but in the place comprised in the indenture, nor

to be there longer than the time specified in the same indenture, to tender

or vay the money to thefeoffee, ^c

XJ ER E is good counsell and advice given, to set down in

conveyances every thing in certaintie and particularitie, for

certaintie is the mother ofquietnesse and repose, and incertaintie

the cause of variance and contentions ; and for obtaining of the

one, and avoyding of the other, the best meane is, in all assur-

ances, to take counsell oflearned and well-experienced men, and

not to trust only without advice to a precedent. For as the rule

is concerning the state of a man's bodie, Nullum medicamentum
est

* le Rood de le not in L. and M, or Roh.

(1) Though he received part of the rent, he may re-enter for the residue

that is unpaid. 10 H. 7. 24. a.—[Note 111.]

(2) Upon the marriage oflord Anglesea with a daughter oflady Dorchester,

a term of years was limited in his lordship's Irish estates, for raising 1 2,000 L
for the portions of the daughters. There was but one daughter of the mar-
riage. It was made a question, whether the portion was to be paid in England,
without any deduction or allowance for the exchange from Ireland to England?
It was determined in Chancery, that the portion ought to be paid in England,
where the contract was made and the parties resided, and not in Ireland

;

because it was a sum in gross, and not a rent issuing out of land. Vin. Abr.
vol. 5. 209.--[Note 112.]



L.3. C. 5. Sect. 343-44. upon Condition. [2 1 ^. n . 2 1 2. b.

est idem omnibuSf so in the state and assurance of a man's land,

Nullum cxemplum est idem omnibus.

" At the tomb of Saint ErJicnxmldy iS
c"

'i his Erhcimnhl was

a younger son o( Annay king of the East Saxons, and was firgt

abbot oC Chcrscy in Surra/ which lie had founded, and after

bishop of Londouy a holy and devout man, and lietli buried in

the south isle, above tlie quire in Saint Paul's church, where tlie

tomb yet remaineth, that Littleton speaketh of in this place : he
flourished about the yeare of our Lord ()8o.

The residue of this Section and the (Sfc.) are evident.

Sect. 343.

/I LSOy in such casCf where the place f of payment is limited, the

yi'o^'e is not bound (le feoffee n*est J oblige) to receive the payment
in anf/ other place but in the place so limited. But yet if he do receive

the payment in another place, this is good enough and as strong for the

feoffor as if tlie receipt had been in the same place so limited, S^c.

*

XJ E RE B Y it appeareth that the place is but a circumstance ; (6 Rep. 46. b.

and therefore if the obligee receiveth it at any other place, '*7- P'o. 69. b.

it is sufficient, though he be not bound to receive it at ^ ^^^' ^^^'^

[21271 ^"y other place. fc3" And so it is if the money be to
'^

b J ^^* P^^^ °^ ^^^^ ^ feast, yet if the money be tendred

and received at any time before the day, it is suffi-

cient (1).

Sect. 344.

ALSO, in the case offeoffment in mortgage, if thefeoffor payeth to

•^ thefeoffee a horse, or a cup of silver, or a ring ofgold, or any such

other thing in full satisfaction of the money, and the other receiveth it,

this is good enough, and as strong as if he had received the sum of
money,

+ of payment not in L. and M. J pas added in L. and M. and
or Roh. Roh.

(1) It hath been formerly doubted, Whether the defendant, in such a case,
ought not to plead specially? See 1 Cro. 142. S. C. 1 Ander. 198. S.C.
Mo. 267. S. C. Ow. 45. Savil. 96. 1 Leon. 311. But now this point is set-
tled

; for per ^ AnncB, cap. iC. sect. 12. if the obligor, his heirs, executors,
and administrators, have, before the action brought, paid to the obligee, his
executors or administrators, the principal and interest due by the condition of
the bond, though such payment was not strictly made according to the con-
dition, yet it may be pleaded in bar of such action, and shall be as effectual

a bar thereof as if the money had been paid at the day and place, according
to the condition, and had beep bo pleaded. Note to the nth edition,^
[Note 113.]

N4
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money, though tlie horse or the other thing luere not of the tiventieth part

of the value of the sum of money, because that the other hath accepted it

infull satisfaction *".

(Dyer, i.)

3 H. 7. 4- b.

9 H. 7.16.

11 H. 7.20, 21.

19 E. 4. lb.
47 £. 3. 24.

22 E. 4.24.

37 H. 6. 26.

Li. 9. fo. 78.

Peytoe's case.

( 1 Roll. Rep.

296.)
12 H. 4.23.

• Peytoe's case

ubi supra.

(Ant. 207.;

4 H. 7. 4- Dy.

35 H. 8. 56.

27H. 8. 1.

(Ant. 208. b.)

Lib.5. fo. 117.

Pinuel's case.

26 IT. 6. tit.

Barre, 37.

(Sid. 44. Post.

373.3. Mo. 47.)

30 E. 3. 23.

(Hob. 68, 69.)

1 1 R. 2. tit.

Barre, 3. 43-

(1 Roll.Abr.

470. 604-)

(Noy, 110.

5 Rep. 117.)

37 H. 6. 26.

46 E. 3- 33.

34 H. 6. 17.

lall. 8. i.b.

T-J E R E U P O N are many diversities worthy of observation.

First, there is a diversitie, when the condition is for pay-
ment of money ; and when for the deliverie of a horse, a robe, a
ring, or the like : for where it is for payment of money, there if

the feoffee or obligee accept an horse, &c. in satisfaction, this is

good : but if the condition were for the deliverie of a horse, or

robe, there, albeit the obligee or feoffee accept money or any
other thing for the horse, &cc. it is no performance ofthe condi-
tion. The like law is, if the condition be to acknowledge a
recognizance of twentie pounds, &c. if the obligee or feoffee

accept twenty pounds in satisfaction of the condition, it is not
sufficient in law, * but notwithstanding such acceptance, the

condition is broken. And so it is of all other collateral! con-
ditions, though the obligee or feofEee himself accept it.

Secondly, in case when the condition is for payment ofmoney,
there is a diversitie when the money is to be payd to the partie,

and when to an estranger ; for when it is to be payd to an
estranger, there if the stranger accept an horse or any colla-

teral! thing in satisfaction of the money, it is no performance of
the condition, because the condition in that case is strictly to

be performed. But if the condition be, that a stranger shall pay
to the obligee or feoffee a sum of money, there the obligee or

feoffee may receive a horse, &c. in satisfaction.

Thirdly, where the condition is for payment of twentie

pounds, the obligor or feoffor cannot at the time appointed pay
a lesser sum in satisfaction of the whole, because it is apparent
that a lesser sum ofmoney cannot be a satisfaction ofa greater.

But if the obligee or feoffee do at the day receive part, and
thereof make an acquittance under his sea! in full satisfaction

of the whole, it is sufficient, by reason the deed amounteth to

an acquittance ofthe whole. If the obligor or lessor pay a lesser

sum either before the day, or at another place than is limited

by the condition, and the obligee or feoffee receiveth it, this is

a good satisfaction.

Fourthly, not only things in possession may be given in satis-

faction (whereof Littleton putteth his case,) but also if the

obligee or feoffee accept a statute or a bond in satisfaction of
the money, it is a good satisfaction.

Ifthe obligor or feoffor be bound by condition to pay
an hundred markes at a certaine i^" day, and at the 1^1371
day the parties do account together, and for that the ^ a. J
feoffee or obligee did owe twentiepoundto the obligor

or feoffor, that sum is allowed, and the residue of the hundred
markes paid, this is a good satisfaction, and yet the twenty
pound was a chose in action, and no payment was made thereof,

but by way of retainer or discharge (i).

" In

* SfC. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1 ) In Roll. Rep. 296. it is said, that the reason why a collateral thing cannot

be satisfied with money, or other collateral thing, is, because the collateral

thing
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" In full satis/action." NotOf in satisfaction and in full satis-

faction is all one.

Sect. 345.

yl LSO if a man infcoffe an other* upon condition, that he and hi$

heirs shall render to a stranger and to his heirs a yearly rent of
20 shillings

f
6>r. and if he or his heirsfail of payment theretf, that then

it shall be laufull to the feoffor and his lieirs to enter, this is a good con-

dition : and yet in this case, albeit such annuall payment be called in the

indenture a yearly rent, this is not properly a rent. For if it should be:

a rent, it mast be rent service, rent charge, or a rent secke, and it is not

anif of these (elf il n*est ascun de eux). For if the stranger were seised

of this, and after it were denied him, he shall never have an assise of this,

hecause that il is not issuing out ofany tenements (pur ceo que il n'est J pas
issuant

II
hors d'ascun tenements); and so the stranger hath not any

remedy, if such yearly rent be behind in this case, but that thefeoffor,

or his heirs may enter, Sfc, And yet if thefeoffor or his heirs enterfor
default ofpaynient, then such rent is taken awayfor ever. And so such

a rejit is but as a paine (et issint tiel rent^n'est forsque un peine) set

vpon the tenant and his heirs, that if they will not pay this according to

the form of the indenture, they shall lose their land by the entrie oj the

feoffor or his heirsfor default of payment. And in this case it seemeth

that the feoffee and, his heirs ought to seek the stranger and his heirs if
they be within England, 4- because there is no place limited where the

payment shall be mmie, andfor that such rent is not issuing out of any
land (et pur ceo que tiel rent n'est pas issuant JJ hors d'ascun terre), S^c.

** \JHALL render to a stranger a yearly rent, Sfc." (Dr. and Stud.

This reservation is meerly void [a] for the reasons here- cap. 20.)

after in this section alledged by Littleton^ and also for that no W Lib. R.

estate moveth from the stranger, and that he \& not partie to the
(pio'^a^V'sera

deed.
^

bon in case le

And albeit it be a voyd reservation, and can be no rent, and Roy. Aut.47. a.

the words of the condition be, that if the feoftee or his heirs fail Cro. Car. a88.

ofpayment of it, (that is of the annuall rent) that then, &c. yet it
^"^- ^'^^ ^^

appeareth that the condition is good, and annuall rent shall be
taken for an annuall sum of money in grosse, and not in the

proper signification thereof, liz. to be a rent issuing out of land,

which is to be observed, that words in a condition shall be
taken

• infee added in L. and M. and Rob. 4. because there is no place limited

t que added in L. and M, and Roh. xnJiere the payment shall be made, and,
* pas not in L. and M. not in L. and M. or Roh.

II
nors not in L, and M. J| hors not in L. and M. or Roh.

^ n*est—est, L. and M. and Roh,

thing i.«» not due, and so no contract can be made of it till the day of payment

;

and that the reason why money may be satisfied by a collateral thing ii,

becauM it is of ceruin value.—[Note 11 4.

J
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taken out of their proper sense, ut res magis valeat quam pereat,
[6] 6 E. 2. Entr. and so in like cases it is holden [6] in our books.
cong- 55- reci-

pere, 8 Ass, 34. Revertcre.

(1 Rep. 76.

Godbolt, 448.)

(Ant. 148. a.

Sect. 221.)

[c] 18 E. 2.

Ass. 381.

26 H. 8. 2.

13 E. 2. Feoff-

meats & Faits,

108.

31 Ass.pl. 31.

[rf] Vide Sect.

381.

But if A, be seised of certain lands and A. and B. joyn in

a feoffment in fee, reserving a rent to them both and their heirs,

and the feoffee grant that it shall be lawfull for them
and their heirs to distrein for ts^ the rent, this is a r21371
good grant of a rent to them both, because he is partie I k

*

to the deed, and the clause of distress is a grant of the " -'

rent to A. and B. as it appeareth before in the chapter of rents.

But if B. had been a stranger to the deed, then B. had taken
nothing. And upon this diversitie are all the books [c], which
primd facie seem to vary, reconciled.

" For if it should be a rent, it must be rent service, rent

charge, or a rent secke, audit is not any oftheseV This is a good
/oo-^ctt// argument a divisione, 8^ argumentum d divisione estfortis-

simum in lege, [rf] Littleton useth this argument elsewhere,
where see more of this matter.

" For default oj'payment J' Note here, seeing it is but a sum
in grosse, there need no demand ofthe rent ; for Littleton here
saith, that the feoffee ought to seek the person of the stranger

to pay him the sum of money, because it is a sum in grosse

and not issuing out of the land.

Sect. 346.

/I ND here note tico things: one is, that no rent (which is properly said

a rent) may be reserved upon any feoffment, gift, or lease, but only

to thefeoffor, or to the donor, or to the lessor, or to their heirs, and in no
manner it may be reserved (& en nul y maner § il poit estre reserve) to

any strangeperson. But if' twojointenants make a lease by deed indented,

reserving to one of them a certain yearly rent, this is good enough to him
to whom the rent is reserved,for that he is privie to the lease, and not a
stranger to the lease, S^c.

" 'T'O the feoffor, donor, SfC. or to their heires.** Hereby it may
seem that if a man make a feoffment, gift, or lease, that

But

(Hob. 130.

2 Roll.Abr. 447.

8 Rep^ 71.
(omitting himself) he may reserve a rent to his heirs (1).

Ant, 39. b.) Littleton

Ij
auter added in L. and M. and Roh. § il not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Plo, 107. Ifa man leases, rendering rent to the heir, it is void; for the

heir takes as purchaser, and is quasi a stranger. Hob. 130. Oats v. Frith.

Father seised in fee and son join in a lease to commence after the death of the

father, rendering rent tothe son, and dies, the reservation tvas adjudged void; for

though the son proves heir by the event, that does not mend the case: but ifthe

reservation had been to the heir of the lessor, omitting the lessor, it would have
been
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Tj'ttleion is not so to be understood ; his meaning is, that cither -

\\v feoffor, &c. may reserve the rent to himselfonly, or to himRelf / j

.wul his heirs. And yet it is hoUlen [c] in our books, tiiat a man {,] 5 IL 3. 27,

may make a feoffment in toe reserving a rent of forty a8.

[iy
1 47) shillings to the feoffor for term of his life, and i-T after

[f^**^^!^*; J^'

"^ J his decease, a pound of comyne to his heirs, that this
^^^^^ jj^^

is good.
^ ^

(Ant. 47. a.)

If a man make a feoffemcnt in fee, reserving a rent to him or

his heirs, it is good [/] to him for term of his life, and void to f/] Db.5.

J
• 1 •

* tol. 111.
'"* "^'^-

„ ^^^^ Mallorie'scasc.

been (rood ; for though the rent never was in thefather to demand^ yet the son would

fake it ; not as a purchaser^ but as a rent inherent in the root of the reicrsiony

which he has by descent from his father ; and in this sense the rent itself tvas in

ihefathery xiz. to release (by the word rent, hut not action) though not to ash. So

note the difference (says Hohart) when in such a lease the rent is reserved to the

heirfirst, omitting the ancestorj which is good, and where an annuity or warranty

is granted against the heir, omitting thv ancestor, which is not good. It appears

in the case ofLittleton, that thoughthe reservation to a stranger be bad to carryany

rent to the stranger, yet it will be good to the lessor, and that not only during his

life, but generally during all the term; for when it is said, rendering to I. S. the

tvords I. S. shall be void, in the same manner as ifhe had said, rendering rent

generally : because, 1st, Ifa man leases, rendering rent to him and a stranger, it is

good to him clearly, and void to the stranger. 31 Ass. 30. 2dly, When a man
leases, rendering rent to him and his heirs general, yet the law will direct it to an

issue who is not his heir general, merely for congruity's sake. Dyer, 115. 6. sir

Thomas Wyatt's case, and before 12. b. Difference between a lease reserving rent

tol, S. and a lease upon condition, that I. S. shall re-enter if the rejd be in arrear,

for there neither shall enter ; not I. S. because he cannot by law ; not the lessor,

because there are no words to give re-entry to any beside I. S. But in the case

ofDoctor and Student, feoffment upon condition, that he shallpay 2ol.to I. S. and
that otherwise I. S. shall re-enter ; there, though I. S. cannot re-enter, the feoffor

canjfor there the condition was created by thefirst words : and though he intends

the advantage ofthis to I. S. it does not signify. So 28 H. 8. Dyer, 33. Devise

to the prior of St. B. so that he pays to the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's, and
that ifhe does not so, the Dean and Chapter shall have it, that is a void condition

to make it a remainder, but it is goodfor the devisor to re-enter. Difference

between a rent upon a lease and a rent upon a feoffinent : in the last case rent

would be void to a stranger, and yet not good to the feoffor, because the law does

not create it, and it is not so reserved ; but the case ofafeoffment is like to a grant

of rent to I. S. and that if it be in arrear that I. D. shall distrain, there the rfw-

tress is of no value, 40 Ass . 26, But here the words are sufficient to create a rent,

and in an entire clause, part may be void. 4 E. 4. Obligation to I. S. payable to

I. D. it is good to I. S. Difference where the repugnancy of words appears, as
here, and where it does not : as a release of all actions which I have as executor,

and I have none as executor ; this is void, because it does not appear. 22 H. 7.

Kel. 83. b. Cestuy que use leases, rendering rent to himself, and dies ; the heir

shall have the rent. Yet in 5 H. 7. 5. b. the rent, with the reversion, goes to the

feoffees, though reserved to the cestuy que use ; yet in law the feoffees are donors

;

so tt is, in effect, thefeoffees lease, rendering rent to the cestuy que use, it is good
for themselves, which is stronger. Sir Geo. makes afeoffment to the use qfnim-
^^Iffor life ; remainder to William Huntley his son and heir apparent and his

heirs : sir Geo. and WilliamJom in a lease for years, rendering rent to sir Geo.
his heirs and assigns : sir Geo. dies. Resolved, that the reservation and the rent

are determined; for William is not in as heir, and therefore he cannot hare the

rent. Huntley's case, Pahn. 485. Lord Nott. MSS.--[Notc 1 15.]
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'*' But iftwojointenants make a lease hy deed indented^ S^c*' (i)

^T^V'i^
'^^'^ ^^^^ ^*'*"^ ^^ ^^^^^ indented, is evident, and it hath been

Vkle Sect. 58.
'^^^^^^^ before

;
but if that two joyntenants without a deed in-

(Post. 318. a.
dented make a lease for hfe, reserving a rent to one of them, it

Afat. 47. a.) shall enure to them both in respect of the joynt reversion. And
so it is of a surrender to one of them, it shall enure to them
both.

(Ant. 192. a. If two joyntenants, the one for life, and the other in fee, joyne
6 Rep. 15. in a lease for life, or a gift in tayle, reserving a rent, the rent shall

tThl<i^ tV'
^""^^ *^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^

'
^^^ ^^ ^^^ particular estate determine, they

•; shall be joyntenants again in possession. But if tenant for life,

and he in the reversion joyn in a lease for life, or a gift in taile

by deed, reserving a rent, this shall enure to the tenant for life,

only, during his life, and after to him in the reversion, for every
Vide Sect. 58. one grants that which he may lawfully grant ; and if at the

common law they had made a feoffment in fee generally, the
feoffee should have holden of the tenant for life during his life,

Ig] Mich. 36. and after of him in reversion, and so it was holden \s\ in the
& 37 Eliz. King's Bench.

Sect. 347.

^HE second thing ^ is, that fio entry nor reentry (which is all one)

may be reserved or given (que nul entvie ou reentrie (que est tout

«n) fpoit etre reserve ne done) to any person, but only to the feoffor, or

to the donor, or to the lessor, or to their heires : and such reentrie (& tiel

J reenter) cannot be given to any other person. For if a man letteth

land

• is not in Roh. but in L. and M. t reenter—rent in L. and M, and

t ne added in L. and M. and Roh, Roh.

(1) The principle which gave rise to this rule is, that rent is considered as

a retribution for the land, and is therefore payable to those who would other-

wise have had the land.—It is to be observed, that remainder-men in a settle-

ment, being, at first view, neither feoffor*, donors, lessors, nor the heirs of

feoffors, donors, or lessors, there seems to have been, for some time after the

statute of uses, a doubt, whether the rents of leases made by virtue of powers

contained in settlements, could be reserved to them. In Chudleigh's case,

1 Rep. 139. it is positively said, that if a feoffment in fee be made to the use of

one for life, remainder to another in tail, with several remainders over, with a

power to the tenant for life to make leases, reserving the rent to the rever-

sioners, and the tenant for life accordingly makes leases, neither his heirs nor any

of the remainder-men shall have the rent. But in Harcourt v. Pole, l Anders.

273. it was adjudged, thatthe remainder-men might distrain in these cases. And
in sir Thomas Jones, 35. the dictum in Chudleigh^s case is denied to be law.

The determination in Harcourt v. Pole will appear incontrovertibly right, if we
consider that both the lessees and remainder-men derive their estate out of the

reversion, or original inheritance of the settler : and therefore the law, to use

sir Edward Coke's expression in Whitlock's case, 8 Rep. 71. will distribute the

rent to every one to whom any limitation of the use is made.—[Note 1 16.]
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land (Car si home lessa 1| terre) to another for term of life hif indenture,

rendring to the iessor ana to his heires a certain rent, andfor default of
juiyment a reentry ^ 6\c. if aftenvard the lessor hi/ a deed granteth the

reirrsion of the land to another in fee, and the tenant for terme of life

attorney S)C. if the rent he after behind, thi' grantee of a (A) reversion

(le grantee (le le reversion) mat/ distrein for the rent, because that the

rent is incident to the reversion ; hut he niai/ not enter into the land, and
oust the tenant, as the lessor might have done, or his heirs, if the reversion

had been continued in them, 6^x. And in this case the entrie is taken

away for ever ; for the grantee of the reversion cannot enter, causfi qua
supra. And tile lessor nor his heires cannot enter; for if the lessor might

enter, then he ought to be in his former state (donfjues il covient que il

t>erroit§ en son primer estate) S^'c, and this mat/ not be, because he Imth

aliened from him the reversion,

*• ^HA T no entry, S^c:* Here Littleton reciteth one of the (i Roll. Abr.

maxims of the common law ; and the reason hereof is, for 473)

avoyding of maintenance, suppression of right, and stirring up
of suits ; and therefore nothing in action, entrie, or re-entrie,

can be granted over ; for so under colour thereof pretended

titles might be granted to great men, whereby right might be

trodden down, and the weak oppressed, which the common law

forbiddeth, as men to grant before they be in possession.

C
2 1 471 " ^^^ default of payment a &^ re-entry ^ Sfc.'* Here- ( i o Rep. 4'2.>

. J upon is to be collected divers diversities. First,

between a condition that requireth a re-entrie, and a (Plo. 24a. a.

limitation that ipsofacto determineththe estate without any entry. ' Roll. Abr.41 1.

Of this first sort no stranger, as Littleton saith, shall take any ^"'^- 379- a.)

advantage, as hath been said. But of limitations it is other-

wise. As if a man make a lease guousque, that is, untill L S.

come from Rome, the lessor grant the reversion over to a

stranger, /. S. comes from Rome, the grantee shall take advan-

tage of it and enter, because the estate by the express limitation

was determined.
.

So it is ifa man make a lease to a woman qiiamdiu casta vixerit,
pi r^^^'^'o?

or if a man make a lease for life to a widow, si tamdiu in pura g^E ^

'

viduitate liveret. So it is if a man make a lease for a 100 years Fomiedon, 68.

if the lessee live so long, the lessor grants over the reversion, the F. N. B. 201

.

lessee dies, tlie grantee may enter, causd qua supra. ^^'
lo- *^o« 3^.

2. Another diversitie is between a condition annexed to a
tou's^case"!

"^

freehold, and a condition annexed to a lease for years. .

For if a man make a gift in taile or a lease for life upon con-
Brooke^tit Con-

dition, that if the donee or lessee goeth not to Rcnne before such dition in Abr.

a day the gift or lease shall cease or be void, the grantee of the 1 1 H. 7.

reversion shall never take advantage of this condition, because L'opp'mion de

the estate cannot cease before an entrie ; but if the lease had been fj^ ^^i
but for yeares, there the grantee should have taken advantage of ,0 ^ss. PI. 24.
the like condition, because the lease for yeares ipso facto by the Pl. Com. 36.

breach of the condition without any entry was void ; for a lease 1 1 H. 7. 17.

for years may begin without ceremony, and so may end without 19 ^- ^•

ceremony ; but an estate of freehold cannot begin nor end with-
(
1°
j^J.^Abr.

out ceremony. And of a void thing an estranger may take 475. Noj, 7.'

benefit, but not of a voidable estate by entry. 3 Rep. 64. b.65.

ti fQ 8 Rep. 95-

Post. 215. b.)

certeine added in L, and M. and Roh, § en— a in L. and M, and Roh,

(A) " •" seenu to be here printed by mistake instead of the.
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" To the feoffory or to the donor, Sfc. or to their heirs, c^c."
PI. Com. 313, Here is to be observed a diversitle between a reservation of a

di^e'rcase.''^'''"
^^"^ ^"^ ^ re-entry

:
for (as it hath been said) a rent cannot be

(Hob. 130.) reserved to the heir of the feoffor, but the heir may take advan-
tage of a condition, which the feoffor could never do. As if I

15 E. 4. 14. a. infeoffe another of an acre ofground upon condition that if mine
heir pay to the feoffee, &c. 20 shillings, that he and his heir shall

re-enter, this condition is good ; and if after my decease my
heir pay the 20 shillings, he shall re-enter, for he is privy in

blood, and enjoy the land as heir to me.

21 H. 7. 18. a. " But onlij to the feoffor, 4'C. or to their heirs.*' Our authot"
(Ant. 46. b.) speaketh here of naturall persons for an example, for if a bishop,

I
archdeacon, parson, prebend, or any other body politique or

] corporate, ecclesiastical or temporal, make a lease, &c. upon con-

;
dition, his successor may enter for the condition broken, for

they are privy in right. >

And so if a man have a lease for years and demise or grant
the same upon condition, &c. and die, his executors or adminis*
trators shall enter for the condition broken, for they are privie

in right, and represent the person of the dead.

£</] 27 H. 8. 1. [y] ^^ If cestuy que use had made a lease for years, f^
\ 571

&c. upon condition, the feoffees should not enter for
I „ *

I

the condition broken, for they are privie in estate, but
not privie in blood.

<4 Rep. 52, Another diversitie is in case of a lease for years, where the
Ant. 21 1. b.) condition is that the lease shall cease, or be void, as is aforesaid,

* 5"''*^^' * '^^^* ^"^ where the condition is, that the lessor shall re-enter, for
3 Hep. 4. there the grantee, as Littleton saith, shall never take benefit of

the condition.

Pl.Com. Brown- And it is to be observed, that where the estate or lease is ipso

ing's case, 136. facto void by the condition or limitation, no acceptance of the

rent after can make it to have a continuance: otherwise it is of

an estate or lease voydable by entrie (1).

Another diversitie is between conditions in deed, whereof
sufficient hath been said before, and conditions in law. As if

a man make a lease for life, there is a condition in law annexed
unto it, that if the lessee doth make a greater estate, &c. that

then the lessor may enter. Of this and the like conditions in

law, which do give an entrie to the lessor, the lessor himsel f
and his heirs shall not only take benefit of it, but also his

assignee and the lord by escheat, every one for the condition in

i^i Saun. 237, law broken in their own time. Another diversity there \s

238* 239, 240, between the judgement of the common law, whereof Littleton

r*1^2 H 8 wrote, and the law at this day by force of the statute [*] of

cap. 34. in le 3^ H. 8. cap. 34. [fl] For by the common law no grantee or

preamble. assignee of the reversion could (as hath been said) take advantage
£0] 26 H. 6. tit. of a re-entrie by force of any condition. For at the common
Ent. con. 49. j^^^ jf ^ j^^j^ j^^^j made a lease for life reserving a rent, &c. and

if

(1) Because the acceptance of rent cannot make a new lease, and the old

one was determined; but the acceptance of the rent is a sufficient declara-

tion, that it is the lessor's will to continue the lease, for he is not entitled to

the rent but by the lease. Note to the nth edition. And see Symson >v.

Butcher, Doug. Rep. 51 ; and the cases of Wynne v, Humphreys, and Carter

v. Strathan, reported in the notes of that case.—[Note 117.]
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if the rent be behind a re-entrie, and the lesBor grant the rever-

sion over, the i^rantce should take no benefit of the condition,

for the cause before rehearsed. But now by the said statute of

3'i H. 8, the grantee may take advantage thereof, and upon (Plo. i75«^)

demand of the rent, and non-payment, he may re-enter. Bv
wliich act it is provided, that as well every person whicli sliall

have any grant of the king of any reversion, &c. of any landu,

&c. which pertained to monasteries, &c. as also all other persons

being grantees or assignees, &c. to or by any other person

or persons, and their heirs, executors, successors, and assignees

shall have like advantage against the lessees, &c. by entry for

non-payment of the rent, or for doing of waste or other forfeiture,

Cvc. as the said lessors or grantors themselves ought or might
have had. Upon this act divers resolutions and judgments have

been given, which are necessary to be known.

1. That the said statute is generall, tiz. [U] that the grantee [6] PI. Com.

of the reversion of every common person, as well as of the king, J^^'" antl

shall take advantage of conditions. ^nTf^Q
'''''^'

2. That the statute doth extend to grants made by the sue- m. io&'
cessors of the king, albeit the king be only named in the act. 1 1 Eiiz. 180.

3. That where the statute speaketh of lessees, that the same Dier, ibid.

doth not extend to gifts in tail. 14 E'iz-

4. That where tlie statute speaks of grantees and assignees of
v^*n'te^?ca

the reversion, [d] that an assignee of part of the state of the [dj pi.Com.
reversion may take advantage of the condition. As if lessee Kidweliye'scase,

for life be, &c. and the reversion is granted for life, &c. So if ^Q- Vid. Dyer

lessee for yeares, &c. be, and the reversion is granted for ^ears, ^1'^*- 14&

tlie grantee for years shall take benefit of the condition in (fitoTi. Ab?.
respect of this word (executors) in the act. 472. Post.sS^.a.

Ante 148. a. 1 Roll. Abr. 471. Mo. 93.) Vide 7 E. 3.54. Simile adjudged in

Comtuuni Banco in the Lord Dyer's time. P. i7Eliz. Mich. 14 & 15 Eliz. Dyer, 309.
adjudged, Winter's case.

5. That a grantee of part of the reversion shall not [e] take [c] Lib.5.fo.54.

advantage of the condition ; as if the lease be of three acres, ^^'^'^*,* ^'*^-

reserving a rent upon condition, and the reversion is granted of
ubi'supra^^^^

two acres, the rent shall be apportioned by the act of the par- Knight's case

ties, but the condition is destroyed, for that it is entire and ubi supra,

against common right.

6. That in the king's case, the condition in that case is not

destroyed, but remains still in the king.

7. By act in law a condition may be apportioned in the case

of a common person ; as if a lease for years be made of two Lib.4. fo. lao.

acres, one of the nature of Burrough English, the other at the !>umper's case,

common law, and the lessor having issue two sons, dieth, each ^^ oq'^i'
of them shall cater for the condition broken, and likewise a 203.)

°*
°^*

condition shall be apportioned by the act and wrong of the Resolved in

lessee, as hath been said in the chapter of Rents (A). Duke's case.

8. If a lease for life be made, reserving a rent upon condition, ?^^^' ^° ^!'*-

&c. the lessor levies a fine of the reversion, he is grantee or Banco'" ^fallo-
assignee of the reversion ; but without attumment he shall not rie's rase, lib. 5.

take advantage of the condition, for the makers of the statute iia. b.

intended to have all necessary incidents observed, otherwise it

might be mischievous to the lessee (2). 9. There
(A) See ante 148. h. near the end.

(B) This act is styled 4 ^11, c. 16. in Ruffhead's edition of the StatiUes at large.

(2) Attornment being taken away per 4 & 5 (B) Ann. c. 16. the i&w seems
to be othfiwl^.' nou-. is^ofe to the lltJi edition.—[Note 118.]
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g. There is a diversity between a condition that is compul-
<i Roll. 472. sory, and a power of revocation that is voluntary : for a man that
Hob. 3»3- hath a power of revocation may by his own act extinguish his

1 Rep^Ifa^ power of revocation in part, as by levying of a fine of part; and

,13.)
' yet the power shall remain for the residue, because it is in

nature of a limitation, and not of a condition ; and so it was
[fc] hEIIz. resolved [b] in the earle of Shrewsburie's case in the court of
Dyer, 39. wards, Pasch. ^g Eliz. and Mick, ^o S^ 4.1 Eliz.

(iKep. 173. b. 10' I^ the lessor bargain and sell the reversion by deed

4 Rep. 119. b.) indented and inrolled, the bargainee is not in the per by the

(1 Roll. .Abr. bargainor, and yet 'he is an assignee within the statute.

V^u 6 b ^ ^^ So if the lessor grant the reversion in fee to the use Fg ] 57]
(3 ep.

2. .; Qp^ ,jjj(j his heirs, ^. is a sufficient assignee within I . |

the statute, because he comes in by the act and limita-

tion of the partie, albeit he is in the post, and the words of the

statute be,^o or by, and they be assignees to him, although they

be not by him : but such as come in meerly by act in law, as the

lord of the vilieine, the lord by escheat, the lord that entreth or

claimeth for mortmaine, or the like, shall not take benefit of this

statute.

Lib. 5. fo. 113. 11. If the lessor in the case before bargain and sell the rever-

Mallorie's case, sion by deed indented and inrolled, or if the lessor make a feoff-

I.ib. 8. fol. 92. jnent in fee, and the lessee re-enter, the grantee or feoflPee shall

fcT"^ Jac^^q^
not take any advantage of any condition, without making notice

1 Roll. 46.)" to the lessee.

12. Albeit the whole words of the statute be, for non-payment
of the rent, or for doing of wast or other forfeiture, yet the gran-

And so was it tees or assignees shall not take benefit of every forfeiture, by
riisoivediuWj?n- force of a condition, but only of such conditions as either are in-

?'^andT^ Eliz
' cident to the reversion, as rent, or for the benefit of the state, as

in Coaimuai fo»* ^ot doing of wast, for keeping the houses in reparations, for

Banco, and of- making of fences, scouring of ditches, for preserving of woods,
tentimes since, or such like, a^id not for the payment of any sum in grosse, de-
Vide Djer, 309. j^ygj-y of corne, wood, or the like, so as other forfeiture shall be

1 Saiin. 240. taken for other forfeitures like to those examples which were

1 Leo. 6-2.) there put, (videlicet) of payment of rent, and not doing of wast,

which are for the benefit of the reversion (1).

Sect.

(1) It has also been held upon this statute, that if a man makes a lease for

years upon condition, that if the rent should be in arrear, it should be lawful to

the lessor and his assigns to re-enter, and then the lessor assigns the reversion

over, and the lessee attorns, atid the lessor dies, the grantee shall not take advan-

tage ofthe condition for ivant ofthese tvords " his heirs," in the reservation of
the condition; the condition being that he and his assigns shall enter. By
BroKJon, serj. who moved the case in C. B. ex relatione T, Hurst.—It appears

therefore, that this reservation of condition is to be resembled to such a reserva-

tion of rent as is mentioned before, in page 47. «. xvhich determined by the death

of the lessor ; but that nevertheless the grantee shall have advantage of the con-

dition, during the life of the grantor, by the 32 H. 8. Infra, 215. ^. So note,

the grantee qjf^part ofthe reversion in the whole shall take advantage of a con-

dition ; for to this purpose the grantee of a reversion for life or years is an

assignee within the 32 H. 8, who may enter : which nevertheless is very different

in the case ofa warranty
\ for a lessee for life, who has but part of the estate

in the whole, is not assig?ieefor voucher. Infra, 385. b. On the other hand, the

grantee of the whole estate in reversion in part is not an assignee within the

32 H. 8

:
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Seel. 348.

A I^SO, if lord and tenant hCy and the tenant make a lease for term of

lifvy rendering to the lessor and his heirs such an annual!, renty and for
default of payment a re-entrie, S>ic. if after the lessor di/eth without heir

during the life of the tenantfor life, wherehi/ the reversion commeth to the

lord hi/ tcaj/ of escheat, and after the rent of the tenantfor life is behi?id,

the lord may distrein the tenant for the rent behind-, but he may not

enter into t)ie land bi/ force of the condition, Sfc. because that he is not
heir to the * lessor, S)C,

** ^O the lord by xmy of escheat^ c^c."
*

(F.N.B.i44.b,)

Note, here it appeareth, that the lord by escheat shall

vlistrein for the rent, and yet the rent was reserved to the lessor 19 E. 3.

and his heirs ; but both assignees in deed and assignees in law Ilcsccit, i

shall have the rent, because the rent being reserved of inherit-

ance to him and his heirs, is incident to the reversion, and goeth
with the same. But if the rent were reserved to him and his

assigns, and the lessor assigned over the reversion, and dyeth, tho

assignee shall not have the rent after his decease, because the

rent determined by his death, for that it was not reserved to (AuM.b.47.a.)

him, his heirs, and assigns.

" But he may not enter into the land byforce ofthe condition,

Hereby it appeareth, that at the common law neither assigns

in deed nor assigns in law'could have taken the benefit of either

entrie or re-entrie, by force of a condition.

*' Because that he is not heir to the lessor^ S^c''

The gardian in chivalrie [y] or in socage shall in the right of [/] 21 H.7. 18.

the heir take benefit of a condition by entrie or re-entrie, by the *7 Ass. 20.

common law, and so it is here implyed. 3? ^' ^'
* * •' Uard. 113, 114.

18 Ass. pi. iB. lib. 7. fol. 7. The carl of Bedford's case.

Sect.

* lessor-^feoffor, in L. and M. and Rob.

32 H.S: as if the reversioner in fee of 4 acres grants 2 acres in fee, the

grantee cannot enter ; which also is very different in the case of warranty,for
thefeoffee of 2 acres is an assigneefor voucher. Infra 315. «.—^Lord Not. MSS.
If a mortgagor and mortgagee niake a lease, in which the covenants for the

rent and repairs are only with the mortgagor and his assigns, the assignee of
the mortgagee cannot maintain an action for the breach of these covenants

;

because they are collateral to his grantor's interest in the land, and therefore

do not run with it. If a tenant for years lease for a less term, and assign his

reversion, and the assignee take a conveyance of the fee, by which his former

1 Lver.-ionary interest is merged, the covenants incident to that reversionary

interest are thereby extinguished. Webb i . Russell, 3 Durn. and East, SOS —
In the former case, the mortgagor may maintain an action on the breach of

the covenant. Stokes v. Russell, ibid. 678.—[Note 1 18 f.]

Vol. II. O
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'rZV,') «- Sect. 349. piG^
/Ant. 26.) L a. J

yj LSO, if land be granted to a manfor term of two years (si terre
-^ soit graunt a un * home pur terme de deux ans) upon such condi-

tion, that if he shall pay to the grantor within the said two years fortie

marks, then (f adonques) he shall have the land to him and to his heirs,

Ssx. in this case if the grantee enter by force of the grant, without any
liverie of seisin made unto him by the grantor, and after lie. payeth the

grantor theforty marks within the two years, yet he hath nothing in the

land but for term of two years, because no liverie of seisin was made
unto him at the beginning. For if he should have a freehold and fee in

this case, because he hath performed the condition, then he should have a

freehold by force of thefirst grant, where no liveiie of seisin was made

of this, which would be inconvenient (que serroitj inconvenient, &c.), ^c,

JBut if the grantor had made liverie of seisin to the grantee byforce of the

grant, then should the grantee have thefreehold and the fee upon the same

condition,

XJ ERE six things are to be observed. First, Littleton here

putteth an example of a condition precedent (1). Secondly,

that such a condition which createth an estate may be made by
paroll without deed. Thirdly, that liverie of seisin in this case

Vide Sect. 60. niust be made before the lessee enter, (as LittlctGu here saith

(Ant. 48. a.) at the beginning) for after his entrie liverie made to him that is

in possession is void, as hath been said. Fourthly, that if no
liverie of seisin be made, that no fee simple doth pass, although

the money be paid. Fifthly, that it is inconvenient that the fee

simple should pass in this case without liverie of seisin. Sixthly,

that argumentum ah inconnenienti, is forcible in law, as often hath

been and shall be observed (A). See more of this kind of con-

dition in the Section next following (2).

*' And to his heirs, t^ c." Here {S^-c) implyeth an estate in

taile, or a lease for life.

Sect.

* home not in L, and M.or Roh. I inconvenient, &c.—encontre rea-

t que added in L. and M, and Roh. son in L. and M. and Roh,

(A) See ante 66. a. and note 1 there.

(1) See gome observations on conditions precedent^ and conditions subse*-

quent, in the last note upon this chapter.

(2) The necessity which tliere was in the old law, that there should always

be some person to do the feudal duties, to fill the possession, and to answer

the actions which might be brought for the fief, introduced the maxim, that

the freehold could never be in abeyance. See 2 Wilson, Bund v. West, 165.

But it was admitted, that there were some cases in which the inheritance,

when separated from the freehold, might be so. The question agitated in the

Commentary upon this and the following Section, arises from the difficulty of

ascertaining where the freehold, in the case mentioned by Littleton, is to be.

By the livery, it is taken out of the grantor ; it must therefore vest in the

feoffee.
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p^ien 1^ Sect 350.

A LSOf if land he f*r(tnted to a man for term of five years, upon

conilition, that if )ie pay to the grantor within the two first years

forty marks , that then he shall havefee y or othenvise hut for term of the

tive^ yearsf and livery of seisin is made to him hy force of the grant, now
he

iooffec. Yet it seems difficult to conceive how it could be in the grantee, con-

sistenlly with the term of years. The opinion adopted by Littleton and sir

Edward Coke is conformable to what is said in lord Stafford's case, 8 llep. 73. b.

— It is to be observed, that though by conveyance at common law the freehold

necessarily passes out of the grantor ; and that if there is not some person in

being in whom it can immediately vest, the conveyance is void ; that is not

the case with respect to wills, conveyances under the statute of uses, trusts in

equity, or grants of rents de novo. For, as to wills ;—there is no immediate

transfer of the freehold, as, upon the death of the testator, it vests in the heir

to answer the lord's services and the stranger's writs. As to conveyances

under the statute of uses ;—till there is some person in being in whom the use

can vest, the possession is not altered, but continues in the feoffor and his

heirs. See 1 Inst. 23. As to trusts, the legal estate, upon which the trust is

charged, immediately vests and continues in the trustee : and as to rents de

novOf the tenant continues in possession of the land out of which they issue.

However, it is to be observed, that in cases of wills, uses, and trusts, if it be
inconsistent with the estates expressly declared, that the freehold should remain

with the party (as if he has a term of years expressly given him), the law will

not 'give him, by implicatioriy an estate of freehold, if, consistently with the

rules of law, it can be considered to reside elsewhere. See Pybus r. Mitford,

I Vent. 372. Adams v. Savage, 2 Salk. 679. Penhay v. Hurrel, 2 Vern. 370.
Davies v. Speed, 2 Salk. G75. In the same manner, if a person limits his estate

to such uses as he shall appoint ; and in the mean time, and until he makes an
appointment, to the use of himself and his heirs ; or if he limits it to the use

ot himself for life, and after his decease, to such uses as he shall appoint, and
for want of appointment, to the use of his right heirs;—in both these cases

the fee simple continues to reside in the settler, subject to be divested from
him by ^n exercise of his power of appointment. If the settler makes an
appointment, a new use springs up and vests in the appointee ; the fee origi-

nally limited to the settler ceases ; and, from that time, speaking generally, the

use appointed under the power takes effect, in the same manner as if it had
been inserted in the original deed, in the place of the power. But, if no
appointment is made, the fee, from being determinable, becomes simple and
absolute. It may be objected, that in the second of these cases, an estate for

life is expressly limited to the settler, and that the fee is therefore put in

abeyance. But, in the case of Leonard Lovie, 10 Rep. 78. where the estate

was devised to Leonard Lovie expressly for his life, without impeachment of
waste, and afterwards to such uses as he should appoint, and afler several

intermediate remainders to the use of his right heirs, it was resolved, that the
fee vested in him till the appointment was made. See also sir Edward Cleere's

case, 6 Rep. 18. The doctrine which is the subject of this note has received

a full investigation in the late case of Maundrell v. Maundrell, 7 Ves. jun. 567.
and 10 Ves. jun. 24G. and is very ably discussed by Mr. Sugden, in his Prac-
tical Treatise of Powers, page (2G6. 1st ed.) 332. ad ed.—[Note 119.]

Oa
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31 E. 1. tit.

Feoffenients

&faits, 119.
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he hath a fee simple conditionally Sfc, And if in this case the grantee do

not pay to the grantor the fortie marks within the first two yearSy then

immediatelij after the said tivo years past, the fee and thefreehold is and
shall be adjudged in the grantorj because that the grantor cannot after the

said two years presently enter upon the grantee, for that the grantee

hath yet title by three yeares to have and occupie the land by force of the

same grant. And so because that the condition of the part oj the grantee is

broken^ arid the grantor cannot enter, the law will put the fee and the

freehold in the grantor. For if the grantee in this case makes tvast, then

after the breach of the condition, ^c. and after the two years, the grantor

shall have his writ of waste. And this is a good proof then, that the

reversion is i?t him, S)C.

" TV ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^' ^-^^^ simple conditionall, <^c." The like is o^
an estate in taile, or for life. Many are of opinion against

Littleton in this case, and their reason is, because the fee simple
is to commence upon a condition precedent, and therefore cannot
pass until the condition be performed ; and that here Littleton

of a condition precedent doth (before the performance thereof)

make it subsequent ; and for proof of their opinion they avouch
many successions of authorities that no fee simple should pass be-

fore the condition performed. 31 £. 1 . tit. Feoffments 8^faits, 119.
A. letteth a manner to B. for term of twenty years, and the deed
would, that after the term of twenty years that B. and his heirs

should hold the said manner for ever by twelve pounds rent, A,
taketh a wife, and dyeth before the term be past, the wife of A.
demands dower. And there Wayland chief justice saith, that
the fee and the frank-tenement doth repose in the person of the
lessor untill the term be past, for before that the condition is

not performed ; for if the lessor had aliened the land before the
end of the term, B. should not recover by a writ of assise, and
by the death of the lessor the chief lord should have
had the wardship &^ of the heir of the lessor, and by f^l^"!
judgment the wife recovered dower, for the termor J
could not have fee, all which be the words of that ^*

book.

12 £. 2. tit. Voucher, 265. 7. letteth lands to B. for eight years,

and if the lessor pay not a hundred marks to the lessee at the
end of the term, that then he shall have fee : by the non-pay-
ment of the money, the fee and franktenement accrueth to him,
and before, the lessee cannot be impleaded in a prcecipe, neither

shall he vouch.

[x] y E.3. 10. I. letteth certain lands to N. for the term
of ten years, rendring a hundred shillings by the year to

him and his heirs, and granted by deed, that if he held the

lands over to him and his heirs, that he should render by the

year twenty pounds : the lessor during the term brought an
action of debt for the rent. And there Herle chief justice

of the common pleas giveth the rule, that during the term
the lessee had but for years, and therefore the action of debt
maintenable.

[y] 44 E. 3. tit. Attaint. 22, and 43 Ass. p. 41. D. and A. in-

feoff the two plaintifs in the assise, they let those lands to S.

for term of nine yeares, upon condition, that if the plaintif in

the assise pay a hundred shillings to S. during the term, that

S. shall have it but for nine years, and if they pay it not, that S.

shall have fee. S, continueth his estate by one year, and after

g-ranteth

11 E. a. tit.

Voucher, 065.

(8 Rep. 73.

Plow. 481.)

[i]7E. 3. 10.

PI. Com.
Saye'scasc,272,

[3/] 44 E. 3. tit.

Attaint, Q2.

43 Ass. p. 41.
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grnntcth his estate to one //. wliich //. continucth his estate

by two years, and grantcth the rcsichic of tlic term to li. and

within tlie term of nine years the phiintifs in the a^isise pay

the hundred sliiilings to S. 11. continucth his possession alter

tlie term, and infeofleth D. wliich infeofFeth tlie lord Furnixnll

against whom and others, without any claim or entry made by
the plaintifs, after the nine years ended, he brought his assise,

and after adjournment recovered.

[z] 10 E. 3. 39 and 40. R. doth let certain lands to /. for [t] 10 E. 3. an,

term of twelve ycarcs, and in suretie of his term he maketh 4/>- ioAs». 15.

a charter ofthe fee upon condition, that ifhe be disturbed within !',!• ^"- '^'•

the term, that he cannot hold the lands untill the end of the jirowninVscasc,
term, that then he shall hold the lands to him and his heirs 135,

for ever, and seisin was delivered upon the one charter and the

other. R. within the term plowed and sowed the land, and
took the profits against the will of /. and /. upon this disturb-

ance had fee and recovered in assise.

6 R. 2. tit. Quid juris clamat. 20. If a lease be made for a 6 R. a. lit. Quid

term upon condition, if the lessee pay a certain sum within juris tUmat.ao.

the term, that then he shall have fee, if he pay the money he
shall have the fee, but if before the day of payment the lessor

levieth a fine to another, the lessee ought to attorn by protesta-

tion, and if he pay tlie money, the conusee shall have it, and the

conusee shall have the rent reserved untill the day of payment

;

and if land be letten for term of years upon condition, that

if the lessee be ousted within the term by the lessor, that he
shall have fee, if he be ousted, he shall have fee by the condi-

tion, and notwithstanding he shall not have any assise, but he
must have possession after the ouster, and of this he shall have
an assise.

And generally the books (*) are cited that make a diversitie (*) i5H-7'a-

between a condition precedent and a condition subsequent. ^\^'^'r\,
^°"

And lastly, they cite Dier, [a] 10 EUz. 281. and in Say and ? -. j^^j.*
'

Fullers case, PL Com. 272. the opinions ofDuer and Browne. \o Eliz. 281.

Notwithstanding all this there are those that defend the opinion PI. Com. 272.

of Littleton, both by reason and authority. By reason, for that

by the rule of law a liverie of seisin must pass a present free-

hold to some person, and cannot give a freehold infuturo, as it Vide Lltt. in

must do in this case, if after liverie of seisin made the freehold the chapter of

and inheritance should not pass presently, but expect untill the tenants for

condition be performed ; and therefore if a lease for years be ^^^^^^ ^
^'

made to begin at Michaelmas, the remainder over to another in

fee, if the les:,or make liberie of seisin before Michaelmas, the
liverie is void, because if it should worke at all it must take
effect presently, and cannot expect.

Secondly, they say that when the lessor makes liverie to the (1 Rep. 130.

lessee, it cannot stand with any reason that against his own 2 Rep. 67. a.

liverie of seisin a freehold should remain in the lessor, seeing ^°'^ 378- »•)

there is a person able to take it. But if a man by deed make a
lease for years, the remainder to the right heirs of /. S. and
the lessor make liverie to the lessee secundumformam charter,

this hverie is voyd, because during the life of /. S. his right heir
cannot take (for 7iemo est hcsres vivcntis), and in that case tlie

freehold shall not remain in the lessor, and expect the death of
/. S. during the term ; for albeit /. S. die durmg the term, yet
the remainder is void, because a liverie of seisin cannot expect.

(A) ^tanUSccl. 59,

O 3 And
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[6] Hill &
Grange,
PI. Com. 171.

[c] 10 E. 3.

Seignior Staf-

ford's case,

iib.8. foi. 74. n.
Com. Nicliol's

case, 487.

Seignior Staf-

ford's case ubi

supra.

Bcf" And they say further, that seeing all the books F^ITTI
aforesaid prove that such a condition is good, and that I v, "J
the liverie made to the lessee is efFectuall, by conse-

quence the freehold and inheritance must pass presently or not

at all.

And it is not rare, say they, in our books that words shall

be transposed and marshalled so as the feoffment or grant may
take effect, [b] As if a man in the month of February make a

lease for years reserving a yearly rent payable at the feasts of

Saint Michael the Archangell, and the Annuntiation ofour Lady,
during the term, the law (in this case of reservation) shall make
transposition of the feasts, viz. at the feasts of the Annunciation,

and of Saint Michael the Archange>, that the rent may be paid

yearly during the term. And so it is [c] in case of a grant

of an annuitie. And further they take a diversitie in this case

between a le'ase for life and a lease for years. For in case of

a lease for life with such a condition to have fee, they agree that

the fee simple passeth not before the performance of the con-

dition, for that the livery may presently work upon the free-

hold ; but otherwise it is in the case of a lease for years. Also
they take a diversitie between inheritances that lie in grant and
inheritances that lie in livery. For they agree that if a fnan

grant an advowson for years upon condition, that if the grantee

pay twenty shillings, &c. within the term, that then he shall

have fee, the grantee shall not have fee untill the condition be
performed. Et sic de similibus. But otherwise it is where liverie

of seisin is requisite, and therefore if the king make such a lease

for years upon such a condition, the fee simple shall not pass

presently, because in that case no liverie is made.
They also make severall answers to the authorities before cited.

For as to the case in 31 JS. 1, they say that either the case is

mis^reported, or else the law is against the judgment. For the

case is but this, that a man make a lease of a manner to B. for

twenty years, and that after the twentie years B. shall hold the

manner to him and his heirs by 1 2 pound rent, and (as it must be
intended) maketh livery of seisin, in this case it is clear (say

they) that B. hath a fee simple maintenant, for there is no con-
dition precedent in the case.

As for the case in 12 E. 2, the case (as it is put in the book)
is, that John de Marre made a charter to John de Burjbrd of fee

simple, and the same day it was covenanted between them that

John de Burford should hold the same tenements for eight years,

and if he did not pay a hundred marks at the end of the terra

that the land shall remain to John de Burford and his heirs.

In which case, say they, there is direct repugnancy ; for, first,

the charter of the fee simple was absolute, and after, the same
day, it was covenanted between them, &c. this covenant being

made after the charter, could neither alter the absolute charter,

nor upon a condition precedent give him a fee simple that had
a fee simple before.

To all the other books, m. 7^. 3. 10 E. 3. 10^55. ^^E. 3.

43 Ass. and 6 i?. 2. they say, that being rightly understood they
are good law; for iti some of these books, as namely in 10 £. 3.

10 Ass. Sj-c. it appeareth that there was a charter made in surety

of the term, which, say they, must be intended thus, viz. a man
maketh a lease for years, the lessee enters, and the lessor makes
a charter to the lessee, and thereby doth grant unto him, that

if
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if he pay unto the lessor a huiulre<l marks during the terra,

that then he shall have and hold the lands to him and to his

Jieirs.

In this case, say they, there need no livery of seisin, but doth {''• ^'">y- "'

enure iis an executory grant by increasing of the state, and in ^^'^''*'' » ca»e,

that case, without (juet-tion, Uie fee simple passeth not before

tl>c condition is performed.

And therefore Littleton warily putteth his case of an estate

made ail at one time by one conveyance, and a livery made
thereupon.

For Littleton himself in the Section before saith, that in that

case without a li?ery nothing passeth of the freehold and in-

heritance.

And this diversity (say they) is proved by books ; and there-

upon they cite [d] lo E. 3. 54. In a writ of dower the tenant [d] 10 E. 3. 51.

vouched to warranty ; the vouchee as to part pleaded that the

husband was never seised of any estate whereof she might be

endowed ; as to the residue the tenant pleaded that he hrSSed to

the husband in gage upon condition that if the lessor paioten

marks at a certain day, that he should re-enter, and if he failed

of payment, that the land should remain to the husband and his

heires, which must be intended to be done by one entire act,

and pleaded that he paid the mone^ at the day, which is allowed

to be a good plea : LrgOy the fee simple passed by the livery^

otherwise the plea had amounted that the husband was never

seised, 6cc. And say they, that it cannot be intended that the

judges should be of one opinion in Trinitic term, and of another

opinion in Michaelmas term in the same year, and therefore

(they hold) their severall opinions are in respect of the said

diversitie of the cases.

[e] 32 E. 3. ///. Garr. 30. A tenant by the curtesie made a [5] 32 E. 3.

lease for years, and in surety of the term, &c. made a charter ^>'' ^*'''*- 3o-

in fee simple, and made livery according to the charter (note a
speciall mention made of livery in this case) ; and issue

[!2 1871
^^^^Q taken in an assise, whether the &3r tenant by the

J courtesie demised in fee, upon the special matter

found, it was adjudged that a fee simple passed, and
that the heir might enter for a forfeiture, which, say they, in

case of livery is an express judgment in the point agreeipg with

the opinion of Littleton.

[»/] 43 ^' 3- 35* I" ^J^ action of wast against one in lands [/] 43 E. 3. 35.

which he held for term of years, Belknap pleaded thus for

the defendant ; that the defendant was seised in fee, and in-

feoffed the plaintif, &c. and after the plaintif demised the land
back again to the defendant for years upon condition, that if

the defendant paid certain money, ike, that then the defendant
might retain the land to him and to his heirs, and if not, the

plaintif might enter, &c. and pleaded that the term endured,
and that the day of payment was not come, and demanded judg-
ment, if the plaintif may maintain an action of waste, inas-

much as the defendant had now a fee simple, and shewed forth

the indenture of lease with the condition (which agreeth with

Littletons case) all being done at one time, and by one deed,
and a livery intended, and with Littletons opinion also. It is

true, say they, that Cavendish counsel with the plaintif oflfered

to demur, but never proceeded. [^] Vide 20 Ass. pi. 20. [g] 20 Ass.

Otlicr authorities they cite, but these (as I take it) are the I'l-
^o-

principall, and therefore for avoyding of tcdiousncs:!, having I

O 4 fear
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Lib. 8. fo. go.

France's case.

(Dyer, 45.

Plow. 7. a.)

(PJo.48l.a.

Aj^t. leG. a. b.)

fear been too long upon this point, the others I omit. Only
this they add, that Littleton had seen and considered of the

said books, and have set down his opinion where livery of seisin

is made upon a conveyance made at one time, as hath been said,

that he hath fee simple conditional!.

Benigne lector, utere tuo judicio^ nihil enim impedio. Conditio

benc/icialis quce statiim construit benigne secundum verborum iti-

tentionem est interpretanda, odiosa autem quce statum destruit

stride secundum verborum proprietatem est accipienda.

A lease is made to a man and a woman for their lives upon
condition, that which of them two shall first marry, that one
shall have fee, they entermarry, neither of them shall have fee,

for the incertainty.

Note, if the condition be to increase an estate (that is to say)

to have fee upon payment of money to the lessor or his heirs at

a certain day, before the day the lessor is attainted of treason or

felony, and also before the day is executed, now is the condition

become impossible by the act and offence of the lessor, and yet
the lessee shall not have fee, because a precedent condition to

encrease an estate must be performed, and if it become impos-
sible, no estate shall rise.

PI. Com.
Browning &
Beston's case,

133- b.

(a Rep. 53. b.)

Vid. Littleton,

cap. Villein.

(d) PI. Com.
Browning's case,

133. b.

43 E. 3.

Lib. 2. fo. 50.

Sir Hugh
Cholmley'scase.

(6 Rep. 34. a. b.

PIo. 242. a.)

" Because that the grantor cannot enter, 8^c" Regularly when
any man will take advantage of a condition, if he may enter he
must enter, and when he cannot enter he must make a claim,

and the reason is, for that a free-hold and inheritance shall not

cease without entry or claym, and also the feoffor or grantor

may waive the condition at his pleasure.

As if a man grant an advowson to a man and to his heirs upon
condition, that if the grantor, &c. pay 20 pound on such a day,

&c. the state of the grantee shall cease or be utterly void, (1) the

grantor payeth the money, yet the state is not revested in the

grantor before a claim, and that claim must be made at the

church, {d) And so it is of a reversion or remainder of a rent,

or common, or the like, there must be a claim before the state be
revested in the grantor by force of the condition, and that claim

must be made upon the land.

A fortiori, in case of a feoffment which passeth by livery of
seisin, there must be a re-entry by force of the condition before

the state be voyd.

If a man bargaineth and selleth land by deed indented and
inrolled with a proviso, that if the bargainor pay, &c. that then
the state shall cease and be void, he payeth the money, the state

is not revested in the bargainor before a re-entry (2), and so it is

if a bargain and sale be made of a reversion, remainder, advow-
son, rent, common, &c. And so it is if lands be devised to a

man

(1) Ace. 2 And. 8.

(3) Ace. 1 Rep. 174. a. as to the general principle; but the particular case

there was, that A- covenanted to stand seised to the use of himself for life, with

several remainders over ; with a power of revocation.—By an exercise of this

power, he revoked the uses ; and it was held, that the ancient uses were deter-

mined, without entry or claim, because he himselfwas tenant for life of the land,

and he could not enter upon himself; and no claim was necessary, as an
express revocation was as strong as any claim could be.—See fol. 218. b.

—

[Note 120.]
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man and to his heirs upon condition, that if the devisee pay not

'JO pound at such a day, that his estate shall cease and be void,

the money is not paid, the state shall not be vested in the heir

before an entry. And so it is of the reversion or remainder, an

advowson, rent, common, or the like (3).

But the said rule hath divers exceptions. First, in this present

case of Littleton, for that he can make no entry, he shall not

be driven to make any claim to the reversion : for seeing by
construction of law the freehold and inheritance passeth mnin-

tenant out of the lessor; by the like construction, the freehold

and inheritance by the default of the lessee shall be revested in

the lessor without entrie or claim.

a. If I grant a rent charge in fee out of my land upon con-

dition, there if the condition be broken, the rent shall be extinct

in my land, because I (that am in possession of the land) need
make no claim upon the land, and therefore the law shall

adjudge the rent void without any claim.

3. If a man make a feoffment unto me in fee upon condition

that I shall pay unto him 20 pound at a day, ^:c. before the

day I let unto him the land for years, reserving a rent,

[21871 ^"^^ fc^ after fail of payment, the feoffee (A) shall

j^ J retaine the land to him and to his heirs, and the rent

is determined and extinct, for that the feoffor could

not enter, nor need not claim upon the land, for that he himself

was in possession, and the condition being collaterall is not

suspended by the lease, otherwise it is of rent reserved.

4. If a man by his deed in consideration of fluherly love, &c.
covenant to stand seised to the use of himself for life, and after

his decease to the use of his eldest son in tail, the remainder to

his second son in tail, the remainder to his third son in fee,

with a proviso of revocation, &c. the fatlier doth make a revo-

cation according to the -proviso, the whole estate is maintenant

revested in him without entry or claim for the cause aforesaid.

Vid. Lib. I.

fo. 174. DiKgc*'
cHsc. ao E. 4.

18,19.

Pi. Com.
Browning's
case, 133. b.

20 E. 4. 19.

20 E. 4. ig.

20 H. 7. 4. b.

(4llep. 53.)

(1 llep. 97-)

Lib. 1. 174,
Digges' case.

(Pari. Rot. 237.
a. 265. b.

Ante 215. a.)

** The grantee hath yet title by three yeares.'* By this it

appeareth that albeit the lessee had pro tempore a fee simple,

yet after that fee simple is divested out of him, and vested in

the lessor, he shall hold the lands for three years by the express

limitation of the parties.

Ifa man make a lease for 40 years, the lessee afterwards taketh

a lease for 20 years upon condition that if he doth such an act,

that then the lease for 20 years shall be void, and after the

lessee break the condition, by force whereof the second lease is

void, notwithstanding the lease for 40 years is surrendered, for

the condition was annexed to the lease for 20 years, but the

surrender was absolute. So it is if a man make a lease for 40
years, and the lessor grant the reversion to the lessee upon con-
dition, and after the condition is broken, the term was absolutely

surrendred. And the diversitie is when the lesspr grants the

reversion

PI. Com. in

Fuhncrstone's

case, 107. b.

(2 Roll Abr.

494. 495. 497-
49», 499-)

(5 llep. ii.a-
I Roll. Abr.

412.)

(A) The sense appears to require that lord Coke should have used the word feoflbr here
instead of feoffee. See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 119.

(3) The entry, or claim, may be made either by the party himself, or by a
stranger, by his order. 2 Cro. 57.—[Note 121.]
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reversion to the lessee upon condition, and when the lessee grants

7 E. 4. 29. or surrenders his estate to the lessor ; for a condition annexed
14 E. 4. 6. iQ rj surrender may revest the particular estate, because the sur-
'^^

'
^* render is conditionall. But when the lessor grants the reversion

to the lessee upon condition, there the condition is annexed to

the reversion, and the surrender absolute (1).

8 E. 2. Ass. 395. A gardian in chivalrie took a feoffment of the infant within

age, that was in his ward, and the infant brought an assise, and
the gardian shall be adjudged a disseisor, which proveth that

the feoffment as against the infant was voyd, and yet by ac-

ceptance thereof the interest of the gardian was surrendred.
50 E. 3. 27. 4 man maketh a lease for term of life by deed, reserving the

first seven years a rose, and if the lessee will hold the land after

the seven years, to pay a rent in money ; the lessee will not
hold over, but surrender his term : in this case in judgement of
law he had but a term for seven years. And so it is if a man
make a lease for life, and if the lessee within one year pay not

20 shillings, that he shall have but a term for two years, if he
pay not the money the estate for life is determined, and he shall

have the land but for two years.

" This is a good proof thcHf that the reversion is iti him, SfcJ'

Here is implyed that no man ean have an action of waste, unless

the reversion be in him, and by the authoritie of our author the

reason of a case, and well applyed, is a good proof in law (2).

Sect.

(1) See also Dyer, 143. 2 Roll. Abr. 495.

(2) No person is entitled to an action of waste against a tenant for life, but
he who has the immediate estate of inheritance in remainder or reversion,

expectant upon the estate for life. If between the estate of the tenant for

life who commits waste, and the subsequent estate of inheritance, there is

interposed an estate of freehold, to any person in esse, then during the

continuance of such interposed estate, the action of waste is suspended

;

and if the first tenant for life dies during the continuance of such interposed

estate, the action is gone for ever. But though, while there is an estate for

life interposed between the estate of the person committing waste, and that

of the reversioner or remainder-man in fee ; the remainder-man cannot bring

his action of waste : yet, if the waste be done by cutting down trees, &c.
such remainder-man in fee may seize them ; and if they are taken away, or

m^de use of, before he seizes them, he may bring an action of trover. For,

in the eye of the law, a remainder-man for life has not the property of the thing

wasted ; and even a tenant for life in possession has not the absolute property

of it, but merely a right to the enjoyment or benefit of it, as long as it is

annexed to the inheritance, of which it is considered a part, and therefore

it belongs to the owner of the fee. See ante 53. b. 5th Rep. 76. b. Pagett's

case; Udal v, Udal, AUeyn, 81. 3 P. Wms. 267. Bewick t. Whitefield.

22 Vin. Abr. 523. Rolt v. Somerville, 2 Eq. Cas. Abr. 759 ; Garth v. Cotton,

3 Atk. 757.—[Note 122.]
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Sect. 351.

or mn\f

or liatli

f} I ' T in such cases of feoffment upon rotidUion, where Ihe feoffi.

lauj nily enter for the condition hrokeny S^c.* there the /'eolJh

not tJie freclwld before his cntric, S^c, (3).

This upon that which hath been said is evident, and needeth

no further explanation.

Sect. 352.

J LSOy if a feoffment he made upon such condition, that tlie feoffee

shall give the land to the feoffor, and to the icife of the feoffor, to

luivc and to hold to tltem and to the heirs of their two bodyes engendered^

and for default of such issue, the remainder to the right heirs of the

feoffor. In this case if the husband dyeth, living the wife, before any
estate in tail made unto them, S)X. then ought thefeoffee by the law to make
an estate to the wife as near the condition, and also as near to the entent

of the condition as he may make it (donques doit le feoffee per la ley

fiiire estate a la feme cy pres le condition, et auxy cy pres Tentent de
le condition que il poit faire) (1), that is to say, to let the land to the

tcifefor term of life without impeachment of waste (sauns impeachment
de wast (2), the remainder after his (B) decease to the heirs of the body

of her husband on her begotten (le remainder apres son decease a les

heires de f corps sa baron de luy engendres) (3), andfor default of
suck

* S;c. not in L. and M. or Roll. f les corps de son baron et de luy

engendres, ew L. and M. and Roh.

(B^ Here the sense requires the uwrd her instead of his, as it seems.

(3) For till entry it doth not appear ; the feoffor having power at his election

to void or continue the estate of the feoffee, which he will do. Note to the

lUh edition.—[Note 123.]

(1) X So where a feofftnent was made on condition that the feoffees re-infeoffed

the feoffor and his wife in tail, the remainder to the right heirs of the husband

;

the husband died, the wife married a second husband ; the feoffees enfeoffed

the second husband and his wife, for her life ;—the remainder to the right

heirs of the first husband; it was held that the condition was well performed.

Br. Abr. tit. Cond. pi. 33. And see ibid. 70. Plo, 291.—[Note 124.]

(2) § NotCy if land be given to the "voife, and the heirs of the husband ofhis body
begotten, the wife shall have the estate for life, subject to xvaste.—Sup. 26.0.

therefore such conveyance is not by force. Lord Nott. MS.—[Note 125.]

(3) II
It is with great pleasure we present the reader with the following obser-

vations on this passage. Lord chief-justice Wilmot, in his argument in giving

judgment in the case of Frogmorton on demise of Robinson v. Wharrev,
a Blackst. 728. remarks : " When an estate is limited to a husband and wife,

" and the heirs of their two bodies; the word Heirs is a word of limitation,

** because

? § II
Viesc notci arc in 219 }th and l^tk editions.
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such issue, the remainder to the right heirs of the husband. And the cause

why the lease shall he in this case to the ivij'e alone without impeachment cf
waste is,for that the condition is, that the estate shall he made to the husband

and to his wife in tail (en J taile). And if such estate had been made in

the life of tKe husband, then after the death of the husband she should have

had (el
||
ust ewe) an estate in tail, which estate is without impeachment

of waste. And so it is reason, that as near as a man can make the estate

to the intent of the condition, 3^c. that it should be made (que il serroit

§ fait), S^c. albeit she cannot have (comment que ^ el ne poit aver) estate

in tail (en ^ taile), as she might have had if the gift in tail had been

made to her husband and to her in the life of her husband (sicome el **

puissoit aver si le done en le taile ust estre fuit a ff sa baron et JJ a

luy en le vie 44 sa baron), S^c.

3 Mar. 134. " H^HA T the feoffee shall give, Sfc.'* Here is no time limit-

Dyer. 14 Eliz. *-
ed, therefore the feoffee by the law hadi time

Dyer, 311. b. g^ during his life, unless he be hastened by the re- r^lQT]
^. r-'^o^^ quest of the feoffor or the heirs of his body, as Little- ^ \

44 ^- «3* y* / '^1 • il 1.1.' '— a. _J

Lib.2. fo.79, 80, ton saith m the next section.

81, in Seignior

Cromwel's case. (Ant. 208. b. 1 Roll. Abr. 429. 1 Roll. Abr. 614, 61 5. a ) (2 Rep. 59.)

(Sect. 337.)
" If the husband dyethj Sfc." But in this case, if the feoffee

dyeth before any feoffment made, then is the condition broken,

because he made not the estates, &c. within the time prescribed

by the law. But if the feoffment be made upon condition that

W H 6 26,27. t^^ feoffee before the feast of St. Michael the Archangell next

9 Eliz. Dyer, 262. PI. Com. 456. Lib. 2. fo.79. Seignior Cromwell's case. (Sect. 334.)

following

X le added in L. and JVf. and Rah. ] le added in L. and M. and Roll,

II
ust ewe—ad ewe, in L, and M. ** el—il in L. and M. and Roh.

and Roh. "It sa—son in L. and M. and Roh.

§ fait not in Z. and M, or Roh. H ti not in L. and M, or Roh.

IT el—il in L. and M. and Roh. 4-4- sa—son in L. and M. and Roh.

" because an estate is given to both the persons, from whose bodies the heirs

*' are to issue. But when it is given to one only, and the heirs of two, (as to

" the wife and the heirs of her and A. B.J there the word Heirs is a word of
" purchase ; for no estate tail can be made to one only, and the heirs of the
" body of that person and another. This appears from Littleton, Sect. 352,
** according to the true reading collected from the original editions. The
** common editions make the estate cy pres, therein mentioned, to be, to the
** widow and les heirs de corps sa baron de liiy engcndres ; which is not as near
** as might be to the original estate intended, if the husband had lived ; viz.

*' to the husband and wife, and the heirs of their two bodies. But the origi-

*< nal edition by Lettou and Machlinia, in Littleton's life- time, and the Rohan
*' edition, which is the next (both which my brother Blackstone has) read it

" thus : les heirs de les corps de son baron et de luy engendres : which is quite

^ consonant to the original estate ; and this estate, to the widow for life, and
" the heirs of the body of her husband and herself begotten, Littleton, in the
** same section, declares not to be an estate tail. The same is held in Dyer,
" 99.—in Lane and Pannel, 1 Roll. Rep. 438. and in Gossage and Taylor,
" Style, 325. which, from a manuscript of lord Hale, in possession of my
" brother Bathurst, appears to have been first determined in Hil. 1651 ; which
** accounts for some expressions of lord chief-justice Rolle, in Style's case,

*' which was in T. Pasch. 1652/'— [Note 126.]
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fuliowing give tlie land to the feoiTor and to his wife in tail, ut

supra, and before the day the feoffee dieth, the state of the heir

ot the feortee shall be absolute, because a certiiin time is limited

by tlie mutual agreement of the parties, within which time the

condition becommetii impossible by the act of God, as hath been ^i Roh. Abr.

said before, and therefore it is necessary when a day is limited, 449. Ant.

to add to the condition, that the feotfee or his heirs do per- aof^a.)

form the condition ; but when no time is limited, then the feoffee ^^^^^\I^ i)
at his perill must perform the condition during his life (although

there be no request made) or else the feoffor or his heirs may
re-enter.

" Made unto them^ Sfc." Here the (Sfc.J implyeth according

to tlie condition with the remainder over.

" To thefcoffor and to the xoifey Sfc." Here it appcareth that 27 E. 3.

albeit the Jhue be a stranger, yet the feoffee is not bound to ^?^*i'*'
'35-

make it within convenient time, because the feoffor who
Je^'^'c^^.'^u™-^

ro \ qTI is privy to the condition is to take fe:^ joyntly with her. supra.

I

**.

J And so it is if the condition be to enfeoff the feoffor and (6 Rep. 30. b.)

* an estranger, the feoffee hath time during his life, un-

less he be hastened by request. Otherwise it is (as hath been (1 Roll. Abr.

said) where the condition is to enfeoff a stranger or strangers 45^)

only.

If a man make a feoffment in fee, upon condition that tlie (1 Roll. Abr.

feoffee shall make a gift in tail to the feoffor, the remainder to 428.)

a stranger in fee, there the feoffee hath time during his life, as

is aforesaid, because the feoffor who is partie, and privy to the

condition, is to take the first estate. But if the condition were Seignior Cmm-

to make a gift in tail to a stranger, the remainder to the feoffor w*^"'s case, ubi

in fee, there the feoffee ought to do it in convenient time, for
^^'j^^p

that the stranger is not privy to the condition, and he ought to ^nt. 208. b.)

have the profits presently, as before hath been said.

, " To make an estate to the tvife as neer the conditiony and also

as near to the entent ofthe condition as he may make it (de faire

estate al feme cy pres le condition, et auxy cy pres Tcntent del

condition que il poit faire), (^c."

A. infeoffs B. upon condition that B. shall make an estate in (Ant. ai. b.)

frankmarriage to C. with one such as is the daughter of the

feoffor ; in this case he cannot make an estate in frankmarriage,

because the estate must move from the feoffee, and the daughter

is not of his blood, but yet he must make an estate to them for

their lives, for this is as near the condition as he can. And so it

is if the condition be, to make to A, (which is a meer layman) an
estate in frankalmoigne, yet must he make an estate to him for

bis life, for the reason here yielded by Littleton.

A diversitie is to be understood between conditions that are to

create an estate, and conditions that are to destroy an estate : for

here it appeareth, that a condition that is to create an estate, is

to be performed by construction of law, as near the condition as

may be, and according to theintent and meaning ofthe condition, (^ Roll. Abr.

albeit the letter and words ofthe condition cannot be performed: 4^^- P'ow. 7. ».

but otherwise it is of a condition that destroyeth an estate, for that ^^^' '^^^ *^

is to be taken strictly, unless it be in certain speciall cases : and
of this somewhat hath been said before in this chapter.
As if a man mortgage his land to W. upon condition, that ifthe 3p I^- 8- *"*•

mortgagor and /. S. pay twenty shillings at sucli a day to the mort- y°"'"Vj®g'
J,^'

gagee, that then he shall re-enter, the mortgagor dieth before the jjij^ur
62'^

day,
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day, 1. S. paies the money to the mortgagee, this is a good per-

formance of the condition, and yet the letter of the condition is

not performed. But if the mortgagor had been ahve at the day,

and he would not pay the money, but refused to pay the same,

and /. S. alone had tendred the money, the mortgagee might have

refused it. But if a man make a lease to two for years, with a

proviso, if the lessees dye during the term, the lessor shall

re-enter, one lessee alien his part and dye, the other lessee (A)

cannot re-enter, but the assignee shall enjoy the term so long as

the survivor liveth, and the reason is, because the lease by the

proviso is not to cease till both be dead. But in the former case,

albeit the mortgagor be dead, yet the act ofGod shall not disable

/. S. to pay the money, for thereby the mortgagee receives no

prejudice. And so it is in that case, if /. S, had died before

the day, the mortgagor might have paid it.

Lib. 2. fo. 79, And here is to be observed a diversity when the feoffee dyeth,

Bo, 8 1. Seignior for then (as hath been said) the condition is broken, and wjien
Cromwd's case,

j-j^g feoffor dieth, for then the estate is to be made as near the
2 H. 4. 5.

intent of the condition as may be.

" Tothexvifefor term of life tmthout impeachment of voaste.'*

Here it appeareth, that this estate for life ought to be without

impeachment of wast, and yet if the wife doth accept of any

estate for life without this clause, without impeachment of wast,

it is good, because the state for life is the substance of the grant,

2 H. 4. 5. ^^^ the privilege to be without impeachment ofwast is coUaterall,

Seignior Crom- and only for the benefit of the wife, and the omission of it Only
wel's case, ubi for the benefit of the heir (1).

T^'^^k fiR
Also ifthe wife take husband beforerequestmade,and

303,' 304. 442. t^e"^ t^i^y "^^^^ request, and the state ^&^ is made to the [22071
Ant. 207. a. husband and wife, during the life of the wife, this is a ^ ^^ J
Cro. El. 45.) good performance of the condition, albeit the estate be
(1 Roll. Abr. made to the husband and wife, where Littleton saith it is to be
^'^^'^ made to the wife, but it is all one in substance, seeing that the

limitation is during the life of the wife.

/Cro Car 242 ")

" Without impeachment ofwaste (sauns impeachment de wast),"

(Cro. Jac. 2i6.) Absque impetitionc vasti, (that is) without any challenge or im-

See in my Re- peachment ofwaste, and by force hereof the lessee may cut down
ports, lib. 1 1

. the trees and convert them to his own use. Othei-wise it is if
fo. 83. hb.g.fo.g.

^^iq words were sauns impeachment per ascun action de tvast, for
1

. 2. 23.
^j^^^ ^^^ discharge extends but to the action, and not to the trees

themselves, and ia that case the lessor shall have them (1)*.

And

(A) It seems that the text should be read as if the word lessor had been here inserted

instead ofthe words " other lessee."

(1) Mr. serj. Hawkins observes here, that the omission of the privilege of

being without impeachment of waste shall not give the heir of the feoffor, for

whose benefit it was omitted, a re-entry, which would defeat the estate of the

wife. P. 307. 2 Rep. 82. a—[Note 127.]

(1) * The privilege given by the words without impeachment of waste, is an-

nexed to the privity of estate ;—so that if the person to whom that privilege is

given, changes his estate, he loses the privilege. 11 Rep. 83. b. Latch. 270.

—It has been held that the intent of this clause is only to enable the tenant to

cut down timber and open new mines, and that it does not extend to allow de-

structive
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And it is to be observed, that after the decease of the huHbnnd

the state is not to be made to the wife and the heirs of her body (4 Rep- O3. •.)

by her late husband ingcndrcd, and so to have an estate of in-

heritance as she should have had by survivor, if the estate had

been made according to the condition, but only an estate for

life witliout impeachment of wast. Sec. for that by the auihoritie

of Lift/(inn is not so near the intent of the condition, as the case

that LitUeton putteth. But I will search no further into this

case, but leave it to the learned and judicious reader.

" And after her decease to the heirs ofthe body of her husband (Ant. co. b.

on her begottcnr ^6. b. 27. a.)

Note here, admit that there were two issues in tail, the re-

mainder shall presently vest only in the eldest, and yet if he

dieth without issue, it shall performam doni \cst in the youngest,

as hath been said in the chapter of Estate tail (2) ; and so it is

taciti proved here, for otherwise the condition (if there were

two issues) could not be performed.

Sect. 353.

ALSO in this case if the husband and wife have issue, and die before

the gift in tail made to tlwm, S^c. tlien thefeoffee ought to make an
estate to the issue, and to the heirs of the body 0/ hisfather and his mother
begotten, and for default of such issue, S)C. the remainder to the right

heirs of the husband, S)X. And the same law is in other like cases : and
if such a feoffee will not take (B) such estate {Qt si tiel feoffee ne voet
faire tiel estate), 8^c. token he is reasonably required bi/ them which ought
to have the state by force of the condition, S)X, then rnay thefeoffor or his

heirs enter*,

" TtfHENhe is reasonably required by them which ought to have
the estate byforce ofthe condition/' Note here it appear-

cth, that the feoffee hath time during his life to make the estate, (2 Rep. 78. b.

unless he be reasonably required by them that are to take the 79)
estate. This is to be intended of parties or privies, and not of

raeer strangers, for there (as hatli been said) the state must be (Ant. 112. b.

made in convenient time. 214. b. qo8. b.)

And
• Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(B) This v:<ird " tahe " is not agreeable to the tense ofthe passage ; neither does it express

the meaning of the French word faire used by LiUletwt, which signifies make in English.

See Mr. Ritsot Intr. p. 112.

structive or malicious waste ; such as cutting down timber which .serves for the
shelter or ornament of the estate. See Vane r. Lord Bernard, 2 Vern. 738.
Packington v. Packington, 7 Bac. Abr. 289. 8vo. ed. Rolt v. Lord Sommer-
ville, 2 Ab. Eq. 759. Aston v. Aston, 1 Ves. 264. Piers v. Piers, 1 Ves. 521.
—[Note 128.]

(2) See 1 Rep. 95. 3 Rep. 61. 11 Rep. 80. and the note in Mr. Douglas's
Reports, page (488, ist ed.) 505. a. 4th ed.
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And concerning the request it is to be known, that when the

request is made, the party or privy must request the feoffee at a
time certain to be upon the land, and to make the state according
to the condition, for seeing no time certain is prescribed for the

(8 Rep. 89. b.) making of the state, and it is incertain when the request shall

be made, such request and notice must be made as hath been
said before in this chapter. And of this section, with the C^c-J
there needeth not, upon that which hath been said, any farther

explication.

^ Sect. 354. Pb.^]

yi LiSO if afeoffment he made upon condition, that if {C)tliefeoffee
shall re-enfeoff many men (que le feoffee ^ re-infeoffera plusors

homes) to have and to hold to them and to their heirs for ever, and all

they which ought to have estate dye before any estate made to them, then

ought the feoffee to make estate to the heire of him which survives of
them, to have and to hold to him and to the heirs of him which sur-

vivethf{\),

(a Rep. 70.) " jT^^ ^ ^^ fioffor shall re-enfeoffmany men," By the re-

feoffment it is implied to be made to the feoffors, for a
feoffment over to strangers cannot be said a re-feoffment, and
if the feoffment should be made over to strangers only, then,

as hath been often said, it must be made in convenient time.

** To the heir ofhim tvhich survives, to have and to hold to him
and to the heirs of him tvhich surviveth. Hereupon questions

have been made, wherefore the habendum is not to the heirs of
the heir, and for what reason it is by Littleton limited to the

heirs of the survivor. And the cause is, for that if it were made
to the heirs of the heir, then some persons by possibility should

be inheritable to the land, which should not have inherited if the

estate

* re-infeoffera—infeoffera, L. and t 8^c. added in L. and M. and
M. and Roh, Roh.

(C) Tlie sense as well as the original French seems to require that this passage should be read as if

the word " if " had been omitted. See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 112.

(1) See ivhctker there is a difference bettveen an obligation ajidfeoffment tvith

condition to re-ejfeoff. Obligation on condition to give to the baron andfeme and
the heirs of the body of thefeme before a certain day ; and before the day the

feme dies. The court was divided xvhether he ought to make it cy pres, in 8 Jac.

B. R. Rot. 303. Roger and Scudamore, T. 37.—P. 4 E. 6." Bendl n. 56.

Obligation on condition to erfeoffB. and C. and their heirs before such a day,

and before the day B. dies, the obligation is discharged. Sir Ant. Brown's case.

But this ease was denied by the whole court. T.4.0EI.C. B. C. C. n. 16.

Obligation with condition that the obligor or his heirs should enfeoffthe obligee

and his heirs before a certain day ;

—

before the day the obligee dies : it was

ruled that he should enfeoffthe heir, T, 40 El. C. B. Hone v. May, C. C. n, 16.

—Lord Hale's MSS—[Note 329,]
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estate had been made to the survivor and his heirs, and conse-

quently the condition broken.

For exanipio, if the survivor took to wife Alice Faircjieldy (Ant. 12. a.)

in this case it* the limitation were to the son and his heirs,

then if the son shouKl dye without heirs of his father, the

blood of the Faireficlds (being the blood of his mother) should

inherit. Hut if tlie limitation be to the right heirs of the

father, then should not the blood of tlie Faireficlds by any
possibility inherit, for then it is as much as if the state liad

been made to the survivor and his heirs : and therefore these

words (and to ihe heirs of him which survivelhj, which many
have thought superfluous, are verie materiall. Note well this Vide Sect. 4.

kind of fee simple, for it is worthy the observation : but suffi-

cient hath been said to open the meaning of Littleton, and
therefore I will dive no deeper into this point, but leave it to

the further consideration of the learned reader (2).

Sect. 355.

yi LSO if a feoffment he made upon co?idition to enfeoff anothery or to

make a gift in tail to another (si feoflf'ment soit fait sur condition

d'enfeoffer un auter, ou J de doner en
||
taile a un auter), ^c. if the

feoffee before the performance of the condition enfeoff a stranger, or make
a lease for life, then may the feoffor and his heirs enter, S)X. because he

hath disabled (1) himself to perform the condition , inasmuch as he hath

made an estate to another, S^c,

J^ITTLE TON having spoken of defaults of performance,
or express breaches of conditions, speaketh now in what

cases the feoffee in judgment of law doth disable himselfe to

perform the condition : and of disabilities some be by act of
the party, and some by act in law.

" Or to make a gift in tail to anothery 4*c." Here is implied
an estate for life or for years, &c.

[22171 ^^ " E^f^off^ o. stranger, or make a lease for life.*' 13 H. 7. 23. b.

_ J This is a disabilitie by the act of the partie, for herein 3^ E. 3. Barre.

•
' the feoffee hath disabled himself to make the feoff-

^g^ss "^l"'

''^*

ment or other estate according to the condition. And to speak '^ ^
ss. p

.

7.

once for all, the feoffee is disabled when he cannot convey the
land over according to the condition in the same plight, (a Rep. 59.

qualitie, and freedom as the land was conveyed to him, for so * ^l'- Abr.

the law requireth the same, as shall manifestly appear hereafter. "^7)

And here where our author speaketh of a feoffment, he in-

cludeth an estate tail as well as the fee simple.

Sect.

X de not in L. and M. or Roh. || le added in L. and M, and Rok.

(2) See the note 2, on page 12. b.

(1) Upon the doctrine of this and the three following Sections, see Yin.
Abr. vol. 5. p. 221. 225.
Vol. II. P
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(4 Rep. 52.) Qpp* o^(:
(5 Rep. 95)

0^1.1, OOU.

TN the same manner it is, if the feoffee^ before the condition performed,
letteth the same land to a stranger for term of years ; in this case the

feoffor and his heirs may enterj S^x. because the feoffee hath disabled him
to make an estate of the tene7nents according to that zvhich vjas in the

tenements, ivhen the state thereof ivas made unto him. For if he will

make an estate * of the tenements according to the condition, S^c. then may
the lesseefor years enter and oust him to whom the estate is made, 8fc. and
occupy this during his term f

.

'* TF the feoffee, before the condition performed, letteth the same
land to a strmiger for term of years, Sfc." Here the S^c,

implyeth a lease to take effect in futuro as well as in prcesenti,

also a lease for one year or half a year, &c.

The reason of this is evidently set down before. And again,

of disabilities some be by act inprcBsenti, whereof Littleton hath

put two examples, and some in futuro, whereof now he will

speak in the next Section.

Sect. 357.

J ISfD many have said, that if such feoffment be made to a single man
vpon the same condition, and before he hath performed the same con-

dition he taketh wfe, then the feoffor and his heirs maintenant may enter,

because, if he hath made an estate according to the condition, and after

dieth, then the wife shall be endoived (Et plusors ont dit, que si tiel feoff-

ment soit fait a un home sole sur mesme condition, et devant que il ad
performe mesme la condition il prent feme, § donques le feoffor et ses

heires maintenant poient entrer, pur ceo que s'il fesoit estate accordant
a la condition, et puis morust, donques % la feme serra endowe), and
may recover her dower by a ivrit of doiver, S^c. and so by the taking of a
wife, the tenements be put in another plight than they were at the time of
thefeoffment upon condition, for that then no such ivife was dowable (pur
ceo que adonques nul tiel % feme fuit dowable), nor should be endowed
by the law, S^c.

ipiRST, here is an example of a disability both by act in

law and in futuro, for by marriage the wife is entitled by
law to dower, after the death of her husband.

Secondly,

* of the tenements not in L. and M . § donques—que in L. and M, and
or Roh. Roh.

t Sfc. added in L. and M. and 4. la—sa in L. and M, and Roh.
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["] '3 "7.
23. b. 34 E. 3.

Dowor, I'ij.

M. Q7E. 3.

tit, Dowcr, 135.
q8 Ass. pi. 4.

1 1 H. 7. 76.

lib. 2. fol.59. b.

(5 Rep. 20. b.

31. a.)

Julias Winning-
tuirscase, lib. 2.

fol. 59, 60.

(I Roll.Abr.

447)

Secondly, it [a] appcarcth that albeit the wife by the

[<22l71 niarriago is but intitlcd to have 6-:^ dower, and the

, I estate which she is to have in futnro, viz. after the
* decease of her husband, yet it is a present cause of

entrie. As a lease for years to begin at a day to come is a

present disabilitie and cause of re-entrie, for that the land is

not in that freedom and pliglit as it was conveyed to the feoffee,

and after the state made over according to the condition the

land shall be charged therewith.

** In another plight.** Plight is an old English word, and

here signifieth not only the estate but the habit and qualitie of

the land, and extendcth to rent charges, and to a possibility of

dower. Vide Sect. 289. where plight is taken ibr an estate or

interest of and in the land itself, and extendeth not to a rent

charge out of the land.

" To a single man.'* For if the feoffee were married at the

time of the feoffment, then the dower can be no disabilitie,

because the land shall remain in such plight as it was at the

time of the feoffment made unto him.

** Then the feoffor and his heirs maintennnt may enter." Here
it appeareth, that seeing that for this title or possibilitie the

feoffor may presently enter, that albeit the wife happen to dye

before the husband, so as this title or possibilitie took no effect,

yet the feoffor may re-enter, for the feoffee being disabled at

any time though the same continue not, yet the feoffor ma}^ re-

enter, for in that case he that is once disabled is ever disabled.

And herein a diversitie is to be observed between a disabilitie

for a time on the part of the feoffee, and a disability for a time

of the part of the feoffor. For if a man maketh a feoffment in (5 Rep qi. a.)

fee, upon condition that the feoffee before such a day shall re-

infeoff the feoffor, the feoffee taketh wife, and the wife dyeth

before the day, yet may the feoffor re-enter.

So it is if the feoffee before the day entreth into 21 E. 4. 55-

[22271 religion, and is professed, and before B^ the day is

^ ^
J deraigned yet the feoffor may re-enter.

,

So it is if the feoffee before the day make a feoff-

ment in fee, and before the day take back an estate to him and
his heirs, yet the feoffor may re-enter.

Albeit in these cases a certain day is limited, yet the feoffee

being once disabled is ever disabled. And so it is when no time

is limited by the parties, but the time is appointed by the law.

But if a man make a feoffment in fee upon condition, that if

the feoffor or his heirs pay a certain sum of money before such
a day, the feoffor commit treason, is attainted and executed, now (2 R«>p

is there a disabilitie on the part of the feoffor, for he hath no heir;

but if the heir be restored before the day he may perform the

condition, as it was resolved * Trin. iS Eliz. in Commiini Banco
in sir Thomas Wiat's case, which I heard and observed. Other-
wise it is if such a disabilitie had grown on the part of the

feoffee; and the reason of the diversitie is, for that, as Littleton

saith, maintenant by the disabilitie of the feoffee, the condition
is broken, and the feoffor may enter, but so it is not by the (Pb
disability of the feoffor, or his heirs ; for if they perform the 554-

condition within the time, it is sufficient, for that they may at 437- Hob. 334.)

any time perform the condition before the day. And so it is

r 2 if

7p. ^.)

•Trin. iBElir.

in Coramuni
Banco in Sir

liioinas Wiat's

553-

a

Cro. Car.
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if the feoffor enter into religion, and before the day is deraigned,

he may perform the condition for the cause aforesaid. Et sic

de similibics. The (S^c.) in this Section are sufficiently ex-

plained.

Sect. 358,

TN the same marine?' it is, if thefeoffee charge the land hy his deed with

a rent charge before the performance of the condition^ or he hound in

a statute staple, or statute merchant^ in these cases thefeoffor and his heirs

may enter, 6)C. causa qua supra. For whosoever commeth to the lands hy

the feoffment of the feoffeCy they ought to be lyablcj and put in execution

byforce of the statute merchant, or of the statute staple (Car quecunque
que venust a les tenements per le feoffment de le feoffee, * eux covient

estre liables, et estre mis en execution per force de Pestatute merchant

ou de statute del staple), f Quaere. But when the feoffor or his heirs,

for the causes aforesaid, shall have enticed, as it seems they oughtj S^c. then

all such things which before such entry might trouble or incumber the

land so given upon condition, ^c. as to the same land, are altogether

defeated.

13H. 7. 23.b.

44 E. 3. 9. b.

20 E. 3- 73-

ao H. 6. 34.

JuliusWynning-

ton's case, ubi

supra.

(1 Roll. Abr.

447.)

(5 Rep. 20. b.)

Lib. 2. fol. 59,
60. JuliusWyn-
nington's case.

(2 Rep. 79. a.

10 Rep. 49. b.)

18 Ass. PI. ult

19 E. 3- 39-

Lib. 2. fol. 80. b.

Seign. Crom-
wel's case.

(4 Rep. ng.)

"
]\^T^ ^ ewier, 4 c." And here it is ^0 be understood, that

the grant of the rent charge is a present disability of

the feoffee, and therefore albeit the grantee doth bring a writ

of annuitie, and discharge the land of it, ah initio, yet the

cause of entrie being once given by the act of the feoffee the

feoffor may re-enter. And so it is if the grant of the rent

charge were made for life, and the grantee died before any
day of payment, yet the feoftbr may re-enter.

The like law is of any judgment given against the feoffee

wherein debt or damages are recovered.

" Or be bound in a statute staple, «^c." If the feoffee be dis-

seised, and after bind himself in a statute staple, or merchant,
or in a recognizance, or take wife, this is no disabilitie in him,
for that during the disseisin the land is not charged therewith,

neither is the land in the hands of the disseisor liable thereunto.

And in that case if the wife die, or the conusee release the

statute or recognizance, and after the disseisee doth enter,

there is no disabilitie at all, because the land was never charged
therewith, and therefore in that case the feoffee may enter and
perform the condition in the same light and freedom as it was
conveyed unto him.
And it is to be observed, that Littletoji putteth these cases

as examples, for there are some other disabilities implyed, that

are not here expressed.

The lord Cl^ord did hold his barony and the sherifwick of

Westmerland of the king by grand serjanty in capite, and the

king gave him licence that he might infeoff thereof divers

chaplains in fee, so that they should give the same to the lord

Clifford

* eux—donques les tenements, iri f Queere.—&c. in L. and M, and
L. and M. and Rah. Rok.
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[^^CTI ^^iff^^fl^^^ t^e heirst^ male of his body, the remain-
^ "^

J der over, kc. the lord Clifford according to the licence (^"»- ^'''-' 354*

infeoffedthe chaplains, and before they made the recon- *
*^"''- A*""-

vcyance the lord Clifford dyed, and it was adjudged that the heir
^'^^^

might enter for the condition broken. For m this case the feof-

fees were bound by law to have made the gift in tail to the lord

Clifford himself, albeit he never made any request, for other-

wise they pursued not the licence, and if they should make the

state to the issue of the lord Clifford, then might the king seise

llic barony, «S:c. for default of a licence, and that in default of

the feoffees. And then the same should not be in the same
plight and freedom as it was at the time of the feoffment made
upon condition, which is worthy of observation.

If a man grant an advowson upon condition that the grantee (2 Rep. 79.

shall rcgrant the same to the grantor in tail ; in this case, if the 1 Leo. 167.)

church become void before the regrant, or before any request

made by the grantor, he may take advantage of the condition,

because the advowson is not in the same plight as it was at the

time of the grant upon condition. And so was it resolved,

(*) Pasch. 14 Eliz. in Communi Banco, between Andrewes and (•) Pasch.

Blunt y which 1 heard and observed, and which my lord Dier hath ' 4 E'iz- 3^ >•

omitted out of his report of that case, and therefore the grantee
^'*'^'

in that case at his perill must regrant it before the church be-
come voide, or else he is disabled, otherwise he hath time during
his life if he be not hastened by request.

If the feoffee suffer a recovery by default upon a faigned title, 44 E. 3. 9,

before execution sued the feoffor may re-enter for this disability.

Et sic de similibus.

Sect. 359.

A L S O, ifa man make a deed offeoffment to anothery and in the deed
there is no condition, S)'c. and' when the feoffor will make liverie of

seisin unto him hi/ force of the same deed, he makes livery of seisin unto
him upon certain condition^

'^
in this case nothing of the tenements passeth

bi/ the deed, for that the condition is not comprised within the deed, and
thefeoffment is in likeforce as ifno such deed had been made,

"JND in the deed there is no condition^ Sfc'* either in deed
or in law.

*' And thefeoffment is in like force as if no such deed had been (4 Rep. 05. a.)

made." And the reason hereof is, for that the estate passeth by 18 E. 3. 19. 36.

the livery of seisin (1). And irt this case the feoffor upon the '7 Ass. p. ao.

deliverie of seisin must express the state to him and his heirs, L^H^g^'
or to the heirs of his body, &c.

If an agreement be made between two, that the one shall en- 34 Ass I. 1.

feoff the other upon condition in surety of the paiment of cer-
tain money, and after the livery is made to him and his heirs

generally,

* Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Vid. ant. 48.

P3.
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generally, the state is holden by some to be upon condition, in^

asmuch as the intent of the parties was not changed at any time,

but continued at the time of the livery (2).

13 E. 3. lit.
I^ ^ ^^^^ make a charter of feoffment in fee, and the feoffor

Estoppell, 177. deliver seisin for life, the feoffee shall hold it but for Hfe ; but if

19 E. 3. ibid. the livery be expresly for life, and also according to the deed,
^^4- the whole fee simple shall pass, because it hath a reference to

the deed.

(Ant. 206.

1 Rep. 85.)

Sect. 360.

/ILSO, if a feoffmerit be made upon this condition^ that the feoffee
"^ shall not alien the land to any^ this condition is void, because when

a man is infeoffed of lands or tenements (pur ceo que quant home est

enfeofFe * de terres ou tenements), he hath poiver to alien them to any

person by the laiv. For if such a condition should be good, then the

condition should oust him of all the power which the laiv gives him, which

should be against reason, and therefore such a condition is void.

'' JLSO, ifafeoffment he made, (^c." And &3=" the ["22371
like law is ofa devise in fee upon condition that the

I o *J
21 H. 6. 34. a. devisee shall not alien (1), the condition is void, and so
^
^\Js M 24 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ grant, release, confirmation, or any other conveyance

Ik)ct and Stud, whereby a fee simple doth pass. For it is absurd and repugnant

39. 124. to reason that he, that hath no possibility to have the land revert

13 H. 7. 23. to him, should restrain his feoffee in fee simple of all his power to
(G Rep. 56. a.)

^\\qy\. And so it is if a man be possessed of a lease for years,

ex^absurdo?" ^^ ^^ ^ horse, or ofany other chattell reall or personall, and give

Vide Sect. 722. or sell his whole interest or propertie therein upon condition that

the donee or vendee shall not alien the same, the same is void, be-

cause his whole interest and propertie is out of him, so as he hath

no possibilitie of a reverter, and it is against trade and traffique,

and bargaining and contracting between man and man : and it is

within the reason of our author that it should ouster him of all

power
* de—en, in L. arid M.

(2) As to deeds, see Burglacy r. Ellington, 1 Brownlow's Rep. 191. The
court held, that, when a deed is perfect and delivered as his deed, then no
verbal agreement made after maybe pleaded in destruction oralteration thereof;

but, when the agreement is parcel of the original contract, and may well stand
with the deed, and is not in terms repugnant to it, then such verbal agreement
may be pleaded. As, if a man for money mortgage land to B. by deed being
of greater yearly value than the interest money, and before the sealing of the

deed it was agreed by word, that the mortgagor should have and receive the

profits, not the mortgagee, this is good and usual in such cases, and B. may
plead the verbal agreement to avoid the danger of usury. But, if it had been
expressed within the deed, that the mortgagee should have the profits, and
the deed was delivered accordingly, then no agreement, covenant, or assign-

ment of the profits could keep it, but that it was an usurious contract, and
consequently the deed and mortgage void.—[Note 130.]

(1) A devise in fee, on condition not to alien but to I. S. 'whether voidf See

Muschampscasc, Bridg, ]3i.—Lord Nott. MSS.—[Note 131.]
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power given to him. Iniquum est iugenuis hominihus non esse It-

beram rcrwn sunruvx aliinationcm ; ami mum f,uarum uuilihrt est

moderator^ S; arbiter. And again, reguiariter non valet pactum

tie re med non alienandd. Hut these are to he understood of con-

ditions annexed to the grant or sale itself in respect of the re-

pugnancy, and not to any other collaterall thing, as liereafter

shall appear. Where our author putteth his case of a feoffment (\o Rep. 39.

of land, that is put hut for an exan)ple : for if a man be seised of Hob. 1 70.)

a seigniory, or a rent, or an advouson, or common, or any other

inheritance that lyeth in grant, and by his deed granteth the same
to a man and to his heirs upon condition that he shall not alien,

this condition is void. IJut some have said that a man may
grant a rent charge newly created out of lands to a man and to

his heirs upon condition that he shall not alien that, that is good,

because the rent is of his own creation ; but this is against the

reason and opinion of our author, and against the lieight and
puritie of a fee simple.

A man before the statute of quia cmptorcs terrarum might have 1 4 H. 4.

made a feoftement in fee, and added further, that if he or his heirs ' 3 H. 7- 23-

did alien without licence, that he should pay a fine, then this had
been good. And so it is said, that then the lord might have re- 21 H. 7. 8.

strained thealienation ofhis tenant by condition, because the lord '•'j-. 5- 56-

had a possibilitie of reverter ; and so it is in the king's case at
K"^"*

'
^*'**

this day, because he may reserve a tenure to himself.

If ^. be seised of Black Acre in fee, and B, infeofFeth him of
White Acre upon condition that A. shall not alien Black Acre,
the condition is good, for the condition is annexed to other

land, and ousteth not the feoffee of his power to alien the land

whereof the feoffment is made, and so no repugnancy to the state

passed by the feoffhient ; and so it is of gifts, or sale of chattels

real or personal.

Sect. 36*1,

DVT if the condition he such, that thefeoffee shall not alien to such a
one, naming his name, or to any of his heirs, or of the issues of such

a one (Mes si le condition soit tiel, que le feoffee ne alienera a un tiel,

nosmant son nosme, ou a ascun de * ses heires, ou de issues d'un tiel),

^r. or the like, which conditions do not take away all power of alienation

from thefeoffee, S)C. then such condition is good.

T F a feoffment iu fee be made upon condition that the feoffee pi. Com. 77. a.

shall not infeoffe /. S. or any of his heirs or issues, &c. this is 8 H. 7. 10. b.

good, for he doth not restrain the feoffee of all his ^' ^^- 4- 47-

r22371 power: the reason here yielded by our fc3- author is (Dyer, 45. a.

I b J ^'o^^^y o^ observation. And in this case if the feoffee 1 1 Rep. 74. a.)

'-
' enfeoffc /. N. of entent and purpose that he shall in-

feoffe /. S. some hold that this is a breach of the condition, for

quando aliquid prohibctur fieri, ex directo prohibetur Sf per
obliquum.

Ir a feoffrnent bee made upon condition that the feoffee shall

not ahen in mortmain, this h good, because such alienation is

prohibited

• sea not in L» and j\I.

^4

10 II, 7. 1 1.

DfK-t.and

Stud. 1114.

53 H. 7. 33.
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prohibited by law, and regularly whatsoever is prohibited by the

law, may be prohibited by condition, be it malum prohibitum, or

malum in se. In ancient deeds of feoffment in fee there was most
Bracton, Kb. i. commonly a clause, rjubd licitum sit donatori rem datam dare lel
fol. 13. a. vendere cui voluerit, exceptis liris rcligiosis <Sf Judceis,

Sect. 362.

A LSOy if lands he given in tail upon condition, that the tenant in tail

no7' his heirs shall not alien infee, nor in tail, norfor term of another's

life, hut onlyfor their own lives (si tenements soient donees en le taile

sur tie! condition, que le tenant en le taile ne ses heiresf ne alieneront

en fee, % ne en le taile, ne pur terme d'auter vie, forsque pur lour vies

demesne), <^c. such condition is good. And the reason is,for that vjhen he

maketh such alienation and discontinuance of the entail, he doth contrary

to the intent of the donor, for which the statute o/' W. 2.
||
cap. i. was

made, hu which statute the estates in tail are ordained (i).^ NOTE

f &c. added in L. and M. \\
cap. l, added in L.andM.

J ne—ou in L. and M.

(i) A power of suffering a common recovery, and of levying a fine within

the statutes of 4 Hen. 7, and 32 Hen. 8, is so inseparably inherent to the estate

of a tenant in tail, that any condition or proviso restraining or prohibiting it,

is held to be repugnant to the nature of the estate, and therefore void. But
it does not vitiate the grant of the estate tail to which it is annexed ; because
(to use an expression of lord Hobart) a condition annexed to an estate given

is a divided clause from the grant, and therefore cannot frustrate the grant

preceding it, neither in any thing expressed, nor in any thing implied, which is,

of its nature, incident to and inseparable from the thing granted. Hob. 170.

But this doctrine does not extend to a feoffment, a fine at common law, or

any other alienation which works a discontinuance, and is therefore considered

in the law as tortious. A proviso restrictive of an alienation of this nature

may be annexed to an estate in tail, either as a condition to determine the

estate, and give the donor and his heirs a right of re-entry, or by way of
limitation, to make the estate of the tenant in tail cease, and the lands remain
over to a third person. But in these cases the estate in tail must be made
to cease absolutely ; for a proviso to make it void only during the life of the

tenant in tail is void. See Litt. Sect. 720, 721, 722, 723. Scholastica's case,

Plo. 403. Corbett's case, 1 Rep. 83. b. Jermyn v. Arscot, cited in 1 Rep. 85.

Mildraay's case, 6 Rep. 40. Mary Portington's case, 10 Rep. 37. b. The
courts however have allowed both conditions and covenants, restraining or

prohibiting lessees for life or years assigning their estates without the consent

of the lessors. Blencowe v. Bugby, 3 Wilson, 234. In Hunter v. GalHers,

Term Reports, vol. 2. 133. a proviso in a lease for 21 years that the land-

lord should re-enter on the tenant's committing any act of bankruptcy
whereon a commission should issue, was held to be good. In Davidson
v. Foley, Brown's Reports in Cha. 2 vol. 203. the reader will find a curious

instance of a trust under which two persons 'are become virtually entitled to a
very considerable annuity, at the same time that the trust is so framed as to

exclude their creditors from having any charge or lien upon the annuity, either

at
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"M OT E here, the double negative in legall construction slmll 33 Am. 1
1 ^ ».

not hincier the negative, viz. mh amditinne quod ipse nrc h(C- ''['• ^-
*"' f •

redes sui non aUvnarcnt. And therefore the granimaticall con-
a,' Ji"

5-^33,*^**

struction is not always in judgment of law to be followed. 13 \\, 7. 23,

QiH. 7. 11. Vid. Soci. 220. Hcc. (Cio. Car. 5r,5. liob. IQI* Cro. Jac. 307.
Am. 146. b. 10 lU'p. 130. 4llep. 14.)

" But Old
t/
for their orcn livcSy «.Vc.'* And yet if a man make a

gill in taile, upon condition that he shall not make a lease for his

own life, albeit the state be lawfull, yet the condition is good, be- (6 Rep. 43. a.

cause the reversion is in the donor. As if a man make a lease for contra.)

life or years upon condition, that they shall not grant over their
^^ ,, Z'^*^'

estate or let the land to others, this is good, and yet the grant or ^^ li g ,^' ,1[

lease should be lawfull. (*) If a man make a gift in tail upon 31 ii. 8.

condition that he shall not make a lease for three lives or '2 1 years l^ycr, 45.

according to the statute of 32 //. 8, the condition is good, for the ^J^^fP* ^f*^. -

statute doth give him power to make such leases, which may be
\q aZ^^^^

restrained by condition, and by his own agreement; for this (10 Rep 38^39,
power is not incident to the estate, but given to him collaterally 1 Roll. Abr.

by the act, according to that rule of law, quilibet potest renunciare 4»8.)

jitri pro se introdudo,

*' When he maketh such alienation and discontinuance of the

entail,'' And therefore if a gift in tail be made upon condition,

that the donee, iSiC. shall not alien, this condition is good to some
, §1^ Artl?^'

intents, and void to some ; for, as to all thoso alienations which Mildmaic'h case-

amount to any discontinuance of the state tail (as Littleton here (1 Rep. 84,

speaketh ;) or is against the statute of Westminster 2, the condi- 1 l^oH- Abr.

tion is good without question. But as to a common recoverie the ^^^-^

condition is voyd, because this is no discontinuance,

[06)4,~1 but abar, and this common &3" recovery is not restrained (1 Roll. Abr.
^

J by the said statute of ?r. 2. And therefore such a con- 4»2- 4»8.

*•
dition is repugnant to the estate tail; for it is to be »oRep.35.b.>

observed, that to this estate tail there be divers incidents. First,

to be dispunished of waste. Secondly, that the wife of the donee
in tail shall be endowed. Thirdly, that the husband of a feme 11 E. 3. 9.

donee after issue shall be tenant by the curtesie. Fourthly, that ^7 El. 343.

tenant in tail may suffer a common recoverie : and therefore
^>^''^'

if a man make a gift in tail, upon condition to restrain him of

any of these incidents, the condition is repugnant and void in law.

And it is to be observed, (*) that a collateral warranty (1) or a (•) 13 H. 7.

lineal 24. b.

at law or equity. The illusory nature of estates and trusts of this description

raises a powerful objection to them on the ground of policy ; nor are they,

perhaps, quite reconcileable to some of the fundamental principles of our law.

Serious consequences, it is presumed, would ensue their coming into general,

or even frequent, use.—[Note 1.32.]

(1) But this is altered by the 4 and 5 (B) Ann. c. 16, whereby all collateral

warranties by ancestors, who have no estate of inheritance in possession in the

lands warranted, are made void against their heirs. The restraints which at

different times have been laid on the free alienation of property, and the

methods used to set them aside, form one of the most interesting parts of the

history of every nation in which the feudal institutions have prevailed. So far

as the history of England is concerned in them, they have been discussed with

great accuracy by sir William Blackstone, vol. 2. chap. 7. and sir John Dal-

rymple, in the History of the Feudal Law, chap. 3, and 4. The introduction

of
(B) This act is sl^fUd 4 Ann. e. itS, in Rnffhead's eiitimi of the SuUulct at large.
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lineal with assets in respect of the recompence, is not restrained

by the statute of Donis conditionalibus, no more is the common
recovery in respectof the intended recompence. And Littleton,

to the intent to exclude the common recovery, smth, such alien-

ation and discontinuance, joyning them together.

If a man before the statute of Donis conditionalibus had made
n gift to a man and to the heirs of his body, upon condition, that

after issue he should not have power to sell, this condition should
have been repugnant and void (2). Pari ratione, after the sta-

tute a man makes a gift in tail, the law tacit(} gives him power
to suffer a common recovery ; therefore tq add a condition, that

he shall have no power to suffer a common recoverie, is repug-
nant and voyd.

If a man make a feoffment to a baron and feme in fee, upon
condition, that they shall not alien, to some intent this is good,

It) H. 7. 11. and to some intent it is void : for to restrain an alienation by feoff-

W K ^.'f H' ment, or alienation by deed, it is good, because such an alienation

h\ Sir Anthony IS tortious and voidable: but to restrain their alienation by fine

Mildemaye's is repugnant and void, because it is lawfull and unavoidable,
case, ubi supra. jt jg gaid, that if a man infeoffe an infant in fee, upon condi-

iR II Ibr -1 )
^^^"^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ alien, this is good to restrain alienations-

during his minoritie, but not after his full age.

Doctor & - It is likewise said, that a man by licence may give land to a
Student, 124. bishop and his successors, or to an abbot and his successors, and

add a condition to it, that they shall not without the consent of

their chapter or covent, alien, because it was intended a mort-

main,

of recoveries, and the circumstances which led the way to them, are accurately

stated and explained by Mr. Cruise, in his most excellent Essay on the Law of

Recoveries. The restraints on the alienation of property are much greater in

Scotland than they are in England. There, if a tailzie is guarded imth irritant

and resolutive clauses, the estate intailed cannot be carried off by the debt or

deed ofany of the heirs succeeding to it, in prejudice of the substitutes. This

degree of tailzie differs from that of a tailzie with prohihitorij clauses. The pro-

prietor of an estate of this nature cannot convey it gratuitously, but he may
dispose of it for onerous causes, and it may be attached by his creditors

; yet

the substitutes, as creditors by virtue of the prohibitory clause, may by a pro-

cess, called in the law of Scotland an Inhibition, secure themselves against

future debts or contracts. A third degree of tailzie used in Scotland is called

a simple Distination. This amounts to no more than a designation who is to

succeed to the estate, in case the temporary proprietors of it make no dispo-

sition of it ; for it is defeasible, and attachable by creditors. See Ersk. Inst.

238.360.—[Note 133.]

(2) Britton, in his chapter on Conditional Purchases, observes, that " if any
*< purchase to him and his wife, and to the heirs of them lawfully begotten,
" the donees have presently but an estate offreehold for the term of their

<* \\yQ?>,2ivAthefee accrueth to their issue, if they had not issue before ; and if

'* they had no issue, then the fee remains in the person of the donor until they

<* haie issue, and the purchase returns to the donor, if the purchaser has no
" offspring, or if they have issue and that issue fails." But lord Coke in his

2d Inst. 333. observes, that Britton takes the condition to be precedent, but

that the donees had, at the common law, a fee simple conditional immediately

by the gift. As a proof of this, he mentions, that if a gift was made to a man
and the heirs ofhis body, and before issue, he had before the stat. de donis made

a feoffment in fee, the donor could not enter for the forfeiture, but that th*

feoffment would have barred the issue had afterwards.—[Note 134.]
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main, that is, that It should for ever continue in that see or
house, ibr that they had it en outer droit, for religious and good
uses.

** The statute of W. Hereby it nppeareth, that loll. 7. »j.

whatsoever is prohibited by i!»c intent of any act of parliament, i^"<^'- ^ Stud,

may be prohibited by condition, as hath been said. '''• •3ll-7-«3-

Sect. .36;3.

If^O R it is proved by the icords comprised in the same statute, that

the will of the donor .^/ such rases shall be observed^ and when the

tenant in tail makcth such discontinuance (Car il est prove per les parola

comprises en mesme Testatute,* que la volunt del donor en tiels cases

serroit observe, et quant le tenant en le taile fiiitf tiel discontinuance)^

he doth contranf to that, S^c. And also in estates in tail of any tene-

mentSy when the reversion of the fee simple, % or the remainder of the fee
simple is in other persons^ when such discontinuance is made, then the fee
simple^ in the remainder is discontinued. And because (Et pur § ceo que)
tenant in tail shall do no such thing against the proft ^f of his issues, and
good right, such condition is good, as is aforesaid, 4. S^c.

* * Lf/^f^^^ i^^ rexersion or remainder infee is in other persons." (Post. 298. 333.

Put the case that a man make a gift in tail to A. the re- 338)

mainder to him and to his heires, upon condition that he shall not ^* i '

alien ; as to the state tail the condition is good, for such aliena- Cro. Elizl 360.)
tion is prohibited, as hath been said, by the said statute. But as 1 1 H. 7. 6.

to the fee simple, some say it is repugnant and voyd, for the rea- 13 H. 7. 23, 04.

Bon that Littleton hath yielded; and therefore some are of "^^^u-'.^.^Tyj

opinion, that this is a good condition, and shall defeat the aliena-
J^., J,"

^
"*

tion for the estate tail only, and leave the fee simple in the

alienee, ibr tliat the condition did in law extend only to the

state taile, and not to the remainder.

r2247i ^''Against the l^ profi of his issues." Hereby it

I b J
nppeareth, that to restrain tenant in tail from aliena-

tion against the profit of his issues, is good, for that

agreeth with the will of the donor, and the intent of the statute *. • 46 E. 3. 4.

But a gift in tail maybe made upon condition, that tenant in (1 RoH-Abr.

tail, &c . may alien for the profit of his issues, and that hath been "** '^

liolden to be good, and not restrained by the said statute, and
seemeth to agree with the reason of Littleton, because in that

case. Voluntas donatoris observetur, 8^c. and it must be for the

profit of the issues.

Sect.

* que fuit al entent de le fesance de || in the reversion or the fee simple,

mesme I'estatute, added in L. and M. added in L. and M. and Roh.
and Roh. § ceo—ouster in L. and AT. oTUt

t tiel—un, in L. and M. and Roh. Roh.
,J or the remainder ofthefee simple, IF ff his issues, not in L. and M. or

not in L. and M. or Rob. Roh.
^c. not in L.and M. or Rofi.
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Sect. 364.

/1LS0 a man rnai/ give lands in tail upon such condition, that if the
"^^ tenant in tail or his heirs alien in fee or in tail, or for term of
finother man's life, S)C. and also that if all the issue comming of the tenant

in tail he dead loithout issue, that then it shall be lawfull for the donor

mid for his heirs to enter, Sfc. And by this way the right of the tail

(le droit
II

de le taile) may be saved after discontinuance (apres^ discon-

tinuance), to the issue in tail, if there be any (si ascun4. y soit); so as

by way of entry of the donor or of his heirs, the tail shall ?iot he de-

feated by such condition: 4- Quaere hoc. And yet if the tenant in tail

in this case, or his heirs, Tnake any discontinuance, he in the reversion or

his heirs, after that the tail is determined for default of issue, S^c. may
enter into the land by force of the same condiliou, and shall not be com-

pelled (et ne serrout my§ cohert) to sue a vmt of formedon in the

reverter,

21 H. 7. 1 1. <' ALIEN, Sic. and also if all the issue be dead, S^c'' Note,
(i Rep. 16. 84.) Littleton purposelymade parcell ofthe condition in the co-

pulative, that the tenant in tail should alien, &c. For if a gift in

tail be made to a man and to the heirs of his body, and if he die

without heirs of his body, that then the donor and his heirs shall
(Dyer, 343. b.) re-enter, this is a voyd condition ; for when the issues fail, the

estate determineth by the expresse limitation, and consequently
the adding of the condition to defeat that which is determined
by the limitation of the estate, is void (1), and in that case the

wife ofthe donee shall be endowed, &c. And therefore Littleton

to make the condition good, added an alienation, which amounted
to a wrong, and he restrained not the alienation only, (for then
presently upon the alienation the donor, &c. might re-

enter, and defeat the estate tail) v^- but added, and r22571
die without issue, to the end that the right of the estate

I «
'

J
in tail might be preserved, and not defeated by the

condition, but might be recovered again by the issue in tail in

a.formedon,
(Mo. 39.) And Littleton expressly saith, that the donor and his heirs

after the discontinuance, and after that the estate tail is deter-

mined, may re-enter, which is the intention and true meaning of
Littleton in this place. And where it is said in this section

(qucere

II
de—enf» L. and M. and Roh. -h Quaere hoc, not in L. and M, or

IT tiel added in L. and M. and Roh. Roh.
4- issue added in L. and M, and § cohert— arte in L. and M. and

Roh. Roh.

(1) See Boraston's case, 3 Rep. ig. Webb v. Hearing, Cro. Ja. 416.
King V. Rumball, Cro. Ja. 448. Chadock v. Cowley, ibid. (595. Fortescue v.

Abbott, Poll. 479. and Sir Thomas Jones, 79; and Goodtitle v. Whitby,
1 Burr. 228. See also 1 P. W. 170;—and Mr. Fearne's Essay on Contin-

gent Remainders, p. 241, 6th ed.
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''quare hoc), ibis is aiUled by some tbat understood not tbis

case, and is not in the orij^inall.

Note, that in a condition consisting of divers parts in the con-
^^{''"^^J;

junctivo, as here in the case of Littleton, both parts must be "<'P«.'i. i')

performed, according to tlie old rule, [a] Si i^lurea cnnHitioncs [«] liracUib. i.

ascriptcefucrunt donniiouiconjnnctim, omnibus est parcndum, ft ad
'^;^^

'J^^^

^ule

^
veritatem coptihtivc requirilnr quhd utrnqtic pars sit i era. But

wimheshe'jciw!

inOtherwise it is when the condition is in the disjunctive (i), for the & f„|. 107

same author in that case saith, Si diiisitUy cuilihet relahcri coriim Fiilinerhton's

satis est ohtnupcrarr. Et in disjunctivis sufficit alteram partem ^a'^- B'Hci(;n,

esse vernvi. What then if the condition or limitation be both in "^' j^"^'^"]^ ,,^

the conjunctive and disjunctive: As if a man make a lease to SoitNvas'ad-

the husband and wife, for the term of one and twenty years, judged in Com

answer is, that it shall continue, for the disjunctive referreth to ,„only called

the whole, and disjoyneth not only the latter part, as to the Trupennie's

child, but also to the baron and feme, so as the sense is, if the case,

baron, fem, or any child shall so long live. ^^ ^^' *'^"^

[b] And so it is if an use be limited to certain persons, untill [b] Hil.ssEliz.

A. shall come from beyond sea, and attain unto his full age, or en trespassepcr

dye, if he doth come from beyond sea or attain to his full age,
Mordfnrvers.

the use doth cease. GcorgeVaux,

>o adjudged in the King's Bench.

Sect. 365.

jj LSO a man cannot plead in any actiojiy that an estate was made in

fee, or in fee taj/l, or for term of life, upon condition^ if he doth

not vouch a record of this, or shew a writing under seal, proving the

same condition (home ne poit pleder en ascun action, que estate fuit fait

en fee, ou en fee taile, ou pur terme de vie, sur condition, f s'il ne
voucha un record de ceo, ou monstra un escript south seale, provant
mesrae la condition). For it is a common learning, that a man by plea

shall not defeat any estate offreeliold byforce of any such condition,

unless he sheweth the proof oj the condition in writing, &^c. unless it be

in some special cases, S^x. But of chattels real, as of a lease for years,

or of grants of wards made by gardians in chivalrie, and such like, S)C. a
man may plead that such leases or grants were made upon condition, <^c.

without shewing any writing of the condition. So in the same manner
a man may do of gifts and grants of chattels personals, and of contracts

personals, S^c.

"/AT

f que added in L. and M. and Rah.

(1) If the condition of the obligation be in the disjunctive, and give the
obligor liberty to do one thing or another, at his election, and one of the thing.s

becomes impossible, the obligation in some cases will be saved. See the dis-

tinctions taken in Eaton & Monox v. Laughter, Cro. Eliz. 398. Baker i,

Morecomb, ibid. 864. Basket x. Basket, 2 Mod. 200.—Ant. 145.— [Note 135.]
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39 E. 3. 22. <i

J}^ any action'' Be the action real, personal, or mixt, if

4 E. 4- 35- a- a condition be pleaded to defeat a freehold, it is regularly
9 . 4. 25.

. true, that a deed must be shewed forth [a] in court (%). And
6 H.V- 8. b. ^^^^ reason why the deed shall be shewed forth to the court is,

1

1

H. 7. 22. b. for that to every deed there be two things requisite : the one,

7 H. 6. 7. that it be sufficient in law, and this is called the legall part, and

^8 ? ^' ^^' ^^'
therefore the judgment of that belongeth to the judges of the

(1 Sid. fo.) ^^"^ • ^^^^ other concernes matter of fact, as sealing and delivery,

[o] Lib. 10. fol. and this belongs to the jurors. And because every deed ought
Qi, Doctor to approve itself, and be proved by others too ; it must approve
Layfield's case, jtself upon the shewing of it forth in court in two manners.

25 E. 3. 41. 41 E. 3. 10. ace. (Ant. 6. a.) (10 Rep. 92.)

First, as to the composition of the words, that it be sufficient

in law, and that the court shall adjudge,

(ii Rep. 26. b. '^^^ Secondly, of ancient time if the deed appeared F^SoT!
Dyer, 261. b. to be rased or interlined in places materiail, the judges

I ^ JiKoll. Abr. 208. adjudged upon their view, the deed to be voyd (1).

Dwjt. pla.'^^o.)
^^^ ^^ latter time the judges have left that to the jurors to try

(Post. 227. whether the rasing or interlining were before the deliverie.

2 Cro. 217.) And there is a difference between a rent, and a re-entry ; for

(45 E. 3. 2i.a. upon a gift in tail, or a lease for life, a rent may be resei*ved

qq8^ a s 214 ) without deed, but a condition with a re-entrie cannot be

Lib. 5. fol. 52, reserved in those cases without deed.
CQ Off* PflCC s

caae.
' '* Writing under seal." Which Littleton intendeth to be a

6 Rep. 2. cap. 4. deed under seal.

<5 I^ep. 74. 76. And well said Littleton, a deed under seal. For though the
10 Rep. 92.) deed be inrolled, yet he cannot plead the inrolment thereof,

though it be of record. And though it be exemplified under

f6] Vide32H.8. the great seal, [h] yet must he shew forth the deed itself under
in Patterns Br. seal, as Littleton here saith, and not the exemplification (2) f .

12 H. 7. 12. b. And so when Littleton wrote, no constat, or inspeximns, of the

king's letters patents were availeable to be shewed forth in court,

(a Inst. 672. but the letters patents themselves under seal. For both the

5 Rep. 52, 53.) constat and inspeximus are but exemplifications of the inrol-

ment of the charters, or letters patents : and this appeareth by
fc] 3 & 4 E. 6. the resolution of two severall [c] parliaments, one holden in

cap. 4 and the third and fourth year of king Edward the sixth, and the
13 Ehz. cap. 6. Q^Yiev in the thirteenth year of queen Elizabeth. But now by

those statutes the exemplification or constat under the great seal

of the inrolment of any letters patents made since the fourth day
ofFebruary anno 27 H. 8, or after to be made, shall be sufficient

to be pleaded and shewed forth in court, as well against the king,

as any other person by the patentees themselves (whereof there

was

(2) See Bulst. 259. 160. 6 Mod. 237. 2 Salk. 498.

(1) ^Tis to be presumed, that an interlining, if the contrary is not proved,

was made at the time of making the deed. 1 Keb. 21. Note to the nth
edition. On the rasure, or interlining of deeds, breaking or defacing the seals

of deeds, and cancelling deeds, see 1 Wood's Conv. 808, 809. Com. Dig.

Faits, T. 1, 2 ; and Vin. Abr. Faits, T. U. U. 2. X. X. 2. It is to be observed,

that the cancelling of a deed does not divest the estate from the persons in

whom it is vested by the deed. 1 Rep. in Cha. 100. and Gilb. Rep. 236.—
[Note 136.]

(2)f On giving deeds of bargain and sale in evidence, see Bull. Ni. Fri. 255,

10 Ann. c. 18, and 8 G. 2. p. 0, s, 21.
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was some doubt [d] conceived upon the fiaid Htfttute of /v. (>.) and [^1 pycr,

by all and every otiier person and persons clayming by, from, or ' ^•''** ^**7«

under tliein. Which statutes are general and boneticiall, and (Hard. ii8.)

especially the act of 13 A7/:. for that extends not only to lands,

tenements, and hereditaments, but to every other thing whatso- ^a SW. 145.)

ever, and ought to be favourably construed for advancement of U Mod. 117.)

the reniedie and right of the subject (3).

The difference between a constat^ inspexmus, and a vidtjnusy

vou niay read [c] at large in Pagc^ case. But none of them by [<•] Lib. B. fol. ft.

law ought to be had, but only of the inrolment of record, and in the Prince'*

not of a deed or any other writing that is not of record, and ^f®-
,
^'^^

no deed, <S:c. can be inrolled, unless it be duly and lawfully
ubfauiua*^

acknowledged.

" Unless it he in some special cases, S^-c.'' Hereby is implyed, 33 K. 3. Card,

that if a gardian in chivalrie in the right of the heir entreth for '|»2- ^o ^^- 3-

a condition broken, he shall plead the state upon condition .^"j^' P*"®'* ^^

without shewing of any deed, because his interest is created by
'tit. Monstrans

the law. And so it is
[ /] of a tenant by statute merchant or dcs faits, 118.

staple, or tenant by elegii. [f] 20 II. 7. 5.

Likewise tenant in dower shall plead a condition, &c. without (-^
Rep- 75-O

shewing of the deed. And the reason of these and the like cases, S^^^ [°^p '_

is, for that the law doth create these estates, and they come not 94.)

in by him that entred for the condition broken, so as they might 35 H. 6. tit.

provide for the shewing of the deed, but they come to the land ^lonstrans dea

by authoritie of law, and therefore the law will allow them to ^ jj^^g^*' '

plead the condition without shewing of it. L j^
-*

g

[22671 [.f*] ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ by escheat, albeit his estate 3 H. 6. 21.

^ J be created by law, shall not plead a condition to defeat 33 H. 6. i

.

a freehold without shewing of it, because the deed JiS u
f>

doth belong unto him.
,, , , ... , VbiLvL'

A tenant by the curtesie shall not [^J plead a condition made
j-^] 35 h. 6.

by his wife, and a re-entry for the condition broken without ubi supra.

shewing the deed; for albeit his estate be created by law, yet the

law presumeth that he had the possession of the deeds and
evidences belonging to his wife.

[A] But lessees for years, and all others that claim by any [K] 14 H. 8. 8.

conveyance from the party, or justifie as servant by command- Pi. Cora. 149.

ment, kc. must shew the deed.
^ . .

^'° Rep-92.93.)

[i] R. brought an ejectione Jlrmce against E. for ejecting him [i] 44 E. 3. 21.

out of the manner of D. which he held for term ofyears of the

demise of C.

—

E. the defendant pleaded that B. gave the said

manner to P. and Katherinc his wife in tail, who had issue E, (6 Rep. 38.)

the defendant, and after the donees infeoffed C of the manner,
upon condition that he should demise the manner for years to R,

the plaintiff, the remainder to the husband and to the wife, &c,
C. did demise the land to 71. the plaintiff for years, but kept

the reversion to himself, wherefore Katherine auer the decease (Cro.Car.442.)

of her husband entred upon the plaintiff, &:c. for the condition ^^ ^^^^ ^^'*

broken, and died ; after whose decease the land descended to E. ^gg^^^I' r^d
the issue in tail, &c. now defendant, judgment upon action, Uglitred's ca«e.

exception was taken against this plea, because E. the defendant
maintained his entry by force of a condition broken, and shewed
forth no deed, and the plea was ruled to be good, because the

thing

(3) See also 27 Eliz. 9. and Bull. Ni. Pri. 226.
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1 1 Ed. 3. tit.

Monstrans des

Fails, 175.

45 E. 3. 8.

(Cro. Car. 37a.)

45T'-3-8.b.

Finch.

10 H. 4. g. b.

43 E. 3. Vide
10 E. 3. 41.

Slinile ill dower.

12E. 1. Feoff-

ments & Faits,

114. F.N.B.
105. b. 1311.5.

Monstrans des

Faits, 165.

4 E. 4. 35, &c.

11 H. 7. 22. b.

6 H. 7. 8.

Q E. 4. 25, 26.

Of Estates L.3. C.5. Sect. 366.

thing was executed, and therefore he need not shew forth the

deed. Nota^ the defendant being issue in tail was remitted to

the estate tail(i).

In a prcecipe quod reddat against S. who pleaded that R, was
seised, and infeofted him in mortgage upon condition of payment
of certain money at a day, and said that R. paid the money at

the day, and entred judgment of the writ : exception was taken

to this plea, for that he shewed forth no deed of the condition,

and it was ruled that he need not shew forth the deed for two

causes. 1 . That he ought not to shew any deed to the demand-
ant, because the demandant is a stranger. 2. It might be when
R. paid the money, and the condition performed, that the deed
was rebailed to R. and thereupon the plea was adjudged good,

and the writ abated.

If land be mortgaged upon condition, and the mortgagee let-

teth the lands for years, reserving a rent, the condition is per-

formed, the mortgagor re-enters, in an action of debt brought
for the rent the lessee shall plead the condition and the re-

entry without shewing forth any deed.

In an assise the tenant pleads a feoffment of the ancestor of

the plaintiff unto him, &c. the plaintiff saith that the feoffment

was upon condition, &c. and that the condition was broken, and
pleads a re-entry, and that the tenant entred and took away
the chest in which the deed was, and yet detaineth the same, the

plaintiff shall not in this case be enforced to shew the deed.

If a woman give lands to a man and his heirs by deed or

without generally, she may in pleading aver the same to be
causd matrimonii prcelocidi, albeit she hath nothing in writing

to prove the same, the reason whereof see Sect. 330.

^^ But of chattels real, as of a lease Jbr yearSy SfC*' This is

apparent.

i4H.8.22.b. (Doc. Pla. 51.) (See Plo. 23. a.) (1 Roll. Abr. 413.)

Sect. 366.

/I IjS O albeit a man cannot in any action plead a condition which

toucheth, <3f concernes a fr^eehold, without shewing writing of this, as

is aforesaid, yet a man may he aided upon such a coridition by the verdict

of 12 men taken at large in an assise of novel disseisin, or in any other

action where the justices will take the verdict of 12 jurors at large (I'ou

les justices voilent prender"^ le verdict de xii. jurors a large). As put
the case, a man seised of certain land in fee letteth the same land 'to

another for term of life without deed, upon condition to render to the

lessor a certain rent, andfor default of payment a re-entriey S^c. by force

whereof the lessee is seised as of freehold, and after the rent is behind, by

which

* le—per in L. and M. and Rah.

(1) This is the reason of this case, for nolo he claims above the condition^

and therefore need not shetv the deed. Infra, 227. b. Lord Nott. MSS.

—

[Note 137.]
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which the lessor cntereth into the land, and after tlie lessee arraine an
assise of novel disseisin of the land against the /cswr, t/;//o pleads that he

did no wrong nor disseisin, and upon this the assise is taken ; in this case

tlie recognitors of the assise may say and render to the justices their verdict

at large upon the whole matter, as to sai/, that the defendant ivas seised of
the land in his demesne as offee, and so seised, let the same land to the

plaintife for terme of his hfe, rendring to the lessor such a i/careli/ rent

payable at such a feast, S^c. upon such condition, that if the rent were

hehinde at an if suchfeast at which it ou^ht to bee paid (que si le rent fuit

aderere a ascun tiel feast f a que doit estre paie), then it should bee

lawfull for the lessor to enter, S^'c. byforce of which lease the plaintife was

seised in his demesne as of freehold, and that afterwards the rent was

behinde at such afeast, S)'c. (et que puis apres le rent fuit aderere a tiel

feast, J &c.) by which the lessor cnired into the land upon the possession of
the lessee, and prayed the discretion of the justices, if this bee a disseisin

done to the plaintife or not ; then for that it appeareth to the justices

( II
donque per ceo que appiert a les justices), that this was no disseisin

to the plaintife, insomuch as the entrie of the lessor ivas congeable on him,

the justices ought to give judgement that the plaintife shall 7Wt take any
thing by his writ of assise. And so in such case the lessor shall bee aided,

and yet no writing was ever made of the condition. For as well as the

jurors may have conusance of the lease, they also as well may have conu-

sance of the condition which was declared and rehearsed upon the lease

(Car cibien que les jurors poient aver conusance de le § lease, auxy
bien ils poient aver conusance de le condition que fuit declare &
rehearse sur le leas.)

" T/'ERDICTofll men (2)." Veredictum quasi dictum veri- (Post. 253. b.

tatis, as judicium est quasi juris dictum. Et sicut ad qves- ^^}'a\
,' • • ^ 1 ,• A 1 • J' • 1 X- Lib. 8. fo, 155.
tionemjuriSf nan respondentjuratores sedjudtces: sicadqucestionem

ljj^ ^^
^T*

facti nan respondentjudices sedjuratores. For jurors are to try Lib. n. fo. 10.

the fact, and the judges ought to judge according to (PI0.93. 2 Inst.

9.0fr\ the law that riseth upon the fact, for ^3^ ex facto jus 425- 2 Rol'-

T I oritur
Abr.693,e94-

b. J ^'^""'^-
698, 699. 700.

711.717. 725. Hob. 117. 4 Rep. 65. b. Cro. EI. 699. 1 Sid. 27. 191. 194- 203.

9 Rpp. 67. b.)

1:

" Taken at large." There be two kindes of verdicts ; viz. one (9 "Rep. 12, 13.)

general), and another at large or especiall. As in an assise of

novel disseisin, brought by A. against B. the plaintife makes his

plaint, Quhd B. disseisivit eum de 20 acris tcrrce cum pertinentiis ;

the tenant pleades. Quod ipse nullam injuriam sen disseisinam

prafato A. indefecit, 8fc. The recognitors of the assise doe finde,

Quod pradict. A. injust^ ^ sine judicio disseisivit prccdict. B.
depradict. 20 acris terrce cum pertinent', S^c. This is a generall

verdict.

t a not in L, and M. or Roh. § lease, auxy bien ils poient aver

t An added in L. and M. and Roh. conusance de le, not in L. and M. or

il Et added in L. and M. and Roh. Roh.

(2) See Bacon's Abr. vol. 5. 281. Vin. vol. 21. 373. Com. Dig. Abate-

ment, (I. 34.) Amendment, (P.) Appeals, (G. 14.) Estoppel, (E. 10.)

Evidence, (A. 5.) Pleader, (C. 87. E. 38. R. 13. S. 1.) Prerogative, (D. 7^.)

Vol. II. Q
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(Plo.gs.a.)

(Post. 227,228.)

n]Trin.33E. 1.

Coram Rege
Nott.inThesaur-

verdict. Tlie like law it is if they finde it negatively. And
Littleton here putteth a case of a verdict at large, or a speciall

verdict ; and it is therefore called a speciall verdict, or a verdict

at large, because they finde the speciall matter at large, and
leave the judgement of law thereupon to the court, of which

kinde of verdict it is said, [Z] Omnis concliisio boniS^ verijudicii

sequitur ex bonis S^ veris prcBinissis et dictisjuratorum.

And though Littleton here puts his case of a verdict at large

upon a generall issue (which in the case he putts, it was necessary

for the tenant to pleade) yet when issue is joyned upon some
Speciall point, the jury, as shall be said hereafter in this section,

may finde the speciall matter if it be doubtfull in law, for as

much doubt may arise upon one point upon the speciall issue as

upon the generall issue. And as a speciall verdict may
be found in Common ts^ Pleas, so may it also bee \'^^1~\
found in Pleas of the Crowne, or criminal causes that

I ^ J
concerne life or member.

43 Ass. 31.

Staunf. PL Cor

164, 165.

3 E. 3. Coron.

284. 286, 287.

44 E. 3. 44- 41E.0. Coron. 451. (Cro. Eiiz. 474 lb. 47 1 . 1 1 3, 114. 653. 6 Rep. 46. b.)

40 E. 3. 15. A verdict finding matter incertainely or ambiguously is

20 E. 3. Amend- insufficient, and no judgement shall be given thereupon ; as if an

executor ^\e?iiX pleinment admiyiistre^ and issue is joyned there-

upon, and the jury finde that the defendant have goods within

his hands to be administred, but finde not to what value, this is

incertaine, and therefore insufficient.

A verdict that finds part of tlie issue, and finding nothing for

the residue, this is insufficient for the whole, because they have

not tried the whole issue wherewith they are charged. As if an

information of intrusion bee brought against one for intruding

into a mesuage, and 100 acres of land, upon the generall issue

the jury finde against the defendant for the land, but saith no-

thing for the house, this is insufficient for the whole, and so was

it twice adjudged, [m] But if the jury give a verdict of the

whole issue, and ofmore, &c. that which is more is surplusage, and

shall not [a] stay judgement ; for Utile "per inutile non vitiatur,

but necessary incidents required by law the jury may finde.

Post. 303. a. b. .

ment, 57
18 E. 3. 49. in

Cessavit.

30 E. 3. 23.

7 H. 4- 39-

(8 Rep. 65.)

17 E. 3. 47-

18E. 3. 48.

22 E. 3. 1.

18 J.. 3. 56.

15 E. 3.

Judgement, 58.

2 H. 5. 3.

7 H. 6. 5.

7 E. 4.24.
28 IL 6. 10.

(Cro. Jac. 31.

2 Roll. Abr.

722. 10 Rep.
1 19. Hob. 64. 6 Rep. 47. 2 Roll. Abr. 702. 706. Dver, 346. b. 300. b.

Doctr. Pla. 288, 2JB9. Hob. 54. Cro. El. 1 74. 2 Roll. Abr. 708. Hob. 1 8. 9 Rep.
67. b. 112. 4 Rep. 65. Ante, 114. b. Cro. El. 110. 10 Rep. 97. b.) [m] Hil.

25 Eliz. in a writ of error betweene Brace and tbe Queene, in the Exchequer chamber,
Mich. 28 & 2|j Eliz. inter Gomersal &. Goraersal in account in the King's bench,

[a] 32 E. 3. Cessavit, 25. Vide Sect. 484, 485. (Post. 282.) Vide Sect. 58. 13 E. 3.

iiarr. 26. 15 Ij). 3. Ass. 322. 17 E. 3. 6, 18 Ass. 2. 35 Ass. 8.

If the matter and substance of the issue bee fiaund, it is

sufficient, as Littleton himselfe sayeth hereafter.

Estoppells which bind the interest of the land, as the taking

of a lease of a man's owne land by deed mdented, and the like,

being specially found by the jurie, the court ought to judge
according to the speciall matter ; for albeit estoppels regularly

must be pleaded and relied upon by an apt conclusion, and the

jury is sworne ad leritatem dicendam, yet when they finde rm-
tateinfactiy they pursue well their oath, and the court ought to

adjudge according to law. [Z>] So may the jurie find a warrantie

being given in evidence, though it be not pleaded, because it

bindeth the right, unlesse it be in a writ of right, when the mise

is joyned upon the meere right.

& ibid. Piedol's case. Hil. 31 Eliz. betweene Sutton and Dicons in the Common Place,
the case of the lease for yeares by deed indented. 34 E. 3. Droit, 29. (Post. 352.
A»t.47,b. Doc. PJa. 164. Post. 283. Cro. El. 141.) After

[6] 1 n. 4. 6. b.

27 H. 8. 22. b.

Pi. Com. 515.
Lib. 4. fol. 53.
Bawlins' case.
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[22771 W *^ After the verdict recorded the jury cannot H 7 R. «.

b J ^^""y ^'*®'" '^' ^^"^ before it be recorded they may vary ^;0«"0"<*» 'oB-

from the first offer of their verdict, and that verdict
Jna',;'^,'^^,,? *aT'

which is recorded shall stand: also they may vary from a privy
1 1 u. 4. a'

verdict. 20 Ass. la.

An issue found by verdict shall alwayes be intended true >6As». 16.

luuiil it be reversed by attaint, and thereupon upon the attaint ^* /^"- ^3-

no supersedeas is grantable by law.
ras(lKi4*lf.8.

If the jurie after their evidence given unto them at the barrc, of the Report of

doe at their owne charges eat or drinke cither before or after Justice Spilmaii

they be agreed on their verdict, it is finable, but it shall not j" '^^ King's

avoid the verdict : but if before they be agreed on their verdict,
j
j^'j^

'.

they eate or drinke at the charge of the plaintife, if the ver- 35 i{] q[

diet be given for him, it shall avoid the verdict: but if it be Kxamin. 17.

given for the defendant, it shall not avoid it, Sf sic e converso. 29 H.8.37. Dier.

[d] But if after they be agreed on their verdict they eat or ('
Jl^'"^'

*^5)

drinke at the charge of him for whom they do passe, it shall not ^Q^ r En^'218
avoid the verdict. 14 H. 7. 1.

20 H. 7. 3. [d] Pascli. 6 E. 6. in the Common Place.

[e] If the plaintife after evidence given, and the jury departed W 1 1 H. 4. 16,

from the barre, or any for him, do deliver any letter from the i~- ^?}^'^'

plaintife to any of the jury concerning the matter in issue, or any
\"ij°e j)jj^"

'

evidence, or any cscrowle touching the matter in issue, whicii t,bi supra.

was not given in evidence, it shall avoid the verdict, if it be found (2 Roll. Abr.

for the plaintife, but not if it be found for the defendant, 8f sic c 713- 6 '4.

COfiverso. But if the jury carry away any writing unsealed, which J, ;
•1 •

"^ ^ "lu- 1, 11 i.
•

1 *i • Cro. Jac. 121.
was given m evidence m open court, this shall not avoid their gjj 225.)
verdict, albeit they should not have carryed it with them. Pasch. 6 E. 6.

By the law of England a jury, after their evidence given upon "'oi supra.

the issue, ought to be kept together in some convenient place,
^'^jf„"^^?'

without meat or drinke, fire or candle, which some bookes "j.*^^!- J^Q\

[/] call an imprisonment, and without speech with any, unlesse r/Vo, k \ 7c
It be the bailife, and with him onely if they be agreed. After \\cw. Jac.

they be agreed they may in causes between party and party give 141. 6 1 6.)

a verdict, and if the court be risen, give a privy verdict before

any ofthe judges ofthe court, and then they may eat and drinke,

and the next morning in open court they may either affirme or

alter their privy verdict, and that which is given in court shall

stand. But in criminall cases of life or member, the jury can

give no privy verdict, but they must give it openly in court.

And hereby appeareth another division of verdicts, viz. a pub-
lique verdict openly given in court, and a privy verdict given

out of the court before any of the judges, as is aforesaid.

A jury sworne and charged in case of life or member, cannot 21 E. 3. 18.

be discharged by the court or any other, but they ought to give ('^"^' '39- 1»-

a verdict. And the king cannot be non-suit, for he is in judge- ^ '''
'-^'^

ment of law ever present in court : but a common person may
be nonsuit.

" In an assise of novel disseisiuf or in any other action, S)'C*' W. 2. cap. 30.

Here it is to bee observed, that a speciall verdict, or at large, 7 H. 4. 1 1

.

may be given in any action, and upon any issue, be the issue „ jj* 1"
J?'

penerall or speciall : and albeit there be some contrary opinions ^^ h, g. tit.

m our bookes, yet the law is now settled in this point. Verdit. Br. 85.

1 1 Eliz. Dicr, 283, 284. 3 E. 3. Itinere North. 284. 286. 43 Ass. 31. 26 H. 8. 5.

44 K. 3. 44. F. tit. Coion . 94. 44 Ass. 17. 45 E. 3. 20. PI. Com. 92. 9 H. 7. 3-

Vide lib. 9. 12, 13, Dowmau's <"" \<\-\ st-e there many other authorities. 31 A»».

pi. SI. loH. 4. 9.

Q a ''By
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" By 'wJiich the lessor entereth" Here it appeareth that the

condition is executed by re-entry, and yet the lessor after his

re-entry shall not, by the opinion of Littleton, plead the condition

without shewing the deed, because he was party and privy to the

condition, for the parties must shew forth the deed, unlesse it

be by the act and wrong of his adversary, as hath beene said

;

[in] but an estranger which is not privie to the condition, nor
claimeth under the same, as in the cases abovesaid appeareth,

shall not after the condition is executed in pleading be inforced

to shew forth the deed: and by this diversitie all the bookes and
authorities in law which seeme to be at variance are reconciled.

See also for this matter the section next following.

[rn"] See more
before in this

chapter, sect.

365. (Sid. 369.

6 Kep. 33-;

10 Ass. p. 9.

21 Ass. 28.

17 Ass. 20.

31 Ass. 21.

23 Ass. 2.

39 E. 3. 28.

44 E. 3. 22.

11 11.7.22.

" The recognitors of the assise may say, S^c" Here it ap-

peareth that the jurors may finde the fact, albeit the deed be not

shewed in evidence, and the rather for that the condition upon
the livery (as hath beene said) is good, albeit there be no deed
at all.

10II.4.9. 7H. 5-5 9E.4. 26. 18E. 4. 12. 15E. 4. 16, 17.

(Ant. 225. Cro. Jac. 336.)

\
*' And prayed the discretion of the justices." That is to say,

I they (having declared the speciall matter) pray the discretion of

I

the justices ; which is as much to say, as, that they would dis-

cerne what the law adjudgeth thereupon, "^hether for the de-

mandant, or for the tenanj; for as by the authoritie oi' Littleton,

discretio est discernere per legem, quid sit justum, that is, to dis-

cerne by the right line of law, and not by the crooked cord of

private opinion, which the vulgar call discretion : Si d, jure dis-

cedas, vagus eris, Sf erunt omnia omnibus incerta : and therefore

commissions that authorise any to proceed, secundam sanas dis~

cretiones xestras, is as much to say, as, secundum legem S^ c^nsue-

tudinem AnglicB. ?
^ " ;

" For as ivcll as thejurors may have conusance, t^ c." Hereby"
it appeareth that they that have conusance of any thing, are

to have conusance also of all incidents and dependants there-

upon, for an incident is a thing necessarily depending upon
another.

1 E. 3. 17. in B3" If a deed be made and dated in a forraine king- F^SST]
'<Jrac^e's case, dome, of lands within England, yet if liverie and seisin

I „ J
be made, secundum formam cartce, the land shall passe,

for it passeth by tlie liverie.

Lib. 10. fo. 4.

case de Sewers.

r-

Sect.367.

TN the same manner it is of a feoffement in fee, or a,gift in taile, upon
-^ condition, although 710 writing were ever made of it*. And as it is

sai/d of a verdict at large in an assise, S^c. in the same manner it is of a
writ of' entriefounded upon a disseisin; and in all other actions where the

justices will take the verdict at large^ there ivhere such verdict at large is

made, the manner of the whole entiie is put in the issue (et en touts

auters

* 4 c. in L: and M. and Roh.
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autcrs actions ou Ics justices voylent prender le verdict a large, y f la

ou tiel verdict a large est fait, fa manner del entrie entice est mis en
Tissue), cSr.

A ND it Is to he oh.srrvLtl, tlmt the court cannot refuse a
special! verdict, if it bee pertinent to the matter put in

issue. Sec tlie section next preceding.

** Verdict at larger It is called a verdict at large because ('g R^p. i3.>

itfindeth the matter at large, and leaves it to the judgement of ^f'' '•<^ Section

the court: or it is called a special verdict, because it findeth
!7oRc""'*"i%

the spcciall matter, &c. So as hereby it appeareth, that a Anic.a^ie!)"
verdict (iis hath becne said) is two fold, viz. a verdict at large,

or a speciail verdict, (which is all one) whereof Littleton here
speaketh ; and a generall verdict that is generally found accord-
ing to the issue, as if the issue be not guilty, to findc the partie

guiltie or not guiltie generally, Sf sic de ccctcris. There is also Soe the next

a verdict given in open court, and a privy verdict given out of preceding

court before any of the judges of the court, so called because »<'c'»on-

It ought to bee kept secret and privie from each of the parties,

before it be affirmed in court.

Sect. 368.

/j L S O i/i such case where the enquest niaij give their verdict at large

^

if they will take upon them the knowledge of the law upon the mattery

they may give their verdict generally j as is put in their charge-., as in the

case aforesaid they may well say, that the lessor did not disseise the lessee,

if they will, <^c.

ALTHOUGH the jurie if they will take upon them (as (8 Rep. 65.)

Littleton here saith) the knowledge of the law, may give a
generall verdict, yet it is dangerous for them so to doe, for if

they doe mistake the law, they runne into the danger of an
attaint ; therefore to find the speciail matter is the safest way (4 Rep. 53.)

where the case is doubtfull.

P!.^]
« Sect. 369.

jdljSO in the same case, if the case were such, that after that, that the

lessor had cntred for default of payment y S\c. that the lessee had
entered upon the lessory and him disseised, in this case if the lessor arraigne

an assise against the lesseCy the lessee may harre him of the assise; for hee

may pleade against him in hary how the lessor who is pi. made a lease to

the defen. for term of his life, saving the reversion to the pi. which i^ a
good plea in bar, insomuch as hee acknowledges the reversion to be to the

pi. * hi this case the plaintif hath no matter to ayd himselfe (le plaintife

n'ad 4. ascun matter de luy ayder), but the condition made upon the lease,

S)' this

t par la ou tiel verdict a large fait * And added in L. and M. and
la nature de matter mys en Tissue, Uoh.
L. rind M. and Rvh. 4 ascun not in L, and M. or Jtoh^

Q 3
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^ this he cannot plead, because he hath not any writing of this : and

inasmuch as he cannot answere the bar, he shal be barred. And so in this

case you may see that a man is disseised (en cest casa poyes veier que

home est % disseisie), <%• yet he shal not have assise. And yet if the lessee

be pi. and the lessor clef he shall bar the lessee by verdict of the assise, S^r,

But in this case ivhere the lessee is clef if he wil not plead the said plea in

bar, but plead nul tort, rml diss, then the lessor shall recover by assise,

causa qua supra.

<' VECAUSE he hath not any ivriting of this/' Hereby it

also appeareth, that albeit the condition was executed

by re-entrie, yet the lessor cannot plead it without shewing of

a deed. But of this matter sufficient hath beene said before in

the two next preceding sections.

iBT.. 4-10. <* Which is a good plea in bar*' In a case where there have
12 Ass. 38. beene some varietie of opinions in our books, Littleton here

^
6 H^6 Var Q

cleereth the doubt, and that upon a good ground. For hee him-

38 Ass. 26. 4. selfe reporteth in our bookes, that it was holden by all the justices

31 Ass. 26. of England, that a lease for life, the reversion to the plaintife,

39 Ass. 3. was a good barre in an assise, and also that a lease for yeares,

43 Ass. 18.
^Yie reversion to the plaintife, might be pleaded in an assise : and

18 E^3. Ass. 7^. ^^ ^^ ^ feoffment in fee with warrantie. And herein the diversitie

31 E. 3. ibid! 97! of pleading is to be observed ; for in the case here put by Little-

18 Ass. 22. ton of a lease for life, the tenant shall pleade it in barre;

4 Eliz.Dy.207. ^3^^. [^ a (>jjgg (jf a lease for fc^ yeares, or an estate of fS^P'!
(A^^'^'iofrt

t^^a^t by statute or elegit, the defendant shall not
[_ ^ J

plead in bar, as to say, assisa non, 8^c, but justifie by
force of the lease, &c. and conclude, S^ issint sans tort. And
if the tenant of the freehold be not named, he shall pleade Jitil

tenant de franhtenement nosme en le briefe : and in the case of

the feoffment with warranty he must relie upon the warrantie.

Sect. 370.

J^ NDfor that siich conditions are most commonlyput and specified in deeds

indented, someichat shall bee here said (to thee, my somie) ofan indenture (i),

and

I disseisie— seisie in L. and M. and Roh,

(1) In addition to what has been observed in note 4, to page 143. b. it may
be remarked, that all deeds were formerly called charters.—Before the

indenting of them came into use, when there were more parties than one

interested in them, there were as many parts of them taken as there were parties

interested, and one part was delivered to each of the parties : these multi-

plied parts were called Chartce pariclce, or paricolce. The Chartce pariclce, or

paricolce, were superseded, in a great measure, by the ChartcB partitcs. One
part of the ChartcB partitce was written on a piece of vellum or parchment,

beginning about the middle and continuing to the end of each side. This

prevailed as early as the times of the Saxons, as appears by the will of

^Ethelti^yrd: a nobleman of Kent, dated in 9585 by that of prince jEthelstan,

eldest
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and of a deed pol (2) cvuccrmng conditions. And it is to bee understood,

that if the indenture he bipartite, or tripartite or fjnadripartite, a/l the

parts of the indenture are hut one deed in law, and every part of tJw

indenture is of as greatforce and eject as all the parts together be (3).

**TN deeds indented." Those are called by severall names, as ViJc sect, 217.

scriptutn indentatuniy carta indcntntd, scriptura indcntata,

indentitray iitera indcHtalcv, An indenture is a writing con-

taining a conveyance, bargainc, contract, covenants, or agree-

ments bctweene two or more, and is indented in the top or

side answerable to another that likewise comprehcndeth the (Ante 143. b.)

self same matter, and is called an indenture, for that it is so

indented, and is called in Greeke cry/xy^afpor.

If a deed bcginncth, hcec indcntura, t^-c. and in troth the parch- Lib. 5. fo. 20.

mcnt or paper is not indented, this is no indenture, because words St'le's case,

cannot make it indented. But if the deed be actually indented, (2 I^o^-Abr. 22.

and
^J"»»-«7^)

eldest son of king Ethelred the 2d ; by a charter of archbishop Eadsi, made
about the year 1045 ; and by other Saxon documents preserved in the library

of Mr. Astle; in all which the parchments are cut in straight lines. Straight

lines continued to be generally used till the latter end of the reign of king
Henry III. Afterwards the cut through the parchment was made in a
waving or undulating line; and the practice of writing an intermediate
sentence, or drawing an intermediate figure, was generally disused, and the word
Cifro^raphum adopted. In process of time it became the practice to indent
this hne in small notches or angles. This practice began with the lawyers,

as early as the reign of king John ; but was not adopte<l by the ecclesiastics

till a much later period. This made the intermediate writing or drawing
unnecessary ; and it seems to have been abandoned about the reign of
Edward III. But the practice of indenting deeds in the intermediate line,

remained in use till the close of the 14th century; it then seems to have
declined

: yet the practice of cutting a waving or undulating line at the top
of the parchment, on which every deed that is not a deed poll is written, has
ever since continued. If the deed contains more than one skin of parchment,
only the first skin of parchment is indented. Foreign diplomatists contend,
that when the parchment on which a deed is written, is cut through the

intermediate word or figure in a straight line, it is properly called Chiro-
graphum ; that when it is cut through the intermediate word or figure in a
waving line, it is properly called Charta undulatoria ; and that it is then
only properly called Charta indenta, or indentura, when it is cut through the
intermediate word or figure in a waving line, and that waving line is indented
or notched in the manner I have mentioned. But with us, every deed, the
top of which is cut in the undulating or waving manner I have mentioned, is

called an indenture. See Mr. Madox's Preface to his Formulare, and the
Nouveau Traite de Diplomatique, vol. 1. 351.—[Note 138.]

(2) This was called charta de una. parte. Some deeds must be indented to

be valid for the purposes for which they are used, as bargains and sales by the
Stat. 27 H. 8. c. iG. leases by persons seised in tail in right of their wives, or

ecclesiastical persons, by 32 H. 8. c. 28. a bargain and sale of a bankrupt s

estate by the 13 El. c. 7 ; and see 43 El. c. 18.— [Note 139.]
(3) When the several parts of an indenture are interchangeably executed by

the several parties, that part or copy which is executed by the grantor is

usually called the original, and the rest are called counterparts ; though of late

It is most frequent for all the parties to execute every part, which renders
them all originals, z Bla. Com. ch. 20. s. 1.— [Note 140.]

Q 4
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and there be no words of indenture in the deed, yet it is an
(i Rep. 173. b.) indenture in law; for it maybe an indenture without words,

but not by words without indenting.

(Ant.35.b.36.a.) *' In deeds indented." And here it is to be understood, that
1 4 E. 3. Ley, 79. j^ ought to be in parchment or in paper. For if a writing be
4 E. 2. Fines,

jrjade upon a peece of wood, or upon a peece of linen, or in

4E. «2. Lev, 68. the barke of a tree, or on a stone, or the like, &c. and the same

2 R. 2. Det. 4. be sealed or delivered, yet is it no deed, for a deed must be
27 H. 6. 9. written either in parchment or paper, as before is said, for the

f^^ M^
^ writing upon these is least subject to alteration or corruption.

21.)
" If the indenture be bipartite, or tripartite, or quadripartite,

^c." Bipartite is, when there be two parts and two parties to

the deed, lyipartite, when there are three parts and three

parties ; and so of quadripartite, quinquepartite, S^c.

'' And of a deed poll." A deed poll is that which is plaine

without any indenting, so called because it is cut even, or polled,

Every deed that is pleaded shall be intended to be a deed poll,

unlesse it be alleaged to be indented.

38 H. 6. 24, 25. ft
Jill tJie parts of the indenture are hut one deed in lato." If

9 ^^^ 35- a man by deed indented make a gift in taile, and the donee

q^E \ 18
dyeth without issue, that part of the indenture which belonged

9 E. 4. 18. to the donee doth now belong to the donor, for both parts doe
PI. Com, 134. make but one deed in law.

" AndeierT/part ofthe indenture is ofasgreatforce, Sfc." This

is manifest of it selfe, and is proved by the bookes aforesaid.

It is to be observed, that if the feoffor, donor, or lessor seale

the part of the indenture belonging to the feoffee, &c. the

indenture is good, albeit the feoffee never sealeth the counter-

part belonging to the feoffor, d'c.

«- Sect. 371. P^9]

/IND the making of an indenture is in two manners. One is to make
them in the third person. Another is to make them in thefirst person.

The making in the third person is in thisforme.
This indenture made between jR. of P. of the one part, and V. of D.

of the other part, witnesseth, that the said R. of P. hath granted, and
by this present charter indented confirmed to the aforesaid V. of D.
such land, &c. To have and to hold, * &c. upon condition, f &c. In

witnesse whereof the parties aforesaid f to these presents interchange-

ably have put their scales. Or thus: In witnesse whereof to the one
part of this indenture remaining with the said V. of D. the said R. of

P. hath put his seale, and to the other part of the same indenture

remaining with the said R. of P. the said V. of D. hath put his seale.

Dated, &c.
Such

* Sj:c. not in L. and M. or Roh. | to these presents, not in L. and

t ^c» not in L. and M. or Koh. M. or Roh.
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Such an imknturc is called an indenture made in the tlurd penon, be^

cause the verbes,S)C. are in the third person. And thisforme oj indentures

is the tnost sure makingy because it is most commonh/ used, S^c.

" JND the makiffg of an indenture is in two manncrsy Sfc.** 9 F.. 3- >8.

^ Here is another of our author's perfect divisions. In this
^^J.^ '/^he™d.

and the next section following Littleton doth illustrate his mean-

ing, by setting downe formes and examples which do effectually

teach.

In these two formes there are to be observed (amongst other)

12H.4.12.

19-

the deliverie, but onely of the context or words of the deed. Goddanl's case.

(Ant. 6. a.)

** Because it is most commonlif used." Here it appeareth that i^ yX\z.

which is most commonly used m conveyances is the surest way. Dicr, 342.

A communi ohservantid non est recedendum, S)- minimb inutanda * ^' 3*

sunt qiue certain habuerunt intcrpretationenu Magister rerum
{j'^^'j^hI

mus. It is provided by the statute of 38 E. 3. cap. 4. 30 ^,, j,';*

[2307l ^^^^ ^^^ penal bonds in the third i^ person be void and
*

I
holden for none, wherein some of our bookes [d] seem [d] 40 E. 3.

^ to differ, but they being rightl}^ understood, there is no a H. 4. 10.

difference at all. For the statute is to be intended of bonds taken 8 E. 4.5.

in other courts out of the realme, and so it appeareth by the pre-

amble of that act. And it was principally intended of the courts

of Romcy and so it appeareth by justice Hankford, in 2 H. 4. in

which courts bonds were taken in the third person, so as such

bonds made out of the realm are void ; but other bonds in the

third person are resolved to be good, as wel as indentures in the

third person, by the opinion of the whole court in 8 E. 4. (i)

Sect. 372.

n^HE making of an indenture in the first person is as in this forme
(Le feasance de indenture en le primer person est * come en tiel

forme). To all Christian people to whom these presents indented shall

come, A. of B. sends greeting in our Lord God everlasting. Know
yee mee to have given, granted, and by this my present deed indented
confirmed to C. of D. such land, &e. Or thus : Know all men present
and to come, that I A. of B. have given, granted, and by this my
present deed indented, confirmed to C of D. such land, &c. To have
and to hold {habendum f <^ tenendum), &c. upon condition following, &c.
In witnesse whereof, aswell I the said A, of B. as the aforesaid C. of D.
to these indentures have interchangeably put our scales. Or thus: In
witnesse whereof I the aforesaid A. to the one part of this indenture

have

• come not in L. and M. or Uoh. t ct tenendum, not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) See Mr. Reeves's accurate and learned History of the English Law,
vol. 2. p. 67.
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have put my seale (m cnjus rei testimonium X ego prafatns A. itni parti
hujns indentura^ sigillum meutn apposui), and to the other part of the
same indenture the said C. of D. hath put his seale, &c.

XT ERE Littleton sets down three formes of deeds indented in

the first person, brevis via per exempla, longa per prcBceptd.

It is requisite for everie student to get presidents and approved
Vide Sect, 371. formes not onely of deeds according to the example of Littleton,

but of fines, and other conveyances, and assurances, and spe-
cially of good and perfect pleading, and of the right entries, and
formes of judgements, which will stand him in great stead, both
while he studies, and after when he shall give counsell. It is a
safe thing to follow approved presidents, for nihil simul inventum
est, ^ perfectum.

Sect. 373.

A'^D it seemeth that such indenture which is made in the Jirst person
(tiel indenture

||
que est fait en le primer person) is as

good in law, as the &^ indenture made in the third person, when ^230."!
both parties have put to this their scales

; for if in the indenture I b. J
made in the third person, or in thefirst person, mention he made
(car ^ si en Tindenture fait en le tierce person, ou en le primer person,

\ mention soit fait) that the grantor onely hath put his seale, and not the

grantee, then is the indenture onely the deed of the grantor. But where men-
tion is made that the grantee hath put to his seale to the indenture, <S)C. (Mes
i'our mention est fait que le grauntee ad mis § son seale a Tindenture,

&c.) then is the indenture as well the deed of the grantee as the deed of the

grantor. So is it the deed of them both, and also each part of the inden-

ture is the deed of both parties in this case,

(1 lust. 673. H ^ ^ -^ is to be observed, that albeit the words in this inden-

Ant. 52. b. ture be onely the words of the feoffor, yet if the feoffee piit

12R0II. Abr.22.) his seale to the^ one part of the indenture, it is the deed of
them both. And in this speciall case to make it the deed of the

feoffee, it appeareth by Littleton, that mention must be made in

the deed, that hee hath put to his seale, for that he is no way
made partie to make it, being made in the first person, but onely

by the clause of putting his seale thereunto. Otherwise it is of

a deed indented in the third person as before, it appeareth, for

there hee is made partie to the deed in the beginning. And XzV-

tletons rule is true, that every part of an indenture is the dede
of both parties ; for, as it hath beene said, both parts make but

one deed in law in that case.

X ego prcefatus A. not in L. and M. * si not in L. and M. or Rah.

or Roh. t si added in L. and M. and Roll.

II
que est, not in L. and M. or § son seale not in L, and M: or

Roh. Roh.

Sect.
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Sect. 374.

A LSO if an a^tate hec made In/ indenture to onefor terme of his life,

the remainder to another in fee upon a ccrtaine condition, S)c. and

if the tenant for life have put his seak to the part af the indenture, and

after dieth, and he in the remainder enlreth into the latui b^force of his

remainder, S)C, in this case he is tied to performe all the conditions com-

prised in the indenturey as the tenantfor life ought to have done in his life

time, and yet he in the remainder never sealed any part of the indenture.

But the cause is, for that inasmuch as he entrcd and agreed to have the

lands by force of the indenture, hee is bound to performe the conditions

within tlie same indenture, if he will have the land, 6^c.

" TTPON a certaine condition, <^t." Here by this (Sfc) is (i Roll. Abr.

implied, that the condition in this case doth extend both 422.474.)

to the estate for life, and to the remainder, but by speciall limi-

tation it may extend to any one of them, and not to the other.

And albeit he in the remainder be no party to the indenture (the (10 Rep. Docf,

parties thereunto only being the lessor and the tenant for life) Ball's case,cited

yet when hee in the remainder entreth and agreeth to have the '" I*o«tington'»

lands by force of the (1) indenture, he is bound to per-
casc

[23 in
forme the conditions contained in the c^^" indenture. (^ ^ro. 240.

J And here is also a diversitie to be understood, that any 399- 52a.)

edtranger to the indenture may take by way of re- (2 Inst. 673.)

mainder, but he cannot in this case take any present estate in (2 Roll. Abr.

possession, because he is an estranger to the deed (1)*. ^^"^

If A. by deed indented betweene him and B. letteth lands to 50 E. 3. 12.

B. for life, the remainder to C. in fee, reserving a rent, tenant 3 H-
^- ^^J^-

for life dieth, he in the remainder entreth into the lands, he shal ^ ^ ^^y
be bound to pay the rent, for the cause and reason before yeelded

by Littleton. An indenture of lease is engrossed betweene A. of ^^^^'q' q ^
the one part, and D. and R. of the other part, which purporteth yjjg ^. £ ' „

a demise for yeares by A. to D. and R. A. sealeth and deli- w, 12.

vereth the indenture to D. and /). sealeth the counterpart to

A. but R, did not scale and deliver it. And by the same
indenture

(1 ) So, where three were enfeoffed by deed, and there were several covenants
in the deed on the part of the feoffees, and only two of the feoffees sealed the
deed, the third entered and agreed to the estate conveyed by the deed, he wad
bound in a writ of covenant by the sealing of his companions. 2 Roll. Rep. 63.—In 38 Ed. 3. p. 9. it is said, that if land is leased to two for years, and only
one puts his seal, but the other agrees to the lease, and enters, and takes the
profits with him, he shall be charged to pay the rent, though he has not put
his seal to the deed ; but if there is a condition comprised in the deed which
is not parcel of the lease, but a condition in gross, if he does not put his seal

to the deed, though he is party to the lease, he is not party to the condition.

—[Note 141.]
(1)* In Salter r. Kidgly, Carth. 76. lord chief justice Holt held, that a

party to a deed cannot covenant with one who is no party to it ;—but that
one who is no party to a deed may covenant with one who is a party, and
oblige himself by scaling of the deed.—-[Note 142.]
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indenture it is mentioned, that D. and R. did grant to be bound
to the plaintife in 20 pound in case that certaine conditions com-
prised in the indenture were not performed. And for this

20 pound A. brought an action against D. onely, and shewed
forth the indenture. The defendant pleaded, that it is proved
by the indenture that the demise by indenture was made to D. and
JR. which R. is in full life, and not named in the writ, judgment
of the writ. The plaintife replyed, that R. did never seale and
deliver the indenture, and so his writ was good against D. sole.

And there the counsell of the plaintife took a diversitie betweene
a rent reserved which is parcell of the lease, and the land charged
therewith, and a summe in grosse, as here the twenty pound is ;

for as to the rent they agreed that by the agreement of R. to

the lease, he was bound to pay it, but for the 20 pound that is

a summe in grosse, and collateral to the lease, and not annexed
to the land, and groweth due only by the deed, and therefore R,
said hee was not chargeable therewith, for that he had not sealed

and delivered the deed. But inasmuch as he had agreed to the

lease which was made by indenture, he was chargeable by the

indenture for the same summe in grosse ; and for that R, was
not named in the writ, it was adjudged that the writ did abate.

** To have the lands, ^c." Here is implyed an ancient

maxime of the law, viz. Qui sentit commodum sentire debet et

onuSy et transit terra cum onere.

(5 Rep. 76.)

(I Rep. 38.)
Sect. 375.

/JIjSO if a feoffment hee made hy deed poll upon co?idition, * and
for that the condition is not performed thefeoffor entreth and getteth

the possession of the deedpoll, if thefeoffee brings an action for this entrie

against the feoffor, it hath heene a question if the feoffor may plead the

condition hy the said deed poll against the feoffee. And some

ham said ff^ he cannot, inasmuch as it seemes unto them that a P23l71
deed poll, and the propertie of the same deed belongeth to him to I b. J
whom the deed is made, and not to him %ohich maketh the deed.

And inasmuch as such a deed doth not appertaine to the feoffor, it seemes

unto them that he cannot plead it \. And others have said the contrary,

and have shewed divers reasons. One is. If' the case ivere such, that in

an action betweene them, if the feoffee pleade the same deed, and shew it

to the court (si le feoffee pleder mesme le fait, et monstre 4- est J al

court), in this case insomuch as the deed is in court, the feoffor may shew
to the court how in the, deed there are divers conditions to be performed of
the part of thefeoffee, 8^c. and because they were not performed he entred,

S^c. (le feoffor poit monstrer al court coment en le fait sont divers con-
ditions d'estre performes

||
de le part le feoffee, &c. et pur ceo que ils ne

fueront performes, il enter, &c.) and to this he shall be received. By the

same

* SjC. added in L. and M. and Roh,

t Sfc. added in L. and M.
4. ceo, in L. and M. and Roh.

I est not in L. and M, or Roh,

II
de le part le feoffee, &c. et pur

ceo que ils ne fueront performes, not

in L.and M. or Rvh.
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same reason irhen the feoffor hath the deed in hamlf and shew this to the

court, he shall well be received lo pleade it (il serra § bien rcsceivo de ceo

j)Ieder), S;c. and namely when thefeoffor is privj/ to tlie {\.\\t,for hee iniist

he privie to the deed when he makes the deed (car ^ covient estre privie

al i'iiit quant il fist Ic fait), <1^t.

IJERE the latter opinion is clcere law at this day, and is Lit- [«] V'd. sect.

tletons ownc opinion [a], as before hath beene observed. *7o- 302- 34o-

** Have shewed divers reasons"

Felix qui potuit rerum cognosccre causas.

Et ratio melior semper praevalet.

" Insomuch as the deed w in court, Sfc." And herewith doe 24 E. 3, 73.

agree [b] many autliorities in law. [c] And if the deed remaine 45 E. 3. Mon-

in one court, it may be pleaded in another court, without shewing
J'""'

*^®* ^*'*''

forth
;
quia lex non cogit ad impossibilia, n^j ^q ^^^ g^
lib. 5.75. b. Wyinark's case. [c] \1 II. 4. 8. 42 E. 3. 27. Wynmrk's case,

ubi supra. 38 H. 5*. a. 41 Ass. 29. 12 H. 4. 8. 7 H. 4. 39. 1 1 H. 4. 73.

45 E. 3. 11. F. N. B. 243-

" Of the part of the feoffee, S^c.'* Here also is implyed if the

condition be to be performed on the part of the feoffor or by a

stranger ; and it is to be understood that when a deed is shewed
forth to the court, the deed shall remaine in court all that tearm

in the custody of the custos hrevium, but at the end of the tearme

(if the deed be not denied) then the law adjudgeth the deed in

the custody of the party to whom it belongeth, for a man's evi-

dences are as it were the sinewes of his land. But if the deed (5 T^ep. 75, 76.)

be denied, then the deed in judgment of law remaineth in court

untill the plea be determined (1). The residue of this section

needeth no explication.

Pf]
i^ Sect. 37C,

id hSO if two men doe a trespasse to another, who releases to one of
them hy his deed all actions personalis, and notwithstanding sueth

an action of trespasse against the other, the defendant may wel shew that

the trespasse was done by him, and by another hisfelloiv, and that the

plaint ife by his deed (which he sheweth forth) released to his fellow all

actions personals (et que le plaintife per* son fait que il monstre avant
relessa a son companion touts actions personals), and demand thejudge-

ment,

§ de ceo added in L. and M. son—le, L. and M. and Roh,

5f il added in L, and M. and Roh,

(1) But after, though the jury find the deed not to be the deetl of the party,

yet will not the court on motion detain the same, but will order it to be de-
livered to the party that brought it into court. 2 Sid. 131. Vid. Salk. 215.
Note to the 11 th editio« .— [N ote 143.]
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mew/, S^c. and yet such deed belongeth to his fellow and not to him. But
because hee may have advantage by the deed, if he will shew the deed to

the court, he may ivell plead this (mes pur ceo que il poit aver advantage
per le fait, si voit monstrer le fait al court, il poit f ceo bien pleder),

S^c. By the same reason may the feoffor in the other case, when he ought

to have advantage by the condition comprised within the deed poll (per

mesm€ le reason % poit le feoffor en Tauter cas, quant § il doit aver

advantage per le condition
1|
compris deins le fait poll ^ ).

37 E. 3. 83. *< Tp two men doe a trespasse to another, Sfc" Here by this

*3 E. 4- 2. section it is to bee understood, that when divers doe a tres-

21 E 4 72
passe, the same is joynt or severall at the wil of him to whom the

22 E. 4. 7. wrong is done, yet if he release to one of them, all are discharged,

8 H. 6. 15. because his own deed shall be taken most strongly against him-
20 H. 6. 41. selfe, but otherwise it is in case of appeale of death, &c. As if

Arbitrement 41
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ j^J^^b' ^"^ severally bounden in an obligation, if

2 R. 3. Q. a.'
* *^be obligee release to one of them, both are discharged ; and

14 H. 8. 10. seeing the trespassers are parties and privies in wrong, the one
54 H. 8. tit. Es- shall not plead a release to the other without shewing of it forth,
trangealfalt,2i.

j^jj^gij. ^|^g deede appeitaine to the other (1).
3 H.6. 18. 26. ^^ ^ '

(11 liep. 5. 2 Roll. Abr. 41 2. Hob. 66. 2 Sid. 41 . Ant. 125. b.)

t pur added in L. and M,
\\

compris 7wt in L. and M, or

I poit le feoffor not in L, and M. Roh.
cr Roh. f 8^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

J le feoffor, in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) 26 H. 6. T. BarrCf 37. Obligee made an acquittance to one obligor, iuhich

tvas dated before the obligation, but was delivered afterwards ; the other obligor

pleads this in bar, and it was adjudged a good plea in bar. Nota, each was

bound in the entiretyy therefore it tvas johit and several. 34 H, 6. So in the

case ofthe king, ifhe releases to one of the obligors, the other shall take advantage.

5 Rep. 56, contra.—And as a release in deed to one obligor discharges the other,

so of a release in law, as 8 Rep. 136. Needhanis case, A woman obligee marries

the obligor, that is another soH of discharge, 264. b.—But 17 Car. B. R. two

were boundjoijitly and severally. The plainttfe sued both, and afterwards entered

a retraxit against one; whether that discharged the other was the question.

Berkley said it was,for it amounts to a release in law, as the plaintife confesses

thereby that he had not cause ofaction, and therefore he cannot havejudgment,

as in Hiclcmofs case, 9 Rep. and retraxit is a bar to an action ; and the plaintiff"

by his own act has altered the deedfomjoint to several, and therefore the other

shall have advantage of it. Co. Inst, contra ; for a retraxit is only in the nature

of an estoppel ; and therefore the other shall not have advantage -, neither is it a

release, though it be in the nature ofa release ; and ifthe obligee sues both, and

then covenants with one not to suefarther, that is in the nature ofa release, but

the other shall not take advantage of it ; and in 21 H.6. it is said, that there

must be an actual release to one obligor to discharge the other. See March.

Rep. 165.— Pas. 18 Car, Hannan v. Roll, The obligee releases to one obligor ;

the other, in consideration ofthe forbearance, undertakes to pay, and in an action

upon the case the matter was found specially ; and Rolls argued, that the debt

was not absolutely discharged, but only sub modo, viz. if the other can have the

release to plead, and because theforbearance was a good consideration. But the

court was of opinion, that the debt was absolutely discharged, and therefore the

consideration was insufficient.—See Hobart, Rep, 70. Parker v. sir John Law-
rence,
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If an action of debt upon an obligation bcc brouglit against an 1 3 V- <• tit.

heire, he may pleade in banc a release made by the obligee to the Momtram

executors. Hut albeit the deed belong to another, yet must he
Jp'o^^^q'^i'

sliew it forth, for both of them are privie to the testator. 3^^^ 3^4,

*

6 Rep.' 7.

" Bi/ the same reason." Ubi eadem ratio ^ ibi idem jus. 10 Rep. 93. b.)

Sect. 377.

yj LSO if the feoffee granteth the deed to the feoffor ^ such grant shall

bee good, and then the deed and the propertic thereof hehmgeth to

the feoffor, 6)C. And zvhen the feoffor hath the deed in hand, and is

pleaded to the court (Et quant le feoffor ad le fait en poigne, et * est

plead al court), it shall be rather intetided, that he commeth to the deed by

lawfull meanes, then by a wrongj'ull mean. And so it seemeth unto theiUy

that thefeoffor may wel plead such deed poll which compriseth the condition,

S)C. if he hath the same in liandf, Ideo semper quaere de dubiis, quia

per rationes pervenitur ad legitimam rationem, &c.

"" n^HE propertie ofthe deed hdongeth to thefeoffory Hereby (1 Rep. 1.)

It appeareth that a man may give or grant his deed to

[23271
^"other, and such a grant by paroll is good, i^ And (Ant. 214. a.

,

^J it is also implied, that if a man hath an obligation, ^p^?^? '^^^'

though he caimot grant the thing in action, yet hee may ^5^3' /^S'
gplve or grant the deed, viz. the parchment and waxe to another, ^li, 213.)
who may cancell and use the same at his pleasure (1).

« It

• est— ceo, in L. and M. and Roh. t Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

reytce. In trespass against three, they divided on thepleading. Judgment against

one. Then he entered a noli prosequi against the t-wo others ; it xuas held to he

no discharge to him against vohomjudgment was had; for as to him, the action

was determined by thejudgment, and the others are dividedfrom him, and not
subject to the damages recovered against him ; but a noli prosequi, or non-suit

bfforejudgment against one, would discharge all. Lord Nott. MS.— [Note 144.]

(1) It is to be observed, that the king was always an exception to this rule ;

for he might always either grant or receive a chose in action by assignment.

—

Tlfe reason why, by the strict rules of the common law, a chose in action cannot
be assigned or granted over, was, that it was thought to be a great encourage-
ment to litigiousness if a man were allowed to make over to a stranger his right
of going to law. But this nicety is now disregarded : though, in compliance
with the ancient principle, the form of assigning a chose in action is in the
nature of a declaration of trust, and an agreement to permit the assignee to
make use of the name of the assignor, in order to recover the possession. And
therefore, when, in common acceptaticm, a debt or bond is said to be assigned
over, it must still be sued in the original creditor's name ; the person to whom
it is transferred being rather an attorney tlian an assignee : and our courts of
equity, considering that in a commercial country almost all personal property
must necessarily lie in contract, will protect tlie assignment of a chose in action,

as much as the law will that of a chose in possession. Dyer, 30. Br. Ab. tit.

Chose in Action. 3 P. W. 199. 2 Bla. Com. Ch. so.—CNote 145.]
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»'

•

*' It shall be rather intended^ that he commeth to the deed hy latu-

full meaneS) than hy a xjorongfull mean." Omnia presumuntur

I

legitimefacta f donee probetur in contrarium. Injuria non prce-
, sumitur.

^^ Queere de duhiis." There be three kinds of unhappie men.

1

.

Qui scit Sf non docet, Hee that hath knowledge and teacheth

not.

2. Qui docet Sf non viiit, He that teacheth, and liveth not
thereafter.

3. Qui 7iescit, Sf non interrogat. He that knoweth not, and
doth not enquire to understand. Therefore Littleton saith,

Qucere de dubiis.

Infelix cujus nulli sapientia prodest.

Infelix qui recta docet, cum xivit iniquL

Infelix qui pauca sapit spernitque doceri.

" Quia perrationes perveniturad legitimam rationem" For
Ratio est radius divini luminis. And by reasoning and debating

of grave learned men the darknesse of ignorance is expelled, and
by the light of legall reason the right is discerned, and thereupon

judgment given according to law, which is the perfection of rea-

son. This is of Littleton here called legitima ratio, whereunto
no man can attaine but by long studie, often conference, long

experience, and continual! observation.

Certaine it is, that in matters of difficultie the more seriously

they are debated and argued, the more truely they are resolved,

and thereby new inventions justly avoided.

^^-

—

Inter cuncta leges, 8)- percunctabere doctos.

Sect. 378.

TPSTA TES which men have upon cojidition in law, are such estates

"^ which have a conditio?! by the law to them annexed, albeit that it be

not specified in writing. As if a man grant by his deed to another the

office ofparkership ofa park, to have and occupie the same officefor terme

of his life the estate which he hath in the office is upon condition in law,

to wity that the parker shall ivell and lawfully keepe the parke, and shall

doe that which to such office belongeth to doe, or otherwise it shall be

lawful to the grantor and his heires to oust him, and to grant it to another

if he will, S^c. And such condition as is intended by the law to be

annexed to any thing, is as strong as if the condition were put in writing

(sicome la condition fuissoit mis ^ en escript).

" /JONDITION in law, <^c." Littleton having spoken of

conditions in deed, now according to his owne division

commeth to speake of conditions in law.

" That it be not specified in writing" A condition in law is that

which
* ou mustre, added in L. and M. and Roh.
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wliich the law intcndclh or implyctli without cxpressc words in

the dtrd.

r233Tl ^^' " •^^^^ '^^ pnrkcr shall tvcll and hnvfully keepc the (Ant. a. a. 1
1
5.«.

L a 11 P^^^^ (^1^^* '^' parkei bien et loyalment gardera le Cro. Car. 59, 60.

*

parke), J^c" i^<rAr, this should be written /^wrywe, ^ ^'''^*^'-
76-

which is a French word, and signifieth that which we vulgarly jiuk 86, b?.)
call a parke, of the French word imrquer, to iniparke, to inclose.

It is called in Dnmesdai/, Parens. In law it signifieth a great

quantity of ground inclosed, priviledged for wild beasts of

chase by prescription, or by the king's grant.

The beasts of parque, or cha.se. properly extend to the bucke, (8 Rep. 136.)

the doe, the foxe, the marten, the roe, but in a common and legall (F.N.B. 164.(1.)

sense, to all the beasts of the forrest. There be both beasts and
fowles of the warren. Beasts, as hares, conies, and roes called (5 Rep. 104.6)
in records [d] Capreoli. Fowles of two sorts, viz. Terrestres and [<iJHill. 13E.3.

Aquatiles. Tcrrestres of two sorts, Sihestres and Campestrcs : coram Rege

CampestreSf as partridge, quaile, raile, Sec, Siliestres, as phesant, '" fhesaur.

woodcocke, 6ic. Aquatiles, as mallard, heme, A-c. whereof I have ^
'^ ^*** *^'^

seen in this record [•] : Rex concessit Johanni de Bexerly Armi- [•] 38 E.3,

gero suo quod ipse cum quibusctmque canibus suis ad quascmique I^ot- patent.

bestias /eras regis in quibuscunque forestis, parcis suis quoties- P^'*' ^- "'• *®*

cunque voluerit venari possitj et quoscuvquefalcones possit per-

mit/ere lolare ad quascunque axes de wariend in quibuscunque

ripariiSf Sfc.

It is resolved [e] by the justices and the king's coun- [c] Hill. 13 E.3.

sell, that capreoli, id est roes, non sunt bedice de forestd, eb ^^r&m rege

quodfugant alias Jeras. Beasts of forrests be properly hart,
'"^''esaur.

hinde, bucke, hare, boare, and wolfe, but legally all wild

beasts of venery.

A forest and chase are not, but a parke must be inclosed.

The forest and chase doe differ in offices and lawes : every

forest is a chase, but every chase is not a forest. A subject Vide Sect. 1.

may have a forest by especiall grant of the king, as the duke
o( Lancaster and abbot of IVhitbic had.

Ockam cap, quid regisforesta, saith, Foresta est tuta ferarum Vide Bract.

munsio non quarumlibet, sed silvestrium, non quibuslibet in locis, if- 23» & 3»6.

sed certisy et ad hoc idoneis ; undeforesta E. mutata in O. quasi
^l^^}^\^'

^**'

foresta^ hoc est, ferarum stntio, cap. 34, 35.'

Pudzeld or Woodgeld is to be free from payment of money
for taking of wood in any forest. But let us now returne to our

Littleton.

In this Section Littleton putteth an example of a condition (9 Rep. 50.

in law, annexed to the office of the keeper of a park, but this Sid. 14.)

example must be understood with a distinction ; for if the

parker doth not attend on the parke one or two, &c. dayes, this 5 e. 4. 15. b.

IS no forfeiture of the office of parkership ; but if in his default Lib. 5. E. 4. 16.

any deere be killed, and so a damage to the lord, that is a for- ^'' ^om-379.

feiture: for (that it may be said once for all) non-user of it
^

^* jj

selfe without some speciall damage is no forfeiture of private 30 h. 6. 32, &c.

offices, but non-user of publique offices which concern the ad- (Cro. Rep. 11

ministration of justice, or the common wealth, is of it selfe a And.Curl case.)

cause of forfeiture.

** To oust him tf he xvill, SfC." Littleton here speaketh of

an ouster by force of a condition in law. therefore it is to

Vol. II. R be
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18E.4.8.
31 H. 8. Gi-ants.

Br. 134. 34H.8.
ibid. 93-

1 1 Eliz.

Dyer, 285.

(Plo. 379. b.

381. b. F.N.B.
164.Sid.74.81.)

aRoll.Abr. 155.

9 Kep. 50.

Cro. Car. 55,56.

59, 60,61.

aa H. 6. 10.3.

6E.6. Dier,7i.

(Ant. 54. a.)

15E. 4. 3b.
5 E. 4. 26.

28 H. 8.

Bendloes enter

evesque de Lon-

dres & Hieron.

lib. 9. fo. 50. 95,

96. 99-

[/] Mich.

33 E. 1 . coram

rege in Thesaur.

I'evesque de
Durham's case.

PI. Com. 373. a,

Sir Henrie
Nevill's case.

21 E. 4. 20.93
(1 Rep. 14. b.)

Lib. 8. fo. 44.
Wittingham's
case.

be seen in what other cases the grantor may lawfully oust his

officer (1).

There is a diversitie between officers that have no other profit

but a collaterall certain fee, for there the grantor may dis-

charge him of his service, as to be a bayly, receiver,

iKf- surveyor, auditor, or the like, the exercise whereof F^SSTI
is but labour and charge to him, but hee must have his

|_ 5 J
fee ; for the maine rule of law is, that no man can frus-

trate or derogate from his owne grant to the prejudice of the

grantee. And where albeit the grantee hath no other profit but

his fee, yet that fee is to be perceived and taken out of the

profits appertaining to the lord within his office, for there the

grantor cannot discharge him of his service or attendance, for

that may turn to the prejudice of the grantee, if the grantor

will not grant the office at all. But in all cases where the officer

relinquisheth his office, and refuseth to attend, he loseth his

office, fee, profit, and all.

There is another diversity where the grantee, besides his cer-

taine fee, hath profits and availes by reason of his office; there

the grantor cannot discharge him of his service or attendance,

for that should be to the prejudice of the grantee. As if a man
doth grant to another the office of the stewardship of his courts

of his manners with a certain fee, the grantor cannot discharge

him of his service and attendance, because he hath other profit^

and fees belonging to his office, which he should lose if he were

discharged of his office. And as in the case which Littleton

here putteth of the office of the keeper of a parke, for that hee

hath not onely his fee certaine, but profits and availes also, in

respect of his office, as deere skinnes, shoulders. &c. But now
let us proceed and see what other particular forfeitures in law

bee of this office here spoken of by Littleton^ and somewhat of

conditions in law in generall.

And it is to be undeJ-stood, that if any keeper kill any deere

without warrant, or fell or cut any trees, woods, or underwoods,

and convert them to his owne use, it is a forfeiture of his office,

for*he destruction of vert is, by a meane, destruction ofvenison.

So it is if he pull downe the lodge, or any house within the park

for putting of hay into it for feeding of the deere or such like, it

is a forfeiture ; and the reason wherefore the office in these and
in like cases shall be forfeited [f'\ is, quia in quo quis delinquit

in eo dejure est puniendus.

As to conditions in law, you shal understand they bee of two
natures, that is to say, by the common law, and by statute.

And those by the common law are of two natures, that is to

say, the one is founded upon skill and confidence, the other

without skill or confidence : upon skill and confidence, as here

the office of parkership, and other offices in the next Section

mentioned, and the like.

Touching conditions in law without skill, &c. some be by the

common law and some by the statute. By the common law as

to

(1) Since sir Edward Coke's time, several statutes have been passed, par-

ticularly 25 Car. 2. cha. 2. 13 W. 3. ch. 6. and 1 An. ch. 22. by which all

persons admitted into offices civil or military are to take the oaths of allegiance

and supremacy, otherwise they forfeit their offices, and incur other penalties.

—

But with respect to Roman Catholics, see post. 391. a.note 2.— [Note 146.]
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to every estate of tenant by the courtcsic, tojiant in tayle after

possibility of issue extinct, tenant in dower, tenant for life,

tenant for years, tenant by statute merchant or staple, tenant

hycherity cardian, kc. there is a condition in law secretly an-

nexed to Uieir estates, that if they alien in fee (i), ike. that he
in the reversion or remainder may enter, ct sic dc ximilihus^ or

if they claime a greater estate in court of record, and the like.

Concerning conditions in law founded upon statutes, for some
of them an entrie is given, and for some other a recovery by
action : where an entrie is given, as upon an alienation in mort-

niaine, &c. and the like : where an action is given, as for waste

against tenant for life an«l yeares, and the like.

" And such condition as is intended hy the lavo to he annexed to

any thing is as strongs Sfc." Here it is worthy the observation to

take a view of the divisions aforesaid in some particular case. As
for example. Admit that an office of parkershippe bee granted (Cro. Car. 279.)

or descend to an infant or feme covert, if the conditions in law Jy^'?* ^?'
"^f'

annexed to this office which require skill and confidence be not ^^^^
^

observed and fulfilled, the office is lost for ever, because, as (Mo. 92.

Littleton saith here, it is as strong as an expresse condition. 1 Cre.7.

But if a lease for life be made to a fem covert, or an infant, and 9 He|).72.

they by charter of feoffment alien in fee, the breach of this con- ^^j.
'^°^

.

dition in law, that is, without skill, &c. is no absolute forfeiture

of their estate. So of a condition in law given by statute, which

giveth an entrie onely. As if an infant or feme covert with her

husband aliens by charter of feoffment in mortmai7iej this is no
barre to the infant or feme covert. But if a recovery be had
against an infant or fem covert in an action ofwaste, there they

are bound and barred for ever.

And it is to be observed, that a condition in law by force of a

statute which giveth a recovery, is in some cases more strong

than a condition in law without a recovery. For if lessee for

life make a lease for yeares, and after enter into the land, and
make waste, and the lessor recover in an action of waste, he

shall avoid the lease made before the waste done. But if the

lessee for life make a lease for years, and after enter upon him,

and make a feoffment in fee, this forfeiture shall not avoid the

lease for yeares. Nor in any of the said cases a precedent rent

granted out of the land shal be avoyded. For if lessee for life (Ant. 185. a.)

grant a rent charge, and after doth waste, and the lessor reco-

vereth in an action of wast, he shall hold the land

r2347| ^^ charged during the life of the tenant for life, but

I a J '^t^e rent were granted after the waste done, the

lessor shall avoid it.

And

(1) But this must be understood of an alienation which divests the remainder

or reversion, as a feoffinent, fine, or common recovery ; but a conveyance by
lease and release, or bargain and sale, is no forfeiture. Neither is it a for-

feiture of the particular estate, if the reversioner, or remainder-man in fee,

joins with the tenant for life or years in making the alienation ; nor is his grant

of an advowson, remainder, or any thing else which lies in grant, a forfeiture.

But if a tenant for life or years claims the fee, as by joining the mise upon the

mere right ; or if he affirms the fee to be in a stranger, as by accepting a fine

sur conusance de droit come ceo from a stranger, it is a forfeiture. See post.

251.5.352. a.—[Note 147.]
K 2
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And the reason wherefore the lease for years in the case

aforesaid shall be avoyded, is because of necessitie the action

of waste must be brought against the lessee for life, which in that

case must bind the lessee for yeares, or else by the act of the
<Ant. 54.) lessee for life the lessor should be barred to recover locum vas-

tatum, which the statute giveth (1).

(Post. 338. b.) If a man hath an office for life which requireth skill and con-

fidence, to which office he hath a house belonging, and chargeth

the house with a rent during his life, and after commit a for-

feiture of his office, the rent charge shall not be avoyded during

his life, for regularly a man that taketh advantage of a condi-

tion in law shal take the land with such charge as he finds it.

And therefore Littleton is here to be understood, that a condi-

tion in law is as strong as a condition in deed, as to avoid the

estate or interest it selfe, but not to avoide precedent charges,

but in some particular cases, as by that which hath beene said

appeareth.

3 H. 7. ca. 12. There be at this day more conditions in law annexed to offices

Auditor, re- than were when Littleton wrote : for example, for offices in any
ceiver, byhte, ^jgg touching the administration or execution ofjustice, or clerk-

castle, master ^^^^P ^^ ^"7 court of record, or concerning the king's treasure,

of the game, revenue, account, customes, alnage, auditorship, king's surveyor,
keeper or parker or keeping of any of his majestie's castles, forts, &c. For if

"^
T*^ ^h^^^^C

^"^ ^^ these officers bargaine or sell any of the said offices or

7E.6.^ca'^7
^ ^"y deputation of the same, or take any money or profit, or

Treasurer, re- ^"7 promise. Covenant, bond, or assurance, to have any money
ceiver, collector, or reward for the same, the person so bargaining or selling, or
bai^hfe, &c. that shal take any such promise, covenant, bond, or assurance,

(i\ Re "'^Sq ^
^^^'^^^ not only forfeit his estate, but also every person so buying,

5E.6. ca.i6. gi^^^o °^ assuring, be adjudged a disabled person to have or

Cro. Car. 557. enjoy the same office or offices, deputation or deputations, &c.
Cro. Jac. 386. and that all such bargains, sales, promises, covenants, and
3 Inst. 154. assurances, as be before specified, shall be voide, except as in

the said act is excepted.
Sir Robert Vernon, knight, being coferer ofthe king's house of

the king's gift, and having the receit of a great summe of money
yea^ely ofthe king's revenue, did for a certaine summe of money
bargain and sell the same to sir A. I. and agreed to surrender the
said office to the king, to the en tent a grant might be made to

sir A. who surrendred it accordingly : and thereupon sir A. was
Mich. i3Jacobi l^y the king's appointment admitted and sworne coferer. And it

egis.
^^.^g resolved by sir Thomas Egerton, lord chancellour, the chiefe

justice, and others to whom the king referred the same, that the

said office was void by the said statute, and that sir A. was dis-

abled to have or to take the said office, and that no no7t obstante

could dispense with this act to enable the said sir A. for the rea-

son and cause before mentioned, Sect. 180. And hereupon
Lib. 3. fo. 83. sir A. was removed, and siY.Marmaduke Darrell sworne (by the
Colshil's case, king's Commandment) in his place. And note, th)it all promises,

bonds and assurances, as wel on the part of the bargainor as of

the

(1) Fo7' the recovery relates to the time ofthe waste done, •iuhich is paramount
to the grant, but it does not relate to the time of making the estate, to avoid

charges byforce of this condition in law, unless in the case of n lease for years ^

vohich is qf^necessity to have the place wasted.—Lord Nott. MS.—[Note 148.]
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the bargainee, arc void by the same act. [•] NuU4 alid re f»] jf,nA,

maji'is Uonmna respublica interiiif qtuhn qnod ma^istraliis ojfkia fo. 353.

K'cnalia grant.

k] ^ft'^fif'ihn going from Rome saitl to the city, Vale venalis [g] Salast.

ci,itas, mos peril ura siemi.tornn iinenins.

Therefore by the law of Kngiand it is further provided, that no la R. t. ca. 1.

officer or minister of the king Nhall be ordained or made for any
gift or brocage, favour or alFection, nor that any whicli pursueth

by him or any other, privily or openly, to be in any manner of

office, shall be put in the same office or in any other, but that

all such officers shall be made of the best and most lawfull men
and sullicient : a law worthy to be written in letters of gold, but

more worthy to be put in due execution. For certainly never

shall justice be duely administred but when the officers and
ministers of justice be of such quality, and come to their places

in such manner as by this law is required.

'* Such condition as is intended by the law to be annexed to any
ihingf is «? strong as ifthe condition xoere in writing." And this Vid. Sect. 419,

accords with that ancient rule, Utiqite Jbrtior etpoteutior est 429» 430.

dispositio legis quam hominis.

Sect. 379.

IN this manner it is ofgrants of the offices ofstewaid, constabley hedela-

rie, bai/liivick, or other offices, S^c. But if such office bee granted to a
maUy to have and to occupie by himselfe or his depufie, then if the office bee

occupied bi/ him or his deputie, as it ought by the law to bee occupied, this

sujficeth for him, or otherwise the grantor and his heires may ouste the

grantee, as is aforesaid, (ou auterment * le grantor et ses heires poieut

ouste f le grantee, come est avantdit.)

'' ^TEWAR D." Of this I have spoken before. 21 E. 4. 20.

n. Com. 379.
" Constable." Of this likewise something hath beene (^"*- ^i. a.;

[23471 spoken It3=- before. But a constable is often taken in 8 E. 4. 6.

1 J the law for a warden or keeper, as Constabularius castri (6 Hep- 59)
dc Dover et 5. portuum ; for the warden of the castle of

Dover and the Cinque ports, &c. So as in this sense Constabula-

rius is taken for CastellanuSy and this is proved by the statute [*] [*] W, 1. ca. 7.

of /F. i.ca. 7. Des prises des Constables ou Caslellains faitz des

auters,Sfc. And Magna Carta, [b] c.ig, Nullus constabularius [fe] Magna
xel ejus balliius capiat blada vel alia catalla alicujus qui non sit de Carta, ca. ip.

villdn ubi castrum suum siturn est, Sfc. Stanfordfo. 15*2. Constabu- Staunf. fo. i5<2.

larius Turris London, for Custos Turris, 32 ff. 8. ca. 28. Con- 3*^ H. 8. ca. att.

stable of the Forest, for the Keeper ofthe Forest.

** Bedelarie." Bedell is derived of the French word Bcadeau,
which signifies a messenger of the court, or under baylife, in

Latine Bcdellus.

And the oath of a bedell of a manor is, that he shall duly and
truly

* le grantor—il, L. and M. and Roh. f Ic grantee, not in L. aiui M. or Roh.
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truly execute all such attachements and other proces as shall be
directed to him from the lord or steward of his court, and that

he shall present all pound breaches which shall happen within

his office, and all chattels wayved, and estrayes.

" Baylivoich" Of this sufficient hath beene said before.

Sect. 380.

yd liSO, estates of lands or tenements may bee made upon condition in

laio, albeit upon the estate made there was not any mention or re-

hearsall made of this condition. As put the case that a lease be made to

the husband arid wife, to have and to hold to them during the coverture

betioeene them\ in this case they Jiave an estatefor terme of their two lives

upon condition in law, soil, if one of them die, or that there be a divorce

betiveen them, tJien it shall bee lawfull for the lessor and his heires to

enter, S^c.

(i Roll. Abr. TT ERE Littleton termeth words of limitation to be conditions
411. Ant.2i4.b. -

ij^ jjjyy^ . for i^is first example is.
Post. 242.)

*

** During the coverture betiveen them" durante cooperturd inter

eos. This word (durante) is properly a word of limitation, as

durante vididtatey or durante virginitatCy or durante vitdy Sfc.

And properl)*^ a condition in law is, as hath beene said, where

37 H. 6. 27. the law createth the same without any expresse words.

3 E. 3 15- Dum also maketh a limitation ; as if a lease be made, dum sola

3 Ass. PI.
Jiierif, or dum sola et casta vixerit. Dummodo is also a

4 Rep! 3^ a.)
word of limitation ; as ^s^ dummodo soheret talem red- ^23571

14 E. 2. ditum, Qiiamdiu also is a word of limitation, for if a I J
Grant, 92. man grant a rent out of the manner of D. quamdiu the
(10 Rep. 42.) grantor shall bee dwelling upon the manner, this is good, or

Vau<^btn'%
^^^^^^diu se bene gesserit.

4 Rep. 33. 37 H. 6, 27. (9 Rep. 95.) (Ant. 214. b. 4 Rep. 3. a.) 14 E. e.

Grant, 92. (10 Rep. 42. Plo. 242.3. Vaughan, 32. 4 Rep. 33.) 37 H. 6. 27.

(9 Rep. 95.)

10 As3. 4. ^^^ so by these words, donee, quousque, usque ad, tamdiu,

6 E. 3. 8, 9. 2 1

.

ubicunque,

3 E. 3. 18.

Annmt^e, 40. u jj ^^^^ ofthem die, 8^cr For if any of them die the cover-

Temps E ?!
*^*^*^ ^^ dissolved, and consequently the state determined by the

Annuitie,i50. limitation.

nAss, p. 8. 2iAss. p. 18. 26E. 3. 69. 7E.4. 16. 5 E. 4.25,26. 9H. 6. 39.

14 H. 8.13.

** Or that there he a divorce between them, Sfd' Here is a dis-

tinction to be understood : for there bee two kinde of divorces,

• 47 E. 3. 27. w'2;. one a vinculo matrimonii *, and the other^ mensa et thoro.

39 E. 3. 32, 33. Divortium dicitur a divertendo, ox divortendo, quia vir divertitur
11 H. 4. 14. 76. ^5 uxore. Divorces ct vinculo matrimonii are these: CausdprcB'

Q^E^a'^S^^ ^<^'>^t^^^^^^i eausd metus, causd impotentice seu frigiditatis, causd

24H.8.bastarcls. affinitatis, causa consanguinitatis, S^c. And I reade in an ancient

Br. 44. 39 E. 1. Bastard, 31. 22 E. 4. lit. Consultat. 5. 6 E. 3. 243. 35E. 3. 39.

record,
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record, coram regc Termino Pasch. 30 i?. 1, William de Chad-
worthcs case, that he was divorced from his wife, for that he did

canuilly know her daughter before he married the mother ; all

which are causes of divorce preceding the marriage.

A mensd et thorot as causd aduUerii, which dissolveth not the (i Sirl.64.

marriage d vinculo matrimoniiy for it is subsequent to the mar- ijloll. Abr.

riagc. And the divorce that Littleton here speaketh of is in- 34>- 3^>- 681.)

tended of such divorces [•] as dissolve the marriage d vinculo [*] Vide Sect.

matrimoniiy and maketh the is.sue bastard, because they were 399'

notJust(C nupticc. And therefore in Littletons case though the c Rep. 08
'

husDand and wife be divorced cnusd adulterii, yet the freehold 7 Uep. 4a.

continueth, because the coverture continueth. And it is further Cro. Car. 463.

to be understood, that many divorces that were of force by the
'J,^"*!*

^^^'

canon law when Littleton wrote, are not at this day in force; ^^^^^i^^V'
for by the statute of 32 //. 8. ca. ;i8, it is declared that all per- 32 H. 8. ca. 38,

sons be lawfuU (that is, may lawfully marry) that be not prohi-

bited by God's law to marry, that is to say, that be not prohi-

bited by the Leviticall degrees.

A man married the daughter of the sister of his first wife, and
was drawne in question in the ecclesiastical! court for this mar-
riage, alleging the same to be against the canons; and it was
resolved [«] by the court of common pleas, upon consideration [n] Tr. 2 Jac.

had of the said statute, that the marriage could not be im- ^^p^- '032.

peached, for that the same was declared by the said act of ^'^^^""^^ P"*""

parliament to be good, inasmuch as it was not prohibited by /Cont. 1 Cro.
the Levitical degrees, ct sic dc similibus (1). 228. Ace Mo.

.Qprt 907- Vid. Sid.
^^^^'

434.)

(1) This passage exposed sir Edward Coke to much censure.—It was struck

out of the third and every following edition to the ninth.—It was restored to

its place in that edition, and is to be found in all the subsequent editions.

—

The following account is given of this circumstance in Burn's Ecclesiastical

Law, vol. 3. p. 402. 3d edit.—*' There are several degrees, which, although
*' not expressly named in the Levitical law, are yet prohibited by that, and
" by the statute of 32 H. 8. c. 38, by parity of reason. Hence in the case of
" Wortley and Watkinson, a consultation was granted, where one had married
** the daughter of the sister of his former wife ; which (as sir John King laid
** the argument) is the same degree of proximity, as the nephew's marrying
'* his father's brother's wife ; and this being expressly prohibited, the other
** by parity of reason is so likewise; as it had been declared E. 16 J. in Pen-
" nington's case, before the High Commissioners. Which point was again
" argued T. 1 An. in the case of Snowling and Nursey, and consultation
" granted as before, notwithstanding the case of Richard Parsons, mentioned
*' by lord Coke, 1 Inst. 235. in which it was first determined not to be within
" the Levitical degrees, and prohibition granted ; but a consultation being
*' awarded on debate, two years after, that case is said to have been expunged
•* out of the First Institute, by order of the King and Council. And this
" was the very point in which (presently after the making of the act) lord
*' Cromwell desired a dispensation for one Massey, who was contracted to his
** sister's daughter of his late wife ; but the archbishop denied it, as contrary
" to the law of God, and gave for reason, that as several persons are prohi-
*' bited, which are not expressed, but understood by like prohibition in equal
" degree; so in this case, it being expressed that the nephew shall not marry
" his uncle's wife, it is implied, that the niece shall not be married to the
*• aunt's husband. Gibs. 413, 413. Much less can it be doubted, whether
'** the like rule concerning parity of reason, doth not forbid the uncle to
** marry his niece, which, though not expressly ibrbiddcn, is virtually pro-

K 4
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Sect. 381.

A ND that they have an estate for term of their two lives is proved
thus : Every man that hath an estate offreehold in any lands or

tenements, either he hath an estate in fee, or in fee taile, or for terme of
his own life, or for terme of another man's life, and by such a lease they
have a freehold, but they have not by this grant fee, norfee taile, norfor
terme of another's life, ergo, they have an estate for terme of their owne
lives, but this is upon condition in lawe in forme aforesaid ; and
in this case if they shal do wast, thefeoffor shall ^^ have a writ V^So^
of waste against them, supposing by his ivrit, quod tenet ad

[_ {, J
terminum vitag, 8lc. * but in this (A) count he shall declare how
and in what manner the lease was made,

PI. Cora. 561. b; " TS proved thus." By this argument logically drawne a di-
yid. Sect. 345.

.

risione, it appeareth, how necessary it is that our student
" ' should (as Littleton did) come from one of the universities to the

; studie of the common law, where he may learne the liberall arts,

]
and especially logick, for that teacheth a man not onely by just

: argument to conclude the matter in question, but to discerne

betweene truth and falsehood, and to use a good method in his

studie, and probably to speake to any legall question, and is

defined thus, dialectica est scientia probabiliter de quoiis themate

disserendi, whereby it appeareth how necessary it is for our
student.

37 H. 6. 27. " Supposing by his writ, quod tenet ad terminum vitae, <5r."

This and the rest of this section is evident and plaine.

Sect.
* but—and, in L. and M. and Roh.

(A) T7ie uord * this " seems to he here insertedfor " his." See Mr. Ritso's hitr. p. ill.

** hibited in the precept that forbids the nephew to marry the aunt ; nor is it

** of moment to allege, that the first is a more favourable case, as the natural
" superiority is preserved ; since the parity of degree, which is the proper
" rule of judging, is the very same. Gibs. 413. But where in the case of
*' Harrison and Burwell, T. 20 C. 2. in the spiritual court, one had married
" the wife of his great uncle, this was declared not to be within the Levitical
** degrees; and accordingly, after the opinion of all the judges taken by the
" king's special command, a prohibition was granted. Gibs. 41 3."

—

Note, the

case of Richard Parsons, T. 2 Ja, Ro. 1032. where a man may marry the

daughter of his wife's sister, which is in the editions of 1628, and that of 29,
and is here left out. See Moor, 1266. Mannes case, 33 Eliz. in the case of the

widow of one Rennington, who claimed a widow's estate, but was denied, because

she was niece to the former wife of Rennington, who had done penancefor the

incestuous marriage ; but it was resolved she shoidd have her widow's estate,

because there was never any divorce had in the life of her husband, though

there was came. Hob. iSi. in the case of Howard \. Bartlett. 2 Inst. 68^.

1 Cro. 228. Vaiigh. ^02. Hill v. Geed, 3 Lev. 364. Vide auocy, 2 Jones, 1 18.

5 Mo. iGi. and B, StilUngflcet's Life, 121 Lord Nott. MS.—[Note 149.]
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Sect. 382.

/ S th4^ sftiue maiimr it m, if an abbot make a lease to a manfor yeata
(Bj, to have and to hold to him during the time that the lessor is abbot

(En mcsme Ic manner est, si un abbe lUit uii lease a un home a aver

et tencr a luy durant Ic temps que le lessor est abbe); in this case th^

lessee hath an estatefor term of his oxen life: bat this is upon condition in

law, scilicet, That ij the abbot resigne, or be deposed, that then it shall be

laufullfor his successor to enter, S)'c.

** TF an abbot*' So it is of a bishop, archdeacon, and other Vide Bract-

ecclesiasticall or temporall body politique or corporate, or 'ih- 5- 4»4-

of any officer or graduate, or the like.
(Plowd. 24a.)

" Bcsigne or be deposed,'' And so it is of a translation and
cession.

Sect. 383.

/I LSO a man may sec in the Book of' Assisps, an. 38 E. 3. J p. 3, a
plea of' Assise in this form following, scilicet, An assise oj Novel

Disseisin icas sometime brought against A. who pleaded to the assise, and
it was found by verdict, that the anccstour of the plaintife devised his

lands to bee sold by the defendant, who ivas his executor, and to make
distribution of the moneyfor his soule : and it wasfound, that presently

after the death of the testator, one tendred to him a certaine sum of money

J or the lands, but not to the value, and that the executor afterwards held

the lands in his own hands tivo yeares, to the eident to sell the same dearer

to some other ; and it was found that he had all the time taken the profits

of' the lands to his own use, icithout doing any thing for the soule of tJte

deceased, ^c. Moubray * justice said, the executor in this case is bound
by the law to make the sale as soone ^s he may after the death of his

testator, and it is found that hee refused to make sate, and so there was a
default in him, and so by force of the devise he was bound to pat all the

profits comming of the lands to the use of the dead (et issint per force

del devise il fuist tenus d'aver mis touts le profits -f avenants de les

tenements al use le mort), and it isfound that he tooke them to his owne
use, and so another default in him. Wherefore it was adjudged, that the

PI ' should recover. § And so it appeareth by the saidjudgement, that by
force of the said devise the executour had no estate nor power in the lands,

but upon condition in law.

" 'IHH E book of Assises," is a booke of the Reports of Cases in

the raigne of king Edward the 'I'hird, and it is called the

Booke of Assises, because the greatest part of the cases therein

are

X p. 3, not in L. and M. or Roh. + avenants — prevenantes, in L.

* justice said, not in L. and M. or and M. and Roh.

Uoh. § <^c. added in L. and M. and Rob.

(B) U leimn, that the test $htmld be read a$ if the irorrf* " for yeairs " had been

omitted. See Mr. Uitto's tutr. p. 11a. h is observable that the origitml French doe* noi

uarruHt the msertu)n,in the tratulation, of the nvrds in^ueAion.
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are upon writs of assises brought, as hath been said, and which
hath beene cited before.

** Devised his lands to be sold hy his executor^ This
must fc^ be intended to be of lands devisable by ["23671
custome, for lands by the common law were not devis-

I c. J
able (as hath been said : for in this section is implyed

(Latch. 9. Ant. a diversity, mz. when a man deviseth that his executor shal sell

113, a. 181.) j.|-jg i^jj^^ there the lands descend in the meane time to the heire,

and untill the sale bee made the heire may enter and take the

profits. But when the land is devised to his executor to be sold,

there the devise taketh away the descent, and vesteth the state

of the land in the executor, and he may enter and take the

profits, and make sale according to the devise. And here it

appeareth, by our author, that when a man deviseth his tene-

ments to be sold by his executors, it is all one as if he had
devised his tenements to his executors to be sold: and the

reason is, because he deviseth the tenements whereby hee
breakes the descent (1).

" Movohray," John Moivbray was a reverend judge of the

court of common pleas, and descended of a noble family.

" The executor in this case is bound by the law to mahe the sale

as soone as he may after the death of his testatory Sfc." And the

reason hereof is, for that the meane profits taken before the sale

(4llcp. 81. b.) shall not bee assets, so as he may be compellable to pay debts

with the same, and therefore the law will inforce him to sell the

lands as soone as he can, for otherwise hee shall take advantage
of his owne laches ; but if a man devise that his executor shall

sell his land, there he may sell it at any time, for that he hath but

a bare power, and no profit. And by this case it appeareth what

{ 3 Cro. 1 9. construction the law maketh for the speedy payment of
2J-a.) debts. And here is to be observed, that many &^ words r2367l

in a will doe make a condition in law, that make no con-
[_ u J

dition in a deed : As here to devise lands to an execu-
Mich. 31 & 32 tor ad tendendum, so if lands be devised to one ad solvendum 20 /.

El. in the King's iq / g^ qj. paying twentie pounds to /. N. this amounts to a con-
Bench. Crick-

dition. And Cnc^wer's case was this : A man seised of certaine
mcr s case,

adjudg. Dy. 6 E. 6. fo. 74. 7 E. 6. 70. (1 Leo. 174.) 10 Rep. 41. (Cro. Car. 185.)

lands

(1) 1 Co. 25. b. Porters ease. Breach of condition assigned, because he has
not performed mthin convenient time, viz. 8 years.—Ant, 113. cont. that where
lands are devised to executors to sell, and one refuses, yet it is within 21 H. S.

though it be an interest, and though the words of the statute are, where lands are

willed to be sold by executors, which gives only a power ; so there was a diffe-

rence between them.—49 E. 3. 17. The case was, a woman seised of lands in

London devised them to be sold by her executors, and died without an heir ; that

devise prevented the escheat which the king pretended to have, and the executors

could enter and sell, therefore more than a bare authority passed. Yet in 1651

,

on evidence at the bar, between Wilkinson and White, this case was started', and
lord chiefjustice Rolls doubted of this opinion, because, he said, it was only a
descent, according to the words oj" Littleton ; and that it appeared to him, that

when lands are devised to be sold by executors, there no interest passes, as in the

last clause here,—See ant. p. 1 13. a. note a.—Lord Nott. MSS—[Note 150.]
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lands holilcn in socage had issue two daughters A. and /?. and
devised all his lands to A. and her heires, to pay unto IS, a ccr-

taine summe of money at a certainc day and place; the money
was not paid, and it was adjudged, That these words, "to pay,"

Sec. did amount in a will to a condition; and the reason was,

for that the land was devised to A. for that purpose, otherwise

IS, to whom the money was appointed to be paid, should be

romedilesse, ct interest reipuhliccc suprcma hominum tcstamenla

rata haberi : and the lessee of B. upon an actual 1 ejectment

recovered tlie moitie of the land against A.

** And so it appcarcih by thejudgement, Sfc." This conclusion

upon a judgment is of great autnoritic in law, quia judicium

pro veritatc accipitury and, as it hath beene said, judicium is

(piaH juris dictum.

Sect. 384.

J ND many other things there are of estates upon condition in law

(t Et miilts auters choses et cases y sont d'estates sur condition

en la ley), and in such cases he needed 7iot to have shewed any deed, re-

hearsing the condition, for that the law it selfe purporteth the condition, 8^c.

Ex paucis dictis intendere plurima possis.

More shall be said of conditions in the next chapter (Plus serra dit de
conditions en le

;j:
prochein chapter), in tlie chapter of Releases, and in

the chapter of Discontinuance.

"LT ERE B Y it appeareth that limitations (which, as hath beene 9 E. 4. 36.

said, Littleton termeth conditions in law) may be pleaded (5 Tlep. 74.

without deed: and the reason of our author is observable, ^l^ep.aS.)

because the law in itselfe purporteth the condition, whereof
somewhat hath bin said before, and therefore looke backe to

the conditions in law, or words of limitation, and withall that a

stranger may take advantage of a limitation, as hath beene

said. (Ante 214. b.)

Littleton having spoken at large of conditions in deed and in Vid. Sect. ^ao.

law, somewhat seemeth necessary to bee said of defeasances,

whereby the state or right of freehold and inheritance may be
defeated and avoyded.

** Defeasance^ Defcisantia, is fetched from the French word Bract Ii.2.fo.i6.

defaire, i. e. to defeat or undoe, irfectuvi reddere quodfactum est. 17 Ass. p. 2.

Tliere is a diversitie between inheritances executed, and inherit- 6 E. 3.

ances executorie ; as lands executed by livery, &c. cannot b^ 40 e? 17
indenture of defeasance be defeated afterwards. And so if a 43 a««. ja.

disseisee release (A) a disseisor, it cannot bee defeated by in- 7 H. 6. 43.

dentures of defeasance made afterwards ; but at the time of the 8 H. 6. 23.

release or feoffment, &c. the same may be defeated by indentures 3^ *" 3- Annu.

Annuity, 44. 30 Ass. p. 1. 30 Ass. p. 11. 31 Ass. 32. Ajit. 207.0. (1 Roll. Abr. 590.)

of

\ Et mults auters choses et cases y \ procliein chapter—chapifre d6

soiit d'estates sur condition en la ley, discentz que tollent entres, in L, and
not in L. and M. or Roh. M. and Roh.

(A) The word to ium$ to be here rtquisUe.
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20 Ass. \)\. 7.

7 K. 4. 29.

Browning and
Beston's case,

PI. Com. 131.

28 H. 8.

Dier, 6.

07 H. 8. 15.

19 R. 2.

Done, 10.

Albanie's case,

lib. 1. 107.

(6 Rep. 32.

3 Rep, IVyne's
case.)

(*) 27 H. 8.

cap. 10.

(Cro. Car. 472.
Hob. 348.

9 Rep. 107.

1 Rep. 173.

>75)

of defeasance, for it is a maxime in law, Qucc incontinentijiun

in esse videntur (1).

f3" But rents, annuities, conditions, warranties, and r23771
such like, that be inheritances executorie, may be I

*|

defeated by defeasances made, either at that time, or

anytime after: and so the law of statutes, recognizances, obli-

gations, and other things executorie.

" Ex paucis didis intendere plurima possis."

Verses at the first were invented for the helpe of memorie,
and it standeth well with the gravitie of our lawyer to cite

them. By this verse of our author, inferences and conclusions

in like cases are warrantable.

Lastly, somewhat were necessarie to be spoken concerning

clauses of provisoes, containing power of revocation, which
since Littleton wrote are crept into voluntarie conveyances,
which passe by raising of uses, being executed by the (*) statute

of 27 II. 8. and are become verie frequent, and the inheritance

of many depend thereupon. As if a man seised of lands in fee,

and having issue divers sonnes, by deed indented, covenanteth

in consideration of fatherly love, and for the advancement of the

blood, or upon any other good consideration, to stand seised of
three acres of land to the use of himselfe for life, and after to

the use of Thomas his eldest son in taile, and for default of such
issue, to the use of his second son in taile, with divers like

remainders over ; with a proviso that it shall be lawfull for the

covenantor at any time during his life to revoke any of the said

uses, &c. this proviso being coupled with an use, is allowed to

be good, and not repugnant to the former states. But in case

of a feoffment, or other conveyance, whereby the feoffee or

grantee, &c. is in by the common law, such a proviso were
merely repugnant and void.

And first, in the case aforesaid, if the covenantor, who had
an estate for life, doe revoke the uses according to his power,
he is seised againe in fee simple without entrie or claime.

Secondly, he may revoke part at one time, and part at another.

Thirdly, If he make a feoffment in fee, or levie a fine, &c. of
any part, this doth extinguish his power but for that part

;

whereas in that case the whole condition is extinct. But if it

be made of the whole, all the power is extinguished ; so as to

some purposes it is of the nature of a condition, and to other

purposes in nature of a limitation.

Fourthly, If hee that hath such power of revocation hath no
present interest in the land, nor by the ceasor of the state shall

have nothing, then his feoffment or fine, &c. of the land is no
extinguishment of his power, because it is meere collaterall to

the land,

Fiftly, By the same conveyance that the old uses be revoked,

may

(1) A power of revocation may be defeated by a defeasance made at the

same time, or any time after. 1 Rep. 113.—See Garth. 64. But if a thing

executory on its commencement be after executed, it cannot be defeated by

a subsequent defeasance. 5 Rep. 90. b. In the case of Cottrell v. Purchase,

lord Talbot said he should always discourage the practice of drawing an

absolute deed, and making a defeasance, as it wore the face of fraud. Ca.

Temp. Talbot, 61-64.—[Note 151-]

Lib. 1. fol. 173,

174.

Digge's case,

lib. 1. fol. 107.

Albanie's case,

lib. 10. fol. 143.

Scrope's case,

lib.7. fol-.ia.iS-

Sir Francis

Englefield's

case.

(2 Roll.Abr.

263. 1 Roll.

Abr. 331.)
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mny new be created or limited, where the former cease ipso facto

by the revocation, without either entrie or cinitne.
'

Sixtly.Tiiat these revocations are favourably interpreted, bc-

eauKC many men's inheritances depend on the same (l). And
licre I may apply the abovesaid verae

:

Ex paucis didis intendere plurimn possis.

(O Some observations will be made in the notes to the chapter of Releases,

on Powers of Revocation, and other Powers deriving their eflect from the statute

of uses. A reference was made, in note i, p. '2i(). a. to this place, for some
observations on tiie doctrine of Conditionx precedent, and Conditions subsequent.

In 1 Kq, Ca. Ab. loB. it is observed, " That conditions precedent are such an

*' are annexed to estates, and nmst, at law, be punctually performed, before the

" estate can vest. A condition subsequent is, when the estate is executed ; but
" the continuance of such estate dependethon the breach or performance of the
* condition. Though this distinction is often mentioned in courts of equity,

** yet the prevailing distinction there is to relieve against conditions, where
" cojiipensation can be made, whether they be precedent or subsequent." This

observation is illustrated and confirmed by the cases collected under the title of

(Conditions precedent and subsequent, in Mr. Viner's Abridgment ;—and see

Francis's Maxims of Equity, p. 44. and Kaims's Princ. of Eq. 51.81. ed. 17(i(>.

—One of the most material points of discussion, respecting the doctrine and

different operations at law and in equity of Conditions precedent and Conditions

subsequent, arises from those cases where Conditions are annexed to Devisc^^

mnkinir them void on the marringe of the devisee xvithout consent. These cases

have frequently been discussed in our courts. All the learning upon them is to

be found in the case of Harvey v. Aston, Com. Rep. 726. 1 Atk. 361. Reynish

r. Martin, 3 Atk. 330. and Scott v. Tyler, 2 Bro. Ch. Ca. 488.

The doctrine of Conditions precedent and subsequent, also frequently applies

to cases arising on the VESTING of portions and legacies made payable
AT A future time. There are few points of legal learning upon which the

cases in the books are more numerous, or seemingly more discordant. Perliaps

the following distinction may serve to enable the reader to reconcile them.

I. It was laid down^ in the case of Pavvlet v. Pawlet, 2 Vent. 366, 367. that

where a legacy is charged upon real estate, if the person entitled to it dies before

the day of payment, it sinks into the land for the benefit of the owner of the

inheritance. In Hall v. Terry, 1 Atk. 502. and Van v. Clark, 1 Atk. 510. lord

Hardwicke seems to have thought himself bound by this rule, and decreed those

(rases accordingly.—But in Lowther and Condon, 2 Atk. 130. Shemian r. Col-

lins, 3 Atk. 319. Hodgson v. Rawson, 1 Ves. 44. his lordship departed from this

rule ; and perhaps the general rule, as it now stands, is,—That when a legacy
is given, charged upon a real estate, and payable at a future time, and there are

no express words in the will to make it immediately a vested interest ; there, if

a stronger implication to the contrary does not arise from the other parts of UiQ
will, the court, from its inclination to favour the heir, considers its being so

charged, and s:o pnyable, as circumstances amounting to an implication, that

the testator's intention was, that it should not vest till the time in which it is

made payable. Most clearly it is in the testator's power to make it immediately
vested and transmissible, though charged upon a real estate, and payable at a

future time, by using express words to indicate his intention that it should be
so ;—and if this can be done by express words, there cannot, it shouli seem, be
any reason why it may not be equally done by implication. Therefore, if there

are any circumstances or expressions in a will, from which the implication, that

it was the testator's intention to make it immediately a vested legacy, is stronger

tlian the implication to the contrary, which arises from its being charguil upon a
rval fund, and payable at a future day, it is to be considered as a vesteil and

transmissible
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transmissible interest, notwithstanding those circumstances. One of the cir-

cumstances, which the courts have considered as affording very strong ground
to imply the testator's intention to be, that the legacy should be immediately
vested and transmissible, though the payment is postponed to a future time, is

where the payment is postponed for reasons that are not personal to the legatee,

but arise or seem to be calculated with a view to the circumstances of the fund.

—Upon this ground lord Hardwicke seems in a great measure to have decided
in the cases cited above of Lowther v. Condon, Sherman u. Collins, and Hodg-
son V. Rawson—See also King v. Withers, Ca. Temp. Talbot, 117. Butler v.

Duncomb, 1 P. W. 457. Pitfield's case, 2 P. W. 513. Hutchins v. Foyand
Gover, Com. 716. Godwin r. Munday, 1 Bro. Cha. Rep, 191.

II. Where the legacy is charged upon personalty only ; there, if the legatee

dies before the day of payment, his personal representatives become entitled to

the legacy ; unless it is to be collected from the testator's will, that he intended
the contrary.—In the construction of bequests of this nature, there is an esta-

blished distinction between a gift of a legacy to a man, at, or if, or when, he
attains 21 (or any other future event of a similar nature), and a legacy 'payable

to a man at, or if, or when he attains 21.—In the first case, the attaining 21 is

held to be individually applicable as much to the substance as to the payment of
the legacy, and therefore the legacy is held to lapse by the death of the legatee

before the time. In the second case, the attaining 21 is held to refer, not to the

substance, but to the payment only of the legacy, and therefore, here the legacy
is held not to lapse by the death of the legatee before the time.—It has been
held to be an exception to this distinction, where the testator has disposed of

the intermediate interest either to a stranger, or to the legatee. And the dis-

tinction does not hold where the legacy is a charge upon real estate.

III. With respect to legacies charged on a mixedfund, consisting both of real

and personal estate ;—if the legatee dies before the time ofpayment, it seems to

be settled, that the legacy should sink in the land, in all cases of this nature

where it would be held to sink in the land if the fund consisted of real estate

only : but this is only so far as it is necessary to resort to the real estate ; for in

these cases the legacy is still vested as to the personal estate, in all cases where
it would be vested, if the fund consisted of personal estate only. See Sherman
V. CoJlins, 3 Atk. 320. Hodgson v. Rawson, 1 Ves. 48. Duke of Chandos r.

Talbot, 2 P. W. 612. and Mr. Cox's excellent note on the last case.

Since the first publication of the thirteenth edition of these annotations, the

doctrine of conditions, as applicable to legacies, has been fully and ably

explained by Mr. Roper, in his Treatise upon the Law of Legacies, in two

volumes octavo.—A succinct statement of it has been attempted, in the Cth

edition of Mr. Fearne's Essay on Contingent Remainders, p. 552, note 1.

For the difference between the common-law doctrine of conditions, and that

of the civil law and canon law, see the second part of Fulbeck's Parallel,

7th Dialogue.

In the former part of these notes, some observations were made on the lead-

ing points of the doctrine of mortgages. The reader will find every thing

relating to that comprehensive subject, collected with great industry and

ingenuity, in the Laxv of Mortgages , by Mr. Powell.—[Note 152.]

Chap,
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Chap. 6. Discents which toll Entries. Sect. 385.

T^ISC E \ IS which toll entries are in two mmnicrsj to wil, where the

(liscent is in fee^ or in fee taile. Discents infee which toll entries are

(Disconts en fee que tollent entries * sont), as if a man seised of certaine

Iambi or tenements is bif another disseised, and the disseisor hath issne, and
dieth of'snch estate seised, now the lands descend to the issue of the disseisor

by course of law, as heirc unto him. And because the law cast the lands

or tenements upon the issue byforce of the discent, so as the issne commeth
to the lands bi/ course of law, and not by his owne act, the entrie of the

disseisee is taken awai/, and he is put to sue a writ o/* entrie sur disseisin

against the heire of tlie disseisor, to recover the land f.

''J^ISCE NTSr This word commeth of the Latine word
discendercj id est, ex loco superiore in inferiorem moxerc ;

and in Icgall understanding it is taken when land, &c. after the

death of the ancestor is cast by course of law upon tlie heire,

which the law calleth a discent. And this is the noblest and
worthiest meanes whereby lands are derived from one to another,

because it is wrought and vested by the act of law, and

[23771 ''ight of fc3" blood unto the worthiest and next of the

jj *J
blood and kindred of the ancestor, and therefore it hath

not in the common law altogether the same signification

that it hath in the civill law ; for the civilians call him, hccredenif

qui ex testamenio succedit in universumjus testatoris. But by the

common law he is only heire which succeedeth by right of blood.

And this agreeth well with the etymologic of the word (heire)

to whom the lands descend, for hceres dicitur ah hcBrendo, quia
aid hcures est hceret, hoc est, proximus est sanguine illi cujus est

hares. So as hee that is hcereSf sanguinis est hceres, 4' herus
hereditatis.

" Discents xvhich toll entries are in ttvo manjiers." Here is an
exact and perfect division made by our author, and yet withall

plaine and perspicuous.

Now, as a discent is the worthiest meanes to come to lands,

&c. so hath the heire more privileges than any other that by
other order or meanes come to the lands, &c. as shall appeare
hereafter.

Nota, In ancient time * if the disseisor hadbeene in long pos-
session, the disseisee could not have entred upon him. [a] Like-
wise the disseisee could not have entred upon the feoffee of the
disseisor, if he had continued a yeare and a day in quiet posses-
sion. But the law is changed in both these cases, only the dying
seised being an act in law, doth hold at this day, and this seemeth
to be verie ancient, for this was the law before the Conquest.
[/>] Porro autem quain maritus sine lite et controversid sedcm inco-
luerity earn conjux et proles sine controversid possidento, si qua in
ilium lisfuerit illaia liveniem, earn hceredes ad sc (perinde atque
is vivus) accipiunto.

[6] Lamb, expl

And

Mirror, cap. a.

sect. 5. BractQn,

lib. 5. fol. 370.

and 434.
Britton,

fol. 115. 215.

Vide Sect. 5.

(Sid. 193. Ant.

13. b. Ant. 163.)

(Ant. 7. b.)

• Bractou, li. 4.

fol. 162. 6c 209.

Britton.fol. 115.

fleta,!. 4. C.2.

[a] 50 E, 3. 21.

1 Ass. 13.

ao H. 3.

Ass. 432.

9 Ass. 15.

29 Ass. 5. 54.
26 Ass. 12.

21 Ass. 28.

43 Assise, 17.

icat fol. 120. 70

sont—est, in L. and M. and Roh. t Sfc added in L. and M. and Roh.
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Of DisceiUs. L. 3. C. 6. Sect. 385.

And one of the reasons of this ancient law may be, that the

Iieire cannot suddenly by entendment of law know the true state

of his title. And for that many advantages follow the possession

and tenant, the law taketh away the entrie of him that would
not enter upon the ancestor, who is presumed to know his title,

and driveth him to his action against the heire that may be
ignorant thereof.

11 H. 7. 12. *^ And dieth of such estate seised" To a discent that taketh

40 E. 3. 24. away an entrie a dying seised is necessarie, as here it appeareth ;

but a man to other purposes may have lands by discent though
his ancestor died not seised, as hath beene said before.

33 E. 3. G;ird. *' Oflands or tenements^ That is, of such tenements as be
162. 6 H. 4. 4. corporeall, and doe lye in liverie, and not of inheritances which
39 E. 3. 36. jyg j|„ grant, as advowsons, rents, commons in grosse, and such

F^N B xt^ Q ^'^^' winch bee inheritances incorporeall, and yet are included

7H.4. 12. 5. within this word (tenements). For discents of them doe not

^Ass. p. 9. put him that rigiit hath to an action ; and the reason of this

21 E. 3. 2. diversitie is, for that houses serve for the habitation of men,

and lands to be manured for their sustenance, and therefore the

heire after a discent shall not be molested or disturbed in them
by entrie.

" Is hij another disseised" The like law is of an abatement

or intrusion, and of their feoffees, or donees, &c.

(8 Rep. 101.) Upon the words of Littleton a diversitie may be col-

(6 Co. 51. b.) lected, that if a recoverie be had by A. ft:^ against B. n2387|
33 1^-- 3- tit- 3- and before execution B. die seised, this discent shall
^.ntnetong,5u

j^q^ j-.^j^g ^way the entrie t)f the recoverer. But if after

Imp! 139. execution B. had disseised the recoverer and died seised, this

27 E. 3. 88. discent shall take away the entrie of the recoveror within the

9 H. 6.49. expresse words of Littleton : and so it is in case of a fine.
21 II. 6. 17.

^

3 E. 4. 6. 12 E. 4. 19. 3 I- 7- 3- 6E. 4. 11. 7 H. 7. 15. 5 H. 7. 2j.

10 H. 7. 5. b.

[h] 5 H. 7. 2. W ^^ recoverie is had against tenant for life, where the re-

mainder is over in fee, tenant for life dieth, he in remainder

entreth before execution, and dieth seised, the entrie of the re-

coveror is lawfdll, because he is privy in estate ; otherwise it is

if the discent had beene after execution.

45 E. 3. Quare A, recovereth an advowson against B. in a writ of right, and
Imp. 139- hath judgement final ; the incumbent dieth ; B, by usurpation

presents to the church, and his clarke is admitted and instituted

;

B. dieth : A. is put out of possession, and the heire of B. is not

so bound by the judgement either in blood or estate but that he

lo] 8 E.2.Quare shall present, [0] B. levies a fine to A. of an advowson to him

Imp. 166. and his heires ; after the ckurch becomes void ; B. presents by
<6 Co. 48.) usurpation, and his clarke is admitted and instituted : this shall

put A. the conusee out of possession. And the reason of these

two cases is, for that at the common law every presentation to a

church did put the rightfuU patron out of possession, and did

put him to his writ of right, whether the presentation were by

title or without, and therefore albeit the usurpation were in both

the said cases before execution, yet it put the rightfull patron

out of possession. So note a diversitie betweene a recoverie of

land . and of an advowson.
The
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' rheeniric of the disseisee is taken atvay (i)/' Here is one

ot the privileges whicii tiie law givcth to the heirc by discent

of houses and hinds.

[jj] At tlie conniion hiw if the disseisor, abator, or intruder [;»] L'rttatute

hftd died seised soone after the wrong done, the disseisee and dc 3a 11. 8.

his lieires luid been barred of his and their entrie without any ^"j'- ^3- ^^

time Hmited by law; but now by the statute [q] made since ^JJif

Littleton wrote, it is enacted, that except sucli disseisor hath [9] 37 H. 6. 1.

been in the peaceable possession of such mannors, lands, ^c.
whereof he shall die seised by the space of five yeares next pi. Com. 47.

at\ersuch disseisin, &c. without entrie or continual! claime, &c. in Wimbeshe's

that there such dying seised, &c. shall not take away the entrie <^"'^'

of such person or persons, &c. But after the five yeares the

disseisee must take such continuall claime as our author hath

taught us, the learning whereof is necessarie to be knowne.
And it is said that abators and intruders are out of this sta-

tute ('2), because the statute is penall, and extends only to a

disseisor, and that was the most common raischiefe. Et ad ea

qu(P ficqueniius accidunt jura adaptantur.

The teottee of a disseisor is out of the said statute, and re-

maines as at the common law. But to a disseisor, the statute

is taken favourably for advancement of the ancient right ; for

whether the disseisin be without force, or with force, it is within

the statute. And albeit the statute speake of him that at the

time of such discent had title of entrie, &c. or his heires, yet

the successors of bodies politique or corporate, so you hold

yourselfe to a disseisin, are within the remedie of this statute, (Post. 246. a.)

for the statute extendeth cleerely to the predecessor, being

disseised ; and consequently without naming of his successor

extendeth to him, for he is the person that at the time of such
discent had title of entrie.

But if a man make a lease for life, and the lessee for life
^

is disseised, and the disseisor die seised within five yeeres, the/

lessee for life may enter ; but if he die before he doth enter, it) Vide PI. Com.

is said that the entrie of him in the reversion is not lawfull, 47- ubi supra,

because his entrie was not lawfull upon the disseisor at the time

of the discent, as the statute speaketh. But if lessee for life^

had died first, and then the disseisor had died seised, he in the,

reversion had beene within the remedie of the statute, because ?

he had title of entrie at the time of the discent, as the statute
'

speaketh, and so within the expresse letter of the statute,

albeit the disseisin was not immediate to him, and the like is

to be said of a remainder, cVc. f

'* Writ

( 1 1 Co. 46.

r.io. 151.)
Mich.4&5KIir.
Dier, 219. ace.

(1) The outlines of the doctrine contained in this Chapter are thus sum-
marily mentioned by lord chief baron Gilbert, in his Law of Tenures, p. 21 ;

—

" When any man is disseised, the disseisor has only the naked possession,
*' because the disseisee may enter and evict him; but against all other persons
** the disseisor has a right, and in this respect only can be said to have the
" right of possession, for in respect to the disseisee he has no right at ail.

" But w^hen a descent is cast, the heir of the disseisor has jus possessiouisy
** because the disseisee cannot enter upon his possession an^ evict him, but
" is put to his real action, because the freehold is cast upon the heir."- -

[Note 153.]

(2) And so are the donees and feoffees of the disseisor, for tliey come by
title, though it is a defeasible one. Note to the wth edition—[Note 154.]
Vol. II. S
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F. N. R. 191.
" ^y^rit of entrie sur disseisin.'" Breve de ingressu super

disseisinam. Of this writ somewhat shall be said in the next

section.

Sect. 386.

T)ISCENTS in tayh which take away entries are (Discents en
"^

taile que tollent entries ^ sont), as if a man be disseised^ and the

disseisor Qiveth the same land to another in\ taile, and the tenant in taile

hath issue and dieth of such estate seised, and the issue enter ; in this case

the entrie of the disseisee is taken away, and he is put to sue against the

issue of the tenant in taile a writ of Entrie sur disseisin f

.

« T\IETH of such estate seisedJ*

If a disseisor make a gift in tayle, and the donee

discontinueth in fee, and disseise B3- the discontinuee, r2387|
and dieth seised, this discent shall not take away the

|_ ^ J
entrie of the disseisee, for the discent of the fee sim-

ple is vanished and gone by the remitter ; and albeit the issue

be in by force of the estate taile, yet the donee died not seised

of that estate, and of necessitie there must be a dying seised,

as hath beene said, which is a point worthy of observation, and

implyeth many things.

9 H. 7. 24- " In this case the entrie of the disseisee is taken aivay."

(Post. 240.) If a disseisor make a gift in taile, and the donee hath issue

and dieth seised, now is the entrie of the disseisee taken away

;

but if the issue die without issue, so as the estate taile which

discended is spent, the entrie of the disseisee is revived, and

he may enter upon him in the reversion or remainder.

13 H. 4. 8, 9. So if there be grandfather, father and son, and the son dis-

33 H- 6. 5- b. seiseth one, and infeoffeth the grandfather who died seised, and
per Moyle.

^ ^^^ ^^^^ discendeth to the father, now is the entrie of the dis-

per Curiam.
^

seisee taken away ; but if the father dieth seised, and the land

Vide Sect. 395. descendeth to the sonne, now i.s the entrie of the disseisee re-

(Autc, 206. b.) vived, and he may enter upon the son, who shall take no advan-

tage of the discent, because he did the wrong unto the disseisee.

But in the case abovesaid some have said, that where after such

discent to the father, he made a lease to the son for terme of

another man's life, upon whom the disseisee entred, that the son

brought an assise and recovered; and the reason that hath beene

yeelded is, for that the son had not the fee simple which he

gained by disseisin, but is a purchaser of the free-hold only from
13 E. 3. Br. the father, and the discent remaine not purged. Contrarie it

ti^t. Entrie were, as it is there said, if the son were heire to the discent. But

(S.27i. a.
*^^ booke cited there in Fitzherh. tit. Title, placit.6. doth not

sect. 395.) warrant that case, and I hold the law to be contrarie, viz. that

the disseisee in that case shall enter upon the disseisor, as well

as if the father had conveyed the whole fee simple to the son, for

in that case also the discent to the father is not purged. If a

disseisor make a lease to an infant for life, and he is disseised,

and a discent cast, the infant enters, the entrie of the disseisee

is

* sont—est, L. and M. and Roh. t Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.
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is la^full upon him. More shall be said of the like matter in (Sect. 40^
this chapter hereafter in his proper place, Sect. 393. 395. F.N.li. 192.0.)

*' IFrit of Citric sur disseisin.'' Breve de ingressu super

disseisinam. This writ lieth only upon a disseisin made to the

demandant or to some of his ancestors, and of this writ there

be tbure kindes. The first is a writ that lieth for the disseisee iq 11. 6. 56.

against the disseisor upon a disseisin done by himselfe, and this 9 H. 5. 9.

is called a writ of entrie in the nature of an assise. The second Bractou, lib 5.

is a writ of entrie sur disseisin en la per, whereof Littleton here '<>'• 219. b. &
speaketh, for the heire by discent is in the per by his ancestor :

3>8. Bnt. fol.

so it is if the disseisor make a feoffment in fee, a gift in taile, or Yhia^y^' 5
a lease for life, for they are in the per by the disseisor. [*] The cap. 35.

third is a writ of entrie sur disseisin en le per Sf cui ; as where A. 5 K. 3. 216.

being the feoffee of .D. the disseisor maketh a feoffment over to T*] 22 E. 3. i.b.

2?. there the disseisee shall have a writ of entrie sur disseisin of I, n'b^^
lands, &c. in which D. had no entrie but by A. to whom D.
demised the same, who unjustly and without judgement dis-

seised the demandant. These are called gradus, degrees,

which are to be observed, or else the writ is abatable; for

sicut natura nonjctcit scdtum, ita nee lex.

The fourth is a writ of entrie sur disseisin in le post, which
lieth when after a disseisin the land is removed from hand to hand
beyond the degrees; and it is called in lepost, because the words
of the writ be, post disseisinam quam D. iiijuste, S^cjecit, S^c.

The formes of these writs you shall read in the Register and
F. N. B. and therefore it were needlesse to recite them here.

So then a degree is of two sorts ; either by act in law, whereof
Littleton here putteth an example of a discent, or by act of the

partie, by lawfull conveyance, as is aforesaid. But it is to be 14 H. 4. 40.

understood, that at the common law, if the lands were conveyed (6 Co. 9. b.)

out of the degrees, the demandant was driven to his writ of right,

in respect of such long possession in so many men's hands, which
the law doth ever respect and favour. And therefore by the

statute [a] of Marlebridge, the writ of entrie in le post is given ;
[a] ^Marlebr.

Proiisum est etiam quhd si alienationes illcB de quibus brere de cap. 29.
^

ingressu dari consuevit, per tot gradus Jiant, per quot breve ^^ ^'
^^"

illud informdprius usitatafieri non possit habeant co7iquerentes

breve ad recuperandam seisinam suam sine mentione

[23Q7| ^^ graduum, ad cujusamque manus per hujusmodi ^

'\ alienationes res ilia devenerit, per breve originale, Sf

per commune consilium domini regis inde providendum,

Sfc. (1).

Now

(1) The different degrees of title which a person dispossessing another of

his lands acquires in them in the eye of the law (independently of any anterior

right), according to the length of time and other circumstances which intervene

from the time such dispossession is made, form different degrees of presump-
tion in favour of the title of the dispossessor ;. and in proportion as that pre-

sumption increases, his title is strengthened ; the modes by which the possession

may be recovered vary ; and more, or rather different proof is required from

the person dispossessed, to establish his title to recover.

Thus, if A. is disseised by B. while the possession continues in B. it is a mere

naked possession, unsupported by any right, and A. may restore his possession,

and put a total end to the possession of B. by an entrt^ on the lands, witliout

any previous action.

s i ^^
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Bracton, ubi Now it is necessarie to be knowne, what doth make a degree.
supra. Britton, First, 110 estat^4|ained by wrong doth make a degree, and there-
"'^'^"Pp*

, fore neither abatement, intrusion, or disseisin upon disseisin, doth

4 E. 2. Brev niake a degree. Neither dotli everie change by lawfull title

worke

If B. dies, the possession descends on the heir by act of law. In this case,

the heir comes to the land by a lawful title, and acquires, in the eye of the

law, an apparent rigid of possession ; which is so far good against the person

disseised, that he has lost his right to recover the possession by entry, and can

only recover it by an action at latv.—The actions used in these cases are called

Possessory Actions, and the original writs by which the proceedings upon them
are instituted, are called Writs of Entr3^

But if /J. permits the possession to be withheld from him, beyond a certain

period of time, without claiming it, or suffers judgment in a possessory action

to be given against him by default, or upon the merits ; in all these cases, B.'s

title in the eye of the law is strengthened, and A, can no longer recover by a

possessory action, and his only remedy then is by an action on the right. These
last actions are called Droiturel ActioJis, in contra-distinction to Possessory

Actions. They are the ultimate resource of the person disseised ; so that, if he

fails to bring his writ of right within the time limited for the bringing of such

writs, he is remediless, and the title of the dispossessor is complete. The ori-

ginal writs by which droiturel actions are instituted are called Writs of Right.

The dilatoriness and niceties in these processes, introduced the Writ of
Assise. The invention of this proceeding is attributed to Glanville, chief

justice to Henry II. (See Mr. Reeves s History of the English Law, Fart. I.

ch. 3.) It was found so convenient a remedy, that persons, to avail them-

selves of it, frequently supposed or admitted themselves to be disseised, by
acts which did not in strictness amount to a disseisin. This disseisin, being such

only by the will of the party, is called a disseisin by election, in opposition to

an actual disseisin : it is only a disseisin as between the disseisor and the dis-

seisee, the person, thus propounding himself to be disseised, still continuing

the freeholder as to all persons but the disseisor. The old books, particularly

the Reports of Assise, when they mention disseisins, generally relate to those

cases where the owner admits himself disseised. (See 1 Burr. 111. and see

Bract, lib. 4. cap. 3.)

As the processes upon writs of entry were superseded by the assise, so the

assise and all other real actions have been since superseded by the modern
process of ejectment. This was introduced as a mode of trying titles to lands

in the reign of Henry VII. From the ease and expedition, with which the

proceedings in it are conducted, it is now become the general remedy in these

cases. Booth, who wrote about the end of the last century, mentions real

actions as then worn out of use. It is rather singular that this should be the

case, as many cases must frequently have occurred, in which a writ of eject-

ment was not a sufficient remedy. Within these few years past, some attempts

have been made to revive real actions ; the most remarkable of these are the

case of Tissen v. Clarke, reported in 3 Wils. 419. 541. and that of Carlos and
Shuttlewood v. Lord Dormer. The writ of summons in this last case is dated

the 1st day of December 1775. The summons to the four knights to proceed

to the election of the grand assise, is dated the 2'2dday of May 1780. To
this summons the sheriff made his return ; and there the matter rested. The
last instance in which a real action was used, is the case of Sidney v. Perry,

In this case, it was adjudged by De Grey, chiefjustice, and all the other judges,

that the defendant, in a writ of right, by proving his actual possession, without

any evidence of his title, put the demandant to the necessity of producing and
proving his title,—a point, ofwhich, till that decision, some doubts were enter-

tained. That part of sir William Blackstone's Commentary which treats upon
real actiens, is not the least valuable part of that excellent work.—[Note 155.]
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worke a degree, as if a bishop or an abbot, or the like, dijiscise (^ Inst. 155.

one and die, where his suceessor i^ in by hiuCull htle ; for though ^,'^^- ^'*'"'- 30*

the parson (A) be altered, yet the right remaincs where it was, "*^" ^*30

tV2. in the ehurch, and both of them seised in the same right, viz.

in tlie rigiit of the churcli, and therefore in that verie case

Bracton [b] demands the question, Anfuciuntgradum de ahbatc [fe] Bracton,

in abbatem sicttt de harede in ficcrcdem? Et lidetur quod non ''^' 4- <"«'• 321-

muffis. ju^m in comimtationc descensus^ quia et si alternatur per- ^,?' '^:.^\ ^«
sona^ non propter hoc alternatur aignitas, sea semper manet. And x\ H. 4. 83,
herewith agreeth [( ] Fleta. •

[,:] Fleta, lib. 5.

Also an estate made to the king doth make no degree, and <^ap- 34- 311.3.

therefore if a disseisor by deed inrolled convey the land to the
^^'"'J"^'

in-

king, and the king by his charter granteth it over, the disseisee p^N^jf '

7qi ^
cannot have a writ of cutrie in le per y\ cui^ but in lepohi, for the ( Post. 318. a.)

king's charter is so high a matter ofrecord as it maketh no degree. 5H.2. Entrie,66.

Also an estate of a tenant by the curtesie, or of the lord by 7 *^ 3- 360,

escheat, or of an execution of an use, by the statute of 27 //. 8.

or by judgement, or rccoverie, or of any others that come in in

the Post^ worke no degree, [d] But a tenancie in dower by [d] 36 H. 6.

assignement of the heire doth worke a degree, because she is in Dower, 30.

by her husband; but assignement of dower by a disseisor worketh
no degree, but is in the Post, as hereafter shall be said in his ^

proper place.

When the degrees are past, so as a writ of entrie in the Pobt 41 E. 3. 4, 5.

doth lye, yet by event it may be brought within the degrees 39 E. 3. 25.

againc ; as if the disseisor infeoffe A, who infeoffes B. who in- 5 H. 7. 6,

feoffes C or if the disseisor die seised, and the land discend to A. ^ ^' ^^'

and from him to C. now are the degrees past ; and yet if C
infeoffe A. or B. now it is brought within the degrees againe.

If the disseisor make a lease for life, the remainder in fee, 50 E. 3. ay.

tenant for life dieth, he in the remainder is in the Per^ because
he now claimeth immediately from the disseisor, and both these

estates make but one degree (2).

Note, there bee divers other wi^its of entrie besides this writ (FN.B. 192.8.)

of entrie sur disseisin, whereof Littleton here speakes ; as a writ

of entrie ad terminum qui prceteriit, in casu prnvisot in consimili

casUy ad communem legcnij sine assensu capitulij dum Juit infra

cetatem^ dum non fuit compos mentis^ aid in vita, sur cui in vitd,

intrusion^ cessavit^ and the like ; and that which hath beene (8 Rep. 86.)

said of one, may be applyed to all.

Sect. 387.

yi ND twte, that in such discents which take axcaij entries, it behoveth

that a man die seised in his demesne as of fee, or in his demesne as of
fee taile. For a dying seised for terme of life, or for terme of another

nuin's life, doth never take away an entry*.

8^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(A) parson seemi to be here insertedfar person.

(2) Booth, in his Real Actions, 171. makes the first degree to consist in the

original wrong ; but sir Henry Finch, 262. and Mr. justice Blackstonc, vol. 3.

ch. 10. agree with sir Edward Coke. Abatement, disseisin, escheat, recovery,

dower, judgment, and a third and every subsequent feoffment, are in the 1 ost.

Finch, ibid. -[Note 156.]

8 3
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Dier, 8 El. 2. T F a disseisor make a lease to a man and to his heires during
253. 7 H. 4- 46. -*- the Hfe of /. S. and the lessee dieth, living /. S. this shall not
8 IL 4. 15.

^^j^g away the entrie of the disseisee, because he that died seised

11 H. 4.^. ^i^d but a freehold only, and heires in that case were added to

(1 Kep. i4o.b.) prevent the occupant, for the heire in that case shall not have
[d] Pasch. his age, as it was adjudged in [d] Lamb's case (3).
16 Eliz. in com- ^^^ jf jjgg jj^ ^.^g reversion disseise his tenant for life, and

CAnt. 4ub.) di^^^b seised, this discent shall take away the entrie of the tenant

3E.3. tit.

"

for life (4).

Entr. Cong. 58. F. N. B. 145. M. 9 H. 7. 25. a.

9 H. 7. 25. So it is ifthere be tenant for life, the remainder in taile, the
(Hob. 323.) remainder in fee, and tenant in taile disseiseth the tenant for

life and dieth seised, this shall take away the entrie ofthe tenant

for life.

(Post. 276. a.) But if the king's tenant for life be disseised, and the disseisor

{Plo. 546.3.) die seised, this discent shall not take away the entrie of the

lessee for life, because the disseisor had but a bare estate of

freehold during the life of the lessee, and Littleton saith, that a

discent of an estate for terme of another man's life shall not

take away an entrie (5).

"Jw his demesne as offee.'' If an infant bee disseised,

Temps E.i. and the disseisor die if:3=' seised, and after the infant FgSQTl
Reliefe,i2.Dier, commeth to full age, and the heire of the disseisor die I

j^
j

14 Eliz. 308. before he entreth, albeit he died not seised ofan actuall ' -'

40E. 3. 9. b.
sejgiji(i), but of a seisin in law, yet that dying seised shall

[*] 24 E. 3. 47. ^^^Q jj^ay the entrie of the disseisee. [*] And yet in pleading
(8 Rep. 99.) ^j^g second heire shall (as hath beene said) make himselfe heire

to the disseisor, and that land shall not be recovered in value for

the warrantie made of other lands by the first heire ; but though

the first heire had but a seisin in law, yet he is within the words

of Littleton, for he was seised and died seised in his demesne as

of fee.

Sect.

(3) See Note 4. page 241. a.

(4) But it mil not take aivay the entry ofa stranger; for as to him it is but

the estatefor life stilly a fictitious not true descendible estate. Lord Nott. MS.
—[Note 157.]

(5) This is by reason of the king's prerogative, that he cannot be disseised.

See Hob. 322.--[Note 158.]

(1) See 1 Rep. 140. temp. Edw. The eldest son before entry died xmthout

issue, the youngest mil pay two reliefs,for the death of his father and the death

of his brother; for they both were tenants to the lord. So notef the death of a
person seised of a seisin in law, is a descent to entitle the lord to relief.—By
Thorp and Wilby, the grandfather leasedfor life and died. Thefather makes
a feoffment of Black Acre with warranty, the son shall not render in value the

term of which the reversion descends upon him, because thefather had only a
seisin in h'w. 24 E. 3. 47. L. Nott. MS.—[Note 159.]
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Sect. 388.

y1 LSO, a discent ofa reversion, or of a remainder, doth not take away

an nitric^. So as in those cases which take awai/ entries hy force of

discentSf it hchovcth that hcc dieth seised offee and freehold at the lime of

his decease, t or of fee taile andfreehold at the time (f his death, or other-

trisc such discent doth not inhc awaif an cntrie.

AND therefore if a disseisor make a lease for ye.ires, and die

seised of the reversion, this discent shall take away the entrie

of the disseisee, because bee died seised of the fee and frank-

tenement. Like law it is if the land he extended upon a statute,

judgement, or recognizance, and so it is in case of a remainder.

But if he had made a lease for life, and die seised ofthe rever-

sion, this discent shall not take away the entrie of the disseisee,

for that though he had the fee, yet he had not the frank-

tenement (2).

So it is of a tenant in taile mutatis mutandis ; and note, the Vide Sect. 30a.

law doth ever give great respect to the estate of freehold, though 393*

it be but for terme of life.

If a disseisor make a lease for terme of his own life, and dieth,

this discent shall not take away the entrie of the disseisee ; for

though the fee and franktenement discend to the heire of the

disseisor, yet the disseisor died not seised of the fee and frank-

tenement : and Littleton saith, that unlesse he hath the fee and
franktenement at the time of his decease, such descent shall not

take away the entrie (3).

Sect.

* Sic. added in L. and M. and Roh. time of his death, not in L. and M
t or offee taile andfreehold at the or Roh.

(2) The necessity that there should be a tenant to do the feudal duties, and
the notoriety of title, which the disseisor acquired by being permitted to con-

tinue during his life in the peaceable possession of the fee, and to die seised of

it, are the grounds upon which the law is induced to defend the possession

of the heir of the disseisor from the entry of the disseisee, and to leave the

disseisee to his remedy by action. But when the disseisor parts with the free-

hold, tliere is a vacancy in the possession ; and the possession of the disseisor,

and consequently the notoriety of it, is lost. Thus the principles which apply

to the descent of an estate m possession do not apply to the descent of an
estate in remainder or reversion expectant on an estate of freehold. But they

apply when the particular estate is only for years ; a tenant for years being

considered merely as the bailiff of the freeholder, and to hold the possession

for him.—[Note iGo.]

(3) But suppose the disseisor in this case had conveyed the estate to the use

of himself for life, remainder to the use of his first and other sons succes-

sively in tail, with the immediate reversion or remainder to himself in fee, and
that he died without issue living at the time of his decease ; it seems to be a

question, whether he is to be considered as seised in fee at the time of his

decease, so as to entitle his wife to dower. Sec Cordall's case, Cro. El. 3J5-

s 4 Hooker
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Sect. 389.

/] LSOf as it is said of discents which discend to the issue of them which

die seised, S^c. the same laio is where they have no issue, but the lands

discend to the brother, sister, uncle, or other cousin of him which dieth

seised%.

T> Y this it appeareth, that a discent, in the collateral line doth

take away an entrie, as well as in the lineall.

*' Die seised, 4'C." Here (S^c.) implieth fee simple, or fee

taile.

Sect.

X Sfc. added in L. and M. and lloh.

Hooker v. Hooker, Gas. temp. Hardw. 1 3. Duncomb v. Duncomb, 3 Lev. 437.
In the latter case, between the estate of the tenant for life, and the limitation

to his first and other sons, there was interposed an estate to trustees during the

life of the tenant for life, for preserving the remainder to the sons. It was held

that this was a vested estate, and prevented the wife from dower ; and lord

Hardwicke in Hooker v. Hooker admitted this reasoning. The passage in the

text and the three cases cited above were mentioned, and great stress laid upon
them, in the case between the heir and next of kin cf the late lord Thomond.
In that case, lord Thomond being tenant for life, with remainder to his first

and other sons in tail male, with the immediate reversion expectant thereupon

to himself in fee, paid off a sum of 18,000/. charged upon the estate under the

trusts of a term of years ; and afterwards died intestate, and without issue.

Now it is a rule in equity, that when a person, having a partial estate in land,

is entitled to a sum of money charged upon it, his right to the money does not

necessarily merge in the land, but he mat/ keep it as a subsisting charge on the

estate ; and in some cases, if he makes no particular disposition of it in his life-

time, it goes upon his decease to his personal representative. See Jones v.

Morgan, 1 Bro. Cha. Ca. 206. Upon this ground, it was contended that lord

Egremont, upon whom the estate descended at lord Thomond's decease as his

heir at law, took the estate charged with the 1 8,000 1, for the benefit of the

intestate's representatives. To this, it was answered, that though lord Thomond
was, at the time of his decease, seised of an estate for life, with the immediate
reversion in fee ; yet as he had no children living at the time of his decease,

and his heir at law immediately upon hi& decease took the lands in fee simple

in possession, by descent, he was to be considered as seised of an estate in fee

simple in possession, and consequently, that the 18,000 1, was to be considered

as merged in the inheritance. But lord chancellor Bathurst, before whom the

cause was heard, was of opinion, that lord Thomond was to be considered as

seised only for life, and that of course his lordship's personal representatives

were entitled to the 18,000/. This case, which, in the annotation to the

thirteenth edition of this work, was stated from a full manuscript report of it,

has since been reported by Mr. Ambler, — Wyndham and others v. Earl of
Egremont, 753.—[Note 161.]
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pf]
1^ Seel. :3y().

yi LSO, if there bee ford and tenant , and the tenant he disseised, and
"^ the disseisor alien to another infee f

and the alienee die without issue,

and the lord enter as in his escheat : in this case the disseisee iruii/ enter

upon the lord, because the lord commeth not to the land bif discent, but bj/

way ofescheat (i).

** ^HE disseisee 7nai/ enter upon the lo7d, Sfc." For albeit the (F.N.B. 144.8.)

alienee of the disseisor die seised, and the lord by escheat

commeth to the land by act in law, yet because the land dis-

cendeth not to him, the entrie of the disseisee in respect of the

escheat shall not be taken away. For a dying seised, and a dis-

cent, and not a dying seised and an escheat, doth take away
tiie entrie : for (as hath beene said) the discent is the worthier

title. But in that case, if the lord by escheat die seised, and the

land discend to his heire, that discent shall take away the entrie

of the disseisee. So it is if the disseisor die seised, and the heire 37 H. 6.u

of the disseisor dieth without heire, the disseisee cannot enter 9 ^^- 7- 24- b.

upon the lord by escheat. So as there is a diversitie as touching / An't 038 b >
the discent, when after a discent cast, the issue in taile dieth

without issue, and when after a discent cast, the heire in fee

simple dieth without heire : for he in the reversion, or remainder,

upon a state taile claimeth in above the state taile, but the lord

by escheat claimeth in under the heire in fee simple.

Sect. 391.

A LSOy if a man he seised of certain land in fee, or infee taile, upon
condition to render certain rent, or upon other condition, albeit such

tenant seised infee, or in fee taile, dieth seised, yet if the condition bee
broken in their lives, or after their decease, this shall not take away the
entrie of the feoffor or donor, or of their heires, for that the tenaiwie is

charged with the condition, and the stale of the tenafit is conditionall, in

whose hands soever that the tenancie commeth, 8)'c.

TJPON these two sections is to bee observed a diversitie be- 33 Ass. 1 1. 24.

tweene a right, for the which the law giveth a remedie by ac- 21 H. 6. 17.

tion, and a title, for the which the law giveth no remedie by action,

but by entrie only (2), For example, the feoffee upon condition

(i) When the lord comes to the land by escheat, the law only cast^; the
freehold upon him for want of a tenant. The disseisee, notwithstanding the
disseisin, continues the rightful tenant ; and as, by his entry, he fills the pos-
session, the lord's title, which was only good while a tenant was wanting, must
necessarily be at an end.—[Note 1G2.]

(2) Though, by the disseisin a tortious possession is acquired, it is in the
present case, such only as between the diifseisor and the disseisee, and does

not
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in this case hath a right to the land, and therefore his entrie
may be taken away, because hee may recover his right by ac-
tion ; but the feoffor or donor that hath but a condition, his title

of entrie cannot be taken away by any discent, because he hath
no remedie by action to recover the land, and therefore if a
discent should take away his entrie, it should barre him for ever.

33 Ass. 11.24. And the law is all one whether the discent were before the
(Ant. 205.) condition broken, or after.

Brook,tit.Mort- ft:S=» Also hee that hath a title to enter upon a mort- r2407|
maine, 6. maine shall not be barred by a discent, because then

I k J
aiE. I 17 ^^^ should bee without all remedie. And so it is in

case where a woman hath a title to enter causa matrimonii free-

locuti, no descent shall take away her entrie, because she hath
40 Ass. 13. but a title, and no remedie by action (1),

Sect. 392.

/j LSOj if such tenant upon condition be disseised, and the disseisor

dpe thereof seised, and the land discend to the heire of the disseisor,

now the entrie of the tenant upon condition, ivho ivas disseised, is taken

away. Yet if the condition he broken *, the feoffor or the donor which
made the estate upon condition, or their heires, may enter, causa qua
supra.

TF a man be seised of lands in fee, and by his last will in writing

deviseth the same to another in fee, and dieth, after whose de-

cease the freehold in law is cast upon the devisee, and the heire,

before any entrie made by the devisee, entreth, and dieth seised,

this discent shall not take away the entrie of the devisee ; for if

the discent, which is an act in law, should take away his entrie,

the law should barre him of his right, and leave him utterly with-

out remedie (2). And so it is of him that entreth for consent to a

ravishment ; and so it was resolved in the case of Martin Trotte of

London
* S^c. added in L. and M. but not in Roh.

not affect the estate of the feoffor on condition ; the condition being so inse-

parably annexed and inherent to the land, as to bind it, in whose hands soever

it comes. See Ow. 141.—[Note 163.]

(1) The assertion, that a woman in this case has no remedy by action, may,
perhaps, be disputed, as the writ causa matrimoniipralocuti extends to all the

degrees. See the writ in the Register. Booth's Real Actions, 197. and Fitz.

Nat. Br. 205.—[Note 164.]

(2) Ace. the case of Matthewson v. Trott, Owen. 141. 1 Leo. 209. But the

reason given in the Commentary, that the devisee, in this case, has no remedy
by action, is not well founded, if what sir Edward Coke observes in page 1 1 1 . a.

be true, that the devisee may either enter or have his writ ex gravi qncvrela.

Upon this head, the judges Anderson and Walmesley seem to differ on the

case above cited. Whatever may be the case with respect to a discent, a

fine levied by the heir at law is a bar to a devisee after five years nonclaim.

Hulm V. Heylock, Cro. Car. 200. It is also a bar to a title of entry for a

condition broken, or a right or title of entry upon any other account. Mayor
of London r. Alford, Cro. Car. 575. 1 Jones, 452. See Mr. Cruise's Essay on

Fines, 146, 147.—[Note 165 ]
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London [/»] Pasche 3a El. in Com. Banco ; and accordingly was [»] f.»»<jl'-

the opinion of the court of common picas, [o] Pasche 1 Jac. lieg. S** Wij!- mCom-

To this may be added as a like case, the king's patentee before
I,"'ji"

3.""*^°'

he enter, \c. Another reason wherefore a discent shall not Scir! Fac 3.

take away the entrie of him that hath a title to enter by force of 41 E. 3. 14.

a condition, ike. is, for that the condition remaincs in the same P" [-iiichdcn

essence that it was in at the time of the creation of it, and
|J^/|j'^,'f^'^^^

cannot be divested or put out of possession, as lands and tene- ^ufij Ba„co"
mcnts may (3).

1 Jac.

orii-

Sect. 393.

A L S O, [f a disseisor die seised, S^c. and his heire enter, &;c. who eU"

doweth the wife of the disseisor of (he third part of the lajid, S^c. m
this case as to this part ivhich is assigned to the wife in dojver, presently/

after the wife entrethy and hath the possessio7i of the same third part, the

disseisee may lawfallij enter upon the possession of the wife into the same
third part. And the reason is,for that when the loife hath her dower, she

shall be adjudged in immediately hij her husband, and not by the heire (l)

;

and so as to the freehold of the same third part, the discent is defeated*.

And so you inai/ see, that before the endowment the disseisee could not

enter into any party &^c. and after the endoivment he may enter f upon the

wife, S)C. but yet he cannot enter upon the other two parts which the heire

of the disseisor hath by the discent f {2).

" DIE

* Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh. I ^c. added in L. and M. and
t upon the ic//b, not in L. and M. Roh.

or Ron.

(3) Hainsworth v. Pretty, Cro. Eliz. 919. Thomas devised to Richard, his

eldest son, in fee, upon condition that he should pay to his other children the
sums appointed to them according to the intent of his will ; and on refusal, that

his younger sons and daughters should have it to them and their heirs.

Richard refused payment, and died ; and Thomas, his son, entered, and the
younger sons and daughters entered upon him ; it was contended, that the
descent upon Thomas took away the entry of the younger sons and daughters

:

but the court held the contrary. For it was not as a descent to a stranger after

a devise, before the entry of the devisee, which, perhaps, might take away
their entry, because it was not then an immediate devise ; but it was quasi a
devise upon a limitation, or upon a condition broken, which no descent should
take away or prejudice.—[Note 166.]

(1) The dowress holds of the heir; but by the institution of the law, she
is in of the estate of her husband ; so that after the heir's assignment, she
holds by an infeudation from the immediate death of her husband. Hence it

is that dower defeats descent, because the lands cannot be said to descend as

demesne which are in tenure ; and the assignment of dower being in the nature
of infeudation, and taking place immediately from the death of the husband,
there are only two-thirds which descended as demesne. Gilb. on Dower, 395.
—See ant. 3*1

. b.—[Note 167.]
(2) The doctrine contained in this section seems to apply to the cases of a

recovery suffered by the heir, before the assignment of dower.— [Js'ote 1C8.]
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*'jr\IE seised, 8fc." viz. in fee simple or in fee tayle.

" And his heire enter, Sfc" So as lie hath an actuall fee

simple.

*' Of the 3. part ofthe land, Sfc!* id est, in severaltie.

By this seetion it appeareth, that an entrie being taken away by
the discent, is revived by the endowment, albeit the tenant in

dower shall have it but for her life. And the cause is,

for that although the heire entred, yet r^- when the wife ^241)1
\a\ 8E. 2. js endowed she shall not be in by the heire, [a] but I .

iq"e'^2

"^*
immediately by her husband being the disseisor, who is

Dower, 171 • ^" ^*^^* ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ paramount the dying seised and discent,

5 E. 2. and therefore in judgement of law, the discent as to the freehold,
Entrie, 66. and the possession which the heire had is taken away by the

^J^-3-
3j2- 40. endoM^ment; for that the law adjudgeth no meane seisin be-

?o v^o 00' ^ ' tweene the husband and the wife.

45 E. 3. 5. b, 1 1 H. 4. 1 1 . 7 H. 5. 3. 10 E. 3. 27, 28. 36 II. 6. Dower, 30.

31 E. 1. If there bee lord, mesne and tenant, the mesne doth grant to
Mesne, 55. the tenant to acquite him against the lord and his heires, the lord
it. N. B. 136.) jjgg^ ijjg ^^j^g \\di\h the seigniorie assigned to her for her dower,

and distraines the tenant ; albeit the grant was to acquite him
against the lord and his heires only, yet because shee continued

the estate of her husband, and the reversion remained in the

heire, this grant of acquitall did extend to the wife, which is a

notable case.

If after the dying seised of the disseisor, the disseisee abate,

against whom the wife of the disseisor recover by confession in a

writ of dower, in that case, though the discent bee avoided as

Littleton here saith, yet the disseisee shall not enter upon the

tenant in dower, because the recoverie was against himselfe ; but

if he had assigned dower to her in pais, some say he should

enter upon her (3).

10 E. 3. 26. A man makes a gift in taile reserving twentie shillings rent,

(7 Rep. 9. n.) and dies, the donee takes wife, and dieth without issue, the heire

of the donor entreth and endoweth the wife, shee is so in of the

estate of her husband, that albeit the estate taile be spent, and the

rent reserved thereupon determined, yet after she be endowed,

she shall be attendant to the heire in respect of the said rent.

And so it is of lord and tenant, the wife that is endowed shall be

attendant for the due services ; but if any services be encroached,

albeit that encroachment shall binde the heire, yet the wife shall

be contributorie but for the services of right due (4).
" So

(3) So note, though the disseisee, being an abater, did an act to tvhich he ivas

compellable, yet it is not as good as ifhe had been actually compelled. Supra, 35.

Lord Nott. MS.—[Note i6g.]

(4) Sir Edward Coke, in this passage, and in a former part of his Commen-

tary, puts several cases on the continuance of the wife's dower after the fee

charged with it is determined. Perhaps the following distinctions and obser-

vations will assist in clearing up the complex and abstruse points of learning

in which this question is involved. I. In those cases where the fee is evicted

by title paramount, the dower and courtes}^ necessarily cease upon the eviction.

Such is the case put by Littleton in the section before us. II. When the donor
enters
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" So you may sce^ that before the ntdowmcnt the disseisee could

vol cntcry and nfler the endowment he may enter^ Sfc" The like

Iiatli beene said before in this chai)tcr, Sect. 38G, where the

eiitrio of the disseisee niav be taken away for a time, and by
UKitter ex post facto revived a*;aine.

Nota,

enters for breach of condition ; as his entry absolutely defeats the estate €ff

the tiMinnt on condition, so it defeats his wife's right of dower, and the

inisband's right of courtesy, and all other charges brought upon the estate,

either by the donee's own act, or by act of law. See note 2. fo. 202. b. III. If

a person seised in fee tail, or any other determinable fee, conveys in fee, the

wife's right of dower, and the husband's courtesy, can only be commensurate
with the estate of the grantee, and must necessarily cease whenever that estate

ceases. See 10 Rep. 97. b. 98. a. IV. As to estates in fee simple conditional

at the common law, and estates tail under the statute de donis;—the wife was
entitled to her dower, and the husband to his courtesy, out of them, after the

failure of the issues. But it may be observed, that though it is now difficult

to avoid considering estates in fee simple conditional in any other light than as

estates originally granted to the donee, and to the heirs general, or to some
particular heirs of his body ; and the estate of the donor, as that of a rever-

sioner expectant on the failure of these heirs
;
yet this restriction to particular

heirs, and exclusion of others, is understood to be produced, not by any limita-

tion of persons introduced into the grant, but by a condition supposed to be
annexed to it, that if there were no such heirs, or being such, if they afterwards

failed, and the donee did not alien the estate, it should be lawful for the donor
and his heirs to enter.—This entry, therefore, was not an entry upon the

natural expiration of a previous estate, but for a condition broken ; in which
case, as in all others where entry is made for breach of a condition, the right

of the wife to her dower, and the husband to his courtesy, if the general rule

were adhered to, would be defeated. But for reasons now rather to be guessed
than demonstrated, this case was made an exception from the general rule.

So with respect to the right of the wife of tenant in tail to her dower, and the

husband to his courtesy, after the failure of the issues in tail ; the statute de
donis introduced no new estate, but only preserved estates limited as con-
ditional fees to the issues inheritable uncler them, b}' preventing the tenants

of such conditional fees from alienating or disposing of them ; and as they
preserved the estates, so they preserved the incidents belonging to them, and,

among others, the right of the wife to her dower, and the husband to his

courtesy. V. If a person makes a gift in tail, reserving rent ; after failure of
the issues in tail, the rent will not be continued, either for the dower of the
wife, or the courtesy of the husband. Plo. Com. 1 S5' VI. As to limited fees

;

—by which, in this place, are to be understood those fees which are qualified,

not because the estate of the grantor is limited—(such as those which are
classed under the third distinction)—but those which being created by a person
seised in fee simple, are by the original grant by which they are created, only
to continue till a certain event ; as a grant to A. and his heirs, lords of the
manor of Dale, or to A, and his heirs, while there shall be heirs of the body
of B. : —or those fees which are originally devised or limited in words importing
a fee simple or fee tail absolute and unconditional, but which, by subsequent
words, are made determinable upon some particular event (see Note 1. 203.) :

—as to fees of this description, it should seem by the case cited in the Note
to F. N. B. 149 G. and the cases of Flavell r. Ventrice, 1 lloll. Abr. G76. and
Sammesand Payne's case, 1 Leo. 1G7. 1 And. 184. 8 Rep. 34. Goulds. 81. that

where the fee, in its original creation, is only to continue to a certain period, the
wife is to hold her dower, and the husband his courtesy, after the expiration

oC the period to which the fee charged with the dower or courtesy U to con-

tinue;
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Vide Sect. 302. Nota, albeit the disseisor after a discent taketh to him but an
388.25E.3.48. estate for hfe, yet when the disseisee doth enter upon him, he

(Post 354.^b.
^^^^^ thereby devest the reversion, for the estate of freehold is

Dyer, 31. b.) ^^^^^ whereupon a praecipe doth lye, and therefore the entrie of
(1 Roll. Abr. the disseisee is as available in law, as if he had recovered it in a
658. Ant. 55. b.) praecipe. And so it is if a disseisor make a lease for life, and

grant the reversion to the king, the entrie of the disseisee upon
the tenant for life shall devest the reversion out of the king in

the same manner as if the disseisee had recovered the lands

against the tenant for life in a prcecipe.

^ Sect. 394. r24i:im
y4 LSOj if a woman be seised of land in fee, whereof I have right

and title to enter y if the woman take husband and have issue betweene

them, and after the wife die seised, and after the husband die, and the issue

enter, 8)C. in this case I may enter upon the possession of the issue (en cest

case

tinue ; but that where the fee is originally devised in words importing a fee

simple, or fee tail absolute and unconditional, but by subsequent words is made
determinable upon some particular event; there, if that particular event

happens, the wife's dower and the husband's courtesy cease with the estate to

which it is annexed. Such appears to be the distinction established by the

foregoing cases. But a different doctrine as to cases of the latter description,

seems to have been laid doM^n in the case of Duckworth v. Thirkell, determined

in Trinity term, 25 Geo. 3, in the court of king's bench. There Joseph Sutton

the testator devised his estates to trustees, upon trust to pay the rents and
profits of them for the maintenance and education of Mary Barrs, till she

arrived at twenty- one, or was married :
" And from and after the said Mary

** Barrs should have attained her age oftwenty-one years, or should be married,
** he gave and devised all the said lands and premises to the said Mary Barrs,
*' her heirs and assigns for ever ; but in case the said Mary Barrs should
<* happen to die before she arrived at the age of twenty-one years, and without
<* havmg issue of her body lawfully begotten ; then, from and after the decease
** of the said Mary Barrs without issue, as aforesaid, he gave and devised all

*^ his said estates unto his grandson Walter for life," with several remainders

over. Mary Barrs married Solomon Hansard, and had issue a son, who died

in her life ; and afterwards Mary Barrs died under twenty-one. In this case,

the court were unanimously of opinion, that on the decease of Mary Barrs, her

husband became entitled by the courtesy to the estates for his life, and that,

subject thereto, the devisees over became entitled to them by way of executory

devise.

—

Collect. Jurid. vol. 1. 332. 3 Bos. and Pull. 652. The ground upon
which the court appears to have formed their opinion on it, is, an analogy they

supposed it to bear to the case of estates in fee simple conditional, and estates

tail ; in both of which dower and courtesy continue after failure of the issues

;

and in both of which the wife's being seised of a fee, to which the issue might

by possibility inherit, entitles the husband to courtesy.—On the subject dis-

cussed in this note much useful learning will be found in Goodhill v. Brighara,

1 Bos. and Pull. 192. Doe ex dem. Andrew r. Hutton, 3 Bos. and Pull. 643.

Doe ex dem, Willis i\ Martin, 4 Durn. and East, 39. and Maundrell v,

.Maundrell,. 7 Ves. jun. 567. 10 Ves. jun. 246.—[Note 170.]
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case jeo * poy enter sur lo possession Tissue), for that tlie issue comes

not to the famfs iiumvdiatdi/ ot/ dhcent after the death of the mother, &fc,

t but by the death of thefather (i).

Contrarium tenetur P. g H. 7. per tout le court, & M. 37 H. 6.

** TN this case I mat/ enter upon the possession ofthe issue, &,'c." Videp. H. 7.24.

For lierc was but a cliscent of a reversion at the time of the ""') p7
J'; ^- '•

dying seised, for the estate of the tenant by the courtesie had
chantcr'cf

coinniencement by tlie liaving of issue, and is consummate by the Homaj;r.

death of the wife, so as the fee and franktencmcnt did not after (3 llcp. 34. a.;

the decease of the wife descend to the heire,and albeit the tenant

by the courtesie dieth afterwards, and that the franktenement is

cast upon the heire, so as now he hath the fee and franktenement

by discent, yet because the heire came not to the fee and frank-

tenement at once, immediately after the decease of the wife, such
a mediate discent shall not take away the entrie of the disseisee.

On the other side, an immediate discent may take away an entrie

for a time, and mediately may be avoided bv matter ex j^ost

facto, as hath bccne said. But if a dying seised taketh not away
the entrie of him that right hnth at the time of the discent, it

shall not by any matter ex post facto take away his entrie.

If a disseisor die without heire (A) his wife privement enseint

with an issue, and after the issue is borne, who entreth into the

land, he hath the land by discent, and yet thereby the entrie of

the disseisee shall not be taken away, because, as Littleton here

saith, the issue commeth not to the lands immediately by discent,

after the decease of the father.

And so it is if a disseisor make a gift in taile, the remainder in

fee, and the donee dieth without issue, leaving his wife privement
enseint with a sonne, and he in the remainder enters, and after

the Sonne is borne, who entreth into the land, this discent shall

not take away the entrie of the disseisee, causa qua supra.

" Contrarium tenetur, &;c*' This is an addition, and therefore

to be passed over. And at this day, this case of Littleton is

holden for cleere law.

Sect.

* poy not in L, and M. or Roh. the note that follows, not in L. and M

.

t but bi/thc death of the father, and or Roh.

(A) heire ueins to be here insertedfor issue. See Mr. Ritu's Intr. p. 119.

(1) Conformably to this, it was held by lord Holt in the case of Carter v.

Tash, 1 Salk. 241. that a descent, which tolls entry, ought to be an immediate
descent; and therefore if a feme disseisoress take husband, and hath issue and
dies, and after the husband dies, the descent to the issue does not take away
entry, because the interposition of tenant by the courtesy does impede it ; and
because coverture, to avoid a descent, ought to be continual from the time
of the disseisin to the descent; for, if a feme be sole at the time of the disseisin,

or of the descent, or any time intermediate, her entry is not preserved, because
she had an opportunity to enter and prevent the descent: as if a ferae covert
is a disseisee, and after her husband dies she takes a second husband, and then
the descent happens, this descent shall take away the entry of the feme: and
upon this last point the plaintiff in that case was nonsuited.—[Note 171.]



241. b. 242. a.] Of Discents. L.3. C.6. Sect.395.96.

(Ante, 238. b.) Sect. 395.

yi LSOf if a disseisor enfeoffe his father in fee, and the father die,

seised of' such estate, by which the land descend to the disseisor, as

Sonne and heire (si un disseisor enfeofFa son pier en fee, et le pier morust
de tiel estate seisie, per que les tenements discendont a le disseisor,*

come fits et heire), Sjc. in this case the disseisee may loell enter

upon the disseisor, notivitlistanding the fc3- discent, for that as to r2427|
the disseisin, the disseisor shall be adjudged in but as a disseisor, |_ a, J
notwithstanding the discent,

||

quia particeps criminis (1).

15 E. 4. 23. a. r\Y this sufficient hath beene said before in this chapter,
» 1 E. 4. 2. Sect. 386. And regularly it is true, that albeit a discent
*^
H 6 r^b^

^^ ^'^^*' ^"^ ^^^ entrie of the disseisee taken away, yet if the

34H. 6. 11. disseisor commeth to the land againe, either by discent, or

12 H. 8. 9. purchase of any estate or (B) freehold, which is implyed in

24 H. 8. 3. 9. the (Sfc.) the disseisee may enter upon him, or have his assise

18 H. 8. 5. against him, as if no discent or meane conveyance had beene,

2Q Ass 54.
y"^^ particeps criminis.

29 Jiss. 54.
7-— r ~r~

39 E. 3. 25, 26. (Post. Sect. 409.)

A
Sect. 396.

LS 0, if a man seised of certaine land in fee have issue two sons,

and die seised, and the younger sonne enter by abatement into the

land, and hath issue, and dieth seised thereof, and the land descend to his

issue, and the issue enters into the land: in this case the eldest sonne, or

his heire, may enter by the law upon the issue of the younger son, notwith-

standing the discent, because that when the younger son abated into the

land after the death of his father, before any entrie made by the eldest

sonne (devant ascun entrie per le fits eigne f fait), the law intend that

hee entred claiming as heire to his father. And for that the eldest sonne

claimes by the same title, that is to say, as heire to his father, hee and his

heires may enter upon the issue of the younger son (il et ses heires poient

enter sur Tissue de puisne J fits), notwithstanding the discent, Sfc. because

they

* ent added in L. and M. \ fait—wo^ in L, and M.

II
Sfc. added : quia particeps cri- % fits—frere, L. arid M. and Reh.

minis, not in L. and M.

(B) Shmld it not he of, iiutead of " or " ? See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 119.

(1) For when the disseisor enfeoffs the father, it is presumed to be done in

order afterwards to come in by descent, and the act of law shall not give

sanction to the wrong of the party ; nor shall any man by his own wrong,

however cunningly contrived, give to himself a right ; for when the heir by

the descent gains a jus possessionis, he is supposed innocent of the wrong of

his ancestor, but here he is partner of his guilt. See Gilb. Ten. 27, 28.

—

[Note 172.]
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thei/ clainie hy the. same fillr. And in the same nunmvr it shall he, if

there were more disccnts from one issue to another issue of the younger

Sonne (
i
).

Sect. 397.

T?r r in this casCf if the father were seised (f certainc lands inj'ee, and

hath issue two sons, and die, and the eldest sonne enter (et Teigne
* fits enter), and is seised, ^c. and after the younger brother disseiseth him,

hy whieh disseisin he is seised infee, and hath issue, and of his estate dieth

seised, then the elder brother eannot enter, but is put to his writ of entrie

sur disseisin, &.c. § to recover the land. And the cause is, for that the

youngest brother commeth to tlie lands by ivrongful disseisin done to his

elder brother, and for this wrong the law cannot intend that he claimeth

as heire to his father, no more than if a stranger had disseised the elder

brother which had no title (Et la cause est, pur ceo que le puisne frere

vient a les tenements per tortious disseisin fait a son eigne frere, et per

el tort la ley ne poit entender que il claime come heire a son pier, nient

pluis que un estrange person que est disseisie I'eigne frere J que n'avoit

ascun title), <^c. And so you may see the diversitie, where the younger

brother entreth after the death of the father before any entrie made by

the elder brother in this case,
\\
and where the elder brother enters after the

death of his father, and after is disseised by (he younger brother, where

the younger after dieth seised f .

" JN this case the eldest sotinc, SfC. may enter upon the issue

of the younger son, 8fC.'* And the reason hereof is, for (Plow. 306. a.)

that the law intendeth the youngest sonne entred claiming the

land as heire to his father, and because the eldest sonne claimeth

also by the same title, xiz. as heire to his father, therefore hee

and his heires may enter upon the second sonne and his heires,

in respect of the privitie of the bloud betweene them, and of the

same claime by one title, albeit the youngest son gained a fee

simple by his entrie : for Littleton here calleth it an abatement,

which proveth the gaining of a fee simple.

And it is to be observed, that assisa mortis antecessoris non Bract, lib. 4.

tenet inter conjunctas personas sicut fratres et sorores, SfC, for fol. 261. 282,

these are privie in bloud, but it lyeth against strangers, and ?^'^p^"«°"'
then damages are to be recovered against a stranger, but not

^j^^*^ n'b\*
against his brother. cap ,'^ <i,6ic.

20 E. 3. Darr. prese.^.t. 13. 12 H. 3. Mord. pi. ultim. 13 E. 1. Mord. 47.

29 Asa. 11. F.N.B. 196. B. (8 Hep. 42.) (Post. 271. a.)

Lands

fits— frere, L, and M. and Ruh. \\ S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

§ 8^c. not in L. and M. or Roh. f 4"C- added in L. and M. and Roh.

X frere, not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) When a younger brother enters in this case, he does not enter to

get a possession distinct from that of the elder brother, but to preserve

the possession in the family, tliat nobody else abates. CJilb. Ten. 38.

—

[Note 173.]
Vox-. II. T
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Pasch. j^ E. 3. Lands were given to the husband and wife, and to the heires
Coram Rege q£- ^.j^^Jj, ^^^^ bodies, they had issue a daughter, the wife died, the

saur.
^' husband had issue by another wife foure sons and died,

the eldest sonne 2:3" abated and died seised, this discent r242Tl
didtakeaway the entrie of the daughters, because they

I u J
claimed not by one title. And in ancient bookes the

eldest Sonne is called hcEres propinquiis, and the younger sonne

8 E. 2. Ass. 380. hceres remotus. And albeit the eldest sonne hath issue and dieth,

40 E. 3. 24. b. and that after his decease the youngest son or his heire entreth,
19 Ass. 24. ^j^j many discents be cast in his line, yet may the heires of the

eldest sonne enter in respect of the privitie of the bloud, and
of the same claime by one title ; but if the youngest sonne make
a feoffment in fee, and the feoffee die seised, that discent shall

take awa}'^ the entrie of the eldest, in respect that the privitie of
Vid. Brooke, tit. the bloud faileth. And admit that the youngest sonne be of the
Entrie, 27. halfe bloud to his brother, yet he is of the whole bloud to his

father, and therefore ifhe entreth by abatement, and dieth seised,

(KoII. Abr. 62B, it shall not barre his elder brother of his entrie. But if the eldest
^^9-) sonne entreth, and gaineth an actuall possession and seisin, then

the entrie of the youngest is a disseisin. And then a dying

(4 Rep. 58.) seised shall take away the entrie of the eldest, forpossessio terrce

must be vacua when the youngest sonne enters by abatement,

as Littleton saith, because he hath more colour in that case to

claime, as heire to his father, who last was actually seised.

Therefore if after the decease of the father, an estranger doth

first enter and abate, upon whom the youngest sonne entreth and
disseise him, and die seised, this discent shall binde the eldest,

for he entred by disseisin, and not by abatement.

Ifa man bee seised oflands of the nature of gcf" burgh r2437|
English, and hath issue two sonnes and die, and the

[_ ^ J
eldest sonne before any entrie made by the youngest,

entreth into the land by abatement, and dieth seised, this shall

not take away the entrie of the youngest brother. Et sic de

shnilibus. And these and the like cases are all within the reason

(1 Roll. Abr. and rule of our author. And where our author speaketh only

629. Ant.i5.a.) ^f ^n abatement, so it is not (A) an intrusion ; for if the father

make a lease for life, and hath issue two sonnes and dieth, and

the tenant for life dieth, and the youngest sonne intrude, and die

seised, this discent shall not take away the entrie of the eldest.

But if the father had made a lease for yeares it had beene other-

wise, for that the possession of the lessee for yeares maketh an

actuall freehold in the eldest sonne. And it is to be observed,

that the reason of Littleton in this case (for that both the bre-

thren hold by one title) holdeth also in many other cases.

22 E. 4. 4. If two coparceners make partition to present by turne, and
(F. N.B. 34. one of them usurpe in the turne of the other, this usurpation
Ant. 186. b.)

gjj^ij j^Q^ p^j, ^YiQ other out of possession, because they claime

by one title.

Doctor & Stud. If two coparceners be, and they severally present to the
cap.30.fol.117. ordinarie, yet the church is not litigious, because they claime

all by one title (1).

If

(A) The text should be read, it seems, as if lord Coke had used the word of instead of
" not." See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 1 19.

(1) Acc. Dig, p. 1. c, 3.~4See 7th Ann. c. 18,



L. 3. C. 6. Sect. 398. Of Discents. [243.a/i43.b.

If upon a writ of diem clausit extremum^ the youngest sonni . .

be found heirc, the oldest son liath no remedy by tlie common
law, because they claimcil by one title ; but otherwise it is if

they claime by severall titles, as it appearcth in our bookes {-i).

But this is now holpen by a statute * made since Littlcloa • i K. 6. cap. B.

wrote. e"7J;!^
If two parsons be in debate for tithes, which amount to above

"^^^t f"n^"""
the fourth part, and one man is patron of botli churches, no *

*'

indicaxit doth lye, for that both incumbents claime by one and

the same patron. Et sic de similihus.

And where Littleton saith, seised of lands in fee, the same

law it is if a man bee seised of lands in taiie, and hath issue

two sonnes mutatis viuiandis.

" And is seisedt 8fc.'* That is to say, actually seised, either (Post. 245. a.)

by entrie, as Littleton here putteth it, or by possession of the

lessee for yeares, or the like.

" Had no title, t^c" That is to say, any pretence or semblance

of title, as the younger brother here hath ; and in many other

cases there is a great diversitie holden in our bookes [0] where [0] 2 E. «.

one hath a colour or pretence of right, and when he hath none Bastardie, 19.

at all, whereof you may read plentifully in our bookes. ^* t" ^'^^'

39 E. 3. 26. 17 E. 3. 59. 1 1 E. 3. Ass. 88. 21 H. 6. 14. 11 E. 3. Age, 3.

Vide Sect. 400. & cap. Garran. (A).

(A) See the observation under (B) at the end of the commentary on Sect. 400.

Sect. 398.

TN the same maimer it is, if a man seised of cevtaine land infee, hath

issue two daughters and diethy the eldest daughter entreth into the land

claiming all to her, and thereof onely taketh the profits, and hath issue and
dieth seised, by which her issue entery which issue hath issue and dieth

seised, and the second issue enter f , & sic ultra, yet the younger daughter,

or her issue as to the moitie, may enter upon any issue ivhatsoever

[24371 ^f ^h^ ^^^^ ^^ daughter notwithstanding such discent, for that

b. J ^^^^y claime by one same title, S)X. But in such case where both

sisters have entrcd after the death of their father, and luere

thereof seised, and after the eldest sister had disseised the younger of her

part, and was thereof' seised infee y and hath issue, and of such estate dieth

seised, whereby the lands descend to the issue of the elder sister, then the

younger sister nor her heirs cannot enter, <%c. causa qua supra, &c.

" CLAIMING
t 4'C' added in L. and M. and Roh.

(2) At the common law, if the youngest son were found heir, the eldest

might have an office ; the doubt was, whether the point, which was heir,

should be tried by immediate interpleader, or at the full age of him that was
first found heir: but the 2d and 3d Ed. U. ch. 8. hath remedied it, and given
an interpleader immediately, on traversing the first office, which cannot be,

unless the party who traversed had an office found for himself. 7 Co. 44. a. b.

Kenn's case.—[Note 174.]
T 2



243. b.] Of Discerns. L.3. C.6. Sect. 399.

(Hob. 120. " f^L AIMING all to her:' Here it appeareth, that when
l*ost. 373b. the one coparcener doth specially enter, claiming the

2i'^4s*s^io
whole land, and taking the whole profits, that she gaines the

21E.3.7.27.32. one moitie, viz. of her sister by abatement, and yet her dying

26 Ass. 2. seised shall not take away the entrie of her sister; whereas
27 Ass. 68. when one coparcener enters generally, and taketh the profits,

36 Ass. p. 1.
^jjjg gj^^ji i^g accounted in law the entrie of them both, and no

4 H. 7*! 10.' divesting of the moitie of her sister (i).

16H. 7. 4.
' If one coparcener enter claiming the whole, and make a

CMo. 60.) feoffment in fee, and take backe an estate to her and her heires,
See more of this ^jjj j^^th issue and die seised, this discent shall take away the

oVwa^-raE entrie of the other sister, because by the feoffment the privitie

Sect. 710. ' of the coparcenarie was destroyed.

28 Ass. 30.

Vide Sect. 710. n Qlaime hy one same title, 4^c." Of this sufficient hath beene
(4 Leo. 52. j^ ' ^^ liQyii precedent Section.
Ant. 174. a.) *

** Cannot enter, S^c" Of this there hath beene also spoken in

the same Section.

Sect. 399.

/I L S O, if a mail he seised of certain lands in fee, and hath issue two

sonnes, and the elder is a bastard, and the younger mulier, and the

father die, and the bastard entreth claiming as heire to his father, and
occupieth the land all his life, without any entrie made upon him by the

mulier, and the bastard hath issue, and dieth seised of' such estate in fee,

and the land descend to his issue, and his issue entreth, &)X. in this case the

mulier is without remedie, for he may not enter, nor have any action to

recover the land, because there is an ancient law in this case used, S^c.^

PI. Com. 57. «' ^EISED in fee." For this holds not in case of an estate

39 E. 3. Le O
^^jjg^

darreine case.

Lib. Q. fol. 101, " Mulier" seuflius mulieratus- Mulierhath three significa-

102. Sir Rich, tions. First, Sub nomine mulieris continetur qucelihet foemina,

( R n Lhr^^'
'^^co^^^y? Proprie sub nomine mulieris, continetur virgo. Thirdly,

^84. ''8*t>.

' Appellatione 7nulieris, in legibus Anglice, continetur uxor* Et sic

Doctor & Stud, flius natus vel flia nata ex justd uxore, appellatur in legibus

68, 69.) Angliceflius mulieratus, seujilia mulierata, a sonne muliery or a
Glanvil. lib. 7. daughter mulier. Sicut bastardus (2) dicitur a Grceco verbo
cap. 2.

'^ ^ ^

Bract, lib. 5. cap. 19. Brit. cap. 70^ Vide Sect. 188.

Bassaris,

*
Sf-c. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Hob. 120. Smale v. Dales. The contrary is held, that one coparcener

cannot be disseised tvithout actual ouster, andclaim shall not alter the possession.

Lord Nott. MS.--[Note 175.]

(2) Sir Henry Spelman, verbo Bastard, rejects this derivation, and holds it to

be a pure Saxon word Bastart, viz. impure natus, ut apud nos, Upstart dicitur

homo novus. Lord Nott. MS.—In Germany, and with us, (who derive many
of.our customs and political opinions from the Germans), bastardy was always

a circumstance of ignominy. But in Spain, Italy, and France, bastards were
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Bassarisj i. e. meretrix^scu concubinnf ania procreaturex

C
2 4471 '"^'"^' ''<<• sru i^ cone Itbind. In Knglish liec is called

J hixsc borne, and thereupon some say, that a bastard is

as much to say, as one that is a base natural!, for acrd

signifieth nature. 1 read in F/eta [ p] that there bee three kindes rp"j pict. lib, i,

of bastards, viz. vianscry nothtiSy Sf spuriusy which are described c«p. 5.

in two old verses :
Vide Sect. 380.

(1 Roll. Abr.

Manseribus scortuniy nolho mcechus dedit ortum, 35^. 357. 358#

Ut seges e spied, sic spurius est ab arnica (1). -
(j^q] j^^ ^ ,,

Godb. 281. Palm. 9. 4 Inst. 36.)

But we terme them all by the name of bastards that be borne out

of lawfull marriage. By the common law [r] if the hu.sband be ['] Bract lib. 4.

within thefoure seas, that is, within the jurisdiction of the king ^'^'-278, 279.

of England, if the wife hath issue, no proofe is to be admitted ^ y,\^\q
to prove the childe a bastard, (for in that caseJiliatio non potest 4, k. 3! 7.

probari) uiilesse the husband hath an apparent impossibilitie of 44 E. 3. 10.

procreation; as if the husband be but eight yeares old, or under 29 Ass. 54.

the age of procreation, such issue is bastard, albeit he be borne ^
^ g* i^'

within marriage (2). [s] But if the issue be borne within a 19 h. 6.17.

39 '- 3- 13- W 18 E. 4. a8. (1 Sdlk. i2o.\

moneth

in many respects on an equal footing with legitimate children. During the

first and second races of the kings of France, no difference appears to have

been made between their legitimate and illegitimate offspring. The same
seems to have been the case of the offspring of all the sovereign princes and
higher ranks of nobility in France. Their acknowledging a natural child to be

their child was considered as tantamount to any formal act of legitimation.

But the natural children of all other persons were considered as villeins. After

the accession of the Capetian line, the condition of bastards was altered for the

worse in many respects. Those of royal parentage were excluded from the

throne, and were no longer held to be of blood royal. They were only per-

mitted to bear tlie arms of France, with a bar. A similar change took place

with regard to the bastards of the princes and nobility. By an ordinance of

the year 1600, it was declared, that the children of nobility should not be
considered even as gentlemen, unless they obtained letters of nobility. Op
the other hand, the bastards whose parents were of a lower order, instead of

being considered villeins, slS before, began about the commencement of the

16th century to be considered as free men, and except as to the right of

receiving and transmitting succession, they are now, in France, on an equal

footing with their fellow subjects. See Ocuvres de Chancelier D'Agucssedu, t. 7.

p. 881. Dissertation dans laquelle on dlsetUe les principes du droit Romain ct

du droit Francois par raport aux Batards.—[Note 176]
(1) Filius naturalis a viilgo barbarorum opponitur legitimo. Sed revera

opponitiirJilio adoptivo, in quo sensu Tiberius xocat Dnisumjilium suum natu-

ralem. CaL Lex. verb. nat. filius. Spurii Latini et Greed sine patre, lb.

—

Lord Nott. MS. Jure pontificio notlii dicuntur qui ex adulterino concubitu^

mansercs qui ex scorto, spurii exitus qui sacris initiatisunt, aut religioncmprqfessi

sunt.—lb.— [Note 177.]

(2) It is now held, that the husband's being within the four seas is not

conclusive evidence of the legitimacy of the child, and it is left to a jury to

consider whether the husband had access to his wife. See 3d V. \V. 275, 276.

Pendrell r. Pendrell, 2 Stra. 925. So evidence may be given, that the hus-

band's habit of body was such, as to make his having children an impossibility.

Lomax v. Holmden, 2 Stra. 946. Sec also 1 Roll. Abr. 358. 1 Salk. 123.

T •> But
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moneth or a day after mariage, betweene parties of full lawful)

age, the childe is legitimate (3).

" Descend to his issue." For ifthe bastard dieth seised without
issue, and the lord by escheat entreth, this dying seised shall

not barre the mulier, because there is no discent. If the

bastard enter, and the muliei' dieth, his wife privement ensient

with a Sonne, the bastard hath issue and dieth seised, the sonne
is borne, his right is bound for ever. But if the bastard dieth

seised, his wife enseint with a sonne, the mulier enter, the sonne

^^*^n* Ah° V^'
^^ borne, the issue of the bastard is barred ; for Littleton putteth

8 Rep 101 b^
^^^ ^^^^' ^^^* there must not only be a dying seised, but also a

Ant. 15.3. discent to his issue.

7 Rep. 42.)
'' And his issue entrethi Sfc" And so it is to be understood,

albeit the mulier, after the decease of the bastard, doth enter

before the heire of the bastard ; for the discent bindeth, and not

the entrie of the heire.

Lib. 8. 101, 102. it xjig mulier is tmthout remedie. " Hereby it appeareth that
Sir Rich.^Lech-

^j^j^ discent difFereth from other discents, for this discent barreth

the right of the mulier, whereas other discents doe take away
the entrie only of him that right hath, and leaveth him to his

action, but here by the dying seised of the bastard, his issue

[a] 5 E. 2. is become lawfull heire. [a] It is holden that if the mulier bee
Discent, Br. 49. within age at the time ofthe dying seised, that neverthelessehee
31 Ass. 18. 22.

gjj^i] jjgg barred, because the issue of the bastard is in judgement

Verdict 48.
^^ ^^^ become lawfull heire, and the law doth preferre legitima-

36 Ass. '2. tion, before the privilege of infancie.

PI. Com. And the reason of this case is, for that Justum non est aliquem
Stovvel's case. pQ.f mortem facere bastardum, qui toto tempore mice suce pro legi-
10E.3. 2.

^^^^ habehatur. And so it seemeth to be, that if a man hath

i-^E 1 tit
^®s"^ ^ sonne being bastard eigne, and a daughter, and the

Bastardie, 28. daughter is married, the father dieth, the sonne entreth and

(Post. 246. a. dieth seised, this shall barre the feme covert. And the discent

5 Rep. 98.) jn this cage of services, rents, reversions, expectant upon estates

Tf taile, or for life, whereupon rents al-e reserved, &c. shall binde

Btstardie, 26. the right of the mulier, but a discent of these shall not drive

them, that right have, to an action.

Sir Rich. Lech- So if the bastard dieth seised, and his issue endoweth the wife

ford's case, ubi of the bastard, yet is not the entrie of the mulier lawfull upon
'"P"^^' . the tenant in dower, for his right was barred by the discent.
(Ant. 241.)

j^ ^^^ bastard eigne entreth into the land, and hath issue, and

B^as^ardie, 99. entreth into religion, this discent shall barre the right of the

(Post. 248.) mulier.

Hill. 18 E. 3.
'* Hath issue two sonnes.'' If a man hath issue such a bastard

T44 Ebor
"

17 E. 3. 59 F. tit. Bastard. 32. Sir Ricb. Lecbford's case, ubi supra.

See afterwards in the Chapter of Warranties. (Post. 368. a.)

as

But the rule laid down by lord Coke, was once generally received. In Jenk.

c. 10. pi. 18. it is said, " that if the husband be in Ireland for a year, and
•<*

the wife in England during that time has issue, it is a bastard ; but it seems

«' otherwise now for Scotland, both being under one king, and make but one

" continent of land."—See ant. note s, to p. laO.—[Note 178.]

(3) See note 1, to page 345. a.
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B8 is aforesaid, and dieth, and t)ie ba<;tard entreth and dieth

yeised, and the land descendeth to his issue, the collateral] heirc

of tlie father is hound, as well as where there be two sonnes.

And where our author speaketh of sonnes, so it is if a man
hath issue two daughters, the eldest being a bastard, and they

enter and occupic peaceably as heires ; now the law in favour of

legitimation shall not adjudge the whole possession in the )nulier,

(wlio then had the only right) but in both, so as if the bastard

hath issue and dieth, her issue shall inherit.

r2447| ^^^ [^] ^"^^ "^ ^'^^ same case, if both daughters enter {li] a K. 3. tit.

L b J ^"'^ niake partition, this partition shall binde the mulier Bastardie, 15.

for ever. '^ *

J-
3- 34- l».

[c] And an assise of mort d'ancester lieth not betweene the
^J*^ Rich^llch-

bastard and the imUier in respect of the proximitic of bloud. ford's case,

And the bastard being impleaded or vouched shall have his age. "bi supra.

[cjBrit.cap.73.

" And the bastard entreth as Jteireto hisfather" If a man hath
Vo«^1i^i2q

issue bastard eigne and mutier puisnCf and the bastard in the life
, , e j Xge, 3.

of the father hath issue and dieth, and then the father dieth 5 H, 7, a.

seised, and the sonne of the bastard entreth, as heire to his grand- Sir R'ch. Lecli-

father, and dieth seised, this discent shall binde the mulier, ^"^f^ ^^^'
iibi supra.

(Ant. 170. b.)
" Because there is an ancient Imv in this case used, c^c." As

hereafter in our Commentarie upon the two next Sections shall

appeare, by our antient bookes, and the antient statutes of the

realme. And here is implyed how necessarie it is, after the

example of our author, to looke into the antiquities, than which
nothhig is more venerable, profitable, and pleasant (1).

Sect. 400.

J^ UT it hath beene the opinion of some, that this shall be intended

where the father hath a sonne bastard by a woman, and after mar-
rieth the same woman, and after the espousels he hath issue by the same
woman a son or a daughter, and after the father dieth, 8^c. if such bastard
entreth, S^r. and hath issue and die seised, ^t. then shall tJie issue of such
bastard have the land cleerely to himy as it is said before, S)C. and not any
other bastard ofthe mother which was never married to his father. And
this seemeth to be a good and reasonable opinion: for such a bastard
borne before marriage celebrated betweene his father and his mother, by
the law of holy church is mulier, albeit by the law of the land he is a
bastard, and so he hath a colour to enter as heire to his father, for that »

,

he is by one law mulier, scilicet, by law of holy church. But othei'wise

it IS oj a bastard which hath no tnanner of colour to enter as heire (Mes
auterment est de bastard que n'ad ascun * maner colour d'entre come

heirc),

* maner not in L. and M. but in Ruk.

(1) In the case of Pride x. the earls of Bath and Montague, it was held,

that the rule that a person shall not be bastardized after his death, is only good
in the case of bastard eigne and mulier puisne. 1 Salk. i30.~[Note 179.)

T 4
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heire), in so much as hee can hy no law bee said to be mulier, for such a
bastard is said in the law to /;e quasi nullius filius, &c. (2).

^^ " Ti^T it hath heene the opinion ofsome, ^r." ("24571
And our author here saith, that this opinion

I ^ J
is good and reasonable, for that such a bastard, by the

• Vid. Brittoii, law ofholy church * is a mulier.

fol. 128. b. 166. Matrimonium suhsequens legithnosJacit quoad sacerdoiiiim non
^^3- And the quoad successionem, propter consuetudinem regni quod se habet in

Q^oH^^i cap'^^°q'
contrarium. Yet the canon law holdeth them legitimate quoad

confiriueth this opinion. Hill. 18 E. 3. coram rege in Thesaur. Eborum. Bracton,
lib. 2. fol. 63.

successionem.

(a) Nota, 2 Inst. 96, 97. On the statute of Merton, Pope Alexander III.
(ann. 1160, 6 //. 2.) ordained, that children born before matrimony, where
matrimony follovos, should be as legitimate as those born after marriage, quia
ecclesia tales habet pro legitimis.—Constitutio pontifica, or the canon law, est

intelligenda solummodo de filiis natis ex coitu, qui poterunt esse conjugales
;

qui vero ex damnato coitu, nascuntur, scilicet ex coitu incestuoso vel adul-

terinoj cujusmodi coitus non poterat esse uxorius^ tamen nunquam legitimari

possunt per subsequens matrimonium. Ratio est quia matrimonium subsequens
ex fictitione legis retrahitur ad tempus susceptionis liberorum, ut legitimati

habeantur legitime suscepti (i. e.) post contractum matrimonium. Fictio

autem juris nunquam adraittur contra naturam et bonos mores. Quapropter
lex non potest fingere matrimonium fuisse cum eis, cum quibus nuptiae non
potuerunt esse per leges

;
quia in fictitionibus translationis requiritur habilitas

extremorum a quo et ad quem. Ideoque leges civiles et decretales olim ma-
trimonium inter adulteros prohibebant, contractumque dirimebant. Jam vero
ista prohibitio locum non habet, nisi in mortem prions conjugis alteruter fuerit

machinatus, vel premature, dum adhuc viveret, de contrahendo post mortem
ejus connubio pacta fuerit fides. Secundd notandum est quod subsequens
matrimonium legitimos facit quoad spiritualia, non quoad temporalia, quia
Papa non potest legitimare, quoad temporalia, extra sui ipsius dominica, sci-

licet extra terras quas sunt de patrimonio sancti Petri, quod Papa Innocen-
tius III. confitebatur (ergo Anglia non est ex patrimonio sancti Petri quicquid
fecerit Rex Johannes). Et Sanchez quem Clemens III. valde laudavit, apertd
dicit, si proles habita sit ex concubitu omnino fornicano, eam non posse
pontificem, quoad temporalia et secularia, legitimare. All this was said and
proved out of ancient authors by a learned advocate, whose discourse is printed at
large in the modern arrets collected by Mans, de Maisoii. Arrest 20. And there

the principal case was, the uncle, in the life of his wife, had a child by his niece

and god-daughter, on promise of marriage when time should serve : the wife dies,

and then the uncle had other children, and ten years cfter, by dispensationfrom
the pope, containing a clause oflegitimation of the children born before, marries
her. Res. The pope's dispensation was void as to any legiiimation, which, whether
it were because the marriage were within the Levitical degrees, or because of
spiritual kindred, or because against the council of Trent, a general council

being held, by the Sorbonne to be above the pope, appears not ; but may befor all

these reasons, orfor ?ione ofthem, but only because the pope cannot legitimate in

temporals, 'idly, That the children ofthis marriage should have j)ensionsto live

on, which may seem to approve the dispensation as to the marriage, '^dly. That
no such be grantedfor the future. Ibid. 360. Romani filios naturales tanturn

non alio jure habuerunt quam peregrinos. Theodosii & Arcadii principatu

temperata fuit legum severitas, acdeinde Zenonis lege obtinuit, ut naturales

liberi consequentibus cum matre nuptiis justi ac legitimi haberentur. Bodinus
de
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successionem. At a parliament holdcn [q] anno 20 f/. 3, f<»r that M Statnt. dc

to certifie upon the kinii's writ, that the sonne borne before mar- ^^^^p""-
,»

,
" '

^ , . "lo II. 3. cap. 9.
nage as a bastard, was contra communcm Jormnm rcricsia, rofrn- yj^ ^f^^t. 1.5.

vcruiU omncs rpiscopi viagnates ut conscntircntj quhd nati ante f. 416, 417.

matrimonium cssent legithiit sicut illi aui vati sunt post matrimo- 10 Ass. PI. 20.

nium quantum ad successionem hccreaitarifimy quia ecclesice tales

habet pro Icgitimis : ct omnes comitcs S<; barones vnd voce rcspon-

derunty quod nolunt leges Anglice mutaref quce hucusque usitatcc

sunt Jj' approbatce.

" So he hath a colour to enter^ <^c." Here it is to be observed,

tluit the law more respecteth him that hath a colourable title,

though it be not perfect in law, than him that hath no title at

all, as hath bcenc said \r^ before (1). ['] ^''^<^ ^*^^-

o . 397--^cai).Gar.
oeCL. Sect. (B)

(B) See post. 376. b. where it u said, that the bastard eigne may be vmuJud alone, because

he is in appearance heir, ^r. See also 368. a. ^ b. 369. a. 8f b. and Sect. 698, ^ the

llfoUowiiif^ sections there.

de Repub. lib. 1. cap. 4. p. 29. Sed nota, quod ante Zenonis tempera, viz.

per legem Divi Constantini, nati ante matrimonium, fiebant legitimi per ma-
trimonium subsequens

; quod tamen explicatur in eodem codice, viz. per ma-
trimonium Icgitimantur libcri naturales modo procreati sint muliere liber^,

& cujus matrimonium non est legibus interdictum. Vid. Mons. de Maison*,
Arrest 20, page 359.

—

Lord Nott. MS.—[Note 180.]

(1) Both by the civil and canon law, children born before marriage are

made legitimate by the subsequent marriage of their parents. This was esta-

blished in tlie civil law by the emperor Constantine, and confirmed by the

emperor Justinian. It was established in the canon law by a constitution of
pope Alexander the Third, in 1160. This legitimation is a privilege or inci-

dent inseparably annexed to the marriage ; so that though both the parent*
and the children should wave or refuse it, the children nevertheless would be
legitimate. But it holds in these cases only, where, at the time of the birth

of the children, it was lawful for both parents to intermarry ; for, if the father

were married to another woman at the time of the birth of the children, and
afterwards his wife died, and he married the mother of the child, the child

would not be legitimated by this subsequent marriage. Children thus legiti-

mated are on an equal footing with the legitimate children ; and, if they die

before the marriage of their parents, still they are considered as legitimate,

and transmit their legitimacy to their issue : but, whether they are considered
legitimate only from the time of the marriage of their parents, or whether their

legitimacy by their jjarents marriage has a relation back to the time of their

birth, is a point warmly disputed by the civilians and canonists. The pre-
vailing opinion seems to be, that they are to be considered as legitimate from
the time of their birth to all purposes but those in which, to consider diem as
such, would operate to the detriment of a third person. Thus, if there be a
natural -born child, and the father afterward marries and has sons ; his wife
dies, and he marries the woman by whom he had the natural child : it seems
to be the bptter opinion, that the child legitimated by the subsequent mar-
riage does not acquire the right of progeniture over the sons of the first

marriage.

The doctrine of legitimacy by a subsequent marriage was never admitted
into the English law ; and the refusal of the noblemen of our nation to admit
it, on the occasion mentioned in sir Edward Coke's Commentaries, is spoken
of by sir William Blackstone and other writers, as a memorable instance ©f
their jealoasy of the civil law, and their firmness in opposing foreign inno-
vations.

The doctrine of legitimation prevails, with different modifications, in France,

Germany,
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Sect. 401.

jO VT in tlie case aforesaid, ivhere the bastard enter after the death of
thefather, and the nuiHer oust him, and after the bastard disseise

the mulier, and hath issue and dieth seised, and the issue enter, then the

mulier mai) have a writ of entrie sur disseisin against the issue of the

bastard, and shall recover the land, 8^c. And so you may see a diversity

where

Germany, and Holland, By an arret d'audience of the 2Tst June 1668, it

was adjudged, that, if a person marries in England, a woman, by whom he
had children previous to the marriage, the children born in France are legiti-

mated by it, and acquire all the rights of legitimacy under the French law.

See c. 10. C. de Natur. lib. Nov. 89. c. 8.—Vinn. in Inst. 1. 1. 1. 10. s. 13
Hein. Elem. Jur. de Legitimatione.—Traite des Successions par le Brun,

€d. 1776, lib. 1. c. 2. s. 1. d. 1. 1. 2. c. 2. s. 1. n. 13. and sir John Fortescue,

c. 39. Till the statute of Merton, the question whether born before or after

marriage, was examined before the ecclesiastical judge, and his judgment was
certified to the king or his justices, and the king's court either abided by it

or rejected it at pleasure. But, after the solemn protest made by the barons

at Merton against the introduction of the doctrine of the civil and canon law
in this respect, specird bastardy has been always triable at common law ; and
general bastardy alone has been left to the judgment of the ecclesiastical

judge, who in this case agrees with the temporal. 2 Inst. 98. Reeves's Hist,

of the English law, 85. 201. and see ant. note 2, to page 126. a. If the reader

wishes to become acquainted with the doctrine of tne Roman law on marriage,

and the legitimacy and illegitimacy of children, he will find it succinctly and
perspicuously stated in Pothier l\aitc de Contrat de Marriage, partiei. c. 2.

In the 3d chapter of the same work, he discusses the celebrated question, " de
** I'autorite de la Puissance Seculiere sur le Marriage." He concludes that

chapter with the following sentence, " Par tout ce qui vient d'etre dit, il ne
** pent rester aucun doute que la puissance seculiere a le droit de faire des
" loix sur les marriages, dont I'inobservation les rende absolument et entire-

** ment nuls, non seulement quant aux effets civile, mais meme quant au
" lien, et qui les empechent en consequence de pouvoir servir de matiere au
" sacrement de marriage." The same doctrine is laid down by Sanchez in his

famous Treatise de Matrimonio, lib. 7. disp. 3. n. 3. where he says, " Absque
" dubio dicendum est posse principem secularem ex genere et natur4 suae

" potestatis, matrimonii impedimenta dirimentia, fidelibus sibi subditis ex
** justa causa indicere. . . Nee obstat principis secularis potestati, matri-
** monium esse sacramentum, quia ejus materia contractus civilis ; qua ratione

<* perinde potest ex justa causd illud irritare, ac si sacramentum non esset,

** reddendo personasinhabiles ad contrahendum, & sic invalidum rontractum."

Doctor Launoi, in his treatise Regia in Matrimonium Potestas, cites number-

less passages to the same effect, from divines of all countries and all schools.

The article Empechemens de Marriage, in the Enclyclopedie Methodique, lately

published at Paris, establishes the same doctrine in these words :
" Le mar-

<* riage forme actuellement un tout compost de deux parties soumises a deux
** puissances qui influent sur son existence, avec cette difference cependant,

** qui leglise est obligee de se soumettre aux empechemens etablis par le

*' prince, et que ceux etablis par Teglise ne peuvent aA'oir lieu qu'autant

** qu'ils sont admis par le prince."—[Note 181.]
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where such bastard continues the possession all his life without interrup-

tion ^ and where the mulier entreth and interrupts the possession of such

bnstardy S)C.

'• ./ ND the mulier oust him.'* An estranger in the name of

the mulier witliout his commandemcnt cannot enter upon

the bastard, tor that the bastard may gaine the estate and barre

the mulier. And therefore regularly none shall enter but the

mulier, or some other by his commandement. And therefore

Littleton saith (and the mulier put him out) no more than in

the case [a] of the lord Aivdley : for there an estranger of his [a] Mich. 38 &

owne head could not enter in the name of him that right had to
J^^^fl^^'g^n*!',*'

enter within the five yeares to avoid the fine, liut in both those
^ 'JJ^ ^^jJ"^J^

cases, first, if the mulier agree thereunto before the discent of by the whole

the bastard ; or secondly, if he that right hath before the five court. Vide

y tares be past do assent thereunto, the claime is good, and shall 3^ H. a Entr.

avoid the estate both of the bastard and of the conusee, as it was ^°"8*' ^"^^ **3-

holden in the lord Aivdlet/'s case, quia omnis ratihabitio retrotra- 4 H. 7. cap.

hitnr, Sf mandato cvquiparaiur^ and it standeth well with tlie

words of the statute, so that they pursue their title, &c. by way Vide Sect. 334.

of action or entry ; and so is the booke in [b] 31 //. 8. to be [6] 31 H. 8.

intended.
^ ^

Entr. cong.

But in the case of the bastard eigne which is Littletons case, ^^' *'*3-

gardein in socage, or gardein in chivalrie, may enter, for they

are no strangers, as in another place is plainly shewed. If an

infant make a feoffment in fee, an estranger of his owne head

cannot enter [c] to the use of the infant, for the estate is voidable, [c] Pasc.

But where an infant or a man of full age is disseised, an entrie agEliz. in

bv a stranger of his owne head is good, and vesteth presently Connnum Banco

V ^ 1 • r ^ .u T • o •.. • -r^ ^ r per curiam,
the estate m the miant, or other disseisee. Ibo it is it tenant tor ^^ ^ » ^g

life make a feoffment in fee, an estranger may enter for a for- 7 e. 3. 69.

feiture in the name of him in the reversion, and thereby the 26 E. 3. 62.

estate shall be vested in him, et sic de similibus. per Thorp.

45 E. 3.

__ _ „„ T , , • 7 Release, 28.

n2457l ^^ *^ IVherc such bastard continues the possession uAsi. 11.

L h J '^"'^^^°"^ interruption." If the mulier entreth upon the

bastard, and the bastard recovereth the land in an

assise against the mulier, now is the interruption avoided ; and if

the bastard dieth seised, this shall barre the mulier.

If the bastard eigne after the decease of the father entreth, and a Ass. 9-

the king seiseth the land for some contempt supposed to be com-
mitted by the bastard, for which no freehold or inheritance is

lost, but only the profits of the land by way of seisure, and the

bastard die, and his issue is upon his petition restored to the

possession, for that the seisure was without cause, the mulier is

barred for ever ; for the possession of the king when he hath no
cause of seisure shall be adjudged the possession of him for

whose cause he seised. But if after the death of the father the

mulier be found heire and within age, and the king seiseth, in

that case the possession of the king is in right of the mulier, and
vesteth the actual possession in the mulier, and consequently the

bastard eigne is fore-closed of any right for ever.

And so it is when the king seiseth for a contempt, or other

offence of the father, or of any other ancestor ; in that case if

the issue of the bastard eigne upon a petition be restored, for

that the seisure was without cause, the mulier is not barred, for

the bastard could never enter, and consequently could gain no

estate in the land, but the possession of tlie king in that case

shall
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Khali be adjudged in the right of the mulier. And it is to be
observed, that the bastard must enter in vacuum possessionem,

and continue during his life, without interruption made by the

mulier.

Pi. Com Parson *' Interrupts the possession ofsuch bastard, ^c." If the bastard
de Honylane's invite the mulier to see his house, and to see pictures, &c. or to

*^^*H^fi
dine with him, or to hawk, hunt, or sport with him, or such like

2? H. 6 q^ upon the land descended, and the mulier commeth upon the land

I E. 4. 3. accordingly, this is no interruption, because he came in by the

21 E. 4. 5. consent of the bastard, and therefore the coming upon the land
5 E. 4. 60. cjjQ ]jQ no trespasse ; but if the rnulier commeth upon the ground

of his own head, and cutteth downe a tree, or diggeth the soile,

or take any profit, these shall be interruptions ; for rather than

the bastard shall punish him in an action of trespasse, the act

shall amount in law to an entry, because he hath a right of entry.

80 it is if the mulier put an}' of his beasts into the ground, or

command a stranger to put on his beasts, these doe amount to

an entry ; for albeit in these cases the mulier doth not use any
express words of entry, yet these, and such like acts, doe with-

out any words amount in law to an entrie ; for acts without words

may make an entry, but words without an act {viz. entry into

the land, .^c.) cannot make an entry (^all which interruptions

are implied in the said S^c.) More shall be said hereafter of

interruptions in the chapter of Continuall Claime.

Sect. 402.

A h SO, if an infant ivithiiL.age hath such cause to enter into any lands

or tenements upon another, which is seised infee, or infee taile of the

same land^ or tenements^ if such man ivho is so seised dieth of such estate

seised, and the lands descend to his issue during the time that the infant is

within age, such discent shall not take away the entry (2) of the infant,

but that hee may enter upon the issue which is in by discent, for that no

laches shall be adjudged in an irfant within age in such a case.

Brooke, tit. <' IF an infant xmthin age hath such cause to enter'' If a man
Discent, 40. seised of lands in fee die, his wife privement enseint with a

son, and a stranger abate and die seised, and after the sonne i&

borne, hee shall bee bound by the discent (1), because hee at

the time of the discent had no right to enter, and this is to be

gathered upon these words o^ Littleton, hath cause to enter, which

at the time of the discent he hath not.

ao H. 6. 28. b. " Js in hy discent, 8^c*' Here is implyed any other heire,

2 E. 4. 25, 26. collaterall or hneall.
15 E. 4. As
Discent, 30.

(2) He need not enter hastily after his full age, but may.do it two or three

years or more after his full age, but caveat that he do not permit a descent

after his full age before his entry, for then it will toll his entry. 1 Rep. 140.

—[Note 183.]

(1) A contrary doctrine seems to be asserted in Dyer, 94. b.—[Note 182.]
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An infant is accounted in law (as hath becne often

said,) [<l] untiil lie passcth the t:?* aj^c of 21 yeares, [</] Vide S<-ct

and ccrtiiinc privileges hee hath in respect of his *^9- '"S-

infancy.

** No laches shall be adjudged in an in/ant xvithin age in such

a case.*'

And Littleton well added (in such a case) that is, in case of 33 E. 3. Q«i«r.

discent, for in some other cases laches shall prejudice an infant. J"'P'
'*^'

As laches shalt be adjudged in an infant if he presentnot to a PostooVj]
church within six nioneths, for the law respecteth more the 350. bTaao.)

privilege of the church (that the cure bee served) than the

privilege of infancy. And so the publikc repose of the realme P'. Com. 37a.

concerning men's freeholds and inheritances, shall be preferred (}- ^- ^- 33 ^'

before the privilege of infancy, in case of a fine, where the time j[^'*' ^'}*'

begins in the time of the ancestor. So non-cfaime of a villaine

of an infant by a yearc and a day, who hath fled into ancient

demesne (A), shall take away the seisure of the infant. And if

an intant bring not an appeale of the death of his ancestor

within a yeare and a day, he is barred of his appeale for ever, for

the law respects more liberty and life than the privilege of in-

fancy. And here it is to be observed, that Littleton putteth his

case, that an infant shall enter upon a discent, when a stranger

dieth seised, but hee put it not so before, in the case of the

bastard eigne. B. tenant in taile infeoffeth A. in fee, A. hath
issue within age and dieth, B. abateth and dieth seised ; the (Post. 348. a.

issue of ^. being still within age, this discent shall binde [e] the 3^7- a.)

infant, for the issue in taile is remitted ; and the law doth more [-^y b ol m^
respect an ancient right in this case, than the privilege of an
infant that had but a defeasible estate. And it is said [[/] if the [/] 35 H. 6. 60.

king die seised of lands, and the land descend to his successor,

that this shall bind an infant, for that the privilege of an infant

in this case holds not against the king(i).

Sect.
t

(A) See pMt. 254. b. where brd Coke states that, if a villein remained in ancient

demesne a year and a day, he is privileged.

(i)-This and many other passages in this work, respecting the operation and
force of the acts of infants, were fully considered in the cases of Zouch ;•. Par-
sons, 3 Burr. 1 794 ; and May v. Hook, heard before lord chancellor Bathurst,

in 1 773.—There being no printed account of the last case, it may not, perhaps,

be unacceptable to the reader to find an account of it here.—Ann May and her

two sisters were, under their father's will, seised of a considerable freehold

esUite ; and possessed of a considerable leasehold estate, as joint-tenants. Pre-
vious to the marriage of Ann May with John Hook the defendant, she being
then an infant, by articles of agreement dated the 28th of October 1761, and
raade between ber of the first part, John Hook of the second part, and trustees

of the third part, it was covenanted and agreed, that the leasehold estates should

be assigned to John Hook for his own use and benefit ; and that the freehold

estates should be settled on him for life ; and then on her for life ; remainder to

their first and other srtfis successively in tail male ; remainder to their daughters,

as tenants in common in tail ; remainder to John Hook in fee. And he cove-

nanted to pay 100 /. to the trustees upon trust to pay Ann Hook, ifshe survived

him, the interest of it for her life, and after her decease to divide it among the

children.—AftQrwards Ann May died under age. The question was, Whether
these articles were in equity a severance of the joint- tenancy i Lord Chancellor

Bathursf,
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Sect. 403.

/i LSOy if husband and wife, as in right of the wife, have title and
'^^ right to enter into lands which another hath in fee, or in fee tayle,

and such tenant dieth seised, S^c. in such case the entrj/ of the husband is

taken away upon the heire which is in hy discent. But if the husband die,

then the wife may well enter upon the issue which is in by discent,for that

710 laches of the husband shall tuni the wife or her heires to any prejudice

nor losse in such case, but that the wife and her heires may well enter, where
such discent is eschued during^ the coverture.

.b

" TF husband and tvife, as hi right of the wife, have title and
right to crder, S)-c. and such tenard dieth seised, S^-c,"

9 H. 7. 04. a. These words are generall, but are particularly to bee under-
a E. 4. 25. stood, viz. when the wrong was done to the wife during the
"^

^"^fi^^ft^*
coverture; for if a feme sole be seised of lands in fee, and is

42 E q 12 disseised, and then taketh husband; in this case the husband and

15 E. 4.
wife, as in the right of the wife, have right to enter, and yet the

Discent, 30. dying seised of the disseisor in that case shall take away the

entry of the wife after the death of her husband ; and the reason
is aswell for that shee herselfe when shee was sole might have
entred and recontinued the possession, as also it shall be ac-

counted her folly that shee would take such a husband which
would not enter before the discent.

But

Bathurst, when he made his decree in this cause, observed, that the first point

attempted to be established by the counsel was, that, had Ann May been of

full age when she entered into the articles, they would have amounted to a

severance ; but that no determination to that effect had ever been made :—That
the co-joint-tenants were not, in this case, to be considered as volunteers, as

they claimed by title paramount ; and that their situation approached nearer to

that of issue in tail, who claimedjger/brwam doni, than to that of an heir at law,

who claims only under his ancestor;—That the utmost which the infant could

do would be an avoidable act ; and that, ofcourse, it would be in the discretion

of the court either to give or refuse their assistance to it ; and, by a parity of

reason, it must always be in their power to model his contracts at their plea-

sure :—That the contract, in the present case, was not such as the court would
uphold. Had the infant lived to come of age, and a bill been filed against her

for a performance of the articles, the court would have them set aside, and
referred it to a master to draw new proposals for a proper settlement :—That as

the contract was not such as would have bound the infant YievseX^, a fortiori it

should not bind the co-joint-tenants :—That it would be a strange doctrine, that

any act of an infant, which is by its nature avoidable, should sever the joint-

tenancy, as, if that were allowed, it would always be in the power of the infant

to say whether the joint-tenancy should be severed or not ; then, if any of the

co-joint-tenants should die under age, the infant might avoid his own act, by
pleading infra cetatem, and resort to his title of survivorship, which would be a

great injustice and hardship on the co-joint-tenants.- On these grounds his

lordship was of opinion, that the articles did not amount in equity to a sever-

ance of the joint-tenancy.-—[Note 184.]
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['24()71
*^ ^^^ ^^'^^"^ *^ ^'^^ woman were within age at the 9 H. 7. 54.

1^ J time of Ijcr taking of husband, then the dying seised

shall not after the decease of her husband take away
her entry ; because no folly can bee accounted in her, for that

shee was within age wiien slice tooke husband, and after cover-

ture she cannot enter without her husband ; all which is implycd
in the said C^^cJ.

Xo laches ofthe husband shall turn the ivifey SfC, to any pr«- Vid. Sect 49a.

judicey 4r." Laches significth in the common law, retchlesnesse/ Jlob. 96".

4^ or negligence, et ncgligentia semper hahet infortunium comitem.
^"J*-

^33;^'

,' Here is a diversity to be observed, that albeit regularly no laches^ ^J^ \^
' shall be accounted injiitants, or feme coverts, as js aforesaid,\ RqH* 4.

for not entry or claynie to avoid discents, yet laches shall be vlo. 33.

accounted in them for no performance of a condition annexed to >

the state of the land. For if a feme be infeoffed either before S
or after marriage, reserving a rent, and for default of payment

^
a re-entrie ; in that case, the laches of the baron shall disherit bo H. 6. a8. b.

the wife for ever. And so it is [w] of an infant; his laches, for(r„T «,Ass
not performing of a condition annexed to a state, either made 42 E. 3. i.

to his ancestor or to himselfe, shall barre him of the right of the^ P'- Com. 55.

land for ever. *° W.7.

If a man make a feoffment in fee to another reserving a rent, l^ j^" ^'

and if he pay not the rent within a moneth, that he shall double pi. Com. 136'. b.

the rent, and the feoffee dieth, his heire within age, the infant Fleta, lib. 2.

payeth not the rent, he shall not by this laches forfeit any thing, cap. 50.

But otherwise it is of a feme covert ; and the reason and cause
of this diversity is, for that the infant is provided for by the sta-

tute, [0] 7ion current usurce contra aliquem infra cetatem existen\ [t)]Le statute do
8^c. But that statute doth not extend to a feme covert, neither Merton, ca. 5.

doth that statute extend to a condition of a re-entry ; which an
infant ought to performe, for the forfeiture thereof cannot bee
called usura.

* Sect. 404.

T^UT the court holdeth, where suck title is given to a fern sole, who
after taketh husband which doth not enter, but suffer a diuent, 8)-c.

there otherwise it is, for it shall be said the folly of the wife to take such

a husband which entered not in time, S)X,

HP H I S is added, and therefore as formerly I have done, I 9 H. 7. 14.

meddle not withall ; howb^it the opinion is holden for Jaw,

as it appeareth in the section next precedent.

Sect. 405.

yd LS O, if a man which is ofnon sane memory, that is to say in Latifie,

qui non est compos mentis, hath cause to enter into any such tene-

menfs, if such discent, ut supra, bee had in his life during the time that he

was
* This Section 13 not in L. and M. or Koh.
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was not of sound memories and after dietli, his heire may well enter upon
him which is in by diuent. And in this case you may see a case, where
the heire mai/ enters and yet his ancestor which had the same title could
not enter. For hee ivhich was out of his memorie at the time of such
discent, if he will enter after such a discenty if an action upon this be

sued against him, he hath nothing to plead for himselfe, or to helpe him,

but to say^ that hee was not of sane memorie at the time of such discent, S)C,

And he shall not hee received to say this, for that no man offull age shall

bee received in any plea by the law to disable his owne person (pur ceo que
nul home de pleine age sena resceive en ascun plee per la ley a '^'disabler

le person demesne), but the heire may well disable the person of his an-

cestorfor his oivne advantage in such case (pur son advantage f demesne
en tie! cas),ybr that no laches may bee adjudged by the law in him which
hath no discretion in such case'

\J E RE Littleton ex^\'d\ne\h a man of no sound memorie to be

PI. Com. fo. W072 compos mentis. Many times (as here it appeareth) the

368. b. per Latin word explaineth the true sense, and calleth him not amens,
Sanders, lib. 4. demons, furiosus, Imiaticus, fatuus, stultus, or the like, for non
to. 127. 182. comoos mentis is most sure and le^all (1).
Beverley s case. ^ on/
Mirror, cap. i. sect. 9. ca. 5. sect. 1. Bract, fo. 166 and 420. Brilton, fo. 1 67. b. 217. 66.

Fleta, li. 6. ca. 39. Filz. IM. B. 222. B. Staunf. Prer. 33, 34. (Hob. 96. Sid. 1 j 2.)

Non

• destultifer et, added in L. and M, f demesne—del heire, L. and M.
and Roh, and Roh.

(1) Scotch Pleading, anno 61. case 5. pages 6q and 70, and Sir Thomas
Stervarfs case, Fatui sive idiota^ sunt ilii tantiam, qui omni ratiocinatione et

judieio carent, tardi, bardi, moriones, macaerones, qui inopia caloris et spiritum

laborant. Furor est dementia cum ferocid, et horrenda actionum vehementia.

Froraanus de jure furiosorum, p. 6. Furor dividitur in continuum ; ubi animus
continua mentis agitatione semper accenditur ; et interpolatum seu intervalla-

tum
; qui dilucida habent intervalla

;
quorum furor habet inducias, et quos

morbus non sine laxaniento aggreditur; qui testamentum facere possunt; &
quos furor stimulissuis varlatis vicibus accendit. In thesefury and madness is

but an ague or a disease ; in the others, it is temperament and complexion. Again,

among those who have litcid intervals, it may be ft to distinguish between those

•who have ojily remissionem seu adumbratam quietem, and those who have inter-

missionem seu resipiscentiam integram. Two witnesses deposing sanas menti,

arepreferred and believed before an hundred touchingfury and madness. Me-
lancholy and hypochondriac vapours are like storms at sea, which, though they

disturb for a while, yet they do not hinder the returning to the former calm ;

semel furibundus, semper furibundus pra^sumitur ; and therefore where the

question is ofafact done lucido intervallo, which may be either by remission or

intermission, it is not enough to show the act xvas actus sapienti conveniens,yor

that may happen many ways ; but it must be proved to be actus sapientis, and to

proceedfromjudgment and deliberation, else the presumption continues. Lord
Nott. MS.— On the general law, respecting lunacy, and the acts of lunatics,

much useful information may be obtained from Mr. Ridgway's report of the

great cause of Hume v. Burton, usually called Lord Ely's case, adjudged in

the House of Lords in Ireland, on the 24th March 1784 ; (Ridgway's Cases

in Parliament, vol. i. p. 16. and the six Appendixes), and from lord Thurlow's

argument, in pronouncing his decree, in the case of the Attorney-General

V, Parnther, 3 Bro. Cha. Ca. 441.—[Note 185]
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P2477I ^^«w compos mentis is Kf- of foure sorts; i. Idcota, (a Irut. 14.)

I J which from his nutivitie, by a perpctuuU iiifirmitie, U
'- ' ;;o« compos mentis. '2. Hce tliat by sicknessc, griefe, or

other accident, wholly loscth his nicmorie and understanding.

3. A lunatique that hath sometime his understanding and some- Lib. 4. 124,195.

time not, aliquando gaudct lucidis interxuil/is, and therefore he is BcveHeye**

called non compos mentis^ so long as he hath not understanding. ^'^^

Lastly, lice that by his owne vitious act for a time depriveth

himselfe of his memorie and understanding, as he that is drunken.

But that kinde o'i non compos mentis shall give no privilege or

benefit to him or to his heires. And a discent shall (1) take

away the entrie of an ideot, albeit the want of understanding was

perpetuall ; for Littleton speaketh generally of a man of non sane

memorie. So likewise if a man that becomes non compos mentis

by accident, as is aforesaid, be disseised and suffer a discent,

albeit he recover his memorie and understanding againe, yet hee (8 Rep. 170.)

shall never avoid the discent ; and so it is a fortiori of one that

hath lucida intcrinlla. As for a drunkard who is loliintarius

damon, he liath (as hath beene said) no privilege thereby, but

what hurt or ill soever he dotli, his drunkenesse doth aggravate (Pio. Com. 19.)

it : Omtie crimen ehrictas 4' incendity t^- detegit.

If an ideot make a feoffment in fee, he shall In pleading never (4 Rep. 123. h.

avoid it by saying that hee was an ideot at the time of his feoff- *• ^- ^' 232)

ment, and so had beene from his nativitie. But upon an office A^/^f'^o" ^J,

found for the king, the king shall avoid the feoffment, for the p N,B*2oa.
benefit of the ideot, whose custodie the law giveth to the king. 5 e. ,3. 70.

So it is of a 7ion compos mentis by accident, and of him (/ui Britton, cap. 28.

gaudet lucidis intervallisy if an estate be made during his lunacie :
^"'- ^^•

for albeit the parties themselves cannot bee received to disable ^5 Ass pi to
themselves, yet twelve men upon their oathes may finde the truth

'^

of the matter. But if any of them alien by fine or recoverie, this 32 E. 3. tit.

shall not onely binde himselfe, but his heires also (2). As ^^"^ fac. 160.
^ ^ ^

Stanndf. Pr. 34.

F. N. B. 202. A. Beverleye's case, lib. 4. i2(), 127, 128.

amongst

(1) In all the editions except the first, the word not is here erroneously

inserted.

(2) Lord Hobart observes in the case of Needier v. Bishop of Winchester,

that in these cases " the law finds these persons not so disabled, nor admits the
" averment of such disablement, because it is certified by invincible and indis-

" putable credit of the judge, that they were perfect and able persons. And so
" nereis a law of policy that doth not cancel the law of nature, but doth onl}'

" bound it in point ofform and circumstance ; it being better toadmit a mischief
** in particular, even against the law ofnature, than an inconvenience in general

:

" and it is not the law of nature to admit any improbable surmise against au-
" thentic record or evidence." Hob. 224.—Sir Ed. Coke observes, post. 380. b.

that the only mode by which an infant can reverse a fine levied by him, is by
appearance in court during his infancy, and being inspected by the judges

;

non testium testimonioy autjuratorum veredicto^ sedjudicisinspectione solummodo:
the judges may, however, inform themselves in cases of this kind by means of

witnesses, church books, or any other kind of evidence. It appears a great

hardship that infants should not be permitted to reverse their fines after they

attain their full age ; and it seems unaccountable that the law, which will not

permit them to do it after they attain their full age, should permit them to do it

before that age. The objection, that no averment can be made against any fact

which is upon record, applies as much to them before their attaining their full

Vol. II. U ago
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amongst other things requisite to be knowen, these cases you
shall finde at large in my Commentaries, whereunto, for brevitie,

I referre the reader : upon all which bookes there have beene
foure severall opinions concerning the alienation, or

other act of a 5:^ man that is non compos mentis^ SfC. r24771
For, first, some are of opinion, that hee may avoid his

I u J
owne act by entrie, or plea. Secondly, others are of

opinion, that hee may avoid it by writ, and not by plea. Thirdly,

others, that he may avoid it either by plea, or by writ ; and of
this opinion is Fitzherbert in his Natura Brevium, uhi su^ra.

And Littleton here is of opinion, that neither by plea nor by writ

nor otherwise, he himselfe shall avoid it, but his heire (in respect

his ancestor was non compos mentisJ shall avoid it by entrie, plea,

or writ. And herewith the greatest authorities of our bookes
agree ; and so was it resolved with Littleton in Beverlei/'s case

;

[r] where it is said, that it is a maxim of the common law, that

the partie shall not disable himselfe. But this holdeth only in

civil causes ; for in criminall causes, as felonie, &c. the act and
wrong of a madman shall not bee imputed to him, for that in

those causes, actus non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea, and he is

amens (id estJ sine mente, without his minde or discretion ; and
Jhriosus solo furore punitur, a madman is only punished by his

madnesse. And so it is of an infant, untill he be of the age of

fourteene, which in law is accounted the age of discretion.

[r] Lib. 4.

lol. 126, 127.

(Plo. 19. a.

F. N. B. 232.)

26 Ass. 27.

21 H.7. 31.

Staundf, 16. b.

8 E. 2. Coron.

412. 414. 351.

22 E. 3.

ibid. 224,

" And in this case you may see a case^ SfC." And though
Littleton saith (one case), yet other cases may be found to the

same end. For if there be grandfather, father, and son, and the
Beverley's case, father disseise the grandfather, and make a feoffment in fee,

F^nX^ D without warrantie, the grandfather dieth, albeit the right de-

'jl'
^ scend to the father, he cannot by this right descended enter

Vide 3 E. 3. ,
against his owne feoffment ; but if he die the sonne shall enter,

tit. Entrie Cong, and avoid the estate of the feoffee.
Statham.

12 E. 4. 8. 39 H. 6. 4. Ahbr. Ass. 89. 39 H. 6. 43. (Post. 265.)

15 E. 4.

tit. Discent, 30.

So if the grandfather be tenant in taile, and the father disseise

him, ut supray mutatis mutandis.

If lands be given to two and to the heires of one of them, he
that hath the fee simple shall not have an action of waste upon

the

age as after. But the contrary has been too often established to be now called

in question. See Ann Hungate's case, 12 Rep. 122. Warcombe and Carrel's

case, ib. 124. Herbert Perrot's case, 2 Vent. 30. Hutchison's case, 3 Lev. 36.

Requishe and Requishe, Bulstr. p. 2. 320. Sarah Griffith's case, 1 2 Mod. 444.
AVith respect to the fines levied by idiots and lunatics, see 1 2 Rep. 1 24. Hugh
Lewing's case, 10 Rep. 42. b. But infant trustees within the stat. 7 Ann. c. ig.

may both levy fines and suffer common recoveries. See 3 Atk. 479. 559. Com.
Rep. 615. Barnes's Cases of Pract. 217. See also Fitz. Nat. Bre. 202. where
much argument is used to show, that a non compos may plead his disability to

avoid his own acts as well as an infant ; and 2 Black. Com. ed. 5. p. 291. But
in Stroud v. Marshal, Cro. Eliz. 398. debt upon obligation, the defendant

pleaded, that at the time of the obligation made, he was de non sane memory:
and it was thereupon demurred, and adjudged to be no plea; for he cannot
save himself by such a plea ; and the opinion of Fitzherbert was held not to

belaw.—[Note 186.] ,
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the Statute of Gloucester, against the joyntcnant for life, but his (Ant. r>3- *'•

here shall maintaiiie an action of waste against him, upon the ^®®- ^*)

statute of Gloucester ; so the heire shall niaintaine that action

which the ancestor could not.

Sect. 40G.

/I \ D if such a man of non sane meniorie make a feoffment, &^c. he
-^ himselfe cannot enter (il * mesme ne poit enter), nor have a writ

called Dum non fuit compos mentis, &c. causa qua suprtl : hut after his

death his heire ?nai/ well enter (mes apres f la mort son heire bien poit

enter), or have the said writ o/'Dum non fuit compos mentis at his choice.^

The same law is where an injant within age maketh afeoffment, and dieth,

his heire may enterj or h<ive a \crit of Dum fuit infra setatem, &c.

^*
JlfA KE a feoffment, Sfc'' Or any other like conveyance

in pais ; but fines and other assurances of record are not

implyed in this (SfC.J.

" The same law is tvhere an infant.*' This is true, as to the

bringing of a Dum fuit infra cetateni, S^c. but without question

the infant in that case might have entered, as it appeareth in

the next Section (i).

*' Writ ofDum non fuit compos mentis." This writ (as it ap-

peareth by our author) lieth for the heire of him that was non
compos mentis, and not for himselfe ; but a Dumfuit infra cetatem

lieth as well for the ancestor himself after his full age, as for his

heire.

[24871 ts^ Sect. 407.

ji L S O, if I be ^ disseised by an infant within age, who alieneth to
-^ another in fee, and the alienee dieth seised, and the lands descend to

his heire,
||
being an infant within age, my entrie is taken away, S^c.^{\)\.

Sect.

mesme not in L. and M. or Roh. § disseised not in Roh. but in L.

t la—sa, L, and M. and Roh. and M.
I SfC, added in L. and M. and Roh. || and added in L. and M. and Roh.
—Tlie rest of this Section not in L. IT Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh.
and M. or Roh.

(i) See the observation of Mr. Dunning on this passage in his argument in

the case of Zouch ex demiss. Abbot and Hallett i. Parsons, 3 Burr. 1794.

(1) 4- The original text of section 407, is ^^ Item, si jeo sue disseisi per un

enfeant deins age, lequel aliena a un outer enfee, et I* alienee devie seist, et les^

tenements descendent a son heir, esteant I 'enfant deins age, mon entry est toUe, S^c.

It is apprehended, that, on comparing the text with the version, it will be found,

that lord Coke has given a wrong translation of Littleton. In this and the next

u rj section,
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Sect. 408.

T} UT if the infant within age enter upon the heire which is in hy discent,

(que est § eins per discent), as he well mayy for that the same dis-

sent tvas during his nonage (pur ceo que
|{
mesme le discent fuit durant

son nonage), then I may well enter upon the disseisorj because hy his

entrie hee hath defeated and taken away the discent.

Vide the next TT E R E it appeareth, that the entrie of the infant is lawfull,
Sect, following. ^jj^j gjveth advantage to the disseisee to enter also, because

the discent, which was the impediment, is avoided. And it is to

be observed, that if the discent be cast, the infant being within

43 E. 3. age, he may enter at any time, either within age, or after his

tit. Entr. Cong, full age.

^^fi h^
^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ infant make a feoffment, &c. he may enter

F. N. B. 192. either within age, or at any time after his full age, and so in

45 E. 3. 21. both cases may his heire.

Sect. 409.

TN the same manner it is, where I am disseised, and the disseisor make

dfeoffment in fee upon condition, and the feoffee die of such estate

seised, ^ I may not enter upon the heire of the feoffee (jeo ne purroy **

my enter sur ff i'heire le feoffee) : hut if the condition he broken, so as

for this cause the feoffor enter upon the heire, now I may well enter, for

that when thefeoffor or his heires enterfor the condition broken, the discent

is utterly defeated, S^c.
fj:

Vide the Sect. HnH E reason hereof is apparent, for cessanie causd, cessat cau-
next precedent. satiim. Tenant iti capite maketh a feoffment in fee to the

fJ^'A^^QQ ^^® °^ ^^^ feoffee and his heires, untill the feoffor pay an hundred

(Ant. 5.' 395.) pounds to him or his heires, the feoffee dieth his heire within age,

now

§ eins—^heire L. and M. and Roh. ** my not in L. and M. or Roh.

II
mesme not in L, and M. hut in ft Theire—la terre L, and M. and

Roh. Roh.

H Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh. :+ 8fc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

section, Littleton puts the case of a person disseised by an infant, who aliens the

land in fee, and the alienee dies, the infant disseisor being still under age. A
descent is thereby cast, which takes away the entry of the disseisee ; but the

alienation being made by an infant, is voidable by his entry, and if the descent

happens during his infancy, it does not affect his right of entry. He may there-

fore enter notwithstanding the descent ; and, if he does enter, the right of

entry of the disseisee is revived. It is obvious, that the point of this case is,

not that the heir of the alienee is an infant within age, as lord Coke translates

it, but that, at the time of the descent, the infant disseisor still continues an

infant. The wordsyesteant Tenfant deins age ^ should therefore be translated,

," the infant being under age."—^[Note 187.] _
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now hath the king the wardship of the bodie, and is intituled to

the gard of the hmd. Hut if the feoffor pay the hundred pounds

according to the HmiUition, the wardship is devested, both for

the body and the land, and so it is in case of a condition : for, as

Littleton here saith, the discent, which is the cause of wardship,

is utterly defeated. And by these two last cases which Littleton

hatli here put, it appcareth, that there is no difference, where the (Ant. 76. b.)

discent is disaffirmed by a right paramount, as where the

P^487l ®^*^^ ^'^ never kt- lawfull (ai« in the case of an infant,

)

I h J
^"^ where the discent is affirmed for a time, the estate

* being lawfull, and being after defeated by matter expo.st

/ado, by a title of re-entry.

Sect. 410.

/f LSO, if I be disseised, and the disseisor hath issue and entreth into

religion, by force whereof the lands descend to his issue, in this case

I may well enter upon the issue, and yet there was a discent. But for
that such discent commeth to the issue by the act of the father, scilicet,

for that he entred into religion, S)'c. and the discent came not unto him by

the act of God, (scilicet) by death, &^c. my entry is congeabk. For if I
arraigne an amse o/* novel disseisin against my disseisor, albeit he after

enter into religion, this shall not abate mi/ writ, but my writ (notwith-

standing this) shall stand in hisforce, and^ my recovery against him shall

bee good. '\ And by tlie same reason the discent which commeth to his

issue by his own act, shall not takefrom me my entry, S^c,

^' 'UNTRETH into religion, Sfc."' Here is implied pro- Vide Sect. aoo.

fession. This discent shall not barre the entry of the dis- (Ant. 13a.)

seisee, for that the discent commeth by the deed of the father,

because he entred into religion, wherein there is an excellent

point worthy of observation : for albeit the entry into religion

make not the discent, but the profession, whereof*^you have read

before, Sect. 200, yet here you may learne by Littleton that the

law respects the originall act, and that is, his entry into religion, (Ant. 126. b.

whichishisowneact, whereupon the profession followed; whereby 238. b.

the discent happened ; for Cujusque rei potissiyna narSy principium 3 R^P- 61)

est. And againe, Ori^o rei ttispici debet ^ whereot you sliall make
great use in reading ofour bookes. [*] Here L/7^/e/o» attributeth [•JVid.PI.Com.

the cause of the discent to his entry into religion, which was his ^*™^ ^^^ *

owne act, whereas a discent doth not take away an entry unlesse ^
£*

, ^^
it commeth by death, which as Littleton saith, is the act of God,
and no glorious pretext of an act (no, though it bee of religion)

shall work a wrong to a stranger, that hath right, to barre him
of his entrie. But it is said, that in the case of the bastard

eigne, and mulier puisne, such a discent shall bind the midier, as lo E. 3. 65-

before hath beene said, and such an heire that commeth in by (Ant. 244.)

such a discent shall have his age.
" For

• my recovery not in L. and M. or t And not in L. and M. or Roh.
Roh.

us
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3 H. 6. 41

.

*' For if I arraigne an assise, SfC^ Nota, if a man be tenant
loH. 6. 10. b. Qr defendant in a reall or personall action, and hanging the
18 E. 4. 19.

gyjj. ^.j^g tenant or defendant entreth into religion, by this the

7 E. 4.^15.^^ writ is not abated, because it is by his owne act. And so it is

18 E. 3. 24. of a resignation ; but otherwise it is of a deposition, or depriva-

25 ^- 3- 39- tion, because he is expelled byjudgment, and yet his offence, &c.
46 E. 3. 25. ^^g ^jjg cause thereof, sed in prcesumptione legisJudicium redditur

Briefe'885.
«'^ invitum.

Bracton, lib, 4.

fo. i89&lib.5. " From me my entry, Sfc.'* Here is implyed, or any of my
fo. 414. heires.
22 R. 2.

Briefe, 936. 15 Ass. pi. 8.

fcj- Sect. 411.
[T3

/I LSO, ifI let unto a man certaine landsfor the terme oftwentyyeares,

and another disseiseth me, and oust the termor, and die seised, and

the lands descend to his heire, I may not enter ; and yet the lessee for

yeares may well enter, because that hy his entry hee doth not ouste the heire

who is in by discent of thefreehold which is descended unto him, but only

^ claymeth to have the lands for terme ofyeares, which is no expulsion

from the freehold of the heire who is in by discent (lequel n'est t pas

expulsement de le franktenement del heire que est eins per discent).

But otherwise it is where my tenantfor terme of life is disseised (ou mon
tenant a terme de vie est J disseisie), causa patet, &c.

||
(i)

" pOR the terme of twenty yeares" It is cleere that a discent

shall not take away the entrie of a lessee for yeares, as our

author here saith, nor of a tenant by elegit, or tenant by statute

merchant, or such like, as have but a chattle and no freehold ;

and the reason is, for that by their entry upon the heire by dis-

cent, they take no freehold (which, as often hath bin observed, is

so much respected in law) from him ; but otherwise it is of an

estate for life, or any higher estate. And as a discent of a free-

hold and inheritance shall take away the entrie of him that right

hath to a f eehold, or inheritance, so a discent of a freehold and
inheritance cannot take away the entry of him that hath but a

chattle, for that no discent or dying seised can be of the same.

A man

* claymeth not in L, and M. or I disseisie—seisie, &c. L. and M*
Roh. and Roh.

f pas not in L. and M. or Roh. \\ &c. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) A lease is considered as a covenant real, that binds the possession of

lands into whose hands soever it comes, if the lands be not evicted by a superior

title
;
yet the termor has not the freehold in him, but holds the possession as

bailiff of the freeholder, nomine alieno, by virtue of the obligation of tlie

covenant. Now then, if the termor enters before the descent, he revests the

freehold in the disseisee, who has the right of possession ; but if he enters

after the descent, then he can only hold in the name of the freeholder, who has

the present right of possession, which is the heir of the disseisor. Gilb.

Ten. 35.- [Note 188.]
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(a) A man scijcd of an odvowson in Ibc grants tlircc avoydt (Sce a Roll,

ances one after another, and after the eliurcli becomnieth void, Abr. 371.

and the grantor presents, and his clarkc is admitted and insti- ^'"''- 3^^ 3'»3-

luted, and after the church becomes void againc, the grantee may *'* ^'''*" ^"' *®^^

present to the second avoydance, for that he wa«i not put out of

tlie possession tliereof ; for as the lessor having the freehold and
inheritance cannot disseise his lessee for years, having but a

chattle, that any discent may be c;ist to take away his entry (as

LUlleton here saith) ; so in the said case the grantor hath the

franktenement and fee of the advowson riglitfully, so as he cannot

make any usurpation, to gaine any estate, or to put the grantee

so out of possession as that he should not present, no more than

thfe lessee for yeares in this case, to enter. Also in respect of the

privitie that is betweene them, the usurpation of the grantor shall

not put the grantee out of possession for the two latter avoyd-

ances. And this was resolved [a] by all the judges of the court [«] Ilil. 18 Eliz.

of common pleas, which 1 myselfe heard and observed. incommuni
banco.

Sect. 412.

/I LSOj it is saidf that if a man be seised of lauds infee by occupation in

time of warre, and thereof dieth seised in the time of wane, and tfie

tenements discend to his heire, such discent shall not oust any man of his

entry ; and of this a man may see in a plea upon a writ of atel, "j E. 2,

" T> y occupation in time ofwarre.'*

. First, it is necessarie to be knowne, what shall bee said

time of peace, tempus pads; and what shall be said tempus (4 lost. 125.)

bellij sive guerrcCy time of warre. Tempus pads est

[24971 ^ quando cancellaria, 8^ alice curicE regis sunt apertce, ^^^
brevia de

b J 9^ibus lexfebat cuicunque proutferi consuevit. And so parte i.&Pasch.
it was adjudged in the case of Roger Mortimer^ and of 28 E. 3. inter

Thomas earle 0^Lancaster. Utriim terra sit guerrina necne, natu- ndjudicata co-

raliter debetjudi^ari per recorda regis, Sf eormn, qui curias regis
J'*.'"

""^Sf
» 'i|j- 2.

per legem terrce custodiunt, 8^ gubernant, sed non alio mode. saur^Pasch.

'*^^

39 E. 3. inter adjudicata coram rege in Thesaur. lib. 2. fol. 92. (Cro. Car. 71.)
14 E. 3. tit Scire facias, 122. but more fully in the record at large.

And therefore when the courts of justice be open, and the

judges and ministers of the same may by law protect men from
wrong and violence, and distribute justice to all, it is said to be
time ofpeace. So, when by invasion, insurrection, rebellions, or

such

(2) Hob. 322, 323. sir WiUiam Elvis s case. This very case ivas the prin-

cipal point ; and there, by Hobart, Warburton, and IVinch, it was adjudged
contra, that usurpation by the grantor puts the grantee out ofpossession, andgets
all that xvas granted out, Hutton dissentiente. But it appears that this case is

good laxv, and that Hutton erraxit. Hit, 12 Car. C. B. Legge v. Archer. A
man leased an advorvson for years, and then presented ; this was nded to be no

usurpation, but plcnarty pro hdc vice : this case is cited I. 8, usurpation 5. idque

ratjone privity, ut inter coparceners, and because it is against his own act, 8 Rep.

Damport's case. Lord Nott. MS.— [Note 189.]

U4
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such like, the peaceable courts of justice is disturbed and
stopped, so as the courts of justice be as it were shut up, et silent

leges inter arma, then it is said to be time of warre. And the

triall hereof is by the records, and judges of the court of justice

;

for by them it will appeare whether justice had her equal! course

of proceeding at that time or no, and this shall not be tried by

If a man be disseised in time of peace, and the discent is cast

in time of warre, this shall not take away the entry of the

disseisee.

Bracton, lib. 4. Item tempore pads, quod diiitur ad differeniiam eorvm quce
fol. 240. fuerunt tempore belli, quod idem est, quod tempore guerrino, quod

nihil differt a temporejuris, S^ injurice ; est enim tempus injurice,

cum fuerunt oppressiones violentcs, quibus resisti non potest 8j dis"

seisincB injusta:.

So as hereby it also appeareth, that time of peace is the time

of law and right, and time of warre is the time of violent oppres-

sion, which cannot be resisted by the equall course of law. And
therefore in all reall actions, the expleas, or taking of the profits,

are layed tempore pads, for if they were taken tempore belli, they

are not accounted of in law (1).

(1) If tenant by elegit is interrupted in talcing the profits of the land, hy

reason of tuar, he shall not hold over, but it shall be in disadvantage of the

tenant by elegit, ig E. 1. Execution, 246. 4. Rep, S2. b. In Lib. Rubb,

Scacc.Jbl. 241. tempus guerrae duravit h, quarto die Apl. 48 H. 3. usque ad

17 Sep. an. 49, apud Winter post helium de Evesham pax proclamata fuit.

Nota H. 3. 19 die Oct. anno ejusdem 16. fuit apud Wall. An. 40, fuit apud
Oxon. 48. apud Dudl. 14 Maij. an. 49. fuit apud Evesham. Et tamen sunt

placita de Rich. 16 H. 3. de banco. Tr. 16 H. 3. Et assisa magna 40 H. 3.

48 H. 3. M. 40 H. 3. p. 48 H. 3. P. 49 H. 3. Et placita coram rege

^ 32, usque 40 H. 3. Tr. 4 H. 3. 26 et 27 E. 1. Ent. R. T. Rot. 5. Goods
luere seizedfor debt to the king : the sheriff" returned, that the Scots entered

hostiliter, by reason oftvhich they could not be taken : Rule, Fiat inde inquisitio,

& interim pacem habeatde demanda. Noy, MS. 384. 3 Inst. 52. See the

case of the earl of Lancaster put at large. Nota, that in 14 £. 3. F. scire

facias, 122. there is no intimation at all ofthe matter-, but on the record of this

case, as is to be seen in the manuscript Rep.* of Coke 428, the case was thus;

Henry Lancaster granted to the Abbot ofRumsey and his successors, quod si ex
tunc aliquo tempore vel aliqua occasione guerrae in regno Angliae feriam suam
amitterent, ita quod nihil inde percipere possunt, quieti essent ejusdem anno
et tempore de forma sua prsedictd 50/. And upon scire faciasybr the arrears

of that rent, which was in court for three years, viz. 11, 13, and 13 E. ^.the

abbot pleaded these charters, and said, that guerra fuit t^m super mare qukm
super terram inter dominum regem et illos de Francia, ita quod mercatores ad
dictas nundinas nee venerunt ut solebant, nee ipse abbas aliquod proficuum de
iisdem nundinis per idem tempus percepit nee percipere possit, quod paratus

fuit verificare jaxta tenorem chartae prgedictae ; and it was resolved, quod utriim

terra sit guerrma, &c. prout hie notatur. Then itfollows in the said manuscript

:

>Jota, quod guerra diciturinhoc regno esse, quando exercitium justitiae in curiis

et placeis regis impeditur. And Coke adds a short note : Ceo tryal de guerre

in cest realm ; et ex hoc semble que ne fuit guerre inter E. 4. et H. 6. car

exercitium

^ The Editor has not been able to dise^er what the manuscript is to which lord Nottingham
alludes in this place.
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•' Bi/ occupation" Occupation is a word of art, and signifieth ingham, cap.de

a putting out of a man's freehold in time of wnrre ; and it ig all Novel ^wuMm,
one witi) n disseisin in time of peace, saving that it is not so

dangerous as it nppcareth here by Littleton ; and therefore the

law gave a writ in that case o^ occupnxity so called, by reason of

that word in the writ, in stead of disseisivit, in the assise of novel

flissrisin, if the disseisin had beene done in time ofpeace ; whereby i;,b.4. fol.49^0,

it appeareth, how aptly both in this, and in all other places, Ognel'icaae.

Littleton thorow his whole bookespeaketh. But albeit occupaiio,

whereof Littleton here speakcth, is used only in the said writ (2)

and in none other, (that I can finde or remember) yet hath it

beene used commonly in conveyances and leases, to limit, or

make certaine precedent words ad tunc in tcnurd 8^ occupatione.

But occupaiio is applyed to the possession, be it lawfull or unlaw-

full ; it hath also crept into some acts of parliament, as 4 H. 7.

cap, 19. 39 Eliz, cap. 1. and others ; and occupare is sometimes

taken to conquer.

*' And ofthis a man may see in a plea upon a ivrit ofaiel, 7 E. 2."

Hereby it appeares, that ancient termes or yeares, after the

example oi' Littleton^ are to bee cited and vouched for confirma-

tion of the law, albeit they were never printed ; and that of those

yeares, those especiall}^ of £. 1 . //. 3. Sfc. are worthy of the

reading and observation ; a great number of which I have seene

and observed, which in mine opinion doe give a great light, not

onely to the understanding and reason of the common law, (which

Fitzherbert either saw not, or were by him omitted) but also to

the true exposition of the ancient statutes made in those times.

Yet mine advice is, that they be read in their time. For after our
student is enabled and armed to set on our yeare bookes, or re-

ports of the law, let him reade first the latter reports, for two
causes. First, for that for the most part the latter judgements
and resolutions are the surest, and therefore it is the best to

season him with them in the beginning, both for the settling of
his judgment, and for the retaining of them in memorie.
Secondly, for that the latter are more facile and easier to be un-
derstooa than the more ancient ; but after the reading of them,
then to reade these others before mentioned, and all the ancient

authors that have written of our law;(for I would wish our j

student to be a compleat lawyer) But now to returne. As it is In 6 E. 3. 41

.

caseoTHIscent, so it is iiT'case'oTpresentation, for no usurpation 7 E. 3.

in time of warre putteth the right patron out ofpossession, albeit ^^^\' P'"^^-
*•

the incumbent come in by institution and induction : and time of Jv ?' ,^^

warre doth not onely give privilege to them that be in warre, but \\ n. B. 31.

to all others within the kingdome ; and although the admission
and institution be in time of peace, yet if the presentment
were in time of warre, it putteth not the right patron out of
possession.

Sect.

exercitium justitiae non impeditum fuit, come appiert per les reports de loE. 3.

et 49 H. (). nee temps H. 3. hie supra, nee temps Car. 1. Lord Nott. MS.
—[Note 190.]

(i) This perhaps is not quite accurate, as the words of the writ of man-
damus are tnese : Quis terras et tenementa (del tenant del toy) a tempore mortis

ejusdem teneniis occupaiit et exittts et prqficuax inde percepit. F. N. B. 253. B.
Nov. lib. intrat. fol. 402. c. and vid. Stat, de Bigamis, cap. 4.—[Note 191.]
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&3* Sect. 413,
pf]

/I LS O that no dying seised (where the tenements come to another hy
-^ succession) shall take away the entrie of any person, 8^c. As ofpre-

lates, abbotsJ
priors

f
deanes, or of the parson of a church, or ofother bodies

politike (Item, ^' que nul morant seisie (ou les tenements viendront a un
auter per succession) f toUera Tentre a'ascun person, &c. J Come de

prelates, abbots, priors, deans, ou parson d'esglise,
||
ou d'auters corps

politicke)? S^c. albeit there ivere xx. dyings seised, and xx. successors, this

shall not put any manfrom his entrie §.

More shall be said of' discents in the next % chapter.

Vid. Sect. 1. *' 75 ^ succession" This in the common law is applied only to

bodies politike, or corporate, which have succession per-

petuall, and not to naturall men : as to a bishop and his succes-

sors, or to an abbot, deane, archdeacon, prebend, parson, &c. and
their successors, and not to 7. S- or any other naturall body and

7 E. 3. 25. a. bis successors, but to him and his heires. And the successor

5 E. 3. 1
3. & 31 . ofany of these is in thepost, and the heire of the naturall man is

in the per ; and succedere is derived of sub and cedere,

J— *' Bodies politike, S^c'' This is a body to take in succession,

( framed (as to that capacity) by policie, and thereupon it is

V called here by Littleton a body politike ; and it is also called a
i corporation, or a body incorporate, because the persons are

> made into a body, and are of capacity to take and grant, &c.
I And this body politike, or incorporate, may commence, and be

\ established three manner ofways, viz, by prescription, by letters

1
patents, or by act of parliament. Every body politike, or cor-

i
porate, is either ecclesiasticall or lay : ecclesiastical, either regu-

\ lar, as abbots, priors, &c. or secular, as bishops, deanes, arch-

deacons, parsons, vicars, &c. lay, as maior and communaltie,

I

baylifes and burgesses, &c. Also everybody politike, or corpo-

Lib. 3. fo. 73. \ rate, is either elective, presentative, collative, or donative. And
in the case ofth^ againe it is either sole, or aggregate of many ; as you may reade
Deane & Chap^ j^ the Third Part of my Commentaries. And this body politike,

rTsfd^i*62 )
'^ ^^ corporate, aggregate of many, is by the civilians called colle'

(11 Rep.77. a.))^2Mm or universitas.

Chap.

* que not in L. andM. or Rok. § Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

t ne added in L, and M. and Roh. % next chapter—chapter ofContinuall

X Come—quor. L. and M. and Roh. Claime, L. and M. and Roh.

jl
ou d'auters corps politicke, not

in L, and M. or Roh.
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CirAP. 7 ConliniKiU Claime. (
I ) Sect. 414.

c
rtf^ht and title to enter^U S 1 1 K LA L claim is where a man hath

into any lands or tenements whereof another is seised in fee (continual

claime est t la lou home ad droit et title d'entrer en ascuns terres o«

tenements dont**auter estseisie en fee), or infee tail, if hee which hath

title to enter makes continuall claime to the lands or tenements before the

di/ino seized of him which holdeth the tenements, then albeit that suck

tenant dieth thereof seised, and the lands or tenements descend to his heire,

yet may he who hath made such continual claimey or his heire, enter into

the lands or tenements so descended, by reason of the continuall claime

made, notwithstanding the discent. As in case that a man bee disseised,

and the disseisee makes continuall claime to the tenements in the life of the

disseisor, although that the disseisor dieth seised in fee, and the land

descend to his heire, yet may the disseisee enter upon the possession of the

heire, notwithstanding the discent §.

TJ E R E our Author first describeth what a continuall claime is.

It is called continuum clameum, because at the common law

it must have beene made within every yeare and day, as Littleton

here teacheth. And yet if hee that right hath, maketh claime,

and the ter-tenant dieth within the yeare and the day,

[250n ^^^^ claime though it bee but 8:f* once [*] made (as hath

u *

I
beene said) shall preserve the entry ofhim that maketh

" -* the claime (i) ||.

32 H. 8. c. 33. [•

Mirror, cap. i.

Bracton, li. 5.

fo. 435,436.
Britton, 107. b.

126. 4.

Fkta, lib. 6.

cap. 52. 53.

Vid. Sect. 424.
Vid. Sect. 385.

] Vid. Sect. 424.

t per added in L. and M.
** un added in L. and AT.

" Hath

§ Sfc. added in L. and M. and
Roh.

(1) By the statute oflimitations, 21 Jac. 1. c. 16, it is enacted, that no entry
shall be made by any man upon lands, unless within twenty years after his

right shall accrue By the 4th and 5th (A) Ann. c. 16, it is enacted, that

no entry shall be of force to satisfy the statute of limitations, or to avoid a fine

levied of lands, unless an action be thereupon commenced within one year
after, and prosecuted with effect.—[Note 192.]

(1) II
It has been observed in the notes to the chapter of Discents, that the

reasons, for which the law protected the possession of the heir of the disseisor

from the entry of the disseisee, were, the notoriety and presumptive right of
possession which the disseisor acquired by his being permitted to hold during
his life the peaceable possession of the lands ; the necessity that there should
be a tenant to do the feudal duties ; and by way ofa punishment on the tenant

for his neglect in not asserting his right. But none of these reasons could
exist, where the tenant entered upon the lands, and made his claim for them

;

as, by doing it, he prevented the presumption in favour of the title of the

disseisor ; made a tender to the lord of his feudal services ; and did all that

was in his power to restore his possession. But, to entitle the disseisee to enter

on the heir of the disseisor, notwithstanding the descent upon him, this claim

must have been made within a year and a day next preceding the descent.

Lord chief baron Gilbert, in his commentary upon this chapter, observes, that

the
A) The actititykd 4th Ann. c. \6, in Iluffhead't tdition the S(atutaat krgc.
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" Hath rigid and title to enters And yet in some cases a
continuall claime may be made by him that hath right, and
cannot enter.

If tenant for years, tenant by statute staple, merchant, or
elegit, be ousted, and he in the reversion disseised, the lessor, or
he in reversion, may enter to the intent to make his claime, and

Dyer, 19 El. yet his entry as to take any profits, is not lawfull during the
PI. Com. 374. terme. And in the same manner, the lessor or he in the reversion

Jacobin's^cie
^^ *^^^ ^^^^ "^^^ enter to avoid a collaterall warranty, or the

58 H. 6. 28. lessor in that case may recover in any assise. And so (as some
Vid. Sect. 442. have holden) may the lessor enter in case of a lease for life, to

45 E. 3. 21. this intent, to avoid a discent, or a warranty,

7 H. 6. 40.
^^ ^^^ disseisee make continuall claime, and the disseisor die

Contin. Claime, seised within the yeare, his heire within age, and by office the
1 Downcler's king is intitled to the wardship, albeit the entry of the disseisee
case. 5 E. 4.4. \)qq not lawfull, yet may he make continuall claime to avoid a

> ReifVoe^
discent, and so in the like.

(1 Rep. 67, a.)

(1 Kpll. Abr. '^ Yet may hetvho hath made such continual claime, or his heire,

^30.) enterJ" This is to be understood in this manner: that if the

father make claime, and the disseisor dieth, and then the father

dieth, that his heire may enter, because the discent was cast in

the father's time, and the right of entry which the father gained
by his claime shall descend to his heire. But if the father make
continuall claime, and dieth, and the sonne make no continuall

claime, and within the yeare and day after the claime made by
the father, the disseisor dieth, this shall take away the entrie of

Bracton, lib.5. the sonne, for that the discent was cast in his time, and the
fo. 436. claime made by the father shall not availe him that might have
Fleta, lib. 5. claimed himselfe. And of this opinion was Littleton himselfe

2?H?6. 37. ^" ^^^ bookes, where he holdeth that no continuall claime can

9 H. 4. 5. a. avoid a discent, unlesse it be made by him that hath title to

15 E. 4. 22. a. enter, and in whose life the dying seised was. See more of this

matter hereafter, in this chapter. Sect. 416,
23 H. 6. 37. And as here Littleton putteth his case of the ancestor and

heire, so it holdeth in all respects of the predecessor and
successor.

Sect.

the notion of laches, in not claiming for a year and a day, is taken from the
feudal law ; this being the period of time within which the feudal services

must be required. It is a space of time which is prescribed for the performance
of different acts in our law, and in all laws derived from the feudal institutions.

It seems only to import the space of a complete year. Thus in the fourth

law of Charlemagne it is said, Cujuscunque hominis proprietas oh crimen quod
idem hahet commissum in bonnum fuerit misca, Sf ille re cognita nc justitiam

J'aciat venire distulerit, annumque et diem in eo hanno essepermiseret, ulterius earn

non acquirat, sed ipsa Jisco nostro societur.—In the laws of king Pepin it is

said, De rebus forfactis, qua per diversos comitatos sunt, volumus ut ad pala-

tiumpertineant, transacto anno et die. In the Vieux Coutumier de Normandie it

frequently occurs. Something similar is to be found in the Roman law, in

which a person who was bound to pay a sum of money in two months, was
considered to acquit himself from the obligation, ifhe paid the money on the

61st day. See Pasquier, les Recherches de la France, lib. 4. cap. 32. De Van
etjour que Von desira es matieres de retraicts lignagers et de la complainte.—In

Pio. Com. 359. a. lord chiefjustice Dyer is said to have defined claim to be ^

challenge of the ownership, or propriety, that he hath not in possession, but

is detained from him by wrong.—^[Note 193.]
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pf']
«• Sect. 415. (1 Rep. 14. a.)

TN the same nianner it is, if tenant for life alien infee, he in the rever-

sion or he in the remainder may enter upon the alienee. And if such

alienee dieih seised of such estate luithout conlinuall claime made to the

tenements, before the dying seised of the alienee, aiul the lands Inj reason

of the dying seised of the alienee descend*^ to his heir, then cannot he in

the reversion nor hee in the remainder enter. But f if hee in the reversion

or in the remainder, who hath cause to enter upon the alienee, make con-

tinuall claime to the land before the dying seised of the alienee, then such

a man may enter after the death of the alienee, as well as he might in his

life-time (donqnes tiel home poit enter apres la mort Talienee, auxy

bien come il J puissoit en sa vie) §

.

"D Y this it appeareth, that a continuall claime may be made as

well where the lands are in the hands of a feoffee, &c. by

title, as in the hands of a disseisor, abator, or intrudor, by wrong,

as before hath beene noted (i).

Sect. 416.

/I LSOf if land be let to a manfor terme of his life, the remainder to

anotherfor terme of life, the remainder to the third infee, if tenant

for life alien to another in fee, and he in the remainder for lije maketh

continuall claime to the land before the dying seised of the alienee, and

after the alienee dieth seised,
||
and after he in the remainder for life die

before any entrie made by him, in this case he in the remainder infee may
enter

* to his heir— to the heir of the X puissoit en—poet a^ L, and M.
alienee, L. and M. and Rob. a7id Roh.

f if not in L. and M. or Roh. § Sfc. in L. and M.

II
^c, added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Except for the special purposes mentioned by Littleton and sir Edward
Coke, and m a few other instances, the lessor, if the lessee for life were dis-

seised, could not enter. But he might maintain an assise. In that case
however, though he recovered the freehold, which was devested out of him,
he recovered no damages, because those were supposed to be a compensatioa
for the loss of possession, which loss was sustained not by him, but by the
tenant for life. 15 H. 7. 4.—The lessor might enter upon the lessee to examine
whether he had committed waste, or to view repairs. Bro. Trespas. 16. 97. 208.

And if the lessee impeded his entry, the lessor might bring an action on die

case. Cro. Jac. 478.—Express covenants, that it shall be lawful for the lessor

to enter and view the lands demised, are now usually inserted in leases.—For
the entry of reversioners, or remainder-men to avoid a fine, ^(m- Marparet
Podger's case, 9 Rep. 106.— [Note 194.]
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enter f upon the heire of the alienee, hy reason of the continuall claime
made hy him ivhich had the remainder for life^ because that such right as
hee had of entrie, shall goe and remaine to hi?n in the remainder after
him, insomuch as hee in the remainder in fee could not enter upon the

alienee infee during the life of him in the remainderfor life, andfor that

hee could not then make continuall claim (pur ceo que tiel droit que il

averoit d'entre, J alera et remaindra a celuy en le remainder apres luy,

entant que celuy en le remainder en fee § ne puissoit pas enter sur

Talienee en fee durant la vie celuy en le remainder pur terme de
||
sa

vie, et pur ceo ^ que il ne puissoit adonques faire continuall claim),

ft (For none can make continuall claime but when he hath title to enter,

(i Roll. Abr.

630.)

Vide Sect. 581

609,610,611

<i Hep. 14.)

17 El. Dy. 339.
16 El. Dy. 324.

33 E. 3.

Devise, 21.

15 E. 4. 9.

Vide Sect. 608,

609, 610.

(1 Roll. Abr.

«54.)

<i Rep. 76. b.)

35 H. 6. 62.

Tr. 32 El. in

Informat. de in-

trusion vers

Robinson pur le

Manor de Dray-
ton Basset, so

resolved by the

court of ex-

chequer.

" /ILIEN to another in fee.*' It is to be observed, that a
forfeiture may be made by the alienation of a particular

tenant, two manner of wayes; either in pais, or by matter of
record.

In pais, of lands and tenements which lie in livery (whereof
Littleton intendeth his case) where a greater estate passeth by
livery than the particular tenant may lawfully make, whereby
the reversion or remainder is devested, as here in the example
that Littleton putteth when tenant for life alieneth

i^ in fee, which must bee understood of a feoffment, F^SlTl
fine, or recoverie by consent.

I b 11
If tenant for life, and hee in the remainder for life in

Littleton's case, hath joyned in a feoffment in fee, this had beene

a forfeiture of both their estates, because hee in the remainder is

particeps injurice. And so it is if hee in the remainder for life

had entred, and disseised tenant for life, and made a feoffment in

fee, this had beene a forfeiture of the right of his remainder (1)*

A particular estate of any thing that lies in grant cannot be

forfeited by any grant in fee by deed. As if tenant for life or

yeares of an advowson, rent, common, or of a reversion or

remainder of land, by deed grant the same in fee, this is no
forfeiture of their estates, for that nothing passes thereby, but

that which lawfully may passe ; and of that opinion is Littletoft

in our bookes.

But if tenant for life or yeares of land, the reversion or

remainder being in the king, make a feoffment in fee, this is a

forfeiture, and yet no reversion or remainder is divested out of

the king ; and the reason is, in respect of the solemnitie of the

feoffment by liverie, tending to the king's disherison (2).

By matter of record, and that by three manner of wayes.

First, by alienation. Secondly, by claiming a greater estate

than he ought. Thirdly, by affirming the reversion or remainder

to be in a stranger.

First,

+ <5 c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

X ne in L. and M. and Roh.

§ que added in L, aiid M, and

Roh.

II
sa not in L, and M» or Roh.

* que not in L. and M. or Roh.

tt ("jPor none can maJce continuall

claime) not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) See the observations on feoffments introduced in the notes to the next

chapter.

(2) See ant. 233. b. note.
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First, by alienation ; and that of two sorts, xiz. by alienation (Post. 332.5.

divesting, or not divesting, the reversion or remainder. 1)1- iLeo.40. illoll.

vesting, as by levying of a fine, or sufterin<5 a common recovcrie ^^'' ^^^•)

of lands, whereby the reversion or remamder is divested : not

divesting, as by levying of a fine in fee, of an advowson, rent,

common, or any other thing that lieth in grant: and of this

opinion is Littleton in our bookes [•]. And so note two diver- [•] 15 E. 4. p.'

sities: first, between a grant by fine (which is of record) and a 3' E. 3. Gr.6a.

grant by deed in ;;aw ; and yet in this they both agree that the *' ''^" •''•

reversion or remainder in neither case is divested: secondly, ^ ^"^^' **'^'

betweene a matter of record, as a fine, &c. and a deed recorded,

as a deed inrolled, for that worketh no forfeiture, because the

deed is the originall.

Secondly, by claime; and that may be in two sorts, either 15 E. a.

expresse or implyed. Expresse, as if tenant for life will in Judg. 237.

court of record claime fee, or if lessee for yeares be ousted, ^ ^5-3- 49*

and he will bring an assise iit de libero tenemento. Implyed, as
3

p'^„'*'

if in a writ of right brought against him he will take upon him pines lao.

to joyne the mise upon the meere right, which none but tenant 15 E. 4. 29.

in fee simple ought to doe. So if lessee for yeares doe lose in 36 H. 6. 29.

a pnecipe, and will bring a writ of error, for error in processe, ^ p.* ^9-
this is a forfeiture (3). ^ ji

' {*

22 Ass. 31. 18E. 3. 28. 16 Ass. 16. (Mo. 77. 212. 1 Rep. 16.)

[25271 *^ Thirdly, by aflSrming the reversion or remainder 21 E. 3. 14. a.

J to be in a stranger, and that either actively or passively. 5E. 4. 2.

Actively, by five manner of wayes. As first, if tenant ?4 H. 8. Forf.

for life pray in aid of a stranger, whereby he affirmes the rever-
^f*

^" g
^'

sion to be in him. Secondly, if he attilrne to the grant of a Buckler's case,

stranger ; and there note also a diversitie betweene an atturne- 27 E. 3. 77.

ment of record to a stranger, and an atturnement inpaisy for an 17 E. 3. 7. a.

atturnement in pais worketh no forfeiture. Thirdly, ifa stranger 39 E. 3- i^-

bring a writ of entrie in casu proviso, and suppose the reversion 5^53.^5,^"*'

to be in him, if the tenant for life confesse the action, this is a 5 E. 3. Entr.

forfeiture. Fourthly, if tenant for life plead covinously, to the cong. 42.

disherison of him in the reversion, this is a forfeiture. Fifthly, 14 E.3.

if a stranger bring an action of waste against lessee for life, and ?^*^1?' ^^^'

he plead nul xvastjait, this is a forfeiture ; or the like. ^^ £. g. qq^

1 H. 7. (1 Roil. Abr. 852. 3 Rep. 4. b. 1 Leo. 264. 9 Rep. 106,)

Passively, as if tenant for life accept a fine of a stranger, suj- 3 Mar. Dy.148.

conusans de droit come ceo, Sfc, for hereby he affirmes of record
the reversion to be in a stranger (1).

Littleton here speaketh of the forfeiture of an estate ; and here Lib. 2. fol. 55.

it is to be knowen, that the right of a particular estate may be Buckler's case,

forfeited also, and that he that hath but a right of a remainder or

reversion

(3) So in the case of a lease for life, the tenant may plead it in bar ; but,

in the case of a lease for years, or an estate of tenant by statute or elegit, the
defendant shall not plead in bar, as to say, assisa non, &c. but justify by force

of the lease : and conclude, issint sans tort ; and if the tenant of the freehold
be not named, he shall plead, 7ml tenant de franctenement nosme en le href:
and in the case of a feoffment with a warranty, he must rely on the warranty.
See ant. 228. b. 229. a.— [Note 195.]

(1) But, though this acceptance amounts to a forfeiture, it does not devest

the estate ofhim in remainder or reversion. 9 Rep. fol. 106. b.—[Note 196.]
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reversion shall take benefit of the forfeiture. As if tenant for

life be disseised, and hee levie a fine to the disseisor, he in the

reversion or remainder shall presently enter upon the disseisor

for the forfeiture. And so it is if the lessee after the disseisin

had levied a fine to a stranger, though to some respects partes

Jinis nihil habuerunt, yet it is a forfeiture of his right.

13 E. 4. 4. Littleton here speaketh of an alienation in fee absolutely,

but so it is if the lessee for life make a lease for any other man's

life, or a gift in taile. If J. be tenant for life, and make a

lease to B. for his life, and B. dieth, and the lessee re-entreth,

yet the forfeiture remaineth.

(Ant. 202. b.) If tenant for life make a lease for life, or a gift in taile, 6r a

39 Ass. 15. feoffment in fee, upon condition, and entreth for the condition
43 E. 3. broken, yet the forfeiture remaineth. Littleton speaketh of an

2 H. s!"-?.'

^^ estate for life ; so it is of tenant in taile apres possibilities tenant

39 E.g.'ie. by the courtesie, tenant in dower, or of him that hath an estate

45 E. 3. 25. to him and his heires, during the life of/. S. &c. and so oftenant
(Ant. 28. a. {qy yeares, tenant by statute merchant, statute staple, or elegit.
'*^* *'^

Littleton saith, that where the alienation in fee is made to

another, which must be intended a stranger, for if it be made
to him in reversion or remainder, it amounts to a surrender of

his estate, as at large hath beene spoken in the chapter of

tenant for life.

By Littleton it appeareth, that tenant for life in remainder may
enter for the forfeiture of the first tenant for life, and that if the

tenant for life in remainder make continuall claime, and the alienee
die seised, then may he in the remainder for life enter ; and if he
die before he do enter, then he in the remainder in fee shall enter,

because he in the remainder in fee could not make any claime(2);
and therefore the right of entrie, which tenant for life in remain-

der gained by his entrie (3), shall goe to him in the remainder in
(1 Roll. Abr.

fgg^ jjj respect of the privitie of estate : and so it is of him in the
*^

reversion in fee in like case, for he is also privie in estate.

If two joyntenants be disseised, and the one of them make con-

tinuall claime, and dieth, the survivor shall take benefit of his

continuall claime in respect of the privitie of their estate.

But if tenant for life make continuall claime, this shall not give

any benefit to him in the remainder, unlesse the disseisor died in

the life of tenant for life, for the cause abovesaid, Sectione 414.

If tenant in taile, the remainder in fee with garrantie, have

judgement to recover in value, and dieth before execution with-

out issue, he in the remainder shall sue execution, for he hath

right thereunto, and is privie in estate.

In the same manner, if a seigniorie be granted by fine to one

for life, the remainder in fee, the grantee for life dieth, he in the

rfimainder shall have a jyer ^uce servitia, for he hath right to

the remainder, and is privie m estate. Here also it appeareth,

that none can make continuall claime, but he that hath right to

enter.

Sect.

(2) i. e. during the life of him in the remainder for life.

(3) The word entri/ appears to be printed in this case by mistake, instead

of the word claims which the context seems to reqi^ire.
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Seel. 417.

7?l T it is to be scene of thee (mu son) how and in ichut mnvner such

continuall claime shall be made ; and to learne this wel, three things

are to be understood. The first thing is, if a nwn hath cause to enter

into any lands or tenements in divers toumes in one same coutitie, if he

enter into one parcell of the lands or tenements which are in one toivne,

in the name of all the lands or tenements into the vdiich he hath ri^rht to

enter within all the townes of the same countie ;
* bi/ such entrie he shall

have as good a possession and seisin of all the lands and tenements whereof
he hath title oj entrie (de f touts terres ou tenements dont il ad title

d 'entrie), as if hee had entred % in deed into every parcell: and this

seemeth great reason.

" 7F a man hath cause to enter into any lands or tenementSj ^c" (Plo. 355. b.

It is not sufficient to tell one generally what he should doe, 359- «•

but to direct him how, and in what manner he shall doe it, as ^ ^st. 518.

Littleton doth in this place. And here, the general! ^^1^'^q^ \^\

[25271 ^^^^^ °^ ^^^ author are to bee ^3- understood, that the

u J entrie of a man, to recontinue his inheritance or free- This hathbeene

hold, must ensue his action for recoverie of the same, adjudged, Mich.

As if three men disseise me severally of three severall acres of j^
'^ '^ 5''^

land, being all in one countie, and I enter in one acre, in the
^i^^ £arfof

*"

name of all the three acres, this is good for no more but for that Arundell's case,

acre which 1 entred into, because each disseisor is a severall

tenant of the freehold, and as I must have severall actions

against them for the recoverie of the land, so mine entrie must
be severall.

And so it is if one man disseise mee of three acres of ground,

and letteth the same severally to three persons for their lives, S)'c.

there the entrie upon one lessee, in the name of the whole, is C4 Leo. 8.)

good for no more than that acre that he hath in his possession. (' Leo. 36.)

But if the disseisor had letten severally the said three acres to ii3^"' '

three persons for yeares, there the entrie upon one of the /^ Leo. 51.)
lessees, in the name of all the three acres, shall recontinue and
revest all the three acres in the disseisee, for that the disseisee

might have had one assise against the disseisor, because he
remained tenant of the freehold for all the three acres, and
therefore one entrie shall serve for the whole.

If one disseise me of one acre at one time, and after disseise 7 A»s. 18.

me of another acre in the same countie at another time, in this '^
J":

^- *^'

case mine entrie into one of them in the name of both is good: ^^ Am. pi. i.

for that one assise might be brought against him for both

disseisins.

But if I infeoffe one of one acre of ground upon condition, 1 1 H. 7. 05.

and at another time I infeoffe the same man of another acre in
^^?V

the same countie upon condition also, and both the conditions * *

^^''

are broken, an entrie into one acre in the name of both is not

sufficient, for that I have no right to the land, nor action to

recover the same, but a bare title, and therefore severall entries

jnust

• and added in L. and M. and Roh. X in detd, not in L. vA M. or

t touts—tiels, X. and M. and Holt. Roh.
Vol. II. X
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must be made into the same, in respect of the severall conditions.

But an entrie in one part of the land, in the name of all the

land subject to one condition, is good, although the parcels be
severall, and in severall townes. And so note a diversitie

betweene severall rights of entrie, and severall titles of entrie,

by force of a condition (i).

'* In one same coimtie.'" For if the lands lye in severall

counties there must be severall actions, and consequently

severall entries, as hath beene said.

5 H. 7. 7. " Zn the name of all, ^t." If one disseise me of two severall

4 E_4. 19. acres in one countie, and I enter into one of them generally,

(Ant\t 180 b

)

without saying, In the name of both ; this shall revest only

(10 Rep. Lain- that acre wherein entrie is made, as hath beene said; and that

pet's case.) is proved by our bookes, which say, that if I bring an assise of
(Plo. Com. 91.) t^o acres, if I enter into one hanging the writ, albeit it shall

revest that only acre, yet the writ shall abate.

" Whereof he hath title of entrie." Here in a large sense,

title of entrie is taken for a right of entrie.

(9 Rep. 136. b.)

(Ant. 48,49,50.
Post. Q59.a.)

(2 Rep. 31.)

« Sect. 418. pf]

T/^0 R if a man will etrfeoffe another without deed of certaine lands or

tenements which he hath in many townes in one countie, and he will

deliver seisin to thefeoffee of parcell of the tenements within one towne in

the name of all, the lands or tenements which he hath in the same towne,

and

(1) The entry for a condition broken has been discussed in the preceding

chapter, and the commentary and notes upon it.—With respect to entries for

avoiding fines, there were four modes of avoiding a fine at the common law;

two by matter of record, and two by acts in pais. Those by matter of record

were, a real action commenced within a year and a day after the fine was levied,

and an entry of a claim on the record at the foot of the fine itself, in this

manner, talis venit et apponit clameiim siium. Those by acts in 'pais were a

lawful entry upon the land by the person who had a right ; and if that could

not be done^ a continual claim. But by the statute of 4 H. 7. all those who
are affected by a fine must pursue their title by way of action, or lawful entry;

so that a claim entered on the record of a fine would now be ineffectual. The
actual entry must be made by the person who has a right to the lands, or

some one appointed by him, either by preceding command or subsequent

assent, within five years. See Plowd. '^^$, 359. 2 Inst. 518. 3 Rep. 91. 2 Bla.

Rep. 994.—By the statute of 4 Ann, c. 16. sect. 16. it is enacted, " That no
claim or entry to be made of or upon any lands, tenements, or hereditaments,

shall be of any force or effect to avoid any fine levied, or to be levied, with

proclamations, according to the form of the statute in that case made and
provided, in the court of common pleas; or in the courts of sessions in any
of the counties palatine, or in the courts of grand sessions in Wales, shall be
a suflficient entry or claim within the statute of limitations, unless upon such

entry or claim an action shall be commenced within one year next after the

making of such entry or claim, and prosecuted with effect."—[Note 197.]
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and iw other townesy S^r, ail the said teneittentSy S,r. pavte btf force of the

said liverif of seisin to him to irhom such J'colfnu'/it in siirh ninnnrr i.i

made, and i/et hee to whom such /ivert/ of seism was made hath im right

in all the lands or tenements in all the towncs (et uncore coluy a que
tiel livery de seisin fuit fait, n'avoit droit * en touts Ics terres ou
tenements en touts les villes), hut by reason of the livery of seisin made
of parcell of the lands or tenements in one townc: li multo fortiori, it

seemcth good reason that when a man hath title to enter into the lands or

tenements in divers townes in one same counfj/, before entri/ hij him made,
that btf the entry made by him into parcell of the lands in one towjie, in

the name of all the lands and tenements to which he hath title to enter

within the same county, this shall vest a seisin of all in him (ceo t vest

un seisin de touts en luy), and by such entry hee hath possession and
seisin in deed, as if he had entred into every parcell.

'T'H I S is evident, but here is a diversity betweene a feoffment 38 E. 3. n.
and an entry ; for a man may make a feoffment of lands in 3^ Ass. 23.

another county, and make Hvery of seisin within the view,

albeit he might peaceably enter and make actuall livery ; and
so may he shew the recognitors in an assise the view of lands

in another county ; but a man cannot make an entry into lands

within the view where he may enter without any feare (for it

is [*] one thing to invest, and another to devest), as hereafter [] Vide Sect,

shall be said in the Section next following. "ext following.

" A multo fortiori.'' Or h minore ad majus, is an argument Vide Sect, 438.

frequent in our author, and in our bookes, the force of argument
in this place standing thus : if it be so in a feoffment passing a
new right, much more it is for the restitution of an antient

right, as the worthier and more respected in law, which holdeth

affirmatively, as our autlior here teacheth us.

The three (Sfc.) in this Section need no explication.

pp] w Sect. 419.

n^HE second thing to be understood is, that if a man hath title to enter

into any lands or tenements, if he dares not enter into the same lands

or tenements, nor into any parcell thereoffor doubt of beating, or for
doubt of mayming, or for doubt of death, if he goetli and approach as

vee^-e to the tenements as hee dare for such doubt, and by word claime the

lands to bee his, presently by such claime he hath a possession and seisin in

the lands, as well as
||

ij hee had entred in deed, although hee never

had possession or seisin of the same J lands or tenements before the said

claime.

HERE

* en—a, L. and M. and Roh. I lands or not in L. and M. or

+ vest— est, L. and M. and Roh. Iloh.

if not in L. and M. or Roh,

X '1
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Vide the Sect. TTERE is to be observed, that every doubt or feare is not

/"^^R^Ii^Ah
sufficient, for it must concerne the safety of the person of

J^
^' a man, and not his houses or goods ; for if hee feare the burn-

2 Inst. 483.) ing of his houses, or the taking away or spoiling of his goods,

7 E. 4. 21. this is not sufficient, because hee may recover the same, or

39 H. 6. 5. dammages to the value without any corporal] hurt.

Again, if the feare do concern the person, yet it must not

bee a vaine feare, but such as may befall a constant man ; as

if the adverse partie lie in wait in the way with weapons, or by
words menace to beat, mayhem, or kill him that would enter

;

and so in pleading must hee shew some just cause of feare, for

(9 Rep. 1 3.) feare of it selfe is internall and secret. But in a speciall ver-

39 E. 3. 28. jj^j^ jj? ^jjg jurors doe finde that the disseisee did not enter for

tit Dures 2. feare of corporall hurt, this is sufficient, and shall be intended

12 H. 4. 19,20. that they had evidence to prove the same. Talis enim debet

esse metus qui cadere potest i?i viruni constantem, et qui in se

Bract, lib. 2. continet mortis periculum, et corporis cruciatum, Et nemo
fol. 16. b. tenetur se infortuniis et periculis exponere.
Brittoii, fol. 19.

dQ. Fleta, lib. 3. cap. 7. and lib. 2. cap. 54. 49 E. 3. 14. 14 H. 4. 13. 39 Ass. 1 1.

11 H. 6. 51. 38 H. 6. 27. 39 H. 6. 36. 5. 20 H. 6. 28. 4 E. 4. 17. 12 E. 4. 7.

28 H. 6. 8. 41 E. 3. 9. iiH. 4. 6. 8 Ass. 25. Vide Sect. 434. W. 2. cap. 49.

13 H. 4. Dures, 20.

And it seemeth that feare of imprisonment is also sufficient,

for such a feare sufficeth to avoid a bond or a deed ; for the law

hath a speciall regard to the safety and liberty of a man. And
imprisonment is a corporall dammage, a restraint of liberty, and
a kind of captivity. But see in the Second Part of the Insti-

tutes, W.I. cap.^g. a notable diversity betweene a claime or

an entry into land, and the avoidance of an act or deed for

feare of battery.

" Bt/ suck claime, he hath a possession and seisin, 8^c'* Here
is to be observed, that there be two manner of entries, viz. an

Vide Sect. 378. entry in deed, and an entry in law. An entry in deed is suf-

ficiently knowne. An entry in law is when such a claime is

made as is here expressed, which entry in law is as strong and
as forcible in law as an entry in deed, and that as well where

11 H. 6. 51. the lands are in the hands of one by title as by wrong. And
(Post. 256. b.) therefore upon such an entry in law an assise doth lie, as well

as upon an entry in deed, and such an entry in law shall avoid

a warranty, &c.
Vid. Sect. 442. But here is a diversity to be observed betweene an entry in
Pi. Com. 93. in 1^^ ^^^ gjj gjiti-y in deed, for that a continuall claime of the

force. %he^par- disseisee being an entry in law shall vest the possession and

sou of Hony- seisin in him for his advantage, but not for his disadvantage,

lane's-case. And therefore if the disseisee bring an assise, and hanging

the assise he make continuall claime, this shall not abate the

assise, but he shall recover dammages from the beginning

;

but otherwise it is of an entry in deed. See more of this

matter after in this chapter, Sect. 422.

Sect.
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pf]
rf Sect. 420,

^ ND that tlic law is so^ it is weil proved bif a plea of an assise in the

booke of assises, an. 38 E. 3. p.* 32, the tenor whereof followeth in

this manner. In the county of Dorset, before the justices, it was found
hif verdict of assise, that the plaintiff' which had right by discent of in-

heritance to have the tenements put in plaint, at the decease of his ancestor

was abiding in the towne xchere the tenements i6'tTC,f and by parol!

claimed the tenements amongst his neighbours, but for feare of death hee

durst not approach the tenements, but brin^eth his assise, and upon this

matterfound, it was awarded that lie should recover, S^c.

TJ E R E it appeareth that our booke cases are the best proofes 38 Asu. p. 33. \

what the law is, Argumentum ah authoritate est fortissimum

in lege. And for proofe of the law in this particular case, Lit-

tleton here citeth a case in 38 E. 3, but it is misprinted, for the

originall, according to the truth, is in the Booke of Assises,

38 E. 3. p. 23, and not placito 32, for there be not so many pleas

in that yeare. And after the example 0^ Littleton, booke cases

are principally to be cited for deciding of cases in question, and

not any private opinion, teste meipso. More shall be said of the

matter implyed in this Section in the next following.

Sect. 421.

n^HE third thing is to know within what time { and by what time the

claim which is said continuall claime shall serve and aid him that

maketh the claime, and his heires. And as to this it is to be understood,

that he which hath title to enter, tvhen he ivill make his claime, if he dare

approach the land, then he ought to go to the land, or to imrcell of it,

and maize his claime (donques il covient aler a la terre, ou a parcel de

ceo, § et faire son claime); and if he dare not approach the land for
doubt orfeare of beating, or maiming, or death, then ought he to go and

approach as neere as he dare towards the land, or parcell of it, to make
his claime (donques covient a lay d'aler et approcher auxy pres come
il osast vers la terre, ou parcel de ceo,

||
a faire son claime).

" /^ UGHT he to so andapproch as iieere. Sic'' By this it

should seeme, tnat by the authority of our author, if the

disseisee commeth as neere to the land as he dare, &c. and
maketh his claime, this should be sufRcient, albeit he be not

within the view.

And the great authoritie of the booke [*] in 9 H. 4, (being by [•] 9 H. 4. 5.

the

* p. 32, not in L. and M. or Roh.
t <^c. added in L. and M. and Roh

.

J and by %uhai time, not in L. and
M. or Roh.

§ a added in L. and M. and

Roh.
II a— et jL. and M. and Roh.
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the whole court) is not against this ; for that case is put where
there is no such feare, as here our author mentioneth, in

him that makes the continuall claime, ^^ and then he r254"l
that makes the continuall claime ought to bee within I i J
the view ofthe land ; and therefore the authoritie of this

booke, as it is commonly conceived, is not against the opinion of

our author in the point aforesaid. But then it is further objected,

that the said booke is against another opinion of our author in

this Section, viz. that where there is no feare, &c. hee that
* 1 1 H. 6. 31, maketh a continuall claime * ought to go to the land or to parcel!
agreeth with our thereof to make his claime, and therefore in that case he cannot

poinT
"^ * ^'^ make a claime within view of the land. To this it is answered,

(3 Rep. 25. that where a continuall claime shall divest any estate in any other

Ant. 15. person in any lands or tenements, there, as it hath beene said.

Ant. 245.) he that maketh the claime ought to enter into the land, or some
part thereof, according to the opinion of our author: but where
the claime is not to devest any estate, but to bring him that

maketh it into actual possession, there a claime within the view
sufficeth : as upon a discent, the heire having the freehold in law

may claime land within the view to bring himselfe into actual

possession, and in that sense is the opinion of Hull and the court
Vid. Sect. 177. to be intended. Et sic de similibus. But yet the entry into

some parcell in the name of the residue is the surest way (1).

Sect. 422.

/f ND if his adversary who occupieth the land, dieth seised in fee^ or

in fee taile, within the yeare and a day after such claime, whereby

the lands descend to his sonne as heire to him, yet may hee which makes the

claime enter upon the possession of the heire, J S^c.

" tr/'ITHIN the yeare and a day." It is to bee observed,
Vid. Sect. 385. that the law in many cases hath limited a yeare and a
"^

' ^ g"^" ^" day to be a legall and convenient time for many purposes. As

7 E. 3. '^7. ^t the common law, upon a fine or finall judgement given in a

PI. Coni^ 356, writ of right, the party grieved had a yeare and a day to make
357. 367.

Mirror, cap. 2. $ 18. Britton, fol. 45. b. & 126.

his

I Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Even where a declaration in ejectment is delivered, though the defendant

appears to it, and confesses lease, entry and ouster, yet, to avoid a fine, there

must be an actual entry. This was very solemnly determined in the king's

bench, in the case of Berrington v. Packhurst : and by the lords on appeal in

1758. See 2 Stra. 1086. 4 Bro. Par. Cas. 353. This doctrine has since

been twice expressly recognized ;—first, in the case ofOates ex dimiss. Wigfall

V. Brydon, 3 Burr. 1895 ; and afterwards in the case of Goodright v. Cator,

Doug. 460. In that case, lord Mansfield states the distinction to be, that

where entry is necessary to complete the landlord's title, there, the confession

of lease, entry, and ouster, is sufficient ; but that, where it is requisite in order

to rebut the defendant's title, actual entry must be made. The latter is the

case where a fine is to be avoided.—[Note 198.]
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his claime. So the wife or heire hnth u ^eare and a day to bring
an appealc ofdeath. If a villcine remained in antient demesne
a yearc and a day, he is privileged. If a man be wonndcd or

poysoned, iS:c. and dieth thereof within the yearc and the day, it

IS felony. By the antient law if the feoffee of a disseisor had (Poit. a8a. a.)

continued a yeare and a day, the entry of the disseisee for his

negligence had beene taken away. After judgement given in a
reall action, the plaintife within the yearc and the day may have

a habereJltciaa scisinatu, and in an action of debt, &c. a capias, (Ant 130. b.)

fieriJaviaSy or a levari Jhcias. A protection shall be allowed

but for a yeare and a day, and no longer, and in many other

cases.

But this time of a yeare and a day in case of continuall claime Vid. Sect. 385.

is, since our author wrote, altered by the said statute of 32 //. 8.

ca, 33, as before it appeareth.

m
B

^ Sect. 423.

V T in this case after the yeare and the day that such claime was made,

if thefatIter then died seised the morrow next after the yeare and the

day, or any other day after (Mes en cest cas apres Tan et le jour que
tiel claime fuit fait, * si le pere donques morust seisi ademaine pro-
cheine apres Tan et le jour, ouf un auter jour apres), S)C. then cannot

hee ivhich made the claime enter: and therefore if hce which made the

claime will i)e sure at all times that his entrie shall not be taken away by
such discenty S^'c. it behoveth him that within the yeare and the day after

the first claime Xmade^ to make another claime informe aforesaid, and
tvithin the yeare and the day after the second claime

\\
made, to make the

third claime in the same manner, and ivithin tJie yeare and the day after

the third claime to make another claime, and so over, that is to say, to

make a claime within everie yeare and day next after everie claime made
during the life of his adversarie, and then at what time soever his ad-
versarie dieth seised, his entrie shall not be taken away by any discent.

And such claime in such manner made (Et tiel claime en tiel maner |
fait), is most commonly taken and named Continuall Claime of him which
maketh the claime, Sfc.

T T is to be observed, that the yeare and the day shall bee Vid. Sect. 385.
accounted, as the day whereon the claime was made shall be (Ant. 46. b.)

accounted one : as for example, if the claime were made 2. die

Martiiy that day shall be accounted for one ; for Littleton saith in

the Section next before (after the claime made) and then the

yeare must end the first day of Marchy and the day after is the

second day of March.

See for the computation of the yeare, de anno bisextiliy and of

the

* si nul auter clayme fuist fait || made not in L. and M. or Roh.

added in L. and M. and Roh. § d estre added in L. and M. and

t & added in L. and M. and Rob. Roh.

I made not in L. and M. or lloh.
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the day naturall and artificiall, and other parts of the yeare,
[a] Bract fol. r„] Bractofiy [61 Britton. and \c\ Fleta, excellent matter,
264. 344. 359.

«- -' "-J

(a Roll. Abr. 1521.) [fc] Britton, fol. 209. [c] Fleta, lib. 6. cap. 11. Statute de anno
Bise-\tili. 21 H. 3. Dier, 17 Eliz. 345.

Sect. 424.

T) UT yet in the case aforesaidj where his adversarie dieth within the

yeare and the day next after the * claime, this is in law a

continuall claime, insomuch as his adversarie 5^ within the r25571
yeare and the next day after the same claime dieth. For ^^ L b. J
which made his claime needeth not to make any other claime, hut

at what time he will within the same yeare and day, (car il ne besoigne a
celuy que fist son claime de faire ascun auter claime, mes a quel temps
que il t voit deins mesme Tan et jour), 6^c.

Vid. Sect. 414. This is evident.

(Vid.Stat. gp^l AOK
32H.8.C.33) oecL. ^^o,

A L S O, if the adversarie be disseised within the yeare and the day after

such claime, and the disseisor thereof dieth seised within the yeare
and the day, Sfc. such dying seised shall not grieve him which made the

claime, hut that he may enter, &)C. For whosoever hee be that dieth

seised within the yeare and the day after such claim made, this shall not

hurt him that made the claime, but that he may enter, 3^c. albeit there

were many dyings seised, and many discents within the same yeare and
day, S)'c.

TJ E R E it appeareth, that the continuall claime doth not only
extend to the first disseisor, in whose possession it was made,

but to any other disseisor that dieth seised within the yeare and
day after the continuall claime made. And whereas our author
speaketh of a second disseisor, &c. herein is likewise implyed
not only abators and intrudors, but the feoffees or donees of the
disseisors, abators, or intrudors, and any other feoffee or donee
immediate or mediate, dying seised within the yeare and day, of
such continuall claime made.

Sect.

* first added in L, and M. and Roh. f voit not in L. and M, or Roh.
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Sect. 426.

/i LSOy if a man he disseised, and the disseisor dieth seised within
"^

the ycare and daif next after the disseisin made, wJierehy tlie

[256.1 it'f'^"^^'"^'^ descend to his fietre, in this kt- case the entrie o/' the

J, J disseisee is taken aivai/, for the yeare and day which should aid

the disseisee in such case*, shall not hee taken from the time of
title of entrie accrued unto him, but only from the time of the claime made
by him in manner aforesaid. Andfor this cause it shall be good for suck

disseisee to make his claime f ^'* ^s short time as he can after the disr

seisin, Sfc.

nnH I S in case of a disseisor is now holpen by the statute made 3^^
M. 8. cap. 33.

since Littleton wrote, as hath beene said ; for if the disseisor ^'*^^ ^^^' ^^
die seised within five yeares after the disseisin, though there be ^^^j ^^g^ ^y
no continuall claime made, it shall not take away the entry ofthe

disseisee, but after the five yeares there must be such continuall

claime as was at the common law : but that statute extendeth
not to any feoffee or donee of the disseisor immediate or mediate,

but they remaine still at the common law, as hath beene said.

Sect. 427.

yj L S O, if such disseisor occupieth the lands forfie yeares, or more
yeares (Item si tiel disseisor occupia la terre per xl. ans, ou per

J plusors ans), without any claime made by the disseisee, 3fc, ^ and the

disseisee a little before the death of tlie disseisor makes a claime in the

forme aforesaid, ij so it fortuneth that within t/ie yeare and the day after

such claime the disseisor die, S^c. the entrie of the disseisee is congeable, S^c,

And therefore it shall bee good for such a man lohich hath not made
claime, and tvhich hath good title of entrie \\, lohen he heareth that his

adversarie lieth languishing, to make his claime, S^'c,

T^ H I S is evident enough, and in respect of that which hath
beene said, needeth not to be explained.

Sect. 428.

yi L S O, as it is said in the cases put, where a man hath title of entrie by
cause of a disseisin, &;c, the same law is where a man hath right to

enter by cause of another title, S^c.

HERE
* SiC, added in L. and M. § and not in L. and M.
t Src. added in L. and M.

|) Sj^c. added in L. and M.
X plus added in L. and A/.
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XJERE title is taken in his large sense to include a right.

" Another title, &^ Sfc." Here is implyed abators or r25671
intruders, and not only their disseisors, but the feofFees i J
or donees of disseisors, abators, or intruders, or any
other so long as the entrie is congeable.

Sect. 429.

y4 L S O, of the said foresaying (de les dits '^ presidents) thou mayst
-*^ know {my sonne) two things. One is, where a man hath title to enter

ttpon a tenant in taile, if he maketh such a claime to the land, then is the

estate taile defeated, for this claime is as an entrie made by him, and is of
the same effect in law as if he had bin upon the same tenements, and had
entred into the same, as before is said, f And then when the tenant in

taik immediately after such claime continue his occupation in the lands,

th^is is a disseisin made of the same tenements to him which made such
claimeJ

and so by cofisequent, the tenant then hath afee simple.

" Presidents,'' This should be precedents, and so is the
originall, and this agreethwith the right sense o£ Littleton.

(Ant. 233.) ^."^. ^^^6 it appeareth, that a continuall claime, which is an
entrie in law, is as strong as an entrie in deed.

Vide Sect 650, ii Title to enter." Here title to enter is taken in the large
and 659, &c. ggjjgg fQ^. j.igjj^ ^f q^^^Iq^

Scot. 430.

n^HE second thing is, that as often as he which hath right of entrie
^ maketh such claime, % atid this notwithstanding his adversary continue

his occupation, % so often the adversary doth wrong and disseisin

to him which made the claime. ^i^ And for this cause so often r2577|
may he which makes the same claime (que fist

||
mesme le claime) [_ a. J

for every such wrong and disseisin done unto him, have a ivrit of
trespasse, 4- Quare clausum fregit, &c. and recover his dammagesj S)-c.

XTE RE BY also it appeareth, that an entrie in law is equiva-

lent to an entry in deed.

" Have a writ oftrespasse, quare clausum fregit, and recover

his

* dites precedents L. «n^ M. nor in MSS. before mentioned. It

t And not in L. and M. or Roh. may be here observed, that the older

t and this,—Sfc. L. and M. and Roh. copies ofLittleton are not divided into

§ S^c, added in L. and M. and Roh. Sections, which seem to have been

jl
mesme 7iot in L. and M. or Roh. first injudiciously marked by West in

i Quare clausum fregit, Sfc. and the edition 1583, though his divisions

recover his dammages,S^c. or he ma?/ have have been since retained for the con-

a ivrit, (the begmning of the next venience of citation.

Section) not in L. and M. or Roh.
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//w dammages." The disseisee shall have an action of trc>(pas8c (^ I^"- ^^f-

against the disseisor, and recover his dammages for the first ^^?\ * ''" -'

entry without any regresse, but after regresse he may have an io Jf! 6.T5.
action of trespasse with a cnutinuando^ and recover as well for 3811.6.47.)
all tlie nieane occupation tus for the first entry. And here note,

that Littleton doth here include costs within dammages.

Sect. 431.

/I 71 he may have a writ upon the statute of R. 2. ?Hade in the Jifth
^-^ i/care of his rei^ne, supposing bi/ his ivrit that his adversarie had
cutred into the lands or "i^ tenements of him that made the efaimej where
his entri/ was not given bi/ the law, Sr. and bi/ this action he shall recover

his dammagesy S(c. And ifthe ease were such, that the adversarie occupied

the tenenwnts with force and armesy or with a multitude of people at the

time of such claime, S^x.
\\
immediatelj/ after the same claime may hce

which made the claim for every such act have a writ offorcible entry, and
shall recover his treble dammages, S)X. (1).

THIS

I or—andf L. and M. and lloh. || immediately after the same claime—
then, L. and M. and lloh.

(1) Perhaps this passage is not quite accurate. Till the reign of Richard II.

the party disseised, if his attempt were made soon after the disseisin, might
recover his possession by force; but, by a statute passed in the fifth year of

that reign, it was enacted, that none, from thenceforth, should make any
entry^ into lands and tenements, but in cases where entry was given by the

law ;'and in that case, not with a strong hand, or with a multitude of people,

but only in a peaceable and easy manner ; and that persons convicted of doing
the contrary should be punished by imprisonment, to be ransomed at the

king's pleasure. By a statute passed in the fifteenth year of the same reign,

it was enacted, that, upon complaint of any such forcible entries, to the

justices of peace, they should take sufficient power of the county, and go to

the place where such force was made ; and, if they found any that held such
place forcibly, after such entry made, they should be taken and put into the

next gaol, there to abide convict by the record of the same justices, until

they had made fine and ransom to the king. By this it appears, that Littleton

is equally wrong in his account of the punishment inflicted by that statute, and
the offence it intended to correct. These statutes of the reign of Richard II.

have been confirmed, explained, and in some respects extended by the stat.

4H.4.ch.'"8. 8H.6.ch.y. 23 H. 8. ch. 14. 31 Eliz. ch. 11. and !2i Jac. 1.

ch. 15. Sec Bum's Just. vol. ii. 181. It should be observed, that, in case an
action is brought on these statutes, ifthedefendantmakehimself a title, which
is found for him, he shall be dismissed without any inquiry concerning the

force ; for howsoever he may be punishable at the king's suit, for doing what
is prohibited by statute, as a contemner of the laws and disturber of the peace,

yet he shall not be liable to pay any damages for it to the plaintiff, whose
injustice gave him the provocation in that manner to right himself. See
1 Haw. 141. 3 Burr. iGy8. 1731.—[Note 199.]
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(Doct.Pla.381.) 'T'H I S is the statute of 5 R. 2. cap. 7.

37 H. 6. 35-

34H. 6. 30- 13H. 7. 15- loH. 6. 14. cE. 4-i8. 21E. 4.5. 74. 13E. a. 3.

27 Ass. 64. 38 Ass. 9. 44 E. 3. 20. 10 H. 7. 27. Keylwey, 1. b. 5 R. 2. cap. 7.

(P. N. B. 248, 249.)

" Bf/ this action he shall recover his dammages.''

This is to be understood, that he shall recover dammages for

the first torcious entry, but not for the meane profits in this

a E. 4. a4. b. action, though he made a regresse. And here note, that also he

^r'u
^

fi
shdiW recover his costs of suit, expensce litis, which Littleton doth

^'
'
*' include within these words (dammages, &c.)

(2 lust. 289. ^^ Dammages.'* Damna in the common law hatha speciall
Post. 355. b,

signification for the recompence that is given by the jury to the

116
^^ ^^^'

plaintife or defendant (A), for the wrong the defendant hath

1 1 Rep. 56.) done unto him (2).

(3 Inst. 176. <' Multitude." One or more may commit a force, three or
Hale's PI. C. more may commit an unlawfull assembly, a riot or a rout. A
J|~^'

multitude here spoken of (as some have said) must be ten or

I Geo. I.e. 4.)
J^ore. Multitudinem decernfaciunt. And so (say they) it is said

de grege hominum. But I could never read it restrained by the

common law to any certaine number, but left to the discretion

of the judges (3).

8 H. 6. cap. 9. " A writ offorcible entry .,
and shall recover his treble

3E. 4. 19. 24. dammages,'' This writ (t:^ is grounded upon the statute ri257.~l
F. N. B. 248. Qf 3 ^ Q^ jjjjjj Yitih. either where one entreth with force,

[_ 5 J
^^'>^ x^\ or where he entreth peaceably and detaineth it with

22 H. 6. 37. force, or where he entreth by force and detaineth it by force.

19 H. 6. And in this action withoutany regresse the plaintife shall recover
Register, 97. treble dammages, as well for the meane occupation as for the

F^N 62^0 a
^^®^ entry by force ofthe statute. And albeit he shall recover

(2 Cro. 17- 19- 3 1. 148. 151. 199. 214. 633. 639. 1 Roll. Rep. 406. Sid. 97. 149.

Noy, 136. 1 Cro. 561. 2 Inst. 289. 4 Inst. 176. c. 15. 1 Leo. 327.) (15R. 2.C.2.

8H. 6.C.9. a3H.8. c. 15. 31 El. c. 11. 21 Jac. c, 15.)

treble

(A) defendant seems to be printed in this place by mistake, instead of demandant.

See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 119.

(2) Some observations on the progress of our law, with respect to damages,

costs, and mesne profits, are to be found in note 1. fol. 355. b.

(3) By the common law there must be three persons at least to constitute a

riot. By the 1 Geo. 1. c 5. twelve persons at least must be unlawfully assem-

bled, to be within that act. By the 13 Car. 2. st. i. c. 5. not more than

twenty names are to be signed to a petition to the king, or either house of

parliament, for any alteration of matters established bylaw in church or state ;

and no petition is to be delivered by a company of more than ten persons.

By the bill of rights, or declaration delivered by the lords and commons to

the prince and princess of Orange, Feb. 13, 1688, and afterwards enacted in

parliament, when they became king and queen, the fifth article is, " That it is

** the right of the subjects to petition the king, and that all commitments and
<* prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal." Sir William Blackstone ex-

pressly says, that the right ofthe subject to petition, as declared by this statute,

is under the regulations of the 13 Car. 1. But a question may be made,

whether the declaration contained in the bill of rights was not, in this par-

ticular, a repeal of the 13 Car. 2.-'[Note 200.]
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treble dauiniages, yet shall he recover costs which shall be
trebled also.

One may commit a forcible entry, as hath beenc said, in re-

spect of the armour or weapons which he hath that are not

usually home, or if he doe use violence, and threats to tlie

terrour of another. And if three or foure goe to make a forcible

entry, albeit one alone use the violence, all are guilty of force.

If the master commeth with a greater number of servants than

usually attend on him it is a forcible entrie.

It is to be understood, that there is a force implied in law, as

every trespasse and rescous and disseisin implieth a force, and is

\ict ar}))is; and there is an actuall force, as with weapons,

number of persons, kc. and when an entry is made with such

actuall force an action doth lie upon the same statute (i). See lo H. 7. ia.

before more of force and armes, Sect. 240. 33 H. 6. ao.

Sect. 432.

yf
LSO, it is to be seen, (Item*, il est a veier), if the servant of a
man ivho hath title to entery may by the commandemefU of his master

make continuall clairncfor his master or not:

This needeth no explication.

Sect. 433.

/I ND it seemeth that in some cases he may doe this : for if he by his

commandement commeth to any parcell of the landj and there maketh

ctainiCf <^c. in the name of his master, this claime is good enoughfor his

master, for that he doth all that which his master should f or ought to do

in such case, S;c. J-4/so if the master saith to his servant, that he dares

not come to the land, nor to any parcell of it, to make his claime, S\c.

and that he dare approch no neerer to the land than to such a place called

Dale, and command his servant to go to the same place of Dale, and
there make a claime for him, S^x. if the servant doth this, S)X, this also

seemeth

il—icy, L. and M. and Rah. f Also not in L. and M. or Roh.

t or ought to do—not in L. and M.
or Roh.

(1) Tlie 21 Ja. 1. c. 15. provides a remedy for lessees for years. Tenants
by copy of court roll, guardians in chivalry, tenants by elegit, statute mer-
chant, or statute staple, if they be ousted by force, or withheld by force out
of their lands or tenements. Till then, if a man entered by force'on a copy-
holder, the lord, as the freehold and inheritance were supposed to be in him,

might bring against the person entering, a writ^ of forcible entry, or might
indict him. Upon restitution to the lord, the copyholder might enter.

—

[Note 201.]
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seemeth a good claime for his master, as if his master were

^^ there in his proper person (sicome son master la fuit en* PSoST]
proper person),ybr that the servant did all that which his master L a. J
durst and ought to do by the law in such a case, Sjc.

JJ E R E it appeareth that where the servant doth all that which
he is commanded, and which his master ought to doe, there

it is as sufficient as if his master did it himselfe ; for the rule is,

Qui per alium facit, per seipsumfacere videtur.

7 E. 3. 69. a. b. " By conimandeynentJ" If an infant or any man of full age
45 E. 3- have any right of entrie into any lands, any stranger in the name
Release, 28. ^^^ ^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ of the infant or man of full age may enter into the

tit. Briefe, 589. lands, and this regularly shall vest the lands in them without any
20 E. 3. 62. commandement, precedent, or agreement subsequent. [*] But
per Thorp. if a disseisor levy a fine, with proclamation according to the
**

^^f-
P* y* statute, an estranger v/ithout a commandement precedent, or an

?o H.''7!'i2. a.
agreement subsequent within the five yeares cannot enter in the

31 H. 8. tit. name of the disseisee to avoid the fine. And that resolution was
Entr.Cong. et grounded upon the construction of the statute of4 H. 7. cap. 24,
tit. Fauxifier g^ ^n assent subsequent within the five yeares should be suffi-

r*TLib'Q ^fo
cient. Omnis enim ratihahitio retrotrahitur, et mandato cequipa-

106. a. theLord '>^(itur, as hath beene said.

Audleje's case.

" Also ifthe master saith to his servant, that he dares not, Sfc,"

Here it appeareth, that where the servant pursueth the com-
mandement of his master, and doth all that which his master
durst and ought to doe by the law, this is sufficient. And
although the master feareth more than the servant, or admit that

the servant hath no feare at all, yet if he goeth as farre as his

master durst, and as he commanded, it is sufficient. And this is

implyed in this Section.

Sect. 434.

LSO, if a man be so languishing, or so decrepite, that he cannot

by any meanes come to the land, nor to any f parcell of it, or if there

bee a recluse, which may not by reason of his order goe out of his house J,

if such manner of person (si tiel manor
||
de person) command his servant

to goe and make claime for him, and such servant dare not goe to the

land, nor to any parcell of it (et tiel servant ne osast aler a le terre, § ne

a ascun parcel de ceo), for doubt of beating, mayhem, or death, ^ S^c.

and for this cause the servant commeth as nere to the land as he dareth

for such doubt (pur tiel 4- doubt), and maketh '^^ the claime, ^c. for his

master, it seemeth that such claime for his master is strong enough, and
good in law. For otherwise his master shoidd bee in a very great mis-

chief

e

; for it may well be that such a person which is sicke, decrepit, or

recluse,

* son added in L. and M. and Roh, f Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh,

f parcell not in L. and M. or Roh. 4- doubt—pavour, in L. and M. and

X S^c, added in L. and M. and Roh. Roh.

II
de not in L. and M.' ** the-—suck, in L. ^nd M. and Roh.

§ ne—ou, L. and M, and Roh.

A
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recitist\ cannot Jinde anu servant which dare go to the land, or tit anif

parccll of it (que osast aler a la terre, ne f ascun parcel de eel), to make
the r/ai/nc for /lif/i, <^r.

P E G U L A 11 L V it is true, that where a man doth lesse tlian ^ \ ^ . r,
)

the commandemcnt or autliority cotumitted unto him, thej (

(thecouuunndementor authority being not pursued) the act is

void. And where a man doth that which he is authorised to doe

and more, tliere it is good tor that which is warranted, and void (Hob. 154.)

for the rest; yet both these rules have divers exceptions and (1 Leo. 289.)

limilations(i).

For the first, Littleton here putteth the case where a servant

doth lesse than he is commanaed, and yet it sufficeth, for that

Impotentia excusat herein ; for seeing the master cannot, and the

servant dare not, enter into the land, it sufficeth that he come
as neere to the land as he dare.

If a man makes a letter of attorney to deliver seisin to /. .S'. n H. 4.3.

upon condition, and the attorney delivcreth it absolute, this is '^ ^**- ^4-

void : and so some hold if the warrant be absolute, and ?p„,k*' 2^i

e

(Perk. 38. h.

SoSTl ^^ delivereth ik:^ seisin upon condition, the liverie is Mo. 280.)

I
I
void. See before

Sect. 419.

'' For doubt of heating, mayhem, or death:* See the Second [^^"'243^^1;^
Part of the Institutes, /F. 2. cap. 49, a diversity betweene the ^ '

<

making of an entry or a claime, and the avoydance of an act

or deed.

" Otherwise his master should be in a very great mischiefeJ'

Argumentum ab inconvenieyiti est validum in lege, quia lex 7ion

permittit aliquod inconveniens. And as hath beene often observed

before, Nihil quod est inconveniens est licitum.

** Recluse,' Reclusus, Heremita, sen Anchorita, so called by 46 E; 3-

the order of his religion ; he is so mured or shut up, quod solus ^^u'°g'o**
semper sit, et in clausurd sud sedet ; and can never come out of his ^ £ *

q ^^

place. Seorsim enim et extra conversationem civilem hoc prqfes- 30. a.

sio7iis genus semper habitat. Note here, albeit the recluse or

anchorite be shut up himselfe, so as he by his order is not to

come out in person, yet to avoid a discent he must cojumand one
to make claime, and such a recluse shall always appeare by
attorney in such cases where (^tbers must appeare in proper per-

son. Impotentia enim excusa'iiLlegem.

Sect.

t a added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Where there is a complete execution of a power, and something, ex

abundanti, added, which is improper, there the execution shall be good, and
only the excess void; but where there is not a complete execution of a power,

or where tlie boundaries between the excess and execution are not distinguish-

able, it will be bad. See Alexander v. Alexander, 2 Ves. sen. 644. On thin

doctrine, the reader may always be safely referred to Mr. Sugden's treatise

on that abstruse and important subject.— [Note 202.]
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Sect. 435.

f^^T if the master of such servant bee in good health, andean and dare

well goe to the lands , or to parcell of it, to make his claime, &ic. if such

master command his sei^ant to goe to anyparcell of the land to make claime

for him,
||
and when the servant is in going to doe the commandement of his

muster (A), he heareth by the way such things as he dare not come to any

parcell of the land to make the claime for his master, and therefore he

commeth as neere to the land as he dare for doubt of death, and there

maketh claime for his master, and in the name of his master, ^c.it secmeth

that the doubt in law in such case shall be, ivhether such claime

shall availe his master 8^3* or not,for that the servant did not all r2597\
that which his master at the time of his commandement durst L a. J
have done, S)X. Quaere.

(9 Rep. 79.) 'T' H I S continuall claime is void, for that the servant doth
lesse than that which is expressely commanded, and there is

no impotencie or feare in the master.

(A) " is ingoing, S^c." This is lord Coke's translation, and renders literally the text, " est en alant."

Sect. 436,

y4 L S O, some have said, that where a man is in prison and is disseised,

and the disseisor dieth seised during the time that the disseisee is in

prison, whereby the tenements descend to the heire of the disseisor, they

have said, that this shall not hurt the disseisee which is in prison, but that

he well may enter, notwithstanding such a discent, because hee could not

make continuall claime when he was in prison,

(1 Roll. Abr. a JJ/HJE 11 E a man is in prison and is disseised." For if hee
Z"^ bee disseised when he is at large, and the discent is cast

PI Qq^ ggo during the time of his imprisonment, this discent shall binde

Bracton, lib. 5. him." Excusatur autem quis quhd clameum suum nan apposuerit,

I'ol. 436. si tempore litigii in prisond detentus fuerit, ita quod "cenii^e nan
Britton,

possit, nee mittere, quia nulli vertitur in dubium, et ubi eadem

Fleta lib 6 ratio et idem jus erit, ideo videtur quod excusari debet quis si per

cap. 52, 53. 'vim majorem, velperfraudem, extra prisonam detentusfuerit, ita

& lib, 6. cap. 7. quod venire nan possit nee mittere, dum tamen hoc per certa
^^4' judicia probari poterit,

" Because hee could not make continuall claime "johen he xvas in

prison." Here is to bee observed by the authority of Littleton,

that he is not enforced in this case by law to doe it by his servant

or any other by his warrant or commandement, for things done
by deputie are seldome well done, but everie man will see his

PI. Com. 360. owne businesse most eflPectually speeded and performed : and
in Stowei's case, that it may be once spoken for all, the reason that 9 man irapri-

goncd

II Sfc, added in L. and M. and Koh.
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soned shall not be bound in this and the like cases is, for that

by the intendment of \n\r he is kept (us it is presumed in law)

vithout intelligence of things abroad, and also that lie hath not

libertie togoeat large to make entrieor clainie, or seeke coun-

sell. And so note a diversitie between a recluse who might

have intelligence^ and a man in prison.

* SecL. 437.

t}UT the opinion of all the justices, p. ii II. 7. was, that ij^ the (Us-

seisin bee before the imprisownent, although the dying seised be he

being in the prison, his entrie is taken awai/.

'T'H I S is of a new addition, and mistaken, for there is no such

opinion, p. 1 1 H. 7. but it is, 9 H. 7. fol. 24. b.

/I ND alsOf if hee which is in prison be ouflawed in an action of debt
"^ or trespasse, or in an appeale of robberie, S)X. hee shall reverse this

outlawry pronounced against him (il reversera tiel utlagarie § envers luy

pronounce), 6^c,

[25Q71
*^" 'H^ shallreverSethis outlaxvry'' Nota, theoriginall (Post. 260. a.

""1 ' *

J
is reversera tiel utlagarie per briefe de error ( 1 ), ^?^^ '

J?
^' \

and so it would bee amended: for outlawries may bee ,,i^cp_ 9.^^

(2 Roll. Abr. 803, 804. 2 Inst. 665. 1 Leo. 22. 186.) Mirror, cap. 3. Brittou, fol. 21.

Fleta, lib. 1. cap. 28. & lib. 2. cap. 59. Bracton, lib. 2. 2 E. 4. I. 4 E. 4. 10.

21E. 4. 73- 11H.7. 5. 21H. 6. 50. 9H.4. 3. 21 H. 6. Utiary, 36. 7H. 6. 27.

21 E. 4. 88. 22 E. 4. 37. 18 E. 3. Villenage, 47. 21 E. 4. 37. 33 H. 6. 45. 46.

44 E, 3. Villeinc, 41. 4 H. 4. 19. 1 1 H. 4. 34. 3 Eliz. ])vcr, 192. 2 Eliz. 176.

5 Eliz. ibid. 223. 19 H. 6. 2. 8 H. 6. 37. 37 H. 6. 19. (Doc. Pla. 230. 398.)

(Ant. 248. b. 8 H. 4. 7. 21H. 7. 13. loH. 6. 58. 20 H. 6. 20. 21 H. 6. 55.

22H. 6. 18. 39H.6. 1. 33 H. 6. 51.45. 38H. 6. 33. 21E. 4. 94. 21 H. 7. 33.

.'i H. 7. I. 12H.6. 8. iiH. 6. 67. 19. 1 E. 4. 2. 27H.8. 2. 38As5.pl. 17.

Vide Sect. 439.

reversed

^ per brief d'errour, kc. pur ceo garie, added in L. and M. and tloh.

qu'il fuist en prison al temps d'utla- and in MSS.

* This Section is not in L. and i\I. or Roh. nor in the edit. 1577, which is

esteemed more correct than the connnon copies.

(1) A writ of error properly lies, where false judgment is given in any court

which is a court of record. It was formerly held, that, by the common law,

no amendment could be permitted, unless within the very term in which the

judicial act so recorded was done. But the courts now allow of amendments
at any time while the suit is depending.—After the termination of the suit

the judgment can only be reversed by writ of error. From the inferior courts

it lies to the king's bench and common pleas ;—from the common pleas to the

king's bench ;—from the king's bench to the house of lords. To amend errors

in a base court, not of record, a writ of false judgment lies.—A writ of (yrror

only lies upon matter of tatv. There is no method of reversing an error on

the determination of facts but by an attaint or a new trial. See Bla. Com.

3 vol. c. 25. s. 3. F. N. B. 20. 4. Inst. ^1.— [Note 203.]

Vol.. II. Y
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reversed two manner of wayes, viz. by plea, or by writ of error.

By plea, when the defendant comraeth in upon the capias utla-

gatum, 4 c. hee may by plea reverse the same for matters appa-
rent, as in respect of a supersedeas, omission of processe, va-
riance, or other matter apparent in the record : and yet in these
cases some hold, that in another terme the defendant is driven
to his writ of error.

But for any matters in fact, as death, imprisonment, service of
the king, &c. he is driven to his writ of error, unlesse it be in

case of felonie, and there infavorem vitce he may plead it.

But albeit imprisonment be a good cause to reverse an out-

lawrie, yet it must be by processe of law in invitum, and not by
consent or covin, for such imprisonment shall not avoid the out-

lawrie, because upon the matter it is his owne act.

Sect. 438.

yd LSO, if a recover^/ bee by default against such a one as is in prison

(si un recoverie soit f per default vers tiel que est en prison), he

shal avoid the judgement by a writ of error, because he was in prison at

the time of the default made, 8^c. And for that such matters of record

shal not hurt him which is in prison, but that they shall bee reversed, S^c.

a multo fortiori, it seemeth that a matter infact, scilicet, such discent had
when hee was in prison shall not hurt him, &^c. especially seeing he could

not goe out of prison to make continuall claime*

5 E. 3. 50. b. nnH I S is evident enough.
7 H, 6: 38, J- ^

Fleta, lib. 6. *< By a turit oferror.'* For hee shall have no writ of disceit,

VH* ^v
^ ^^ because the summons was according to the law of the land, by

48 andthe ex>
summoners and veiors, and the land taken into the king's hand

position thereof, by the pernor.

Q part Instit.

4 E. 2

.

<' By default.'* Default is a French word, and defalta is legally
Discent, 51. taken for non-appearance in court. There bee divers causes

allowed by law for saving a man's default ; as, first, by imprison-

Bracton.lib.s. ment, w\\ei'eoi Littleton here speaketh. 2. Per inundationem
tract. 3. aquarum. 3. Per tempestatem. 4. Per pontemfractum. 5. Per

' ' • navigium substractum per fraudem petentis, non enim debet quis

3 H. 6. 46. s^ periculis et infortuniis gratis exponerct vel subjicere. 6. Per

38 E. 3. 5. minorem cetatem. 7. Per defensionem summonitiords per legem.

31 H. 6. 8. Per mortem attornati si tenens in tempore non novit. 9. Si
BaiTe, 66.

petens essoniatus sit. 10. Si placitummittatur sine die. 11. Per

ro E. 3. 9.^ 6reve de warrantid diei. But sicknesse (as one holds) is no

3 H. 6. 48. cause of saving a default, because it may be so artificially

2 II. 4. 8. counterfeited, that it cannot be knowne.
5 H. 7. 3-

f . N. B. 17. Bract, lib. 4. fol. 367. 369. Glan. lib. 1, cap. 8. 28 H. 6. 1 1. 4 H. 5-

Cliallenge, 153. Br. Saver. Def. 45. (Cro. Eliz. 306.)

« Record,"

f ^we added inilj.qnd M. and Roh.
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[i^fioT] ^"^ ** Record." (i) Recordunit is a memoriall or GUnTll.lib. 8.

J remembrance in rolles of parchment, of tlie proceed- cap. 8. Bractom
ings and acts of a court of justice wliicli hath power ''''.3- foj. 156.

to hold plea according to the course of th6 conmion law, of
*^'"'^'"" •" P*^'

11 * . , . r »• .. r cmio & cap. 37.
reall or nuxt actions, or ot actions f/uare vt el arnnsy or of per-

sonall actions, whereof the debt or dammage amounts to fortie

shillings or above, which wee call Courts of Record, and are

created by parliament, letters patents, or prescription.

It is aptly derived of rccordari^ which is to keepe in memorie
or record, as it is said, quod dicerc nihil aliud est quain rccordari; Cicero.

and in tlie same sense the poet useth it, si rite audita recordor, Virgil.

But legally records are restrained to tlie rolles of such only as p) q^^^ ..q j,.

are courts of record, and not the rolles of inferiour, nor of any Mic.7&R EHz.

other courts which proceed not secundum legem et consuctudinem Dicr, 242.

Anglicc. And the rolles being the records or memorialls of the ^Z S' 5 ^^'
.

judges of the courts of record, import in them such incontrollable
^ J
^ '

^g b
ai H. 6. 34. Error, Br. 73. 7 H. 7. 4. 19 Ass. 7. lib. 4. fol. 52. iit Rawlin's ca<e.

Glanvil. lib. 8. cap. 8. Bracton, lib. 3. fol. 156. Brittoii, cap. 27. lib. 6. fol, 1 1 . Pentlc-

man's case, aiid 30. 45. Iib.7. fol. 30. lib. 8. fol. 60. b. & 67. a. 7 U. 6. 28. 19 H. 6. 9.

credit

(1) The public records of the kingdom are considered to relate to the
proceedings of the houses of parliament, the court of chancery, the courts of
common law, and the revenue. A general table of them, distinguished under
these different heads, is to be found in the appendix to the report from the
committee appointed to view the Cottonian library. See the report and the
appendix, page 183. The rolls or records of parliament were published
in the course of his late majesty's reign, in six volumes folio, under the
immediate auspices of the house of peers. This extensive and laborious
undertaking is executed with the greatest accuracy ; it presupposes no common
share of antiquarian and diplomatic learning in the gentlemen concerned in it.

A part of it was the work of the late Mr. Morant ; all the rest was completed
by Mr. Astle, the keeper of the records in the Tower, and Mr. Topham, of
Lincoln s-Inn. It should be observed, that the proceedings of the legislature

till the reign of Edward I. were exceedingly irregular, and greatly defective

in point of form. They are sometimes penned, so as to appear to come from
the king alone; sometimes as issued jointly by the king and lords ; sometimes
the assent of the commons is, and sometimes it is not, expressed ; sometimes
the authority for passing the acts is mentioned ; and sometimes the acts are
in the form of charters—The first summons of the knights of shires to parlia-

ment, extant on record, is in the 49th year of Henry III.—The first regular
summons directed to the sheriff for the election of citizens and burgesses, is

in the 23d of Edward I.—In that reign the proceedings of the legislature

assumed a more regular form; but far removed frpm that, in which they
appear at present. The consent of the commons to the levying of taxes for

the king gave them great weight. They took advantage of this circumstance
to obtain a remedy for the grievances they had to complain of.—In the reign
of Edward III. the mode of presenting their petitions, and of receiving their

answers, was regularly practised. If the petition and the answer to it were
of such a nature as to require an express and new provision to be made for

it, the king, with the assistance of his council and of the judges, framed, from
such petition and answer, an act, which was usually entered on the statute roll

:

but if^an express and new provision were not required, the petition itself and
the king's answer to it were entered on the parliament roll, and then usually

styled an ordinance.—Alterations and improvements gradually took place

;

but it was not till the reign of Henry VI. that these petitions of the commons
were reduced, in the first instance, into tj?e body of the bill.—[Note 204.]

Y 2
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credit and veritie, as they admit no averment, plea, or proofe to

the contrarie. And if such a record be alleaged, and it be
pleaded that there is no such record, it shall be tried only by
it selfe : and the reason hereof is apparent, for otherwise (as our

old authors say, and that truly) there should never be any end of

controversies, which should be inconvenient. Ofcourts ofrecord

you may read in my Reports : but yet during the terme wherein

any judiciall act is done, the record remaineth in the brest of the

judges of the court, and in their remembrance, and therefore the

roll is alterable during that terme, as the judges shall direct ; but

when that terme is past, then the record is in the roll, and admit-

teth no alteration, averment, or proofe to the contrarie.

(Doc. Pla.307, If a grant by letters patents under the great seale be pleaded

^i%v
^^° ^ ^^^ shewed forth, the adverse party cannot plead nul tiel record^

Dier ^^'=,'\ ^^^ *^^^ ^^ appeares to the court that there is such a record
;

3 Mar. Di. 129. but inasmuch as it is in nature of a conveyance, the partie may
PI. Com. 232. denie the operation thereof, therefore he may plead non concessit

y

Seignior Berke- ^nd prove in evidence that the king had nothing in the thing

16 1/^7^11 b
gi'ai^ted, or the like, and so it was adjudged. But to return to

22 h! 8. Re- Littleton : What then ? shall a man that is in prison be privileged

cord. Br. 65. from suits or outlawries ? Nothing lesse ; for if tKe tenant or

39 H. 6. 4. defendant be in prison, he shall upon motion, by order of the

Tb'^fi ?r'^'*^^
court, be brought to the barre, and either answer according to

Eden's case.^
law, or else the same being recorded, the law shall proceed

Mich. 31 & against him, and he shall take no advantage of his imprison-

32 El. Rot, 365. ment.
In Bank le Roy,

T^**^'^^^^"^^
" ^ multo fortiori." Here is an argument, d, minori ad ma-

Browne" ./"^ ^^^' ^"^ ^^^ force of our author's argument is this ; If a

(4 Hep. Hind's nian in prison shall not be bound by a recoverie by default for

case.) want of answer in court of record in a reall action, which is

7 H. 6. 38. matter of record (the height and strength whereof hath beene
"' ^"' somewhat touched) d, multo fortiori^ a discent in the countrey,

which is matter of deed, shall not for want of claime binde him
that is in prison. And as the argument h minori ad majus doth

Vide Sect, 418. ever hold (as our author hath alreadie told us) affirmatively, so

the argument a majori ad minus doth ever hold negatively, as

our author here teacheth us ; and the reason hereof is this, quod
in minori valet, valebit in majori ; et quod in majori non valet,

nee valebit in minori,

" Seeing he could not go out ofprison, ^c." By this it appear-

eth, that a man in prison by processe of law ought to be kept
in salvd et arcta custodid, and by the law ought not to goe out,

though it be with a keeper, and with the leave and sufferance of
the gaoler : but yet imprisonment must be, custodia, et non pcena

;

'. iov career ad homines custodiendos, non adpuniendos dari debet.

Sect.

(A) It should be said to be a majori ad minus. For, the argument of Littkton, in

Sect. 438. is evidently such; and lord Coke, a few lines farther on, says, " so the argu-

ment a majori ad minus doth ever hold negatively, as our author hei*e" (i. e. in Sect. 438.)
" teacheth us." Mr. Ritso has made an observation to the same effect. See his Intr.

P' 119.
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Sect. 439.

/ \ the same manner it seemeth, where n man is ont of the realmc in

the h'in(r\s serviee^ for the husinesse of the renlmey if sueh a one he
disseised when he is in serviee of the kingy and the disseisor dieth seisedj S;c.

the disseisee bein<r in the hing's service (si ticl * home soit disseisie quant
il est en service le roy, i* ct le disseisor morust seisie, le disseisie csteant

en le service le roy), that such discent shall not hurt the disseisee-, hutfor
that hee could not make continuall clainie,^ it seemes to them, that when
hee comnicth into England (que quant il

||
vient en Engleterre), he mat/

enter upon the heirc of the disseisor^ S^e. For such a man shal reverse an
outlawries pronounced against him during the time that hee was in the

Icing's service, S^c. therefore, a multo fortiori, he shall have aid and indem-
nitie by the law in the other case, S^c.

^^f\VT of the realme," (id est) extra regnum ; as much to say, 6 R. a. Protect,

as out of the power of the king of England as of his 46. Vide Sect,

crowne of England : for if a man be upon the sea of England, he i98'44o, 44»-

is within the kingdom or realme of England, and within the
).

p°" """' 3^^'

ligeance of the king of England, as of his crowne of England, stable^s c^sc^

And yet altum mare is out of the jurisdiction of the i Roll. Abr.

r^GOri common law, and within the It^ jurisdiction of the lord 528.)

L b J ^^"^'^'^^^ whose jurisdiction is verie antient, and long Rot. f ^ «' '^'

before the reigne of Edxvard the third, as some have Pat.
| .^ jj' ^"

supposed, as may appeare by the lawes of Oleroiiy (so called, for Temps E. 1.

that they were made by king Richard the first when he was there) Avowrie, 192.

that there had beene then an admirall time out of minde, and by I^t. Vascon.

many other antient records in the reignes of Henrie the third, ?? '"'
®'

Edward the first, and Edward the second is most manifest.
, p^^^ p^,'

1 E. 2. 8 E. 2. Coron. 399. Staundf. PI. Coron. 5 1

.

See hereafter in another case, which Littleton put in his chapter Vide SetL 677.

of Remitter; there he saith, beyond the sea. This great officer (Hob. 21a.)

in the Saxon language is called Aen mere al, (i. e.) over all the

sea, prafectus maris^ sire classis, archithalassus : and in antient

time the office of the admiraltie was called custodia marines

AnglicB, or maritimcB Anglice.

And note Littleton saith not, beyond the sea, or extra quatiior ,3 R- 3 Cont»

maria, for a man revera ma}' be i?itra quatuor maria, and yet out t^laimc, 13.

of the realmc of England. But intra qnatuor maria, or extra, is
"^

•
3- 4

•

taken by construction to be within the realme of England, or

the dominions of the same.

But here a question maybe demanded,What if a man be out of

the realme, and a recoverie is had against him in a prcccipe by de-

fault, whether shall he avoid it in a writ of error, as well as he
should do the outlawrie, or if he had beene imprisoned at the time

of such recoverie by default? And it seeraeth that he shall not

avoid

* home not in L. and M. I «S c. added in L. and M. and Uoh,

f et le disseisor morust seise, le ||
revient, in L. and M.

disseisee esteant en le service le roy, § which is added in L. and M.

not in L.and M.
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avoid the recoverie, for by that meanes a man might be infinitely

delayed of his freehold and inheritance whereof the law hath so

great a regard. And few or none goe over, but it is either of their

owne free will, or by suit, for what cause soever; and he is not in

that case without his ordinarie remedie, either by his writ ofhigher

nature, or by a quod ei deforceat. But outlawrie in a personall

action shall be avoided in that case, quia de minimis non curat lex,

and otherwise he should be without remedie. See Section 437,
and note the diversitie betweene that case of the imprisonment,

and this of being beyond sea. And Littleton putteth the case

of imprisonment, and omitteth the being beyond sea here:

neither have I seene any booke to warrant, that he that is be-

yond sea shall in this case avoid the recoverie by default.

Bract, lib. 5. ^^ In the kings service." Bracton sheweth, that the exception
fol 436. of being beyond sea is, quiajuit in servitio domini regis ultra

mare, viz. apud totem locum, and that case is cleere : but you
shall heare the opinion of Bracton in the next Section, where
hee is not in the service of the king.

Sect. 440.

jd LS O, others have said, that if a man he out of the realme, though
hee he not in the king^s service, if such a man being out of the realme

be disseised of lands or tenements within the realme, and the disseisor die

seised, <3rc. the disseisee being out of the realme, it seemeth unto them, that

when the disseisee commeih into the realme, that he may well enter upon
the heire of the disseisor (que il poit* enter sur Theire le disseisor), 8^c.

and this seemeth unto them for two causes. One is, that hee that is out

of the realme cannot have knowledge of the disseisin made unto him by
understanding of the law, no more than that a thing done out of the realrne

may bee tried within this realme by the oath of 12 men
; f and to compell

such a man to make continuall claime, which by the understanding of the

law can have no knowledge or conisance of such disseisin made or done, this

shall be inconvenient, namely, when such a disseisin is done unto him when
he was out of the realme, and also the dying seised was done when he was
out of the realme : for in such case he may riot by possibilitie after the

commonpresumption make continuall claime-^ but otherwise it should be if
the disseisee were within the realme at the time of the disseisin, or at the

time of the dying seised of the disseisor.

Bract. lib. 5. fol. AND herewith the antient law of England is agreeable with

Brft fol^2^^^
Littleton, and the law at this day. So as it is vetus ^

216,217. yiet.
constans opinio. Excusatur etiam quis quod clameum

Iib.6.cap.52,53. i^ non npposuerit, ut si toto tempore litigii fuit ultra [^5*171
13 H. 4. mare qudcunque occasione. And this is also agreeable

I « ll
Triall, 6. ^jth our yeare bookes (1).
9H.4.3. ^ ^ ^

21 H. 6. Error,27. 33 H. 6. 1. 21 H. 6. 34. 26 H. 8. cap. 18. 5 & 6 E. 6.cap. 11.

''No
* bien added in L. and M. and Roh. t ^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) The JUS MARIS of the king m&y b^e considered tinder the tWo-foid

distinction
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" No more than a thing done out of the realme nuiy bee tried

within this realms hi/ the oath o/'l 2 mm." And in this rule of law 4a E. 3. a & 3.

there is warily and truly put by Liitlcton^ these words, (bi/ the

oath oftxoelve men) meaning by a jury. For by certificate a thing Vide Sect. 10a.

done

distinction of the right ofjuri.saictiouy which he exercises by his admiral, and
his right ofpropriety or ownership.

WITH RKSFKCr TO THE lilCiliT OF JIUUSDICTJOX, the subject is elaborately

discussed by Mr. Selden, in his Mare Clnusum, a noble exertion of a vigorous

mind, fraught with profound and extensive erudition. In the first part of it,

he attempts to prove, that the sea is susceptible of separate dominion. In

this, he has to combat the opposite opinion of almost all the civilians, and par-

ticularly the celebrated declaration of one of the Antonincs, (L. 9. D. De Lege
Khodia), " Ego quidem mundi domnmSy lex autem maris, <Sc." by which, the

emperor has been generally considered to have disclaimed any right to the

dominion of the sea. For a different interpretation of this law, Mr. Selden

argues with great ingenuity. In this, he is followed, in some measure, by
Bynkershoock, in his treatise De Lege Rhodid deJactu, Liber Singularis, in the

2d vol. of the edition of his works published by Vicat, Col. Allob. 1761—
Mr. Selden, in the second part of his work, attempts to show that, in every

period of the British History, the kings of Great Britain have enjoyed the ex-

clusive dominion and property of the British seas, in the largest extent of those

words, both as to the passage through and the fishing within them.—He treats

his subject methodically, and supports his position with the greatest learning;

and ingenuity.—The reader will probably feci some degree of prepossession

against the extent of this claim ; but he will find it supported by a long and

forcible series of arguments, not only from prescription, from history, from the

common law, and the public records of this country, but even from the

treaties and acknowledgments ofother nations. Here he is opposed by Bynker-
shoock, in his Dissertatiode Dominio Maris, also published in the second edition

of his works. But it will be a great satisfaction to the Fnglish reader to find,

how much of the general argument used by Mr. Selden is conceded to him by
Bynkershoock. Even on the most important part of the argument, the ac-

knowledgment of the right by foreign princes, Bynkershoock makes him con-
siderable concessions ;

*' Plus momenti," says he, " adferre videntur gentium
*' testimonia, quae illud Anglorum imperium agnovere. De confessionibus
** loquor non injuria extortis, sed libere et sponte factis. Esse autem hujusmodi
** quasdam confessiones, neutiquam negari poterit."—After this acknowledg-
ment, corroborated as it is by other arguments used by Mr. Selden, manv will

think his positions completely established. The chief objection made by
Bynkershoock, to the right of the crown of England to the dominion of the
sea is, the want of uninterrupted possession, as he terms it, of that dominion.
** So long as a nation has possession of the sea, just so long," says Bynker-
shoock, ** she holds its dominion. But to constitute this possession, it is ne-
** cessary that her navies should keep from it the navies of all other nations,
** and should themselves completely and incessantly navigate it, avowedly in
** the act or for the purpose of asserting her sovereignty to it." This, he con-
tends, has not been done by the English; on this ground therefore he objects

to their right of dominion of the English sea ; and on the same ground he
objects to the right of the Venetians to the dominion of the Adriatic, and
to the right of the Genoese to the dominion of the Ligustic. But this seems
carrying the matter too far.— If it be admitted, (of which there unquestionably
are many instances), that the sovereign power of a state may restrain her own
subjects from navigating particular seas, she may also engage for tlieir not

doing it, in her treaties with other nations. It can never be contended, that,

after »uch a treaty is CDtered into, the acts of possession,mentioned by IWnker-

V 4 shoot k,
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^Ant 74 a.) done beyond sea may be tried, as Littleton himselfe, Sect. 102,
(4 Inst. 123.) hath set downe. And all matters done out of the realme of Eng-
^

^\l' ^^F'
^'^' land concerning war, combate, or deeds of armes, shall bee tried

48 E. ia^ 3. ^^^ determined before the constable and marshall of England,

before whom the triall is by witnesses, or by combate, and their

proceeding is according to the civill law, and not by the oath of

twelve men, as Littleton here speaketh.

This

shoock, arc necessary to give it effect and continuance, unless this also makes
a part of the treaty. It is sufficient, if the acts of possession are so often re-

peated as is necessary to prevent the loss of the right from the want of exer-

cise of it. In those cases, therefore, where the treaty itself, establishing the

exclusive dominion, of v/hich we are speaking, is produced, the continued and
uninterrupted possession mentioned by Bynkershoock cannot be necessary.

But public rights, even'the most certain and incontestable, depend often on no

other foundations than presumption and usage. The boundaries of territories

by land frequently depend on no other title. Then, if Bynkershoock be right

in his position, that the sea is susceptible of dominion, should not mere pre-

scription and usage in this, as in any other case, be sufficient to constitute a

right ? Upon what ground are the continued and uninterrupted acts of pos-

session, mentioned by Bynkershoock, required to constitute a title in this,

more than in any other case of public concern ?—If this be thought a satis-

factory answer to the objection made by Bynkershoock, the remaining differ-

ence between him and Mr. Selden, respecting the right of the British monarch
to this splendid and important royalty, will be inconsiderable.—It is to be
added, that Mr. Selden's treatise was thought so important to the cause, in

support of which it was written, that a copy of it was directed to be deposited

in the admiralty. Those who wish to procure it in an English translation,

should prefer the translation published in 1633, by a person under the initials

of J. 11., to that by Marchemont Needham. On this subject, (with the ex-

ception of sir Philip Medows), subsequent writers have done little more than

copy from Selden, The subject, however, is far from being exhausted. The
system adopted by sir Philip Medows, in his Observations concerning the Do-
minion and Sotereignty of the Seas^ printed in 1689, is more moderate than

Mr. Selden's.—He calls' in question, at least indirectly, a material part of

Mr. Selden's positions, and places the right of the kings of England to the

dominion of the sea upon a much narrower ground. He confines it to a right

of excluding all foreign ships of war from passing upon any of the seas of

England, without special license for that purpose first obtained ;—in the sole

marine jurisdiction within those seas; and in an appropriate fishery. He
denies that the salutation at sea, by the flag and top-sail, has any relation to

the dominion of the sea; and he asserts, that it was never covenanted in any
of the public treaties, except those with the United Netherlands, and never

in any of these, till the year 1654; he contends it is not a recognition of

sovereignty, but at most an acknowledgment of pre-eminence. His treatise is

deservedly held in great estimation. The late sir Thomas Parker, chief baron

of his majesty's exchequer, in a manuscript note in his hand-writing, thus ex-

presses himself respecting it : "This is a most curious and excellent treatise;

" and though Mr. Selden's Mare Clausum is a learned and ingenious work,
" and will be ever popular with Englishmen, yet sir Philip Medows's rules,

" for ascertaining the limits of the sea, seem to be founded on more solid and
" prudential reasons, than Mr. Selden has offered, in his book. Thomas
" Parker, 14 Sept. 1744."

With respect to THE KING'S RIGHT OF PROPERTY OR OWNERSHIP, it is

so fully discussed by lord Hale, in his excellent treatises de Jure Maris, and
de Fortubus M<>m, published by Mr. Hargrave, that little more is necessary

in
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1 his rule here rehearsed by Littleton^ is worthy of explication (Doc. PU. aog.)

If an alien (for example home in France) lifing n rcall action,

and the tenant plead tnat the demandant is an alien borne under

the obedience of the French king, and out of the leigeance of the

king

in this place, than to sUitc a few of the leading positions of that distinguished

writer.— It may, however, be useful to premise, that where, in inquiries of
this kind, it is said, that a person is entitled to the right or property in

question, ht/ common rinrhf, but that it via?/ belong to another, it is intended

to say that the right or property in question is by the common law annexed
to the particular capacity of the party, or to some property of which he is

owner ; yt;t that it is not so inseparably or inalienably annexed to this capacity

or ownership, but that the party 7nai/ transfer it to another. So that in all these

cases the presumption is in favour of him, to whom the right or property is

said to belong by common right ; yet this does not exclude the possibility of

its belonging to another. To another, therefore, it may belong ; but, if he
claims it, he must prove his title to it. On the other hand, the party to

whom it belongs of common right is under no obligation of showing his title to

it ; to him, in the intendment of the law, it belongs, till there is a proof of
the contrary. To exemplify this doctrine, the lord of a manor is lord of the

soil of the manor of common right ; that is, if it be admitted or proved that

he is lord of the manor, his right to the soil so far necessarily follows, that

it is not incumbent on him to produce any proof of it. He may, therefore,

of common right, dig for gravel, unless it is to the prejudice of his tenants.

But this right is not inseparable or inalienable from the seigniory. The lord

may grant it to the tenants ; to the tenants, therefore, it mai/ belong. But if

they claim it, it is incumbent on them to prove their title to it. There are two
ways of doing this ; one by showing the grant from the lord ; the other by
prescription ; that is, by proving an immemorial usage of it, which, in tlic eye
of the law, always pre-supposes a grant. Now, prescription is shown by pro-

ducing repeated and unequivocal instances of the immemorial usage or exer-

cise of the right contended for. The tenants, therefore, in the case we have
mentioned, if they cannot produce the original grant, must, to make out their

title to dig for gravel, produce repeated and unequivocal instances of their

having done it iuunemorially. If they do this, they establish their title. But,

though the lord be not called upon, in the first instance, to prove his title to

the right in question
; yet, when it is claimed by others, he may disprove their

claim, by showing he has done acts inconsistent with it. Thus, if on the one
hand, the tenants can prove, by repeated instances, that they have exercised

the right in question of digging for gravel, the lord may, on the other, show
thar, in all or a considerable number of these instances, the parties have been
]>resented at his court, or otherwise punished for the acts in question ; and
this may destroy the effect of the evidence in their favour arising from the

instances adduced by them. In the same manner, the lord may show that

they have dug only in one particular spot of the waste, at particular times, or

for a particular purpose : by this, he may circumscribe their right, as to the

place, time and manner of its enjoyment.—In cases of this nature, it sometimes
linppens, that the party claims to be exempted from an obligation or servitude

to which, of counuon right, he is subject. To establish this, he must either

produce the release of the right, or produce that kind of evidence which will

establish a presumption that it was released, though the instrument by which
it was released cannot be produced. Non-user is one of the circumstances
most frequently urged to establish the presumption of a release.—But here,

an important distinction is to be made, between those cases, where non-user is

brought as a bar under the statutes of limitation, and those, where it is brought
as evidence to prove a release. In the first case, it is an absolute bar to the

claim.
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20 E. 3. king of England ; shall this case want triall because the matter
Averment, 34. alleaged is out of the realme ? then by the fiction of this plea, no
^7 Ass. 24. demandant shall recover ; therefore in this case the demandant

15 E. 4. ri.
^^^^^ ''^P^y> t^at hee was borne at such a place in England, within

7H.6.15. 1R.3. 4. 6H.7.6. 7H.7.8. F.N.B.196. 29Ass.11. 13E.1.
Mord. 47. 12 II. 3. ibid. 55. Lib. 7. fol. 26, 27. Calvin's case. Li. 6. f. 47.
Dovk^dale's case.

the

claim, and there, the strongest evidence of the previous existence of the right

is of no avail ; in the second, it is only argumentative evidence of the supposed
release of the right, and hke all other evidence, may be repelled, by stronger
evidence to the contrary.—It should also be observed that, though it is said,

that prescription pre-supposes a grant, and non-user pre-supposes a release, it

is not, that, strictly speaking, the courts always in these cases really believe

that, such a grant, or such a release, are actually executed ; but because, for

the sake of the general principle of quieting possessions, they will not permit
them to be disturbed by claims long dormant, and therefore determine in the

same manner as they would determine, if the very instrument of grant or

release were produced. The principles of which we have here endeavoured
to give an outline, are to be found in the cases of the mayor of Kingston
upon Hull V, Horner, Cowp. 102. and Eldridge v. Knott, ib. 214.—Lord
Mansfield's arguments in delivering the judgment of the court in these cases,

as they are reported by Mr. Cowper, afford a striking display of the compre-
hensive and luminous understanding, the beautiful arrangement, and the

familiar, but elegant enunciation of the most refined and complex doctrines

of the law, for which he was so deservedly eminent.

This being premised ;

—

with respect to the propriety or ownership ofthe sea,

and its soil, may be considered under these three distinct divisions, the high

seas, the shore or the land between high-water mark and low-water mark, and
the soil and franchise of ports.

—

As to the high seas and their soil ; the right of fishing in the sea and its

creeks and arms, is originally lodged in the crown, as the right of depasturing

is originally lodged in the owner of the waste whereof he is lord ; the king has

therefore, ofcommon right, the primary right of fishing;—yet the people of

England have also, by common right, a liberty of fishing in the sea and its

creeks or arms, as a public common of piscary. Yet, in some cases, the king

may enjoy a propriety exclusive of their common of piscary. He also may
grant it to a subject, and consequently a subject may be entitled to it by pre-

scription. (Lord Hale, de Juris Maris, page 11.)

As to the soil between high-water mark and lovo-water mark, at ordinary tides,

this o^common right belongs to the king.—It may however belong to a subject,

by grant or prescription. Sometimes it is parcel of the adjacent manor : Some-
times of the adjacent vill or parish : Sometimes it belongs to a subject in gross :

Still however it belongs of common right to the king : It is therefore incumbent

on the subject to prove his right. This may be done by producing the grant.

(Hale, ib. ch.4, 5, 6. Sir Henry Constable's case, 5 Rep. 107.) But as it

is part of the possessions of the crown, jure coronae, it does not pass by general

words ; and therefore to establish a right to it under the grant, it must contain

such words, as either expressly or by necessary implication convey the soil.

—If the grant cannot be produced, it can no otherwise be proved, than by

prescription, that is, as we observed before, by repeated unequivocal and

immemorial usage.

—

As to ports, there is a very material and important distinction between the

franchise of a port and the property of its soil.—As to the franchise ; by the

coi^mon law, a port is the only place where a subject is pernaitted to unjade

customable goods.—This privilege constitutes what is called the franchise of

a port.
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the king's leigcance, ami liereupon n jury of 1 2 shall be charged,

and if they have sufficient evidence that liee was borne in France,

or in any other place out of the realme, then shall they finde that

hce was borne out of the king's alleageancc; and if they have

sufficient evidence that he was borne in Enalamf, or Ire-

iandy or Jernsej/, or Jcrsei/, or elsewhere within the

tO^-j^n
king's i3^ obedience, they shall finde that he was born

^.
J within the king's leigeance. And this hath ever beene

thepleadingandmanner oftriallin thatcase. And so

it is in the case that Littleton here putteth, if a man, in avoydance

of a fine or a discent, allea^e that he was out of this realme in

Spaine, at the time of levyuig of the fine, and at the time of the

disseisin and discent, the adverse party may alleage that he was

at such a place in England, &c. whereupon issue shall be taken,

and then in evidence he may prove that he was out of the

realme, &c. which, upon sufficient evidence, the jurie ouglit to

finde. And in both these cases and the like, in a special verdict

the jury may finde that he was borne beyond sea, or was beyond

sea at that time, &c.
The

a port.—To create the franchise of a port is part of the royal prerogative.

But this does not in anywise affect the propriety of the soil. It may be con-

sidered as a striking instance of the respect of the law of England for private

property, that though it intrusts the king with the prerogative of origmating

ports, and though the use of the adjacent soil is essentially necessary to the

existence of a port, the law does not permit the king to take any part of the

soil from the owner ; so that, if the soil is not the property of the king, it is

necessary to secure the property of the shore beforehand, for the purposes of

the port. The franchise belongs to the king of common right, but by charter

or prescription, it may be, and frequently is, the right of the subject.—The
soil generally belongs to the owner of the port ; but it is going too far to say,

that it belongs to him of common right.—The mere grant of a port would
not in a modern charter pass the soil, but perhaps it would be sufficient in an
ancient charter, to pass it, if no evidence to the contrary could be shown,
and it certainly would be considered as sufficient to pass it in an ancient

charter, if accompanied with the additional circumstance of immemorial usage.

—Having thus shown in whom the soil of the shore and of ports belongs by
common right, it remains to state succinctly the nature of the evidence by
which the right to it may be proved to exist in another. It may be done
by showing that he, and those under whom he claims, have immemorially,

frequently, and without restriction to any part of the soil, dug gravel, fetched

away sea weed or sand, or embanked against the sea. If it be claimed to

be part of a manor, the right of commonage for the cattle of the lord and
the tenants, the prosecution and punishment of purprestures in the court of
a manor, its being included in tlie perambulations, and every other act by
which the right to the soil of inland property is established, may be given in

evidence in support of it. The right to wreck of the sea or royal fish by
prescription, infra manerium, is a strong presumption for the shore's beine
parcel of the manor ; lord Hale's expression is ver\' strong— *' Perchance,

*

says his lordship, " the shore is parcel almost of all such manors as by pre-
** scription have royal fish or wrecks of the sea within their manor." lb. 37.

—But it should be observed, that, though wreck frequently is parcel of a
manor, it is a royal franchise. Like other royal franchises, it belongs of
common right to the crown. But by grant of prescription it may, and in flict

frequently does, belong to a subject, somethnes in gross, but oftcner as parcel

of his manor, parish, or vill adjacent to the sea.—[Note ^05.]
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8
7 Rep. 26, 27.

!a!v. case.)

6R.2.Triall,54.

[*] 35 H. 8.

cap. 2.

Slaundford's

PI. Cor. 90.

(Cro. Car. 332.)

[«] 33 Eliz.

case Orurke.

[b] 34 El>.

case cle Sir John
Perots.

[c] Mich. 19
& 20 Eliz.

Dier, 360.

(20 H. 6. 8.)

48 E. 3. 3.

11 H. 7. 16.

1 R. 3. 4.

(1 Roll. 532.
Hob. 11. 4 Ins.

138. 140, 141.

7 Rep. 2. a.

Sid. 367.
L<\t. 700. 710.

950.)
Pasch. 28 Eiiz.

in action de
covenant inter

Evangelist Con-
stantino pi. &
Hughgyn de-

fendant in the

king's bench.

Li. 6. f. 47.

Dowd ale's case.

Vid.32H.6.25.
48 E. 3. 3.

iiH. 7. 16.

2 E. 2. Obli-

gation, 15.

(2 Cro. 76. Sid.

The Statute of 25 E. 3, de proditionibus, doth declare, that it is

treason by the common law to adhere to the enemies of the king
within the realme, or without, if hee bee thereof proveablement
attaint of overt fact, and that he shall forfeit all his lands, &c. A
man must not imagine that seeing by the common law declared
by authority of parliament, that adhering to the king's enemies
without the realme, is high treason, and that the delinquent may
be attainted thereof, &c. that this should want triall,for then the
judgement of the common law, and declaration ofthe parliament,
should be illusory, which no well advised man will thinke in a
matter of so great consequence. But certaine it is, that for ne-
cessitie sake, the adherencie without the realme must be alleaged
in some place within England. And if upon evidence they shall

finde any adherencie out of the realme, they shall finde the delin-
quent guilty. But most commonly they indited him (if he had
lands) in some county where his lands did lie, that were to be for-

feited ; and this, as appeareth in our bookes, was the common use.
And so it is declared by the statute [*] of 35 H. 8, and that it shall

be tried by twelve men of the countie, where the king's bench
shall sit, and be determined before the justices of that bench, or
else before such commissioners, and in such shire of the realme,
as shall be assigned by the king's majestie's commission, and this

statute for this point remaines in force at this day, and so it was
resolved [a] by all the judges in my time, mz. in 33 Eliz. in the
case of OrurcJce. And anno [U] 34 Eliz. in sir John Perofs case
done in Ireland, for that is out of the realme of England, and the
case [c] in Mich. 19 4* 20 Eliz. was utterly denied, and sir Chris-
topher Wray himselfe (who is supposed to give his opinion in that

case) protested that he never gave any such opinion, but did hold
the contrary. When part of the act, especially the originall, is

done in England, and part out of the realme, that part that is to

be performed out of the realme, if issue be taken thereupon,
shall be tried here by 12 men ; and those twelve men shall come
out of the place where the writ is brought. For example,
(which ever doth illustrate) it M^as covenanted by indenture, by
charter party, that a ship should sayle from Blachiey haven in

Norfolke, to Muttrel in Spaine, and there remaine by certaine

dayes.

In an action of covenant brought upon this charter party, the

indenture was alleaged to be made at Thetford in the county of
Norfolke, and upon pleading, the issue was joyned^ whether the

said ship remained at Muttrelin Spaine by the said certaine dayes.

And it was adjudged that this issue should be tried at Thetford,

where the action was brought, because there the contract tooke

his originall by making of the charter partie, and so hath it beene
often adjudged in such like case.

An obligation made beyond the seas may be sued here in Eng-
land, in what place the plaintife will. What then if it beare date

at Bourdeaux in France, where shall it be sued ? And answer is

made, that it may be alleaged to be made in quodam loco vocaf

Burdeaux in France, in Islington in the county 0? Middlesex, and
there it shall be tried, for whether there be such a place in

Islington or no, is not traversable in that case. These points

are necessary to be knowne in respect of the variety of opinions

in our I)ookes. And of these thus much shall suffice, and now
is Littleton worthy to be heard.

228. Hob. 11.)

-By
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By understanding of the law," Vide^ for intendement of Intendemcnt

law, Sect, yy, loo. no. 293. 377. 393. 4oG. 3C7. 4^2, 463,
o^'"**-

&c. 43().

" This shall be inconvenient.'* Here also, as hath beene

often said, appearctli, th&t argtimcntum ab inconvenientiy is strong

in law (A).

** Otherwise it should be if the disseisee were xuithin the realme

at the time ofthe disseisin^ Sfc." So as if a man he disseised before

he goeth over sea, or comraeth into the realme agalne before

the discent, the discent shall take away his entrie.

Vide Sect. affg.

?-''] t^ Sect. 441.

^NOl'IIE R matter they alleage for a proofe that before the statute

-^ of king Edward the Thirds made the 34 yeare of his reigne (devant

le statute fait en le temps de roy E. 3. an* 34. cap. 16, de son raigne),

by which statute non-claim is ousted, &^c. the law vxis such, that if afine

were levied of certaine lands or tenements, if any that was a stranger to

the fine had right to have and to recover the same lands or tefiements, if

he came not and made his claime thereof within a yeare and a day next

after thefne levied, he shall be barredfor every quia dicebatur quod finis

finem litibus imponebat. (B) And that law was such, it is proved by the

statute of West, the 2. De donis conditionalibus, where it is spoken if
the fine bee levied of tenements given in the taiky 8^c. qu5d finis ipso

jure sit nullus, nee habeant haeredes, aut illi ad quos spectat reversio

(licet plenae aetatis fuerint in Anglia, et extra prisonam) necessitat' ap-

ponere clamcuni suum, t &c. So it is proved that if a stranger that

hath

* 34. cap. 16, not in L. and M. or f &c. not in L. and M. or Roh.
Roh.

(A) See mite 66. a. and note 1 there.

(B) Upon this section of Littleton, Mr. Ritso observes, that, " it is plainly contradictory
and unintelligible, according to the present reading." And after citing the same section

asfar as the wards " So it is pioved, &^c." Mr. Ritso argues thtis ;
" Now, in thefirst place,

" it is not intended to prmx that before the statute 34 E. III. the stranger to a fine, who
" made not his claim within a year and a day, was for ever barred, 6^c. ; but, on the cori'

" trary, that if such stranger was out of the realm, at the time of the fine levied, S(c. he
" was not buried, though he made not his claim, (^[C. And, secondly, as the law is here
" stated, in the preceding part of the section, it is not proved by the words of the statute
" de donis, S^c. bat the very reverse is proved. In order then, to restore this section, as
" we may prei\une it to have been originally written by Littleton, I should read as follows ;

" ' Another matter they allege for proof, (of the allegation contained in sect. 440, that a
" disseisin and descent shall not hind the disseisee who is out of the realm at the time, S(;c.)

" viz. that before the statute of King Edward III. made the 34^/1 year of his reign, {hy which
" statute iwn-cUiim is ousted, &;c.) the law was such, that if ani/ that was a stranger to

" thefine, had rig /if to have and recover the same lands and tenements, if he came not and
" made his claim thereof within a year and a day ncjit after the fine levied, he was for ever
" barred;" quia dicebatur quod finis finein litibus imponebat. "But if he were out
" of the realm at the time of thefine levied, (Sfc. or in prison, or not of full age, he was
" not barred, although he made not hi* cLiim, &c. And that the law was such, is proved
" by the statute of West. 2. dc donis, he."—See Mr. Ritso's Intr.p. 108, 109.

The effect of Time, in barring legal rcmcdits and conferring titles, is ercelUntly shown,
in the argument of the Master of the Rolls in Beckford v. Wade, 17 Ves. jnn. 87. tiot

rnly in respect to the jwint thtri under the consideration of the court, but also in respect to

the general operut'um of length (f possession, as a bar utidcr the statute (^'limitation, and as

([fording a presumption injavour of right. On these points, the cases of Eldridge v. Knott,

L'owp. •X14. and the Mayor oj Kingston upon Hull v. Horner, ib. 102. may also be ustfuH^
couinlted.
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hath right unto the tenementSy if he were 07it of the realme at the time of
the fine levied, 8^c. shall have no dammage, though that hee made not his

claim, &fc. though that suchfne was matter of record : by greater reason

it seemeth unto them^ that a disseisin and discent that is matter in deed,

shall not so grieve him that was disseised when he was out ofthe realme

at the time of that disseisin, and also at the time that the disseisor died

seised, S^c. but that he may well entery notwithstanding such discent J.

£ cap 16 TT^^^ ^^ appeareth, what the common law was before the

(Ant. 254. b.) said statute, for non-clayme upon a fine levied. But now
4 H. 7. cap. 24. since Littleton wrote, by the statute of 4 H. 7, five yeares after
See as well this proclamations made upon the fine are given to him that right hath
statute as tlje

^.^ j^^^j^g |^jg claime, or pursue his action, where the common law

cap.^sS^vveU g^^® ^'^^ ^^^ ^ yeare and a day. But this statute of 4 H. 7.

expounded in extends only to fines, and not to non-claime upon a judgement in

my Reports. a writ of right, and therefore the said statute of 34 E. 3. here
Lib. 3. fol. 84, cited by Littleton, which ousteth non-claime only to fines levied,

fines p*erTorunf
cxtendeth not to a judgement in a writ of right at this day, and

lib. 1. fol. 06,97, therefore the common law in that case remaineth to this day, viz.

in Shellej^s that claime must bee made within a yeare and a day after judge-
case, lib. 2. fol. ment (1). Also if a fine be levied without proclamations, or
93. Bingham s without SO many as the law requireth, then the statute of non-
case, hb. 8. fo!. , . t ,1 y 1 . 1. /^^

100. Lechford's claime doth extend to such a fine.

case. Lib. 9. fol. 139, 140, 141. Beaumond's case. Lib. 10. fol. 49. b. Larapot's case, /

and 99. a. Lib. 9. fol. 105, 106. Margaret Podger's case. Lib. 5. fol. 124. SaiFyn's

case. Lib. 10. 96, 97. Seymour's case. Lib. 8. fol. 72. Grosleye's case. Lib. 11.

fol. 69. 71. 78. PI. Com. in Smith's and Stapl. case, and in Stowe's case, and Howel's

case, and Glanvil. li. 13. cap. 11. Bract. 435. Fleta, lib. 6. cap, 53. Brit. 216.

(4 H. 7. c. 24. 32H. 8. c.36. 2 Cro. 101. 226.)

[fl] Glanvil. « Dicehaturfnis, quiafinem litihus imponebat (2)." Here you
Hb. 8. cap. 3. ^Qy observe the etymologic of a fine. And herewith agreeth [a]

foPlq*;^
^ antiquity : Finis ideo diciturfnalis concordia, quia imponitjinem

Fleta, lib. 6. Utibus. And after the example [6] of Littleton, it is good to

cap. 52, 53. search out the etymologic or right derivation of words ; for igno-
[fcJEtymologies, mtis terminis ignoratur et ars, as hath beene often observed in

y?" g other places. And the civilians call this judiciall concord /raw*-

174. 194. 441. actionemjudicialem de re immobili.

6-20. 592.

ft^ " Licetfuerit plence cetatis in Anglid, et extra pri- rgg^TI
Stat, de anno sonant." In this act of 1 3 E. 1 . De donis conditionatibus

I
[, J

13 E. 1. is one omitted, who is added in the statute De modo
levandi

I Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(i) If a disseisor at the common law, before the statute of non-claim,

had levied a fine or suffered judgment in a writ of right, until execution

sued they were not bars, for the year shall be accounted after the trans-

mutation of the possession by execution of the fine or recovery. 1 Rep. 97.

—

[Note 206.]

(2) Every part of the law relating to fines and common recoveries has

been stated and explained by Mr. Cruise, in his Essays upon those subjects,

in a manner that equally recommends them to the student, and the most

learned and experienced practitioners. Besides the obligations which the

Editor has to him upon this account in common with the rest of the profession,

he acknowledges with equal pleasure and gratitude the particular obligations

he has to him'for the assistance he has derived from them in the course of this

work.—[Note 207.]
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Icuandi^finest viz. et santv ineinorut, [c] But a fern-covert had no M PI. Cow.

{)rivilege of non-claitnc ut the common law, as some have said, Stowcricn^e,

)ecause she had a husband that might make claime for her. But ^?^'
, •.

^ n . • I r. . 1 . . . • ' lirnclon, lib. &.
yet Bracton saith, Item cxrusatur uxor qua sub potestate virt sup- f„. ^^B.

posita, quod damcum iion appnsuerit licet mitterepossil, and citcth lirit. fo, aiB. b.

a judgement in the point, Trin. 4 II. 3. in Cusins case, l^ut

F/eta saith, Kxcusatur sifuerit uxor alicujuSy sifueritper virum Fleta, lib. 6.

impedita^ quod ftonpotuit appotierc clameum. Also they in rever- <"»• 63 (A.).

sion or remainder expectant upon any estate of freehold were
,

barred by the common law ; and yet they could make no claime,

because, as hath beene said, it belonged to the particular tenant,

and not to them, because their entry was not lawfuU ; which
was one of the principall causes of making of the said statute

of 34 E. 3. which ousted non-claime. But these cases of cover-
(^^ j^y ^ ^^

ture, and of them in reversion and remainder, are now without 32 H. 8. c. 36.

question holpen, and just provision made for the saving of their ^ In>t. 516.)

rights and titles by the said statute of 4 //. 7. as by the said

act appeareth.

(A) Jliii reference to Fletq u incorrect. See Fleta, lib. 6. ca. 54.

Sect. 442.

jd LSO, inquire if a man he disseised, and he arraigne an assise against

the disseisory and the recognitors of the assise chante {i)for the plain-

tife (et les recognitors de le assise f chaunta pur le plaintife), and the

justices of assise will bee advised of theirjudgements untill the next assise,

Sfc. and in the ineane season (et en % le dementiers) the disseisor dietk

seised, S^c. yet the said suit of the assise shall be
\\
taken in law for the

disseisee a continuall claime, insomuch that no default was in him, § Sfc.

'^JRRAIGNE an assise.'* To arraigne the assise is to

cause the tenant to be called to make the plaint, and to set

the cause in such order as the tenant may bee enforced to answer
thereunto ; and is derived of the French word arraigner, which
signifieth to order or set in right place. An arraignment is some-
time called an astitution, of the verbe astituo, compounded ofad
and statuoy that is, to place or set in order one by another. In

the same sense that Littleton here useth it, it is used

r2637| when an appeale is ft^ arraigned, both which are ar-

I ^ J raigned in French, but entred in Latin. And it is to be (loIUp. 130.)

observed, that Littleton saith here arraigne an assise, and
saith not that the tenant is arraigned ; and so ofthe appeale ; for

these are the suits of tlie subject, and no man is said to be ar-

raigned, but merely at the suit of the king, upon an enditement
found against him, or otlier record wherewith he is charged. . p ^And there the arraignment of the prisoner is to take order that

^ ^^ toward*

the end. Stauiidf. PI. Cor. 105. C. 3 H. 7. ca. i .

he

f chaunta—chaunteront, in L. and \\ taken not in L. and M. or Roh.
M. and chaunteront in Roh. j Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

X le not in L. and M.

(1) I. e. Find, or give their verdict.
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lie appeare, and for the certainty of the person to hold up his

hand, and to plead a sufficient plea to the enditement or other

record, whereupon they which follow for the king may orderly

proceed.

Vid. Sect. 514.
'' Justices of assise.'' Justices of assise are assigned and con-

233, 234. Mag- stituted by the king of the judges and sages of the law, and are
na Charta, 30. called justices of assise, for that the writs of assise o^iiovel dissei-

^'st!'t'de°'
^^'^ (v^-hich in former times were accounted j^^^fwa rcmedia, and

Vfbor. cL 3, 4, very frequent and common) were returnable before them to be

Artie. Sup. Cart, taken in their proper counties twice every yeare at the least,

ca. 10. whereupon they had authority to givejudgment and award seisin

4 E 3. ca. 11. ^^^ execution: and therefore both for the number of them in

^ E ^1
'^de

"^

times past, and for the greater authority they had then as justices

finib'us, ca. 4. of nisi prius (which was to trie issues only, except in guare impe-

28 E. 1. de dit, and assises de darreine preseiitment^ in which cases the justices
appellati:i. q£ ^igi pyius might give judgment) they were denominated jus-

4 L. 3. ca. 2.
tices of assises ; and divers acts of parliament have given to them

2H.5. ca. o. -I'll- • • 11 1 1

3H. 5. ca. 7. great authority both in crimmall causes and common pleas.

13 H. 4. ca. 7. These justices of assise have also commissions of oier and terriii-

North. ner, ofgaole delivery and of the peace, of association, and 6^ non
2 E. 3. ca. 3. otnnes througliout their whole circuits, so as they are armed with

^AiLe^^ca^i. ample, provident, but yet ordinary jurisdiction; for all their

Qi H. 6. ca. 10. commissions are bounded with this expresse limitation, facturi

3H. 7. ca. 1. quod ad justitiam pcrtinet secundum legem ct consuetudinem

33 ]^' fie. 9. Anglicp. And in former time, according to the originall insti-

34*^35 W. .

tution and their commission, both the justices joined both in

•i & o E 6. common pleas and pleas of the crowne.

ca. 24. 1 E. 6. ca 7. 2 Mar. Licr, 99. 3 & 4E!iz. Dier, 205. (F. N. B. 240. C.

4 Ins. 161.)

** Yet the said suit of the asme shall he taken in law, S^c. a con-

tinuall claimer And it is holden at this day that it shall amount
to a claime, for that there was no default in him, as Littleton

[d] See before saith. [d] Some have objected, that if the bringing of an assise
in this chapter, should amount to continuall claime, and every continuall claime
Sect. 419. made by the disseisee vest the possession and freehold in him,
Vide hect. 410. , ^ -^ .^, . . , . o^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^- 71

<2 E. 3. 8. therefore ifbrmgmg the assise, &c. should amount to a continuall

14 E. 3. 14.) claime, that then the writ should abate. But hereunto it hath
(Ant. 253. b. "beene answered in this chapter, that a continuall claime is an

entry by construction of law for the advantage of the disseisee,

but not for his disadvantage.

24 E. 3. 25. In a writ of entry sur disseisin against one, supposing that

9 E. 2.Age, 141. he had not entred but by S. who disseised him, the tenant said
15 E. 3.

^

^h^^. g (jig(j seised, and the land descended to him, and prayed

de clrs.^'^
his age ; the plaintife counterpleaded his age, for that he ar-

raigned an assise against S. who died hanging the assise, and he

was ousted of his age, for that the bringing of the assise

amounted to a claime.

3 E. 3. tit. If tenant in dower alien in fee with warranty, and the heire in

Garrantie, 62. the reversion bring a v/rit of entry in casii proviso, Sfc. and hang-

ing the plea the tenant dieth, the heire shall not be rebutted or

barred by this warranty, for that the pnvcipe did amount to a

[*] Fleta, lib. 6. Continuall claime. And herewith agreeth [*] antiquity ; Et si

ca. 52 (B;. clameum non apposuerit, siifficit tamen si ille vel antecessor suus

Braci. lib. 5. faciat quod tantundem valeat, ut si placitum moverit tenenti vel
fo. 436. ^fecerit rem litigiosam ; quia sicut plus est facto appellare qiiam

verba,

(B) This reference to Fleta is incorrect. See Fleta, lib. 6. ca. 53.
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verho^ ita plus est clameuvi apponcrc facto qudm vcrbo(A) : etad
hocfacit de icnnino Saticicc Triniiatis^ anno rc^rii regis H. 3. 15.

in com. Hunt, de guddam Guldeburgdf cui oljecttunjuity quod
chimeum non apposuit^ et ipsa rcspondity quhdfecit quod tantun-

dem xalct^ quia temporefinisfacti implacitaxit tenentem per aliud

brexr, Sfc.

It* the goods of a villcine (before any seisure made by the 33 E. 3.

lord^ be distreincd, the lord may have a rcplevyii : and notwith- l^P[«»«n. 43-

stjiiuling before the bringing of the writ he Iiad no property, yet ^11 '^'r^.

'

the very bringing of the writ doth amount to a claime of tlie

goods, and vesteth the property in the lord.

** Insomuch that no default was in him, <^'C." Hereby it is im-

plyed, that our author inclined to this opinion, that it should

amount to a claime, for that no default was in him ; et nemo debet

rem suam sinefacto aut defectu suo amittere, as the rule is*

(A) T7ic 53<i chapter of the 6th book (f Fleta concludes nearly in the toordi ofthefint
part of the qtiotaiion in the text ending with, " facto quam verbo." The whole of' the

quotation i* in Bracton, lib. ^fol. 436.

ra «^ Sect. 443.

yd LSO, inquire if an abbot of a monasterie die, and during the time

of vacation a man wrongfully entreth in certaine parcels of land of
tlie monasterie, claiming the land unto him and his heires, and of that

estate dieth seised, and the land descendeth unto his heires, and after that

an abbot is chosen, and made abbot of the monasterie, a question is, if the

abbot may enter upon the heire or not (et puis apres un * est elect, et fait

abbe de mesme la monasterie, si f mesme I'abbe poit enter sur le heire

ou nemy). And it seemeth to some, that the abbot may well enter in this

case, for this that the covent in time of vacation was no person able to make
continuall claime

; for no more than they be personable to sue an action,

no more be they able to make continuall claime, for the covent is but a
dead bodie without head (car nient pluis que ils sont personable de % suer

action, nient pluis ils sont able de faire continual claime, car le covent

§ n'est forsque
||
un mort corps sans teste)

; for in time of vacation a
grant made unto them is void ; and in this case an abbot may not have a
writ q/'entrie upon disseisin against the heire,for this, that heewas never

disseised. And if the abbot may not enter in this case, then hee shall bee

put into his writ of right, 4^ 6;c. which shall be hardfor the house : by

which it seemeth to them, that the abbot may well enter, 6^c,

Quaeras de dubiis, legem bene discere si vis

:

Quaerere dat sapere, qua) sunt legitima ver^^.

a.XJERE, first, it is to be observed, that albeit the freehold and (Post 331.

inheritance is in this case in no person, but in abeyance or 'j^- b.^345. a.)

in consideration of law, yet an entrie and claime by one that hath >^ 'Roii/Abr,
"o 339)

* abbe added L. and M. and Hoh. 4. S^c. not in L. and M.
t mesme Jiot in L, and M, or Roh, f vere not in L. and M. nor is any

X suer—faire, L. and M. and Roh, part of these two verses in the Camb.

§ n'est—est, L. and M. and Roh, MSS.
II
come added L. and M. and Roh.
Vol. ir. Z
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no right shall galne the inheritance by wrong. For here Lit'

tleion sfiith, and of such estate died seised, &c. And so it is

in case of a bishop, parson, vicar, prebend, or any other sole

Merleb. cap.28. corporation. And in the statute of Merlebridge it is called an
intrusion.

Secondly, that seeing by the death of the abbot (which is the

act of God) no person is able to make continuall claime, there-

fore a discent during that time shall not prejudice the successor

;

lor, as hath beene said, Impotentia excusat legem. If an usur-

pation bee had to a church in time of vacation, this shall not

prejudice the successor, to put him out of possession, but that

at the next avoidance hee shall present.

(5 Rep. 21.)

(F.N.B. 34. M.
W. 2. cap. 5.)

(8 Rep. 88. " ^0 more than they be personable to sue an action^ Sfc." Here
Ant. 252. b.) that which hath in this chapter beene said is confirmed, viz. That

the entrie or continuall claime must pursue the action.

" Fo7' the coient is but a dead bodie, 8^c,'' This is ratio una,

but not unica : for though the rest of the corporation be no
mort persons, as the chapter in case of deane and chapter, or

the commonaltie in case of mayor and commonaltie; yet cannot

they when there is no deane or maior make claime, because
they have neither abilitie nor capacitie to take or to sue any
action, as our author here saith.

2H. 7. 13.

40 Ass. 26.

34 E. 3.

Garrantie, 69.

(Post. 378.)

(Ant. 239. a.)

(10 Rep. 1.

Ant. 85. 250. a.

3. a.

lib. 10. Lain-

pett's case,

lib. 6. Bishop
of Wells case,

lib. 1. Rector
of Chedding-
ton's case.)

" For in time ofi^ vacation a grant made unto them ("26471
is void, <^c." And the reason is, because the body poli-

[_ j^ J
tique which is capable, is not complete, but wanteth the

head. But this is to be understood of an immediate grant ; for if

during the vacation of the abathie of Dale, a lease for life, or a

gift in taile be made, the remainder to the abbot of Dale and his

successors, this remainder is good, if there be an abbot made
during the particular estate.

If there be maior and commonaltie of D. and the maior dieth,

a graunt made to the maior and commonaltie of D. is void for

the cause aforesaid ; but in that case, if a lease for life be made,
the remainder to the maior and commonaltie of D. the re-

mainder is good, if there bee a maior elected during the particular

estate.

" May tvell enter, i^c." Here by this (S^c.) is implyed, or make
his continuall claime in such sort as hath beene before expressed.

Quseras de dubiis, legem bene discere si vis :

Quaerere dat sapere, quas sunt legitima vere.

Here Littleton expresseth an excellent meanes to attaine to

the reason of the law, by enquiring of, and conference had with,

learned men, of doubtfull cases :

Horace. Inter cuncta leges, 8^ percunctabere doctos.

For as collatio peperit artes, so collatio perjicit artes : and this

must bee continuall ; for as knowledge increaseth, so doubts
therewith increase also; Crescente scientid^ crescunt simul et

duhitationes.

And
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And Iiere Littleton citctli vcrie aptly two verses ; for it is truly

said, that Authoritntcs phihsopharum mcdicorum ct poctarum
sunt in causis aliemmhc et tenenda : and our author doth cite

a verse for mcmorie, but it is worthy of memorie.

Chap. 8. Of Releases (1). Sect. 444.

J^ELEASES are in divers mannersj viz. releases of all the riirJu

which a man hath in lands or tenements^ J and releases of actions

j)crsonalls and realls, and other things. Releases of all the ridit which

men have in lands and tenements, S^c. are commonly made in thisforme,
or of this effect

:

rJERE our author beginneth with a division of releases. videMir.cap.2.

seer. 1 7.

Vide Brit, loi. Bract, li. 5. Tract, dc Except. & lib. 4. fol. 318. b. Fleta, lib. 3.

cup. 14.

These words must be referred thus : releases are of two sorts,

viz. a release of all the right which a man hath either in lands and

tenements, or in goods and chattels ; or there is a release ofactions

reall, of or in lands or tenements ; or personall, of or in

r2647| g^odis or chattels ; or mixt, ^3- partly in Uie realty, and

L b J ^^^^^y ^^ ^^^® personaltie. Vide Sect. 492.

" Release,'* Relaxatio. Of the et}Tiiologie of this word you have

heard before. Fleta [a] calleth it charta de quietd clamantia. [«] F.'eti, uhi

Sect.

X 8fc. added in L. and M.

kupra.

(1) At common law, lands could not be transferred by one person to

another but by feoffment, with livery of the seisin. This produced a notoriety

of the transmutation of the possession. This notoriety was in some measure

effected by a disseisin ; but that was only a tortious possession, liable to be de-

feated by the disseisee. Thus the disseisor had the possession ; the disseisee

the right. To complete the title of the disseisor, it was necessary he should

acquire the right. This could not be done by a feoffment, as that was a transfer

of tlie possession ; but it was effected by a release, which in some respects

operates as an actual transfer of the right ; in others, as an acquittal or dis-

charge from it. The different degrees of title in the disseisor, his heir, or

feoffee, and the different natures of the rights of the disseisee, make it necessary

that releases should be adapted to the different situation of the parties, and

give them, as the circumstances of the parties vary, a different effect and

operation.— [Note 208.]

22
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Sect. 445.

17^NOW all men by these presents, that I A. of jB. have remised,

released, and altogether from me and my heires quiet claimed

:

(me A. de B. remisme, relaxasse, et omnino de me et hceredibus meis

qmetum clamasse) : or thusj for mee and my heires quiet claimed to C.

of D. all the right, title, and claim (totum jusy titulum, et clameum)

which I have, or by any meanes may have, of and in one messuage
with the appurtenances in F. &c. And it is to bee understood, that these

wordsy remi&isse, et quietum clamasse, are of the same effect as these

words, relaxasse.

*' l^NOW all men by these presents, &c." Here Littleton

sheweth presidents of releases of right : and presidents doe
both teach and illustrate, and therefore our st-udent is to be well

stored with presidents of all kindes.

Bract, lib. 4.
" Remisisse, relaxdsse, et quietum clamasse^ Here Littleton

fol. 308. sheweth, that there be three proper words of release, and bee
Fleta,ubisup. much of one effect : besides, there is renunciare, acquietare, and
9 H. 6. 35. there bee many other words of release ; as if the lessor grants

it H 4 Etitr
^^ *^^ lessee for life, that he shall be discharged of the rent,

congeab. 57. this is a good release. Vide Sect. 532.

(q Roll. Abr. 400. 40 3. 9 Rep. 52.)

And it is to bee understood, that there bee releases in deed,

or expresse releases, whereof Littleton heere hath shewed an ex-
27 H. 8. 29. ample. These expresse releases must of necessitie be by deed,
of an use. There be also releases in law, and they are sometime by deed,

of an attaint
^"^ sometime without deed. As if the lord disseise the tenant,

3 E. 3. 38. ^"d maketh a feoffment in fee by deed or without deed, this is

31 E. 4. 81. a release of the seigniorie. And so it is if the disseisee disseise
Pi. Cora. Dela- the heire of the disseisor, and make a feoffment in fee by deed
mere's case. ^j. without deed, this is a release in law of the right. And the

Plo i8«i\^86.
same law it is of a right in action.

Hob. 10. 1 Sid. 79. 1 Roll. Abr. 934. Plo. 36. 5 Rep. 29.)

8 E. 4. 3. If the obligor make the obligee his executor, this is a release
21 E. 4. 2. in lanv of the action, but the dutie remaines, for the which the

executor may retaine so much goods of the testator (1).

If

(1) What sir Edward Coke observes respecting obligors and obligees holds

equally between all other creditors and debtors ; but it must be attended with

the following observations. A debt is only a right to recover the amount of

the money by way of action ; and, as an executor cannot maintain an action

against himself, or against a co-executor, the testator, by appointing the debtor

an executor of his will, discharges the action, and consequently discharges the

debt. Still, however, when the creditor makes the debtor his executor, it is

to be considered but as a specific bequest or legacy, devised to the debtor to

pay the debt, and therefore, like other legacies, it is not to be paid or retained

till the debts are satisfied ; and if there are not assets for the payment of the

debts, the executor is answerable for it to the creditors. In this case, it is the

same whether the executor accepts or refuses the executorship. On the other

hand,
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If the feme obligee take the obligor to husband, tins i^ a re- » » H. 7. 4.

lease in law. The like law is, if there be two femes obligees,
J"

^^ 7- «9-

and the one take the debtor to husband (2).
^' **" ^*

If an infant of the age of scvcntcene yeares release a debt,

this is void ; but if an infant make the debtor his executor, this

is a good release in law of the action (3).

But ifa feme executrix take the debtor to husband, this is no

release in law, for that should be a wrong to the dead, and in

law worke a dcvosiavit, which an act in law shall never worke.

And so it was adjudged in the king's bench, Mich. 30 ^ 31 Eliz,

in which case I was of counsell.

But it is to be observed, that there is a diversitie betweene a 30 E 3 24-

release in deed, and a release in law; for if the heire of the dis- ^^.^'^\^^^'

seisor make a lease for life, and the disseisee release his right to
^J^J^ ^'JJ'^

the lessee for his life, his right is gone for ever. But if the dis- / j^'q. 330.

seisee doth disseise the heire of the disseisor and make a lease for 8 Rep. is^.

life, by this release inlaw the right is released but during the life Plo. 184, a.

of the lessee ; for a release in law shall be expounded more Finch. 294.)

favourable, according to the intent and meaning of the parties,

than

hand, if the debtor makes the creditor his executor, and the creditor accepts

the executorship, if there are assets, he may retain his debt out of the assets,

against the creditors in equal degree with himself; but if there are not assets,

he may sue the heir, where the heir is bound. See Wankford v. Wankford,
1 Salk. 299.* Selwin v. Browne, 4 Bro. Cas. in Par. 179. For. 243. Vin. vol, 8.

p. 198. 2 Eq. Cas. Abr. 461. note at (Q).—[Note 209.]

(2) In thecase of Smith &c Uxor v. Stafford, Hob. 216. the husband promised
the wife before marriage that he would leave her worth 100/. The marriage
took effect, and the question was, whether the marriage was a release of the pro-

mise. All the judges but Hobart were of opinion, that, as the action could not

rise during the marriage, the marriage could not be a release of it. The doctrine

of this case seems to be admitted in the case ofGage or Gray r. Acton, 1 Salk.

325. 12 Mod. 290. The case there arose upon a bond executed by the husband
to the wife before the marriage, with a condition making it void if she survived

him, and he left her 1,000/. Two of the judges were of opinion, that the

debt was only suspended, as it was on a contingency which could not by any
possibility happen during the marriage. But lord chief justice Holt differed

from them ; he admitted that a covenant or promise by the husband to the

wife to leave her so much in case she survives him is good, because it is only

Cl future debt on a contingency which cannot happen during the marriage,

and that is precedent to the debt; but that a bond debt was a present debt,

and the condition was not precedent, but subsequent, that made it a present

duty ; and the marriage was consequently a release of it. The case after-

wards went into chancery. The bond was taken there to be the agreement
of the parties, and relief accordingly decreed. 2 Vern. 481. A like decree

was made in the case of Cannel r. Buckle, 2 P. W. 243.—[Note 310.]

(syjfihe obligor make ike obligee his executory the obligee may retain; but

that is not applicable to the case put here. Therefore he may make an executor at

1 7 ; tamen supra 89. b. it is said that it is at 1 o. It should seem that the case

here is understood ofiy complete, et supra 89. q/* 18 beginning ; and thus the

passages agree. D'Avila His. A7w^ ofFrance is major at \^ beginning. Thus
it seems that pubertyy which by the civil law holds from 14. to 10, is understood

0/18 beginning ; and thus ourlaxo agrees with the civil law, impuberi non licet

testari before 17 complete^ and 18 beginning. Lord Nott. MSS.— [Note 211.]

Z3
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than a release in deed, which is the act of the partie, r2(357|
and i^ shall be taken most strongly against himselfe, I

*
I

and so in the case aforesaid, where the debtor is made
executor.

(loRep. 47.) "All the right, title, and claim (totiun jus, titulum, Sf da-
meum)'' But note, that jus, or right, in generall signification

includeth not onely a right for the which a writ of right doth
lie, but also any title or claime, either by force of a condition,

mortmaine, or the like, for the which no action is given by law,

but only an entry.

Sect. 446.

A LSO, these woids which are commonly put in such releases, * scilicet

(quse quovismodo in fatuium habere potero) are as voide in law ;

for no right passeth by a release, hut the right which the releasor hath at

the time of the release made (i). For if there befather and sonne, and the

father

* scilicet—&c. in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) To prevent maintenance, and the multiplying of contentions and suits,

it was an established maxim ofthe common law, that no possibility, right, title,

or any other thing thatwas not in possession, or vested in right, could be granted

or assigned to strangers.—A right in action could not be transferred even by
act of law; nor was it considered as transferred to the. king by the general

transferring words of an act of attainder. (See the marquis of Winchester's

case, 3 Rep. 2. b.—But a right or title to the freeholder inheritance of lands

might be released in five manners.— 1. To the tenant of the freehold in fact,

or in law, without any privity.—2. ^To him in remainder.—3. To him in

reversion.—4. To him who had right only in respect of privity; as, ifthe tenant

were disseised, the lord, notwithstanding the disseisin, might release his services

to him.—5. To him who had privity only, though he had not the right; as, if

tenant in tail made a feoffment in fee, after this feoffment no right remained
in him

;
yet, in respect of the privity only, the do.nor might release to him the

rent and services.— 6. So, if the terre-tenants and the person entitled to the

right or possibility joined in a grant of the lands, it would pass them to the

grantee discharged from the right or possibility. See 10 Rep. 49. b.—But
the common law is altered in the above instances in many respects.—On the

assignment of things in action, see ante note 1, to p. 232. b. The passage in

the text was cited by lord chief justice Trevor, in delivering his opinion

on the case of Arthur i: Bokenham, (Fitzgib. 234,) with an observation,

that the doctrine laid down there by Littleton had never been contradicted.

On the transmissibility, conveyance, assignment, and devise of contingent re-

mainders, and executory estates and interests, see Mr. Fearne's Essay on Con-
tingent Remainders and Executory Devises, 6th ed. pp. 364, 365, 366, 367,

368, 369, 370, 371-548, 549' 550, 55'^.55'2, 553, 554, 555> 55^» 557. 55^^ 559>
560,561, and562; and Mr. Preston's Treatise on Conveyancing, vol. 1. p. 142.

209. 301. The case of Roe dem. Perry v. Jones, 1 Hen. Black. 30. secQis to have
established the power oftestamentarj^ dispositions ofsuchcontingentand execu-
tory estates and possibilities, accompanied with an interest, as wouldbe descen-
dible to the heir of the object of them, dying before the contingency or event, on

which
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father In dheemd^ and the sotwe {living his father) re/easeth fn/ his deed
to the disseisor all the right which he hath or maj/ have in the same tene-

tne/its without clause 6f warrantie, S^'c. and after f/w father dieth, Sfc. the

Sonne tnai/ lawfully enter upon the possession of the disseisor, for that hee

had no right in the land in hisfathcr*s life (pur ceo que il n'livoitf droit

en la terre J en la vie son pier) but the right descended to him after the

release made hj/ tlie death of hisfather, Sfc.

j^OTE, a man may have a present right, though it cannot
take effect in possession, but in futuro (2).

As hee that hath a right to a reversion or remainder, and such (2 Roll. Abr.

a right he that hath it may presently release. But here in the 400. 8 Rep.

case which Littleton puts, where the sonne release in the life of ^'^'^- Altham's

liis
^^^-^

f nul added in L. and M. and \ quant il relessasses added in L.

Roh. and M. and Roh,

which the vesting or acquisition of them depends.—It has been contended to

be a rule oflaw, that, whatsoever can be devised, may be granted ; and conse-

quently, that this case is an authority to show, that the contingent and executory

estates and interests, to which it applies, may be granted.—[Note 212.]

(2) This doctrine was fully investigated in the case of Dormer v. Fortescue,

Vin. vol. 18, fol. 413. 3 Atk. 123, 135. Bro. Par. Cas. v. 4. 353. 405^ The case

there was, that an estate was limited to the use of A. for 99 years, ifhe should

so long live; and after his decease, or the sooner determination of the estate

limited to him for 99 years, to the use of trustees and their heirs, during his

life, upon trust to preserve the contingent remainders ; and after the end or

detenninatiou of that term, to the use of ^.'s first and other sons successively

in tail male, with several remainders over. A. having a son, they joined in

levying a fine and suffering a common recovery, in which the son was vouched.

If the trustees took a vested estate of freehold during the life of ^. the recovery

was void, there not being a good tenant to the praecipe ; but if they took only

a contingent estate, the freehold was in tlie son, and ofcourse there was a good
tenant to the praecipe. Upon this point, the case was argued in the court of

king's bench, and afterwards on appeal before the house of lords, where all

the judges were ordered to attend. I^ord chief justice Lee, when the cause

was heard in'the king's bench, and lord chief justice Willes, in delivering the

opinion of the judges in the house of lords, entered very fully into the dis-

tinction between contingent and vested remainders,—They seem to have laid

down the following points. That a remainder is contingent, either where the

person to whom it is limited is not in esse; or where the particular estate may
determine before the remainder can take place : but that, in every case, where
the person, to whom the remainder is limited is in esse, and is actually capable

or entitled to take on the expiration, or sooner determination, of the particular

estate, supposing that expiration, or determination, to take place at that

moment, there the remainder is vested. That the doubt arose, by not ad-

verting to the distinction between the different nature of the contingency, in

those cases where the remainder is limited to a person in esse^ but the title

of the remainder-man to take depends on a collateral Or extraneous con-

tingency, which may or may not take place during the continuance of the

preceding estate, and those cases, where the preceding estate may endure

beyond the continuance of the estate in remainder. Thus if an esUte is limited

to A, for life, and after the death of A. and /. S. to B. for life, or in tail

:

there, during the life of /. S. the title of B. depends on the contingency of

/. S. dying in the lifetime of A, This is an event, which either may or may
Z4 not
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[a] Briiton, his father, this release is void, [a] because he hath no right at all

fol. 101. at the time of the release made, but all the right was at that time

'

17 E. 3. 67. jj^ jjjg father ; but after the decease of the father, the sonne shall

10 H 6
4^ enter into the land against his owne release.

25 Ass. 7. 27 E. 3. Execution, 130. 1 Rep. 112. b.

16 E. 3. The baron makes a lease for life and dieth, the release made
Barre, 245. by ^j^g ^\£q of her dower to him in reversion is good, albeit shee

?art^ £^70 71 ^^^^ ^^ cause of action against him in prcesenti.

CSect.706.)
^' Without clause qfivarrantie" For if there bee a warrantie

annexed to the release, then the sonne shall be barred. For

albeit the release cannot barre the right for the cause aforesaid,

yet the warranty may rebutt, and barre him and his heires of a

future right which was not in him at that time : and the reason

20 H. 6. 29. (which in all cases is to be sought out) wherefore a warrantie

being a covenant reall should barre a future right, is for avoiding

of circuitie of action (which is not favoured in law) ; as lie that

made the warrantie should recover the land against the ter-tenant,

and he by force of the warrantie to have as much in value against

the same person : yet is there a diversity betweene a warrantie

[5] 39 H. 6. 43. and a feoffment
; [b] for ifthere be grandfather, father, and sonne,

21 E. 4. 81. and the father disseiseth the grandfather, and make a
15 E. 4. tit. feoffment ic3- in fee, the grandfather dieth, the father r265Tl
Q h'^ 7 T b.^^'

against his owne feoffment shall not enter; but ifhe die, I ^^ I

2E.3.38. his sonne shall enter. And so note a diversity betweene
(Post. 339. a.) a release, a feoffment, and a warrantie ; a release in that case ig

10E.2. Con- void; a feoffment is good against the feoffor, but not against

8E^^2 Gar/62
^^® ^Gire ; a warrantie is good both against himselfe and his

jiH.4.33"
' heires (1).

43 E. 3. 17. 42 E. 3. 24. per Finchden. 17 E. 3. 67. Lib. 1. fol. 112, 113. in Albanie's

case. (9 Rep. 75.) (1 Roll. Rep. 197.)

And

not take place during the continuance of the preceding estate ; and jB.'s estate

therefore is necessarily contingent. But then, supposing /. S. to die ; still it

remains an uncertainty whether J5.'s estate will ever take place in possession ;

for, if the remainder be limited to B. for life; there if J5. dies in ^.'s lifetime,

A.'s estate would endure beyond the continuance of the estate limited in re-

mainder. The same would be the case if the remainder over were limited to

B. in tail, and B. was to die in ^.'s lifetime without issue.—Yet, in both cases,

it was agreed that B. took, not a contingent, but a vested remainder. Hence,
they inferred that itwas not the possibility of the remainders over never taking

effect in possession, but the remainder-man's not having a capacity or title to

take, supposing tlie preceding estate at that instant to expire, or determine,

and its being uncertain whether he ever will obtain that capacity or title,

during the continuance of the preceding estate, that makes the remainder
contingent. Upon these grounds they determined that the trustees took a
vested remainder, and that the recovery therefore was void. The doctrine

established in the case of Dormer and Fortescue is laid down by sir Edward
Coke, 10 Rep. 85; where he, with great accuracy of expression, observes,

that where it is dubious and uncertain whether the use or estate limited in

future shall ever lest in interest or not, then the use or estate is in contin-

gency ; because, upon a future contingent, it may either vest or never vest,

as the contingent happens. And see 1 Rep. 137. b.—[Note 213.]

(1) Ant; 186. it is laid down that a man may warrant more than passes

from him. In Fitzg. 234. lord chiefjustice Trevor observes, that the reason

why
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And here arc three diversities worthy of observation, viz. Vint,

betweenc a power or an authoritic, and a right. Secondly, be-

tweene powers and authorities themselves. Thirdly, betwcene

a right and a possibilitie.

As to the firjit, if a man by his last will deviseth that his exe-

cutors shall sell his land, and dieth, if the executors release all

their right and title in the land to the heire, this is void, for that

they have neither right nor title to the land, but only a bare au- 15 H. 7. ri.

thority, which is not within Littletons case of a release of a right.

And so it is if cesti/ que use had devised that his feoffees should

have sold the land. Albeit they had made a feoffment over, yet

might they sell the use, for their authority in that case is not

given away by the livery.

As to the second, there is a diversity betweene such powers or (1 Rep. in. «.

authorities as are only to the use of a stranger, and nothing for i73Ant.ai5.a.

the benefit of him that made the release (as in the case before) ^* "
•^3'^****

and a power or authority which respecteth the benefit of the

releasor; as in these usuall powers of revocation, when the

feoffor, &rc. hath a power to alter, change, determine, or revoke

the uses (being intended for his benefit) he may release ; and
where the estates before were defeasible, he may by his release

make them absolute, and seclude himselfe from any alteration or

revocation, as it hath beene resolved ; which diversity you may
read in [m] Albanie's case (2). ["•] ^^- *•

As to the third, before judgement the plaintife in an action of
^^i suprl

^^'

debt releaseth to the baile in the king's bench all demands ; nb ^ Hoe's
and after judgement is given, this shall not barre the plaintife to case, 70, 71.

have execution against the baile, because at the time of the 10 H. 6. 4.

release he had but a meere possibility, and neitherJus in re, nor

jus ad rem, but the duty is to commence after upon a contingent,

and therefore could not be released presently. So if the conu- 25 Ass. p. 7.

see of a statute, &c. release to the conusor all his right in the V ^' 3-

land, yet afterwards he may sue execution ; for he hath no right S^^'^u ^"J'ei^'''
in the land till execution, but only a pofsibihtie ; and so have I -^^ i^^ -^^^
knowne it adjudged (3). Borough et

Gray, (a Roll. Abr. 404. 408. Hob. 46. 2 Cro. 401. 449.)

Sect.

why the feofiment prevails against the father is, that by the disseisin he had
acquired possession, and might make a feoffment, and the operation of a feoff-

ment is to bar future and contingent rights.—[Note 214.]

(2) See Note 2 to page 113. The doctrine of the suspension and ex-
tinction of powers will be considered in a note to the chapter of Dis-
continuance.

(3) In the king's bench, where the proceeding is by bill, the bail is not
bound in a certain sum to the plaintiff, but only undertakes that the defendant
shall pay the condemnation money, or render his body to prison ; so that they
are but in the nature of gaolors to the defendant : but in the common pleas,

the bail are bound to the plaintiff in a certain sum. 5 Rep. 70. 10 Rep. 51«—
[Note 215.]
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Sect. 447.

U.A.̂
LSO, in releases of all the right which a man hath in certaine lands,

S^c. it behoveth him to whom the release is made * in any case, that
he hath the freehold in the lands f in deed, or in law, at the time of the
release made, ^c. % For in every case where he to whom the release is

made, hath thefreehold in deed, or in law, at the time of the release
||,

S^c.

there the release is good (§ donque le releas est bone) (4).

49 E. 3. 28. " ^ «^^ ^l^^ right.'* This must be intended of a bare right,

and not of a release of right, whereby any estate passeth,
as to a lessee for yeares, &c. as shall be said hereafter.' Also it

(Doct.andStud. must be intended of a release of a right of freehold at the least,

^^•^- and not to a right for any terme for yeares or chattle reall ; as if

Post. 2^6^ a!)
' ^^^^^^ ^^^ yeares bee ousted, and hee in the reversion disseised,

and the disseisor maketh a lease for yeares, the first lessee may
release unto him. All which is implyed in the first Sfc. Also in

some case a release of a right made to one that hath neither free-
[c] 7 E. 4. 13. hold in deed, nor freehold in law, is good and available in law, [c]

5°H. 7.
4^1^ ^^ *^^^ demandant may release to the vouchee, and yet thevouchee

18 E. 3. 12. ^^^^^^ nothing in the land : but the reason of that is, for that when
8 H. 4. 5. the vouchee entreth into the warrantie, he becommeth tenant to

5 E. 3. 36. the demandant, and may render the land to him, in respect of

\ri' ^c
'^^''

^^^^ privitie ; but an estranger cannot release to the vouchee,
Vide Seer. 400, u • • •, , 1 • . r. 1 i 1

^Qi because, m rei vej'ttate, he is not tenant of the land.

(Post. 284.1). [d] i^^ And so it is if the tenant alien hanging the ^26671
1 Rep. 87. b. prcecipe, the release of the demandant to the tenant to L « ll
3 Rep. 29. b. the prcBcipe is good, and yet he hath nothing in the land.

12 Ass 04/"^ ^^ ^^^^ of vacation an annuity, that the person (A) ought to

8E. 3. 21. pay* may be released to the patron in respect of the privity;

46 £.3.6, b. but a release to the ordinary only seemeth not good, because
8 H. 6. 23. the annuitie is temporall.

?Po^t
^ 8^^^

•
^^ ^ disseisor make a lease for life, the disseisee may release to

8 Rep. 148.^ ^^"^ (^)' ^^^ ^^ '^^^^ ^ release of a bare right there needs no

5 Rep. 24. b. privity, as shall be said hereafter. But if the disseisor make a
2 Cro. 151.) lease for yeares, the disseisee cannot release to him(C), because

he hath no estate of freehold. And yet insome case a right of free-

hold shall drowne in a chattell ; as ifa feme hath a right of dower
she may release to the gardein in chivalry, and her right of

freehold shall drowne in the chattle, because the writ of dower
doth lie against him, and the heire shall take advantage of it.

And
* any—such, in L. and M. and

|j
made added in L. and M. and

Roh. Koh.
t S^^c. added in L. and M. and ^ donque not in L. and M. or

Roh. Roh.

X Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(A) " person" seems to be printed here by mistake instead of parson. See Mr. Ritso's

Intr.p. 119.

(B) i. e. to the tenant far life, as it seems.

(C) i. e. to the tenant for years, as it seems.

(4) Ant. i St Note to this Chapter.
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And it is to be observed, Uiat by tJie anticnt maximc of the (IVer.ao, b.

cojumon law, a riglit of cntric, or a chose in action, cannot he ^ ^'^'*- 'oft)

granted or transferred to a stranger, and thereby is avoyded Mirror, cap. a.

great oppression, injurie, and injustice. Nul charter, nut rcndcy $ '7-

HC nul done vault pcrprlualmcid si Ic donor nest scuic al temps de ^^ ^' *"'«

contracts dc 2. droits^ si del droit de j)oss€ssion, et del droit delpro- Ant!*a'i4 a.^

'

pertie. And therefore well saith Littleton, tliat he to whom a aja. b.

release of a right is made must liave a freehold. Post. a8o.)

For tlie better understanding of transferring of naked rights to

lands or tenements, either by release, feoffment, or otherwise, it is

to be knowne, that there isjus proprielalisy a right ofownership, Mirror, ubi sn-

jus possession is
f
a right of seisin or possession, andjusproprietaiis pra. liracton,

i-V posscssionisy a right both of property and possession : and this ''^: '^- ^°^- 3^-

is antiently c&Wed jus duplicatumy or droit droit. For example, if
, a'/'^Bractoi?,

a man be disseised of an acre of land, the disseisee hsiih jus pro- nb. 5. fol. 37a.'

prietatis, the disseisor hath jus possessionis (A); and if the dis-

seisee release to the disseisor, hee hath jus prnprietatis et pos-

sessionis{l). And regularly it holdeth true, that when a naked
right to land is released to one that hath Jus possessionisy and
another by a meane title recover the land from him, the right of

possession shall draw the naked right with it, and shall not leave (^ llep.5<5.

a right in him to whom the release is made. For example, if the ^^^^' ^'^^'
.

heire of tlie disseisor being in by discent A. doth disseise him, the 286. a.)

disseisee release to A. now hath A. the meere right to the land.

But if the heire of the disseisor enter into the land, and regaine

the possession, that shall draw with it the meere right to the

land, and shall not regaine the possession only, and leave the

meere right in ^. but by the recontinuance ofthe possession, the

meere right is therewith vested in the heire of the disseisor.

But ifthe donee in taile discontinue in fee, now is the reversion

of tlie donor turned to a naked right. If the donor release to the

discontinuee and die, and the issue in taile doth recover the

land against the discontinuee, he shall leave the reversion in the

discontinuee ; for the issue in taile can recover but the estate taile

onely, and by consequence must leave the reversion in the dis-

continuee, for the donor cannot have it against his release : but
if the disseisee enter upon the heire of the disseisor, and infeoffe

A. in fee, and the heire of the disseisor recover the whole estate,

that shall draw with it the meere right, and leave nothing in the

feoffee. Nota the diversity. Another diversity is observable

when the naked right is precedent before the acquisition of the (Post. 319. a.)

defeasible estate, for there the recontinuance of the defeasible

estate

(A) But, according to sir Wiilutm Blackstonc, the disseisin gives to the dtsseiMtr no mitre

thau an actual possession, and leaves the jus pusscssionis in the disseisee. See Black. Coruin.

V. 2. p. 195. Archhold's cd.

—

However, lord Coke perhajs only meant to say, that Vie

disseisor hath jus posicssionis against strangers only. For though a strangn" in the name
and^o the nseofthe disseisee nuiy enter into the lands, and thtreby revest the same in the

disseisee, even tvithout the knowledge or agreement of' the latter (see ante Q58. a.); yet a
stranger %nay not, in this caie, enter in his own name and to his own tise.

(1) These may be subdivided, with respect to the disseisor, into that bare,

naked, possession which he acquires by the disseisin, and tlie estate by title

which his heir acquires by the descent ; and, with respect to tlie disseisee,

into that right of possession which he can restore by entry, and the bare right

which he can only recover by a^tion.-~[Note 216.]
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[e] 5 Ass. 1

.

10 Ass. i6.

50 E. 3. 7-

4E.3.
Estopp. 133.

30 Ass. 5.

11 E.3.

Entrie, 56.

12 Ass. 41.

Q7E.3.84.488.

(6 Rep. 70. a.)

23 H. 8. tit.

Reitore al

action. Br. 5.

50 E. 3- 7.

Vid. Sect. 473.

475. 478. 487.

[c] 38 E. 3. 16.

9 H. 7. 24.

(Post. 279. a.

4 Rep. 9- b.)

estate shall not draw with it the preceding right, [e] As if the

disseisee disseise the heire of the disseisor, albeit the heire re-

cover the land against the disseisee, yet shall he leave the pre-

ceding right in the disseisee. So if a woman that hath right of
dower disseise the heire, and he recover the land against her,

yet shall he leave the right of dower in her.

Another diversity is to be noted, when the meere right is sub-

sequent, and transferred by act in law; there, albeit the possession

be recontinued, yet that shall not draw the naked right with it,

but shall leave it in him ; as if the heire of the disseisor be dis-

seised, and the disseisor (A)infeoffe the heire apparent of the dis-

seisee being of full age, and then the disseisee dieth, and the

naked right descend to him, and the heire ofthe disseisor recover

the land against him, yet doth he leave the naked right in the

heire of the disseisee. So if the discontinuee of tenant in taile

infeoffe the issue in taile of full age, and tenant in taile die, and
then the discontinuee recover the land against him, yet he leaveth

the naked right in the issue, [c] But if the heire of the disseisor

be disseised, and the disseisee release to the disseisor upon con-

dition, if the condition be broken, it shall revest the naked right.

And so if the disseisee hath entred upon the heire of the dis-

seisor, and made a feoffment in fee, upon condition, if he entred

for the condition broken, and the heir ofthe disseisor entred upon
him, the naked right should be left in the disseisee. But if the

heire of the disseisor had entred before the condition broken,,

then the right of the disseisee had beene gone for ever. But
now let us heare what Littleton saith.

F^

KT- Sect. 448.
pf]

f^REEHO LD in latv is, if a man disseiseth another, and dieth

seised (Franktenement en ley est, sicome un home disseisist un
auter, et ^ morust seisie), whereby the tenements descend to his son, albeit

that his Sonne doth not enter into the tenements, yet he hath a freehold in

law, which by force of the discent is cast upon him, and therefore a release

made to him, so being seised of afreehold in law, is good enough ; and if

he taketh wife being so seised in law, although he never enter in deed, and
dieth, his wife shall be endowed f.

(Doct. & Stud. TT ERE Littleton describeth what a freehold in law is, for he
*7- a) •*• had spoke before in many places of freeholds in deed. This
[a] Bract, li. 4. Bracton calleth [a] civilem et naturalem possessionem seu seisinam,

f. 206. 236. The naturall seisin is the freehold in deed, and the civill the free-
Britton,fol.83.b.

hold inlaw(l).
Fleta, lib. 3. ^ ''

cap. 15. Vid. Sect. 680.

* ent added in L. and M. and Roh

If

(A)

t Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

e. he who disseised the heir of the original disseisor, as it seems.

(1) It may not, perhaps, be improper in this place, to attempt a short ex-

planation of some words familiar both in the ancient and modern law.

Seisin, is a technical term denoting the completion of that investiture, by
which the tenant was admitted into the tenure, and without which no freehold

could be constituted or pass. It is a word common as well to the French as to

the
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If a man levie a fine to a man sur conusance dc droit come ceo 4« K- 3- «o.

que il ad de son done, or a fine snr conusance de droit tanttim ;
'^

jj-
®- M-

these be feoftincnts of record, and the conusec hath a freehold ]^y
3 78-

in law in him before hec entreth (2). u iicp. [i^. b.)

Upon (Aio. 141.)

the English law. It is either in deed, which is, when the person has the actual

seisin or possession ; or in law, when after a descent the person, on whom tlie

huids descend, has not actually entered, and the possession continues vacant,

not being usurped by another. When lands of inheritance are carved into

different estates, the tenant of the freehold in possession, and the persons in

remainder or reversion, are equally iji the seisin of the fee. But, in oppo-

sition to what may be termed the expectant nature of the seisin of those in

remainder or reversion, the tenant in possession is said to have the actual

seisin of the lands. The fee is intrusted to him. By any act which amounts
to a disaffirmance by him of the title of those in the reversion, he forfeits his

estate, and any act of a stranger which disturbs his estate is a disturbance of

the whole fee.

Disseisin seems to imply the turning the tenant out of his fee, and usurping

his place and relation. It has been observed in a preceding note, that persons,

to avail themselves of the remedy by assise, frequently supposed or admitted
themselves to be disseised, when they were not ; and that this was called dis-

seisin by election, in opposition to an actual disseisin. To constitute an actual

disseisin, it was necessary that the disseisor had not a right of entry; (or, to

use the old law expression, that his entry was not congeable ;) that the person
disseised was, at the time of the disseisin, in the actual possession of the

lands ; that the disseisor expelled him from them by some degree of constraint

or force ; and that he substituted himself to be tenant to the lord. But, how
this substitution was effected, it is difficult, perhaps impossible, now to dis-

cover. From what we know of the feudal law, it does not appear how a dis-

seisin could be effected without the consent or connivance of the lord : yet
we find the relationship of lord and tenant remained after the disseisin. Thus,
after the disseisin, the lord might release the rent and services to the disseisee;

might avow upon him ; and, if he died, his heir within age, the lord was
entitled to the wardship of the heir. See Litt. Sect. 454, and the commentary
upon it. It should be observed, that a disseisin did not disturb rent issuing

out of land, the seisin of the rent being considered as a separate and distinct

seisin from that of the land. 1 Rep. 133. b.

A discontinuance is the effect of a disseisin, when, on certain events, the
person disseised has lost his right of entry upon the disseisor, and can only
recover by action.

The word freehold is now generally used to denote an estate for life, in

opposition to an estate of inheritance. Perhaps, in the old law, it meant
rather the latter than the former. It is known that fees were held originally

at tlie will of the lord ; then for the life of* the tenant ; that aflerwards they
were descendible to some particular heirs of the body of the tenant ; then, to

all the heirs of his body ; and that in succession of time the tenant had the
complete dominion or power over the fee. The vrordJreekold always imported
the whole estate of the feudatory, but varied as that varied. Hence we find

the freeholder represented the whole fee, did the duty to the lord, and de-
fended the possession against strangers. See Feud. L. 1. tit. 25. 1. 2. 1. 1, 2.

Craig, lib. 2. tit. 2. 1 Inst. 31. 153. Litt. Sect. 59. 279. 592. Britton, cha. 32.
and Sir Ed. Coke's Commentary upon those Sections ; and the case of Taylor
on the demise of Atkyns v. Horde, 1 Burrow, Go. and post, note 1, to page
330. b.—[Note 217.]

(2) But a common recovery vests no freehold in deed or in law before

execution served. See Moor, 141.—[Note 218.]
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1 1 H. 4. 6i. Upon an exchange, the parties have neither freehold in deed,
Qi H. 7. 12. nor in law, before they enter ; so upon a partition the freehold

is not removed untill an entry,

Ig] 32 E. 3. [g] If tenant for life by the agreement of him in the reversion
Barre, 262. surrender unto him ; he in the reversion hath a freehold in law

lin 4^ in him before he enter [h]. Upon a livery within the view no

Surrender, 10. freehold is Vested before an entrie.

[/jj 38 E. '3. 12. If a man doth bargaine and sell land by deed indented and
inrolled, the freehold in law doth passe presently. And so when
uses are raised by covenant upon good consideration (A).

17 E. 3. 77. If a tenant in a prcecipe being seised of lands in fee, confesse

18 E. 4. 29. himselfe to be a villeine to an estranger, and to hold the land
in villenage of him, the estranger by this acknowledgement is

actually seised of the freehold and inheritance without any
entry. But let us returne to Littleton.

(A) This seems to imply, that the statute of uses gives only a seisin in law.—On this, see

Black. Comm. vol. 2. p. 338. Archbold's ed. ; Bacon's Reading on the Statute of Uses, p. 48.

ed. 1806 ; Mr. Rowe's note 87. ibid. p. 146; and Green v. Wiseman, Owen, 80. Perhaps
the conclusionfrom these authorities is, that, before entry, the ceituy que use has the possemon

for all purposes, except Trespass.

(Pio. 352.) Sect. 449.

/J
LS Of in some cases of releases of all the right, albeit that he to

whom the release is made hath nothing in the freehold in deed nor i?i

law, yet the release is good enough. As if the disseisor letteth the land
which lie hath hy disseisin to another for terme of his life, saving the

reversion to him, if the disseisee or his heire release to the dis-

seisor all the right, S^'C. this fcf- release is good, because hee to F2677I
whom the release is made, had in law a reversion at the time of L a. J
the release made (i).

7E. 4. 13. TJERE Littleton addeth a limitation to the next precedent
14 H. 4. 32. b. -*• Section, viz. that a release of all the right may be good to
41 E. 3. 17. hiju in reversion, albeit he hath nothinsr in the freehold, because
4Q E. 3. 28. 1 1 ^1 J. / ' I,-

°

case ult "^ "^^" ^" estate m him.
" All

(l) Releases may enure four manner of ways.—ist, Per mitter le droit,

where a person is disseised, and he releases to the disseisor his heir or feoffee.

—

2d, Per mitter V estate, viz. when two or more are seised by a joint title of the

same estate, as by a contract, or by descent, as jointenants, or coparceners,

and one of them releases to the other, i\ii?, ennves permitter Vestate—3d, Per
Venlarger, is where the possession and inheritance are separated for a parti-

cular time, and he who hath the reversion or inheritance, releases to the

tenant in possession all his right and interest. Such release is said to enlarge

his estate, and to be equal to an entry and feoffment, and to amount to a

grant and attornment.—4th, Per extinguishment, where the releasee cannot

have the thmg per mitter le droit, yet the release shall enure by way of extin-

guishment against all manner of persons ; as when the lord grants the seig-

niory to his tenant, such releases absolutely extinguish the rent, &c. although

the releasee be only tenant for life. Ant. 193. b. and see post. 273. b.

—

[Note 219.]
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*' All the right, SfC." Or title, interest, demand, or the like :

and so il is if he in tlie reversion hatli un estate for life or in

taile in reversion, as in the like case it appeareth in the next
Section.

Seel. 450.

TN the same mamier it is, where a lease is inade to a man for terme of
lifey the remainder to another for terme of another man's life (pur

terme de * auter vie), the remainder to the third in taile, the remainder

to the fourth in fee, if a strans^er which hath ris^ht to the land releaseth

all his rieht to ani/ of them in the remainder, such release is good, because

evcrie oj them hath a remainder in deed vested in him.

XJERE is another limitation, tliat a release is good to him in

the remainder, albeit hee hath nothing in the freehold in

possession, because he hath an estate in him, as hath beene
said. In both these limitations it is to be observed, that the

state which maketh a man tenant to the prcecipe is said to be
the freehold, as here the state of tenant for life, and not the th. Entrle, 7.

reversion in fee. *• ^- ^- ^^7- E.

7E.4. 13.

41 E. 3. 7.

17E. 3. 54.
18 E. Q.

tit. Entrie, 74,
3E.a.

Sect. 451.

J^UT if the tenantfor terme of life he disseised, and afterwards he that

hath right (the possession being i?i the disseisor) releaseth to one of
them, to whom tJie remainder was made all his right (tout f son droit), this

release is void, because he had not J a remainder in deed at the time of the

release made, but only a right of a remainder.

^^ T>UT onlt/ a ri^ht ofa remainder'' For a release of a right

to one that hath but a bare right regularly is void ; for,

as Littleton hath before said, he to whom a release is made of a Vide Sect. 454.

bare right in lands and tenements, must have either a freehold

in deed or in law in possession, or a state in remainder or rever-

sion in fee or fee taile, or for life.

P?] t^ Sect. 452.

yd 'ND note, that even/ release made to him which hath a reversion or

a remainder in deed, shall serve and aid him who hath the freehold,

as well as him to whom the release was made, if the tenant Iiath the release

in his hand .j, to plead.

Sect.

• auter not in L. and M. or Roh.

nor in Camhr. MSS.
^ sou—le, L. and M. and Roh.

X in him added in L. and M. and Roh.

I to plead tiot in L. and M. or Uoh.
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Sect. 453.

TN the same manner f it is where a release % is made to the tenant for

lifSf or to the tenant in taile,
1|
this shall enure to them in the reversion,

or to them in the remainder, as well as to th^ tenant of the freehold, and
they shall have as great advantage of this, if they can shew it \,

"D Y this it appeareth, that as a release made of a right to him
in reversion or remainder, shall aid and benefit him that

hath the particular estate for yeares, life, or estate taile, so a
release of a right made to a particular tenant for life, or in

taile, shall aid and benefit him or them in the remainder.

If two tenants in common of land graunt a rent charge of40 s.

<aIlol. Ab.414. out of the same to one in fee, and the grantee release to one of
Poit. 275. a. them, this shall extinguish but twentie shillings, for that the
«79.b. 285. b. graunt in judgement of law was sererall (1), So it is if two

A?I*f^*, k t^H, \ Mien be seised of severall acres, and grant a rent ut supra. But
Ani.i47J).l97.) ,.,..., ' o

, -^ 1, , 1
there is a diversitie betweene severall estates m severall lands,

and severall estates in one land; for if one be tenant for Hfe of
^

lands, the reversion in fee over to another, if they two joyne in

(iRep. Mayoe's a grant of a rent out of the lands, if the grantee releaseth either
case.) to him in the reversion, or to tenant for life, the whole rent is

extinguished, for it is but one rent, and issueth out of both

estates, and so note the diversitie (2).

35 H. 6. 6. " If the tenant hath the release in his hand to plead," And so

it is in both cases : for albeit he in the reversion or remainder is

a stranger to the deed, when the release is made to the tenant,

and the tenant for life or in taile is a stranger to the deed,

when the release is made to him in reversion or remainder, yet

seeing they are privies in estate, none of them in pleading shall

take benefit thereof, without shewing the same in court, which
is worthy to be observed.

<Ant. 332. a. *' If they can shew this." The one cannot plead the release

^??'i^^K ^
i^ade to the other without shewing of it, for that they are privie

n RoI.Ab. 412.;
jj^ estate, as hath beene said. The residue of these two Sections

needs no explication.

Sect.

t it is ivhere not m L. and M. or Roh. || this not in L. and M. or Roh.

X is not in L. and M. or Roh. § S^c. added in L.and M. and Roh.

(1) If they grant a rent-charge of 20 s. ivhich in latv amounts to a rent-charge

of40 s. as true grants, for otherwise non est casus. When tiuo tenants in common
grant a rent, that is, several estates in one land, and yet they are several grants,

therefore qucere ofthis diversify. Plo, Que. pi, 315. contra. Lord Nott. MS.
—[Note 220.] ^^V -^'^^ , A^^ <tg *^^ ^*^e ,

(2) For Plotvd. in his Qucere 315. if tenant for life grants rent, and the

grantee purchases the reversion, the rent remains during the life ofthe tenantfor
life. Lord Nott. MS.—[Note 221.]
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tr Sect. 454.

k

A LSOf if there bee lord and tenant ^ and the tenant he disseised, and
•^ the lord releaseth to the disseisee all the right which he hath in the

seigniorie or in the land, this release is good, and the seigniurie is extinct

:

and this is bif reason of the privitie which is hetvjeene the lord and the

disseissee. I'or if the beasts of the disseisee be taken, and of them tlie

disseisee sueth a replevin against the lord, hee shall compell the lord to

avow upon him : for if he avow upon the disseisor then upon the matter

shewn the avoivrie shall abate, for the disseisee is tenant to him in right

and in law (i).

tJ E R E U P O N may bee collected and observed two diver-

sities : first, betweene a seigniorie or rent service, and a rent

charge : for a seigniorie or rent service may bee released and
extinguished to him that hath but a bare right in the land. And
the reason hereof is, in respect of the privitie betweene the lord (3 Rep 35- b)

and the tenant in right; for he is not only as tenant to the avowrie,

but if hee die, his heire within age, hee shall bee in ward ; and if

of full age, hee shall pay releefe; and if he die without heire,

the land shall escheat. But there is no such privitie in case ofa
rent charge, for there the charge only lieth upon the land.

The second diversitie is betweene a seigniorie and a bare right Vid. Sect. 451

.

to land ; for a release of a bare right to land to one that hath but
a bare right is void, as hathbeene said. But here in the case of

our author, a release of a seigniorie tohi m that hath but a right,

is good to extinguish the seigniorie.

Nota, a seigniorie, rent, or right, either in jircesenii, or in Lib. lo.fol. 48.

future^ may be released five manner of wayes, and the first three Lampet's case,

without any privitie. First, to the tenant of the freehold in deed (Post. 275.

or in law. Secondly, to him in remainder. Thirdly, to him in 2 Roll. Abr.

the reversion. The other two in respect of privitie : as, first, here '^^^"^

the lord releaseth his seigniorie to the tenant being disseised,

having but a right, and no estate at all : secondly, in respect of
the privitie, without any estate or right ; as by the demandant
to the vouchee, or donor to the donee, after the donee hath
discontinued in fee, as appeareth hereafter in this chapter. g^^

** By reason ofthe privitie, i^c." See for this word (privitie),

Sect. 46 1

.

" He shall compell the lord to axoxjo upon him, Sfc" This is ao H. 6. 9. b.

regularly true ; but if the lord hath accepted services of the dis- 4« E. 3- 26.

seisor, then the disseisee cannot enforce the lord to avow upon ^^^- 3* 9-

him, though his beasts be taken, &c. (2)
' *** **

If

(i) Here the release operates by way ofextinguishment. See post. 279. b.

(2) But the opinion of the 48 E. 3. 9. seems to be contrary; because, when
the tenant pleads the disseisin, to compel the lord to avow upon him, it is

strange that the lord, by his own act ofacceptance, should maintain bis avowry,
and destroy the feudal contract. Gilb. Ten. 64, 65.—[Note 232.]

"^OL. II. A A
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31 E. i.Discent,

17. 26 E. 3.72.

4 H. (i. 21.

F.N. B. 144. b.

[d] 7 E. 6. tit.

Escheat. Br. 18.

(9 Rep. 22.

/Roll. Abr.

316. b.)

[e] 7H.4. 17-

3 R. 2. Entr.

cong. 38.

2 H. 4. 8.

6 II. 7. 9.

Vide Sect. 556.

[/]21 II. 8.

cap. 19.

(Ilob. 242.)

Lib. 9. fol. 136.

Ascough's case.

27 H. 8. fol. 4.

32 H. 8. cap. 2.

Lib. 9. fol. 36.

Bucknal's case.

34 11. 8. Avow-
rit'. Br. 1

1
3.

27 II. 8. 4. ii

20. Bucknal's

case, ubi supra.

Lib. 9. fol. 22.

in case d'avow-

rie.

44 E. 3. 20.

11 H. 7-4.

21 H. 7.40.

34 H. 6. 18.

16 E, 4. 10.

6 R. 2. Res-

If a man hath title to have a writ of escheat, if he accept ho"

mage or fealtie of the tenant, he is barred of his writ of escheat

»

but ifhe accept rent of the tenant, that is no bar to him, for it

may be received by the hands of a bayhfe. [d] But some doe
hold, that ifthere be lord and tenant, and the tenant be disseised,

and the disseisee die without heire, the lord accepts rent by the

hands of the disseisor, this is no barre to him. Contrarie it is, if

he avow for the rent in court of record, or ifhe take a corporall

service, as homage or fealtie, for the disseisor is in by wrong

;

but if the lord accept tlie rent by the hands of the heire of the

disseisor, or of his feoffee, because they be in by title,

this shall barre him of his escheat, which is to K^ be p^GSTI
understood of a discent or feoffment, after the title of

[__ j^ J
escheat accrued : [e] for if the disseisor make a feoff-

ment in fee, or die seised, and after the disseisee die without

heire, then there is no escheat at all, because the lord hath a
tenant in by title. And when Littleton wrote, the disseisee in the

case here put, should have compelled the lord to have avowed
upon him, as Littleton holdeth. But now this is altered by a
latter statute of [y] 21 H. 8. For whereas by fines, recoveries,

grants, and secret feoffments, &c. made by tenants to persons

unknowne, the lords were put from knowledge of their tenants,

upon whom by order oflaw they should make their avowrie, &c.
it is by that statute enacted, that if the lord shall distreine upon
the lands and tenements holden, &c. that he may avow, &c. upon
the same lands, Sec. as in lands, &c. within his fee or seigniorie,

ike. without naming of any person certaine, and without making
avowrie upon a person certaine. Upon which statute these foure

points are to be observed. First, that the lord hath still election

either to avow according to the common law, by force of the

statute, by reason ofthis word (may). Secondly, albeit the pur-

view of the act be generall, yet all necessary incidents are to be
supplyed, and the scope and end of the act to be taken; and
therefore, though he need not to make his avowrie upon any
person certaine, yet he must alleage seisin by the hands of some
tenant in certaine, withinforty yeares. Thirdly, that ifthe avowrie

be made according to the statute, everie plaintife in the replevin,

or second deliverance, be he termor or other, may have everie

answer to the avowrie that is sufficient ; and also have aid, and
every other advantage in law (disclaimer only except) ; for dis-

claime he cannot, because in that case the avowrie is made upon
no certaine person. Fourthly, where the words of the statute be,

if the lord distreine upon the lands and tenements holden, yet if

the lord come to distreine, and the tenant enchase his beasts

which were within the view out of the land holden, and there

the lord distreine, albeit the distresse be taken out of his fee and
seigniorie in that case, yet is it within the said statute : for in

judgment of law the distresse is lawfull, and as taken within

his fee and seigniorie ; and this statute being made to suppresse

fraud, is to be taken by equitie (1).

cous, 11. (Ant. 161.)

Sect.

(1) See the following page. Gilb. Distr. 189. Lord Raym. 257.
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Sect. 455.

A LS O, if land he given to a man in tailed reserving to the donor and
to hia heires a eertaine rent, if the donee Oe disseised, and after the

donor re/ease to the donee and his heires all the right which hee hath in
the iandy and after the donee enter into the land upon the disseisor ; /;/ this

case the rent is gone, for that the disseisee at the time of the release made,
was tetnint in right and in law to the donor, and the avotrrie offne (2)
fofre ought to hee made upon him hy the donorfor the rent hehinde (et
avowrie a fine force covient de estre faitsur lay per le donor pur le rent
aderere), cSt. But yet nothing of tJie right of the lands, (scilicet) of the
reversion, shall passe hy such release (Mes uncore rien de droit de terres,

scilicet, de le droit de le reversion, * passera per tiel release), for that the
donee to whom the release is made, then had nothing in the land hut oneli/

a right, and so the right of the land could not f then passe to the donee
hy such release.

[2f)p7| ^^ " TF the donee be disseised, SfC." This is evident Vide Sect. 454.

^ J by that which hath beL^ne said. But admit J^Ji-S-tit.

that the donee maketh a feoffment in fee, and tlie
^"""'J^*

43-

donor release unto him and his heires all the right in the land, n g fv>l. 29.
this shall extinguish the rent., because the lord must avow upon lib. 6. 58.

him, and yet the tenant in taile after the feoffment hath no right Lampet's case,

in the land. But the reason is in respect of the privity, and that
"J'

^^P'"^-

the [m] donor is by necessity compellable to avow upon liim only

;

^ g V ^ ^'^*

for if he should avow upon the discontinuee, then it should [m]ioE. 3. «6.

appeare of his owne shewing that the reversion whereunto the 48 E. 3. 8. b.

rent is incident, should be out of him, and consequently the 3» E- 3- Card,

avowtie should abate ; and so was it [w] resolved Trin. 1 8 Eliz, in * '^ • 5 E- 4- 3-

the court of common pleas in sir Thomas TViat's case, which I
,5 e*'/Vt

heard and observed. And Littleton saith here, that in case of the [n] Trin. iSEIiz.

disseisin of fine force, tlie avowrie must be made upon the donee, sir Thomas
Wiat's case in

" Yet nothing of the right, S^c. of the reversion, Sfc:' Here the
coaimuni banco,

diversitie aforesaid betwecne the rent service and a bare right

to the land appeareth.

Sect. 45G.

TN the saTtie manner it is, if a lease he made to one for terme of life

(si leas soit § aun pur terme de vie), reserving to the lessor and to his

heires a eertaine rent, if the lessee he disseised, and after the lessor release

to the lessee and to his heires all the right which he hath in the land, and
after the lessee entreth, alheit in this case the rent is extinct, yet nothing

(f the right of the reversion shall passe, causa qua supra.

HEREBY
* adonques ne added in L. and M. t then not in L. and M.

and Roh. J fait added in L. and M. and Roh,

(2) That is, of necessity.
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TJ E R E B Y the diversity is made apparent betweene a release

of a rent service out of land, and a release of right to land,

in this Section.

Sect. 457.

T>UT if there he very lord and very tenant, and the tenant maketh a

feoffment in fee, the which feoff^ee doth never become tenant to the

lord, f if the lord release to thefeoffor all his right, S^c. this release is alto-

gether void, because the feoffor hath no right in the land, and he is not

tenant in right to the lord, but only tenant as to make the avowrie, and hee

shall never compell the lord to avow itppn him, for the lord shall avow
upon thefeoffee if hee will.

" J/'ER Y lord and xery tenant" This is to be understood ofa
lord in fee simple, and of a tenant of like estate.

Vide Ascough's There be foure manner of avowries for rents and services, &c.
case, 1. 9. f. 135, l^i2, 1, Super verum tenentern, as in the case here put. 2. Super
136. 20H.6.9.

^gyiijj2 tenentern in formd prcedictd, as where a lease for life, or a

12 E.4. 2! S^^^ ^" ^^"^^^ ^^^ made, the remainder in fee. 3. Upon one as

26 H. 6. upon his tenant by the manner omitting (very) ; and this is when
Avowrie, 17. the lord hath a particular estate in the seigniorie, and
9Eliz.Dier,257. g^ ^\^^\\ ^]^g donor &3* upon the donee, or lessor upon fS^QTl
7 E I 24* ^^^ lessee. 4. Sur le matter en la terre, as within his

I k *J

20 E. 3.
^^^ and seigniorie. As where the tenant by knights

Avow. 131. service maketh a lease for life reserving a rent, and die his heire
(9Re|). 135. b. within age, the gardeine shall avow upon the lessee, scilicet,

^7 F f
/^ 5w/7^r materiam pradictam in terris et tenementis prcedictis ut infra

ultimo.
° feodum et dominium suum. Now by the statute the very lord

38 H. 6. 23. may avow, as in lands within his fee and seigniorie, without
(Doc. Pla. 53.) avowing upon any person in certaine (1).
21 H. 8. cap. 19. Here appeareth the diversity betweene a tenant in taile, and a
{

OS .345.; tenant in fee simple ; for albeit tenant in taile make a feoffment

in fee, yet the right of the entaile remaines, and shall descend to

the issue in taile. But when the tenant in fee simple make a
feoffment in fee, no right at all remaines of his estate, but the

whole is transferred to the feoffee.

Also the lord is not compellable in that case to avow upon the

feoffor ; but if he will, as Littleton here saith, he may avow on
the feoffee ; but so it is not, as hath beene said, in case of tenant

in taile.

Note a diversity betweene actions and acts which concerne the

right, and actions and acts which concerne the possession only.

For a writ of customes and services lieth not against the feoffor,
(Doc. Pla, 321.) nor a release to him shall extinguish the seigniorie. So if a

rescous

t iS c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) On the continuance of the right of the entail in the tenant in tail after a
feoffment made by him, see the case of lord Sheffeild r. Ratchffe, Hob. 334,
and see Duncombe v, VVingfield, ibid. 254.—[Note 223 ]
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rescous be made, an assise shall not lie against the feoffor, and
him that made the rescous, because the feoffee is tenant, and in

assise, the suri)lusage incroached shall be avoided. For these
actions and acts concerne the right; but of a seisin and an
avowrie which concerne the possession, it is otherwise. And if

the lord release to the feoflfor, this is good betweene them, as to

the possession and discharge of the arrerages, but the feoffee

shall not take benefit of it, for that, as hath beene said, it

extendeth not to the right. But the feoffor shall plead a release

to the feoflx'e, for thereby the seigniorie is extinct; as if lessee

for life doth waste, and grant over his estate, and the lessor

release to the grantee, in an action of waste against the lessee,

he shall plead the release, and yet he hath nothing in the land.

And so in waste shall tenant in dower or by the courtesie in the
like Ciise, and the vouchee, and the tenant in a praecipe after a
feoffiuent made. And so in a contraformam coilationis,

" The whichJeoffee doth never heconie tenant'' Nota here an 4 E. 3. 11.

excellent point of learning, liz. if there be lord and tenant, and 7 E. 3. 8.

the rent is behind by divers yeares, and the tenant make a feoff"- ' \{'q^\
ment in fee, if the lord accept the service or rent of the feoffee Avowrie.
due in his time, he shall lose the arrerages due in the time of the Br. 1 n. li. 3.

feoffor ; for after such acceptance he shall not ^vow upon the fol- 65, 66.

feoffor, nor upon the feoffee for the arrerages incurred in \\\^ time Pernam's case.

of the feoffor. But in that case if the feoffor dieth, albeit the \
^.'^'q^'

lord accept the rent or service by the hand of the feoffee due in 34 h. 6. 46.
his time, he shall not lose the arrerages, for now the law com- 37 H. 6.

pelleth him to avow upon the feoffee (2), and that which the law 29 H. 8.

compellcth him unto shall not prejudice him. /r^jT"^ 8 b ^
So it is, and for the same reason, if there be lord, mesne, and ^P- 5 • }

tenant, and the rent due by the mesne is behinde, and after the
tenant fore-judge the mesne, and the lord receive the services

of the mesne which issue out of the tenancie, he shall not be
barred of the arrerages which issued out of the mesnalty ; and
80 if the rent be behinde, and the tenant dieth, the acceptance
of the services by the hand of the heire shall not barre him of
the arrerages ; for in these cases, albeit the persons be altered,

yet the lord doth accept the services of him which only ought
to doe them (3).

But as long as the feoflfor liveth the lord shall not be compelled 4 E. 3. 17.

to avoiv upon the feoffee, unlesse he giveth the lord notice, and 47 E. 3- 4-

tender unto him all the arrerages.

But now by the statute the lord may avow upon the lands so
holden, as in lands within his fee or seigniory, without naming of
any person certaine to bee tenant of the same, and witliout 2iH.8.cap.8i.
making of any avowrie upon any person certaine, as hath beene
said, which hath much altered the common law in the cases
abovesaid, for the benefit and safety of the lord.

But yet these cases are necessary to be knowne (for which
purpose I have added them), for that the lord may avow still at

the common law if he will.

Sect.

(2) For the lord could not introduce the heir into the feud contrary to the

express alienation of the ancestor. Gilb. Ten. Cy-j—[Note 224.]

(.3) By acceptance of rent from the assignee, the lessor loses his action of

debt against the first lessee, but he may still maintain an action of covenant

against him. 1 »Saund. 'J40, 241. i Saund. 30a.—[Note 225.]

A A 3
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&3* Sect. 458.
PI'']

f)THER WISE it is where the very tenant is disseisedj as in the case^ aforesaid ; for if the very tenant who is disseised, hold of the lord by

knights service and dieth (his heire being ivithin age,) the lord shall have

and seize the wardship ofthe heire, and so shall he not have the ivard of the

feoffor that made the feoffment in fee, ^c. so there is a great diversitie

betweene these two cases.

la H. 4. 1
3. Of this sufficient hath beene said before.

36 E. 3. tit.

Card. 10. 6 H. 7. 9. 37 H. 6. 1. 3'^ H. 6. 27. 7 E. 6. tit. Card. Br. (Post. 345. b.)

Sect. 459.

/I L SO, ifa man letteth to another his land for terme ofyeares, if the

lessor release to the lessee all his right, S)C. before that the lessee had

entred into the same land by force of the same lease, such release is void,

for that the lessee had not possession in the land at the time of the release

made, but only a right to have the same land byforce of the lease. But

if the lessee enter into the land, and hath possession of it by force of the

said lease, then such release made to him by thefeoffor, or by his heire, is ^

sufficient to him by reason of the priviiie which byforce of the lease is

between them, &)C.{i)
1

^^ T>EFORE that the lessee had entred, S^c" For before entry

the lessee hath but interesse termini, an interest of a terrae^

and no possession, and therefore a release which enures by way
of enlarging of an estate cannot worke without a possession (2),

for before possession there is no reversion ; and yet if a tenant

for twenty yeares in possession make a lease to B. for five yeares,

and B. enter, a release to the first lessee is good, for he had an
actuall possession, and the possession of his lessee is his posses-

sion. And so it is if a man make a lease for yeares, the re

mainder for yeares, and the first lessee doth enter, a release to

him in the remainder for yeares is good to enlarge his estate (3).

But

* good and, added in L. and M. and Roh.

49 E.
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But if II man make a lease for ycares to bcginnc presently, re-

serving a rent, if before the lessee dotli enter the lessor releaseth

all the right that hec hath in the land, ali)eit this release cannot

enlarge his estate, yet it shall in respect of the privity extinguish (Ant. 46. b.)

the rent. And so it is if a lease he irade to hcginne at Mkluiel-

masy reserving a rent, and before the day the lessor release all the

right that he hath in the land, this cannot enure to

2707| *^ enlarge the estate but to extinguish the rent in

J respect of the privity, as it was resolved [It] in the ex-

chequer, which I observed.[
[6] Midi. 39 Ac

40 Eliz. in

Scaccario,

belwccnc sir Ilenrie Woodhousc aiid sir William Pa»ion.

A man granteth the next avoidance of an advowson to two, the

one of tliem may before the church become void release to the

other; for although the grantor cannot release to them to increase

their estate, because their interest is future, and not in possession,

yet one of them to extinguish his interest may release to the

other in respect of the privity. But after the church become
void, then such a release is void, because then it is (as it were)

but a thing in action. And this was resolved [c] by the whole [c] Pasch.

court of common pleas, which I myselfe heard and observed. 38Eliz.inquarc

And by consequent in the case o^ Littleton, if a lease for yeares ^mpcdit per

be made to two, albeit the lessor before they enter cannot release
J^ve"! ue de

to them to enlarge their estate, yet one of them may before Norwich in

entry release to the other. commmii banco.

" But only a right, Sfc/' Which is not so to be understood PL Com. 423.

that he hath but a naked right, for then he could not grant it

over ; but seeing he hath intcresse termini, before entric, he may
grant it over, albeit for want of an actuall possession, he is not

capable of a release to enlarge his estate.

" But if the lessee enter into the land, <^c." This is evident.

And herein note a diversity betweene a lease for life, and for

yeares, for before the lessee for yeares enter, a release cannot be
made unto him : but if a man make a lease for life, the remainder

for life, and the first lessee dieth, a release to him in the re-

mainder and to his heires is good before hee doth enter to en-

large his estate, for that he hath an estate of a freehold in law

in him, which may be enlarged by release before entrie.

And where our author speaketh only of a lessee for yeares, the 25 E. 3. 53.

same law it is of a tenant by statute merchant or staple, or tenant 3i E- 3-

bye%.V,orthelike. "^T^^T^t,.
oect.

sion is necessary, but that a vested interest suffices, for such a release to ope-
rate upon. By comparing this with what is said in note 1. 271. b. of the ope-
ration of a lease and release, it will be seen, that not only estates in possession,

but estates in remainder and reversion, and all other incorporeal heredit^imeuts,

may be effectually granted and conveyed by lease and release: but it is an
inaccuracy to say, that the releasee, in these cases, is in the actual possession of
the hereditaments ; the right expression is, that they are actually vested in Iiim,

by virtue of tlie lease of possession, and the statute.—[Note 237.]

A A 4
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Sect. 460.

/N the same manner it is, as it seemeth, where a lease is made to a man

to hold of the lessor at his loill, hy force of which lease the lessee hath

possession : if the lessor in this case make a release to the lessee of all his

ri<^ht Sfc. this release is good enough for the privitie which is betweene

tJieml for it shall bee in vaine to make an estate bij a liverie of seisin to

another, ivhere he hath possession of the same land by the lease of the same

#man before, S<)C.
i i^ , 71 7 . •

But the contrarie is holden, Pasch. 2 E. 4, by all the justices

„ g
T) Y these two Sections is to be observed a diversity between a

a^E. 4. 6. b. tenant at will, and a tenant at sufferance; for a release to a

7 E. 4. 27. tenant at will is good, because betweene them there is a posses-

3 E. 4. 16. gion with a privity : but a release to a tenant at sufferance is void,

T?
1^ ^

6 because he hath a possession without privity. As if lessee for

(fTRerT 13- yeares hold over his terme, &c. a release to him is void, for that

1 Sid. 153. there is no privity betweene them ; and so are the books that

Ant. 47. speake of this matter to be understood (1 ).

Cro.Jac.169.) ^ ,,^^^^

* This paragraph is not in L. and M. or Iloh.

(1) A tenant at will is he who enters and enjoys the land by the express or

implied consent of the owner, without there being any obligation on the part

either of the lessor or lessee to continue it for any certain or determinate term.

A tenant by sufferance is he who, having entered and obtained possession by

title, continues the possession, after his title is ended, by the laches of the

lessor. The former is in by the consent of the owner of the lands; this creates

a privity between them. A tenant by sufferance is in only by the laches of

the owner ; so that there is no privity between them. Both these estates differ

from that of a tenant from year to year, the tenant of which may determine it

at the end of any year ; but after a new year is begun, the tenure cannot be

determined either by the lessor or lessee till the end of the year. See 1 Lord

Raymond, 707, 708. 2 Salk. 413. 3 Salk. 222. If a person holds by lease,

and the term expires, the lease itself is notice of the expiration of the term, and

the lessor may enter on the lessee without further notice, unless for double rent,

under the 4 Geo. 2. c. 28. sect. 1. in which case there must be a previous de-

mand in writing. Where the tenant holds by will, the modern determinations

are, that there must be a previous notice ; but this notice varies according to

the custom of the place, and the nature of the hereditaments in lease.

The editor has been favoured with the following note ofan important deter-

mination on this point. York, Lammas Assizes 1773. Richard Roe ex d.

Chr. Brown, against Ann Wilkinson. Ejectment for two messuages and other

premises at North Cowton. Thomas Beaver proved that he, by the lessor of

the plaintiff's order, delivered a notice in writing to the defendant, on the

10th of February, which notice he received from lessor of plaintiff. The notice

was as follows :
'' 10th February 1773. Ann Wilkinson, Take notice, that

*' you are to quit and yield up the possession of the dwelling-house, stable,

*' shop, and coal-house, with their appurtenances, situate at North Cowton,
" which you rent under me, on the 1 3th day ofMay next. Yours, Chr. Brown."

Thomas Mcistcrnum deposed, that for 30 years he had been bailiff at North
Allerton,
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'* But the rontrari/ is hntdni, ^Sc" This is of a new addition,

and the bookc here cited ill understood, for it is to be under-

stood of a tenant at sufferance.

PI']

B

»• Sect. 461

UT where a man of his ownc head occupieth lands or tenenienU at

the will of him which hath the freehold (Mes lou home de sa teste

demesne occupia terres on tenements a la volunt celuy que ad fie
franktenement), and such occupier claimeth ?iothitig but at will, 8fc. ifhee

which hath thefreehold will release all his right to the occupier, ^c. this

release is void, because there is no pricitie betueene them bi/ the lease made
to the occupier, nor by other manner, S)C.

'^ f)F his ovine heady Hee doth not say, of his otvne head Vide Sect. 68.

entrcth, kc. so as this is to bee understood of a tenant at ^'
^J'-

^^^'

sufferance, xiz, where a man commeth to the possession first Cro. Car. 303!)
lawfully, and holdeth over.

For

t ent added in L. and M, and Roh.

Allerton, the market town for Cowton ; that it was the usage to give half a
year's notice in case of lands, but had known a great many given to quit houses

at North Allerton at Candlemas for May Day, and submitted to. This place

is about eight miles from North Allerton. Verdict for plaintiff, subject to

judge Gould's opinion. The question was. This being the case of a house and
buildings only, under 10/. per annum, viz. only 5/. 55. per annum, and the

year expiring at May Day, old style. Whether in an holding from year to year,

the above notice was sufficient, or whether it ought not to have been given half

a year before the expiration of the year ? '22d January 1774. Before judge
Gould at his chambers, Mr. Davenport for plaintiffargued, that a week's notice

to a tenant at will was sufficient; that the defendant was tenant at will ; that

the custom in London required only three months notice for tenements under
10/. a year ; that the same custom was in general observed every where; and
it was reasonable and agreeable to late determinations ; that the custom of the

country was in this case proved in favour of plaintiff, and cited the following

cases: 13 Hen. 8. fo. 16.—59. Year Book. Brook, title Leases, pi. 53. Keil-

way, 163. Co. Lit. 68. See title Tenant at Will, 55. a. 69. Allen, 4 Sir Thomas
Bowes's case. 2 Lord Raym. 1008. Title v. Grevett. 2 Jones, 5. Timberly r.

Grobbam—How. 2 Salk. 413, 414. 3 Burrow, 1603. Timminsr. Rowlinson.
1 1 Viner, 406. tit. Estate. Mr. Lee, for defendant, argued, there was not, ac-

cording to modern determinations, any such estate as an estate at will ; every
tenant being a tenant for a year or more ; and that the rent was immaterial and
custom local ; and expatiated on the hardship of poor tenants, if turned out on
short notice ; and cited Brook, tit. Leases, fo. Ci . Yelverton, 73, 74. In April

following, Mr. justice Gould delivered his opinion to Mr. Davenport thus;

—

*' I have consulted all the other judges, and we are all of opinion that six
*• months notice to quit is necessary in all cases, whether of houses or lands,
** under or above 5/. per annum, unless where there is a particular cue.tom to
*' the contrary ; and the custom at North Allerton was too far distant from
" North Cowton to affect the inhabitants there, unless proved to extend to
** that place also." Judgment for defendant.—[Note ^28.]
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fm] Temps H.8. W For if a man entreth into land of his owne wrong, and

tit. Tenant a. take the profits, his words to hold it at the will of the owner
voldnt. Br. 15. cannot quallfie his wrong, but hee is a disseisor (i), and then the
^ ^- 4- 38. release to him is good ; or if the owner consented thereunto,

\q E. 3. 28.
^^^" ^^^^ ^^ ^ tenant at will, and that way also the release is good.

12 E. 3. Ass. 86. But there is a diversitie when one commeth to a particular estate

11 E. 3. ibid. 87. in land by the act of the partle, and when by act in law; for if

12 Ass. 21. tjie jrardein hold over, he is an abator, because his interest came
.3E.3.A.S.S.. by act in law (2.)

34 Ass. 10. 10 E. 3. 41. 8 E. 3. 63. (i Roll. Abr. 662. Post. 277.) Vide 2 part

of the Institutes. Marib. cap. 16. 10 E. 4. 9, 10. (1 Roll. Abr. 8G1. Ant. 57. b.)

OidN. B. 117. "JVo prkitie." Privitie is a word common as well to the
137. Lib. 3. Endish as to the French, and in the understanding of the com-

^t;^^'!)! f
'
' ^on law is fourefold.

case. LiiD. 4. .... , r»T'7i 11
ibl. 123, 124. !• As privies m estate, whereor Z.zi^«e/o;i here speaketh ; as

Vide Sect. 454. betweene the donor and donee, lessor and lessee, which privitie

is ever immediate.

(8 Rep. 42, b.) 2. Privies in bloud; as the heire to the ancestor, or betweene
coparceners, &c.

(Ant. 242. a.) 3. Privities in representation; as, executors, &c. to the testator.

And fourthly, privies in tenure, as the lord and tenant, &c.
which may be reduced to two generall heads, privies in deed,

and privies in law.

Sect. 462, 463.

y^ L S O, if a man enfeoffe other mm of his land upon confidence, and
to the intent to performe his last loitl, and the feoffor occnpieth the

same land at the ivill of his feoffees, and after the feoffees release by their

deed to theirfeoffor all their right, ^x. this hath beene a question if such

release be good or no. And some have said, that such release is void,

because there was no privitie betioeene the feoffees and their feoffor, inso-

much as no lease was made after such feoffment by the feoffees to the

feoffor, to hold at their will : and some have said the contrarie, and that

for two causes.

Sect. 463.

/I N £ is, that when such feoffment is made upon confidence to performe
the will of thefeoffor, it shall bee intended bi/ the law, that thefeoffor

ought presently to occupie the land at the will of his feoffees-, and so there

is

(1) This is to be understood when there is no term of years in the land
;

but if there be a term in esse, and one enters claiming the term, he shall not
be a disseisor, but an action of debt or waste shall be against him, and one may
be executor de son tort of a term. 3 Lev. 35.—[Note 229.]

(2) P. 9 Car. C.B. o?^ the argument of the case of Blundell or Baugh, com-
monly called the Earl of Nottingham s case, justice Barclay said, that he^hom
lord Coke calls in this place an abator, must be takenfor a disseisor, as he (A)
had actual possession by the possession of the guardian. Lord Nott. MSS.—See
Cro. Ca.302. Litt. Rep. 372. 1 Vent. 55. 8o.~[Note 230.]

(A) f. e.the heir in ward.
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is (he like kimh of privitic hctwecne them, as if a nutn make a feoffment

to others, ami thetf immedioleli/ upon the fvofment will and grant, that

theirfeoffor shall oeeupi/ the land at their icill, &ic,

fJ ERE is a nuestion moved, and the reasons of both sides i« E. 4. la. b,^ shewed, and as it hatli beenc observed, the latter opinion »5 E. 4.

is the better, being LHdclon% owne opinion.
Vide Scc^303.

'* It shall he intended by the laxcy that thefeoffor ought presently
^ k' 4^*8'. b.

to occupy the land at the mil of his feoffees" For intendments of 9 li. 7. fol.' ul-

law mentioned by our author sec the Sections in the niargent. timo.

15H. 7. 2.b.

14 II. 8. 9.11. Sect 99, 100. 110. 367. 377. 393. 406. 440.

Here is to bee observed the intendment of law, that when a 35 n. §,

feoffment is made to a future use, as to the perform- Subpena, 22.

[oyil ance of Iiis last will, the i:^- feoffees shall be seised "5 ^^- 7- 12. b.

'^

I 'to the use of the feofTor and of his heires in the 37
JJ-

6. 36.

. b. -J ^. 11 11. 4. 52.
meane time. ^ H. 4. 22.

1 Mar. HI. Dior. (6 llep. 18. a.) (vVnt. 111. 1 12. a.) (2 Rep. 58.)

IpscB etcnim leges eupiunt utjure regantiir.

And reason would that seeing the feoffment is made without (iRoll.Abr.

consideration, and the feoffor hath not disposed of the profits 859. Sid. 458.

in the meane time, that by construction and intendment of law I^yfJ'
i^^- »•>

the feoffor ought to occupie the same in the meane time. And ^^^^^'^ ^2
80 it is when the feoffor disposeth the profits for a particular 30H. 6.'tit.'

time in prcesenti, the use of the inheritance shall be to the Devise,

feoffor and his heires, as a thing not disposed of; wherein it is

to be observed, that lands and tenements conveyed upon con-

fidences, uses, and trusts, are to be ruled and decided, if ques-

tion groweth upon the confidences, uses or trusts, by the judges

of the law ; for that it appeareth by this and the next Section,

they are within the entendment and construction of the lawes

of the realme (1).

And it is to be observed (as hath beene said) that there is a (Ant. iii.b.

diversitie betweene a feoffment of lands at this day upon confi- 112. a.)

dence, or to the intent to performe his last will, and a feoffment

to the use of such person and persons, and of such estate and

estates, as hee shall appoint by his last will: for, in the first case,

the land passeth by the will, and not by the feoffment ; for after

the

(1) Many references have been made, in the foregoing notes, to this part of

the work, for some observations on conveyances at common law, and those

which derive their effect from the statute of USES. It appeared advisable

to collect them into one continued note, that the difference between the two
modes of conveyance might appear in a stronger light; and to prevent a
necessity of frequently repeating those general principles and illustrations,

which otherwise must have been introduced, on every occasion, where any
point of tliis nature seemed to require an explanation. On the same grounci,

it seemed advisable to anticipate some passages which otherwise would have
had a place in a subsequent part of the notes.

I. Feoffments and grants were the two chief modes used in the

CoNf.MoN Law for transferring property.

r. 1 . The most comprehensive definition which can be given of ajeoffinent,

seems to be, a conveyance of coq)oreal hereditament*, by delivery of the pos-

session upon, or withiii view of, the hereditaments conveyed. The delivery of

the
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the feofFinent the feoffor was seised in fee simple, as he was be-

fore ; but in the latter case, the will pursuing his power is but a

direction of the uses of the feoifment, and the estates passe by
execution of the uses, which were raised upon the feoffment

;

lib. 6. fol. 17, but in both cases the feoffees are seised to the use of the feoffor

18. Sir Edward ^nd his heires in the mean time: and all this and much more
Clere's case. concerning this matter hath beene adjudged.

Dillon&c Frayn's Note, uses are raised either by transmutation of the estate, as

case, 1. 1, &:c.
\yy f^^^^ feoffment, common recoverie, &c. or out of the state of

foJ. 113.
^jjg owner of the land, by bargaine and sale by deed indented

and inrolled, or by covenant upon lawfull consideration, whereof

you may read plentifully in my Reports.

{1 "Roll. Abr. A feoffee to the use of A. and his heires, before the statute of

797. X Rep. 27 H. 8. for money bargaineth and selleth the land to C. and his

129. b. ^92- J-
heires, who hath no notice of the former use ; yet no use passeth

c *io. ^y this bargaine and sale, for there cannot be two uses in esse,

Plow. 348. of one and the same land ; and seeing there is no transmutation

1 Rep. 127. of possession by the terre-tenant, the former use can neither be
Sid. 26.) extinct nor altered. And if there could be two uses of

one and the same land, then could kt- not the said [2^271
statute execute either ofthem for the uncertaintie. But

I ^ J
(Aat. 22. b.) if ^. disseise one to the use of B. and A. doth bargaine

and sell the land for money to C, C. hath an use ; and here be
two uses of one land, but of severall natures ; the one, viz. upon
the bargaine and sale to be executed by the statute, and the

other not.

But since Littleton wrote, all uses are transferred by act of

fc] 27 H. 8. Parliament [c] into possession, so as the case which Littleton

'^T?
* ^^H <;

^^^^^ P"** ^^ thereby altogether altered. Yet it is necessarie to

5.R LT
*" ' ^^^ knowen, what the common law was before the making of the

statute, and may serve for the knowledge of the law in hke case.
98. a.)

" Immediately/ upon the feoffment'^ Qua incontinentijiunt in

esse vident\

*' At their ivill, Sfc." Here is implyed, everie tenancie at will

is at the will of both parties, as before in his proper place hath

beene shewed.

the possession was made on, or within view of, the land, that the other tenants

of the lord might be witnesses to it. No charter of feoffment was necessary

:

it only served as an authentication of the transaction ; and, when it was used,

the lands were supposed to be transferred, not by the charter, but by the

livery, which it authenticated. Soon after the Conquest, or perhaps towards

the end of the Saxon government, all estates were called fees. The original

and proper import of the word feoffment is, the grant of a fee. It came after-

wards to signify, a grant, with livery of seisin, of a free inheritance to a man
and his heirs, more respect being had to the perpetuity, than the feudal tenure

of the estate granted. In early times, after the Conquest, charters of feoff-

ment were various in point of form. In the time of Edward I. they began to

be drawn up in a more uniform style. The more ancient of them generally

run with the words dedi, concessit or donavi. It was not till a later period, that

feoffaii came into use. The more ancient feoffments were also usually made in

consideration of, or for, the homage and service of the feoffee, and to hold of

the feoffor and his heirs. But, after the statute quia emptores, feoffments

M'ere always made, to hold of the chief lords of the fee, without the words
pro homagio et serviiio. Sir Edward Coke mentions in page 6. a. that there
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are eight necessary j>arts In a rcoffment. The fifth, sixth, and seventh ofthes^
are not to be found in many of the ancient charters. When the land comprised
in the feoftrnent descended from the ancestor, or l)y usage retained the pro-
perty of ihe ancient bock-land, of not being alienable from the kindred, the
ancient feoftVnents were often expressed to be made with the asaent of the
feoffor's wife, his heir or his heirs. In ancient charters there was inserted a
general warranty : in that, the jihrase was much varied. The oath of the
party was often added to it, and sometimes a clause, that if the feoffor's title

was evicted, he should give other lands of equal value. Sometimes these
clauses extended to a second eviction ; and sometimes the feoffor obliged him-
self, if he should make default in warranting the lands granted, to make restf-

tution to the feoffee. The proper limitation of a feoffment is to a man and his

heirs; but feoff*ments were often made of conditional fees (or of estates tail,

as they are now called), and of life estates; to which may be added, feoffments

of estates given in ft-ankmarriage and frankalmoigne. To make the feoffment
complete, the feoffor used to give the feoffee seisin of the lands : this is what
the feudists called investiture. It was often made by symbolical tradition : but
it was alwa3's made upon, or within view of, the lands. When the king made
a feoffincnt, he issued his writ to the sheriff, or some other person, to deliver

seisin : other great men did the same. This gave rise to powers of attorney.

(See the preface to Mr. Madox's Formulare)
I. 2. A grants in the original signirication of the word, is a conveyance or

transfer of an incorporeal hereditament. As livery of seisin could not be had
of incorporeal hereditaments, the transfer was always made by writing, in

order to produce that notoriety in the transfer of them, which was produced
in the transfer of corporeal hereditaments, by delivery of the possession. But,
except that a feoffment was used for the transfer of corporeal hereditaments,
and a grant was used for the transfer of incorporeal hereditaments, a feoffment
and a grant did not materially differ.

I. 3. Such was the original distinction between a feoffment and a grant.
But, from this real difference in their subject matter, a difference was supposed
to exist in their operation. A feoffment visibly operated on the possession ; a
grant could only operate on the right of the party conveying. Now, as pos-
session and freehold were synonymous terms, no person being considered to
have the legal possession of the lands but he who had the actual freehold of
them, a conveyance which was considered as transferring the possession, must
necessarily be considered as transferring the freehold; or, to speak more
accurately, as transferring the whole fee. But this reasoning could not apply
to grants ; their essential quality being that of transferring things which did
not lie in possession; they therefore could only transfer the right ; that is, could
only transfer that estate which the party had a right to convey. It is in this

sense, we are to understand the expressions which frequently occur in our
law-books, where they describe a feoffment to be a tortious^ and a grant to be
a rightful, conveyance. Thus, from a difference in the qualiti/ of the herwlita-
ments conveyed by these two modes of conveyance, a difference has been
considered to exist in their operation. A great part of Mr. Knowler's cele-

brated argument in the case of Taylor on the demise of Atkins v. Horde, turns
on this distinction. Sec i Burr. 92. This appears to have been the outline
of conveyances at the common law.

II. Tlie introduction of USES produced a great revolution in the transfer

and modification of landed property. Without entering into a minute discus-
sion of the difference between uses at common law, and uses since the statute

of 27 H. 8.—a point, particularly well explained in Mr. Sanders's Essay on

Uses ami Trusts, it is suflficient to state the following circumstances. Uses
at the common law were, in most respects, what trusts are now. When a

feoffment v»as made to uses, the legal estate was in the feoffee. He filled the

possession
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possession, did the feudal duties, and was, in the eye of the law, the tenant of
the fee. The person to whose use he was seised, called by the law-writers the

cesiuy que use, had the beneficial property of the lands, had a right to the

profits, and a right to call upon the feoffee to convey the estate to him, and
to defend It against strangers. This right at first depended on the conscience

of the feoffee : if he withheld the profits from the cestuy que use, or refused to

convey the estate as he directed, the cestuy que use was without remedy. To
redress this grievance, the writ of subpoena v/as devised, or rather adopted
from the common-law courts, by the court of chancery, to oblige the feoffee

to attend in court, and disclose his trust, and then the court compelled him to

execute it. Thus uses were established.—They were not considered as issuing

out of, or annexed to the land, as a rent, a condition, or a right of common

;

but as a trust reposed in the feoffee, that he should dispose of the lands, at

the discretion of the cestuy que use, permit him to receive the rents, and, in

all other respects, to have the beneficial property of the lands. Yet an use,

though considered to be neither issuing out of, or annexed to the land, was
considered to be collateral to it, or rather as collateral to the possession of the

feoffees in it, and of those claiming that possession under them. Hence the

disseisor, abator, or intruder of the feoffee, or the tenant in dower, or by the

courtesy of a feoffee, or the lord entering upon the possession by escheat, were
not seised to an use, though the estates in their hands were subject to rents,

commons and conditions. They were considered as coming in by a paramount
and extraneous title ; or, as it is called in the law, m the post, in contradis-

tinction from those who, claiming under the feoffee, were said to be in theper.

Thus, between the feoffee and cestuy que use, there was a confidence in the

person and privity in estate. (See Chudleigh's case, i Rep. 120. and Burgess

and Wheate, 1 Bla. 123.) But this was only betv/een the feoffee and cestuy

que use. To all other persons the feoffee was as much the real owner of the

fee, as if he did not hold it to the use of another. He performed the feudal

duties; his wife was entitled to dower; his infant heir was in wardship to the

lord; and,' upon his attainder, the estate was forfeited. To remedy these in-

conveniencies, the statute of 27 H. 8. was passed, by which the possession was
divested, out of the persons seised to the use, and transferred to the cestuys que

use. For, by that statute, it is enacted, that, " when any person shall be
** seised of any lands to the use, confidence, or trust of any other person or
" persons, by reason of any bargain, sale, feoffment, fine, recovery, contract,
" agreement, will, or otherwise : then, and in every such case, the persons
** having the use, confidence, or trust, should from thenceforth be deemed
*' and adjudged in lawful seisin, estate, and possession of and in the lands, in
** the same quality, manner, and form, as they had before in the use."

III. There seems to be little doubt, that the intention of the legislature, in

passing this act, was utterly to annihilate the existence of uses, considered as

distinct from the possession. But they have been preserved under the appel-

lation of Trusts. The courts hesitated much before they allowed them under
this new name. On the one hand, it had clearly been the intent of the legis-

lature to destroy them, while they continued uses at the common law ; on the

other hand, motives of equity, or rather of compassion, and the general bent

of the nation, pleaded strongly in their favour. The latter prevailed. Thus
(to use the expression of lord Hardwicke, 1 Atk. 591), a statute, made upon
great consideration, and introduced in a solemn and pompous manper, has had
no other effect than to add, at most, three words to a conveyance. Besides

this,—one of the chief inconveniencies produced by trusts, was, the secret

method they afforded for the transfer of property.—The statute intended to

restore the notoriety of the old common-law conveyances. So far from
effecting it, the existence and transfer of fiduciary or trust estates has con-

tinued. Secret modes of transferring the possession itselfhave been discovered,

and
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and have totally superseded that notorious and public mode of transferring

propcrtv, which the common law required, and the statute intended to restore;

and many modifications or limitations of real property have been introduced in

consequence of the statute of uses, which the common law did not admit. An
attempt will be made to give the reader a succinct view of these points, by

sonie observations: First, on the nature of the estates of the feoffee and the

cesiiti/ que Msr, since the statute of uses: Secondly, on the limitations and

modifications of landed ])roperty unknown to the common law, which have

been introduced under the statute of uses : Thirdly, on the mode by which con-

veyances to uses operate : Fourthly, on the doctrine of powers deriving their

eftect from the statute of uses : Fifthly, on uses not executed by the statute.

It is to be premised, that what is here said of a feoffee to uses, is equally to be

understood of a releasee, conusee, or recoveror, who stands seised to uses.

IV. As TO THE ESTATES OF THE FEOFFEE AND THE CESTUY QUE VSK ;

—the statute unites the possession to the use, so that the very instant the

use is raised, the possession is joined to it ; and the use and the posses*

sion are thereupon immediately consolidated, and become convertible terms.

Thus, had all uses been vested either in possession or in right, no estate

or interest of any kind could have been left in the feoffee. But, uses are

frequently limited in contingency, to serve which, as they come in esse, it is

necessary that there should be a seisin somewhere. When this case was first con-

sidered by the lawyers, it was found diflicultto discover any mode ofreasoning,

consistent with the system generally received on the doctrineof uses, by which

that seisin could be supposed to exist any where; or what the precise nature of

it was. This was the great difliculty in Chudleigh's case. There, the following

case was put: Suppose a feoffment is made to the use of A. during his life,

remainder to the use of his sons successively in tail, and, for want of such issue,

to the use of />. in fee ; is there any, and what seisin, to serve the uses limited

to the sons of ^.P—In whom, does that seisin exist ?—and how does it operate ?

Upon this point the judges seem, by the accounts which have come to us of

that case, particularly sir Edward Coke's and lord chief justice Popham's, to

have held very different opinions. All agreed, that, to the execution of an use

under the statute, it was indispensably necessary, that there should be a person

seised to the use ; an use in possession, reversion, or remainder ; and a cestuy

que use in esse. From these positions, some of the judges in that case inferred,

that the whole use was executed in A. and 5. in a manner that left nothing of

the ancient seisin in the feoffees ; and that the contingent use, when it came
in essey was executed out of the first livery, and the original estate of the

feoffees. Others held, that an actual estate in remainder was vested in the

feoffees, to serve the contingent uses as they arose. But both these systems
were found to be open to unanswerable objections. For, with respect to the

first, one of the requisites indispensably necessary to the execution of an use,

under the statute, is, that there must be a person seised to the use, at the time
of the execution of it. Now, if the whole original seisin was divested out o{

the feoffees, there would not, when the son of^. was born, be any person seised

to his use ;—or, in other words, there could be no seisin to that use. This,

would make the estates limited to the sons of A. and all other contingent re-

mainders, void in their creation, for want of a seisin to feed them, when they

come 171 esse. With respect to the latter system,—it is to be observed, tliat,

under the limitations upon which the case arose, A. took an estate for life in

possession, and B. took an estate in remainder in fee ;—and that previously to

the birth of A.'s children, there was no use vested in any person, which sepa-

rated those two estates. Those uses, therefore, were commensurate to the

whole fee, and admitted no opening for any intermediate vested use. Besides,

the feoffor neither limited, nor intended to limit, any such intermediate use to

ilie feoffees. Thus, on the one hand, the objection to the supposition, that

notliing
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nothing of the old seisin remained in the feoffees, on the other, the objection

to the supposition, that any use or legal estate remained in them, made it difii-

cult to conceive what estate or seisin could be in them, to serve the contingent

use. To clear up this difficulty it was observed, that the possession was not

executed by the statute, but in the manner, and to the extent, in which the

use was limited. Now, in the case we have mentioned, the use was limited,

and consequently the possession executed, to A. during his life, remainder

to B. in fee, but subject to the possibility/ of A.'s having sons, and their

becoming entitled to the use, and consequently to the possession, for an

estate or estates in tail. Thus, during the suspense of the contingent use, the

feoffees had a possibility of possession, untouched and unaffected by the

statute, as there was no use in esse to which it could be executed. The
moment the use came in esse, the feoffees would be entitled at common law to

the possession, to the use, or, as we should now call it, in trust for, the cestui/

gue use ; but by the operation of the statute, the possession is instantaneously

divested from the feoffees, and executed in the cestui/ que use. Thus, by sup-

posing a possibility of seisin, but no actual seisin or use to remain in the

feofiees during the suspense of the contingent use, a sufficient seisin is provided

to serve the contingent use M-lien it comes in esse, without interfering with, or

breaking in upon, the legal fee. This intricate subject has been elaborately

discussed by Mr. Sanders, in his Essay on Uses and Trusts; by Mr. Sugden in

his Practical Treatise of Powers ; and by Mr. Rowe in his Scintilla Juris. A
short, but masterly view of it, is also given by Lord Chief Baron Gilbert, in his

Latv of Uses and Trusts. An attempt to explain it, may be found, in the note

in page 291. of the sixth edition of Mr. Fearne's Essay on Contingent

Remainders.

V. With respect to the limitations and modifications of landed
SPROPERTY, UNKNOWN TO THE COMMON LAW, WHICH HAVE BEEN INTRO-

DUCED UNDER THE STATUTE OF USES J the principal of these are known by

the general appellation of springing or secondary uses. No estate could be

limited upon or after a fee, though it were a base or a qualified fee ; nor could

a fee or estate of freehold be made to cease as to one person, and to vest in

another, by any common-law conveyance. But, there are instances where,

even by the common law, these secondary estates seem to have been allowed,

when limited, or rather when declared, by way of use. See Jenk. Cent. 8.

case 52. After the statute of uses, the judges seem to have long hesitated

whether they should receive them. In Chudleigh's case it was strongly con-

tended, -that it would be wrong to make " any estate of freehold and inherit-

" ance lawfully vested, to cease as to one, and to vest in others against the rule

'* of law, and that no estates should be raised by way of use but those which
*' could be raised by livery of seisin at the common law." The courts, how-
ever, admitted them. After they were admitted, it was found necessary to

circumscribe them within certain bounds ; because, when an estate in fee

simple is first limited, there is no method by which the first taker can bar or

destroy the secondary estate, as it is not affected either by a fine or common
recovery. It is now settled, that when an estate in fee simple is limited, a sub-

sequent estate may be limited upon it, if the event upon which it is to take

place be such, that if it do happen it must necessarily happen within the com-
pass of one or more life or lives in being, and 21 years and some months over.

It was long before the courts agreed upon this period. In Duckworth and
Thirkell, 1 Collect, Jurid. 332. lord Mansfield mentioned that it was not settled

till his time. It is observed in note 5. to p. 20. a. " that this period was not
*' arbitrarily prescribed by our courts of justice with respect to the limitation

" of personal estates, but wisely and reasonably adopted in analogy to the cases

" of freehold and i)iheritance, which cannot be linu'ted by way of remainder,
" so as to {iostpone a complete bar of the entail, by fine or recovery, for a

" larger
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** larger space/* The same analogy has been observed with respect to these

secondary fees, when Hniited upon an estate in fee simple. But the reason

which induced tlie courts to adopt this analogy, with respect to these estates

when hniitcd upon tui estate in fee simple, docs not hold when they are limited

upon or after an estate in tail ; because, when they are limited upon or after an

estate in tail, the tenant in tail, by suffering a common recovery before the

event takes nlace, bars or defeats the secondary estate, and acquires the fee

simple absolutely discharged from it. See Page v. Haywood, 2 Sulk. ./570.

Goodiar v. Clarke, 1 Sid. 102. 1 Lev. 35. Hence, if the secondary estates

we are speaking of, are limited upon or after an estate in tail, they may be
limited generally, without restraining or confining the event or contingency

upon which they are to take place, to any period. Thus, if an estate be limited

to A. and his hens ; and if B. (a person in esse) dies, without leaving any child

of his body living at the time of his decease ; or, leaving one or more such
child or children, if such child or all such children shall die before any of them
attain the age of 21 years, then to C. and his heirs ; here, the limitation to C. is

limited after a previous limitation in fee simple ; and it is a good limitation,

because the event upon which it is to take place, must, if it do take place,

necessarily take place within the period of a life in being, and 21 years and a
few months. But, if the estate were limited to A. and his heirs ; and after the

decease of B. and a total failure of heirs or heirs male of the body of i?. to C.
and his heirs ; here, as the secondary use is limited after a previous limitation

in fee simple, and the event, on which the fee limited to C. is to take place,

is not such as must necessarily happen within the period we are speaking of,

(for B. may have issue, and that issue not fail till many years after the expira-

tion of 21 years after B.*s decease), the limitation to C. and his heirs is void.

On the other hand, if the estates were limited to A. for life, then to trustees

and their heirs during his life, for preserving contingent remainders ; then to

^.'s first and other sons successively in tail male ; with several remainders over;

with a proviso, that if B. dies, and there should be a total failure of heirs or

heirs male of his body, the uses limited to A. and his sons, and the remainders

over, should determine, and the lands remain and go over to C. and his heirs

;

here, the limitation to C and his heirs is limited so as to depend on previous

limitations for life, or in tail ; and the event, upon which it is so to take effect,

may possibly not happen till after a period of one or more life or lives in being,

ana 2 1 years. But so far as it is limited on an event which may happen during

the continuance either of one or more life or lives in being, it is within the

bounds we have mentioned ; and so far as it is limited upon an event which may
happen during the continuance of the estate of the tenants in tail, or after

them, the first tenant in tail in possession by suffering a recovery, before the

event happens, may bar the limitations over, and thereby acquire an estate

in fee simple ; and therefore the limitation over to C. and his heirs, is good.
It sometimes happens, that, between the estate of the tenant for life, and the

remainders in tail, to his issue, a term for years is limited to trustees, in trust to

raise sums of money, for portions for children, or for other purposes.—As a
term for years, thus interposed, precedes the estates tail, it is not subject to the
operation of a recovery suffered by any tenant in tail under them. Now, it

may be considered, that the trusts of such a term are subject to the same
observation* In declaring trusts of money to be raised under such a term, it

is, therefore, advisable not to protract the vesting of the money beyond the

boundary prescribed by the law for the suspense of personal estate. See
lord Southampton v. marquis of Hertford, 2 Ves. and Beames, 54. Thus, where
it is intended to limit lands to the issue male of the marriage, in strict settle-

ment, and to provide portions for daughters, on the failure of the issue male, it

is advisable to limit, for that purpose, a term for years in remainders imme-
diately expectant on the failure of the issue male entitled or inheritable under
the limitations. lo this case, the portions may be properly directed to be

Vol. IIj B b raised,
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raised, in the event of there being a general failure of issue male ofthe marriage;

for, as the term is subject to the recovery of any preceding tenant in tail, the

trusts of it will be equally subject to his recovery. But, if the portions are

provided under a term preceding the estates tail, such a trust would exceed the

boundary prescribed by law for such trusts, and would, on that account, be
void. In such a case, therefore, the portions of the daughters should be made
raiseable on the event of there being no son of the marriage, who should attain

the age of 2 1 years, or, who should die under that age, leaving issue male of

his body, living at the time of his decease, or born in due time after.

VI. With respect to the mode, ey which conveyances to uses ope-

rate.— It is to be observed, that to raise an use under the statute, the posses-

sion or seisin to serve the use must be in some person distinct from the cestny

que use ; as the statute requires that the person seised to the use, and the per-

son to whom the use is limited, should be different persons ; so that, if the

possession is conveyed, and the use limited to the same person, at least if the

use is limited in fee simple, that is not an use executed by the statute, but
tlie party is in by the common law. For the statute of uses mentions those

cases only, where " any person or persons stand seised to the use of any other
" person or persons." Thus, in the case of Jenkins v. Young, Cro. Car. 231.

245. lands were given to two, habendwn to the use of them and the heirs of
their two bodies : It was argued, that the estate out of which the use should

rise, was but for their lives, and that therefore, on the death of the cestuys que

vie, the use limited upon their estate was determined : but the court held, that,

where an estate is limited to one, and the use to a stranger, the use should not

be more than the estate, out of which it was derived ; but that, when the

limitation is to two, habendum to the use of them and the heirs of tlieir bodies,

it was no limitation of the use, nor was the use to be executed by the statute.

So in Gilb. Rep. p. 17. it is expressly said, that if a fine be levied to a man and
his heirs, to the use of him and his heirs, he shall take by the common law, and
notby wayof use. And see Dyer, 186. and Ant. 22. b. andBac. Uses, ed. 1785,
p. Q^. Com. 313. Skin. 209. On this ground, it has been contended, that, if

lands are conveyed to A, and his heirs, to such uses as A. shall appoint ; and,

in default of appointment, to the use of himself, his heirs and assigns,—the

power of appointKvent is void ; but that,—if lands are conveyed to B. and his

heirs, to such uses as A. shall appoint, and, in default of appointment, to the

use of A. his heirs and assigns,—the power of appointment is good.
In all limitations of uses now, the possession or seisin on which the use is

declared, must either remain in the party, or be transferred to some third per-

son. This is the meaning of those passages in the books, where it is said,

that uses are raised either by transmutation of the possession, or without such

transmutation. A bargain and sale, and a covenant to stand seised, operate
on the possession of the bargainor or covenantor. A feoffment, fine, and com-
mon recovery, operate on the possession of the feoffee, conusee, or recoveror,

A lease and release has a mixt operation ; the lease having the operation of,

and being in fact, a bargain and sale under the statute, and the estate of the
releasee being extended or enlarged to an estate of inheritance by the opera-
tion of the release at the common law.

VI. 1 . For with respect to a bargain and sale, and a covenant to stand seised; a
bargain and sale is considered as a real contract, whereby the bargainor for some
pecuniary consideration bargains and sells, and contracts to convey the lands to

the bargainee. A covenant to stand seised to uses, is where a man covenants to

stand seised of them to the use of his wife, his child, or kinsman. But it i3

to be observed, that the words bargain and sell, are not appropriated to the
former, nor the words covenant to stand seised, appropriated to the latter of
these conveyances. If a person for a pecuniary consideration covenants to

stand seised to the use- of the purchaser, it is a bargain and sale, and if enrolled

,
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U valid and etToctual, as a bargain and sale under the statute of uses, to convey

the estate to the purchaser. In tlie «ame manner, if a person fornatural love

and affection bargains and sells his lands to tlie useof liiswife, it is a covenant

to stand seised, and as such without enrolment, vests the estate in the wife.

7 Hep. 40. b. '2lnst.()72. i Leo. 2.5. 1 Vent. 137. 1 Mod. 175. 2 Lev. lo.

In the case of a bargain and sale, the bargainor stands seised to the use of the

bargainee ; in the Ciuse of a covenant to stand seised, the covenantor stands

seised to the use of the parties intended to be benetitcd. In both, the pos-

session or seisin remains in the party ; and the statute draws it from them,

and executes it in the cestuys que use.

VI. 2. With respect to afeoffment^fine ^ and common recovery ; the transfer or

transmutation of tne possession from the feoffor, conusor, and recoveree to the

feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, is effected solely by the operation of these con-

veyances or assurances at the common law ; and if the use is declared to the

feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, in fee simple, the conveyance is completed at

the common law, in the same manner as if the statute of uses had never passed.

It is only when the use is declared to a third person, that the statute has any
operation ; and then, by the operation of the statute, the possession previously

transferred or transmuted to the feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, by the opera*

tion of the feoffment, fine, and common recovery, at the common law, is

divested from the feoffee, conusee, or recoveror, and vested in the cestuys que

use by the statute.

As to the conveyance by lease and release : The form of that conveyance is

originally derived to us from the common law, and it is necessary to distinguish

in what respect it operates as a common-law conveyance, and in what it ope-

rates under the statute of uses. At the common law, where the usual mode of

conveyance was by feoffment with livery of seisin, if there was a tenant in

possession, so that livery could not be made, the reversion was granted, and
the tenant attorned to the reversioner. As by this mode the reversion or

remainder of an estate might be conveyed without livery, when it depended on
an estate previously existing, it was natural to proceed one step farther, and to

create a particular estate for the express and sole purpose of conveying the

reversion ; and then, by a surrender or release, either of the particular estate

to the reversioner, or of the reversion to the particular tenant, the whole fee

vested in the surrenderee or releasee. It was afterwards observed, that there

was no necessity to grant the reversion to a stranger; and that if a particular

estate was made to the person to whom it was proposed to convey the fee,

the reversion might be immediately released to him ; which release, operating

by way of enlargement, would give the releasee the fee. In all these cases,

the particular estate was only an estate for years ; for at the common law, the

ceremony of livery of seisin is as necessary to create an estate of freehold,

as it is to create an estate of inheritance. Still an actual entry would be
necessary on the part of the particular tenant ; for, without actual possession,

the lessee is not capable of a release, operating by way of enlargement. But
this necessity of entry for the purpose of obtaining the possession, was super-

seded, or made unnecessary, by the statute of uses: for, by that statute, the

possession was immediately transferred to the cestuyqueuse ; so that a bargainee
under that statute is as much in possession, and as capable of a release before

or without entry, as a lessee is at the common law after entry. All, therefore,

that remained to be done, to avoid, on the one hand, the necessity of livery of
seisin from the grantor, and, on the other, the necessity of an actual entry on
the part of the grantee, was, that the particular estate (which, for the reasons

above mentioned, should be an estate for years) should be so framed, as to be
a bargain and sale within the statute. Originally it was made in such a
manner as to be both a lease at the common law, and a bargain and sole under
the statute. But as it is held, that where conveyances may operate both by
the common law and statute, they shall be considered to operate by the com-
mon law, unless the intention of the parties appears to the contrary, it became

B B 2 the
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the practice to insert among the operative words, the words bargain and
sale, (in fact, it is more accurate to insert no other operative words), and to

express that the bargain and sale or lease is made to the intent and pm-pose,

that thereby, and by the statute of uses, the lessee may be capable of a release.

The bargain and sale, therefore, or the lease for a year, as it is generally

called, operates, and tlie bargainee is in the possession, by the statute. The
release operates by enlarging the estate or possession of the bargainee to a fee :

this is at ihe common law, and if the use be declared to the releasee in fee

simple, it continues an estate at the common law ; but if the use is declared to

a third person, the statute again intervenes, and annexes or transfers the

possession of the releasee to the use of the person to whom the use is declared.

It has been said, that the possession of the bargainee, under the lease, is not so

properly merged in, as enlarged by the release : but, in all events, it does not,

after the release, exist distinct from the estate passed by the release. As the

operation of a lease and release depends upon the lease, or bargain and sale,

the grantor must be a person capable, at law, of being seised to an use, other-

wise the release will be void for want of possession in the releasee. By some
very respectable authorities it has been said that a corporation cannot be
seised to an use. Pop. 72. 1 Co. Rep. 127. a. Bacon Stat, of Uses, 357.
Plo. 102. 538. Jenk. Cent. 195. 2 Ves. 399. Gilb. Uses, 5. 170. 285.

Shep. Touchs. 508. A contrary doctrine, so far as relates to the conveyances

of corporations by bargain and sale, seems to be laid down in sir Tho. Hol-

land V. Bonis. 1 Leo. 183. 2 Leo. 121. 3 Leo. 175. And see 13 H. 7.

fol. 9. pi. 5. To avoid doubt upon this subject, it seems advisable that

corporations should convey by feoffment, or by a lease and release, with an
actual entry by the lessee, previous to the release ; after which the release will

pass the reversion. It may also be observed, that, in exchanges^ if one of the

parties die before the exchange is executed by entry, the exchange is

void. AnL 50. b. But if the ex^change be made by lease and release, this

inconvenience is prevented, as the statute executes the possession without

entry, and aJl incidents annexed to an exchange, at common law, will be pre-

served.—By a temporary Irish statute of 9 Geo. II. ch. 3. § 6, the recital of

a lease for a year in a release, is made, in all cases, sufficient evidence of it.

By the 1 Geo. III. c. 3, that statute was made perpetual, and profert of the

^release declared sufficient in pleading.

VII. The next consideration is, upon the doctrine of powers deriving
THEIR EFFECT FROM THE STATUTE OF USES ; but the nature of thcSC UOtCS

requires, that what is said on this head should be confined to some general

observations upon the mode, by which such powers operate ; and the relation,

which the deeds by which they are executed, bear to the deeds, by which
they are created ; and Uses of Rents.

VII. \. Asto the mode in xvhich they operate.—All powers of this kind are, in

fact, powers of revocation and appointment ; indeed, every declaration of an
use may, in some respect, be considered as an appointment of the use or uses

to which the feoffee is to stand seised : but the word appointment is generally

applied to those cases, where, either the power of appointment is first reserved,

<^Y given, with a subsequent limitation of uses, to take place until, and in default

of the appointment ; or, where the uses are first limited, and a power is after-

wards given to some person to limit other uses. As the uses limited under
powers -cannot operate, but by the postponing, abridging, or defeating the prior

uses, it is usual, in some cases, to precede the power ofappointment by a power
of revocation. But this is immaterial. The powers of leasing, jointuring^

charging, selling, and exchanging, usually inserted in marriage settlements,

«re powers of revocation and appointment. All ofthem postpone, abridge, or

defeat, in a greater or less degree, the previous uses and estates, and appoint

new uses in their stead. As soon as the uses created by them spring up, they

draw to them the estate ofthe feoffee : and the statute executes the possession.
» But
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But it must be obscrvoil, that these powers do not operate as a convcyaiice

of the possession of tlic estate, but as a limitation of the use. Hence, if a

person, having a power of appointment, appoints the estate to A. and his

neirs, to the use ot B. and his heirs, tlie use is executed in A. and his heirs,

and JL takes only an equitable fee. Thus, suppose a marriage settlement

framed in the usual manner, and with the usual power of selling and ex-

changing reserved to the feoflees ; in these cases, it is sometimes expressed,

that it sliull be lawful for the feott'ees to grant, b.irgain, sell, and convey. But,

whatever are the words made use of, they can only operate as a limitation of

the use ; and the vendee will take the legal estate. If the feoffees make a

conveyance by lease and release, there is no doubt but it will be effectual ; it

will operate, however, as an appointment; the releasee will take the legal

estate, and if the releiise is made to uses, the intended ccstiu/s que use will hare

only equitable estates. To explain this more fully, it is to be observed, that

tliose uses which are not vested either in possession or right, immediately on
the execution of the deed, are termed future uses, and are said to arise, either

by the act of God, or the act of the party. Mr. Booth, in his printed opinion,

at the end of Mr. Hillyard's edition of Sheppard's Touchstone, gives an ex-

planation of this distinction, which, if his expressions are understood in the

sense, in which it is evident he intended using them, will be found perspicuous

and exact. *' It is wholly immaterial," he says, " how, or by what means, the
" future use comes in esse, whether by means of some event provided i'or, m
*' case it happened, in the creation of the uses, which event may be called the
** act of God ; or, by means of some work performed by any certain person,
*' for which provision was likewise made, in the creation of the uses, which
** may be called the act of man. In either case, the statute operates the same
** way ; for the instant the future use comes in esse, either by the act of God,
** or by the act of man, the statute executes the possession to the use, and
** the cestut/ que use is deemed to have the same estate in the lands as is

** marked out in the use, by the deed that created it. When the use arises

" from an event provided for by the deed, it is called a future, a contingent,

V an executory use ; when it arises from the act of some agent or person
** nominated in the deed, it is called a use arising from the execution of a
" power. In truth, both are future or contingent uses, till the act is done

;

'* and afterwards they are, by the operation of the statute, actual estates.

** But till done, they are in suspense, the one depending on the will of Heaven
" whether the event shall happen or not, the other on the will of man. Whilst
*' these last are in suspense, they are called powers." According to this ex-

planation, the uses raised by limitations to first and other sons, or to such first

or only son who shall attain twenty-one, or to the survivor of A. and B. or to

the right heirs of/. S.—a person then in existence,—or to C. if A. dies in the

life-time of i^. &c. kc. are all uses arising by the act of God; as they are

events, designated by the original deed, but which though designated by the

party, depend for their effect, on the will of Providence. On the other hand,

where there are limitations to such uses as A. shall appoint, or to such of the

children of J., as A, shall appoint ; or, where a power is given to A. to jointure,

to charge with portions, to mortgage, to lease, to sell, or to exchange;—in all

these cases, the persons, and the estates and interests are to be designated by
the party. He designates the persons, the children, the mortgagee, the lessee,

the vendee, and exchangee. These, therefore, are said to arise by the act

of the party. From this explanation it is evident, that there is no material

difference in the quality of the uses ; the difference is in the act, which pro-

duces them. In the latter case, the party has the power of raising thenf, and it

is in that sense, that the word power is used in this place. Now, if an estate

is conveyed to A. and his heirs, to the use of ^. for life, remainder to his first

and other sons, successively in tail male ; upon the birth of the first son, the

poisesfcion is executed in hin^by the statute. Suppose the estate were con-

B B 3 Tcyed
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.veyed to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. for life, remainder to such uses

generally, or to such son of B. as B. shall appoint, and B, appoints to the

use of his first son. Immediately upon the appointment, the use is executed

in the son. Then how does this appointment operate ? Clearly not as a con-

veyance. For B. had only a life estate, and consequently could not convey

an estate-tail, to his own son ; it operates therefore as a designation of the

person to take the use : J5.'s right to make this designation is termed a power

of appointment, the exercise of it is termed an appointment, the person taking

under it is termed the appointee. This may be made more clear, by consider-

ing how it would have stood on a limitation of uses at common law, before the

statute of uses. Till that statute, a conveyance to A. and his heirs, to the

use of B. for life, with remainder to such uses, or to such of his sons, as he

should appoint, was tantamount to what now is a conveyance unto and to the

use of ^. and his heirs, in trust for B. for life, remainder in trust for such

persons, or for such of his sons, as he shall appoint. When, at common law,

an appointment was made, to the use of the first son, the trustee stood seised at

common law, to the use, or, as we should now call it, in trust, for that first son

;

he thereupon became the cestui/ que trust. Since the statute has executed the

use, where the son takes under an appointment of this nature, the use is exe-

cuted in him, and he is the cestuy que use. Thus, at the common law, an ap-

pointment operated to substitute one cestuy que trust in the room of another.

Since the statute, an appointment operates to substitute one cestuy que use in

the room of another. The conclusion is, that, wherever a party, having a legal

estate, conveys it to a person and his heirs, to such uses as that person or

any other person shall appoint, and an appointment is made, it operates not as

a conveyance of the land, but as an appointment of the use, and consequently

the appointee takes the use or legal estate. Therefore, as has been observed

before, if a person having a power of appointment, appoints to A. and his heirs,

to the use of j5. and his heirs, the legal estate is in A. In the same manner,

if a person having a power of selling and exchanging, conveys the estate to A.
and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, the legal estate is equally in

A. by the exercise of the power. V

VII. 2, As to the relation, tvhick deeds, hy tvhich powers are executed, bear to the

deeds, by tvhich the powers were created,—It is generally true, that the use

created under the power takes effect in the same manner, as if, in the deed
containing the power, it had been inserted instead of the power : thus, suppose

an estate conveyed to the use of A. for life, remainder to such uses as B. should

appoint, and in default of appointment, to the use of B. and his heirs ; B. ap-

points the estate to C. for life ; remainder to his first and other sons in tail male.

After this appointment is made, it is the same as if the estate had been originally

limited to the use of ^. for life, remainder to the use of C. for life ; remainder to

C's first and other sons in tail male: remainder to B. and his heirs. So, if the

estate is limited to A. for life ; remainder to the use of his first and other sons in

tail male, with power to ^. to appoint a rent charge to his wife, with usual reme-
dies and a term ofyears for securing the same, and to charge the estate with por-

tions, and to create a term of years for securing the same, and he exercises these

powers; it is the same, as if, in the original settlement, the estatehad been limited

to the use of y4. for life, remainder to the use and intent that the wife might re-

ceive her jointure and distrain, and enter upon and take possession cfthe estate,

in case the same should be in arrear ; and, subject thereto, to the use of
trustees for a term of years for further securing the rent charge ; remainder tq

the use that the lands in question may be charged with portions, and subject

thereto, to the use of trustees for a term of years for raising the portions

;

remainder to A.'s first and other sons successively in tail male. The relation

therefore which the deed by which the power of appointment is executed, as
to the deed by which the power is created, holds so far as the use thus ap-
pointed derivcsMts effect fronij and is served by or out of, the original seisin of

the
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the conuscc, rccovcror, feoffee, or releasee ; and as it precedes and takes place

of all the uses limited suhscnucnt or subject to tlic power. In this sense it

clearly lias a relation to the deed by which it is raised. Hut it has no other

relation in point of time. In the case of the duke of Marlborough r. lord

(lodolphin, '2 \'es. (ii. lord Sunderland left ^he interest of 30,000/. to his

wife for her life, and the principal, after her decease, to such of her children

as she should by deed or will appoint. By her will she appointed 2,000/. to

Mr. Spencer and 1,500/. to lady Morpeth, who both died in her life-time. It

was contended that the appointment related back to the time of lord Sun-

derland's will, which relation would over-reach the death of the two parties,

who were alive at the time of the death of the testator, lord Sunderland ;

and then it would be considered as vesting in them in their lives. Hut lord

llardwicke denied this. lie admitted that an use taking effect by virtue

of an execution of a power, was taken under the authority of that power, but

not from the time of its creation ; and he exemplifies this distinction by ap-

pointments of uses ; in which case, says his lordship, if a feoffment is executed

to such uses as the feoflbr shall appoint by will ; when the will is made, it is

clear the appointee is in by the feoffment, but has nothing from the time of the

(execution of the feoftment, so as to vest the estate in him ; ^nd he thereupon

decreed these legacies to have lapsed by the death of the legatees in the life-

time of the testator. This shows how much it is necessary to qualify the

general expressions above alluded to. It also reconciles them with a known
circumstance attending powers of this nature, with which it is otherwise difficult

to reconcile them, viz. that by an execution of a general power, a person may
limit estates which he could not limit by the deed in which the power is con-

tained. By a general power of appointment is understood that kind of power,

which enables the party to appoint the estate to any person he thinks proper ;

and, in this sense, it is opposed to a qualified or particular power, which enables

the party to appoint to or among particular objects only ; as a power of ap-

pointing to his children, or the children of any other person. The former has

l)een termed a Power of Ownership,—the latter, a Power of Selection. A
general power of appointment has no tendency to a perpetuity, as from its

very nature, it enables the party to vest the whole fee in himself, or in any

other person, and to liberate the estate entirely, from every species of limita-

tion, inconsistent with that fee.
^
In fact therefore giving a person such a

power, is nearly the same as giving him the absolute fee. The only difference

is, that it enables him to do, through the medium of a seisin previously created,

that which, if the fee had been actually limited to him, he might do by a

conveyance of the land itself; so that in both cases his power of alienation is

of the same extent. But in the case of a particular or qualified power, where ^^^ ^

the objects are limited, the case is entirely different. The limitation of the rad^i
object takes the land out of commerce, and of course has a tendency to that^'f^^
perpetuity, which the English law of real property does not admit. The con-^^^^r^
sequence therefore is, and by a series of cases it now appears to be settled, ' ^
that where the power is general, estates for life, with remainders over, to y

'

their issue in strict settlement, may be limited under them to persons not in /' /^>J

esse at the time of the execution of the original deed, in the same manner, and ^ ^

to the same extent, as if instead of being derived out ofthe seisin of the feofl'ees rS^X
of the original deed, and in that point of view, as making a part of that deed, \ci^A
the uses and estates so limited were created by an original, substantive, inde- '/
pendent, and integral conveyance. On the other hand, in the case of a par- ^'.rC
ticular or qualified power, that is, where the objects are qualified, as a power
of appointing to the children of the party himself, though perhaps it may ^

enable him to appoint life estates, to children unborn at the date of the deed
creating the power; yet, if it enables him to appoint life estates to those
children, it certainly does not authorize him to extend the appointment to
the children of these children, so as to make them take by purchase, nor to

B B 4 appoint
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appoint any other estate, which might not have been created by the very

deed creating the power. In all cases therefore of particular or qualified

powers, both in the creation and the exercise of them, care should be taken to

ascertain, that the uses which the party is empowered to raise under them, or

actually assumes to raise under ^hem, when he comes to exercise the power,

are such as the deed creating the power might itself have raised.

It may, however, be proper to add, that between deeds and wills there is

this material distinction: a deed takes effect immediately on the execution of

it :—a will is ambulatory, and waits for its effect till the testator's decease.

In inquiring therefore into the legality of the limitations we are speaking of,

the reference in the case of a deed, should be to the time of its execution

;

but the reference in the case of a will, should be to the death of the party. If,

therefore, in a deed exercising such particular power of appointment, there is

a limitation for life to a person unborn at the date of the deed creating the power,
with remainders over to his sons in strict settlement, these remainders over will

be void, and will not be helped though a son is born on the following day. In the

case ofawillit is different. If the son is born in the party's life, he is capable ofa
limitation to himselffor life, with remainders over to his sons in strict settlement.

In cases of this nature, there is another material distinction between deeds
and wills. In deeds, technical expressions are, in some cases, absolutely ne-

cessary, so that they cannot be supplied by others, however forcible or clear

;

in other cases they have a determinate sense appropriated to them by law, in

which, and in no other, the law permits them to be construed. In wills there

is a greater latitude of construction: technical expressions arenever necessary,

and every expression is construed in the sense, in which the testator appears
to have designed to use it, so that, when his intention is once discovered,

whether he uses technical language or not, and if he uses it, whether he uses
it in a proper or an improper sense, his will is construed solely with a view to

what appears to be his obvious meaning, and not according to the rigid or

technical import of his expressions. Another rule in the construction of wills,

which is admitted in a much greater latitude than it is in the construction of
deeds, is, that when a testator's general intent appears, the court, in order to
^ive it effect, will sacrifice to it a particular intention inconsistent with it.

Kow, in the cases of which we are speaking, where the limitations are con-
strued to import a life estate to an unborn son, and successive estates tail by
purchase to the sons of that son, there, in a deed, the latter limitations suspend
the inheritance from vesting beyond the period allowed for its suspension by
the rules of law, and are therefore void. But, in the case of wills, the law
will not Construe these expressions thus rigidly. From the manifest tenor of
the devises we are speaking of, it must appear to be the intention of the party,
that, all the issue, (male or female, as the case may happen) should take the
estate. This is his general intention : besides this, he appears to intend, that
they should take the estate in that manner, which, if allowed, must necessarily
give estates by purchase to the sons of the unborn son. This is his particular
intention ; but it cannot be effectuated, being contrary to law. To allow it

therefore would subvert his general intention. The court therefore, to give
effect, as far as the law admits, to the testator's will, sacrifices the particular to
the general intent ; and conformably to this principle, as the general intent
can only be answered, by giving an estate tail to the unborn son, the court
will construe the devise to import an estate tail to him. This construction, by
making the sons of the unborn son take by descent, sacrifices the testator's

intent that they should take by purchase; but byletting in all the issue, preserves
his general intent, that all the issue should take— see Doe d. Blandford & ux. &
Dymock v. Applin, 4 Term Rep. 82. Humberston v. Humberston, 1 Peere Wil-
liams, 332; Chapman v. Browne, 3 Burr. 1634; Nicholl v. Nicholl, 2 Black. Rep.
1

1 59; Pitt V. Jackson, 2 Bro. Ch. Cases, 51 ; and Robinson v. Hardcastle, 2 Terra
Ziep. 241. To this point the.ultimate decree in the great case of Hopkins r.

Hopkins^
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Hopkins is very important. As the points in that case involve some of tho

most interesting doctrines of the law of uses, and the printed account of them

is to be found only in separate and detached cases, taken by ditterent reporters,

and in ditferent stages of the cause, and as no account as yet appeared in print

of the final decree, it was thought the following succinct account of the whole

cause would be acceptable to the reader, and would not be considered as mis-

placed in the present Note.—The case was, that Mr. Hopkins by his will de-

vised his estates to the use of trustees and their heirs, in trust for Samuel

Hopkins, (the son of John Hopkins the cousin and heir at law of the testator,)

for his life; remainder to his first and,other sons successively in tail male; and

for want of such issue, " in case his said cousin John Hopkins should have
«* any other son or sons of his body lawfully begotten, then in trust for all

" and every of such other son and sons respectively and successively, for their

*' respective lives; with the like remainders to their several sons, successively
** and respectively, as are thereinbefore limited to the issue male of the said

" Samuel Hopkins, son of the said John Hopkins ; and for default of such
** issue, then in trust for the first and every other son of the body of Sarah,
" the eldest daughter of his said cousin John Hopkins, lawfully to be begot-
" ten, successively and according to priority of birth, for their respective
' lives ; with remainders to the heirs male of the body of every such son,

" respectively and successively, the elder and the heirs male of his body to
'* take before the younger and the heirs male of his body issuing ; and for want
'* ofsuch issue, then in trustfor the first and every other son of the body of Mary,
^' the second daughter of his said cousin John Hopkins, lawfully to be begotten,
" successively and respectively, according to priority of birth, for their re-

** spective lives ; with remainders to the heirs male of the bodies of every
" such son respectively and successively, the elder and the heirs male of his

*' body to take before the younger and the heirs male of his body issuing

;

*< and for want of such issue, then in trust for the first apd every other son of
" the body of Elizabeth, the third daughter of his said cousin John Hopkins,
" lawfully to be begotten, successively and respectively, according to priority

" of birth, for their respective lives ; with the like remainders to the heirs male
*' of the body of every such son, respectively and successively, the elder and
** the heirs male of his body to take before the younger and the heirs male of
*' his body issuing ; and for want of such issue, then in trust for the first and
" every other son of the body of Hannah, the youngest daughter of his said
" cousin John Hopkins, lawfully to be begotten, successively and respec*
*' tively, according to priority of birth, for their respective lives ; with the
** like remainders to the heirs male of the body of every such son respec-
" tively and successively, the elder and the heirs male of his body to take
** before the younger and the heirs male of his body issuing ; and for want
" of such issue, and in case his said cousin John Hopkins should have any
" other daughter or daughters lawfully begotten, then in trust for the first

" and every other son of every such other daughter, respectively and sue-
** cessively, according to priority of birth, for their respective and successive
" lives ; with the like remainders to their several and respective heirs males
" successively, the elder and the heirs male of his body to take before the
** younger and the heirs male of his body issuing ; and in default of such
** issue, then in trust for the first and every other son of his cousin Hannah
** Dare, the then wife of Francis Dare, and daughter of his uncle Samuel
" Hopkins, deceased, lawfully begotten or to be begotten, successively and
" respectively, according to priority of birth, for their respective lives ; with
•* the like remainders to the heirs male of the body of every such son re-
** spectively and successively, the elder and the heirs male of the body of ever^
" such son respectively to take before the younger and the heirs male of his
" body issuing ; and for want of such issue, then in trust for James Bennett,
*' the only son of his cousin Sarah Alloway, then the wife of William AUoway*

" and
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^' and another daughter of his said uncle Samuel Hopkins deceased, by
" Mr. Bennett, her former husband, for his the said James Bennett's hfe ; with
** remainder to his first and every other son lawfully to be begotten, succes-
<* sively according to priority of birth, and the heirs male of every such son
" respectively and successively, the elder and the heirs male of his body to take
'' before the younger and the heirs male of his body issuing; and in default

** of such issue, then in trust for his own right heirs for ever :" With a pro-

viso, that whoever should come to his estate should take his surname and

coat of arms ; and a proviso, disposing of the rents during the minorities of

the devisees :—And, after giving a great number of legacies, he gave the rest

and residue of his personal estate to his executors, in trust that the same should

be by them, or the survivors of them, with all convenient speed laid out in the

purchase of messuages, lands, and tenements of inheritance in England, to be

conveyed to the executors and their heirs, upon the several trusts and for the

Same purposes as were thereby declared touching the estates he was then

seised of, and which he had devised. And the testator appointed sir Richard

Hopkins, John Rudge, and James Hopkins, executors of his will. And after

his decease it was proved by sir Richard and Mr. James Hopkins. Samuel
Hopkins, the son of John Hopkins, the testator's cousin, died in the testa-

tor's life. After the testator's death, John Hopkins the cousin and heir of the

testator, and his four daughters, the said Sarah, Mary, Elizabeth, and Hannah
Hopkins, and also Amey Hopkins, another daughter of John Hopkins the

cousin, born after making the said will, exhibited a bill in chancery against

sir Richard Hopkins, John Rudge, and James Hopkins, and against John
Dare, Francis Dare, and Philip Dare, infants, (children of Hannah Dare)

and also against the said James Bennett : stating, amongst other things,

the will of Mr. Hopkins ; and praying that the executors might account for

the testator's personal estate, and the rents and profits of his real estate, and

that such of those profits as did not pass by his will, together with the legacy

given to John Hopkins the cousin, might be paid to him, and that the resi-

due of the said testator's personal estate, after payment of his debts, legacies,

and funeral expenses, might be placed out in proper purchases, according to

the directions in the testator's will ; and in the mean time be improved at

interest. In Hilary term 1732, sir Richard Hopkins and James Hopkins

filed a cross bill against the complainants, to have the trusts of the will carried

into execution, and for an account of the real and personal estate of the tes-

tator. On the 25th October 1733, by a decree in these causes, by the master

of the rolls, it was declared, among other things, that the plaintiffJohn Hopkins
was entitled to the rents and profits of the testator's real estate accrued since

his decease, till some person should come in being, that should be entitled to

an estate for life, according to the limitations in the said will ; and that he was

in like manner entitled to the surplus produce of the said testator's personal

estate, after payment of the annual sums charged thereon by the said testator's

will; and that the residue of the personal estate was to be laid out in the pur-

chase of lands, with the approbation of the master, and settled to the same uses

and upon the same trusts as the real estates, devised by the said testator's will,

stood settled ; and that until such purchase could be found out, the personal

estate should Be put out at interest upon government or other securities, with

the approbation of the master, in the names of sir Richard Hopkins and James
Hopkins, upon the trusts of the will, and the surplus rents and profits of the

estates devised to sir Richard Hopkins and James Hopkins, and the estates to

be purchased as aforesaid, and also the surplus produce of the said personal

estate, until such purchase was made, was to be paid to John Hopkins, the tes-

tator's cousin, until some person should come in being, that should be entitled to

an estate for life, according to the limitations of the testator's will. On the 1 8th

November 1734, the cause came before lord chancellor Talbot upon an appeal

;

and the decree was affirmed, with the addition that the words *' in possession"

should
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should be inserted in the decree in two places next after the clause ** until
*' soniu person slioukl come in being, that bliould be entitled to an estate lor
" life."—The report of this cause in Cas. in Eq. temp. Talbot, 44. reaches this

period of the cause, hy the decrees made on these parts of it, the two I'ollow-

uig important points were settled ; that during the suspense, whiclj, by the

death of Samuel Hopkins in the testator's life-time, took place during the life

of John until he had another son, or until, by his decease without other issue,

(if that event had happened,) the possibility of his having another son would
have determined, the limitations enured as executory devises; and that, during

such suspense, tlie rents and profits of the real estate being undisposed of by
the testator, (his disposition of them having effect only during the minorities of

the persons actually entitled,) belonged to the heir at law.—Here the cause

was left by lord Talbot's decree.—In .June 173O, John Hopkins had a second

son named William, who died in the following December.—Upon this, the

eldest son of Hannah Dare having attained 21, and being the first tenant for

life in esse^ brought his bill to have a settlement made by the trustees, in which
settlement he insisted to be made immediate tenant for life.—In this stage of

the business it was argued, that the estate having become vested in the second
son of John Hopkins (the testator's cousin) and by his death without issue, the

suspense of there being a future child of John Hopkins being again renewed,

the ulterior limitations nmst operate as contingent remainders, and that as there

was no estate to support them, they were absolutely void, and the heir at law of
course entitled to the estate. In answer to this, it was contended, that the sub-

sequent limitations might be supported as so many distinct executory devises;

but that, if it was necessary to consider them as contingent remainders, they

were good in their original creation, and supported by the legal fee outstanding

in the trustees. These points came before lord Hardwicke in 1738, and his

lordship was of opinion, that the preceding freehold being once vested, tl»e

nlterior devises thereupon operated as conti.igent remainders ; and having once
become such, no subsequent event could make them enure as executory
devises; so that they were thenceforth to be considered as contingent remain-
ders ; and his lordship was of opinion, that the legal fee in the trustees was
sufficient to support tliem. Mr. Atkyns's report of this case, 1 vol. 581. em-
braces this stage of it. After this there is no printed account of this important
case. From the proceedings of the cause, it appears, that John Hopkins, the

cousin of the testator, died without issue male, and without having had any son
except Samuel and William.—Sarah Hopkins had one daughter, who died an
infant and unmarried; and afterwards Sarah died.—Mary had a son and a
daughter, who both died without issue ; and afterwards Mary herself died.

—

Elizabeth, the third daughter, intermarried with Benjamin Bond, esquire, by
whom she had issue one son, named Benjamin Bond Hopkins, he having taken
upon him the name and arms of Hopkins, in pursuance of the directions for that
purpose contained in the testator's will.—Hannali, the fourth daughter, inter-

married with William Hallet, esquire, and died, leaving one only cliild, named
Hannali. Ame^, the youngest daughter of John Hopkins, the cousin, died
an infant, and without issue. John Dare also died, leaving one son, also named
John Dare; and Francis Dare also died.—In 1772, Mr. lienjamin Bond Hop-
Jcins suffered a recovery of the estates, and declared the use to himself in fee

simple. In Michaelmas term in the same year, he filed a supplemental bill in

chancery against the trustees of the real and personal estate of the testator John
Hopkins, and his heirs at law and devisees in remainder, and prayed thereby
that the real estates might be conveyed to him and his heirs. On the 8th July
1 774, the cause was heard before lord chancellor Batliurst, and his lordship

thereupon finally ordered, that the trustees should convey the real estates to

Benjamin Bond Hopkins, and his heirs, or as he should appoint—In the execu-
tion of powers, too rigid an adherence to the form prescribed cannot be
observed ; but it is not necessary that the words, or even the form of the power,

should
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should be used, if the material circumstances of the power are pursued, and the

partj appears to have had the subject of his power in contemplation. By a
series of acknowledged authorities it is settled beyond all doubt, first, that, to a
valid exercise ofa power, a reference to or notice of that power is not necessary,

if it sufficiently appears that the party intends exercising it: Secondly, that it is

considered as sufficient evidence of the party's intention to exercise the power,

if his intention appears to be, to do that act, which his power authorizes him to

do, but which he is not authorized to do, without resorting to his power. Thus,
where tenant for life, with several remainders over in strict settlement, and with

a general power of revocation and new appointment, conveys to a purchaser by
lease and release, bargain and sale, or feoffiuent, without noticing his power, it

is a valid, but a very informal and improper execution of the power ; for the

party cannot vest the fee in the purchaser without resorting to his power, it is

therefore evident he intends exercising it ; and consequently if the formalities

prescribed by the power are pursued, it will be considered as a substantial exe-

cution of the power. Still it is necessary that it should appear to be the inten-

tion ofthe party to exercise the power ; and therefore, generally speaking, it is

necessary he should mention the property which is the subject of the power.

See sir Edward Clere's case, 6 Rep. 1 7. b. 12 Mod. 469. Guy v. Dormer, sir

Tho. Raymond, 295. Snape u. Turton, 2 Roll. Abr. 263. Fitzwilliam's case,

Moore, 68 1. Kibbett v. Lee, Hob. 31 2. FTtzgerald v. lord Fauconberge, Fitz-

gibbon, 207—215, Tomlinson r. Dighton, 1 P. W. 149. Jenkins v. Kemishe,
Hard. 395. 1 Lev. 150. Campbell v. Leach, Amb. 740. Molton i\ Hutchinson,

1 Atk. 558. and ex parte George Caswall, ibid. 559.—In all cases, however,

where there is an informal execution of a power, it operates in the mode in

which the power operates, not in the mode in which the deed, the form of

which is used, wouldfoperate. If, therefore, a person having a power of

appointment, conveys by lease and release, and these can only have, effect, as

an execution of a power, the conveyance operates as an appointment, and not

as a release ; and of course, if it is a release to A . and his heirs, to the use of

B' and his heirs, the legal estate is vested in A.

In the exercise of powers, conveyancers have introduced two precautions,

which are often proper, but certainly sometimes superabundant : one is, to make
the party exercising the power, declare, that he acts, not only in exercise of

that particular power, but in exercise of every other power, enabling him to do

the act in question : the other is, where the party has a special power over

iand, and is also entitled to the fee, or to any particular estate carved out of it,

he is made not only to exercise his power, but also to convey the land as owner

of it. Thus, where a person having a power ofappointment, intends conveying

his estate to a purchaser, he is made not only to appoint the fee, but to convey

it by lease and release. Sometimes the appointment and the release are

blended together ; but this is very informal, and is always improper, where it is

not the intent of the deed that the party should have the legal estate. It may
however be contended, that the court would marshal the words, so as to give

them all their intended effect; as, where a person having a power, is made to

grant, bargain, sell, alien, release, limit, appoint, and confirm the lands to A.
and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs; it maybe contended, that the

court would construe the words grants hargahiy sell, alien, release and confirm^

as referrible to A. and his heirs, and the words limit and appoint as referrible

to B. and his heirs. See Cox v. Chamberlain, 4 Ves. jun. 631. Roach v.

Wadhara, 6 East, 289. One reason for making the party in these cases both

convey and appoint, is, that, if the power either was not well created, or is

become suspended, and he has himself any estate in the land, the conveyance

will operate on his estate.

In some cases, it is necessary both to appoint and convey ; as where an estate

is hmited to ^. for life, remainder to such uses as he shall appoint; here the

appointment would operate only on the reversion expectant on the life estate

:

a conveyance
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a conveyance tliercfore is necessary to pass the life estate. Tin's observation

may serve to correct a mistake which is sometimes made by those who levy fmcrs,

with a view to enable them to dispose of tlieir estates, and therefore direct the

fine to onerate to tlie use of tlie party himself during his life, remainder to his'

wife for life, remainder to such uses as he shall appoint. Ilere the appoint-

ment operates only on tlie reversion, and consetjuently, to pass the wife's life

estate, a new fine is necessary. To prevent this, the power of appointment,
in these cases, should precede the uses. For the same reason, when a settle-

ment is executed of personal estate, which it is intended to subject to the

appointment of the husband and Avife, or either, with successive life estates to

them in default of appointment, the power should precede the trusts conferring

these life interests on them.

It may be observed, that, when a person creates a power of appointment, to

enable him to dispose of his estate, within a short time after, it is better to

vest the legal estate in the trustees, by conveying it unto and to the use of them,
and their heirs, upon trust to convey it as the party shall appoint, than to con-
vey it to the trustees and their heirs, to such uses as the party shall appoint

;

for powers are liable to be suspended and extinguished by very secret acts ; of
these, from their nature, purchasers must often be ignorant. In these cases,

therefore, they often rest, in some measure at least, on the honour of the ven-
dor ; but, when the legal estate is vested in the trustees, a conveyance from
them will, at all events, give the purchasers the legal estate.

As estates created by powers, and estates created by conveyances, are
after their creation the same, the terms expressing the operation of appoint-
ments and conveyances, are very often, both in the deeds creating the powers,
and the deeds by which they are exercised, confounded. Something of this,

was, till lately, generally discernible in the best drawn marriage settlements.

Thus, in the power of leasing, the party is authorized to grant, lease, or
demise, when, in fact, he can neither grant, lease, or demise for a longer term
than his own life; the power therefore does not authorize him to grant, &ic,

the lands, but to appoint the use of the lands, for the number of years or lives

in question: the expression therefore should be, to limit or appoint by way of
lease or demise. So, in the power of selling and exchanging, it is often said,

that it shall be lawful for the trustees to grant, bargain, sell, release, and con-
firm the lands ; but, in the strict sense of these words, it is impossible for the
trustees to grant, bargain, sell, release, or confirm ; for the trustees have no
actual estate, except their estate for preserving contingent remainders ; and
therefore, cannot convey the lands for a larger term. The power therefore
operating as an appointment of the whole fee, the expression here, as in the
former case, should be, limit and appoint. As this last power amounts to a total

determination of all the subsisting uses, and a creation of an entire new estate of
inheritance, it seems advisable to accompany it with a power of revocation.
It may therefore be expressed, that it shall be lawful for the trustees to sell and
exchange, and, for that purpose, to revoke the uses of the deed, and to appoint
new uses ; and the more general these powers of revocation and new appoint-
ment are expressed, the better, as a mere power to revoke the uses of the
estate intended to be sold, and to appoint it to the purchaser, is sometimes
found insufficient to answer the object, as where there is an agreement between
the vendor and vendee to apportion rents. It is also a consequence of these
powers operating by way of appointment, that the use is vested by them in the
appointee, and, therefore, when by them the lands are expressed to be con-
veyed to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs, or to the use of B,
for life, with remainders over, the whole legal fee is vested in A. and the uses
declared upon it have effect only as trusts in equity. The appointment there-
fore should be immediately to the use of the persons intended to take bene*
ficially under the proposed instrument.

It IS observable, that powers of leasing, and of selling and exchanging, are

generally
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generally limited to the persons to whom they are intended to be given, and the

survivor of them, and the heirs ofthe survivor : it is a necessary consequence of

this, that, if the power becomes vested in the heir of the survivor, and that heir

is an infant, the power cannot be exercised during his minority. By the act

7 Ann. c. 19, infant trustees, by the direction of the court of chancery, signi-

fied by order upon petition, are empowered to convey estates held by them in

trust. But infants cannot convey under a power, without an act of parliament.

To avoid this inconvenience, it is advisable to limit the power in question to

the executors or administrators of the survivor. This observation, however, is

confined to the c^se of powers, and does not extend to the cases of trusts,

where the legal estate is vested in trustees ; for the trust should always follow

the legal estate of the land, when it is conveyed to, and intended to reside in,-

the trustees. It should consequently be vested in those persons upon whom the

lands are intended to devolve. ' Where therefore lands are conveyed unto and

to the use of trustees and their heirs in trust to sell ; as the lands necessarily

devolve on the survivor, and the heirs and assigns of the survivor, the trust

should in like manner be limited to the survivor, his heirs and assigns.

It often happens that the same deed contains several powers ; and, suppos-

ing all or even more than one of them, to be executed, there is, at least, ground

to argue that, generally speaking, the use limited by the power last executed,

will take place of all the uses created by the powers previously executed, unless

the contrary is expressed or implied in the deed. In Moore, 788. lord Coke is

made to say, that if a tenant for life, with a power of leasing, and a general

power of revocation, makes a lease under his power of leasing, he may after-

wards revoke all but the leases. It is however to be observed, that when a

power is exercised for a valuable consideration, in such a manner as shows it to

be the intention and agreement of the parties, that the use created under it

should not be over-reached by the execution of another power, it is contrary to

equity, that it should be thus over-reached, and, consequently, the unexecuted

powers may be so far affected, both at law and in equity, as to be subject to the

use created under the executed power. To avoid all disputes upon these heads,

it is necessary to express very clearly what uses are, and what uses are not,

intended to be over-reached, by the execution of the powers, both as to the uses

actually limited by the settlement itself, and as to the uses to be limited under

the powers contained in that settlement. In a marriage settlement, the wife and
the younger children ofthe marriage are principal objects. Unless therefore the

parties intend the contrary, all the powers of charging with money should be

declared to be subject and without prejudice to the provisions made for the

wife and younger children. With respect to the other powers, the principal of

these are the powers of leasing, and of selling and exchanging. Ar it is

equally for the benefit of the persons entitled in remainder or reversion as of the

tenant for life, that the estate should be properly let out upon leases, there is no

reason why the estate of the wife, or any other person claiming in remainder or

reversion, should be made paramount to the leases. With respect to the powers

of selling and exchanging, the jointure of the wife, and the portions of the'

children, may be transferred to the estates to be acquired under those powers,

and to the money arising from the sale of the settled estate, till the new estate

is purchased : it is also to be observed, that the sales and exchanges cannot

be made without the parents consent. There seems therefore no reason for

exempting any of the uses, except the leases, from the exercise of that power ;

but, with respect to the leases, these, from their nature, cannot be transferred

to the lands to be acquired under the powers, and consequently these should

not be subject to the powers of selling and exchanging. The same objection

lies, in a certain degree, to powers of raising money by way ofmortgage. No
person would advance money on mortgages of this nature, if they were to be

made subject to the general powers of sale or exchange ; and therefore, to pre-

vent all doubt on this head, it should be declared, that the powers of selling and

a exchanging
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exchanging should be subject to mortgages previously made, unless it shall be
with the consent of the mortgagee; anil that, in the case of such consent, the

lands to be purchased, or taken in exchange, may be mortgaged to them for

their security.

It often happens, that powers are given to parties to be exercised by them,

when in the actual possession of the estate. In some cases, this is done with-

out adverting sufficiently to the situation and probable wants of the parties.

Suppose an estate devised by the husband to his wife for her life, remainder

to her son for his life, with remainders over in strict settlement ; with powers to

the son, when in possession, to jointure and charge with portions. During the

mother's life, the son is not in possession, and consequently is not in a situation

to exercise tliose powers. Now, though it may be improper, and contrary to

the intention of the parties, that the jointure to be made by the son should

charge the mother's estate, during her life, against her consent, there can be
no reason why it should not charge the estate with her consent ; neither is

there any objection to the son's being enabled to exercise the power in her

life>-time, provided the jointure do not take effect, so as to be payable or to

charge the estate, till after her decease. It seems therefore advisable, that, in

cases of this nature, the son should be entitled to exercise the powers, with the

mother's consent, during her life, or to exercise them, without her consent,

subject to her life estate. Sometimes, when the difficulty in question has

arisen, it has been attempted to put the party in a situation to exercise the

power by accelerating his possession of the estate. In one case this may be
thought to answer the object intended ; this is, M'here A. is tenant for life with

the immediate remainder, (without any limitation to trustees), to B. for life,

with a power to B. to jointure when in possession. Here, if ^. surrenders to B.
B. is, to all purposes, in possession of the estate, and may therefore be consi-

dered to be in a situation to exercise his powers. But, where there is an inter-

mediate estate, this never can be relied on. If it is expressed in the deed, as

it generally is, that it shall be lawful for the party to exercise the power when
in possession under the limitations, and there is a limitation to trustees to pre-

serve the contingent remainders, the first tenant for life can in no wise put the

second tenant for life in possession of the estate but hy an actual conveyance
of his life estate ; consequently the party will then be in possession, not by
virtue of the limitations of the deed, but by the act of the first tenant for life.

For, instead of being tenant in possession for his own life only, as he would
be, if he was in possession under the limitations in the deed, he is tenant in

possession for the life of another person, with a remainder for his own life ; so

that he has two estates which are perfectly distinct, and under the limitations

of the settlement, he is only tenant for life in remainder. Where these words
therefore are inserted, it seems clear the party is not in possession within the
words or meaning of the deeds, and consequently not in a situation of exer-
cising his power. Where these words are not inserted, it may be contended
that they ought to be implied.

VII. 3. Before we proceed to the last head of this annotation, of the uses not
executed by the statute, the following observations are offered on USES OF
RENTS.—These are executed by the statute : so that, where lands are con-
veyed to A. and his heirs, to the use, intent, and purpose, that B. or that B.
and his heirs may receive a rent, the rent is executed. When therefore lands
are conveyed to A. and his heirs, to the use, intent, and purpose, that B. and
his heirs may receive a rent, with a declaration that B. and his heirs shall stand
seised of the rent, to the use of C. for life, with remainders over ; the rent is

executed in jB., and then C. and the remainder-men take only the trust ofthe
rent. If the estate be conveyed to A. and his heirs, to the use that B. may
receive a rent for life ; and after his decease, to the use that his first and other
sons successively, and the heirs of their respective bodies, may receive the

rent:
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rent ; these, it may be contended, are distinct rents ; and therefore the rent

to the second son may be considered too remote, as being a new rent limited

to take effect after an indefinite failure of the issue of the first son. Objections

also may be made to recoveries suffered by the father and son, as the tenant

to the praecipe being made by the father he will not be seised of that rent, in

which the son's entail subsists. The way therefore to limit the rent is, to

grant a rent to a stranger and his heirs, that he may re-grant it to the

intended uses.

VIII. Tlie remaining subject for observation is, WHAT USES ARE NOT
EXECUTED BY THE STATUTE.

VIII. 1. As to uses created hy mlls^ it is to be observed, that lands were

not devisable at common law, otherwise than by local customs of particular

places, except through the medium of a previous feoffment to uses. The
cestuy que trust might dispose of the use by will : the court of chancery consi-

dered the will as a declaration ofthe use, and compelled the feoffees to convey

the lands accordingly. But, when by the statute of the 27th Henry VIII.

the possession was annexed to the use, as the use thereby became merged in

the land, this indirect power of devising lands was absolutely lost. The 32
and 34 Hen. VIII. gave a power to devise the whole of lands held in socage,

and two-thirds of lands held by knight's service. The 1 2 Car. II. converted

knight's service into socage ; and thus, all landed property, except that which

is of the tenure of copyhold, became devisable. But, as the statute of uses

preceded the statutes of wills, it does not necessarily extend to them. It is

true, that the statute of uses speaks of persons seised to uses by virtue of wills

:

but this must apply either to those lands, which were devisable by custom;

—

as, when a person seised of lands devisable by custom, devised them to A. and
his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs :—or to uses at common law ;—as

where a feoffment was made to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his heirs,

and B. devised the use. To uses of this description the statute extended ; but

it is difficult to conceive how uses created under the testamentary power given

by the statutes of wills can be within the statute of uses. It is said, that

though the law will not force the operation of the statute of uses upon devises

to which it is the testator's intention it should not extend
;
yet it will apply it

to those cases to which it is his intention it should extend. This opinion

makes it depend entirely on the will of the testator, whether the statute of uses

shall or shall not operate upon the devises of his will. Thus, if a devise is

made to the use of A. for life, with remainders over, if it were to be con-

sidered as a limitation under the statute of uses, it would be void, for want of

a seisin to serve the uses. It cannot therefore be the testator's intention that

it should operate under that statute ; consequently the law will not force it

under that statute, but leave it solely to its effect under the statutes of wills.

But, suppose a devise to A. and his heirs, to the use of^. and his heirs, that

would be good to give the legal fee to B. as a limitation under the statute of
uses. The testator therefore might intend, and the form of the devise shows
he did intend, to raise an use under that statute, and the law, in conformity to

his intentions, extends its operation to the devise. But, against this it may be
argued, that a statute can never be considered as relating to any thing which
did not exist at the time of its passing ; and therefore, as lands were not de-

visable till some years after the statute of uses, the statute of uses cannot
extend to uses created by devise ". that in wills the testator's intention is chiefly

considered ; and as by a devise to A. and his heirs, to the use of B. and his

heirs, the testator shows it to be his intention that B. should have the legal

fee, the law will put that construction on the devise, and give it that o{)eration.

At the end of Mr. Hillyard's edition of Sheppard's Touchstone, there is a very
learned opinion of the late Mr. Booth on the doctrine of uses. In two copies

which the editor has seen of this opinion, made immediately under the eye of
Mr.
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Mr. Booth, and delivered by him to the persons in' whose custody they now
are, and also in a copy of it bequeathed by Mr. Hootii, with his otlicr valu-

able law manuscripts, to Mr. Ilolliday, the following note is added to it.

—

'* P. S. Powers under wills are not like powers under conveyances operating
** by way oi' use. The execution of a power under a devise, is not the liniita-

*' tion of a use ; no, not where the devise is to uses : iis where there is a devise
** to /. .S. and his heirs, to the use of A. for life, remainder to /i. in tail, with
" power for .'t. to limit a jointure, or lease, or charge ; here there will be no
** seisin in /. S. consequently no such use in A. or 13. as is executed by
*' the statute of uses ; consequently, the execution of the power is no use ; it

" operates as a devise under the statute of wills."—See Popham r. Bampfeild,

1 Vern. 79. Burchett r. Durdant, 2 Vent. 312. Hroughton v. Langley, 2 Salk.

679. Gilb. Uses, 281 .—But whether a devise to uses operates solely by the sta-

tute ofwills, or by that statute jointly with the statute of uses, is, except where
the devisee to uses dies in the lifetime of the testator, rather a matter of specu-*

lation than of use ; as it is now settled, that an immediate devise to uses, with-

out a seisin to serve those uses, is good ; and that where the estate is devised to

one for the benefit of another, the courts execute the use in the first or second
devisee, as appears to suit best with the intention of the testator.

Vlir. 2. jrith respect to copyhold estates ^ the statute of uses does not extend
to them, as it is against the nature of a copyhold tenure, that any person should

be introduced into the estate without the consent of the lord. Gilbert's

Tenures, 170.

VIII. 3. With respect to leases for years •,—i\\e^Q estates are not executed
by the statute. But this must be understood of leases actually in existence,

at the time of their being assigned to the use. Therefore, if A. possessed of

a lease for years, grants it over, or assigns it, to B. and C, to the use of D. ;

all the estate is in B. and C, and D. takes only a trust, or equitable estate.

But if A. being seised of lands in fee, makes a feoftVnent to the use of B. and
C. for a term of years, this term is served out of the seisin of the feoffee, and
is executed by the statute—It is the same if he bargains and sells the estate,

of which he is seised in fee, for a term of years. Gilb. Uses, 198. Dyer, 369.
2 Inst. 671.

Such are the general outlines of the doctrine of uses ; one of the most im-
portant parts of the law, as all the landed property of the kingdom is, either

directly or indirectly, regulated by it. It is to be observed, that one of the

chief objects, both of the legislature and the judicature of this kingdom, in

their regulations upon this subject, has been, on the one hand, to guard against

those restraints upon alienation, which are incompatible with the welfare of a
free and commercial country ; and on the other, to admit of reasonable settle-

ments and provisions being made for wives and children, and the general wants
of families. Experience seems to show that they have accomplished theic

object. This fully answers the objections which foreigners make to the nature
of our family settlements, that we exclude the ancestor, whose character is

known to us, from the disposal of the property; and intrust it to the chiklren,

with whom we must be perfectly unacquainted.—So detrimental has an
unqualified and unlimited power of settlement been found even in France,
that it was, under the ancien regimef a question there, whether it would not
be for the advantage of the nation at large, that all settlements and trusts

should be abrogated. This question, so far as it related to moveables, was by
the order of Louis XV. proposed in the year 1744 by the Chancellor D'Agues-
«eau to all the parliaments and superior councils of France. See Questions

concernant Us SubstituiionSy area les RespoJises de touts les Parlemens et Cours
Souierains du RoyaumCy et les Observations de M. le Chancelier D'Aguesseau
sur les dits Responses. Toulouse, 1770. And see also Commentaire de VOrdon-
nance de Louis XV.sur les Substitutions, par Mons. FurgoU. Paris^ 1 767.

Vol.11. Cc It
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Sect. 464.

yd NOTHER cause they alleage, that if such la?id bee worth fortie

shillings a yeare, ^c. then such feojfor shall be sworn in assise and

other enquests iji plees reals, and also in plees personalsj of what great sum
soever the plaintiffe ivill declare,^ Sfc. And this is by the common law of
the land. Ergo, this isfor a great cause. Aiid the cause is,for that the

law will that such feoffors and their heires ought to occupie, S^c. and take

and enjoy all manner of profits, issues, and reoennes, <3>c. as if the lands

ivere their own, without interruption of the feoffees, notwithstanding such

feoffment. Ergo, the same law giveth a privitie between such feoffors and

the feoffees upon confidence, ^c, for which caiises they have said, that such

releases made by such feoffees upon confidence to their feoffor or to his

heirs, S)C, so occupying the lands, f shall be good enough : and this is the

better opinion, as it seemeth,

J Qu9ere,ybr this seemeth no law at this day,

(Ant 156. b.) "D Y the statute of 2 H, 5. cap. 3. statute 2, it is enacted, that,

3^ ^: ^' in three cases, he that passeth in an enquest, ought to have

Vui. W.^2.
lands and tenements to the value of fortie shiUings, viz. First,

cap. 38. upon triall of the death of a man. Secondly, in plea reall be-

L'estat. de tweene partie and partie. And thirdly, in plea personall, where
21 E. 1. de ii^Q ^ebt or the dammages in the declaration amount unto fortie

inTs^sTsbTc"
inarkes(i). And it is worth the noting, that the judges that

(Fortescue, 62. a. 27 El. c. 6. Ant. 157. a.)

were

* SfC. not in L. and M. or Roh. X This paragraph not in L. and M.
t SfC. added in L. and M. and Roh. or Roh.

It is hoped, that the importance of the subject, will be thought a sufficient

apology for the great length of the foregoing note. Lord chief baron Gilbert's

Essay upon Uses and Trusts, considered in the only light in which it can be
considered with justice to its author, as an unfinished sketch, is entitled to

great commendation ; it certainly contains several most profound and learned

observations, but in many instances is very defective and erroneous. Its in-

^trinsic value is greatly increased, by Mr. Sugden's recent edition of it. The
want of a comprehensive and systematic treatise upon uses which was men-
tioned in a former edition of this note, is now supplied by Mr. Sanders's Essaj/

on Uses and Trusts. The account given in that work of the Doctrine of

Uses, as it stood before the stat. of 27 H. 8. is particularly interesting. The
doctrine of Potvers is exhausted by Mr. Sugden's treatise upon them. Had
the public been in possession of these works before this annotation was sub-

mitted to them, it would not have been attempted.— [Note 231.]

(1) By 35 H. 8. c. 6. inhabitants of corporate towns worth 405. in goods, may
try felonies in sessions and gaol deliveries for such towns, and this is not re-

pealed by subsequent statutes concerning jurors. 1 Vent. 366. The 4th and
5th W. and M. c. 24. requires that all trials in the courts at Westminster, or

before the judges of nisi prius, oyer and terminer, or gaol delivery, or general

sessions of the peace, must be by jurors, each worth 10/. per annum, offreehold

or copyhold in the same county, if the trial be in England ; and by jurors

worth
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were at the making of that statute did construe it by cquitic : for

where the statute speakcs in the disjunctive debt or dammages,
they adjudged that where the debt and damages amounted o H. 5 fol. r>.

to fortie markes, tliat it was within the statute. Foricscuc [f] If] Fortcw..

saith, Vbi dammix^d dchitum in personalihis (ictionihus non CTCC' *^"^" '^'

dunt (fuadrap;inta marcas lUoncUe Anglicamr, hinc non rcquirilur^

auhdjuratores in aclionihus hujusmodi iantum cxpnidcre possint:

nabebnnt tamcit terrain iclreddituinndxmlorem conipetentcm^juxta

discretioncm justitiariorunif Sfc. And forasmuch as at the time of
the making of this statute, the greater part of the lands in Eng-
land in tliosc troublesome and dangerous times (when that

unhappic controversie betweene the houses of Yorke and Lan-
caster was begun) were in use ; and the statute was made to

remedie a mischiefe, that the sheriffe used to return

[27271 ^^ simple men of small or no understanding; and 15 H. 7. 13. b.

^ J therefore the statute provided that hee should returnc '3"- 7- 7 in-

sufficient men : and albeit in law the land was the feof- ^ ^" ^' '^' ^"

fees, yet for that they had it but upon trust, and cesfu que use

tooke the whole profits, as our author here saith, and m equity
and conscience the land was his, therefore the judges, for ad-
vancement and expedition ofjustice, extended the statute (against

the letter) to ccsti/ que use^ and not to the feoffees (1).

[n] But note, if a man hath a freehold pur tertne d'auter vie, or [n] 3 H. 6. 39.

is seised in his wife's right, and is returned on a jurie, yet if after Challeng. 19.

he be returned, cestt/ que vie, or his wife die, hee may be chal- ^!1
^^- ^' ^^'

lenged ; and so it is if after the returne the lands be evicted. ^ *^^' *'^

**And this is by the common latv." Here three things are to be
'

observed. First, that the surest construction of a statute, is by
the rule and reason of the common law. Secondly, that uses were
at the common law. Thirdly, that now seeing the statute [g] of

f^] 27 n. 8.

27 H. 8. cap. 10. which hath beene enacted since LittletonvfroiCy cap. 10.

hatli transferred the possession to the use, this case holdeth not at
;

this day; but this latter opinion before that statute was good !

law, as Littleton here taketh it.

^^ The same law giveth a privitie, Sfc" Hereof it followeth, (8Rep. 42.b)

that when the law gives to any man any estate or possession,

the law giveth also a privitie and other necessaries to the same,
and Littleton concludeth it with an illative, ercro, the same laxo

giveth a privitie, which is verie observable for a conclusion in

other cases.

And the (qucere) here made in the end of this Section is not (Ante, 156. b )

in the originall, but added by some other, »nd therefore to be
rejected.

Also since Littleton wrote, the said statute of2 H. 5. is altered : 07 El. cap. 6.

for where that statute limited fortie shillings, now a latter statute
hath raised it to foure pounds, and so it ought to be contained in

the venire facias.

Nuta,

worth 61. per annum^ if in Wales; and talesmen must have 5/. per annum in

England, and 3/. per annum in Wales, excepting strangers returned propter
medietatem linguce.—But by the 4th and 5th Ann. c. 16. no hundreders are
requu*ed except in prosecutions criminal, and on penal statutes, because in

other cases the venire shall be de corpore comitaius.—[Note 232.]
(1) See lord Bacon's reading on tne statute of uses, p. 8. accord, edit. 1 785.

c c 2
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PI. Com. as-z. b. Nota^ an use is a trust or confidence reposed in some other,

,

in Delamere's ^hich is not issuing out of the land, but as a thing coUaterall,

Lib^'i^ fol.'^i2^i
, annexed in privitie to the estate of the land, and to the person

122. 127. 140.' touching the land, scilicet^ that cesty que use shall take the profit,

in Chudleye's and that the terre-tenant shall make an estate according to his
case. Lib. 2. direction. So as cesty que use had neither jus in re, norjus ad

L'b^e Jo\ 64.
rem,hut only a confidence and trust, for which he had no remedie

lib. 7. foK 1 3. by the common law, but for breach of trust, his remedie was only

ik 34. by subpoena in chancerie ; and yet the judges, for the cause

aforesaid, made the said corfstruction upon the said statute.

Now how jurors shall bee returned, both in common plees,

and also in plees of the crowne, and in what manner evidence

shall be given to them, and how they shall be kept, untill they

Fortesc. cap.25, give their verdict, you may read in Fortescue, and therefore

26, 27. need not to be here inserted.

Sect. 465.

/] L SO, releases according to the matter infact, sometimes have their

effect byj'orce to enlarge the state of him to ivhom the release is made,
(i) As if 1 let certaine land to one for terme ofyeares, byforce whereof
hee is in possession, and after I release to him all the right which I have
in the land without putting more words in the deed, and deliver to him the

deed, then hath hee an estate but for terme of his life. And the reason is,

for that when the reversion or remainder is in a man who will by his release

inlarge the estate of the tenant, ^c. hee shall have no greater estate, but

in such manner and forme as if such lessor were seised in fee (il n'avera

pUiis greinder estate, raes en ^ tiel manner et forme sicome f tiel feoffor

fuit seisie en fee), and by his deed will make an estate to one in a certain

forme, and deliver to him seisin byforce of the same deed: ifin such deed

offeofement there be not any ivord of inheritance, % then he hath but an
estate

* tiel— la, L.and M. and Rah. | S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
t si added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Here Littleton treats of releases which operate by enlargement of the
estate of the releasee. To make releases operate in this manner, it is necessary
that the releasee, at the time the release is made, should be in actual possession

of, or should have a vested interest in, the lands intended to be released; that

there should be a privity between him and the releasor; and that the possession

of the releasee should be notorious. Hence it is said, that a person, who is

tenant by sufferance, is not capable of a release to operate by enlargement.
But a tenant in dower or by the courtesy is capable of that species of release,

as they have notoriety of possession, and privity of estate, with respect to the
releasor. See Roll. Abr. 400, 401. and Gilb. Ten. To the circumstance re-

quiring the possession of the releasee to be notorious, the statute of uses

ftirnishes an exception exemplified in the effect, which is allowed to the con-
veyance by bargain and sale for a year, and a release to enlarge that estate.

At the common law, till entry or attornm.ent, the lessee was not capable of a
release. A bargainee has a vested interest immediately after the execution of
the bargain and sale, without any entry, attornment, or other act of notoriety

whatsoever.—[Note 233.]
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estate for life-^ and so it is in such releases made ht/
||
those in the reversion

or in the remainder. For if I let land to a manfor tcrme of his life, and
after I release to him all my ri^ht without more saying in the release, his

estate is not enlarged. But ij 1 release to him and to his heires, then he
hath afee simple ; and if I release to him and to his heires of his bodie
hegotten, then hee hath a fee taile, SiC. Atul so it behoveth to speeijie in
the deed what estate hee to whom the release is made shall have.

TT is a certaine rule, that when a release doth enure by way of Met. lib. 5.

enlarging of an estate, that there must be privitie of estate, as ^"P- 34.

betweene lessor and lessee, donor and donee. For ii'A.
^^ e I l^

[27371 ^^^^ ^ lease to B. for life, and the fc^^ lessee maketh a

g J lease for yearcs, and after A, releaseth to the lessee for (Po»t. 396. a.)

yeares, and his heires, this release is void to enlarge
the estate, because there is no privity betweene A. and the
lessee for yeares.

If a man make a lease for twenty yeares, and the lessee make (Ant. 270. a.)

a lease for ten yeares, if the first lessor doth release to the
second lessee, and his heires, this release is void for the cause
aforesaid.

For the same cause, if the donee in taile make a lease for his

owne life, and the donor release to the lessee and his heires, this •

release is void to enlarge the estate.

And as privity is necessarie in this case, so privity only is not
sufficient. As if an infant make a lease for life, and the lessee (Ant. 264. a.

granteth over his estate with warranty, the infant at full age ^'oat. 285, b,

bringeth a dum fuit infra cetatem, the tenant voucheth his
Sect. 490, 491)

grantor, who entereth into warranty, the demandant releaseth

to him and his heires ; here is pri^^tie in law, and a tenancie in

supposition of law : and yet because hee in rei veritate hath no
estate, it cannot enure to him by way of inlargement; for how
can his estate be inlarged that hath not any ?

If a tenant by the courtesie grant over his estate, yet he is

tenant as to an action of waste, attornement, «Scc. and yet a re- (Aut. 53. a.

lease to him and his heires cannot enure to enlarge his estate that 54- a.)

hath no estate at all.

But if a man make a lease for yeares, the remainder for life, a
release by the lessor to the lessee for yeares, and to his heires,

is good, for that he hath both a privity and an estate ; and the

release also to him in the remainder for life and his heires, is (2 RoI). Abr.

good also. 400.)

If I grant the reversion of my tenant for life to another for ^g e. 3. lO. a.

life, now shall not I have an action of waste (2): but if I re- peiPersay et

lease to the grantee for life, and his heires, now he Finchden.

[273TI "^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ simple, and shall punish the waste done t^^"^\ '
'^' *'

b' J after (ij. (Ant 54 a.)

It is further to be observed, that to a release that

enureth

II
by those, not in L. and M. or Roh.

(2) Because no person is entitled to an action of waste, but he who has

an estate immediate in remainder or reversion, expectant on the estate of the

person committing waste. See ant. note 3. to page 218. b.—[Note 234'1.

(1) By the release the tenant for life in reversion- obtains the immediate

reversion in fee.—[Note 235.]
c C3
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enureth by way of enlargement of the estate, there is not only

required privity, as hath beene said, and an estate also, but
sufficient words in law to raise or create a new estate. Ifa man
make a lease to A. for terme of the life of B. and after release

to A. all his right in the land, by this A. hath an estate for

terme of his own life ; for a lease for terme of his owne life is

higher in judgement of law than an estate for terme of another

man's life.

If a feme covert be tenant for life, a release to the husband
and his heires is good, for there is both privity and an estate in

the husband, whereupon the release may sufficiently enure by
way of enlargement [a] ; for by the intermarriage he gaineth a

freehold in his wife's right.

" All the right:' Vide Sect. 650.

" For terme qfi/eares" So it is if a release be made to tenant

by statute staple, or merchant, or tenant by elegit, as hath beene
said : and so likewise to gardeine in chivalrie which holdeth in

for the value, by him in the reversion of all his right in the land,

by this a freehold passeth for the life of him to whom the release

is made, for that is the greatest estate that can passe without

apt words of inheritance.

If a man make a lease for ten yeares, the remainder for twenty
yeares, he in the remainder releaseth all his right to the lessee,

ne shall have an estate for thirty yeares ; for one chattle cannot
drowne another, and yeares cannot be consumed in yeares.

" But ifI release to him and to his heires, Sfc" Here it is to

bee observed, that when a release doth enure by way of enlarge-

ment ofan estate, no inheritance either in fee simple or fee taile,

can passe without apt words of inheritance.

Kut there is a diversity betweene a release that enureth by way
of enlargement of the state and by way of mitter Vestate (2); for

when an estate passeth by way of mitter Vestate, there sometime
there need not any words ofinheritance. As if a joynt estate be
made to the husband and to his wife, and to a third person and
to their heires, the third person releaseth all his right to the
husband, this shall enure by way of mitter Testate, and not by^

way of enlargement of the estate, because the husband had a
fee simple, and needeth not to have any words of inheritance.

So it is if the release had been made to the wife.

[U] If there be three joyntenants, and one release to one of

the
• 6. 9. 10 E. 4. 3.

(2) Here the release operates by mitter Vestate ; which is, where two
persons come in by the same feudal contract, as joint-tenants or coparceners,
and one of them releases to the other the benefit of it. In releases which
operate by this last mode, the releasee being supposed to be already seised of
the inheritance by virtue of the former feudal contract, and the release only
operating as a discharge from the right or pretension of another seised under
the same contract, words of inheritance in the release are useless ; but, where
the release operates by enlargement, the releasee having no such previous in-

heritance, and fiefs being either for life or in fee, as they are originally granted,
the release gives the estate to the releasee for his life only, unless it be ex-
pressly made to him and his heirs.—[Note 236.]
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the otlicr all his right, this cnurcth by way oimilter I'estatty and
passcth the whole tec simple without these words (heires). But
if there be two joyntenants, and the one of them release all

his right to the other, this doth not to all purposes enure by way
of niiticr VcstotCy for it maketh no degree, and hee to whom the

release is made shall for many purposes be adjudged in from the

first feoffor, and this release shall vest all in the other joyntenant

without these words (heires).

But if there be two coparceners, and the one release all his loE. 4. 3.6.

right to the other, this shall enure by way oi mitter Veslate^ and 37/^- 8- lit.

shall make a degree, and without these words (heires) shall passe
jjr'^o"*'**"'

tlie whole fee simple. And it is to be observed, that to releases 31'H. \, s.

that enure by way o^mitter Vestate, there must be privity ofestate 40 Ass. 5.

at the time of the release. 9 Elb. Dier,

If two coparceners be of a rent, and the one of them take ^^'

the ter-tenant to husband, the other may release to her, not- (^ ^^W. Abr.

withstanding the rent be in suspence, and it shall enure by ^^^'
.

way of mitter I'cstate, and she may release also to the ter-tenant, * *
'^* ^" '''

and that shall enure by way of extinguishment : but if she re-

lease to her sister and^to her husband, it is good to bee scene how
it shall enure.

Littleton having now spoken of releases that enure by way of Vid. Litt. fol.

enlargement of the estate, and of releases that enure by way ^?'j?^*

of mitter Vestate, proceedeth to releases that enure by way of
(Posj liao. a )

mitter Ic droit. So as of that which hath beene and shall bee said

by our author of releases,*it appeareth that some doe enure by
way of enlargement of estate, some by way of mitter restate,

some by way of mitter le droit, by way of entrie and feoffinent,

and some by extinguishment.

r2747| i^ Sect. 466.

/I LSO, sometimes releases shall enure de mitter, and vest the right of
him which makes the release to him to whom the release is made. As

if a man he disseised, and he releaseth to his disseisor all his right, in this

case the disseisor hath his right, so as where before his state was wronsfull,

now by this release it is made lawfull and right (i).

" J ND he releaseth to his disseisor^ Sfc" This release so put-
-^ teth the right of the disseisee to the disseisor, that it

changeth the quality of the estate of the disseisor ; for where his

estate

(i) Here Littleton treats of releases which operate by ?nitter le droit. Re-
leases of this kind must be made either to the disseisor, his feoffee, or his heir.

In all these cases the possession is in the releasee ; the right in the releasor

;

and the uniting the right to the possession completes the title of the releasee

;

but the different degrees of title in the disseisor, his feoffee, or his heir, give

the releases made to them different operations. They all agree in this respect,

that no privity is required, or indeed can, from the nature of the case, exist

between them and the releasor.—[Note 237.]
c c 4
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estate was before wrongfull, it is by this release made lawfull.

But how farre, and to what respects his estate is changed, shall

be said hereafter in this chapter in his proper place.

Sect. 467.

JJ UT here note, that when a man is seised in fee simple of any lands^ or tenements, and another will release to him all the right which he

hath in the same tenements, he needeth not to speake of the heires ofhim to

whom the release is made,for that he hath a fee simple at the time of the

release made. For if the release was made to him ^for a day, or an hour,

this shall be as strong to him in lavj as if he had released to hint and his

heirs. For when his right was once gonefrom him by his release without

any condition, S^c. to him that hath thefee simple, it is gonefor ever.

^*JHE needeth not to speake of the heires, SfC." And the reason

o( Littleton hereof is, for that the disseisor hath a fee simple

at the time of the release made. And this appeareth by that

(Post. a8o. a.) which hath beene said before, so as regularly hee that hath a fee

simple at the time of the release made of a right, &c. needeth not

speake ofhis heires.

Vide 6 E. 3- 17'

la E. 4- tit.

Descent, F. 29.

(Ant. 352. a.)

[c] 4 E. 2.

Release, 50.

43 Ass. 12.

17 Ass. 2.

31 Ass. 13.

21 H. 24.

(6 Rep. 62. a.

Post. 297. a.

300. b.)

Rot. Parliament

18 H. 6. num.

*' For if the release teas made to- himfor a day, S^c." For the

diversity is betweene a release of part ofthe estate ofa right, and
between a release of a right in part of the land. And therefore

LittletoJi here saith, that a release of a right for a day or an houre

is of as good force, as if he had released his right to him and his

heires. But if a man be disseised of two acres, he may release

his right in one ofthem, and yet enter into the other.

** Without any K?- condition, Sfc,'' Herein is implyed r2747|
two diversities: first, betweene the quantity of the

I b _J
estate in a right, and the quality thereof; for albeit the

disseisee cannot release part ofthe estate, as hath beene said, yet

may he release his right upon condition, as here it appeareth by
Littleton [c], and it agreeth with our bookes.

Also here is another diversity betweene a right, whereof
Littleton putteth his case, which is favoured in law, and a con-

dition created by the party which is odious in law, for that it

defeateth estates. And therefore if a condition be released upon
condition, the release is good, and the condition void.

What things may be done upon condition is too large a matter
to handle in this place, our author having treated of Conditions
before : only to give a touch of some things omitted there shall

suffice. An expresse manumission of a villeine cannot be upon
condition, for once free in that case, and ever free ; also an
attornment to a grantee upon condition, the condition is void
because the grant is once settled. But this is to be understood of
a condition subsequent, and not of a condition precedent ; for

29 Ap. Gwiliiam's case. 10 E. 3. cap. 2. 3 H. 7. f. 6.

and to his heirs added in L. and M. and ^^oh.
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in both those cases the condition precedent is good. But let-

ters patents of denization made to an alien, may be either

upon condition 8ubsrr|ucnt or precedent; and so may the king

make a charter oi' pardon to a man of his life upon condition, as

is abovesaid.

Sect. 468. (a Roll. Abr. 400.;

yD U T where a man hath a reversion in fee simple (Mes lou* home ad

un reversion en fee simple), or a remainder in fee simpkyat the time

of' the release rnade^ there if he ivill release to the tenantfor yeaves, orfor
life, or to the tenant in taite, liee ought to determine the estate wliich lie to

whom tfie release is made shal have bi/force of the same release, for that

snch release shall enure to enlarge the estate oj him to whom the release is

madef (1).

Of this sufficient hath beene said before.

Sect. 469.

Z? t/r otherwise it is where a man hath but a right to the land, and hath

nothing in the reversion nor in the remainder in deed. For if such

a man release all his right to one which is tenant in thefreefiold, all his

right is gone, albeit no mention be made of' the heires of him to whom
the release is made. For if I let lands

||
to one for terme of his

r2757| ^'/^> if^ after release i^* to him to enlarge his estate, it behoveth

L a. J l"^^ ^ release to him and to his heires of liis body engendered, § or

to him and his heires, or by these ivords. To have and to hold to

him and to liis heires 4, of his bodie engendred, j^or to the heirs male of
his bodie en^endred, or such like estates, or otfienvise hee hath no greater

estate than hee had before,

** rPO oneivkich is tenant ofthe freehold." Here it appeareth, (Ant a66.)

that to a release of a right, made to any that hath an estate

of freehold in deed or in law, no privitie at all is requisite. As if

a disseisor

* home—un, L. and M. and Roh. § or not in L. and M. or Roh.
+ Sfc. added in L. and M. and + viale added in L. and M. and

Roh. Roh.

II
or tenements added in L. and M. | or to the heirs male of his body

and Roh. engendred, not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) All releases per mitter le droit also agree in this, that words of inherit-

ance are not necessary in releases which operate by mitter le droit ; as the

disseisor, to whom, or to whose feoffee, or heir, that release is made, acquires

the fee by the disseisin, and therefore cannot take it under the release. In this

respect they differ from releases by enlargement.- [Note 238.]
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a disseisor make a lease for life, if the disseisee release to the
lessee, this is good, and directly within the rule of Littleton,

because the lessee hath an estate of freehold, albeit there be no
privitie. And so it is if a disseisor make a lease to A. and his
heires during the life of i?. and A. dieth, a release by the disseisee
to his heire, before hee doth actually enter, is good.

(Po.t.327.) Sect. 470.

J^UT if mi/ tenant for life letteth the same land over to anotherfor
terme of the life oj his lessee, the remainder to another infee, now if

I release to him to whom my tenant made a leasefor terme of life, I shall

hee barredfor ever (ore si jeo relessa a celuy a que mon tenant lessast

pur terme de vie,§ ceo serra barre a touts jours), alheit that no mention

he made of his heires,for that at the time of the release made I had no
reversion, but only a right to have the reversion. For by such a release,

and the remainder over, which my tenant made in this case, my reversion

was discontinued,
||
S^c, and this release shall enure to him in tlie remainder,

to have advantage of it, aswell as to the tenantfor terme of life (i).

(Post. 279.) TITTLETON having before spoken ofreleases which enure
by way of enlargement, by way of mitter l'estate, and by way

of mitter le droit, here speaketh of a release of a right which in

some respects enureth by way of extinguishment ; as in this case

which Littleton here putteth, the release to the lessee of the lessee

doth not enure by way of mitter le droit, for then should he have
the whole right, but as it were by way of extinguishment, in

respect of him that made the release, and that it shall enure to

him in the remainder, which is a qualitie of an inherit-

ance >^ extinguished.' But yet the right is not extinct r2757!
in deed, as shall be said hereafter in this chapter. l b 11

(Post. 327. b.) " My reversion ivas discontinued, Sfc" Here discontinue is in

a large sense taken for devested, though the entrie of the lessor

be not taken away, which is implyed in this f^c.J

Sect.

§ ceo—jeo, L. and M, and Roh, || Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Here Littleton shows the operation of a release /7er mitter le droit, when
made to the feoffee of the disseisor. The feofFee is in by title ; his estate

cannot be devested or disaffirmed, but by an act equal to that which created it.

A release does not affect his possession or title, but discharges it from the right

of the releasor ; so that whether the whole fee is in the feoffee, or carved out

into particular estates, it remains unaltered by the release, except as it is

discharged by it from the right of the releasor.—[Note 239.]
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Sect. 471.

VOR to this intent the tenant for termcof life and he in tfie remainder

are as one tenant in latv, ana are as ij one tenant were sole seised in

his demesne as offee at tlie time of such re/ease made unto him, S^c.

^* ARE as one tenant in laiv,** Which is certainly true in this

case of remainder, and so it is also in case of a reversion ;

as if a disseisor make a lease for life, and the disseisee doth

release all his right to the lessee, this release shall enure to him
in the reversion, albeit they have severall estates, as hath becnc
said, which is implyed in this {Sfc.)

But if a disseisor make a lease for life, the remainder in fee,

albeit they to some purposes (as here is said) are as one tenant

in law, yet if the disseisee release all actions to the tenant for life,

after the death of the tenant for life, he in the remainder shall

not take benefit of this release, for it extended only to the

tenant for life, as it is holden [a] in Edward Altham^ case. And [a] Lib. 8. fol.

in like manner, if the disseisor make a lease for life, and the dis- »48. Edw. Alt-

scisee release all actions to the lessee, this inureth not to him in
^^™*^ase.

tlie reversion ; and so our author is to be understood of a release ^ °' • ^^ •494-;

of rights, and not of a release of actions, to the tenant for life,

as to or for the benefit of him in the remainder or reversion.

Sect. 472.

A LSO, if a man he disseised by two, if he release to one of them (i),

hee shall hold his companion out of the land, and by such release hee
shall have the sole possession and estate in the land. But if a disseisor

infeoffe tivo in fee, and the disseisee release to one of thefeoffees, this shal

inure to both thefeoffees, and the cause of the diversity betiveen these two
cases is pregnant enough, * For that they come in byfeoffnwnt, and the

others by wrong, S^c.

" TF a man be disseised, 8^c" This is to bee understood where ai H. 6. 41.

tenant in fee simple is disseised and release; for if tenant (Ant. 194.8.6.)

for

The remainder of this Section not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Here the release is to the disseisors themselves. They have only a bare

possession, preceded by no previous conveyance, and founaed on no right or

title, and therefore the release of the disseisee who has the right, passes the

right to the disseisor to whom it is made, and his holding out his companion is

an act of notoriety equal to that by which the joint estate by disseisin was
originally acquired. Thus the possession of each of the estates being founded

on an eoual degree of wrongful title, the disseisor to whom the release is made,
having the right, must be preferred to him who has none : so that, in this case,

the release is tantamount to an actual entry and feoffment.—[Note 240.]
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for life be disseised by two, and he releaseth to one of them, this

shall inure to them both ; for he to whom the release is made,

hath a longer estate than hee that releaseth, and therefore cannot

inure to him alone, to hold out his companion, for then should

the release inure by way of entrie and grant of his estate ; and
consequently the disseisor, to whom the release is made, should

become tenant for life, and the reversion revested in the lessor [ft],

which strange transmutation and change of estates in this case

the law will not suffer. But if lessee for yeares be

ousted, and he in the &3" reversion disseised, and the [^767]
lessee release to the disseisor, the disseisee may enter, I „ J
for the terme of yeares is extinct and determined. But
otherwise it is in case of a lessee for life, for the disseisor hath

a freehold, whereupon the release of tenant for life may enure

;

but the disseisor hath no terme for yeares, whereupon the release

of the lessee for yeares may enure.

And so it is if donee in taile be disseised by two, and releaseth

to one of them, it shall enure to them both. But if the king's

tenant for life be disseised by two, and he releaseth to one of

them, he shall hold out his companion, for the disseisor gained

but the estate for life. So if two joyntenants make a lease for

life, and after doe disseise the tenant for life, and he release to

one of them, he shall hold out his companion, for the disseisin

was but of an estate for life.

If tenant for life be disseised by two, and he in the reversion

and tenant for life joyne in a release to one of the disseisors,

he shall hold his companion out, and yet it cannot enure by way
of entrie and feoffment. But if they severally release their

severall rights, their several! releases shall enure to both the

disseisors.

But here in Littletons case, where tenant in fee simple is dis-

seised by two, and releaseth to one of them, this for many pur-

poses enureth by way of entrie and feoffment, and therefore he

to whom the release is made shall hold out his companion, and
be made sole tenant of the fee simple. And this holdeth not

only in case of a disseisin, but also in case of intrusion and
abatement : but necessarily he to whom the release is made
must bee in by wrong, and not by title.

If two men doe gaine an advowson by usurpation, and the

right patron releaseth to one of them, he shall not hold out his

companion, but it shall enure to them both ; for seeing their

clerke came in by admission and institution, which are judicial!

acts, they are not merely in by wrong : for an usurpation shall

cause a remitter, as it appeareth in F. N. B. ^i.m.

But if a lease for life be made, the remainder for life, the re-

mainder in fee, and he in remainder for life disseiseth the tenant

for life, and then tenant for life dieth, the disseisin is purged, and
he in the remainder for life hath but an estate for life. And so

note a diversitie where the particular estate for life is precedent,

and when subsequent.

Where our author putteth his case of one disseised, put the

case that two joyntenants in fee be disseised by two, and one of

the disseisees release to one of the disseisors all his right, he
shall not hold out his companion, because the release is but of

the moytie, without any certaintie. If a man be disseised by
two women, and one of them take husband, and the disseisee

release to the husband, this shall enure to the advantage of both

the

19 H. 6. 22.

38 H. 6. 28.

Case de occu-

pant.

(Ant. 42. b.)
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the disseisors* because the husband was no wrong doer, but in (Po«t. Q7B. »•>

a manner in by title.

" Ilee shall have the sole possession and estate.'* If two dis-

seisors be, and they make a lease for life, and the disseisee

release to one of them, this shall enure to them both, and to the

benefit of the lessee for life also; for he cannot by the release

have the sole possession and estate, for part of the estate is in

another. '

And so it is (as it seemcth) if the disseisors make a lease for

yeares, and the disseisee release to one of them, this shall enure

to them both, for by the release he cannot have the sole pos-

session : and it appearcth by Littleton, that he nmst have the

sole possession, and hold his companion out. But the morgagee
upon condition, having broken the condition, is disseised by two,

the morgagor haviig title of entrie for the condition broken,

release to the one disseisor, albeit they be in by wrong, yet the

release shall enure to them both for two causes : first, for that

they are not wrong doers to the morgagor, but to the morgagee

;

and by Littletons case it appeareth, that wrong is done to him
that made the release : secondly, that hee that piakes the release

hath but a title by force of a condition, and Littletons case is of a

right. Like law of an entrie for mortmaine, or a consent to

ravishment, &c.

" But if a disseisor hifeoffe two, 8fc" And the reason of this 21 h. 6. 41-

diversitie is, for that the feoffees are in by title, and are presumed (Ant. 194. b.

to have a warrantie, which is much favoured in law, and the & ^^P- "o-)

disseisors are meerely in by wrong. And the equitie of the law

dotli preserve in this case the benefit of the estranger to the

release comming in by one joynt title.

" For that they come in by feoffment, and the others by wrong.'*

This is of anew addition, and not in the originall, and therefore

I passe it over.

m ^ Sect. 473.

/I LSOf if I bee disseised, and my disseisor is disseised, if I release to

tlie disseisor of my disseisor, I,shall not have an assise nor enter upon
* the disseisor, because his disseisor hath my right by my release, &)C. f And
so it seemeth in this case, if there be xx. disseised one after another, and
I release to the last disseisor, J this disseisor sliall barre all the others of
their actions and their titles. And the cause is, § as it seemeth,for that tn

many cases, when a man hath lawfull title of entrie, although he doth not
enter, he shall defeat all meane titles by his release (quant un home ad
loyal title d'entre,

||
coment que il n'entra pas, il defeatera touts meane

titles

* the —his, in L. and M. and Roh. § as it seemeth, not in L. and M.
t And not in L. tmd M. or Roh. or Roh.

X this disseisor—he, L. and M. and
|| coment que il n'entra pas—et

Rob. entre, L. and M. and Roh.
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titles per son release), S^-c, But iliis holds not in everie case (mes ceo
n'est if my en chescun case), as shall be said hereafter (i).

|-T E R E it is to be observed, that a release by one whose entry
is lawfull to him that is in by wrong, shall purge and take

away all meane estates and titles. And where our author first

puttcth his case of two estates by wrong, and after of twentie

disseisins, all estates be wrong.

(Post. 277. b. If A. disseise B. who enfeoffeth C. with warrantie, who en-

278. a.) feoffeth D. with warrantie, and E. disseiseth D. to whom B,
21 H. 6. 41. the first disseisee releasetli, this doth defeat all the meane

Q H 7^2r^'^
estates pnd warranties, because the release of B, is made to a

2 E. 4. 16. disseisor, and his entrie is lawfull.

21 E. 4. 78. 12 Ass. 22. Vide 3 H. 6. 38.

Sect. 474.

yd LS O, if mi/ disseisor letteth the tenements whereof he disseised mee to

another (a un ^ auter home) for terme of life, and after the tenant

for terme of life alieneth infee, and I release to the alienee, S)C. then my
disseisor cannot enter causa qu^ supra, albeit that at one time the aliena^

tion was to his disinheritance, 8fc,

''^LS 0, if my disseisor letteth, Sfc." If the disseisor make a
lease for life, and the lessee maketh a feoffment in fee, and

the disseisee releaseth to the feoffee, the disseisor shall not enter

upon the feoffee; for albeit the release to one joynt feoffee of a
disseisor, as hath beene said, shall not exclude the other, yet a
release to the feoffee of a tenant for life in this case shall take
away the entrie of the disseisor for the alienation which
was made to his \i^ disinheritance, hee having the r^TTTI

(8 Rep. 148. inheritance by disseisin, so as hee could have no war- I
*|

Se^t. 447. ranty annexed to it, and tenant for life hath forfeited

MnK^^Tn ^ his estate. But if the entrie of the disseisee were not lawfull, it

is otherwise. As if a man make a lease for life, and the lessee

for life is disseised,* and that disseisor is disseised, and he in the
reversion releaseth to the second disseisor, the first disseisor shall

enter upon the second disseisor, and his entry is lawfull; and if

the lessee for life re-enter, he shall leave the reversion in the

first disseisor; and the cause is, for that the entry of the dis-

seisor (A) at the time of the release made was not lawfull. And
the

(A) disseisor seems to be here printed by mistake instead of disseisee. See Mr. Ritso's

Intr.jt. 119.

^ my

—

pas, L. and M. and Roh, * auter not in L. and M. or Roh.

Hob. 279.)

^ (1) Thisjsjiponthe same principle, that, where the title to the possession
^ is equal, the partywEo obtains the right shall be preferred.—So, by the modern

law, where the equity of the partiesjs^equal, he who has the law, is to be

preferred.—^[Note 241.]
-^ ~
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the booke of [m] g U. 7. 25. is to be intended (B) of an estate [mj 9 H. 7 20

tttile mutatis mutandis.

If, in the ciwc aforesaid, the disseisor make a lease for life, and

the lessee infeoffcth two, and the disseisee release to one of the

feoffees, this shall barre the disseisor, as hath bcenc said ; but yet

he shall not hold out his companion for the causo aforesaid.

Sect. 475.

/i LSOt
if

fJ ftioff ^c disseised, who hath a somie within age and dieth,

and the sonne being within age the disseisor dieth seised, and Uie land
descend to his heire (1), and a stranger abate, and after the sonne of the

disseisee, when hee commeth to his full age, releaseth all his right to the

abator ; in this case the heire of the disseisor shall not have an assise of'

inor-d\incester against the abator; but shall be barred (en cast case

I'heire le disseisor n'avera assise de mor-d'anccster envers I'abator, mes
serra bar,*) because the abator hath the right of the sonne of the disseisee

bj/ his release, and the entry of the sonne was congeable, ffor that hee teas

within age at the time of the discent, 8^c.

n^H E reason of this case is, for that the entry of the heire is

congeable, and the abator is in the land by wrong.

" Abate," is both an English and French word, and signifieth Vet. N. B. 115.

in his proper sense to diminish or take away, as here by his entrie JJr'tton, cap. 5?

.

he diminisheth and taketh away, the freehold in law descended ^^^^^^"> ''^- 4

to the heire ; and so it is said to abate an account, signifying sub- y n. B. 203. F
traction or withdrawing, &c. and to abate the courage of a man. w. 1. ca. 17.

In another sense it signifycth to prostrate, beat downe, or over-

throw, as to abate castles, houses, and the like, and to abate a
writ; and hereof commeth a word of art, abatamentum, which is

an entrie by interposition. Now the difference inter disseisinam,

ahatamentum,

(B) For it is not so expressed in any part ofpage 25 of the year book referred to ; and in

anotlicr place brd Coke, after observing that the case in Q H. 7. 25. a. is mispiinted, mentions
what the reading should be according to the mantacnpt, which he had seen. See 6 Rep. 70.

• d'assise added in L. and M. and Rah. f «^c. added in L. and M. and Rob.

(1) Littleton having treated of releases per miller le droits when made to

the disseisors themselves and their feoffees, now treats of their operation when
made to the heir of the disseisor. In note 1 . to page 239. it was observed, that

a disseisor has a mere naked possession, unsupported by any right, and that
the disseisee may restore his possession, and put a total end to tlie possession
of the disseisor, by entry. But, though the feoffee of the disseisor comes iTi by
title, still the right of possession remains in the disseisee, and he may equally
enter on tlie feoffee as on the disseisor ; so that a release per mitter le droit

gives both to the disseisor and his feoffee the right of possession and the right

of property : but if the disseisor dies, the entry of the disseisee is taken away,
and a presumptive right of possession is in the heir; so that the release of the

disseisee only passes the right of property.—[Note 24a. J
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F. G. H.
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ahatamentumy intrusionem, deforciamentum, et usurpationenif et

purpresturam^ is this

:

A disseisin is a wrongfull putting out of him that is actually

seised of a freehold. And abatement is when a man died seised

of an estate of an inheritance, and betweene the death and the

entry of the heire, an estranger doth interpose himselfe, and
abate.

[n] F.N.B. C03. Intrusion first properly [w] is, when the ancestor died seised of
Fleta, h. 4. j^j^y estate of inheritance expectant upon a/hestate for life, and
cap. 30.

then tenant for life dieth, and between the death and the entry

of the heire an estranger doth interpose himselfe and intrude,
[o] PI. Com, Secondly, [o] he that entreth upon any of the king's de-
case de m^ynes. mesnes, and taketh the profits, is said to intrude upon the king's

possession.

fc^ Thirdly, [^;] when the heire in ward entreth at [27771
his full age without satisfaction for his mariage, the I i J
writ saith, quod intrusit,

Deforciamentum comprehendeth not only these aforenamed,

but any man that holdeth land whereunto another man hath
right, be it by discent or purchase, is said to be a deforceor.

Usurpation hath two significations in the common law: one,

when an estranger that no right hath presenteth to a church,

and his clerke is admitted and instituted, hee is said to bee an
usurper, and the wrongfull act that he hath done is called an
usurpation.

Secondly, when any subject doth use, without lawfull warrant,

royal franchises, he is said to usurpe upon the king those

franchises.

,fg] Glanvil. Purprestura,OY pourprestiira, ZL^ur^resiMYe. [q] Purprestura
lib. 9. cap. 11. esty 4'C- generalite?' quoties aliquidfit ad nocumentum regii tene-
Britton, fol. 28, menti, vel regice vice (vel aliquarum puhlicarum) vel civitatis, Sfc.

?Cro Car i*-
^^^ because it is properly when there is a house builded, or an

a Inst. 278.)'^ enclosure made of any part of the king's demesnes, or of an
highway, or a common street or publike water, or such like

publike things, it is derived of the French word pourpris, which
signifieth an inclosure, but specially applied, as is aforesaid, by
the common law.

Sect. 476.

^'UT if a man be disseised (Mes si * home soit disseisee), and the

disseisor maketh a feoffement upon condition, viz. to render to him a
certaine rent, and for default of payment a re-entry, S^c. if the disseisee

release to the feoffee upon condition, yet this shall not amend the estate of
thefeoffee upon condition (uncore ceo f n'amendra Testate le feoflfee sur

condition); for notwithstanding such release, yet his estate is upon condi-

tion, as it was before ( 1 ).

% And with this agreeth the opinion of all the justices, Pasch. 9 H. 7.

HERE
* ascun added in L. and M, and Roh. n'avoidera. Veil. MS.
t n'amendra— ne abatera, L. and .| This paragraph not in L. and

M. and Roh, ne alterast. Pap. MS, M. or Roh.

(1) The observations made on note 1. to page 275. a. note 1. to page 276. b.

and the note to the preceding page, apply to the cases put by Littleton in this

and
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IJ E R E the entry of the disseisee is congeable, and yet the 9 H. 7. 25.

release dotli not avoid the condition, because the feoffee is

in by title, as hath bcene said, and may have a warranty {2). And
herein our author cxpresseth a diversitie betweene a condition

in law, and a condition in deed ; for in the case before wiien the

disseisee releaseth to the feoffee of the tenant for life, the con-

dition in law is taken away, but otherwise it is in this case of a

condition in deed.

But if the feoffee upon condition make a feoffment in fee over (Sect. 415.)

without any condition, and the disseisee release to the second ub. i.f.147.

feoffee, the condition is destroyed by the release before the con- ^l^^y^we'i ca«e.

dition broken or af\er. For the state of the second feoffee was

not upon any expresse condition, as Littleton here putteth his

case, and he may have advantage of the release, because it is not

against his owne proper acceptance, as Littleton speaketh in the

next Section.

But if it be a wrongfull title, such a title is taken away by a

release ; as if A. disseised B. to the use of C. B. release to A.

this shall take away the agreement ofC to the disseisin, because

it should make him a wrong doer : as if the disseisor be disseised,

the disseisee releaseth to the second disseisee (C), this taketh

away the right the first disseisor had against the second, and a u « «

relation of an estate gained by wrong shall never defeat an estate '^^ p^^^
*

*

subsequent gained by right, against a single opinion, not affirmed ^^nt. 271. a.

by any other in one of our bookes. 276. b.)

Sect. 477.

TN the same manner it is where a man is disseised of certaine lands^ and
the disseisor grant a rent-charge out of the same land, S)C, albeit the

disseisee doth afterivards release to the disseisor^ S)r. yet the rent-charge

remai/nes inforce. And the reason in these two cases is this, that a man
shall not have advantage by such release which shall bee against his proper

acceptance, and against his own grant. And albeit some have said, that

where the entry of a man is congeable upon a tenant, if hee releases to the

same tenant, that this shall availe the tenant, as if he had entered upon the

tenant, and after enfeoffed him, S^c. this is not true in every case. For in

the Jirst case of these two cases aforesaid, if the disseisee had entered upon
the feoffee upon condition, and after enjeoffed him, then is the condition

wholly defeated and avoided. And so in the second case, if the disseisee

entereth and enfeoffeth him icho granted the rent'char^e, then is the rent-

charge taken away a)id avoided, but it is not void by any such release

without enlrie made, ^c.

''AND
(C) disseifce teems to be here printed by mistake instead ofdissewor. Sec Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 119.

and the following Section, and by sir Edward Coke in his commentary. The
w hole of the doctrine contained in this chapter is particularly well explained
by lord chief baron Gilbert in his treatise on tenures.—[Note 243.]

(2) The reason (fthis case in the book here cited is, that the condition is like

a covenatU hetween them ; and he is estoppedfrom claiming it othenvise; and
the diiersitij follotv^nn /r.>fv to xvarrnnt this. Post. 278. L.—Lord Nott. MSS.
—[Note 244.]

Vol. II D u
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" A^^ ^^^^ disseisor grant a rent-charge^ t^c." Here
(G Rep. 78. b.) is implyed commons or any other iJ:^ profit out r2787|

of the lands. And the reason is, because he shall not
I ^ J

avoid his owne grant by a release hee himselfe hath

acquired since the grant : but if the disseisor in that case be dis-

seised, and the disseisee release to the second disseisor, he shall

(7 Rep. 38.) avoid it, as by that which hath beene said, (S^c^. 473, appeareth.

(Post. 349 a.) So likewise if A. and B. bee joynt disseisors, and B. grant a

(Mo, 95.)
rent-charge, and the disseisee release to A. all his right. A, shall

avoid the rent-charge, because it was not granted by him, and
so not within the reason of our author.

If there bee two femes joint disseisors, and the one taketh

(Ant. 276. a.) husband, and the disseisee release to the other, shee is sole

seised, and shal hold out the husband and wife.

If two disseisors bee, and they infeoiFe another, and take backe
an estate for life or in fee, albeit they remaine disseisors to the

disseisee as to have an assise against them, yet if he release to

one of them, he shall not hold out his companion, because their

state in the land is by feoffment.

If there be two disseisors, and they be disseised, and they

release to their disseisor, and after disseise him, and then the dis-

seisee release to one or both of them, yet the second disseisor

shall re-enter, for they shall not hold the land against their owne -

release ; for Littleton here saith, that they shall not avoid their

owne grant, and by like reason they shall not avoid their owne
release, et sic de similihus.

" As ifhe had entered upon the tenant, a?id after eirfeoffcdhim,

(Ant, 194) Sfc." Here is another kinde of release, viz. a release which
enureth by way of entry and feoffment ; for if a disseisee release

to one of the disseisors to some purpose, this shall enure by way
of entry and feoffment, w,s. as to hold out his companion.

But as to a rent-charge !^:^ granted by him, it shall r2787|
not enure by way of entrie and feoffment ; for if the

I k
*J

disseisee had entred and enfeoffed him, the rent-charge

had beene avoided. But it is a certaine rule, that when the entry

of a man is congeable, and he releaseth to one that is in by title,

(as here to the feoffee upon condition is) it shall never enure by
way of entry and feoffment, either to avoid a condition with

which he accepted the land charged, or his owne grant, or to

hold out his companion.
And where it appeareth by our author, that acts done by the

(Dr. and Sttid. disseisor shall not be avoided by the release of the disseisee, it is

^^- ^•) to be noted, that acts made to the disseisor himselfe shall not be
avoyded by the alteration of his estate by the release of the dis-

seisee ; as if the lord before the release had confirmed the estate

of the disseisor to hold by lesser services, the disseisor shall take

advantage of it, and so of estovers to be burnt in the house, and
the like law ofa warrantie made unfo him.

If the heire of the disseisor indow his wife ex assensu patris,

and the disseisee release to the disseisor, he shall not avoide the

indowment, for that is like the case put by Littleton of the rent-

charge.

If an alien be a disseisor, and obtaine letters of denization,

and then the disseisee release unto him, the king shall not have
the land, for the release hath altered the estate, and it is as it

were a new purchase ; otherwise it is if the alien had beene the

feoffee of a disseisor.

If
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1

If the lord disseise the tenant, and is disseised, the disseisee

release to the second disseisor, yet tlic scigniorie is not revived,

for bctweene the parties the release enures by way of cntric and

feoffment as to the land ; but not having regard to the seignioric,

and for that the nosscssion was never actually removed or re-

vested from the disseisor, who claimeth under the lord, the scig-

niorie is not revived. But if the lord and a stranjrer disseise the

tenant, and the disseisee release to the stranger, there t!ic seig-

niorie by operation of law is revived, for the whole is vested in

tlie stranger which never chiimcd under the lord : and in that

case, if the lord had died, and the land iiad survived, the scig-

iiiorie had beene revived. Hut if the lord had disseised the tenant,

and beene disseised by two, and the disseisee released to one of

them, tlie seigniorie is not revived, because he claimed (as hath

beene said) under the lord.

Sect. 478.

/I LSOjif a nian he disseised hy an infant *, who alien in fee, and
the alienee dielh seised, and his heire entreth, f the disseisor being

leithin age, now is it in the election of the disseisor (ore est en election

X le disseisour) to have a writ
\\ of dum fuit infra astatem, or a ivrit of right

against the heire of the alienee, and which writ of them he shall chase, hee

ought to recover hy the law, §cSc. And also he may enter info the land

without any recovery, and in this case the entrie of the disseisee is taken

away, S^c. But in this case if the disseisee release his right to the heire of
the alietiee, and after the disseisor bringelh a writ of right against the

heire of the alienee, and hee joipie the mise upon the meere right, <^t. the

great assise ought to fnde bi/ the law, that the tenant hath more meere

right ^ than the disseisor, % S)C.for that the tenant hath the right of the

disseisee by his release, the which is the most ancient and most meere right

:

for by such release all the right of the disseisee passelh to the tenant, and
is in the tenant. And to this some have said, that in this case lohere a man
which hath right to lands or tenements (but his entrie is not con^ecd)le) if
he release to the tenant ** all his right, Ssc. that such release shall enure

by way of extinguishment. As to this it may bee said, that this is true

(que ceo est ft voyer) ^.5 to him which releaseth
; for by his release he

hath dismissed himself auite
(JJ quietment) of ^^ his right as to his

l)erson, but yet ^^ the right which he hath ma)/ well pass to the tenant by

his

* mthin age added in L. and M. ** S^c. added L. and M. and Roh.
and Roh. ft voyer—veritc, L. and M. (tnd

^ ike disseisor—the alienor xnh^QXidi Roh.
M. and Roh. tt quietment not in L. and M, or

X le disseisour—d'alienour, L. and Roh.—nettement, MSS.
M. and Roh. 4.4. all added L. and M. and Roh.

II of not in L. and M. or Roh. |||| the right tvhich fie hath may tcell

§ ^c. not in L. and M. or Roh. pass to the tenant by his release, not in

4. 8fc. added L. and M. and Roh. the Veil. MS. but omitted most pro-

f Sfc. not in L. and M, or Roh. bably through mistake.
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his release. For it should bee inconvenient that such an ancient right

should bee extinct altogether, ^cfor it is commonly said, that a right

cannot die (i).

(i) Few parts of Littleton's tenures require more attention than the pre-

sent Section, and the five Sections, by which it is immediately followed.

The case, propounded by Littleton, is, that A. is disseised by B. an in-

fant;— that B. during his infancy, executes a feoffment, with livery of seisin,

to C. and his heirs ;— that, while B. continues an infant, C. dies, and the land

descends to D. and his heirs ;—that, after this descent, J5. attains 21 ;—that

A. then releases to D. and his heirs ;—and that B, then brings a writ of right

against D. to recover the land.

The feoffment of B. being executed by him during his minority, was origi-

nally voidable by him
; yet, being only voidable and not void, it conferred on

C. an actual estate in fee simple; and this estate would remain in C. till it

should be recovered from him by B. or his heirs. Thus the rights of the

parties stood immediately upon the execution of the feoffment ; and both A.
and B, might recover against C. by entry, or by a possessory action, or by a
writ of right;—and in addition to these remedies, B. might recover against

C. by the wTit dumfuit infra cetatem.

The death of C during the minority of B. produced a considerable

alteration in the right of A. In the chapter on Descents, which take away
Entries, it has been shown, (c. 6. § 385), that, if a disseisor hath issue, and
dies seised of the land acquired by the disseisin, the law casts the land on the

issue ; and the disseisee thereby loses his right to recover the land by entry,

and can only recover it by action. The law is the same, when the disseisor

aliens ; and the alienee dies seised and the land descends to his issue. But,

in Section 402, it is observed, that this effect of a disseisin does not hold in

cases, where both the disseisin and the descent take place during the minority

of the disseisee. In respect therefore to A. the death of C. during the mi-
nority of B. was attended with this important consequence, that it deprived

A. of his right to restore his possession by entry, and reduced him, if he sought
to restore it, to the necessity of doing it by action. In respect to B. the

descent of the land, on C.'s decease, to D. was altogether inoperative : so that,

in this stage of the title, A. was equally, in respect to B. and D. the rightful

owner of the fee ; B. in respect to A. was the tortious possessor, and in respect

to D. was the rightful owner of it ; and A. by action, and B. both by entry
and action, might recover the land from D. The actions by which A. and B.
might recover were either possessory, as a writ of disseisin or assize, or
droitural, as a writ of right ;—in addition to the writs which have been men-
tioned, B, had the writ dumfuit infra (ptatem.

Under these circumstances A. released to Z).—Now, if J9. had either entered
on the land, or brought his possessory action against P., B. would have reco-
vered. For, in a suit upon either, the gist would have been, whether B. or

D. had the better right to the possession. Now, B. would prove his actual

seisin ; D. could only produce the feoffment from B. to C. and prove his heir-

ship to C. Against these, B. would plead his non-age ; and by proving it,

would avoid the feoffment, and consequently obtain judgment. But, instead

of entering on the land, or bringing his possessory action, B. unadvisedly
proceeds by writ of right. In such an action, the gist is, which has the most
mere right, the demandant or tenant. If A. had not executed the release to

D., B. must have recovered ; for possession, standing singly, carries with it,

as well in a writ of right, as in a possessory action, a good title, till a better

is shown. Now, B. was evidently in possession, when he executed the feoff-

ment ; but that feoffment was voidable on account of the non-age, and was
- avoided
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** tunIC II writ of them hee shall chuse, Sfc." Note, uniny (Am. 45. .i.)

timu.H in one case the law dutli give u man scvorall runie- Vi<io Srct. 514.

dies, and of suvcrall kindes, as in this case by action and by ^^ **•• 3- PS-

entry ; by action, either a writ of right, or dumfuit infra cclatem.
J^ ^'4.^5
41 K. 3. 10.

" And after the disseisor brin^cih a writ of right, cSc" Here it a H. 4. la.

ajipearcth that there is a great art and knowledge for a man that

hath divei*s remedies to cliuse his aptest remedie ; as in this case»

if

avoided by the action. Thus, the feoffment, standing singly, was no defence

against B.
But the release altered the case ; it conferred the right on D. : and conse-

quently in a droitural action, where the question to be tried is, which of the

parties has the most mere right, it gave D. a better title than B.
This, however, was open to the objection noticed by Littleton ;— that D.

having the actual estate of freehold, yl.'s right was merged in it by the release;

and as, on this supposition, it ceased to exist, D. could not avail himself of it,

as a defence against B.—Something of this nature occurs in modern law. If

a person purchase an estate, which is subject to a judgment, of which, at the

time of the purchase, he has not notice, and procures a term of years, prior in

its creation to that judgment, to be assigned to a trustee for him, the term
will protect him against the judgment. But if, instead of having the term
assigned to a trustee, he takes an assignment of it to himself, it merges in

the freehold, and cannot afterwards be set up as a protection against the

judgment.

Such is the nature of the objection noticed by Littleton. He answers it by
observing, that, in these cases, the effect of the release is different, in respect

to the releasor, from what it is in respect to strangers ; for that, in respect to

the releasor, it ceases to exist, as by his release the releasor hath dismij^sed

himself quite of his right; but that, in respect to strangers, the right, which

the releasor had, passes by his release to the releasee, and subsists in him for

all beneficial purposes.

He proves his position,— 1st, by producing the maxim of the common law,

that a right cannot die ;— 2dly, from the general rule, that a release can never

operate tiy way of extinguishment, if the releasee can have that, which is

released to him. This he shows, by the nature of the cases, to which only

such releases apply ; as, when a lord releases service to a tenant (Sect. 479),
or where the owner of a rent-charge or common, releases it to the owner of

the land, which is subject to it. In the first of these cases, the tenant could
not do the service to himself; and in the second, he could not hold, distinct

from his land, the servitude with which it was charged:—in each case, there-

fore, the release necessarily operates by way of extinguishment. Hence Lit-

tleton infers, that, as releases can only operate by way of extinguishment,

when the releasee cannot have the subject which is released, and in the case

proposed, the releasor could take and hold the right, the release could not

operate to extinguish it.

In support of this conclusion, he states (Sect. 481), that, as the law stood
before the statute of Westm. 2, if a lease were made to a man for the term of
his life, with the remainder over in fee, and a stranger, by a feigned action,

recovered the land against the tenant for life, by default, and after the tenant

died, the person in remainder had no remedy. On this doctrine of the

common law, Littleton (Sect. 482) proposes the following case : A. is tenant

for life, with the immediate remainder to /. S. in fee. /. S. disseises A., and
A. being thus disseised, enters on /. 5., and C. then brings a feigned action

against A. and recovers, by default. A. then dies, and /. S. brings a writ of

right against C. Now A. by his entry, defeated the fee, which /. S. acquired

D D 3 by
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if he bring his writ of right, the disseisor shall be barred, but

if he had entred upon the heire of the alienee, he should have

enjoyed the land for ever. For in that case the heire of the

alienee after such an entrie shall never have a vvrit of right, no

more than if the disseisee entreth upon the heire of the disseisor,

and

by the disseisin, but restored his own life estate, and the remainder in fee of

/. S. expectant on it ; and then in consequence of A.*s default, /. S. according

to the doctrine of the common law, would, on ^.'s decease, if the previous

disseisin had not taken place, have been wholly without remedy. Yet, says

Littleton, /. S. shall recover in a writ of right.—The reason is given by lord

Coke, in his commentary on Section 482. " The seisin," says his lordship,

" is defeated, bettveen the tenant for life and him in remainder, yet, having re-

" gard to the recoveror, who is a mere stranger, and hath no title, it is suffi-

" cient against him. But otherwise it is, against the party who defeated the

" seisin, the law being propense to give remedy to him that right hath." This

case and lord Coke's explanation of it, exemplify, and, to a certain extent,

establish Littleton's position. The analogy between the case propounded by
Littleton, and the case, which he cites in support of his conclusion on that case,

seems to be, that, in each case, the possession of the parties in contest was

equally tortious : and the law, therefore, preferred the title of him, who had

the most mere right. For, in the first case, B. the infant acquired the pos-

session by disseisin : D. acquired it by descent from C. who claimed under

the voidable feoffment of B. But, as the release of A. conferred ^.'s right to

the land on D. the law preferred his title to that of B. as D. by the acquisi-

tion of the right of A. had most mere right.—In tlie other case, /. S. acquired

the possession by disseisin, and C. acquired it under a covinous default. But
though /. S. by his tortious entry, accelerated his possession of the estate, yet,

under the original settlement of the land, he became, on A.'s decease, the

rightful owner of it. The law therefore considered, that the title of /. S. which

was originally a rightful estate, should be preferred to the title of C. which

was originally founded in collusion between him and A. ; and therefore

adjudged it to /. S. as having the most mere right.—These observations seem
to explain the sections to which they are applied; and the nature of the

argument, suggested by Littleton in support of his opinion, and the case, by
which he illustrates it.

With respect to the statute of Westminster 2, mentioned by Littleton—it has

been stated, that, at common law, if a man were tenant for life, with remainders

over, and a stranger, by a feigned action, recovered against the tenant for life,

the remainder-man had no remedy, till it was supplied by this statute.

Further remedy was provided for them, by the statute 32 Hen. 8. c. 31.

which enacted, that all common recoveries suffered by tenant for life, without

the consent of the persons in remainder or reversion, should be totally void.

To avoid the effect of this statute, the tenant for life sometimes made a

lease for years ; the lessee then made a feoffment, and a praecipe was brought

against the feoffee, and he vouched the tenant for life.. It was held that, as

the tenant for life was disseised by the feoffment of his lessee for years, he was
not the actual tenant for life, or seised of the actual freehold, when the reco-

very was suffered ; and did not, therefore, fall within the terms of the statute of

Hen. 8. To bring such cases within the intended remedy the statute of 14 Eliz.

c. 8. was passedj which enacted that recoveries, prosecuted against tenants for

life, or in tail after possibility of issue extinct, or against any other with the

voucher of the particular tenant, should be void against all persons in remainder

or reversion ; with a proviso, that nothing in the act should extend to recoveries

by good title, or to recoveries by assent and agreement of the persons in

remainder or reversion, so that such assent and agreement appeared of record
in
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aiul make a fcofrmcnt in fee, if the heirc of the diK-

['27()7|
seisor tr- re-enter ho shall dctaine the hind for ever, (Ant. afiC. a.)

jj* J and the fcoflec shall not niaintaine any writ of rigjjt; 3» I- 3 »^-

ibr a bare right shall never ho lei't in the feoffee, but '^,^^^^/ T > -r

shall ever follow the possession, as hath bcene said : but if the action!''''."""'

disseisee entrcth upon the heirc of the disseisor, and make a Vide Sect. 447.

foolfment in fee upon condition, and entrcth for the condition

broken before the heirc of the disseisor enter, bee is restored

to his right againe.

A man makcth a gift in tailc, the remainder in fee, tenant in qU. 7. 2\

taiie dicth without issue, an estrangcr intrude, and he in the

remainder brings a formedon, and recovcreth by default, and
maketli a I'eolKment in fee, the intruder reverse the recovcric in

a writ of disceit and entrcth, he shall dctaine the land for ever,

and the feoltce shall not have a writ of right.

And so likewise if a disseisor die seised, and a stranger abate, 9 '^ 7- 24-

and the disseisee release to him, the heirc of the disseisor shall

enter and dctaine the land for ever. For the right to the pos-

session shall draw the right of the land to it, and shall not leave

a right in him to whom the release is made, as hath been said

before in the 447 Section.

" T/ie right of the disseisee passeth to the teiianty and is in the

tenant.'' For seeing the tenant hath the whole fee simple, he is

capable of the whole right of the disseisee, and, as Littleton here
saitli, the right is in the tenant.

" It should be inconvenient.'* Here againe, as hath beene often Vide Sect. 87.

observed, an argument rt^ njco/zuewie^/fi is forcible in law ; and i38> 139-231.

that judges by the authoritic of our author arc to judge of ^^9' ^^^' 7^^'

inconveniences as ofthings unlaw full (A) as hereby and
r27971 ^^^ ^y ^any other places it appearpth.

^^ A right cannot die." Dormit aliqiiando jiiSf inoritur 1

nunnuam. For of such an high estimation is right in the eye of \

the law, as the law preserveth it from death and destruction : i

trodden downe it may bee, but never trodden out. For where it

hath beene said, that a release of right doth in some cases enure
by way of extinguishment ; it is so to be understood, either (iw

|

Littleton doth here) in respect of him that makes the release, or !

in respect that by construction of law it enureth not alone to him I

to whom it is made, but to others also who be estrangers to the i

release,

(A) Vid. ante 6Q. a.n. i. asto the necessity of qualifying the nuuim here alluded to.

in any of her majesty's courts : and the statute of 32 Hen. 8. was repealed/
In consequence of the last proviso in the statute, a tenant for life may now
join with the person in remainder or reversion, in suffering a common reco-
very. This was first settled in Wiseman v. Crow, Cro. Eliz. 562 ; and is

every day's practice.

It sometimes happens, that a tenant in tail supposing himself seised in fee,

executes a settlement, and takes an estate for life under it : a question has
been made, whether such a tenant for life is prevented from suffering a reco-

very by the statutes cited. It seems to be clear, that he is not ; as all tlie

deeds must be considered as forming one conveyance, and as referring back
to the original conveyance, executed by the party when he was actually tenant

in tail ;—so that the recovery, and the deed leading the uses of it, operate

merely by way of further assurance.—[Note 244*]
D D 4
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release, which, as hath beene said, is a qualitie of an inheritance

extinguished.

14 H. 8. 6. b. As if there be lord and tenant, and the tenant maketh a lease

for life, the remainder in fee, if the lord release to the tenant for

life, the rent is wholly extinguished, and he in the remainder shall

take benefit thereof; even so when the heire of a disseisor is

disseised, and the disseisor make a lease for life, the remainder in

fee, if the first disseisee release to the tenant for life, this is said

to enure by way of extinguishment, for that it shall enure to him
in the remainder, who is a stranger to the release ; and yet in

truth the right is not extinct, but doth follow the possession, viz.

the tenant for life hath it during his time, and he in the remainder

to him and to his heires, and the right of the inheritance is in

him in the remainder; for a right to land cannot die or be extinct

in deed ; and therefore, if after the death of tenant for life, the

heire of the disseisor bring a writ of right against him in the

,
remainder, and he joyne the mise upon the meere right, it shall

I be found for him, because in judgment of law he hath by the

[ said release the right of the first disseisee.

Sect. 479.

BUT releases which enure hy way of extinguishment (i) against all

persons, are where hee to whom the release is made cannot have that

which to him is released. As if there hee lord and tenant, and the lord

release to the tenant all the right lohich hee hath in the seigniory ^ or all the

right which he hath in the land, Sfc. this release goeth by way of extin-

guishment against all persons, because that the tenant cannot have "^ service

to receive of himselfe,

14H.8. fol. 5,6. TT ERE Littleton putteth a diversity betweene releases which
"
H 6 tit

enure by way of extinguishment against all persons, and

Barre, 30/
whereof all persons may take advantage, and releases which in

38 E.'3.''io. respect of some persons enure by way of extinguishment, and of
other persons by way of mitter le droit : or betweene releases
which in deed enure by extinguishment, for that hee to whom
the release is made, cannot have the thing released, and releases
which, having some quahty of such releases, are said to enure
by way of extinguishment, but in troth doe not, for that he to
whom the release is made may receive and take the thing re-
leased. And here Littleton putteth cases where releases do
absolutely enure by extinguishment without exception, having
respect to all persons. And first of the lord and tenant : secondly,
of the rent- charge: thirdl}^, of the common of pasture.

Sect.

* service to receive— this^ L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Here Littleton returns to releases by extinguishment. See ant. 268.
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Sect. 480.

T N the same manner is it of a release made lo the tenant of the land of

a renl-charis^e or conmion of pasture y S)'e. because the tenant cannot

have that which to him is released^ 6jC. so such re/eases shall enure hy way

ofextinguishment in all wayes (issint tiels releases urera * per extinguish-

ment en touts voyes).

pi R S T, ofthe lord and tenant, and the lord release to

roQQ~] the tenant his seignioric, 5^ this must of necessity

I

* enure by way of extinguishment to all men ; for the

tenant cannot have service to be taken of himselfe, nor

can one man be both lord and tenant. The second is of a rent- (2 Roll. Abr.

charge ; a man cannot have land and a rent issuing out of the 405)

same land. Thirdly, a man cannot have land and a common of

pasture issuing out of the same land, et sic de cccteris. For in all

these cases and the like he to whom the release is made cannot

have and enjoy the thing that is released. But in the case of the

right of the land, the tenant of the land may take and enjoy it

for strengthening his estate therein.

Tlie mesne being a feme entermarrie with the tenant peravaile, (Ant. 273. b.)

if the lord release to the feme, the seigniorie only is extinct

;

but if hee release to the husband, both seigniorie and mesnaltie

are extinct. And in this case, if the lord release to the husband

and wife, it is a question how the release shall enure ; but it is

no question but that a release may be made to a mesnaltie or a

seigniory suspended in part of the estate.

But here observe a diversity where a release enureth by way of (^74- a-
1
Roll,

extinguishment of an inheritance, which is in possession and may / .Vnt.^a*!. >.

be granted over, and a release of a right, or an action to lands 232. b. 266. a.)

which cannot be granted over, [r] For the lord may release his [r] 13 E. 3.

seigniorie to the tenant of the land for life or in taile, et sic de i'^- Extinguish-

c£Eteris. But so cannot one release a right or an action ; for if
e"^J||*^^che?

it be released but for an houre, it is extinct for ever, as hath y l^^
""

beene said. 30 E. 3. 13.

And two things are to be observed here. First, that by the 19 H. 6. 19.

release of all the right in the land the seigniorie is extinct, as well '^^ ^- 3- 33-

as by the release of all the right in the seigniorie, for the seig-
J^ nf^^/tU.

niorie issueth out ofthe land. Secondly, that by the release of all Release^ 21.

his right in the seigniorie or the land, the whole seigniorie is 18 F. 2. ibid. 5.

extinct without any words of inheritance. If the tenancie be ^6 H. 8. 5.

given to a lord and to a stranger, and to the heires of the stranger, ^^ ^•'' "*

the lord release to his companion all the right in the land, this

release doth not onely passe his estate in the tenancie, but ex-

tiuguisheth also his right in the seigniorie, and so one release

enures to extinguish severall rights in one and the same land.

If there be lord and tenant by fealty and rent, the lord granteth

the seigniorie for yeares, and the tenant atturneth, the lord re-

leaseth his seigniorie to the tenant for years, and to the tenant of

the land generally, the whole seigniorie is extinct, and the state

of

• per extinguishment en touts voyes, envers toutz persons, L, and M. and

—toutz foitz per voie d'cxticntisement Roh.
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of the lessee also. But if the release had beene to them and
their heires, then the lessee had had the inheritance of the one
moitie, and the other moitie had beene extinct. And the reason
of this diversity is, because when the release is made generally,
it can enure to the lessee but for life, because it enureth by way
of enlargement of estate, and being made to the tenant of the
land, it enureth by way of extinguishment, as Littleton here saith,

and then there cannot remaine a particular estate in the seigniorie

(Aut. 15a. b.) for life. But when the release is made to them and their heires,
{Mo. 59.) each one takes a moitie, the one by way of encreasing of the

state, and the other by extinguishment.

Sect.. 481.

jj LSO, to prove that the grand assise ought to passfor the demandant,
in the case aforesaid, I have often heard the reading of the statute of

West. 2. which begun thus (jeo aye oye sovent*la lecture de I'estatute

de Westminster second, que commence) : In casu quo vir amiserit per
defaltam tenementum quod fuit jus uxoris suse, 8cc. that at the common
law before the sayd statute (devant f mesme I'estatute), if a lease were
made to a manfor term of life (si lease soit fait \ a un home pur terme
de vie), the remainder over in fee, and a stranger by feigned action

(per feint action) recovered against the tenantfor life by default, and after

the tenant dieth (et puis § le tenant morust), he in the remainder had 7io

remedie before the statute, because he had not any possession of the land,

(2 Inst. 345.)
" jT HA VE often heard the reading ofthe statute of West. 2."

Here it is to be observed, ofwhat authoritie antient lectures

or readings upon statutes were, for that they had five ex-
cellent qualities. First, they declared what the com-
mon 83=" law was before the making of the statute, as [28071
here it appeareth. Secondly, they opened the true

I v, J
sense and meaning of the statute. Thirdly, their cases

were briefe, having at the most one poynt at the common law,

and another upon the statute. Fourthly, plaine and perspicuous,

for then the honour of the reader was to excell others in autho-

rities, arguments, and reasons for proofe of his opinion, and for

confutation of the objections against it. F'ifthly, they read, to

suppresse subtill inventions to creepe out of the statute. But
now readings halving lost the said former qualities, have lost also

their former authorities : for now the cases are long, obscure, and
intricate, full ofnew conceits, liker rather to riddles than lectures,

which when they are opened they vanish away like smoke, and
the readers are like to lapwings, who seeme to bee neerest their

nests, when they are farthest from them, and all their studie is to

find nice evasions out of the statute. By the authority of Little-

ton, ancient readings may be cited for proofe of the law ; but
new

* en added in L. and M. and Rah. X a un home—al tenant, L. and M.
t mesme not in L. and M. or and Roh.

Roh. § le tenant, not in L. and M. or Roh.
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new readings Iiavo not tliat honour, for that they arc so obscure

and darkc. -i

" The statute of West, a." Which is the third chapter.

" The rciminder over in fee.'* Here is to be observed, that

althou«^h the statute spcaketh of a reversion [a], yet by the ("J ^\ 1- ;i ;jo

authority of Littleton a remainder is within the statute. ^^ ^:-
3-9^'

See the statute of 14 Eliz. cap. 8, which provideth fully for
Entrk^-.

iiini in tlie remainder. 3E. a.Entrie.v.

6 E. 3. 24.

** Feigned actiouy (feint action)/' Feint is a participle of the 7 K- 3- J'"t. 62.

French wonX feindre^ wliich is to feign e or falsely pretend, so ^_ ji^^'^J'^^'
as a feint action is a false action (A). y jf. B. 217. D.

Register, 241.
" Had no remedie before the statute.** [A] Here it appeareth [b] VV.2.cap.5.

by Littleton, that if a man maketh a lease for life, the remainder ^/^*= 34 I- 3-

in fee, and tenant for life suffereth a recovery by default, that he
^ "Eg/ib/dfai.

in the remainder should not have a formedon by the common 8E.3. 59.

law : for Littleton saith, that he hath not any remedy before the F. N. 13. 217. D.

statute. Neither is there any such writ in that case in the 7H.7. 13.

Register, albeit in some bookes mention is made of such a

writ.

Sect. 482.

T? UT if he in the remainder had entered upon the tenantfor /ife, and
disseised him, and after the tenant enter upon him^ and after the

tenaunt for life by such recoverie lose by default and die, now he in the

remainder may well have a writ of right against him which recovers, be-

cause the mise shall bejoyned only upon the mere right, S^c. Vet in this

case the seisin of him in the remainder was defeated by the entry of the

tenant for life. But peradventure some will argue and say, that hee

shall not have a writ of right in this case,for that 2vhen tlie mise isjoyned,

it is joyned in this manner, (scilicet) if the tenaunt hath more mere right

in the land in the manner as he holdeth, than the demand/tnt hath in the

manner as hee demandeth, andfor that the seisin of tlie demandant was
defeated by the entry of the tenant for term of life, S^c, then he hath no
right in the manner as he demandeth.

XJ E RE a disseisin (B) gotten by Wrong, and defeated by the 38 E. 3. 3. tit.

entrie of him that right hath, is sufficient to maintaine a Juris Utrum, 1.

writ of right against the recoveror in this case, for

[28l7| ^^beit fcj* the seisin is defeated between the lessee for

^ J life and him in the remainder, yet having regard to the

recoveror, who is a meere stranger, and hath no title, 7 E. 3. 62.

it is sufficient against him. But otlierwise it is against the party 38 E. 3. 37.

himselfe tit.Jur. Utr. 1.

(A) Vide Sect. 688, Sf 689 j for LittUUm there maket a distinctum between afeint action

and afaUe qction.

(B) disseisin seems to be here printed by mistake instead (f seisin ; as it was the tortious

xeiun, which the ranaindei--man acquired by his disseisin of the tenantfor ly'e, that i

"^
him to defeat, in a unit of right, the recoveror by the default of the tenantfor life.
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himselfe that defeated the seisin, and the law is prepense to give

(Post. 315. a.) remedie to him that right hath. And where some have thought,
that there is no authority in law to warrant Littletons opinion
herein, they are greatly mistaken, for Littlet07i hath good warrant
for all that he hath written.

Lands are letten to A. for life, the remainder to B. for life, the

remainder to the right heirs of A. ; A. dieth, B. entreth and
dieth ; a stranger intrudeth, the heire of A. shall have a writ of

right of the seisin which A. had as tenant for life.

(Aut. 184. a. b.) Lands are letten to A. and B. and to the heires o^ A: A,
dyeth ; a recovery is had against B. ; the heire of A. shall have
a writ of right of the whole, for every joyntenant is seised per my
et per tout.

If lands be given in tayle, the remainder to ^. in fee, the donee
dyeth without issue, his wife privement enseint, A. entreth, the

issue is borne and entreth upon him and dyeth without issue,

A. shall have a writ of right of the seisin which he had.

4 E. 3. 16, 17. If lands be given in tayle to A. the remainder to his right

heires, A. dieth without issue, the collaterall heire of A. shall

have a writ of right of the seisin of A.

(Ant. 14. b. And so note a diversity betweene a seisin to cause possessio

15- a.) fratrisy (^c. for there is required a more actuall seisin, and a
40 E. 3. 8. seisin to maintaine a writ of right. And hereby also are the

^7 Asf 4
^ (^(^') i" this Section explained.

a4E. 4. 24. 7 H, 5. 4. 11 H. 4. 11.

(Yelv. 148. Gppj- AOQ
Hob. 73- 105.)

OeCl. 40.>.

(6 Rep. 24.)

n^O this it may bee said, that these words (modo et forma
prout, &c.) in many cases are words i3^ of'forme of plead- F^SlTl

ing, and not words oj substance. For if a man bring a writ 0/ L b. J
entrie in casu proviso, of the alienation made by the tenant in

dower to his disinheritance, and counteth of the alienation made in fee,
and the tenant saith, that he did not alien in manner as the demandant
hath declared, and upon this they are at issue, and it isfound by verdict

that the tenant aliened in taile, orfor tearme of another man's life, the

demandant shall recover : yet the alienation was not in manner as the de-

mandant hath declared, &^c.

WHERE modo etformd are ofthe substance of the issue, and
where but words of forme, this diversity is to be observed,

[c] 9 H. 6. 1. [c] Where the issue taken goeth to the point of the writ or action,
40 E. 3. 35. there modo etformd are but words of forme, as here in the case

F. N.B. 206. G.
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ entrie in casu proviso, and so is the (8^c.) well ex-

40 E. 3. 5. plained in this Section. But otherwise it is when a collaterall

32 H. 8. Issue, point in pleading is traversed ; as if a feoffment be alleadged by
Br. 80. Vid. two, and this is traversed modo etformd, and it is found the feoff-
Sect, sequent. ^^^^ ^f ^^^^ ^^leYe modo etformd is materiall. So if a feoffment
12 E. 4. 4. be pleaded by deede, and it is traversed absque hoc quodfeoffamt
(Doc. Pla. 175. -i^iQdQ et forma \ upon this collaterall issue, modo etformd are so
199- 344, 345. essentiall as the jury cannot find a feoffment without deed.

Sect.
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Sect. 484.

^ L S Oy if there hce lord and tenant ^ and the tenant hold of the lord hy

fealtif only, * and the lord distreine the tenant for rent, and the

tenant bringeth a writ of trespasse against his lord for his cattell so taken,

and the lord plead that the tenant holds of him hy fealtie and certaine

rent, andfor the rent bchinde he came to distreine, 6;c. and demand judge-

ment of the writ brought against him, ciuare vi et armis, &c. and the other

saith that hee doth not hold ofhim in the manner as he suppose, and upon

this they are at issue, and it isfound bi/ verdict that he holdeth of him by

fealty onely ; /// this case the writ shall abate, and yet hee doth not hold

of him in the manner as the lord hath said. For the matter of tlie issue

ts, whether the tenant holdeth of him or no ; for if hee holdeth of him,

although that the lord distreine the tenant for otiier services which he

ought not to have, yet such writ of trespasse quare vi et armis, &c. doth

not lie against the lord, but shall abate.

*' TT is found by verdict that he holdeth of him byfealtif onely^ Vi. Scct.prcccd.

Here is another diversitie to be observed : That albeit the 1?.^"" ^^'

issue bee upon a collateral! point, yet if by the finding of part of ^^ e 4 7.
the issue it shall appeare to the court that no such action lieth for 8 E. 4. 15.

the plaintife no more than if the whole had been found, there ao E. 4. 3.

modo etformd are but words of forme, as here in the case which
^J

^- 4- 3-

Littleton putteth of the lord and tenant appeareth.
(DwT'pii^fQ?*

344*)
" For the matter of the issue is, xuhether the tenant holdeth of

him or no, t^c." (9 Rep- 33-)

[28271 Here it appeareth, that t^ if the matter of the issue (^'^- Pl»- »9»-

g J be found it is sufficient. And this rule holds in criminall ^ 'Ron^Abr
causes. For if A. be appealed, or indicted of murder, 704. 708.

liz. that hee of malice prepense killed /. A. pleadeth that he is Sid. 5.

not guilty modo et forma, yet the jury may find the defendant ^°^- »8-73'8i.

guilty of manslaughter without malice prepensed, because the
"J^" 5 o*^^^*

killing of/, is the matter, and malice prepensed is but a cir- pi. Com. 101.

cumstance. (9 Rep. 348.
1 Cro. 14. 16. Haw. P. C. a66.)

In assise of darreine presentment, if the plaintife alleage 6E. 3.41.6.
the avoydance of the church by privation, and the jurie find the 25 E. 3. 50.

voydance by death, the plaintife shall have judgment : for 9 H. 7. 3.

the manner of voydance is not the title of the plaintife, but the '^ j.\7' y*
voydance is the matter. (Sid. ai.^ai.)

\d] If a gardeine of an hospitall bring an assise against tlie (Doc.Pla. 348.)
ordinary, he pleadeth that in his visitation he deprived him as R] 8 E 3. 70.

ordinary, whereupon issue is taken, and it is found that he de- ^ p**- ^9^39-

prived him as patron, the ordinary shall have judgement, for the ^4 £^1^04
deprivation is the substance of the matter. 5 H. 4. a'.

7 H. 4. 11. PI. Com. 92. 3 Mar. Dier, 1 16. 40 E. 3. 35. Dicr, a & 3 Ph. it

Mar. 115. b. 1 rin. 22 Eliz. Rot. 920. Wolman's case. 41 E. 3. a8. 34 Ass. 3.

30 Ass. 5. 33 E 3. Verdict, 47. '22 E. 3. 1. b. 18 E. 3. 48. 31 E. 3. Account, 58.

28 Ass. 48. (2 RolI.Abr. 704. 719.)

The

and -if, L. and M. and Rah.
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The lessee covenant with the lessor not to cut downe any trees,

and bind himself in a bond of forty pounds for performance of
covenants, the lessee cut downe ten trees, the lessor bringeth an
action of debt upon the bond, and assigneth a breach that the
lessee cutteth down twenty trees, whereupon issue is joined, and
the jury finde that the lessee cut downe ten, judgement shall be
given for the plaintife ; for sufficient matter of the issue is found
for the plaintife.

Sect. 485.

A LSO, in a writ of trespassefor batterie, orfor goods carried away, if
the defendant plead not guiltyy in manner as the plaintife suppose,

and it is found that the defendant is guiltie in another iowne, or at another
day than the plaintife supposes, yet hee shall recover (Auxy, * en briefe de
trespasse de batterie, ou des biens emports, si le defendant plede de rien

culpable, en le manner come le plaintife suppose, et trove est que le

defendant est culpable en auter ville, ou a auter jour que le plaintife

suppose, uncore il recovera). And f so in many other cases (en J plusors
auters cases) these words, viz. in manner as the demandant or the plaintife

hath supposed, do not make any § matter of substance of the issue
; for in

a lorit of right, where the mise is joyned upon the meere right, that is as

much as to say, and to such effect, viz. whether the tenant or demaundant
hath more meere right to the thing in demand.

(uRep. 5.) " 7"iV a tvrit of trespasse for batterie, or for goods carried

2R0II Abbess
«t««j//'^^c.

Doc! Pla. 03
* Here Littleton speaketh of actions brought for things transi-

369. 386!) tory. In which cases the wrong being done in one towne, the
plaintife may not only alledge it in another towne, as Littleton

here saith, but also in another county, and the jurors upon not
guilty pleaded are bound to find for the plaintife.

(1R0ll.Abr.335. Neither can the assault, battery, or taking of goods, &c. al-

Hob. 103, 104. ledged in another county, be traversed without speciall
Doc. Pla. 367. icr- cause of justification which extendeth to some cer- ^2821
5 Rep. 77.) taine place ; as if a constable of a towne in another I 1

*
I

6 Re0*^65 M county arrest the body of aman that breaketh the peace,
'

(Doc. Pla. 367. there he may traverse the county (but he must not rest there)

2 Cro. 45. 372. but all other places saving in the towne whereof he is constable.
Noy.57- And so it is of taking of goods, if the defendant justifie for da-

T) %P^?6i ^
"^^g6 feasant in another county he must traverse as before. But

(i°Leo.^39. where the cause of the justification is not restrained to a certaine

Sid. 234. 294. place, that is so locall as it cannot be alledged in any other towne,
3 Rep. 52. b. as in the cases before alledged, and the like, then albeit the action
Ant. 145. b.

i^QQ brought in a forraine countie, yet he must alledge his justifi-

2 Sid. m8. cation in the county where the action is brought. As if a man be
Cro. El. 99.) beaten in the county ofMiddlesex, and hee bringeth his action in

the county of Bz«c^. the defendant cannot pleade that the plaintife
' assaulted him in the county oi'Midd. Sfc. and traverse the county,

but

* en—un, L. and M, and Roh. § matter—manner L. and M. and
-j- so, not in L. and M. or Roh. Roh.

X moltes added in L, and M, and
Roh,
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but he must plentlc his justification in the county of Buck, for

that the cause of his justification is good in any ])lacc. And so

it is in case of builomcnt of goods, and other cases for transitory

things ; as for example

:

In an action upon the case the plaintife dcclarecl for speaking J""* so^jz-

of slanderous words, which is transitory, and laid the words to be \*\^^? i'""^ t

spoken in Jjondotty the defendant pleaded a concord for speaking
/,*,gicbm and"*

of words in all the counties of England, saving in Londo7i, and joncs. And
traversed the speaking of the words in I^ndon: the plaintife in Ii<rcwitli

his replication denied the concord, whereupon the defendant de- agrectha judge-

mirrred, and judgment was given for the plaintife. For the court
court ofcommon

said, that if the concord in that case should not be traversed, it picas. Pa*ch.

would follow, that by a new and subtile invention of pleading, an 38 Eliz. Kot.

ancient principle in law (that for transitorie causes of action the '^5^-

plaintife might alledge the same in what place or county he would)
should be subverted, which ought not to be suffered ; and there-

fore the judges of both courts allowed a traverse upon a traverse

in that case : and the wiscdome of the judges and sages of the law
have alwayes suppressed new and subtile inventions in derogation
ofthecommon law. And therefore the judges say in one booke [c], [r] 38 E. 3. 1.

We will not change the law which alwayes hath been used. And ( 1 Cro. 105.

another saith [/], It is better that it be turned to a default, than
-J"^-

72-

the law should be changed, or any innovation made.
^ Cro^'^va )

[/] 2 H. 4. 18. 31 E. 3. Gager deliver. 5.

A man did grant a rent, with a new invented clause of dis-

tresse, viz. that the grantee should hold the distresse against

gages and pledges ; and yet by the whole court he shall gage
deliverance, for otherwise by this new invention all replevyes
shall be taken away.

[*] See many other new inventions in derogation of the com- [] 42 Ass. 12.

mon law disallowed by the judges, and by the court of parlia- 4 E- 3- ca- 5-

ment. „
18E.3. ca. 1.

& ca. 0. 4 H. 4. ca. 2.

[h] Where the jury is bound to finde aswell locall things in [^] Li. 6. fo. 46,

many cases as transitory ia other counties, see at large in my 47- Dowdale'»

27 E. 3. 86. 1 Ass. 16. 3 Ass. 4. 6 A«s. 4. 5 Ass. 7. 18 E. 3. 38. 21 Ass. 8.

29 Ass. 5. 44E. 3. 6. b. 14H. 4. 35. 5H. 5. 2. loH. 6. 13. 2111.6.51.
37 H. 6. 2. 7 E. 4. 45. 18 E. 4. 1. 22 E. 4. 19. 13 H. 7. 17. 2 Mar. Br.
Attaint 104. 10 Eliz. Dier, 171.

By this which hath beene said you shall know the law as it is

now in use in these cases, and the better understand our [t\ [»] 1911.6.48.

books, when you shall reade them concerning as well locall as »
»
H G. 16.

transitory things, wherein you shall finde great variety of opinion
Jg £ ^* ^^'^'

in our bookes. g h. 6. 62.^

iiH. 6. 27. 14 H. 8. 24. 18E.4. 1. 20H. 6. 2. 34 H.6. 42. 14H. 6. 21,22.
4 II. 6. 13. 33H. 6. 25. 12E. 4. 12. 28 II. 8. Dior, 29. 21 E. 4. 19. 80.

27 H. 8. 19. 12 H. 8. I. 11 H. 4. 65. 19 H. 8. 6. (Hob. 134. 1 1^00.301. Cro.
Car. 514. Cro. Ja. 366.) 25 II. 8. I3r. (Doc. Pla, 197.) 22 H. 6. 33. (4 Ilcp. 33.
2 Roll. Rep. 491. Post. 303. 1 Leo. 228.)

" If the defendant plead not guilty.^'' This is a good issue, if

the defendant committed no battery at all ; but regularly by the

common law if the defendant hath cause ofjustification or excuse,

then
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then can he not pleade not guihy, for then upon the evidence

it shall be found against him, for that he confesseth the battery,

and upon that issue cannot justifie it, but he must pleade the

speciall matter, and confesse and justifie the battery.

The like law is in other cases, and therefore this is a learning

necessary to be knowne, for that the losse ofmost causes depend-

eth thereupon. As if in battery the defendant may justifie the

same to be done of the plaintife's own assault, he must pleade it

specially, and must not pleade the generall issue, and so of

the like. In trespasse of breaking his close, upon not

guilty B^ he cannot give in evidence, that the beasts Fg 8371
came thorow the plaintife's hedge, which he ought t^ [_ q J
keep, nor upon the generall issue justifie by reason of

a rent-charge, common, or the like.

In detinue the defendant pleadeth non detinet, he cannot give

in evidence that the goods were pawned to him for money, and
that it is not paid, but must pleade it ; but he may give in evi-

dence a gift from the plaintife, for that proveth he detaineth not

the plaintife's goods,

[d] 12 H.8. 1. [(I] So in an action of waste, upon the plea nul toast fait, he
19 E. 3- may give in evidence any thing that proveth it no waste, as by
Wast. 30. tempest, by lightening, by enemies, and the like ; but he cannot

Wast. 32. E}^^ i" evidence justifiable waste, as to repaire the house, or the

[c] 10 Eliz. like, [e] If one doth waste, and before the action brought the

Dier, 276. lessee repaireth it, and after the lessor bringeth an action of waste,
•2Mar.Dier.212. Qj^^ the lessee pleade quod non fecit xastum, he cannot give in

evidence the especiall matter.

(1 Sid. 450. If two men be bound in a bond jointly, and the one is sued
Doc. Fla. 198.) alone, he may plead this matter in abatement of the writ; but he

cannot plead non estfactum, for it is his deed, though it be not

[/] Lib. 5. his sole deed. [jT] See in Whelpdales, case, where a man may
fo. 1 19. Whelp- safely plead no7i est factum, and where not, and the former books
dale's case. |.|-,^j. ^.^^^^ ^f ^]^j^j. niatter well reconciled.
7 E. 4. 5.

7 E. 6. Br. non est fact. 14. 1 H. 7. 15. 14 H. 8. 28. PI. Corn. Dive and

Man case. 36 H. 8. Dier, 59. 2 Mar. Dier, 11a. i Eliz. Di. 167.

lg\ Hill. 1 H. 8.
\_g\ Upon pZe/zc admiyiistravit pleaded by an executour, et issint

Rot. 323. in yiQ^g i^f^y. fnaines, if it be proved that he hath goods in his hands

m" h^e^E ? which were the testatour's, he may give in evidence that he hath

in com. banco, paid to that value of his owne mony, and need not plead it spe-

Bendloes. cially(l).

7 H. 5 9-

6 H. 7. 10. 34 E. 3. Droit. 29. 9 E. 3. 32. 8 E. 3. 24. 33 E. 3. Verd.

18 H. 6. 24. 39 H. 6. 38. 18E. 3, 19. Pl.Com. 81. 173. 21 H. 7. 76. i6Kielw.

21E.4.11. 22E.4,45. 13H.7.13. Staundf. PI. Cor. 15. 22ASS. 55. 37H.6.21.

(Doc. Pla. 198. Ant. 227. a. Hob. 174. Post. 303. b.)

In an assise, if the tenant plead nul tort nul disseisin, he can-

not give in evidence a release after the disseisin ; but a release

before the disseisin he may, for then there is no disseisin upon

the matter.
In

(1) Yet if the matter be pleaded specially, that is not cause of demurrer,

though it amounts to the general issue, because it has no colour of matter

in law, as was adjudged by justice Walmesley. Hob. 127. Lord Nptt. MSS.

—[Note 245.J
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In a writ of right, if the tenant joyne the mise upon the meere
right, he cannot give in evicicncc a collateral! warranty ; for he
hath not any right by it, and tlierefore it ought to have been
pleaded.

Of this learning you shall reade plentifully in our bookes, and
in my Reports. This little taste shall here suffice to make the

reader capable of the rest. Regularly whensoever a man doth

any thing by force of a warrant or authority, he must plead it.

But all that hath been said must be under two cautions : first,

that whensoever a man cannot have advantage of the special!

matter by way of pleading, there he shall take advantage of it

in the evidence. For example, the rule of law is, that a man
cannot justifie in the killing or death of a man ; and therefore in

that case he shall be received to give the especiall matter in

evidence, as that it was se dcfendendo, or in defence of his

house in the night against theeves and robbers, or the like.

Secondly, that in any action upon the case, trespasse, battery, 7 Ja. ca. 5.

or of false imprisonment against any justice of peace, maior, or

bailife of city o* towne corporate, headborough, port-reve, con-

stable, tithingman, collector of subsidy or fifteen, in any his

majesty's courts in Westminster^ or elsewhere, concerning any
thing by any of them done bv reason of any of their offices

aforesaid, and all other in their aide or assistance, or by their

commanderaent, &c. they may pleade the generall issue, and
give the speciall matter for their excuse or justification in

evidence.

In an action of trespasse or other suit against any person for 23 H. 8. ca. 5.

taking of any distresse or other act doing by force of the com-
mission of sewers, the defendant in any such action shall and
may make avowry, conusance, or justification generally, that it

was done by authority of the commission of sewers for lotte or

taxe assessed by that commission, &c. and the plaintife shall reply

he did it of his own wrong without such cause. And both
these acts were made for avoiding of prolixity arid captiousnesse
of pleading, tending to the great charge and danger of officers

and ministers of justice, kc. Evidence, evidentia. This word in

legall understanding doth not only containe matters of record,

as letters patents, fines, recoveries, inrolments, and the like, and
writings under seale, as charters and deeds, and other writings

without seale, as court rolles, accounts, and the like, which are
called evidences, instnimenta, but in a larger sense it containeth
also testimonial the testimony of witnesses, and other proofes to

be produced and given to a jury, for the finding of any issue

joined betweene the parties. And it is called evidence, because
thereby the point in issue is to be made evident to the jury.

Probationes dehent esse evidentes {id est) perspicuce et faciles

inteUigi. But let us now retume to Littleton,

" Or at another day than the plaintife supposes." [h] As if the [h] 19 H. 6. 47.

trespasse were done the fourth of May, and the plaintife alledgeth 5 ^ 4- 5-

the same to be done the fifth of May, or the first of May, when ^' ^'
ja/^fje

no trespasse was done ; yet if upon the evidence it falleth out
, (>o.6oi 514,

that the trespasse was done before the action brought, it suf- 515. iaS, sag.

ficeth : and this is warranted by Littleton, who speaketh in- a Cro. aoa.

definitely, that the jury may find the defendant guilty at another ^'^' 3o^-

day than the plaintife supposeth.

Vol. II. Ee «* And
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** And to such effectJ' Here is to be observed, that

the law of England respecteth the [tc^- effect and sub- r2837l
stauce of the matter, and not every nicety of forme or I 7^ J
circumstance : Qui hceret in literd, hcsret in corticcy et

'

apicesjuris non suntjura.

Sect. 486.

^ L SO, ifa man be disseised, and the disseisor dyeth seised, ^c. and his

Sonne and heire is in hy discent, and the disseisee enter upon the heire

of the disseisor, which entrie is a disseisin, <5fc. if the heire bring an assise,

or a writ * of entrie in nature of aji assise, hee shall recover.

A ND the reason hereof is, for that in the writ of right men-
tioned in the next Section, the charge of the grand assise

upon their oath is upon the meere right, and not upon the
possession.

Sect. 487.

j^ UT if the heyre bring a writ of right against the disseisee, he shall

bee barred,for that when the graund assise is sworne, their oath is

upon the meere right, and not upon the possession. For if the heyre of
the disseisor sue an assise of novel disseisin, (car si I'heire le disseisor

t suist im assise de novel disseisin), or a writ of entrie in nature of an
assise, and recovers against the disseisee, and sueth execution, yet may the
disseisee have a writ of entrie in the per against him, for the disseisin

made to him by his father, or he may have against the heire a ivrit of
right,

(Ant 266. a.) " 'pOR if the heyre ofthe disseisor, SfC." Here is a diversity to

be observed concerning that which hath been said, when
the possession shall draw the right of the land to it, and when

6 E. 3. 7. not. And therefore when the possession is first, and then a right

commeth thereunto, the entry of him that hath right to the pos-
session shall gaine also the right which, as before it appeareth in

those cases there put, followeth the possession, and the right of
Vid. Sect. 447. possession draweth the right unto it ; but when the right is first,

and then the possession commeth to the right, albeit the posses-
sion be defeated, (as here in Littletons case it is by the heire of
the disseisor,) yet the right of the disseisee remaineth.

5 Ass. 1. ** A tvrit of entrie in theiier.*' A. dyeth seised, and the land
10 Ass. 16. descendeth to B. his sonne; before he entreth an estranger

abateth and dyeth seised, B. entreth, against whom the heire of

the

* of entrie in nature of an assise, he in L. and M. or Roh. but in both
shall recover. But if the heir bring MSS.
(the beginning of next Section) not -f mlst'^^ona, L. and M. and Roh.
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tlic abator rccovercth in an assise, D. may have a writ

[*2847| ofwior/ i^ d'ancestery and recover the land against

J him. And if the disseisin had beene done to A. &c.

then after the recovery in the assise, B. should have
had a writ of cnirie in the;;er, because the heyre that is in by
discent is in the per.

Sect. 488.

J) U T if the heire ought to recover against the disseisee in the case afore

said by a writ of light y then all his right should he deerely taken

away y for that judgement Jinall shall bee given against him, which should

bee against reason where the disseisee hath the more meere right,

'' JUDGMEN TfinalW The forme whereofyou shall see

in the last Section of this chapter.

** Which should he against reason," Argumentum ab incon- Vid. Sect. 87.

venienti, ^^- ^ ,.
(Post. 295. b.)

Sect. 489.

^ ND know (my sonne) that in a writ of right, after thefowe knights

have chosen the giand assise, then he hath no greater delay than in a

writ of fomiedon, after the parties be at issue, <5fc. Atid if the mise bee

joyned upon battaile, then he hath lesser delay.

'' 'DATTAIL E," See for this word in the last Section of (Post 294. b.)

this chapter.

" Isstie, Sfc." Or demurrer, which is an issue in law. (5 Rep. 104

)

Sect. 490. <l^''J^^.(Ant. 266, 267.)

yi LSO,a release of all the rig/it, 3^c. in some case is good, made to him
which is supposed tenant in law, albeit he hath nothing in the tene-

ments. As in a prcecipe qu6d reddat, if the teiuint alien the land

[28471 hanging the writ, and after the demandant releaseth »* to him

- b. J ^^^ ''" right, Sfc. this release is good,for thai he is supposed to be

tenant by the suit of tlie demandant, ami yet hee hath nothing in

the land at the time of the release made.

Sect,

X X 2
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Sect. 491.

T^ the same manner it is if in a praecipe quod reddat the tenant vouch,

and the vouchee enters into loarranty, if afterward the demandant
release to the vouchee all his right ^, this is good enough, for that the

vouchee after he hath entred into warranty, is tenant in law to the de-

mandant '\, S^c.

TJT E R E it doth appeare, that there is a tenant in deed and a

tenant in law, and Littleton in this and the next Section
[h] 10 E. 4. 13. putteth two examples of tenants in law, viz. [h] the tenant to a
1 2 Ass. 41. prcecipe after alienation, and of the vouchee, whereof somewhat

23 E^3. 2^1 ^^^^^ heen said before.

25 e! 3. 40. And it is observable, that Littleton saith, that in both cases

38 E. 3. 10. 11. hee is tenant in law to the demandant, and yet he hath nothing
7 K 3. 6.

ij^ ^Q land. And therefore if after the vouchee hath entered

ti? Re^ceit
^"^^ warranty, and become tenant in law, an ancestor collaterall

34 E. 3.

'

of the demandant releaseth to the vouchee with warranty, he
tit. llesceit. shall not plead this against the demandant, for that the release

9 E. 4. i6. by the estranger is voide, which, besides the authorities before
39 H. 6. 40. vouched, appeareth by Littleton himselfe * ; for he saith, that

8 H. 7. 5.

*

^^ ^* tenant in law to the demandant, whereby he excludeth

20 Ass. 2. that he is tenant in respect of any estranger.

14 E. 3.

Procedendo, 4. 9 E. 3. 17. 32 E. 3. Quare Imp. 2 Dyer. 17 Eliz. 341. Sect. 447.
* Vi. devant Sect. 447. (Ante 265. b. 273. a.)

Sect. 492.

/I LS O, as to releases of actionc, realls and personals, it is thus. Some
actions are mixt in the realty and in the personalty : as an action

of wast sued against tenant for life ; this action is in the realtie (cast

action est J en le realtie), because the place wasted shall be recovered ;

and also in the personaltie, because treble damages shall be recovered for
the wrongfill waste (pur le

||
tortious wast) dotie by the tenant ; and

therefore in this action a release of actions reals is a good plea in bar, and
so is a release of actions personals.

Glan.li.i.ca. 1. lUO TA, there be two kind of actions, viz. one that cohcern
Bract, li. 3. ^^Q pleas of thecrowne, ^/ac//a coronce, or placita criminalia;

Brit. fo. 71.
another that concerne common pleas, placita commicnia, sen

Flet. Ji. 1. civilia. Of that which concerneth pleas of the crowne, Littleton

ca. 15 & iC. speaketh hereafter in this chapter. Of actions concerning com-
Mir.ca.2.§i. ^,^0^ pleas, Littleton speaketh in this place. And these are

Flet!^ii? i.^ca.' i
three fold (that is to say), reall, personall, and mixt. Placitorum

aliud

*
8fc. added L. and M. and Roh.

j]
tortious wast—tort et wast, L. and

t Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh. M. and Roh.

X en not in L. and M. or Roh.
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aliudpersonalctaliudrealeyalitidmixtum. Or, Actionum ( lo. 484.)

p28o7l 7"'^^^^^* ^w'*' i^ *^ rertit qufcdam in personam
^ et guce-

L a J ^'''"* niijctfC. And generally, actio is defined, [/] Actio [«] Vide Sect.

nihil aliud est qtitim jus prosequendi in judicio quod ^44- Uract.

sibi dcbetur. Or, Action nest aider chose que louall demande de I!'? r!^?^',,
, .,

' I J ricta, lib, l.cifi.
son drotU —

u\tvux, c. a. J i.

. ' '\k'] And by the release of all actions, causes of action be re- [k] Lib. 8. 151.
.' leased ; but within a submission of all actions to arbitrement Ahham's ca»c.

\ causes of action are not contained.. 35H-8.Dier,57.

VT- — — ^ ~
5 Mar. 217.

Vide 36 H. 6. 8. Vide 4a E. 3. 22, 23. (5 Rep. 8. a. 103. 77. b.)

" Tenantfor life" And so it is if it be brought against tenant

for yeares, because it agreeth with the reason of Littleton here
rendred, viz, that the place wasted shall be recovered, and there*

fore soundeth in the realty. (Cro.Car. 171.)

" Also in the personalticy became treble damages shall bee recO"

vered" which doe sound in the personaltie. Wherefore Littleton

concludeth, that in an action mixt a release of all actions reals

is a good barre, ancTso is a releaie'oFan^^gjjnf^ per55^
"

And here is to be observed^ a~3iversity betweene tlie^acl of the

party, and an act in law ; for a man by his owne act cannot alter

the nature of his action : and therefore if the lessee for life or v

lessee for yeares doe waste, now is an action of waste given to )

the lessor, wherein he shall recover two things, viz. the place \

wasted, and treble damages : in this case if the lessor release all
\

actions realls, he shall not have an action of waste in the person- /

alty only ; and if he release all actions personals, he shall not
have an action of waste in the realty only. .—«_ ^.^"-•^ "

[l\ And so it is if the lessee doth waste, and after surrendreth [/] 19H. 6.66.

to the lessor his estate, and the lessor accept thereof, the lessor J 4 H. 6. 14.

shall not have an action of waste. iiR.2.Wast.9g.

But by act in law the nature of the action may be changed ; as ^oji
3^^

if a man make a \eixsepur terme d'aider vie, and the lessee doth Br. Waste,

waste, and then cesty que vie dyeth, an action ofwaste shall lye for (5 Rep. 75.

damages only because the other is determined by act in law. (Noy, 1 18.)

And againe, hereupon is another diversity to be observed, that

in case when an action is well begun, and part of the action de-

termineth by act in law, and yet the like action for the residue is

given, there the writ shall not abate, but proceed. But where by 1 1 H. 6. 43.

the determination of part the like action remaineth not for the 9 E. 4- 5o-

residue, there the action well commenced shall abate. As if an -^ ^- 3- Tr-

action of waste be brought against tenantpwr terme d'auter vie^
^ ^ g'^„^

'

and hanging the writ cesty que vie dyeth, the writ shall not abate, (7 liep, -j.

but the plaintife shall recover damages only, because \i cesty que 80. a.)

vie had died before any action brought, the lessor might have an (Sid. 61. Ilob.

action of waste for the damages. So if an ejectione Jirmcc be 3^^)

brought, and the terme incurreth hanging the action, yet the

action shall proceed for damages only, because an ejectione doth
lye after the terme for damages only. But if tenant pur outer vie

bring an assise, and cesty que vie dyeth hanging the writ, albeit

the writ were well commenced, yet the writ shall abate, because
no assise can be maintainable for damages only.

So if an action of waste be brought by baron and fem in re- a H. 4. 2a.

luainder, in especiall tayle, and hanging the writ the wife dieth f^-^-'' o a
Bricfe, 807.

(Ant. 53. b. Plo. i8.b.) 34 H. 6. 10. 9 E. 4. 39. 14H. 7. 31. 18 E. 3.

Scire facias, 10. (Wm. Jones, 215. Cro. Car. 171. 5 Rep. 48. b.)

E E 3 witllOUt
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without issue, the writ shall abate, because every kind of action

of waste must be ad exhcsredationem.

If a writ of annuity be brought, and the annuity determineth

hanging the writ, the writ faileth for ever, because no like action

can be maintained for the arrerages only, but for the annuity and
arrerages.

But where damages only are to be recovered, there albeit by
act in law the like action lyeth not afterwards, yet the action

I;???]
22 R. 2. well commenced shall proceed ;

[ni] as ifa conspiracy be brought
Briefe, 888. against two, and one of them dyeth hanging the writ, it shall

(Kay. 180, and And m an assise of novel atsseisi7i, a writ 01 annuity, quare im-

176. S. C.) i^edity and other mixt actions (1), a release of actions real is a
(1 Saun. 228. good plea, and so it is of a release of actions personal.

1 Vent. 12 & 13. 2 H. 4. 13. 9 H. 6. 57. Mo. 133. contra.) 30 H. 4. Barre, 59.

(2 Roll. Abr. 4U. a Co. 68. a. Ant. 197. b.)

But if three joyntenants be disseised, and they arraigne an
assise, and one of them release to the disseisor all actions perso-

nals, this shall barre him, but it shall not barre the other plaintife

;

for having regard to them the realty shall bee preferred, et omne
[n] 30 H. 6. ubi majus trahit ad se minus dignum. [n] And in a writ of ward
supra. brought by two, the release of the one shall not grieve the other,

45 E. 3- fol. 6.
ijyj. gi^^u enure to his benefit, for he shall recover the whole ward,

21 H 6 18 a ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ companion out.

(Doc! Pla. 47. But here a diversity is to be observed betweene reall

301.) actions, wherein damages are to bee a^" recovered at ("28571
(W. Jones, 215. ^i^Q common law, as in an assise, &c. and reall actions

I k Jcontra.) where damages are not to be recovered by the common
[0] Merton, law, but are given by the [o] statute, for there a release of all

cap. 1
.
in dower, actions personals is no barre, as in the writ of dower, entrie sur

GIoc. cap. 1. disseisin in le per, Sfc. mord'anc', aiely 8fc,

(5 Rep. 97.) * Sect. 49s.

/iND in a quare impedit a release of actions personals is a good plea

j

and so is a release ofactions reals, per Martin, quod fuit concessum.
Hill. 9 H. 6. fol. 57.

9H.6.57.
22 H. 6. 27. b.

T^HI S is an addition to Littleton, which although it be law, and
the booke truly cited, yet I passe it over. But yet note by

the way, that a release of actions personals is also a good barre
in a quare impedit, because it is an action mixt.

Sect.

* This Section is not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) 5 Car. B.R. Sir John BodxilVs case. Resolved contra; scilicet, that

it was a mere personal action, and not mixt ; et ideo, annuity in Wales hy bill

lies well', where, if it had been mixt, the action ought to have been brought by
original, per 34 H. 8. ca. 26. upon argument by the court on error brought,

Cro. 170. L. Nott. MSS.~[Note 246.]
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Sect. 494,

/ \ the same maimer it is in an assise of novel disseisin, for Umt it is

mixt in the reaitie and in the persormitie. But if such an assise bee

arraigned against the disseisor and the tenant , the disseisor may well plead

a release of actions personals to barre the assisej but not a release of actions

realSf for none sliall plead a release of actions reals in an assise but the

tenant.

" J^HE disseisor may tvell plead, S^x." (I*ost. 303. b.)

Notay every man shall plead such pleas as are proper for
^Jj^*'"^

^^^^'

him, and apt for his defence to be pleaded, [q] As a dissei.sor
/AntJieo. b.)

that hath nothing in the land may pleade a release of actions (Hob. 103.)

personals, because damages are to be recovered against him, and [q] 1 1 Ass. 9.

therefore for his defence hee may plead it; but a release of 1BE.3. 2. 23,

actions reals he cannot plead (1), because he hath no estate in ^'
^}J^' ^^^

the land, and none shall plead a release of actions reals in an - p^ „
5.

assise, but the tenant of the land. Et sic de c(Eteris, But the 9 e. 3. 6.

tenant in an assise shall plead a release of actions personals to 39 E. 3. 30-

the disseisor, for that plea proveth that the plaintife hath no ^^ ^- 3- 2.

cause of action against him. ^"^j^ i'^Quare

imp. 44. 38 E. 3. 30, 31. 5 E. 3. 26. 21 E. 3. 16, 17. 5 H. 7. 34. 8 H. 5. 14.

2211.6.28,29. iH. 7.34. 27E. 3. 81. 32H. 6. 15. b. 17 Ass. 25. 2H. 7. 14.

13H. 8. 13, 14. 44E. 3. 12. 46E. 3. 13. 16E. 4. 11. 24E. 3. 34. 4E.4. iB.

7 H. 4. 34. 2 R. 2. Encumbent, 4. 33 E. 3. Quare imp. 194. (8 Rep. 151. b.)

(Sect. 278.) 13 H. 4. 2. a. (7 Rep. 26. a.)

If the disseisee release to the disseisor all actions reals, and (Sect. 471.)

the disseisor maketh a feoffement in fee, and an assise is brought

against them, the feoffee shall not plead the release to the dis-

seisor, for that he is not privie to the release, for a release of (10 Rep. 51. b.)

actions shall only extend to privies.

If a disseisor make a lease for life, the remainder in fee, and
the disseisee release all actions to the tenant for life, after the

death of tenant for life, he in the remainder shall not plead the

said release.

If the disseisee release all actions to the disseisor, and die,

this doth barre him but for his life, for after his decease his

heire shall have an action, [r] as some have said. And hereby [r] 19 H. 6.

may appeare a manifest diversity between a release of a right, '^3- «•

and a release of actions. ^^ 1^' *^^^

Sect.

(1) Hah. 163. accord, luhether the action he brought against the disseisor

only, or against him and the tenant ; but if the same person be disseisor^ and

tenant, then he may plead a release of actions real. L. Nott. MSS.

—

[Note 247.]

EE 4
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(8 lup. 140.) w Sect. 495.

A
PfO

LSO, in such actions reals which ought to he sued against the tenant

of' thefreehold, if the tenant hath a release of actions realsfrom the

demandant made unto him before the icrit purchased, and he plead this,

it is a good plea for the demandant to say, that hee which plead the plea

had nothing in thefreehold at the time oj the release made,for then he had
no cause to have an action reall against him.

(8 Rep. 151. b.) 'T'HIS is evident enough by that which hath beene said, that

a release of all actions reals must bee made to him that is

tenant of the land, because a reall action must be brought
against such a tenant.

Sect. 496.

/^ LSO, in such case where a man may enter into lands or tenements,

and also may have an action reall for this, which is given by the

law against the tenant^-, if in this case the demandant releaseth to the

tenant all manner of actions reals, yet this shall not take the demandant

from his entrie, but the demandant may well enter notwithstanding such

release, for that nothing is released but the action, <5fc.

(8 Rep. 152.) *' Wf^ ^ enter." Here it appeareth, that where a man may
enter, a release of all actions doth not barre him of his

right, because he hath another remedy, viz. to enter. And this is

[s] 18 E. 3. 34. agreeable with the authoritie of our [s] bookes. But where his

^9 j^- 3- entry is not lawful, there a release of all actions is by conse-
e,35.

quence a barre of his right, because he hath released the

mean whereby he might recover his right. As if the disseisee

release all actions to the heire of the disseisor, which is in by
discent, he hath no remedy to recover the land ; but yet the

disseisee hath a right, for that hee hath released his action, and
not his right, as shall be said hereafter in the chapter of Re-
mitter in his proper place. If the heire of the disseisor make a
feoffment in fee to two, and the disseisee releaseth to one of the

feoffees all actions, and he dieth, the survivour shall not plead

this release for the causes abovesaid. And hereby also again

appeareth another diversity between a release of a right, and a
release of actions.

(8 Rep. 150.) &3" It is to be observed, when a man hath several! [28671
19 A«s. 3. remedies for one and the selfe same thing, be it reall,

I ^ J
^^
H 6

^^
Q

personall, or mixt, albeit he releaseth one of his reme-

a? H. 7. 23. b. ^^^^> ^^ *"^y "^® ^^ other.

7 H. 6. 6. " '

Sect.
* S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
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Sect. 497. (9 Rep. 62.)

TN the same manner is it of things personall ; as if a man by wrong
take away mi/ goods, if I release to him all actions personals^ yet I

may by the laic take my goods out of his possession.

This of it selfe is evident.

Sect. 498.

ydLSOy if I have * any cause to have a writ of detinue of my goods

against another, albeit that I release to him all actions personals, yet

I may *|* by the law take my goods out of his possession, because no right

of the goods is released to him, but only the action, S^r.

*/4 ^^R ^ T of detinue'* Breve de detentione dicitur (i deti- (Coke's Ent.

nendo, because detinet is the principall word in the writ. »7o- ^)

And it lyeth where any man comes to goods eyther by delivery, (*^ fio
^\' ^*

or by finding. In this writ the plaintife shall recover the thing
^lanvil. lib lo.

detained, and therefore it must bee so certaine as it may be cap. 13.

knowne, and for that cause it lyeth not for money out ofa bagge, (F.N.B. 138. a.)

or chest ; and so of corne out of a sacke, and the like, these can- O I^H- Abr.

not be knowne from other. [f\ A man shall have an action of ?^ ^u ^^^
detinue of charters which concern the inheritance of his land if

505.)
hee know the certainty of them, and what land they concerne, (Doc. Pia. 1Q4,

or if they be in bagge sealed, or chest locked, though he knoweth 125.)

not the certainty of them : and it is good policie (if possibly ^* S* if'Al,
he can) in that case to declare of one charter in especiall, [m]

|v,'oy.)

and then the defendant shall not wage his law. [x] An action [i] 41 E. 3. 2.

of detinue for charters doth sound in the realty, for therein 8H. 6. 18. 28,

summons and severance lyeth ; and in detinue of goods a capias ^9- ^^ ^* 3- *®'

doth lye; but for charters in speciall a capias lyeth not, and ^ ^ g*J'
yet a release of actions personals in a writ of detinue of charters g h, 5. js.

is a good barre. (9 Rep. 18.

78. b.

F.N.B. 138.) (10 Rep. 51. b.) [u] 10 H. 6.20. 21 II. 6. 1. 14H.6. 4.

14 H. 4. 23, 24. 27. (Post. 295.) [i] 20 H. 6. 45. 19 E. 3. Severance, 14.

31 E. 3. ib. .32. 42 E. 3. 13. 40 E. 3. 25. (10 Rep. 135.) (Doc. Pla. i«5)

Sect. 499.

A L S O, if a man be disseised, and the disseisor maketh a feoffmetU to

divers persons to his use J, and the disseisor continually taketh the

profits, 6)C and the disseisee release to him all actions reals, and after hee

sueth

* any not in L. and M. or Roh. I ^c. added in L. and M, and

t by the law not in L. and M. or Roh.
Roh.
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sueth aminst him a writIt of entrie in nature of an assise hy reason of the

:eth the profits, ^c. Quaere, how the disseisor shallstatute, because hee taket

bee ayded by the sayd release
; for if hee will plead the release generally,

then the demandant may say, that hee had nothing in the freehold at the

time of the release made ; and if hee plead the release specially, then he

must acknowledge a disseisin (donques il covient ^ conustre un disseisin),

and then may the demandant enter into the land, 8fc. by his acknowledg-

ment of the disseisin, 8^c. but peradventure by speciall pleading he may
barre him of the action f which he sueth, S^x. though the demandant may
enter.

« jD Y reason of the statute." That is to say, the statute of

4 H. 4- ca. 7, and ii //. 6. ca.4.

'* For if hee mil plead the release generallyy Here it ap-

(5 Hep. 77.) peareth, that when the statute had given the action reall

3 H. 7. 2. KT against the pernor ofthe profits, it enableth him to ^28771
take and pleade a release of all actions reals, and yet he I J
hath neither jus in re^ nor jus ad rem, which point is

worthy of observation for manifestation of the equity of the law.

(8 Rep. 150.)
" Then he must acJcnoxvledge a disseisin, Sfc." In a writ ofdower

15 E. 4. 4. b. the tenant pleaded that before the writ purchased A. was seised
(Doc. Pla. 343.) of the land, &c. untill by the tenant himselfe hee was disseised,

and that hanging the writ A. recovered against him, &c. judg-

ment of the writ, and adjudged a good plea, in which plea the

tenant confessed a disseisin in himselfe.

** Then may the demandajit enter.'' So might hee have done in

this case that Littleton putteth, albeit the tenant confessed no
disseisin. And therefore it is no prejudice to the tenant to con-

fesse a disseisin in himselfe, &c. and then, as Littleton here

holdeth, the action shall be barred.

28 H. 8. But the reader is to observe, that now by the statute of
Dier, 32. 27 ff. 8. cap. lo, which executes the possession to the use, all

27 H. 8, c. 10. ^jjg statutes against cesty que use, or pernor of the profits, have

lost their force.

Sect. 500.

A LSO, if a man sue an appeale offelony of the death of his ancester

against another, though the ajjpellant release to the defendant all

manner of actions reall and personall, this shall not aide the defendant,

for that this appeale is not an action reall, in as much as the appellant

shall not recover any realtie in such appeale : neither is such appeale an

action personall, in as much as the wrong teas done to his ancestor, and not

to him. But if he release to the defendant all mariner of actions, then it

shal be a good barre in an appeale. And so a man may see that a release

of all manner of actions is better than a release of actions reals and
personals, ^c.

OUR

^ de, added in L. and M. and f iiohich he sueth, Sfc, not in L. and

Roh. M. or Roh.
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Bract. Ji. 3.

L.3. C.8. Sect. 500. Of Releases. [287. a. 287. b.

/^ U R autlior havinc spoken of common pleas, now treatcth of
cortaine picas cnininall, or pleas of the crowne, whereof it

is said, [a] Iteniy criminaliumalianiajora^aliaminora^ alia ntnxitna, [«] Brn* t. lib. 3.

secundum criminttin quauiilatcm ; suntenim criminn mnjora et di- to. 101. b.

cuntur capitolin ch quhd uUimum inducunt suppiicinyn, t*^ c. Minora
xerbf quafustigationcm inducunt, xiel j)ce7iani pilloralcm

^

[28771 I'C^ tuinboralcm, vcl t^ carceris iuclmioncmy &iC.

t
I

[b] Cnminalium qiuvdani sententialiterniurtern i7idu- ffe] Flct.Iib. i.

cuntf quadam xerb minimi', [c] De peche est briefc can. 15- (A)

division, car est mortal ou venial solonqne ceo que appiert es W ^"' *^** *•

mines. And that crime is called mortall or corporall: mortall, dp, painw^cn
oecause it deservcth death; and such crimes are called veniall, divers maimer*
as may be redeemed or satisfied by some other punishment than
by death.

*' Appeale offelonies \x\ Appellum signifieth accusatioy an [x] Mi
accusation, and therefore to appeale a man is as much as to $7. Br

accuse him ; and in [7/] ancient bookes he that doth appeale is
J"\*37-

called accusator, and is peculiarly in legall signification applyed
^^\^x^Yi

\^' ^^

to appeales of three sorts. First, of wrong to his ancestor, ca. 31, 312, 33.
whose heire male he is, and that is onely of death, whereof our (4 Rep. 39.)

author here speaketh. The second is of wrong to the husband, (3 Inst. 131.)

and is by the wife only of the death of her husband to be prose- ^^^ CJlanv. hb. 7.

cuted. The third is ofwrongs done to the appellants themselves,
ca.^i e*

3'.
*^

as robbery, rape, and mayhem. The word appellum is derived

of appeller, to call, because appellans vocat reum injudicium, he
calleth the defendant to judgement, and the plaintife is called

the appellant.

*' Appeale," Appellation is a removing of a cause in any eccle- 24 H. 8. ca. iq.

siastical court to a superior ; but of this there needeth no speech » E^- ca. 1.

in this place.

" Of the death." Appeale of death is of two sorts, of murder (4 Rep- 40* 43'

and of homicide. Murder is when one is slaine with a man's 3 ^^^^' '*7)

will, and with malice prepensed or forethought. Homicide, as

it is legally taken, is when one is slaine with a man's will, but
not with malice prepensed. Chance-medly, or per infortunium,
is when one is slaine casually, and by misadventure, without the
will of him that doth the act, whereupon death insueth ; but of
this no appeale doth lye. Murder commeth of the Saxon word
mordreu.

Were is an old Saxon word sometime written ixera, and signi- Lamb. Bipos.

fieth the price of the life of a man, estimatio capitis, that is, so ^e'b. Estimatio.

much as one paid for the killing of a man ; by which it appeareth, ^^^^' '*^*
j

*
.

that such government was in those dayes, as slaughters of men f^o^j.
were most rarely committed, as master Lombard collecteth.

And you shall not reade of any insurrection or rebellion before
the Conquest, when the view of frankpledge and other ancient
lawes of this realme were in their right use.

'* But if he release to the defendant all manner of actions, Sfc." (4 Rep. 45- 47-)

And the reason is, for that then all actions, as' well criminal] (Uo<
•
Pla. 97.)

as reall, personall and mixt, be released. But a release of all
^' ^ '

'

actions reall and personall cannot barre an appeale of death,
because that release extendeth to common or civil actions, and

not

(A) Jlte words iptoted in the text undtr [b] are in Fleta, lib. 1. cop. 16.
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not to actions criminall: but releases of all actions criminall

or mortall, or concerning pleas of the crowne, are good barres

in an appeale of death, and so the C^^O ^^ the end of the

Section is well explained.

^- Sect. 501. pf]

/^ LSOj in an appeale of robheriey if the defendant will plead a release
^^

of the appellant of all actions personals, this seemeth no plea
; for

an action of appeal where the appellee shall havejudgment of death, ^c.

is higher than an action personall is, and is not properly called an action

personall ; atid there if the defendant will plead a release of the appellant

to harre him of the appeale, in this case hee must have a release of all

inanner of appeales (en cest case il covient d'aver un release de touts

manners * d'appeals), or all manner of actions, as it seemeth, S)C.

22 Ass. 39.
"
f? OBBERIE.'' Roboria, properly is when there is a felo-

nious taking away of a man's goods from his person

:

and it is called robbery, because the goods are taken as it were
W. ) . cap. 20. de la rohe, from the robe, that is, from the person ; but some-

times it is taken in a larger sense.

(3 Inst. 68. " Judgement ofdeath, 8fc." By this f4 c.J is implyed appeales
Dy. 39. a. of rape, of arson or burning, of felony or larcenj^^, for therein
Cro. Car. 531.) ^Iso is judgment of death, and are within our author's reason.

Vid. Sect. 508. ** As it seemeth, Sfc." It is to be understood, that, first, a
release of all actions criminall, mortall, or concerning pleas of

the crowne; secondly, a release of all actions generally; thirdly,

(Post. 291. b.) a release of all appeales ; and lastly, a release of all demands,
are good barres in all these kinds of appeales.

Sect. 502,

BUT in appeale ofmayhem a release of all maniier of actions personals

is a good plea in harre, for that in such an action hee shall recover

nothing but damages,

Mir. ca. 1. § 9. " ItTAYHEM," mahemium, membri mutilatio, or obtruncatio,
Gian. li. 14. commeth of the French word mehaigne, and signifieth a

r b
^

T "^^T 2
corporall hurt, whereby hee loseth a member, by reason whereof

ca. 24. Brit. fo.
^^^ ^^ lesse able to fight ; as by putting out his eye, beating out

48. ca. 25. Flet. his fore-teeth, breaking his skull, striking off his arme, hand,
lib. 1. ca. 38. or finger, cutting off his legge or foot, or whereby he loseth the
Staunf. PI. Cor. ^gg ^f ^ny of his said members.
fo. 38. b.

-^
.

(3 Inst. 118. 4 Rep. 43. 45. Ant, 126.) 28 E. 3. 94. 8 H. 4. 21.

*' Damages,

* d'actions added in L. and M.
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** Damngest Sfc** Vide Sect. i()4.

** A release ofall manner of actions personals is a good pica, .n n, o. i6.

cSt." And the reason is, for that every action wherein damages (Ant. 1Q7. a.

only are recovered by tlie piaintife, isui law taken for an action 9 ^^V- i>^)

personal 1.

rsSSn w Sect. 503.

/i L S O, // a man hee outlawed in an action personal/ hy processe upon
the original/, and bringeth a writ of errour, if he at whose suit he

was outlawed will pleade against him a release of all manner of actions

personals f this seemeth no plea
; for hy the said action hee shall recover

nothing in the personaltie, but only to reverse the outlawrie: but a release

of the writ of errour is a good plea.

*^J WRIT qferrLur^ This writ lyeth when a man is grieved V. IL 11. fo.39.

by an error in the foundation, proceeding, judgment, or 4«.«"MetcaIie'»

execution, and thereupon it is called breve de errore corrigendo. judgementrand
But without a judgment, or an award in nature of a judgment, no awards a wrh of

writ oferror doth lie ; for the words of the writ be, sijudicium red- error doth lie.

ditum sit : and that judgement must regularly be given by judges (^'"o- Car. 66.)

of record, and in a court ofrecord, and not by any other inferiour 1? jP* *

' v

judges in base courts, for thereupon a writ of false judgment doth j 5 ^ f„ j
,*j

lye. In this case of outlawry upon processe, the judgement is Foxle\ 's cajje.

given (in the county court, which is no court of record) by the L«- C.fo. 11, 12.

coroners (saving in London judgement is given by the recorder, J^"»'enian'»

and not by* the maior, who is coroner by the custome of the /Jf^^* q^^. g
city) : for after the defendant is quinto exactiis, and maketh de- jsjoy, 68.

fault, the judgement is, idto utlagetur per judicium coronatorum; 1 Roll. 750.

and in London, perjudicium recordatoris : so as by the outlawry * ^ ^^P- 38-

the piaintife recovers nothing, but the kingtaketh the whole be-
^nt 1 7'b

nefit thereof; for the law did intend, that the defendant would q Hep. 141.)
rather appeare and answer the piaintife, &c. than to forfeit all his 15 Eliz.

goods and chattels, debts and duties to the king, by his default Ryer.aiy.

and contumacie. But Littleton is to be intended, that the sherife (?"^-
*^

J- ^-^

doe returne the exigent whereby the outlawry appeares of record, g zinchar's
'^

or that the outlawry be removed by certiorari^ for before that case,

time that the outlawry appeare of record, the defendant doth (5 Rep. in.)

not forfeit his goods, nor the piaintife can be disabled, nor (A"^- **4)

any writ of error doth lye in that case. And this is the cause
^^

p"- ^'
that the goods of outlawes cannot be claimed by prescription, .^^ £ j ,„^

because they are not forfeited untill the outlawry appeare of Mich. 4 & 5 £1.

record. Vide Sect. 197, where it appeareth by Littleton, that D^cr.fo. 2aa.

the piaintife cannot be disabled by outlawry, unJesse it appeareth Yi^l;^^*'
*^'

^^^^^OTii.
i?N.'&.ao.b.
22. b.)

" For by the said action hee shall recover nothing in the per-
sonaltie." Hereupon is to be observed a diversity, when by the
writ of error the piaintife shall recover, or be restored to any
personall thing, as debt, damage, or the like ; for then by the rea-

son that Littleton here yeeldeth, the release of all actions per- > H. 4 0.

sonals is a good plea, for that the piaintife is to recover, or to be

restored
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restored to something in the personalty. And so likewise when
land is to be recovered, or to be restored in a writ of error, a

(i H. 4. 6. release of all actions reals is a good barre. But where by a writ

^^P- ^52.156. of error the plaintife shall not bee restored to any personall or

jij 3^00^* reall thing, then a release of all actions reall or personall is no

i8Eliz.i4. barre; and therefore Littleton here putteth his case with great

Cro. Car. 272. caution. If a man (saith he) by processe upon the originall be
878.) outlawed, there in deed he shall be restored to nothing in the
(5 Rep. 41, 42.) personalty against the plaintife. But where by the outlawry he

forfeited all his goods and chattels to the king, he shall be re-

stored to them ; also thereby he shall be restored to the law, and
to be of abihty to sue, &c. But if the plaintife, in a personall

action, recover any debt, &c. or damages, and (A) bee outlawed
after judgement, there in a writ of error brought by the defendant

upon the principall judgement, a release of all actions personals

is a good plea. And so it is where a judgement is given in a reall

action, a release of all actions reals is a good barre in a writ of

error brought thereupon.

9 H. 6. 47. &^ If the tenant in a reall action release to the de- ^28971
mandant after recovery his right in the land, he shall

I o J
not have a writ oferror, for that he cannot be restored

to the land.

And so it is if debt, &c. or dammages be recovered in a per-

sonall action by false verdict, and the defendant bringeth a writ of
W26H.8.3. b. attaint, a [a] release of all actions personal is a good barre of
13E.4.

1, 2. the attaint; for thereby the plaintife is to be restored to the

debt, &c. or damages which he lost : the like law is if a judge-

ment be given upon a false verdict in a reall action, a release of

34 H. 6. 31. all actions real is a good barre in an attaint. For both the writ

35 H. 6. 19. of error and the writ of attaint doe insue the nature of the former
^9Ass.3|.

action, &c.

24 E. 3. 37.
^"^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ o^ audita querela be brought by the de-

(5 Rep. 86.) fendant in the former action to discharge himselfe of an execu-

tion, a release of all actions personal is a good barre, because

he is to discharge himselfe of a personall execution.

(6 Rep. 25.) « But a release ofthe tvrif qferrour is a good plea, S^c^ So as

in this speciall case here put by Littleton, wherein the plaintife is

to recover or be restored to nothing against the party; yet for

that the plaintife in the former action is privy to the record,

a release of a writ of error to him is sufficient to barre the plain-

tife in the writ of error of the suit, and vexation by the writ of

error. And so note that an action reall or personall doth imply

a recovery of something in the realty or personalty, or a resti-

tution to the same, but a writ (1) implyeth neither of them,

which is worthy of observation.

Sect.

(A) Jl seems, tJiat the text should be read as if the words, the defendant, had been inserted

in this place. See Mr. Bitso't Intr. p. 120.

(1) That is, a writ of error.
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Sect. 504.

A L S Oj if (I nuni recover debt or damages, and he releasetli to the dc-

feudant all manner of actions, yet hee maif lawfully sue execution by
capias ad satisfaciendum, or by elegit, or fien facias : for execution upon

such a writ cannot bee said an action.

T_r E R E appeareth a diversity betweene an action and an exe- Vide Sect. 233.

cution. For regularly an action is said in its proper sense o'tJ^^P'
^^' ^:

to continue until judgement bee given, and after judgement then g £
''" ^^^' **^

doth processe of execution begin ; and therefore a release of all 4 E.3!

actions regularly is [6] no barre of execution, for the execution Attorney, 18.

dotli beginne when the action doth end. And therefore the foun- 33 H. 6. 49.

dation of the first is an originall writ, and doth determine by the m ,«
jj^*'

judgement; and writs of execution are called judiciall, because Release, 53.
they are grountlcd upon the judgement. 19 H. 6. 3.

^6 II. 6.

" By capias ad satisfaciendum.'' This is a judiciall writ for the l^*ecutwn,7.

taking of the body in execution untill hee hath made satisfaction

:

where a capias ad sat'isfaciendum lyeth at the common law ; and Sir Williani

where it is civen by statute you may reade at large in my Herbert's case.

Reports.
lib.3.fo. 1..12.

I have read two ancient records touching the taking of the

body in execution, whereof, to ray remembrance, I never read

any touch in our bookes, yet will I recite them, and leave them
to the judicious reader. William de Walton brought an action Pasch. 14 E. 3.

of trespasse of breaking his close against John Martin, and upon I^t. 106. coram

not gudty pleaded, hee was found guilty and damages assessed :

RegeinThe»aar.

whereupon judgement was given that the plaintife should recover (Cro! Jac. 356.)
his damages, et quhd prccdictus Johannes capiaiur. And the re-

cord saith, Qujj^j£rcsdictus Johannes venit coram domino res^e et

reddidit sej)risoncBy~et quia coiistafcicriceper {nspectionem corporis

ipsius JoKanmSf quod idem JoTiannes est talis t^tatis qmcnpcenam
impriso7iam^titrsnbtre~iioirpoieslf ideo dictum gst ei, quodeat inde^
sine die.' ihe other^record is. That Ellen /l//o^ brougHt an ap- Mich. 41 E. 3.

peale of robbery against John Boskiseleke clerks Richard Charta^ I^t. 27. coram

and others, who pleaded not guilty, and were not found guilty :
P^^gc.Comub.

whereupon judgement was given that they should goe quite,

et prcedicta Elena pro falso appello suo committatur prisonce^ Sfc.

(for [6] by the statute she ought to be imprisoned in that case [6]vv.a.cap.i2.

for a yeare.) But the record saith, Quia eadem Elejia pregnatis (Siderf. 236.

yi/z/, et in periculo mortis^ ipsa dimittitur per manucaptionem, Sfc.
Hutioii, 118.)

ad habendum corpus usque quind, Michaelisy Sfc. (2).

[28071 ^^ There be certainemaximes in the law concem-
• I ing executions, as taking some instead of many. Ea

qiuB in curia nostvaritii acta sunt, debiicc exccutioni de-

mandari debent. Parum est latam esse sententiam nisi mandetur
exccutioni. Executio juris non habet injuriam. Executio est

fructus etjinis legis. Juris effectus in executione consistit. Prose-
cutio legis estgravis xexatioy executio legiscoronat epus. Bonijudicis
estjudicium sine dilatione mandare executioni. Favorabiliores sunt

exectUiones

(2) The record at large is stated in 1 2 Rep. fol. 1 26.
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executiones aliis processibus quibuscunque. But now let us heare

what Littleton saith.

(5 Rep. 88. a.)
" -% elegit.'' This is also a judlciall writ, and is given by the

statute eyther upon a recovery for debt or damages, or upon a

recognizance in any court. And it is called a writ of elegit, for

[c]W.2.cap.i8. that according to the statute that saith, [c] Sit de ccetero in
(Plowd. 178.5.) electione illius, 8^c. sequi breve quhd vicecomesJieri fnciat, &^c. Tel

quod liberet ei, Spa. the words of the writ bee, Elegit sibi libe-

rari, S^c. And thereupon it is called an elegit. By this writ the

sherife shall deliver to the plaintife omnia catalla debitoris (ex-

ceptis bobus Sf afris cariicce) et medietatem terree. And this must

be done by an inquest to be taken by the sherife.

[d] 11 E. 1. When Littleton vrrote, by force of certaine acts [c?] of parlia-

Stat. de Acton ment, execution might bee had of lands (besides by force of the
Burnell. 13 - 1.

g/g^if\ upon statutes merchant, statutes staple, and recognizances

27 E. 3. cap. 22. taken m some court ot record ; and smce he wrote, upon a re-

Vide Fleta, li. 2. cognizance or bond taken by force of the statute [*] of 23 H. 8,

cap. 57. before one of the chief justices, or the maior of the staple, and

?fi R
^ ^^\ recorder of London out of terme, which hath the effect of a

r*l 2^11. 8. statute staple. The manner of the executions upon body, lands,

cap. 6. and goods, appeareth in the statutes quoted in the margent.
[e] 32 H. 8. Since Littleton wrote, a profitable statute hath been made [e]

^P- 5- concerning executions of lands, tenements, and hereditaments,

2 Insir677.)
whereby it is provided, that if after such lands, &c, be had and
delivered in execution upon a just or lawfull title, wherewithal!
the said lands, &c. were liable, tied, or bound at such time, as

they were delivered or taken into execution, shall be recovered,
devested, taken, or evicted out of, or from the possession ofany
such person, &c. before such times, as the said tenants by exe-
cution, their executors or assignes, shall have fully levied their

debt and damages, for the which the said lands, &c. were taken
in execution ; then ever}^ such recoveror, obligee, and recog-
nizee, shall have a scire facias out of the same court from whence
the former execution did proceed, against such person or persons
as the former execution was pursued, their heires, executors or
assignes, to have execution of other lands, &c. liable and to be
taken in execution for the residue ofthe debt or damages. Sed
opus est interprete.

Lib. 4. fol. 66. Therefore, first, it is to be knowne, that where the tenant by
Fulwood's case, execution hath remedy given to him by law after eviction, there

the statute extendeth not to it; for the act saith, by reason

(4 Rep. 8 1 . whereofthe said recoverors, obligees, and recognizees, have been
a Inst. 678 ) cleerly set without remedy, &c. and the body referreth to the

preamble, and the party ought not to have double satisfaction,

one by the former lawes, and another by this statute.

(Cro. 338.) And therefore if part of the land, &c. be evicted from the
tenant by execution, this statute extendeth not to it ; because he
should hold the residue, till he be fully satisfied, and he must be
contented if all be evicted saving one acre to hold that, though
it be but a poore remedy ; for no new execution in that case hee
can have upon this statute. Therefore if the conusee hath remedy
in prcssenti for part, or in futuro for all, or part, this statute

extendeth not to it.

Secondly, if a man be bound to ^. in a statute ofa thousand
pounds, and by a latter statute to B. in a hundred pounds, and
B, first extendeth, and then A. extendeth and taketh the land

from
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from R. yet D. shall have no aide of tlie statute, because after

the extent of A^ B. sliall re-enjoy the land by force ' r h-?

former executioiu

Thirdly, If the wife of the conusor recover dower a-amsc
the tenant by execution, he shall hold over, and shall have no
aide of this statute.

Fourthly, If a man put out his lessee for yeares, or disseise

his lessee for life, and after knowledge a statute and execution

is sued against him, a!id the lessees re-enter, the tenant by
execution after the leases ended, shall hold over, and have no
aide of this statute.

Fifthly, This statute must not be taken literally, but accord-

ing to the meaning; therefore where the letter is untill he, &c.
or his assignes shall fully and wholly have levied the whole debt
or damages ; if he hath assigned severall parcels to severall

assignees, yet all they shall have the land but till the whole
debt be paid.

Sixthly, where the words be, for the which the said lands, &c.
were delivered in execution. A disseisor conveys lands to the

king, who granteth the same over to A, and his heires to hold

by fealty, and twenty pound rent, and after granteth

[OQQn the seigniory to B. B. knowledgeth a K?" statute, and

*J
execution is sued of the seigniory. A. dieth without

heire, and the conusee entereth, and is evicted by the

disseisee ; he shall have the aide of this statute ; and yet it is

out of the letter of the law, for the seigniory was delivered in

execution and not the tenancy ; but he was tenant by execution

of those lands, and therefore within the statute. But the per-

quisite of a villeine being evicted is out of the statute, for he is

tenant in fee simple thereof, and not tenant by execution.

Seventhly, Where the words be (delivered and taken in exe-

cution), yet if after the liberate^ tlie conusee entereth (as he
may) so as the land is never delivered, yet he is witlnn the

remedy of this statute, for he is tenant by execution.

Eighthly, Where the statute saith, then every such recoveror,

obh'gee, and recognizee shall, &c. and saith not, their executors,

administrators, or assignes, but they are omitted in this matenall

place, yet by a benigne interpi jtation this statute shall extend
to them, because they are mentioned in the next precedent

clause of the eviction, and the remedy must by construction be (Ant. a68. b.)

extended to all the persons that appeare by the act to be
grieved ; a point worthy the observation.

Ninthly, Where the statute giveth a scire fac' out of the same (F.N.B.«65.d.)

court, &c. if the record be removed by writ of error into another
court, and there affirmed, the tenant by execution that is evicted

shall have a scire fac by the equity of this statute out of that

court, because i\iQ scire fac nmst be grounded upon the record.

Et sic de simxlihas,

Tenthly, Where the statute givelh the scirefac against such
person or persons, (Src. that were parties to the first execution,

their heires, executors, or assignes, &:c. this must not be taken

80 generally as the letter is ; for if the first execution were had
against a purchaser, Arc. so as nothing was liable in his hands
but the land recovered ; if this land be evicted from tenant by
execution, no scire fac shall be awarded against him, his heires,

executors, or assignes. But if he hath other lands subject to

the execution, then ti scirefac lyeth against him or his assignes,

Vol. II. Ff but
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but not against his executors ; neither in that case can he have

a scire Jac upon this statute against the first debtor or re-

cognizor, because it giveth it onely against him, &c. that was
party to the first execution, his heires, executors, or assignes.

But if there be severall assignes of several! parcels of lands

subject to the execution, one scire fac upon this statute shall

lye against all the assignes. Sed est modus in rebus. This Httle

taste shall give a light to the diligent reader, not only to see into

the secrets of this statute, but to others also of like nature.

And by the statute of 23 i^. 8. cap. 6, it is provided, that the

obligee, &c. shall have in every point against such recognisor,

&c. like proces, execution, commodity and advantage in every

behalfe, as hath been had or made upon the statute staple, and
under such manner and forme, as is for the same statute staple

provided : by force of which branch, if the tenant by execution

by force ofthe act of 23 H. 8, be evicted, he shallhave the remedy
provided for tenants by execution upon a statute staple by the

40 E. 3. 26. b. act of32 H. 8. In like manner by force of that clause of 23 H. 8,

44 E. 3. fol. 10. if the extenders upon a statute staple, &c. doe extend the lands,

J il^j^li-
<^c. at too high a rate, the obligee may pray that the extenders

themselves may take the lands, &c. at that rate, &c. by force of

the said statutes of Acton Burnel and De Mercatoribus, Also
no execution shall be sued against the heire within age.

But note, that upon a writ of elegit the plaintife cannot make
any such prayer, because those ancient statutes doe extend to

a statute merchant, or a statute staple only, and neither to a
recovery of debt or damages, nor to a recognizance in court

;

[/] Mich. 4 & and so hath it been resolved [/"].

5 Ph. and Mar.
Bendloes, by all the justices of the common pleas. (Plowd. 82. b. 205. b.)

Nota, it appeareth by the preamble of the said act of 32 i/. 8,

hi 15 E. 3. and by divers [g] bookes, that after a full and perfect execution

22 e" q
^^^^ ^y extent returned and of record, there shall never be any

Recovery in re-extent upon any eviction ; but if the extent be insufficient in

vahie, 22. law, there may goe out a new extent.
31 E. 3.

Exten. 13. 17E. 3. 76. T5E. 3. Scire fac. 115. 7 H. 4. 19. 22 Ass. 44. 22 E. 3.

fol. ult. 44E. 3. 10. 9H. 7. 9. 15 H. 7.15. 13 Eliz. Dier,299. 29 H. 8. Stat.

Merchant, Br. 40. (2 Cio. 13.)

Ui] 1 1 E. 3. M If a man have a judgement given against him for debt o^

Age, 4. 15 E. 3. damages, or be bound in a recognizance, and dieth his heire
Age, 95. within age, or having two daughters, and the one within age ;

20 Ass^ 'T'
"° execution shall be sued of the lands by elegit during the

29 E.'^s. 50.
minority, albeit the heire is not specially bound, but charged

47 Ass. 4. as terre teriant \i] ; and so against an heire within age no execu-

47 E. 3. 7. tion shall be sued upon a statute merchant or staple, nor upon

^'^Vn^.'i-^^^"
^^" t^^^ obligation or recognizance upon the statute of 23 H. 8, for

sir William •, • ^ 1 • .1 ° *• 1 i • -kt '^i, 'x^\^^^
Herbert's case.

^^
I®
excepted m the process agamst the hen-e. Neither it the

Brooke,Age, 33.
heire within age indow his mother shall execution be sued

(2 Cro.338.694. against her during his minority (1).
Siderf. 184.)

[i] Temps E. i

.

Ass. 402. 417. 1 6 H. 7. 6. Livre d'entr. 545. Brooke, Age, 33.
(1 Cro. 295.)

Note,''
(1) B. R. Grevill and Bracebridges case. Nota^ P. 1656, the point of a

special lerdiet xuas as follows: The conusor leasedfor years, and died, his heir

withiyi
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Note, that by the statute [k] oi^^j K. 3. the execution of landn \k\ 17 E. 3.
upon a statute staple is referred to the stutute merchant, and cap. 33.

by the statute Dc Mncatorihns no execution shall be had against
the heire so long as he is within age.

Also since Littleton wrote, there is a right profitable stutute [I] [/J 13 El\t.

made against fraudulent feoffments, gifts, grants, &c. *^*P' 5-

[29071 judgements and executions, as well of lands and iO^ te- /^!' '^:.f°\
®°*

|j J nements as of goods and chattels, to delay, hinder, or case.
"'^"*^*

defraud creditors and others of their just and lawfuU Li. 5. fo. 60.

actions, suites, debts, damages, penalties, forfeitures, heriots, Of)ochc'«cd«e.

mortuaries, and releases (A), for the exposition of which and };'*?' ^" ^°; '®'

other statutes, see the authorities quoted in the margent(i). Li'bTo'"fo ^IT*
the Clianc. of Oxford's case. Sec the Statutes of 3 H, 7. cap. 4. & f,o E, 3. cap. 6.
Mich, la & i3Eliz. Dier, 195. 18 Eliz. Divr, 351. (8 Rep. 132!)

And

(A) " relca.ses " appears to be here printed by miitake instead <»/ reliefs.

within agCf whether the execution (which was admitted o?i all sides to be void
against the ififantjy tvas good fo bind the termfor years. Glyn, chiefjustice^ and
the courts and also Windham, at the bar, deniedperemptorily the case of lord Coke
to be laWf unless it is understood that the marriage was held before the statute;

for then it is true that it shall not be extended, sed non quia est privilege /or
the infancy of the heir ; but because the wife is in by her husband^ and' therefore
has the better possession, and thus comes in paramount to the statute; but if the
statute was before the marriage, then clearly the dower of the xvife is extendible;

for the endowment breaks the descent, and she is in by her husband of a possession
charged, and there is no prejudice to the infant heir ; so that thefreehold is out

of him, without any rent being incident to his reversion. Nota, the possibility

that the wife might die during the minority, and before the extent was satisfed,
was not regarded. And nota, M. 6, 7 Eliz. C. B. in Egertons Reports (cited
by Nou in his lecture in Lincoln's-Inn), a like case was adjudged. Feme tenant
in tail confessed a judgment; took husband and died. The baron tva^ tenant
by the curtesy, and the statute was extended, and then he surrendered to the heir,

and was extended still, and well, per curiam, for the reversion was 7iot preju-
diced. And afterwards Trin. 1656, resolved, that an extent lay well against the
lessee, because the i)fancy of the heir is a personal priiikge. (Quare, if the
rent is gone. It seems so ; but the rent was not regarded.) Lord Nott. MSS.
—[Note 248.] ^ _

(1) In a former note, an attempt was made, to give the reader an /, -

mentary Outline of the Doctrine of Uses ; an attempt will now be made, to give
him a tike ELEMENTARY OUTLINE OF SOME LEADING POINTS IN THE DOC
TRINE OF TRUSTS AFFECTING REAL FROPERTl^

I. It may not be disagreeable to the reader, that it should be preceded by
a short historical view of the Introduction op trusts into £n<slish
Jurisprudence.

I. 1 . Two circumstances, in particular, gave them rise. The first was, the

wantf in many instances, of a judicial process to erforce the performance, or to

recover satifactionfor the non-performance, ofseveral obligations arising in cases

of trust, which were supposed, (and certainly in some cases with reason), to be
founded on the common rules of natural morality and justice ; but which, being

unassisted by the common law, often depended for their effect on the conscience

or honour only of a person, whose interest it was to leave them unperformed.

Thus, in the case of real property, (to which these annotations are naturally

confined), the transfer of land, in the simplicity of the common law, comnMnc^
F F 2 tad
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And it is to be observed, that the words of the said act of
1 3 Eliz. are, Be it therefore declared, ordained and enacted ; and
therefore like cases in semblable mischiefe shall be taken within
the remedy of this act, by reason of this word (declared) ; where-
by it appeareth what the law was before the making of this act.

But let us now retUrne to Littleton.

" Fieri

and terminated in the single fact of the transfer. Of the contract to make it,

of an agreement to hold the lands, or apply the profits of them, for a particular

purpose, the law took no notice. The parties, therefore, beneficially interested

in the performance ofany such contract or agreement, were either without any,

or without an adequate remedy. Yet, in all these cases, a duty was considered

to arise, which, though either wholly unnoticed, or, at most, imperfectly noticed,

by law, was felt, and admitted by all, to be an honourable, a moral, and a con-

scientious obligation. Cases of a similar description frequently arose. In all

of them a right was thought to exist, for which the courts of law had provided,

and for which, the feudal policy could from its nature provide no sufficient

remedy.—For this grievance, the courts of common law affording either no
redress, or an insufficient redress, a remedy was necessarily sought from an-

other hand, and a resort to the chancellor, was, from the peculiar nature of his

office, his character and habits, extremely natural.

I. 2. This natural resort to chancery for redress in cases of trusts, may be
considered, as the other principal circumstance, to which they owe their rise.

—A description of persons, probably in a subordinate rank of life, was known
in the Roman law, by the appellation of Cancellarii, as early as the period of

the first Caesars.— In the Byzantine court, the chancellor was an officer of the

highest distinction. In the courts of the emperors of the West, and almost in

all the sovereignties, into which that empire broke, upon its fall, mention is

made of an officer of the same name and character. An officer, of the same
description, (but in the early times, often found under the appellation of the

Referendary), occurs in the historical monuments of almost every country in

Europe, where the feudal polity has prevailed. It was so much considered

an appendage of sovereignty, that, after the usurpation of the vassals, every

noble who pretended to sovereign power, appears to have had his chancellor.

To this, the actual chancellors of bishops and palatines probably owe their

origin. See Gothofred's Notes ad Leg. 3. de Assess, ofthe Codex Theodosianus,

and the edition, by the Maurist monks of Du Cange, art. Cancellarius. With
respect to our own country,—in Hob. 63. it is observed, that the court of

chancery is as ancient as the kingdom itself. Lord Coke, 4 Inst. 78. maintains,

that the British and Saxon kings had their chancellors, and courts of chancery.

—Mr. Selden, Off. Can. sect. 1. says, the first authentic mention of a chan-

cellor is of the year 920, and that, many of the Saxon Jineage, before the

conquest, had their chancellors. With us, as in almost overy other country,

whose jurisprudence is of feudal extraction, the office of chancellor originally

was, to supervise all public Instruments, which had the king's signature, to

keep them in his custody, and, after the custom of sealing deeds came in use,

to have the charge of the king's official seal. 3 Biackst. Com. c. 4. s. 8.—To
administer justice has always been an appendage of royalty. This was the

case in the feudal system, on principles peculiar to itself. There, the military

command, and the administration of justice in the feud, were always united

in the same person, and extended over the same territory. But subordination

and habits of obedience were often wanting in the feud. From the boisterous

spirit of that government, it must frequently have happened, that the judicial

sentences of the courts would fail of effect, if they were not actually executed

by the military power :—the military power was under the direction of the

chief:
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" Fieri facias** This is a writ mentioned in the said sUtute, \v. a. cap. i8.
but is a writ of execution at the common hiw. And it is called
* .A^'* f'tciaSy because the words of the writ directed to the
sherife be, gubd fieri facias r/c bonis Sy catalliSf SfC. and of those
words the writ taketli its denomination.

But note, that a capias ad satisfaciendum is not mentioned in

the

chief:—to him, therefore, for his military aid, wherever the party had to

contend with a powerful adversary, it was necessary to recur, in order to se-

cure the effect of a judicial sentence. This was actually purchased by fines,

and became one of the most splendid and lucrative prerogatives of sovereignty.

The crown was always attentive to secure to itself the exclusive use of it.

This was principally effected by its assuming an exclusive right of issuing the
writ, which, from its being the beginning or foundation of the suit, is called

the original writ. This answered the double purpose of showing, that all

power of judicature originated with the king, and of securing to him the
proper fines. See Gilbert's Forum Romamon, p. lo. ajid Philips on FinesJbr
Original Writs, This original writ is a mandatory letter from the king on
parchment, sealed with his great seal, directed to the sheriff of the county
where the injury is committed or supposed to be committed, requiring him to

comnmnd the wrong-doer or party accused, either to do justice to the com-
plainant, or else to appear in court, and answer the accusation against him.

3 Blackst. Com. 8th ed. p. 273. In the early period of our law, injuries, which
were the subject of judicial process, were few, and being few, were well known.
In the course of time, the forms of injuries were multiplied, and new writs, of
course, became necessary. Where this was the case, it was usual to petition

parliament, and proper remedies were given for the peculiar cases; but tliese

petitions multiplying, itwasenacted,bythe statute of Westminster 2, i3Edw. 1.

c. 24. that, where, in one case, a writ should be found in the chancery, and
in a like case, falling under the same right, and requiring like remedy, no pre-

cedent of a writ could be produced, the clerks in chancery should form a new
one. This act, undoubtedly, gave the chancellor a great degree of power,
and in the exercise of it he usurped such an extent of remedial authority, that,

to use Mr. Reeves's expression (History of the Engl Law, Sio.edit,fo. 191.)

every sort of relief seemed within his jurisdiction. It must be added, that, as

the chancellor was generally an ecclesiastic, every species of injury, arising

from a supposed breach of a religious, a moral, or a conscientious obligation,

seemed properly to fall within his cognizance.—Such was the oHice of chancel-

lor, and such the character of the persons, by whom it was generally filled,

about that period of time, when the injuries we have been speaking of may
be supposed to have become frequent. To the chancellor, therefore, in cases

of this description, it was natural to have recourse.

I. 3. Still, however, while he confined himself to the forming of new writs,

his proceedings must fail of effect, as the utmost he could do, was to send
the parties to the courts of law, where, as those courts could not take cogni-

zance of the supposed injury, it was vain to send them. He did not, therefore,

rest here ; but introduced a nexvjudicialpower into thejurisprudence ofEngland,
by the invention, or rather by a new applicationy ofthe writ of subpcetw. This
writ compelled tlie party to appear in court; a petition was, thereupon, lodged
in chancery, containing the articles, to which he was obliged to answer upon
oatl*. In the case, therefore, of a trust, the party was obliged to disclose it,

and the court then decreed him to carry it into execution. This gave rise, or

at least, stability, to ecjuitable estates. Nothing could be more contrary than

estates of this description to the genius of the feudal U%v. Hence they fre-

quently were a subject of complaint ; and the statute of ubes, evidently, was

F F 3 intended
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the said statute, because no capias ad satisfac did lye at the

common law upon a judgement for debt, &c. or damages, but

only when the originall action was qaare ti Sf armis, S^-c, But
latter statutes have given a capias ad satisfac where debt, &c. of

[m] Lib. 3. fol. damages are recovered; as it appeareth at large [m] in Sir

11. Sir William lYUHam Herberfs case, whereunto I referre the reader.
Herbert s case.

(Hob. 283.) (F. N. B. 104.)

And

intended to extirpate them entirely. They have, however, been preserved*

The consequence has been, that, though they were, originally, a fraud upon
tenure ; though, in every stage of their progress, they were a subject of alarm

and jealousy ; though their existence is a direct violation of the statute of

uses, and though the courts of law profess, in most cases, (if the expression may
be allowed), a legal ignorance even of their existence, still they form a con-

siderable part of the jurisprudence of the country ; they affect and regulate,

directly or indirectly, almost all the real, and a great proportion of the personal

property of the kingdom ; they have a judicature, and a form of process, of

their own ; and these, in many instances, control even the courts of law.

II. The 27 Hen. 8. cap. lo. provided, that the use and possession should

always be united ; by declaring, that, " When any person shall be seised of
" lands, &c. to the use, confidence, or trust, of any other person or body
" politic, the person or corporation entitled to the use in fee simple, fee tail,

" for life, or years, or otherwise, shall from thenceforth stand and be seised
" or possessed of the land, <!v:c. of and in the like estates as they have ir the
" use, trust, or confidence ; and that the estate of the person so seised to uses
** shall be deemed to be in him or them that have the use, in such quality,
** manner, form, and condition, as they had before in the use." But, notwith-

standing this statute, there are three ways of creating a use or trust, which
still remain as at common law ; and this use or trust is a creature of the courts

of equity, and subject only to their direction. First, where a man seised in

fee, raises a term of years, and limits it in trust for A. &c. this the statute

cannot execute, the termor not being seised, sdly, Where lands are limited

to the use of A. in trust to permit B. to receive the rents and profits, for the
statute can only execute the first use. 3dly, Where lands are limited to

trustees, to receive and pay over the rents and profits to such and such per-

sons, for here the lands must remain in them to answer those purposes; and
these points were agreed to in Trinity term 1700, per curiam, in Simson v.

Turner, 1 £q. Ca. Abr. 220.

III. The best definition of a trust in equity is that which is given by
the old writers, of an use at common law ; viz. " A confidence which is not
" issuing out ofthe land, but a thing collateral, annexed in privity to the estate
" and to the person touching the land, scii. that cestuy que use shall take the
*' profits, and that the terre-tenant shall make estates according to his direc-
" tion." These are the words used in Chudleigh's case, 1st Rep. 121. a. b. for

the definition of an use. Thus he, who hath a trust, hath neitherjus in re nor
jus ad rem ; but only a confidence and trust, for which he hath no remedy at the

common law, but only a remedy by a subpoena in chancery. This is the import-
ant distinction between trusts and commons, rents, and such like hereditaments.
These follow the lands, into all thehands to which they come; so that, ifa person
is deforced, still the land in the hands of the deforceor is subject to the rent, or

common, with which the land is charged* But, generally speaking, it is other-

wise with respect to a trust, unless the estate of the deforceor, from his having

notice
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And it 18 to be observed, that these three writs of execution
ought to be sued out within the yeure and the day after judge-
ment; but if the plaintife sueth out any of them within the yeare,

he may continue the same after the yeare untill lie hath execu-
tion. And to none of these writs of executions the defendant

can pleade : but if he hath any matter since the judgement to

discharge

notice ot liic trusi, or upon some other ground, is, in the consideration of a
court of equity, considered as cimrged with tlie trust.

IV. This doctrine is considered as particularly important, in its influence

on limitations to Trustees for preserving Cotilingent Remainders, and as it is

the foundation of the doctrines of equity on cases arising from the destruc-

tion of those remainders by the trustees. This was discussed at great length

in Chudleigh's case, i Rep. 120. a. The doctrine laid down in that case,

with respect to the destruction of contingent uses at common law, appears

to be, tliat, to the standing seised of an use at common law, two things

were necessary ; one, that the estate upon which the uses were declared

should subsist ; this was called privity of estate : the other, that the party

so standing seised should have notice of the use ; this was called privity

to the person. If either of these failed, the use was gone. Whenever,
therefore, a person seised of a life estate in possession, in trust for another,

conveyed by fine, feoffment, or recovery, the person taking under that con-

veyance, acquired, in consequence of the forcible nature of those modes of

conveyance, a new estate, and thereby the privity of estate was necessarily lost.

But, if a person having a fee, conveyed that fee, then the privity of estate

remained. Still, if the grantee had not notice of the trust, the privity to the

person was gone. In the latter instance, however, this important distinction

was made, that, if the grantee was not a purchaser for a valuable consideration,

the law implied notice; that is, presumed him to be acquainted with the use ;

this continued the privity to the person. Thus stood the doctrine of the

destruction of contingent remainders at the common law. The statute of uses

made no difference, as to the legal consequences of this doctrine, in those cases

where the trustee had an estate for life only. If he conveyed by fine, feoffment,

or recovery, the grantee necessarily took an estate in fee simple. This, as was
observed before, was a new estate. Privity in estate therefore failed. But iu

those cases, where the whole fee was conveyed to the trustees to several uses in

strict settlement, it was executed in the cestuys que use; and then, where no
use was limited to the trustees themselves, nothing remained in them, so that,

in this respect, there was no difference between them and strangers to the deed.

An actual estate might, however, be limited to them. Of this practitioners

availed themselves, to support contingent remainders, and prevent their being

destroyed. This gave rise to the limitation, now so frequently inserted in wills

and settlements, of an estate to trustees for preserving contingent remainders.

V. To present this pointedly to the reader's observation, it may be useful

to state succinctly THE GRADUAL PROGRESS OF SETTLEMENTS.
V. 1. The^r^^ attempt at a settlement appears to be the creation of an estate

in fee simple conditional. This had two effects, that of suspending the absolute

power of alienation, till the birth of issue, and that of preserving the inheritance

m a particular line of succession, so as to make it devolve through a particular

line of heirs, in exclusion of others. Bracton mentions, lib. 18. that, by this

mode of limitation, the estate might be settled by a person, on his eldest son

and the heirs of his body,—and if he had no heirs, or having heirs, if they

afterwards failed, then to his second son and the heirs of his body, with like

w r 4,
limitations
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discharge him of execution, he may have an audita (querela, and
relieve himselfe that way, but pleade he cannot. As if the plain-

tife after release unto the defendant all executions, yet in none of

these three writs he shall pleade it, but is driven to his audita

querela^ as hath been said.

limitations to his other sons successively and their respective issue ; and in

default of all these, to the party himself and his heirs. This appears the most
extended and complicated plan of settlement, which could be effected through

the medium of this mode of limitation.

V. 2. Then came the statute de donis conditionalihus. That statute took

away the power of alienation of the tenants in fee simple conditional, and
thereby preserved the fee to the issue, and the reversion to the donor. This

naturally gave rise to the complex modification of property, to which the

reversion of an estate, out of which an estate tail is first carved, is now subject.

By this mode of settlement land was at once completely taken out of com-
merce and involved in the intricate fetters of multiplied entails. This may be
considered as the second stage ofsettlements.

V. 3. But entails were again subjected to the alienation of the tenant in tail

by the introduction of common recoveries, about the reign of Ed. 4. and the

introduction of fines by the statute of 4 H. 7. To prevent this, in some mea-
sure,women seised ofestates tail of the gift of their husbands, were prohibited by
the 11 H. 7. c. 20. from alienating these estates. To bring their estates within

the protection of this statute, it became usual to limit the husband's estates,

to the husband and wife, and the heirs of the body of the wife by the husband.
The consequence of this was, that the estate was secured to the parents during
their lives, and was secured to the issue against the act of either parent.

Nothing short of the concurrent act of both parents could deprive the issue of
the estate. A more rational system of settlement, (particularly after the

statute of the 32 H. 8. c. 27. had enabled tenants in tail to lease), could not
perhaps be devised. The estate might be limited to the male or the female
line, at the pleasure of the parties. It was protected against the caprice or
extravagance of one of the parties, so long as the other refused to co-operate
in unfettering the entail, while there was a provision for unforeseen events, by
their co-operation during their joint lives; and, during the life of the surviving

parent, the same effects might be produced by the co-operation of that parent
and the issue; and after the decease of both parents the estate was restored to

the issue, with a complete power of alienating it. It may be a question
whether, even now, this mode of settlement be not the most proper for all

those cases, where, by reason of the smallness of the property, or any other cir-

cumstance, the intricate system of settlement, now in use, is not proper. This
may be described as the third stage 0/ settlements.

V. 4. A fourth was effected by limiting life estates to the parents, with re-

mainders to their unborn children by purchase. This was introduced, soon
after it was discovered how completely estates tail of every description were
subject to the alienation of the tenant in tail by fine or recovery. But it did
not soon become general. It was obvious, that, in every case, where the parent
was himself the immediate reversioner, and in every case, where the parent
not being the immediate reversioner, could procure the concurrence of the
immediate reversioner, the unborn children were at the mercy of the parent.

This gave rise to the introduction of trustees for preserving contingent re-

mainders. This limitation is supposed to have been first discovered and intro-

duced into practice by sir Orlando Bridgman, during the time of the Usurpa-
tion. Whatever doubts may formerly have been Entertained on this head, it is

now settled beyond the rtach of controversy, that, under a limitation of this

description,
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description, the trustees take a vested estate of freehold. The interpoiition of

this estate prevents the tenant for life from surrendering to him in tl»c rever-

sion, and if he aliens his estiite by any of those modes of conveyance, which

would otherwise destroy the contingent remainders, and by a necessary conse-

ouence, be a forfeiture of the estate, it authorizes the trustees to enter for the

iorleiture. This, to use one of the explanatory expressions inserted in these

limitations, *' prevents the contingent remainders from being defeated or

destroyed."—Such are the circumstances which appear to liave given rise to

this most frequent and important limitation, and the effects it produced ; and

thus it stands with respect to the alienation of the tenant for life without the

concurrence or co-operation of the trustees. With respect to those case*,

where tiie trustees co-operate in the alienation, it is obvious the estate of these

trustees is that which we have before mentioned, of a person seised of a life

estate in trust for another ; and conformably to what we have before observed

upon the alienation of a person so seised, his fine, feoffment, or common reco-

very acquires him an estate by disseisin, and vests the estate so acquired by
him in the purchaser. Here then the privity of estate fails : but courts of

equity again interfere. This alienation of the trustees is evidently a breach of

their trust. If, therefore, the conveyance be without consideration, and with-

out express notice, the court implies notice. If it be with notice, then, whether

with or without consideration, the courts make the purchaser hold the lands

upon the trusts to which they were subject in the hands of the trustees. But
if the conveyance is for a valuable consideration, and without notice, then the

courts punish the breach of trust, by decreeing them to purchase lands of equal

value to those, of which, by their breach of trust, they have deprived the par-

ties, and to settle them to the uses and upon the trusts of the lands conveyed.

See Mansel r. Mansel, 2 Peere Will. 678. Pye r. Gorge, 1 P. Wms. 128.

Moody V, Walters, 16 Ves. 283. and Mr. Fearne's Essay on Contingent

Remainders, 6 ed. 326, &c. It only remains to observe, that, though

the destruction of contingent remainders by the trustee is punished in the

manner we have mentioned ; still, where there is a bare tenant for life for his

own benefit, with remainders over in contingency, ifhe destroy the contingent

remainders, it is no breach of trust, for where there is no trust there cannot

be a breach of trust ; there is no ground consequently for a court of equity to

interfere in that case. It is therefore left to its legal consequences. Titles

however depending on the validity of an act of this nature can never be recom-

mended. The power of tenant for life to destroy contingent remainders is

strictissimi juris. It certainly therefore can never expect favour,—or any

thing beyond mere support. In Roake u. Kidd, 5 Ves. 647. lord Eldon

appears to have intimated a doubt, whether a court would compel a purchaser

to accept a title depending on the destruction of contingent remainders. It is

to be observed, that it has not yet been decided, whether a legal estate of

freehold created by one deed, will support contingent remainders created by
another. ITie prevailing opinion appears to be, that, if ever this point should

come before a court, the decision will be for the affirmative. It sometimes

happens that contingent remainders are limited to the sons ofa person who has

himself no life estate. Where this is done, it is proper to direct in what man-
ner the rent shall be applied, during the suspense of the contingent remainder,

and the vacancy of a person beneficially entitled. This may be done by
directing the trustees, during that vacancy or suspense, to pay the rents to the

persons next entitled for the time being, under the uses or trusts of the instru-

ment, to a vested remainder in the estates, but without prejudice to the estate

of the children afterwards coming in existence. If no such direction is given,

the settler and his heirs would probably be considered as entitled to tlie then

intermediate profits, as an undisposed part of the inheritimce.

V. 5, li\cJjfih and ultimate stage ofsettlements appears to have been effected,

by the introduction ofpowers under tlie statute oi usee. By these, us complete a

dominion
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dominion over the property which is the subject of the settlement is given, to

the party and his trustees, as if it were not the subject of settlement ; at the

same time that the property or its value is completely secured to the parties,

to their issue, and to all other claimants. Considered in this point of view, the

plan and effects of a marriage settlement, as such settlements are now usually

framed in England, are very striking ; and will bear a comparison with the

marriage contracts of any other country. These, generally speaking, either

fetter the property so much as to take it entirely out of commerce, as is done

by the tailzies of Scotland tvith irritant and resolutive clauses^ or, like their

settlements of what is called, simple destination^ leave it so much under the

control and direction of the parents, as to give little security for its safe

transmission to the issue.

VI. TRUSTEES EITHER ARE SUCH, BY THE EXPRESS OR IMPLIED DECLA-

RATION OF THE PARTY, OR ARE MADE SUCH BY A COURT OF EQUITY.—
In a court of equity it is sufficient that the trust appears ; and if the party

creating the trust has not appointed his own trustee, the court of equity will

follow the legal estate, and decree the person in whom it is vested to execute

the trust. See ant. 113, note 2, it being a rule which admits of no exception,

that a court of equity never wants a trustee.

VII. ANOTHER PULE WHICH ADMITS OF NO EXCEPTION IS THAT EQUITY
ACTS UPON THE PERSON AND NOT UPON THE THING. The consequence is,

that, if the estate, of which the party is actually seised, is not commensurate

to the trust, equity cannot enlarge it. Supposing therefore A. to be seised of

an estate in fee simple, in trust for B. and his heirs, and that A. conveys the

legal estate to the use of C. for life, with remainders over; C. and the remainder-

men would be trustees for B. ; and B. being entitled to the whole equitable fee,

would be entitled to a conveyance of it to him. If, therefore, the modifica-

tions of the legal estate be such, as enable parties to convey the fee, a con-

veyance must be made by the same means as if it were a conveyance for a

valuable consideration. Consequently, if any ofthe parties should be seised in

tail, a fine, or recovery, as the case happens, would be necessary ; and if the

tenant in tail should happen to be an infant, the infant cannot convey without

levying a fine or suffering a recovery. The stat. 7 Ann. chap. 19. authorizes

infants to convey in the manner therein mentioned, under the direction of the

court of chancery. This has been held to extend to their levying fines and

suffering recoveries, where the nature of their estates have required these

assurances, to perfect the conveyances. See 3 Atkyns, 164. 479. and 559.

Com. Rep. 615. Barnes, 217. But sometimes the modifications of the legal

estate are such, that even fines and recoveries are not sufficient to convey a

fee. In this case application to parliament is necessary. In the case, sug-

gested in the preceding part of this annotation, the whole fee simple, on which

the trust was supposed to be ingrafted, is considered to have been originally

vested in the trustees, and to have been modified by them into uses in strict

settlement : but, it sometimes happens, that the land is originally limited to the

use oftrustees, in tail, or even for life, with remainders over in strict settlement,

and trusts are declared of these uses. As where land is limited to the use of

A. and the heirs of his body, in trust for /. S. and the heirs of his body ; or,

where land is hmited to the use of A. and B. during their joint lives, and after

the decease of such one of them as shall first depart this life, to the use of the

survivor and his heirs, in trust for /. S. and the heirs of his body. Instances of

such limitations and trusts have occurred in practice. As, in these cases, the

legal estate is not commensurate with the trust charged upon it, practitioners

have doubted whether /. S. has, in such, that kind of actual equitable estate

tail, which enables him to acquire the fee simple of the land by a recovery.

The case is evidently near, when the seisin to the uses is. more limited, than the

uses
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uses declared of it. As, where a feoffment is made to j4. and the heirs of hit

body, to the use of /. S. and the lieirs of his body, or to A. and li. during their

joint lives, and after the decease of such one of them as shall first depart thi»

life, to the survivor of them and the heirs of the survivor, to the use of /. S.

and the heirs of his body. On all these cases, a judicial determination m
\Tanting.

VIII. It 18 sometimes doubtful, WHETHER AN ESTATE BE LEGAL OR
EQUITABLE. The leading authorities upon this point, are, Burchett v. Durdant,

2 Vent. 312. Broughton v. Langley, 2 Salk. 679. Simson r. Turner,

1st Equity Cas. Abr. 383. Lady Jones v. Lord Say and Sele, 8 Vin. 262.

Silvester d. Law v. Wilson, 2 Term Rep. 444. and Thong r. Bedford,

1 Bro. Cha. Cases, 313. The result of these cases seems to be, ist. That a

devise to A. and his heirs, in trust for B. and his heirs, without any ulterior

words, is an use executed by the statute in B.— 2dly, That the construction

would be the same, if lands were devised to A. and his heirs, in trust to permit

B. and his heirs to receive the rents and profits.—sdly, That a devise to A. and
his heirs, with directions to dispose of the estate, or of the rents in such a man-
ner as necessarily requires the legal estate should reside in him, will of course

vest the legal estate in him.—4thly, That a mere devise to A. and his heirs,

upon trust to receive the rents and pay them over to B. should give the legal

estate to A. To this the case of Silvester v. Wilson nearly approaches.

—

5thly, That, where an estate is given to A. and his heirs, upon trust to dispose

of the rents in a particular manner during the life of B. and after the decease

of B. to stand seised of the lands to the uses therein mentioned; there, as the

nature of the trust does not require that the legal estate shall reside in A. for a
longer term than the life of B. the court will not consider the use to be exe-

cuted in him for a longer term than the life of B. ; but will consider the use as

executed in the trustee during the life of B. and afterwards in the cestui/ que
use. Lord Say and Sele v. LadyJones, 3 Bro. Par. Ca. 458. Pincke v. Curteis,

4 Bro. Ch. Ca. 329.—6thly, And that, where there is a limitation to one for

life, remainder to trustees and their heirs for preserving contingent remainders,

and the estate of the trustees is not restrained to the life of the tenant for life

:

in a deed the trustees would certainly be considered as taking the whole fee:

but that, in a will as the nature of their trust requires that they should take

the legal estate only during the life pf the tenant for life, and the subsequent

devise is generally introduced by the words, " and after the death of the
** tenant for life," there seems reason to contend, they should be considered

as taking the legal estate for the period of his life only ; that being evidently

the testator's intention, which in wills has so powerful an operation in controll-

ing the legal operation of the words. See Shaplandv. Smith, iBro. Ch. Ca. 75.
and Boteler v. Allington, ibid. 72.

IX. There 13 a. distinction between pcAvers and trusts. Devises are sometimes
framed in such a manner, as to make it uncertain whether the legal estate is

vested by them, in the trustees, upon trust to dispose of it according to the

directions of the testator, or whether the legal estate is suffered to descend
upon the heir at law, or is devised to others, with a power to the persons men-
tioned for that purpose by the testator, to dispose of it. This is very import-

ant, and sometimes not clearly to be ascertained. See ante, fo. 113. n.

note 2. on the devise of an estate to be sold by executors where it vests the

estate in the executors, and where it merely gives a power to sell it. It is

observable that where there is a devise to executors to sell, the statute of

21 H, 8. makes it lawful for one of the executors to sell without the other;

and in Bonifaut r. Greenfield, Cro. Eliz. 80. it was decided, tliat, this statute

extends equally to those cases, where the legal estate is devised to the ex^
cutors, as to those, where a mere power is given to J?ell. Hut the taking of the

conveyance
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conveyance from one executor only, is liable to objections. One is, that

the other executor may have previously sold ; in which case the first vendee
would be preferred. The other arises, where the will expressly requires

that all the trustees should join in the receipt for the purchase money.

X. By the stat. 29 Cha. 2. cap. 3. sect. 8. it is provided, " That all declara'
** lions and creations of trust in lands or hereditaments must be in xvriting, signed
** by the party, or by his last will in writing, or else void, except trusts arising
<* by implication of law, and transferred and extinguished by acts of law." A
person purchasing land in the name of another, has always been held to be
within this description. But it has also been held, that this implied trust may
be rebutted by circumstances in evidence ; and therefore, where a father has

Eurchased in the name of a son, or a grandfather in the name of a grandson, it

as often been held to be intended as an advancement for the son or grandson,

imd not as a trust for the purchaser. This construction of trusts by a court oif

equity, is conformable to the construction of uses by the courts of law. There,

a feoffment without consideration, when no use was declared, was always held

to operate to the use of the feoffor. But when it was to a son or grandson,

the consideration of blood intervened, and it was held to operate to the use of

the son or grandson. This doctrine is often resorted to in the case of grants

of copyholds where the son of a grantee is a nominee. There the implication

in favour of the son is not so strong, as there is a necessity of mentioning some
life, for the purpose offilling up the estate. Yet in these cases, with some excep-
tions, (see particularly Lane v. Dighton, Amb. 409.) it is considered so far an
advancement for the child, that it is incumbent on the person claiming against

the child to show that it was not so intended. In the case of Dyer and Dyer,
heard in the exchequer, Nov. 20, 21, and 27, 1788, this doctrine was very fully

entered into, and explained with the greatest learning and perspicuity, by
the then chief baron Eyre. Watkins on Copyholds, 216.

XI. The favour which is shown to old tenants, by granting them a renewal
of their leases, preferably to a stranger, has given them, in the eye of the law,

an interest beyond their subsisting term ; and this interest is generally termed
their tenant right of renewal. This is particularly applicable to leases from the

crown, from the church, from colleges, or from other corporations. In these

cases, it often happens, that the situation of the parties is such, that there are

successive renewals of the lease, or successive enlargements of it by reversionary
grants. On one hand, the property is more valuable to the actual tenant than

any other person ; he can therefore afford to pay more for the renewal than

another. On the other hand, there is a natural partiality in the lessors to the

present tenants, particularly if they, or the persons under whom they claim,

have long been tenants of the land in question. These circumstances have
produced what is called tenant right. Attempts have been made to establish

an obligation in landlords to renew, but they have not succeeded. The renewal,

therefore, is still a matter of favour and of chance ; but is so far valuable, that

it enhances the price of the property on sales ; provisions for renewal are in-

serted in mortgages and settlements ; and the right of parties to this chance of

renewal is guarded by courts of equity. In mortgages of this species of pro-

perty, where this chance of renewal exists, there should always be inserted in

the mortgage deed a covenant from the mortgagor for the renewal of the lease,

and for vesting such new lease in the mortgagee ; with an agreement, that, ifthe

mortgagor neglects to renew, it shall be lawful for the mortgagee to renew, and
that the fine and expenses of renewal shall be a charge upon the premises, and
bear interest. In settlements also, there should be a power authorizing the

trustees, from time to time, to renew the leases, and for that purpose to raise

money by mortgage. But particular care should be taken to insert, in all settle-

ments of this nature, such provisions, as will free the trustees from personal

liability,
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liability, for an omission to renew, unless it happens by a defined neglect or
default; as, without such a provision, the trustees will be con.sidfred an-

swerable for it, as for a breach of trust. Lord Montfort ; . Lord Cadogan,
17 Ves. 48'>.

Wiiere such provisions are not introduced, an opinion prevailed, in conse-

quence of what was reported to have been said by Lord Ilardwickc, in Verney
V. Verney, Amb. 88. that the tenant for life should pay one third of the fine and
the other char«^es attending the renewal, or keep down the interest of them, and
the residue paid by the person in remainder: but it now appears to be .settled

that the tenant for life must contribute beyond the interest, in the proportion

to the benefit he takes. Nightingale v. Lawson, i Bro. Ch. C. 440. and White
t . White, 4 Ves. 33. 9 Ves. 554.
As to the protection afforded by the courts of equity to persons entitled to

this tenant right, courts of equity have so far recognized the tenant right to be a
real benefit, and as such entitled to their protection, as to decree, tliat, new or

reversionary leases, (gained by undue means or suppression of the tenant right

of renewal), should be for the benefit of the persons interested in the ancient

leases ; and consequently, that those, who obtain such new leases, and were
thereby legally possessed of them, should be trustees for that purpose. The
cases on this head may be divided into three classes. The first,—where the

renewal has been obtained by persons having no beneficial interest in the old

lease, and no connection with the lessee, and has been obtained by a suggestion

of what was false, or a suppression of what was true. The second,—where the
parties obtaining the renewal have no beneficial interest, but are connected with

the old lessee, as guardians, trustees, or executors. The third,—where the
persons renewing have only partial and limited interests, as tenants for life,

mortgagors or mortgagees. In all these cases, the parties renewing have been
uniformly declared trustees for the persons beneficially interested, in the ancient

lease, either wholly or in part, according to the particular circumstances of the
case ; the court presuming that the new lease was obtained by means of the
connection with or reference to the interest in the ancient lease. The cases on
the doctrine of the tenant right of renewal are numerous. One of the most
important of them is that of Rawe v. Chichester, Amb. 715. Another very im-,

portant case on this learning, is that of Lee v. lord Vernon, heard on appeal to

the house of lords, 1 1 May 1776, 7 Bro. Par. Ca. 432.

XIL It frequently happens, that, luhere a real estate is limited in strict settle-

merit, and a leasehold for years or other personal estate is intended to be settled

upon corresponding trusts,—the settlement is made by assigning the leasehold

estate to trustees, and declaring they shall stand possessed of it, upon such trusts

as are previously declared of the real estate, or as near thereto as may be, or as

the rules of law and equity will permit. This should never be done. The
nature of real and personal estate is so different, as to make it almost impracti-

cable to frame such a set of trusts as will in every possible event, or even in the

common contingencies, carry the personal estate in the same course of devolu-
tion as that, in which a real estate, proposed to be strictly entailed, is usually

settled ; and the modes of doing it are so various, that hardly two professional

men would agree upon the same plan. The best method, therefore, is, to insert

a complete set of limitations for the personal estate. If, however, from the
smallness of the property, it is thought advisable to do it by way of reference to

the limitations of the real estate, a declaration may be inserted, expressing that

the leasehold or personal estate shall not vest absolutely in any tenant in tail

taking by purchase, who shall not attain the age of 2 1 years ; with a proviso,

that, after the decease of the preceding tenant for life, such infant tenant in tail

for the time being shall during his minority be entitled to the rents and interest.

The nature of leasehold for lives is much more analogous to that of estates of
inheritance ; and therefore, generally speaking, may be settled by reference to

previous
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previous limitations of the fee simple estate. The short mode of reference may
be used in the power of sale usually inserted in settlements, where the parties

are authorized by it to purchase leaseholds for years. See Foley v. Bur-
nell, 1 Bro. Cha. Cases, 274;—and D. of Newcastle v. Lady Lincoln, 3 Ves.
jun. 387.

XIIL It was observed before, that one of the principal objects of the legisla-

ture, in passing the statute of uses, was to restore, in some measure, the

notoriety of the old common law conveyances ; but that their views, in this

respect, were almost totally defeated, by the introduction of conveyances by
lease and release, and by the preservation of uses, under the appellation of
trusts. The legislature has, at different times, made attempts to remedy the

mischiefarising from the secret transfer of property to ivhick this statute has

given rise.

Among these attempts maybe reckoned the statutes againstfraudulent con-

veyances and devises, 13 Eliz. c. 5. 27 Eliz. c. 4. and 3 W. & M. c. 14. but
particularly the statute of 29 Car. 2. c. 3. commonly called the Statute of

Frauds and Perjuries, which provides against conveying any lands or heredita-

ments for more than three years, or declaring trusts of them, otherwise than

by writing. See ant. 48. a. note 3.

With the same views have been passed the actsfor registering deeds respect'

ing lands in the West, East, and North Ridings of the county of Yorli, and in

the county of Middlesex.— 2 & 3 Ann. c. 4. 6 Ann. c. 35. 7 Ann. c. 20.

and 8 Geo. 2. c. 6.

In the construction of the 29 Cha. 2. c. 9. the courts have decided, that it

was made with a design to prevent, either in marriage or in any other treaties,

uncertainty, perjury, and contrariety of evidence ; the cases not liable to these

inconveniencies are not within it. See 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 19. The courts seem to

have favoured a like equitable construction of the statutes for the registration

of deeds. Thus in the case of Le Neve v. Le Neve, 1 Ves. 64. lord Hard-
wicke decreed, that, if a deed respecting lands in any of the register counties

is not registered, and afterwards the same lands are sold or mortgaged, by a
deed properly registered ; if the person claiming under the second deed has

notice of the first deed, the person claiming under the first deed, though it is

not registered, shall be preferred to him.

The general doctrine of these decisions is founded on principles both just

and equitable, when applied to particular cases
;
yet it may be doubted, whether

a more rigid adherence to the letter of these statutes, particularly that of the

29 Car. 2. c. 3. would not have been more beneficial to the public. The French
showied a much more rigid and pertinacious adherence to the letter of their laws

respecting the registration of deeds and wills. By laws of that kingdom, as

ancient as the 16th century, particularly an ordonnance of Henry II. of the

year 1553, it was ordered, that all wills and deeds, containing substitutions of

estates, should be registered within a particular period of time. If they were
not registered within that time, the courts seem to have doubted whether they

were binding even on the parties, in whose favour the substitutions were made

;

but, it was always settled, that the substitutions were of no force against credi-

tors or purchasers. Several points of the laws respecting substitutions being

unsettled, and the laws respecting them being different in different parts of the

kingdom, they were all reduced into one law, by the celebrated ordonnance of

August 1747. That ordonnance was framed by the chancellor D'Aguesseau,

after taking the sentiments of every parliament in the kingdom upon forty-five

different questions proposed to them upon the subject. The thirty-ninth ques-

tion is, " Whether a creditor or purchaser, having notice of the substitution

<' before his contract or purchase, is to be admitted to plead the want of
'' registration?" All the parliaments, except the parliament of Flanders,

agreed, that he was; that, to admit the contrary doctrine would make it always
open
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open to argument, whether the party had or had not notice of the substitution

;

that this would lead to endless uncertainty, confusion and perjury ; and that it

was much better that \hv right of the subject should depend upon certain and
fixed principles of law, than upon rules and constructions ofequity, which muHt
he arbitrary, and consequently uncertain. The ordonnance of August 1 747 was
framed accordingly. Tliose who have commented upon that ordoimancc lay it

down as a fixed and undeniable principle, that nothing, not even the most
actual and direct notice, countervails tlie want of registration ; so that if a
person be a witness, or even a party to the deed of substitution, still, if it be
not registered, lie may safely purchase the property substituted, or lend money
upon a mortgage of it. See Questio7is concernant les Substitutions, Toulouse,

1770; and Commentaire de TOrdonnance de Louis XV. sur Ics Substitutions par
Mr, Furgole, a Paris, i/^T*—Ihe same principle has been received into the

Code Civil Napoleon. The article 1069 provides that " dispositions by gift or
" will, undercharge of restitution,"—(that is, dispositions by way ofmortgage
or pledge)—" shall, at the instance, either of the party charged, or of the
'* trustee appointed for their execution, be made public ; viz. as to immovables,
*' by transcription of the instrument on the register of the office of mortgages,
" of the place where they are situate ; and as to sums placed out, with privi-

" leges over immovables,"— certain legal liens on land to which the law of
France allows a privilege of priority— " by inscription upon the property,
" charged with the security."—The article 1071, provides that " the want of
" transcription on the register of any such instrument, cannot be supplied, or
" excused, by any notice, which creditors or subsequent purchasers may have
** of its contents by other means than that of transcription :" and the article

1072 provides, that " neither donees, or legatees, or even the lawful heirs of
" him, who makes the disposition contained in the instrument, neglected to be
" transcribed, nor the donees, legatees, or heirs of these, can enforce their
" titles against the persons entitled in default of transcription."

XIV. The courts have in part remedied the mischiefarisingfrom the admission

of trusts, with respect to the cestui/ que trust, by making persons pfit/ing money to

trustees^ with notice ofthe trust, answerable, in some cases, for the proper appli-

cation of it. I.ord Mansfield, in his very distinguished argument in the great

case of Burgess r. Wheate, 1 Black. Rep. 123. observes, "that the cestuyque
" trust is actually and absolutely seised of the freehold, in the consideration of
" a court of equity; that the trust is the land, in that court; and that the
" declaration of the trust is the disposition of the land." It is, perhaps, to be
wished, that the operation and consequences of trusts had been confined to the
trustee and cestuyque trust. There is no doubt but the doctrine in question is,

in many instances, of great service to the cestny que trust, as it preserves his

property from the peculations and other disasters to which, if it were left solely

to the discretion of the trustee, it would necessarily be subject ; yet it may be
questioned, whether the admission of it be not, in general, productive of more
inconvenience than real good. To prevent this inconvenience, it is become
usual to insert a clause in deeds or wills, that the receipts of the trustees shall

o^ themselves discharge the persons to whom they are given, from the obliga-

tion of seeing to the application of the money paid by them. In some instances,

without any clause of this nature, a person paying money to a trustee is not
answerable for the misapplication of it, thougn he has notice of the trust. Per-
haps the following distinctions and observations will be found of use towards ob-
taining an accurate knowledge of the rules of equity upon this complex subjt 1 1.

XIV. 1. With regard to personal estate, it is everywhere admitted, that ifa
testator, possessed ofpersonal estate, dies indebted, having by his will directed
his estates to be sold for the payment of his debts, whether he specifies them or
not, the mortgagee or purchaser ofany part of his personal assets is not bound
to see to the application of his mortgage, or purchase money. Sec Elliott

and
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and Merr)rman, Barnardiston's Rep. in Cha. page 78. But if he charges a

specific part of his personalty witli the payment of a specific debt or legacy, it

seems to have been a matter of doubt how far the purchaser of that specific

part was answerable. In the case of Humble x'. Bill, 2 Vern. 444. the master

of the rolls decreed that a mortgagee of a term of years from an executor

(which term of years was specifically bequeathed) was not answerable for the

misapplication of his mortgage-money.—This decree was reversed in the house

of lords in 1703-4, 1 Bro. Par. Cas. 71 ; but from the account given in Viner,

7 vol. 43. pi. 13, and 18 Vin. 121. pi. 11. there is reason to suppose the reversal

was founded on particular proofof fraud. Two cases in Peere Williams, Ewer
V. Corbett, and Burting v. Stonard, vol. 2. p. 148. and 150. coincide with the

master of the Rolls against the house of lords : and see Gilbert's Reports, 113.

Mead v. lord Orrery, 3 Atk. 235. Ithell v. Beane, 1 Ves. 215. It should, how-

ever, be observed, that the principle on which the courts have founded their

opinion, that the purchaser or mortgagee of any part of the testator's assets

specifically bequeathed is not answerable for the misapplication of his pur-

chase or mortgage money, is, that the whole of the personal estate being

bound to pay the debts of the testator, that specific part, (though specifically

bequeathed,) is liable with the rest : it has therefore been held, that the pur-

chaser must not have notice that there are no debts, or that the debts are paid.

With the latter doctrine the modern practice of the profession accords. The
reason of these cases is, that, the property of the testator vests absolutely in

the executor, both at law and in equity ; so that the demand of the creditors

and legatees are personal upon the executor ; they are no lien upon the pro-

perty in his hands, or in the hands of the assignees, from him ; the executor is

intrusted with the disposition of the property; and no third person, therefore,

should be implicated in it. It seems clear from Ewer v. Corbett, that though,

by such notice of there being no debts, or of the debts being paid, the pur-

chaser makes himself answerable for his purchase or mortgage-money : yet

he is not bound, previously, to inquire and satisfy himself, that there are debts

unpaid, or that the parts of the assets not specifically bequeathed are suffi-

cient to pay the debts and legacies.

XIV. 2. With respect to the devise of a real estatefor the payment of debts:

It must first be observed, on the authority ofthe cases of Cutler and Coxeter,

2 Vern. 302. French and Chichester, 2 Vern. 568. and 2 Ves. 590. that if a

person charges both his real and personal estates with the payment of his

debts, the personal estate must be first applied : and that it is therefore im-

material whether the testator charges the personal estate in the first instance,

or not.—Now, if a person devises a real estate to trustees to sell for the pay-

ment of his debts, all the books agree, (see particularly the case above cited

of Elliott r. Merryman, Spalding and Shalmer, 1 Vern. 301. Culpepper r.

Aston, 2 Chan. Cases, 115. 221. 1 Ves. 173. and 215. Cotterel v. Hampson,

2 Vern. 5. Smith v. Guyon, 1 Bro. Ca. in Cha. 186.) that if the debts are

specified or scheduled, the purchaser or mortgagee is bound to see to the ap-

plication of his money ; but that, if they are not specified or scheduled, he is

not bound to see to such application.

XIV. 3. As to legacies—these, from their nature, must be considered as specified

or scheduled debts ; how far, in those cases, where the trust does not extend to

the payment of debts, the purchaser of a real estate is bound to see the money
applied in discharge ofthe legacies, is often a subject of discussion and doubt,

even with the most experienced practitioners. But, if the trust is, to sell for

the payment both of debts and legacies, then, the trust to pay the debts, in-

tercepts the trust to pay the legacies, and, as the purchaser is not bound to

see to the payment of the former, he necessarily is not bound to see to the

payment of the latter. Thus in Jebb v. Abbott, heard in chancery on the 9th

February 1782, lord chancellor Thurlow said, that, where debts and legacies

are charged on lands, the purchaser will hold free from the claims of the

legatees ; for not being bound to see to the discharge of debts, he cannot be

expected
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expected to see to the dischnrgc of" it i;ai .^.>, »»i..,^it * .mnot be paid till after

the debts. Lord Kenyon, chief justice of the king's bench, who was counseJ

in the cause, assented to this position, and said it had been go determined by
lord Hardwicke. Prol)aI)Iy the case alluded to by him was that of Rogers
T. Skillicorne, since reported by Mr. Ambler; see his Rep. fol. i88.—In

Beynon v. (lollins, in the sittings after Hilary term 1788, the testator had
charged his estate with the payment of his just debts generally, and with a
legacy of 800/. for his daughter for life, and after her death for her children.

The trustee had joined in a conveyance of part of the estate to a purchaser,

and permitted the 800?. to come into the hands of the daughter's husband,

and it was wasted. The bill was brought by the wife and children, to have
the legacy made good by the purchasers of the estate, and against the trustee.

It was dismissed against the purchasers. Upon the hearing for further di-

rections, it was pressed by Mr. Ambler, that the trustee should pay the costs

of the purchasers. But lord Thurlow refused this, saying, that, as there was
a general charge of debts, the purchasers were not liable to see to the appli-

cation of the purchase money in payment of the 800 /. and that, if the plain-

tiff thought fit to make unnecessary parties, the trustees ought not to pay the

cosL^of such parties, but that they must receive them from the plaintiff'.

XIV. 4. Lands are sometimes devised to trustees^ upon trust to raise as much
money as the personal estate shallJail deficient, in paying the testator s debts and
legacies.—It seems to be the general opinion, that a purchaser or mortgagee
is not bound, in this case, to inquire whether the real estate is wanted or not.

It is a nicer case where the lands are not devised to the trustees, but a mere
power is given them to sell for the purpose of raising as much money as the

personal estate shall fall short in paying. To the valid execution of such a
power, the deficiency of the personal estate seems to be a requisite circum-
stance. It may, therefore, be contended, that, if there be not the deficiency

in question, the power is not well executed, and a necessary consequence of

this appears to be, that, if the purchaser cannot give legal evidence of this

deficiency, he cannot make out his title under the power. To prevent questions

of this nature from arising, it is usual to insert in all instruments declaring

trusts of personal estate, and in all instruments by which real or personal estates

are vested in trustees, upon trust to raise money by sale or mortgage, or a
power to raise money for any purposes is given them, a clause expressly dis-

charging the purchasers or mortgagees, from the obligation of ascertaining

that the money advanced by them is wanted for the purposes of the trust or

power. A clause of this nature should seldom be omitted. Where the trust

or power is to raise, by sale or mortgage of the real estate, so much money
as the personal estate is deficient in producing, it seems advisable to extend
this clause a degree farther, by expressly discharging the purchaser or mort-
gagee from the obligation of inquiring whether the personal estate has been
got in and applied, and by expressly authorizing the trustees to raise any
money they think proper by sale or mortgage, though the personal estate be
not actually got in or applied. For it frequently happens, that, the getting

in of the personal estate is attended with great delay and difficulty ; during
which the real estate cannot, perhaps, be resorted to. This will be obviated

effectually by inserting a clause to the above effect. It tihould, however, be
accompanied, with a further direction, that so much of the personal estate,

and of the money raised under the trust or power as sliall remain after answer-
ing the purposes of the trust, shall be laid out in land, to be settled on the

devisees of the real estates.

XIV. 5. It frequently happens, that money secured upon mortgages is made the

subject ofmarriage settlements, and assigned upon various trusts. In this case,

there should always be a separate deed, by which the mortgage money and the

estate in mortgage should be assigned to the trustees of the settlement, with a

declaration that their receipt for the mortgage money shall be a discharge to t h •

Vol. J J. Go pari ._•*
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parties paying it. In making the assignment by a separate deed, an advantage

is given to the mortgagor, by his being kept from being implicated with the

trusts of the settlement, and by having that deed in his custody, which pre-

serves the chain of the title, and which he probably otherwise would not have :

an advantage also is given to the persons interested in the settlement, from
having the contents and operation of the settlement kept from the knowledge

of the mortgagor and those claiming under him.—In all these cases it should

be observed, that the doctrines of equity, with respect to the obligation of

seeing to the application of money, are involved in many nice distinctions.

Great care therefore should be taken to prevent any questions arising upon
them, by inserting the clauses above mentioned, and by such other precautions

as the circumstances of the case require. On the^general doctrine of seeing

to the application of purchase money, see Mr. Sugden's chapter on that subject,

in his Practical Treatise of the Law of Vendors and Purchasers.

XV. As to the manner in 'which courts of equity have attempted to prevent the

mischiefs arising from the admission of trusts, xvith respect to the public at

large.—This has been effected in some measure, by its having been laid down
as a general rule, that in any competition of claims, where the equity of the

parties is equal, he who has the law shall prevail. See Francis's Maxims of
Equity, 6i. If a person has the legal estate or interest of the subject matter

in contest, he must necessarily prevail at law over him whose right is only

equitable, and therefore not even noticed by the courts oflaw. This advantage

he carries with him, so far, even into a court of equity, that if the equitable

claims of the parties are ofequal force, equity will leave him who has the legal

right in full possession of it, and not do any thing to reduce him to an equality

with the other, who has the equitable right only. Perhaps the following illus-

tration of this very important rule ofequity,byan inquiry into the doctrines of

courts of equity respecting ter7ns of years attendant upon the inheritance, will

not be unacceptable to the reader.—At common law, leases for years were
not supposed to transfer any property to the lessee, and were generally ofvery

short duration ; for, as they tended to deprive the crown of forfeitures, and
the lord of the fruits of his tenures, they were viewed with a very jealous eye.

Besides, the possession of the lessee was considered as the possession of the

freeholder ; and if his lease was defeated or disturbed, though he could recover

for damages, he had no means to recover the possession. Moreover, leases

for years were subject to be absolutely defeated, either by a real or fictitious

recovery against the freeholder ; but in the reign of Henry IV. or, at least, in

that of Henry VII. the courts resolved, tliat the lessee should not only recover

damages, as a recompense for the loss of the possession, but should also recover

the possession itself. Afterwards the 21st Hen. 8. c. 15, protected the lessee

against the effect of fictitious recoveries. These alterations of the common law

gave the lessee for years an interest and stability which he had not before.

Still, in the eye of the law, particularly before the demolition of the military

tenures, terms of years were in every respect, except pecuniary emolument,
far inferior to estates of freehold. This stability on the one hand, and subor-

dinate state of property on the other, made them very proper and convenient

modifications of property, for securing money or any other charges upon the

fee, or for giving a partial or temporary right to the profits or beneficial pro-

perty of the land, in those cases, where the owner wished to have not only the

remainder or reversion, but the actual freehold. Hence we find mortgages

for long terms of years very frequent in the reign of queen Elizabeth. Now,
according to our notions ofmortgages, if the mortgage debt is not paid at the

time appointed, the estate mortgaged is absolutely forfeited to, and becomes

the property of, the mortgagee, at law; but courts of equity permit the mort-

gagor to redeem, on payment to the mortgagee of his principal, interest, and
costs. StilJ, this is merely a right in equity, the legal estate continuing in the

mortgagee.

i
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mortgagee. Thus, if an estate be demised for a term of years, with a proviao
making the term void on payment of a sum of money with interest, before or
upon a certain day, the condition is not considered, at law, as complied with,
unless the money is paid on or before that very day ; if it is not then paid, the
estate belongs at law to the mortgagee, for the remainder of the term. A
court of equity allows the mortgagor to redeem it, by paying the principal,
interest, and costs, after that time. But this subsequent payment, though it

give the mortgagor the equitable right to the estate, does not affect the legal
continuance of the term. In this respect, our law differs from the civil law :

in which a mortgage is considered only as an accessary of the debt ; and pay-
ment at any time, by annulling the debt, extinguishes the mortgage. To
apply this doctrine to terms of years. After payment of the mortgage debt,
the term of years, for which the mortgage is made, is, at law, in the mort-
gagee : but, in equity, the mortgiigor is entitled to the benefit of it. By an
analogy to the case of mortgages, when terms of years are created for securing
the payment ofjointures, portions for children, or for any other purpose, they
do not determine, without a special provision for this purpose, by the per-
formance of the trusts for which they are raised. Thus, in all these cases, the
legal interest during the continuance of the term, is in the trustee ; but the
owner of the fee is entitled to the equitable interest, or rather to all the benefit
or advantage, which can be made of the term during its continuance. As the
courts of common law held, that the possession of the lessee for years was
the possession of the owner of the freehold, courts of equity held, that where
the tenant for years was but a trustee for the owner of the inheritance, he
should not oust his cestuy que trusty or obstruct him in doing any act of owner-
ship, or in making any assurances of his estate. In these respects, therefore,
the term is consolidated with the inheritance. It follows the descent to the
heir, and all the alienations made of the inheritance, or of any partial estate

or interest carved out of it by deed, by will, or by act of law. Whitchurch r.

Whitchurch, 2 P. W. 236. 9 Mod.124. Gilb. Rep. 168. Villiers \' Villiers,

3 Atk. 71. Hoole V. Sales, 1 Wils. 329. Goodtitle on the demises of Norn's
and others r. Morgan and David, 1 Term Rep. 755. Still, though the trust

or benefit 0^ the term is annexed to the inheritance, the legal interest of the
term remains distinct and separate from it at law, and the whole benefit and
advantage to be made of the term arises from this separation. For, if two
persons, or more, have claims upon the inheritance under different titles, a
term of years attendant upon it is still so distinct from it, that, if any one of
them obtains an assignment of it, then, (unless he is affected by any of the
circumstances which equity considers as fraudulent), he will be entitled, both
at law and in equity, to the estate for the whole continuance of the term, to

the utter exclusion of all the other claimants. This, if the term is of long
duration, absolutely deprives all the other claimants of every kind of benefit in

the land. Supposing, therefore, A. purchases an estate, which, previous to his

purchase, had been sold, mortgaged, leased, and charged with every kind of
mcumbrance to which real property is subject ; in this case A. and the other
purchasers, and all the incumbrancers, have equal claims upon the estate,

'lliis is the meaning of the expression, that their equity is equal. But, if there

is a term of years subsisting in the estate, which was created prior to the pur-
chases, mortgages, or other incumbrances, and A. procures an assignment of
it in trust for himself, this gives him the legal interest in the lands during th«

continuance of the term, absolutely discharged from, and unaffected by, any
of the purchases, mortgages, and other incumbrances, subsequent to the

creation of the term, but prior to his purchase. This is the meaning of the

expression in assignments of terms, that they are to protect the purchaser
from all mesne incumbrances. But it is to be observed, that A. to be entitled

in equity to the benefit of the term, must have all the following requisite* : he
roust be a purchaser for a valuable consideration; liis purchase must in all

G c 2 respecu
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respects be a fair purchase, and free from every kind of fraud ; and, at the

lime of his purchase he must have no notice of the prior conveyance, mort-
gage, charge, or other incumbrance. It is to be observed, that mortgagees,

lessees, &c. are purchasers in this sense, to the amount of their several charges,

interests, or rights. If any person of this description, unaffected by notice or

fraud, takes a defective conveyance or assignment of the fee, or of any estate

carved out of it, defective either by reason of some prior conveyance, or of

some prior charge or incumbrance ; and if he also takes an assignment of a
term to a trustee for himself, or to himself, where he takes the conveyance of

the inheritance to his trustee ; in each of these cases he is entitled to the full

benefit of the term ; that is, he may use the legal estate of the term to defend

his possession during the continuance of the term, or, if he has lost the pos-

session, to recover it at common law, in preference to all claimants prior to his

purchase, but subsequent to his term. All this was laid down and explained

by lord Hardwicke, in the case of Willoughby and Willoughby, in Cha. Trin.

30 Geo. 2. 1756. 1 Term Rep. 763. Upon the same principles was decided
the case of Stanhope v. earl V'erney, before lord Northington, in chancery,

July 27, 1761. The case there was, that Henry Sayer, being seised in fee of

certain estates subject to an outstanding term of years, in Rigby and Eyre,

by indentures of lease and release, bearing date the 4th and 5th days of June
1732, conveyed them to lady Dysart and her heirs, for securing the payment
of 1,000/. and interest, and covenanted to produce the deeds respecting the

term of years. Afterwards Rigby and Eyre assigned the term to Cunningham
and Clayton in trust for Sayer, his heirs and assigns ; and then Sayer, by
indenture dated the 19th day of Dec. 1732, conveyed the same estates to

Mrs. Nash (under whom lord Verney claimed) by way ofmortgage, for securing

to her 3,000 I. and interest, with a declaration that Cunningham and Clayton
should stand possessed of the term in trust for her, and the deeds respecting

it were delivered to her, and neither she nor the trustees had notice of the

mortgage to lady Dysart. Lady Dysart brought an ejectment ; lord Verney
defended, and set up the term, with a declaration of the trust of it in favour

of Mrs. Nash, under whom he claimed. Upon this lady Dysart brought her

bill in equity. The question was, which should be preferred ? Lady Dysart,

who had the first declaration of the trust of the term, or lord Verney, who had
the subsequent declaration of the trust, but had the custody of the deed.

—

Lord Northington held, that a declaration of trust in favour ofan incumbrancer,

was tantamount to an actual assignment, unless a subsequent incumbrancer,
bondjide, and without notice, procured an assignment ; and that the custody
of the deeds respecting the term, with a declaration ofthe trust of it in favour

of a second incumbrancer, was equivalent to an actual assignment ; and there-

fore gave him an advantage over the first incumbrancer, which equity would
not take from him.— The protection afforded by terms of years, against what
are called mesne incumbrances, makes it safe, in some cases, to dispense with

a searchforjudgments. But this is seldom prudent; and never practised where
there is the slightest reason to apprehend that notice of them will be proved,

•or attempted to be proved, on the party or any of his agents in the business.

Besides, no term or other outstanding estate should be relied on, unless proof
can be obtained easily and at a small expense, of the instruments and acts

in law, which must be proved to establish the creation and deduction of the

term. It must be added, that, since the case of the King r. Smith, Exc.
2d March i8o.<}., Sugdens Laxv of Vendors and Purchasers, Appendix, No. 15,

no outstanding estate or interest can be considered a protection against debts

due to the crown.

When in the acceptance of a title an outstanding estate or interest is relied

on for its security, it should be ascertained that the estate or interest is such
as will enable the party to enforce or support his title by it, in ejectment.

This does not always appear sufficiently attended to. Generally speaking, it is

true
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true, tluU the possession of the cestui/ que trust is the possession of the trustee.

But it is equally true, that the extent and application of this rule are by no
means settled. Great care, therefore, should be taken, in these cases, where
the outstanding estate is relied on as a protection against mesne incumbrances,

that the possession of the actual terre-tenants has not been such as to deprive

the persons, in whom the outstanding estate or interest is vested, of their entry.

—Great care also should be taken to ascertain, that the party seeking the

benefit of the outstaniling estate or interest is furnished with satisfactory evi-

dence to show that it comprises the property for the defence of which lie

wants it.

The advantages to be derived from terms of years, being so considerable, it

is an object of great consequence to ascertain, vohen it is safe for the purchaser

to leave them in the trustee in whom he finds them, and when it is necessary or

prudential to require them to be assigned to a trustee of his own.— But it ig

more easy to say where it is unsafe, than to say where it is safe, for him to be
satisfied without such an assignment of it.

—

1st, It may be laid down, jis a

general rule, that whenever a term has been raised for securing the payment
of money, as the assignment of it by the trustee for the person entitled to

receive, to a trustee for the person obliged to pay, the money, is the best

possible evidence of the payment of the money, it may be reasonably required

as such.

—

'2dli/, In case a term of years has been assigned to attend the inhe-

ritance, if, upon a purchase (taking it in the above extensive sense) all the

deeds (as well originals as counterparts) by which the term was created or
assigned, are delivered to the purchaser, and he is satisfied, that the trustee,

in whom it is then said to be vested, has made no prior assignment of it, and
that the vendor has not charged the estate with any intermediate incumbrance

;

it is difficult to say what possible use can be made of the term against him, or

what good can be answered by requiring an assignment of it to a trustee ofhis
own, unless it be to satisfy the requisitions of those to whom he may after-

wards have occasion to mortgage or sell the estate.

—

3dli/y But if any of the

deeds respecting the term are not delivered to the purchaser, or if he is not

€atisfied of the trustee's not having previously assigned it, or of the vendor's

having made no intermediate incumbrance; it seems prudent to require an
actual assignment of it to a trustee for him.—Few general rules, besides these,

can be laid down upon this subject :— and these must from their nature be
subject to an endless variety of modifications. In all cases of this description,

it is infinitely better to err by an excess of care, than to trust any thing to

hazard. There is no doubt but the precautions used for the security of pur-

chasers appear sometimes to be excessive, and satisfactory reasons cannot
always be given for requiring some of them : yet the more a person's expe-
rience increases, the more he feels the reason and real utility of them ; and
the more he will be convinced that very £cw of the precautions required by the

general practice of the Profession are without their use, or can be safely dis-

pensed with.—On the protections afforded to purchasers by terms for years

and other outstanding estates, see i6th chapter of Mr. Sugden's Treatise of

tlic Law of Vendors and Purchasers.

XVI. It is to be observed, that, in most cases, particularly those, which
relate to real property, courts of equity have generally endeavoured, that their

decisions should bear the strictest possible analogy to the decisions of courts

oflatv, in cases of a similar or corresponding impression. All the canons cl

law respecting the descent or inheritance of legal estates in lands, have been

applied to trust or equitable estates. Some of these, as the exclusion of the

half blood, of the ascending line, of the paternal line from the maternal inhe

ritance, and the maternal line from the paternal inheritance, are, evidently,

of feudal extraction, and are generally supposed to be contrary to rcaiion and

equity : yet they have been admitted, without any limitation, into the equitable

G G 3 code
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code of England. There Is the same division in equity, as there it at law, of
estates of freehold and inheritance, of estates of freehold only, and of estates

less than freehold ; of estates in possession, remainder or reversion, and of

estates several and estates undivided. It has been observed before, that every

species of property is in substance equally capable of being settled in the way
of entail ; and that the utmost term allowed for the suspense either of real

or personal property from vesting absolutely, is that of a life or lives in being,

and twenty-one years after, and perhaps in the case of a posthumous child a

few months more. The analogy between law and equity is, in this instance,

complete. It may be laid down, without any qualification, that, no nearer

approach to a perpetuity, can be made through the medium of a trust, or will

be supported by a court of equity, than can be made by legal conveyances of

legal estates or interests, or will be admitted in a court of law.—In these

leading rules, we find the analogy holds. In some instances, it fails. Curtesy
has been admitted,—Dower, though a more favoured claim, has been refused,

in equitable estates. An equitable estate is, by its nature, incapable of livery

of seisin, and of every form of conveyance which operates by the statutes of

uses. In the transfer, therefore, of equitable estates, these forms of con-

veyance have been dispensed with, and a mere declaration of trust in favour

of another, has been held sufficient to transfer to him the equitable fee.—On
the other hand, trust estates, are, by their nature, equally incapable of the

process of fines or recoveries. Yet fines are levied and recoveries are suffered

of .them; and fines and recoveries are as necessary to bar entails of equitable

estates, as they are to bar entails of legal estates. In the case of a feme
inheretrix, law and equity agree in vesting the fee in the husband in her right,

during their joint lives, and subject to that, in preserving it to the wife : where
the feme is possessed of personal property, the law, speaking generally, vests

it absolutely in the husband, or, at least, gives hira the power of acquiring the

absolute property of it. Courts of equity have, in many cases, abridged the

right of the husband to the personal property of the wife, and qualified his

power over it.—In fixing the term for the redemption of mortgages, and in

many other cases, an analogy to the term for bringing ejectments, has fre-

quently influenced the decisions of the courts ; in other cases, an analogy to

the terra for bringing ejectments, or the terms for bringing other writs, has not

been attended to ; and in some instances, the courts have not considered them-
selves bound, evenby the statutes of limitation. Smith v. Clay, Ambl. 645. sBro.
Cha. Rep. 639. note.—But the cases, where the analogy fails, are not numerous

;

and there scarcely is a rule of law or equity, ofa more ancient origin, or which
admits of fewer exceptions, than the rule, that equity followeth the law.

XVII. In one instance, however, and that of a remarkable nature, this

analogy has been altogether abandoned. In the English law of tenure, it is a

fundamental rule, and a rule which admits of no exception, that the freehold

shall never be in abeyance. In all the innovations, introduced into the law of

real property by the statute of uses, this rule has been retained : so that, at

this day, it still is an invariable rule, that, under every legal modification of

landed property, an actual legal estate of freehold must subsist in some person.

By the introduction of trusts of accumulation y this rule, in respect to trust or

equitable estates, has been wholly rejected. When such a trust came first

tinder the consideration of courts ofequity, it might perhaps have been thought

to deserve consideration, whether, both in theory and practice, it would not

be advisable to apply this rule to equitable estates ; and, on this ground, \.o

consider it essential to a modification of equitable property, that there should

always be some person actually entitled, either during his own life, or the life

of another, or for a larger estate, to the rents and income, or enjoyment of

the estate, for his own benefit. A contrary rule was admitted into the equit-

able code; and, in conse'^'ience of it, the courts held, that, during the term,

which
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•Srct. 505.

T? i T ij after the yearv and daif the phnnt'ife will sue a scire facias, (u

know ij the dcf'mdant can say anij thing whj/ the plaintij'e should not

have execution (Mes si apres Tan ct jour le plaintife voit suer un scire

facias, * a sacher si le defendant poit lien dire pur que le plaintife

n'avera execution), then it secmeth that such release of all actions shall be

a good plea in barre. But to some seemes the contrari/, in as much as the

writ of scire facias is a writ of executiouy and is to have execution^ &)C.

But yet in as much as upon the same ivrit the defendant mat/ plead divers

matters afterjudgement given to oust him of executiony as outlawri/y 6;c.

and divers other matters, this may bee well said an action (Mes uncore
entant que sur mesme le briefe le defendant poit pleader divers matters

puis le judgement rendue de luy ouster d'execution, come utlagary,

t &c. et divers auters matters, J ceo bien poitestre dit action), ^t.

" QCIREfacias.'' This is a judiciall writ, and properly lyeth

after the yeare and day after judgement given, and is so

called, because the words of the writ to the sherife bee, quod
scirefacias profat' T. (being the defendant) quod sit coram, S^c. (Cro. C»r. 040.

ostensurus si qidd pro se habeat aut dicere sciat, quare, Sfc. So as ^55* 3^^)

by the writ it appeareth, that the defendant is to be warned to

plead any matter in barre of execution ; and therefore albeit it

be a judiciall writ, yet because the defendant may thereupon
pleade, this scirefacias is accounted in law to bee in nature of an
action ; and therefore [«] a release of all actions is a good barre [n] 19 H. 6. 3.

of the same, and likewise a release of executions is a ^^ ^ 4- 7-

[291 7\
good barre in a scirefacias. This writ wai i^ given in {^y^ pia^*3o )

^ J this case by the statute of W. 2, for at the common (Cro.Jac.364l)
law, if the plaintife had surceased to sue execution by W. a. ca. 45.

fieri facias f or levari facias, t yeare and a day, hee had been 8 E. 3. -297, 298.

driven to his new originall. ^f,^' ^; p'o Lib. 3. fol. IX
sir William Herbert's case. Fleta, li. 2. cap. la.

" This

* a sacher si le defendant poit rien + &c. not in L. and M. or Boh.

dire pur que le plaintife n'avera,— I et pur added in X. and M. and
d'aver, L. and M. and Roh. Jtoh.

which the law allows for the estate to be suspended from vesting absolutely,

in some person, a dry accumulation might be carried on, either for the benefit

of the person, in whom the estate is to vest at the expiration of the term of

suspense, or for the benefit of some person, answering, at that time, a par-

ticular description. The discussions on the will of the late Mr. Thellusson

showed the inconvenience of the rule, and the enormous lengths to which it

might be carried. They gave rise to the 39 and 40 of his late majesty,

" for restraining all trusts and directions in deeds or wills, whereby the profit*

** or produce of real or personal estate sliall be accumulated, and the bene-
** ficial enjoyment of it protracted beyond the time therein limited." See

Mr. Feame's Essay on Contingent Remainders, p.4.H> "ote '2 ; p.537»D. 1.

—

[Note 249.]
& t. 4
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^' This may hee tvellsaidan action." Here is to be observed,

that every writ whereunto the defendant may plead, be it ori-

ginall or judiciall, is in law an action.

Sect. 506.

/I ND I take it that, in a scire facias 2ipon a fine, a release of all man'

Tier of actions is a good plea in barre.

This upon that which hath been said, is evident of it selfe.

Sect. 507.

Z>UT where a man recovereth debt or damages, and it is agreed betweene

them that the plaintife shall not sue execution (et est accorde perenter

eux que le plaintife -f ne suera execution), then it behoveth that the

plaintfe make a release to him of all manner of executions J.

" TT behoveth " Albeit LittletoH here saith, hee ought or must,

&c. yet there bee other words which will release an execu-

tion without expresse words of a release of execution.

As if a man release all suites, the execution is gone ; for no
man can have execution without prayer and suit, but the kirvg

only ; and therefore if the king releaseth all suites, it is no barre

of his execution, because in the king's case the judges ought to

award execution ex officio without any suite ; but a release of

executions doth barre the king in that case. And so note a
diversity between a release of all actions, and a release of all

suites.

So if the body of a man be taken in execution, and the plaintife

releaseth all actions, yet shall he remaine in execution ; but if he
release all debts or duties, he is to be discharged ofthe execution,

because the debt or duty it selfe is discharged.

In the same manner if execution be sued upon a recognizance

by elegit, and the conusee by deed make a defeasance, that if the

conusor doth such an act, that then the recognizance shall be
voide ; by this the execution is discharged.

So it is if judgement be given in an action of debt, and the

body of the defendant is taken in execution hy a capias ad satisfa-

ciendum, and after the plaintife releaseth the judgement, by this

the body shall be discharged of the execution.

If the plaintife after judgement release all demands, the exe-

cution is discharged, as shall appeare by that which next here-

after shall be said.

20 H. 6. 6. If '^- be accountable to B. and B. releaseth him all his duties,

per Pastor. this is no barre in an action of account, for duties extend to

things

19 H. 6. 4.

26 H. 6. Exe-
cution, 7. Li. 8.

fo. 153. Ed.

Althara's case.

Vid.Brooke.tit.

Releases, 87.

26 H. 6. tit.

Execution, 7.

20 Ass. p^7.
(6 Rep. 13. b.)

(10 Rep. 47.)

26 H. 6. ubi

supra.

t ne suera execution— serroit ouste

d'action, L. and M,a»4Jioh,
Sfc. added in L. and M.
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things certaiiic, and what shall fall out upon the account is

incertaino ; and albeit the Latine word is dehit<ty yet duties doe
extend to all things due that are certaine, and therefore di«-

chargeth judgements in personall actions, and executions also.

K'J
i^ Sect. 308,

/I hSOf if a mon release to anothir all mancr of demands, this is the
best release to him to whom the release is made, that he can have, and

shall enure most to his advantage (si home relessa a un auter touts man-
ners * de demands, ceo est le plus melior releasef a luy a que le release

est fait, :*: que il poet aver, et plus urera a son avantage). For by suck
release of all manner of demands (per tiel release de touts manners § de
demands), all maner (f actions reals, personals, and actions of appealer
are taken awai/ and extinct, and alt manner nf executions are taken aaaxf
and extinct,

''^LL manner of demands:'
^^

j, ^^ ^^
(Cro. Jac. 6^2.)

" Demand^'' Demandtav, is a word of art, and in the under- (Sid. 141.)

standing of the common law is of so large an extent, as no other

one word in the law is, unlesse it be clajneum, whereof Littleton Lit. Sect. 445.

maketh mention, Sect- 445. And here is to be observed, that ^r-^^^- •>. 1. cap.

there bee two kinde of demands or claimes, viz. a demand or i°'n.^'*
^**"**

claime in deed, and a demand or claime in law : or an expresse, grq, Stc.
'

and an implied demand or claime. Littleton here putteih ex- (8 Rep. Alt-

amples of both : and first he speaketh of reall actions, wherein ham's case,

hee that bringeth his action maketh his demand, and therefore ^"'- *5»)

hee is properly called a demandant ; and hee that defendeth is

called tenant, because hee is tenant of the freehold of the land.

Of demands implied, or in law, Littleton putteth examples : /.^ Cro. 487.)
First, of all actions personals : Secondly, of appeales : for in both 38 H. 8. tit.

those cases he that bringeth the suit is called plaintife, and not l^eleas. Br. 9.

demandant, and he that defendeth is called defendant. Thirdly, ^ ^^ipR^'
of executions. Fourthly, of title or right of entry, eyther by ^S .-Vts. pi 5.

force of a condition, or by any former right, which meerely is a 40 E. 3. aa.

demand or claime in law ; but otherwise it is in the king's case. 49 E- 3- 7- b.

Fifthly, of a rent service, rent charge, common of pasture, &c. 5© Ass. Pi. 6.

which also are meere demands or claimes in law (1). All which
J^ j^'

J' ,;,

Avow. 89. Lib. 8. fo. 153. Ed. Altham's case. Lit. 170. Sect. 748. D^er, 5 El. 317.
(Yelv. 214.) (Cro. Jac. 170, 171.) (loRep. 51. b.)

Littleton

• de not in L.aiui M. or Roh. I que il nut in L. and M. or Roh.

f a luy—que celuy, L. and M. § i^ not in L. and M, or Roh.

and Roh.

(1) Nota the diversity. If A, releases to B. all his demands generality or all

his demands out of the manor of D. there, rent and common is released, whether

present or future : but if he releases to B. all detnands which he has upon him,

there, no rent or common, present or future, is released, quia release est tantuiii

personel. Trin. 5 Ja. /Hancock v. Field.—Adjudged contra, that a rrtcnse of
•IL demands it, not a bar to a covenant before breach }—6u/ il is agreed^ that it

hurt
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Littleton here, and in the two next Sections following, putteth
but for examples ; for by the release of all demands, other things

also be released, as rents seek, all mixt actions, a warranty which
is a covenant reall, and all other covenants reall and personal!,

estovers, all manner of commons and profits apprender, condi-

tions before they be broken or performed, or after, annuities,

recognizances, statutes merchant or of the staple, obligations,

contracts, &c. are released and discharged (2).

<it>Rep 47)
(1 Lev. 99.)^ o^ . ^r^rk
<3 Lev. 274.) beet. 0O9.

/I ND if a man hath title of entry into any lands or tenements, by such

a release his title is taken away.

II
Sed queere de hoc ',for Fitz-James chiefejustice of England holdeth the

contrary, because an entrie cannot bee properly said a demand, P. 19 H. 8.

34 H. 8. tit. ** &^ 'VI TL E" Here title is taken in the largest
, o r292Ti

Releas. B. 9. sensc, including right also. I

Chauncey'sca??. L. a. _J

Ed.Aitham'f
" ^^^ quaere, &c." This is an addition, and no part of

Littleton^ and the opinion here cited cleerely against law.case.

Sect. 510.

•/I ND if a man hath a rent service or rent cliarge, or common of pas-

ture^ Sfc. by such a release of all manner of demands made to the

tenants of the land out of which the service or the rent is issuing, or in

which the common is (per tiel release de touts manners de demaunds fait

al tenaunts de la terre dont le service ou le rent est issuant, ou en f que
le common est), the service, the rent, and the common, is taken away and
extinct, S^c,

This upon that which hath been said, needeth no further explication.

Sect.

II
This paragraph not in L. and M. t que—quelle terre, L. and M,

or Roh. andRoh.

bars tvarranty^for that lies properly on demand, because he may have warrantia

chartae. So also reservation of rent, by indenture, is a covenant in laiv, viz.

covenant real; for it runs tvith the land, and does not lie, after a duration, but

against the tenant of the land: and it is agreed that by a release of all demands

a covenant real is released ; for the rent itself, upon tohich the covenant in

la'w rises, is released. So 14 H. 8, 9. But hoxuever the law may be of
covenants real, it seems to be contrary of covenants personal ;

—

and so there is

good difference. Sed forsan, thesepassages are not to be understood of covenants

before the breach, though covenants before the breach are expressive. Ld. Nott.

MSS.—[Note 250.]

(2 ) But a release of all demands does not discharge rent before it is due,

if it be a rent incident to the reversion ; for the rent at the time was not only

not due, but the consideration, viz. the future enjoyment of the lands, for

which the rent was to be given, was not executed, i Sid. 141. 1 Lev. 99.

3 Lev. 374. Note to the istb edition.—[Note 351.]
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Sccl. 511

/i LSO, if (i man releaseth to another all manner of quarrehj or ali

coutnyversies vr debates betucene thcm^ ^c. quaere, to what matter
and to ichat effect such words shall extend themselves, S^c,

" f)UARRE L S/* Querela, ^ querendo. This properly con- 40 E. 3. 47. b.

cerncth personall actions, or mixt, at the highest ; for the J>1- Althara*

plaintife in them is called querens, and in most of the writs it is *^'^^^a\y^f^'
said, qucritur. And yet ifa man release all quarrels (a man's deed ^^^ 4 4!^

'*^*

being taken most strongly against himself) it is as beneficiall as ^g Rep. 5a.)

all actions ; for by it all actions, reall and personall, are released.

And by the release of all quarrels, all causes of actions are re- 39 H. 6. 9.

leased thereby, albeit no action be then depending for the same.

" Quarrek.*' Controversies and debates are syyionhnoy and of Lib. 8. fol. 153.

one signification. Litis nowen orunem actionem.signifcatj sivein Altham's ca»e.

reniy sive in personam sit. If a man release omnes loquelaSf it is J' l-p ""o,

as large as omnes actiones\ for omnis actio est loquela, and it

extendeth as well to actions in courts of record, as base courts ;

for the,writ of error saith, in recordo et processu, S^c. loquela quw
fuit inter, S^c. And so the writ of false judgement saith, recor-

dari facias loquelam, where the judgement wiis given in the
county court. Omnes exactiunes seeme to be large words; for 50 As«. (J.

exavtio derivatur ah exigcndo, and exigcre signifieth to enquire 40 E- 3- aa.
^

or demand. 13 1^ a-

ATOwrie, 89.

Sect. 512.

/I LSOy if a man bij his deede bee bound to another in a certaine sufnm^

of money, to pay at the feast of Saint Michael next ensuing,* if th^

obligee before the said feast release to the obligor all actions, he shall be

barred of the duety for ever, and yet hee could not have an action at the

time of the release made,

'' T>ELEASEto the obligor all actions, Sfc" The (D^er. 307. ..)

[2Q27I reason !^^ of this cai^e is, for that the debt is a Cro. Car. 4*6.

'.

J thing consisting meerely in action; and therefore albeit ^^ ^°"- '*°'

no action lyeth for the debt, because it is debitum in ^1^4 41 4*.
prcesenti, quamvis sit soLxcndum in future, yet because the right (g Kcp. 37, 38*.

of action is in him, the release of all actions is a discharge of the 1 Inst. 398.)

debt it selfe. [0] And so may an executor before probate release [0] Trin. a Ja.

an action ; and yet before probate he can have no action, because y* Com. Banco,

the right of the action is m him, and so it was adjudged. And '"^" Middletoo

some say, that an ordinary may release an action, and yet he can
, e H. 6. 23. b.

have none. But if a man by deed doth covenant to build an Pi. Com 277,

house or make an estate, and before the covenant broken, the 278, in Gre»-

brukr's caae, pcf

Wciton. 5£liz. Dier, 917. Althani's case, ubi supra. (10 Rep. 51. b.) iRep.iift.b.

^aCro. aaa. 571. Sid. 85. Hob. 216.)

covenantee

* Sfc. added in L. ifid M. and Roh.
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covenantee releaseth to him all actions, suits, and quarrels, this

doth not discharge the covenant it selfe, because at the time of
the release, nihil Juit debitmn, there was no debt, or duty, or

cause of" action in being. But in that case a release of all

covenants

broken.

IS a {rood dischc of the covenant before it be

Sect. 513.

I^UT if a man letteth land to another foi' a yeare, to yeeld to him at

the feast of S. Mich, next insuing 40 s. and afterwards before the

^Gtfie feast hee releaseth to the lessee all actions, yet after the same feast

hee shall have an action of debt for the nonpayment of' the 40 s. notwith-

standing the said release. Stude causam diversitatis betiveene these two
cases.

" Ji^^^-^'^^^^^ ^11 actions." This release shall not barre
the lessor of his rent, because it was neither dehitum nor

sohendum at the time of the release made ; for if the land be
evicted from the lessee before the rent become due, the rent is

avojded ; for it is to be paid out of the profits of the land, and
it is a thing not meerely in action, because it may be granted
over. But the lessor before the day may acquite or release the

rent. But if a man be bound in a bond or by contract to an-

other to pay a hundred pounds at five several daies, he shall not
have an action of debt before the last day be past ; and so note
a diversity betweene duties which touch the realty, and the meere
personalty. But if a man be bound in a recognizance to pay a
hundred pound at five severall dayes, presently after the first day
of payment he shall have execution upon the recognizance for

that sumrae, and shall not tarry till the last bee past, for that it

is in the nature of severall judgements. And so note a diversity

between a debt due by recognizance, and a debt due by bond or

contract. And so it is of a covenant or promise, after the first

default an action of covenant, or an action upon the case doth
lie, for they are severall in their nature. Lastly, note a diversity

between debts and covenants, or promises.

If a man hath an annuity for terme of yeares, or for life, or in

fee, and he before it be behind doth release all actions, this shall

not release the annuity, for it is not meerely in action, because it

may be granted over.

6^ Sect. 514. pf]
/I LSOj where a man will sue a writ of rights it behoveth that he

counteth of the seisin of himselfe^ or of his ancestors^ and also that the

seisin was in the same king's time, as he pleadeth in his plea. For this is

an ancient law used, as appeareth by the report of a plea in the eire of
Nottingham, *tit. Droit in Fitzherbert, cap. 26, in thisformefollowing.

John
* tit. Droit in Fit;:herbert, cap. 26, not in L. [ind M. or Roh.
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John Barre brought his writ of right against Reynold o/'Aftsington, and
demanded certnine hinds, S;e. t where the mise isjni/ned in banhe, and the

original/ and the proccssc were aent he/ore the justices errants^ where the

parties came, and the ^ twelve knights were swornc without challenge of
the parties y to he alhwedy hecause that choice was made hi/ assent of the

partiesy with the foure knights, and the oath was this: That I shall say

the truth f J^t. whether 11. of A. hath more meerc right to hold the tenements

7chich 3 ohn Barre dcmandcth against him by his writ of right, or John
to have them, as he demandeth, and for not)iing to let to say the truth

(et pur rieii dirra que le verity
||
ne dirra), 50 heipe mee (rod, 6;c. without

saving to their knowledge. And the like oath shall bee made in an attaint,

and in battaile, and in wager of law. (Et tiel serement serra fait en
attaint, et en battaile, et § en ley gager),yor these doe bring evert/ thing

to an end. But John Barre counted of the seisin of one Ralfe his ancestor

ill the time of king Henry, and Reynold upon the mise jnyned tendred

halfe a markefor the time, <1^t. A?)d hereupon Herle, justice, said to the

grand assise after that they were charged upon the meere right, You good
men, Reynold gave halfe a marke to the king for the time, to the intent

that ifyoufnd that the ancestor of John was not seised in the time that

the demandant hath pleaded, you shall enquire nofurther upon the right

(Vous gentes, Reynold donast demy marke al roy pur le temps, ^al
entent que 814- vous troves que Tauncester ** John ne fait pas seisie en
le temps que le demaundant ad count, 44 vous n*enquires plus avant

del droit); and for this, you shal tell us, whether the ancestor of 5ohn
(Ralfe by name) were seised in king Henries time, as he hath pleaded, or

not. And ifyoufind that he was not seised in this time, you shall enquire

no more ; and ifyoufind that lie was seised, then you shall enquirefurther

ofthe writ (donques enquires ouster del JJ briefe). And after the grand
assise came in with their verdict, and said, that Ralfe was not seised (que
Rafe^^ne fuit pas seisie) in the time of king Henry, whereby it was
awarded that Reynold should hold the tenements demanded against him,

to him and his heires quite of John Barre and his heires to the remnant.

And John in mercy (A), S^c. And the reason why Ihave shewed to thee, my
son, this plea, is, to prove the matter precedent which is said in a writ of
right

; for it seemeth by this plea, that ?/* Reynold had not tendered the

halfe rnarke to eiujuire of the time, ^t. then the grand assise ought to be

charged onely to enquire of the meere right, and not of the possession, Sfc.

mi And so alwayes in a writ of right, ifthe possession whereof the demandant
counteth bee in the king's time, as hee hath pleaded, then the charge of*

tlie grand assise shall be only upon the meere right, although that the pos-

session were against the law, as it is said before in this chapter, S)'c.

(A) Part qfthr • • • • judgment in this case was, that the demandant should be in mercy,

Sfc. i. e. that he should be at the king's mercy, with regard to the pecuniaryJine to be im-

posed on him as a punislimentfor his having made afalse or groundless complaint. By the

• old lav, the plaintiffwas liable to amercement in every suit oract'wn at laio, in case hefailed

in 't. The amercement is now disused, hut theform Ktill eontinua. See 3 Black. Comm.p. 375.
and the Appendix there, p. vi. & xxv. Archbold't ed.

+ where not in L. and M . or Roh. ** John not in L. and M. or Roh,

X twelve not in L. and M. or Roh. 4.4. vous— home, L. and M. and Roh.

11
ne—jco, L. and M. and Roh. and in MSS.

%ei\—\c,L.andM.andRoh. U briefe—droit, T.. and M. and

f al entent—et ceo scrt, L. and M. Roh.
and Roh. and in MSS. §§ ne not in X. and M. or Roh.

4. vous—home. L. and M. and Roh. And not in L. and M. or Roh.
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(Ant. 379. a.) " TT behoveth that he counteth ofthe seisin of himselfe^ or ofhis
For the time of ancestors'' For if neyther hee nor any of his ancestors
limitation, see ^,q^q seised of the land, &c. within the time of limitation, he

32^H.Vcap. 2.
cannot maintaine a writ of right : for the seisin of him of whom

Vide Sect. 170. the demaundant himselfe purchased the land, &c. availeth not.

(8 Rep. 65. And so it is in a writ of right of advowson.
Hob. 240.)

'

J,

* 27^
'* " ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ seisin tms in the same kind's time, as he pleadeth ."

Litti. 112. a.
Hereby it appeareth, that not onely a seisin (as hath beene said)

is requisite, but also that the seisin be had in the time of the

same king, according to his count.

i " Report" commeth of the Latlne word Reportare, ^ re et

poiio, id est, referre, hre et fero. And in the common law it

signifieth a publike relation, or a bringing againe to memory
cases judicially argued, debated, resolved, or adjudged in any of
the king's courts of justice, together with such causes and rea-

sons as were delivered by the judges of the same ; and in this

sense Littldon useth the word in this place.

(4 Inst. 184.) " J71 the eire of Nottingham.'' Eire, Iter, And it signifieth

the court of the justices in eire, and thereupon they were called

justitiarii itinerantes^ in respect that the justicesresiding

\tt3* Westminster were ci^\eAjusticiarii residentes, and [^0371
were much like in this respect to the justices of assise

I k J
at this day, although for authority and manner of pro-

fp] Mirror, cap. ceeding (whereof you shall reade [;?] in the ancient authors of
a, sect. 3, and the law) farre different. And as the power of the justices of
sect. 15, and assises by many acts of parliament and other commissions in-
ca. 4, le office des ^^g^^ g^ ^\^^^q iustices itinerant by little and little vanished
Justices IB £iire. .i..*^- i i i« c> • • n -

Glan?. K. 9. away. And it is certaine, that the authority or justices 01 assises

cap. 1 1. itinerant through the whole realme, and the institution ofjustices
Li.S.cap.primo. of peace in every county being duely performed, are the most

^'^ftV^'B^t
excellent meanes for the preservation of the kings peace, and

iTb. 3. tii^^X'c- ^"^^*' °^ ^^^ realme, of any other in the Christian world.

Fiet.ii. i.ca. 15, &c. 4 E. 3. 32. 6 E. 3. 35. 23 E. 3. 21. 15 H. 7. 5.

Vide Sect. 442. 233, 234.

" Of Nottingham'* This should bee Northampton, according

to the originall.

This report whereof Littleton here maketh mention, you shall

3 E. 3. tit. finde an abstract of it in 3 E. 3, since Littletons time, put in print
Droit. J. 26. |jy pifzherbert when he was serjant inn H. 8, and is not in the

Reports or bookes at large. And yet here it appeareth, that

they be of great authority, and vouched by Littleton himselfe

for the proofe of a maine point in law. And hereby it also ap-

peareth how necessary it is to reade records and pleas reported

or recorded, though they were never printed. For those and

the like records are veritatis et vetustatis vestigia.

" Tit. Droit in Fitzherbert, 26," is ft3- of a new [294,"!
addition, and therefore though it bee true, yet not to

|_ ^^ J
bee allowed.

4 E. 3. 41 • " And the originall andthe processe tvere sent before thejustices

Peverei's case,
errants." For it is to be understood that all pleas either in the

B^-aTon^'*"^
realty or personalty that were begunne and not determined

Britton, Fl«ta, ubi lupra. before
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before justices in eire, were adjourned by them into tlie court

of common pleas.

*' The twelve knighlsivere sivorne xviihout challenge^ Sfc. because

that choicewan made bu assent oftheparties^vtith thefoure /cnights"

Here are foiire thmgs to be observed. 30 E. 1. tit.

First, that omnis consensus tollit errorem, and against his owne Cliallcngp, 172.

consent he cannot challemre the twelve. *' *•'• 4- 77-* 39E. 3. 1.

44 E. 3. 6. 11 11. 6. 1 3. (Cro. El. 664.)

Secondly, that tlie foure knights electors of the grand assise 4 E. 3. 13.

are not to be challenged, for that in law thev bee judges to that

puq)ose, and judges or justices cannot bee challenged. And that

is the reason that noblemen, that in case of high treason arc to

passe upon a peere of the realme, cannot be challenged, because
they are judges of tlie fact, and the Magrui Charta saith, per Maj^na Chart%,

judicium parium suorum. cap. ag.

Thirdly, that the twelve before any assent may be challenged

before the foure knights electors, but after assent or return of 3Q E. 3. a.

the pannell before the justices, there shall be no challenge to the ' ^- *• ^***

pannell nor to the polles.

Fourthly, if there be not foure knights for electors in that 7 H. 4. «o.

county, the next to them in that county shall be taken ; ne curia

regis deficeret in justitid exhibendd*

" Without sa7/ing to their knoxoledge.*' And here it appeareth,

that where the judgment is finall, there the oath of the grand
assise or jury is absolute, and not to their knowledge,

r2947| ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^" *^® "^^^^ ^^ right, in the attaint, and in

I b ll ^^'^S^'' oflaw, for the judgement in every of these three

is finall.

" The miseisjoyned." Af/^e is a word of art appropriated only Vide Sect. 19$.

to a writ of right, so called because both parties nave put them-
selves upon the meere right to be tryed by grand assise or by
battaile ; so as that which in all other actions is called an issue, llegistrum.

in a writ of right in that case is called a misc. And in this

sense Littleton taketh it here. But in a writ of right if a col-

laterall point is to be tryed, there it is called an issue ; and is

derived of this word (missum)y because the whole cause is put 33 H.8. ca. 13.

upon this point. It is also taken for expences, as miser Sf
3^.6. ca. 3/).

custagia. And sometime it signifieth a customary grant to the
king, or lords marchers of Wales by their tenants at their first

comming to their lands.

" Tendred hnlfea marhefor the time.'* Master /.amAarrf saith, »o E. 3. ao.

that mancusa Sf marca Saxonice Mancup. 7. Mearc Nummu* 30 3»E- 3-

\alens denarios. And this mearc, now called a marke, being an
^^ ^*V\-

old Saxon word, is the cause that England most commonly 18 H. 3.

'

reckoned by markes. Libra Saxonice is a pund, ^ pondoj which Droit, 'g«.

is called so untill this day. Solidusy qui apud nos est pars libra 33 E. 3. ib. 3<>.

ricesimay denarios per id temporis continebat quinquey nunc duo- ^^ '^^^
*ri»

decim; and scilling is a Saxon word, and with us used to this Maucui*.
day. Pennye, Saxonice pennigy Latine denarius ; but the value
of these have not been alwayes one.

In a writ ofright ofadvowson brought by the king, the tenant '^" '*'

shall not tender the di-jnarke, because »u4//ww tempus occurrit ie!*3. Droit, 15.

regi 6 E. 3. ibW. «4-
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2*88, 289. &c.

29*2. Brit. fol.

241.245, 246,

&c. Flet. li. 5.

ca. 21 &34.
Fortescue,ca.26.

(3 [nst. i6'3,
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[a] 23 H. 8.

ca. 3. 3 Eliz.

D_yer, 201.

7 E. 6. ibidem,

81. 3 Mar.
ibidem, 129.

7 Eliz. ibidem,

235. 24 H. 8.

Br. Attaint. 96.

4Mar. ib. 127.

20 H. 7. 5.

42 E. 3. 26.

F.N.B. 107.D.
Mirror, ca. 1 . $ 3.

ca. 3. $ . ca. 5. <

4, 5. Lib. 8. ca,

ca. 32. and lib. 2

[6] 4 E. 3- 41.

17 E. 3.

19 H. 6.35-

17 Eliz. Dier.

regi (A) ; and therefore the king shall alledge, that lie or his

progenitor was seised, without shewing any time.

" In an attaiiit.'" Attincta is a writ that lyeth where a false

verdict in court of record upon an issue joyned by the parties is

given. And of ancient writers it is called breve de convictione ;

and is derived of the participle tinctus, or attinctus, for that if the

petty jury be attainted ofa false oath, they are stained with per-

jury, and become infamous for ever; for the judgement at the

common law in the attaint importeth eight great and grievous

punishments. 1 . Quod amittant liberam legem in perpetuwn, that

is, he shall be so infamous as he shall never be received to be a
witnesse, or of any jury. 2. Quodforisfaciant omnia bona 8^

catallasua. 3. Quod terrce et tenementa in manus domini regis

capiantur. 4. Quod uxores Sc liheri extra domus suas ejicerentur.

5. Quod domus si'cc prostrentur. 6. Quod arhores su(B extirpentur.

7. Quhd jjrata suaarentur. EtS. Quod corpora sua carceriman-
cipentur. So odious is perjur}' in this case in the eye of the

common law, and the severity of this punishment is to this end,

ut poena ad paucosy metus ad omnes perveniat ; for there is miseri-

cordia pufiiens, and there is crudelitas parcens. And seeing all

tryals of reall, personall, and mixt actions depend upon the

oath of 12 men, prudent antiquity inflicted a strange and severe

punishment upon them, if they were attainted of perjury.

But since Littleton wrote, a statute hath beene made in miti-

gation of the severity of the common law, in case when the

petite jury is attainted, and therefore it is taken by equity. For
where the statute saith, that the party grieved shall have an
attaint against the party which shall have judgement upon the

verdict, yet an attaint shall be maintained upon that statute

against the executors of the party. Et sic de similibus. [a] But
see the statutes and authorities quoted in the margent. Only
I thought good to observe three things.

First, that no attaint can be maintained upon this statute but

between party and party.

Secondly, that no conusance can be granted upon any
attaint, because all attaints are to be taken either before the

king in his bench, or before the justices of the common place,

and in no other courts, &c.

Thirdly, consider what pleas may bee pleaded in an attaint

by force of this act, and what not.

$ 1. Bracton, lib. 3. 141. b. &fo. 320. 331. Glanvii. lib. 2. cap. 3,

, 9. Lib. 4. ca. 1. Brit. to. 40. 42, 43. 81. 175. 190. Fieta, lib. 1.

. cap. 48.

" In hattaile:' Duellumy monomachia, and it signifieth in the

common law a tryall by single fight, by battaile or combate,

monomachia (1). [b] And in the writ of right neither the tenant

H.4. 3. 30E. 3. 20. 29E. 3. 12. 13H. 4. 4. Staundf. 174. 178.

9 E.4- 35. 1 H. 6. 6. 3 H. 6. 55. Vid. li. 9. fo. 32. b. & 33. b.

Mirror, ca. 4. del office des justices, &c. Glanvii. li. 1. cap. 9. Lib. 8. cap. 8. Lib. 10.

cap. 5. Bract, li. 3. tract. 2. ca. 37. & li. 5. fol. 410. Britton, fol. 56. Fleta, lib. 2.

^«. 56. 63.

or

(A) This rule is, however, sti^ect to various exceptions. See ante 119:0. note 1

.

(1) Upon this subject, sec 3 Black, ch. 22. sect. 5 and 6. and the notes to

. the
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or demandant shall fight for themselves, but findc a champion to

fight for them : because if either the demandant or tenant should

be slaine, no judgement could be given for the lands or tene-

ments in question. Hut in an appeale the defendant shall fight

for himsclfe, and so shall the plaintife also ; for there if the de-

fendant be slaine, the plaintife hath the effect of his suite, that

is, the death of the defendant ; the order and solemnity whereof
you may reade in our ancient and latter bookes. And this the

law did institute when the tenant failed of his witnesses, or evi-

dences, or other proofes ; and the presumption of law is, that

Godwin give victory to him that hath right.

" Wager of Into" Vadinre legem \ and there is B\iO facere

legetn, by making of his law. That is, to take an oath (for

example) that bee oweth not the debt demanded of him upon
a simple contract, nor any penny thereof. And it is

[OQ571 called wager of law, because of ancient it5* time he

J put in surety to make his law at such a day ; and it is

called making of his law, because the law doth give

such a speciall benefit to the defendant to barre the plaintife for

ever in that case, [r] But he ought to bring with him eleven

persons of his neighbours that will avow upon their oath, that in

their conscieiices he saith truth, so as he himselfe must bee
sworne deJidelUate^ and the eleven de credulitate.

And wager of law lieth not when there is a specialty, or deed
to charge the defendant, but when it groweth by word, so as he
may pay or satisfie the party in secret, whereof the defendant

having no testimony of witnesses may wage his law, and thereby

the plaintife is perpetually barred, as Littleton here saith ; for the

law presumeth that no man will forsweare himselfe for any
worldly thing ; but mens consciences doe grow so large (speci-

ally in this case passing with impunity) as they choose rather to

brmg an action upon the case upon his promise, wherein (be-

cause it is trespnsse siir le case) bee cannot wage his law, than

an action of debt.

A man outlawed or attainted in an attaint, or upon an indite-

ment of conspiracy, or of perjury, or otherwise, whereby he

become infamous, shall not wage his law.

A man under the age of 21 yeares shall not wage his law ; but

a feme covert, together with her husband, shall wage her law.

When the suite is for the king, or for his benefit, as in a quo

minus, the defendant shall not wage his law.

35 H
If an infant be plaintife, the defendant shall not wage his law.

An alien shall wage his law in that language he can speake.

In no case where a contempt, trespasse, deceit, or injury is

supposed in the defendant, he shall wage his law, because the

law will not trust him with an oath to discharge himselfe in those

cases ; only in some cases in dett, detinue, accompt, the defend-

ant is allowed by law to wage his law.

In

[r] Magna
Carta, ca. 28.

Bracton, lib, 5.

fol. 410. FIcta,

lib. 3. ca. 63.

Diversities de»

Courts.

33H.6.8.
(4 Rtp. Slade't

case, 93.)

33 H. 6. 3a.

11 H. 6. 40.

15K 4. a-

(Cro.Eliz. 161.)

3a H. 6. 44.

8 H. 5 Ley. 66
8. Ley, Br. 10a.

26 E. 3. 63. b.

21 H. 6. 42.

44 E. 3. 311.

18F..3.4.

24 K. 3. 39.

(4 Rep. 95. b.)

the ist vol. of Dr. Robertson's History of Charles the Vth.—The reader wiJI

also find some curious and interesting particulars upon this head, in P^re le

Brun, Traite de quel^ues pratiques superst it icuses qui out seduit le petiple, ei

embarrasgt les s^uvants.

Vol. II. H h
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15 E. 4. i6. In an action of account against a receiver, upon a receipt of
10 E. 4. 5. money by the hand of another person for account render (un-
(3 Cro. 790. igggg jt ^g |jy ^i^g hands of his wife, or of his commoigne) the
^^^'^ defendant shall not wage his law, because the receipt is the

ground of the action, which lyeth not in privity betweene the

plaintife and defendant, but in the notice of a third person, and
[d] 33 H. 6. 24. such a receipt is traversable, [d] But in an action of debt upon
' 3 H. 7. 3. a.

jjjj arbitrament, or in an action of detinue by the bailement of

j^jj g •j'^^* another's hand, the defendant shall wage his law, because the

8 h! 6. 11. debet and the detinet is the ground of those actions, and the con-

18 H. 8. 3. tract or bailement, though it be by another hand, is but the

3 E. 3. 28. conveyance, and not traversable. In an action of account against
1

1

H. 4. 54. ^ bailife of a mannor, the defendant cannot wage his law, because

21 H^e.^so.
itsoundeth in the realty. In an action of debt which concerns

24 E. 3. Ley 63. the realty, as for debt for a rent upon a lease for yeares, or an
30 E. 3. 19. action of detinue for detaining an Indenture of a lease for yeares,

9 ^-4- 1- the defendant shall not wage his law, much lesse for charters or

Ga^^er Br ^07 ^^^edes which concerne inheritance.

10 H. 6. 7. In an action of debt for a fine or amerciament in a leete, the
I H. 7. 25. defendant shall not wage his law, because the leete is a court of
6 Eliz. Bend- record ; but in an action of debt for an amerciament in a court
°^^*

baron the defendant shall wage his law, for that it is no court

of record.

9 H. 5. 3. In debt upon an account, before auditors, the defendant shall

H 6^^ "°^ wage his law, and this by construction of the statute of W. 2.

38 H. 6. 6. ^^P' ^ ^ ' which giveth them great authority, and saith, coram audi*

toribus, and therefore of an account before one auditor the law
lyeth. So if the lord before auditors be found in surplusage, in

14 H. 6. 62. an action of debt brought by the accomptant, the lord shall not
38 H. 6. 6. wage his law by construction also upon this statute, as an inci-

dent arising upon the account.
28 H. 6. 4. In an action of debt by a gaoler against the prisoner for his

^^H fi^^
victuals, the defendant shall not wage his law, for he cannot

39 H. 6, 12. refuse the prisoner, and ought not to suffer him to die for default

of sustenance ; otherwise it is for tabling of a man at large.

21 H. 6. 4. In an action of debt brought by an attorney for his fees, the

defendant shall not wage his law, because he is compellable to

38 H. 6. 22. be his attorney. And so if a servant be retained according to

39 H. 6. 18. the statute of labourers in an action of debt for his salary, his

master shall not wage his law, because he was compellable to

serve ; otherwise it is, if he be not retained according to the

statute (1).

Wheresoever

(1) Othertvise of a counsellor at laXKiy for he cannot bring any action ; for he

is not compellable to be counsellor^ and his fee is honorarium, not a debt.

Ammianus, lib. 3.— Lord Nott. MSS. At Rome the functions of the bar

were divided between, I. The Patrons, or Orators; II. The Advocates, who
attended to inform or instruct the patrons upon the points of law, which arose

in the cause ; III. The Procurators : And, IV. the Cognitors. The two last

nearly resembled the Attornies of our courts. Besides these, were the Juris

consulti, who gave their opinions and advice upon matters of law. Till the

time of Augustus every person had this liberty ; but he confined it to some
particular individuals selected by him, and made a regulation, that in future no
one should enjoy that privilege but under the authority of the prince. The
opinions of the J?iris consulti, called the Responsa PrMdentim, we're of great

weight

;
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Wheresoever a mim is charged as executor or administrator, ^ n. «. ;,8.

he shall not wn^ his low, forno man shall wage his law of nnothcr i H 7. 25

urn's deed, but in case of a successor of an abbot, for that the *3 H. 7.

house never dyeth.

In

weight ; and a considerable part of the Roman law is founded upon them. See
Gravina dc Ortu ct Progrcssu ./;/m Cni//^, lib. I, sect. 42, 4:], 44. In the
summary of the Roman Law, taken from Dr. Taylor's Elements of the Civil

Law, page 26, it is observed, that the Rcsponm Prudentum seem to amount to
what we call Precedents, or Reports ; that it is common to them both to be
the determinations of lawyers to explain law : but that there is this difference

between them, that our precedents owe their authority to their being the
judgment of the court ; but the Rcsponsa Pnidcntiim, though admitted as law,

were nothing more than the private opinions of lawyers. See Cod. lib. 1. tit. 17.
and the Cod. Theo. lib. 1. tit. 4. with the notes of Gothofred. It is supposed,
that, in the early days of the Roman Empire, the practice of the law was merely
honorary ; but it soon became an object of gain. The Cincian law, which
was passed about the time of the second Punic war, was intended to revive

the primitive custom of honorary advocation. But it was so often evaded,
that the emperor Claudius thought it more advisable to moderate, than to

attempt to destroy entirely, the salaries or emoluments of advocates. He
accordingly inliibited them from taking a larger fee than ten sesterces, about
80/. 14*. jd. English. The advocates, however, thought it an indignity, that

their fees should be considered as wages, and therefore dignified them by the
honourable title of presents, or gratuities; but as they might demand, and
even maintain an action for their fees, this distinction was merely nominal.
See Gothofred de Salario, and Dr. Beevor's History of the Civil Law, page
444. In England the fees of counsel are honorary, in the strict acceptation
of the word. Thus in Moor v. Row, Cha. Rep. 38. a counsellor brought a bill

for fees due to him from the defendant, a solicitor. The defendant demurred

;

the demurrer was allowed, and the bill dismissed. Sir John Davies thus
expresses himself upon this subject, in his preface to his Reports, page 22, 23.
" Thefees to cou7isellors are not in nature qfwages, or pa?/, or that which we call
*' salarj/, or hire, which are duties certain, and grow due by contract, for
*' labour or service, but tohat is given him is honorarium, not nierces ; being a
*' gift whith gives honour as well to the taker as the giver : nor is it certain or
" contracted ; for no price, or rate, can be set upon counsel, which is invalu-
'* able and inestimable, so as it ir, more or less, according to the circum-
" stances, namely, the ability of the client, the worthiness of the counsellor,
" the weightiness of the cause, and the custom of the country. It is a gift of
" such a nature, that the able client may not neglect to give it without ingru-
** titude, for it is but a gratuity, or taking of thankfulness ; yet the worthy
" counsellor may not demand it xvithout doing wrong to his reputation, according
" to that moral rule, multa honesta accini possunt qua tamcn peti non possunt."

In France the Roman law respecting tlie fees of advocates formerly prevailed.

Many instances are found in their law books, of advocates bringing actions for

their fees, and recovering upon them: but this has long fallen into disuse.

In the contest, in 1775, between Mr. Linguet and the Order of Advocates,
one of the charges against him was, that he had written to the duke d'Aiguillon,

to demand his fees ; and threatened him with an action for them ; and tliat his

demands upon the duke had been referred to arbitration. See Journal His-

torique du Relablissement de la Magistraturc, tom. 7. p. 190. Ordonnances
have been made at different times enjoining the advocates to subscribe, at the

foot of their pleadings, a receipt for their fees; but the advocates never

H jf '2 would
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GlanvJi. 12.

cap. 1, &c.

Bracton, li. 5.

fo. 328.

Lib. 5. fol. 85.

Penrin's case.

34E.3.Judgm.
256. adjudge

accord. 13H. 4.

Judgm. 245.

10 H. 6. 8.

20 H. 6. 38. b.

21 H. 6. 34. b.

26H. 8. 8. b.

1 Mar. Dy. 98.

Li. 5. fo. 85.

Penrin's case.

F.N.B.5.11.31

In debt upon a penalty given by statute, the defendant shall

not wage his law. There is another kinde of wager of law in

a reall action, of non summons, but thereof Littleton speaketh

not.

" And hereupon Hevlejustice, said, S^c." Hereby it

appeareth, that it is the office K?" of the judges to r^QoTl
instruct the grand assise or jury in points of law » ^o^ L ^ J
as the grand assise or other jurors are triers of the

matters of fact, ad questionem facti non respondent judices, so

ad questionem juris non respondentjuratores. And accordingly

the judge in this case directed the grand assise, viz. if they found

that, &c.

" Whereby it <was atvarded." Here are two things to be ob-

served. First, the form of a judgement finall. Secondly, that a

judgement finall is to be^ given in this particular case. For the

forme of the finall judgement for the tenant is here expressed,

that the tenant shall hold the tenements demanded against him,

to him and his heirs quite of the demandant and his heires for

ever, and the demandant in the mercy. Quod tenens teneat

terramillam sihi et hceredibus suis in pace versus petentem, 8^

hcBredes suos in perpetuum.

For the second point, seeing the mise is joyned upon the

meer right, albeit the verdict of the grand assise be given upon
another point, yet judgement finall shall be given. And so it is

if the tenant after the mise joyned make default, or confesse the

action, or if the demandant be non-suite ; and yet in none of

these cases they of the grand assise gave their verdict upon the

meere right.

" As it is said before*' Vid. Sect. 478.

Chap.

would obey them. The leading ordonnance upon this head is that of Blois.

In 1602, the parliament of Paris gave an arret, enforcing the observance of

that ordonnance. This gave the advocates so much offence, that three hun-
dred of them renounced their profession upon it, with the usual formalities.

This put an entire stop to the proceedings of the courts of justice. The
matter was afterwards settled ; and the ordonnance of Blois, in this respect,

and the subsequent ordonnances enforcing it, are now considered as virtually

repealed. See Loysel, Dialogue des Avocats ; and Menagii Juris Civilis

Amcenitates, cap. 18—[Note 252.]
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CiiAi*. i;. Of Confirmation. Sect. 515.

A D E E D E of confirmation is commonly in this forme, or to this

effect : Knoic all men, <1hc. that I A. of B. have ratifieri, approved,

and confirmed to C. of D. the estate and possession which (A) / have, of\

and in one messuage, S^c. ivifh the appurtenances in F. S^c. (Noverint

universi, &c.me A. de B. ratific^sse, approbasse, et confirmasse C.de D.
statum & possessionem, quos habeo, de, & in uno messuagio, &c. cum
pertinentibus in F. &c.)

IIJERE first our author shewes what a confirmation is : Bract, li. a. fol.-'
33-. b. & 58. 59.

" Confirmationy Confirmatio commeth of the verbe j^*] con- J^"^i
?35-

Jirmare, quod estJinnnm Jacere : and therefore it is said, that
seque'u

'^^^

conjirmatio omnes supplet defectus, licet id quod actum est ad initio, Bract. H. i. 5O.

non valuit. A confirmation is a conveyance ofan estate or right

in esse, whereby a voidable estate is made sure and unavoidable,

or whereby a particular estate is encreased.

A confirmation doth not strengthen a voide estate. Con- Bract. li. y.

finnatio est nulla ubi donum 2^r£Bcedens est ifivalidum, Sp uhi ^^}:^'(P^'

donatio nulla omnino nee valebit conjirmatio : for a confirmation pj
p* '

^'*' ^''

may make a voidable or defeasible estate good, but it cannot Count de
worke upon an estate that is voide in law. Non valet conjirmatio Leicester's case.

nisi tile qui confirmat sit in possessions rei, xel juris undejieri (3 Hep. 64. b.)

debet confirmatio, Sp eodem modo nisi ille cin confirmatio sit, sit i" '

^'

in possessione. And another saith, [c] Conjirmare est id quod ^2 e. 3. o.

jrrius injlrmumfuitjirmare. Et donationum alia incepta, <y de- [c] FIcta, lib. 3.

Jectiva, 4* post tcmpus conjirmata, confirmatio enini omncm supplet cap- M' & I'b- 3-

defectum, poterit enim esse in pendenti donee per ratihabitionem *^®P- 3-

hceredis ciim ad crtatem pervenerit roboretur (1).

" Ratificdsse." Ratificare est ratum facere, and is cequipoUent 44 Ass. 3.

to cotifirynarCf which, as hath been said, hjirmumjacere.

" Approbdsse" commeth of ad and probo, which is to make
perfect and good.

** Conjirmasse,*' Here it is to be observed, that there bee two
kindes of confirmations, xiz. confirmations expresse or in deed,

whereof

(A) It seems, that the text should be read as if Uttleton had in this place used the vord*

" be hath," instead of " 1 hare." See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 112.

(1) A conjirmation is an approbation of, or assent to, an estate already

created ; by which the confirmor strengthens and gives validity to it, as far as

it is in his power. It has this operation only, with respect to estates voidable

or defeasible : but it has no operation upon estates which are absolutely void.

Such words may be used in a confirmation as may increase or enlarge the

estate; but that, as lord chief baron Gilbert observes, is by the force of lho«c

words, and, strictly speaking, is foreign to the confirmation. Gilb. Ten. 75.

—[Note 253.]
n n 3
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Li.g. fo. 14a.

Beaumond's
case.

Flet. li. 3.

cap. 14.

whereof Littleton hath here put these three examples, and con-

firmations implied, or in law,whereofLzV//eiow hereafter speaketh

in this chapter. Qiicelibet confirmation aut est perficienSf crescens,

ant diminuens\ and of all these Littleton putteth examples in

this chapter. And hereof Fleta saith, carta autem de confirma-

tione est ilia quce alterius factum consolidat 8^ confirmat, 8^ nihil

noli attribuitj quandoque tamen confirmat Sf addit (2).

rs- Sect. 516.
pf]

/I ND in some case a deede of confirmation is good and available,

where in the same case a deede of release is not good nor availeable.

As if I let land to a man for terme of his life, loho letteth the same to

anotherfor terme offorty yeares, byforce ofivhich he is in possession ; if

I by my deed confrme the estate of the tenant for yearesy and after the

tenant for life dieth during the terme of^ yeares, I cannot enter into the

land during the said terme.

49 E. 3. 32.

(i Roll. Abr.

48a.)

9 H. 6. 22. tit

Release, 44.

(Cro. Car. 284.

1 Roll. Abr.483.

500, Mo. 67.

Dver 2iB.b.

Hob. 165.

Post. 310. a.)

[c?] Inter Unwel
& Lodge, temp.

Re<x. Eliz.

(Hob. 7.)

TIT TLETON in this chapter putteth eight diversities be-

tweene a confirmation and a release (1); and thereof for

illustration here hee putteth two cases in this and the next Sec-

tion, which upon that which hath beene said in the precedent

chapters, is ^sufficiently explained. Onely in both these cases

this is to bee observed, that where a confirmation shall enlarge

an estate, there privity is required, as well as in the case of the

release, as by many examples which Littleton puts in this chap-

ter appeareth. And note, here is the first case wherein a re-

lease and a confirmation doe differ

:

Lessee for life made a lease for thirty yeares, and after the

lessor and lessee for life made a lease for sixty yeares to another,

which lease for sixty yeares the lessor did first confirme, and
after the lessor confirmed the lease for thirty yeares, and after

tenant for life dyed within the thirty yeares ; and it was ad-

judged [d], that the lease for thirty yeares was determined by
the death of lessee for life, and that the lessee for sixty yeares

might enter ; for that albeit the lease for sixty yeares was the

latter in time, yet was it of greater force in law, for that the

lessor who had power to confirme which of them he would, did

first confirme the second lease.

In this chapter is also to be observed eight cases, wherein a

release and a confirmation have the like operation in law.

Sect.
*forty added in L. and M. and Roh.

(2) See 9 Rep. 142, where sir Edward Coke brings examples of these

different operations of a confirmation.

(1) He also mentions eight instances in which they agree.
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Sect. 517.

YET if I bt/ my deed of release had released to the tenantfor yeares
in the lifetime of the temmt for life, this release shall U' voi'de/for

that then there was not am/ privitj/ between me and the tenantfor years
(pur ceo que adonquesne fuitascun privity perenterfmoyetle tenant
a terme d'ans)

: for a release is fiot available to the tenant for yearex, but
where there is aprivitie between him and him that releaseth (2).

'

This bclongeth to the first diversity between a release and a confirmation.

Pf] «- Sect. 518.

TN the same manner it is if I be disseised, and the disseisor make a lease

to another for term ofyearesj if I release to the termory this is void :

but if I confirme '!^ the estate of the termor, this is good and effectuall.

XJ E R E is the second diversitie betvveene a release and a con-
firmation. But if tlie disseisor make a lease for yeares to

begin at Michaelmasse, and the disseisee confirme his estate, this 4 H. 7. jo.

is voide, because he hath but interesse termini, and no estate in ^y. Read,

him, whereupon a confirmation may enure. '^^ ^' '• 3^*

Sect. 519' (5R*p.8i.)

j^ LSO, if I be disseisedf and I confirme the estate of the disseisor, hee

hath a good and rightful estate in fee simple, albeit in the deede of
confirmation no mention be made of his heires, because hee hadfee simple

at

t raoy et le tenant a terme d'ans,— | the estate of the termor,—his c-iatc,

luy et moy, L. and M. and Rah. L. and M. and Roh.

(2) For in this case, if the lessor released to the lessee for years, without
using any further words, the operation of the release would be to enlarge the
estate of the lessee by giving him an estate of freehold for his life. Now to

make releases operate in this manner, it is necessary, not only that the

releasee, at the time the release is made, should be in the actual possession of,

or have a vested interest in, the lands intended to be released, but that there

should be a privity between him and the releasor. In the case mentioned by
Littleton, there is no privity between the donor and the les.see of the donee
for life. A release therefore from the donor to the lessee would be void. But
a confirmation by the donor is good, and gives a stability and pi'nnaneiK y td

the estate of the lessee during the whole term, which would oihcrwific dtier-

mine by the decease of the donee. Ant. 27a. a. 273. b.—[Note 354.]

H H 4
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at the time of the corifirmation. For in such case if the disseisee confirme

the state of the disseisor, to have and to hold to him and his heires of his

body engendredy or to have and to hold to him for term of his life, yet the

disseisor hath a fee simple, and is seised in his demesne as offee, because

tvhen his estate was confirmed, he had then a fee simple, and such deed
cannot change his estate, without entry

\\
made upon him, S^c.

XJERE is the first case wherein the release and confirmation

doth agree, viz. a confirmation to a disseisor in taile, or for

19 H. 6. 22. any particular estate, is ofthe Hke force as a release to a disseisor,

^ E. 3. during such estate, which in both cases is good for ever. In the
Confirm 4. same manner it is, if the disseisor make a gift in taile, and the

disseisee confirme the estate of the donee for the life of the donee,
this confirmation enures to the whole estate taile ; for a confirma-
tion can make no fraction of any estate, to extend but to part
of the estate only. Et sic do cceteris (i).

^ Sect. 520.
Pf3

TN the same manner it is, if his estate bee confirmedfor terme of a day,
or for terme of an houre, hee hath a good estate in fee simple,for

this, that his estate in fee simple was once co?firmed (pur ceo que ^ son
estate en fee simple fuits un foits confirme). Quia confirmare idem
est, qu5d firmum facere, 8cc.

JJE RE is the second case wherein the release and confirma-

tion doe agree. The reason of this is, for that the disseisor

hath a fee simple ; and therefore if his estate be confirmed but
for an houre, it is good for ever, because (saith LittletonJ confir-

mare idem est, quodfirmumfacere.
Nota, a diversity betweene a bare assent without any right or

interest, and an assent coupled with a right or interest ; and
Lib. 5. fol. 81. therefore an attornement cannot be made for a time nor upon

frnt^ 27^^^
condition ; but if the person make a lease for a hundred yeares,

(Post. 300. b.) *^® patron and the ordinary may confirme fifty of the yeares,
for they have an interest, and may charge in time of vacation.

And so if a disseisor make a lease for an hundred yeares, the
disseisee may confirme parcel of those yeares ; but then it must
be by apt words, for he must not confirme the lease, or demise,
or the estate of the lessee, for then the addition for parcell of the
terme should be repugnant when the whole was confirmed before,

(i Roll. Abr. but the confirmation must be of the land for part of the terme.
41a.) So may the confirmation be of part of the land ; as if it be of

forty

II
made not in L. and M. or Roh. * son not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) It is to be observed, that a disseisor acquires by the disseisin a tor-

tious fee simple, notwithstanding at the time he makes tlie disseisin he claims

a less estate ; it being a rule, that a disseisor cannot qualify his own wrong.

—

[Note 255.]
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forty acres, he may confirme twenty, 6cc. So if tenant for life

make a lease for an hundred yeares, the lessor may confirme

eythcr for part of the tenne, or for part of the land. But an

estate of free hold cannot bee confirmed for part of the estate,

for that tlie estatt' is intirr, and not scvenill, as yeares be (l).

Sect. 521.

A LS O, if my disseisor maketh a kase for life, the remainder over in

feCy if I release to the tenant for lifcf this shall enure to him in the

remainder. But if I confirme the estate of the tenant for iearmeof life,

yet after his decease 1 may well enter, because nothing is confrmed hnt

the estate if the tenantfor life (pur ceo que* riens est confirme forsque

Testate le tenant a terme de vie), so that after his decease I may enter.

But ivhen I release all my right to the tenant for life, this shall enure

to him in the remainder or in the reversion, because all my right is gone
by such release. But in this case, if the disseisee confrme the estate and
title of him in the remainder without any confirmation made to tenantfor
life, the disseisee cannot enter upon the tenant for terme of life, for that

the remainder is depending upon the state for life ; and if his estate should

be defeated^ the remainder should be defeated by the entry of the disseisee,

and it is no reason that he by his entry should defeat the remainder agaiuU

his confirmation, 6)C.

XJ E R E is the third case wherein the release and confirmation

differ, for the confirmation to the tenant for life doth not

enure to him in the remainder.

And so it is when the sevcrall estates be in one person ; as if

the disiseisor make a gift in taile, the remaynder to the right

heires of tenant in taile, if the disseisee confirme the estate in

taile,

* nul added in L. and M. and Roh.

(i) The distinctions taken here by sir Edw. Coke are, that a confirmation

tea tenant of freehold or inheritance, cannot be so worded as to have a les*

operation than that of confirming his whole estate ; consequently a confirma-

tion to such a tenant, either of the lands, or of his estate in them, for any

term or period, is a confirmation of his whole fee. A disseisor always ac-

quires by the disseisin a tortious fee simple ; a confirmation therefore to him,

however qualified, is a confirmation of his whole fee. It is otherw ise in the

ea.se of a term of years. A confirmation may be made of part of the term only.

The reason of this difference is, that an estate of freehold or of inheritance is

con.«jidered as integral and indivisible. But as years are several, the term

which is composed of them is necessarily fractional and divisible, and mapr

consequently be confirmed in part only, by using proper expressions for thin

purpose. If a person confirms the estate of the tenant for years for part of

the term, as the word estate signifies all the interest or term of years which

the tenant has, the subsequent words are not considered as qualifications of

the former words, but as absolutely repugnant to them ; and as both cannot

stand together, the law prel'ers tlie first, whieli are the principal, to the other,

which are only secondary.— [Note 25C.]
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taile, it shall not extend to the fee simple, no more than if the
disseisor had made a gift in taile, the remainder for life, the
remainder to the right heires of tenant in taile ; this

(Ant. 52. a.) extendeth onely to the estate taile, and not 5:3- to the fSOTTI
(Post. 310. a. remainder for life, nor to the remainder in fee. But if I . J
(1 Roll.'Abr.^

*^^^ disseisor make a lease for life to A. and B. and the

302.)
* disseisee confirme the estate of A., B. shall take advantage

thereof; for the estate of^. which was confirmed was joynt with

B. and in that case the disseisee shall not enter into the land,

and divest the moity of B.
(Sid. 83.) If the disseisor infeoffs A. and B. and the heires of B. if the

disseisee confirme the estate of B. for his life, this shall not
only extend to his companion, as hath beene said, but to his

whole fee simple, because to many purposes hee had the whole
(1 Cro. 321.) fee simple in him, and the confirmation shall bee taken most
(Aiit. 182.) strong against him that made it.

Tenant in tayle discontinueth in fee and dyeth, the dis-

continuee make a lease for life, and granteth the reversion to

the issue, he shall not have a formedon against tenant for life
;

for by his formedon he must recover the estate of inheritance,

and the lessee for life hath not the inheritance, but the issue in

taile himselfe hath it.

(Ant. 20a. a.) If feoffee upon condition make a lease for life, or a gift in

taile, and the feoffor release the condition to the feoffee, he
shall not enter upon the lessee or donee, because he cannot
regaine his ancient estate.

If the feoffee upon condition make a lease for life, the re-

mainder in fee, if the feoffor release the condition to the lessee

for life, it shall enure to him in the remainder ; as well as in the

case of the right, or of a rent, &c.
If a feme disseisoresse make a feoffment in fee to the use of

A. for life, and after to the use of herselfe in taile, and the

remainder to the use of B. in fee, and then taketh husband the

disseisee, and he releaseth to A, all his right, this shall enure to

B. and to his own wife also ; for by the rule of Littleton it must
enure to all in the remainder (1).

But if A. letteth to B. for life, and B. maketh a leasf to C.
for his life, the remainder to A, in fee, A. releaseth to C. all his

right, this is good to perfect the estate of C. for his life. But
when C dyeth. A, shall be in of his old estate, for his release

could not enure to himselfe to perfect his defeasible remainder,

but his ancient right remaineth. And jiote, that in these two
cases the fee is divested and vested all at one instant ; in the

same manner as if tenant in taile make a lease for life, at the

same instant the estate taile is devested out of the donee, and
the reversion in fee out of the donor, and a new fee vested in

tenant in taile. And so if the husband make a lease for life of

his wife's land, he devesteth his owne estate, that he hath in her
right, and the inheritance of his wife, and at the same instant

vesteth a new reversion in fee in himselfe.

'*But

(1) For though a man cannot contract with his wife, or transfer any inte-

rest to her, yet she may, by construction of law, take benefit of a release

made by him to a third person, and enuring by way of extinguishment.

Hawk. Abr.—[Note 257.]
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•* Bui in this case^ if the disxeisee confirme the estate and title ,,
. „ ,

of him in the remainder." Merc is the third ca«e 30 B
'

r^OSTl ^'^^^^*^ •" t^'c reloaae and confirmation doc agree, t^ for Rccov. en valiw.

I J the confirmation made to him in the remainder shall Hr- 30. 13 K 3-

availo tlic tennnt for Wfc. as much as the release shall. If^'- <^°"K-
'

lir. lay.
PI. Com. Dclamere's case. Vid. Sect. 374.

" For that the remainder is dependinrr^ Sfc" By this some (Mo. 91.)

have gathered, that if a disseisor make a lease forh'u?, reserving

the reversion to himsclfe, and the disseisee confirmcth the state

of the disseisor, that he may enter upon the lessee, because the
estate ofhim in the reversion dependeth not upon the state for

life as the remainder : but all is one, for by the confirmation

made to him in the reversion, all the right of him that confirmeth

is gone, as well as when he maketh it to him in remainder ; and
he cannot by his entry avoide the estate of the lessee for life,

but hee must avoide the state of the lessor, which against his j^K**^h^^
*"

owne confirmation he cannot doe ; and it hath been adjudged, chiofe justice!'
that if a disseisor make a lease for life, and after levie a fine of (Post. 30a. «.)

the reversion with proclamations, and the five years passe, so as (<> Rei>- 40)
the disseisee is for the reversion barred, he shall not enter upon (^

o* ^^'^

the lessee for life. \\!Tu^:tf^
a)

" The remainder should be defeated.'' It is regularl}' true, that

when the particular estate is defeated, that the remainder thereby
shall be also defeated, but it faileth in divers cases.

For where the particular estate and the remainder depend Vid. PI. Com.

upon one title, there the defeating of the particular estate is a Colthirst's case,

defeating of the remainder. But where the particular estate is
(^°»^- 333- »• b)

defeasible, and the remainder by good title, there though the
particular estate be defeated, the remainder is good. As if the

lessor disseise A. lessee for life, and make a lease to B. for

the life of A. the remainder to C. in fee, albeit A. re-enter, and
defeate the estate for life, yet the remainder to C. being once
vested by good title shall not be avoided ; for it were against

reason that the lessor should have the remainder againe, against

his owne liverie ; and this is well warranted by the reason of
Littleton in this case. So it is if a lease be made to an infant for

life, the remainder in fee, the infant at his full age disagree to

the estate for life, yet the remainder is good, for that it was once
vested by good title ; for in both these cases there was a par-

ticular estate at the time of the remainder created.

If a lease be made to A. for the life of R. the remainder to C. 17 E. 3. 48.

in fee, A. dyeth (A) before an occupant entreth, here is a re-

mainder without a particular estate, and yet the remainder con-
tinueth good(i).

A rent is granted to the tenant of the land for life, the re- 3 E. 3. Abb.A»».
maindcr in fee, this is a good remainder, albeit the particular (PI0.35. a.

Vaiii;k. 900.
Moore, 664. YelY. 9. a Roil. Abr. 415. 7 H. 4. 6. 1 Rep. 66. Koj, 47.) 7 H. 4,6.

estate

(A) Here the KTUC (f tht test mppetrt to reqime a temwoion. See Mr. Hilmt Inir.

f, ft 16, 117.

(1) But since the Stat. 29 Car. 2. c 3.§ 12. and 14 Geo. fl. c. 20. § 9. fM> tuch
vacancy can happen. Vid. an te n. 5. 41 . b, and Atkinson v. Baker, 4 T. K. 230
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estate continued not ; for eo instante tliat he tooke the particular

estate, eo instante the remainder vested, and the suspension

in judgement of law grew after the taking of the particular

estate (2).

If

(2) A rent is an incorporeal hereditament, and susceptible of the same limi-

tations as other hereditaments. Hence it may be granted, or devised, for life,

or in tail, with remainders or limitations over. But there is this difference be-
tween an entail of lands and an entail of rent; that the tenant in tail of lands,

with the inuTiediate reversion in fee in the donor, may, by a common recovery,

bar the entail and the reversion ; whereas the grantee in tail of a rent de Jiovo,

without a subsequent limitation of it in fee, acquires, by a common recovery,

only abase fee, determinable upon his decease, and failure of the issues in tail

;

but if there is a limitation of it in fee, after the limitation in tail, the recovery
of the tenant in tail gives him the fee simple. This was resolved in the cases of
Smith V. Farnaby, Carter, 52. Sid. 285. and 2 Keb. 29. ^s- ^4- Weekes
V. Peach, 2 Lutw. 1218. 1224. and Chaplin p. Chaplin, 3 P. Wms. 229.
The reason of this difference is, that it would be unjust that the conveyance
of a grantee of a rent should give a longer duration or existence to the rent,

than it had in its original creation. It is true, that the barring of an estate

tail in land is equally contrary to the intention of the grantor. But a rent

differs materially from land. The old principles of the feudal law looked
upon every modification of landed property, which was considered to be against

common right, with a very jealous eye. Now, a rent charge was supposed to

be against conmion right, the grantee of the rent-charge being subject to no
feudal services, and being a burthen upon the tenant who was to perform them.
Upon this principle, the law, in every instance, avoided giving by implication a
continuation to the rent beyond the period expressly fixed for its continuance.

Thus if a tenant in tail of land die without issue, his wife is entitled to dower
for her life out of the land, notwithstanding the failure of the issue ; but the

widow of a tenant in tail of rent is not entitled to her dower against the donor.

So if a rent is granted to a man and his heirs generally, and he dies without an
heir, the rent does not escheat, but sinks into the land. It is upon this principle,

that when there is not a limitation over in fee, a tenant in tail of rent acquires,

by his recovery, no more than a base fee. But if there is a limitation in fee,

after the particular limitation in tail, the grantor has substantially limited the

rent in fee ; and therefore, it is doing him no injustice that the recovery should

giye the donee, who suffers it, an estate in fee simple. The case of Chaplin r.

Chaplin was, that lady Hanby, the grandmother of Porter Chaplin, being

seised in fee, conveyed divers lands to the use and intent that the trustees

named in the deed, should receive and enjoy a rent-charge of 30 /. per ann. to

them and their heirs. Math power to distrain for it, and to enter and hold the

land on non-payment for forty days ; and then the rent was declared to be to

the use of Porter Chaplin in tail ; remainder to the use ofthe same person who
had the land in fee. It is stated to have been afterwards disclosed to the court,

that the legal estate ofthe rent in fee was in the trustees. But it is worthy of

the attention of the reader, that it was not necessary that any new matter should

be adduced to disclose this to the court, as it appears on the face of the deed :

for a conveyance to A. and his heirs to the use and intent that B. and his

heirs may receive a rent out of the estate, gives B.the legal fee of the rent ; so

that if it is afterwards declared, that B. and his heirs are to stand seised of

the rent to uses, the intended cestuys que use take only trust or equitable

estates. If, therefore, it is intended to limit a rent in strict settlement, it

is necessary to do it by way of grant at common law, to some person and

his heirs, to the uses intended to be limited. This gives the grantee the mere
seisin
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If a man grant a rent to B. for the life of /f//cr, tlic remainder

to the hcires of the body of AlicCt this is a good romnlndcr, and

yet it must vest upon an instant (3).

Sect. 522.

yd LSOy if Ihoc bcc two disseisors, and the disseisee releaselli to one of
iheniy hee shall hold his companion out of the land. But if the

disseisee con/it nie the estate of the one, irithout more sai/in<r iu the deede
(sans pluis * dire en le fait), some sat/ that hee shall not hold his cotn-

panion out, but shall holdjoijntli/ with him, for that nothing was confirmed
but his estate irhich was joynt (pur ceo que •\ 1 iens fuit confirme forsc^ue

son estate que fuit joynt), 6^0,

^PHIS is the fourth case wherein the release and the con-
firmation seeme to differ, being made unto one of the dis-

seisors.

" Confirmed hut his estate^ Sfc.'' Hereby it appeareth, that if

the disseisee confirme the estate of the one disseisor in the lands,

to have and to hold the lands or tenements, or the right of the
disseisee, to him and his heires, hee shall hold out the other
disseisor ; and that appeareth by Littleton, first, upon these words

(confrme

* dire—parlance L. and M. and \ nvX added in L. and M. and Roh,
Rah.

seisin to the uses, and the uses declared upon it will be executed by the statute.

See note on Uses, 272. a. VII. 3.—[Note 2/58.]

(3) Formerly the doctrine of the necessity that the remainder should vest at

the very instant of the determination of the particular estate at farthest, was
extended to the case of a posthumous son. In the case of Reeve v. Long,
1 Salk. 227. an estate was limited to ji. for life, remainder to his eldest son in tail

;

A. died, leaving his wife enseint. She afterwards had a son. It was adjudged
that the son, not being in esse at the time of the determination of the particular

estate, could not take under the limitation. This judgment was afterwards

affirmed in the court of king's bench ; but it was reversed in the house of lords,

against the opinion of all the judges. To obviate all doubts respecting the law
in this case, the statute of 10 Will. III. c. 16. was passed, by which it was
enacted, that where any estate is, by marriage, or any other settlement, settled

in remainder to children, with remainders over, any posthumous child may take

in the same manner as if born in the father's life-time. It is singular that this

statute does not expressly mention limitations or devises made by wills. There
is a tradition, that, as the case of Reeve t . Long arose upon a will, the lords

considered the law to be settled by their determination in that case ; and were
unwilling to make any express mention of limitations or devises made in wills,

lest it should appear to call in question the authority or propriety of their

determination. Besides, in the above case of Reeve v. Long, the words
of the act may be construed, without much violence, to comprise settle-

ments of estates made by will, as well as settlements of estates made by deed.

—[Note 259.]
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(corifirme the state of one) without more saying in the
KT deede, viz. to have and to hold the lands, &c. Se- rSOST]
condly, the reason of Littleton in expresse words is, for I k J
that nothing was confirmed but his estate which was
joynt. Thirdly, the next two Sections make it plaine where
the habendum is added.
Hereby also it appeareth, that a release is more forcible in law

than a confirmation. If the disseisee and a stranger disseise the
heire of the disseisor, and the disseisee confirme the estate of his

companion, this shall not dextinguish his right that was suspended;
so as if the heire (B) or the disseisor re-enter, the right of the
disseisee is revived. And so it is if the grantee of a rent-charge
and an estranger disseise the tenant of the land, and the grantee
confirme the estate of his companion, the tenant of the land re-

enter, the rent is revived ; for the confirmation extended not to

the rent suspended, otherwise it is of a release in both cases.

Sect. 523.

/iNDfor this some have saidj that iffivojoipiienantsbee,andtheone
"^

corifirme the estate of the other, that ke hath hut a joynt estate, as

he had before. But if hee hath such words in the deede of corifii'mation,

to have and to hold to him and to his heires all the tenements whereof
mention is made in the confirmation, then he hath a sole estate in the

tenements, * ^c. And therefore it is a good and sure thing in every con-

firmation to have these words ; to have and to hold the tenements, ^c. in

fee, or infee taile, orfor terme of life, orfor terme of yeares, according

as the case is or the matter lyeth (solonque ceo que le cas f est, ou le

matter gist).

AND this confirmation leaveth the state as it was, and doth
not amount to any severance of the joynture, as some have

said.

34 E. 3. tit. " But ifhee hath such toords in the deede, <^c." This is plaine
Confirm, pi. 15. and evident enough.

" And therefore it is a good and sure thing, S^cT This is good
counsell, and worthy to be observed.

Sect.

* SfC* not In L. and M. or Roh. f est not in X. and M. or Roh.

(B) Here, it seems, the text should be read as if lord Coke had said, " so as if the heir of

the disseisor re-enter," instead of, " $0 as if Uie hek or the disseisor re-enter." See ace.

the 'jth Sf I2th editiom.
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Sect. 524.

Ji'O R to the ifitfiit (>/ sii/iw, If <t ntdii lelleth land to auolher fur life,

and after awfirme his estate which hec hath in the same land, to have
and to hold his estate to him and to his heires, this confirmatiun as to

his heires rv voidey for his heires cannot have his estate, which was not but

for terme of his life (car ses heires ne poient aver son estate, que * ne
i'uit forsquc pur terme de son vie). Jiut if he confrme his estate by
tliese words, to have the same Iwid to him and to his heires, this confirmation

makcth a fee simple in this case to him in the land, for that the words to

have and to hold, 6fc. goeth to the land, and not to tlie estate which hee hath

(pur ceo que t les parolx a aver et tener, &c. va a le terre, et nemy al

estate que il ad), 6fc.

ra

"LT ERE the diversity is apparent betweene a confirmation of

tlie estate tor life in the land to have and to hold the said

state in the land to him and his heires this cannot
13' enlarge his estate, for his estate being but for life,

that estate cannot bee extended to his heires. But in

that case if he confirme the state for life in tlie land

in the premisses of the deed, and the habendum is in this sort,

to have and to hold the land to him and his heires, this shall

enlarge his estate, and create in him a fee simple.

Wherein is to bee noted, [e] that the habendum and the pre-

misses doe in substance well agree together, and that the Aa-
bendum may enlarge the premisses, but not abridge the same (i).

And seeing that in conveyances, limitations of remainders

are usuall and common assurances, it is dangerous by conceipts

or nice distinctions to bring them in question, as have in latter

time beene attempted.

*' His estate:' Vide Sect. 650. -

(1 Roll. Abr.
4Ba.)

18E. 3, 40.

(Plo. 158. a.)

[«r]Vid.Pl.Com.

in Throgmor-
ton's case,

fol. 147.8.

Wrottesleje's

case, 197,

(a Rep. 33.)

Sect. 525.

/^ L S O, if I let certaine land to afeme solefor terme of her life, who
taketh husband, and after I confrme the estate of tlie husband and

wife, to have and to hold J for terme of their two lives ; in this case the

husband doth not hold joyntlu with his ivife, but holdeth in right of his

wife for term of her life. But this confirnuition shall enure to the hus-

band by way of remaiivderfor terme of his life, if hee surviveth his wife.

HERE

• ne not in L. and M. or Roh. if the land added in L. and M.
t les parolx—le, L. and M. and Roh. and Roh.

(1) On the operation of an habendum in a deed, see ant. ai. a. Vin. Abr.

Grant, J. K. L. and M.
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Vide Sect. 573.
(Sid. 83. 361.)

(-2 Roll. Abr.

829.)

(Ant. 273 b.)

16 H. 6. tit.

Release, 45.

22 ^. 3. tit.

Release.

Stathara.

tr E R E is the fourth case wherein the release and confirmation

doe agree ; and in this case it is to be observed, that the

baron hath such an estate in the land in the right of his wife as

hee is capable of a confirmation to enlarge his estate ; and there-

fore if the confirmation had been made of his estate to him alone,

to have and to hold the land to him and to his heires, this had
been good to have conveyed the fee simple to him after the

decease of his wife : for if in this case a release be made to the

husband and his heires, this is sufficient to convey the inherit-

ance of the land to the husband (2).

(4 Rep. 29.)

18 E. 3. 20.

(1 Roll. Rep.

230.317.438.
3 Leo. 4. a.

Ant. 184. a.

187, a.

Post 351. a.

P-3.18 Ass.

18 E. 3.

Coniir. 17.

17 E. 3. 68.

28 E. 3. 94.

40 E. 3-

8 Ass. 20>

39 H. 6. 9.

Ant. 18a. b.)

']

" Doth not holdjoyntlyvoith hismfey For two causes.

First, because 8^3^ the wife hath the whole for her life. r9^(\(\\

Secondly, joyntenants must (as hath beene before said I

in the chapter of Joyntenants) come in by one title.

But in this case ifthe confirmation had been made to the husband
and wife, to have and to hold the land to them two and to their

heires, they had been joyntenants of the fee simple, and the hus-

band seised in the right of his wife for her life ; for the husband
and the wife cannot take by moities during the coverture.

If a man letteth land to the husband and wife, to have and to

hold the one moity to the husband for terme of his life, and the

other moity to the wife for her life, and the lessor confirme the

estate of them both in the land, to have and to hold to them and
to their heires; by this confirmation as to the moity of the

husband, it enureth only to the husband and his heires, for the

wife had nothing in that moity; but as to the moity of the wife,

they are joyntenants, as hath bin said ; for the husband hath

such an estate in his wife's moity, in her right, as is capable of

a confirmation. But if such a lease for life be made to two men
by severall moities, and the lessor confirme their estates in the

land, to have and to hold to them and to their heires, they are

tenants in common of the inheritance ; for regularly the con-

firmation shall enure according to the quality and nature of the

estate which it doth enlarge and increase.

If a lease for life be made to A. the remainder to B. for life,

and the lessor confirme their estates in the land, to have and to

hold to them and their heires, A. taketh one moity to him and
his heires, and therefore of the one moity he is seised for life,

the remainder to B. for life, and then to him and his heires : of

the other moity A. is seised for life, the immediate inheritance

to B. and his heires: because as to the moity which B, takes,

the same is executed : as if the reversion be granted to tenant

for life, and to a stranger, it is executed for one moity, (as hath

been

(2) The nature of the estate which the husband acquires by marriage in his

wife's real property, will be explained in a note to fol. 325. b. With respect to

his interest in her chattels real and choses in action, an accurate, and, so far

as it goes, a masterly explanation of it is given in Bacon's Abridgment, Baron
and Feme, (B). It is much to be lamented, that the author did nol go more
fully into the subject. Mr. Viner has collected most of the cases respecting

it with his usual industry.—But since the publication of that useful com-
pilation, several cases have been determined, by which the law upon it

has been greatly illustrated and explained, and, in some instances, altered.

An attempt will be made to give a succinct view of it, in a note to fol. 351.

-—[Note 260.] _
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been said before) and therefore in this case they are tenants in

common.
If lands be given to two men, and to the heires of their two

bodies begotten, and the donor confirmeth their two cHtatcs in the
land, to have and to hold the land to them two and to their

heires ; in this case some are of opinion, that they shall be joyn-
tenants of the fee simple, because the donees were joyntcnant«
for life, and (say they) the confirmation must enure according to

the estate which they have in possession, and that was joynt.

But others hold the contrary. For, first, they say, that the do-
nees have to some purposes severall inheritances executed, though
between the donees survivor shall hold for their lives. Secondly,
they say, that when the whole estate, which comprehendeth
severall inheritances, is confirmed, the confirmation must enure
according to the severall inheritances, which is the greater and
most perdurable estate, and therefore that the donees shall be Vid. Sect. 573.

tenants in common of the inheritance in this case.

" By tcwy of remainder^ Sfc,** Here some question hath been
made of this terme remainder, without any cause at all, because in

law it is in nature of a remainder. For in case of a fine, when PI. Com. Col-

a reversion expectant upon an estate fojr life in A. is granted to '^'i"^'* case,

B. et quce ad ipsum reierti debent post mortem A. prcefato B. Sp
^°^^' ^^ ^^^'

hfsredibus suis remaneanf, Sfc. and a more colourable exception
might be taken against this word remaneant there, than in the
case of Littleton.

It is true, that in * 1 6 //. 6. it is called a reversion : in [0] 9 E. 4, [*] 1 6 H. 6.

it is called a remainder : in [p] 6 JE. 3. it is said, that by the con-
J'*-

R^Irase, 45.

firmation an estate accrued to the husband for terme of his life. V\\\ \ l^*

In [y] 17 E. 3. the husband, living the wife, shall have nothing j-J 17 £.3.
but in abeyance after the death of his wife. But lest there should 68. b.

heepugna verborumy which learned and wise men ever avoide, all

do resolve, that the estate of the husband is good, and that it doth
enure by way of increase and inlargement of his estate. And 17 E. 3. 68. b.

albeit in this case of Littleton, the husband by the confirmation yi.Papet'sc««e,

gaineth an estate for life in remainder, (as Littleton tcrmeth it)
J'^'

^- '°- "7^- ^*

vet if the husband doth waste, an action of waste shall lie against ^ °^ ^^' ^'

him and his wife, notwithstanding the meane remainder, because
the husband himselfe committeth the waste, and doth the wrong

;

and therefore shall not excuse himselfe for his committing of
waste, in respect he himselfe hath the remainder ; no more than
if a man lesseth to A. during the life of/?, the remainder to him
during the life of C. if he commit waste, an action of waste shall

lie against him (1).

Sect.

(1) It is necessary to distinguish between the cases mentioned by Littleton

and sir Edward Coke, in this and the preceding chapter, where an estate for

life is enlarged to an estate in fee, by the release^ or confirmation of the rever-

sioner, or remainder-man, and those cases where a person, being seised of an

estate for life, the inheritance is afterwards conveyed or devised to his right

heirs, by a subsequent deed, or will. It appears by the c«~

Parker, 1 Lord Kaym. 37. 4 Mod. 316. Skin. 538. and Fo..

nereau, Doug. Rep. 1 vol. 470. that the estate of the ancettor i« nut attccted oy

VoL.n. li tht
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Sect. 526.

J^UT if I let land to a feme sole for terme of yeareSy who taketh

husband, and after I confirm the estate of the husband and his wife,

to have and to hold the land for term of their two lives: in this case theif

have a joynt estate in the freehold of the landjfor that the wife' had no

freehold before, S)C.

THIS

the subsequent conveyance or devise to his right heirs. For though it is a rule

that, where the ancestor by any gift or conveyance takes an estate of freehold,

and in the same gift, or conveyance, an estate is limited, either mediately or

immediately, to his heirs in fee, or in tail, " the heirs^' in such cases, are words
of limitation of the estate, and not words of purchase ;

yet this applies only to

those cases where both the limitations are by the same instrument. In some
cases, the freehold of the ancestor has resulted to him by implication ; but still

the deed from which that implication resulted was the deed in which the limi-

tation to his heirs was expressed ; so that the implied estate of freehold, and
the expressed estate of inheritance, arose at the same time, and under the same
'deed, which brings it within the general rule. But suppose an estate is limited

to A. for life ; remainder to such uses as B. shall appoint, and afterwards B, in.

the life-time of J. appoints the estate to ^.'s right heirs; it is difficult to say

whether, in that case, the estates will unite or not. This case has sometimes

occurred in practice, but has not yet been the subject of any judicial determi-

nation. To prove the union of the two estates, it may be contended, that the

deed by which the power is executed, must be considered as a part of the deed
by which the power is given; that the use limited by the execution of the

power derives its effect, and is fed, by the seisin of the releasees or feoffees of

the deed containing the power ; that the uses limited in the original deed, to

take effect in default of an execution of the power, are subject to that power

;

that the uses limited under, or by virtue of the power, precede and take place

of them, in the same manner as if in the original deed, not the power, but the

use executed by virtue of the power, had been inserted ; and that though the

uses vest at different times, yet they may be considered as virtually created at

the same time. On these grounds, the proposed case may be contended to

resemble the case put, post. 378. b. that if lands be given to two, during their

joint lives, with the immediate remainder to the right heirs of him who shall die

first, there, both the estates are created at the same time, but the inheritance

does not vest till a subsequent period ; yet sir Edward Coke expressly says, that

the heir, in that case, takes by descent. Between the cases, however, there is

this difference, and it may be thought important, that in the case put by lord

Coke, the limitation of the inheritance was confined to the heirs of the prede-
ceasing tenant for life, so that there never was an instant when it was not
certain that the remainder in fee would, in the contemplation of law, attach in

one or other of them so far as to make his heir take by descent ; and thus each
tenant for life had a contingent remainder or possibility in fee. But, in the
case proposed in this annotation, no such contingent remainder or possibility

existed in A. the tenant for life.—See ant. 271 . b. note 1 . VIL 2. Since the
publication of this note in the former editions of this work, the subject has
received a masterly investigation by Mr,^ Fearne. Seehi§ Ess^y on Coptingent
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'T'HIS is the fifth case wherein the release and confirmation 5 K. 3.17.11.
*• doe agree: and it is to be observed, that chattels ri.Com. 4i8.b.

[3007l ^^^^^f "® leases for yeares, i;>' wardships, and the like, 3^
[}•

®- '3-

J are not given to the husband absolutely (as all chattels *g y^'
'**

"' personals are), by the intermarriage, but conditionally p). Com. iianic

if the husband happen to survive her, and he hath power to alien Hale's case,

them, at his pleasure : but in the mean time the husband is pos- 5o A^». p. i.l-

sessed of the chattels reall in her right.
^ JJ-

^- •'j-

p [{. 6. 5a. 37 Li. Ass. ai II. 7. 29. 21 E. 4. 40. 36 II. 8. 7. (Ant. 46. b.

Tost. 331. a.)

Secondly, that the husband hath such a possession in her right (Ant. 073. b.

of the chattell, as is capable of a confirmation or of a release. Ant. 076. a.

Thirdly, that the confirmation in this case to the husband and ^"^- ^99- *)

wife for their lives, raaketh them joyntenants for life, because

a chattell of a feme covert ma)' be drowned ; and so note a
diversity bctweene a lease for life and a lease for yeares made
to a feme covert ; for her estate of freehold cannot be altered

by the confirmation made to her husband and her, as the terme
for yeares may, whereof her husband may make disposition at

his pleasure (1).

Sect. 5^7.

y^ LSOj if my disseisor granteth to one a rent charge out of the land

whereof he disseised mee, and I rehearsing the sai/de grant confirme

the same grant, and all that which is comprised within the same grant, and
after I enter upon the disseisor

; quaere, in this case, if tlic land be dis-

charged of the rent or no *.

^ H I S is the fifth case wherein the release and confirmation doc
differ ; for a release to the grantee in this case [«] were voide.

f «] 1 1 H. 7. a8.

It is holden by some authority since Littleton wrote, that the i-'»b. i.fol. 147.

disseisee after his re-entry shall not avoide the rent charge "^""* Alayow's

against his own confirmation : and there a generall rule is taken,
^^^' ^ *** ****

that such a thing as I may defeate by my entry, I may make
good by my confirmation.

If the feoffee upon condition grant a rent charge in fee, and Li. i.fo. 147,

the feoffor confirraeth it, and after the condition is broken, and 14B. Aniic

the feoffor enter, he shall not avoide the rent charge. And so
?p*\°i\*^;^*^\

it is if the heire of the disseisor grant a rent charge, and the dis- ^
"^

'

'^^^y^

seisee confirraeth it, and after recover the land, he shall not

avoide the rent ; and yet in neither of these ca;jes his entry was
congeable at the lime of the confirmation (2).

Sect.
• Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) If a man seised of a rent-charge in fee grants it over to a feme sole for

a term of years, and the tenant attorns, and she marries during the term, and

the grantor confirms the rent to the husband and wife for their lives, or in fee,

they become joint tenants for life or in fee of the rent, and ne^ no new

attornment. Vaugh. 46.—[Note 262.]

(2) Tenant in tail makes a lease for life, now he hath gained a new- ^^ by
wrong, and afterwards he grants a rent-charge, or makes a lease for years, snd

afterwards tenant^or life dies, he shall not avoid his charge or lease, althougli

, I i 2 *»*
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Sect. 528.

/iliSOy if a parson of a church charge the glebe land of his church

hy his deed (si un parson d'un esglise charge * le glebe de son
esglise per son fait), and after the patron and ordinary confirme the same
grant, f and all that is comprised in the same grant, then the grant shall

stand in hisforce, according to the purport of the same graunt. But in

this case it behoveth that the patron hath a fee simple in the advowson
;

for if he hath but an estate for life, or in taiky in the advowson, then

the graunt shall not stand, but during his life, and the life of the parson
which granted (Car s'il \, n'ad estate en I'avowson forsque pur terme de
vie, ou en le taile, donque le grant J ne estoyera forsque durant sa vie,

et la vie le parson que grantast), S^c.

Olanv. li. 13. *' pARS ON,'* Perso7ia. In the legall signification it is taken
«a. 23, 24, 25. for the rector of a church parochiall, and is called persona

^^08 i\ ecclesicBy because he assumeth and taketh upon him the

Brit fo.'234 b P^i'son of the church, and is fcS" said to be seised in [300^1
&c. Fieta, li. 5. jure ecclesice, and the law had an excellent end therein, I v * I

ca. 19, 20. & viz. that in his person the church might sue for and de-

r^'^'^kiv^'ti
^^^^ ^^^ right; and also be sued by any that had an elder and

48 ^40 better right ; and when the church is full, it is said to he plena Sf

Brit, ubi supra, consulta of such a one parson thereof, that is, full and provided
of a parson, that may vicem sen personam ejus serere.

Persona impersonata, parson impersonee, is the rector, that
8 E. 3. 26. 43. is in possession of the church parochiall, be it presentative, or

^Mai-'l)^'
impropriate, and of whom the church is full.

" ^ Here are divers things to bee noted. First, that the confirma-

tion is of the grant, which in deed is but a meere assent by
7 H. 4. 15. deed to the grant ; and therefore it is holden, that if there be a
(Mo. 67.) parson, patron, and ordinary, and the patron and ordinary give

- licence by deede to the parson to grant a rent charge out of the
I glebe, and the parson granteth the rent charge accordingly, this

I
is good, and shall binde the successor ; and yet here is no con-
firmation subsequent, but a licence precedent.

Secondly, the ordinary alone, without the deane and chapter,

may agree thereunto, either by licence precedent, or confirma-

tion subsequent ; for that the deane and chapter hath nothing to
(i Roll. Abr. doe with that which the bishop doth as ordinary, in the life-time
479.481.) of the bishop.

[6] 19 El. Thirdly, \b] but if the bishop be patron, there the bishop can-
ity. 356, 357- not confirme alone, but the deane and chapter must confirme
^

' H 8 t^t
^^^^ ' ^^^ ^^ advowson or patronage is parcell of the possession

Cliarge, Br. 58. ^^ ^^ bishopricke ; and therefore the bishop, without the deane
(Post. 329. a.) and

* le—un, L. and M. and Roh. 4- ^'^^—^ds, L, andM. and Roh.

t and all that is comprised in the ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^' ^^d M. or Roh.
same grant, not in L. and M. or Roh.

he be in of another estate, because he had a defeasible possession and ancient

right, the which, if they be in several hands, should be good, as the lease of

one, and the confirmation of the other ; and being in one hand, shall be as

much in judgment of law. 7 Rep. 14. a. in Englefield's case.—[Note 263.]
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and chanter, cannot make the grant ^ood, but only during his

owne life, after the decease of the incumbent, either by licence
precedent, or confirmation subsequent.

A. parson of D. is patron of the church of S. aa belonging to

his church, and presents B. who by consent of //. and of the See more of

ordinary, grants a rent charge out of the glebe ; this is not good '''^•« kiiiffsof

to make the rent charge perpetual!, without the assent of the 5"" '""'"'•""

patron of .•/. no more than the assent of the bishop who is patron, Jy" '^ aZ-^'no.
without the deanc and chapter, or no more than the assent of Li. i. 153.

the patron, being tenant in taile or for life, as Littleton saith. Lib. 4. 43.114.

And Littleton here saith, that the patron that confirmes must L«^>-5 foi^3i 8».

have a fee simple, meaning to make the charge perpetuall (1). j^^^"
J^J'

'

And Littleton after saith, that in the case of the parson the fee ijb. 6. 34!)
is in abeyance, and seeing the consent of the patron is in respect (.Vnt. 074. b.

of his interest (B) as heire, it appeareth by Littleton, he may con- -97- •• Sid. 75.)

sent upon condition ; otherwise it is of an attornement, because
that is a bare assent. Also if the estate of the patron be con-
ditionall, and he confirmeth, and after the condition is broken,
his confirmation is voide.

Fourthly, he that is natron must be patron in fee simple ; for 3i E. 3. Gnnf,

if bee be tenant in taile, or tenant for life, his confirmation or
3 fI'^^D

"^''

agreement is not good to bind any successor, but such as come
v'id.'llb. 3. fol'

into the church during his life. But if the patron be tenant in 73. Le case dc
taile, and discontinue the estate in taile, the lease shall stand deane & chapter

good during the discontinuance ; or if the estate taile be barred, ^^ Norwich,

it shall stand good for ever.
i V^trAV^48a

But here is to be observed a diversity betweene a sole corpo- ^ Roll. Abr.
ration, as parson, prebend, vicar, and the like, that have not the 339.)

absolute fee in them, for to their grants the patron must give his la H. 4. 1 1.

consent. But if there be a corporation aggregate of many, as »9 E. 3. 7-

dean and chapter, master, fellowes, and schollars of a colledge, 7 Eliz.Dy.13S.

abbot or prior, and covent, and the like, or any sole corporation
]^ j^jj^ Jj

that hath the absolute fee, as a bishop with consent of the dean 5 E. 3. 10.

and chapter, they may by the common law make any grant of a E 3.19.

or out of their possessions, without their founder or patron, albeit E. 4- 6-

the abbot or prior, &c. were presentable : and so it is of a bishop, «o r'^^*!'

because the whole estate and right of the land was in them, and ^^ k" g' ^^*

they may respectively maintaine a writ of right.

[30l7| ^^ K a bishop hath two chapters, and he maketh Temps, IL a.

^ J a grant, both chapters must confirme it, or else the tit. Grant, 104,

successor shall avoide it. But if one of the chapters ^° ?• 3,
''**

be dissolved, then the confirmation of the other sufficeth ; but it
^ "^i^j'

*"^

needeth not the confirmation of the king, who is founder and Dyer, aSa.

patron of all bishopricks (1*). j

And'

(B) Here the sense of the text seems to require a comma, rather than after " heire," uhich

word appears to be printed try mistake instead of'
" here ',"/or, the content of the patron teas in

respect of his interat simply, and it loas immaterial whether he had acquired such interest 6y
descent or purchase.

(1) A prebendary after admission and institution, and before induction,

or instalment, granted an annuity for him and his successors, and the bishop

confirmed it ; it was resolved, that a writ of annuity lay not in that case, be-

cause the confirmation being made before the induction, was void. Plow. 528. tu

—[Note 264.]

(1 *) For the confirmation of leases made by ecclekiastical persons, 9f
Bacon's Abr. tit. Leases.

113
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And note a diversity between a confirmation of an estate, and

a confirmation of a deed ; for if the disseisor make a charter of

feoffment to A. with a letter of attorney, and before livery the

disseisee confirme the estate of A, or the deed made to A. this

is cleerely voide, though livery be made after. But if a bishop

had made a charter of feoffment with a letter of attorney, and

the deane and chapter before livery confirme the deed, this is a

good confirmation, and livery made afterwards is good. And so

it hath been adjudged.

The like law is of a confirmation of a deed of grant of a rever-

sion before attornment.

In the same manner it is if a bishop at the common law had
granted lands to the king in fee by deed, and the deane and
chapter by their deed confirme the deed of the bishop, and after

the deed of the bishop is inrolled, this is good, albeit the con*

firmation of the deane and chapter be not inrolled ; for the assent

upon the matter is made to the bishop.

33 E. 3. But this confirmation that Littleton here speaketh of must
Confirm. 22. \jq made in the life, and during the incumbency of the person

;
3^^3-_Abb.io.:

^j^^i g^ jj^ j.j^g Ij^g ^£ ^YiQ bishop, or of any other sole corpora-

Vid. Sect. 393, ^^^^' ^^* ^^ ^^ *^ ^^ knowne that grants made by parsons, pre-

& 643. : bends, vicars, bishops, master and fellowes of any colledge,

; deane and chapter, master or gardeine of any hospitall, or any

; having any spirituall or ecclesiasticall living, are restrained by
[c] i3Eliz. 5 [^] divers acts of parliament, so as they cannot grant any rent
cap. 10.

i charge, or to make any alienation, or to make any leases other

'^ovv
^^^'

!?* than such as are mentioned in those acts, which you may reade
18 Khz. ca. 11. "

, - . . - ' .
-^

r A j-^

1 Jac. cap. 3. at large, and the expositions upon the same, m my [*J Com-
Vid. Sect. 593, mentaries.
& 648.

£*] Li. 2. fo. 46. lib. 4. 76 & 120. li. 5. 9. 6. 14. li. 6. 37. lib. 7, 8. lib. 1 1 . 67.

Sect. 529-

/JLSO, if a man letteth land for term of life, the which tenantfor"^
life charge the land with a rent infee, and he in the reversion con-

firme the same grant, the charge is good enough and effectuall.

26 Ass. pi. 38. XJ E R E is a diversity to bee observed, where the determina-
45 Ass. pi. 13, tion of the rent is expressed in the deed, and when it is

Anne Mayowe's
i^plyed in law. For when tenant for life granteth a rent in fee,

case. this by law is determined by his death ; and yet a confirmation

(1 Roll. Abr. of the grant by him in the reversion makes that grant good
483-) for ever, without words of inlargement, or clause of distresse,
14 Ass. pi. 14. which would amount to a new grant. And yet if the tenant for

life had granted a rent to another and his heires by expresse
words, during the life of the grantor, and the lessor had con-
firmed that grant, that grant should determine by the death of
tenant for life.

Tenant for life upon a condition grant a rent in fee, the lessor
confirme the grant, and after the condition is broken, the lessor
re-enter, he shall not avoide the grant.

Sect,
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U").

/f LSO if there hee a peifctual/ cha7iterie, whercnrith tJte ordinari/

hath fiothiufr in doc or meddle., cputre, //* the patron of the chanlny,

and the chapleiuc of the same chanter ij may charge the chantcrij with a,

etU charge in perpeluitic.

'T'HIS Is meant of a chaunterv donative m herewith tlie ordi- Vkf Srct. 64B.

narj hath not to deale, and by this grant, when Littleton {^fo 'lac.eyy

wrote, the chauntery should have been charged for ever, be-
,,ct«jea«J,)

cause no other had any interest in this chantery (Post. 344.)

[30l7| *^ ^^^^ °"'y ^^® patron and chauntry priest, and the

u J grant is made concitrrentibus hiis qiuc injure requiruntur.

But since Littleton wrote, all, and all manner of free

chappels and chaunteries perpetuall, whereof Littleton here

speakes, are by [a] acts of parliament given to the crowne, and f"] 37 H. 8.

the bodies politike thereof dissolved. See hereafter, /Sec^/ow 648, ^^'^'^
^ ,

more at large of all this present Section.

Sect. 531

jf
LSOy in some case this verhe dedi, * or this verhe concessi, h.ath the

same effect in suhstaiice, and shall enure to the same intent, as this

verhe confirmavi. As if I hee disseised of a carue of land, and I make
such a deed (sicome jeo sue disseisie d'un carue de terre, et f jeo face

tiel fait); Sciant pruesentes, &c. quod dedi to the disseis(yr, J S)'c. or qu6d
coucessi to the said disseisor, the said carue, S)-c, and I deliver onely the

deed to him without any liverie of seisin of the land, this is a good con-

firmation, aiul as strong in law, as if there had bcene in the deede this

verhe confirmavi, &c.

XT ERE Littleton proceedeth, according to the former division,

to shew words that in law do amount to a confirmation. And
here is to bee observed, that some words are large, and have a

generall extent, and some have a proper and particular applica-

tion. The former 8ort may contain the latter ; as dedi or con' Bra. li.a. fo. 59.

cessi may amount to a grant, a feoffrnent, a gift, a lease, a re- b. ai H. 6.

lease, a confirmation, a surrender, &c. and it is in the election
f^^tfjo^**^

of the party to use which of these purposes he will. ^.^ ij g '^^

14 H. 4. 36. 19 11. 6. 44. 7 H. 7. i6. 32 E. 3. Briefo, 291. Brooke, tit. Confirm, ao.

14 H. 7. 2. 37 H. 6. 17. Dyer, 8 Eliz. 4 11. 7. 10. 22 E. 4. 36. 40 E. 3. 41.

(Sid. 45a. PIo. 196. 5 Rep. 17. a. 1 RoU. Abr. 482. Noy, 66.)

Est autem confrmatio quasi qucvdam rntihnbitioy svfficit iamai Bracton.Hb. 2.

quandoquc per se, si etiam in se contineat donationem, ui si (Ucat ^"'* ^^ ***

quis,

• or-^and, L. and M. and Roh. X Sfc, or quod concetti to the dis-

f puis added in L. andM, and Roh. seisor, 4 c. not in L. and M. or Roh.

IJ4
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(4 Hep. 8o. b.

a Cro. 169.

Mo. 34.

Ho. 397, 398.)

W 32 E. 3.

Briefe, 291.

Brooke, tit.

Confirm. 20.

Vid. le Stat, de
Gloc. ca. 4.

[/J7E.3.9.
Bracton.

(Plo. 159.)

14 H. 4.36.
lib. 5. fol. 15.

in Newcomen's

(Ant. 280. 298.

5Rep. 15, 16.)

quiSf dedi et conjirmaviy licet juvari possit ex aliqud donatione

pracedenie.

But a release, confirmation, or surrender, &c. cannot amount
to a grant, &c. nor a surrender to a confirmation, or to a release,

&c. because these bee proper and peculiar manner of convey-

ances, and are destined to a speciall end(i).

" Dedi et concessit S^c.'' Here is implyed that there be more
words than dedi and concessit that will amount to a confirmation,

as dimisi. [e\ In ancient statutes and in originall writs, as in

the writ of entry in casu proviso, in consimili casu ad communem
legem, and many others, this word dimisi is not applied only to a

lease for life, but to a gift in taile, and to a state in fee. [f] Also

if a man make a lease to A. for yeares, and after by his deed the

lessor voluit quod haberet et teneret terram pro termino vitce suce ;

this is adjudged by this verbe (volo) to bee a good confirmation

for terme of his life. Benigne enim faciendce sunt interpretaiiones

cartarum propter simpUcitatem laicorum ut res magis valeat qucim

pereat.

And he to whom such a deed comprehending dedi, S^c. is

made, may plead it as a grant, as a release, or as a confirmation,

at his election (2).

If a parson and ordinary make a lease for yeares of

the glebe to the patron, and the fcJ- patron by his r3027I
deede granteth it over, or if the disseisor granteth a I

^ J
rent to the disseisee, and he by his deed granteth it

over, and after re-enter ; in both these cases one and the same
words doe amount both to a grant, and to a confirmation in

judgement of law of one and the same thing, jie res vereat. And
so it is if a disseisor make a lease for life, or a girt in taile, the

remainder to the disseisee in fee, the disseisee by his deed granteth

over the remainder, the particular tenant attorneth, the disseisee

shall not enter upon the tenant for life, or in taile, for then he
should avoide his owne grant, which amounted to a grant of the

estate, and a confirmation also.

(Sid. 453.) Sect. 532.

yj LSO if I let land to a manfor terme of yeares, byforce whereof he
-^ is in possession, <^c. (si jeo lessa terra a un home pur terme d'ans,

per force de quel il est * en possession), and after I make a deede to

Aim, S^c. qu6d dedi & concessi, &.c. the said land, to have for terme of
his life, and I deliver to him the deed, 6^c. then presently he hath an estate
' the^in the landfor terme off his life.

HERE
* en possession, &c.-

and M. and Roh.

•possesslone, t his not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) The effect of the word grant, in implying a warranty, will be considered

in a note on the chapter of Warranty.

(2) But a lease and release cannot be pleaded as a grant of the reversion.

Noy, 66.—[Note 265.]
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XJ E R E is the sixth case wherein the confirmation and the

release doe agree, and is evident, and needeth no ex-
plication.

Sect. 533.

/f ND if I say in the deedcy to have and to hold to him^ and to his

heires of his body engendredf hee hath an estate infee taile. And if

I say in the deedf to have and to hold to him and to his heires^ he hath an

estate infee simple. For this shall enure to him by force of the confirma-

tion (per force de * confirmation) to inlarge his estate.

'T'Hl S also is evident, and needeth no explication, saving that

whensoever a confirmation doth inlarge and give an estate

of inheritance, there ought to be apt words (as Littleton here

expresseth them) used for the same.

Sect. 534.

/I LS O if a man be disseised, and the disseisor die seised^ and his heire

is in by discent, and after the disseisee and the heire of the disseisor

makejoyntly a deede to another infee (et puis le disseisee et Theire J le

disseisor font jointment un fait a un auter en fee), and livery of seisin is

made upon this, {as to the heire of the disseisor that sealed the deed) the

tenements doe passe ^ and enure by the same deed by way offeoffment ; and
as to tlie disseisee who sealed the same deed, this shall enure but bu way of
confirmation (ceo ne urera § sinon per voy de confirmation). But ij the

disseisee in this case brings a writ of entrie in the per and cui against the

alienee ofthe heire ofthe disseisoi- (envers Talienee
||
del heire le disseisor)

;

qUEcre, now he shall pleade this deede against the demandant by way of con-

firmation, ** <%t. And know, my son, thai it is one of the most horwrable,

laudable, and profitable things in our law, to have the science of well

pleading in actions reals ana personals-, and therefore I counsaile thee

especially to imploy f thy courage and care to learne this JJ.

*^

yf Sto the heire ofthe disseisor, Sfc, the tenements doe

[302T] passe by way of feoffinent" For t^ the land

, J shall ever passe from him that hath thestate of the land ^*
H. 7- 34- ^

in him. As if cestuy que use and his feoflfees after the
,^, v^J^'ifj^-,**

statute of 1 R, 3. and before the statute of 27 H. 8. cap. 10. had case.

jojrned (6R«p. is-*-)

• confirmation—confirmament, L. § sinon—mes, L. and yf. and Roh.

and M, and Roh. \\
del—le, L. andM. and Roh.

\ le disseisor, not in L. and M, or •• S;c. not in L. and M- or Roh.

Roh. i all added in L. and M. and Roh.

+ and enure, not in L. and M. or 1 1 S^e. added in L. and M. and

Roh. Roh.
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joyned in a feoffment, it shall be the feoffment of the feoffees,

because the state of the land was in (A) him.

PI. Com. 59. a. So it is if the tenant for life, and hee in the remainder or re-
PJ. Com. 140. version in fee, joyne in a feoffment by deede. The livery of the
m Browning's

freehold shall move from the lessee, and the inheritance from

2 H.* 5. 7.
^i"^ ^^ ^^^^ reversion or remainder, from each ofthem according

13 H. 7. 14, to his estate. For it cannot bee adjudged by law, that the feoff-

13E. 4. 4. a. ment of tenant for life doth draw the reversioner remainder

M ^fi ^ ^\] ^"* ^^ *^^ lessor or him in remainder, or doth worke a wrong
'^ *^ * because they joyned together (1).

(Sid. 83.) (i Eoll. Abr. 633.) (Ant. 45. a.) (1 Rep. 76, 77.)

Lib. 1. fo. 76. If there bee tenant for life, the remaynder in tayle, &c. and
Bredon's case, tenant for life and he in the remainder in tayle levie a fine, this

(
nt. 251. .; jg j^^ discontinuance or devesting of any estate in remainder,

but each of them passe that which they have power and autho-

rity to passe.

17 Eliz. A. tenant for life, the remainder to B. for life, the remainder
Djer, 339. ju tayle, the remainder to the right heires of^. A. and B. joyne
(1 o. 31.; j^ ^ feoffment by deede, albeit it may be said that this is the

feoffment of ^. and the confirmation of B. and consequently hee
(1 Leo. 37. 26a.) in the remainder in tayle cannot enter for the forfeiture during

the life of J5. but because B, joyned in the feoffment, which was
torcious to him in the remainder in taile, and isparttceps criminis,

therefore they forfeited both their estates, and he in the re-

mainder in tayle might enter for the forfeiture. But if he in the

reversion in fee and tenant for life joyne in a feoffment by paroll,

this shall be (as some hold) first, a surrender of the estate of

tenant for life, and then the feoffment of him in the reversion :

for, otherwise, if the whole should passe from the lessee, then

he in the reversion might enter for the forfeiture, and every

man's act (id res magis valeatj shall be construed most strongly

against himselfe.

And it is to be observed that Littletonhere putteth a discent,

so as the entry of the disseisee is not lawfull ; for if the disseisor

and disseisee joyne in a charter of feoffment, and enter into the

land, and make livery, it shall be accounted the feoffment of the

disseisee, and the confirmation of the disseisor.

Lib. 1. fo. 146,
* !^^ " Qucere, hotv he shall plead this deedCf S^c" Hee r3037|

147. Mayowe's made pleade the feoffment of the heire of the disseisor,
I « J

^»»^- and the confirmation of the disseisee as it hath been

pleaded and allowed.

''And

(A) Here the word " liim," seems to be printed by mistake instead of" them." See

Mr. Ritso's Intr.p. 120.

(1) Tenant for life, and he in the remainder in fee,make a lease for years by-

deed indented ; the lessee, being ejected, declared upon the demise made by
the tenant for life, and the remainder-man; and adjudged against the plaintiff;

for, living the tenant for life, it is only the lease of the tenant for life, and the
confirmation of the remainder-man; and he ought to have so declared, 1 Inst.

45. a. So if two joint-tenants, two tenants in common, or tenant for life and
he in the remainder, join in the grant of a copyhold, one fine only is due, and
it shall enure as one grant only ; so ifa surrender be made, and after a common
recovery is had by plaint, in the nature of a writ of entry, for better assurance

—one fin^ only shall be paid. Co. Copyholder, 162, 163.—[Note 166.]
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** And hwiv, vi!/ smi, that it is one ofthe most honornhley S^c^

Here is to bee observed the excellency of good pleading, and

Littletons grave advice, that the student should imploy his cou-

rage and care for the attaining thereof; wliich hcc shall attaine

unto by three ineanes : first, by reading ; secondly, by obsenra-

tion ; and thirdly, by use and exercise. For in ancient time the

eerjeants and apprentices of law did draw their owne pleadings,

which made them good pleaders. And in this sense placitum

may be derived d placendoy quia omnibus placet.

Now seeing good pleading is so honourable and excellent,

and that many a ^ood cause is daily lost for want of good and
orderly pleadmg, it is necessary to set downe some i'iiw rules

(amongst many) of the same, to facilitate this learning, that is

80 highly commended to the studious reader. For when I dili-

gently consider the course of our bookes of years and termes

from tlie beginning of the raigne of Edvc. 3. I observe, that

more jangling and questions grow upon the manner of pleading,

and exceptions to forme, than upon the matter it selfe, and
infinite causes lost or delayed for want of good pleading. There-

fore it is a necessary part of a good common lawyer to be a good
prothonotary. And now wee will performe our promise.

The order of good pleading is to be observed, which being

inverted great prejudice may grow to the party, tending to the

subversion of law. rdine placitaudi servato, servatur 8^jus, Sfc.

First, in good order of pleading a man must pleade to the

jurisdiction of the court. Secondly, to the person ; and therein

first to the person of the plaintife, and then to the person of the

defendant. Thirdly, to the count. Fourthly, to the writ.

Fifthly, to the action, <S:c. [a] which order and forme ofpleading

you shall reade in the ancient authors agreeable to the law at

this day ; and if the defendant misorder any of these he loseth

the benefit of the former.

The count must be agreeable and conforme to the writ, the

barre to the count, <^c. and the judgement to the count; for

none of them must be narrower or broader than the other.

A count or declaration, which anciently and yet is called

narratioy ought to containe two things [b] viz. certainty and
verity, for that it is the foundation of the suite, whereunto the

adverse party must answer, and whereupon the court is to give

^his judgement : [c] Certa debet esse intentio et narratio, et ccrtum

[fundamcfitum, et certa res qiicB deducitur injudicium. But it must
fbe understood that there be three kinde of certainties ; first, to a
/ common intent, and that is sufiScient in a barre which is to

' defend the party and to excuse him. [^] Secondly, a certaine

intent in generall, as in counts, replications, and other pleadings
of the plaintife, that is to convince the defendant, and so m
inditements, &c. Thirdly, a certaine intent in every particular,

as in estoppels (B),

He

[:>o.>. a.

Scr my Prrfac«

to tlic <j IVmke
of iity Ri>p<»rUi.

(Ante, 17. a.

ia6. b. 181. ».

183. •.

Sid. 339.)

fa]Bracton,lL5.
fo. 400. Britton,

fo.4i.a.& la-i.

Fleta, li. 6.

ca. 35, 36, fltc

40 £. 3. 9. b.

17E. 3. 74.
8E. 3.5&9.
35 H. 6.1a.

[&] PI. Com.
O. 121, 123.

jE.4. ai.

^^id.lib.5.

"0. 120, m.
c] Bracton,

ib. 2. fo. 140.

d] Lib. 5. 120,

121. Long's ca.

PI. Com. 56.
>Vimbishe'»

Xasc

(B) Ace. post. 352. b. a$ to the Uiird kind of certainty. Yet, in 5 Rrp. 121. i^r

says, that certainty to a certain intent in every particular is rejected in late, far that.

subtilitas in jure rcprobatur, & talis certitude certitudinem confundit. On the t'r,(
kinds of certainty mentioned in the teat, and particuUrly with n^fpeet to the cer(gii}<v trhtrh
is reqwred in a charge, w accusation, see thejtc'"^"- •' -'' >'vercd by Dc Grey, ChitfJuUwt,
in the case of Rex v. Home in Doni. Proc. 11 -

. 3, Cowp. 672. 68-^. See aV
The King V. The Mayor and Burgesses of I

^ , Dotig. I4Q. 158. In Comyn's
Digest various instances of certainty art mcntioiud, fot u/jicA see therefereiua there um!t-
the head CertaliUy.
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W7H.6. 17
32 H. 6. la. 1

PI. Com. 33. b.

[/134H.6.4!
8H.5.4b-
ai £.4.52.

6 E. 3. 15.

39 H. 6. 3.

10 H. 6. 2.

21 H. 7.26.

Ig] 48 E. 3. 8

a H. 4. 13.

9H.6.59. 10

Of Confirmation. L. 3. C. 9. Sect. 534.

[K] PI. Com.
Bret's case, 24'

27 H. 8. 27.

27H.6. 9H.;

[»]40E.3. 31,

32, 33.

41 E. 3. 11.

9 H. 6. 46.

37 E. 3.81.

44 E. 3. 23.

33H. 6. 51.

[e] He pleadeth a plea in abatement of the writ (which of

ancient times was, and yet is called breve) or a plea after the latter

continuance, ought to plead it certainly.

[/] The ancient formes of courts are to be duly observed, as

cilm dimisit, or cum deditf and not to say, that he was seised and
demised, &c. (And yet if he say so, it maketh not the count

vicious) [g] but in a barre replication or other kinde of pleading,

the party must alledge a seisin in the lessor or donor, and ancient

formes of pleading are also to be observed.

H. 4. 2. b.

E. 4. 4.

10 E. 4. 2. F. N. B. 156. C. 11 E. 3. Aide, 32.

[h] Counts, or such as be in nature of counts, (as an avowry,

wherein the defendant is an actor) need not to be averred, but all

other pleas in the affirmative ought to be averred, ethocparatum

est lerificarei Sfc. but pleas meerly in the negative ought not to

be averred, because a negative cannot be proved.

[i] Where there is but one tenant or one defendant, he cannot

have two such pleas, as each of them doe go to the whole : but

where there are divers, each of them may pleade severall plea*

which extend to the whole (1).

is E. 3. Double plea, 39. 43 E. 3. 2 1 . 36 H. 6. 29. 37 H. 6. 23.

1I5 E. 4. 25. 7 H. 4. 12. 41 E. 3. Double plea, 78.

[fc] PI. Com. 81

11 H. 4. 89.

34 H. 6. 48,

19 R. 2. Action

zur le case, 53.

[k] That which is alledged by way of conveyance or induce-

ment to the substance of the matter need not to be so certainly

alledged, as that which is the substance it selfe.

22 E. 3.19. 30E. 3. 9.

[O5H.7.8.
6E. 4.2.
21 E. 4. 44.

37 H. 8. 4. ab H. 6. 17 E. 4. 7. 22 E. 4

[/] Every plea must be direct, and not by way of argument or

rehearsall.

[m] PI. Com
65.3. b. & 100.

376. & 410.
(

22 H. 6. 38.

19 H. 6. 49.

37 H. 6. 14.

36 H. 6. 5.

21 E. 4. 54.
11 H.6. 15.

38 H. 6. 23.

35 H. 6. 35
7 E. 4. 32.

[m] Where a matter of record is the foundation or ground of

the suite of the plaintife, or of the substance of the plea, there it

ought to be certainly and truly alledged ; otherwise it is, where
it is but conveyance. But the proceedings and sentences in the

ecclesiastical 1 courts may be alledged summarily: as that a

divorce was had between such parties, for such a cause, and
before such a judge, and concurrentibus hits qua injure requi-

\ 42 Ass. 3. 48E. 3. 11. 4E. 4. 12. 9E. 3. 46. 21E. 4. 52.

loH. 7. 9. 15. 11H.7. 8. 22 E. 3.2. 34 H. 6. 27. 12H. 8. 6,6.

9 E. 4. 24. 8 E. 4. 31. 8 Ass. 29. 5 E. 4. 70. 3 E. 4. 1.

runtur ;

(1) This is altered by 4 Ann. cap. 16. sect 4 & 5. by which it is enacted,

that it shall be lawful for any defendant or tenant, in any action or suit, or for

any plaintiff in replevin, in any court of record, with the leave of the same

court, to plead as many several matters thereto as he shall think necessary for

his defence ; but it is thereby also provided, that if any such matter, upon a

demurrer joined, be judged insufficient, costs shall be given at the discretion of

the court ; or if a verdict shall be found upon any issue in tlie said cause for

plaintiff, or the defendant, costs shall be also given in like manner, unless the

judge, who tried the said issue, shall certify that the defendant, tenant, or

plaintiff in replevin, had a probable cause to plead such matter, which upon the

said issue shall be found against him.—Note to thp nth edition.—[Note 267.]
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ruutur; for the judge must be alledged, to the intent the court /

may write to him if it be denied.
j

Good matter must be pleaded in good forme, in apt time, and
in due order, or otherwise great advantages may be lost.

'

[30371 ["] *^^ Generall estates in fee simple may be gene- [n] 35 H. 6. 35.

jj J rally alledged, but the commencement of estates tayle, ^»E^4-5».

and other particular estates regularly must be shewed, ^
^h^**"

unlesse in some cases where they are alledged bv way of induce-! I^£
4 ia^*

ment, and the life of tenant in taile, or for life, ought to b€| 10 E. 4. 18.

averred. ; 13 H. 7. is!

j
36 H. 8. Pled.

[0] When any speciall and substantiall matter is alledged by r"i'^Se ?*
either party, that ought to bee especially answered, and not to 3 h. 'e. 47.

*^*^

be passed over by a generall pleading. 41 E. 3. aa.

9 Ass. g.
22 Ass. 45. Q E. 3. 42. 13 E. 3. Anc. Demesne, 15. ao E. 3. ih. 45. 7 H. 7. 8.
Lib. 10. fo. 91. Li. 11. fo. 10.

I

[;>] The plea of every man shall be construed strongly against
\ [p] 3 H. 7. 3.

him that pleadeth it, for everie man is presumed to make the best \'^^ Ass. lo.

of his owne case; ambis^uum placitum interpretari debet contra ^'^ 2' t' i' ^'

proferentem. 21 H. 6.

Debt, 43. 7H. 6.24. 31. 35 H. 6. 48. 47 E. 3. 14. PI. Com. 46. a. Li. 3. fo. 59.
Line. Col. case.

[q] Every plea that a man pleadeth ought to be triable, for [9] 22 E. 4.

without triall the cause can receive no end : et expedit rei pub- ^o-?. 3-

licce ut sitfnis litium. ^° 1 1 ^°;

Q2 H. 6. 50.

[r] The tenant before his default saved, may plead all pleas [rj 40 E. 3. 40.

which prove the writ abated, as death, &c. or matters apparent 43- 46.

in the writ ; but no plea, which proves it abateable, as taking of 'i ^' 3- ^•

husband, &c. 26 E. 3. 68.

4Q E. 3.3. 10.46. 6E.3. 37. 8E. 3. 20. loE. 3. 60. 14H. 4. 15. 12 E. 4.

38 E. 3. 28. 7 H. 7. 3.

[s] When a man is authorised to doe any thing by the com- [t] 10 E. 4. 3.

mon law, by grant, commission, act of parliament, or by cus- '^7 H. 6. 8.

tome, he ought to pursue the substance and effect of the same ^ H* 7" *§•

J- 1 5 H. 7. 26.
accordingly.

37 H. 6. 1.

27 H. 8. 13. 21H. 7. 25. iiH. 4. 33. PI. Com. 79. 16 E. 4. ip. i H. 7. 33.
20 H. 7. 1. 6 E. 4. 4, 5. 21 E. 4. 54. 22 H. 6. 47. 1 1 H. 6. 8. ; 25 E. 3. 50. b.

23 Ass. 7. 2 Eliz. Dyer, 184.

[^] All necessary circumstances implied by law in the plea [0P'Coni.t49-

need not to be expressed, as in the plea of a feoffment of a man- ^' ^'g^*
J"

nor, livery and attornement are implied. f^"^
• • 3 •

[u] Whena count, barre, replication, (^c. is defective in respect |[u] )8E,4. ifi.!>.

of omission of some circumstance, as time, place, &c. there it 22 E. 4. 2. 76.

may be made good by the plea of the adverse party ; but if it 6 ^' ?• *3-

be insufficient in matter, it cannot be salved. ?q
*^'

18,19.

18 E. 3. 34. PI, Com. 229. b. Lib. 8. 133. Turner*

[wj] Every man shall plead such pleas as are pertinent for him, j [»] 5 H. 7. 34*

according to the quality of his case, estate, or interest, as dis- ^^'i^'^^^
seisors, tenants, incumbents, ordinaries, and the like.

Surplusage
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[a] 19 H. 6. [x] Surplusage shall never make the plea vicious, but where
30. 32. it is contrarient to the matter before ( i).
PI. Com. 232. b.

& fo. 502, per Dyer, & 503.

[y] 13 H. 4- 17- [1/] That which is apparent to the court by necessary collec-

10 E. 4. 18. tion out of the record need not to be averred.
rtQ H. 6. 54.

35 H. 6. 30. 21 H. 7. 32. Bract, li. 3. fo. 154. PI- Com. 87. b. 26 H. 6. Card. 58.

[a] 2 H. 7. 15. [^] ^ ^^^ ^^ bound to performe all the covenants in an inden-

4 H. 7. 12. ture: if all the covenants be in the affirmative, he may generally

10 H. 7. 12. plead performance of all ; but if any be in the negative, to so
^3H.7-i9- many he must plead specially (for a negative cannot be per-

m Li 8 fo 1^3.
^'oi'"^^^)> ^^^ to the rest generally, [b] So if any be in the dis-

Turner's case, junctive, he must shew which of them he hath performed. So if

& fo. 120. any are to be done of record, he must shew that specially, and
Bonbam's case, cannot involve that in generall pleading.
Li. 9. 25. 61.

|-^j jj^ many cases the law doth allow generall pleading, for

[c\ \tlL^.6,7. avoyding of prolixity and tediousnesse, and that the particular

2 R. 3. 17.
' shall come on the other side.

1 4 E. 4. 7- [d] Pleadings which amount to the generall issue are not to

9 E. 4. 19. ]jQ allowed; but the generall issue is to be entred. Vid. Sect. lo.
M^44E.^3-.

,85.499.

10 H. 6. 6. & 17. 12E. 4. 11-14- i4H. 8. 24. 7 E. 3. 12. 17 E. 3.44.

[c] 18 H. 6. 33- [e] Every plea ought to have his proper conclusion, as a plea

32 H. 6. 53. to the writ to conclude to the writ, a plea in barre to conclude

3? S' 2' ^o* «r to the action, an estoppell to relie upon the estoppells : et sic de

5 E. 3. 15, 16. simUibus,

22 Ass. 33. 2 Eliz. Dyer, 184.

r flPl Com.14, [./] When the conclusion of a plea, et issinty et sic, is in the

15. 2 E. 4. 18'. affirmative, it shall not wave the speciall matter, for there the

39 E. 3. 14. 32, speciall matter is the substance and foundation ofthe conclusion,

33. 8 E. 3. 57. and affirmed by the same. But where the conclusion is in the

^8 h"?
^^ negative, there the speciall matter regularly is waved.

7.4.18. 38 Ass. 14. 24 E. 3. 48. 22 E. 3. 13. 38H. 6. 25. 32 H. 6. 14.

19H. 8. 7. 27H. 8. 12. b.

[g] 7 E. 4- 26. [g] Whensoever speciall matter is pleaded, and the conclu-
1

1

H. 7. 4- sion (et sic) is to the point of the writ or action, the speciall

^6 H 6 q -^7
'"^tter is waved.

^ * The names of legall records are, a writ, a count, a barre, a

replication, a rejoynder, a rebutter, a surrebutter, &c.

[h] V. Sect. 485. [h] New and subtill devices and inventions of pleading ought

not to alter any principle of law, whereof you have heard plenti-

fully before.

The count or declaration is an exposition of the writ, and
addeth time, place, and other necessary circumstances, that the

same may be triable; and any imperfection in the count doth

abate the writ.

Pleadings are divided into barres, replications, rejoynders, sur-

rejoynders, rebutters, and surrebutters, &:c. They are words of

art,

- -
, ,

-
'

\
-^

'

(1) And then it does, because the plaintiff cannot discern what to answer

to in his replication. Note to the iith edition.
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art, and arc called harrcs, harrery so called, because It bnr-

retli the phiiiUife oi' this action. Ucplicatinnex^ ci rrplicnnUn ;

rejunciionesy il rejungetido\ rehuUery of the French word re-

bouUty I. c. ^ rcjxllcndo, to put backe or avoide, aud so of

•urrebutter.

But each party must take heed of the ordering of the matter

of his pleading, lest his replication depart from his count, or

his rejoynder from his barre ; et sic de cwteris.

[i] In ancient writers a barre is called exceptio peremptoria : f«] Bract. li. 5.

a replication was then called replkatioy a? now it is ; a rejoin- ^- 4oo-

der triplicatio ; a surrejoinder, quadriplicatio ; et sic ultcrius in
**'

'' •'^^-S?-

injinitum.

[3047]
^^ ^ departure in pleading is said to be when the (Sid- 10. 77.

J second plea containeth matter not pursuant to Iiis for-. V!^'^"^^'

mer, and which fortitieth not the same, and thereupon
.2^(^ro ^q]\

it is called decessusy because he departeth from his former plea
; 39 e. 3, 13. b.

and therefore whensoever the rejoynder (taking one example for 39 H. 6. 15.

all) containeth matter subsequent to the matter of the barre, and ^ ^^•7- 8.

not fortifying the same, this is regularly a departure, because it
p[ ^^ ^^,

leaveth the former, and goeth to another matter. As if in an , M;ir.
**'

assise tlie tenant plead a discent from his father, and giveth a Dyer, 95.

colour, the demandant intituleth himselfe by a feoftement from ^^ H. 8. ib. 31.

the tenant himselfe, the plaintife cannot say, that that feoffement ^^*^" ^'*' * '9-

was upon condition, and to shew the condition broken ; for that ,20. 257.)
should be a cleare departure from his barre, because it con- 6 H. 7. 8.

taineth matter subsequent. But in an assise, if the tenant 3 H. 6.

pleadeth in barre, that /. S. was seised and infeoffed him, dc. I^f^parturc, 2.

and the plaintife sheweth, that he himselfe was seised in fee,

until by /. «S. disseised, who infeoffed the tenant, and he re-

entred, the defendant may plead a release of the plaintife to

J. 5. for this doth fortifie the barre.

If a man plead performance of covenants, and the plaintife (Si<J. 10. 77.

reply, that he did not such an act according to his covenant, tlie g^- :"•*• ^

defendant saith, that he offered to do it, and the plaintife refused 23 ei &/^'^-i.
it ; this is a departure, because the matter is not pursuant ; for 6 E. 3. 3.

it is one thing to doe a thing, and another to offer to doe it, and 40 E. 3. 32.

the other refused to doe it : therefore that should have been 43 K. 3. 32.

pleaded in the former plea. Vide S)^ cave in a quare impedity
J"^j,

" ^* *

'

*

what plea shall be safely pleaded inprimo placito, 18 E. 4. 24.
When a man in liis former plea pleadeth an estate made by 5 H. 7. 27.

the common law, in the second plea regularly he shall not make 8 H. 6. 1 1.

it good by an act of parliament. So when in his former plea he 33 H. 6. 14.

intituleth himself egenerally by the common law, in his second
\ saiind.' 83^^

plea he shall not enable himselfe by a custome, but should have 189.)

pleaded it first. PI. Com. 105. b.

If a man plead an estate generally, (as for example a feofFe- Fulmerstous

roent in foe) he in his second plea shall not maintain it by other "^{j ^ _,r
. ,

J 21 rl. 7- "5'
matter tantamount m law, as by a disseism and release, or by a 27 H. 8. 3.

lease and release, or a gift in tayle in barre, and in the second 21 H. 7. 17.

plea a recovery in value ; for this is a departure : but he in that 37 H. 6. 5.

case shall count of a gift, and maintainc it in his replication by ?|^lf* *^
a recovery in value, because he could have no other count. § q ^ Lei. 81.

S. C. Rayru. 60. Sid. 14X) 21 II. 7. 25. 1 E. 4. 4- 3 H. 7. 5. 7 H. 7. a.

See more of this matter, where the plaintife varying from ^ • '^^t aH-
time Of place alledged in the count of actions transitory, shall

coaunit n« departure.

The
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PI. Com, 139. The plea that containes duplicity or multiplicity of distinct
»4a- matter to one and the same thing, whereunto severall answers

(admitting each of them to be good) are required, is not allow-
able in law. And this rule you see extendeth to pleas perpetuall
or peremptory, and not to pleas dilatory ; for in their time and
place a man may use divers of them ; and hereofancient writers

• Fleta, li. 6. * speake notably : Sicut actor una actione debet experiri saltern
ca. 35 (A). iii^ durante, sic oportet tenentem und exceptione dum tamen pC'

foPloo '
'* ^ remptorid (quod de dilatoriis non est tenendum) ; guia si liceret

pluribus uti exceptionihus peremptoriis simul Sf semely sicutJieri

poterit in dilatoriis, sic sequeretur, quod si in purbatione unius

defecerity ad aliam p)robandam possit habere recursum, quod non
est permissibile, non magis qudm aliquem se defendere duobui
baculis in duello^ cum unus tantum sufficiat.

But where the tenant or defendant may pleade a general
issue, thereupon the generall issue pleaded, he may give in

evidence as many distinct matters to barre the action or right

of the demandant or plaintife, as he can(i).

17 ^- 3- 73. A speciall verdict may containe double or treble matter ; and
(Doc. Pla. 1 35.) therefore in those cases the tenant or defendant may eythermake

choice of one matter, and to plead it to barre the demandant or

plaintife, or to plead the general issue, and to take advantage of
all ; or he may plead to part one of the pleas in barre, and to

39 H. 6. 27. another part another plea ; and his conclusion of his plea shall

avoide doublenesse, and hereby neither the court nor the jury
is so much inveigled, as if one plea should containe divers dis-

tinct matters. And if the tenant make choice of one plea in

barre, and that be found against him, yet he may resort to an
action of an higher nature, and take advantage of any other

matter. And the law in this point is by them that understand
(Ante, 139. a.) not the reason thereof misliked, saying, Nemo prohibetur

pluribus defensionibus uti.

And it is worthy of observation, that in the raignes of Edward
the second, Edward the first, and upwards, the pleadings were
plain and sensible, but nothing curious, evermore having chiefe

respect to matter, and not to formes of words, and were often

holpen with a qucesitum est, and then the questions moved by the

court, and the answers by the parties were also entred into the

rolle. But even in those dayes the formes of the register of
originall writs were then punctually observed, and matters in law
excellently debated and resolved ; and where any great difficulty

was, then it was resolved by all the judges and sages of the law
Hil. 3a E. 1. (who were for matters in law called concilium regis) and their
Cor Reg. in fine assembly
rotul. •'

(A) For the Latin quotation in the text, see Fleta, li. 6. ca. 36. § 12.

(1) It is natural to pleadJirSt to thejurisdiction^ and afterwards to the writ of
the count, Nota, The briefranked before the count, 17 Edw. 3. 74. Nota, Upon
default in the count, thejudgment shall be that the briefshall abate, 3 Hen. 6. 41,

9 Hen. 6, 10. Brooke, Count, 78. Vide 303. b. Therefore, as it seems, it is

more proper to reserve the exception to the writfor the last place, ifthefirst fails.

In special cases the order ofpleading is not observed', asfor example, a defendant

in debt, in the custody of the sheriff, was permitted toplead a plen in abatement

of the writ before any count was made, and before any of the other defendants

came in. 3 Hen. 6. Fitz. Debt, 20. Lord Willoughby and other defendants in

assise against Wimbish, pleaded in abatement of the writ before any count wm
made. Plowd, Com. 73 Lord Nott. MSS.—[Note 268.]
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assembly and resolution H-as crKred into the rollc. Ab fof ex- '

sample, in t?ie groat case in a fpinrc'iniprdit, between tTir ?

*

and the prior of Worcester, coneeriiing an appropriation, \\

'

it were a niortmaine, the record saitli, adqticmdicm vcnil

[3O4TI V"'^'
'''•'"-^ prior per attortiatum sutan, Sfc. Kt r>* ex»

b II
^^^^'^(dis ct intdlecth recordo efproccssu coram toto con- ^ ^
cilia turn thesaurario et haronihus de scnccnrio quam ^*»»

cnncelhrioy ac etinmjusticiariis de vtroquc banco inspcctd caiisilj

pro qua ^ pro domino regr dicunt, quod ad ipsiftn rrvrem pertinet .<•

pr<rseutare^ iSc. considcrntum cst^ tSo. For in those ilayes though
the chancellor and treasurer were for the most part men of the

church, yet were they expert and learned in tne lawes of the
realme.

As for example, in the time of the Conqueror, Kgelricus epis-

copus Cicestrensis vir antiqiiissimuSy ct in legibus sapientissimuSy

as elsewhere I have said.

[a] Nigel/us episcopus Eliensis Hen. i. thesaurarius in tempO' [a] Ockham,
ribus suis incomparabilem habuit scaccarii scientiamy et de eddem fo. 17.

scrinsit optime. \ ,1

[6] Henricus Cant. episcopiLSy U, Dunelm' episcoj}uSf Willielmus [ftjPasc.sR. 1.

Eliensis episcopus, G. Koffens. episcopus. cor. Regc.

[c] Martinus de Pateshid clericus decanus Dili Pauli Londoji [c] 1 H. 3. Rot.

constitutus fuit capitalisjustic de banco, quia in legibus hujus pat. Bract, sspe.

regni peritissiynus.

[d] WilVtis de Raleigh clericus justiciarius domini regis, [d] Bract, siepe.

[e] Johannes episcopus Carliensis tempore H. 3. [e] 8 E. 3. 31.

Robertus Passeletve episcopus Cicestrensis tempore H. 3.

[/] Robertus de Lexintonio clericus constitutus capitalis jv^tic' [/] Rot. pat.

de banco. ^4 H. 3.

[g] Johannes Britton episcopus Hereford. [g] Libere jus

[h] Henricus de Stanton clericus constitutus fuit capitalisjus- de legibus extat

ticiarius adplacita ; with many others. And so were divers and
r/ji^'o^'^at

^*

many of the nobility, who when matters ofgreat difficultie were i^ e^ 2,

brought into the upper house of parliament by writ of error,

adjournement, or otherparliamentary course, didby the assistance

of the reverend judges, who ever attended in that court, judge
and determine the same as by former and ancient records, and
specially by the said record of 5/?. 1, doe manifestly appeare;

and therefore the lords of parliament were called for those pur-

poses, concilium regis ; and like to the aforementioned record

there be very many.
In the reigne oiEdivard the third pleadings grew to perfection

both without lamenesse and curiosity ; for then the judges and

firofessors of the law were excellently learned, and then know-
edge of the law flourished, the Serjeants of the law, &c. drew
their owne pleadings ; and therefore truly said that reverend

justice Thiming, in the raigne of H. 4, that in the time of iVto. 3. 12 H. 4. 3.

the law was in a higher degree than it had been any time before
;

for (saith he) before that time the manner of pleading was but

feeble in comparison of that it was afterward in the raigne of

the same king.

In the time of Henrie the Sixth the judges gave a quicker eare

to exceptions to pleadings, than either their predecessors did, or

the judges in the raigne of Ediv. the fourtn, when our author

flourished, or since that time have done, giving no way to nice

exceptions, so long as the substance of the matter were suffi- (H

ciently shewed. And as in the raigne of kin:; Edward the third, -^i

'

-Vol. II. K..
^

I'v
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[*]36E.3.ca.i5. by an act of parliament [*] it is provided, that counts or de-

46 E. 3. 21. clarations should not abate so long as the matter of the action

py- ^99- be fully shewed in the declaration and writ ; so since our author

Lib io"fo 131 ^v^'ote, in the raigne of queen Elizabeth, provision is made, that

(Doc. Pla. 116) after demurrer the judges shall give judgement according to

Li. 10. fo. 88. the right of the cause and matter in law, without regarding any
PI. Com. 421. imperfection, defect, or want of forme in any writ, retorne,

plaint, declaration, or other pleading or course of proceeding

whatsoever, except such as the party demurring shall specially

shew. In which acts appeales and indictments of felony, murder,

or treason concerning man's life, and the forfeiture of his lands

and goods, are excepted. An excellent and a profitable law,

concurring with the wisedome and judgement of ancient and

latter times, that have disallowed curious and nice exceptions

tending to the overthrow or delay of justice ; apicesjuris non

sunt jura : yet it is good for a learned professor to make all

things plain and perfect, and not to trust to the after aide or

amendment by force of any statute, lest his client's cause match-

eth not therewith ; and as it is in physicke for the health of a

man's body, so it is in remedies for the safety of a man's cause.

In law prcestat cautela quam rtiedela.

But now let us returne to our author.

f^i'^fa. v'o'-^
Sect. 535, 536, 537-

118. 136. 138. 254.) (11 Rep. 52. a.)

/I L S 0, if there be lord and tenant^ * albeit the lord confirme the estate

which the tenaunt hath in the tenements, yet the seigniorie

remaineth intire to the b^ lord as it was before. [30571

Sect. 536.

TN the same manner is it, if a man hath a rent charge out oj certaine

landy and hee corifirme the estate which the tenant hath in the land,

yet the rent charge remayneth to the confirmor.

Sect. 537.

TN the same manner it is, if a man hath common of pasture in other

land (si un home ad common de pasture f en auter terre), if he con-

firme the estate of the tenant of the land, nothing shall passefrom him of

his common ; but notwithstanding this, the common shall remayne to him,

as it was before.

HERE

* albeit-^and, L. and M. and Roh. f en—ou, L, and M. and Roh.
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TJ E R E is the sixth case wherein the release and confirmatioii

doe dirtcr ; for by the release (A) of the seigniory, rent
charge or common are extinct. And so these three Sections be
evident, and need no explication, saving that some doe gather
upon these two last Sections and the next ensuing, that a nian
cannot abridge a rent charge or common pasture by a confirma-
tion, as he may doe a rent service in respect of the privitie

betweene the lord and tenant, so as (say they) a tenure may be
abridged by a confirmation, but not a rent charge or common :

and therefore Littleton beginneth the next Section with an ad-
verbe adversative, viz. {Imt) «Scc. But a man may release part of
his rent charge, or common, &c.

Sect. 538.

ZfUT if tliere be lord and tenant, lohich tenant holdeth of his lord bi/

-^ the service of fealtie and 20 shillings rent, if the lord by his deed
conjirme the estate of the tenant, to hold by 1 2 pence, or by a penny, or by
a halfepeny : in this case the tenant is discharged of all the other services,

and shall render nothing to the lord, but that ivhich is comprised in tlie

same conjirmation.

AND the reason wherefore no service of another (B) cannot 28 E. 3.92,93.

be reserved upon the confirmation is, because as long as the ^J^y"^'?^'
state of the land continueth, it cannot by the confirmation of the 2^0 '^

^'

lord be charged with any new service. So as it is evident that 7 e' 4] 25. a.

the lord by his confirmation may diminish and abridge the ser- 21 E. 4. 62.

vices, but to reserve upon the confirmation new services he per Brian,

cannot, so long as the former estate in the tenancie V® *?
^'^'

[30571 continueth. And as where a confirmation doth (9 Rep. '33.)

jj J fc^'" inlarge an estate inland, there ought to be privitie,

as hath beene said ; so regularly where a confirmation

doth abridge services, there ought to be privitie also.
,

And therefore here Littleton putteth his case oflord and tenant 7 E 3- JO-

betweene whom there is privitie. And therefore if there be lord, ^^ ^' 3- »8- b.

mesne and tenant, the lord cannot confirme the estate of the

tenant to hold of him by lesser services, but this is void, for that

there is no privitie betweene them, and a confirmation cannot
make such an alteration of tenures.

And the case in 4 E. 3, maketh nothing against this opinion; 4 E. 3. 19*

for there the case in substance is this : John de Bonvile held cer-

taine lands ofRalfe Vernon^ and before the statute o^qitia einptorcs

terrarum, levied a fine of the same lands to the abbot of Co^sall

and his successors, to hold of the chiefe lord (which was Ralfe
Vernon) by the services due and accustomed. Halfe Vernon
made a charter to the said abbot in these words : Concessi etiam

eidem abbati et successoribus suis reluxavi et quietum clamaii totum

jus, 8fc. quod habeOf vel potero habere in omnibus tenemcntis qutB

idem ablas habet de dono Johannis de Boniilc, tenendum de me et

hcBredibus

(A) Here the word " of," srems printed by mittaht. See Mr. Ritto'i t»^ P' » ?®',

(B) Here " cannot" semu printed Inf mittake wulcod of "CM*.** Ste Mr. Hit»t

Intr. p. 130.

E K 2

J
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4E.3. 19-

9 E. 3- 1.

12 E. 4. 11.

16 R. 3. Fines, 4.

6 Eliz.Dier, 230.

(Ant. 47. a.)

(Plo.563. b.)

Britton, f. 57.
J 77. 40 E. 3.

21.47,48.
lO E. 3. 26.

50 Ass. 6.

14H. 4. 8.

(Ant. 76. a.)

13R,.2. tit.'

Avowrie, 89.

Nola dictum
Fitzh. -

(Ant. 23. a.)

Of Confirmation. L.3. C. 9- Sect. 538.

hceredibus meis inpuram etperpetuam eleemosinam ; and adjudged,
that it was a good tenure in frankalmoigne : which case proveth

nothing that the lord paramount may by his confirmation to the

tenant peravaile extinct the mesnaltie (as it is abridged by mas-
ter Fitzherbert in the title of Confirmation, pi. 21.) for the imme-
diate lord did there make the said charter, and not any lord

paramount (And therefore it is ever good to relie upon the booke
at large, for many times compe?idia sunt dispendia, and meliiisest

petere fontes, quam sectari rivulos). And of this opinion was
master Plorvden upon good advisement and consideration.

And here is the seventh case wherein the release and confir-

mation doth agree; for if there be lord and tenant by fealty and
twenty shillings rent, the lord may release all his right in the

seigniorie or in the tenancie, saving fealtie and ten shillings rent

;

but he cannot save a new kinde of service, for he may aswell

abridge his services upon a release as upon a confirmation. And
as there is required privitie when the lord abridgeth the services

of his tenant by his confirmation ; so must there be also, when
the lord by his release abridgeth the services of his tenant. And
therefore the lord paramount cannot release to the tenant pera-

vaile saving to him part of his services, but the saving in that

case is void (1).

" And shall render nothhig to the lord, hut that tvhich is com-

prised, 8fc" Which words are thus to be understood ; that the

tenant shall not render any more rent or annuall service to the

lordthan is contained in the deed; but other things notwithstand-

ing the said confirmation the tenant shall yeeld to the lord, as

releefe, aydepurjilemarier, and SLjdepur /aire^tz chivaler, be-

cause these are incidents to the tenure that remaine, and shall not

be discharged without speciall words, by the generall words of all

other actions, services and demands. And so if a man hold ofme
by knight's service, rent, suit, &c. and I release to him all my
right in the seigniorie, excepting the tenure by knight's service,

or confirme his estate to hold of me by knight's service only for

all manner of services, exactions, and demands
;
yet shall the lord

have ward, marriage, releefe, ayde purjile marier, et pur Jhire

fdz chivaler, for these be incidents to the tenure that remaine.

But it is holden, that if a man make a gift in taile by deed, re-

serving two shillings rent a luy et ses heires pro omnibus et

omnimodis servitiis, exactionibus secularibus et cunctis demandis,

if the donee die his heire of full age, the donor shall have no
releefe, because in the originall deed of the gift in taile it is

expressly limited, that by the service oftwo shillings rent he shall

be quite of all demands (and releefe lieth in demand) ; and by
reason of those words, say they, there cannot any releefe become
due ; but some doe hold the contrary in that case.

Sect.

(1) 3 Inst. 47. A saving will serve for any thing that is implied in the

judgment, as in case of felony to save the wife's dower ; but a saving will not

serve against the express judgment, for that should be repugnant, as saving

the life of the offender should be void.—[Note 269.]
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Sect. 539.

T) UT if the lord will bu his deed of coiifirmatio/i, that the

[!30671 tenant in this case shall yeeld ^^ to him a hawke or a rose

. a. J i/varly at such a feast ^ isc. this confirmation is void (cest * confir-

mation est voide), because hee reservethto him a mw thing which
was not parcell of his services before the confrmation : and so the lord

mail well bif such confirmation abridge the services + bj/ which the tenant

koldeth of him y but hce cannot reserve to him new services,

nn H I S upon that wliich hath bcene said before in the next

preceding Section is evident, and needeth no further

explication.

Sect. 540.

jd L S O, if there be lord, mesncy and tenant (si soit seignior J mesne
et tenant), and the tenant is an abbot, that holdeth of the mesne by

certuine sei-vices yearlyy the which hath no cause to have acrjuitance against

hismesne (le quel n'ad ascun cause§ d'aver acquitance en vers son mesne,)

for to bring a icrit of mesne,
||

<^'C. in this case, if the mesne conjirme the

estate that the abbot hath in the land, to have and to hold the land unto
him and his successors in frankalmoigne, orfree almes, Sfc. in this case this

confirmation is good, and then the abbot holdeth of the mesne in frank-
ahnoigne. And the cause is,for that no new service is reserved,for all the

services specially specifed bee extinct, and no rent is reserved^ to the

mesne, but the abbot shall hold the land of him as it was before the con-

firmation (forsque ** que Tabbe tient de luy la terre, et ceo fist ft Jl

devant la confirmation); for he that holdeth in frankalmoigne ought to

doe no bodily service^ so that (issint fj; que) by such confirmation it ap-

peareth, the mesne shall not reserve unto him (A) no new service (le mesne
ne reserva a luy ascun novel service), but that the lands stiall

[30671 ^^^ holden of him as it was before. And in this ^3- case the abbot

5, J shall have a writ of mesne, if hee bee distrained in his default, by

force of the said confirmation, where per case hee might not have

such a writ bejore (lou per case il ne puissoit aver
|| ||

un briefe ade-

vant), S)C,

HERE
confirmation—reservacion, L. and \\ S^c. not in L. and M. or Roh.

M. and Roh. IT to the mesne, not in L. and M.
t by luhich the tenant holdeth of him, or Roh.

not in L. and M. or Roh. * * que 710/ in L. and M.

X mesne—mesme, L. and M. but ft il—a lui, L. and M. and Roh,

not in Roh. J J que not in L. and M. or Roh.

§ per cas, added in L. and M, and
\\ \\

un— tiel, L. and M. and Roh.

Roh,

(A) Here " no" $eemi printed by miitake, instead nn. ^X(

Intr.p. no.

K K 3
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.

4 E. 3. 19. IIJ E RE our author having seene the former bookes putteth
22E.3.i5.b. -fj- !--• .1.-..1 ^.__i._.u .1 n .:-_..V_ij-„
the lord Wake's
case.

10 E. 3. 5.

his case, that the mesne maketh the confirmation to hold in

frankahnoigne, and not the lord paramount.

15 E. 3. Confirmat. 8.

" And in this case the abbot shall have a tvrit of mesne," Here
is to bee noted, that upon a confirmation to hold in freealmoigne

there lyeth a writ of mesne, albeit the cause of acquitall beginne

after the seignior. And so upon such a confirmation the tenant

shall have, contraJbrmamjeoffamenti.

4 E. 3. 19, 20.

F.N.B. 136.

H. & Q.

4 E. 4- 35-

31 E. 1. Mesne,

65. 11 E. 3.

Arowrie, 100.

aa E. 3. 18. b. 30 E. 3. 13. 16 H. 3. Avowrie, 243. (9 Rep. 130.)

Sect. 541.

yf
LS O, if I be seised of a villeine as of a villeine in grosse, and
another taketh him out of my possession, claiming him to bee his

villein f there wheix hee hath no right to have him as his villeine, and

after I confirme to him the estate which hee hath in my villeine, this con-

firmation seemeth to be voide,for that none may have possession of a man
as of a villeine in grosse, but he tvhich hath right to have him as his villeine

in grosse. And so inasmuch as hee to whom the confirmation was made,

was not seised of him as of his villeine at the time of the confirmation

made, such confirmation is void.

H
45 E. 3. 10.

30 H. 6.

til. Barre,59.

Registrum, 102.

1 H. 6. cap. 5.

(Post. 323. a.)

13rooke, tit.

Propertie, 28.

(Sect. 589, 590.

591.)
[a] Bract, lib.2.

59. b. 24 E. 3.

tit. Discoiit. 16.

42 E. 3. 18.

40E. 3. 17. 43E.3.4

E RE is to be observed a diversitie betweene the custodie of

the body of a ward within age, and a right of inheritance in

the body of a villeine in grosse ; for a man may bee put out of

possession ofthe custodie of his ward, but not of his villeine in

grosse, no more than a man can bee of his prisoner which he

hath taken in warre.

Also of things that are in grant, as rents, commons, and the

like, it is at the election of the party whether hee will be disseised

of them or no, as shall bee said after in his proper place (i). But
of a villeine in grosse he cannot at all be disseised, [a] Non valet

confrmatio ?iisi ille qui confirmat sit in possessione rei vel juris

undefieri debet confirmatio, Sf eodem mode nisi ille cui confirmatio

fit, sit in possessione,

9 E. 4. Dier, 38. 10 Eliz. Growche's case.

And materially doth Littleton put his case of a villeine in

grosse ; for of a villeine regardant to a mannor, the lord may be

put out of possession ; for by putting him out of possession of the

mannor, which is the principall, hee may likewise bee put out of

possession of the villeine regardant, which is but accessory. And
by the recovery of the mannor the villeine is recovered. But if

another doth take away my villeine in grosse or regardant, he
gaineth

t there tvhere hee hath no right to have him as his villeine, not in L. and M.
or Roh.

(1) See ant. 239. a. note 1.
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gaineth no possession ofhim. And this doth well appcare by the (Ant. 303. «.)

writ ofna/ho /irtA<fn(/o,fortIiat writ is not brought against

P3Q7n any person in ccrtaine (because no man t^r- can gaine

L J ^'^^ possession of him). But the writ is to this eti'cct

:

Rex vie' salutcm. Prccciptmus libiy quhUju.st^ ei sine di-

Iniione habere, facias A. B. nativum etfiigitivuni suum, Sfc. ubicun-

quc inventusJuait^ S,c, et prohibemus super/(rris/hcturam no.Urain

ne qun cum injure detincai ; so as detaine him one may, but to

possesse himselfe of him, and dispossesse the lord, he cannot.

And if a man might have been dispossessed of a villeine in

grosse, or of a villeine regardant (unlesse he be dispossessed of

the mannor also, as hath beene said), the law would have given

a remedie against the wrong doer, as the law doth in the case

of a ward.

Now, seeing it doth appeare by our bookes [a] (and by Lit- [a] Bracton,

tleton himselfe by implication speaking only ofa villeine in grosse) f^^' 243-

that if a man be disseised of the mannor whereunto the villeine ^"ij ^"'' ^'^^'

is regardant, he is out of possession of his villeine, and so an
j^^^^

«!!" ^*'

advowson appendant, and the like. Hereby (Lz7//e/on putting 121. b.)

his case of a villeine in grosse) and by divers authorities a point

controverted in our bookes [*] is resolved, viz. that by the grant rti « £ ^ ^g
of the mannor, without saying cum pertinentiis, the villeine re- 3 \\, 4. 1,^'.

gardant, advowson appendant, and the like, doe passe : for if the 18 f:. 3. 44.

disseisor shall gaine them as incidents to the mannor, whose 16E. 3. Quar.

estate is wrongfull, a inultofortiori the feoffee, who commeth to P^ ^^

his estate by lawfull conveyance, shall have them as incidents. Xresp. 3-5.
But where the entrie of the disseisee is lawfull, he may seise the 19 n, 6. 33.

villeine regardant, or present to the advowson, <SlC. before he 21 H; 6.9.

enter into the mannor: otherwise it is where his entrie is not ?^,
r^" ^*

P'^o
lawfull ; and so are the ancient authors [6] to be intended (1). ^^^ [^'^ . •*

'

F. N. B. 33. 9. 22 H. 6. 33. per Moyle. 30 E. 3. 31. 39 E. 3. 21. 43 E. 3. la.

(Plowd. 258. a. Ant. 122. b. Post. 349. b. 363. b.) [6] Bracton, fol. 242, 243.

Britton, fol. 126. Fleta, ace.

Sect. 542.

f}UT in this case, if these words were in the deed,* S)'c. Sciatis me
dedisse et concessisse f tali, &c. talem villanum meuna, this is good;

but this shall enure by force and way of grant, and not by way of con-

fir/nation, Sfc,

XT E R E it is to be observed, that a man hath an inheritance in « H. 6.

a villeine, whereof the wife of the lord shall be endowed, as f- N. B. 77. a. b.

hath beene said ; for in him a man may have an estate in fee or

fee taile for life or yeeres. And therefore Littleton is here to be
J^

^- 3-

understood, that in the grant there were these words {_his heires)
'•*^o"*-

'

•

or else nothing passed but for life, as of other things that lie in

grant.

Sect.

* Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh. t tali not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) See the Chapter on Villenage.

K jc 4
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Sect. 543.

yd ND sometimes (Et J ascun foits) these verbes dedi et concessi shall

enure by way of extinguishment of the thing given or granted ; as if

a tenant hold of his lord by certaine rent, and the lord grant by his deed

to the tenant and his heires the i^ent, «3fc. this shall enure to the tenant by
xoay of extinguishment,for by this grant the rent is extinct, S^c,

3 E. 3. 12. And this grant of the rent shall enure by way of release.
& 3 Ass. 7.

(1 Roll. 405.) 1^ Sect. 544. [3077]

TN the same manner it is where one hath a rent charge out of certaine

land (En mesme le manner est lou '^ un ad un rent charge hors de
certaine terre), and hee grant to the tenant of the land the rent charge, Sfc.

And the reason is, for that it appeareth, by the words of the grant, that

the will of the donor is, that the tenant shall have the rent, ^c. And
inasmuch as hee cannot have or perceive any rent out of his owne land,

therefore the deed shall be intended and taken for the most advantage

and availe for the tenant that it may be taken, and this is by way of
extinmishment

,

-<b"

34 H. 6. fol. 41. T) U T if the grantee ofthe rent-charge granteth it to the tenant
(Ante, 280. a.) of the land and a stranger, it shall be extinguished but for

the moietie ; and so it is of a seigniorie.

Sect. 545.

/I LS O, if I let land to a man for terme of yeares, and after I con-
•^^ firme his estate ivithout putting more ivords in the deed, by this he
hath no greater estate thanfor terme ofyeares, as hee had before.

Sect. 546.

B UT if I release to him all my right which I have in the land without
putting more words in the deed (sans plus f parols mitter en le fait),

?iee hath an estate offreehold (i), \ So thou maist understand {my sonne)

divers great diversities betiveene releases and confirmations.

In

X Et—item, L. and M. and Roh. f parols not in L. and M. or Roh.
* un—home, L. and M. and Roh. § ^wf/ added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) To give a confirmation this effect, in the case of a lease at common law,

the
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In Uicse two Sections is the scventli case wherein a release

and confirmation doc differ.

pOSn ^ Sect. 547. <^"^ •»«>

J LSOyif I being ivithin age let land to anotherfor terme ofxx. yearet,
'^ and after he granteth the land to another for term of x, yearn^ so

hee granteth but narcell of his terme : in this case when I am (ffull age,

if 1 release to the grantee of my lessee, &fc. this release is void, because

there is no privitie betweene him and me, S^c. But if 1 confrme his estate,

then this confirmation is good. But if my lessee grant all his estate to

another, then my release made to the grantee is good and effectually i ). j

[J E RE are two things to be observed: First, that the lease of 7 E- 4- 6. b.

an enfant in this case is not void but voidable. Secondly, *® ^- 4- ••

this is the eighth case put by Littleton^ wherein the release and ?Cro ^jac! 'jao

confirmation doe differ. Sid. 4a. i Rou!

729. 730.)

Sect. 548. <??''®5.)
(Mo. 30.)

^ LSO, if a man grant a rent-charge issuing out of his land to another

for terme of his life, and after hee confirmeth his estate in the said

rent, to have and to hold to him in fee taile or in fee simple ; this con-

firmation is void as to inlarge his estate, because hee that confrmeth hath

fu)t any reversion in the rent.

XJERE the diversitie is apparent, betweene a rent newly (3 Roll. 415.)

created and a rent in esse: which needeth no explication. a» E. 3. 47.

Only this is to be observed, that Littleton intendeth his deed of '

^ J-
4- 8. b.

•^ '
PI. Cora. 35.

8 H. 4. 19, (Ant. 148. a. Post. 317. *•)

confirmation

the lessee must have previously made an actual entry. But no entry is neces-

sary for the purpose, if the lease is a bargain and sale under the statute.

—

[Note 270.]

(1) So Crusoe d. Blencowe v. Bugby, 3d Wilson, 234. Henry Blencowe
and Mary his wife, seised in fee, demised to William Alder for 2 1 years, with

a proviso for re-entry on default of payment of the rent, or breach of any
of the covenants. Among other covenants, there was one from William

Alder,—" that he should not assign, transfer, or set over, or otherwise do or
" put away the indenture of demise, or the premises thereby demised, or any
" part thereof, to any person or persons whomsoever, without the consent of
" the said Henry Blencowe and Mary his wife, their heirs and assigns, in

** writing, under his, her, or their hands and seals, first had and obtained
** for domg thereof."—William Alder, without any licence, demited to John
Bugby for 14 years.—It was held, that there was no privity ofcontract betwoen
the original lessor and Bugby, the under-lessee. So mat it was an under*

lease, and not an assignment ; and therefore no breach of the covenant. And
see 1 Strange, 405. See also Gregson r. Harrison, 2 Term Rep. p. 435.
Kinnersley V. Orpe and others, Dougl. 56.—[Note 371.]
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confirmation not to containe any clause of distresse ; for other-

wise, as to the confirmation the deed is void, but the clause of
distresse doth amount to a new grant, as in the Chapter of Rents
hath beene said.

(Post. 366. a. Cppi KAQ
Finch, 234.)

OeCL. D-t^.

Z? UT if a man he seised infee of rent service or rent charge,

fc^ and he grant the rent to anotherfor life, and the tenant [30871
attorneth, and after hee confirmeth the estate of the grantee in

[_ b. J
fee taile, or infee simple, this confirmation is good, as to enlarge

his estate according to the ivords of the confirmation, for that he which

confirmed ^ at the time of confirmation had a reversion oj the rent.

jLJ ER E is the eighth case wherein the release and confirma-

tion doth agree : and it is here to be observed, that to the

grant of the estate for life, Littleton doth put an attornement,

because it is requisite; but to the confirmation to the grantee of

the rent to enlarge his estate, there is none necessary, and there-

fore he putteth none : but of this more shall be said in the

Chapter of Attornement, Sect. S5^> 557-

Sect. 550.

T) UT in the case aforesaid where a man grants a rent charge to another

for terme of life, if he will that the grantee should have an estate in

taile, or in fee, it behoveth that the deed of grant of the rent chargefor
terme of life be surrendred or cancelled, and then to make a new deed of
the like rent charge, to have and perceive to the grantee in tayle or in fee,

S^c. Ex paucis t plurima concipit ingenium.

Vid.Sect. 636. " QURRENDRED or cnncelled{i):' Note by cancellation
(Cro. Car. 399. of the deed the rent which lieth only in grant ceaseth (as

2
2^'

b"^
^ ^^'^^ ^* appeareth) as well as by the surrender. And the reason

10 Rep. 66. wherefore (if the grantor make a new grant of the rent, and not

Plowd. 237. a. enlarge it by way of confirmation, as Littleton must be intended)
Post. 338. the deed should be surrendred or cancelled, is lest the grantor
1 Vent. 297.) should be doubly charged, viz. with the old grant for life, and

with the new grant in fee ; or, as hath beene said, the grantor

may grant to the grantee for life and his heires, that he and his

heires shall distreine for the rent, &c. and this shall amount to

a new grant, and yet amount to no double charge, whereof you
may see before in the Chapter of Rents.

Chap.

* the estate added in L. and M. t plurima concipit ingenium—dictis,

&c. L. and M.

(1) See ant. 225. b. note i.
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1309.1 t.^Cii\i\ 10. OryUlornement. Sect. 551

yiTTORNEMENT is, as if there bee hrd and tenant, and the

lord loill grant bj/ his deed the services of his tenant to another for
ternie of yeares, or for ternie of life, or in taile, or infee, tlie tenant

must attorne to the grantee in the life of the grantor, byforce and vcrtueof
the grant, orothenvise the grant is void. And attornement is no other

in effect, but when the tenant hath heard of the grant made by his lord,

that the same tenant do agree by word to tlie said grant , as to say to the

grantee, I agree to the grant made to you, * S^c. or I am f wefl content

with the grant made to you ; but the most common attornment is, to say, J
Sir, 1 attorne to you by force of the said grant, or I become your tenant,

&ic. or to deliver to the grantee (ou
||
liverer al grantee) apennie, or a halfe-'

pennie, or afarthing, by way of attornement.

" >^ TTORNME NT" is an agreement of the tenant to the Bracton, lib. o.

grant of the seigniorie, or ofa rent, or of the donee in tayle, fol. 81.

or tenant for life or yeeres, to a grant of a reversion or remainder ^'^jj^* ^- *<>.'>• ^-

made to another. It is an ancient word of art, and in the com- i? ; '1? ^I'
, . .^ , . . /> 1

rieta, lib. 3.
mon lau- signifieth a tornmg or attornmg from one to another, cap. 6.

Wee use also attornamentum as a Latine word, and aitornnre to (1 Roll. Abr.

attorne. And so Bracton [a] useth it : Item videndum est si dc *93)

minus attornare possit alicid homagium ct servitium tenentis sui ['-1^^'. |"?

contra voluntatem ipsius tenentis, et videtur quhd nan.
fo. 81. b.

*

FIcta. Britton, obi supra.

And the reason why an attornment is requisite, is yeelded in old

bookes to be, Si domtnus attornare possit servitium tenentis contra Bracton, lib. a.

xoluntatem tenentis, tale sequeretiir inconveniens, quod possit eum Jo-.8'-^-

suhjugare capitali inimico suo, et per quod teneretur sacramenium
,upra^"'

"

Jidelitatisfacere ei qui eum damnificare intenderet (1).
** The

Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.
||

liverer—deliverer, L, and M. and

t •voellnoi in L. and M. or Uoh. Roh.

X Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Sir Martin Wright and many other writers have laid it down as a general

rule, that by the old feudal law the feudatory could not alien the feud without

the consent of the lord ; nor the lord alien or transfer his seigniory without

the consent of his feudatory : for the obligations of the lord and his feudatory

being reciprocal, the feudatory was as much interested in the conduct and

ability of the lord, as the lord in the conduct and ability of his feudatory ; ami

that as the lord could not alien, so neither could he exchange, mortgage, or

otherwise dispose of his seigniory, without the consent of his vassaJ.^ See Sir

Martin Wright's Introduction to the Law of Tenures, 30, 31.—It is certain

that
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Vid. Litt. * < The tenant must attorne to the grantee in the life ofthe grantor,
fol. 128. §^cy And so must he also in the life of the grantee: and this is

L'b^i ^^1^104 untlerstood ofa grant by deed. And the reason hereof is, for that

105. ^Shelleye's every grant must take effect as to the substance thereof in the Hfe

case. both of the grantor and the grantee. And in this case if the

grantor dieth before attornement, the seigniorie, rent, reversion,

40 Ass. 19. Q,. remainder descend to his heire ; and therefore after his decease
^^ S* c* Z' the attornement commeth too late : so likewise if the grantee
ao xi. o. 7«

(Doc. and Stud. 86. a.) (9 Rep. 84. Sect. 564.)

dieth

that this doctrine formerly prevailed in England, But, in general, it does no'

appear to have prevailed (at least in an equal extent) in other countries. It

seems there to have been admitted, that the lord might transfer the xxkolejeei

without the consent of the vassal, and that the vassal immediately, by such a

transfer, became the tenant of the new lord.—It seems also to have been ad-

mitted, that the lord might transfer to another the beneficial fruits ofthe tenure,

without the consent of the vassal. But it was a great question whether the

lord could transfer his vassal to another, without the vassal's consent, unless

by transferring the vohole fee.—See Basnage Commentaire de la Coiitume de

Normandiey des Fiefs et Droits feodavx, art. 204.—This necessity, which

subsisted in our old law, that the tenant should consent to the aliena-

tion of the lord, gave rise to the doctrine of attornment.—At the common
law, attornment signified only the consent of the tenant to the grant of the

seigniory ; or, in other words, his consent to become the tenant of the new
lord.—The necessity of attornment was, in some measure, avoided by the

statute of uses ; as by that statute the possession was immediately executed

to the use ;—and by the statute of wills, by which the legal estate is imme-
diately vested in the devisee Yet attornment continued after this to be

necessary in many cases. But both the necessity and efficacy of attorn-

ments have been almost totally taken away by the statutes of 4 Ann. c. 16.

and 11 Geo. 2. c. 19. By the former of these statutes, sect. 9. it was

enacted, " That all grants and conveyances of any manors or rents, or of the

reversion or remainder of any messuages or lands, should be good without

attornment of the tenants ;
provided that no such tenant should be damaged

by payment of rent to any such grantor or conusor, or by breach of any con-

dition for non-payment of rent before notice given him of such grant by the

conusee or grantee." By the latter statute it was enacted, " That the attorn-

ments of tenants to strangers claiming title to the estate of their landlords,

should be absolutely null and void to all intents and purposes whatsoever, and

that the possession of their respective landlord or landlords, lessor or lessors,

should not be deemed or construed to be any wise changed, altered, or affected,

by any such attornment or attornments ;
provided that nothing therein con-

tained should extend to vacate or affect any attornment made pursuant to, and

in consequence of, some judgment at law, or decree, or order of a court of

equity, or made with the privity and consent of the landlord or landlords,

lessor or lessors, or to any mortgagee, after the mortgage is become forfeited."

Till the passing of these statutes, the doctrine of attornment was one of the

most copious and abstruse points of the law. But these statutes having made

attornment both unnecessary and inoperative, the learning upon it is so useless,

that Mr. Viner has inserted nothing respecting it in his voluminous compilation

but an extract from lord chief baron Gilbert.—Mr. Bacon has not the article

Attornment in his work ; and the learning and industry of lord chief baron

Comyn have furnished him with little material upon it, that is'not to be found

either in Littleton or Sir Edward Coke.—[Note 272. j
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[?]
dieth before attorncmcnt, an attorncmcnt to the helrc
8.7- is void, for nothing dcKCcndod to him : and if he
should take, he should take it as a purchasor, where
the heires were added but as words of hmitation of the

estate, nnd not to take as purchasors.

But if the grant were by fine, tlien albeit the conusor or conu-

see dieth, yet the grant is good. For by fine levied the state doth

passe to the conusee and his heires ; and the attornment to the

conusee or his heires at any time to make privitie to distrainc is

sufficient. But all this is to be taken as Littleton understood it,

viz. of such grants as have their operation by the common law.

For since Littleton wrote, if a fine be levied of a seigniorie, Ac. to

another to the use of a third person and his heires, he and his

heires shall distraine without any attornment, because he is in

by the statute of 27 //. 8. cap. 10, by transferring of the state

to the use, and so he is in by act in law.

And so it is, and for the same cause, if a man at this day by
deed indented and inrolled according to the statute, bargaineth

and sellcth a seigniorie, &c. to another, the seigniorie shall passe

to him without any altornement; and so it is of a rent, a reversion,

and a remainder. So as the law is much changed, and the ancient

privilege of tenants, donees, and lessees much altered concerning

attornement since Littleton wrote.

But if the conusee of a fine before any attornement by deed
indented and inrolled, bargaineth and selleth the seigniorie to

another, the bargainee shall not distraine, because the bargainor

could not distraine. Et sic de similibus \ for nemo potest plus

juris ad alium transferre qudm ipse habet. Vide Sect. 149, wnere
upon a recovery, the recoveror shall distraine and avow without

attornement.

A grant to the king, or by the king to another, is good without

attornement, by his prerogative.

" Attornement is no other in effect, Sfc." It is to be understood

that there be two kinde of attornements, viz. an attornement in

deed or expresse, and an attornement in law or implicite. Of at-

tornement expresse or in deed Littleton speaketh here, and of

attornement in law he speaketh after in this chapter. And to

both these kinds of attornements there is an incident inseparable,

that is, that the tenant hath notice of the grant ; for (an attorne-

ment being an agreement or consent to the grant, &c.) he cannot

agree or consent to that which he knoweth not. And the usuall

pleading is, to which grant the tenant attorned. And therefore

if a bayly of a mannor who used to receive the rents of the

tenants, purchase the mannor, and the tenants having no notice

of the purchase continue the payment of the rents to him, tliis is

no attornement. So if the lord levie a fine of the seigniorie, and

by fine take backe an estate in fee, the tenant continueth the

payment of the rent to the first conusor without notice of the

fines, this is no attornement. But it is to be knowne, that tliere

be two kinde of notices, viz. a notice in deed or expresse, whereof

Littleton here speaketh, when he saith, that the tenant agreeth

to the grant, and a notice in law or implied, whereoi Littleton

hereafter speaketh in this chapter.

" Of the grant made by his lord." Here is to be scene

when the thing granted is altered, what becommeth of the

attornement.
If

34 H. 6. 7
10 H. 6. 7

Brscton, lib. <«

fol.8i, 82. arc.

Lib. 6. fol. 68.

Sir Movie
Finclie s case.

Oi Cro. 193.

Post. 3a 1.

6 Rrp. 68.)

2711. 8. cap. 16.

Vide Sect. 584.

(Ant. 104. b.

Post. 321. b.

5 Rq.. 113.)

Lib. 6. ubi supra.

Vide Sect. 149.

49 E. 3. 4-

34 H. 6. 8.

6E.4. 13.

(Post. 314. b.

I Roll. Ab. 594.

Sect. 564.
I Rep. Alton

Wood's c«ae.

8 Rep. 89.

1 Roll.Rcp.30i.

1 Cro. 441.

Jones, 376.)

Lib. 1. fol. 67- 1»-

Tooker'scase.

13 Elir. Dier,

30a. Tooker's

case, ubi supra.

Lib. a. Tooker's

case, ubi supra.
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If there be lord, mesne and tenant, and the mesne grant over
his mesnaltie by deed, the lord releaseth to the tenant, whereby
the mesnaltie is extinct, and there is a rent by surplusage, an
attornement to the grant of this rent secke is good, although the

cfualitie of that part of the rent is altered, because it is altered

by act in law.

If a reversion of two acres be granted by deed, and the lessor

before attornement levie a fine of one of them, and the tenant

attorne to the grantee by deed, this is good for the other acre.

[a] If the reversion be granted of three acres, and the lessee

agree to the said grant for one acre, this is good for all three

;

and so it is of an attornement in law, if the reversion of three

acres be granted, and the lessee surrender one of the acres to

the grantee, this attornement shall be good for the whole rever-

sion of the three acres according to the grant.

" The same tenant do agree'' Hereafter in this chapter Little-

ton doth teach what manner of tenant shall attorne.

[a]i8E. 3. tit.

Variance, 63.

22 E. 3. 18.

Tooker's case,

ubi supra.

(Post. 314.)

" Agree by parol, <§rc."

his deed in writing.

And so hee may, and more safely by

39 H. 6. 3.

Tooker's case,

ubi supra-

(Post. 313.3.

Ant. 52. a.

297. b. 296. a.)

Tooker's case,

ubi supra.

11 H. 7. 12.

ao H. 6. 7.

(Ant. 298. a.)

Tooker's case,

ubi supra. PI.

Corn. 187. 483.

(Ant. 187. b.)

2 R. 2. tit.

Attornement, 8.

Lib.4. f. 61.

Hemling's case,

(Mo. 91. con.

1 Leo. 58.)

Temps E. 1.

Attorn. 22.

iBE. 4. 7.

^^ As to say to the grantee, S^c." Here is to be scene to what
manner of grantees the attornement is good. Regularly the

attornement must be according to the grant, either expressly or

impliedly. Of the first Littleton hath here spoken.

&:f=* Impliedly, as if a reversion be granted to two by r3107|
deed, and the lessee attorne to one of them according L ^ J
to the grant, this attornement is good, but not to vest

the reversion only in him to whom attornement is made ; but it

shall enure to both the grantees, for that is according to the

grant, and for that it cannot vest the reversion only in him to

whom the attornement is made. And so it is if one grantee

dieth, the attornement to the survivor is good.

If the lord grant by deed his seigniorie to A. for life, the

remainder to B. in fee, A. dieth, and then the tenant attorne

to B. this attornement is void, because it is not according to

the grant ; for then B, should have a remainder without any
particular estate.

If a reversion be granted to a man and a woman, they are

to have moities in law ; but if they entermarrie and then at-

tornement is had, they shall have no moities (and yet by the

purport of the grant they are to have moities), because it is by
act in law.

If a feme grant a reversion to a man in fee, and marry with

the grantee, the lessee attorne to the husband, this is a good
attornement in law to the hu.sband.

If a reversion be granted by deed to the use of /. S. and the

lessee hearing the deed read, or having notice of the contents

thereof attorne to cesty que use, this is an implied attornement

to the grantee.

If a reversion be granted for life, the remainder in taile, the re-

mainder in fee, the attornement to the grantee for life shall enure

to them in the remainder, to vest the remainder in them.
(Ant. 212. b.

312. b. 6Rep. 63. 5 Rep. Ford's case. 1 Roll. Abr. 412. 3 Leo. 17. 4 Leo. 23.)

And in those cases if the tenant should say, that I doe attorne

to the grantee for life, but that it shall not benefit any of them in

remainder
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remainder ai\er his death, yet the attornement is eood to them
all ; for having attorned to the tenant for life, the law (which he
cannot controll) doth vest all the remainder. And of this more
shall be said hereafter in this chapter.

Littleton here putteth five examples of an expresse attomc*
ment, but of them the last is the best, because the eare is not
only a witnesse of the words, but the eye of the delivery of the

penny, vS:c. and so there is dictum et factum. And any other

M'ords which import an agreement or assent to the grant, doe
amount to an attornement. And albeit these five expresse at-

tornehients be all set down by Littleton^ to be made to the
person of the grantee [/>], yet an attornement in the absence oi [h] Lib. i.

the grantee is sufficient ; for if he doth agree to the grant either fol. 68, 69.

in his presence or in his absence, it is sufficient. Tooker's ca«c.

Attornement, Br. 40. (10 Rep. 52. Cro. Car. 440. 1 Roll. Abr. 300. Dyer,398. a.)

Sect. 552.

JLSOf if the lord grant tlie service of his tenant to one man, and
"^

after by his deed bearing a later date hee grant the same services to

another, and the tenant attorne to the second grantee, now the* saidgratitee

hath the services; and albeit afterwards the tenant will attorne to the first
grantee, this is clearely void, &)C.

JJ E R E it is to be observed, that Littleton expresseth not what
estate is granted, and very materially; for if the former

grant were in fee, and the latter grant were for life, and the (Cro. Car. 284.
tenant doth first attorne to the second grantee, he cannot after 1 Roll. Abr.500.

attorne to the first grantee to make the fee simple passe, for that ^"*' 296. a.)

should not be according to the grant; but in that case the at-

tornement to the first is countermanded. And so it is if a re-

version expectant upon an estate for life be granted to another
in fee, and after the grantor before attornement confirme the
estate of the lessee in taile, the attornement to the grantee for

the fee simple is void.

In the same manner, if a reversion upon an estate for yeeres
be granted in fee, and the lessor confirme the estate of^ the lessee

for life, he cannot afterwards attorne.

PlOTl *^ If a feme sole maketh a lease for life or yeares, »> H. 7. 19.

^ J reserving a rent, and granteth the reversion in fee, and * ?• ^•

taketh husband, this is a countermand of the attorne* " *
'"^"'

ment.
Where our author putteth his case of the whole reversion, if

two coparceners bee of a reversion, and one of them granteth

her moity by fine, the conusee shall have a quidjuris cMmat for

the moitie. P.3EIU.
Bcndlocs.

Uemling's case, ubi supra, (i Roll Abr. 299.)

Ifin the case that our author here putteth of severall grantees, » » Jl* 7» >
'•

if the tenant attorne to both of them, the attornement is void,

because it is not according to the grant. Ifa reversion be granted

for

• said—second, L. and M. and Roh.
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for life, and after it is granted to the same grantee for yeares,

and the lessee attorneth to both grants, it is voide for the incer-

taintie ; a multo Jbrtiori, if the lord by one deed grant his

seigniorie to /. bishop of London and to his heires, and by an-

other deed to /. bishop o^ London and to his successors, and the
(Ant. 190. a. tenant attorne to both grants, the attornement is void ; for albeit
Mo. 84.)

^i^g grantee be but one, yet he hath severall capacities, and
the grants are severall, and the attornement is not according to

either of the grants.

But if A. grant the reversion of Black-Acre or White-AcrCy

and the lessee attorne to the grant, and after the grantee maketh
his election, this attornement is good ; for albeit the state was
incertaine, yet he attorned to the grant in such sort as it was
made : and so note a diversity between one grant and severall

grants, and observe in this case an attornement good in expecta-
tion, and yet nothing passed at the time of the attornement but
by the election subsequent.

Sect. 553,

A L SO, if a man be seised of a mannor, which mannor is parcell in

demesne, andparcell in service, if hee will alien this mannor to another,

it behooveth that bu force of the alienation, all the tenants which hold of
the alienor as of his mannor ^ doe attorne to the alienee, or otherwise the

sei'vices remaine continually in the alienor, saving the tenants at willf;

for it needeth not that tenants at will doe attorne upon such alienation, S^c,

(car il ne besoigne que tenants a volunt atturnent sur tiel alienation,

&C.J)

Temps E. 2. W ^ I^ E it is to bee observed, that when a man maketh a

Attornement. feoffment of a mannor, the services doe not passe, but re-

48 E. 3. 15. maine in the feoffor untill the freeholders doe attorne ; and when
(Sid. 310. 312- ^hgy (jQg attorne, the attornement shall have relation to some

A?t 26q a
purpose, and not to other. For albeit the attornement bee made

Post. 341. a. many yeares after the feoffment, yet it shall have relation to

3 Rep. 29. make it passe out of the feoffor ab initio even by the liverie upon
I Leo. 208.) the feoffment, but not to charge the tenants with any meane

arrerages, or for waste in the meane time, or the like.

(2 Roll Abr- ^^ ^ reversion of land bee granted to an alien by deed, and

394. 395- Plo- before attornement the alien is made denizen, and then the at-

482. b. 483. a. tornement is made, the king, upon office found, shall have the
Ant. 270. b. land : for as to the estate betweene the parties, it passeth by the

coram rege. Sussex in Thesaur.

If

* Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh. passont al aliene per force de tiel

t Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh. alienation, added in i. and M. and

X pur ceo que mesmes les terres et Roh, and in MSS.
tenements que ils teignont a volunte

(1) Here the fee is supposed to vest immediately in the grantee : but when
an estate is granted upon a condition precedent, the estate does not vest,

even
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If A man plead n feoffment of a mnnnor, hcc need not plead
an attorncmcnt of the tenants ; but (if it be materiall) it must
be denied or pleaded of the other side.

And upon consideration had of all the bookes toucliing this ai E. 3. 47.

point, whether the services of the freeholders doe passe wherein 34 E. 3. Donbfe

there have been three several] opinions, viz. some have holden
**'®J^'

'*'
j,

that the services doe passe in the right by the livery as parcell of ^ ,\^' j*' ^'^

the manner, but not to avow without attornement, as in the case 30 K. 3.

of the fine. And others have holden, that they both passe in 29 E. 3.

right and in possession to distreine without attornement. And ^^
^;J^'

.^5''

tlie third opinion is, that in this case the said services passe y'n-
4"»'

l*^*
neither in possession nor in right, but untill attornement 1 a h. 4.

t^ remaine continually in the alienor, as Littleton here ao H. 6, 7.

holdeth. And so it was resolved Pasch, ijs Eliz. be- 35^- ^•Pi']
tweene Brashitch and /iartcf?//, according to the opinion

?«*h%'^'I*4 a
of our author. And I never yet knew any of Littleton b cases

1 H. 7. 31,

I have knowne many of them) to be brought in question, 4 E. 6. Attomc-(albeit I have knowne many of them) to be brought in question,

author.

14 Eliz. Rot. 508. in Coromuni Banco.

but in the end the judges concurred with our author. '"cnt, Br. 30.
-* ^ Vid. Hill.

And where our author speaketh ofthe attornement of the free- 9 E. a. tii. At-

holders, if the lord make a lease for yeares or for life of a man- tornemcnt,i8.b.

nor, and the freeholders attorne to the lessee, if after the rever-
^^ £

**^'^'*^*

sion of the manner be granted, the attornement of the lessee 5H. 5. ia. b.

for yeares or life shall binde the freeholders : for by their former Vid. Lit. Sect,

attornement they have put the attornement into the mouth of 649 & 556.

the lessee.

" Saving the tenants at will, Sfc." Here is implied tenant at will

or by copie of court roll according to the custom ofthe manner,

so as the freehold and inheritance both of lands in the hands of

tenant at will by the common law or by custome shall passe both

in right and in possession without any attornement (1).

Sect. 554.

J LSO, if there bee lord and tenant, and the tenant htteth the land to

'^ anotherfor term of life, or giveth the land in taile saying the rever-

sion to himselfe, S)X, if the lord in such case grant his seigniory to another,

it behoveth that hee in the reversion attorne to the grantee, and not the

tenantfor terme of life, or the tenant in taile, because that in this case he

in the re^^ersion is tenant to tlie lord, and not the tenant for terme of life,

nor the tenant in taile,

FOR

even by way of relation, till the performance of the condition. PI. 482. b.—

[Note 273.] ,

(1) For the difference between seisin and attornment, See Brcdiman • cate^

6 Rep. 56. b.

Vol. II. L l
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(8 Rep. 42.) p O R it is a maxime in law, that no man shall attorne to any
grant of anyseigniorie, rent service, reversion or remainder,

but he that is immediately privie to the grantor ; and because
in this case there is no privitie betweene the lord and the tenant

for life, or donee in taile, but only betweene the lord and him in

the reversion ; for in this case the attornement of him in the

reversion only is good.

" Saving the reversion to kimselfe, Spc.'' That is to say, with-

out limitation of any remainder over ; and this is but to make
his opinion plaine as to the point that he putteth it.

Sect. 555.

TN the same manner is it where there are lord, mesne and tenant, * if
the lord will grant the services of the mesne, albeit hee maketh no

mention in his grant of the mesne, yet the mesne ought to attorne,

f &;c. and not the tenant peravaile, &)C. t^ for that the mesne is VSi\A
tenant unto him, S^c. L b. J

This standeth upon the same reason that the next precedent

case did.

Sect. 556.

T}UT otherwise it is where certaine land is charged with a rent-charge

or rent secke; for in such case if he which hath the rent-charge

grant this to another, it behooveth that the tenant of the freehold attorn to

the grantee, for that thefreehold is charged with the rent, S^c. Arid in a
rent-charge, no avowrie ought to be made upon any person for the distresse

taken, SiC but hee shall avow the prisel to bee good and rightfull, as in

lands or tenements so charged with his distresse, S^c.

(6 Rep. 59. a.) TJ ERE is to be observed a diversitie betweene a rent service

and a rent charge, or a rent secke ; for as to the rent ser-

vice, no man (as hath beene said) can attorne, but he that is

21 H. 6. 9. b. privie ; so in case of a rent charge, it behooveth that the tenant

of the freehold doth attorne to the grantee, without respect of

(1 Rep. 67.) any privitie. And therefore the disseisor onely, in the case of

a grant of a rent charge, shall attorne, because he is (as Littleton

saith) tenant of the freehold ; but in case of a grant of a rent

service, the attornement of a disseisee sufficeth.

(6 Rep. 39. a.) If there be lord and tenant by homage, fealtie, and rent, the

tenant is disseised, the lord granteth the rent to another, the dis-

seisee attorneth, this is void ; but if he had granted over his

whole seigniorie, the attornment had been good ; and the reason

of

* if-^ and, L. and M. and Roh. f Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.
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of this diversitie is here given by our author, for that when the
rent was grunted oncly, it passed as a rent seckc, and cojksc-

quently the disseisor being terre-tenant, must attoriie. Hut
when the seigniorie is granted, then the disseisee in respect of
tlie privitie may attorne.

" It behoveth that the tenant of thefreehold, c^c" And there-
fore if the tenant of the land charged with a rent charge or
a rent secke make a lease for life, and he that hath the rent
charge or rent secke granteth it over, the tenant for life shall

attorne, for he is tenant of the freehold, according to the
expresse saying of our author, and (as hath beene said) there
needeth no privitie.

And it was holden by Dyer chiefe justice of the court of com- (i Leon. 265. a.)

mon pleas, and A/m/n^ow justice, mthcar^umcntoi Bracebridgc'^
case abovesaid, and not denied, that if he that hath a rent charge
granteth it over for life, and the tenant of the land attorne there-

unto, and after he granteth the reversion of the rent charge, that

the grantee for life may attorne alone; and that these words of
Littleton are to be understood when a rent charge or rent secke
is granted in possession; and therewith agreeth 46 E. 3, where
it appeareth, that the qnid juris clamat^ in that case, did lie

against the grantee for life.

A man maketh a lease for life, and after grants to A, a rent 46 E. 3. 07.

charge out of the reversion, A. granteth the rent over, he in the 2 H. 6. 9.

reversion must attorne, and not the tenant of the freehold, for ^'- ^^' ^^^'•

that the freehold is not charged with the rent ; for a release ^^^ ^^'^'

made to him by the grantee doth not extinguish the rent. And
Littleton is to be understood, that the tenant of the freehold
must attume when the freehold is charged.

[3 1271
^^ -^"^ ^^ ^ rent-charge no avoxvrie ought to be made

^ J upon anyperson, Sfc." This is the reason that Littleton

giveth of the difference betweene the rent service and
the rent charge. Now it may bee said, that this reason is taken

away by the statute of 2 1 H. 8, for by that statute the lord needs 2 1 H. 8. cap. 19.

not avow for any rent or service upon any person in certaine :
***** ^^^' *^*

and then by Littletons reason there needeth no privitie to the

attornement of a seigniorie ; for (say they) cessante causd vel

ratione legis, cessat lex, as at the common law no aid was grant-

able of a stranger to an avowrie ; because the avowrie was made
of a certaine person : but now the avowrie being made by the

said act of 21 H. 8, upon no person, therefore the reason of the 27 H. 8. 4. b.

law being changed, the law itselfe is also changed ; iind conse-
(Jj^^-

^'c* ^5»

quently in an avowrie according to that act, aid shall be granted * ''

of any man, and the like in many other cases ; which case is

granted to be good law : but albeit the lord (as hath bcene said)

may take benefit of the statute, yet may he avow still at his

election upon the person of his tenant. And albeit the manner
of the avowrie be altered, yet the privitie (which is the true cause

of the said difference) remaineth still as to an attornement.

" Rent charge^ ^-c." It is to be observed, to what kinde of

inheritances being granted, an attornement is requisite. And in

this chapter Littleton speaketh of five. First, of a seigniorie,

rent service, &c. Secondly, of a rent charge. Thirdly, of a

rent secke. And hereafter in this chapter of two more, viz. of 21 H 7. «•

a reversion and remainder of lands; for the tenant ihall never (1 RoJl- Abr.

L L 2 need '^S*' «»3 -'
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need to attorne but where there is tenure, attendance, remamder,
1 H. 5. 1. or payment of a rent out of land. And therefore if an annuitie,

37 Ass. 14. common of pasture, common of estovers, or the like, be granted

?i H V\it^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ yeares, &c. the reversion may be granted without any

Attornement, attomement ; and albeit sometimes in some of these cases, or the

Br. 59. like, an attornement be pleaded, yet it is surplusage, and more
(Ant. 303. b.) than needeth, because in none of them there is any tenure,

attendance, remainder, or payment out of land.

Sect. 557.

^ LSOf if there be lord and tenant, and the tenant letteth his tenement

to another for terme of life, the remainder to another in fee, and

after the lord grant the services to another, S^c. and the tenantfor life

attorne
J
this is good enough, for that the tenant for life is tenant in this

case to the hid, ^c. and he in the remainder cannot be said to be tenant

to the lord, as to this intent, untill after the death of the tenantfor life:

yet in this case ifhee in the remainder dieth without heire, the lord shall

have the remainder by way of escheat, because that albeit the lord in such

case ought to avow upon the tenant for life (pur ceo que coment que le

seignior en tiel cas"^ covient d'avower sur le tenant a terme de vie), S^c.

yet the whole entire tenement, as to all the estates of the freehold or

of fee simple, or otherwise, S^x. in such case are together holden of the

lord, ^c.

6^ ^; But not to make avowrie upon the?n all together. M. [31271
3 H. 6; L b. J

15 E. 3.
^'- JND the tenant for life attorney Sfc." For he that is (as

Attorn. 10. hath beene said) privie and immediately tenant to the

^ft H 1i
^ ^^^^ "^"^^ attorne ; and that is in this case the tenant for life :

Q E 2
^

^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ other side if a seigniorie be granted to one for life,

tit. Attorn. 18. the remainder to another in fee, the attornement to the tenant

18 E. 4. 7. for life is an attornement to the remainder also ; unlesse it be
Temps E. 1. that (A) they in the remainder ought to have acquitall, or other

V'd^'^S ^t\8
Privilege (whereof they should be prejudiced); and then albeit

(3 Rep!^66. ^" attornement be had to the tenant for life, and he acknowledge

Ant. 310. a. the acquitall, &c. yet after his decease, he in the remainder shall

Post. 320. b.) notdistreyne untill he acknowledge the acquitall, notwithstand-
ing the attornement (B) of the tenant for life.

(9 Rep. 134. b. " Shall have the remainder by xuay of escheat.'' For the re-
Ant. 280. a.) mainder is holden of the lord, but not immediately holden ; and

in this case, by the escheat of the remainder the seigniorie is

extinct ; for the fee simple of the seigniorie being extinct, there

cannot remaine a particular estate for life thereof, in respect of
the

* covient d'avower—d'avowera, L. f This paragraph not in L. and M.
and M. and Rah. or Roh.

(A) Here it seems the text shonld be understood as jf lord Coke had said " unless it be
that they who attorned, &c." instead of" unless it be that they in the remainder, &c.^'

See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 120

(B) Here " ot" seems printed by mistake instead of'
" to."
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the tenure and attendance over; and of this opinion is Lit- 3 J'- ^- »• ^l''

thton [a] hiniselfe in our bookos. But otiierwiac it is of a rent
'''*'"""'*• *°7-

charge in fee; for if that be granted for life, and after he in the
["^L^on. aa&o"

reversion purchase the land, so as the reversion of the rent charge
is extinct, yet tlie grantee for life shall enjoy the rent during his

life, for there is no tenure or attendance in this case.

** But not to make avoiurie." This is added to Littleton^ but M. 3 H. 6. ».

it is consonant to law, and the authoritie truly cited.

Sect. 558.

A LS Oy if there he lord and tenant, and the tenant letteth the tenc-

-^ 7nents to a womanfor life, the remainder over in fee, and the woman
taketh hushand, and after the lord grant the services, S^c. to the husband

and his heires ; in this case the service is put in suspence during the cover'

tare. But if the wife die living the husband, the husband and his heires

shall have the rent of them in the remainder, Sfc. And in this case there

needeth 710 attornement by parol, d^c.for that the husband which ought to

attornc accepted the deed of'grant of tJie services, ^'c. the which acceptance

is an attoTniement in tlie. law.

^^'J^HE ivhich acceptance is an attorjiment in the laxo^ c^c." 3 E 3.42.

Littleton having spoken (as hath beene said) of attorne- '5E. 3. At-

ments in deed, or expresse,nowcometh to speake of attorncments /g j^ g

'

in law, or implied ; and having before set downe five expresse at- 5 Rep. 85.

tomements in deed, doth in this chapter enumerate seven attorne- 2 Roll. Abr.

ments in law. Here it is to be understood, that the expresse at- '^4-)

tornement of the husl)and will binde the wife after the Jf k'-^' „«[—

,

1 • 1 , • n tit, rines, 37.

31371 5^^ coverture, and m as much as this acceptance of j, e. 4. 4.

J the grant is an attornement in law, without a word of (1 Roll. Abr.

attornement the seigniorie shall passe. And this is the 303)

first example that Littleton putteth of an attornement in law, ^'^°^*J*jq**;
"*

which amounteth to an expresse attornement, for that it is an

agreement to the grant.

If the lord grant his seigniorie to Uie tenant of the land, and

to a stranger, and the tenant accept the deed, this acceptance is

a good attornement to extinguish the one moitie, and to vest

the other moitie in the grantee, as hath beene said.

Sect. 559.

/N the same manner is it, if there be lord and tenant, and the tenant

taketh wife, and after the lord grant (A) his services to the wife and
(B) his heires (et puis le seignior ^ranta les services, a la feme et ses

heires), and the husband accepteth the deed; in this case after the death of
the husband the wife and her lieires shall have the services, Sfc. for by the

acceptance

(A) "the tenrices," and not " his scrrices," would be the literal tr.msLtium rf O.e

original Uit. See Mr. Rujo'* Jntr. p. 1 12.

(B) Here " his" seem printed bif mistake instead of" her." SccMr. /wr-.^i l-.-.r. y na.

I* L 3
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acceptance of the deed by the husband (per le acceptance ^ del fait per

le baron), this is a good attornement, &)C. albeit during the coverture the

services shall be put in suspence, &)C.

(i Roll. Abr. TIJERE is the second example that Littleton putteth of an
938,939.940.) ^^ attornement in law, and standeth upon the former reason.

^Ant. 148. b.) " Shall he put in suspense^ Suspence commeth of suspendeo,

v^^P-52) and in legall understanding is taken when a seigniorie, rent,

^ ^°' ^^-^^^'i
profit apprender, &c. by reason of unitie of possession of the

seigniorie, rent, &c. and of the land out of which they issue, are

not in esse for a time, et tunc dormiunt, but may be revived or

awaked. And they are said to be extinguished when they are

gone for ever, et tunc moriuntur, and can never be revived ; that

is, when one man hath as high and perdurable an estate in the

one as in the other.

Sect. 560.

/I LSO, if there be lord and tenant, and the tenant grant the tenements
-^ to a manfor terme of his life, the remainder to another in fee, if the

lord grant the services to the tenantfor life * infee, in this case the tenant

for terme of life hath a fee in the services-^ but the services are put in

suspence duririg his life. But the heires of tlie tenantfor life shall have

the services after his decease (Mes les heires 4- le tenant a terme de vie

averont les services apres f son decease), S^c. J And in this case there

7ieedeth no attornement (Et en cest cas il ne besoigne § attornement);

for by the acceptance of the deed by him which ought to attorne, <S)C. this

is an attornement ofitselfe\\.

XJ E R E is the third case that Littleton putteth of an attorne-

ment in law. And it is to bee observed, that albeit a grant,

as hath beene said, may enure by way of release, and a release to

the tenant for life doth worke an absolute extinguishment, whereof
hee in the remainder shall take benefit, yet the law shall never

make any construction against the purport of the grant to the

prejudice of any, or against the meaning of the parties

(Siderf, 25.) as &:f" here it should; for if by construction it should fJlST]
enure to a release, the heires of the tenant for life should

I k J
be disherited of the rent ; and therefore Littleton here

saith, that the heires of the grantee shall have the seigniorie

after his death. And here is an attornement in law to a grant

suspended that cannot take effect in the grantee so long as he
liveth, but shall take effect in his heires by descent ; for the

inheritance of the seigniorie was in the tenant for life, and the

suspension onely during his life.

Sect.

<|[ del fait per not in L. and M. or t son not in L. and M. or Roh.
Rah. X Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh.

* in fee not in L. and M. or Roh. § ascun added in L. and M. and
4. le tenant a terme de vie, not in Roh,

L, and M. or Roh.
\\ S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
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Sect. 561. ,^.. .-^

J^ UT where the tenant hath as great and as high estate in the tcnenunU
as the lord hath in the seigniori/; in sneh ease, if the lord grant the

set-vices to the tenant in fee, this shall enure by way of extinguishment.
Causa patet.

JJ ERE Littleton intendeth not onelv as great and high an
estate, but as perdurable also, as hath beene said ; for a

disseisor or tenant in fee upon condition hath as high and great
an estate, but not so perdurable an estate, as shall make an
extinguishment.

Sect. 562.

ALSO, if there bee lord and tenant, and the tenant maketh a lease to
"* a man for terme of his life, saving the reversion to himselfe, if the

lord grant the seigniory to tenant for life in fee ; in this case it behoveth

that he in the reversion must attorne to the tenantfor life byforce of this

grant, or otherwise the grant is voide,for that he in the reversion is tenant

to the lord, <^t.

* Yet hee shall not hold of the tenant for life during his life. Causa
patet, &c.

XJ E R E in this case he in the reversion of the tenancy must
attorne, because he is the tenant to the lord ; and yet the

seigniorie shall be suspended during the life of the grantee, be-

cause hee hath an estate for life in the tenancie, but his heircs

shall enjoy the seigniorie by discent.

I?:*]

" Yet hee shall not t3* hold^ Sfc." This is added, and

not in the originall, and is against law, and therefore

to be rejected.

** Tenant to the lord, SfC.'' Here is to bee understood a diver-

sity when the whole estate in the seigniory is suspended, and when
but part of the estate in the seigniory is suspended. And in this

case the seigniorie is suspended but for terme of life; [a] and [a] 34 Ass. p. 1 6-

therefore as to all things concerning the right it hath his being ;

but as to the possession during the particular estate the grantee

shall take no benefit of it ; therefore during that time he shall

have no rent, service, wardship, releefe, herriot, or the like, be-

cause these belong to the possession : but if the tenant dieth with- 16 E. 3. tit.

out heire, the tenancie shall escheat unto the grantee, for that is Vooci»er,88,

in the right; and yet when the seigniorie is revived by the death of

the

• This paragraph not in L. and M. or Roh.

I. I. 4
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the tenant, there shall be wardship : as if the tenant marry with

the seignioresse and dieth, his heire within age, the wife shall

have the wardship of the heire. Also in the case that Littleton

here putteth, albeit the seigniorie be suspended but for life, yet

some hold that he cannot grant it over, because the grantee

5 E. 3. Twong's tooke it suspended, and it was never in esse in him. But if the

T\^\ R h \
^^^^^^ make a lease for yeares or for life to the lord, there the

K " • 9 • •; Jqj,^ j^^y grant it over, because the seigniorie was in esse in him,

and the fee simple of the seigniorie is not suspended. But if

the lord disseise the tenant, or the tenant enfeoffe the lord upon
condition, there the whole estate in the seigniorie is suspended,

and therefore he cannot during the suspension take benefit of

any escheat or grant over his seigniorie.

Sect. 563.

/j LSOy if there bee lord and tenant, and the tenant holdeth of the

lord hy xx. manner of services, and the lord grant his seigniory to

another ; if the tenant pay in deed any parcell of any of the services to

the grantee, this is a good attornement, of and for all the services, albeit

the intent of the tenant was to attorne but for this parcell, for that the

seigniorie isintire (pur ceo que le seigniory estf entier), although there

bee divers manner of services which the tenant ought to doe, <3fc.

4 E. 3. 55. fj E R E it appeareth that an attornement being made for par-

Malman's case. cell, IS good for the whole ; for seeing hee hath attorned
29 E. 3. 23. for part, it cannot bee void for that, and good it cannot be un-
5 ^•4- 2- lesse it be for the whole : but of this sufficient hath beene said

7 H 4. 10.
before in this chapter.

35 H. 6. 8. per Prisott. (Ant. 309. b.)

^^Vi ^'r\'
" '^^^ any parcell of the services." Here is the fourth example

(4 Rep. 8.) Qf ^jj attornement in law ; for payment of any parcell of the
services is an agreement in law to the grant.

(Siderf. 283. '< Albeit the intent of the tenant tvas to attorne, Sfc"
4 Rep. 85. a.) g^ Q^^'^ intentio inservire debet legibus, non leges inten- T^

]
^"1

«o K. 6. tioni. And yet as farre as it may stand with the rule of I , J
(1 Rep. 101. b. law, it is honourable for all judges to judge according

'

6 Stu^dSr^2'^a
*^ *^^ intention of the parties, and so they ought to doe. And

1 Roll. AbM^g." ^^ *^^^ somewhat in this chapter hath beene said before.

Cro. Car. 1. 401. Djer, 4. a. Post. 367. a. Ant. 20. 47. b. 48. b. 2 Rep. 23.

4 Rep. 81. a. Ant. 42. 213. a. 217. b. 222. b. 229. a. 1 Roll. Abr, 303.)

Sect.

f forsque un et added in L. and M. and Roh.
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Sect. 564.

y1 L SOf if there bee lord and tenant, and the tenant holdeth of the lord
by mantj kinde of services, and the lord grant the services to another

hi/ fine; if the grantee sue a scire facias out of the same Jine for any
parcelI of the services, and hath judgment to recover, this judgment it a
goodattorncment in lawjhr all the services *.

JJ ERE is to be observed, that this judgment in the scirefacias
(which is no more but that the demandant shall have execu- ^ j; a^buld

tion, tS:c.) is a good attornement, albeit it is presumed that juris cianiat.

judicium rcdditur in invitumi and that an attornement in law of 4 E. 3. 28, ^9.

any part is good for the whole. And this is the fifth example 37 H. 6. 14.

that Littleton pntteth of an attornment in law.
per Moyle.

^ 17 h. 3. 29.
(Ant. «48. b. 6 Rep. 64. b.)

Note, that in case of a deede nothing passeth before attorne- (5 Rep. 123.

ment, as hath beene said. In the case of the fine, the thing Sect. 551.

granted passeth as to the state, but not to distraine, &c. without ^"^^^^ ^?^*

attornement. In the case of the king the thing granted doth Sect.^^-ja

passe both in estate and in privitie to distraine, &c. without 1 RoIl.Abr. 994.
attornement, unlesse it be of lands or tenements that are parcell Ant. 309. a.)

of the duchy oiLancaster, and lie out of the county palatine (1). (» S»*^- »39-

Sect. 565, (^nt- 159 b.

160. a.)

ji LS O, if the lord of a rent service grant the services to another, and
the tenant attorne by a penny, and after the grantee distraine for the

rent behinde, and the tenant make rescous; in this case the grantee shall not

have an assise Jor the rent, but a writ of rescous, because the giving of the

penny by the tenant ivas not but by way of attornement (pur ceo que le

done del denier per le tenant f ne fuit forsque per voy d'attornement),

4rc. But if the tenant had given to the grantee the said penny as parcell

of the rent, or a hmfe penny or afarthing by way oj' seisin of the

[31571 ^^"^f ^^^^ '^'^ ^^is a good attornement, and also it is a good

a^ J seisin to the grantee of the rent ; and then upon such rescous the

grantee shall have an assise, S)C.

JJEREUPONistobe observed a diversitie betweene money 39 H. 6. 3. 26.

given by way of attornement, and where it is given as parcell 5 E. 4. a.

of the rent by way of seisin of the rent. For albeit the rent be ^"*<^ ^^^- *35'

«5 E. 3. 44-

40 E. 3. 15- 37 H. 6. 39. 49 Ass. p. 6. 34 H. 6. 4a. 15 E. 3. Execution, 63.

40 £. 3. 23. 28 H. 6. 6. b. 7 H. 4. 2. tit. Attorney, Br. 97. (6 Rep. 59.) (Ant. tSl.a.)

not

• «l^c. added in L. and M. and Roh. t ne not in L, and M. or Rah.

(i) Sec PI. Com. aai. 4 Inst. sof.
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not due before the day, yet a payment of parcell of the rent
before hand is an actual! seisin of the rent to have an assise.

And so it is if he give an oxe, a horse, a sheepe, a knife, or any
other valuable thing in name of seisin of the rent before-hand, this

is good. And therefore a payment in name of seisin is more
beneficiall for the grantee, because that is both an actuall seisin

and an attornement in law ; and yet being given before the day
in which the rent is due, it shall not be abated out of the rent.

So as to give seisin of the rent, it is taken for part of the rent

;

but as to the payment of the rent, it is accounted as no part of
the rent ; and the reason of the diversitie is, for that remedies
to come to rights or duties are ever taken favourably. Here
also appeareth that there is an actuall seisin, or a seisin in deed
of a rent, whereof (as Littleton here speaketh) an assise doth
lie ; and a seisin in law which the grantee hath by attornement
before actuall possession (i).

Sect. 566. ,

A LSO, if there bee many jointenants which hold by certaine services

(Item, si sont plusors jointenants* que teignont per certaine ser-

vices), and the lord grant to another the seivices, and one of the joyn-
tenants attorne to the grantee, this is as good as if all had attorned (ceo
est auxy bon, sicome touts f ussent attorne), for that the seigniory is

entire, S^c.

(i Ro. Ab.302.) U ERE is to be observed what manner of tenants shall

(2 Rep. 67.) attorne to the grant. And first, [h] if there be two or more
[b] 39 H. 0. 3. jointenants, and one of them attorne, it is sufficient : for, as it

See Tooker'» ^^^^ beene often said, there cannot be an attornement in part,

case, ubi supra, And albeit there is great authoritie against Littleton, yet the law
and the author!- hath beene adjudged according to Littletons opinion, as it hath
ties there cited, bgene in other of his cases when they have come in question :

424 °Ant 2Q7 ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^" attornement, so it is of a seisin,; a seisin of a

b.) rent by the hands of one joyntenant is good for all, and a seisin

of part of the rent is a good seisin of the whole.
[c] Vid. Lib. 4. |-^j jf either the grantor or the grantee die, the attornement

Lb 6 f i '^7
is,countermanded; but if the tenant die, he that hath his estate

Lib. 9. fol. 34. "^^y attorne at any time. If the tenant grant over his estate,

Vid. 4. H.6. 29. his assignee may attorne.

18 E. 4. 10. r^] If an infant hath lands by purchase or by discent, he shall
[d] 42 E. 3.

'^

Age, 33. 26 E. 3. 62. 37 H. 8. tit. Attorne. Br. 26 E. 3. 62. 26 Ass. 27.

32 E. 3. tit. Per quae Servit. 9. 2 E. 2. Attorn. 78. 2 E. 2. ibid. 77, 1 8 H. 6. 2.

Lib. 9. f. 84,85. Conye's case. 4 Mar. Dier, 137. 21 E, 3. Age, 85. 7 E. 2. Age, 140.

be

*q}ie—etfL,andM.andRoh. f ussent attorne— attomerent, L.
and M. and Roh.

(1) This is only to be understood of a rent at common law; but if the

rent is limited, as an use under the statute,

—

as if lands are conveyed by

iease and release to A, and his heirs, to the use that B. may receive out of

them an annual rent ; the statute immediately executes the use of the rent

in ^.—[Note »74.]
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be compelled to attome in tiper qtuB servitiay and no inischicfe to

the infant ; tor when he commcth to full age, he may disclainie

to hold of him, or he may say that he holds by lesser services

:

but there should be a greater mischiefe for the lord if the at-

tornement of an infant should not be good, for he should lose

his services in the meane time.

If an infant be a lessee, he shall be compelled to attome in a

quidjuris clamat. The attornement of an infant to a grant by
deed is good, and shall binde him, because it is a lawfull

act, albeit he be not upon that grant by deed compellable to

attorne. Of baron and fern Littleton putteth many cases in this

chapter.

[e] A man that is deafe and dumbe, and yet hath understand- [e] a6 E. 3. (J3.

ing, may attorne by signes : [fl but one that is not compos mentis [/] 18 E. 3.53.

cannot attome, for he that hath no understanding cannot agree

to the grant.

What conveyances shall be good without attornements more
shall be said in this chapter in his proper place.

V3lo^ ^ Sect. 567.

yf
LSOf if a man lettetli tenementsfor terme ofyeares, by force of which
lease * the lessee is seised, and after the lessor by his deed grant the

reversion to another for terme of lije, or in taile, or infee ; it behoveth

in such case tliat the tenant for yeares attorney or otherwise nothing shall

passe to such grantee by such deed. And if in this case the tenauntfor
yeares attorne to the grantee , then thefreehold shall presejitly passe to the

grantee by such attoimement icithout any liverie of seisin, Src. because if
any liverie of seisin, fS^c. should be or were needful to bee made, then the

teiuintfor yeares should be at the time of the livery of seisin ousted of
his possession, which should be against reason (J le quel serroit encounter
reason), <3fc.

pjE RE Littleton having spoken of grants of seigniories and
rent charges, and rents secke issuing out of land, here

treateth of a grant of a reversion of land upon an estate for

yeares ; seeing this grant of the reversion must be by deed, and
the agreement of the lessee for yeares requisite thereunto, the

freehold and inheritance doe passe thereby, as well as by liverie

of seisin, if it were in possession : and the grant of the reversion

by deed with the attornement of the lessee, doe couotervaile in

law a feoffment by liverie, as to the passing of the freehold and
inheritance.

" For terme ofyeares,*' [gl And yet a tenant by statute mer- [g] 6 E. 3. 53.

chant, or tenant by statute staple, or by elegiiy must also attome ; 25 E. 3. 53.

for the grantee may have a venire facias ad computandum, or ^.^}\
tender the money, &c. and discharge the land ; and if tlie ^ e. 3!™Sdr.

faciei. Dy. 1. a. (i\nte, 113. a. 181. be)

reversion

• the lessee not in L. and M. or t 4*c. not in L. or M. and Roh.
Roh. X le quel,—que, L. and M. and Roh.
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reversion be granted by fine, they shall be compelled to attorne
in a quidjuris clamat.

And so the executors that have the land untill the debts bee
paid must attorne upon the grant of the reversion, although they
have not any certaine terme for yeares.

Sect. 568.

yd LSO, if tenements be letten to a man for terme of life, or given in
"^ taile, saving the reversion, S^c. if hee in the reversion in such case

grant the reversion to another hy his deed, it behooveth that the tenant of
the land attorne to the grantee in the life of the grantor, or otherwise the

grant is voi/d *.

XJ E RE Littleton speaketh of a reversion expectant upon an
estate for life, or a gift in taile.

" It behooveth that the tenant of the land fc3" attorne [31671
to the grantee^ SfC." Let us therefore speake first o^

I « j
tenant for life : and yet in some case albeit tenant for

[a] 10 H. 4. life hath granted over his estate, yet he shall atturne. [a] As if

tit. Attorn. 16. tenant in dower or by the curtesie grant over his or her estate,

*o E
^

16 ^"^ ^^^ heire grant over the reversion, the tenant in dower or by

38 E. 3. 23! the curtesie may atturne, because at the time of the grant made
18 E. 3. 3. they were attendant to the heire in reversion, and the grantee
10 E. 3. Quid cannot be tenant in dower, or tenant by the curtesie. And if
juris clam. 41. ^^ reversion be granted by fine, the fine must suppose that the

Temps'E
'1 tenant in dower or by the curtesie did hold the land, albeit they

tit. Waste, 122. had formerly granted over their estate, and albeit the reversion

doth passe by the fine
;
yet the quidjuris clamat must be brought

against him that was tenant at the time of the note levied. But

(Ant. 54. a.) yet after the reversion is granted over, the grantee shall not have
F. N. B. 55. E. any action ofwaste against the tenant in dower or by the curtesie,
Regist. f. 72. but the action of wast must be brought against their assignee, and
4 E. 3. 20.

^^^ against themselves ; for tenant by the curtesie or tenant in

(3 Rep. 53. b.) dower cannot hold of any but of the heire : and therefore in

respect of the privitie, they shall attorne and be subject to an
action of wast, as long as the reversion remaineth in the heire,

albeit they have granted over their whole estate. And it is

worthy of the observation, that if the grantee of the reversion

doth bring an action of wast against the assignee of the tenant by
[ft] Regist. 72. the curtesie, [6] the pi. must rehearse the stat. which proveth

that no prohibition of waste in that case lay at the common law,

as it did if the heire had brought it against the tenant by the

curtesie itselfe : and therefore some doe hold, that if the heire

doe grant over the reversion, that the attornement ofthe assignee

of the tenant by the curtesie, or of tenant in dower is sufficient,

because they afterward must be attendant and subject to the

action of waste.

18 E. 4. 10. b. If the reversion of lessee for life be granted, and lessee for

a6E. 3. 6a, life assigne over his estate, the lessee cannot attorne; but the

attornement

* S^c, added in L. and M. and Roh,
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Bttornemcnt of the aasignee is good, because (ns T/ttthton here
saith) it behoovcth that the tenant of the hind doe attorne, and
after the assigncment there is no tenure or attendance, &c. be-

tweene the lessee and him in reversion.

If lessee for life assigneth over his estate upon condition, he 5 \\. 5. 10.

having nothing in him but a condition shall not attorne ; but

the assignee may attorne, because he is tenant of the land.

Sect. 56'9.

TN the same manner is it, if land he f granted in taile, or let to a man
for terme of life, the remainder to another J in fee, if he in the re-

mainder wi// grannt this remainder to another ^ &ic. if the tenant of the land

attorne in the life of the grantor, then the grant of such a remainder is

good, or otherwise not.

TITTLETON also spcaketh here of an attornement by
tenant in taile; and true it is that he may attorne ; but laE. 4. 3, 4.

where the reversion is granted by fine, he is not compellable to 3 E.4. 11.

attorn, because he hath an estate of inheritance which ma^ con- "^3 ^- 3- »•

tinue for ever. And so it is of a tenant in taile after possibilitie /„ Rep. 85. b.)

of issue extinct, he shall not be compelled to attorne for the (Ant. 27. b.)

inheritance which was once in him. [c] But if tenant in taile 5 H. 5.

after possibilitie of issue extinct grant over his estate, his ^^*t?^^*q^"j
assigne shall be compelled to attorn, because he never had but ?°

j^ dam 50
a bare state for life.

^ ^^^^ce thcchap.

of tenant in taile after possibilitie of issue extinct ; and £win's case there cited to be

adjudged.

[31671 ^^ ^"^ ^ ^° tenant in taile, note a diversitie be-

L
I
tweene a quidjuris clatnat, and a quem redditum reddit

or a per qua seriitia ; for against a tenant in taile no

quid Juris clamat lieth, as is aforesaid. But if a man make a gift

m taile, the remainder in fee, and the seigniorie or rent charge

issuing out of the land be granted by fine, the conusee shall

maintaine a per qua; servitia, or a quem redditum, and compell

him to attorne ; for herein his estate of inheritance is no privilege

to him, for that a tenant in fee simple (as his estate was at the

common law) is also compellable in these cases to attorne.

Sect. 570. (II llep. 79)

* T> 12 Edw. 4. It is there holden by the whole court that tenant in^ • taile shall not be compelled to attorne, but if he will attorne gratis,

it is good enough.

THIS

t granted in tail or, not in L. and * This paragraph not in L. and M.
M. or Roh. or Rob.

I infee—Sfc. L. and M.
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liE A 'i 4.
T^HISis added to Littleton^ and therefore though it be good

*

law, and the booke truly cited, yet I passe it over.

Sect. 571.

jd LSOf if land bee let to a man for years, the remainder to a?iother

for life, reserving to the lessor a certaine rent by the yeare, and
liverie of seisin upon this is made to the tenant for yeares ; if hee in the

reversion in this case grant the reversion to another, <^c. and the tenant

which is in the remainder after the terme ofyeares attorne (si cestuy en le

reversion en cest case granta le reversion a un auter, f &c. et le tenant

que est en le remainder apres le terme d'ans J soy attourna) this is a
good attornement, and hee to whom this reversion is granted by force of
such attornement shall distreine the tenantfor yearesfor the rent due after

such attornement, albeit that the tenant for yeares did never attorne unto

him. And the cause is, for that where the reversion is depending upon an
estate offreehold, it sujjiceth that the tenant of the freehold doe attorne

upon such a grant of the reversion, ^t.

^^ TT svjfficeth that the tenant of the freehold doe attorne (i)."

Note, Littleton saith not here, that the tenant of the
franktenement ought in this case to attorne, but that

ftS'-it suificeth that he doth attorne. And I heard sir ("31771
Pasch. 15 EHz. James Dier chiefe justice of the common pleas hold,

I « J
in Brasbritche's that in this case if the tenant for yeares did attorne, it

' •
-J

case, m Com- would vest the reversion ; for seeing the estate for yeares is ablemum anco.
^^ support the estate for life, he shall binde him in the remainder
by his attornement in respect of his estate and privitie.

Sso-VI-V-a. Sect. 572.
308. a.) (2 RoH. Abr. 60. 424.)

/i ND it is to be understood, that where a lease for yeares or for life,

or a gift in taile, is made to any man, reserving to such lessor or

donor a certaine rent, <Sfc. if such lessor or donor grant his reversion to

another, and the tenant of the land attorne, the rent passeth to the grantee,

although that in the deed of the grant of the reversion no mentio7i be made

of

t &c. not in L. and M. or Roh, J soy not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Two reasons are given for this. One is, that the possession of the tenant

for years is the possession of the immediate freeholder. See Brediman's case,

6 Rep. $6, b. The other reason is, that as the termor for years holds of the

reversioner, and pays the services to him, so the tenant for life holds also of

him.—Thus, as both hold estates of the reversioner, either of them may attorn.

—[Note 275.]
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of the rent yfor that the rent is incident to the rei^ersion in such case, and
not b converse, &c. lor if a man will grant the. rent in such case to

another, reservintr to him the reversion of the land, albeit the tenant attome

to the grantee, t)iis shall bee but a rent secke, Sfc,

Of this Littleton hath spoken before in the chapter of Rents.

Sect. 573. (Plowd. 25. b.)

A LSOyif a man let land to another for his life, and after hee con-
-^ frnie bi/ his deed the estate of the tenant for life, the remat^nder to

another in fee, and the tenantfor life accepteth the deed, then is the re-

maj/nder in fait in him to whom the remaynder is given or limited by the

same deed, * For by the acceptance of the tenant for life f of the deed,

this is an agreement of him, and so an attornement in law. But

[31771 y^thee in the remaynder shall not have any action i^^ of waste,

b. J ''^'' other benefit by such remaynder, unlesse that hee hath the

said deed in hand, whereby the remaynder was entayled or aranted

to him. And because that in such case the tenant for life peradventure

will retaine the deed to him, to this intent, that he in the remaynder should

not have any action of waste against him,for that hee cannot come to have

the deed in his possession, it will be a good and sure thing in such casefor
him in the remaynder (Et pur ceo que en tiel cas le tenant a terme de vie

voile per cas :j: reteigner le fait a luy, a eel entent, que celuy en le re-

mainder n'averoit ascun action de waste envers luy, pur ceo que il ne

poit vener d'aver le fait en sa possession,
||

il serra bone § et sure chose

en tiel cas pur celuy en le remainder), that a deed indented bee made by

him which will make such confirmation, and the remaynder over, S^c. and
that hee which maketh such confirmation deliver one part of the indenture

to the tenant for life, and tJie other part to him that shall have the re-

maynder. And then he by shewing of that part of the indenture may have

an action of waste against the tenant for life, and all other advantages

that he in the remaynder may have in such a case, S^c.

TlJ E R E Litiletoji putteth a case of a remainder whereunto (i Roll. Abr.

an attornement is requisite. And this is the sixth example 301)

of an attornement in law. ^'^ ^^^' 3«5-
575-

* The remainder to another J
S^^:' Of this sufficient hath beene in Colihirst'»

said in the chapter of Confirmation, Sect. 525. case. Doct. and
Stud. cap. 20.

" Unlesse that hee hath the said deed in hand" And albeit he
^R^a^.'intastf

hath no remedy to come to the deed during the life of tenant for
j^ i{^^ cktuc.'

life, yet because he is privie in estate, he shall not raaintaine an 17 E. 3.

Confinnat. 4.

35 H. 6. fol. 8. 14 H. 8. PI. Com. 149. iu Throckmorton's case.

action

* For not in L. and M. or Roh. |i
et pur ceo added in L. and M,

t of the deed not in L. and M. or and Ron,

Roh. § et sure chose «o/ in L. and M. or

I reteigner—resceiver, L. and M. Roh.

and Roh.
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action of waste without shewing the deed ; but when the re-

mainder is once executed he shall not need to shew the deed.

45 E. 3. 14, 15. *' It mil he a good and sure thing, Sfc.*' Hereby it appeareth
11 H. 4. 39. how necessary it is to use learned advice in a man's conveyance,

J4
H. 4- 3' • for thereby shall be prevented many questions, and not to follow

(
n

. 10. a.;
^^^ advice of him that is experimented only. For as in physicke,

Nullum medicamentum est idem omnibus,(so in law one forme or

president of conveyance will not fit all cases.

1^ Sect. 574.
Pi«]

J LSO, if twojoyntenants he, who let their land to another for terrne

0/* life, rendring to them and to their heires a certaine yearely rent
;

in this case if one of the joyntenants in the reversion release to the other

joyntenant in the same reversion, this release is good, and he to whom the

release is made shall have only the rent of the tenant for life, and shall

only have a writ of waste against him, although he never attorned hy

force of such release, =^ <^c. Atid the reason is,for the privitie lohich mice

was hetweene the tenantfor life and them in the reversion.

(6 Rep. 78. ** n^W jointenants,'* And so it is (as it is here to be under-
0, Ro. Abr. 403. stood) albeit there be three or more joyntenants, and one
Ant. 193. a.) of them releaseth to one of the other.

It is true, that there is a difference hetweene these releases

;

for the release in the one case maketh no degree, but hee to

(Ant. 238.) whom the release is made is supposed in from the first feoffor
;

and in the other it worketh a degree, and hee to whom the release

is made is in the per by him ; yet in neither of these cases there

is requisite any attornement, for both of them are within Little-

tori s reason (for the privitie, &c.)

1 Eliz. " For the privitie, &;c!' For if one joyntenant make a lease
Dier, 176. for yeares, reserving a rent, and dieth, the survivor shall not
(Ant. 185.3. have the rent ; and therefore Littleton here addeth materially

for the privitie that was hetweene the tenant for life and them
in the reversion.

And here it is good to be scene what grantors or others that

make conveyances, &c. are such as their grants or conveyances
are either good without attornement, or where the tenant is no

45 E. 3. 6. b. way compellable to attorn. Tenant for life shall not be com-
*

ftft^T^h^*^'^' P^^'^^ to attorne in a quidjuris clamat upon a grant of a reversion

fol 86 Justice ^ ^"^ holden of the king in chiefe without licence ; but the

windham'a reason hereof is not because the tenant for life might be charged

case. with the fine, for his estate was more ancient than the fine levied,

but because the court will not suffer a prejudice to the king, and
the king may seise the reversion and rent, and so the tenant

rfrIiI Abr
shall be attendant to another. Also it is a generall rule, that

297.)
when the grant by fine is defeasible, there the tenant shall not

be compelled to attorne.

As

* Sfc* not in L. and M. or Roh.
, ^ ^ ^ y
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As if an infant Icvic a fine, this is defeasible by writ of error

durinir his ininoritie, and therefore the tenant shall not be com-
pellcu to attorne.

So if the land be holdcn in ancient demesne^ and he in tlic 5 K. 3. 95.

reversion levied a fine of the reversion at the comnion law, the 3' ^3 Aijtient

tenant shall not be compellable to attorne, because the estate that *'"**°*» *''•

passed is reversible in a writ of deceit.

So if tenant in tailc had levied a fine, the tenant should not 24 E- 3- 'S- *>•

be compelled to attorne, because it was defeasible by the issue 37 U*
®- 33«

intailc.
^ 48E.3.«3.

But now tlie statutes of 4 H, 7, and 32 H. 8, having given a
further strength to fines to barre the issue in taile, the reason of
the common law being taken away, the tenant in this case shall

be compelled to attorne, as it was adjudged [*] in justice [•] Lib. 3.

Windham i case. fo«: ft6. Justice

If an alienation be in mortmaine, the tenant shall not be com- Wmdhara'i

pelled to attorne, because the lord paramount may defeat it.
Xt%.. 3. 7.

aa E. 3- 18.

rsisri w- Sect. 575. iiio""*"''

/^N the same mannerj andfor the same cause, is it, where a man letteth

land to another for life, the remainder to anotherfor life, reserving

tite reversion to tlie lessor (En mesme le maner, el pur mesme la cause,

est, lou home lessa terre a un auter pur terme de vie, le remainder a un
auter pur terme de vie, reservant le reversion al * lessour) ; in this case

if hee in the reversion releaseih to him in the remainder and to his heires

all his right, S^x, then he in the remainder hath afee, S^c, and hee sliall

have a writ ofwast against the tenant for life without any attornement of
him, ^c.

This needeth no explication. Vide Sect. 549.

Sect. 576.

^ L SO, if a 7nan lett lands or tenements to anotherfor terme ofyeares,

and after he oust his termor, and thereof enfeoffe another in Jee, and
after the tenantfor yeares enter upon the feoffee, clayming his term, ^c.

and after doth waste ; in this case the feoffee shall have by law a writ of
waste against him, and yet hee did not attorne f unto him. And the

cause is, as I suppose, for that hee which hath right to have lands or

tenements for yeares, \ or othenvise, should not by taw bee misconusant of
the feoffments which were made of arid upon the same lands, ^c, Aiul

inasmuch as by suchfeoffment the tenantfor yeares was put out ofhispoi-

session, and by his entrie he caused the reversion to bee to him to whom
the

• lessour—luy, L, and M. and Roh. I or otherwise, not in L. and M. or

t unto him not in L. and M. or Roh.
Roh.

Vol.. II. M M
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thefeoffment was made, this is a good attornement (Et entant que per tiel

feoffment le tenant a terme d'ans fuit^- mis hors de son possession, et

per son entre il causast le reversion d'estre a celuy a que le feoffment

fuit fait, ceo est bone attornement)
; for he to whom thefeoffment was

ynade, had no reversion before the tenant for years had entred upon him,

for that he was
||
in possession in his demesne as offee, and by the entrie of'

the tenantfor yeares, hee hath but a reversion^ ivhich is hy the act of the

tenantfor yeares, scilicet, by his entrie, S^t.

Sect. 577.

nr^HE same law is, as it seemeth, where a, lease is made for life, saviiig

the reversion to tJie lessor, if the lessor disseise the lessee, and make a

feoffment in fee, if the tenant for life enter and make waste, the feoffee

shall have a writ of waste without any other attornement, caus^ qua
supra, &c. (i).

(6 Rep. 69. a.) 'T''HE RE have been now in all seven examples, that Littleton

putteth of an attornement in law, and here he putteth two
cases also of a notice in law. And the reason of both these are

here rendred by Littleton. First for the notice, Littleton saith

that the lessee shall not by law be misconusant of the feoffments

46 E. 3. 30. b. that were made of and upon the same land. And the reason of
2 H. 5. 4. j.|^g attornement is, because the whole fee simple passeth by the

94 li
^6.^6. feoffment, and the lessee by his regresse leaveth the reversion in

18 E. 3. 47. the feoffee, which (saith Littleton) is a good attornement. The
9 H. 6. 10. same law it is of a tenant by statute merchant or staple, or elegit.

(5 Rep. U3.b.) ^^^ g^ jj- jg Qf ^ lease for life, as Littleton here saith ; and so it

[e] Brasbritche's was resolved [e] in Brasbritches case, and after in the
case. p. 15 Eliz. deane of Paul's his case in the 8^ common place. But T^ 1 Q7|
^^^"L°Trr

" ^ shall the lessee in this case whether hee will or no doe ^
case, 20 Eliz. , . , , . L. a. J
(34 H. 6. 7.) ^^ act that amounts to an attornement, viz. by his re-

gresse, or else lose the profit of his land ? And some doe hold,

that in that case if the lessee for life doe recover in an assise, this

is no attornement, because hee comes to it by course of law, and
not by his voluntary act. And yet in that case, as in the case of

[/] 18 E. 3. the fme, the state of the reversion is in the feoffee, [f] But

f ^ fi h^^
^ others doe hold it all one in case of a recovery, and a regresse.

Sir Moyle Finche's case.

C^] 9H. 6. 16. [p-] If the lessor disseise tenant for life, or ouste tenant for
Deane of Paul's

^^-^ '

case, ubi supra. (Post. 321. b.) (6 Rep. 70. a.)

yeares,

4- mis hors de son possession, et per L. and M. or Rok.
son entrie il causa le reversion d'estre || in possession^seised, L. and M.
a celay a que le feoffment fuit, riot in and Roh.

(1) In these cases, the tenant for life enters only for a partial estate ; he
therefore only partially defeats the operation of the feoffment ; so much of

the fee as he does not defeat, necessarily remains in the feoffee.—[Note 276.]
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jreares, and makcth a fcoftmcnt in fee, by this the rent reserved
upon the lease for life or yearcs is not extinguished, but by tlie

regresse of the lessee the rent is revived, because it is incident to
tlie reversion : and so hath it beene adjudged. But if a man be
seised (yf a rent in fee, and disseise tlie tenant of the land, and
make a feoffincnt in fee, the tenant re-entreth, this rent is not
revived. And so note a diversitie between a rent incident to a
reversion, and a rent not incident to a reversion.

If two joynt lessees for yeares or for life be ousted or disseised (Ant. 997. b.

by the lessor, and he enfeoffe another, if one of the lessees re- « Hep. 67. a.)

enter, this is a good attornemcnt, and shall binde both ; for an
attornemcnt in law is as strong as an attornemcnt in deed.

If a man make a lease for life, and then grant the reversion (6 Rep. 69. Mo.
for life, and the lessee attorne, and after the lessor disseise the 99 ^"*' ^* »•)

lessee for life, and make a feoffment in fee, and the lessee re-enter,

this shall leave a reversion in the grantee for life, and another
reversion in the feoflee, and yet this is no attornemcnt in law of
the grantee for life, because he doth no act, nor assent to any
which might amount to an attornemcnt in law. Et res inter alios

acta altcri nocere non debet. Neither hatli the grantee for life the
land in possession, so as he may well be misconusant of the feoff-

ment made upon the land, and so out of the reason oi Littleton. (2 Rep. C71
)

But yet the reversion in fee doth passe to the feoffee.

r3197| ^ Sect. 578.

yjLSOfifa lease be made for life, the remainder to atiother in taile,

the remainder over to the right heires of the tenantfor life ; in this

case, if the tenantfor life grant his remainder in fee to another by his

deede, this remaituler maintenant passeth by the deeae without any attorne-

ment,* ^c. for that if any ought to altourne in this case, it should be the

tenantfor life, and in vaine it were that lie sliould attorne upon his owne

grant, S^c.

TJ E R E it appeareth, that where the ancestor taketh an estate

of freehold, and after a remainder is limited to his right (Ant. 13. b.

heires, that the fee simple vesteth in himself, as well as if it had » Holl. Abr.

beene limited to him and his heires ; for his right heires are in
^^"^'^

this case words of limitation of estate, and not of purchase.

Otherwise it is where the ancestor taketh but an estate for (» Hep. 66.)

yeares : as if a lease for yeares be made to A. the remainder to

B. in tayle, the remainder to the right heires of A. there the

remainder vesteth not in A. but the right heires shall take by

purchase if A. die during the estate taile : for as the ancestor imd (Ant 54 b)

the heire are correlativa of inheritances, so are the testator and

executor, or the intestate and administrator of chattels. And so

it is if A. make a feoffment in fee to the use of B. for life, and

af^er to the use of C. for life or in tailc, and after to the use of

the right heires of B. B. hatJi the fee simple in him as well (1 Roll. Abr

when 627)

• Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

M M 2
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when it Is by way of limitation of use, as when it is by act

executed (i).

Vid. Sect. 194. " In vaine it iverCy Sfc." Quod vanum et inutile est lex non
273- requirit. Lex est ratio summa, quajuhet quae sunt utilia et ne-

cessaria et contraria prohibet ; and arguments drawne from

hence are forcible in law.

Sect. 579.

jtf LS'Of if there be lord and tenant, and the tenant holdeth of the lord

by certaine rent, and knighfs service, if the lord grant the services

of his tenant byfine, the services are presently in the grantee byforce of
thefine ; but yet the lord {A) may not distreinefor any parcel! of the ser-

vicesy without attornement: but if the tenant dieth, his heire

within age, the lord shall have the wardship &^ of the bodie of rS^OTI
the heire, and of his lands, fyc, albeit he never attorned, because L a. J
that the seigniorie was in the grantee presently by force of the

fine. And also in such case if the tenant die without heire, the lord shall

have tlie tenancie by way of escheat,

T-TERE Littleton beginneth to shew what advantages the

conusee of a fine may take before attornement, and what
not.

IK\ 8 E. 3. 44. [K] First, he cannot distreyne, because an avowrie is in lieu
a6 E. 3. 63. Qf an action ; and thereupon privitie is recjuisite. So likewise,

^4 H 6
7^ ^"^ ^^^ ^^ same cause, he can have no action of waste, nor writ

1 2 E. 4.
4.* of entrie, ad communem legem, or in consimili casA, or in casu pro-

40 E. 3. 7. visoj writ of customes and services, nor writ of ward, &c. (1*)

5 II. 5. \%. But if a man make a lease for yeares, and grant the reversion
*^^-3- J5;b» by fine, if the lessee be ousted, and the conusee disseised, the

% N.B'^fio'^^ conusee, without attornement, shall maintaine an assise ; for this

Sect. 564. writ is maintained against a stranger, where there needeth no
4 Inst. 209, privitie. And such things as the lord may seise, or enter into
210) without suing any action, there the conusee, before any attorne-

ment, may take benefit thereof; as to seise a ward or heriot

;

or to enter into the lands or tenements of a ward ; or escheated

to him ; or to enter for an alienation of tenant for life or yeares

:

or of tenant by statute merchant, staple, or elegit, to his dis-

herison.

Sect.

(A) i. e. the grantee of the services. For, a$ Littleton says,'** the seigniory was in the

grantee presently by force of the fine," and, consequently, th§ grantee of the services is

supposed to become lord by virtue of the grant.

(1) The observation of Mr. Douglas upon this point (note to page 506 of his

Reports) deserves the reader's most serious attention.

(1*) The distinction in these cases seems to be, that the grantee is entitled,

before attornement, to what the lord may seize ; but not to any thing which
lies in action,—[Note 277.]
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Sect. 580, 581. 582.

J ,V the satne 7narmer it is, ij' a nian grannt the reversion of his tenant

/«' '
'

another hy juie, the reversion maintenant passeth to the

^nn:< ^of the fine, but the grantee shall never have an action of
oUJwui fUtornenient,S^c.

Sect. 581.

t.
I^ U T yet if the tenant for life alieneth in fee, the grantee may enter,

* 6se. because the reversion was in him by force of the Jine, and such

alienation was to his disheritance.

Sect. 582.

Ti ^ T it^ this ease where the lord aranteth the services of his tenant hy
fine, if the tenant die (his hcire being offull age) the nrantee by the

Jine shall not have reliefe, nor shal ever distreine for reliefe, unlesse that

hee hath the attornement of the tenant that dieth (Mes en f ceo cas lou le

seignior granta les services de son tenant per fine, si tenant devie (son

heire esteant de plein age) le grantee per le fine n'avera reliefe, ne
unques distreynera pur reliefe, sinon (|iie il 4- avoit Tattornement del

tenaunt que morust) : J /or of such a thing which lieth in distresses where-

upon the writ of replevin is sued, S^e. a man must and ought to avow the

taking good and rightfully S^c. and there there ought to be an attornement

of' the tenant
J
althougn the graunt of such a thing be byJine: but to have

the wardship of the lands or tenements so holden during the nonage of' the

heire, or to have them by way of escheat, there needs no distresse, S;c. but

an entrie into the land by J^orce of the right of the sei^niorie, which the

grauntee hath by J'orce oj' the Jine, S^c. Sic vide diversitatem, &c.

( V que le grantee ad per force del fine, &c. Sic vide diversi-

tatem §.)

J T is said in our books that if tenaunt for life have n privilege 40 E. 3 7.

not to be impeachable of waste, or any other privilege, if he •»g ^- 3- 5-

doth attome without saving his privilege, that he hath lost it

;

^ £ ^
^'

which is so to be understood, where he attornes in a (juidjuris 2, y.. 3. 48.

clamat brought by the conusce of a fine, that if he claimeth not 24 K. 3. 3a.

his privilege, but attornc generally, his privilege is lost, for that 39 H. 6. 115.

the writsupposeth him to be but a bare tenant for life ; and by
\.^^[fl 'J^'*'*

his gcnerall attornement, according to the writ, he is barred for
Y\ Rep. 79.

ever to claime any privilege but a bare estate for life. But if i Uoll. Abr.

upon a grant of the reversion by deed, the tenant for life doth v^ ^06

attome,

• Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh. tournement, L. and M. and />

t ceo not in L. and M. or Roh. $ &c. ndd*:d in L.aiul M- *•

\ avoit I'attornement— fusoit at- : <^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

M M 3
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attorne, he loseth no privilege ; for there can be no couckision or

barre by the attornement in pais : and so it is of an ittornemenj,

in law. As if the lessor disseise the lessee for life, and make^
feoffement in fee, and the lessee re-enter ; this is an at- /

tornement in law, which shall not prejudice him &3" of fS^OTl
any privilege: so it is if the lessor levie a fine of the l j^ |

reversion, and the conusee die without heire vvhereby

the reversion escheateth, in this case the law doth supply an
attornment, and therefore the lessee shall . jse no privilege. But
in the quidjuris clamat, if the lessee shew his estate and ms pri*

vilege, and is ready, saving to him his privilege, &c. to attorne,

hereby either his privilege shall bee allcA'ed and entred ofrecord,

or he shall not be compelled to attorne : [b] and if the plaiotlfe

be within age, so as hee cannot acknowledge the privilege, the

tenant shall not be compelled to attorne untill .his full age, when
he may acknowledge it. But oth . vvise it is (as some hold) if a
quid juris clamat be brought by baron and feriC; the privilege

shall be entred into the rolle, notwithstanding shee k a feme
covert. And in a per quce servitia brought by the conu ^e of the

mesme, the tenant may shew that he held by homage auncestrell,

and saving to him his warrantie and acquittall, he is readie to

attorne. In the same manner, if the tenant hath any other ac-

quittall, and the mesne levie a fine to one for life, the remainder

to another in fee, the tenant for life bringeth a. per qncE servitia,

and the tenant is ready to attorne, saving his acquitall, and the

plaintife acknowledgeth it, and thereupon the tenant attorne,

tenant for life dieth ; in this case, albeit regularly the attorne-

ment to the tenant for life is an attornement to him in the re-

mainder, yet in this case hee in the remainder shall not distreine,

till he hath acknowledged the acquitall, which must be in a

pet qucB servitia, brought by him against the tenant.

'* Alieneth infee, <^c." Of this sufficient hath beene said in

the next precedent Section.

** Shall not have reliefe, Syc" Of this sufficient hath beene
said in the next precedent Section.

(5 Rep. 39. b.)

(Ant. 157- b.)

(6 Rep. 4. a.

9 Rep. 85. b.)

45 E, 3. 11. a.

Vet. N. B. in

perqueesfrvitia.

5 E. 3. Mesne
56, & per quae

servitia, l6.

37 H. 6. 33.

39 H. 6. 25.

18 E. 4. 7,

(7 Rep. 4. b.)

Vid. Sect. 557.

^ Sect. 583.
I
521]

/f LSOfif there he lord, mesne and tenant, and the mesne grant hyfine
the services of his tenant to another in fee, and after the grantee die

ivithout heire, now the services of the mesnaltie shall come and escheate to

the lordparamount hy way of escheat
',
^ and if afterwards the services of

the mesnaltie hee hehind, in this case he which was lord paramont may
distreine the tenant, notwithstanding that the tenant did never attorne

:

and the cause is,for that the mesnaltie was in deed in the grantee hyforce

of the f said fine, and the lord paramont may avoio upon the grantee,

because in deed hee was his tenant, albeit he shall not be compelled to this,

S^c. But if the grantor in this case had died without heire in the life of
the grantee, then he should bee compelled to avoio upon the grantee ; and

also
* and not in L, and M. or Roh. t said not in L. and M. or Roh.



Sir Mo^lc
Finch's caae.

L.3. C.lO.Sect.584. Oi* Attomement. [321.a.321.b.

also in as much Ute lord paramont (loth not claimc the. niesnaltie btf force

of the (riant made hif fine levied hif the mesne |, hut by vertue of his

aei'^niorie paramont,
||
vi/. htf waif of e<n'heat , he shall avow ufnin the

tenant for the services which the mesne had, ^c. albeit that tlic tenant did
never attome,

U ERE Littleton putteth the case where one that claimcth
under a conusce by fine may distraine or laaintainc any 4.'. K. 3 a.

action, albeit there was never any attorncincut made to the *^^|ir'%
conusee, or to him tliat hath Iiis estate.

^^ n q J,'

5 H. 7. 18. pcf curiam.

And here is a diversitie betweene an act in law that givetli one
inheritance in Hen of another, and an act in law that conveyeth
the estate of the conusee only. Of tJic fonner LittUton here put-

teth an example ofthe escheat of tiie mesnaltie whicli drowneth
the seigniorio paramont; and therefore reason would that the

lord by tliisact in law should have as much benefit of the nies-

naltie escheated, as he hod ofthe seigniorie that is drowned ; and
the rather ^or that the law casteth it upon him, and hec

[32171 ^^^^ ^^ remedy to compell the tenant to & j* attornc.

. J Another reason hereof Littleton here yccldeth, be-

cause the lord coramcth to the niesnaltie by a seig-

niorie paramont, and therefore there ncedeth no attomement.
[c] As if lessee for life be of a manner and he surrender his

estate to the lessor, there needeth no attomement ofthe tenant's,

because the lessor is in by a title paramount. But if the conusee
dieth, and the law casteth his seigniorie upon his heire by de-

scent, he shall not be in any better estate tlian his ancestor was,

because he claimeth as heire meerely by the conusee.

So it is (as hath becne said) if the conusee of a fine before

attomement bargaineth and selleth the seigniorie by deed in-

dented and inroUed, the bargainee shall not distraine, because

the bargainor, from whom the seigniorie moveth, had never

actuall possession.

So and for the same reason if a reversion be granted by fine,

and the conusee before attomement disseise the tenant for life

and make a feoffment in fee, and the lessee re-enter, the feoffee

shall Dot distraine.

fr] Temps E. a.

AUom. 18.

39 H. 6. 38.

l>*<r Prisot.

(Ant i04.b,

309- b.)

(5 Rep. 113)

Sir Movie
Fiiichc's caae,

ubi supra.

Sect. 584.

TN the same manner it is, where the reversion of a tenant for life is

granted bt/ fine to another in fee, and the grantee afterwards dieth

without heire, now the lord luith the reversion btf wat/ oj escheat ; and if

after the tenant nutketh wast, the lord shall have a writ o/' waste a-

him, notwitlislanding that he never attorned, causa cpu'i supra. /-

where a man claimeth by force of the grant made by the fine, f sell, as

heire, or as assignee, S(C. tliere hee shall not dist •"'"''
' ' '"* /^••"" *

an action of waste, ^c. without attomement.

ho

WAiVs

X SiC. added in L. and .M. and UoH.

II viz. not in L.and M. or Hoh.

\ ^c. added in L. and M. and Roh

4 nor fi;oa<, not It'

Roh. nor in M5S.
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(Ant. 104. b.) TT ERE Littleton expresseth two diversities. First, betweene
an act in law, and the grant of the party. This case is put

\A] 45 B- 3. ^ ®^ ^'^ M escheat, which is a meere act in law, but so it is when
34 H. 6. 7. it is partly by act in law, and partly by the act of the party ; as

h H. 7' id- per if the conusee of a statute merchant extendeth a seigniorie or

ii^^H™ ^^"** ^^^ ^^^^ distraine without any attornement. If a man

ATowrie, 237. make a lease for life or yeares, and after levie a fine to ^. to the

(4 Rep. 64.
*

use of B. and his heires, B. shall distraine and have an action of
1 Roll.Abr.293. waste, albeit the conusee never had any attornement, because

i^h fi^f i^fifl
^^ reversion is vested in him by force of the statute, and hath

ki Sir Movie
' ^° remedy to compell the lessee to attorne.

' Finche's case. (Mo. 92. 68.) 27 H. 8. cap. 10.

y ifiAnt. 309. And SO it is of a bargaine and sale by deed indented and in-

2 Cro. 193. rolled, but this is by force of a statute since Littleton wrote.

i RcD 68 ^h
Secondly, where he that commeth in by act in law is in the per,

10 Rep. 45.) fts the heire of the conusee, who setteth in his ancestor's seat,

tanqtmm pars antecessoris de sanguine; and the lord by escheat,

which is an estranger, and commeth in meerely in the post»

pa

(F.N.B.iai.a.) Sect. 585.

yfLSO, in ancient boroughs and cities, where lands and
•^ 83* tenements within the same boroughes and cities are

devisable by testament by custome and use, ^c. if in such borough

or citie a man be seised of a rent service, or of a rent charge

(si en tiel § borough au citie home soit seisie de rent service ou de
rent charge), and deviseth such rent or service to another by his testament

and dieth; in this case, he to whom such devise is made, may distreine

the tenant for the rent or service arere, although the tenant did never

attorne,

34 H. 6. 6. JJ E R E doth Littleton put a case where a man may have a
S ^i^'J^' seigniory, rent, reversion, or remainder meerely by the act

21 H. 6. 38?
^^ ^^^ P^^^y> 3"^ may distraine, and have any action without

F.N.B.121.N. any attornement, and that is by devise of lands devisable by
custome when Littleton wrote by the last will and testament oi
the owner.

(6R«p.a3.) Sect. 586.
(5 Rep. 68.)

(1 Rep. 120. 3 Rep, 19. 6 Rep. 16. 8 1.) (8 Rep, 94.) (10 Rep, 46. 87.) (4 Rep, 66.)

TN the same manner is it, where a man letteth such tenements devisable

to another for life, or for yeares, and deviseth the reversion by his

testament to another in fee, or mfee taile, and dyeth, and after the tenant

commits waste, he to whom the devise was made shall have a writ of waste,

although the tenant doth never attorne. And the reason is, for that the

will

§ cas added in X. and M. and Roh.

I
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wiil of the (kvisor made hff his testament shall hee performed acconhrtf^ to

tfte intent (f the de\nsor\ and if the effect of this should lye upon the

attornemcnt of the tenant, f then perchance the tenant would never atlonie,

and then the will of the deinsor should never bee performed, % ^c. andfor

this the devisee shall distraine, 3fc. or he shall have an action of waste, 8fc.

without attornc/nent. For if a man deviseth suck tenements to another

1)1/ his testament, habendum sibi in perpetuum, and dieth, and

[32271 '^^ *^ devisee enter, he hath afee simple, causa qua supra; yet

b J if ^ ^^^^ offeoffment had beene made to him bi/ the devisor of
the same tenements, habendum sibi in perpetuum, and liveru of

seisin were made upon this, hee should have an estate but for terme of his

life ( uncore 4. si fait de feoffment ust este Xt ^^^^ ^ ^"Y P^^ ^^ devisor

en sa vie de mesmes les tenements, habendum sibi in perpetuum, et livery

de seisin sur ceo fuit fait, il n^averoit estate forsque pur terme de
sa vie).

"DOTH tills and the precedent case stand upon one and the

same reason, which Littleton hereyeeldeth, viz. because that

the will of the devisor expressed by his testament shall be per-

formed according to the intent of the devisor ; and it shall not

lie in the power of the tenant or lessee to frustrate the will of the

devisor by denying his attornement. Here Littleton mentioneth (1 Rdl. Abr.

a maxime of tlie common law, viz. Quod ultima voluntas testatoris «93)

est perimplenda secundum veram intentionem suam : and, Reipub- ^'^^ ^^^' *^*

lica interest suprema hominum testamenta rata haheri.
^ ^^ &'f. 60.

_ ,. rn . • • 1 • 1 • 1 Fletajibta.cap.
" Testamenty Testamentum^t.ciestatto mentis, which is made 15, Britton,foK

nulla prcesentis mctu periculi, sed sold cogitatione mortalitatis. 78. &f. aia. b.

Omnc tistamentum marie consummatum, (p ^P- \3«
Ant. 9. b.)

** For ifa man deviseth such tenements to another, SfC,^* Here aa E. 3. 16.

Littleton putteth a case where the intent of the testator shall 34 H. 6. 7.

be taken, viz. where a man by devise shall have a fee simple *^
H* Z*

*^'

without these words (heires); and here Littleton putteth the *^
'

^*

diversitie betweene a will and a feoffment.

Now by tlie statutes of 32 and 34 H. 8. (as hath beene said Vide Sect. 167.

in the chapter of Burgage) lands, tenements, and hereditaments

are devisable, as by tlie said acts doe appeare.

Sect. 587.

A LS Ofifa man bee seised of a mannor which is parcell in demesne and
parcell in service, and is thereof disseised, but the tenants which hold

(ft/te mannor doe never attome to the disseisor (Item, si home seisie d'un
mannor quel est parcel en demesne et parcel en service, et ent soit dis-

seisie, mes les tenants que teignont del mannor ne unque attournant

§ a le disseisor) ; in this case, albeit the disseisor dieth seised, and his heire

IS in by discent, S)'c. yet may the disseisee distreine for the rent behinde,

and have the services, ^c. But if the tenants come to the disseisor and
say,

t Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh. 4. si—le, L. and M. and Roh.

I 4'c. not in L. and M. or Roh. \\ ust este—fuit, L. atui M,
• et added in L . and M. and Roh. § a Ic—de le, L. and M. and Roh,
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my, We become your tenantSy S^c. or to make to him some other attorne-

ment, 8^0. and after the disseisor dieth seised, then the disseisee cannot

distraine for the rent, ^c, for that all the fnannor descendeth to the heire

of the disseisor, &jc.

(6 Rep. 69. a.) TITTLETON having spoken of estates gained by lawful

conveyances, doth now speake of estates gained by wrong

;

and here putteth a case of a disseisin of a mannor, where it

appeareth, tliat the disseisor cannot disseise the lord of
the rents or services without s:f=- the attornement of the r3237l
tenants to the disseisor ; for seeing an attornement is I

|

requisite to a feoftment and other lawfull conveyances,

a fortiori, a disseisor or other wrong doer shall not gaine them
without attornement The like law is of an abator and an

6 H. 7. 14. intrudor. But albeit the disseisor hath once gotten the attorne-
11 H. 7. 28. ment of the tenants and payment of their rents, yet may they

}n^'c
^^' ^' ^' ^^^^^^ afterwards for avoiding of their double charge. And here

Ant?
180^°*^ the attornement of the tenant of a mannor to a disseisor of the

demeanes shall dispossesse the lord of the rents and services

{ R 1! Ah
parcell of the mannor, because both demeanes, rents and

QQ.2.)
' services make but one entire mannor, and the demeanes are the

principall ; but otherwise it is of rents and services in grosse,

as in this next Section our author teacheth us.

(Co. Car. 303. Sect. 588.
1 Roll. Abr. 658.)

F.N. B. 179. K. (Ant. 180. b. 2 Siderf. 75.)

T} UT if one holdeth ofmee by rent service, which is a service in grosse,

^ and not by reason of my mannor, and another that hath no right,

claimeth the rent, and receives and taketh the same rent of my tenant by

coertion of distresse, or by other forme (et un auter que nul droit ad,

t claima le rent, J et receive et prent mesme le rent de mon tenant per

cohersion de distres, ou per auter forme), and disseiseth mee by such

taking of the rent ; albeit such disseisor dieth so seised in taking of the

rent, yet after his death I may well distreine tlie tenantfor the rent which

was behiitde before the decease of the disseisor (devant le
||
decease del

disseisor), and also after his decease. And the cause is, for that such

disseisor is not my disseisor but at my election and ivilL For albeit he

taketh the rent of my tenant, ^c, yet I may at all times distreine my
tenant for the rent behinde, % so as it is to mee but as if I will suffer the

tenant to bee so long time behinde in paymoit of the same rent unto me
(per tant de temps arere 4- pur paier a moy meme le rent), ^c.

Sect.

* andnot by reason ofmy mannor,
I|

decease— distress, Z. and M.
not in L. and M. or Roh. and Rah.

f claima— claimant mesme, L.awG? § Sfc. added in L. and M. and

M. and Roh, Roh.
. t et receive—a receiver, L. and -j- pur—de, L. and M. and Roh.

M, and Roh*
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Sect. 589. (3Bep.77.)

Ji^ O R tin: ptu/mnit of mif tenant to another to wfumi hee ou^ht not to

pai/, is no disseisiii to me, nor shall oust rne of my rent without my
will and election (Car Ic payment de mon tenant a iin auter a que il ne

doit pas payer, n'cat pas disseisin a moy, ne ousta moy pas de moi rent

eans ma volimt ^ et ma election), <^r. For although I may have

[32371 ^'' i^ssise against such pernor, yet this is at my ty- election, whether

_ jj J 7 will take him as my disseisor, or no. So such discents of rents

in grosse shall not oust the lord of his distresse, hut at any time

he may tvell distreyne for the rent behinde, ^c. And in this case if after

the distresse of him which so wrongfully tooke the rent, I grant by my deed

the service to another, and the tenamit attorney this is good enough, and the

services by such grant and attornetnent are presenili/ in the grantee, S)X,

But otherwise it is where the rent is parcell of a mannor, and the disseisor

dieth seised of the whole mannor, as in the case next before is sayd, S^c.

LIERE Littleton putteth a diversitie betweene a rent service (2 Rep. 37-

parcel of a manner, whereof he had spoken before, and a fr^Y^' ^\
rent service in gresse. For a man cannot be disseised of a rent ° *

^'^'^^

service in grosse, rent charge, or rent secke, by attornement or

.payment of the rent to a stranger, but at his election ; for the

rule of law is, Nemo redditum alterius invito domino percipere

ant possidere potest ; and our author hath before [*] taught us [*] Vide Sect,

whatbe disseisins of rents services, rents charges,and rents seeks, ^37» ^38> ^39*

and payment to a stranger is none of them, but at the lord's ^^^^ q^^ ^03 )
election, as our author here eaith,

" Pernor" i. e. the taker of my rent. But if the disseisee 24 E. 3. 4.

bring an assise against such a pernor, then he doth admit him- l ^' ?* ^'
,, .

,/.° ^ /. °
i

'^ ' See the authon-
selfe out of possession.

. ,i^, t^^^e fol-

lowing in the
" Discents.*' A discent of a rent in grosse bindeth not the next paragraph,

right owner but that he may distreyne, albeit he admitted him- 5 ^•4- »•

selfe out of possession, and determined his election, as by
til As? 4-^0

bringing of an assise, &c. 2^ E."'. ^o. 34.
If the tenant of the land pay the rent to a stranger which hath 16 A»s. p. 1$.

no right thereunto, and the right owner release to him, thii *6 E. 3.

release is good, because he thereby admitted himselfe to be out ^^*^^^' 5^*

of possession. But if the tenant had given him any thing in f.N.^^i7q.E.
name of attornement, and the right owner had released to him, 15 e. 4. 8.

this release had beene void, because an attornement only can FIet.lL4.ca. la.

be no disseisin of the rent.

" I grant by my deed, Sfc." This also proveth, that the right (Ant.Scct54i.>

owner is not out of possession, and that this grant over is a
demonstration of his election that hee is in possession.

Sect.

^ tt-ou sans, L. and M. and Roh.



324. a. 3.24. b.] Of Attornement. L.3.C.10.S.590,59K

(Dyer. 94. b.) ScCt. 590.
(Cro. Car. 303.) (8 Rep. 89.)

^ LSO, if I be seised of a mannor, parcell in j demesne and parcel! in

service
f
and I give certaine acres of the land^iparcell of' the

demesne of the same mannor, to s^- another in taile, yeeldmg to r3247|
mee and to my heires a certaine rent, S^c. if' in this case I be dis- L a. J
seised of the mannor, and all the tenaunts attorne and pay their

rents to the disseisor, and also the sayd tenant in taile pay the rent by me
reserved, to the disseisor, and after the disseisor dieth seised, * S^c. and his

heire enter, and is in by discent, yet in this case I may wel distreyne the

tenant in taile, and his heires, for the rent by me reserved upon the gift,

scilicet, as well for the rent being behinde before the discent to the heire

of the disseisor, as also for the rent which happeth to be behind after the

same discent, notwithstanding such dying seised of the disseisor, S^c, And
the reason is,for that when a man giveth lands f in taile, saving the rever-

sion to himselfe, and hee upon the sayd gift reserveth to himselfe a rent or

other services, all the rent and services are incident to the reversion ; and
when a man hath a reversion he cannot be ousted of his reversion by the

act of a stranger, unlesse that the tenaunt be ousted of his estate andposses-

sion, Sfc, For as long as the tenant in taile and his heires continue their

possession by force of my gift, so long is the reversion in me and in my
heires (car si longement § que le tenant en le taile et ses heires con-

tinuont lour possession per force de mon done, cy longement est le

reversion en moy et en mes heires) : and in as much as the rent and ser-

vices reserved upon such gift be incident and depending upon the reversion,

whosoever hath the reversion, shall have the same rent and services, <3fc.

^ Sect. 591- PJ^]

TN the same manner is it, where I let parcell of the demesnes of the

mannor to anotherfor terme of life, orfor terme ofyeares, re?idring to

mee a certaine rent, <Sfc. albeit I be disseised of the mannor, S^c. and the

disseisor die seised, 4, S^c, and his heire bee in by discent (et son heire

^ esteant eins per discent), ?ye^ Imay distreinefor the rent arere ut supra,

notwithstanding such discent
; for ivhen a man hath made such a gift in

taile, or such a leasefor life, orforyeares, of parcell of the demesnes of a

mannor, ^c, saving the reversion to such donor or lessor, S^c. and after he

is disseised of the mannor, S^c. such reversion after such disseisin is severed

from the mannor in deed, though it be riot severed in right J. And so

thou

* SfC. not in L. and M. or Roh, 4. 8fc. not in L. and M.

t to another, added in L. and M. IT esteant not in L. and M. or

and Roh. Eoh.

§ en ceo cas added in L. and M, % Sfc. added in L. and M. and

and Roh, AITVIOO^ P**^*
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thou mai/st sec (mi/ sonne) a diversitic, wfiere there is a mannor parcell in

demesne and parcell in services^ which services are parcell of the same

mannor not incident to any reversion, S;c, and where they are iticident to

the reversion y S)-c.

"LI E U E Littleton puttcth a diversitic bctwecne rents and scr-

vices parcell of* a mannor (whereof he had spoken before)

and renti and services incident to a reversion parcell of a

mannor.
And the reason of this diversitic is, for that as long as the

donee in taile, lessee for life, or lessee for yeares, are in pos-

session, they preserve the reversion in the donor or lessor ; and
so long as the reversion continue in the donor or lessor, so long

do the rents and services which arc incident to the reversion

belong to the donor or lessor. Neither can the donor or lessor

be put out of his reversion, unlesse the donee or lessee be put

out of their possession; and if the donee or lessee be put out

of their possession, then consequently is the donor or lessor

put out of their reversion. But if the donee or lessee make a
regresse, and regaine their estate and possession, thereby doe
they ipso facto revest the reversion in the donor or lessor.

And here is to be observed, that when a man is seised of a
mannor, and maketh a gift in taile, or lease for Kfe, &:c. of par-

cell of the demesne of the mannor, [a] the reversion is part of

the mannor, and by the grant of the mannor the reversion shall

f)asse with the attornement of the donee or lessee. But if the

ord make a gift in taile, or a lease for life of the whole mannor,
excepting Blacke-Acre, parcell of the demesnes of the manner,
and after he granteth away his mannor ; Blacke-Acre shall not

passe; because during the estate taile, or lease for

[132571
^^ ^^^^i ^^ ^^ severed from the mannor. And so note

^ J a diversitic, that a reversion of part may be parcell of
a mannor in possession, but a part in possession cannot

be parcell of the reversion of a mannor expectant upon any
estate of freehold. But if a man make a lease for yeares of a
mannor, excepting Blacke Acre, and after granteth away the
mannor, Blacke Acre shall passe, because the freehold being
entire, it remaineth parcell of the mannor, and one prcecipe of
the whole mannor shall serve. But otherwise it is in case of the
gift in taile or lease for life excepting any part, there must bo
severall writs o( prcecipe, because the freehold is severall.

(Cro. Car. 303.
1 Roll. Abr.

65B.)

(iill<:p.47»48.

riowd. 197. b.)

[a] 18 Ass. p. rj.

38 II. 6. 33.

PI. Com. Fu!-

merstonc's case,

103. Lib. 5.

fol. 11, 12. 25.

19 E. 2. Brlefc,

845- 4E. 3.

Briefe, 713.

(Post. 349.
1 1 Rep. 50. b.)

Chap. 11. Of Discontinuance. Sect. 592.

J^ISCONTINUANCE is an ancient word in the law, and hath
divers signijications,' ^c. But as to one intent it hath this signijica-

tion, viz. where a man hath aliened to another certaine lands or tenements
and dieth, and another hath right to have the same lands or tenements, but
hee may not enter into them because of such an alienation, Sfc.

'* DISCONTINUANCE
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VideSect.637. *< J)ISCONTINUANCE" is a word compounded of de
and continuo, for continuare is to continue without inter-

mission. Now by addition o^de (euphonicB gratia dis) to it which
is a privative, it signifieth an intermission. Discontinuare nihil

aliud significat quam intermitterey dcsuescere^ interrumpere. And
fa] 8 H.4. 8. b. as our author saith, [a] it is a very ancient word in law (i).

1 1 H. 4. 85. b. ^ discontinuance

(1) I. As to discontinuances in general:—In note i, p. 239. a. it was observed,
that in the case of a disseisin, while the possession remains in the disseisor, it is

a mere naked possession, unsupported by any right ; and that the disseisee may
restore his possession, and put a total end to the possession of the disseisor, by
an entry on the land, without any previous action ; but that, if the disseisor

dies, the heir comes to the possession of the estate by a lawful title. It was the
same, by the old law, if tlie disseisor aliened ; the alienee came in by a lawful

title. B}' reason of this lawful title, the heir, in the first instance, and the
alienee in the second, acquires a presumptive rigid ofpossession, which is so far

good even against the person disseised, that he loses by it his right to recover
the possession by entry, and can only recover it by an action at law. When
the right of entry is thus lost, and the party can only recover by action, the

possession is said to be discontinued. This is the general import of the word
discontinuance ; but, in its usual acceptation, it signifies the effect of aliena-

tions made by husbands seised ;Mre uxoris ; by ecclesiastics seisedj^rc ecclesicc ;

or by tenants in taile ; those being the three instances adduced by Littleton of
a discontinuance. But other cases, where the party having the right could not
restore his possession by entry, and was therefore left to his remedy by action,

were also, in Littleton's time, termed discontinuances. Thus, before the

statute of the 11 H. 7. c. 20, the alienations of a woman seised of an estate in

dower, or of an estate of the gift of her husband, or of any of his ancestors,

were said to be a discontinuance ; and before the statutes of 32 H. 8. c. 31. and
14 El. c. 8. recoveries suffered by tenants for life, or tenants by the courtesy,

or tenants in tail after possibility of issue extinct, or even by the feoffee of

tenant for years, worked a discontinuance. See sir William Pelham's case,

1 Rep. 14. It is to be observed, that there is a material difference between the

situation or title of the alienee of any person whose alienation makes a discon-

tinuance, and the situation or title of the heir or alienee of a disseisor ; for

the heir and alienee of a disseisor immediately claim under a person coming
in by a wrongful title, and their estates, though not defeasible by entry, are

immediately defeasible by action. But the alienee of eyery person, whose
alienation is said to be a discontinuance, claims by a person having a lawful

estate, and the estate of the alienee is unimpeachable during the life of the

discontinuor. It should also be observed, that a discontinuance extends to

those cases only where a person is dispossessed of an estate of freehold ; and,

where, though he has lost his right of entry, lie can still recover the possession

by action. At the common law, if there was a term for years, and the tenant

of the freehold suffered a common recovery by covin, it was a good bar to the

termor ; for, not having the freehold, he could not falsify the recovery, so that

all his term and interest in the land was lost, and his only remedy was an

action of covenant against the lessor. His possession, therefore, or rather his

interest, was absolutely lost, not merely interrupted. Even after the statutes

of Gloucester, and the 21 H. 8. c. 15. which preserved the interest of the

termor for years, against a common recovery, as the possession of the termor

for years is considered in the law as the possession of him who has the next

estate of freehold, the recovery is never said to discontinue the estate of the

termor for years ; the expression discontinuance being applied solely to those

cases where the freehold is divested. The peculiar import of the word dis^con-

tinuance,
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A discontinuance of estates in lands or tenements is properly

(in lej;all unilorstinulinf;) an alienation made or suftcred by tenant (»o Ilcp. 97.)

in taile, or by any that is seised in outer droits whereby the issue

in taile, or the heirc or successor, or those in reversion or

remainder, are driven to tlieir action, and cannot enter.

Ail which is implied by the description of our author, and by
the {S)'c.) in the cud of this Section.

I have added (properly) by good warrant of our author hini-

selfe, for Sedione 470, he useth discontinuance for a devesting or

displacing of a reversion, though the entrie be not taken away.
This discontinuance consisteth in doing or suffering an act to (» Ii<>II. Abr.

be done, as hereafter shall appeare. And where our author *3o. 485)

saith, that it hath divers signilications, there is also a discon-

tinuance of processc consisting in not doing, where the processe

is not continued, concerning which there is an excellent statute

made in furtherance ofjustice in [/>] 1 E. 6, and is well expounded [b] Vide the

in my Reports, and therefore need not here to be inserted. Stat, of' 1 E. 6.

There is anotlier erroneous proceeding, and that consisteth in ^^- 7\ ^

misdoing; as when one processe is awarded instead of another, j|u^''r'^'
''

or when a day is given which is not legall, this is called a mis- &c/le cisede
continuance, and if the tenant or defendant make default, it is discontinuance

error ; but if he appeare, then the miscontinuance is salved, ''e pieces,

otherwise it is of a discontinuance. But let us returne to the (^^^^- »73-

discontinuance of estates in lands, whereof Littleton doth treat
^^ g'^ t'l

in this Chapter. ^(j e. 3. 30.
37H. 6. 65, 26. 9E.4. 18. 12 E. 4.

" Significafions.'' Here (as in many other places) it appeareth vide Sect. 74.
how necessary it is to know the signification of words. 174. 194. 441.

And in this Chapter it appearetli, thot when LiltJeton wrote, 520.

the estate in lands and tenements miglit have beenc discontinued

five manner of wayes, viz. by feoftment, by fine, by release with

warrantie,

tinuance, where applied to the cases mentioned by Littleton, is shortly, but
forcibly expressed by INIons. Houard, who explains the word discontinuance,
*' Interruption ilu droit, quon a sur itn fonds, par la vcnte qiiiin autre charge
de conserver ce droit, en aJltileS See Anciennes Loix des Frangois, 2 vol. 435.
Our doctrine of discontinuance bears some analogy to the doctrine of inter-

ruption in the civil law.—There, interruption, when applied to the real

property, signifies the ousting of a person from the possession of his land.

From that time he ceases to be the possessor of it; and if he does not renew
his possession, but permits the dispossessor to retain it, he absolutely loses his

right to it, and the disseisor is said to acquire it by prescription. It is

observable, that by the laws of the Twelve Tables, possession during t\ro years
formed a prescription for land ; one year, for personal estate. Dio. Sic. 20.

In 6 Rep. fol. 8. b. 9. a. lord Coke observes, that the reason why the law will

not permit a person who is in by judgment of law, to have his possession dis-

turbed by the disseisee, is, '' to tiike away the multiplicity and intiniteness of^

" suits, trials, recoveries, and judgments in one and the same case; and there-
*' fore in the judgment and policy of the law it was thought more profitable
*' to the commonwealth, and more for the honour of the law, to leave some
'* without remedy, and to put others to their writ of right, without any
" resnect of coverture. Sec. than that there should not be any end of actions
" and suits." In a preceding note, the writer has already referred to the ex-
cellent argument of the master of the rolls, in Beckford v. Wade, 17 Ves.87.
—[Note 278.]
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warrantie, confirmation with warrantie,and by suffering

of a recovery in ai3^ prcecipequbd reddat. And this [32571
was to the prejudice of five kinds of persons, viz. of

|_ i, J
wives, of heires, of successors, of those in reversion,

and of those in remainder. But for wives, and their heires, and
• for successors, the law is altered by acts of parliament since

Littleton wrote, as in this Chapter in their proper places shall

appeare.

Sect. 593.

yi S if an abbot be seised of certaine lands or tenements in fee, and

alieneth the same lands or tenements to another infee, or infee taile,

orfor terme of life, and after the abbot dieth (et * puis I'abbe morust),

his successor cannot enter into the said lands or tenements, albeit he hath

right to have them as in right of his house, but he is put to his action to

recover the same lands or tenements, which is called a writ, breve de
ingressu sine assensu capituli, &c. f

XJ ERE Littleton putteth an example ofa discontinuance made
by one seised in outer droit, as by an abbot who had a fee

simple in the right of his monastery, and therefore his alienation

without the assent of his covent had beene a discontinuance at

the common law, and had driven his successor to a writ de
ingressu sine assensu capituli.

Reglst. Orig.
" -^^ ingressu sine assensu capituli, Sfc" It is called so because

fo. 230. the alienation was sine assensu capituli ; for if it had beene cum
F.N. B. 195. assensu capituli, it should have beene a barre to the successor.
Bracton, hb. 4. ^^^ because the successor could not enter, the common law

Fleta, Hb. 5. 8^^® ^^^^ *^^^ ^"^' ^^^ ^^ ^^ called of these words contained

cap. 34. in the writ, which writ you may read in the Register, and
Fitzherbert's N. B.

41 E. 4. 86. And here is to be noted, that in law the covent, albeit they
(Plo. 536.) be regular and dead persons in law, yet are they said in law to be
(Ant. 85. a.) capitulum to the abbot, as well as the deane and chapter, that be

r^^Re'^^Ma - secular to the bishop. But it is to be observed and implied in

dalen College's ^^^ (4"^-) ^^^^i ^ sole body politike that hath the absolute right

case.) in them, as an abbot, bishop, and the like, may make a discon-

tinuance ; but a corporation aggregate of many, as deane and
chapter, warden and chaplaines, master and fellowes, maior and
commonaltie, &c. cannot make any discontinuance; for if they
joyne, the grant is good: and if the deane, warden, master, or

maior make it alone where the body is aggregate of many, it is

See more of this void, and worketh a disseisin. But now (as hath beene said) by
matter hereafter the Statute of 2'jH. 8, and 31 H. 8, all the abbots, priors, and
in this chapter, other religious persons are so dissolved, as there be none remain-

before Sect!^528.
^"^ ^^^ ^^y^ ^^'^ ^y the statutes of 1 ^liz, and 13 Eliz. cap. 10,

and 1 Jac* cap* 3, bishops and all other ecclesiasticall persons

are

* puis not in L. and M. or Roh. f &c. not in L, and M. or Roh.
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arc disabled to alien or discontinue any of their ecclesiastical 1

livings, as by the same acts doth appeare(i).

Sect. 594.

A LSO, ij a man oe seised of land as in jight of /lis ivijey * S)C. and
thereof infeoffe another, f 6^0. attd dieih, the wife may not enter, hut

is put to her action, the which is called, cui in vitfi, 8cc.

'* TN right of kis wfe, S,c" (2) That is to say, in fee

[32671
simple, fee taile, iO- or for life. Here Littleton

^ J piUteth another case where a man is seised in a7tter

droity and may make a discontinuance, as the husband
seised in the right of his wife, and therefore the common law
gave her a ctd in vitdy and her heire a sur cui in vita, because they
could not enter. But this is altered since our author wrote, by Brccton, lil». 4.

the statute of 32 H. 8. by the purview of which statute, the wife f. 202. & 22 &;

and herheires after the decease of her husband may enter into 324- Fletajih.

the lands or tenements of the wife, notwithstanding the alienation |,' ^'
J4

^ 36.

of her husband.
Regi'st. 32 H. 8.

And cap. 28.

• Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh. t ^'C. not in L. and M. or Roh,

(1) II. As to discontinuances by ecclesiastical persons .-—It is generally sup-
posed that ecclesiastical persons were permitted to acquire real estates as
early as the reign of the emperor Constantine. The tenth century is commonly
considered as the period when donations to them were most frequent and con-
siderable. Very soon after they were permitted to acquire, they were re-

strained from alienating, their property. See Dec. Gra. Cas. 12. Q. 2. c. 3.

Long leases made by ecclesiastical persons are declared to be null by the
Council of Trent, Sess. 25. de Ref. ch. 11. For the learning relating to the'
leases made by ecclesiastical persons, the editor begs to refer to the much-
admired collections on this subject in Bacon's Abr. vol. 3. tit. Letises, sup-
posed to be extracted from a manuscript of sir Geoifry Gilbert. It is to be
observed, that bishops and abbots were supposed to have the possession in

fee, and might therefore alien in fee ; but parsons were considered to have no
more than a life estate. See Gilb. Ten. 1 10.—[Note 279.]

(2) III, As to discontinuances by persons seisedjure uxoris:—lUs generally
supposed that women, by reason of their incapacity to perform military duty,
were not originally admitted to succeed to proper fiefs : so that if the fief, by
its original constitution, were descendible to the females, it was, upon that very
account, ranked among improper fiefs. See Craig de Jure Feud. 48. 50. 23X5.

Stry. Ex. Jur. Feud. cap. 4. 2. cap. 15. 2. 3. By the Salic law, the females
were excluded from succeeding to estates, either lineally or collaterally.—It

may not be improper to mention here, that there are two different codes of this

law. One of tnem is supposed to have been collected before Christianity was
received into France.—The other is of a later date ; and appears to be a repub-
lication of the former, with considerable alterations, both in substance and
phraseology : and with several new regulations supposed to have been made
by the princes who filled the throne of that kingdom, after the introduction of
Christianity. The former code contains the following clause ;

" De terra x>ero

" Snlica in muliereni nulla portio hcereditatis transit ; sed hoc virilis sexus

Vol. II. N N " acquirit
\
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(F.N.B.Q05.F.

7 Rep. 42.

4 Rep. 29.)

.a.] Of Discontinuance. L.3. C. 11. Sect. 594.

it was the inheritance ofthem both. And so it is if the feoffment

be made by the husband and wife, (albeit the words of the sta-

tute be by the husband only) for in substance this is the act of
the husband only (i).

If the husband cause a praecipe quod reddat upon a faint title

to be brought against him and his wife, and suffereth a recovery
without any voucher, and execution to be had against him and
his wife, yet this is holpen by the statute ; for this by like con-
struction is the act of the husband, and the words of the statute

be, made, suffered, or done.

If the husband make a feoffment in fee of the lands which he
holdeth in the right of his wife, and after they are divorced
causd prcecontractus

^
yet the woman may enter within the pur-

view of that statute, and is not driven to her writ of cut ante
divortiumy as she was at the common law, albeit the entrie be by
the statute given to the wife, and now upon the matter she was
never his lawfuU wife. But it sufFiceth that she was his wife de
facto at the time of the alienation, and where her husband dieth

she cannot be his wife at the time of the entrie.

If the husband levie a fine with proclamations, and dieth, the
wife must enter, or avoid the estate of the conusee within five

yeares, or else she is barred for ever by the statute of 4 H. 7,
for the statute of 32 H. 8. doth helpe the discontinuance but not
the barre ; and the statute speaketh of a fine, and not of a fine

with proclamations.

If lands be given to the husband and wife, and to the heires of
their two bodies, and the husband maketh a feoffment in fee and
dieth, the wife is holpen by the said statute, as hath beene said,

and so is the issue of both their bodies. Feme tenant in taile

taketh husband, the husband maketh a feoffment in fee, the wife

before entrie dieth without issue, he in the reversion or remainder
may enter. For, first, the reversion or remainder cannot be dis-

continued in this case, because the estate taile is not discon-

tinued. Secondly, the words of the statute be, shall not bepreju-

diciall or hurtjull to the tvife or her heires^ or such as shall have
right title or interest hy the death of such tvife, but that the same
tvife and her heires, and S7ich other to whom such right shall ap-
pertaine after her decease, shall or laxufuUy maifenter into all such
mannors, lands, Sj-c. according to their rights and titles therein ;

by which words the entrie of him in the reversion or remainder
in that case is preserved. The husband is tenant in taile, the
remainder to the wife in taile, the husband make a feoffment in

fee; by this the husband by the common law did not only discon-

tinue his owne estate taile, but his wife's remainder : but at this

day after the death of the husband without issue, the wife may
enter by the said act of 32 //. 8. If the husband hath issue, and
maketh a feoffment in fee of his wife's land, and the wife dieth,

the heire of the wife shall not enter during the husband's life,

neither by the common law nor by the statute.

6 E. 6.

Dier, 72. b.

4 H. 7. c. 24.

Greveleye's

case ubi supra.

Pasch. 7 Jac.

(Hob. 261.

9 Rep. 140.)
(Dyer, 224. a.

3 Inst, lit).)

8 E. '2.'tit. Cui
in vita, 26.

34 E. 1.

ibidem, 30.

10 E. 3.

12 Dier. 21 Eliz, 363.

Cui

(1) But a fine levied both by husband and wife of her lands is not within
the statute ; and it operates as a bar to her and her heirs of all her estate and
interest in the land.—See 2 Rep. 57. b. 77. b.
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" Cut t« t'//</, ^c." Here is also implied a sur cui in vitd also

for the lieire. This writ licre mentioned in our author is so called

of those words contained in the writ, which you may readc in

the Register and Fiizherbcrfs N, B.

p]26n «- Sect. 595.

yi LSOy if tenant in talk of cvrtuine land i/icnof enfeoff e another ^ <5»c.

and hath issue and dicih, his issue may not enter into the /and, albeit

lie hath title and ri^ht to this, but is put to his action, which is called a

forinedoii in le discender, &c. (i)

''JONFEOFFE another, <Sc-" Here is implied, or make a

gift in taile or an estate for life. Here Littleton putteth a

third example of a discontinuance made by tenant in taile so as pieta, lib. 5.

his issue is put to his fonncdon in the discender, which is given cap 34.

to the issue ui taile by the statute of 13 £. 1. cap. 1, because he ^- ^- ^* 2' 1,

cannot enter. ^^f-;
Post. 365. b.)

*^ Tenant in taile." This extendeth as well to a woman tenant

in taile as to a man, and was generally good law when Littleton

wrote ; but now by the statute of [d] 11 //. 7, if the woman hath [d] 1 1 H. 7.

any estate in taile ioyntly with her husband, or only to her selfe, ca. 20.

(3 Cro. 244. 1 Ilep. 102. b. 3 Rep. Lin. Coll. Case. 10 Rep. 39. b. 6 Rep.g. b.

Bend. 40. Hob. 332. Jo. 31. Cro. El. 2.)

or

(1) IV. As to (liscontiminnccs by tenants in tail, tuith respect to their issue:—
It is to be observed, that though the estate of the tenant in tail, as to his right

of possession, or rather as to his beneficial property in the lands, has a duration

for the term of his life only
; yet, in the eye of the law, he is considered as

seised of an estate of inheritance. To understand this, it should be remem-
bered, that, in the Ciise of a fee simple conditional at common law, the con-

dition, from which that estate took its appellation, did not suspend the fee

from vesting in the donee, immediately by the gift. Thus, we find, that, if he

aliened before he had issue, it not only was no forfeiture, but, if afterwards

he had issue, it was a bar to them. See Plo. 239. 2 Inst. 333. But the con-

dition, though it did not prevent the fee from vesting in the donee, suspended

his power of alienation. To that power it was considered to be a condition

precedent, that the donee should have issue born. The statute extinguished

the power, but did not aftect the estate of the feudatory in any other respect :

so that a tenant in tail was as much seised of the inheritance, after the statute

de donisy as a tenant in fee sim])le conditional was before it. Hence, if he
made a feoffment, it did not, during his life, afiect or prejudice the issue.

Thus, his alienation was, primarily, a lawful transfer ofthe freehold ; the alienee

came in by right ; and his estate could not be impeached during the life of

the donee. In conformity to the established rule of the common law, that

whenever any person acquired a presumptive richt of possession, his possession

was not to be defeated by entry, however slender or unlawful the title of the

grantor himself might be, the statute de donis did not absolutely nuUify

the alienations of the donee in tail, but enabled the issue to defeat theui

by the forraedon in the descender.—[Note 281.]

N N 3
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or to her use in any lands or hereditaments of the inheritance or
purchase of her husband, or given to the husband and wife in

taile by any of the ancestors of the husband, or by any other
person seised to the use of the husband or his ancestors, and shall

hereafter being sole, or with any other after-taken husband, dis-

continue, &c. the same : every such discontinuance shall be void

;

and that it shall be lawfull for every person to whom the interest,

title, or inheritance, after the decease of the said woman should
appertaine, to enter, &c. So as if such a feme tenant in taile

dpe make any discontinuance in fee, in taile, or for life, although
it be without (A) warrantie, yet this doth not take away the entry

after her death, either of the issue or of him in reversion or
remainder. This statute hath beene excellently expounded by
divers resolutions and judgments [e] wdhich I have quoted in the
margent, and are worthy of due observation.

If lands were entailed to a man and to his wife, and to the

heires of their two bodies, and the husband had made a feoffment
in fee and died, and then the wife died, this had beene a discon-

tinuance at the common law : for the title of the issue is as heire

of both their bodies, and not as heire to any one of them, and his

entrie must ensue his title or action.

[e] Lib. 3.

ibi. 50, 51.

Sir George
Browne's case,

eodem lib.

fol.6o,c^c.

Line. Coll. Case.

Lib. i.fol. 17G.

Mildemaye's
case.

Dier, 3 & 4
Ph. & Mar. 146.

Idem. 8 Eii^
248. lyEliz.

340. Idem.

19 Eliz. 354.
Idem. 20 Eliz.

362.

27 H. 8, 23.

Lib. 5. fol. 79.
Eitzh. case.

Lib. 8. fol. 7 1,7-:?.

Greveleye's

case.

(F.N.B. 211.

21 7. 8 Rep. 88.)

[«] 4 E. 3. 38.

43 E. 3. 25.

4 E. 4- 25.

E. N. B. 124.
[ft] 2 E. 2.

Droit, 28.

[c] F.N.B. 123.

M21E. 3. 11.

6 E. 3. 23.

11 H. 4.49.
W2E.3.
Droit, 28.

13 H. 7.24.

5 E. 4. 2.

20 E. 3.

Avowrie, 131.

E.N.B.io. 46

" Aformedon" Deformd donationisy so called because the

writ doth comprehend the forme of the gift. And there be three

kinde of writs of formedon, viz. The first in the discender to be
brought by the issue in taile, which claime by dd^ceiitperformam
doni. The second is in the reverter, which lieth for him in the

reversion or his heires or assigns after the state -taile be spent.

The third is the remainder, which the law giveth to him in the

remainder, his heires or assignes, after the determination of the

estate taile ; of all which you may reade in the Register and
F. N. B.
Here Littleton sheweth that the issue in taile shall have a

formedon in the discender. What other actions tenant in taile

may have, and not have, is good to be scene.

[a] Tenant in taile shall have a ^MO(i^er?w27^a^

[6] Tenant in taile shall have a writ of customes and services

in le debet, et solet, but shall not have it in the debet only.

[c] In like manner he shall have a secta ad molendinum in le

debet et solet, but not in the debet tantum.

[d] Tenant in taile shall have a writ of entre in consimili casu,

and an admesurement, and a nativo habendo, cessavit, escheat,

tvaste, and the like.

[e] But tenant in taile shall not have a writ of right sur dis-

claijmer, nor a quojure, nor a ne injuste vexes, nor a nuper obiit,

or rationabile parte, nor a mordancester, nor a sur cui in vitd ;

for these and the like, none but tenant in fee shall have : and the

highest writ that a tenant in taile can have is a formedon.

E. 3. tit. Cui in vita, 33.

Sect.

(A) Hot " without" seems printed by mistake instead of" with." See Mr. Ritso'slnir.p. 121.
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ra uy Sect. .596.

^/ JjSOf If linn- //<« uitant m LaiU', the rcrcrsnui /jcing lit llw donor nml
^ his heires, if the tenant make a feqifmcnt, * S^c. and die without issue,

hee in the reversion cannot enter, but is pat to his action o/Tormedon in le

reverter t (i)-

Sect. 597.

TN the same manner is it, where tenant in taile is seised ofcertaine land

whereof the remainder is to another in taile^ or to another infea (En
mesmc Ic manner est, lou tenant en le taile J seisie de certaine terre dont
le remainder est a un auter en le taile, on a un aiiter en fee). If the

tenant in taile alien in fee, or in fee-taile,
||
and after die without issue,

they in the remainder nmif not enter^ hut are put to their ivrit of formedon
in the remainder, ^c. (2), ajidfor that that byforce of suchfeoffments and

alienations

* Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh. I seisie not in L. andM. or Roh,

f 4'c. added in L. and M. and Roh. || cS c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) V. Asia alienations by tenants in tail, tvitk respect to the reversioner

:

—
Upon the death of tenant in fee simple conditional without issue, if the estate

was withheld from the reversioner, either by the alienee of the tenant in tail,

or by an abator, the reversioner was entitled, at the common law, to a formedon
in the reverter. It lias been observed before, that if tenant in fee simple

conditional at the common law, aliened before he had issue, and afterwards

had issue, the issue was barred by the alienation ; but it does not seem clear

whether the alienation in that case barred the reversioner. See Plo. 235.
Ant. 19.—In general, wlicn the ancestor aliened, it was with warranty ; in that

case, the warranty descended upon the issue in tail, and therefore prevented
his claiming against the alienation of his ancestor. But nothing of this nature
could be opposed to the reversioner.—[Note 282.]

(a) VI. As to discontinuances by tenants in tail, tvitk respect to those in

remainder :

I. It has been observed before, that all estates of inheritance were, at com-
mon Jaw, either fees simple absolute, or fees simple conditional ; and that

tenants in fee simple conditional were, after the birth of issue, permitted to alien

the fee, upon a supposition, that, by the birth of issue, the condition was per-
formed. The statute dr donis declared this to be manifestly contrary to the
form and intent of the gift, and therefore required that thenceforth the will

and intent of the donor should be observed, and the fee revert to him, for want
of issue, lliis statute did not create any new estate, but, by disafTirming the

supposed performance of the condition, preserved the fee to the issue, while
there was issue to take it, and the reversion to the donor when the issue

failed. An estate of inheritance therefore remained in the donee ; but only a
particular description of heirs being entitled to take under it, it received the

M N 4 appellation
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alienations in the cases aforesaid, and the like cases (en leg cases avantdits,

et en semblables § cases), the]/ that have title and right after the death of
suck

§ auters added in L. and M. and Roh.

appellation of an estate tail, that is, an estate docked, cut off, or abridged, in

contradistinction from the estate of fee simple absolute, which remained in the

donor. Wright's Tenures, 186. Plo. 251. The expression estate tail does

not occur in the statute f/e donis ; but it is to be found in a statute of the same
year. See Stat. West. cap. 4. The statute de donis, by thus securing the

reversion to the donor, produced another material alteration in the law. For,

by the common law, no remainder could be limited upon, or after, an estate in

fee simple absolute or conditional ; but, when estates in fee simple conditional

were reduced to estates tail, remainders after them were permitted : and, by
analogy to what was done for the issue and the reversioner, a formedon in the

remainder was given to the remainder-man ;—not, however, expressly, but by
inference.—For the remainder-man after an estate tail being by the discon-

tinuance in the same mischief with the issue or the reversioner in tail, an
equitable construction of the statute brought him within the like remedy.

—

Five years after the enacting of the statute de donisy the statute qida emptores

ierrarum was passed ; by which all persons were enabled to dispose of their

lands ; but the feoffees were to hold them immediately of the chief lord. Upon
this statute, the courts took the following distinction, with respect to estates

tail, and other particular estates ; that, where a person seised in fee granted
for life, or in tail, reserving the reversion to himself, the grantees of the par-

ticular estates held of the reversioner, and he of the chief lord : but, where
a person granted for life, or in tail, with the remainder over in fee, both the

tenant of the particular estate, and the remainder-man, held of the chief

lord. 2 Inst. 505.

II. Care must be taken to distinguish between a remainder limited after an
estate tail, and a conditional, or contingent use, limited upon or after such an
estate. See page 203. b. note 1, and page 272. a. note 1. V.—There are

few occasions where greater nicety, or skill, is required, in limiting uses

of this kind, than in the two following cases.—The first is, when a person,

being seised of two estates, wishes to raise two families ; and, with this view,

intends that one of the estates, (which shall be called here the family estate,)

shall be settled on his eldest son and his issue ; and for want of such issue, on
his younger sons, successively, and their respective issue ; and, that the other

estate, (which shall be called here the second estate,) shall be settled on his

second son, and his issue ; and for want of such issue, on his other subsequent

sons, successively, and their respective issue. In this case, by the death of
the eldest son without issue, the family estate would descend on the second
son, or his issue. This union of the two estates would effectually defeat the

settler's intention. To guard against it, therefore, it is necessary to provide,

that, if by the death of the first son, and failure of issue of his body, the family

estate descends upon the second son, or any other younger son, or any issue

of their bodies, the second estate shall, in that case, shift from the person

upon whom the family estate descends, to the person next in remainder.—The
other case is, when a person limits his estate in strict settlement with an injunc-

tion that the several persons taking under the settlement shall use his name and
bear his arms. These being cases of difliculty, the rules of law respecting

them not having been long settled ; and the forms for carrying them into

execution being in general very imperfect ; the following observations, it is

imagined, may be properly introduced here.

II. 1. A
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such a feoffor or alienor minf not enter, hut are mtt to their actions, ut

supra ; and for thi^ cause such feoffments atid alienations are called di$'

cofititiudticcs.

''MAKE

II. I » As to clauses for shifting the second estate^ on the accession ofthefamily
estate. From what has been said before, it is clear that the provisoes and
injunctions, in tliese cases, are shifting or secondary uses ; and the point now
before us presents us with a curious and striking view of the gradual progress

of the doctrines of our courts respecting them.—One of the most remarkable

adjudications on this subject is the duke of Norfolk's case, 3d Ca. in Cha. 1.

The case there was, that Henry earl of Arundel conveyed his estates to the use

of himself for his life ; and, after his decease, to the use of trustees for 200
years ; and, after the expiration of that term, to the use of Henry Howard,
his second son, in tail male ; remainder to Charles Howard, and his other sub-

sequent sons, successively, in tail male ; with a declaration that the term of

BOO years was limited in trust to attend the inheritance, so long as Thomas
Howard, the settler's eldest son, or any issue male of his body should live

;

but with a proviso, that ifby his death without issue male living at his decease,

or by a subsequent failure of that issue male, the earldom of Arundel should

descend on the second son, then the trust should cease as to the second son,

and the heirs male of his body ; and the trust should then be for the benefit

of the third son, and the heirs male of his body. The eldest son died without

issue, in the life-time of the second son ; upon this the difficulty arose. The
question was, whether the executory trust for the benefit of the third son was
not too remote ? It is clear, that the event upon which the trust was to take

effect for the benefit of the third son, must, if it took place at all, necessarily

take place within the compass of one life ; it being, that by event of the death

and failure of issue of the first son in the second sons life-time, the second son

should become entitled to the earldom of Arundel. The law upon this head is,

«<no, so clearly settled, that if a settlement were to be made now to this

effect, all the parties interested would immediately acquiesce in it. But it was
then a point so much questioned, that few cases have been heard in the courts,

either of law or equity, in which there has been a greater difference of opinion.

Lord Nottingham, before whom it was heard, was assisted by the three chief

justices. His lordship held the trust to be good. But the three chief justices

differed from his lordship ; and his lordship's decree was afterwards reversed

by lord keeper North : but the house of lords, on appeal, reversed the reversal

;

and affirmed lord Nottingham's decree. Thus, by this case, it was solemnly
adjudged, that an executory trust of a term of years was good, if so framed
as to take effect within the compass of one life in being. This reasoning

extended, by analogy, to executory devises of legal estates ; and to all shifting

and secondary uses, whether created by deed, or will.—The next advance in

limitations of this nature was to extend them to a period within the compass

ofone or more life or liics in being, and txvetity-one years after. Upon this

principle was determined the case of Lloyd x. Carew, Free, in Cha. 73. Show.
Cases in Par. 137.

In most cases, till the middle of the last century, the clauses in deeds
or wills by which these purposes were intended to be effected were framed
upon this plan ; so that the event upon which the estate limited to the second
son was to shift from him and his issue to the subsequent sons and their issue,

viz. the accession of the family estate was confined to the contingency of its

happening within the above period of one or more life or lives in being, and
twenty-one years. Afterwards, as it was observed that a common recovery

suffered by tenant in tail barred all limitations subsequent or collateral to his

estate,
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( V. N. B. 215.) " JLTAKE afeoffment, Sfc" Here is implied fee simple, fee

taile, or estate for life ; and in this and the next Section

Littleton putteth two cases, where if the issues in taile faile, they
in

estate, it was concluded, that there was no necessity to confine the event, upon
which the estate was to shift, to any particular period of time ; and therefore

it is now usual to express it generally, that if any of the younger sons, or of the

heirs male of their bodies, shall come into possession of the family estate,

(without limiting the period, when this happens, to any particular time,) the

second estate shall shift from the person so becoming entitled to the family

estate, and go to the persons next entitled in remainder. An instance of this

kind may be seen in an act of parliament, passed in the year 1758, intituled,

" An Actio enable Charles Bagotf now called Charles Chester, and his sons, to
*' take the surname of Chester.'*

In clauses of this nature so many circumstances deserve minute attention

and accurate expression, as to render it a clause of singular nicety.— 1st. The
event in which the shifting clause is to hateeffect, should be accurately described.

A general direction, that it shall have effect, on the party's accession to the

family estate, may be contended not to apply to the event of his succeeding

to a proportion of it, however large ; nor to the event of his succeeding to the

whole, if it be charged with an incumbrance, to which it was not, in fact or in

contingency, liable, when the settlement was framed ; nor to the event, where
the party accedes to the family estate, not under the instrument to which the

clause refers, but by a subsequent and independent instrument, or by act of

law ; as when the eldest son suffers a recovery, and dies without issue and
intestate, or settles the family estate on his next brother. In the former of

these cases the next brother would take by heirship to his eldest brother ; in

the latter he would take under a conveyance from him ; and he would take in

neither (at least immediately), by the instrument containing the clause. The
clause, therefore, should be so framed as to describe the events, in which it is^

to operate, and prevent its operation in other events.—2dly, The clause should

describe accurately what estates or interests the younger brother solely, or

both the younger brother and his issue male, arc to take, in the family property,

so as to give to the clause the effect of making the second estate shift from
them.—When the property is included in a particular deed, and the party is to

take it according to the terms of that deed, this may be easily described; but,

where this is not the case, it is frequently difficult to frame the clause in such a
manner, as will ascertain, with precision, the events to which the clause is

intended to apply.—3dly. Equal attention must be observed in describing the

person to whom the settler wishes the second estate to devolve when the party

accedes to the family estate. It sometimes happens that, in the case proposed

in this annotation, the settler directs that on the accession of any of the sub-

sequent tenants for life to the family estate, the second estate shall devolve to

the person next entitled in remainder. Now, in the case proposed, the person

next entitled in remainder is the son of the tenant for life, or, (where such a
limitation is introduced,) the trustees for preserving the contingent remainders.

To one or other of these the limitation, worded in the manner which has been
mentioned, has, in some adjudged cases, been held to carry the estate. But
this, almost always, is cdntrary to the intention of the settler, as he generally

wishes that the estate shifted should not devolve to the trustees, or to the issue

of the son, from whom it shifts, but vest in the next son. This, therefore, should

be provided for.—4thly. The clause should also direct to whom the second

estate should devolve, if, at the time of its shifting, the person to whom it is

limited is not in existoice, but may afterwards come in esse. As, where an

estate is limited to the ssons of /. /S., (a person in existence,) successively in

tail
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in tlic reversion nnd remainder are driven to ihc'irJbrmedon in

reversion or remainder ; and tliis remaineth as it was when
LillUton wrote, not altered by any statute. And tJie reason

whereof

tail mole, with a clause, directing that, on the accession of any son of /. S. to

a particular est.ite, the lands in settlement shall devolve to the next son of/. ,S.

;

and while /. S. is living, and has one son only, that son accedes to the estate.

It is proper to provide for this case, by directing who is to be entitled to the

estate, while there shall be a possibility of a subsequent son, but the existence

of sueh subsequent son shall be in suspense.—5thly. In many cases it is neces-

sary to provide for the return of the propcHy to a person from whom it has

been divested by the shifting clause. As when a person settles his family

estate on himself for his life, with successive remainders to eaeh of his sons

A. B. C. and D. in the order of his birth, with remainders over to the sons

of each of them successively in tail male ; and settles a second estate on him-

self for life, with successive remainders over to each of his sons B, C. and D.
in the order of his birth, with remainders to the sons of each successively in tail

male, with remainder to A. his eldest son for life, with remainders to his sons

successively in tail male, with ulterior remainders to the collateral branches of

his family ; and with a clause divesting the second estate from B. C. or D.
and their respective issue male, on their respectively acceding to the family

estate. On the death of A. without issue male, B. would accede to the family

estate, and the second estate would therefore shift from him. Now, if C and
1>. should die without issue male, the second estate would devolve to the col-

lateral branches of the family, under the ulterior limitations. But it could not

be the intention of the settler that this should take place while there should

be issue male of his own body. To obviate these and other incongruities of a

similar nature, the shifting clause should be so framed as not to take effect

unless C. or D. or some issue male of their bodies should be living, when B.
accedes to the family estate ; and so as to provide, that, if the second estate

sliall have shifted, and C and Z). shall afterwards die without issue male, the

second estate shall again revert to B, and his issue male according to the

original limitations. Still nicer, and not improbable, cases may be easily

supposed in such shifting clauses.

II. 3. As to clauses enjoining persons, to ivhom estates are limited in strict

settlement, to take the name and use the arms of the settler. This, in some
respects, is nicer than the former clause ; because, in the former clause, the

intention of the settler generally is, that the second estate, upon the accession

of the family estate, shall pass, not only from the person himself upon whom
the family estate descends, but from his issue, but, in the case now under con-
sideration it generally is not the intention of the settler that the issue shall be
prejudiced by the non-compliance of his parent with the condition or requisi-

tion annexed to his estate. Now suppose an estate is limited to A. for life,

remainder to trustees and their heirs, during his life, to preserve the contingent

remainders, remainder to A.'s sons successively in tail male ; with a proviso,

enjoining A, and his sons, and the heirs male of their bodies, when they
become seised in possession of the estate, to take the name and bear the arms
of the settler, otherwise the estates limited to them to determine : in this case,

if A, the first taker should not comply with the condition or requisition

annexed to his estate, before the birth of a son, his estate would determine,

and the contingent remainders limited to his sons would either be void, or be
preserved by the limitation to the trustees. The former would be entirely

contrary to the intention of the settler : the latter .ilso would be contrary to

his intention, so far, as by the words usually inserted in limitations of this

nature, the person refusing to comply with the condition, would be entitled to

the rents of the estate durijig his life j and, if those words were not inserted,

the
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whereof these alienations in the several! cases in this and the
next Section doe make a discontinuance, and put him in the
reversion or remainder that right had to his action, and tooke

away

the rents being undisposed of, would belong to the heir at law of the settler.

To prevent this, it is proper to direct, that the trustees for preserving the

contingent remainders shall, after the cesser or determination of the estate for

life, and during the suspense and contingency of the then next expectant
remainder, stand and be seised of the estate limited to them ; in the first place,

to preserve the contingent remainders till they come in esse ; and in the next
place, during the suspense of such remainder, upon trust to pay the rents to

those, who would be entitled to the estate, if the persons taking under the con-
tingent remainders then in suspense were dead. It may not, perhaps, be
unacceptable to the reader to be presented with the following clauses, in which
all the above circumstances seem to be attended to. It must be supposed, that

the estate is previously limited to A. (a feme sole,) for her life, with a power
to limit a rent-charge to any person whom she may marry, for his life, with a
limitation to C. and D. and their heirs during her life, to preserve the contingent

remainders ; remainder to her sons successively in tail male ; remainder to her

daughters, as tenants in common in tail, with cross remainders in tail between
them ; "with several remainders over ; then the proviso in question immediately

follows :
'* Provided always, and it is hereby agreed and declared between and

** by the parties to these presents, that the person or persons, whom the said
*' A. shall marry, and every person, who by virtue of the limitations herein-
" before contained, or of this proviso, shall become entitled to the possession,
" or to the receipt of the rents and profits of the manors and other here-
" ditaments hereby released, or expressed and intended so to be, shall and
" do, within the space of one year next after they respectively shall so marry,
*' or so become entitled to the possession, or to the rents and profits of the
'' said manors and other hereditaments as aforesaid, take upon him and them
" respectively, and use in all deeds, letters, accounts, and other writings, to
" or in which they respectively shall be party, or parties, or which they
*• respectively shall sign, the surname of Browne only, and take and use no
" other surname ; and quarter the arms of Browne, with their own respective
" family arms ; and also shall and do, within the space of one year next after
*' they respectively shall so marry, or so become entitled, as aforesaid, apply,
" sue for, and endeavour to obtain an act of parliament, or a proper license
*' from the crown, or take such other means as may be requisite or proper to
'* enable or authorize him, or them, respectively, to take and bear the said
" surname and arms: and that in case any such person and persons shall

" refuse or neglect to take such surname and arms, and to take and use the
" steps, or means, which shall be requisite^or proper to enable and authorize
*' him or them so to do, within the said space of one year,—then, if the person
" so refusing or neglecting shall be the husband of the said A. the limitation

" hereinbefore contained to the use of the said A. shall cease, determine, and
" be utterly void ; and any annual sum, which by virtue of the power for that
** purpose hereinbefore contained, the said A. shall limit, or appoint, to the
" use of, or in trust for, or for the benefit of such husband so refusing or
" neglecting, and the powers, or remedies, and terms of years which she shall

" limit, or create for securing the same, shall cease, determine, and become
" utterly void ; and that if the person so refusing or neglecting shall be
" any other than the husband of the said A. the limitation hereinbefore con-
" tained of the said manors and other hereditaments, to the use of him or

" them so refusing, or neglecting, shall cease, determine, and become utterly

" void : and that the same manors, and other hereditaments shall, in such
^' cases, immediately thereupon, devolve to the person next beneficially entitled

«' in
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away his entry, was, for that he was privy in estate, and for the Vi<lc 8ect. spa-

benefit of the purchaser, and for the safeguard of his warrantie, 697- 6oi. 637.

so as every man's riclit might bo preserved, viz. to the demandant ^3^- « „,« 1^ \

for his ancient right, and to the feoffee for the benefit of his (gRcp'j.)'
warrantie,

** in remainder, under tlie limitations hereinbefore contained, in tlie same man-
** ner, as if the person or persons whose estate shall so cease, determine, and
" become void, being tenant or tenants for life, was or were dead, or being
" tenant or tenants in tail, was or were dead without issue inheritable under
** such entail ;—without prejudice, nevertheless, to any jointure or jointures,

" portion or portions, annual sum or annual sums of money, lease or leases,

" or demise or demises, which, previously to such cesser or determination,

" shall have been granted or demised of, or charged upon, the said manors
" and other hereditaments hereby released, or expressed and intended so to

" be, or any part thereof, in pursuance of any of the powers hereinafter con-
*' tained : (except as to any annual sum, and the powers, or remedies, and
" terms ofyears for securing the same, which shall have been granted, limited,

" or appointed, by the said A. in pursuance of the power hereinafter for that

" purpose contained.) And it is hereby further agreed and declared between,
" and by, the parties to these presents, that the cesser or determination of the
** estate of the said A. or of any other tenant for life, by force of the proviso

" hereinbefore contained, shall not operate to exclude, prevent, or prejudice,

" any of the contingent remainders hereinbefore limited to her, his, or their

** son or sons, daughter or daughters, or any other person or persons ; but
" that the remainder limited to the said C. and D. and their heirs, during the

" life of the said A. or such other tenant for life, shall, after such cesser or
" determination, take effect, and continue, for preserving such contingent
" remainders, and giving them effect as they may arise. And that immedi-
'* ately from and after such cesser or determination of such preceding estate
'* for life, and during the suspense and contingency of such then expectant
" remainder, the said C and D. their heirs and assigns, shall receive, pay
" and apply the rents and profits of the said manors and otlier hereditaments,
" which would belong to such tenant for life, if such cesser or determination
" had not taken place, unto the person or persons, for the intents and pur-
*' poses, and in the manner, to, for, and in which, the same rents and profits

'* would be, or would have been payable and applicable respectively, under
" and by virtue of the limitations and provisoes hereinbefore contained, in

" case such tenant for life was actually dead ; so that, immediately from and
" after such cesser or determination, the issue of the said A. or of such other
*' tenant for life, entitled for the time being, under the limitations aforesaid, to

" the said manors and other hereditaments, in remainder immediately expectant
" on the decease of the said A., or of such other ttjnant for life, may be
*' entitled to the rents and profits of the said manor and other hereditaments,
" for his and their own proper use and benefit respectively, during the life of
** the parent, as if such parent were dead : and that in case no such issue
*' shall be in existence, then, during the vacancy or contingency of such issue,
*' the person next entitled for the time being, under the limitations aforesaid,

" to a vested remainder in the said manors and other hereditaments, expectant
" on the decease of the said A. or of such other tenant for life, and failure

" of such issue of her, or his body, shall and may be entitled to the said rents
** and profits for his and their proper use and benefit respectively, but without
'* any exclusion of, or prejudice to the estate, interest, or right of any such
" issue, afterwards coming into existence, but only from the time.of the birth
*' of such issue respectively."

On the doctrine particularly applicable to the clauses, forming the subject

of this annotation, the cases of Hopkins v. Hopkins, For. 44. 1 Ves. sen. 2G8.

1 Atkyns,



30 E. 1.

jbbrmedon, 65.

19 E. 2.

Formedon, Ci.

18E. 3. 46.

12 E. 4. 3.

(Cro. Car. 405.

(1 Roll. Abr.

632.)
(Post. 356. a.)

(Sid. 83.)

(Ant. 301.)
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warrantie, which was foundfed upon great reason and equitie

:

which benefit ofthe warrantie should be prevented and avoided if

the entrie of him that right had were lawfull, and thereby also

the danger that many timeshappeneth by taking ofpossessions was
warily prevented by law. But then it may be demanded, seeing

that there was no reversion or remainder expectant upon any
estate taile at the common law, nor the issue in taile had any
remedy by the common law, if the tenant in taile had aliened,

then by what law is the alienation of tenant in taile a discon*

) tinuance at this day to the issue in taile, or to him in

reversion or remainder? Whereunto it is thus ^5=* an- [32771.
swered, that it is provided by the statute of i'F. 2. ca. 1 . I ^ J
De donis conditionalibuSf quod non habeant illi qiiihus

tencmentum sic J"ucrit datum potesfatcjn alienandi, &;c» Upon
these words the sages of the law have construed the said Act,
according to the rule and reason of the common law, and that,

in divers and sundry variable manners. For some alienations of

tenant in taile, they have adjudged voydable by the issue in,

taile by action only : some at the election of the issue in taile to

avoid it by action, entry, or claime : some are meerely void,

by the death of the tenant in taile : which severall constructions

were made upon the selfe-same words aforesaid.

As for example, if tenant in taile make a feofFement in fee,

this drives the issue in taile to his action, which is called in law
a Discontinuance ; and this construction was made, for that at

the common law the feoffement of an abbot or bishop, or of the

.

husband seised in the right of his wife, did worke a discon-

tinuance, and did drive the successor and the wife to their action,

and foreclosed them of their entrie; and as the entrie of the

issue was taken away, so consequently of them in reversion and

& 1 3 H. 7. PI. Com. 426. Smith & Staplcton's case. (3 Rep. 85.)

remainder-

12.

28.

1-8 E. 3.

19 E. 3.

Bre. .

'

24 E. 3-

36 Ass. 8.

«2 E. 2.

Discon. 50.

5 E. 4- 3-

4 H. 7. 17.

33 E. 3-

Forraedon, 47.

1 Atkyns, 581. Doed. Heneage u. Heneage, 4 Term Rep. 13. Carr v. lord

ErroU, 6 East, 58. i4Ves.478. And Stanley r. Stanley, i6Ves. 491, maybe
usefully consulted.

II. 3. The injunction of taking a partictdar 7iame, and using particidar

arms, is sometimes improperly used-,—As, where lands are settled to the use

of B. and the heirs of his body, he and they taking, using, and bearing,

and continuing to take, use, and bear the name and arms of A,-, or to the

use of B. and his heirs, he and they taking, using, and bearing, and con-

tinuing to take, use, and bear the name and arms of A—But each of these

modes of injunction is very objectionable. The first is nugatory ; as B. by

suffering a common recovery, may acquire the fee simple of the estate, dis-

charged from the condition. The second creates a fee simple conditional, to

endure no longer than during such time as B. and his heirs comply with the

condition, and therefore virtually prevents the alienation of the estate. The
introduction of the word " assigns" into the limitation, does not practically

remove this objection. If the lands held under the limitation last mentioned,

vest in the heir at law of the settler, the condition is determined, as there is

no one to take advantage of it. The condition may be also released by such

heir at law to the owner of the conditional estate. If, after the condition is

broken, the owner of the land levies a fine with proclamations, it may be a

bar, after the expiration of the five years, to the right of entry of the heir.

Mayor of London v. Alford, Cro. Car. 575. 1 Jones, 452. Cromwell's case.

2 Rep. 69. Thomasin u. Mackworth, Carter, 75.—[Note 283.]
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remainder. Also if an abbot, bisliop, or husband in the right of

his wife, seised of a rent, or of any other inheritance that lieth

in grant, had ah'ened, it was in the election of the successor, or

wife after the death of her husband, to claime the rent, kc. or

to bring an action, for that alienation did not worke a discon-

tinuance ; and so it is by construction in case of tenant in tailo.

Lastly, if the abbot, bishop, or husband, had granted a rent

newly created out of the land, &c. to anoUier in fee, this had

utterly ceased by their death ; and so it is also by construction in

case of tenant in taiic. So as these words (jion nabcnt potcstatcm (i Ixo. 66.)

alienandi) doe worke these effects, xix. as to lands, that a feoff-

ment barreth not the issue, &c. of his action, but worketh a dis- (Plowd. 437.)

continuance to barre him of his cntric ; as to rents or any thing

f« esse, tliat lie in grant, that the said words doe take away his

power to make any discontinuance : as to rents, &c. newly
created, that they take away his power to make them to con-

tinue longer than during his life.

But there is a diversitie bctweene an alienation working a dis-

continuance of an estate which takcth away an entrie, and an
alienation working, divesting or displacing of estates which

taketh away no entry. As if there be tenant for life, the re-

mainder to A. in taile, tlie remainder to J5. in fee, if tenant for

life doth alien in fee, this doth divest and displace the remainders,

but worketh no discontinuance. And therein it is to be observed,

that to everie discontinuance there is necessary a divesting, or

displacing of the estate, and turning the same to a right ; for if

it be not turned to a right, they tliat have the estate cannot be
driven to an action. And that is tlie reason that such inherit-

ances as lie in grant, cannot by grant be discontinued, because
such a grant divesteth no estate, but passeth onely that which
he may lawfully grant, and so the estate itselfe doth descend,

revert, or reraaine, as shall be said hereafter in this Chapter.

A. maketh a gift in taile to B. who maketh a gift in taile to C.

C. maketh a feoffnient in fee and dieth witliout issue, B. hath

issue and dieth, the issue of B. shall enter ; for albeit the feoff-

ment of C. did discontinue the reversion of the fee simple which
B. hath gained upon the estate taile made to C. yet could it not (10 Rep. qj)
discontinue the right of intaile which B, had, which was discon-

tinued before ; and therefore when C. died without issue, then
did the discontinuance of the estate taile of B. which passed by
his liverie, cease, and consequently the entrie of the issue of B.
lawfull ; which case may open the reason of many other cases.

Also note, that a discontinuance made by the husband did take
away the entrie only of the wife and her heires by the common
law, and not of any other which claimed by title paramount
above the discontinuance. As if lands had beene given to the
husband and wife, and to a third person, and to their heires, and
the husband had made a feoffment in fee, this had beene a dis-

continuance of the one moitie, and a disseisin of the other
moitie : if the husband had died, and then the wife had died,

the survivor should have entred into the whole, for hee claimed
not under the discontinuance, but by title paramount from the
first feoffor ; and seeing the right by law doth survive, the law
doth give him a reraedie to take advantage thereof by entry,
for other reraedie for that moitie he could not have.

" I"J<:e or infee taile.'' And so it is of an estate for life.

Sect.
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Sect. 598.

A LSO if tenant in taile be disseised, and he release by his

t3^ deed to the disseisour and to his /wires all the right which [32871
he hath in the same tenements, this is no discontinuance, for that [_ a. J
nothing of the right passeth to the disseisor, butfor terme of the

life of tenant in taile which made the i^elease, &)C.

(2 Rep. 31.) Sect. 599.

B

B

VT by thefeoffment of tenant in taile,fee simple passeth by the same

feoffment byforce of the liverie of seisin, S^c.

Sect. 600.

UT by force of a release nothing shall passe but the right which he

may lawfully and rightfully release, without hurt or dammage to

other persons who shall have right therein after his decease, <%c. So there

is great diversitie betweene a feoffement of tenant in taile, and a release

made by tenant in taile.

/^ UR author having put examples of estates passing by trans-

mutation of an estate and possession, doth in this and tlie

two Sections following put a diversitie betweene a feoffment and
a release or confirmation of a bare right ; for it is a rule in law,

that the disseisee, or any other that hath a right only by his

9 E. 4. 1 8. release or confirmation, cannotmake any discontinuance, because
12 E. 4. 11. nothing can passe thereby but that which may lawfully passe.

Ii li^e^^S
"^"^ otherwise it is of a feoffment in respect of the liverie of

(Po8i.329,33o.) seisin, for that it is the most solemne and common assurance in

the country, and to be maintained for the common quiet of the

realme ; and by the feoffment the freehold (which is so much
esteemed in law) doth passe by open liverie to the feoffee, and
by tlie release a bare right.

Sect. 601.

T}UT it is said, that if the tenant in taile in this case release to his

disseisor, and bind him and his heires to warrantie, * and dieth,

and this warrantie descend to (A) his issue, this is a discontinuance by
reason of the warrantie (f ceo est discontinuance per cause de le

garrantie) J.
THE

* 8fc, added in L. and M. and \dior\({\xQS, addedin L, andM. andRoh.
Roh. X Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh.

(A) Should it not be, " upon his issue," histead of,
" to his issue" ? See Mr. Ritso's

Intr. ]j. 113, where a distinction is taken between a warranty which descends as a benejicium

to the heir, and a warranty which descend$ as an onus upon the heir.
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nPHE reason why the addition of the warrantic in this case 3 H. 4.9.

fnokcth a discontinuance, is that which hatli hccne said, viz. ^^ ^- *•

If the issue in taile should enter, the warrantic (which is
^^'*^'"- fi^-

[32871 ^" niuch favoured in law) JC?* should be destroyed
; ^i II.7. ol

jj J and therefore to the end that if assets in fee simple 43 E. 3. a!

doe descend, he to whom the release is made, may >5 *^- 4-

plead tlie same, and barretlie demandant: by which meanes all ''V
^>»con. 30.

riglits and advantages are saved. And that I may note it once g^'^' ^^' ^g
for all, an fit is saidJ with Littleton is as good as a conce^SMW in (3 Rep. 85.)

'

a bookc case. (1*081.632,633.)

Sect. 602.

T^UT if a man hath issue a sonne hy his wife, and his wife dietft,

and after hee taketh another wife, and tenements are given to him
and to his second wife, and to tJie heires of' their two bodies engendred,

and they fiave issue another sonne, and the second wife dieth, and after the

tenant in talk is disseised, and hee release to the disseisor all his nght, ^t.

and hind him and his heires to luarrantie, S^c. and die, this is no discontinu--

ance to the issue in taile by the second wife, but he may well enter, § for
tliat tlie warrantic descendeth to (B) his elder brotJier which hisfather had
by thefirst wife, ||

S^c.

Sect. 603. (8 Rep. 86.)

TN the same manner is it, where lands are descendible to the youngest

Sonne after the custome of Burrough-English, which are entayled, Sfc.

and the tenaunt in tayle hath two sonries, and is disseised, and he releaseth

to his disseisour all his right with warrantic, ^c. and dieth, the younger

soime may enter upon the disseisor, notwithstanding the warranty, for that

the warrantic descendeth to (C) the elder son : for alwayes the

[329TI ^^ warrantic shall descend to him who is heire by the common

. a. J ^^'

"DY thesfl^two examples in this and the Section next following,

it appeareth that a warrantic being added to a release or con-

firmation, and descending upon him that right hath to the lands,

maketh a discontinuance ; otherwise it is out of the reason ofthe

law, and worketh no discontinuance, if the warrantic descendeth

upon another.

" With voarrantie, c^c." Here is implied that he doth binde

him and his heires to warrant to the releasee and his heires.

'* Alwayes

§ Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh. |1 Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(B) Vid. not< A. on S<ct. 601

.

(C) Vid. note A. on S<ct. 601,

Vol. II. O o
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13 H. 4. « Alxuayes the warrantie shall descend to him tvho is hetre by the
Garrantie, 94. common latv,'' This is a maxime of the common law, and hereof

(farrantie, 100. "^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Chapter of Warrantie, Sectione 718.

(Post. 376. a.) 735* 736> 737- so as it is not the warrantie only that maketh a
discontinuance, but the warrantie and the discent upon him that

right hath together.

Sect. 604.

A LSOy if an abbot be disseised, and hee releaseth to the disseisor with
warrantie^ this is no discontinuance to his successor^ because nothing

passeth by this release but the right tvhich hee hath during the time

that he is abbot, and the warrantie is expired by his privation, or by his

death.

, Rep 7q ) 'T H E reason hereof yeelded by Littleton is, for that the war-
rantie is expired by his privation or death.

" By his privation, or by his death" Note, that privation is

here resembled to death, and so is translation also. Wherein this

diversitie is worthy of observation, that when a bishop, &c. make
an estate, lease, grant ofa rent-charge, warranty, or any other act

which may tend to the diminution of the revenues of the bishop-

ricke, &c. which should maintaine the successor, there the priva-
Vide29E.3.i6. tion or translation of the bishop, &c. is all one with his death.
(Ant. 300. b.) g^^. ^here the bishop is patron and ordinary, and confirmeth a
(

yer. 35 ) \ease made by the parson without the deane and chapter, and after

the parson dieth, and the bishop collateth another, and then is

translated, yet his confirmation remaineth good ; for the revenues

that are to maintaine the successor are not thereby diminished.

And the like diversitie doth hold in case of resignation, notwith-

[m] 09 E. 3. 16. standing [m] the authoritie to the contrary.
tit. Garrant. 99.

Sect. 605.

yd L SO, if a man seised in the right of his wife be disseised, and he
releaseth, ^x. with warrantie, this is no discontinuance to the wife, if

shee surviveth her husband, but that she may enter, S^c, Causa patet.

nnH I S is evident, unlesse the wife be heire to the husband (as

by law she may be), and then it is a discontinuance for the
cause aforesaid.

(isaund.261.) t3- Sect. 606. rS29l

jd LSO,if tenant in tayle of certaine land letteth the same land to an-

other for terme of yeares, by force whereof the lessee hath thereof

possession, in whose possession the tenant in tayle by his deed releaseth all

the
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the riffht that he Iiath in the same land, to have and to hold to the lessee

and to his hcires forever; this is no discontinuance, hut after the decease

of' the tenant in tai/lej his issue mai/ well enler, Urause hi/ such release

nothing passeth hut for terme of the life of the tenant in tayle ([mr coo que
per tiel release riens passa forsque pur terme de* la vie de le-t^anl
en le taile).

**

7J
K C A U S I'] hy such release nothing passcih.'' Here is one
of the maximes of the common Jaw rehearsed by our

autlior, whereof he doth put divers examples hereafter.

Sect.GO?. (3 Rep. 85. b.)

/i\ tJie same manner it is, if the tenant in taijle con/irme the estate

of the lessee for t/eares, to have and to hold to him and to his heires,

this is no discontinuance
y for that nothing passeth by such confirmation

but tlie estate which the tenant in tayle hathfor terme of his life^S^c.

**

JV^^ THING passeth by such confrmation.** Here is an- (Ant. 328.)

other of the maximes of the common law rehearsed by our
author, whereof he putteth examples hereafter.

More shall be said hereof in the next Section following.

Sect. 608.

ALSO, if tenant in taile after such lease grant the reversion

[330T] in fee by his deed to another, and i^' wilteth that after the

a^ J terme ended, that the same land shall remaine to the grantee and
his heires for ever, and the tenant for yeares attorne, this is no

discontinuance. For such things which passe in such cases of tenant in

taile only by way ofgrant, or by conjirmation, or by such release, nothing
can passe to make an estate to him to whom such granty or confrmation,
or release, is made, but that which the tenant in taile may rightfully make,
and this is but for terme of his life (f et ceo n'est forsque pur terme de
sa vie), Sfc,

Sect. 609. (Ant 251. b.)

Jf^O R if I lett land to a man for terme of his life, Sfc. and the tenant
for life letteth the same land to another for terme of years, Sic. and

after my tenant for life grant the reversion to another in fee, and the

tenant

* la—son, L. and M. and Roh. f et ceo n est—&c. est, L, and 3f.

and Roh.
O 2
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tenant for yeares attorney in this case the grantee hath in the freehold hut

an estate for terme of the life of his grantor (en cest cas le grantee
-|-n'ad en le franktenement fcrsque Restate pur terme de vie son
grauntor), <Sfc. and I which am in the reversion of the fee simple may
not^ enter by force of this grant of the reversion made by my tenant

for life, for that by such grant my reversion is not discontinued, but

alwayes remaines unto me, as it was before, notwithstanding such grant

of the reversion made to the grantee, to him and to his heires, Sfc, because

nothing passed by force of such grant, but the estate which the grantor

hath, |c. (1)

,Sect.

t n'ad—ads, L. and M, and Rok. J estate 7iot in L. and M. or Roh.

(i) VII. As to the modes ofconveyance "which xvorJc a discontinuance^ it may
be laid down as a general rule, that no alienation which is not made by livery

of seisin, or by some mode of assurance equivalent to it, can work a discontinu-

ance. It has been observed before, that the usual mode of conveyance at the

common law, was a feoffment ; that feoffments were formerly made without
writing ; and that, when writing came into use, the transmutation of the pro-

perty was effected, not by the writing, but by the livery which it authenticated.

Afne is often defined to be a feoffment upon record, the conusor's acknowledg-
ment upon record of the right of the conusee to the lands being considered
tantamount to actual livery. The fines, therefore, which are said to be exe-
cuted in contradistinction from those which are said to be executory, give the

conusee the immediate possession of the land ; and those which are called exe-
cutory enable him to recover it immediately, by an habere facias seisinam.—A
common recovery is the judgment of a court of record, that the demandant shall

recover against the tenant ; upon which he may immediately sue out the habere

facias seisinam. Considering, therefore, fines and recoveries only as common
assurances, the acknowledgment upon record in the former, and the judgment
to recover in the latter, are supposed to equipoise the notoriety of livery.

Hence both a fine and a common recovery are of force to work a discontinu-

ance. With respect to releases^—where the person whose estate is discontinued

releases to the alienee, his release must be considered as operating per mitter

le droit. Now it has been observed in a former place, that releases by persons

disseised, may be made either to the disseisor, his feoffee, or his heir : and that

in all these cases, the possession is in the releasee, the right in the releasor, and
that the union of the right to the possession completes the title of the releasee,

the notoriety of the disseisin countervailing the livery. But this can only be
understood of those cases where the releasor has the fee simple. In both cases

the possession ofthe disseisor is equally notorious; but where the releasor, as in

the instance brought by Littleton, has only a partial estate in the lands, he has

not in him a right to the fee simple of the land, and cannot, of course, transfer,

or cede it to another. Hence, though the release of a disseisee, who before the

disseisin was seised in fee simple, completes the title ofthe disseisor ; the release

of a disseisee, who before the disseisin had only an estate tail, does not complete
his title, and therefore does not amount to a discontinuance.—With respect to

conveyances >which operate by the statute of uses; it is clear that there cannot be
a discontinuance, where the possession remains with the party ; for, in those

cases, the possession is not disturbed, nor can there be any livery of seisin, or

any thing tantamount to it ;—but it is equally clear, that if the uses are raised

by a transmutation of the possession, that transmutation may produce a

discontinuance.
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/"N //w 5f7w*<' manuer is iff if tenantfor tenne of life by his deed con-

firmc the estate of his lesseefor i/eares, to have and to hold to him and his

heires, or release to his lessee and his hcires, yet the lessee for yeares hath

an estate butfor terme of the life of tlie tenantfor life, S^c.

" JpOR such things tvhich passe in such cases of tenant in taile,

t^c." Here is rehearsed another ancient maxime of the

common law toucliing grants ; and hereby it appeareth that a
feoffment in fee (albeit it be by parol) is of a greater operation

and estimation inlaw, than a grant ofa reversion by deed, though
it be inrolled, and attornement of the lessee for yeares of (A) a
release, or a confirmation by deed, for the reasons aforesaid.

And this is manifested by the examples which our author here
in these three Sections pulteth.

Sect. 611.

J)UT otherwise it is when tenant for life maketh afeoffment in fee, for
by such a feoffment the fee simple passeth. For tenant for yeares

may make a feoffment in fee, and by his feoffment the fee simple shall

passe, and yet he had at the time of the feoffment made but an estate for
tenne of yeares, S)'c. (i)

''BUT

(A) Here " of" teem printed by mistake instead of " to." See Mr. Ritstt Intr. p. ii i.

discontinuance. This, in fact, is only repeating what has been observed
before ; for it is not the creation or limitation of the use, but the operation

upon the possession, that produces the discontinuance.—Upon these grounds,

therefore, a bargain and sale, a covenant to stand seised, and a lease and
release, cannot work a discontinuance ; but a feoffment executed, a fine levied,

or a recovery suffered to uses, have that power. See page 272. a. note 1 . VI.—
But, if a warranty is annexed to a bargain and sale, covenant to stand seised,

or release, it may produce a discontinuance. This will be better understood
after perusing our author's chapter on Warranty. At present it is sufficient

to observe, from lord chief-baron Gilbert's Ten. 120, that a release with

warranty works a discontinuance ; for at common law the warranty was a
voluntary covenant of the force of a feudal contract, repelling the warrantor

from claiming the land, and obliging him to defend it; and though the

statute takes away the fbrce of such covenants, that they shall not bar the

issue, yet tlie issue must claim in the method the statute prescribes, viz. by
action; and therefore it works a discontinuance, since the issue, in such

case, cannot re-continue but by action only.—[Note 284.]

(1) What possession is required in the feoffor to make his feoffment an actual

O o 3 disseisin
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(Post. 367. a.) " T>UT an estatefor terme ofyeareSyS^c.'* Here it is implied,

that albeit the feoffment made by lessee for yeares be a
feoffment between the feoffor and feoffee, and that by this

feoffment

disseisin of the freehold, not merely a disseisin which is such at the election of

the party, has been a subject of much discussion ; and it is therefore sup-

posed, that the following attempt at a full investigation of the very abstruse,

but not useless, learning upon the subject, will not be unacceptable to the

reader. By the doctrine of the feudal law, no person who had an estate of

less duration and extent than for his own life, or for the life of another man,
was considered to be a freeholder ; and none but a freeholder was considered

to have the possession of the land. It is true, that estates were sometimes held

for terms of years. In that case, the possession of the termor was considered

to be the possession of the freeholder ;—but still the termor held the possession,

though he held it for the freeholder ; and the freeholder, by trusting the termor
with it, exposed himself to lose it, by the termor's negligence or treachery.

If the termor left the possession vacant ; if he permitted himself to be disseised

of it; if he undertook to alien it either by act in pais, or by matter of record

;

if he claimed the fee ; or if he affirmed it to be in a stranger ;—in all these

cases the freeholder exposed himself to the loss of the possession, as much as

if they were his own acts. Thus the termor held the possession, but he was
said to hold it nomine alieno, in contradistinction to the freeholder himself,

who was said to hold it nomine proprio. Hence Britton expressly defines an
estate of freehold to be " the possession of the soil by the freeholder ;" and
the author of the Doctor and Student says, " that the possession of the land
*' is called in the law of England the franktenement or freehold." Brit. c. 32.

Doct. and Stud. dial. 2. c. 22. So nearly synonymous in those days was the

possession to die freehold. In this manner, the possession of the termor
differed from that of a mere bailiff, who had no possession. The same prin-

ciples obtained with respect to the transfer of the freehold. Nothing further

was necessary than a delivery of the possession, or, as it is called by our law-

writers, livery of seisin. The freehold could be transferred by no other means.
But here a difference is to be observed with respect to the effect of the livery

of a termor for years (such as was mentioned before), and the livery of a

mere bailiff. On account of the solemnity, upon which the entry of the termor
into the lands was grounded ; the connection between him and the reversioner,

and his actually holding the possession of the land (though he held it for the

freeholder), the livery of the former was a transfer of the possession ; but the

livery of the latter was absolutely without effect. In process of time, invo-

luntary alienation, or alienation arising from attachment for debt, was admitted.

This produced the estates oftenants by elegit, by statute-merchant, and statute-

staple. Long leases for years also came into use, and more settled and
accurate notions were had of tenancies by sufferance and at will. All these

were considered to be in the same situation as the termor for years. Their

possession was held to be the possession of the immediate freeholder : but as

they hud, or rather heldf the possession, and were in by the act of the free-

holder in some cases, and by his privity or forbearance in all, they were con-

sidered to be in as of the seisin of the fee. It sometimes happened that

persons had the possession who had not the right ; such were tenants by dis-

seisin, deforcement, abatement, or intrusion. Still, as they had the possession,

they might, by livery of it, transfer it to another. Thus, by the old feudal

law, on the one hand, the freehold could not be transferred but by livery of

seisin ; on the other, livery of seisin could not be made by any person who
had the possession, without transferring the freehold. This transfer of the fee

was called a feoffment. No writing was necessary for this purpose ; and
when charters came into use, the transfer of the fee was supposed to be

pioduoed
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ti oHincnt the fee siinplc posseth by force of the h'vcry, yet is it a
(liv^iisin to tlio lessor. And here it ia wortliy to be observed,

tliat

produced (as has been already observed), not b^ the cliartcr, but by the h'vcry

which It authenticated. But the material variation witli respect to tlie form
of transferring property bv livery wnsy that originally it was usujU to make
the fcoffiuent on the land before the peers of the court, who subscribed tlie

charter of feofFment with their names, and the entry of the feoffee upon the

lanil wiis afterwtu-ds recorded in the lord's court: but in progress of time, the

feoffment was allowed to be good, though it were attested by strangers only

;

and the recording of the feoffee's entry was dispensed with. This, undoubt-
edly, lessened, very considerably, the solemnity and notoriety of feoffments

;

and we have an opinion of the highest authority, delivered witli much consi-

deration and infinite ability, in a case of the highest moment, that it had a very
great effect on their operation and efficacy, with respect to the circumstance

before us.—The case alluded to is that of Taylor on the demise of Atkyns r.

Horde and others, i Burr. 60. 5 Bro. Par. Ca. 247. Cow. G89.—As a minute
and accurate statement and examination of the doctrines laid down in that

case will serve greatly to illustrate the point now under consideration, they

shall be presented here to the reader. The case, so far as it relates to the

points in question, was, that sir Robert Atkyns was tenant for life, remaindei:

to dame Ann Atkyns, his wife, for life ; remainder to sir Robert Atkyns (hia

eldest son by a former marriage) in tail male ; remainder to Mr. John Tracy,
and his younger brothers successively, in tail male; remainder to Mr. Richard
Atkyns and his heirs. Upon the death of sir Robert the father, dame Ann
his widow entered upon the lands. In Trinity term 1710 an ejectment was
brought in the court of common pleas, against her ladyship, by John Phillips,

upon the several demises of sir Robert Atkyns the son, and of Joseph Walker,
to whom several terms of years attendant upon the yiheritance had been
assigned, in trust for sir Robert the son. A verdict was found for the plaintiff,

and he recovered terminum suum prceclictw7iy and had an haberefadas posses-

sionem. It is to be observed, that no account of the case states the grounds
upon which this verdict was found for the plaintiff. Most probably it was
merely in consequence of the terms of years which had been assigned to him.

On the 1st of January 1710, John Phillips, the plaintiff, surrendered the terms

to sir Robert the son; and on tlie 17th of the same month sir Robert made a
feoffment of the estates in question, with livery of seisin, to James Earle and
his heirs. In the deed of feoffment it was declared, that the feoffment was
made that James Earle might become perfect tenant of the freehold, in order

for the suffering of a common recovery ; which recovery, it was thereby de-

clared, should enure to the use o£ sir Robert Atkyns the son and his heirs.

The recovery was suffered in Hilary term 1710. Sir Robert died on the 9th of

November 1711, without issue, and intestate. His nephew, Mr. Robert Atkjns,

was his heir at law. In Hilary term 1711 an ejectment was brought against

him by lady Atkyns; and in Easter term 1712a general verdict was given for

her. She died in the month ofOctober following. Upon her deatli, Mr. Robert
Atkyns entered, and continued in possession of the estate till tlie iCtli of

March 1753, when he died, leaving issue only two daughters ; Ann, tJie wife

of Mr. Horde ; and Ehzabeth, the wife of Mr. Chamberlayne. The death of

sir Robert Atkyns the son without issue necessarily brought into question the

validity of the recovery suffered by him ; for if it were good, it destroyed his

estate tail, and all the remainders expectant upon it; and Mr. Robert Atkyns,
ill- nephew, and after his decease Mrs. Horde and Mrs. Chamberlayne, his only

children, became entitled to the estates as his heirs at law. But if it were not

a good recovery, then, upon the decease of dame Ann Atkyns, Mr. John
Tracy became seised in tail of the lands devised by the tesUtor's will, with the

O o 4 several
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that our author saith, that tenant for terme of yeares may make
a feoffment ; whereupon it followeth, that the feoffor may there-

unto

several remainders over.—In the year 1752, an ejectment was brought against

Mr. Robert Atkyns, and Mr. and Mrs. Horde, and Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlayne,
by Cyprian Taylor, on the demise of Mr. John Tracy, who, in consequence of
a direction contained in sir Robert Atkyns tlie father's will, had taken the

name of Atkyns. The jury found a special verdict. The case was argued
four times before the judges of the court of king's bench. A point arose,

whether, supposing the recovery to be bad, the plaintiff's ejectment, not having

been brought within twenty-one years after his title accrued, was not barred

by the statute of limitations. The court was of opinion it was barred by that

statute. The case afterwards went to the house of lords : all the judges were
ordered to attend: their opinion was asked upon the point arising from the

statute of limitations ; it agreed with that of the judges of the court of king's

bench : the judgment ofthe courtwas therefore affirmed. Afterwards, Mr. John
Tracy Atkyns and all his brothers died without issue ; and then, supposing the

recovery to be void, Mr. Edward Kinsey Atkyns, the then heir at law of
Mr. Richard Atkyns, became entitled to the estate. He claimed under a new
title, and was not therefore bound by the statute of limitations. An ejectment

was delivered by him in Hilary term 1777. This brought the question of the

validity of the recovery once more before the court. It is to be observed, that

though, when the case came before the court upon the ejectment brought by
Mr. John Tracy Atkyns, the matter went off on the point arising from the

statute of limitations, yet the questions arising upon the validity of the

recovery were most elaborately argued by the bar: and lord chief-justice

Mansfield, when he gave the judgment of the court, entered into a very minute
discussion of thqm, and gave his opinion very fully and decisively upon them
all : so that what was said upon this subject, when the case came before the

court in 1777, was, in general, only a repetition of what was said upon it on
the former occasion. As lord Mansfield's speech in the report given of it by
sir James Burrow, contains the most methodical and comprehensive state of
the arguments and opinions intended to be discussed in this place, it is here

particularly referred to.— His lordship stated the question to be. Whether
Earle was a good tenant of the freehold ? He observed, that to prove he
was a good tenant of the freehold, it was necessary to show, either that

sir Robert Atkyns, by the entry under the judgment in ejectment in 1710,
acquired the freehold by disseisin ; or that, supposing he did not acquire the

freehold, he acquired the possession, and by his feoffment vested an estate of

freehold in Earle. His lordship denied both of these positions. As to the

first, he laid it down, that the disseisin to be effectual in this case, must be an
actual disseisin, not a disseisin which was merely such at the election of the

party. No case, therefore, or other authority from the books respecting

disseisins, was applicable to the present case, if it did not relate to an actual

disseisin. He then proceeded to explain the nature of an actual disseisin.

He defined seisin to be a technical term, to denote the completion of that in-

vestiture, by which the tenantwas admitted into the tenure : disseisin, therefore,

must mean the turning the tenant out of his tenure, and usurping his place

and feudal relation. He observed, that originally no tenant could alien without

license of the lord ; and that, when the lord consented to the alienation, the

only form of conveyance was by feoffment, before the peers of the court, with

the lord's concurrence, and with the ceremonies of homage and fealty. That
a disseisin differed from a dispossession. It was something more. The effect

of it was to make the disseisor tenant to every denmndant, and freeholder de

facto^ in spite of the true owner. That, on the onetand, the lord must know
upon whom to call as his tenant ; on the other hand, the stranger must know
against whom to bring his pva::cipc. A dispossession, therefore, did not amount

to
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unto annex a warrantie, whereupon the feofFee niay vouch him :

but of this you shall rcatlc more in the Chapter of Warranties,

Sect. 6y8.

Sect.

to a disseisin, if it were not forcible, that is, against the will of the real owner

;

and if it wore not such as, both with respect to the lord and to strangers, in-

troduced the disposscRSor into the tenure. These, he said, were the conse-

quences of an actual disseisin. A disseisin by election was attended by none
of these circumstances. In that case, the disseisor was neither tenant to the

lord nor the stranger ;—he was merely a disseisor at the will of the disseisee,

who might, ifhe thought the process of assise a more eligible remedy than any
of those to which he might have recourse, without disclaiming his seisin, resort

to it, and, for that purpose, choose to be considered as disseised. From this

description of the nature and consequences of the two different kinds of seisin,

his lordship inferred, that sir Robert's entry was not an actual disseisin. Sup-
posing it a real proceeding, a termor might recover against the disseisor, or
against the feoffee of the lessor ; the possession he recovered enured to himself,

or for his own benefit during his term :—subject to that, it enured to or for

the benefit of the persons who had the right to the freehold ; that is, to the

lessor, if he continued the owner of the fee ; to his alienee, if he had infeoffed

;

to tlie heir or feotiee of his disseisor, if he had been disseised and his entry

taken away.—Then, suppose the proceeding to be merely fictitious, the judg-
ment only entitled the party to recover the possession, without prejudice to

the right. Now, by the special verdict, it appears he had no right to the pos-

session ; he had therefore a possession without prejudice to the right. He
was not in as particular tenant ; there was no privity of seisin ; he had only a
naked possession.—But, says his lordship, the case is still stronger : the true

owner cannot even elect to make a person in possession under a judgment in

ejectment, a disseisor : the entry is not injtisie Sf sinejudicioy but under au-
thority of a court of justice. The true owner might enter upon a disseisor.

But after a judgment in ejectment, an actual entry would not be permitted.

Upon this reasoning his lordship establishes his first position. That Sir Robert
Atkyns did not acquire, by his entry, an actual estate of freehold by disseisin.

This brought his lordship to the second question. Whether the feoffment to

Earle vested an estate of freehold in him by disseisin ? Here his lordship con-
cluded, from the principles laid down by him in his discussion of the first

question, that the feoffment did not amount to an actual disseisin, but was such
merely at the will of dame Atkyns. In this part of the question he says, that

except the special case of fines with proclamation, which, he observed, stands

upon distinct grounds, and the construction of the stat. of 4 Hen. VII. c. 24,
for the sake of the bar, he could not think of a case where the true owner,
whose entry is not taken away, might not elect, by choosing a possessory

remedy, to be deemed as not having been disseised. The judges of the king s

bench, in the opinion delivered by them in 1774, express themselves still more
strongly on this head. They say, that "where the books speak of feoffments
* in fee by tenants for years, and that the fee sinjple passes tliereby, it is to
" be understood of those feoffments of old, attended with livery, and actual
** transmutation of the possession from one man to another ; that feoffments,
** from having been the only conveyance of land, for a long term of years,
*' have languished into mere form, and are nothing now more tlian a common
'* conveyance; that their grandeur and efficacy is lost; and that without
** actually transferring of the estate from one man to another, they mix with
" the comnmnity of all other assurances : that the name of these feoffment*,
** and the remembrance of them, remains, and survives them, however imper-
" feetly, after the practice of making them, and consequently their solemnity,

"is
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** is quite at an end.'' Lord Mafnsfield afterwards considered the case in a
third point of view, which was, That a tenant in tail in remainder could not,

by the established law of the land, suffer a common recovery without the
consent and concurrence ofthe immediate tenant of the freehold. Now, says
his lordship, the law will never permit that to be effected by wrong, unfair, or
indirect means, which cannot be effected by right, fair, and direct means : but
sir Robert could not by right, fair, or direct means, suffer a common recovery

in the life of dame Ann, without her concurrence ; he never had her con-
currence ; it follows, that his recovery must have been covinous, and therefore

void. Upon these grounds, the court were of opinion, ist, that sir Robert
Atkyns the son by his entry under the verdict in 1710, was not an actual

disseisor, and therefore had not in him any actual estate of freehold ; 2dly, that

his feoffment to Earle gave Earle an estate of freehold only at the election of

dame Atkyns, but did not give him an actual estate of freehold : and, 3dly,

that the whole transaction was fraudulent, and therefore void.—The doctrine

upon which the first of these points turns is not immediately the subject of

the present inquiry. But some of the principles laid down by the court in

giving their opinions on the 2d and 3d points will be investigated in this place.

The great point for the decision of the court was, JVhat estate in the lands

afeoffor must have to give the feoffment efficacy,—It seems to be admitted by
the court, in the case referred to, that, originally^ no greater estate was re-

quired to be in the feoffor than mere possession. This they attribute to the

solemnities originally attending both the admission of tenants into the tenure,

and the transfer of the fee. But it seems to be their opinion, that, since most,

if not all, of these solemnities have been dispensed with, the peculiar efficacy

of a feoffment has been lost. This has certainly been the case iti one very

remarkable instance. Lord chiefbaron Gilbert, in his Treatise ofTenures, p. 43.
observes, that lord Coke says, " that the feoffee of the disseisor that comes
" in by title, after a year and a day was expired, was anciently held to have
*' right of possession, and to put the disseisee to his writ of entry, because the
" feoffee came in by title; and for quiet of purchasers, this non-claim for a
" year and a day was held a dereliction. Hence, writs of entry against the
'* feoffee in the per and cui. But this was not held so in respect of disseisors,

** because they themselves being the wrong-doers, had no law in their favour,
" lest it should encourage such injuries. But afterwards^ as feoffments became
" more secret, and nothing paid to the lord, then they thouglit it too hard such
" feoffments should alter the right of possession, and therefore they con-
*< strued the feoffee, that came in by his own act, to be a wrong-doer, and not
" to alter the right of possession ; but the heir, for the reasons aforesaid, was
" left as before." But it will be difficult to find another instance in which
feoffments have lost their efficacy. The arguments brought to prove that they

have lost their efficacy in creating an estate of freehold, when it is not in the

feoffor at the time of the feoffment, are, 1st, that livery is not made now with

the solemnity with which it was made formerly :—2dly, that the passages in the

books which speak of feoffments by tenants for years, and others having estates

less than freehold, creating estates of freehold in the feoffee, by disseisin, are

to be understood as referring only to a disseisin by election.

As to thefirst argument^—It seems to be every where admitted, that the feoff-

ments we are speaking of, once had the operation and efficacy in question ; and
that this operation and efficacy is ascribed to them in numberless passages in

our law books: so that the great, if not the only, difficulty is to show, that,

at the time when it is universally agreed feoffments had this operation and
efficacy, they were made with no other forms and solemnities than those with

which they are made now. It is certain, that the custom of making livery

before the peers of the court, and recording the entry of the feoffee in the re-

cords of the lord's court (if it were ever absolutely necessary), was dispensed

with very soon after the Cbnqucst, and was fallen completely into disuse at

so
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80 early a period as that of Henry II. ; so that Jn this reign, and from thence

to the present time, no otlier ceremony iu making leofrmcnts wa« used than

tliat which is now practised, of tiie t'eortbr and feofVee coming upon the land,

either in person or by attorney, and tliere the feoffor, in the presence of wit-

nesses (all other persons being out of the land) delivering the possession of it

to the feoflee. The form of making feoffments in the reign of Henry II. is

minutely described in Ihacton, lib. 3. cap. 18. fol. 39. b. Ilcniy non valet donatio,

nisi suUcqualur tradilio, tunc deinum, cum donutor plcnamfecerit seisinam

donntorio vcr sc si pucsensfuerity i elper procumtorcm Sf literasy si abscnsfuerit,

ila <]Hod cliarla donationu S; litercc procuratorue coram vicinu, ad hoc specialiter

convoc(diS) legantur in pulilico, c^ etiam cum donator corpore S^- animo recesscrit ci

posscssione. Tiiis is the account given by Bracton of the mode of making

feoffments in his time. He makes no mention of the presence of the pares euria:

being necessary ; or of its being necessary to record the entry of the feoffee

in the lord's court ; or of any other ceremony besides those now practised.

Hence wc fmd that the account given by sir William Blackstone, book 2.

chap. 20. p. 309-315. Archbold'sed. of the present mode ofmaking feoffments,

is no more than a transcript of the passage cited above from Bracton. The
next tiling to be shown is, that as the ceremony of making feoffments has been

the same during all this period, the courts of judicature, and the writers upon

our laws, have, during all this period, agreed in ascribing to them the effect

and operation in question. Their language in this respect is perfectly uniform,

that no freehold is required in the feoffor, and that however tortious or slender

his possession may be, his feoffment, necessarily and unavoidably, gives an

estate of freehold to the feoffee. Nothing can be more decisive on this subject

than the following passages transcribed from Bracton :

—

Poterit autem res esse

omnino alicna et ex tolOy quantilm adjus Sf proprietatemy 8ffeodum, 8<f
liberum

tenementum, usum-fructuum, S)- nudum usum ;
4" u,liquis posuerit se in seysinam,

per dissei/sinam, ret per inlrusionetn, cum forte invenerit rem vacantem. Et si

talis, dum ita fuerit in seysina, donationemfecerit, valebit quantum ad ipsum, ^'

feqffalum suum, Sf alios, qui jus non habent, ut prius dictum est, donee per ilium,

quijus habet, revoceiur. Hem poterit esse idiena, quantum ad omnia prcedicta,

et alicujus in posscssione existentis, quoad nudum usum, vel quoad hoc, quod ser-

vitutcm habcat in re, quoad usumfructuum percipiendum, sive ad cerium tenninum

xcl ad voluntatem. Item quoad hoc, quod habeat custodiam, vel curam, vel hujus-

modi ; in quibus casibus, si dum sic fuerit in seysina, quali quali, donationcm

Jeccrit, statimft res data accipiaitis, quoad dantem 8f accipientem, i^) auodd alios,

qui jus non habcjit. Sed quoad verum dominum, nunquam erit liberum iene-

mentum, nisi ex longa Sf pacifica seysitia, Sf undc si incontinenti post tale feoffa-

mentum posset vcrus dominus poncrc se in stysinam, omtics quoscunquc ienere posset

exclusos i) posscssione Scd quid dicetur de eoquinuUam omnino seisinam

habuit, nee aliquamjuris scintillam, si donaiionemfcccnt de re quam alius tenet, per

sc ipsujn vclper alium nomine SJto, nonfaciei rem accipientis,cumipse nihil teneat,

quia non potest plusjuris ad alium transferrc quam ipse habet, nee plus valebit ista

donatio quam valeret, si aliquis t ransicns per aliquod manerium ab aliquopossessum,

diceret socio suo vialori, do iibi talc manerium quod talis possidet, quia nihil aliud

esset dicere, quam dare eiplcnam pugnatam ex nihilo, cumpossessto non sit vacua.

Bract. lib. 2. c. 14. fol. 31. a. 31. b.—So in another place : Item licet liberum

tenementum non habucrit,donationempotestfacerc quis, dum tamen in seisinafuerit

aliqudjusld de causa, sicut ad icrminum annorum, vel ratione custodia:. Idem
erit, si nullamjustam causam habuerit, vt si per intrusioncm vel disseisinam ; ct

cum sit in seisina alijs donare poterit, licet non cum effectu ct aliis per donationcm

facerc Wjcrum tenementum, quod quidan ipse non habuerit.—Ibid. lib. 2. c. 5. § 4.

fol. 1 1. b.—It scleras to be clear from these passages, that in Uracton's time,

every person who had the possession, however slender his possession might be,

as termor for years, tenant at will, or guardian ; or however tortious his pos-

si.'Sston might be^ as a disseisor or intruder ; was nevertheless considered to

be
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be in the seisin of the fee, and might by livery transfer it to another. Bracton
frequently repeats this doctrine, and illustrates it by many examples in the

course of the second book.—Such is the account given by Bracton of the ope-
ration of feoffments ; and as the account given by him of theJbrm of feoffments

has been contrasted with the account given of it by sir William Blackstone,

the reader is desired to contrast the above account given by him of the operation

of feoffments with the account given of it by sir Edward Coke, ant. 48. b. and
49. a. He expresses himself to the same effect in his 2d Inst. fol. 413. Com-
menting on the statute ofWestminster 2. cap. 25. he observes, that though the

act speaks of an alienation by feoffment by a tenant for years, yet it extends

to tenants by statute-merchant, statute-staple, tenant at will, and tenant by
sufferance; because all these have a possession. But he observes, that it is

otherwise ofa bailiff, for he has no possession at all.—Several other authorities

will be offered to prove this point in a subsequent part of this note ; one more
authority only shall be mentioned here. Mr. Knowler, in his argument for

the defendant in the case above referred to, seems, with reason, to lay great

stress upon it. It is 10 Ed. IV. 8, 9. In trespass, the defendant said, that one
JVf . was seised in his demesne as of fee, and leased to him for his life. The
plaintiffsaid, that long before M. had any thing in the land, D. was seised in

fee, and leased to E. for life ; that D. died, and thereupon the reversion de-
scended upon Ja?te his daughter, who married M, ; that M. granted the re-

version to the defendant for life; that the tenant attorned; that M. died, and
then Jane granted the reversion to the plaintiff, and the tenant attorned

;

whereupon he (the plaintiff) entered, and was seised till the defendant made
the trespass without this, that M. whom the defendant supposes to have leased

to him, was seised in his demesne as of fee. It is to be observed, that the

leases mentioned here, being for lives, were necessarily created by livery.

The question before the court therefore was. Whether want of seisin in a
feoffor was a good plea? All the judges held it was not; and that the plain-

tiff should have pleaded generally ne lessapas. And Littleton expressly says,

that if a man pleads a feoffment, it is no plea to say that the feoffor had
nothing at the time ; he can only plead nenfeqffhpas.—Here then we have the

most decisive evidence, that from the reign of Henry II. to the present time,

the courts of judicature and the writings of the professors of the law are per-

fectly agreed, in considering feoffments as made with the same ceremonies,

and attended with the same efficacy and operation. It follows from this, that

it can be no argument against their having the efficacy and operation con-

tended for in the particular instance now in question—that at a period anterior

to tha tmentioned here, they were made (if that really was the case) with more
notoriety and ceremony than they are now.
As to the second argument^—That the passages in the books which speak of

tenants for years and others having estates less than of freehold, creating

estates of freehold in the feoffee by disseisin, are to be understood as re-

ferring only to a disseisin by election ;—lord Mansfield, on his entering into

this part of the argument, observes, that the precise definition of what con-

stituted that disseisin, which made the disseisor the tenant to the demandant's

prcEcipe, though the right owner's entry was not taken away, was once well

Known, but that it is not now to be found. Most unquestionably there are

many cases in which it would now be difficult, perhaps impossible, to say

with certainty, whether they amounted to an actual disseisin, according to

the doctrine of the old law
; yet surely many cases may be stated, which by

the most conclusive and satisfactory reasoning may be shown to be actual

disseisins, according to that law. Perhaps the following observations may
serve to establish a general rule for distinguishing those acts which amount to

actual disseisins, from those which are such only at the election of the party.

By a disseisin at the election of the party, is not to be understood an act which

in itself is a disseisin, but which the party supposed to be disseised, may, ifhe
pleases,
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pleases, consider as not amounting to a disseisin : on the contrary, every act

which is susceptible of being made a disseisin by election, is no disseisin till

the party in question, by his election, makes it such. It follows therefore, that

every act which is said by the writers to produce an immediate disseisin, ne-

cessarily implies an actual disseisin. Now we find, that the disseisins produced

by feoft'ments instantly gave the feoftec, against every person but the disseisee,

an immediate estate of freehold, with all the rights and incidents annexed to it.

To this effect Bracton writes, lib. 2. ch. 5. § 3. fol. 1 1 . b. Item valida poterit esse

donatio siaiim ab initio inter qtinsdam personas, etinvalidact suspensa quantum ad
alias pcrsonaSy ut si quis rem alicnam dederit alicuiy tU supra dictum est. Hence
we find every where, that the wife of the feoffee became immediately entitled to

her dower ; the husband of the feoffee hocvimc immediately Qx\i\i\c<\ to nis curtesy

;

and the descent upon the heir of the feoffee immediately took away the entry

of the disseisee. This is the constant language of the books, when they speak

generally of disseisins. Now the books make no difference, whetlier the feoff-

ment is made by a person seised of wi estfite of freehold, or by a person having

only the bare possession, as tenant for years, at will, or by sufferance. The
description given by Bracton in the passages cited from him, answers every

notion given by lord Mansfield of an actual disseisin. Bracton says, that im-

mediately uj)on the feoffment the estate becomes the property of the feoffee,

as between him and the feoffor, and every other person, except the rightful

owner, that a long and uninterrupted possession of a certain duration, will

make the title of the feoffee good even against the rightful owner ; that, to

prevent this, the donor must restore his own seisin.—Here then is what his

lordship so justly considers as necessarily requisite to form an actual disseisin—

a person who has expelled the tenant from his fee, and usurped his feudal

place and relation ; a tenant to the praecipe of every demandant, though the

true owner's right of entry upon him is not taken away. If the feoffee in this

case were only a disseisor at the election of the disseisee, it would follow, that

he was not a disseisor till the right owner made him such by his election, and
therefore, that the fee would not be in him, if the rightful owner did not elect

to make him a disseisor. According to this doctrine, if the feoffee of tenant

for years, or any other person making a feoffment without an estate of free-

liold in him, died in the life of the rightful owner of the estate, the estate would
not be subject to dower or curtesy, nor would the entry of the rightful owner
be taken away. But we find, that in all cases in which our law-writers treat

of disseisins made by feoffments, they consider it as a matter of course, tliat

the estate of the feoffee, immediately, became an estate of freehold, with all

the qualities and rights of a freehold estate annexed to it. A similar argument
lies from the relation in which such a feoffee stood with respect to strangers.

Bracton observes, that he immediately acquired the seisin of the fee as against

strangers ; which could not be, if he were only a disseisor at the election of

the party. It has been observed before, that the books make no difference

between feoffments made by persons having estates of freehold, and feoffments

made by persons having estates less than freehold. Bracton expressly mentions
guardians, tenants for years, by sufferance, at will, by disseisin, or intrusion,

as persons whose feoffments are attended with the effect described above.

So does sir Edward Coke, in the passage cited from the second Institute. So
Perkins, sect. 222. " If lessee for years enfeoff a stranger, the lessor being
** upon the land, yet the land shall pass by the feoffment; but perhaps, if he
" continues upon tlic land, claiming the same afler the feoffment, this counter-
** vails an entry for a forfeiture ; and the reason why it passed by such a
" feoffment, is because the lessor had nothing to do, to meddle with tlic pos-
" session of the land during the term." So Dyer, 362. b. A termor for

1,000 years made a feoffment, by the words dedif concessit et feofftivi. It was
made a doubt, whether the lands passed by the feoflment, &o that tlie lessor

might enter for the forfeiture ; or whether the term passed by the first words.

The very doubt shows that it was taken for granted, that without those words
the
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the freehold would vest in the feoffee. In the margin of that case, in the edition

of 1688, it is said, that in the case of Read and Morpeth v. Errington (reported
in Cro. Eliz. 321.) it was held, that the lessee for years might make a feoffment,

notwithstanding the presence of the lessor ; and that it was a forfeiture of the
lease ; for though the lessee had the possession and might dispose of it, yet the

lessor might enter for the forfeiture. Thus, in the case of Blundell v. Baugh,
sir William Jones, 315. the judges held, that when tenant at will makes a lease

for years rendering rent, and tlie lessee enters and pays rent, that is no disseisin,

but at the election of the first lessor ; for, say they, it never shall be a disseisin,

unless there be the claim of a stranger by entry to have the freehold, or unless

the owner of the land waves the occupation of the land, or brings an action, or

otherwise declares his intention that he takes it by disseisin. Here the two
kinds of disseisin are contrasted in the most direct and positive manner. The
judges also, in the case of Blundell v, Baugh, cited Matthevv Taylor's case,

34 Eliz. C. B. Tenant at will, or for years, makes a feoffment in fee, and dies,

his wife brings dower against the feoffee, who pleaded 7ie unque seme que doxuer :

but the whole court was against him ; for in the instant the fee was gained. In
Cro. Jac. 615. and ant. 31. b. that doctrine is controverted, on the ground that

the seisin of the feoffor was but momentary :
• but this proves the position at-

tempted to be established here; for if the feoffment in this case only gave a free-

hold at the election of the reversioner, the feoffor had no seisin. The same doc-
trine seems to be laid down very expressly by lord Hardwicke, 2 Ves. sen. 481

.

Having occasion to mention a fine levied by tenant at will, he says, " If they
" meant a wrong thereby, they must have taken another method ; as this could
" not work a disseisin on the trustees, and turn their estate to a right, while
" they were tenants at will to the trustees. This way indeed they might
" do it, according to the distinction taken in several cases, particularly in

" Dormer and Parkhurst, if they executed a feoffment on the land ; because
" it is a feoffment on livery, which is a notoriety to the trustees, and puts it

" on them to make entry to avoid." In the same manner, 3 Atk. 339. his

lordship says, " If a man enters on my tenant, he does not gain such a pos-
** session to levy a fine thereon, unless he continues in possession : for a wrong-
** doer to gain a possession by disseisin, must not step on the land, and
" withdraw and leave the rightful owner in possession, which would be
" sufficient to gain a seisin on a feoffment, but not to levy a fine."—In every

stage of our law, the most modern as well as the most ancient, the peculiar

operation of a feoffment, as to the divesting of estates, destruction of con-

tingent remainders, and extinction of powers, has been recognized. Citations

and arguments to prove the point before us might be easily multiplied ; but
they shall be concluded here, by some observations upon the allowed effect of

a fine levied by a tenant for years, or even by a tenant at sufferance, who has
previously made a feoffment. No point of our law is more clearly settled, than

that, unless some one of the parties to a fine has an estate of freehold in the

lands, of which it is levied, it is totally void, as to all strangers, and may be
avoided at any time by the plea, quodpartesJinis nihil habuerunt. Now, sup-

posing a tenant for years to make a feoffment, and the feoffee afterwards to levy

a fine, it is clear that the fine would be without effect, unless the feoffment

gave him an estate offreehold. In the case of Whaley v. Tancred, 1 Vent. 241

.

sir Thomas Raymond, 219. 2 Lev. 52. it was settled, that where a fine is

levied in this manner, the fine will bar the lessor at the end of five years after

the expiration of the term. This would never be the case unless the feoffment

had previously created an estate of freehold.—In the case of Doe "c. Prosser,

Cowp. 217. lord Mansfield expressed himself as follows :
—" It is very true that

" I told the jury, they were warranted by the length of time in this case, to

" presume an adverse possession and ouster by one of the tenants in common, of
" his companion ; and I continue still of the same opinion. Some ambiguity
" seems to have arisen from the term " actual ouster^' as if it meant some act
*' accompanied by real force, and as if a turning out by the shoulders were

.

" necessary.
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'* necessary. Hut that is not so. A man may come in by a rightful posscs-
** sion, and yet hold over adversely without a title. If he does, »uch holding
** over under circumstances will be equivalent to an actual ouster. For instance,

" length of possession during a particular estate, as a term of one thousand
" years, or under a lease for lives, as long as the lives are in being, gives no
** title. But if tenant wwr autre vie hold OTcr for twenty years after the death
** of cestui/ que r/c, sucn holding over will in ejectment be a complete bar to the
" remainder-man or reversioner; because it was adverse to his title. So in the
** case of tenants in common : the possession of one tenant in common, eo no-
*' w/«<?, as tenant in common, can never bar his companion; because such nos-
** session is not adverse to the right of his companion, but in support of their

" common title ; and by paying him his share, he acknowledges him co-tenant

:

*' nor indeed is a refusal to pay of i/5c// sufficient, xuithout denying his title.

" But if upon demand by the co-tenant of his moiety, the other denies to pay^
*' and denies his title, saying he claims the whole and will not pay, and continues
** in possession, such possession is adverse and ozwfcr enough." By the adverse

possession mentioned in this case, his lordship never could mean a disseisin at

the election of the party. What is there to distinguish it from an actual dis-

seisin ?—Upon the whole, therefore, it is submitted to the learned reader's con-

sideration, istf that, as feoffments have not been made from the reign of Henry
the 2d. to the present time, with any other solemnities than those with which
they are made at present, every operation and efficacy which has been con-

stantly and uniformly allowed or ascribed to them by the courts of judicature,

or writers of authority cotemporary with or subsequent to that monarch's reign,

down to the present time, ought, notwithstanding the objection that they are

not now made with some of the solemnities with which they are said to have
been made in their very earliest institution, to be allowed and ascribed to them
now : idlyy tliat by the passage cited from Bracton, and the other authorities

citetl or refeiTcd to in the course of tliis note, it appears, that the disseisin pro-

duced by feoffments must be understood to be an actual disseisin, and not a
disseisin merely at the election of the party : ^dly, that in many of these autho-
rities it is most expressly mentioned, and that in all of them it must be implied,

that however slender, bare, or tortious, the possession of the feoffor is, his feoff-

ment necessarily and unavoidably vests the freehold in the feoffee, till the dis-

seisee b^ entry or action restores his possession : 4/A/y, (to apply this abstruse

and antiquated learning to the present subject matter of business) that copy-
holders, tenants for years, by clcrrit, statute-merchant, statute-staple, at will, or

by sufferance, are all considered to have the possession of the estate, and that

they may by feoffment vest an actual estate of freehold in the feoffee : S^hlyy
that a fine may be levied of, or a common recovery suffered upon, this estate of
freehold : 6////y, that the feoffment so executed, the fine so levied, and the reco-
very so suffered, are immediately good against every person except the right-

ful owner : and 7//^/y, that in process of time they become good against the
owner himself.—To ascertain the exact period of time when such feoffments,
fines, and recoveries, will be a bar to the rightful owner, would be too great an
extension of this note, the length of which already requires an apology.

As to the opinion ofthe courts—That the feoffment of sir Robert Atkyns was
founded in fraud, and was therefore void ; it is to be observed, that however
that reasoning applied to the particular case before the court, it does not apply
to the general question discussed in this note, which presupposes previous pos-
session in the feoffor^ free from every circumstance of fraud; either fair and
innocent, or acquired by the open and notorious circumstances of disseii^in,

abatement, intrusion, or deforcement. Sir Robert Atkyns acquired his pos-
session by the entry made by him under the verdict obtained by him in 1710.
He lost it by the verdict given for dame Ann Atkyns in 1712. It may, there-
fore, be said (and the fact really was), that he obtained the verdict given for
him in 1710, and consequently tlie possession under it, by a pretended title.

He had not a fair or innocent possession. He did not acquire his possession

by
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Sect. 612.

/i L SO, if tenant in taile grant his land to another for terme of the

life of the said tenant in tailey and deliver to him seisin, S)C. and

after by his deed hee releaseth to the tenant and to his heires all the

right

by disseisin, intrusion, abatement, or deforcement ; it did not descend upon him

;

it did not come to him by act of law ; he was not in the seisin of the fee by
virtue of any gift or demise from the freeholder : he obtained his possession by
the judgment of a court of law, under the colour of a pretended title. Thus,

in the language of the law, his original possession was founded in fraud, prac-

tice, and stratagem. And to use an expression of the judges, 3 Rep. 78. a.

" the common law does so abhor fraud and covin, that all acts, as well judicial

" as others, which ofthemselves are just and lawful, yet being mixed with fraud
" and deceit, dre in judgment of law wrongful and unlawful.'^—From the

reports of the case of Taylor v. Horde, it appears that lord Mansfield laid

great stress on the resolution of the judges in Fermor's case. In this case,

Thomas Smith being seised in fee of several lands, and holding others by
copy of court-roll, and others for a term of years, and others at will (all of

them lying in the same vill), made a feoffment with livery of all those held

by copy, for years, and at will, to one Chappell, for hfe, and afterwards levied

a fine. The question was. Whether the fine was a bar to the owners of the

fee, at the expiration of the first five years ? It appeared that Smith con-

tinued in possession of the land, and paid the rents. See 3 Rep. 77. 2 Ander-
son, 176. Gary, 20. The judges were of opinion, that the feoffment was
fraudulent. Upon an examination of the different reports of the case, it will be
found, that his continuing in the possession of the land, and pai/ing rent after he
made the feoffment, were the chief circumstances which induced the court to

consider the feoffment to be fraudulent. The same may be observed of the

case of White v. Bacon, Saville, 1 26. The continuing in the possession of the

land after the conveyance has always been considered in our law as a badge of

fraud. Fermor's case therefore only proves, that if a tenant for years, after

making a feoffment, continues in the possession of the land, and pays rent for

it, the possession acquired by him under the feoffment is fraudulent ; and there-

fore a fine, and every other act which derives its effect from that possession, is

void. But Fermor's case does not apply to the general question, of the opera-

tion of a fine levied by tenant for years, who haspreviously executed a feoffment,

when the case is not affected by circumstances of fraud. The case mentioned

before in this note of Whaley v. Tancred is directly in point, that a fine so levied

by lessee for years is a bar to the lessor after five years from the expiration of
the lease. And with respect to the feoffor's remaining in the possession, if by
the deed declaring the uses of the fine it is expressed that the fine should enure

to his use, the possession will be invested in him by the statute of uses.—The
editor begs to conclude with an observation of lord Hardwicke (2 Atk. 631.)

which seems to him to sanction, in some measure, the general reasoning con-

tained in this note :
—" If it is a mere legal title, and a man has purchased an

" estate which he sees himself has a defect upon the face of the deeds, yet the

" fine will be a bar, and not affect him with notice so as to make him a trustee

*' for the person who had the right, because this would be carrying it much too

" far; for the defect upon the face of the deeds is often the occasion of the

" fine's being levied." The doctrine contended for in this note seems to the

editor to receive some countenance from the arguments and decision in Good-
right V. Forrester, 8 East's Reports, 552.—[Note 285.]
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right which hee hath in the same lavd ; in this case the estate

I

, he tenant of the land is not en/argcd b\j force of such release^

for that when the tenant had the estate in the land for terme of
the life (f the tenant in taiky hee had then all the right which tenant in

tailc could rightfully grant or release * : so as bij this release no right

passeth, inasmuch as his right was gone before.

Sect. 613. (iSaund.aS.

3 Rq'. fl4)

J L S O, if tenant in taile hy his deed grant to another all his estate
"^ tvhich hee hath in the tenements to him entailed^ to have and to Md
all his estate to the othery and to his heires for ever, and deliver to him
seisin accordingly ; in this case the tenant to whom the alienation was made
hath no other estate hut for tei'me of the life of tenant in taile. Aiul so

it may bee well proved that tenant in taile cannot grant nor alien, nor

make any rightful! estate of freehold to another person, hutfor terme of
his owne life only, ^c. (i)

THE
* 8^0. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(l) Tlie livery, in this case, is secundum formam chartce ; and therefore,

according to sir Edward Coke's doctrine, ante 48. a. its operation and effect

are restrained to the quantity and quality of the effectual estate contained in

the deed. Thus, says he, if a man makes a lease for years by deed, and delivers

seisin according to the form and effect of the deed, yet he has but an estate

for years, and the livery is void. The expression in the text, that tenant iu

tail cannot grant, or alien, or make any rightful estate of freehold to another

person, but for the temi of his own life, is not to be understood literally,

that the grantee has but an estate for life, and that his estate is ipso facto de*

termined by the death of the tenant in tail : all that is meant by it is, that

his estate is certain and indefeasible, no longer than the life of the tenant in

tail ; for, upon the death of the tenant in tail, it is defeasible by the issue,

either by action, or by entry or claim on the laud, at his election. Still it has

a continuance till it is so defeated by the issue. In note 1, ante 326. b. it has

been explained upon what principle, in the case of a tenant in tail conveying by
feofftnent, it was held, that the statute de donis did not absolutely nullify the

alienation, but only took away the entry of the issue, and reduced him to his

remedy by formedon. Upon similar principles, in the case of a tenant in tail

conveying by bargain and sale, release, covenant to stand seised, or any other

mode of conveyance operating by way of grant, it has been held, that the sta-

tute does not nullify the conveyance, but reduces the issue in tail to his entry

;

or, ifhe prefers it, to his action, to avoid it. Thus, the grantee hath a base fee

;

his wife is entitled to her dower during the continuance of the fee ; and if the

grantee commits waste, the tenant in tail, having no reversion, has no right of

action against him. .3 Rep. 84. b. 10 Rep. ()(). See Machel v. Clarke,

aSalk. 619. Farresley, 18. Com. 119. 2 Lord Raym, 778. Goodright on tlie

demise of Tyrrell v. Mead and ShiLson, 3 Burr. 1 703. The passage, there-

fore, in Littleton, must be understood in this qualitied sense, othemisc it is in-

accurate. This was observed by lord chief justice Holt in the case ofMachel
r. Clarke, and by lord chief justice Hobnrt in f1i.> rn»;e of Shelheld v, Ratclifi*,

Hob. Rep. 338, 339.—[Note 28(J.]

VoL.H. 1 ,
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(Post. 342. b. npH E meaning o^ Littleton in both these cases, in this and in

?'*^/ ^'a 1 N the Section next preceding is, that having regard to the issue
Ant. aog. b.) • . -i j a. .i •

'°.
• i • -i

^ m taiie, and to them m reversion or remamder, tenant m taue
cannot lawfully make a greater estate than for terme of his life

;

and therefore this release or grant is no discontinuance. But in

regard of himselfe, this release or grant leaveth no reversion in

13 H. 7. 10. a. him, but puts the same in abeiance, so as after this release or
Brooke, trrant made he shall not have any action of waste, &c.
Rtleasf, 95. "

" Grant to another all his estate,'' Vid. Sect. 650. Action of
waste, &c. there is implied that he shall not enter for a forfeiture,

ifafter the release or grant the lessee maketh a feoflment in fee.

Sect. 614.

TpO R if I give land to a man in taile^ saving the reversion to my selfe,

and after the tenant in taile enfeoffeth another infee, thefeoffee hath

no rightfuU estate in the tenements for tivo causes. One is, for that by

suchfeofment my reversion is discontinued, the which is a wrong and not

d rightfuU act. Another cause is, if the tenant in taile dieth, and his

issue bring a writ o/forinedon against the feoffee, the lorit and also the

declaration shall say, 8fc. that the feoffee by icrong him deforces, ^c.

Ergo ifhe deforceth him by wrong, lie hath no right estate.

Tl ERE Littleton proveth, that the feoffee of tenant

(F.N.B.2ii.b.) in taile hath no rightfuU estate, having 83^ respect

to two persons ; the one is to the donor, whose reversion

is divested and displaced ; and the other to the issue in

taile, who is driven to his action to recover his right.

K']

fn] Bract, li. 4. *' ^^ Wrong him deforces'^ [w] Deforciare is a word of art,

fol. 238. Flet. and cannot be expressed by any other word ; for it signifieth, to

lib. 5. cap. 11. withhold lands or tenements from the right owner ; in which case

either the entrie of the right owner is taken away, or the defor-

ceor holdeth it so fast, as the right owner is driven to his reall

praecipe, wherein it is said, unde A. eum injuste deforceat, or the

deforceor so disturbeth the right owner, as he cannot enjoy his

Bract & Flet. owne : and therefore it is said. Per hoc autem quod dicitur in brevi

ubi supra.' ultimce prcBsentationis deforceant, videtur quihusdam quod querens

innuat per hoc quhd deforceans sit in seisind, sicut in brevi de recto,

sed reverd non est ita, sed satis deforceat qui possessorem vti seisina

non permiserit omnino vel minils commode impediat prceseidandoy

appellnndo, irnpetrandoy secundum quod diciturde disseisitore, satis-

facit disseisinam, qid uti non j^crynisitpossessorem rel minus com-
mode licet omnino non expellat. In this case that Littleton putteth,

the discontinuee being in by wrong, is no disseisor, abator, or in-

trudor, but a deforceor ; and hereof commeth Deforcement, and

fo] Mir. cap. 2.
^^"^ ^^^ antiquitie describe it: [0] Deforcement, come si ascnn

sect. 25. enter en auter tenement tant come le xseray seignior est al market

^

(5 Rep. 85. on ailors, et retorne, et ne poet aver entre eins est celuy deforce et

2 Inst. 350.) debotue. And for that at the first the withholding was with vio-

lence and force, it was called a deforcement of the lands or tene-

ments :
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mcnU; but now it is generally extended to ull kindc of wrong-
full withholding of lands or tenements from the right owner.

Tlierc is a writ called a ouhd cidcforccnt, and lieth where tenant

in taile, or tenant for life, loscth by default, by the statute he Westin.9. cap.4.

shall have a auod ci deforccat against the recovcror, and yet he

conimeth in fey course of law (1).

Sect. 61.5.

A LSO, if fand hec let to a man for lenne of his life, tlif. remainder to

another in lailcy if he in the remainder will grant his remainder to

another in fee bn his deed, and the tenaunt for life attorney this is no

discontinuance of the remainder * .

ra s^ Sect. ()1().

/f
LSO, if a man hath a rent service or rent charge in tailcy and hee

grant t)ie saj/d rent to another in fee, and the tenant attorne, f this

is no discontinuance, 5^'c.

Sect.

*
8fC. added in L. and M. and Roh. f S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) Sir William Blackstone, in his account of a deforcement, 3 Com. c. 10.

observes, that it is nomen generalissimum ; being a much larger and more com-
prehensive expression than any of the former, and signifying the holding of
any lands or tenements to which another person has a right ; so that it includes

as well an abatement, an intrusion, a disseisin, or a discontinuance, as any otJier

species of wrong whatsoever, whereby he that hath a right to the freehold is

kept out of possession. But, as contradistinguished from the former, it is only

such a detainer of the freehold from him that hath the right of property, but
never had any possession under that right, as falls within none of those injuries.

A deforcement may also be grounded on the non-performance of a covenant
real : as if a man seised of lands covenants to convey them to another, and
neglects or refuses so to do, but continues possession against him, this possession

being wrongful is a deforcement. And hence, in levying a fine of lands, the
person against whom the fictitious action is brought upon a supposed breach of
covenant, is called a deforceant. Mons. Houard, Anc. Ijoix des Francois,

torn. 1. p. 654. mentions, that Du Cange refers to the laws of Alfred and other
kings of England precedent to the Conquest, for an explanation of the word
Deforcement; but that he ought to have observed, that it was not introduced
into the Latin translation of those laws till after the introduction of the Norman
customs into England ; that deforce is an old French word, and thatfortia is

taken for force in the 28th formula of Marculphus.—[Note 28G*.]

; f -i



332.a.] Of Discontinuance, L.3.C.ll.Sect.6l7-18,

Sect. 617.

yf
LS O, if a man bee tenaunt in taile of an advowson in grosse, or of
a mmmon in grosse, if he by his deed will graunt the advowson or

common to another in fee, this is no discontinuance
; for in such cases the

grauntees have no estate but for terme of the life of tenant in taile that

made the grant, SiX.

Braot.L2.fo.3.& T> Y the cases in these three Sections it appeareth, that if a
^•366. 378. remainder or a rent service, or a rent charge, or an advow-

M?r c 2 seJ 17
^^"' ^^* ^ common, or any other inheritance that Heth in grant,

Flet.lib.3. ca!i5. be granted by tenant in taile, it is no discontinuance, as formerly

(Post. 335.) hath beene said.

[p) 5 E. 3. 58. [^] Note, here is an advowson named by Littleton, as a thing

^\ E
^ ^^i^^' that Heth in grant, and passeth not by Hverie of seisin.

1 1 H. 6. 4. 5 H. 7. 37. 18 H. 8. 16 El. Dy. 323. b.

Sect. 618.

/I ND note, that of such things as passe bt/ way ofgrant, by deed made
in the countrie, f and without livery, there such grant maketh no

discontinuance, as in the cases aforesayd, J and in other like cases, Sfc»

II
And albeit such things, bee graunted in fee, by fine levied in the king's

court, Sfc. yet this maketh not a discontinuance, ^c,

XJE RE is the generall reason yeelded of the precedent cases

[a] 6 E. 3. 56. and the Hke ; for that it is a maxime in law, that a grant [d]

32 E. 3. by deed of such things as doe lie in grant, and not in liverie of
Discont. 3. seisin, do worke no discontinuance (1). But the particular

4H. 7. 17.
reason is, for that of such things the grant of tenant in taile

21 H. 7. 42. worketh no wrong, either to the issue in taile, or to him in

15 H. 7. 19. reversion or remainder; for nothing doth passe but onely during
21 H. 6. 52, 53, o^Q ijfg Qf tenant in taile, which is lawfull, and every discon-

21 '^]?\ tinuance worketh a wrong, as hath beene said.

22 R. 2. Discon. 56. 38 H. 8. Discou. 35. Brooke. 19 E. 3. Bre. 468.
Pi. Com. 435. 18 Ass. p. 2.

If

t and mthouf tivery there— S^c. I and in—or, L. and M. and Roh.
tvhere, L. and M. and Roh.

|| And not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) VIII. That nothing ivhich lies in grmit can be said to be discontinued,—
The term discontinuance is used to distinguish those cases where the party,

whose freehold^ is ousted, can restore it by action only, from those in which
he may restore it by entry. Now, things which lie in grant cannot either be
divested or restored by entry. The owner, therefore, of any thipg which lies

in grant, has in no stage, and under no circumstances, any other remedy but
by



L.3. C. 11. 5cct.6J8. Ot Discontinuance. f/332.b.

[332TI [7] ^^ If tenant in (aile of ft rent service, &c. or of r^j 33 e. 3.

I J a reversion, or remainder in taile, &c. grant the same Fomu-d, 47.

in lee with warrantie, and leavetli assets in fee simple, '^ *'• 7- >o-

and dieth, this is neither barre nor discontinuance to the issue in
jj j|

!["_

taile ; but he may distraine for the rent or service, or enter into (3 Hep. 84, 85.

the land ailer the decease of tenant for life. Hut if the issue y Ilcp. 51. a )

bringeth a formedon in the discender, and admit himsielfe out of

possession, then he shall be barred by the warrantie and assets.

[;•] Tenant in taile of a rent disseissetli the tenant of the land, [r] 3 H. 7. 12.

and makcth a feoffment in fee with warrantie and dieth, this is (Mo. 634.)

no discontinuance of the rent, but the issue may distreyne for the
^^ Hoii"'i,r

same ; and albeit the warrantie extend to the rent, yet by the rule
q.^.j, ^^{^ £,j^.

of Littleton it lieth not in discontinuance: and where the thing Seymour's case,

doth lie in livcrie, as lands and tenements, yet if to the con- 10 Kei). 95.)

veyance of the freehold or inheritance no liverie of seisin is re-

quisite, it worketh no discontinuance, [.s] As if tenant in taile [x] 38 II. 8.

exchange lands, &c. or if the king being tenant in taile, grant Paten. Ur. 101.

by his letters patents the lands in fee, there is no discontinuance
J*.'-

Co'n. 233.

wrought.
^{l;^,; Wood's
case,

" By fine'' Of a thing that lieth in grant, though it be (Ant. 251. b.)

granted by fine, vet it worketh no discontinuance ; and this is ^B K- 3- ^3-

regularly true.
(s.S.d.65.)

[/] If tenant in taile make a lease for yeares of lands, and after [t] 15 E. 4-

levie a fine, this is a discontinuance ; for a fine is a feoftment of tit. Discont.'so.

record, and the freehold passeth. But if tenant in taile maketh
?, h^?^

^g^*

a lease for his owne life, and after levie a fine, this is no discon- \ RqU. Rep.
tinuance, because the reversion expectant upon a state of free- 188. 1 Sid. 83.)

hold which lieth onely in grant passeth thereby (1).

Sect.

by action ; consequently the distinction in question can never be applicable to

him. It is true, that the books often mention both disseisins and discon-

tinuances ofincorporeal hereditaments; but these disseisinsand discontinuances

are only at the election of the party, for the purpose of availing himself of the

remedy by action.—Some observations on disseisins of this description are

inserted in note, page 330. b.—[Note 287.]

(1) It is frequently said in our law-books, that a fine has no operation upon

any estate or interest, which is not previously divested or turned to a right

;

but this expression, considered strictly, is inaccurate. By turning to a rights

it is generally meant, that the person whose possession is usurped, cannot

restore it by entry ^ and can only recover it by action. See note 1, ant. 239. a.

But in the present case, the expression, turned to a right, must be understood

in a more general sense. The import of it is, that the parties to the fine, or

some of them, have in them at the time of their levying the fine, or acquire by
it, a possession, adverse to, and inconsistent with, the estate or right intended

to be barred ; the real owner, therefore, at the time of levying the fine, or by

its operation, is disseised of his possession, but the right stilJ remains in him.

In this general sense, his possef^ion may be said to be turned to a right ; but

this right may be such as enables him to restore his possession by mere entry,

without his resorting to an action. See 2 Atk. 631. In another sense it »
inaccurate, as it seems to imply, that the turning to a right is prwluced by the

operation of the fine; but, generally speaking, this is not the case. Every

disseisin, intrusion, or abatement, turns the estate to a right, in the sense in

which that expression is explained before. If the disseisor, intruder, or abater,

«ifterwardfe kvits a fine, it operates by the statute, after a non-claim of five

PP3 y^-ar*.



332.b.333.a.] Of Discontinuance. L.3.C.11.S. 619-20,

Sect. 619.

[t JVTOTE, if I give land io another in taile, and hee letleth the same

land to anotherfor terme ofyeares, and after the lessor graunMh
the reversion to another in fee, and the tenant Jor yeares attorne to the

grantee, and the terme expireth during the life of the tenant in tayle, by

'which the grauntee enter, and after the tenant in taile hath issue and die
;

in this case this is no disco7itinuance, notwithstanding the grant be executed

in the life of the tenant in taile,for that at the time of the lease made for

yeares, no new fee simple teas reserved in the lessor, but the reversion

remained to him in taile, as it was before the lease made.^}

*'T^HIS is added to Littleton, and not in the original!, and
therefore I.purposely omit it : yet is the case good in law,

because neither the lease for yeares, nor the grant of the rever-

sion, divesteth any estate.

i^ Sect. 620.
pf]

4- T? UT if the tenant in taile make a lease for terme of the life of the

lessee, S)X. in this case the tenant in tayle hath made a new reversion

of thefee simple in him (en cest case le tenant en le tayle ad J fait un
novel reversion de

||
fee simple en luy) ; because when lie made the lease

for life, &;c. he discontinued ^ the tayle, S^c. byforce of the same lease, and
also hee discontinued my reversion, 6)C. And it behoveth that the reversion

of thefee simple be in some persori in such case: and it cannot be in me
which am the donor, inasmuch as my reversion is discontinued; ergo, the

reversion of thefee ought to be in the tenant in tayle, who discontinued

my reversion by lease, Sfc. And if in this case the tenant in tayle grant by

his

t Note,— also, L. and M. and Roh. land to anotherfor terme of life, ^c.

—No part of this Section within + en added in L. and M*
crotchets is in L. and M. or Roh.

|1
de—en, L, and M.

4. In L. and M. and MSS. this Sec- § the tayle, S)X. byforce of the same
tion begins thus : If I give land to lease, and also hee discontinued, not in

another in tail, and he letteth the same L. and M. or Roh.

years, as a bar to the right of the person whose estate is disseised, intruded

upon, or abated. But its operation in these cases is merely as a bar, the

ouster of the possession or divesting of the right being previously effected by
the disseisin, intrusion, or abatement. In some cases, however, it does not

operate only as a bar. As if tenant for life levies a fine, it is a forfeiture of

his estate ; and if the reversioner does not enter within five years after the for-

feiture, or at the farthest within five years after the death of the tenant for life^

he is barred of his remedy to rcco>i(2r. Whaley and Tancred, i Ventris, 241.-^

[Note 288.]



L.3.C. ll.Sccl.(i20. Of Discojiiihuaiii r. [,>^c.».«*. .'.i3.b.

his (leal (his reversion infee to another, and the tenant for life attome, ^r.

and after the tenantfor life dieth, living the tenant in taile, and the grantee

of the reversion enter, S)r. in the life of the tenant in taile, then this is a

(liseontinna)tce in fee ; and if after the tenant in tatjlc dieth, his issue ?nai/

not enter, Init is pnt to his writ of fonnedon. And the cause is, for that

he which hath the grant of such reversion infee simple, hath the seisin and
execution of tJie same lands or tenements, to have to him and to las heires

in his demesne as offee, in the life of the tenant in tai/le.

* [And this is byfarce of the grant if the said tenant in tai/le.

** JpOR terme of the life of the lessee, Sfc." Here is implied,

or for terme of another man's life (i). (» l^^'l- C33.)

*• A uctv reversion of theJee simple." Whicli must be under- 15 E. 4. tic.

stood of a fee simple determinable upon the life of the lessee, l^i^cont. 30.

which our author here calleth a fee simple ; for if the lessee dieth

the donee is tenant in taile againe, as hee was before ; and that

is the reiison that if in that case heegranteth over the reversion

and dieth ; and after the death of tenant in tiiile the lessee dieth ; (Cro. Car. 156.)

the entry of the issue is lawfull, because by the death of the

lessee the discontinuance is determined ; and consequently the

grant made of the reversion gained upon that discontinuance is

void also.

If tenant in taile maketh a lease for three lives according to

the statute of 32 H. S, that is no discontinuance of the estate 32il-8.cap.48.

taile or of the reversion, because it is authorised by act of par-

liament, whercunto every man in judgement of law is partie.

And yet in some cases the freehold may be discontinued and
not the reversion, [u] As if the husband and wife make a lease [u] 38 E. 3. 3a.

for life by deed (2) of the wife's land, reserving a rent, the hus- ^8 Ass. o.

band dieth ; this was a discontinuance at the common law for l^ „ « ^^.'

life; and yet tlie reversion was not uiscontmued, but

[33371 remained in the wife. Otherwise it is fc^ if the hus- (8 Rep. 71.)

1

*J
band had made the lease alone.

" And after the tenantfor life dieth, SfC." The like law it is qi H. 6. 52.

if the tenant for life surrender to the grantee, or if the grantee *5 K- 4- >'»*•

recover in an action of waste, or enter for the forfeiture.
Dipcom. 30.

" Haih

• No part of this or of the following Section within crotchets is in L.

and M. or Itoh.

(1) IX. It has been observed before, that no conveyance by tenant in tail

can operate as a discontinuance, unless it is created by livery, or by that

which, in the eye of the law, is tantamount to it.— Littleton now proceeds to

lay down, that to make a discontinuance, the conveyance must be of such an
estate as in its original creation may^ by possibiliti/, endure beyond the life of the

tenant in tail. When the estate so created is at an end, tlie discontinuance

also is at an end.—[Note '^89.]

{'2) Nota, a nrodso on 32 Hen. VIII. that the lease shall be made in both

their names, where the inheritance is in the xooman. And see Cro. Car, 32.

Smith V. Trendcr, where there w a qutere, whether it ought to b€ 99 «Ac/« ikt

inheritance is in both,—Lord Nott. MSS.— [Note 2ijo.]

p r 4



333. b.] Of Discontinuance. L.3. C. 11. Sect. 620.

32 E. 3.
" Hath the seisin and execution." And here it is to be observed,

Discont. 2. that when the reversion in this case is executed in the Hfe of
tp E. 3. tenant in taile, it is equivalent in judgement of law to a feoff-
Eiitr. Cong. 31.

^^^^^ j^ f^g^ f^P ^\^q gl-^^-g fQ^ ijfg passed by liverie.

22 R. 2. Discont. 50. 34 Ass. 6. PI. 4. 38 Ass. 6. p. 6. 43 Ass. 6. 48. 18 E. 3. 43.

21 H. 6. 52. 15 E. 4. tit. Discontinuance, 30. Brooke, tit. Discont. 3, and 14.

4H. 7. 17. 21 H. 7. 11.

[w] 21 H. 6. \yo\ If tenant ip taile make a lease for life, the remainder in

52, 53- fee, this is an absolute discontinuance, albeit the remainder be
not executed in the life of tenant in taile, because all is one estate,

and passeth by one livery. And so note a diversitie betweene a

grant of a reversion, and a limitation of a remainder. B. tenant

in taile maketh a gift in taile to A. and after B. releaseth to A,
and his heires, and after A. dieth without issue; the issue of the

first donee may enter upon the collaterall heire, because A. had
not seisin and execution of the reversion of the land in his de-

mesne as of fee, as Littleton here speaketh. But if tenant in

taile make a lease for the life of the lessee, and after releaseth

to him and his heires, this is an absolute discontinuance; because

the fee simple is executed in the life of tenant in taile.

fvl '54 E. 1. [.y] ^^ tenant in taile of a manner whereunto an advowson is

Qnar^ impedit. appendant, maketh a feoffment in fee by deed (as it ought to be)

179. 22 E^. 3. 6. of one acre with the advowson, and the church becommeth void,

17 E. 3. 3. and the feoffee present, tenant in taile dieth, the church becom-
?"^ 06 meth void; the issue shall not present untill he hath re- continued

23^ Ass. 8. the acre. But if the feoffee had not executed the same by pre-

50 E. 3. 26. sentment, then the issue in taile should have presented. And
(Ant. 2g8. so was it at the common law, of the husband seised in the right
Post. 349 b-

of his wife, mutatis 7nutandis.
F. N. B. 32.

'

(1 Roll. Abr. 632. 1 Rep. 76.)

If a fine be levied to a tenant in taile, and he granteth and

36 Ass. 8. rendreth the land to him and his heires, and die before execu-
42 E. 3. 20.

i-Jqjj^ |.jjjg is j^o discontinuance. Otherwise it is, if it had beene

Di m f\o
executed in the life of tenant in taile.

(Sect. 601.638.) If tenant in taile make a lease for life of the lessee, and after

21 H. 6. 52,53. grant the reversion with warrantie, and dieth before execution,
Brooke, tit. this is no discontinuance; because the discontinuance was (as
Discont. 3.

i^^^Yi beene said) but for life, and the warrantie cannot enlarge
21 H. 7. 11. , /,\
Lib. 1. ibl. 85.

th^ sa^e (0-
Lib. 10. fol. 96, 97. (W. Jones, 210. Cro. Car. 156.)

" A?id this is hy force ofthe grant of the said tenant in tayle."

[•] 15 E. 4. Hereupon Littletoji himselfe is of the same opinion, [*] as it ap-
Discont. 30. peareth he was in our bookes; that if tenant in taile make a lease

1 e ect. 42. ^.^j, |-^^^ ^^^ grant the reversion in fee, and the lessee attorne, and
that grantee granteth it over, and the lessee attorne, and then

the lessee for life dieth, so as the reversion is executed in the life

of

(1) All this is a consequence of the doctrine laid down in the last page.

If the remainder or reversion is created at the same time as the particular

estate, it necessarily must be created by the same livery. If it is created at a
subsequent time, then to continue the discontinuance after the determination

of the particular estate, the reversion or remainder must be executed in pos-

session during the life of the tenant in tail. The entry of the reversioner or

remainder-man in this case is tantamount to a second livery.—-[Note 291.]



L.3.C.11. 8.621-2. OfDisconiinuance. [333.b.334.a.

of tenant in taile, yet this is no discontinuance, but that after

the tleath of tenant in t^iile the issue may enter; because (as

Littleton here saith) he is not in of the grant of the tenant in

t;iilc, but of his grantee.

If at this day tenant in taile make a lease for life, and after by
deed indented and inrolled according to the statute he bargaineth

and selleth the reversion to another in fee, and the lessee dieth,

so as the reversion is executed in the life of tenant in taile ;

albeit the bargainee is not in the per by the tenant in taile, yet
inasmuch as he claimeth the reversion immediately from him,
which is executed in his lifetime, this is a discontinuance. And
so it is, and for the same cause, if tenant in taile had granted the

reversion to the use of another and his heires. If tenant in taile

makcth a lease for life, and after disseiseth the lessee for life, and
maketh a feoffment in fee, the lessee dieth, and then tenant in

taile dieth ; albeit the fee be executed, yet for that the fee was
not executed by lawfull meanes, (as in all the cases of Littleton

it appeareth it ought to be) it is no discontinuance.

ra 8:3- Sect. 621. (Post.335b.
niesme le case.)

TN the same manner shall it bey if in the case aforesaid the tenant for
terme of life after the altornement to the grantee had aliened in fee,

and the grantee hadentred by forfeiture of his estate, and after the tenant
in taijle had died, this is a discontinuance, causa qua supra.]

n^ H I S is added in this place, but in the original] it commeth 21 H. 6. 5a, 53.
^ in after in this Chapter * 15 E- 4-

DiscoDt. 30.

Sect. 622. («r W.Jon..,

Cro.Car. 156.)

Z? UT in this case, if tenant in taile that grants the reversion, S^c. dieth,

living tlie tenantfor life, and after the tenant for life dieth, and after

hee to whom the reversion teas granted enter, S)-c, then this is no discontinu-

ance, but that the issue of the tenant in tayle may well enter upon the

grantee of the reversion-, because the reversion which the grantee had,

6fc. was 7Wt executed, S^c. in the life of the tenant in taile, &^c. And
so there is a great diversitie when tenant in tayle maketh a lease for
yeares, and where he maketh a lease for life ; for in the one case hee

hath a reversion in tayle, and in the other case hee hath a reversion in

fee {I).

OF

* But it does not appear in this Chapter in L. and M. or Roh. nor in MSS.

(1) See the note on the following Section.



334.a.334.b.] OfDiscontinuance. L.3.C.11.S.623-4-5.

r\ F this sufficient hath beene said before, and is of itselfe

manifest, and needeth no explication,

18 Ass. 6. Like law was at the common law of a husband seised of land

'21 H. 6. 53. in right of his wife, mutatis mutandis.

^ Sect. 623. n3347|

TpO R if land bee given to a man and to his heires males of his body
engendred, who hath issue two somtes, and the eldest sonne hath issue

a daughter and diethyl and the tenant in tayle maketh a lease for yeares
and die, now the reversion descendeth to the younger sonne, for that the

reversion was but in the taile, and the youngest sonne is heire male, ^c.

But if the tenant had made a lease for life, S)X. and after died, noiv the

reversion descendeth to the daughter of the elder brother, for that the

reversion is in thefee simple, and the daughter is heire generally S^c. (1)

This is evident also, and needeth no explanation.

Sect. 624.

yj LSO, if a man be seised in taile of lands devisable by testament,
^^

S^c. and hee deviseth this to another in fee, and dieth, and the other

enter, 8^c. this is no discontinuance,for that no discontinuance loas made in

the life of the tenant in taile, cSx.

9E. 4. 22. nPHI S is manifest, and needeth no explanation: only this is

ATd^ 8E^ 8 to be observed, that no discontinuance can be made by

(Crc/car 405. ^p^ant in taile, but such as is made and taketh effect in his life-

1R0Il.Abr.633.) time, which is here implied in the (S^cJ

Sect. 625.

j^LSO, if land be given in taile, saving the revers^ion to the donor,
"^ and ajter the tenant in taile by his deed enfeoffe the donor, to have

and to hold to him and to his heires for ever, and deliver to him seisin

accordingly,

* and the tenant in tayle maketh a leasefor yeares and die, not in L. and

M. or Roh.

(1) The estate of the lessee for years not being created by livery, does not

displace the possession, and consequently does not disturb the descent of the

inheritance upon the issues inheritable to the estate. It is otherwise where the

lease is for life. That is created by livery, and therefore displaces the posses-

sion, and gives the tenant in tail a tortious estate in fee simple, in reversion

imra^ediately expectant upon the life estate ofhis donee ;—that reversion must
therefore descend on the daughter as heir general.— [Note 292.]



L.3.C. U.S. ()'25. Ot i)iscoiilimianc('. [334.b.335.a.

accordingly, Ssc. this is vo (liscontinuancv, because none can discontinue the

estate tailcf unlcasc he disconlinueth the reversion of him who halh the

reversion, ike. or remainder, if am/ hath tfw remainder, ^c. Ami ifias-

much as in/ such feoffmeat made to the donor (the reversion then bcin^ in

him) his reversion was not discontinued nor altred, ^c. this feoffment ts no

discontinuance, S)'C.

A ND of this opinion is Littleton [a] in our booki>s, and saitli [a] 9 K. 4.24. b.

that so it was adjudged.

" Eufcoffe the donor, Sfc." This must be understood Lib. 1. fol. 140.

[33o7| ^^'^^^^^ ^'^^ reversion of the donor is immediately i^ ex- '" Chudlye's

J pectant upon the estate of the donee
; [6] for if a man ^A^i{q\\ ^.br.

"
* make a gift in taile the remainder in taile, reserving

gj^^.^

the reversion to himselfe : in this case if the donee enfeofle the [b] 41 Aaiw 2.

donor, this is a discontinuance, because there is a meane estate ;
4i E. 3. 2.

and so doth Littleton here put his case of a reversion immediately
/ a Jt^V O

expectant upon the gift in taile. Also it is to be intended of a iViVs.DieMO.
feotfment made to the donor solely or only ; for if the donee en-

feofte the donor and a stranger, this is a discontinuance of the

whole land.

But if tenant for life make a lease for his ovvne life to the (iRcp-/^. b.

lessor, tlie remainder to the lessor and anestranger in fee : in this ^ ^ ^'^ «

casQ, forasmuch as the limitation of the fee should worke the

wrong, it enureth to the lessor as a surrender for the one moytie,

and a forfeiture as to the remainder of the stranger; for he (Dyer, la. b.)

camiot give to the lessor that which he had before, as our author

here saith ; and as to the remainder to the stranger, it is a for-

feiture for his moytie, and when the lessor entreth, he shall take

the benefit of it. But if two joyntenants be, and one of them (Ant 169.3.

enfeofFe his companion and a stranger, and make livery to the ^^^.a. »93[J-

stranger; this shall vest only in the stranger, because the livery ^^* qq.q^
'

cannot enure to his companion.
, ^^^ 100. U
4 Leo. 23.)

**None can discontinue the estate taile^ tmlesse he discontiuueth 40 Ass. 36.

the reversion, Sfc. or remainder, Src." And therefore for this 21 Ass. 36.

cause, if the reversion or remainder be in the king, the tenant in ^®^ .g*
^^'

taile cannot discontinue the estate taile. [c] But tenant in taile,
p) ^^om

^^\^
"

the reversion in the king, might have barred the estate taile by r^.j 33 h. a
a common recovery, untill the statute of 34 ff. 8. ca. 20. which tit.Taile, Br. 41.

restraineth such a tenant in taile ; but that common recovery P'- Oo'"- "bi

neither barred nor discontinued the king's reversion (1). '"P'^-

Note, the reversion may be revested, and yet the discontinu-

ance remaine. [d] As if a feme covert be tenant for life, and [^ 27Ass. p.6o,

the husband make a feoffment in fee, and the lessor enter for the ^^ ^"' 43.

forfeiture; here is the reversion revested, and yet tlie discon- jg ^1' V
tinuance remained at the common law. 18 E. 3. 45I

(Ant. 333. b. Post. 336.)

Sect.

(1) Sec Stone r. Newman, 3 Cro. 427,
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Hff-^""-
Sect. 626.

TN the same manner is it, where lands are given to a man in taile, the

remainder to anotJier in fee, and the tenant in taile enfeoffe him that

is in the remainder, to have and to hold to him and to his heires\ this is

no discontinuance, causa qua supra (2).

'* HTHE remainder to another.'' Here it appeareth that (as hath

beene said in case of a reversion) the remainder must be
immediately expectant upon the estate taile.

Sect.

(2) X. As to discontinuances made to, or ivith the concurrence of, the remainder'

man or reversioner:—The feoffment of tenant in tail ^othe immediate remainder-

man or reversioner in fee, has the operation of a surrender. In this light it

cannot be considered to pass a greater estate than the grantor may lawfully

convey : it does not, therefore, work a discontinuance. But if it is made to a
stranger, the mere concurrence of the remainder-man or reversioner does not pre-

^^nt the discontinuance, either with respect to the issues in tail, or his own
remainder or reversion, even though the tenant in tail die without having issue.

Thus, in Bake? v. Hacking, 3 Cro. 387. 405. J. C. being tenant in tail, with the

immediate reversion in fee to R. C. both of them joined in a feoffment to A. for

life. R, C. made his will and died; and then J. C. died without issue. It was
admitted, that if it were a discontinuance of the reversion, the devisor, not being

seised, had no power to devise. Sir Geo. Croke was of opinion, that as there

was no issue of the tenant in tail, his feoffment was no discontinuance of the

reversion : he considered it as the lease of the tenant in tail during his life, and
afterwards, the lease of the reversioner; and that the reversioner's joining

showed it was not the intention of the parties to displace his estate. But the

three other judges held it to be a discontinuance, on the ground that the effect

ofa discontinuance is immediate, and does not depend on the tenant in tail hav-

ing or not having issue.—They were also of opinion, that if the reversion in

fee, instead of being in a stranger, had been in the tenant in tail himself, the

feoffment would have been a discontinuance, as well of his own reversion as of

the estate of the issue in tail.—But where the tenant for life and reversioner

join in the conveyance, each of them is considered to pass his own estate : the

tenant for life, the freehold ; the reversioner, the inheritance. Hence if tenant

for life, remainder in tail, remainder in fee, join in a fine, it is no discontinuance

to the remainder-man in fee. This was resolved in Peck v. Channell, 1 Cro.

827, 828. on the ground, that none shall make a discontinuance but he who
is seised of an estate tail in possession.—[Note 393.]
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[335^ w Sect. 627.

jf LSOf if tin abbot hath a reversion, or a rent servicef or a rent

charge, and he null grant * this reversion, or rent service, or rent

charge, to another in fee, ami the tenant attorne, <^c. this is no dis-

continuance.

Of inheritances that lie in grant, sufficient hath beene said

before.

Sect. 628.

TN the same manner where an abbot is seised ofan advowson, or ofsuch

things which passe by way ofgrant without liverie of seisin, S^c,

tr E R E It appeareth (as hath beene said) that an advowson

doth not h'e in liverie, but in grant.

Sect. 629. (Ant. 234. a.)

yj LSO.if tenant in tayle letteth his land to anotherfor life, and after

he granteth infee the reversion to another, and the tenant attorne, and

after the tenant for life alien in fee, and the grauntee of the reversion

enter, S)'c. in the life of the tenant in taile, and after the tenant in taile

dieth, his issue sluiil not enter, but is put to his writ of formedon, because

the reversion infee simple which the grauntor (A) had by the graunt of ffie

tenant in taule, was executed in the life of the same tenant in tayle, and
therefore it ts a discontinuance infee, ^'c.

Of this sufficient hath beene said before.

c
"336n

a. J
«^ Sect. 630. i\^^'^^'63 1.

y

jJND note, that some make discontinuances for terme of life. As if
tenant in tayle make a lease for life, saving the reversion to him

as long as the reversion is to the tenaunt in tayle, or to his heires ; this is

no

* this reversion, or rent service, or rent charge—one ofthem, L. and M. and
Roh. but as above in MSS.

(A) Here " grantor " $ecms printed by mistake instead of '* grantee i"far, m tkit omc, the

tenant in tail is the grantor. Sec Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 113.
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no discontinuance but during the life of tenantfor life, S^c. And if such

tenant in taile giveth the lands to another in tayle, saving the reversion,

then this is a discontinuance during the second tayle^ ^c.

T^H I S is manifest, and hath beene handled before, and needeth

no explanation ; onely this is to be observed, where Little^

ton putteth hereafter cases of discontinuances by feofFement, &c.
he hath a double entendment. First, by feofFement, or by any
other conveyance vthich may make a discontinuance. Secondly,

(Sfc.) implieth a discontinuance by a gift in taile, or a lease for

life, &c.

Sect. 631.

T} UT where the tenant in tayle maketh a leasefor ycares orfor life,

the remainder to another in fee, and delivereth tiverie of seisin ac-

cordingly, this is a discontinuance in fee, for that thefee simple passeth by

force ^' the liverie of seisin, S^c.

This is evident also, and hereof sufficient hath beene spoken

before.

Sect. 632.

/i ND it is to be understood, that some such discontinuances are made
upon condition, S^c. and for that the conditions he broken, S)X. or

for other causes, according to the course of law, such estates are defeated,

then ' are the discontinuances defeated, and shall not by force of them

take any man from his entrie, S)C. * As if the husband be seised of
certaine land in right of his loife, and maketh a feoffement infee upon

condition, and dyeth, if the heire after enter upon the feoffee for the

condition broken, the entrie of the wife was congeable upon the heire,

for that by the entry of the heire the discontinuance is defeated, as is

adjudged.

'' T)TSCONTINUANCES made upon conditiofz, Sfc:\ Here
~^

is to be understood a diversitie betweene a condition in

deed, whereof Littleton here speaketh, and a condition in law,

(Ant. 335. a.) whereofsomewhat hath beene said before in this chapter,

iS^ viz. where the feme is tenant for life, and the hus- r336Tl
band maketh a feofFement in fee, and the lessor entreth

[_ jj^ J
for the condition in law.

** The conditions be hrohen,^ ^^c." Here is implied, or any

cause given either by disabilitie of the feoffees, or by any con-

dition

* The remaining part of the above the case of the grandfather, father, and

Section is not in L. and M. or Roh. son, Sect. 637, is here inserted, virith

nor in Pynson, or MSS. But in all, some small variation.
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^'ition performed on the part of the feoffor, or otlierwiae, whereby

the state is in any sort avoided.

** As ifthe htcshand he xciscd qfceriainc land in right nfhis xvi/i\ (a Rep. 59.)

S^c," Here it appcareth, tliat for the condition broken, the heire

of the husband may enter ; for albeit no right descend from the

husband to his hcire, yet the title of entry by force of the con-

dition which the husband created upon the feoffement, and re-

served to him and his heires, doth descend to his heire : and

Littleton saith truly, that so it hath been adjudged.

** Upon the heire.'' NolUy when the heire in this case hath

entred for the condition broken, and hath avoided tlie feoffement,

the estate of the heire vanisheth away, and presently the estate

vesteth in the feme or her heires, without any entry or claime

by her or them ; for the heire entreth in respect of the condition,

upon the rcall contract, and not of any right, as hath beene said ;

and if the husband himselfe had re-entred, the state had vested

in his wife : and therefore where Littleton and our bookes say,

that the wife shall enter upon the heire, the meaning is, that

after the entry of the heire she may re-enter.

4H. 6.a.

9 H. 7. 24. b.

Lib. 8. fol. 43.
44. Whittiiig-

ham's rase.

(Ant. \1. b.

46. b. 202. a.)

VVhittingham%

case, ubi supra.

Sect. 633.

ALSO, if a woman inheritrix hath a husband who is within age, and
hee being within age maketh a feoffement of the tenements of his

wife in fee, and diethy il hath beene a question, if the wife tnaij enier or

noty Sfc. And it seemeth to some, that the entrie of tfie wife after the

death of her husband, is congeable in this case. For when her husband
made suchfeoffment, Sfc. he might well enter, notwithstanding such feoff-
ment, S)'c. during the coverture; and he could not enter in his owne
right, but in the right of his wife: ergo, such right as hee ftad to enter in

the right of his wife, 8fc. this right of entrie remai/neth to the wife after
his decease.

'1'^ H E reason here rendred by Littleton is, for that the husband Whittingham's

cannot enter in his owne right, but in the right of his wife ; case, ubi supra.

and the heire of the husband cannot enter, for no right or title

descends unto him, and the wife in this case shall take benefit of
the nonage of her husband, and enter into the land.

If an infant be tenant for another man's life, and make a feoflfe-

ment in fee, and ccsty que vie dieth, the infant himselfe shall not
enter, because he hath no right at all.

[33771 *^ ^^ ^^® husband within age take to wife feme

^ J tenant in taile gencrall, and the husband make a gift
• * in taile and dieth within age, in tliis case the wife may

enter, as Littleton here holdeth, or the heire of tlie husband in

respect of the new reversion descended unto him may enter.
But if tlio heire enter, pretently thereupon his estate vanisheth.
If tenant in taile being within tlie age ot one and twenty yeeres
make a feoffment in fee, and after is attainted of felony and dieth,
the entry of the issue is not lawfiill ; for his entry {& not law-
fuli in respect of his estate only, but of his blood also which
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is corrupted ; and therefore in that case he is driven to his

(8 Rep. 43.) formedon.

'r
^ ^' ^^ If husband and wife be both within age, and they by deed

Duinfuit infra*
i^tlented joyne in a feoffment reserving a rent, the husband

aeta'tem, 6. dieth, the wife may enter, or have a dumfuit infra cetatem. But
F. N. B. 192. if she were of full age, she shall not have a dum fuit infra cetatem^
(i RoU.Abr. for the nonage of her husband, albeit they be but one person
^34.) inlaw.

^ > y V

Sect. 634.

ylND it hath beene said, that if two joyntenants being within age

make afeoffement in fee, and one of the infants die, and the other

surviveth ; in as much as both the irfants might enterjoyntly in their lives,

I this right accmeth all to him which surviveth^ and therefore hee that sur-

?/ viveth may enter into the whole, ^c.^ And also the heire of the husband

c^/*^/^ 'i^hich made thefeoffment within age cannot enter, S)C. because no right

-
j
descendeth to such heire in the case aforesaid, for that the husband had

^^' ^ never any thing but in right of his wife, S^c,

21 E. 3.50. '<
]\/f^

^ enter into the wholes S^c'' And the reason hereof
18 E. ^'^^^' -^'^ is implied in this (Sfc.) for that they may joyne in a writ

Q H 6Q ^ ^ ^^ "g^^5 ^"d therefore the right shall survive. But they cannot

19 H. 6. 6. joyrie in a dumfuit infra cBtatcm, because the nonage of

39 H. 6. 42. the one is not the J3* nonage of the other. In this [^3771
34 H. 6. 31. case, if one joyntenant had made a feoffment in fee and

| 5 J
S
^
UK^^ died, the right should not have survived, for the joynture

the Chapter of
"^^^ severed for a time. If two joyntenants be, and the one is

Joyntenants(A) of full age, and the other within age, and both they make a feoff-

(8 Rep. Whit- ment in fee, and he of full age dieth, the infant shall enter, or
jinghara's case.) have a dumfuit infra cetatem but for the moitie.

<F N.B.i92.a. Sect. 655.
5 Rep. 27. 29.

6 Rep. 3. 9 Rep. 84. b. 8 Rep. 42.)

j4 ND also when an infant makes afeoffment being within age, this shall

neither grieve nor hurt him, but that hee may well enter, S^c.for it

should be against reason that such feoffment made by him that was not

able to make such a feoffment shall grieve or hurt another, to take them

from their entry, S^c. Andfor these reasons it seemeth to some, that after

the death of such husband so being within age at the time of the feoff-

ment, S^c, that his wife may well enter, S^'c.

Bract, fol. 14. '' jy U T that he may 'well enter, 8^0'' Here is implied, that he
Britt. fol. 88. a. J-> might enter either within age, or at any time after full age,

O^o^t q5. b
^ ^^^ likewise after his death his heire may enter. Meliorem enim

380. b.) conditionemfacere potest minor deteriorem nequaquam^
Nota,

(A) Vid. ante 188. a, 3r not& 4 there.
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Nota, A speciall lieire shall take advantage of tlie infancic of
the ancestor. As if tenant in taile of an acre of the custonie of
borow English make a feoffment in fee within age, and dieth,

the youngest sonne shall avoid it; for he is privie in bloud, and
claimeth by discent from the infant.

And so if tenant in taile to him and the heires females of his ^8 Rep. 54.

bodie make a feoffment in fee and dieth within age, having issue ^'«t- •«• » )

a Sonne and a daughter, the daughter shall avoid the feoffment.

And so note, that a cause to enter by reason of infancie is not

like to conditions, warranties, and estoppels, which ever descend
to the heire at the common law.

The residue of this Section upon that which hath bcene said

is evident.

Sect. 636.

/jLSOf if a woman inheritrix taketh husband, and they have issue a

souney and the husband dieth, and she takes another husband, and the

second husband letteth the land which he hath in ri^ht of his wife to another

for terme of his life, and after the wife dieth, and after the tenantfor life

surrendereth his estate to the second husband, &;c, quaere, if the sonne of
the wife may enter in this case upon the second husband during the life

of tenantfor life, * S)C. But it is cleere law, that after the death of the

tenantfor life, the son of tlie wife may enter ; because the discontinuance,

which was only for terme of life, is determined, S^x, by the death of the

same tenantfor lifef,

« ^UR RENDER (1)," sursum redditio, properly is a yeeld- (Ante, ai8. b.

ing up an estate for life or yeares to him that hath an Perk. 581.

immediate estate in reversion or remainder, wherein the estate * R"l*- Abr.

for life or yeares jnay drowne by mutuall agreement betweene ^^'^

them (2).

Note,

• Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh. t SfC. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) A surrender differs from a release in this respect, that the release ope-
rates by the greater estate's descending upon the less :—a surrender is the
falling of a less estate into a greater. As there is necessarily a privity of

estate between the surrenderor and the surrenderee, no livery of seisin is

necessary to perfect a surrender. See 2 Bla. Com. Ch. 20 In Thompson v.

Leach, 2 Salk. G18. the court held, that a surrender immediately divests the
estate out of the surrenderor, and vests it in the surrenderee; for this is a con-
veyance at common law, to the perfection of which no other act is requisite but
the bare grant ; and that, though it be true, that every grant is a contract,

and there must be an actus contra actum, or a mutual consent, yet that consent
is imphed ; that a gift imports a benefit ; that an assumpsit to take a benefit

may well be presumed ; and that there is the same reason why a surrender
should vest tne estate before notice or agreement, as why a grant of goods
should vest a property ; or sealing of a bond to another in his absence should

be the obligee's bond, immediately without notice.—[Note 294.]

(2) This doctrine, that to give a surrender legal effect, the surrenderee must
Vol. II. Qq
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(Ant. ai8. b.) ^^ Note, there be three kinde of surrenders, viz. a r33871
surrender properly taken at the common law, which I

"J
is here before described, and whereof Littleton

speaketh.

have the immediate estate in remainder or reversion expectant on the estate

of the surrenderor, evidently applies to the common case of a tenant for life,

with remainder to trustees during his life to preserve contingent remainders.

It is now settled beyond doubt, that the estate of the trustees is a vested estate

of freehold. It must therefore necessarily prevent a surrender from the tenant

for life to the ulterior remainder-man. In cases of limitations to the father

for life, remainder to his sons successively in tail, it was the practice formerly,

particularly where it was intended to suffer recoveries with single voucher, to

make the father convey his estate to the son. This was sometimes done by
surrender. To this there could be no objection, where there was no limitation

to trustees to preserve. But in those cases, where such a limitation was intro-

duced, the deed necessarily failed to operate as a surrender, for the reason above
mentioned. It has, however, been contended, that, though in this case the

deed was void as a surrender, it would operate as a covenant to stand seised.

That, an assurance, where there is a proper consideration, will operate as a
covenant to stand seised, though the words used in the deed point at a different

mode of assurance, is placed beyond doubt by many authorities both ancient

and modern. But between those cases and that now under consideration,

there is this striking difference; that, in all those cases the estate vested in

the party would be the same both in quantity and quality, whether the deed
operated in the mode imported by the language of the deed, or in any other

mode. But in the case under consideration, if the deed operated by way of

surrender, the party would take one kind of estate ; if it operated by way of

covenant to stand seised, he would take another. For if it could operate by
way of surrender, the father's life estate would be immediately extinguished,

and the son would become tenant in tail in possession : if it operated by way
of covenant to stand seised, the father's life estate would immediately, by the

statute of uses, be transferred to the son, and he would become tenant for life

of his father, remainder to trustees to preserve, remainder to himself in tail,

Then supposing him to die without issue in the father's lifetime, if the deed
operated by way of surrender, the person entitled in remainder next expect-

ant upon the estate tail of the son would be entitled to enter immediately: but

if the deed operated by way of covenant to stand seised, there would be an
estate of special occupancy during the father's life, and the next remainder

man would not be entitled to take until the father's decease. To this it may
be replied, that the object of the parties was, that the son should by virtue of

the deed become seised of the lands for a particular purpose. It is found, that

it cannot have that effect if its mode of operation be that which the parties

themselves intended, but that, if the deed is held to operate in another mode,
it will accomplish the object of the parties. The courts therefore, it may be
said, conformably to their usual practice of effectuating the intent of parties,

when it can be done, will construe the deed to operate in that mode ofassurance

in which it can take effect, and consequently consider the deed to operate by
way of covenant. It is observable, that when the tenant to the precipe in a

recovery is made by bargain and sale, it sometimes happens that the bargain

and sale is not inrolled. But frequently in these cases the lands are out upon
leases for years, or in the hands of tenants at will ; where this is the case

there seems room to contend, that the deed, though void as a bargain and
sale for want of inrolment, may operate as a grant of the reversion expectant

on these particular estates.—[Note 294*.]
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speaketh (i). Secondly, a fiiirrendcr by custonic of lands lioldcn (9 Hop. 75.

by copy, or of customary estates, whereof you have read before, * Eliz.Dicr, 176,

Sect. 74, and a surrender improperly taken (as appeares before, *^ Jv'J'^i
Sect. 550), of a deed. And so of a surrender of a patent, and

^g e! 3. a.

of a rent newly created, and of a fee simple to the king. n 11. 4, 2.

la H. 4. 21. 1311.4. 13,

A surrender properly taken is of two sorts, viz. a surrender in 14 ][. 8. 15.

deed, or by expresse words, (whi^reof Littleton here putteth an 37 H. 6. 17.

example) and a surrender in law wrought by consequent by ope- ^*
Jf-

7- 6.

ration of law. Littleton here putteth his case of a surrender of
;J^ Asf^6^

mi estate in possession, for a right cannot bee surrendered. And ^q e g
q'

it is to be noted, that a surrender in law is in some cases of 44 Ass. 3.

greater force than a surrender in deed. As if a man make a 35 H- 8.

lease for yeares to begin at Michaelmasse next, this future inte- ^^^\
^^'

rest cannot be surrendred, because there is no reversion wherein ^^j^' j^j'^.^^ ,^j
it may drowne ; but by a surrender in law it may be drowned. 1 1 Eliz.

As if the lessee before Michaelmasse take a new lease for yeares Dicr, 280.

either to begin presently, or at Michaelmasse^ this is a surrender ^ ^\J'^'
in law of the former lease. Fortior Sf cequior est dispositio legis

^^ jj' ' g''

quani hominis (2), ,4 jj. 7. 4,

Lib. 6. f. 69. Sir Moyle Finche's case. (5 Rep. 11. 1 Leo. 323. 4 Rep. 53.)

(10 Rep. 67. 6 Rep. Qq. Cro. Jac. 84. 2 Roll. Abr. 494. Ant. 47. b. D^er, 58,)

19 H. 6. 33. 27 Ass. 46. 14 H. 7. 4. 1 H. 6. 1. PI. Com. 541.

Also there is a surrender without deed, whereof Littleton

putteth here an example of an estate for life of lands, which may
be surrendered without deed, and without livery of seisin ; be-

cause it is but a yeelding, or a restoring of, the state againe to

him in the immediate reversion or remainder, which are alwayes

favoured in law. And there is also a surrender by deed ; and
that is of things that lie in grant, whereof a particular estate

cannot

(1) By the stat. 29 Cha. II. c. 3. sect. 3. no leases, &c. either of freehold or

terms of years, or any uncertain interest, not being copyhold or customary
interest, shall be surrenderedy unless it be by deed or note in writing, signed

by the \i^Yiy surrenderin fr the same, or his agents thereunto lawfully authorized

by writing, or by act and operation of law. Upon this statute it\vas held, by
lord chief-baron Gilbert, in Magennis v. Mac-Cullogli,Gilb. Ca. inEq. 236. that

a lease for years cannot be surrendered by cancelling of the indenture witliout

writing ; because the intent of that statute was to take away the manner they
formerly had of transferring interests to lands by signs, symbols, and w ords

only ; and therefore, as a livery and seisin on a parol feoft'ment, was a sign of

passing the freehold before the statute, but is now taken away by the statute;

80 the cancelling of a lease was a sign of a surrender before tlie statute, but is

now taken away, unless there be a writing under the hand of the party. In Far-

mer d . Earl i'. Rogers, 2 Wils. p. 27. it was held, that the statute does not make a
deed absolutely necessary to a surrender ; for it directs it to be made either by
deed or note in tvriting ; and when it is made by a note in writing, there is no
occasion for any stamp-duty, it not being a deed. But see S5 Geo. III. c. 1 84.

sch.part i, under the head Surrender [Note 295.]

(2) For the first lease and the second cannot subsist together, and the par-

ties, by making a contract of as high a nature for the same thing, tacitly con-

sented to dissolve the former ; for without the dissolution of that, the lessor

could not grant to the lessee that interest which was already passed from the

lessor to the lessee by the first lease. Note to the 1 1/// er////o;<.—[Note 29C.]

Q Q 2
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cannot commence without deed, and by consequent the estate

cannot be surrendred without deed. But in the example that

Littleton here putteth, the estate might commence without deed,

and therefore might bee surrendred without deed. And albeit

a particular estate be made of lands by deed, yet may it be sur-

rendred without deed, in respect of the nature and qualitie of
the thing demised, because the particular estate might have

beene made without deed ; and so on the other side (A). If a

man be tenant by the courtesie, or tenant in dower of an advow-
son, rent, or other thing that lies in grant ; albeit there the

estate begin without deed, yet in respect of the nature and
qualitie of the thing that lies in grant it cannot be surrendred

without deed. And so if a lease for life be made of lands, the

remainder for life ; albeit the remainder for life began without

deed, yet because remainders and reversions, though they be
of lands, are things that lie in grant, they cannot be surrendred

without deed. See in my Reports plentifull matter of sur-

renders

»

(Ant. 225. b.

Cro. Car. 399.
a Roll. Abr.

498.)

21 H. 6.53.

(Ant. 185.

8 Rep. 145.)

45 E. 3. 13.

6 H. 5. 9.

qE. 4. 18.
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If tenant for life grant a rent charge, and after surrender, yet

the rent reniaineth, for to that purpose he commeth in under

the charge. Catisd tjud supr^.

If a bishop be seised of a rent charge in fee, the tenant of

the land enfeoffe tlie bishop and his successors, the lord enter

for the mortmaine, he shall hold it discharged of the rent; for

tlie entrie for the mortmaine affirmeth the alienation in mort-

maine, and the lord claimeth under his estate; but if tenant for

life grant a rent in fee, and after infeoffe the grantee, and the

lessor enter for the forfeiture, the rent is revived, for the lessor

doth claime above the feoffment. But if 1 grant the reversion

of my tenant for life to another for terme of liis life, and tenant

for life attorne, now is the waste of tenant for life dispunish-

able (2). Afterwards I release to the grantee for life and his

heires, or grant the reversion to him and his heires ; now albeit

the tenant for life be a stranger to it, yet because he attorned

to the grantee for life, the estate for life which the grantee had

shall have no continuance in the eye of the law as to him, but

he shall be punished for waste done afterward.

The second diversitie is, that for the benefit of an estranger

the estate for life is absolutely determined. As if he in the

reversion make a lease for yeares, or grant a rent charge, &c.
and then the lessee for life surrender, the lease or rent shall

commence tnaintenant. So in the case of Littleton, first, be-

tweene tlie lessee and the second husband, the state for life is

determined ; and secondly, for the benefit of the issue it shall

be 80 adjudged in law. Here note a diversitie, when it is to

the prejudice of a stranger, and when it is for his benefit.

If a man maketh a lease to A. for life, reserving a rent of 40
shillings to him and his heires, the remainder to B. for life, the

lessor grant the reversion in fee to B. A. attorne, B. shall not

have the rent, for that although the fee simple doe di-owne the

remainder for life betweene them, yet as to a stranger it is in

esse ; and therefore B. shall not have the rent, but his heire

shall have it.

A master of an hospitall being a sole corporation, by the con-

sent of his brethren makes a lease for yeares of part of the pos-

sessions of the hospitall ; afterwards the lessee for yeares is made
master, the terme is drowned ; for a man cannot have a terme
for yeares in his owne right and a freehold in outer droit to con-

sist together (as if a man lessee for yeares take a feme lessor to

^•^e) (3). [a] But a man may have a freehold in his owne right

and a terme in auter droit : and therefore if a man lessor take
the feme lessee to wife, the terme is not drowned, but he is

possessed of the terme in her right during the coverture [6].

So if the lessee make tlie lessor his executor, the terme is not
drowned. Causd qua suprh (4).

Br. Surrender, 5a. (a Cro.

But

5H. 5. 8.

a(> Ass. 38.

7 H. 6. b.

(6 Rep. 79.

7 Rep. 38.

Ant. 184. b.)

(Ant. 734.")

48 E. 3. 16.

(Mo 94.)

(Plo. Cora. 198.)

C4 Leo. 37.
Hob. 3.)

Adjudge Mich.
16 & i7Eli2.

int. Turner pi.

& Gray def. in

ejectione firme

in communi
banco, Rot.945.
Sir Francii

Fleming's ca»e.

[a] 6 H. 4. 7.

PI. Com. 418.

[b] 3a H. 8.

275. Mo. 54.)

(•2) See note 2, ante, 218. b.

(3) Cont. Lichden v. Winsmore, 1 Roll. Abr. 934. and lady Piatt v. Sleap,

Cro. Jac. 275 ; and see Mr. Sugden's treatise on Vendors and Purchasers,
4th ed. D. 336.

(4) Mergers were never favoured in courts of law, and still less in courta of
equity. Hence, even in a very early period of the equitable jurisdiction of the
court of chancery, it was admitted, that a fine or feoffment to lessee for years

Q Q 3 to
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But if it had beene a corporation aggregate of many, the

making of the lessee master had not extinguished the terme,

no more than if the lessee had beene made one of the brethren

of the hospitall.

* Sect 637.

r l\fO TE, that an estate taile cannot bee discontinued^ but there where

L hee that makes the discontinuance was once seised by force of the

taile, unlesse it be by reason of a warranty , S^c. As"] if there be grand-

fatherj father, and son, f and the grandfather is tenant in taile, and is

disseised by thefather ivho is his son, and thefather maketh afeoffment of
this ivithoiit warranty and die, and afterwards the grandfather dies, the

son may 2vel enter upon the feoffee, because this was no discontinuance,

inasmuch as thefather was not seised byforce of the entaile at the time of'

thefeoffment, S^c. but was seised infee by the disseisin of the grandfather.

Vide Sect. 658. " /1 2V CE." Here it is to bee observed, that it is not necessary
(1 Roll. Abr. ^

tjjr^i- tjjg tenant in taile bee ever seised of an estate taile at
^'^'^

the time when the discontinuance of the whole estate is

begun: as if tenant in taile make a lease &3- for life, ["53971
whereby he gaineth, as hath beene said, a fee simple L ^ ' J
by wrong ; in this case if he grant the reversion in fee,

and the lessee dieth, the whole estate is discontinued ; and yet at

the time of the grant (by which the discontinuance continueth)

hee was not seised by force of the taile : and therefore Littleton

materially

* The part of this Section within that part of the work which is distin-

crotchets is not either in L. and M. guished by Sect. 632.

or Roh. or MSS. and the remainder t and the grandfather is tenant in

of this Section in those copies imme- taile, and is disseised by the father 'who

diately follows (with a small variation) is his son, not in L. and M.

to the use of a stranger, did not extinguish the term ; because the cestid que use

had no method to compel the execution of it, but through the medium of the

court of chancery ; and the court would not compel him to execute it to his

own prejudice during the continuance of the term. The statute of uses

expressly saves the rights of the feoffee to the use ; this preserves him the

benefit of any terms which may be vested in him. Even where a termor for

years was made a tenant to the prcecipe, it was determined, that the momentary
freehold vested in him, for the purpose ofmaking him tenant, did not extinguish

the term. Sir John Ferrers and sir John Curson n. sir Richard Fermor and
others, Cro. Jac. 643. It has by some been said dangerous to make feof-

fees or releasees to uses, trustees for terms of years, if they are also trustees

for preserving contingent remainders ; for if they should have occasion to

enter for the forfeiture of the tenant for life, it may be made a question,

whether, at least in law, that would not be a merger of their term. The pro-

fession have lately been favoured by Mr. Preston, with a complete and pro-

found treatise on the abstruse doctrine of Merger, in the third volume of his

Treatise on Conveyancing. It is hoped that they will soon be favoured by the

same learned gentleman with a new edition of his valuable Essay on the

Quantity of £5^fl/e5.—[Note 297.]
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mnterially added thig vrord (once)^ that is, that hec was onco Vide Sect. 59 j.

seised by* force of the estate taiie : and seeing that (as hath beenc ^'
'^;'J

^*®**

said) a discontinuance is a privation, the rule of law agreeth well "*"' ^
'

with the rule of philosophic, that omnis prhatio prcc.mpponil ha-

bititm^ and therefore he cannot discontinue that estate which he
never had.

** Unlesse it be by reason ofa tvarranii/f SfcJ' For in many cases

a vj^arnuitie added to a conveyance is said to make a disconti-

nuance ab cffectUj although he that made the conveyance was

never seised by force of the estate taile, because it taketh away
the entric ofhini that right hath, as a discontinuance doth. As
if tenant in taile be disseised and dieth, and the issue in taile 9 E.4. 19.

release to the disseisor with warrantie ; in this case the issue was la K. 4. 1 1.

never seised by force of the taile ; and yet this hath the effect of ^* ^' ^' ^^'

a discontinuance by reason of the warrantie, and the reason

hereofappeareth before in this Chapter.
" The son may tvel enter." But if the father that made the

feoffment had survived the grandfather, he should never have
j^jcont qo &

entred against his own feoffment ; but albeit the father had sur- E„jp, c'(,ng. 21.

vived, yet after his decease the sonne should have entred, for 21E. 4. 97.

the reason here yeelded by Littleton. But if the feoffment had 9 I'^- 4- ^9-

beene with warrantie, then it had wrought the effect of a discon- 39 1|-
6. 45-

tinuancc: and therefore Littleton saith without •voarrantie. 12 E. 4. 11.

1 Mar. Dier, 98. (Ant. 265.)

Sect. 638.

/i LSOy ij tenant in taile make a lease to anotherfor tcrme oflifo, and
the tenant in tai/le hath issue and dieth, ajid the reversion descendeth

to his issue, and after the issue s^rantcth the reversion to him descended, to

another infoe, and the tenantJor lifo attorne and die, and the grantee of
the reversion enter S^x. (et le tenant a terme de vie attourna * et devie,

et le grantee del reversion enter, &c.) and is seised infee in the

rSS^T] ^^fi of tJie issue, and after the issue in tayle hath »^ issue a son

L b. J and dieth, it seems that this is no discontinuance to the son, hut

that the son may enter, S)'c. for that his father, to whom the

reversion of the fee simple desceruied, had never any thing in the land by
force of the entaile, S^c,

Q F this opinion is Littleton in our bookes. 15 E. 4.

Discont. 30.

43 Ed. 3. 6. ai H.6. 52. 4 H. 7. 17. (i Roll. Abr. 634.) (4 Leo. 39. 160. 156.)

" The grantee of the reversion enter, SfC." Here it is to be
understood and observed, that in this case of the grant of the
reversion Littleton doth not say xvithout warranty; because if a
warrantie had been added, it had wrought no discontinuance,
for that (as hath beene said) the discontinuance in judgement of 2» H. 6.52,53.

law was but for life: but when the addition of a warrantie doth ^^"** ^33)

worke a discontinuance, then Littleton saith, xvithout warranty,
as you may observe often in this Chapter.

Sect.

* et devie, et le grantor del reversion terme de vie morust, et celuy en le re-

enter, &c.—&c. et puis k tenant a ver&ion entra, &c.X.awrfi^. flrtrfi^oA,

QQ4
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Sect. 639.

Z^OR if a man seised in the right of his wife, letteth the same land to

anotherfor terme of life, now is the reversion of the fee simple to the

husband, S^c. And if the husband dieth, living his wife and the tenantfor
life, f and the reversion descend to the heire of the husband, if the heire

of the husband grant the reversion to another in fee, and the tenant

attorne, ^c. and afterwards the tenantfor lifedieth, and the grantee ofthe

reversion in this case enter : J in this case this is no discontinuance to the

wife, but she may well enter upon the grantee, ^c. because the grantor had

nothing at the time of the graunt, in the right of his (A) wife, when hee

made the graunt of the reversion,

14 E. 3. ^* "pOR ifa man seised in the right ofhis ivife, letteth, SfC." Here
Discont. 5. -*•

Littleton putteth his case where the baron onely makes a

18 e' q ^^l
^6^se for life ; for if he and his wife joyne in a lease by deed,

38 E. 3. 3Q. there the reversion is not discontinued. See before, Sect, 620.

22 H. 6. 24. More need not to be said hereof, in respect the like case oftenant
Q 1 H. 6. 52, 53. in taile hath been explained before.
15 E. 4.

^

Discont. 30.

(1 Roll. 634.) ^ Sect. 640. ra
/IND so it seemeth, that men which are inheritable by force of an

entaile, and never were seised by force of the same entaile, that such

feoffements or grants by them made without clatise of warrantie, is no dis-

continuance to their issues after their decease, but that their issues may
well enter, S)C, albeit they which made such graunts in their lives were

forebarred to enter by their oume act, &c.

(10 Rep. 95.) Sect. 641.

y1 ND if tenant in taile hath issue two sonnes, and the eldest disseiseth
^^ hisfather, and thereof maketh a feoffment in fee without clause of
warrantie, and die without issue, and after the father die, the youngest

son may well enter upon thefeoffee ; for that the feoffment of his elder

brother cannot be a discontinuance, because he was never seised by force

of the same tayle. For it seemeth to be against reason, that by matter in

fact, S^c. without clause of warrantie, a man should discontinue a^deed(B)
Sfc, that was never seised byforce of the same taile^.

Vide Sect. 592. "VT OT E, there also in these two Sections appeareth, that (as
596, 597. 601. J-^

Yi2iih. beene said before) a warrantie, though he were never

seised

\ and not in L. and M. or Roh. § deed—taile, L. and M.
\ in this case not in L. and M. or Roh. * S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh,

(A) Here'j' his" seems to bepnnted by mistake instead of " the." For it is not the

husband who is hsre spoken of, but the heir of the husband. See Mr. Bitso's Intr. p. 113.

(B) Here the seme appears to require the tvord " tail" instead of the word " deed."
See lord Coke's observation above, and Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 1 13.
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Bciscd by force of the taile, may worke the effect of a discon-

tinuance.

** A man should discontinue a deed, 8fC.'* This is mistaken,

and should be, a man should discontinue a taile ; and so is the

originall.

r340l Kf Sect. 642.

t ATOTEf if there be lord and tenant ^ and tlie tenant giveth lands to

another in ^ taile, the remainder to another in fee, and after the

tenant in taile makes a lease to a man for a terme of life, S^c. saving

the reversion, S{c. and after granteth the reversion to another infee, and
the tenant for life attorne, ^c. and after tlie grantee of the reversion die

without heire, now the same reversion commeth to the lord by way of
escheat. If in this case the tenant for life dieth, and the lord byforce of
his escheat enter in the life of tenant in taile, and after the tenant in taile

dieth, it seemeth in (his case that this is no discontinuance to the issue in

taile, nor to him in tlie remainder, but that he may well ettter, because the

lord is in by way of escheat , and not by the tenant in tayle. But otherwise

it should bee, if the reversion had beene executed in the grantee in the life

of tenant in tayle,for then had the grantee been in the tenements by the

tenant in tayle, % c^c.

''P H E reason of this case is here rendred (as before it was in Vide Sect. 620.

this Chapter), that albeit the reversion be executed in the

lord by escheat in the life of tenant in taile, yet because he is not
in by the tenant in taile but by escheat, it worketh no disconti-

nuance. But if it had beene executed in the life of tenant in Lib. 1 fol. 136.

taile in the grantee which was in by tenant in taile, then the lord IJb. 3. fol. 62,

by escheat siiould have taken advantage of it. But of this suffi- ^3'

cient hatli beene said before in this Chapter, ^1^

Sect. 643, 644, & 645.

^LSO, if a parson of a church, or vicar of a church, alien certaine
lands or teiiements parcell of his glebe, &)C. to another in fee, and die

or resigne, ^c, his successor may well enter, notwitlistanding such alienation,
as is said in a Nota 2 H. 4. Termino Mich, which beginneth thus.

Sect. 644.

"Vr OTA quod dictum fuit pro lege, in a writ of account brought by a
master of a college against a chaplaine (en un briefe de accompt

port per un master d'un college * vers un chapleine) that if a parson, or
vicar, grant certaine land which is of the right of his church to another and
die, or changeth, the successor may enter, 3^c, And I take the cause to

bee,

t Note-^AUo, L. and M. and Roh. \ Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh.
\ taile, the remainder to another in, * vers un chapleine—d'un chapel,

not m L. and M. or Roh. L. and M. and Roh.
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bee, for that the parson, or vicar, that is seised, S^c. as in right of his

church, hath no right of thefee simple in the tenements, hut (A) the right of
thefee simple abideth in another person (et jeo croy que la cause est, pur
ceo que le parson, ou vicar, que est seisie, &c. come en droit de son
esglise, n'ad pas droit de fee simple en les tenements, % et (B) le droit de
fee simple de ceo demurt en ascun auter person) ; andfor this cause his

successour may well enter, notwithstanding such alienation, S^c,

Sect. 645.

TpOR a bishop may have a ivrit of right of the tenements of the right of
•^ his church, for that the right is in his chapiter, and the fee simple

abideth in him and in his chapiter (Car un evesque poit aver breve de
droit de t tenements de droit de son esglise, pur ceo que le droit est en
son chapiter, et le fee simple demurrant en luy et en son chapiter). And
a deane may have a writ of right, because the right remaynes in him,

%And an abbot may have a writ of right, for that the right remaynes in

him and in his covent. And a master of an hospitall may have a writ of
right because the right remaineth in him and in his confreres, &;c. And so

of other like cases (et sic de aliis§ casibus consimilibus ||). But a parson
or vicar cannot have a writ of right, S^c.

" PARCEL L of his glebe, <^c." In whom the fee

simple of the &:f" glebe is, is a question in our r34l71
[a] 8 H. 6. 24. bookes. [a] Some hold that it is in the patron ; but that I ^ I

12 H. 8. 8. cannot be for two reasons. First, for that in the be- * -*

ginning the land was given to the parson and his successors, and
Vide Registr.

^.j^^ patron is no successor. Secondly, the words of the writ of

tit^Eschtnee
^ juris utrum be, si sit libera eleemosina ecclesice de D. and not of the

12H. 8, 9 patron. Some others doe hold that the fee simple is in the

(F. N. B. 48, patron and ordinary ; but this cannot be, for the causes above-
49- a.) said ; and therefore, of necessitie, the fee simple is in abeyance,

fb^ef7i^a^ as Littletoji saith. And this was provided by the providence

2 S Aljr! and wisdome of the law ; for that the parson and vicar have

339.)

'

^"^^^^

f et—-ne, L. and M. and Roh. right, for that the right remaynes in

t tenements de droit de son esglise, him, not in L. and M. or Roh.

pur ceo que le droit est en son ehapi- § in added in L. and M. and Roh.

ter, et le—wo^ in L. and M. or Roh. ]\ &c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

X And an abbot may have a 'writ of

(A) The reader's attention should here be directed to the French words introduced in the

latter part of Sect. 644, with respect to the various readings of the origi7ial French. See also

note B. infra.

(B) Here, instead of "et," the edition of Littleton by Lettou and Machlinia and the Rohan

edition, have the word " ne." See the reading above under %. The substitution of the word

" ne " for " et " materially alters the meaning of the concluding part of the sentence, and

appears to be requisite to the true sense of the text. For, in what other person does thefee

simple abide if it is not in the parson ? Lord Coke, in his Comment on Sections 644, 645,

gives two reasons against the opinion that thefee simple of the glebe is in the patron, or in the

patron and ordinary ; and then concludes in these words; " and therefore, of necessitie, the

fee simple is in abeyance, as Littleton saith." Consequently lord Coke may be supposed to

ha}}€ understood Littleton in the sense indicated by the Rohan edition, which was the edition

preferred by lord Cohe. See Mr. Hargrave'sfirst Address to the public at the beginning of

the workt
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curatH aHimarum^ nnd were bound to celebrate divine tervice,

and administer the sacraments ; and therefore no act of the pre-

decessor should make a discontinuance to take away the entry of

the successor, and to drive him to a reall action, whereby he
should be destitute of maintenance in the meane time. Upon
consideration of all our bookes I observe this diversitie: that a

parson or vicar, for the benefit ofthe church and of his successor,

IS in some ciises esteemed in law to have a fee simple qualified

;

but to doe any thing to the prejudice of his successor in many
cases, the law adjudgeth him to have in effect but an estate for

life. Causa: ccclcsicc puhlicis causu aguiparayitur : and Summa Bractonjib. 4.

ratio est qme pro religione facit. And Ecclesia Jungitur vice f<>l. 226.

minoris, meliorem facere potest conditionem suam, deteriorem ^"^- ^"'* *43-

ne(jua(/uam.

As a parson, vicar, archdeacon, prebend, chantery priest, and F. N. B. 55. D.

the like, may have an action of waste, and in the writ it shall ^ 57- E« F-

be said, ad exJueredationem ecclesia, 6fC. ipsius B. ov prcebendcc ^°
•
7- 5-

ipsius A.
And the parson, &c. that maketh a lease for life, shall F. N. B. 49. L.

[34l7| ^^"^^ * coiisimili casu during i3- the life of the lessee, ^}- ^- .
20 E. 3,

1 *
I
and a writ of entrie ad communem Icorem after his death, l!*'

J""» "tmnu
. D. -J •. j^ • • ^ -vc^ V 7 v,^ ; Temps E. 3.

or a writ ad terminum qui prccteriit, or a quod pernnttat juris utrum, 14.
in the debet, and none can maintaine any of these writs, but a 1. 14 E. 3.

tenant in fee simple or fee tayle. ibid. 4.
''

* F. N. B. 50.

30 E. 3. 26. 21 E. 3. 11. tit. Entrie, 10. F. N.B. 208 F. Registr. 237. 4 E. 4. 2.

8 E. 3. tit. Entrie, 3. 7 H. 3. 54, 55. (Aiit. 67. a.)

And a parson, &c. may receive homage (A), which tenant
for life cannot doc. Temps E. 1. Incumbent, 19.

[c] Likewise a parson, 6:c. shall have a writ of mesne, and a [c] F. N. B. 49.

contraformam feqffiimenti. L. 50. a.

But a parson cannot make a discontinuance, as Littleton here
teacheth ; for that should be to the prejudice of his successor to

take away his entrie, and to drive him to a reall action.

Also if a parson, &c. make a lease for yeares, reserving a rent, (1 Roll. Abr.

and dieth, the lease is determined by his death ; as if tenant for 476. 479. 488.

life had made a lease, no acceptance of the rent by the successor ^^"' ^*^' 38-

can make it good. Also in a reall action a parson, vicar, arch- \ iioiJ.Abr 6q
deacon, prebend, 5:c. shall have aid of the patron and ordinarie, 334.)

*

as tenant for life shall have. So as it is evident, that to many 20 E. 3.

nioscsa parson hath but in effect an estate for life, and to ^'^- Aid, 30.

^
a qualified fee simple, but the entire fee and right is not in 'i^^' 3- ^'

hi:n
;
and that is the reason that hee cannot discontinue tlie fee s ll. 6. 24.

simple that he hath not, nor ever had ; for, as it hath beene said, 1 1 H. 6. 9.
Omnisprivatio prcesuvponit hahitum. And for the same cause he 6 E. 3. 45.

cannot have a writ ot right right, nor a writ of right in its nature ; t''^*«^'* '3-

as a writ of right sur disclaimer of customes and services, ne fpio' c^sV^'
injuste xexes, ralionaUlihus divi.sis, quo jure, and the like. -^ 06 ?

Hut here it appearetliby Littleton, tliat such bodies politike (2 Cro. 200.
or corporate as have a sole seisin, and may liave a writ of right. Ant. 325. b.

for that the fee and right is in them, (albeit they cannot absolutely ^'°- 3^6. I)oc.

convey away their lauds, &c. without assent of others), may V*-^7.*7»)
make a discontinuance ; as a bishop, an abbot, a deane, a master !

of anl'"<pif.'i andthelikc. But this is to bee understood where /
a deaoq^

*>

(A) Fad. ante 67. a. cmtra; and Mr. iJargruve't note i, thtrc
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a deane or a master of an hospital!, &c. are solely seised of dis-

tinct possessions : for if the bodie that is seised be aggregate of
many, as the deane and chapiter, master and confreres, &c. then
the feoffment of the deane or master is so farre from a discon-
tinuance as it is a disseisin.

And these that have the fee and right in them shall not have
aid in respect of their high and large estate, albeit any of them
be presentable : but a deane that is collative shall have aid of
the king.

And it is to be observed, that the remedie is ever agreeable to

the right : and therefore the bishop, deane, master of an hospitall,

that hath college and common seale, or the like, shall have a writ

of right right, which is the highest remedie, for that they have
the highest estate.

44 E. 3. It.

11 H.4.68.

9 E. 4. 16.

13 E. 3. 7.

6 E. 3. 11.

6 E. 2. Aid, 167.

12 H. 4. 11.

32 E. 3 Aid, 39.

38 E. 3. 19.

14 E. 3.

Juris utrura, 4.

B^ Here Littleton citeth the booke case, Mich. [34271
//. 4. as an authoritie whereupon he groundeth his I j,

*

Ia. J

Vide Sect. 527.

693. &c.
1 Eliz. c. 18.

i3EliB. c. 10.

1 Jacobi, cap. 3.

Lib. 1. foK 46.

Lib. 4. fol. 76.

& 20. Lib. 5.

fol. 9 & 14.

Lib! 6. fol. 37.

Lib. 7. fol. 8.

Lib. 11. fol. 67.

37 H. 8.

31 H. 8.

32 H. 8.

37 H. 8.

1 E. 6, &c.

[d] Paso. 24Eliz.

the Lord
Cheneye's case.

Lib. 2.fo. 48,49,
EvesquedeCan.
terburie's case.

(2 Sid. 48.)

Lib. 1. f. 24.

Porter's case.

opinion. And it is to be observed, that the yeares of

H. 4. were published before Littleton did write.

But at this day, the bishop, deane, master of an hospitall, or

the like, that have the fee and right in them, as hath beene said,

cannot discontinue ; neither can they or any parson, vicar, arch-

deacon, prebend, or any other having any ecclesiasticall living,

with assent of deane and chapiter, patron and ordinary, or the

consent of any others, make any lease, gift, grant or conveyance,
estate, charge or incuraberance to binde his successor other than
for terme of one and twentie yeares, or three lives in possession,

whereupon the accustomed rent or more shall be reserved. These
be excellent lawes, and have beene well expounded for the main-

tenance of religion and the good of God's church ; for otherwise

it is to bee feared that holy church would lose more than it

would gaine in these dayes.

But where Littleton, in this and other Sections, makes mention

of masters of hospitals, the reader must know, that since Littleton

wrote, there hath beene a great alteration made by divers acts

of parliament concerning hospitals.

" Master ofan hospitall'' These points concerning hospitals

were resolved [^] by the justices.

First, that no hospitall was given to the crowne by the statute

of 27 H. 8. nor any hospitall is within the statute of 31 H. 8. of

monasteries, but only religious and ecclesiasticall hospitals, and

that no lay hospitall was within those statutes.

Secondly, if upon the foundation of any lay hospitall, or after

it was ordained, that one or divers priests should be maintained

within the hospitall to celebrate divine service to the poore, and

to pray for the soule of the founder, and all christian soules, or

the like ; and that the poore of such hospitall should make the

like orisons, yet such an hospitall is not within the said statutes

;

for the hospitall is lay, and not religious ; and all or the most

part of antient lay hospitals were founded or ordained after the

like sort ; and the makers of those statutes never intended to

overthrow workes of charitie, but to take away the abuse.

Thirdly, that no hospitall was given to the king by the statute

of 37 H. 8. but in two cases, where the donors, founders or

patrons, &c. had entred and expulsed the priests, wardens, &c.

betweene the fourth day of Februarie, Anno 27 //. 8. and the

five and twentieth of December, Anno 37 H. 8. or where king

Henry the eighth, by commission according to that act, should

enter
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enter and seise the same ; but that determined by the death of

that khm. f

Fourthly, that the statute of i JL. 6, extended not to any Porter's case,

hospitall whatsoever, either lay or religious, as by the sanae u»>i supra,

appeareth. n'/ne'V./'^'
And I was of counsell with the lord Cheney m this case,

Lanjij^rt's case.

which, seeing it may doe good for maintenance of charitable Ecclcsiastlcus,

uses, I thought good summarily to report it. To this 1 will c. 34. vcr. qq.

addc, Pants pauperum vita pauperiim; qui dcfraudat eos vir (8 Hep. 131.3)

sanfruinis est.

Flotuy Of hospitals, some are corporations aggregate of many; -

as of master or warden, Jkc. and his confreres : some, where the
j

master or warden hath only the estate of inheritance in him, and

the brethren or sisters power to consent, having college and com-

mon scale : some, where the master or warden hath the state in

him, but hath no college and common scale ; and such a master •

or warden shall have ajuris utruin: and of these hospitals some 114 E. 3. Juris

bee eligible, some donative, and some presentable. ^"^ utrum, 4.

Sect. 646. (F.N.B.48.)

J^UT the highest writ that they can have is the writ of juris utrilin,

which is a great proofe that the right offee is not in them, nor in any
others, 8)'c. But the right of the fee simple is in abeiance, that is to say,

that it is only in the remembrance, intendment and consideration

[34271 ^f ^^^ ^^"^ * S^c.for it seemeth to me, fc^ that such a thing f and

b. J *"^^ ^ right which is sayd in divers bookes to be in abeyance,

is § as much to say in Latine (scilicet). Talis res, vel tale rectum,

quaB vel quod non est in homine adtunc superstite, sed tantummodo
est, et consistit in consideratione et intelligentia legis, et quod alii

dixerunt, talem rem aut tale rectum fore in nubibus. J But I suppose,

that they meane by these words (in nubibus, &c.), as I have said before^.

" JN abeiance." (1) That is, in expectation, of the French a4E 3. 63.

word bayer, to expect. For when a parson dieth, wee say Vi. Sect. 648,

Vide Sect. 1. (Hob. 338. Ant. 263. b. 2 Roll. 339. Post. 335. a. 1 Rep. 60.)

that

• Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh. these xvords (in nubibus, &c.) not in

+ and— in f L. and M. and Roh, L. and M. or Roh.

§ 8fc. added in L. and M. and Roh. 4 Sfc. added in L. and M. and

I But I suppose that they meane by Roh.

(1) In the course of these notes, frequent mention has been made of the

necessity which there was at the old law, that there should always be an imme-
diate tenant of the yreehold, and of the reasons on which this necessity wa«
grounded ; but these reasons did not apply, in the same degree, against the

suspense ofthe inheritance. Hence, though for the reasons before mentioned, it

was an established maxim, that the freehold never could be in suspense, or, as

it is generally called, in abeyance, it was admitted that the inheritance might.

But this suspense or abeyance of the inheritance could not but be considered

with a very jealous eye ; for though fiefs, in their original constitution, were not

heretlitar)'; still, when they had once become hereditary, the consequences of

their
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that the freehold is in abeyance, because a successor is in

expectation to take it ; and here note the necessitie of the true
interpretation of wdrds.

If

their becoming such were so numerous, and affected materially so many other
parts of the feudal system of real property, that, though it was always admitted
that the inheritance might be suspended, it was agreed, that the suspense of it

should be discountenanced and discouraged as much as possible, and allowed
upon none but the most pressing and urgent occasions. The chief reasons
of the aversion of the old law to the suspension of the inheritance are set forth

in two late masterly and profound publications, sir William Blackstone's
Argument on the Ceise of Perryn and Blake, and Mr. Margrave's Observations
on the Rule in Shelley's case.—To these reasons, the modern law has added
her discouragement of every contrivance, which tends to render property un-
alienable beyond the limits settled for its suspense ; it being clear, that no
restraint upon the alienation of property would be more ef'ectual than the
admission of a suspense of the inheritance.—The same principles have, in

some degree, given rise to the well-known rule of law, that a preceding
estate of freehold is indispensably necessary for the support of a contingent
remainder ; and they influence, in some degree, the doctrines respecting the

destruction of contingent remainders. Mr. Fearne's excellent Essay on these

subjects makes any further investigation of them here quite unnecessary ; but
perhaps the reader will not be displeased with the following short discussion

of a subject, intimately connected with them;— //^^ suspension and extinction

of poxvers, deriving their effect from the statute of uses, or the statute of
wills.

I. A power may be defined a right reserved by a 'person to himself, or given

to him by anothery to devest landfrom those, on whom it is settled, by the instru-

ment
t
containing the power, and to test it in others.—When it may be exercised

indiscriminately in favour of any object, the party has the complete dominion
of the land ; such a power may therefore be termed a power of ownership

:

when the objects, in whose favour it may be exercised are confined, it may
be termed a limited power, and, in most cases, partakes of the nature of a

trusty, delegated to the party to be exercised, more or less, at his discretion,

for their benefit, and is therefore a power charged with a trust, more or less

discretionary. A power to appoint land in settlement, or any proportion of it,

or to charge it with the payment of a given sum to any person, is a power of

ownership; a power of jointuring, and a power to appoint land to or among
any description of persons, as the party's own children, or the children of

another, or to charge it with the payment of a sum of money to such chil-

dren, is a limited power, and a species of trust, exerciseable, more or less, at

the party's discretion, for their benefit ; and therefore a power charged with

a trust.

II. Powers over real property,—(to which this annotation is altogether

confined),—may be distinguished into powers collateral, and powers relating to

the estate ofthe donee of the power in the land. A collateral power is, where a

power is given to a person who has no estate or interest in the land. Such
IS the power of sale given to persons who have neither an estate for pre-

serving contingent remainders, nor any other estate or interest in the land.

Powers relating to the estate of the donee of the power in the land may be

subdivided into powers appendant to an estate, which the donee of the power
hath in the land, subject to it, and powers in gross. A power is said to be

appendant to the estate of the party, when the use or estate, to be created

by the power, takes effect in possession during the continuance of an estate

which the donee hath in possession or remainder, and therefore wholly

or
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If tenant pur terme (Tauter vie di^th, the freehold is said to

be in abeyance untill the occupant entrctli. If a man make a

lease for lifo, the remainder to the right heires of /. .S. the fee

simple

or partially overreaches it. Such is the power usually given in settlements,

to tenant* for life to execute leases : such also are the powers of sale and

exchange, usually given to trustees for preserving contmgent remainders.

Piwers in "^row are, when the person to whom they are given, hath an estate

in the lands, but the estate to be created under or by virtue of the power,

is not to take effect till after, and therefore does not overreach the estate

of the donee of the power. Such is the power of jointuring usually given

in settlements. But where a person takes distinct estates under the same
settlement, the same power is sometimes a power appendant in respect to

one estate, and a power in gross in respect to the other. Thus, where land

is limited to the use of A. for life; remainder to his sons successively in tail,

with remainder to the heirs of his body, with a power to jointure and to

create a term for securing the jointure ; these powers, in respect to A.'s estate

for life, are powers in gross ; and, in respect to his remainder in tail, are

powers appendant.

III. As to the suspense or extinguishment of powers collateral to the land,—it

is said, that the release, fine, feoffment, or common recovery of the donee of
such powers, will not extinguish or destroy them. See ante 165. b. Albanie's

case, 1 Rep. 110. b. Digges's case, 1 Rep. 173. a. Moore, 605. The reason,

why a release does not extinguish them, is shown to be (ante 265. b.) 1st. that

collateral powers are not in the nature of rights or titles, and cannot therefore,

from their nature, be released. 2dly, That, where powers are given or reserved

to any person, having any estate or interest, either present or future, in the
land, the exercise of these powers is considered as advantageous to him ; and
there is no reason why he should not be allowed to depart with or exclude
himself from the benefit of them: but that, when they are given to strangers,

they are intended for the benefit of some third person ; and therefore the
extinction of them is supposed to be injurious to some person intended to be
benefited by them. With respect to their not being destroyed by feoffment,

fine, or recovery, every man, it is said, is estopped from claiming any estate

contrary to his own feoffment; but if a stranger, with a power of revocation,
makes a feoffment, levies a fine, or suffers a recovery, and afterwards revokes,
the person claiming the estate under the revocation is in immediately by, and
makes his title immediately from, the original settler or devisor, and not by or
from the feoffor, conusor, or recoveree : he is not therefore bound or estopped
by any act of the feoffor, conusor, or recoveree. Thus, if a person devised
that his executors should sell his land, and died, and his executors made a
feoffment; it was held that the executors might sell against their own feoff-

ment, because the power to sell was merely collateral to the right to the
land, and the purchaser took nothing by the feoffinent.

rV. As to powers relating to the estate of the donee ofthe pffiver in the land.—
Such of those powers as are in the nature of powers appendant to the estate,

may, it is agreed, be extinguished by the release, feoffment, fine, or common
recovery of the donee of the power. These powers also are liable to be ex-
tinguished or suspended by any of the conTcyances which are said not to
operate by transmutation of the posseision, as bargains and sales, leases and
rt'

I
eases, and covenants to stand seised : for whoever has any estate in the

land, may convey that estate to another ; and it would be unjust that he should
afterwards be admitted to avoid, or to do any thing in derogation from his
own grant.—Any assurance of this nature, therefore, which carries with it the

whole
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simple is in abeyance untill /. S. dieth. And so in the case of
the parson, the fee and right is in abeiance, that is, in expecta-
tion, in remembrance, entendment, or consideration of law, i . In

consideratione

whole of the grantor's estate, is a total destruction of the powers appendant to

that estate; and by parity of reason, any such assurance as carries with it

only a part of the estate, (as a term for years, or an estate for life), suspends,
during the continuance of that estate, the exercise of the power, or, at least,

the estate to be raised by it ; and any such assurance, which induces only a
charge upon the estate, (as a grant of a rent), necessarily subjects the estate

created by the power to that charge. It should, however, be observed, that,

in cases where a power is in the nature of a trust, a question may arise,

whether a release of the power be not a breach of trust, and, on that account,
inoperative.

V. As to such of the powers relating to the estate of the donee of the pouter

in the land as are said to be powers in gross :—As the estates raised by them
do not fall within the compass of the estate to which they are said to relate,

there does not seem to be any reason why any alteration in that estate should
affect them. Hence, if tenant for life, with a power to jointure an after-taken

wife, conveys his life estate by bargain and sale, lease and release, or covenant
to stand seised, this conveyance will not affect the power of making a jointure.

If he even makes a conveyance in fee by any of these assurances, as it is not
their operation to pass a greater estate than the grantor has a right to convey,
the power in gross is not aflPected by it ; but, if he conveys by fine, feoffment,

or recovery, as these assurances not only pass the estate of the grantor, but
convey a tortious fee, they necessarily disturb the whole inheritance. They
therefore may operate in extinction of the power. A power in gross may also

be released to any of those in remainder :—and if the whole fee is in the terre-

tenant, subject to the power ; as where an estate is limited to A. for life,

remainder to such uses as he shall by deed or will appoint, and in default ofsuch
appointment to A. in fee; there if A. conveys the whole fee by lease and re-

lease, his power of appointment, notwithstanding it is in the nature of a power
in gross, is totally extinguished. See Penne v. Peacock & ux. Ca. Temp.
Talbot, 41.

VI. It should be observed, that in mentioning above the effect of a feoff-

ment, fine, or common recovery, the expression is, that powers mai/ be extin-

guished by those conveyances :

—

But it is not intended to express^ either ivitk

respect to powers appendant or powers in gross , that such conveyances necessarily

and unavoidably extinguish such powers y in all cases.

VI. 1. On the contrary, the cases of Bullock v, Thome, Moore, 615, and
Smith on the demise of Richards v. Clyfford, 1 Durn. and East, 738. seem to

show, that such conveyances will not have this effect^ \ithey are accompanied by a
deed, which directs them to operate, as a confirmation ofthe subsisting uses, and
either declares no other uses, or declares none inconsistent with such subsisting

uses.—As where land is limited to A. during his life, with a limitation to trus-

tees and their heirs, during his life, in trust to preserve contingent remainders,

remainder to his sons successively in tail male ; and, for default of such issue,

to the right heirs of ^.; and powers of leasing, jointuring and charging with

portions, are given to ^., and powers of sale and exchange are given to trus-

tees to be exercised with A.'s consent;—at a subsequent period, A. covenants to

levy a fine, and directs it to operate, in the first place, for confirming the uses

antecedent to the limitation of the reversion, and the powers collateral or

relating to those estates ; and, in the next place, for conveying and limiting

the reversion to uses, which he proceeds to declare of the same :— it is appre-

hended
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coiisiderutioiie sivc ititclHirnilid Icgisy because it is not in any man
then living ; unil the right that is in abeiance is said to be /// w«-

bibus, in the clouds, and therein hath a qualitie oi* fame whereof
the poet speaketh

:

Ingrcditurque soloy et caput inter nubila condit.
^'"'g.4- ^^ncid.

Sect.

hendcd that the fine will operate neither to divest the uses, nor to destroy the

powers, nor to forfeit the estate of the tenant for life, but, as a confirmation and
further assurance of those uses, estates and powers.

VI. 2. And the cases of the Earl of Leicester, i Vent. 278. and Herring v.

Brown, 1 Vent. 368. 371. appear to show, that, where a tenant for life has a
power of appointment; and, by a deed executed in the manner prescribed for

tlie exercise of the power, covenants to levy ajlne, and directs it to operate to

uses warranted by the poxverSy the fine will not destroy the power, but operate,

in concurrence with the deed, as an exercise of it. Hence, if tenant for life has

a power of jointuring by deed executed by him in the presence of and attested

by two or more witnesses; and by deed, so executed and attested, covenants to

levy a fine, and directs it to operate as a confirmation of his life estate, and
after his decease to the use, intent and purpose that B. his intended wife, may,
if she survive him, receive a jointure rent-charge during her life, and, subject

to the same, to the subsisting uses ; and the fine is levied accordingly :—it is ap-

prehended, that the fine, thus directed in its operation, will be a legal exercise

of the power, and operate at the same time, as a further assurance of the uses

subsistmg or capable of taking effect under the deed creating the power.

VI. 3. It may further be generally asserted, that, in all cases where a fine or

common recovery can be so connected with a prior deed, as to make with it

one entire assurance, the fine or recovery will operate not to suspend or extin-

guish but to strengthen and establish the vowers contained in that deed. As,
where a tenant in tail, supposing himselt seised in fee, conveys the land to

several uses in strict settlement, and limits powers of all or any of the de-

scriptions which have been mentioned ; and afterwards, on discovering the

mistake, levies a fine or suffers a recovery, and directs it to operate to the

uses of the settlement, a court would consider the settlement, the fine or re-

covery, and the deed declaring the uses, as forming one assurance, and that

the powers were therefore established by the fine or recovery.

VII. It should also be observed, that any contract entered into by the donee

of a poiver, with which an exercise ofthe power would be inconsistejit, prevents,

at least in equity ^ a valid exercise of it. Thus, where a tenant for life has a
power to charge an estate with a sum of money, for his own benefit, and to

create a term for securing it, and covenants for a valuable consideration, not

to exercise these powers, a subsequent exercise of them would be a breach of

his contract, and therefore void in equity.

VIII. It even may be thought doubtful whether it would not be void also at law.

This leads to the discussion of a point of great importance, but which doth

not appear to the writer to have received the attention it deserves,—whether
in conveyances which derive their effect from the statute of uses, the use is

executed by the statute in any case, in which the party is not entitled bona

Jide to the trust ; or in other words, whether there can be a cestui que use,

under the statute, in any case, where the party to whom the use is limited,

would not have been cestui que trusty while uses remained in their fiduciary

state, at common law. To bring this suggestion to the test, let it be supposed
that lands are conveyed by A. to /. S. and his heirs, to the use of A. for life,

remainder to /. S. and his heirs during the life of A. in trust to preserve the

coatingent remainders ; and after the decease of A, to the use of the sons of A.
tuccessively in tail male; and for default of such issue, to the right heirs of

A. ; and that before the birth of any son to A., A. and /. S. for a valuable

Vol. II. R r consideration
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consideration, convey the lands, by bargain and sale inrolled, to C. and his

heirs— C. having notice of the settlement. It is generally considered that, in

such a case, the bargain and sale would operate as a valid conveyance ofthe legal

fee of the land to C. ; and that the only remedy of the issue male of ^. would
be a bill in equity, upon which the court would direct a reconveyance. Now,
if, previously to the statute of uses. A, and /. S. had, in the proposed case,

conveyed the lands by bargain and sale to C. and his heirs, the bargain and
sale would liave been, in respect to the sons of ^. wholly inoperative. For, be-

fore the statute, the effect of a bargain and sale was only to transfer the trust,

by substituting one cestui que trust for another. But, in the case which has

been mentioned, /. S. notwithstanding the conveyance to C would have con-

tinued trustee for the sons of A, and accountable for the rents to them.

Now, the statute of uses (27 Hen. 8. c. 10.), enacted that, " when any person
" should be seised of land to the use, confidence, or trust of any other person
" or body politic, the person or corporation, entitled to the use in fee simple,
" fee tail, for life, or years, or otherwise, should from thenceforth stand and
*' be seised or possessed of the land, of and in the like estates, as they had
" in the use, trust or confidence." It seems to follow, that, in the proposed

case, to entitle C. to the benefit of the statute, and bring the conveyance to him
within its operation, it must be shown that 7. *S. was seised " to the use, con-
*' fidence or trust of C" and that C. was entitled to the "use, trust or confi-

" dence" of the land. But the sons of A. were entitled to the benefit of the

use, trust and confidence ; and C. had no title to them against the sons of

A, It may be thought to follow, that, in the case which had been proposed,

the statute of uses wojild not operate, and the conveyance of A, and /. *S. to C
would be equally void at law, as it is allowed to be void in equity, with re-

spect to the issue male of ^. If this doctrine be founded, it must be attended

with extensive consequences.

IX. This leads to the consideration of the effect, which conveyances by tJie

persoUf seisedfor the time of the land, have on collateral powers vested in other

persons.

IX. 1 . As, where a tenant for life under a settlement containing the usual

powers of sale, executes a feoffment, levies a fine, or suffers a recovery. A
necessary effect of such a conveyance is, to divest the whole fee, and vest it

in the feoffee, conusee or recoveror. This, therefore, makes it necessary to

consider, what from that circumstance, independently of any other, its effect

would be in suspending or extinguishing the power of sale. To arrive at a
conclusion on this point, it might be found necessary to ascertain, with pre-

cision, the nature of the estate of trustees for preserving contingent remainders,

—particularly, whether it vests in them in possession in the instant of the com-
mission of the act offorfeiture by the tenant for life, or waits for its so vesting in

them in possession, till the trustees determine the estate conveyed by the tenant

for life, by their entry. This case sometimes occurs in practice ;—as, where a
person considering himselfseised in fee simple, conveys to the use ofhimselffor

life, with a limitation to trustees and their heirs during his life for preserving con-
tingent remainders; remainder to the use of his sons successively in tail, and for

default of such issue to the use of his own right heirs. Having issue an only

son, they levy a fine to the use of a purchaser. It is afterwards discovered

that, at the time of the execution of the settlement, the father was tenant in tail

with remainders over : and the father and son join in suffering a common reco-

very, to the use of a purchaser in fee. It might be contended in such a case,

that, if the legal freehold vested in the trustees, immediately on the levying of

the fine, the recovery suffered by the father and son, would be void, for want
of a tenant to the praecipe ; but that the recovery would not be subject to this

objection, if, to vest the legal freehold in the trustees, their previous entry was
necessary.—The writer is not apprised of any judicial authority, which leads to

a certain conclusion in this case.^-In respect to the effect of a fine, feoffment

or recovery ofa tenant for life, on a power vested in a third person, he thinks

there
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Sect. 647.

yi LSO, if a parson of a church dleth, now thefreehold oft-ffe g/ebe of
the parsonage is in none during the time tfial tlie jtarsonage is

voide,

there is strong ground to contend, that if the estate waits for its vesting in the

trustees, for their entry, the power is suspended^by the feoffment, fine or re-

covery, till it is restored by the entry of the trustees; but that it is unaffected

by the feoffment fine or recovery, if the estate vests in the trustees immediately

on the commission of the act of forfeiture.

IX. 2. The effect of feoffments^ fines or recoveries of tenants in tally on

potvers vested in other personSy depends on other principles ; and leads to dis-

cussions too numerous and extensive for the present annotation.— It shall be

confined to a case, which frequently occurs in practice.—Lands are conveyed to

the use of A. for lift?, with a limitation to trustees and their heirs during the life

of A.y in trust to preserve contingent remainders ; with remainders to his sons

successively in tail ;—and powers are limited to A. either to appoint the land to

or among his children, or to charge it with portions ;—or other powers are

h'mited to him, enabling him to create uses which are to take effect in possession

after his decease. In these cases, it frequently becomes necessary to consider,

whether, if previously to the execution of these powers, A. and his eldest

or only son, join in suffering a common recovery, it will have the effect of de-

stroying the power. Now it is the known effect of a common recovery by a tenant

in tail to bar, not only estates limited in remainder after the estate tail, but all uses

which may take effect, and divest the lands either wholly or partially from him,

during the continuance of his estate. If, therefore, after the limitations, which
have been mentioned, a proviso had been inserted, directing that, if particular

lands devolved to any of the sons, the settled lands should be divested from him,

and devolve to others, there is no doubt that a recovery, suffered by the tenant

in tail, before this event, would prevent the effect of such a proviso. With great

deference to the contrary opinion, it appears to the present writer, that this case

and the case now under consideration are, in respect to the effect of the re-

covery, perfectly parallel. Wl^ether uses arise under a limitation, or by the

exercise of a power, they are equally springing or shifting uses if they arise on a

deed, and executory uses if they arise on a will. In the proviso, which has been
suggested, they arise on an event, in which the settler himself directs them to

arise ; when they arise under a power, they take effect on an event, on which
the settler authorizes the donee of the power to direct their rising : but, in each
case, when the event happens, the effect of the use then springing up or vesting,

on the uses previously subsisting or capable of coming into existence, is exactly

the same :—and thus, in the view of the present writer, both are equally liable to

destruction by a recovery.—The reader will observe, that, in the case pro-

pounded, the uses, to be created under the power, are supposed to be limited

in such manner, that they take effect (fter the death of the tenant for life, and
that the estate of the tenant in tail, who suffers the recovery, is the next estate

of freehold. Where other estates of freehold are interposed, or where the uses

are so limited that they may take effect in the lifetime of the precedent tenant

for life, the case is different, and leads to different considerations:—in the opi-

nion of the writer, the uses, in this case, are equally to be barred by a common
recovery, and a deed properly prepared to give it the operation.

Tlie principles of the doctrine contained in this annotation may be ex-
tended much farther in argument ; but it is by no means advisable to do it in

practice. On the learning of powers, Mr. Sugden has lately favoured the public

with a third editioa of his excellent treatise upon that subject.—[Note 2tj8.]
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voide, hut in abeiance, viz. in consideration and in the understanding of
the law, untill another he made parson of the same church ; and imme-

diately when another is
\\
made parson, thefreehold in deed is in him as

successor^.

"/TJT a parson of a church diethj <5 c." So it is of a bishop,

abbot, deane, archdeacon, prebend, vicar, and of every

other sole corporation or body politike, presentative, elective, or

Bract, li. i. c. a. donative, which inheritances put in abeiance are by some called
Brit. f. 249. hcereditatesjacentes ; and some say, que lefee est en balaunce.

63- Sect. 648.
pf]

/1LS0, some peradventure wil argue and say, that inasmuch as a
parson with the assent of the patron and ordinary, may grant a rent

charge out of the glehe of the parsonage in fee, and so charge the glehe

of the parsonage perpetually, ergo they have a fee simple, or two or one

of them have a fee simple at the least (ou deux ou un de eux avoit fee

simple ''^al mains t). To this may hee answered, that it is a principle

in law, that of everie land there is a fee simple, <3fc. in some bodie, or

J otherwise thefee simple is in abeyance p||. And there is another principle,

that every land offee simple may bee charged with a rent charge infee by

one way or other. And when such rent is granted by the deed of the

parson, and the patron and ordinarie, S^c. infee, none shall have prejudice

or losse byforce of such grant, but the ^grantors in their lives, and the

heires of the patron, and the successours of the ordinarie after their decease.

And after such charge if the parson die (si le """^ parson devie), his suc-

cessor cannot come to the sayd church to be parson of the same hy the law,

hut by the presentment of the patron, and admission and institution of the

ordinarie -ff. And for this cause the successour ought to hold himself

e

cotitent, and agree to that lohich his patron and the ordinarie have lawfully

done before, ^c. But this is no proofe that the fee simple, 8^c. is in the

patron and the ordinarie, or in either of them, S)C. But the cause that

such graunt of rent-charge JJ is good, is, for that they who have the in-

terest, 8^c. in the sayd church, viz. the patron according to the law tempo-

rail, and the ordinarie according to the law spiritual, were assenting, or

parties to such charge, S^c. And this seemeth to be the true cause why such

glebe may be charged in perpetuitie, %^ <^c.

(Ant. 10. b.) " TT is a principle in latv^ Sfc." Principium, quod est quasi

primum caput, from which many cases have their originall

or beginning, which is so strong, as it sufFereth no contradiction ;

and therefore it is said in our books, that ancient principles of

[a] 1 1 H. 4. 9. the law [a] ought not to be disputed, Contra negantem principia

non est disputandum. That which our author here calleth a

Sect. 3 & 90. principle, Sect. 3, & go, he calleth a maxime.
Here

II
made not in L. and M. or Roh. § grantors—grantees, L. and M. and

^ Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh. Roh.
* al—an, L. and M. and Roh. •* parson not in L. and M. or Roh.

i ike. added in L. and M. and Roh. ft 4c added in L. and M. and Roh.

X otherwise not in L. andM. or Roh. XI 4'^- added in L. and M. and Roh.

[Ill Src. added in L. and M. and Roh. f f Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.
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Here Littleton In misu or to jin o!)jcction allcagcth two prin-

ciples. First,

" That of evcric land there is a /ce simple, ^c." This la per'

spicui verumy and ncedeth no explanation. Secondly,

** Every land offee simple may bee charged infee by one way or (Lampct's case,

other** Hereby it appeareth, that albeit the right of the fee i o Hep. 46. b.)

simple be in abeyance, yet it may be charged by one way or

another. And so it may be aliened in fee, albeit the right of the

fee be in abeyance, or in consideration of law. And herein is

a diversitie worthy the observation to be made, that when the

right offee simple is perpetually byjudgement oflaw in abeyance,

without any expectation to come in esse, there he that hath the

qualified fee, concurrcntibus hiis quce in jure requiruntur, may
charge or alien it, as in the case of parson, vicar, prebend, &c.
But where the fee simple is in abeyance, and by possibilitie may
every houre come in esse, there the fee simple cannot be charged

untill it commeth in esse (1). As if a lease for life be made, (2 Roll. 418,

the remainder to the right heires of /. S. the fee simple 4>9 )

[34571 cannot be r3- charged till /. S. be dead. And so is

. J Littleton to be understood, viz. that either it may be
charged in prcesenti, or in futuro.

** Every land offee simple'* And so it is of lands entailed,

for they may be charged in fee also ; for the estate taile may be
cut off by fine or recovery. Also the estate taile may continue,

and yet tenant in taile may lawfully charge the land and binde 44 E. 3. 21, <xi.

the issue in taile. As if a disseisor make a gifl in taile, and the (Plo.Com. 436.)

donee in consideration of a release by the disseisee of all his

right to the donee, granteth a rent charge to the disseisee and
his heires, proportionable to the value of his right, this shall

binde the issue in taile. Vide Sect. 1, Bridgewaters case (A); Vide Sect. 1.

which lands, by the rule of Littleton, may be charged: and Bridgewater'i

therefore if the owner of those thirteene acres grant a rent- ^^*^' ^ ^'

charge out of those thirteene acres generally, lying in the

meadow of eightie, without mentioning where they lie particu-

larly ; there, as the state in the land removes, the charge shall

remove also. But since our author wrote, all ecclesiasticall

persons are disabled to charge in fee any of their ecclesiasticall

possessions, as before hath beene spoken of at large.

" Ajid tchcn such rent is granted, c^c." This is an excellent Vide Sect. 593.

interpretation and limitation of the said principle, viz. that none (Doct.andStud.

shall have prejudice or losse by any such grant, but such as are
^°*e , ^^^^

partie or privie thereunto ; as the patron and his heires, the (jrant, 90.

*

ordinary and his successors, and the parson and his successors

;

8 It q.

which successors of the parson are to be presented by tlie patron Annuit. 53.

or his heires, and admitted and instituted by the ordinary or his (** ^^°- ^S^)

successors. The like is to be said of an archdeacon, prebend,
vicar, chauntrie priest, and the like.

" By the deed ofthe parson, and tJie patron, and ordinarie, 8fc." (5 Rep. 81.)

Yet if the parson die, and in time of vacation the patron, of the »^ E. 3.

Annuit. 24.
40 E. 3. 30. 3 E. 3. 17. Reg. 38. (Doct. & Slu<J. 56. b.)

(A) See ante 4. a. 48. b. assent

(1) On the question, whether the fee simple, during the suspense of a con-
tingent remainder, remains in the grantor, or is in abeyance, bee Mr. Fearne's
Es&ay on Contingent Remainders, 6th ed, 351.
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6E. 13.4. 55.

7E. 3. 40, 41.

r.N.B. i5'i.

17 E. 3. 32.

39 E. 3. 17. b.

11 H. 4. 68.

8 H. 3. 23.

Vi. Sect. 133.

530. 1 1 E. 3.

Jut. iitr, 3.

8 Ass. 29. 31.

13 Ass. 2.

14 H. 3. Quar.
Imp. 183.

17 E. 3. 12.64.

14 H. 4. 11.

F.N.B.33.C. 16.

c. 3. Bie. 660.

13E. 4. 3.

6 a 7. 14.

Vid. Sect. 530.
22 H. 6. 26.

F.N.B. 35.C.

Hil. 1 Jac.

Coram Reg. rot.

601. inter Wil.

Fairchild, pi. &
Wil. Gayer, def.

in Trespass.

17 E. 3. 40.
6 E. 3. 10.

25 E. 3. ca.

XJnico de Provi-

sor. Math. Par.

pa. 10 & 62.

F.N.B,35.E.
42. A. B.

27 E. 3. 8. & 85.

8 Ass. 29.

8E. 3. Ass. 150.

18E. 3.

Scire fac. 1 \

.

<)H.7. 14.

16 E. 3.

Briefe, 660.

21 E. 3, 60.

Registr. 40.

Dyer, loEliz.

f. '273.

14 El. ca. 5. 2

(9 Rep. 39.

4 Inst. 338.
Ant. 96. a.)

m
assent of the ordinary, or the patron and ordinary grant an
annuitie or rent-charge out of the glebe, this shall (as hath
beene said) binde the succeeding parsons for ever.

If there be parson, patron, and ordinary, and the

parson by the ordinance and assent 83=- of the ordinarie

grant an annuitie to another, having quid pro quo in

consideration thereof, this shall binde the successor of

the parson, without the consent of the patron.

A church parochiall may be donative and exempt from all or-

dinarie jurisdiction, and the incumbent may resigne to the patron,

and not to the ordinarie ; neither can the ordinarie visit, but the

patron by commissioners to be appointed by him. And by Little'

tons rule, the patron and incumbent may charge the glebe; and
albeit it be donative by a layman, yet jnere laicus is not capable

of it, but an able clerke iiifra sacros ordines is ; for albeit bee
come in by lay donation, and not by admission or institution, yet

his function is spirituall : and if such a clerke donative be dis-

turbed, the patron shall have a qicare impedit of this church dona-

tive, and the writ shall say, quod permittat ipsmn prcesentare ad
ecdesiam, Sfc. and declare the speciall matter in his declaration.

And so it is of a prebend, chantery, chappell, donative, and the

like; and no laps shall incurre to the ordinary, except it be so

specially provided in the foundation. But if the patron of such

a church, chantery, chappell, &c. donative, doth once present to

the ordinarie, and his clerke is admitted and instituted, it is now
become presentable, and never shall be donative after, and then

laps shall incurre to the ordinary, as it shall of other benefices

presentable. But a presentation to such a donative by a stranger,

and admission and institution thereupon, is meerely void. And
all this was resolved by the whole court of king's bench, for

the rectorie parochiall donative of Saint Burian in the countie

of Cornewall.

It appeareth by our bookes, and by divers acts of parliament,

that at the first all the bishopricks in England were of the king's

foundation, and donative per traditionem baculi, (id est) the

crosier, which was the pastorall staffe, 8^ annuli, the ringwhereby
bee was married to the church. And king Henry the first being

requested by the bishop of Rome to make them elective, refused

it : but king John by his charter bearing date quinto Juni anno
decimo septimo, granted that the bishopricks should be eligible.

If the king doth found a church, hospitall, or free chappell dona-

tive, he may exempt the same from ordinarie jurisdiction, and
then his chancellor shall visit the same. Nay, if the king doe
found the same without any speciall exemption, the ordinarie is

not, but the king's chancellor, to visit the same. Now as the king

may create donatives exempt from the visitation of the ordi-

narie, so he may by his charter licence any subject to found

such a church or chappell, and to ordaine that it shall be dona-

tive, and not presentable, and to be visited by the founder, and
not by the ordinarie. And thus beganne donatives in England,

whereof common persons were patrons.

H. 5.C.I. (F.N.B. 35. a.)

'* Ordinarie" Ordinarius is hee that hath ordinarie jurisdiction

in causes ecclesiasticall, immediate to the king and his courts

of common law, for the better execution of justice, as the

bishop or any other that hath exempt and immediate jurisdic'*

tion in causes ecclesiasticall.
** Lauf
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* Lato temporal! '* Which consigteth of three parts, viz. First, (Ant. no.

on the common law, expressed in our bookes ot law, and judi- »*^'')

ciall records. Secondly, on statutes contained in acts and records

of parliament. And thirdly, on customcs grounded upon reason,

and used time out of minde ; and the construction and deter-

mination of these doe belong to the judges ofthe realme.

'' Lnu) spiritual, Sfc^ That is, tlie ecclesiasticall lawes O^ Rep. 7a.

allowed by the lawes of this realme, viz. which are not against
^r'lrB^c^Q

the common law (whereof the king's prerogative is a principall
.^'.J

jj' ^^'^^'

\mn\ nor against the statutes and customcs of the realme: and '32 \\,q, is.

regularly according to such ecclesiasticall lawes, the ordinaric

and other ecclesiasticall judges doe proceed in causes within

their conusance. And this jurisdiction was so bounded by the

ancient common lawes of the realme, and so declared by act of

parliament.

** Admission S{ institution*' In proprietie of speech, admission

is, when the bishop upon examination admitteth him to be able,

and saith, Admitto te hahilem. [rf] Institution is, when the bishop M I^'b.4- f- 75-

saith, Instituo te rectorcm talis ecclesicB cum curd animarum, &; ac-
j jJ^^ ^

cipe curam tuam Sf meam. [e] But sometimes in a more large I'Jb! 7. fo. 46'.

sense, admissus doth include institutus also : cujus prccsentatw% sit [e] W. 2. cap. 5.

admissus, {i. e,) institutus. And it is to be observed, that insti- ^3^. 1.

tution is a good plenartie against a common person (but not

against the king unlesse he be inducted) ; and that is the cause 22 II. 6. 27.

that regularly plenartie shall be tried by the bishop, because the 3^ E. 3. 4.

church is full by institution, which is a spirituall act : but void or

not void shall be tried by the common law.

At the common law, if an estranger had presented his clerke, G'^"^»^'- •'^- *3-

and he had beene admitted and instituted to a church, whereof
Mi^rroi^^cafT 5

any subject had beene lawfull patron, the patron had no other ^5. Bracton,

remedy to recover his advowson, but a writ of right of lib. 4. fo. 238.

[34471
advowson, wherein the ifc^ incumbent was not to be ^4o- ^44. &c.

. J removed : and so it was at the common law, if an usur-
^^J'^ jg jl?'

^'

' * pation had beene had upon an infant or feme covert, Brit. f. 222
having an advowson by discent, or upon tenant for life, 6cc. the 223, 224.

infant, feme covert, and he in the reversion were driven to their 5 E. 3. 28. 39,

writ of right of advowson ; for at the common law, if the church ^"\?^ ^' ^*'

were once full, the incumbent could not be removed, and pie- 1? e ?.

nartie generally was a good plea in a qtiare impedit, or assise of Quar. imp. 139.

darreific presentment : and the reason of this was to the intent 10E.2.C0U1.22.

that the mcumbent might quietly intend and applie himselfe to 3^ ^- *• Q^^^'

his spirituall charge. And secondly, the law intended, that the
J?*J^^p )...

bishop that had cure of soules within his diocesse, would admit Lib. 6. 49/50. b.

and institute an able man for the discharge of his dutie and his 6 Rep. Green's

owne ; and that the bishop would do right to every patron within case.

his diocesse. But at the common law, if any had usurped upon J^^w'^^" k \

the king, and his presentee had beene admitted, instituted, and ' *
'^^' *

inducted, (for without induction the church had not beene full

against the king) the king might have removed him by quarc im-
f* ?„

pedit, and beene restored to his presentation ; for therein he hath ^ j^ '3 ^^ 3^

a prerogative, qui)d nullum tempus occurril regi (A); but he could 13 R. 2. ca. 1.

not present, for the plenartie barred him of that ; neither could he 4H. 4. ca. 21.

reraovehim any way but by action, to the end the church mipht * ^'' ^°'* *9*

be the more quiet in the meane time. [*] Neither did the kmg r*] Li. 6.fo.5i.

Li. 7. fo. 19.

3 U. 6. Dam. 17. 34 H. €.28. 12 E. 3. Champerty, 9. 18 E. 3. a. Temps £. 1.

Qaar. irop. 181.

( \) ThU nUe, however, unbjcct t9 various txceptiont. Sec ante 1 19. «• »«<>« »•

R R 4 recover
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recover dammages in his quare impedit at the common law. But
talW. 2. ca. 5. the said statute [a] hath altered the common law in the cases
13 E. I. aforesaid ; as namely, Quoad hoc, quod sipars rea accipiat (A) de

plenitudine ecclesice per suam propriam prcBsentationemy non
propter illam plenitudinem remaneat loquela dummodo breve infra
tempus semestre impetretur, Sfc. and also hath provided remedy in

the other cases, as by the said act appeareth.

[g] 45 E. 3. 35. [g] And if the king doe present to a church, and his clerke is

38 E. 3. 4. admitted and instituted, yet before induction the king may re-

13 eI. Dy.^igs. P^ale and revoke his presentation. But regularly no man can be

Reg. 302, &c. put out of possession of his advowson but by admission and in-

18EI. Dy. 348. stitution upon an usurpation by a presentation to the church,
14 E. 4. 2. c^^jfi aliquisjus prcesentandi non hahens prcssentaverity Sfc. and not

31 E^i Quar ^^ collation of the bishop: [h] and therefore if the bishop col-

imp. 185. ^^te without title, and his clerke is inducted, this shall not put
W. a. ub. sup. the rightfull patron out of possession : for it shall be taken to be
[h] 17 E 3- 64. only provisionally made for celebration of divine service until the
(2 Inst. 356. patron doe present ; and therefore he is not driven to his quare

50.
impedity or assise of darreine presentment, in that case ; but an
usurpation by collation shall take away the right of collation that

is in another (1).

(3 R«p. 30- a- It is to be observed, that an usurpation upon a presentation
50- a.) shall not only put out ofpossession him that hath right of presen-

9 H. 6. 32& 56. tatlon, but right of collation also. Therefore at this day the in-

19 H, 6. 68. cumbent shall be removed in a quare impedit, or assise of darreine
presentment, if there be not a plenartie by six moneths before the

(7 Rep. 27. i^^i^ of the writ : but then the incumbent must be named in the

Cro. Car. 74. writ, or else he shall never be removed ; yet at the common law,
Doct. & Stud, if the ordinary refused to admit and institute the clerke of the
'
' A t^'7 b \ P^^^^"' ^^ when any disturbed him to present, so as he could not

51- n
. 17. •; preferre his clerke, he might have his quare impedit, or assise de

darreine presentment ; and if the church were not full, have a
writ to the bishop to admit his clerke : but so pdious was symonie
in the eye of the common law, that before^e statute of ^T. 2. he
recovered no dammages. At the common law, if hanging the

guare hnpedit against the ordinary for refusing of his clerke, and
before the church were full, the patron brought a quare impedit

against the bishop, and hanging the suit, the bishop admit and in-

stitute a clerke at the presentation of another, in this case if

judgement be given for the patron against the bishop, the patron
shall have a writ to the bishop, and remove the incumbent that

came in pendente lite by usurpation, ^ov pendente lite nihil inno-

tetur, and therefore at the common law it was good policie to

bring the quare impedit against the bishop as speedily as might
^*^^^P- ^^' be. And it is to be observed, that albeit the clerke that comes

6 Rep <• K*
^^ pendente lite, by usurpation, shall be removed

; yet ifthe right-

Hob. 301.' full patron, being a stranger to the writ, present pendente lite,

a Cro. 93.

)

and his clerke is admitted and instituted, he shall not be removed

;

18 E. 2. Pre- for else by the bringing of such quare impedit against the ordi-

50"?r^En^
nary, the rightfull patron might be defeated of his presentation

:

cumbent, 10. ^"^ therefore ever after the statute of Westm, 1. amongst other

21 H. 7. 8. a. things it was enqmxed. ex officio, if the church were full, and of
& b. 9 Eliz.

D^rer, 260. F.N.B. 32. 14H. 8. 31. i^^E. 2. Dar. Pres.21. loE. 3. 17. 9H. 6. 31.

whose

(A) Here " accipiat *' seems to be printed by mistake instead of" excipiat^ See 2 Inst. 354,
and Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 121.

(1) V. Stat. 7 Ann. c. 18.
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whose presentation, kc. and if the nlaintife BhouUl have a writ to

the bishop, and his clerkc admittect, (as in most cases hce ought)

yd may the rightfull incumbent have his remedie by law.

And as it was good policie (as hath beenc said) to !)ring a r/iiarc 3" K. 3. tit.

imnrdit as speedily as might be against the bishop, so it is good Q"ar«n»P'*>«ath.

policie at this day to name the bishop in the quarc inwedity for
^ H'e'^oi^cg

then he shall not present by laps. But seeing the bistiop shall \g I'j. e. 68. L.

not present by laps because he is named in the writ, what tiien, /^ V.. 4. 115.

after that the time be devolved to the metropolitan, shall not he 9 ^ • 4 30-

present by laps, because he is not named ? To this it is answer-

ed, that he shall not in that case present by laps ; for the metro-

politan shal never present or collate by laps after six moneths,

but when the immediate ordinary might have collated by laps 1 1 H- 4- 8o-

within the six moneths, and had surceased his time. And (}^*^^- i54-)

[34571 ^^ *^ '^ '^ ^^^ Uvne be devolved to the king, ^^ for the

J first step or beginning faileth ; and in humane things,

Quod noil habet prinvipiuniy non habct Jincm. And all

these points were resolved [*] in a writ of errour brought by [•] Mich.

Richard bishop of London and John Lancaster against Anthony 3 Jacobi.

Lotoc upon a judgen»ent given against them in a qnare impedit in (^ R^p. 48. b.

the common-place for the church of ^Vimbishe. But now let us ^ ^"* ^^'^

hearc what our author will say unto us.

Sect. 649.

/I L S Oy if tenant in tai/le hath issue and is disseised, and after he re-

leaseth by his deed all his right to the disseisor : in this case no right

of taile can he in the tenant in taile, because hce hath released all his

right. And no right can be in the issue in taile during the life of his

father. And such right of the inheritance in the taile is not altogether

expired hi/ force of such release, S)C. Ergo, it must needs he that such

right remaine in abeiance, * ut supra, during the life of tenant in taile

that releaseth, S)C. and after his decease such right presently/ is in his issue

in deed, S^r.

Sect. 650.

/ N the same inntuivr it is, where tenant in taile grant all his estate to

another ; in this case the grantee hath no estate but for terme ef life

if the tenant in taile, and the reversion of the taile is not in the tenant in

taile, because he hath granted all his estate, and his right, A"c. And if the

tenant to whom the grant was made make waste, the tenant in taile shall

not have a writ ofwaste ^ for that no reversion is in him. But the rever-

sion and inheritance of the taile, during the life of the tenant in taile, is in

abeiance, that is to saj/, only in the remembrance, coitsideration, and intelli-

geticeof the lawf.
LITTLETON

* ^c. added in L. and M. and Koh. t 4c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
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(Hob. 338.

)

J^ITTLETON having declared where a fee is in abeyance,

PI Com fol.
^"^ where a freehold and fee is in abeyance by act in law,

562, 563. in ®"^ where a fee that is in abeyance may be charged ; here he put-
Walsingham's teth two cases where a right of an estate taile may be in abeyance
case. 14 E. 3. by the act of the partie, which are so clear and evident, as there

?cr°Car^ - "®^^^ "^ further proofe or argument, than Littleton hath justly

^-Q^A.^t.'iiV.'^.
^"^ artificially made, albeit some objections of no weight have

Dyer, 71. a.)
* beene made against it. If tenant in taile of lands holden of the

19 H. 6. 6o- king be attainted of felonie, and the king after office seiseth
29 Ass. p.

^ the same, the estate taile is in abeyance, there said to be in
Walsinghams gUSpence.
case, ubi supra. ^

Ant. 263. b. 299. b. 331. a. 342. b.)

Vide Sect. 65. « Grant his estate, concedit statum suum" State or estate sig-
524. 525. 526. nifieth such inheritance, freehold, terme for yeares, tenancie by

14 Ast^s' statute merchant, staple, elegit, or the like, as any man hath in

43 Ass. 8. lands or tenements, &c. And by the grant of his estate, &c. as

5 H. 7. 30. much as he can grant shall passe, as here by Littletons case ap-
44 Ass. 28. peareth. Tenant for life, the remainder in taile, the remainder to
44 .

3. 10. ^i^g right heires of tenantfor life, tenant for l>fe grant totum statum
suum to a man and his heires, both estates doe passe.

(Plo. 484.) " Right,'* Jus, sive rectum, (which Littleton often useth) sig-

nifieth properly, and specially in writs and pleadings, when an
estate is turned to a right, as by discontinuance, disseisin, &c.
where it shall bee said, quodjus discendit et non terra.

Vide Sert'465
-^"^ (I^^ht) doth also include the itf* estate in esse in ["34571

PK Com. 484. conveyances; and therefore iftenant in fee simple make Ik']
Lib. 8. fol. 153. a lease for yeares, and release all his right in the
Altham's case, land to the lessee and his heires, the whole estate in fee simple
39 H. 6. 38. passeth.

(1 Cro. 429.) And so commonly in fines, the right of the land includeth and
passeth the state of the land; as A. cognovit tenementa prcedicta

[a] W. 2. cap.3. ^**^ jiis ipsiu^, B. Sfc. And the statute [a] saith, Ju5 suum de-

PI. Com. 484. findere, (which is) statum suum. And note that there is jus
6 487. b. recuperandi, jus intrandi^ jus habendi, jus retinendi, jus perci-

piendi, jus possidendi.

Title, properly, (as some say) is, when a man hath a lawful!

I cause of entry into lands whereof another is seised, for the which
hee can have no action, as title of condition, title of mortmaine,

Vid. Sect. 429. &c. But legally this word (Title) includeth a right also, as you
659, &c.

gj^^ji perceive in many places in Littleton : and title is the more
V OS

.
347. .) gQYierall word ; for every right is a title, but every title is not

such a right for which an action lieth; and therefore Titulus est

justa causa possidendi quod nostrum est, and signifieth the meanes
whereby a man commeth to land, as his title is by fine or by
feoffment, &c. And when the plaintife in assise maketh himselfe

6 H. 7. 8. a. a title, the tenant may say, Veniat assisa super titulum ; which is

Altham's case, as much to say, as upon the title which the plaintife hath made
ubi supra.

^y. ^^^^ particular conveyance. Et dicitur titulus d. tuendo, be-

cause by it he holdeth and defendeth his land ; and as by a re-

lease of a right a title is released, so by release of a title a right

is released also. See more hereof in Fitzherbert and Brooke's

Abridgements in the title of Title.

PI. Com. fol. Interest, Interesse is vulgarly taken for a terme or chattle
374, in seignior

2ouche'9 caie ; & fol. 487 & 448, in Nichol's case.

reall.
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reall, and more particularly for a future tearme ; in which case it

is said in pleading, that he is possessed dc intercsse termini. But
ex vi tcrmiuij in legall underntandin^, it extendeth to estates,

rights, and titles, that a man hath of, m, to, or out of lands; for

he is truly said to have an interest in them : and by the grant of 23 H. 8. Tnilc.

totum interesse suum in such lands, as well reversions as posses- ^Y'
3^- 35 H. 8.

sions in fee simple shall passe. And all these words singularly
vidc\^EIiz^^*

spoken are iiomina coUediva ; for by the grant of totum statum djc,.^ ^^^^ b*

suum in lands, all his estates therein passe. Et sic de aeteris* 'Jitulam.

** Shall not hare a writ ofimstCy Sfc.** So it is if tenant for 43 Ais. p. 13.

life be, the remainder in taile, and he in the remainder release to 4^ ^- 3-

the tenant for life, all his right and state in the land. Hereby \\'iiV%y
it is said in our bookes, that the estate of the lessee is not in- ,g lij ,0^

larged, but the release serveth to this purpose, to put the estate Pi. Com. 48a.

taile into abeyance, so as after that he in the remaynder cannot per D'er.

have an action of waste
; yet in that case (saving reformation) ^7 H. 8. ao.

the lessee for life hath an estate for the life of tenant in taile

expectant upon his owne life. But if tenant in fee release to his 41 E. 3. 23.

tenant for life all his right, yet he shall have an action of waste. ^' N. B. 60. H.

And if tenant in taile make a lease for his owne life he shall t,\ ,
^'0

u ^- c ^
Waste, 83.

nave an action 01 waste. ^^E 3 18

m t^Sprt 6^^ (Ant 34a. a.fc^OeCl. VDl.
F.N.B. 194>

/I LSO, if a bishop alien lands which are parcelI of his hishopricke and
die, this is a discontinuance to his successor, because he cannot eriter,

but is put to his writ ofde ingressu sine assensu capituli.

f\ F this sufficient hath beene said (how the law standeth at this

day) before in this Chapter.

Sect. 652. (Ant. 34a. a.)

yj LSO, if a dean alien lands * which he hath in right of him and his

chapter, and diefh, his successor may ^ enter. ^ But if the deane bee

sole seised as in right of his deanry, then his alienation is a discontinuance

to Ids successor, as is said before,

tJ K R EO F also that which was necessary is before said in 21 E. 4.

"*^
this Chapter, and Littletoria owne words are plaine and t>t. Feoffment

evident.
&Fait5,a9.

^^*"^"^
11 E. 4. 85, 86.

Sect.

• which he hath in ri^ht of him and I But may have a writ de ingressu

hit cliapter^parcel of his deanry, L. sine assensu episcovi et capiiuS, Sfc,

and M. and Roh. added in L. and M. and Roh. and
t not added in L. and M. and Koh. MSS.
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Sect. 653.

A L S O, peradventme some icill argue and say, that if an abbot and
his covent bee seised in their demesne as offee of certaine lands to

them and to their successors, S^c. and the abbot without the assent of his

covent alien the same lands to another and die, this is a discontinuance to

his successor, S^x,

Sect. 654.

T}Y the same reason they will say, that where a deane and chapter {wn
dean ^ en chapter) are seised of certaine lands to them and

their successors, if the deane alien the same lands, ^^ ^c. this [3467]
shall be a discontinuance to his successor, so as his successor

|__ b. J
cannot enter, S)C. To this it may be answered, that there is a
great diversitie betweene these two cases (perenter les f deux cases).

(Ant. 342. a.)
ScCt. 655.

Tf^OR when an abbot and the covejit are seised^, yet if they bee dis-

seised, the abbot shall have an assise in his oivne name, ivithout naming
the covent, -j, &fc. And if any will sue a praecipe quod reddat, &c. ^'
the same lands when they were in the hands of the abbot and covent, it

hehoveth that such action reall be sued against the abbot only ivithout

naming the covent
||,

because they are all dead persons in law, but the abbot
who is the soveraigne, <§fc. And this is by reason of the soveraignty §

;

for otherwise he should bee but as one of the other monkes of the covent

(car auterment il serroit forsque come % un de les auters moignes de le

covent), 8^c,

Sect. 656.

DUT deane and chapter are not dead persons in law, ^c. for every

of them may have an action by himselfe in divers cases. And of
such lands or tenements as the deane and chapter have in common, S)X. if
they bee disseised, the deane and chapter shall fi'ave an assise, and not the

. deane

* en—et le, L, and M. and Rah. 4- 4c not in L. and M. or Roh.
t dites added in L, and M, and

||
4c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

Roh. § 4 c- added in L. and M. and Roh.

I Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh. f un not in L, qnd M. or Roh.
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(leane alone, * Sfc. And if anotlier will have an action reallfor such lands

or icncnwnts a^^ainst the deafie, S^'c. he must sue against tlie deanc and
chapter, and not as^ainst the deane alone, ^c. arui so there

Fg^yn appeare th aiO' great diversitie betiveene the two cases, S^c,

TTHESE are apparent and need no explanation. Saving in (lo Rep. 132.

the ()55 Section mention is made of the prcccipc quhd rcddat, F. N. B. a. e.

which in this place is intended of a reall action whereby land is *3»«e' 19*. b.)

demanded, and is so called of the words in every such writ.

And the reason of this diversitie betweene the case of the Vid. Sect. 200.

abbot and covcnt, and deane and chapter is, for that (as hath 8 E. 3. 27.

beene said) the monkes are regular, and civilly dead, and the ^
' ^i'

^- ^'
chapter are secular, and persons able and capable in law. But

i| h i* ,«i

by the policie of law the abbot himselfe (here termed the sove-

raigne) albeit he be a monke and regular, yet hath he capacitie

and abilitie to sue and be sued, to enfeoffe, give, demise, and
lease to others, and to purchase and take from others; for

other^vise they which right have should not have their lawfull

remedie, nor the house remedie against any other that did them
wrong : neither could the house without such capacitie and
abilitie stand. And the covent have no other abilitie or

capacitie, but only to assent to estates made to the abbot, and
to estates made by him, which for necessitie's sake, though
they be civilly dead, they may doe.

Sect. 657. ,<P,o!\rb.r^

A LSO, if the master of an hospilall discontinue certaine land of his

hospitall, his successor cannot enter, but is put to his writ of' de
ingressu sine assensu confratrum et + consororum, &c. And all such

writsfull^ appeare in the Register, S^r.

T^HIS must also be understood where the master of the

hospitall hath sole and distinct possessions, and not where
he and his brethren are seised as a body politike aggregate of
many. And here Littleton (as divers times before) doth cite

the Register.

Sect. 658. (1R0lI.Ab.634.)

/I L S U, if laud be lelt to a manfor terme of his life, the remainder to

another in taile, saving the reversion to the lessor, and after he in the

remainder disseiseth the tenant for terme of life, and maketh afeoffment to

another infee, and after di/eth without issue, and the tenantfor ItJ'e di/eth ;

it seemeth in this case, tliat hee in the reversion may well enter upon the

feoffee, because lie in the renuiinder which made the feoffment, was never

seised in taile hi/force of the same remainder, S^x,

HERE
• Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh. f consororum—sororum, L. and M.

and Rob.
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Vid. Sect. 637. r^ JJ E RE it appeareth, that albeit the feoffor hath r3477]
592. 596, 597- an estate taile in him expectant upon an estate I ^ J
(io'Rep\'^ for life, yet his feoffement workethno discontinuance.

1 Roll. Abr? Wherein Littleton doth adde a limitation to that which in this

634.) Chapter he had generally said, viz. That an estate taile cannot

be discontinued, but where he that maketh the discontinuance

was once seised by force of the taile ; which is to be understood,

when he is seised of the freehold and inheritance of the estate

in taile, and not where he is seised of a remainder or reversion

expectant upon a freehold; which freehold (as often hath

beene said) is ever much respected in law.

Chap. 12. Of Remitter. Sect. 659.

JD EMITTER is an antient terrne in the law, and is where a man
hath two titles to lands o?- tenements, viz, one a more antient title, and

another a more latter title ; and if he come to the land by a latter title,

yet the law will adjudge Mm in byforce of the elder title, became the

elder title is the more sure and more worthie title. And then ivhen a man
is adjudged in byforce of his elder title, this is sayd a remitter in him,for
that the law doth admit him to be in the land by the elder and surer title

(per le pluis eigne "^ et sure title). As if tenaunt in taile discontinue the

taile, and after he disseiseth his discontinuee, and so dieth seised, whereby
the tenements descend to his issue or cosine inheritable byforce of the taile

;

in this case, this is to him to whom the tenements descend, who hath right

byforce of the tayle a remitter to the tayle, because the law shall put
arid adjudge him to bee in by force of the tayle, which is his elder title

:

for if he should bee in by Jorce of the discent, then the discontinuee

might have a writ of entrie sur disseisin in the per against him, and
should recover the tenements and his dammages, f &;c. But inasmuch as he

is in his rertdtter byforce of the taile, the title and interest of the discon-

tinuee is quite taken away and defeated, <%c. (i)

XJ E R E our author having next before treated of a Discon-
tinuance, very aptly beginneth this Chapter with a descrip-

tion of a Remitter.

(2 Roll. Abr. *' Remitter is an antient terme in the law/' and is derived of the
422.) Latine verbe remittere, which hath two significations ; either, to

restore and set up againe, or to cease. Therefore a remitter is

an operation in law upon the meeting of an ancient right reme-
diable, and a latter state in one person where there is no follie

in him, whereby the ancient right is restored and set up againe,

and the new defeasible estate ceased and vanished away. And
the

• et sure not in L. and M. or Rah. f ^c. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) As to the general doctrine ofremitter

:

—In note l, p. 239. a. notice was

taken of the different degrees of title, which a person disseising another of his

lands acquires in them in the eye of the law, independently of any interior

right

:
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the reason hereof is, for that the law prcferreth a sure and con-

stant right, tliough it be little, before a great estate by wrong
and defeasible ; and therefore the first and more ancient is the

most

right : That if A. is disseised by B. while the possession is in B. it is a mere
naked possession, unsupported by any right ; and that A. may restore his pos-

session, and put a toUil end to the possession of B. by an entry on the land,

without any previous action : but that if B. dies, the possession descends on

Ins heir by act of law. That, in this case, the heir comes to the possession of

the land by a lawful title, and acquires in the eye of the law an apparent right

of possession, which is so far good against the person disseised, that he has

lost his right to recover the possession by entry, and can only recover it by an
action at law. That the actions used in these cases are called possessory actions

;

but that if ^4. permits the possession to be withheld from him beyond a certain

period of time, without claiming it, or suffers judgment in a possessory action

to be given against him by default ; or, if being tenant in tail, he makes a
discontinuance ; in all these cases, B.'s title is strengthened, and A. can no
longer recover by a possessory action, and his only remedy there is by an
action on the right. That these last actions are called droiturel actions, and
that they are the ultimate resource of the person disseised.—Now, if in any of
these three different stages of the adverse title, the disseisee, without any default

in him, comes to the possession of the estate by a defeasible title, he is con-
sidered to be in not as of his new right, but as of his ancient and better right

;

and consequently, the right of the person, who, supposing the disseisee still to

be in as of his defeasible estate, would be entitled to the lands, upon the cesser

or determination of that estate, is gone for ever. In these circumstances, the

disseisee is said to be remitted to his ancient estate. The principal reason for

his being remitted is, that the person so remitted cannot sue or enter upon
himself; so that in these cases where the possession is recoverable by entry,

the remitter has the effect of an entry ; and in those cases where it is recover-

able by action, it has the effect of a judgment at law. But there is no remitter

where he who comes to the defeasible estate, comes to it by his own act, or
his own assent. Hence the defeasible estate, to entitle the party to be re-

mitted, must be made to him during infancy or coverture, or must come to

him by descent, or act of law : neither is there any remitter where the ancient

estate is recoverable, neither by action, nor by entry. So that in those cases

where the disseisee is beyond the three stages mentioned in the beginning of
the note, if he afterwards comes to the estate bv a defeasible title, he remains
seised as of that estate, and is not remitted to nis more ancient title. These
are the doctrines of the common law respecting remitter. But they are greatly

altered by the statute of the 27 Hen. 8. That statute executes the pos-
session to the party in the same plight, manner, and form, as the use was
limited to him. It operates only with respect to the first taker, and therefore
the issue is remitted. By the statute of 32 Henry 8, it is enacted, that no
fine, feoffbent, or other act by the husband, of the wife's lands, shall b^ any
discontinuance ; but that the wife and her heirs, and such others to whom
the right shall appertain after her decease, shall, notwithstanding such tine,

or other act, lawfully enter into her lands, according to their rights and titles

therein. This takes from the wife, and those claiming under her, the effect

of the statute of tlie 27 Hen. 8, so that she has her election to take by the

27 Hen. 8, or to enter by the 32 Hen. 8, upon which she shall be remitted.

See Duncombe v. Wingfield, Hobart, 254,— Sir W. Blackstone, 3 Com. Cha. 1 o.

obser\es, that the doctrine of remitter might seem superfluous to an hasty
observer ; who perhaps would imagine, that since the tenant hatli now both the
right, and also the possession, it little signifies by what means such possession

shall be said to be gained. But the wisdom of our ancient law determined
nothing
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most sure and more worthy title ; Quodprius estj verius est, ^
fa] 25 Ass. pi. 4. quod prius est tempore, potius est jure : [a] therefore many bookes
35 Ass.

PJ-
11- instead of remitter say, that he is en son primer estate, or en son

11 H 4 S a
^^^ior droit, or en son melior estate^ or the Hke (i).

41E. 3. 17. b. Ettit. Remit. 11. 6E. 3. 17.

(8 Ilep. 153 ) « Where a man hath txvo titles.'' Here this word (Titles) is taken

in the largest sense, including rights : for being properly
W Yj'^^.^^^i" taken, [b] as in case of a condition, mortmaine, i^^* as- [^4871
^4^H. 8^t?t

^ ^^"^ *^ ^ ravisher, and the like, there is no remitter
I « J

Remi'tter,Br.5o. wrought unto them, because these are but bare titles of

44 E. 3. entrie, for the which no action is given : but a remitter must be
Attaint. 22. to a precedent right : and Littleton in this Chapter putteth all

^Pl 8^' ^ ^^^ cases onely of remitters, to rights remediable.

Ant. 345.) (2 Roll. Abr. 421 .)

1 9 H. 6. 59. 78. "And another a more latter title, 4 c." Here is to be observed,

45. tit. Entre that an estate must worke a remitter to an ancient right ; for

Sr^p
3*

^ albeit two rights doe descend, there can be no remitter, because

/'q Reo* i^t
^ ^"^ right cannot worke a remitter to another : for regularly to

every remitter there be two incidents, viz. an ancient right and
a defeasible estate of freehold comming together.

" The elder title is the more sure and more ivorthie title." So
as the eldest title is worthily (as hath beene said) preferred, be-

cause it is the more sure and more worthy.

19H. 6. 61,62. "As if tenarit in taile discontinue the taile, SfC." Here our

author, according to his accustomed ¥nanner, to illustrate his

description putteth an example of a remitter, where the law

preferreth the ancient estate by right, before a new estate defea-

sible. And this remitter is wrought by an estate cast upon ihe

issue in taile by discent, which is an act in law, and the discent

of the land in possession, and the right of estate taile descend

together.

(Post. 390. a. " Is quite taJcen atva?/ and defeated, Sfc." Here be two things

Ant. 246. a. implied and to be understood : First, that this remitter is wrouglit
Post. 357. a.)

jjj ^j^jg (.^gg \yy operation of law upon the freehold in law de-

scended without any entrie. Secondly, that the law so favoureth

a remitter (being a restoring to right), that if the discontinuee

be

nothing in vain. As the tenant's possession was gained by a defective title,

it was liable to be overturned, by showing that defect in a writ of entry ; and

then he must have been driven to his writ of right, to recover his just in-

heritance ; which would have been doubly hard, because during the time he

was himself tenant, he could not establish his prior title by any possessory

action ; the law, therefore, remits him to his prior title, and puts him in

the same condition as if he had recovered the land by writ of entry. Without

the remitter, he would have hadjus, et seisinam, separate, a good right, but a

bad possession ; now, by the remitter, he hath the most perfect of all titles,

juris et seisince conjunctionem.*—[l!^ote 299.]

(1) I. Here the ancient right and the defeasible estate come together. It is

immaterial whether they come by descent or by other act of law. See the in-

stances brought by Littleton afterwards, Sect. 665, 606, and C78.—[Note 300.]
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be an infant or a feme covert, and tenant in taile after a discon-

tinuance di.'^seise them and die seised, the issue shall be remitted

witljout any respect of the privilege of infancie or coverture

;

and tlierefore our author said, the title and interest of the discon- >
»
E- 4- »•

tinuce is quite taken away and defeated,

" Then the discontinueey !fc. Here is a reason added in this n E.3. 3.

particular case, that fitteth not other cases of remitter ; for in ^*»t| A»5. 85.

this case and many other, the law that abhorreth suits of vexa-
J^, ^f/^*

tion doth avoid circuitie of action ; for the rule is, Circuitus est Bar. 242.

eritandus. 30 E. 3. 8.

b- K. 3. 7.

19 H. 6. 63. a4E. 3. 70. 14H. 4. 27. ioH.711- F. N. B. Mesne & Wast.

Sect. 660.

y] LSOf if tenant in tat/le infeoffe his sonne in fee, or his cosine in-

herUable by force of the taile, which sonne or cosi?ie at the time of
the feoffment is within age, and after the tenant in taile dieth, and hee to

wliom the feoffment was made is his heire by force of the taile ; this is a

remitter to the heire in taile to ivhom thefeoffement was made. For albeit

that during tlie life of the tenant in tayle who made thefeoffement, such heire

shall bee adjudged in by force of the feoffement, yet after the death of
tenant in taile, the heire shall be adjudged in by force of the taile, and

not by force of the feoffment. * For (A) altho' such heire were offull
age at the time of the death of the tenant in taile who made the Jeoff'-

merit, this^ ?nakes no matter, if the heire were within age at the time of
thefeoffement made unto him. And if such heire beeing within age at the

time of such feoffment, commeth to full age, living the tenant in tayle

tliat made the feoffement, and so being of full age he charges by his

deed the sarne land with a common ofpasture, or with a rent charge, and

after tJie tenant in tayle dyeth ; now it seemeth that the land is discharged

of the common, and of the rent,for that the heire is in of another estate in

the land than he was at the time of the cliarge made, in as much as hee

is in his remitter byforce of the tayle, and so the estate which hee had
at the time of the charge, is utterly defeated, f S^c. ( 1

)

/^UR author having put one example where both the Temps E.i.

rights descend together, now puts another example, l^egit.
13.^^

[34871 ^^ where the issue in taile claimeth by purchase in the
^g ^ ^* ^^^'

^'

jj J life of tenant in taile, and the ancient right descendeth 40 E. 3. 43.

after to the same issue. ai E. 4. 19.

" For altho such heire were offull age at the time ofthe death,

• For not in L. and M. or Roh. t Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh.

(A) Perhaju * And " should be iiuertcd here instead of " For." See Mr. EiUo's Jntr.

p. 113. 114-

(I) II. Here the ancient right comes after the defeasible estate.—[Note 301 .]

Vol. II. S s
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Sfc.'* The reason is, because no follie can be adjudged in the

infant at the time ofthe acceptance of the feofFement. There-
fore the law respecteth the time of the feofFement, and not the

time of the death. And albeit he might have waived the estate

which he had by the feofFement at his full age, yet here it

appeareth, that the right of the estate taile descending to him
either within age, or of full age, shall work a remitter in him ;

for that the waiver of the state should have beene to his losse

and prejudice.

Since Littleton wrote, and after the statute ofay H. 8. cap, lo,

if tenant in taile make a feofFement in fee to the use of his issue

being within age, and his heires, and dieth, and the right of the

estate taile descend to the issue being within age ; yet he is not

remitted, because the statute executeth the possession in such
plite, manner and forme, as the use was limited: Et sic desimi-

libus, so as there is a great change of remitters since Littleton

wrote (i).

34 H. 8. tit. Remit. Br. 49. (Dyer, 106. Sid. 63.

•27 H. 8. CIO.
of Uses.

35 H. 8.

Dy. 54. b.

6 E. 6. ib. 77.

1 & 2 P. & M.
116. 1&2P.
& M. 129. 191

28 H. 8. 23. b.

PL Cora. Amy
Townshend's case, fol. 111.

1 Leo. 91. Hob. 255. 298.)

PI. Com. ubi

supra.

(2 Roll. Abr.

419.421.
1 Roll. Rep.
260.)

(2 Roll. Abr.

419.421.

3 Rep. 5. b.

Hob. 45.)

ii H.7. 21.

Edriche's case.

(Mo. 319.
1 Rep. 148.

Ant. 278. a.)

(2 Roll. Abr.

422.)

But if the issue in taile in that case waive the possession, and
bring a formedon in the discender, and recover against the

feoffees, he shall thereby bee remitted to the estate taile ; other-

wise the lands may be so incumbred, as the issue in taile should

be at a great inconvenience ; but if no formedon be brought, if

that issue dieth, his issue shall be remitted ; because a state in

fee simple at the common law descendeth unto him.

" Being offull age he charges by his deed, 8^ ^c." r3497l
The reason is, because the grantor had not any right

I « _J
of the estate in taile in him at the time of the grant,

but only the estate in fee simple gained by the feoffment, which
(as Littleton here saith) is wholly defeated. And the state of

the land out of which the rent issued, being defeated, the rent

is defeated also.

But if tenant in taile make a lease for life whereby he gaineth

a new reversion in fee, so long as tenant for hfe liveth, and he
granteth a rent charge out of the reversion, and after tenant for

life dieth, whereby the grantor becommeth tenant in taile againe,

and the reversion in fee defeated
;
yet because the grantor had a

right of the entaile in him, cloathed with a defeasible fee simple,

the rent-charge remaineth good against him, but not against his

issue ; which diversitie is worthy of observation, for it openeth

the reason of many cases.

If the heire apparent of the disseisee disseise the disseisor, and
grant a rent-charge, and then the disseisee dieth, the grantor

shall hold it discharged ; for there a new right of entrie doth
descend unto him, and therefore he is remitted.

So if the father disseise the grandfather, and granteth a rent-

charge, and dieth, now is the entry of the grandfather taken

away, if after the grandfather dieth the sonne is remitted, and
he

(1) The effect of this statute on the doctrine of Remitter is very fully ex-

plained in Duncombe v. Wingfield, Hob. 254. See 2 Leo. 222. 1 Sid. 63.

Dyer, 351.
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he shall avoid the charge. So as where our author putteth his

example of a fee taile, it holdeth also in case of a fee simple.

" A comvwu ofj)asture or a rent charge^ SfC.** Here Littleton

putteth his ciise ot things granted out of the land. But what if

the issue at full age hy deed indented or deed poll make a lease

for yeares of the land, and after by the death of tenant in taile he

is remitted, whether shall he avoid the lease or no? And it is 33 H. fl.

holdcn he shall not, because it is made of the land it selfc, and ^'^'"'S'- "•

the land is become by the lease in another plight than it Is in the

case of a grant of a rent-charge, which I gather out of our

author's owne words in another place. Vide Sect aSg.

" The land is discharged ofthe rent, 8fc." Littleton doth adde
these words materially, because the whole grant is not thereby

avoided, but the land discharged of the rent-charge ; for the

grantee shall have notwithstanding a writ of annuitie, and charge LJ- 2. f. 36- b.

the person of the grantor. Ward's case.

Sect. 661.

A LSO, a principal! cause why such heire in tJie cases aforesaid, and
other like cases, shall bee said in his remittery is for that there is not

ant/ person against whom he may sue his writ of formedon. For against

himselfe he cannot sue, and hee cannot sue against any other, for none

other is tenant of the freehold; and for this cause the law doth adjudge

him in his remitter, scilicet, in such plite, as if hee had lawfully recovered

the same land against anotJier, 8^c.

"
/I P^'f^c^V^^ ^^"*^ '^^j ^^** ^"^^ 0^ ^^ opinion is [d] Lit' [<^] 12 E. 4. 20
•^

tleton in our bookes. 4i E- 3- 18.

1 1 H. 4. 60.

" There is not any person against ivhom, Sfc. as if hee had
lato/idly recovered the same land against another, Sfc" Here it is (6 Rep. 58. b.

to be understood, that regularly a man shall not be re- ^ |'^- ^3-

[34971 mittedtoaf^ right remedilesse, for the which he can ^^}^' ^°''

^ J have no action ; for Littleton here saith, that there is no Lib 3. f. 3. the

person against whom the issue when he commeth to the Marquesse of

land without folly may bring his action ; and saith also, that this Winchester's

is the princinall cause of the remitter ; for neither an action ^^^- .

without a right, nor a right without an action, can make a re- ^^ ^^" ^'^

mitter. As if tenant in taile suffer a common recovery in which
there is error, and after tenant in taile disseiseth the recoveror
and dieth, here the issue in taile hath an action, viz. a writ of
error ; but as long as the recoverie remaineth in force, he hath
no right, and therefore in that case there is no remitter (1).

If

(1) HI. By what sir Edward Coke says here, and in other parts of this

Chapter, it appears, that there is no remitter to a hare title, nor to an irremediable
right, nor to a bare right of action, nor in those cases where thej^reehold does not
accrue to the right, nor where there was default in him who takes the defea-
sible estate, nor if he takes the defeasible estate by st. 27 //. 8. c. 10, which

s 8 2 executes
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If B. purchase an advowson, and suffereth an usurpation and
six moneths to passe, and after the usurper granteth the advow-
son to B. and his heires, B. dieth, his heire is not remitted,

because his right to the advowson was remedilesse, viz. a right

without an action (2).

(Ant. 122. b.) Tenant in taile of a mannor whereunto an advowson is appen-
5 H. 7. 35. tlant maketh a discontinuance, the discontinuee granteth the

advowson to tenant in taile and his heires, tenant in taile dieth,

the issue is not remitted to the advowson, because the issue had
no action to recover the advowson before he recovered the man-
nor whereunto the advowson was appendant. And so it is of
all other inheritances regardant, appendant or appurtenant; a
man shall never be remitted to any of them before he recon-
tinueth the mannor, &c. whereunto they are regardant, appen-
dant, or belonging.

Britton,fol.i26. Car nut ne poet claimer droit en les appurtenances ne enles
accessories que nul droit ad en le principall.

[e] Bract, li. 4. [e] Item, excipi potest, S^c. quamnis jus habeat in tenemento et
i'o. 243. b. pertinentiiSf primo recuperare debet tenementum ad q^iod periinet

8 R. 2. advocatio, et tunc postea prcesentet et non ante, et de hdc materid
Quarelmp.199. in Rotulo de termino Sancti Michaelis, anno regis Henrici tertio

^
^w^fi^^' fi

^^ comitatu Norff. de Thoma Bardolfe,

S^H 6 17.
^^^' ^^ ^^^ other side, if a man be remitted to the principall,

33 H. 6. 15. he shall also be remitted to the appendant or accessory, albeit it

F. N. B. 35. B. were severed by the discontinuee, or other wrong doer. And
^ 36. F. therefore if tenant in taile be of a mannor whereunto an advow-

I^iscont 16 '^^^ ^^ appendant, and infeoffeth ^. ofthe mannor with the appur-

33 H. 8. tenances. A, re-infeoffeth the tenant in taile, saving to himselfe

Dier, 48. b. the advowson, tenant in taile dieth ; his issue being remitted to
(Ant. 324. b. the mannor, is consequently remitted to the advowson, although
333- b.) ^^ ^^^ ^jjjjg j^ ^gg severed from the mannor. So it is in the same
(ros

.
3 3. .; ^^g^ j^ tenant in taile had beene disseised, and the disseisor suffer

an usurpation, if the disseisee enter into the mannor, he is also

remitted to the advowson.

Sect. 662.

/I LS 0,if land be entailed to a man and to his wife, and to the heire^

oftheir two bodies begotten, who have issue a daughter, and the wife

dieth, and the husband taketh another wife, and hath issue another

daughter,

executes the possession in the same plight as the use ivas limited. It is upon
the last ground, that where tenant in tail makes a feoffment to the use of his

issue within age, and dies, the issue in tail is not remitted. Neither is there

a remitter to a term for years. Hence, if lessee for years, to commence at a

future day, enters before that day (which is a disseisin), and continues in

possession till the term commences, he shall not be remitted, for the disseisor

acquires by the disseisin an estate of freehold; which, though it be tortious,

the law will not divest from him for a term which is of no account. See

2 Roll. Abr. 420. 1. 35. Com. Dig. tit. Remitter, C—[Note 302.]

(2) This seems to be altered by the afore-mentioned statute of 7 Ann. c. 18.

Note to the nth edition.
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(lalighterf and discontinue the tai/e, and after he dissciseth the

[35071 disanitinuee and ^3- so die seised, nov) the land shal descend to

a. J ^^^^ '"^^ danshters. * And in this case as to the eldest daughter

,

who is inheritable hi/force of the tai/le, this is no remitter but of
the moitie (ceo f n'cst un remitter forsque cle le moity). And as to the

other moitie she is put to sue her action of formedon against her sister.

For in this case the two sisters are fiot tenants in parcenarie, but they are

tenants in common,for that thej/ are in bi/ divers titles. For the one sister

is in her remitter byforce of the entaile, as to that which to her belongcth ;

and the other sister is in as to that to her bclongeth in fee simple by the

discent of herfathery J ^c.

" n^HIS is no remitter but ofthe moitie^ ^c." Here Littleton 44 e. 3. 26.

putteth a case where the issucJ in taile shall be remitted to ip H. 6. 59.

a moitie, because but a moity of the land descended unto her, (1*'°- ^^6- >•)

and there cannot be any remitter, but for so much as commeth
to the issue by discent, or by any other meanes without his

folly ; and in this case by act in law the coparcenary is defeated,

for the daughters are in by severall titles, viz. the eldest daughter
is tenant in taile per formam donif by the remitter of the one
moitie ; and the youngest seised in fee simple by discent of the

other moitie, against whom the other sister in taile may have
herformedon (1).

Sect. 663.

TN the same manner it is, if tenant in taile enfeoffe his heire apparent in

tayle {the heire being icithin age), and another jointenant infee, and
the tenant in tayle dieth ; now the heire in tayle is in his remitter as to

the one moitie, and as to the other moitie hee is put to his writ of
formedon,

||
S^c.

** HTH E heire, Sfc. is in his ronitter as to one moitie, Sfc" (2 Roll. Abr.

Hereby it appeareth that albeit joyntenants be seised 4»)

pro indiiiso per my etper tout, yet each of them hath in judge- ^^**® Sect.a88.

ment of law but a right to a moitie ; and therefore the issue in

taile in this case is remitted but to a moity, and is tenant in

common but with the other feoffee. And so it is if the discon-

finuoe, after the death of tenant in tayle, make a charter of

tcoffment to the issue in tayle, being within age, who hath right,

and to a stranger in fee, and make livery to the infant in name
of both ; the issue is not remitted to the whole, but to the

halfe : for first he taketh the fee simple, and after the remitter

is wrought by operation of law, and therefore can remit him
but to a moitie. But of this sufficient hath beene said in the

Chapter of Joyntenants.

Sect.

* And not in L. and M. or Roh. X SfC. not in L. and M. or Roh.

t n'est—est, L. and M, and Roh. \\ Sfc. not in L. and M. or Boh.

(1) IV. By this and the following section it appear.*?, that if part 0/ the

estate comes to the right, it is remitted for that part.—[Note 303.J
s s 3
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w- Sect. 664. PJ^]

/f LSO, if tenayit in taile enfeoffe his heire apparent, the heire being

offull age at the time of thefeoffment, and after tenant in taile dieth;

this is no remitter to the heire, because it ivas hisfolly, that being offull
age hee would take suchfeoffment, S^c, But suchfolly cannot be adjudged

in the heire being within age * at the time of thefeoffment, S^c.

(Ant. 171. b.
f^ Y this feoffment, albeit the heire apparent hath some benefit

187. a. 246. a. *-' in the Hfe of his ancestor, yet is he thereby (besides his owne)

40 E q'^44 subject during his life to all charges and incumbrances made or

18 E. 4. 25. suffered by his ancestor. And therefore our author saith well,

it tvas his folly, that being offull age hee voould take suchfeoff'
merit, but folly shall not be judged in one within age in respect

of his tender yeares, and want of experience.

Sect. Q65,

/J
LSO, if tenant in taile enfeoffe a woman infee, and dyeth, and his

issue loithin age taketh the same woman f to wife ; this is a remitter

to the infant J within age, and the wife then hath nothing, for that the

husband and his wife are but as otie person in law. And in this case the

husband carmot sue a writ of formedon, unlesse he will sue against him-

selfe, which should be inconvenient ; and for this cause the law adjudgeth

the heire in his remitter, for that nofolly can be adjudged in him (pur ceo

que nul folly poit estre
||
adjudge en luy) being zvithin age at the time of

the espousels, S^c, And if the heire bee in his remitter by force of the

entaiie, itfolloweth by reason, that the wife hath nothing, S^c. For inas-

much as the husband and wife be as one person, the land cannot be parted

by moities ; andfor this cause the husband is in his remitter of the whole,

^ut otherwise it is if such heire were offull age at the time of espousels,

for then the heire hath nothing but in right of his wife, § S^c.

(Ant. 202. b.) TIT E R E Littleton putteth a case where the husband within age

by the intermarriage may be remitted, albeit he gaineth

but a freehold during the coverture en auter droit.

Also here is to bee observed, that the estate which doth in this

case worke the remitter, could not have continuance after the

decease of the wife. And so on the other side, if the husband
make a discontinuance, and take backe an estate to him and
his wife, during the life of the husband, this is a remitter to the

wife presently, albeit the estate is not by the limitation to have

continuance after the decease of the husband ; which case is

proved by the reason of the case which our author here putteth.

And here our author obsenreth the diversity when the husband

* 8^0. added in L. and M. and Roh.
jj adjudge — avette, L, and M.

t to wife not in L. and M. or Roh. and Roh.

X tvithin age not in L. and M. or Roh. § Sfc, not in L. and M. or Roh.
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is within age, and when hce is of full age ; for when he is within

age, no folly can be adjudged in him, as in this Chapter hath

becnc often said.

[35
1~1 ^^ ^^^rc is also to bee noted, that presently by themar-

J riage within age, the husband is remitted, and the free-
'

** hold and inheritance ofthe wife banished cleane away.

" Taketh the same woman to tii/e." Here it is good to be scene (4 Rep. jg.)

what things are given to the husband by marriage (1). First, it

appeareth

(l) On the interest tvhich the husband takes in the chattels real and things in

action ofhis wife.—Some observations have been offered to the reader in a
former part of this work, upon the nature of the estate which the husband
takes in his wife's lands of freehold or inheritance. See ante, 325. b, note 2.

The following observations are now submitted to his consideration, upon the

nature of the interest which the husband takes in his wife's chattels real and
things in action. I. Where the husband survives his wife:—At the common
law no person had a right to administer; it was in the breast of the ordinary to

grant administration to whom he pleased till the statute of the 21 Henry VIII.
which gave it to the next of kin ; and, if there were persons of equal kin,

whichever took out administration first, was entitled to the surplus. The statute

of distribution was made to prevent this injustice, and to oblige the admini-

strator to distribute. In those cases, where the wife was entitled only to the

trust of a chattel real, or to any chose in action, or contingent interest in any
kind of personalty, it seems to have been doubted, whether, if the husband
survived her, he was entitled to the benefit of it or not. See the commentary on
tect. 665. and 4 Inst. 87. 1 Roll. Abr. 34G. All, 15. Wytham v. Waterhouse,
Cro. Eliz. 466. 3 Rep. in Cha. 37. and Gilb. Ca. in Eq. 234. By the 22 and
23 Car. II. c. 10, administrators are liable to make distribution ; but as the act

makes no express mention of the husband's administering to his wife, and as

no person can be in equal degree to the wife with the husband, he was not

held to be within the act. To obviate all doubts upon this question, by the

29 Car. II. c. 3, § 25, it is declared that the husband may demand admini-

stration of his deceased wife's personal estate, and recover and enjoy the same,
as he might have done before the statute of the 22 and 23 of that reign. Upon
the construction of these statutes it has been held, that the husband may admi-
nister to his deceased wife, and that he is entitled for his own benefit to all her
chattels real, things in action, trusts, and every other species of personal pro-

perty, whether actually vested in herand reducedinto possession, or contingent,

or recoverable only by action or suit. It was however made a question, after

the statute of 29 Car. II. c. 3, § 25, whether, if the husband, having survived

his wife, afterwards died during the suspense of the contingency upon which
any part of his wife's property depended, or without having reduced into pos-
session such of her property as lay in action or suit, his representative, or his

wife's next of kin, were entitled to the benefit of it. But, by a series of cases

it is now settled, that the representative of the husband is entitled as much to
this species ofhis wife's property, as to any other ; that the right ofadministra-
tion follows the right of the estate, and ought, in case of the husband's death
after the wife, to be granted to the next of kin of the husband (see Mr. Har-
grave's Law Tracts, 475); and if administration de bonis non of the wife is

obtained by any third person, he is a trustee for the representative of the hus-
band. See Squib r. Wyn, 1 P. W.378. Cart v, Rees, cited ib. 381.

II. With respect to such part of the wife's personalty as is not in her possession ;

as money owing or bequeathed to her, or accrued to her in case of intestacy, or
contingent interests, these area qualified gift by lawto thehusband, on condition
that he reduce them into possession dunng the coverture ; for, if he happen to

884 die,
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appeareth here by Littleton^ that If a man taketh to wife a woman
seised in fee, [/] he gaineth by the intermarriage an estate of

\f^
^fV^'X^' freehold in her right, which estate is sufficient to worke a re-

i?e! 4. 5! mitter, and yet the estate which the husband gaineth dependeth

iiH. 8. 19. upon
10 H. 6. 1 1. 7 H. 6. 9. b. Vide Sect. 58.

die in the lifetime of his wife, without reducing such property into possession,

she and not his representatives will be entitled to it. Roll. Abr. 342. 350.

Moor, 452. Gold. 160. 2 Vent. 141. His disposing of it to another is the same
as reducing it into his own possession. Thus, if a baron be possessed of a
term, or the trust of a term in the right of his wife, he may dispose of it, except

in the case of a trust term, where the trust is created by herself previously to

the marriage : and it should seem that the husband's power of disposition over

his wife's contingent personal estate can extend only to such part as he may
possibly become possessed of during the marriage, and not to any part of her

estate which depends upon a contingency that cannot possibly happen during

his life; as if a lease be made to the husband and wife during their lives, with

remainder to the survivor, and the husband disposes of the term and dies,

the disposition will not bar the wife ; for during the coverture she had a

mere possibility only. Ant. 46. b. 1 Roll. Abr. 343. pi. 15. Lane, 54, ^^.
Ch. Ca. 225. Vern. 7. 18. 2 Vern. 270. Eq. Ca. Ab. 58. Pre. Ch. 519. 1 Roll.

Ab. 344. 2 Roll. Abr. 48. Poph. 5. 4 Leon. 185. Godb. 139. Cro. Eliz. 841.
Hutt. 17.

This interest ofthe husband in, and his authority over, the personal estate of
the wife, is however, considerably modified by equity, in some particular

circumstances. A settlement made upon the wife in contemplation of mar-
riage, and in consideration of her fortune, will entitle the representatives ofthe
husband, though he die before the wife, to the whole of her goods and chat-

tels, whether reduced into possession or not during the coverture, Gilb. Eq.
Rep. 100 : but it seems to be the better opinion, that, in cases where the pro-

vision for the wife is not made in consideration of her fortune, or is made in

consideration of a particular part only of it, the husband will not, in the first

case, be-«ntitled to the wife's choses in action, unless he survive her ; and in

the second, to no more than is comprised in the contract. Pre. Ch. Q^.
Amb. 692. 2 Ves.jun. 607. 2 Vez.sen. 676. But it seems doubtful whether a
settlement made after marriage will not entitle the representatives of the hus-

band to such an estate in preference to the wife. See Lanoy v. duke and
dutchess of Athol, 2 Atk. 444; and see 4 Ves.jun. 15.

III. If the husband be obliged to resort to a court of equity, to recover the
choses in action of the wife, or any property which he cannot recover without
the assistance of the wife, the court will not interfere unless he will submit to
dispense equity before it be administered to him : or, in other words, equity
will not act on his behalf, unless he submit to make a competent settlement on
his wife, when no settlement has been made ; but, if the wife consent in court,

or being abroad, before proper commissioners there, that the husband shall re-

ceive her fortune, he will be ordered payment of it accordingly. 2 P. WiW. 641.

3 P. V^ill. 12. 202. 2 Atk. 67. 2 P. Will. 638. 2 Vez. sen. 60. 2 Bro. C. C.
663. 3 Bro. C. C. 195. But see ex parte Higham, 2 Vez. sen. 579. The equity

of the wife to compel the husband to make a settlement is merely personal ; so
that, if he survive his wife, the children, though unprovided for by settlement,

cannot oblige him to make provision for them out of it. Amb. 509 ; and, ex-
cept in a strong case ofthe husband's misbehaviour, as in 3 Atk. 21, and Like
V. Beresford, 3 Ves. jun. 506. a court of equity will not interfere with the

husband's right to receive the income during the coverture, though the wife

resist the application, 2 Vez. sen. 562. 4 Ves.jun. 15. 20. 798.
IV. Whether the mfes equity i\^illprevail agahist the assignee of the husband

for
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upon uncertaintie, and consistelh in privitie [g] ; for if the wife
[^J

4 As». p. 4.

be attainted of felony, the lord by escheat shall enter and put out 4 ''• 3- Am 166. '

tlie husband : otherwise it is if the fclonie be committed after ^/^[P/|J*;
°'

issue had. Also, if tlie husband be attainted of felonic, the king
^^^^ ^^^

gaineth no freehold, but a pcrnancie of the profits during the 5 kcp. 17.

coverture, and the freehold rcmaineth in the wife, [h] Secc.idly, Hob. 085.)

if she were possessed of a terme for yeares, yet he is possessed in [M P'- ^om.

her right; but he hath power to dispose thereof by grant or de-
^am^^ale'i

mise ; and if he be outlawed or attainted, they are gifts in law. ^asc. 50 A»s 5.

38H.6.'i3. aiE.4,35. 7E.4.6. 7H.7. 2. loH. 6. XI.

Upon

for a valuable consideration, has been a subject of frequent discussion ; see

1 P. Will. 459. Mr. Cox's note. One of the last cases on this point is Macaulay
V. Philips, 4 Ves.jun. 10. in which the Master of the Rolls .thus expressed

himself :
** Many cases upon this point have been before me, which have put

" me under the necessity of considering very much the right of the wife ; and
** I am clearly of opinion, the doubt respecting the assignment of the husband,
" for valuable consideration, of the wife's equitable interest, was not well
** founded, with the single exception, perhaps, of a trust of a term for years
" of land, upon which, perhaps, there may be some doubt ; but subject to that,

" I am clearly of opinion, an assignment for valuable consideration will not
" bar the equity of the wife ; and it would be strange if it did, since, in the
** courts of law, with regard to an action brought against executors by the
" husband for a legacy due to his wife, it is determined, that an action does
" not lie, and the reason given is, that it would totally defeat the wife's equity.
** It would be whimsical then that the assignment by the husband, for valu-

" able consideration, should put that assignee in equity in a better situation
** than the husband himself is at law. The guard of this court upon the wife's

" interest, would be very singular, if the husband, not being entitled at law,
" might assign it for a valuable consideration to another person, who would be
** entitled in equity. I am clearly of opinion, it was only a doubt, and it never
*' was decided that the husband could, by such assignment, or any other means,
" deprive her of her equity." See also note 5 Ves. 517. Mr. Roper, to whose
useful " Treatise on the Revocation and Republication ofWills and Testaments ;

** together with Tracts upon the Lnxv concerning Baron and Feme" the editor is

indebted for a considerable part of the present note, observes, that the reason
why the trust of a term is probably made an exception to the rule, depends
upon the disposition of such a term being good at law, and in order to preserve

an unity of decision, in both tribunals ; and that for the same reason it seems
that an assignment by the husband of his wife's mortgage term will bind her.

Assignees in law are bound by this equity of the wife to have a settlement
made for her benefit. The principal cases, in which the doctrine has come
into consideration, have arisen in consequence of the husband's bankruptcy,
and arc systematically arranged and ably discussed by Mr. Montagu in his

Digest of the Bankrupt Laws, 1 vol. 199. The result of them, in his words,
is, that *' the wife's property, which vests in the husband by operation of law,
" and of which the assignees under a commission of bankruptcy against the
" husband can obtain possession only bv the intervention of a court of equity,
" or of an ecclesiastical court, is not distributable under the commission, till
'

' there is a sufficient settlement upon the wife out of this or some other fund :

—

" but whether property which the assignee can recover at law, is subject to a
** provision for the wife, seems not to be finally settled. The extent of the
" provision is either left to the liberality of the creditors, or determined upon
*' a reference to the Master, or fixed by the Chancellor."

V. From what has been stated it appears to have been settled, that, where a
uUleincnt ofpersonal estate^ except chattels rcaly is executed before marriage, and
contains an express Uipulatiun that the woman, on the event ofher sunivitig her

husbandi
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[*] Mich.a6 & [*] Upon an execution against the husband for his debt, the
27 Eliz. inter sheriffe may sell the terme during her life ; but the husband can
Aranor& Lod- make no disposition thereof by his last will. Also, if he make

^^error'adjudge
"° disposition or forfeiture of it in his life, yet it is a gift in law

in both courts, ^^to him if he doe survive his wife ; but if he make no disposi-

Lib. 8. fol. 96. tion, and die before his wife, she shall have it againe. And the
Mat. Manning's same law is of estates by statute merchant, statute staple, elegitj
*^"®* wardships, and other chattels reals in possession.

7 H. 6. fol. a. But if the husband charge the chattell reall of his wife, it shall

(1 Roll. Abr. not binde the wife if shee survive him.

34^) If a feme sole be possessed of a chattell reall, and be thereof
1

e ec
. 5 . dispossessed, and then taketh husband, and the wife dieth, and

the husband surviveth, this right is not given to the husband by
the intermarriage, but the executors or administrators of the wife

shall have it ; so it is if the wife hath but a possibilitie.

PI. Com. fo. 294. In the same manner it is if the wife be possessed of chattels
Osborne's case, reals en auter droit, as executrix or administratrix, or as gardeine
and ther^fo

.^^^ ^^ socage, «&c. and she intermarrieth, the law maketh no gift of

ley s case. them to the husband, although he surviveth her. In the same
manner ifa woman grant a terme to her owne use, taketh husband,
and dieth, the husband surviving shall not have this trust, but

[t] Pasc. 32 El. the executors or administrators of the wife [i] ; for it consisteth

I"
?v">r''^'^

^" privitie : and so hath it beene resolved by the justices.

case. Hil. 38 Eliz. in Cancell. in Waterhouse's case. Wrotesley's case, ubi sup.

Chattels

husband, shall have the absolute property, or shall have the income of it during

her life, no deed executed by the luoman, either alone orjointly xuith her husband,

during theirjoint lives, can transfer, charge, or in any manner affect her con-

tingent right to the property or income, by survivorship.'^It then became
a question, whether in a suit, to which the husband and wife were parties, a

court of equity, with the consent of the wife, upon examination, would direct

a transfer, or otherwise sanction any disposition of such her contingent pro-

perty. In several cases, particularly Fraser v. Baillie, 1 Bro. Ch. Ca. 518.

Sperling v. Rochfort, 8 Ves. 164. Chesslyn v. Smith, ib. 183. Richards

V. Chambers, 10 Ves. 580. and Lee v. Muggeridge, 1 Ves. & Beames, 118.

it seems now to be settled that the court will not, in such a case, direct such

a transfer, or sanction such a disposition. It should, however, be borne in

mind, that a wife's vested or contingent interest in a real estate, or chattels

real, is, during the joint lives of herself and her husband, always subject to the

operation of their fine.

VI. It remains to state some of the general rules of equity respecting dis-

positions by a married •ivoman of her separate estate. Speaking generally, it

may be laid down, 1st, That, except in particular cases, a court of equity will

decree a conveyance or assignment of a woman's separate estate, either to her

husband or a stranger, on a bill filed for such purpose by the husband and

wife; Allen i\ Papworth^ 1 Vez. sen. 163; Clarke v. Pistor, cited 3 Bro. Ch.

Ca. 346 ; Ellis V. Atkinson, 3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 565. 2dly, That a married woman
may dispose by anticipation of her separate estate, though it be for her life

only, unless the anticipation be prohibited in the deed creating the trust.

Grigby v. Cox, 1 Vez. sen. 517 ; Hulme v. Tenant, 1 Bro. Ch. Ca. 16 ; Pybus

V. Smith, 3 Bro. Ch. Ca. 340 ; Burnaby v. Griffin, 3 Ves. 266 ; WagstafF v.

Smith, 9 Ves. 520: Parkes v. White, 11 Ves. 209; and Witts v. Dawkins,

12 Ves. 501. And 3dly, That where it appears by the instrument creating

the trust to have been the intention of the parties, that the v^^oman should not

have the power of disposing of her separate income by anticipation, the court

will not allow it. Sockett v, Wray, 4 Bro. Ch. Ca. 485 ; Whistler v. Newman,

4 Ves. 129; Mores v. Huish, 5 Ves. 692; Hovey v. Blakeman, cited in

Wagstaffv. Smith, 9 Ves. 524—[Note 304.]
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Chattels reals consisting mccrely in action the husband shall

not have by the intermarriage, unlesse he recovereth them in the

life of the wife, albeit he survive the wife; as a writ of right

of ward, a vaiore maritagiiy a forfeiture of marriage and the

like, whereunlo the wife was intitled before the marriage.

But chattels reals being of a mixt nature, viz. partly in pos- 13 E. 3.

session, and partly in action, which happen during the cover- Quar. Imp. 57.

ture, the husband shall have by the intermarriage, if hee survive 'g r'
J'

*^' ^

his wife, albeit he reduceth them not into possession in her life- ^^ j.^', g J^
time; but if the wife surviveth him she shall have them. As if 10 H. 6. 11.

the husband be seised of a rent service, charge, or seek, in the F. N. B. lai.

right of his wife, the rent become due during the coverture, the ^^ ^- ^- ^S-

wife dieth, the husband shall have the arerages; but if the wife
^^ r. 2.

^"*

sun'ive the husband she shall have them, and not the executors Account, 49.

of the husband. So it is of an advowson, if the church become la R. 2.

voyd during the coverture [A], he may have a quare impedit in Brlefe, 639.

his omie name, as some hold ; but the wife shall have it if she sur- |,
^" ^'

vive him; and the husband if he survive her: et sic de similibus. \k\^^o ET3. 1^
28 II. 6. 9. 7 H. 7. ».

[35 17| ^^ ^"^ ^^ ^^^ arerages had become due, or the church 26 E. 3. 64.

K I had fallen voyd before the marriage, there they were IPS'S'^^'
- D. -J

1 • •^' u f ^u • J *u r F. N. B. lai.
meerely m action before the marriage ; and therefore ^a h 6 25.

the husband should not have them by the common law, although

he survived her. And so it is of releefes, mutatis mutandis.

[I] But now by the statute of 32 H, 8. cap. 37, if the husband U1 Lib. 4- fol.

survive the wife, he shall have the arerages as well incurred 5^i"0jgel'«

before the marriage, as after
.^ , „ , , , T/eI. Rot.* 457-

But the marriage is an absolute gift of all chattels personals in Com. Banco,
in possession in her owne right, whether the husband survive the Sharp's case,

wife or no ; but if they be in action, as debts by obligation, con- *i E- 4- 4-

tract, or otherwise, the husband shall not have them unlesse he ^^
{J'

^' ^^*

and his wife recover them. And of personall goods, en auier ^6 h! 8. 7.
droits as executrix or administratrix, &c. the marriage is no gift 43 E. 3. 10.

of them to the husband, although he survive his wife (1). 3 H. 6. 113. 37.

4 H. 6. 5.

1 4 E. a. Det. 73. 5 E. a. ibid. 1 69. 30 E. 3. 48 E. 3. 1 2. 1 a R. a. Bre. 638, ^39

.

16E.4. 8. 16 II. 6. Bre. 939.

[m] If an estray happen within the manner of the wife, if [w]43E.3«8.V.

the husband die before seisure, the wife shall have it, for that *® *[• ^' "•

the propertie was not in the wife before seisure. ^^ ^'
*^*

But as to personall goods, there is a diversitie worthy of
observation betweene a propertie in personall goods (as is afx)re-

aaid) and a bare possession ; for if personall goods be bailed to
a feme, or if she finde goods, or if goods come to her hands as
executrix to a bailiffe, and taketh a husband, this bare posses-
sion is not given to the husband, but the action of detinue must
be brought against the husband and wife.

But now let us heare Littleton,

** Which should be inconvenient*' This argument ab incon- vide Sect. 87,
venitnii, our author hath used in many places (A). &c.

Sect.
(A) A* t» lite limitedforce of the urgument, lu ante, note i to 66. a.

(1) But they shall go to the administrator de bonU non ; for should they go
to the husband, the creditors, legatees, ice. of the deceased would be thereby
wronged. Note to 1 Uh ft/i/ion.—[Note 305.J
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(Ant. 350. b.) Sect. 666.

A LSOjif a woman seised of certaitie land infee taketh husband, who
alieneth the same land to another in fee, * the alienee letteth the same

land to the husband and wife for terme of their two lives, saving the

reversion to the lessor and to his heires ; in this case the wife is in her

remitter, and she is seised in deed in her demesne as offee, as shee was
before, because the taking backe of the estate shall be adjudged in law the

fact of the husband, and not the fact of the wife ; so no folly can be

adjudged in the loife, which is covert in such case. And in this case the

lessor hath nothing in the reversion (Et en cest case le lessor n'ad f rien

en le reversion),ybr that the wife is seised infee, % S^c.

21 E. 3. 26. " n^HE xmfe is in her remitter'^ By this it appeareth, that
29 E. 3. 43. albeit there be no moities betweene husband and wife, yet
41 E. 3.

|.}jjs jg a remitter presently, and standeth not upon the survivor

iQ e! 3.*

'

^^ ^^^^ yf\^e, as some have thought: for if the estate gained by
Remit. 14. intermarriage be a sufficient estate to worke a remitter ; afor-
35 Ass. 12. tiori, an estate made to the husband and wife shall worke a
38 E. 3. 24. remitter in the wife. And so it is if tenant in taile infeoffe his

4? E ? 17'
^^

^^^^^ being within age, and his wife in fee, and dieth ; this is a

46 E. 3. 20. b.
remitter to the issue presently, by the death of tenant in taile;

26 E. 3. 69. though some have thought the contrarie.

Vide Sect. 676.

11 R. 2. Remit. 12. 44 E. 3. 17.

The Marques of fcs=> Here also it appeareth, that no follie in this case ^35^71Wmch. case, ^j^n be adjudged in a feme covert, for the taking backe I J
(Hob!^i.) ^^ ^^^ estate shall be adjudged in law the act of the

husband.

Note in the case of the feme covert, she may be remitted in

the life of the discontinuor, because she hath a present right

:

but in the case of tenant in taile, the issue cannot be remitted
in the life of the discontinuor, because the issue hath no right

untill his decease.

Sect. 667.

t)UT in this case if the lessor will sue an action of wast against the

husband and his wife, j'or that the husband hath committed wast, the

husband cannot barre the lessor by shewing this, that the taking backe 0/'

the estate to him and to his wife was a remitter to his wije, because the

husband is stopped to say that which is against his owne feoffement (pur

ceo que le baron est estoppe a dire ceo § que est encounter son feoff-

ment), and taking backe of the estate for terme of life to him and to his

wife. And yet the lessor hath no reversion (Et uncore le lessor n'ad f un
reversion),

* and added in L. and M. and Roh. | 8fc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

t ascun added in L, and M. and § que est not in L, and M. or Roh.

Koh, t un—null, L, and M. and Roh.
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reversion), /or that the fee simple is in the wife. And so a man may see

one thing in this casCy tiuit a man shall bee slopped hi/ matter in fact,

though there bee no writing bi/ deed indented, or otherwise.

** "DEC A USE the httdaml is stopped to 5ay (pur ceo que
-^

le baron est estoppc a dire), <^c."

'* Estoppc" commeth of the French word estoupct from whence Li. i. f. 4. b.

tlie Knglish word stopped : and it is called an estoppel or conclu- Cioddard's case,

sion, because a man's ownc act or acceptance stoppeth or closeth ^i^^g*" '^l^

up his mouth to alleage or plead the truth : and Littletons case ^ojt. 363. i?)

here proveth this description.

Touching estoppels, which is an excellent and curious kinde

of learning, it is to be observed, that there be three kinde of (Cro. Car. 388.

estoppels, viz. by matter of record, by matter in writing, and by vR0ll.Abr.865.)

matter in paiis.

[a] By matter of record, viz. by letters patents, fine, reco- ["] 43 Ass. 29.

verie, pleading, taking of continuance, confession, imparlance,
J/j^^j

^'^*

warrant of atturney, admittance. ,^ K 3.

Estop. 239. 4 E. 3. ib. 133. (1 Roll. Abr. 86a,)

[6] By matter in writing, as by deed indented, by making of [6] 4 H, 4. i.

an acquittance by deed indented or deed poll, [c] by defeasance ^ ^•7- ^^

by deed indented or deed poll.
J?

^'
J[

^8.*

41 E. 3. Estop. 12. 12 R. a. ib. 212. [c] 8 R. 2. Estop. 2B3. 35 H. 6. 18.

3H. 6. 16. 16 H. 7.5. 34 H. 6. 19. 14H. 4. 29.

By matter in paiis, as by liverie, by entry, by acceptance of

rent, by partition, and by acceptance of an estate, as here in the

case that Littleton putteth; whereof Littleton maketh a speciall (» Leo. 82. 158.

observation, that a man shall be estopped by matter in the coun-
J
^^P- 53-

trey, without any writing (1).
Rep. 53, 54.)

To make the reader more capable of the learning of estoppels

these few rules, amongst others, are to be knowne.
[d] First, that every estoppel ought to be reciprocall, that is, [j] 33 ij.e, ig.

to binde both parties ; and this is the reason, that regularly a 50. 30 H. 6. 2.

stranger shall neither take advantage, nor be bound by the 3/ E. 3.

cstoppell : [e] privies in bloud, as the heire ; privies in estate, ^^^^^
^"^q

as the feoffee, lessee, &c. ; privies in law, as the lords by 30 Ass! 51.
escheat ; tenant by the curtesie, tenant in dower, the 14 Ass. 9.

[35271 ^^ incumbent of a benefice, and others that come »8 E. 4. 1.

^ J under by act in law, or in the post, shall be bound l^^i^i"?'
^"^''^

and take advantage of estoppels ; and that a rebutter g;! Yincl -<?

u a kinde of estoppell. 8 H. 6. 17
21E. 3. 35. 38E. 3. 31. 20 E. 3. Estop. 187.

Secondly,

(1) The reasons why estoppels are allowed, seem to be these : No man
ought to allege any thing but the truth for his defence, and what he has
alleged once, is to be presumed true, and therefore he ought not to contradict
it; for as it is said in the 4 Inst. 272. (dlegans contraria non est audiendns. Se-
condly, as the law cannot be known till Se facts are ascertained, so neither can
the truth of them be found out but by evidence ; and therefore it is reasonable
that some evidence should be allowed to be of so high and conclusive a nature,
as to admit of no contradictory proof. Note to the 1 \th tf<//Vion.—[Note 306.]
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2*^
Ass ^

^' ^' '••^' '^^^^"^^y' ^^^t every estoppell, because it concludeth a

17 h! e/^ ^^^ ^^ alleadge the truth, must be certaine to every intent, and
Estop. 273. ^ot to be taken by argument or inference (B).

18E. 3. 30. 7H. 7. 6&16.

Is] 46 E. 3. 33. [^] Thirdly, every estoppell ought to be a precise affirmation

P? Coni^qS
^^ *^^^ which maketh the estoppell, and not be spoken imper-
sonally; as if it be said, Ut dicitur, quia impersonalitas non
concludit, nee ligat : impersonalis dicituvy quia sine persond.

ryjsH.e. 33. [k] Neither doth a recitall conclude, because it is no direct
46 E. 3. 12. affirmation.
49 E. 3. 14-

8 Ass. 3. 45 Ass. 5. 3 El. Dy. 196. 11 El. ib. 280. 9 H. 6. 60.

[i] 5 E. 4. 7.
j-/j Fourthly, a matter alleaged that is neither traversable nor

10 E^4^?2 niateriall, shall not estoppe.

22 E. 4. 38. 32 Ass. 9. 35 H. 6. 20.

[^] 33 H. 6. 16.
i^^j Fifthly, regularly a man shall not be concluded by accept-

6 H 4
7^* ^^^^ ^^ *^^ ^^^^' before the title accrued.

31 E. 1. Card. 155. F. N. B. 142. E.

f/] 12 H.7.4. [/] Sixthly, j^stoppell against estoppell doth put the matter
20 H. 6. 29. at 1 g
3 H. 4. 9-

^

41 E. 3. 4. 11 H. 4. 30.

[m] 2 R. 3. 14. [iw] Seventhly, matters alleaged by way of supposall in counts

?,
^- ^' shall not conclude after non-suit : otherwise it is after judgement

4o^E^^ ii^ given ; and after non-suit, albeit the supposall in the count shall

12 e! 4. 13. iiot conclude, yet the barre, title, replication or other pleading

18 E. 3. 31. 35. of either partie, which is precisely alleaged, shall conclude after

44 E. 3. 45. non-suit ; and hereby are the bookes reconciled.
17 Ass. 27.

45 E. 3. 2. 21 H. 7. 24. 5 E. 4. 7. 7 E. 4. 19. 3 E. 4. 11. 4 E. 3. 54. 7 E. 6.

Br. Estop. 162. 11 H. 4. 30. 30 E. 3. 21. 31 Ass. 14.

Eighthly, where the veritie is apparent in the same record,

there the adverse party shall not be estopped to take advantage

of the truth ; for he cannot be estopped to alleage the truth,

[7t] 37 Ass. 17. when the truth appeareth of record, [n] If a fine be levied with-

38 H. 6. 12. out any originall, it is voydable, but not void ; but if an originall

6 El. Dy. 222. be brought, and a retraxit entred, and after that a concord is

made, or a fine levied, this is void, in respect the veritie ap-

[0] 7 El. Dy. peareth of record. [0] An impropriation is made after the death

244. of an incumbent, to a bishop and his successors ; the bishop by
indenture demiseth the parsonage for fortie yeares, to begin after

the death of the incumbent ; the deane and chapiter confirmeth

it, the incumbent dieth ; this demise shall not conclude, for that

it appeareth that he had nothing in the impropriation till after

the death of the incumbent.

[p] Bract.f.420. [pi Ninthly, where the record of the estoppell doth run to the

26 Ass. 64. disabilitie or legitimation of the person, there all strangers shall

39 Ass. 10. take benefit of that record ; as outlawrie, excommengement, pro-

7 H 6% fession, attainder of preemunire, of felonie, &c. bastardie, mu-

33 Ass. 5.
liertie, and shall conclude the partie, though they be strangers

11 E. 3. to the record. Vide inLittleton^ cap. Villenage, Sect. 196, 197,
Estop. 229. &e. But of a record concerning the name of the person, qua-
21 E. 3.39.

19 R. 2. Estop. 282. 3 E. 3. ib. 23. 33 E. 3. Estop. Stath. Le stat. de 9 H. 6. ca. 11.

30 H. 6. 2. Doct. & Stad. 69. 34 H. 6. 39. 18 E. 4. 1 . b. 10 E. 4. 16.

litie,

(B) Vid. ante 303. a. and the note under (A) there.
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litie, or addition, no estranger shall take advantage, because he

shall not be bound by it. But wo/a, reader, that in case of the

muliertie primafacicy an cstranger shall take benefit of it, &c.

But yet because he may be a mulier by the ecclesiastical law,

and a bastard by the common law, therefore against such a cer-

tificate pleaded, the adverse partie may alleage the speciall

matter, and confesse the certificate of the bishop according to

the ecclesiasticall law, and alleage further the speciall matter

according to the common law, whereunto the adverse partie

must answer ; and so are the books that treat of this matter to

be reconciled (i). But now let us returneto Littleton.

Sect. 668.

r}VT if in the action of wast the husband make default to the grand
"^ distresse, and the wije pray to be received, and is received, shee may
well shew the lohole mattery ana how shee is in Jier remitter, and shee shall

barre the lessor of his action,* S^c,

'^Y^HE tvifcprai/to be received, and is received.'* Receipt, (Ant. 19a. b.)

receptioy commeth of the Latine verbe recipere, so called

because the wife, upon the default ofher husband, is received as

a feme sole alone, without her husband, to defend her right ; and 20 E. 1.

it is also called defensio juris ; and in this case the wife may bee Defcnsio juris.

a] W. 2. ca. 3.

6] Bract, f. 393.
\Iir. lib. 3. cap.

received by the [a] statute : and yet [6] ancient authors who
wrote before the statute, doe speake of a kind of receit at the

common law. The civilians call resceit, admissionem tertiipro i!""" ''j!

9U0 interessCy which more properly is resembled to the receipt of ^^^^ ^

him in the reversion or remainder, that is no party to the writ.

"353^ w Sect. 669^
a. J

jp^O R in every case where the wife is receivedfor default ofher husband,
she shall plead and have the same advantage in pleaditig, as shee were

a woman sole, § <§fc. Atul albeit that the alienee made the lease to the

husband and wife by deed indented, yet this is a remitter to the wife.
And also, albeit the alienee rendereth the same land to the husband and
his wife by fine for terme of their lives, yet this is a remitter to tlie wife,
because a feme covert which takes an estate by fine, shall not be examined
by thejustices, f 8^c.

*'J S shee were a woman sole, ^c.'* In this Section foure things
are to be understood.

First, when a feme covert is received, that she shall plead as if

she

• ^c. not in L. and M. or Roh. f S^c, not in L. and M. or Roh.
§ Src. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) See note 1 to page 245. a.
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[e] 37 Ass. 1.

17 Ass. 17.

39 E. 3. 43.

5 E.g.
Voucher, 17?

(10 Rep. 43.)

Trin. 27 E\h.

inter Owen &
Morgan. Rot.

276. in banco

corainuni,

Li. 3. tbl. 5. the

marquesse of

Winchester's

case. 7 E. 3. 64.

13 E. 1.

Voucher, 119.

(3 Rep. 5. a.)

she were sole. And this is regularly true, yet holdeth not in all

cases ; [c] for if a feme covert be received in an assise, and plead
a record and faile, therefore she shall not be adjudged a disseisor,

as shee should be if shee were sole, &c. So if a feme covert
onely levie a fine executorie, and a scireJacias is brought against
her and her husband, if shee be received upon the default ofher
husband, shee shall barre the conusee, which if she had been
sole, shee could not doe, and in some other cases.

Secondly, that though the estate taken backe be by deed in-

dented, yet that shall not hinder the remitter in case of a feme
covert, or an infant.

Thirdly, that though it be by fine sur render, yet that shall

not hinder the remitter ; because a feme covert is not to be
examined upon any fine, but when shee and her husband passe
some estate or interest, or release her right by a fine of the lands
or tenements.

Fourthly, if the husband levie a fine of his wife's lands, and
the conusee grant and render the land to the husband and wife,

although the wife be not partie to the originall, nor to the conu-
sans, and therefore she ought not by the law to take an}-- present

estate but by way of remainder only
; yet here it is proved by

Littleton that the grant and render de facto to the wife in prce-

senti is not void ; for then it could not worke a remitter, but
voidable by writ of error ; and that avoidable estate doth worke
a remitter (1).

" Shall not be examined hy thejustices, Sfc." The examination

ofa feme covert ought to be secret; and the effect is to examine
her, whether shee be content to levie a fine ofsuch lands (naming
them particularly and distinctly, and the state that passeth by
the fine) of her owne voluntary free will, and not by threats,

menaces, or any other compulsorie meanes.

Sect. 670.

A "ND here 7iote, that when any thing shall passefrom the wife

which is covert ofa husband by ^^^force of afine: as if the [35371
husband and vnfe make conusance of right to another, Sfc. or [_ b. J
make a grant and render to another, or release by fine unto

another, et sic de similibus, where the right of the wife shall passe from
the wife by force of the same fine ; in all such cases the wife shall be

examined before that thefine be taken, because that suchfines shall conclude

suchfemes covertsfor ever, * <3fc. But where nothing is moved in thefine

hut onely that the husband and wife doe take an estate byforce of the said

fine, this shall not conclude the wife ; for that in such case she shall not be

at all examined, "f- &^c.

" WHEN
\c. not in L. and M. or Roh. t SfC. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) V. From this passage, and others mentioned both by Littleton and

Coke, it appears to be a general rule, that the remitter shall take effect, though

the estate tvhich made the remitter is toidable ; as if it be taken from an infant, a

feme covert, or upon condition. See Com. Dig. tit. Remitter, B. 1 .—[Note 307.]
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" 117HEN any thing shall passe from the wife cmert, SfC. by

force ofa fine, Sfc" And of this opinion is [rf] Littleton \A^b K 4- a8.

in our'bookes. . .^ E a 6
[•] Therefore if the husband and wife be tenants m spcciall

^ n g'^,'

Uylc, and they levie a fine at the common law, and after the 20 K. 3. tit.

husband and wife take backe an estate to them and their heires ;
Cui in vita, 10.

in thJR case the estate tayle is not barred ; and yet against a fine '^gV^^'.^'*'^*

levied by her selfe she cannot be remitted, because thereupon ^ '^'^'

she was examined : but in tluit case if the land descend to her

issue, he shall be remitted (1).

Sect. 671.

JLSO if tenant in taile discontinue the taik, and hath % issue a
"^ daughtery ami dieth, and the daughter being offull a^e taketh hus^

handy and the discontinuee make a release of this i'o the husband and luife

for terme of their lives, this is a remitter to the ivife, and the wife is in by

force of the taile, causa qufi supra, 6)X.

" ydND the daughter being offull age taketh husband^ SfC.**

Here it appeareth, that her full age when she tooke baron

is not materiall, but her coverture at the taking backe of the

estate. And so note a diversitie betweene a remitter and a dis-

cent : for if a woman be disseised, and being of ful age taketh (Ant. «4(5.)

husband, and then the disseisor dieth seised, this discent shall

binde the wife, albeit she was covert when the discent was cast,

because she was of full age when she tooke husband, as appeareth

before in the Chapter of Discents. But albeit the wife that

hath an ancient right, and being of full age, taketh a husband,

and the discontinuee letteth the land to tlie husband and wife

for their lives, this is a remitter to the wife, for remitters to

ancient rights are favoured in law.

A hSO if land be given to the husband and to his wife, to have and to

hold to them and to the heirs oftheir two bodies begotten, and after the

husband alien the land in fee, and take backe an Estate to him and to his

wife

X issue not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) Since Littleton wrote, several statutes have been passed, which have
given rise to a great extension of the doctrine respecting alienations by hus-

bands of their wives estates. These are chiefly the statutes of the 4 H. 7,

respecting the force and effect of fines, the 27 H. 8, for transferring uses into

possession, and the 32 H. 8, for preserving the estates of wives against the

alienations of their husbands. The reader will find the effect of these statutes

upon the doctrine of remitter, investigated in a very copious and masterly man-
ner in lord chief justice Hobart's account of his argument on giving judgment
in the case of Duncombc v. Wingfield. See his Rep. page 254.— [Note 308.]

Vol. IL T t
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wifefor terme of their two lives ; in this case this is a remitter in deed to

the husband and to, his wife, mauger the husband. For it cannot be a
remitter in this case to the wife, unlesse it be a remitter to the husband,

because the husband and ivife are all one same person in law, though the

husband be stopped to claime it. * And therefore this is a remitter against

his owne alienation and reprisel, as is said before f.

TJE RE it appeareth, that the husband against his "Owne aliena-

tion, if he had taken the estate to him alone, could not

have beene remitted. But when the estate is made to the hus-

band and wife, albeit they be but one person in law, and no
(Hob. 255.) raoities betweene them ; yet for that the wife cannot be remitted

in this case, unlesse the husband be remitted also, and for that

remitters, as hath beene often said, are favoured in law, because

thereby the more antient and better rights are restored againe ;

therefore in this case, in judgement of law, both husband and
wife are remitted ; which is worthy of great observation.

Sect. 673.

/4 LSO, if land be given to a woman in taile, the remainder to another
-^ in taile, the remainder to the « third in taile, the remainder to the

fourth infee, and the woman taketh husband, atid the husband discontinue

the land infee ; bi/ this discontinuance all the remainders are discontinued.

For if the wife die without issue, they in the remainder shall not have any
remedie but to sue their writs of formedon in the remainder,

when B3- it comes to their times %. But if after such discon- r3547|
tinuance, an estate be made to the husband and icifefor terme |_ b. J
of their tivo lives, or for terme of another man^s life, or other

estate, S^c. for that this is a remitter to the wife, this is \. also a remitter

to all them in the remainder. For after that the wife which is in her

remitter be dead without issue, they in the remainder may enter, 8fc. loith-

out any action suing, &^c. In the same manner is it oj those lohich have

the reversion after such erdailes J.

41 E. 3. 17. J ITTLE TON having spoken of remitters to the issue in

4^
^ss. 1.

|.^jig^ ^jjQ jg privie in bloud, and to the wife, who is privie in

3 t-S' P- 4- person, now he speaketh of remitters to them in reversion or

remainder expectant, upon an estate taile, who are privie in

estate. And this case proveth that the wife is remitted pre-

sently ; for the equitie of the law requireth, that as the discon-

tinuance ofthe estate in taile is a discontinuance of the reversion

or remainder ; so, that the remitter to the estate in taile should

be a remitter to them in the reversion or remainder.

44 Ass. p. 15. Tenant for life the remainder to J. in taile, the remainder to

t^ R u Ah ^' ^^ ^'^^' ''^"^"^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ disseised, a collaterall ancestor of ^.

42i.3Cro.'i45.
^^^leaseth with warrantie and dieth, whereby the estate taile is

W. Jones, 199.) barred; the tenant for life re-entreth, the disseisor hath an
20 E. 3. Aid. 29. estate

* And therefore not in L. and M. ^ Src. added in L. and M. and Roh.
or Roh. 4- also not in L, and M. or Roh.

t 4 c. added in L. and M. and Roh. j S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
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estate in fee simple deteriniiiublc upon the egtate taile, and the

remainder of li, is revested in him ; and so note in tliis case the

estate fur hfe and the remainder in fee are revested and re-

mitted, aiul an estate of inheritance left in the disseisor. If a

fine be levied sur grant et render to one for iiii} or in taile, the

remainder in fee, if tenant for life, or in taile, execute the

estate for life or in taile, this is an execution of the remainder.

A gift in taile is made to B. the remainder to C. in fee, B. Vid. PI. Com.

discontinueth and taketh backe an estate in taile, the remainder 489- Nichol's

in fee to tJie kini; by deed inrolled ; tenant in taile dieth, his ?''\^^.^''\^^^,'

issue IS remitted, and consequently the remamder, as Littleton ^^^^ 1- EUz.

here saitli ; and the diversity is [a] betweene an act in law, for Dlcr, 344.

that may devest an estate out of the king, and a tortious act. or 25 E. 3. 48.

entry, or a false and a feined recovery against tenant for life
f'^- I^«ceit, a8.

or in taile, which shall never devest any estate, remainder, or r^-i ^vjj^nior

reversion out of die king, [b] But a recovery by good title StatTorcTs case,
' against tenant for life, or in taile, where the remainder is to lib. 8. fol. 76. b.

the king by defciisible title, shall devest the remainder out of C^l Ciiolmley's

the king, and restore and remit the right owners (1). ^''^' ^^']\^^'

k; Roy, 61. 22 E. 3. 7.

Sect. 674, 675.

jd LSOy if a man let a house to a womanfor teryiie of her Ife, saving

the reversion to the lessor, and after one sue afeyned andfalse action

against the woman, and recovereth the house against her hy default, so as

the woman may have against him a quod ei deforceat, according to the

statute of Westm, 2. noiv the reversion of the lessor is discontinued, so

that he cannot have any action of waste. But in this case if tlie woman
take husband, and he which recovereth let the house to the husband and
his wifefor terme of their two lives, the wife is in her remitter byforce of
the Jirst lease.

Sect. 675.

AND if tlie husband and wife make waste, the Jirst lessor shall have

a writ ofwast against tfiem, for that inasmuch as the wife is in her

remitter, he ts remitted to his reversion. But it seemeth in this case, ifhee
that recovereth by thefalse action, will bring another writ of waste against

the husband and his wife, the husbaiul hath no other remedie against him,

but to make default to the grand distresse, S)X. and cause the wife to be

received, and to plead this matter against the second lessor, aiui shew how
the action wherby hee recovered was false and fained in law, S^c- so the

wife may bar him (issint le feme poit * luy barrer, &c.)

" A FEYNED
• luy not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) VI. Thus it may be laid down as another general rule, that a remitter

to the particular estate is a remitter to him in the reversion or remainder. See
Com. Dig. tit. Remitter, B. 5.—[Note 309.]

T T a
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(5 Rep. 85. " ^ FEYNED andfalse actionr 1 . Actiofeta etfalsa, hilt

11 Ilep^62.)
hereof Littleton speaketh himselfe in this Chapter.

[c] W. a. cap. 4. " Quod ei deforceat,' is a writ that is given by [c] statute to
(Ant. 331. b.) any tenant for Hfe or in tayle upon a recovery by default

against them in a praecipe, and lyeth against the

K^]
8:^ recoveror and his heires, in which case the par-

Bracton, lib. 4 ^^^^^^^ tenant was without remedie at the common law,

367. Flet. lib. 5,' because hee could not have a writ of right. And it is

cap. 22, «Sc ii. 6. called a quod ei deforceat, for that they are part of the words of
°^P- H- that writ, viz. Prcecipe A, quod, SfC. reddat B. unum mesuagium,

F N ^B J^*;
*^^* ^"^'^ clamat essejus et maritagium suum, et quod idem A. ei

(6 Rep.' 8 b!)
^'"-^^^ deforceat.

(Cro. Jac. 292. Cro. Car. 178. 444.)

(F.N.B. i55.b.)
^

'^ Recoxereth, Sfc. hy default.'' There hath beene a question
in our bookes upon these words (by default) : as for example,
whether a recoverie had by default in an action of waste against
tenant in dower, or by the courtesie, a quod ei deforceat lyeth

W. 2. cap. 4. by the said statute. And divers hold opinion, that in that case
no quod ei deforceat lieth, for that judgement is not given by
default ; for notwithstanding the default, there goeth out a writ

to enquire de "casio facto, et quod vastum prcedictum A. fthe
dfendant) fecit ; so as the defendant may give evidence, and
the jurors may finde for the defendant, that no waste was done,:

as in the assise albeit it bee awarded by default, yet may the
tenant give evidence, and the recognitors of the assise may
finde for the tenant ; and therefore in those cases, the defendant

F. N. B. fol. or tenant non amittit per defaltam, as the statute and Littleton
155- ^' speaketh, and they cite F. N, B. in the point (i).

Secondly,

(1) Co. MSS. 215, p. 33 EHz. Elmer v. Thackers. The case was this.

Elmer and his wife, tenant in dower, brought quod ei deforceat versus

W. Thacker, who pleaded, that 30 Elix. he brought waste against the demandants
who appeared, and upon nihil dicit W. Thacher recovered damages and had
judgment. The demandants replied, nul wast fait. The ioiant demurred in

law; and these points were moved, 1st, Whether quod ei deforceat lies upon
recovery by default against tenant in dower in waste. 2<i, Admitting that it does,

whether quod ei deforceat lies upo7i the recovery by nihil dicit, as this case is*

As to the second point, the whole court resolved clearly, that quod ei deforceat

does not lie ;for in as much as the judgment upon nihil dicit is after appear-

ance, there the default is not the cause of the judgment ; and the statute says,

per defaltam : andfor this reason judgment was given against the demandant,
as appears ajterwards in page 356. But as to the 1st point it was objected, that

quod ei deforceat does not lie upon default oftenant in dower in waste, as is the

case here; for if it should lie in this case, he shall avoid the verdict oftwelve men,
which was not the intention ofthe statute, but only to relieve the tenant where he

makes default ; therefore, in as much as the tenant, ?iotwithstanding the default,

might give evidence to thejury, then every person in policy might make default,

if afterwards he might prevail upon evidence to have quod ei deforceat : and the

reason ofF. N. B. is, that the verdict has found waste. 2 Hen. 2. Ifin waste

thejuryfindfalsely, attaint lies, and 21 Hen. 6. ^6. 34 Hen. 6. 12.; so where
the assise is awardedfor default, yet the tenant may have attaint, if it befound
against him by false oath. 17 Ed. 2. Attaint, 89. 34 Hen. 6. 7. Prior re-

covers in waste, and has a writ of inquiry in waste, and the sheriff"returns the

waste 20 marks, and awards that he shall recover the place wasted, and treble

damages,
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Secondly, they hold that a quod ei deforceat lietii where the *> H. 4.9.

tenant can have no remcdie by attaint ; but in this Ciise (say ^*
v
^ g^'

tliey ) an attaint doth lie.
3 I, g 29'. aa K.' 3. 1

9.

Thirdly, tliey hold, that in an action of waste although it be (8 Rep. 85.)

brought against a tenant in dower, or tenant by the courtcsie

tliathave a freehold, yet the daniniages are the principall ; for

they were recoverable against tenant in dower and by the cour-

tesie by the common law ; and the statute of Glocestcr

[3557] &^^*^ ^^ ^^^^ place wasted but for a penaltie, so as the

. J nature of the action (sav they) remaineth still to bee (7 Rep. 68. b.)

personall, for that the dammages are the principall

:

[d] and in proofe hereof they cite divers authorities in law. [(i] 34 ^^- 6. 7-

And if two bring an action of waste, the release of one ofthem 40 E. 3.

is a good barre against the other, [e\ and so resolved by the PJn ^\^
"

,g
whole court ; which proveth (say they) that the dammages are 30 h. 6. tit.

the principall : for if the land were the principall, the release Bar. 59.

of one of tliem should not barre the other, no more than in an

assise, a writ of ward, an ejectionejirma, &c.
Lastly, they say, that in actions where dammages are to be

recovered, and the land is the principall, the demandant never

counteth to dammages, and yet shall recover them : but in an
action of waste the plaintitfe counteth to his dammage ; and if

the dammages be the principall, then cleerely no quod ei

deforceat lieth.

Others doe hold the contrarie: and as to the first they say, that

albeit that in the writ of waste, judgement is not only given upon
the default, yet the default is the principall, and the cause of
awarding of the writ to enquire of the waste as an incident

thereunto : and the law alwaycs hath respect to the first and
principall cause ; and therefore upon such a recoverie [•] a writ [*] 17 E. 3. 58

of deceit lieth ; and that writ lieth not but where the recoverie is '^^'?' ^\ j,

by default. So in an action of waste against the husband and ^^ jj 44
wife, upon the default of the husband, the wife shal be received ; 19 e. 2.

and yet the statute there speaketh also, per defaltam. So upon Disceit, 56.

such a recoverie in waste against the baron and feme by default, ^^- ^- cap- 3-

the wife shall have a cui in vitd by the statute ; and it speaketh ^ H. 4- '"•jI- »•

where the recoverie \Bper defaltam. And albeit the defendant
g E.^4.^i*6.^"

may give in evidence, if he knoweth it ; yet when he makes
default, the law presumeth he knoweth not of it, and it may be
tliat he in truth knew not of it; and therefore it is reason, that
seeing the statute, that is a beneficiall statute, hath given it

him, that he be admitted to his quod ei deforceat^ in which writ

the

damages, and that he shall haic execution for the damages immediatelyt licet

cesset execution for the thing misted till the collusion should be inquired into,

therefore the damages are the principal ; for it is no inherefound that execution
should be axvarded of the accessory before the principal: and for this reason,

11 Rich. 2. Estrepement 6.judgment shallnnt be giien in the estrepemcut, because
it is only the accessory^ until judgment shall be given in the principal plea. And
in Elmers case, ante 355. it xuas resolved, that this rvrit lies upon recovery by
default in waste against tenant in dotvcr, or any other tenant for life.—Lord
Not, MSS.-[Note 310.]

T T3
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41 E. 3. 8. b. the truth and right shall be tried. And so it is of a recoverie by
2 H. 4. 2. default in an assise ; albeit the recognitors of the assise give a

44 E
^ ^^ verdict, a quod ei deforceat lieth. And all this as to this point

Br. titfotod ei
^^® resolved by the whole court of common pleas ; and so the

deforc. 4 Pascb. doubt 11141 £. 3. 8. well resolved. JWa, if tenant for life make
33 EI. Rot. default after default, and he in the reversion is received and

v\^^ ^^%]
^^'

P^^^^ ^^ issue, and it is found by verdict for the demandant, the

ferae%en en^
default and the verdict are causes of the judgement ; and yet

dower deinan- the tenant shall have a quod ei deforceat.

dants, & Wil. Thacker ten. in quod ei deforceat. (Cro. Eliz. 263.)

As to the second objection, that the defendant may have an

[ f ] 33 E. 3.
attaint. First it was utterly denied, of the other part, [/] that

Quod ei deforc. an attaint did lie in this case ; for though it be taken by the oath
PI. ult. F. N. B. of twelve men, yet it is but an enquest of office, whereupon no

]r'c 2
^^^* attaint did lye on either partie, as upon an enquirie of collusion,

48*E. 3. 19.
although it be by one jurie, nor upon a verdict of quale jus.

40 Ass. 23. Secondly, admitting that an attaint did lie in that case, yet it

33 H. 6. 25. followeth not ex consequenti, that a quod ei deforceat did not lie
;

39^. 6, 1.
\jg-j for if r^jj assise bee taken by default, a quod ei deforceat doth

r "-1 * ^^^^' lie ; and yet the partie may have an attaint : for this is no enquest

Attaint. 69! ^^ office, but a recognition by the recognitors of an assise, who
21 H. 6. 56. were returned the first day, and not returned upon the awarding
34 H. 6. 12. of the assise by default. And as to the second objection, of this

Mo 18
^^^ opinion was the whole court in Edtvard Elmer's case above men-

F. N. B^ 107. C.
*^0"®^- As to the third objection, that the dammages should bee

6 ilep, 8. b. the principall, because they were at the common law ; that is an
1 1 Rep. 5.) argument (say the other side) that they are more antient, but not

that they are more principall ; and treble dammages were not at

the, common law (for the common law never giveth more dam-
mage than the losse amounteth unto), but are given by the statute

of Glocester; but the place wasted is worthier being in the
realtie, than dammages that be in the personaltie ; Et omne majtis

dignum trcihit ad se mirius dignum, quamvis minus dignum sit

antiquius et d digniori debet fieri denominatio. And it is con-

34 H. 6. 7. fessed, that in an action of waste against tenant for life, or for

Wast. 50. yeares, the place wasted is the principall, because the statute of
Glocester doth give the place wasted and treble dammages at one
time ; for no prohibition or action of waste lay against them at

the common law; and in an action ofwaste, ifthe defendant con-
fesse the action, the plaintife may have judgement for the place
wasted, and release the dammages; which proveth (and so

Fitzherbert collecteth) that the dammages are not the principall

:

(10 Rep. 1J5. for a man shall never release the principall and have judgement
1 Leo. 297. of the accessorie : and an action of waste against tenant for life

6 Rep. 44.) ig as reall as an action against tenant in dower. And as to the

case of 9 H. 5. cited on the other side, it was answered, that it

was an action in the tenuit, which is only in the personaltie, and
then the release of the one doth bar both ; neither could sum-

[K] 6 E. 3. 47. raons and severance lie in that case ; [h] but in an action ofwaste
48E. 3. 19. (in the tenet), either against tenant for life or for yeares, the

(2 Rep. 68 . b. release of the one doth not barre the other ; and in both those

Ant. 139. a. cases summons and severance doth lie : and this point was also

285.3.) resolved accordingly in Edward Elmers case. But when these

three points were resolved by the court for the demandant, then
the councell of the tenant moved in arrest ofjudgement another
point, viz. that thejudgement was given upon a nihil dicit, which

is
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tB alwayee a(\cr anpearance» and not per defaUam; and there-

upon ju(l|jement was stayed (l).

055671 ^^ Hut to rcturne to yi///c^o». Here he opcneth a (8Rcp. 62.356.

r J secret of law ; for the cause of this remitter is, for that ^- ^•^- '^S- B.

the tenant for Hfe in tliis case might have ii quod ci
^*""-35<>-)

drforccaty for so lAttlrton saith : so as she may hn.re a quod ei

c'rfnnrat : Now it anpeareth by our bookes, that the tenant for

lii( at the common law was remcdilesse, because he could not

have ^as liath becne sayd) a writ of right; and consequently the

feme covert in this case could not bee remitted by the taking of

an estiile to her husband and her, because her right was remedi-

lesse, and could have no action. But when an act of parliament Vide for tlie

or a custome doth alter the reason and cause thereof, thereby the *^'**^" "P"" <•'''

common law it selfe is altered, if the act of parliament and cus- f°""^^' 1,1*^^ 7-

tome be pursued; for Alteratd causd et rationclegiSf alleraturet 47 h^s. 4.b!'*

Aid. 35 H. 6. Card. 72. 29 E. 3. 5. per >Vilbie Custome. Lib. 3.fol. 85.

.'nslice Windham's case, a. <\ b.

leXf

(1) Sir Edward Coke, in his commentary on the statute of Gloucester,

'1 Inst. 286. observes, that regularly in personal and mixed actions damages
were to be recovered at the common law ; but that in real actions no damages
were to be recovered at the common law, because the court could not give the

demandant that which he demanded not ; and the demandant in real actions

demanded no damages either by writ or count. The assise was a mixed action;

and therefore if upon the trial the demandant made out his title, his seisin, and
his disseisin by the tenant, he had judgment to recover his seisin and his

damages for the injury sustained. But the damages in these cases were awarded
against the disseisors only, and not against their alienees or tenants. The
statute of Marleberge, 52 lien. 3. c. 16. gave damages in a writ of mort-

auncestor against the chief lord. The statute of Gloucester, 6 Ed. i.e. 1. was
a considerable extension of the law of damages. It ordained, that if the dis-

seisor should alien the lands, and should not have whereof damages might be
levied, the person into whose hands the tenements came should be charged
with the damages, so that each should answer for the time he held them; that

the disseisee should recover damages on a writ of entr}^ sur disseisin against

liim who was found tenant against the disseisor ; that damages should for the

future be recovered in a writ of mortauncestor, as in one of novel disseisin

;

and also in writs of cosinage, aiel, and besaiel ; and generally, that damages
should in all cases be rendered where the land was recovered against a man
upon his own intrusion, or his own act. The statute then mentions, that till

that time damages had been taxed only to the value of the issues of the land :

it was therefore provided, that a demandant in future should recover the costs

of the writ purchased, together with the damages, not only in the above in-

stances, but generally in cases where he was entitled to recover damages.
Though this statute only mentions the costs of tlie writ, the construction of it

has been extended to the whole expense of carrying on the suit. Before this

statute the justices in eyre used, where the plaintiff obtained a verdict, to

ute the expenses of the suit, and in assessing damages, assessed a sum
nt to satisfy that expense as well as the damages. The statute of

' gave costs in particular cases to the defendant ; so that it is a mis-
t I i\ , that the statute of Gloucester was the first statute by which costs

were given. See Sayer's Law of Costs, p. 3. Tlie general law of costs still

rests on the statute of Gloucester ; so that where costs were not recoverable
before that statute, they are not recoverable now, unless in those cases where
tliey have been given either by the statute of Gloucester or by some suose-
quent statute.—[Note 311.]
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lex, et cessante causa sen ratione legis cessat et lex : as in this case
the statute of JV.2. giving remedie to this feme tenant for life,

in this it giveth her abilitie to bee remitted, because her right is

not now remedilesse, butshee hath an action to recover it.

And Littleton warily putteth his case, that the recoverie was
had against the feme while she was sole ; for there was a time
when it was a question, whether a recoverie being had by default

against the husband and wife, (the wife being tenant for life) the
said statute gave a quod ei deforceat to the husband and wife, for

that the statute gave it against tenant in dower and tenant for

life, &c. and here the husband is not tenant for life, but seised

in the right of his wife, and therefore out of the statute : and of

[g] 4 E. 3. 38. this opinion is one [g] booke ; but {Apices juris non sunt jura,
33 E. 3. et pariim diffcrunt quce re concordant) the contrarie hath beene

*iE*^o
4^^^ adjudged, and so that point is now in peace: and the like in

F. N. B. 156.A. c^se of receit for him in reversion. But if the husband and wife

5 E. 3. 5. lose by default^ and the husband die, the wife shall not have a
a E. 4. 13. quod ei deforceat ; for a cut in vitd is given to her in that case by

\ H 6
*
« ^ former statute, viz. W. 2. cap. 3. These things are worthy of

a E. 4. ii.
due observation, and points of excellent learning; and Little-

19 E. 4. 5. ton in our bookes speakes of another kinde of quod ei deforceat

at the common law, upon a disseisin, which you may read. But
now let us heare him in his booke.

45E, 3. 21,
'* The reversion is discontinued, so that he cannot have any

44 E. 3. 34,35. action ofvjaste." Here it appeareth, that when the reversion is

F. N. B. 60. devested, the lessor cannot have an action of waste, because the

w . ?>
*^^*

o "^^r^t is, that the lessee did waste ad exhceredationem of the lessor.
Wast. Br. iq8. ii-i- • i- o ^ •

(Cro. Car, 405. ^"" *"^^ mheritance must contmue at the time or the action

Ant. 327. a. brought. And it is to bee observed, that in an action of waste
334- b.) brought by the lessor against the lessee, the lessee in respect of

the privitie cannot plead generally, riens en le reversion^ viz.

\K] 46 E. 3. 20. [hi that the lessor hath nothing in the reversion, but he must
8H. 6. 17. shew how and by what meanes the reversion is devested out of
30 H. 6. 7.

Yiim. ; and this holdeth (as hath been said) betweene the lessor

and the lessee ; but if the grantee of a reversion bringeth an
action of waste, the lessee may plead generally, that he hath

(Ant. 54. a. nothing in the reversion. And yet in some speciall cases an
Mo. 52.) action of waste shall lie, albeit the lessor had nothing in the

reversion at the time of the waste done. As if tenant for life

make a feoffment in fee upon condition, and waste is done, and
after the lessee re-enter for the condition broken ; in this case the

(F.N.B. 1 i2.b.) lessor shall have an action of waste. And so if a bishop make a
lease for life or yeares, and the bishop die, the lessee, the fee

being void, doth waste, the successor shall have an action of

waste. So if lessee for life be disseised, and waste is done, the

lessee re-enter, an action of waste shall be maintained against the

lessee ; and so in like cases : and yet in none of these cases the

plaintiffe in the action of waste had any thing in the reversion at

the time of the waste made ; but these especiall cases have their

(Post. 362. a.) severall and especial! reasons, as the learned reader will easily

finde out.

Here note, that albeit the action be false and feigned, yet is

the recoverie so much respected in law, as it worketh a discon-

[0 5 Ass. pi. 3. tinuance. [i] But if tenant for life suffer a common recoverie,

Ent Conir 42 or any other recoverie by covine and consent betweene the

15 E. 3. ^Age, 95. 21 E. 3. 18. per Finchdcn. 22 E. 3. 2. b. Lib. 1. fol. 15.

Sir Will. Pelham's case. 14 El. cap. 8.

tenant
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tenant for life and the recoveror, this is a forfeiture of his

estate, and he in the reversion may presently enter for the

forfeiture. Since our author wrote, the statute of 14 EL cap. (>,

hath hcene made concerning this matter, wliich is to be" con-

sidered, [k] and hath beene well construed and expounded, [u] Lib. 3.

and needs not here to be repeated. fol. 60.

And it is to be observed, that although the discontinuance Lib. i.fol. 15.

groweth by matter of record, yet the remitter may be wrought

by matter V;i paiis: and of the residue of these two Sections

sufficient hath beene said before.

r35Cn >^ Sect. 676. i'lrV^a- ,

I j^ J F.N.B. 193.8.)

/iLSOf if the huduind discontinue the land of his wife, and after taketh

backe an estate to him and to his wife, and to a third person for
tenne of their lives, or in fee, this is no remitter to the wife, but as to the

moitie (ceo * n'est un remitter a la feme, forsque quant a la moity)

;

andfor the other moitie shee must after the death of her husband sue a
writ of cui in vita i*.

**^HISisnoreviitterbutasiothevtoitic,Si'c" Albeit there 44E. 3. 17. .

is authoritie in our bookes to the contrarie, yet the law 44 Ass. a.

is taken as Littlctoji here holdeth it, and as before it appeareth ^^^' ^' ^^
in the like case in this Chapter, and for the reason therein ^ *

^^^'

expressed.

Sect. 677.

^LSO, if the husbatid discontinue the land of his wife, and goeth
"*^ beyond sea, and the discontinuee let the same land to the wije for
terme of' her life, and deliver to her seisin; and after the husband commeth
backe, and agreeth to this liverie of seisin, this is a remitter to the wife

:

atidyet if tlie wife had beetle sole at the time of the lease made to her, this

should not be to her a remitter. But inasmuch as she was covert baron
at the time of the lease, and liverie of seisin made unto her, albeit shee

takefh only the liverie of seisin, this was a remitter to her because a feme
covert shall be adjudged as an infant within age in such a case, S)X.

Quaere in this case if the husband when hee comes backe, will disagree to

the lease and livery of seisin made to his wife in his absence, if this shall

ouste his wife of her remitter, or not, ^c. (si J ceo oustera son feme de
son remitter,

||
ou nemy, &c.)

** J ND after the husband commeth backe, and agreeth^ SjC." In 15 E. 4. i. b.

this case the estate is in the feme covert presently by the 7 H. 4.17.

liverie before any agreement by the husband ; and of this opmion * ^^ '^' *^- ^•

is Littleton in our bookes. ^ H 3 ^^*

" Goeth

not— C5i, L. nnd iW. (nid Roh.
|]

ou ncmv, >^\<^ "t L. and M,
t ^c.addedin L. and M. and Roh. or Roh.

I ceo— jeo, L. amf M. and Roh.
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(4 Inst. 146.) " Goeth beyond sea" If hee had beene within the realme, it

doth not alter the case.

** Qucere in this case if the husband, Sfc." Here is a question
moved by Littleton, whether the disagreement of the husband
shall ouste the wife of her remitter. And it seemeth that the

disagreement shall not devest the remitter.

First, because the state made to the wife which wrought the

remitter is banished and wholly defeated, and therefore no dis-

agreement of the husband can devest the state gained by the
lease, which by the remitter was devested before.

Secondly, for that the law having once restored her antient

and better right, will not suffer the disagreement of the

husband to devest it out of her, and to revive the K^ dis- r35771
co^itinuance, and revest the wrongfull estate in the

I ^ J
discontinuee.

Thirdly, for that remitters tending to the advancement of

ancient rights are favoured in law.

41 E. 3. 18. And so it is for the same causes^ if the wife survive her hus-
(Plo. 114. b.) band, she cannot claime in by the purchase made during the

coverture ; but the law adjudgeth her in her better right. But
iSEliz. if both estates be waiveable, there albeit the w'l^e primdfacie is

Ciei-, 351. remitted
;
yet after the decease of her husband she may elect

which of the estates she will. As if lands be given to the hus-

band and wife, and their heires, the husband make a feoffment in

fee, the feoffee giveth the land to the husband and wife and the

(4 Rep. 37. heires of their two bodies, the husband dieth ; in this case the
3 Rep. 2b. b.

^jipg jj^^y elect which of the estates shee will ; for both estates

aR0ll.Abr.421 ^^^ waiveable, and her time of election and power of wayver

422, 423.
' accrewed to her first after the decease of her husband. If lands

9 Rep. 140. b. be given to a man and the heires females of his body, and he
2 Cro. 489. maketh a feoffment in fee, and take backe an estate to him and

I^on"^ 2^
^^ ^^^ heires, and dieth, having issue a daughter, leaving his wife

grossement enseint with a sonne (A) and dieth, the daughter is re-

mitted ; and albeit the sonne be afterward borne, he shall not

devest the remitter (1).

Sect. 678.

ALSO, if the husband' discontinue the lands of his wife, and the dis-
-^^ continuee is disseised, and after the disseisor letteth the same lands to

the husband and wifefor terme of life, this is a remitter to the ivife. But

'f'

(A) Here the words " and dieth/'are repeated, and appear to be printed by mistake.

(1) VII. The remitter defeats the wroyigful estate immediately without entry ;

yet where both estates are waveable by a wife, without prejudice to a third

person, she may wave which she pleases. But if a third person is interested,

she must take her ancient estate. Thus, if there be a feoffment to the husband

and wife in tail, remainder to A. the husband discontinues, and takes back

an estate to him and his wife in tail, remainder to B. though the wife in respect

to herself may take either the original estate tail, or the estate tail created by
the feoffment, both the estates being after marriage ; yet she ought to take

the first, being for the benefit of ..4. the rightful remainder-man. Hob. 17. ^55.

—[Note 312.]
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if the husband and his wij'e were of covine % and coment that the disseisin

should he madCf then it is no remitter to his xvifcy because she is a dis-

sciscirssc. Ihit if the husband were of coviri and consent to the disseisin,

and not (he wifcj then such lease made to the wife is a remitter, for that

no default was in the wife.

'* /iND aficr the disseisor letteih the same hnds^ Sfc.'* Note, 18 E. 4.a.b.

so much arc remitters favoured in hiw, that the state made (F.N. B.98.C.)

by the disseisor (which comnietli to the land bv wrong, and upon
whom the entry of the discontinuee is lawfull) doth remit the

wife, and devestetji all out of tlie discontinuee, albeit he hath a

wurrantie of the land.

" But if the husband and wife were qfcovine and consent^ Sfc." 18 E. 4. ubi

Here it appeareth that covin and consent of the husband and supra,

wife doth hinder the remitter of the wife ; for covine and consent (3 Rep. 71.)

in many cases to do a wrong, doth choak a meere right, and the

ill manner doth make a good matter unlawful!.

" Covine.*' Covina, commeth of the French word PI. Com. 546.

[j^^yn Convine, and is a secret assent i^ determined in the "' Wimbishe'*

^ J hearts of two or more to the defrauding and prejudice
J^'^j

of another. 4 Rep. Bq^.
F.N.B.98.D.)

A woman is lawfully intitled to have dower, and she is of 44 E. 3. 46.

v:ovine and consent, that one shall disseise the tenant of the land, •' ^- 4- 60.

against whom she may recover her lawfull dower, all which is
j^ jj"g j^

done accordingly; the tenant may lawfully enter upon her, and 18 H. 8. 5.

avoid the recovery in respect of the covine. But if a disseisor, 11 E. 4. a.

intruder, or abator, doe endow a woman that hath a lawfull title 7 ^i- 7- »i.

of dower, this is good, and shall binde him that right hath, if p^^^?
^^

there were no such covine or consent before the disseisin, abate- Aut. 35. a.)

ment, or intrusion.

And so it is in all cases where a man hath a rightfull and just 41 Ass. p. a8.

cause of action
; yet if he of covine and consent doe raise up a 25 Ass. p. 1.

tenant by wrong* against whom he may recover, the covine doth ^7 Ass. 74.

snffocate the right, so as the recovery, though it be upon a good J^ A$s n To.
title, shall not binde or restore the demandant to his right.

If tenant in taile and his issue disseise the discontinuee to the n E. 4. a.

use of the father, and the father dieth, and the land descendeth 15 E. 4. 23.

to the issue, he is not remitted against the discontinuee in respect ^ ^- ^- '3-

he was privie and partie to the wrong : but in respect of all others "^^ [}'
^' ?' .

he is remitted, and shall deraigne the first warrantic. Andsonot£
a man may be remitted against one, and not against another.

A. and B. joyntenants be intitled to a reall action against the
heire of the disseisor, A. cause the heire to be disseised, against
whom A. and B. recover and sue execution. B. is remitted, for

that he was not partie to the covine, and shall hold in common
with A.; but A. IB not remitted, for the reason that Littleton

here sbeweth.

** Became she i .., t....„c,.,u. Xoia, it is regularly true, F. N.B. J79.O.

that a feme covert cannot be a disseisorcsse by her coramande- »« E- 4- 9-

35 Ass. 5.

44 E- 3 9- ^3- 13 Ass. 1. Temps E. I. Waste, 128. i8Ass. p. 7. at £.4.^
21 H. 7. 36. 3 11. 4. 17. (I Roll.Abr.278.666. F. N.B. 117. G.)

ment
and^^ory L. and M. and Roh.
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ment or procurement precedent, nor by her assent or agreement
subsequent ; but by her actuall entry, or proper act, she may be
a disseisoresse. And therefore some doe hold that Littleton must
be intended, that the husband and wife were present when the

disseisin was done ; and others doe hold that Littleton is good
law, albeit she were absent; for that if her procurement or

agreement be to doe a wrong, to cause a remitter unto her in

this speciall case, she shall faile of her end, and remitted she

shall not be : but in this speciall case she shall be holden as a

disseisoresse by her covine and consent quatenus to hinder the

remitter. And here it appeareth, that nlbeit the husband be of

covine and consent, &c. ; yet if the wife were not of covine and
consent also, she shall be remitted, because, as Littleton saith,

there was no default in the wife.

(4 Hep. 52.) Sect. 679.

jd LSOj if such discontinuee make aii estate offreehold to the husband
and wife by deed indented upon condition, scilicet, reserving to the

discontinuee a certaine renty and for default of payment a re-entrie, and
for that the rent is behind the discontinuee enter ; then for this entrie the

wife shall have an assise q/' novel disseisin, after the death of her husband
against the discontinuee, because the condition ivas altogether taken away,
inasmuch as the loife vms in her remitter

;
yet the husband with

his wife ^i^ cannot have an assise, because the husband is estop- r3587j
ped,S)C, L a, J

PI. Com. in T T is hereby to be observed, that the wife is presently remitted,
Amy Towns-

^j^^ ^j^^j. |.j^g conditions, and rents, and all other things an-

12 R. 2.
nexed to, or reserved upon the state (that is vanished and

tit Remitter, 12. defeated by the remitter) are defeated also (i).

ffim.) Sect. 680, 681. -

jf
LSO, if the husband discontinue the tenements of his wife, and take

backe an estate to him for life, the remainder after his decease to his

wifefor terme ofher life ; in this case this is no remitter to the wife during

the life of the husband, for that during the life of the husband the wife

hath nothing in the freehold. But if^ in this case the ivife surviveth the

husbandf this is a remitter to the wife, because a Jreehold in law is cast

upon her against her will (maugre le soen*). And inasmuch as she

cannot
* soen—feme. Paper MS.

(l) VIII. The remitter defeats entirely the wrongful estate, and consequently

every thing annexed to or issuing out of it. See ant. Sect. 659. QQ^^ Qi)Q. and

post. Sect. 686, C87. But an estate made of the land itself by him who is

remitted, as a lease for years, is not defeated by the remitter.—See Com. Dig.

tit. Remitter, B. 3—[Note 313.]
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cannot hmr an action afj^ainst ani/ ot/icr person, and against her aeffc .thee

cannot have am/ action, therefore she is tn her remitter. For in this case,

aithouirh the wife doth not enter info the tenements, yet a stranger which
hath cause to have an action, mai/ sue his action against the wife for the

same tenements, because shee is tenant in law, albeit thai she be not tenant

in di'i'd.

Sprf nftl
(4R«p. 8.)

oecc. uoi. (Pio.4i6.b.)

li*0 R tenant offreehold in deed is he, who, if hee be disseised of the

freehold (s'il soit disseisee do t franktenement), may have an assise:

but tenant offreehold in law before his entrie .{. in deed, shall not have an
assise. And if a man % bee seised

|| of a certaine land, § and

[35871 f^^^ ^^"^ ^ soJine who taketh wife, and fc^ the father dieth

b. J seised, and after the sonne dies before any entrie made by him into

the land, the wife of the sonne shall be endowed in the land, and
yet he had no freehold in deed, but hee had a fee and freehold in law.'

And so note, that a praecipe quod reddat may as well be maintained
against him that hath the Jreehold in law, as against him that hath the

freehold in deed.

TJERE five things are to be observed. First, that a i8H. 8. 3.

remainder expectant upon an estate for life worketh no (3 Rep. 26. a.)

remitter, but when it falls in possession ; for before his time he
can have no action, and no freehold is in him. Secondly, vide Sect. 447.
though the woman might waive the remainder, yet because she is Bractou, lib. 4.

presently by the death of the husband tenant to the prcecipcy fol. ao6. 237.

it is within the rule of remitter, and her power of waiver is not ?,""°'I*jf3'
^'

material!. Thirdly, that a freehold in law being cast upon the ^^^' * "
^'

woman by act ot law, without any thing done or assented to (pio, 229. b,

by her, doth remit her, albeit she be then sole and of full age. 230. a.

Fourthly, that a pro'cipe lyeth against one that hath but a free- Cro. Car. 338.

hold in law. Fifthly, that a woman shall be endowed where ^^°^* ^^^'^

the Iiusband hath the inheritance, and but a freehold in law,

as hath beene said in the Chapter of Dower.

Sect. 682.

yj LSO, if tenant in taile hath issue two sons offull age, and he letteth

the land tailed to the eldest sonfor terme oj his life, the remainder to

the younger son for terme of his lije, and after tJic tenant in taile dieth ;

in this case the eldest sonne is not in his remitter, because hee tooke an estate

of his father. But if t/ie eldest die without issue of his bodie, then this

M a remitter to the younger brotlier, because he is lieire in taile, and a

freehold

t ^on added in L. and M. and Roh. || in fee added in L. and M. and
4. indeed, not in L. and M. or Roh. Roh.
I bee not in L. and M. or Roh. § and not in L. and M. or Roh.
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freehold in law is escheated (A), and cast upon him hy force of the

remainder (et im franktenement en le ley est escheate, et jecte sur luy
per force de le remainder) and there is none against who7?i he may sue his

action^.

[a] 12 E. 4. 20. ^\ F this opinion is [a] Littleton in our bookes ; and of this

sufficient hath beene said in the next Section before. See
[6] Sect. 684, hereafter [h] some explanation hereof.
685. '

- ^
.

<L^f'^''*- ^ Sect. 683. m
N the same manner it is ivhere a man is disseised, and the disseisor dieth

seised, and the tenements descend to his heire, and the heire of the

disseisor make a lease to a man of the same tenements for terme of f life,

the remainder to the disseiseefor terme of life, or in taile, or in fee, J the

tenant for life dieth, now this is a remitter to the disseisee, ^^c. caus^
qua supra, ^ Sfc.

^ AND this standeth upon the same reason that the cases in

the two Sections precedent doe. See the next Section
following.

Sect. 684.

§ A/^0 TE, if tenant in taile infeoffe his sonne and another by his deed

of the land intailed, infee, and livery of seisin is made to the other

according to the deed,
||
and the son not knowing of this agreeth not to the

feoffement (et le fits rien conusant de ceo ^ agreea a le feoffment), and
after hee which tooke the livery of seisin dieth, and the son doth not occupie

the land, nor taketh any profit of the land during the life of the father,
and after thefather dieth, now this is a remitter to the sonne, because the

freehold is cast upon him by the survivor ; and no default was in him,
because he did never agree, S^c. in the life of hisfather, and hee hath none
against whom hee may sue a writ of formedon, S^c,

* T T should seeme by this marke, that this was an addition to

Littleton ; but it is of Littleton's owne worke, and agreeth
with the originall, saving the opiginall begun this Section thus

:

Also if tenant in taile, Sfc,

Sfc. added inL. and M. and Roh. § Note—Also, L. and M. and Roh.
t his added in L. and M. and Roh.

f|
and not in L. and M. or Roh.

X and added in L. and M. and Roh. IT ne added in L. and M. and Roh.

l Stc, not in L. and M. or Roh.

(A) H^re the word " escheated" i$ used in a general sense, and signifies " fallen to
;"

though not by way of escheat in the strict legal meaning of the term. Mr. Ritso thinks

the translation should have been, ' a freehold in law is eschewed (fallen to) and cast

upon hilt." See his Tntr. p. 114.
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** By his deed, SfC,'* Here Littleton materially addeth by his (Ant. 49.6.

deed; for if a man intemleth to [h] make a feoffement by ;;flro/
^l\\^^^'^^(^

to A. and 11 and he and /?. come upon the land, A. being absent, tcoffcmJnti.

*

and make livery to B. in the name both of B. and A. and to Br. 7a.

their heircs, this shall enure onely to B. ; for neither can a man 40 K. 3- 4>.

absent take livery, nor make livery, without deed. '"
Jf

4- »• »•

15 -£<• 4- i°*

18 £.4. 12. 11 H. 6.13.

" And liveru ofseisin is made to the other according to the deed, (9 Rep. 136.)

S)'C,'* Note, livery being made to one according to the deede, (Ant. 49. b.

enureth to both, because the deede whereunto the livery re- 5* »•)

ferreth is made to both ; for the rule is, that Verba relata hoc

maxime operanturper referentiam vi in eis in esse videntur.

[^^gT \^ ** And the son not knoiuing of this ngreeth not to

L J the feoffement." Here it appeareth, that if the sonne
' * be conusant, and agreeth to the feoftment, tvc. this is

no remitter to him. And therefore ifthe feoffement were made
by deed indented, and the sonne with the other sealeth the coun-

terpart, and then the feoffor maketh livery to the other accord-

ing to the deed, and the other dieth, the son is not remitted,

because he was conusant of the feoffement, and agreed to the

same ; and Littleton saith in the case that he putteth, that there

was no default in the son, because he agreed not to the feoffement

in the life of the father: and so it seeraeth, that if A. be seised Vide Sect. 68a.

in taile, and have issue two sons, and by deed indented betweene
him of the one part, and the sons of the other part, maketh a

lease to the eldest for life, the remainder to the second in fee,

and dieth, and the eldest son dieth without issue, the second son

is not remitted, because he agreed to the remainder in the life

of the father, or if the like estate had been made by parol, if in

the life of the father the tenant for life had beene impleaded, and
made default, and he in the remainder had beene received, and
thereby agreed to the remainder, after the death of the father

and the eldest son without issue, the second son should not be
remitted, because he agreed to the remainder in the life of the

father ; all which is well warranted by the reason yeelded by
our author in this Section.

Sect. 685.

Ji'OR if a man be disseised of certaine landy and the disseisoitr make a
deed offeoffement whereby he iufcoffeth B. C. and D. a)id iiverie of

seisin is maae to B. and C. hut D. was not at the Iiverie of seisin y nor ever

agreed to the feoffment ^ nor ever would take the projitsy &-c. and after B.
atui C. </te, and D. survive them, and the disseisee bringeth his writ upon
disseisin in the per against D. hee shall shew all the matter (* il monstra
tout le matter), f Kow he never agreed to the feoffement, and hee shall

discharge himself of damtnages, so as the demaundant shall recover no

dammages

• il—mesme celuy D. L. and M. f and added in L. and M. and
and Roh. Roh.
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dammages against him, although he he tenant of thefreehold of the land.
And yet the statute of Gloucester, % cap. i . will, that the disseisee shall

recover dammages in a writ of entrie founded upon a disseisin (en briefe

de entre, foundue sur § disseisin) against him which is found
tenant. And this is a proofe in the other case k3* thatforasmuch rsQOTI
as the issue in taile came to the freehold, and not hi/ his act (et

|| L a 11

nemy per son fait), nor hy his agreement, hut after the death of
Msfather (f mes apres la mort son pier), therefore this is a remitter to

him, inasmuch as he cannot sue an action of formedon against any other

person, 3fc.

(8 Rep. 1. '"I^HIS case standeth upon the same reason that the next
Post. 365. b J-

precedent case doth.
366.0.369.381. ^

-

iJ5.a.pio.365.) " Against him which isfound tenant, S^c.'* Here it appeareth,
that acts of parliament are to be so construed, as no man that is

innocent or free from injurie or wrong, be by a literall con-
struction punished or endamaged : and therefore in this case,

albeit the letter of the statute is generally to give dammages
against him that is found tenant, and the case that Littleton here
putteth D. being survivor, is consequently found tenant of the

land
; yet because he waived the estate, and never agreed to the

feoffment, nor tooke any profits, he shall not be charged with
the dammages.

OBou.Abr. Sect. 686, 687.
Saa.)

yd LS 0, if an ahhot alien the land of his house to another in fee, and
the alienee hy his deed charge the land ivith a rent-charge in fee, and

after the alienee infeoffe the ahhot with licence, to have and to hold to the

ahhot and to his successors for ever, and after the ahhot die, and another

is chosen, and made ahhot ; in this case the ahhot that is the successor,

and his covent, are in their remitter, and shall hold the land discharged,

because the same ahhot cannot have an action, nor a writ of entre sine

assensu capituli, of the same land against any other person (pur ceo que
mesme Tabbe ne poit aver ascun action, ^ ne briefe d'entre sine assensu

capituli, de mesme la terre envers nul auter person). (1)

Sect. 687.

71^ the same manner it is, tvhere a hishop or a deane, or other such

persons alien, Sfc, without assent, S^c, and tlie alienee charge the land,

Sfc.

X cap. 1 . not in L. and M. or Roh.
||

ceo added in L. and M. and Roh.

§ le novel added in L, and M. and f mes—que, L. and M, and Roh.
Roh f ne—de, L, and M. and Roh,

(1) Here Littleton begins to ixeoio^ remitter to bodies politic.—[Note 314.]
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cSr. aud after the bishop takes bache an estate of the same P
[5()071 ^'"'^ '"/ f'f^"^^t ^^ ^""* ^"^ ^*" ^^ succesaoars, and after the

[, J bishojf^dieth; his successor is in his remitter, as in right of his

church, and shall defeat the charge, ^c. causa qua supn\.

(^UR author having spoken of remitters to singular or

naturall persons, as issues in taile, and to feme coverts,

and to their heires, and to them in reversion or remainder, and

their heires; now he speaketh of remitters to bodies politike

and incorporate, as to abbots, bishops, deanes, &lc. And as

discents doe remit the heire which comes in the ;;^'r, so suc-

ivession doth remit the successor, albeit he comcth in tlie post.

And so in other cases where the issue in taile of full age

shall be remitted, there in the like case shall the successor

be remitted also, and defeat all meane charges and incum-

brances.

" With licence" Sfc. That is, of the king and the lords

immediate and mediate, to dispense with the statutes of niort-

niaine ; whereof see more before, Sect. 140.

Sect. 688.

yiLSO, if a man sue a false action against tenant in taile y as if one

will sue against him a writ of entrie in the post, supposing by his

icrit that the tenant in taile had not his entrie but by A. of B. tvho dis-

seised the grandfather of the demandant, and this isfalse, and he recoveretA

ni:ni?tst the tenant in taile by default, and sueth execution, and after the

tcKdut in taile dieth, his issue may have a writ o/'formedon against him which

recovereth ; and if hee will plead the recoverie against the tenant in taile,

the issue may say, that the said A. of B. did not disseise the grandfather

of him which recovered, in manner as his writ suppose, and so lie shall

fahifie his recovery (et issint il fauxera * le recoverie). And admit this

were true, that tlie said A. of 'Q. did disseise the grandfat/ier of the

demandant which recovered, and that after the disseisin, the demandant, or

hisfather, or his grandfather by a deed had released to the tenant

[36 17| ^" ^^'^^ ^^^ '^^ right which hee Jiad in the ^^ land, 3fc. and not-

a, J withstanding this liee sueth a writ of entrie in the post against

the tenant in taile, in manner as is aforesaid, and the tenant in

taile plead to him that the said A. of B. did not disseise his grandfather,

in such manner as his writ suppose ; and upon this they are at issue, and
the issue isfoundfor the demandant, wherby he hathjudgment to recover,

and sueth execution ; and after the tenant in taile dieth, his issue may have
a writ of fomiedon against him that recovered ; and if he will plead the

recovery by the action tried against his father § who was tenant in taile,

then he may shew and plead the release made to his father, and so the

action which was sued,}eint in law f

.

''HE

• le—son, L. and M, and Roh. t S^c, added in L. and M. and

§ toho was, not in L.and M. or Roh. Roh.

Vol. II. U u
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** J-fE recovereth ngainst the tenant in taile hy default^ Lit-

fcl 12E 4 iQ
tleton addeth (by default) because if the [c] recovery

1 3 E- 4-3- passed upon an issue tried by verdict, he shall never falsifie in

1 1 H. 4. 89. the point tried, because an attaint might have beene had against

7 H. 4. 17. the jurors ; and albeit all the jurors be dead, so as the attaint

'4IJ-7-
JO, 11.

^iQg faile, yet the issue in taile shall not falsifie in the point

34 Ass. 2?
^

tried, which, untill it be lawfully avoided, pro veritate accipitnr,

10 11.6. 5. As if the tenant in taile be impleaded in ajbrmedon, and he
19 H. 6. 39. traverseth the gist, and it is tried against him, and thereupon
Brooke, tit. tjjg demandant recover; in this case the issue in taile shall not

Recoverie V f^^^'^G in the point tried ; but he may falsifie the recovery by

32 H. 6. 28/ a^y other matter ; as that the tenant in taile might have pleaded

34 H. 6. 2. a collaterall warrantie, or a release, as Littleton here putteth
26 H. 6. 32. the case, or to confesse and avoid the point tried. And Lit-
36 "• p- tleton s case holdeth not only in a recovery by default, whereof

Recoverie, 27.
^^ speaketh, but also upon a nihil dicity or confession or

(6 Rep. 7.' demurrer.
1 Roll. Rep. 443.)

Sect. 689.

/IND it seemeth, that a faint action is as much to say in English a

fained action, that is to say, such an action as albeit the words of the

writ he true, yetfor certaine causes hee hath no cause nor title by the law

to recover by the same action. And afalse action is, tvhere the words of
the writ beefalse. And in these two cases aforesaid, if the case

tvere such, that after such recovery, and execution &3- thereupon V^Q l7|
donCy the tenant in tayle had disseised him that recovered, and [_ b. J
thereof died seised, whereby the land descended to his issue, this

is a remitter to the issue, and the issue is in byforce of the taile ; andfor
this cause I have put these two cases precedent, to enforme thee (my sonne)

that the issue in taile byforce ofa discent made unto him after a recovery

and execution made against his anccstour (apres un recovery et execution
'^' fait envers son auncester), may be as well in his remitter, as he should

be by the discent made to him after a discontinuance made by his ancestour

of the entayled lands byfeoffement in the countrie, or otherwise, S^x.

XJERE Littleton explaineth what a faint action is, and what

a false action is, which is plaine and perspicuous. And
here it is to be observed, that a remitter may be had after a

recovery upon a faint action by a disseisin and a discent, aswell

as by a discent after a discontinuance by a feofFeraent, &c.

Sect. 690.

/I LSO, in the cases aforesaid, if the case were such, that after that

the demandant havejudgement to recover against the tenant in tayle,

and the same tenant in tayle dieth before any execution had against Mm,
whereby the tenements descend to his issue, and lie who recovereth sueth a

scire

* ent added in L. and M. and Roh.
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scire facias out ofthejitdgement tohnvc execution ofthejiuJsemeut against

the issue in taile, the issue shal plead the matter as aforesaid'^ and so prove

that the f said recovert/ teas false or faint in Iarc, and so shall barre him

to have execution of thejudgement %.

UJ E U E it appcarcth, that if a judgement be given against a 2O Ass. 32.

tenant in taile upon a faint or false action, and tenant in tailc 34 ^|^9s. nl. 7.
^

die before execution, no execution can be sued against the issue ]^
{{^' qq[^^'

in tayle. But if in a common recoverie judgement bee had against 7 II. 4, 17.

tenant in tayle where he voucheth, and hath judgement to recover 33 ^\ 3-

over in value, albeit the tenant iu tayle dieth before execution, KHtneCong.31.

yet the recoveror shall execute the judgement against the issue in ^^ jj' ^
^^'

tayle in respect of the intended recompencc; and for that it is 12 E.4, 20.

the common assurance of the realme,and is well warranted \cl] by 14 II. 7. 1 1.

our bookes, and was not invented by justice Chokcy who was a '-^3 K'''z-

grave and learned judge in the time of E. 4. (as some pl^'^)- | '/>

[3C27I ^^^^^ ^y tradition) ; but it may bee KT* that it was upon
siielley's case.

J former authorities and opinions ofjudges discovered by Pi. Com. 55.

him, assented unto by the rest of the judges. (Cro. Car. 388.
Plo. 14.)

See hereafter Sect. 709. i5E.3.Briefe,3a4. 4^E.3-53- 44E. 3. 21. 48E. 3. 11.

1 E. 4. 6- 5 E.4 a. [d] 12 E. 4. 20. Dicr,23 Eliz. 376. Lib. 10. fol. 37, 38. in

Marj Portiugton'i case.

If a recoverie bee had against tenant for life without consent 5 Ass. 3. 5 E. 3.

or covine, though it be without title, and execution be had, and Entre Cong. 4'^-

tenant for life dieth, the reversion or remainder is discontinued,
^q sir*Wifliain

so as he in the reversion or remainder cannot enter ; but if such pdham's case.

a recoverie be had by agreement and covine betwcene the de- (6 liej>. 8. b.

mandantand the tenant for life, then,' as hath bccne said, it is a Ant. 35G. a.)

forfeiture of the estate for life, and he in the reversion or re-

mainder may enter for the forfeiture. So it is if the tenant for

life suffer a common recovery at this day, it is a forfeiture of his

estate ; for a common recovery is a common conveyance or as-

surance, whereof tlie law taketh knowledge. Since Littleton

wrote, there were two statutes [e] made for preservation of re-
[<.] 32 h. 8.

mainders and reversions expectant upon any manner of estate for cap. 31.

life; the one in 32 H. 8. the other in 14 Eliz.: but 32 H. 8. m Eliz. cap. 8.

extended not to recoveries, when tenant for life came in as i^^^' ^75-

vouchee, &c. and therefore that act is repealed by 14 Eliz. and ^^^'

full remedie provided for preservation of the entrie of them in

reversion or remainder. But the statute of 14 Eliz. extendcth
not to any recovery, unlessc it be by agreement or covine. Se-
condly, [/] if there be tenant for life, remainder in taile, the [y] Lib. 3.

reversion or remainder in fee, if tenant for life be impleaded by fol. 60, Ci.

agreement, and he vouche tenant in taile, and he vouch over the Eincolnc Col-

common vouchee, this shall barre the reversion or remainder in '*'S'=
case.

fee, although he in the reversion or remainder did never assent
to the recover)'; becausd it was not the intent of the act to ex-
tend to such a recovery, in which a tenant in taile was vouched ;

for he hath power by common recovery, if he were in possession,
to cut off all reversions and remainders. And so if tenant for life

had surrendered to him in remainder in taile, he might have
barred the remainders and reversions expectant upon his estate.
Thirdly, where the proviso of that act speaketh of an assent of

record

t said not in L. and M. or Roh. % S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

u u 2

:.^
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record by him in reversion or remainder, it is to be understood,
that such assent must appeare upon the same record, either upon
a voucher, aid prier, receit, or the like ; for it cannot appeare of

r-iRoll Abr record, ij(!Tlesse it be done in course of law, and not by any

23. 140.) extrajudicial! entrie, or by memorandum.

Sect. 691.

/fLSOy if tenant in taile discontinue the taile, and diethy and his issue

bringeth his lorit of formedon against the discontinuee (being tenant

of the freehold of the land) and the discontinuee plead that he is not

tenant, but utterly disclai/methf'om the tenanci/ in the land-, in this case

thejudgement shall be, that the tenant goeth without day, and after such

judgement the issue in the taile that is demandant may enter into the land,,

noticithstanding the discontinuance, and by such entrie hee shall be adjudged

in his remitter. And the reason is,for that ifany man sue a praecipe quod
reddat against any tenant of thefreehold, in which action the demandant

shall not recover damages, and the tenant pleads nontenure "^ or otherwise

disclaime in the tenancie, the demandant cannot averre (ne poit averrer)

his writ, f and say that hee is tenant, as the lurit supposeth. Andfor this

cause the demanctant after thatjudgement is given that the tenant shall goe

without day, may enter into the tenements demanded, the which shall bee as

great an aavantage to him in law, as ifhe hadjudgement to recover against

the tenant, and by such entrie hee is in his remitter byforce of the entaile.

But where the demandant shall recover damages against the tenant, there

the demandant may averre, that he is tenant, as the lorit supposeth, and

that for the advantage of the demandant to recover his dammages, or

otiienvise hee shall not recover his dammages, which are J or were given to

him by the law.

(Doct.Pla. 133.) TJERE it appeareth, that upon the plea of nontenure, or of

5 E. 4. 1. disclaimer of the tenant in a formedon in the discender,

fiV^ ^ft

^^ albeit the expresse judgement be that the tenant shall goe without

4 E 4 q8 ^^y* y^^ '" judgement oflaw thedemandant may enter according

(3 Rep. 26.) to the title of his writ, and bee seised in tayle, notwithstanding

Non-tenure. the discontinuance. And here, Littleton saith, the demandant
Vide Bracton, shall be adjudged in his remitter ; where he taketh remitter in
'*^*^" *^^'' "^^i* a large sense: for in this case the demandant hath not two

BrittoD^cap. 84. eights, but hath onely one antient right, and restored to the same
by course of law ; and so remitter here is taken for a recon-

tinuance of the right.

fc^ " /// vohich action the demandant shall not recover FSG^TI
damages.*' Here is to bee observed, that in such a pr^^ L b J
cipe where the demandant is to recover dammages, if

[/I'SH.y.aS. the tenant pleade non-tenure or disclaime, [f] there the de-

22 H 6
^^ mandant may averre him to be tenant of the land, as his writ

4 E. 4. 38? suppose for the benefit of his damages, which otherwise he should

5E.4. 1.* 6E. 3.8. (7 Rep. 40.)

lose.

* or—hut, L. and M. and Roh. % or luere not in L. and M. or Roh.

t and say, not in L. and M. or Roh.
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lose, or pray judgement and enter, [g] Hut wlicrc no doniagcs Ul « K- 3- 43i

are to bee recovered, as in afhrmcdon in the discendcr, and the
J;J ^^ J % &

like, there hee cannot averrc him tenant, but pray his judge- ^H.e.iT.
*

ment and enter, lor thereby hee hath the effect of hi^juite; Et 5 k. 4. 1.

frustr^ Jit per nlura^ quodjicri potest per pauciora. ( 5 I^^P- ««•
•^ •^ Docl. I'la. 49.)

** Avcrrer.*' To avcrre or avouch, or vcrifie, verificare^ whereof

comnieth verification an averment; and is so sai(i as well in

English as in French ; and is two-fold, viz. gcncrall and par-

ticular. A gencrall averment, which is the conclusion ofevery

plea to the writ, or inbarrc of replications and other pleadings (Aut.303 a.)

(for counts or avowries in nature of counts need not be averred)

containing matter afiirmative, ought to bee averred, ct hoc

jMratus est verijicarc, S^c. Particular averments are, as when

tlie life of tenant for life, or tenant in taile, are averred ; and

there, tho' this word (verificare) be not used, but the matter

avouched and affirmed, it is upon the matter an averment.

And an averment containeth as well the matter as the forme

thereof.

** That the tenant shall fj[oe tviihout dajf^ Quod tenens cat sine (9 H»-p. 7.

die* This is the entrie of the judgement in that case, that the Sitl.2t)5. 310.)

tenant shall goe without day, that is, to be discharged

[i363Tl of further attendance ; and this is '^t^ sometime tinall

I for that action, whereof Z.«7^/t/c»« here putteth an exam-
ple ; and sometime tenijiorarie, whereof Littleton also

hath put an example: as when excommcngement is pleaded in ^ '^
^^^^fio^x'*

disabditie of tlie plaintiffe or demandant, there the award is, that (^ 1^* ^

the tenant or defendant shall goe without day ; and yet when the

demandant or plaintiffe have purchased his letters of absolution,

upon shewing them to the court, he may have a resommons or

reattachment to recontinue the cause againe. But it is to be
knowne, thatwhen judgement isgiyen for the tenant or defendant 3 H. 4. 2. 11.

upon a plea in barre, or to the writ, &c. the judgement is all one,

VIZ. quod ienenSf or defcndens cat inde sine die, and shall have

reference to the nature and matter of the plea, and so be taken

either to ^oe in barre, or to the writ. So when judgement is (Ant. 135. b.)

given agamst the plaintiffe, either in barre of his action, or in

abatement of his writ, ike. the judgement is all one, viz. nihil

capiat per breve ; and it anpeareth by the record whether the plea

did goe in barre, or to the writ. And the cause of the judge-
ment, is never entred in the record in any case; for that upon
consideration had of the record it appearetli therein.

oeCl. Oy.4, 1 Roll. Abr. 631.

Doct. I'la. 133.) (3 Uv. 330.)

yd I^ ^ O, ij (I man Oc di^sca^al, and l/w <iii,.'>L'i>()r die, his hcire being in

by discent, now the entrie of the disseisee is taken away ; and if the

disseisee bring his writ of entrie sur di.sseisin in the per, against the heire,

and the heirc disclainie in the tcnancie^ Ssc. the demandant matf averre his

writ that hee is tenant as the writ suppose, if he tviil, to recover his dam-
mages : but yet if' hee will relinquish the avermetd, S^r. he may laufully
enter into the fund bet ause of the disclaimer, notwithstanding that his

V V 3 entrie
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entrie before was taken awaif. And this was adjudged before my master

sir R. Danby, late chiefe justice ofthe common place, S)'c, and his com-

panions, S^c.

^* ALSO if a man he disseised,^ Sfc" Albeit in this case, and
in the case before, the entrie of the demandant in his owiie

act, and the demandant hath no expresse judgement to recover,

36 H. 6. f. 29. yet shall he be remitted ; because he in judgement of the law

shall be in according to the title of his writ, and by his entrie

defeat the discontinuance, and consequently is remitted to his

antient estate.

5 E. 4. 41. <' Sir Robert Danby^^ knight, was a gentleman ofan ancient
4 E. 4. 38. ry^^ f^ire descended family, and chiefe-justice of the court of

common-pleas ; a grave, reverend, and learned judge,

&3" ofwhom our author speaketh here with very great r363"l
reverence, as you may perceive. And here is to be I

j^ J
noted how necessarie it is, after the example of our

author, to observe the judgements and resolutions of the sages

of the law.

Sect. 695.

yj LS 0, ivhere the entrie of a man is congeable, although that he takes
^^ an estate to him when hee is offull agefor terme ofHfe, or in taile,

or infee, this is a remitter to him, if such taking of the estate be not by
deed indented, or by matter of record, ivhich shall conclude or estop

him (que ^' concludera ou estoppera). For if a man be disseised, and
lakes backe an estatefrom the disseisor ivithout deed, or by deed poll, this

is a remitter to the disseisee (Car si home soit disseisie, et f reprent

estate de le disseisor sans fait, on per fait polle, ceo est J un remitter

al disseisee),
||
^c

29 Ass. p. 3 6. TT ERE appeareth a diversitie betweene a right of entrie and
43 Ass. p. 3. ^ right of action ; for if a man of full age having but a right

3 Vl.
6^

19?
°^ action taketh an estate to him, hee is not remitted : but where

40 E. 3. 43. hee hath a right of entrie, and taketh an estate, he by his entrie

(Sect. 683.) is remitted, because his entrie is lawfull. And if the disseisor
(Hob. 256.) infeolFe the disseisee and others, the disseisee is remitted to the

q-oVf whole, for his entrie is lawfull : otherwise it is if his entrie were
^ '^'^

taken away.

fm fo
^^^ '^ Where the entrie is congeable." A. is disseised of a manner,

19^1. 6 30. whereunto an advowson is appendant, an estrangerusurpes to the

8 H. 6. 17. advowson, if the disseisee enter into the manner, the advowson is

21 H. 6. 2. recontinued againe, which was severed by the usurpation. And
3 ^;J^'^' ^ r^

so it is if tenant in tayle be of a manner whereunto an advow-

37H e! 18.' ^^^ is appendant, the tenant in taile discontinueth in fee, the

26H.8.4. F.N.B.36. f. &35.b. (3 Rep. 3. b. Sect. 661.)

discontinuee

* luy added in L. and M, and Roh, J un—bon, L. and M. andRoh.
-\ reprent— cnt prent, L. iwid M. and \\S^c, not in L. and M. or Roh.

noh.
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discontinuee granteth away the advowson in fee, and dieth, the

ii^suc in tnylc rccontinuctli the mannor by rccoveric, lie is thereby

ivniitted to the advowson ; and in both cases hee that right hath

shall picsent when the cliurch bccomnicth voyd.

The patron of a benefice is outlawed, and the church beconi- 2« Asb. p. 33.

nieth voyd, an estranger usurpeth, and six moneths passe, the ^J'
'« ^^'^^

^\^,

king doth recover in a guatc impedit, and remove the incumbent, ^j'!'^"''**

^c. the advowson is recontinued to the rightfull patron. And i^
]\(.p ^ \

so note n diversitie betweene a recontinuance and a remitter
;

for a remitter cannot be properly, unlesse there be two titles

;

but a recontinuance may be where there is but one.

" By deed indented, SfcJ* Here it appeareth that if the dis- >3 H. 4. 5-

seisor by deed indented make a lease for life, or a gift in taile,
^ jj'

^' ^J'

or a feoffment in fee, whereunto liverie of seisin is requisite
; ^^ jj ^ \q

yet the deed indented shall not suffer the liverie made according 35 Ass. 8.

to the forme and effect of the indenture, to work any remitter 17 Ass. 3.

to the disseisee, but shall estop the disseisee to claime his former ^9 ^"- 53-

estate ; and if the disseisor upon the feoffment doth reserve any i?^y.'\ ^1'^
•>' ' o \ !• • • 1 11 iarkcrscase.

rent or condition, &c. the rent or condition is good : and the ^^ e. 3.

reason wherefore a deed indented shall conclude the taker more Estop. 10.

than a deed poll, is, for that the deed poll is only the deed of 21 li. 6. 2.

the feoflfor, donor, and lessor ; but the deed indented is the deed oTt ^
*""*

of both parties, and therefore aswell the taker as the giver is
.^^,^ Cotismerc.

concluded. ( i Roll. Abr.

863. 878.

'* Or by matter of record!' As by fine, deed indented and in- 4 Rep. 5a.)

rolled (A), and the like.

ra »3- Sect. &^^.

/4 LSO, if a man let land for terme of life to another, whoalieneth to

-^-* anotlicr in fee, and the alienee make an estate to the lessor, this is a

remitter to the lessor, because his entrie ivas congcable, * ^c. •

This is evident enough upon that which hath becne said.

Sect. 695. (Hob. 256.)

/I LSOy if a man be disseised, and the disseisor let the land to the dis-

•^^ seisce l)y deed pol, or without deed, for terme of yeares, by ivhich the

disseisee entrelh, this entrie is a remitter to the disseisee. For in such case

ivhere the entrie of a man is congeable, and a lease is made to him, albeit

that he claimeth by words in paiis, that he hath estate by force of such

lease, or saith openly, that he claimeth riothing in the laiid but by force of

such

* Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

(A) Vid. ante 251.6. where lord Coke niakts a dutinciion between a matter rJ'rccordtOS

ujiiie, and a deed recorded, ai a deed inrollcd. Sec aUo ante 362. a.

u u 4
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such lease, 7/et this is a remitter to him, for that such disclaimer in paiis

(tiel t disclaimer en le paiis) is nothing to the purpose. But if Iiee dis-

claime in court of record, that he hath no estate but hyforce of such lease,

and not otherwise, then is he concluded (Mes s'il j: disclaimer en court de

record, que il
||
n'ad estate forsque per force de tiel lease, et nemy auter-

ment, donqu^ il est conclude), ^c.

(3 Rep. 25.) TJ ERE appeareth a diversitie betweene a claim in paiis of
an estate, and a claime of record, for a claim in paiis shall

not hinder a remitter. Otherwise it is of a claime of record,

because that doth worke a conclusion.

Sect. 696.

/I L SO, if two joyntenants seised of certaine tenements in fee, the one
•" being offull age, the other within age, bee disseised, * %x, and the

disseisor die seised, and his issue enter, the one of the joyntenants being

then within age, and after that he commeth to full age, the heire of the

disseisor letteth the tenements to the same joyntenants for terme of their

\. two lives, this is a remitter (as to the moitie) to him that was within age,

because hee is seised of tlie moitie which belongeth to him infee, for that

his entrie was congeable. But the other joyntenant hath in the other

moity but an estate for terme of his life byjorce of the lease, because his

entry was taken aivay, ^c.

(2 Inst. 308.) TJ E R E note a diversitie worthy the observation, that where
joyntenants or coparceners have one and the same remedie,

if the one enter, the other shall enter also : but
icf where remedies bee severall, there it is otherwise. [^(5471

10 H. 6. 10. As if two joyntenants or coparceners joyne in a reall I
y^

I

19 PI. 6. 45. action, where their entrie is not lawfull, and the one is
*

V' t c
*^ summoned and severed, and the other pursueth and recovereth

o"g- 54- ^g moitie, the other joyntenant or coparcener shall enter and
take the profits with her, because their remedie was one and the

same. But where two coparceners be, and they are disseised,

and a discent is cast, and they have issue and die, if the issue of

the one recover her moitie, the other shall not enter with her,

because their remedies were severall (A) : and yet when both
have recovered, they are coparceners againe. So here in this

case that Littleton putteth, the two joyntenants have not equall

remedie ; for the infant hath a right of entrie, and the other a
right of action ; and therefore the infant being remitted to

a moitie, the other shall not enter and take the profits with her.

If

t disclaimer—clayme, L. and M. || n'ad—ad, L. and M. and Roh.

and Roh. * Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh.

J disclaimer—clayme, L. and M. 4. txuo not in L. and M. or Roh,
and Roh.

(A) The reasonfor which their remedies were several is explained ante 164. a. Jn com-
menting vpon the stattite of Gloucester, cup. 6. lord Coke observes, that if two coparceners be

disseised, the one hath issue and die, the aunt and the niece shall notjoin,for they have not

one right, but several, and therefore they must have several actions, but when they have

recovered they shall hold in coparcenary, 2 Inst. 308.
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If A. and B, ioyntcnants in fee, be disseised by the father of

A, who dieth seised, his sonne and heire cntreth, he is remitted

to the whole, and his companion shall take advantage thereof.

Otherwise here in the case of Littleton^ for that the advantage is

given to the infant, more in respect of his person than ot his

right ; whereof his companion sliall take no advantage. But if

tlie grandfatlier had disseised the joyntenants, and the land ha<l

descended to tlie father, and from him to A. and then A, had

died, the entrie of the other should be taken away by the first

discent ; and therefore he should not enter with the heire of A.

But here in the case of Littleton^ if after the discent the Vidr 35 A»».

other joyntenant had died, and the infant survived, some say p'- n'tim.

that he should have cntred into the whole, because hce is now,

in judgement of law, solely in by the first feoffment, and he
claimeth not under the discent.

Chap. 13. OfWarrantie. Sect. 697-

TT is commonly said, that there bee three warranties, scilicet, warrantie

lineal/, xcarrantie collaterally and warrantie that commence by disseisin.

And it is to be understood, that before the statute of Gloucester all war-
ranties which descended to (B) them ivhich are heires to those who made the

tcarrantieSy were barres to the same heires to demand any lands or tenements

against the warranties, except the warranties which commence by disseisin ;

for such warrantie was no barre to the lieire, for that the warrantie com-

menced bywrofig, viz, by disseisin,

" TT is commonlif said." Here by the opinion of Littleton, Vide Sect. a88.

communis opinio is of authoritie, and stands with 33 »•

rSSoTI ^^^ ^"^^ of law, A communi observantia non est ^' rece- S^ iw^i!)

I a J detiditm : and againe, Minime mutanda sunt quce certain

habuerunt interpretationem.

Here our author beginneth this Chapter with an exact
division of warranties. A warrantie is a covenant reall annexed
to lands or tenements, whereby a man and his heires are bound Bract lib. i.

to warrant the same ; and either upon voucher, or by judgement ^"'- 37- Lib. 5.

in a writ o^voarrantue cartcB to yeeld other lands and tenements
J"''

3^°' 3®*-

(which in old bookes is called in cxcambio) to the value of those cianTiil. lib. 3.
that shall bee evicted by a former title, or else may bee used by cap. 1, a, 3.

way of rebutter{i). u Rebouter:' ^)^ 7- ^»- ^'3-
' Lib. 9. ca. 4.

IJritton, ca. 105. fol. 249, 250, fiic. & fol. 88. 106. b- »96, 197. Fleta, lib. 5. cap. 15.

Lib. 6. cap. 23. Mirr. c&p. 2. $ 17. 38 E. 3. 21. 45 E. 3. 18.

(B) Vid. ante Sect. 601, and the note under (A) there.

(1) The doctrine of warranty was formerly one of the most interesting and
useful articles of legal learning ; but the effect and operation of warranties

having, by repeated acts of the legislature, been reduced to a very narrow
compass, it is become in most respects a matti^r of speculation rather than of

use.
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(Ant. 303. b, " Rebouter,'' is a French word, and is in Latine repellere, to
1 Roll. Abr. repell or barre ; that is, in the understanding of the common law,

Cro' Jac 4 ) ^^^ action of the heire by the warrantie of his ancestor ; and this

is

use. In some instances, however, warranties have still a powerful influence

on our landed property ; and there is no part of our jurisprudence to which
the ancient writers have more frequently recourse to explain and illustrate

their legal doctrines. Hence abstruse, and in most respects obsolete, as the

learning respecting it unquestionably is, it continues to deserve the attention

of every person who wishes to obtain accurate notions of those branches of

our laws, which are more immediately connected with the doctrines that

respect the alienation of landed property.

In the civil laiu warranty is defined, the obligation of the seller to put a stop

to the eviction, and other troubles which the buyer suffers, in the property

purchased. Eviction is defined to be the loss which tile buyer suffers, either

of the whole thing that is sold, or ofa part of it, by reason of the right which

a third persou has to it. The other troubles are those which, without touching

the property of the thing sold, diminish the right of the purchaser ; as if any
one pretends a right to the usufruct of the lands sold, to a rent issuing out of

them, to a service, or any other thing of the like nature. The buyer being thus

evicted or troubled in his possession, has his recourse to the seller to w^arrant

him. This warranty is either in lato, being that security which every seller

is bound to give for maintaining the buyer in the free possession and enjoy-

ment of the thing sold, although the sale makes no mention of it ; or in deed,

being that kind of particular or conventionary warranty, which the seller and
buyer regulate among themselves. See Domat. 1. i. tit. 2. § lo. By the

practice o^the Roman laiVf the buyer might, immediately after the eviction or

trouble, give notice of it to the seller, who then, if he thought proper, might

make himself a party to the action, and defend it ; but till the sentence was
pronounced, the buyer could not bring his action of warranty against the seller

;

and the action was brought before the judge of the place in which the seller

was domiciliated. But the practice is different in the courts of law in France.

There the buyer, when he gives notice of the action to the seller, may bring

his action of warranty against him before the judge, before whom the original

action is brought ; and if he cannot defend the action, the judge condemns him
to indemnify the seller, by the same sentence by which he pronounces in favour

of the plaintiff in the original cause. See Pothier TraitS des Contracts de

Vente, partie 2. c. i. sect. 2. art. 5. § 2. The first warrantor may call upon
another to warranty ; he in the same manner may call upon a third. But to

prevent the delays which must unavoidably ensue from multiplying warranties,

a fourth warrantor is not permitted to intervene, except in particular circum-

stances. The degrees also must be observed. Each person must vouch his

own immediate warrantor, as it is not lawful for him to vouch any of the

ulterior w^arrantors. After the warrantor has entered into the warranty, the

person warranted may either proceed in his defence jointly with the warrantor,

or leave the cause to him solely. The sentence binds them both equally. If

the person against whom the action is brought be evicted or troubled in his

possession by the sentence of the judge, he has a claim upon the warrantor for

a complete indemnification. Sometimes the precise sum to be paid by way
of indemnity is fixed and agreed to by the parties upon the making of the

contract ; but penal obligations of this nature are greatly discountenanced by
the laws of France. It is always in the breast of the judge to moderate or

increase them ; but they cannot be increased either by the express contract of

the parties, or the equity of the judge, to more than double of the property

evicted. See Traite des Evictions et de la Garantie Formelle, par Mons,

Berthelot, 2 vol. oct. Paris, 1781.
The
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is called to rebut or repcll. [c] Britton m'lthy GarHtnter m un (/I Br it ton, M.
^ \^

scnce f>ignific a defender son tenant en sa seisin, ct en (inter sence 'i>7- ^-
)

signijie que si ii nc U dcfende, qnc Ic garrant Inrj soit tcnuc a
eschangeSf

'Ihc warranty treated of by Littleton in this Chanter is evidently offeudal

extraction^ being derived from the obligation which the lord was under, by
tliat system of polity, to defend his tenant's title to the land against all claim-

;uUs. If the tenant was evicted, the lord was bound to make him a recom-

pense, by giving him lands of equal value to those evicted from him. The
doctrine and practice of warranty, in the early ages of the feudal law, is thus

set forth in the book of the Fiefs, tit. 25. It is there stated that a vassal held

a fief from the lord, and being disturbed in his possession of it, called upon
the lord to defend him. The lord refused to appear before the judge, by
which the vassal lost his cause. The vassal thereupon demanded a recom-

pense from the lord. The lord said in answer that the vassal never held the

fief, nor received the investiture of it from him. The vassal replied, that he
held the fief from the lord, and had been invested with it by him ; that he had
called upon the lord to defend the possession on the trial, and that the lord

did not then deny the lands being held of him. All this the vassal proved

by proper witnesses. Upon this case it was held, that when a vassal is dis-

turbed in the possession of his fief, if he calls on the lord to defend him, and
it appears on the trial that the lord invested him with a fief that did not

belong to him, the lord is bound either to give him another fief of equal value,

or the price of it in money; and that he is bound to do this as soon as it

clearly appears that the vassal will be evicted of the fief: but that if the lord

denies that the fief is held of him, and that the vassal, or any of his ancestors,

were invested with it by him, and the vassal proves those facts, either by an
instrument properly authenticated, or by the peers of the court, the lord must
give him another fief; or may be put to his oath, that neither the vassal nor
any of his ancestors held the fief from, or were invested with it by him, or any
of his ancestors. If the lord does this, he is to be acquitted.—Sir Martin
Wright seems to question whether the lord's obligation to protect or defend

the feudatory, made him anciently liable upon eviction (without any fraud

or defect in him) to compensate the loss of the fief. He observes, that it

can hardly be imagined that while feuds were precarious, and held at the will

of the lord, or indeed, that while they were generously given, without price

or stipulated render, the lord should be subject to such a loss; especially since

it is likely that the lord's obligation upon eviction rather prevailed upon the

reason of contracted and improper feuds, than from the nature of a pure
original feud. He observes, that none of the ancient feudists make any such
distinction, but that all of them suppose the lord's obligation upon eviction to

have been general ; yet he asserts they must be understood to speak of the

times in which they wrote, when improper feuds chiefly prevailed. See
Introduc. to the Law of Tenures, pp. 38, 39, 40.—Upon a principle similar to

that upon which this distinction is grounded, it seems to have been formerly

made a question by the writers on the feudal laws of the German and Italian

states, whether investiture alone, without any express promise or undertaking
on the part of the lord, entitletl the tenant to claim an equivalent from the lord,

in case of eviction. Uosentall, a German feudist of great authority, has stated

this question, and the authorities upon which the two opposite opinions re-

specting it are founded. He mentions it to be his own opinion, that investiture

alone, without any promise, entitled the tenant to an equivalent ; and he says,

that the greatest part of those who maintain the opposite opinion, admit that

the lord, though he has made no promise, is bound to give an equivalent, if

the fief were originally granted for services done ; or otherwise, in the way of
remuneration. Sec Ilo^icniall 'Tradatus et Si/noniis tolius Juris feudalis , Coll.

Allob.
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[d] Bract, lib 5. eschangcs, et defaire son gree a la vaillaunce. [d] Bracton saith,

fol. 380. Warrantizare nihil aliud est, quam defendereel acquietare teneniem

[p] Flcta, lib. 5. qui tvarrantum rocavit in seisind sud. [e] Fleta saith, Warranti-
cap. 15 (A). zare nihil aliud est quam possidentem vocantem defendere et ac^

quietare in sud seisind vel possessione erga petentem, ^c. et tenens

de re tvarranti excamhium habebit ad valentiam.

Lib. 4. fol. 81. It is to be observed, that there be two kinde of warranties,

Moke's case. that is to say, xvarrantia expressa et tacita, vulgarly said warran-
(F. N. B. 134. |.jg jj^ deed, because theyjbe expressed; and v/arranties in law, be-

'^
cause the law doth tacitely imply them. And this division of

warranties that Littleton here speaketh of, he intendeth of war-

ranties

(A) Thit referenceto Fletah very incorrect. See Fleta, lib. 6. cap. 23. § 2.

AUob. 1610. vol. 1. 469, 470.— In a more recent publication, expressly on
the subject of gratuitous fiefs, it is held, that the lord is bound to defend the

fief, and to give the tenant an equivalent, if it is evicted from him. The
author states the objection made by sir Martin Wright ; and in answer to it

observes, that the feudal contract and connection between the lord and tenant

is such, as distinguishes it from a voluntary donation, and necessarily includes

this obligation upon the lord. See Petri Schultzii Dissertatio de Feicdo Gratice

in Jenichen Thesaurus Juris Jeudalis,Francofurti ad Maenum, tom. 2. 556. 567,
568. It should seem that with us anciently, every kind ofhomage, when received,

but not before, bound the lord to acquittal and warranty ; that is, to keep the

tenant free from distress, entry, or other molestation, for services due to the

lords paramount, and to defend his title to the lands against all others ; but
that in subsequent times, the implied acquittal and warranty were peculiar to

that species of homage which is known by the appellation of homage ancestrel.

See ant. 67. b. note 1. 105. a. note 1. In another material quality, the warranty
annexed to homage ancestrel differed from express warranty. In the case of

express warranty the heir was chargeable only for those lands which he had
by descent from the ancestor who created the warranty. But in the case of

homage ancestrel the tenant was not driven to recover in value only those

lands which the lord had from that ancestor who created the warranty ; that

would be impossible, as it was essential to homage ancestrel, that the seigniory

should have been created before time of memory. It being therefore impossi-

ble to ascertain which lands descended from the ancestor who made the grant,

the law charged all the lands. See ant. 102. b. But defence and recompense
were not the only benefits which the tenant derived from the lord's warranty

;

it rebutted or repelled the lord from claiming the land itself, or any profit or

right from it, but those which under the feudal contract were due to him as

lord, according to the fundamental maxim of the doctrine of fiefs, Homagium
repellit perquisitwn. Such appear to be the outlines of the system of warranty
in the early ages of the feudal law. The practice of subinfeudation necessarily

occasioned a considerable extension of it. It was totally inhibited by the

statute made in the 1 8th year of Edward I. commonly called the statute quia

emptores terrarum. That statute had a particular influence both on the practice

and the doctrine of warranty. The free alienation of property which it au-

thorized necessarily put an end to the homage ancestrel, and consequently to

the implied warranty annexed to it. To remedy this, if the lord aliened, the

tenants, before they attorned to the new lord, required a new warranty from
him ; if the tenant aliened, it was with an express clause of warranty. This

gave the new tenant the benefit of the lord's obligation to warrant the old

tenant : as the new tenant might vouch the old tenant, and he in his turn might
deraign the lord. This subject will be pursued, and an attempt will be made
to investigate and explain the grounds of the distinction between lineal and
collateral warranty, in note 2. 373. b.—[Note 315.]
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rantics in deed. And of warranties in law, more shall be said Vid. Sect. 733.

hereuilor in this Chapter. As for promises or contracts (^ Iloll. Abr.

mmexed to chattclls reall or pcrsonall, they are not intended by 73B. Sul. 17B.

our author in his said division, but only warranties concerning
^[|J'

jq,"*'!,

freeholds and inheritances. Po,i 39^' ,,

1 lloll.IWp.

** Before the statute of Gloucester.'* This statute was made at 3'^- Cro. Jac.

a parliament holdcn at Glocestcr in the sixth yeare of the reigne
J''^-

3 *>•»'»* 95-

oi king E, I, and therefore it is called the statute of Glocester. lu^uy. Ws.
Owen, 60.

" jrere harres to the same hcircs to demand any landsy Sfc." 3 M<ul. af>i.

For the statute, as hath beene said, being made in 6 £. 1, was S.C.Shower,68.)

before the statute of donis conditionalilmSf which was enacted
vid*^ S?ct 724

13 Edward 1, when all states of inheritance were fee simple. 725 & 727, &c.

But aft;er the statute of 13 Edward 1, the heire in tayle is not (2 Tnst. 293.)

barred by the warrantie of his ancestour, unlesse there be assets, IJracton, lib. 4,

as shall be said hereafter more largely in this Chapter.
yi' t^^Mb «•

cap. 34. 7 E. 3. Garr. 47.

By the statute of Glocester foure things are enacted. (8 Rep. 52, 53.)

First, that if a tenant by the courtesie alien with warrantie

and dieth, that this shall bee no barre to the heire in a writ of

mordancester^ without assets in fee simple ; and if lands or

tenements descend to the heire from the father, he shall be
barred, having regard to the value thereof.

[36571 ^^ Secondly, that if the heire, for want of assets

.
'J

at that time descended, doth recover the lands of his

mother by force ofthis act, and afterwards assets descend

to the heire from the father, then the tenant shall recover

against the heire the inheritance of the mother by a writ of

i'alse judgement, which shall issue out of the record, to re-

summon him that ought to warrant, as it hath beene done in

other cases, where the heire being vouched commcth into the

court, and pleadeth that he hath nothing by discent.

Thirdly, that the issue of the sonne shall recover by a writ of

cosinagCf aielf and hesaiel.

And lastly, that the heire of the wife, after the death of the

father and mother, shall not bee barred of his action to demand
the heritage of the mother by writ of entrie, which his father

aliened in the time of his mother, whereof no fine was levied in

the king's court.

Concerning the first, there be two points in law to be observed. (Ant. 54. b.)

First, albeit the statute in this article name a writ of mor-
dancestery and after writs of cosmagCf aiel^ and bcsaiel [e] ; yet [e] n E. a. tit.

a writ of right, Aformedon^ a writ of entry ad communem legem, ^"- ^3;

and all other like actions, are within the purview of this statute ; ^g
'^'

^J^'

^'

for those actions are put but for examples. pi. Com. 1 10.

7 E. 3. 53. Temps E. i. Gwt. 87.

Secondly, where it is said in the said act (if the tenant by the 27 E. 3. 8, 9.

courtesie alien, yet his release with warrantie to a disseisor, &c. M K- 4- Gar. 5.

is within the purview of the statute, for that it is in equall mis- ^^^^' ,^3*"^

chiefe ; and if that evasion might take place, the statute should
have beene made in vaine.

If tenant by the courtesie be of a seigniorie, and the tenancie

escheate unto him, and after he alieneth with warrantie, this shall

not binde the issue, unlesse assets descend ; for it is in equall mis- 11 Am. 9 & 37.

chiefe. But notwithstandine this statute, if feme tenant in dower X*"Po/'* * *

had G«^-8^-
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M uH.7-
cap. 20.

(Post. 380. a.

381. a,)

»8 E. 3. 9.

(Hob. 31.

8 Rep. ii4 >•)

had aliened in fee with warranty and died, the warranty had
bound the heire untill the statute [o] of 1 1 H. 7, since our

author wrote : by which statute the heire may enter, notwith-

standing such warrantie.

But note, there is a diversitie betweene a warranty on the

part of the mother, and an estoppell ; for an estoppell of the

part of the mother shall not binde the heire, when hee claimeth

from the father : as if lands bee given to the husband and wife,

and to the heires of the husband, the husband make a gift in

taile, and dieth, the wife recovereth in a cui in vita against the

donee, supposing that she had fee simple, and make a feoffement

and dyeth, the donee dyeth without issue, the issue of the hus-

band and wife bring a formedon in the reverter against the

feoffee ; and notwithstanding that he was heire to the estoppell,

and the mother was estopped, yet for that he claimed the land

as heire to his father, hee was not estopped. Note, that war-

ranties are favoured in law, being part of a man's assurance
;

but estoppels are odious.

If a feme heire of a disseisor infeoffeth me with warrantie, and
marrieth with the disseisee, if after the disseisee bring a prcecipc

against me, I shall rebut him, in respect of the warrantie of his

wife, and yet he demandeth the land in another right. And so

if the husband and wife demand the right of the wife, a warrantie

of the collaterall ancestor of the husband shall barre.

If a woman had beene tenant for life, the remainder or rever-

sion to her next heire, and the woman had aliened in fee and
died, this warrantie had barred her heire in remainder or rever-

1 1 H. 7. cap. 20. sion ; but this is partly holpen by the said act of 11 H. 7, viz.

Vid. Sect. 595. where the woman hath any estate for life of the inheritance or
See this statute purchase of her husband, or given to her by any of the ances-

.]i

* '^' ^'^^' tors of the husband, or by any other person seised to the use

Li^b. I. fol. 176.' ^^ h^** husband, or of any of his ancestors, there her alienation,

in sir Anthony release, or confirmation with warrantie, shall not binde the heire.

Mildmaye's
case. 3 & 4 Ph. & Mar. Dier, 146. Lib. 3. fol. 59, 60, 61, 62. Lincohie Coll. case.

PI, Com. fol. 56. 20 Eliz. Dier, 362. Doct. & Student, 55. 8 Eliz. Dier, 248.

19 Eliz. Dier, 354. 21 Eliz. ibid. 362. Lib. 3. fol. 50, 51, sir George Browne's case.

Lib. 5. fol. 79. Fitzh. case. 27 H. 8. 23.

To the authorities quoted in the margeht, which may serve as

commentaries upon the said statute, I will only adde two cases.

[/] Mich. 1 3 The one was [y] A man seised of lands in fee levied a fine to

f
^^
& W*^V '^' ^^^ "^^ ^^ himselfe for life, and after to the use of his wife, and

ejectione^finiiL ^^ *^^^ heires males of her body by him begotten for her join-

in Communi ture, and had issue male, and after he and his wife levied a fine.

Banco. Lincoln, and suffered a common recovery, the husband and wife died, and
the issue male entred by force of the said statute of 1 1 i/. 7.

And it was holden by the justices of assise (the case comming
downe to be tried by nisi priusj, that the entry of the issue male
was lawfull (A) : and yet this case is out of the letter of the

statute ; for she neither levied the fine, Sec. being sole, or with

any other after-taken husband, but is by herselfe with her hus-
band that made the joynture. Sed qui hceret in literd hceret in

cortice ; and this case being in the same mischiefe, is therefore

within the remedy of the statute, by the intendment of the
makers of the sarate, to avoid the disherison of heires who were

provided

(A) Thk detei-minatim was over-rukd'by the case of KvrWiam v. Thompso}}, Cro. Jac. 474.
See alio Whately v. Kemp, cited 2 Vez, $en, 358.

<!i R. 2.

Judgement,263

(2 Roll. Abr.

776.

8 Rep. 53. b.

Ant. 326. a.

Doct. &i Stud.

44. b.

I 1^0.261.)
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nrovidcd tor by the said joynture, and especially by the husband
hiniselt'o that niiulc the joynture, whicli (as it was said) IS a

'out.

II.

stronger case than the example set downe in the statute.

n)(>67| The other was, [/r] A man is seised oft:?- huids in the fir] Pavh.

conusee grant and rendereth the land to the husband <^ '^'!^*°"^

and wife in spcciall tayle, the remainder to the right heires of ,
"/'

„ p^
the wife, they have issue, the husband dyeth, the wife taketh 369! a. 381

another luisband, and they two levie a fine in fee, and the issue Sid. 24.

entereth, tliis is directly within the letter of the statute, and yet ^'<*- *o5' »•

it is out of the meaning; because the state of the land moved J^.v^*''»^4-
1*.

from the wife, so as it was the purchase of the husband in letter, Cro.'EIiz V!^'^*

and not in meaning. But where the woman is tenant for life, by a Cro. 475.
the gift or conveyance of any other, her alienation with war- Btn. 40.

rantie shall binde the heire at this day. So if a man bee tenant ?J"j^'
^^**

for life (otherwise than as tenant by the courtesie) and alien in ^r. ""paini'^21
fee with warrantie, and dieth, this shall at this day binde the heire 32. 21^. Cro.
that hath the reversion or remainder by the common law not C:ir.244. pl.464.

holpcn by any statute. But all this is to be understood, unlesse ^"'"- IJanco,

the heire tliat hath the reversion or remainder doth avoid the ^"?'C*
^^**'*Jf

estate so aliened in the life of the ancestour ; for then the estate i,card and^'^
being avoided, the warrantie being annexed unto the estate, is observed,

avoided also ; whereof more shall be said in this Chapter in his (2 Roll. Abr.

proper place. And therefore it is necessary for the heire in Hi. Moor. 93.)

such cases to make an entry as soone as he hath notice or u^]^^%q
probable suspicion of such an alienation. Post. 367. b.

388. b. 10 Rep. 95.)

As to the second clause of the statute of Gloucester, there are
two points of law to be observed.

First, that by the exprcsse purview of the statute, if assets doe pi. Com. Ful-
after discend from the father, then the tenant shall have recovery merstonc's case,

or restitution of the lands of the mother. But in afonnedon, if ' »«• a

at the time of the warrantie pleaded no assets be discended, i"'!'" ?• ^"'- 53-

whereby the demandant recovereth, if after assets discend, there ^
"^ ^

^^^^'

the tenant shall have a scirefacias for the assets, and not for the
land intailed. And the reason hereof is, that if in this case the
tenant should be restored to tlic land intailed, then if the issue in

taile aliened the assets, his issue should recover in ajbrmedon ;

and therefore the sages of the law, to prevent future occasions
of suits, resolved the said diversitie in the cases abovesaid, upon
consideration and construction of the statute of Gloucester, and
of the statute de donls conditionalibus.

Secondly, it is to bee observed, that after assets discended, the
recoverie shall bee by writ of judgement, which shall issue out of
the rolle of the justices, &c. And here two things are to be
declared and explained. First, by what writ, &c. and that is Lib. 8. fol. 53.
c\eGTe,mz.hy scire facias. But the second is more difficult; 54- Sym'scasc.
and that is, upon what manner ofjudgement the scirefacias is to I^'.^- '34- Marjf

be grounded : for explanation whereof it is to be understood, that flV^'^f *^^\
if the tenant will have benefit of the statute he must plead the >a Cro. 15. Ant.
warrantie, and acknowledge the title of the demandant, and 33. a. 3a6. a.)

pray that the advantage of the statute may bee saved unto him,
and then if after assets discend, the tenant upon this record shall
have a scirefacias : and if assets discend but for part, he shall
have a scire facias for so much. But if the tenant plead the
warrantie, and plead further that assets discended, &c. and the

demandant
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demandant taketh issue that assets discended not, &c. which
issue is found for the demandant, whereupon he recovereth, the

tenant, albeit assets doe after discend, shall never have a scire

Jacias upon the said judgement ; for that by his false'plea he hath
lost the benefit of the said statute.

Touching the third, sufficient hath beene spoken before. For
the last, it is to be observed, that if the husband be seised of

lands in the right of his wife, and maketh a feoffement in fee with

8 E. a. tit. warrantie, the wife dieth, and the husband dieth, this warrantie
Gar. 8i. shall not binde the heire of the wife without assets, albeit the
i8 E. 3. 51. husband be not tenant by the curtesie. But of this you shall

reade more hereafter.

Vide Sect. 725. In the meane time know this, that the learning of warranties is

one of the most curious and cunning learnings of the law, and
of great use and consequence (i).

(aRoll.Abr!774. ** To demand any lands or tenements.^^ A warrantie may not

Hob. 14. 28. only be annexed to freeholds, or inheritances corporeall, which
a Saund. 183.) passe by livery, as houses and lands, but also to freeholds or in-

heritances incorporeall, which lye in grant, as advowsons ; and
to rents, commons, estovers, and the like, which issue out of

lands or tenements. And not onely to inheritance in essSy but
also to rents, commons, estovers, &c. newly created. As a man
(some say) may grant a rent, &c. out of land for life, in tayle, or

1 H. 4. 13- in fee with warrantie; for although there can be no title pre-
30 H. 8. Di. 41. cedent to the rent, yet there may be a title precedent to the land,

A?"?"' .«i«.,f out of which it issueth before the grant of the rent, which rent
Admesurement, •111,1 °«.iii.i«i
16. 32 E. 1. "i^y 0^6 avoided by the recovery of the land; m which case

Voucher, 294. the grantee may heipe himselfe by a tvarrantia cartes, upon the

30 E. 1. especiall matter. And so a warrantie in law may extend to a
Exchange, 16.

j.gjjj.^ ^^ newly created ; and therefore if a rent newly created

?5 E?4. 9.
^® granted in exchange for an acre of land, this exchange is

29 As». 13. good, and every exchange implyeth a warrantie in law. And so

<F. N. B. 134. a rent newly created may be granted for oweltie of partition.
Ante 50. b.

101. b. 308. nota. Post. 389. a.)

Vide Sect. 741. ft3~ A man seised of a rent secke issuing out of the I"35671
45 E. 3- manner of Dale, taketh a wife, the husband releaseth

I
ij JVoucher, 72. j.^ ^^ terre-tenant, and warranteth tenemenfaprcedicta,

?8 i? 3'
55.

^^^ dieth, the wife bringeth a writ of dower of the rent, the

30 E. 3. 30. terre-tenant shall vouche, for that albeit the release enured by
21 H. 7. 9. way of extinguishment, yet the warrantie extended to it ; and
3 H. 7.4. by warranting of the land, all rents, &c. issuing out of the land,

^oE^4*Q b
^^^ suspended or discharged at the time of the warrantie

at E.4.26. created, are warranted also.

14 H. 8. 30 H. 8. Dier, 4a. (2 RoIL Abr. 744.)

Sect.

(1) Upon the alterations, made by the statute law in the doctrine of warranty,
see notes 1 and 2. 373. b.
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Sect. 698.

J/f/'ARRANl'IE that commences bi/ dissemn is in this manner: as

where there is father and son, and the sonnc purchasefh /and, S)'c.

and letteth the same land to his father for terme ofyeares, and thefather

hif his deed thereof infeoffeth another infee, and bindcs him and his fieires

to u^rrantie, and thefather dies, whereby the ivarrantie descendeth to the

son, this warrantie shall not barre the sonne ; for notioithstanding this war^

rantie the sonne may well enter into the land, or have an assise against the

alienee if he will, because the warrantie commenced by disseisin : for when

thefather ichich had but an estatefor terme ofycares, made a feojfement

infee, this was a disseisin to tlie sonne of the freehold ichich then was in

the sonne. In the same manner it is, if the sonne letteth to thefatlier tlie

land to hold at icill, and after thefatlier make afeoffement ivith warrantie,

SiC. Ami as it is said of thefatlier, so it may be said of every other an-

cester, S^x. In the satne manner is it, if tenant by elegit, tenant by statute

merchajit, or tenant by statute staple, make afeoffment infee with warranty,

f this shal not bar the heire which ought to have the land, because such

warranties commence by disseisin.

Vf^ARRANTIE, that commences by disseisin, <§;c." (i) It (Doct. & Stud.

is called a warranty that commenceth by disseisin, because ^^^- ^- ^^

regularly the conveyance whereunto the warranty is annexed
doth worke a disseisin.

In this Section Littleton putteth five examples of a warrantie

commencing by disseisin, viz. ofa feoffement made with warranty

by tenant for yeares, by tenant at will, by tenant by elegit, by 7 E. 3. 41.

tenant by statute mercliant, and by tenant by statute staple: all 43 E- 3. 17.

these and the other examples that Littleton putteth of this kinde ^o i^- 3. »2^

of ivarranties in the succeeding Sections, have foure qualities.
(2*inst?54.***

1 Roll. Abr. 663. 3 llep. 37.)

First, that the disseisin is done immediately to the heire that

is to be bound ; and yet if the father bee tenant for life, the
yi^^^h^^Vbert?'

^'

case. (Cro. Car. 483.

remainder

t «^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) As to xnarranties commencing by disseisin .-—Lord chief baron Gilbert

divides warranties into two sorts ; first, those commencing by disseisin or
wrong ; and secondly, binding warranties. The first are where the ancestor

that makes the warranty is partner to the wrong ; and such warranties are not
obliging, because it cannot be presumed that one who is so unjust as to do
wrong, will be so just as to leave a recompense to his heir ; wherefore such
contracts are wholly rejected as collusive, and founded on no consideration.

In the Ancien Coutumier de Normandie^ ch. 96. it is said, that in a writ of noM-
lelle disseisine there is no vouching to warranty ; because it is not to be suffered

that any one should retain the possession of another, either by himself, or by
the means of another, or that he should disturb it by his foolish hardihood ;

and whoever does so ought to restore it.— [Note 31G.]

Vol.. II. V X
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remainder to the sonne in fee, the father by covine and consent
maketh a lease for yeares, to the end that the lessee shall make
a feofFement in fee, to whom the father shal release with warran-
tie, and all is executed accordingly, the father dyeth, this

warrantie shall not binde, albeit the disseisin was not done imme-
diately to the Sonne ; for the feofFement of the lessee is a disseisin

to the father, who isparticeps criminis. So it is if one brother

make a gift in tayle to another, and the uncle disseise the donee,

and infeoffeth another with warrantie, the uncle dieth, and the

warrantie descendeth upon the donor, and then the

donee dyeth without ^3=- issue, albeit the disseisin was [^5771
Ant. 3'2ra.' 56. a. done to the donee and not to the donor, yet the war- L ^ J

rantie shall not binde him. The father, the sonne, and a

third person are joyntenants in fee, the father maketh a feoffment
in fee of the whole with warrantie, and dieth, the sonne dieth,

the third person shall not only avoyd the feofFement for his owne
part, but also for the part of the sonne ; and he shall take ad-
vantage that the warrantie commenced by disseisin, though the
disseisin was done to another.

The second qualitie appearing in Littleton''s examples is, that

the warrantie and disseisin are simulet semel, both at one and the.

same time. [^] And yet if a man commit a disseisin of intent to

make a leofFment in fee with warrantie, albeit he make the feoff-

ment many yeares after the disseisin, notwithstanding because
the warrantie was done to that intent and purpose, the law shall

adjudge upon the whole matter, and by the intent couple the

disseisin and the warrantie together.

Ant 314. b. 5 Rep. 78.)

3» E.3. tit.

Garrantie, 28.

(5 Kep. 50. a.)

(2 Roll. Abr.

772, 773-)

171. a. 179. n.

F.N. B. 149. c

(Cro. Car. 483.)

[:v]i9H.8. 12.

Lib. 5. fol. 79. b
Fitzh. case.

(Plowd, 51. a.

3 Rep. 78.
Post. 369. a.

371- a.

9 Rep. 8l

The third qualitie is, that the warrantie that commenceth by
disseisin by all these examples (if it should binde) should binde
as a collaterall warrantie, and therefore commencing by disseisin

shall not binde at all.

(1 Leon. 304,
305. Cro. Car.

388.)
Vide Sect. 611.

699. Bract, fol.

^16. 223, 224.
Fleta, lib. 4. cap.

17. i,2.Britton,

cap. Disseisin.

50 E. 3. 12. b.

8H.7.5.
7 E. 3. 11.

J4E. 3. Feoff-

ments et faits,

67. 18 E. 3.

Issue, 36.

4 E. 2. Briefe

790. 19 E. 2.

Ass. 400.

43 E. 3. 7.

17E. 3. 41.

43 E. 3. Diss 5.

3E.4. 17.

12 E. 4. 12.

10 E. 4. 18.

F. N. B. 201.

'' Shall not bar the heire, S^c." For by the authoritie of our
author himselfe, a lessee toryeares may make a feoffment, andb}'-

his feoffment a fee simple shall passe ; so as albeit as to the lessor

it worketh by disseisin, yet betweene the parties the warrantie

annexed to such estate standeth good ; upon which the feoffee

may vouch the feoffor or his heires, as by force of a lineall

warrantie. And therefore if a lessee for yeares, or tenant by
elegit, SfC' or a disseisor incontinent make a feoffment in fee with

warrantie, if the feofFee be impleaded, hee shall vouch the feoffor,

and after him his heire also ; because this is a covenant reall,

which binde him and his heires to recompence in value, if they
have assets by discent to recompence ; for there is a feofFment

defacto, and a feofFment ^<?jzfre ; [*] and a feofFment rfej^c^o

made by them that have such interest or possession as is afore-

said, is good betweene the parties, and against all men but only

against him that hath right. And therefore if the lord be gar-

deine of the land, or if the tenant maketh a lease to the lordfor

yeares, or if the lord be tenant by statute merchant, or staple,

or by elegit of the tenancie, and make a feofFment in fee, hee
hereby doth extinguish his seigniorie, although having regard to

the lessor it is a disseisin.

Lib. 3. fol. 78. iu Fermor's case. [*] Temps E. 1. Counterplea de Voucher, 126,

50 E. 3. ibidem, 124. Vide W. i.cap. 48.' iu the second part of the Institutes.

( 1 o Rep. 95. a Roll Abr. 740.)

The
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The fourth quahtic is a disseisin ; but tliat is nut for an \'\
example ; and the ratlicr, for that it is most usual 1 and frequent:

but a warrantie that comnicnccth by abatement or intrusion

(that is, when the abatement or intrusion is made of intent to

make a feoffment in fee with warrantie), shall not binde the

right heire, no more than a warranty that commcnceth by
'

disseisin, because all doe commence by wrong. And so it is

if tlie tenant dicth without heire, and an ancestor of the lord

enter before the entrie of the lord, and make a feoffment in

fee trith warrantie, and dieth, this warrantie shall not binde the

lord, because it commenccth by wrong, being in nature of an
abatement. Et sic de similibus (i).

Sect. Q99-

A L S 0, if a gardeine in chivalrie, or gardeine in socage,

036 7T| 7nake i^ a feoffment infee, or infee taiie, orfor life, with

b. J warrantie, &^'c, such warranties are not barres to the hcyres to

ichoni the lands shall bee discended, because they commence by
disseisin.

"LJERE Littleton addeth the case of gardeine in chivalrie, i6E.3.Gar.2o.

and gardeine in socage, and gardeine because nurture is ^ -^^s'- 2-

also in the same case. ^^^li^'u' iand the books
abovcsaid. Vide Sect. 698. (3 Rep. 37.)

Sect. 700.

A LSOf iffather and sonne purchase certaine lands or tenements, to

have and to hold to them joyntly, 8)X. and after the father alien

the whole to another (et puis le pier alien * I'eiitier a uii auter), and
binde him and his heircs to warrantie, S)'c. a?id after thefather dieth, this

warrantie shall not barre the sonne of the moitie that belongs to him of the

said lands or tenements, because as to that moitie which belongs to tJie

sonne, the warrantie commences by disseisin, S^'c.

* I'entier—I'entierte, L, and M. and Roh.

(i) The editor, in note 1, to page 330. b. has (he fears too prolixly)

attempted to explain the difference between actual disseisin and disseisin by
election, and to prove that the disseisin produced by a feoffment, however
slender or tortious the estate of the feoffor may be, is aa actual disseisin. It

is submitted to the reader, that what he has said on that subject is confirmed

by what Littleton says in this Section, and lord Coke's commentary upon it.

The discussion, in tlie note above referred to, of the operation of a feoffment,

and the discussion in note 1, p. 271. b. of the operation of conveyances deriving

their effect from the statute of uses, will, perhaps, assist the reader in form-

ing accurate notions of the difference in the operations and effect of feoff-

ments, lines, common recoveries, bargains and sales, releases and wills.—

[Note 317.]

X X 2
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13 Ass. 8. " fJ^O have and to hold to them joyntly, S^c'' This is to bee
13 E. 3. -L

intended of a joynt purchase in fee ; for if the purchase

^2^H^6 st
^^ yf^YQ to the father and the sonne, and the heires of the sonne,

8 H. 7. (>. and the father maketh a feoffment in fee with warrantie, if the

<5 Rep. 79 ) sonne entreth in the hfe of the father, and the feoffee re-enter,

the father dieth, the sonne shall have an assise of the whole ;

and so is the booke of 22 H, 6. to be understood. But if the

sonne had not entred in the life of the father, then for the

father's nioitie it had beene a barre to the sonne, for that

(Post. 393. a.) therein he had an estate for life; and therefore the warrantie

as to that moitie had beene collaterall to the sonne, and by
(i Rep. QQ.) disseisin for the Sonne's moitie ; and so a warrantie defeated in

part, and stand good in part. And this appeareth by the

example that Littleton hath put. But if the purchase had
beene to the father and sonne, and to the heires of the father,

(F.N.B. 192.3.) then the entrie of the sonne in the life of the father, as to the

avoydance of the warrantie, had not availed him, because his

father lawfully conveyed away his moitie (1).

Temps E. 1

.

jf a man of full age and an infant make a feoffment in fee
Vouch. 207. ^j|.j^ warrantie, this warrantie is not void in part, and good in

John lindon'3 P^^*^ » ^^^^ ^* ^^ good for the whole against the man of full age,

case, 14 H. 6. and voyd against the infant: for albeit the feoffment of an
(8 Ilep. 42. infant passing by liverie of seisin be voydable, yet his warrantie,
Plovvd. QQ. b. which taketh effect only by deed, is meerely voyd.
Ig Rep. 119.)

J J ^ J J

^ Sect. 701. P^^]

yi LSD, if A. of B. bee seised of a mese, and F. of G. that no ri^ht

hath to enter into the same mese, claiming the said mese, to hold to him
and to his heires^ entreth into the sayd mese, but the same A. of B. is then

continually abiding in the same mease: in this case the possession of tM
freehold shall bee alwayes adjudged in A. of B. and not in F. of G.
because in such case where two bee in one house, or other tenements, and
the one claimeth by one title, and the other by another title, the law shal

adjudge him in possession that hath right to have the possession of the same
tenements. But if in the case ajoresayd, the sayd F. of G. make afeoff-
ment to certabie bajrettors and extortioners in the countrie, to have main-

tenance

(1) It is greatly to be regretted, that sir Edward Coke has not expressed
himself more fully on the subject hinted at by him in this note, the defeating
of the warranty by the heir's entry or claim in the ancestor's life-time. It is

thus mentioned by lord chief-baron Gilbert, Ten. 135. The heir was pre-
sumed to receive a recompense, and therefore was barred if he did not claim
during the life of his ancestor ; and this was the more reasonable, because
such reconipenses were anciently in lands, which did of right descend to the
heir ; and if the ancestor did alien them, the heir must claim his own during
the life of his ancestor, otherwise he could never claim it, inasmuch as this

was the whole time of limitation for the heir to challenge his own in this case

;

and if he slipped that time, he was barred for ever, inasmuch as there might be
secret conveyances to alien the recompense for the benefit of the heir, which
might turn to the prejudice of the purchaser.—[Note 318.]
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tenancc from them of the saifd house, hi/ a deed offeoffment with warrantie,

hi/ force whereofthe said A. of B. dare not abide in the home, but gocth

out of the same (per force dc quel le dit A. de li. ne osast pas demurrer

en le nieasc, mes * alast hors de Ic mease), this warrantie conimenceth bi/

disseisin, because such feoffment was the cause that the saj/d A. o/* B.

relinquished the possession of' the same house f.

•' LyilE R E two bee in one house, Sfc. and the one claiuicth hif (Ant. 194. n.

^ one title, and the other by anulhcr title, Ssx," For the rufe
^-t*' ".^ **5*"*

. -^ i
• /•

/ -J Abr, 561,662.
IS, Duo nonpossunt in so ftdo nnam rempossidcre. Plowd. 233, b.)

19 H. 6. fol. a8. b. per Newton. (Siderf,385. a. Ant. 180. b. ibi. a.)

*" These words of our author be significant and materiall: [h] \h] 17 E. 3. 59-

for if a man hatli issue two daughters, bastard eigne and mulier 1 »^
Ass. p. 23.

puisne, and die seised, and they both enter generally, the sole \}'^^^' ^"*"
,

• 1 II . . 1- 1 1 I • I 1- u ^i 8Rtp. loi.b.
possession shall not be adjudged only m the muner, because tliey

}i(^i,. ,20.

both claime by one and the same title ; and not one by one title. Ant. 189. 244.

and the other by another title, as our author here saith. 10 U<p. I^m-

[i] If the tenaunt in an assise of an house desire the plaintifFe l'*^^'* ^**^^ )

to dine with him in the house, which the plaintifFe doth accord- [«J !'•• Com. 91.

ingly, and so they bee both in the house ; and in truth one pre- 1*'^

^'"^/'TT
^^

tendeth one title, and the other another title ; yet the law in this
^.^^^P

case shall not adjudge the possession in him that right hath
; (Ant. 245. b.

because our author here saith, hee claimed not his right, and it Plowd. 93. a.b.)

should be to his prejudice if the law should adjudge him posses-

sion ; and a trespasser hee cannot bee, because hee was invited

by the tenant in the assise.

" Barrettors" A barretter is a common moover and exciter, Sec the Inditc-

or maintainer of suits, quarrels, or parts, either in courts, or else-
"'c"' ^f a com-

1
' .^. . ^ T ' "^ .

'
^ -. , , nion Barretori

where m the countrey. In courts, as m courts or record, or not yf , ^.^p ,q^

of record ; as in the countie, hundred, or other inferior courts. & 32.

In the countrie in three manners : first, in disturbance of the 40 E. 3.33.

peace: secondly, in taking or keeping of possessions of lands lJb.8. iol.36. b.

in controversie, not only by force, but also by j^?f*^

[36871 ^^ subtiltie and a deceit, and most commonly in sup- (3 i„5t. 175.

jj J pres.sion of truth and right: thirdly, by false inven- Siderf. 282.

tions,andsowing ofcalumniations, rumors, and reports, 2R0ll.Abr.355.)

whereby discord and disquiet may grow betweene neighbours. ^J
'\° ''

353V

" Barrctor" is derived of this word (barrd) which signifieth 33 E. i.Stat. dc

not only a wrangling suit, but also such brawles and quarrels in
lU)"8 'ubi'suora.

the countrey as are aforesaid. /^ HqK36.)

*' Extortioners" Extortion in his proper sense, is a great mis- P. Com. fol. 64.

prision, b^ wresting or unlawfully taking by any officer, by colour ^^- »^- ^**'-.
*°I»

of his office, any money or valuable thing of or from any man, ^^^
*^^" '^^^ *

either that is not due, or more than is due, or before it be due ; /^ \^^^ ,^g.)
tjuod non est dcbitum, vel quod est ultra dcbitum, vcl ante Icmpus
quod est dehitum : for this is to be knowne, that it is provideu by
the [I] statute of W, 1, that no sheriflfe, nor any other minister [0 ^^'- '-c- 26.

'•' ' » J &C.W. i.c.io.

42 E. 3. 5. 27 Ass. 14. PI. Com. 68. (2 Roll. Abr. 32.)

of

* se en, added in Z. andM. and Roh. 1 8fc. added in L. and M. and Roh.
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(Plowd. 465.

Nov, 111-

2 Roll. Abr. 32.)

23 H. 6. c. 10.

33 H. 6. 22.

21 H. 7. 17.

Staunf. 49.

3 E. 3. Cor. 372.

[n] HJI. 13 Jac
Reg.

PI. Com. in

Dine and Man-
iiingham's case.

Mir. cap. 5. § 1

7E.4.21.

Of Warrantie. L.3. C. 13. Sect. 701.

of the king, shall take any reward for doing of his office, but

only that which the king alloweth him, upon paine that hee shall

render double to the partie, and be punished at the king's plea-

sure. And this was the antient common law, and was punishable

by fine and imprisonment ; but the statute added the aforesaid

penaltie. But some latter statutes having permitted them to

take in some cases ; by colour thereof the king's officers and

ministers, as sherifFes, coroners, escheators, feodaries, gaolers,

and the like, doe offend in most cases ; and seeing this act yet

standeth in force, they cannot take any thing but where and so

farre as latter statutes have allowed unto them. But yet such

reasonable fees as have beene allowed by the courts of justice of

antient time to inferiour ministers and attendants of courts for

their labour and attendance, if it be asked and taken of the

subject, is no extortion.

And all this was resolved [w] by the whole court of king's

bench, betweene Shurley plaintiffe, and Packer deputie of one

of the sheriffes of London, in an action upon the case in the

king's bench.

See the statute of 21 H, 1. cap. 5. setting downe the fees of

ordinaries, registers, and other officers, in certaine cases, and

many other statutes; as for example, the statute of 19 i/. 7.

cap. 8. against taking of shewage (that is, taking of any thing

for shewing of wares and merchandises that be truly customed

to the king before) and the like.

Of this crime it is said, that it is no other than robberie ; and

another saith, that it is more odious than robberie ; for robberie

is apparent, and hath the face of a crime ; but extortion puts

on the visure of vertue. for expedition of justice, and the like
;

and it is ever accompanied with the grievous sinne of perjurie.

But largely extortion is taken for any oppression by extort

power, orb}' colour or pretence of right ; and so Littleton taketh

it in this place. Extortio is derived from the verbe extorqueo ;

and it is called crimen expilationis^ or concussionis : and here bar-

retors and extortioners are put but for examples; for if the

feoffement be made to any other person or persons, the law is

all one.

(3 lust. 175.

2 Inst- 212.

Dyer, 555, 55(5.

Sid. 212,213.

Noy,52.)

[/c] 1 E. 3. c. 14.

20 E. 3.

cap. 4, 5.

[rj Mich. 7 Jac.

in the Starre-

Chaniber.

(Doc. Pla. 240.)

" To have maintenance from them.'" Maintenance, manute-

nentia, is derived of the verbe /namitenere, and signifieth in law

a taking in hand, bearing up or upholding of quarrels and sides,

to the disturbance or hindrance of common right : Culpa est rei

se immiscere ad se non pertinenti ; and it is twofold, one in the

countrey arid another in the court. For quarrels and sides in

the court \]i\ the statutes have inflicted grievous punishments.

But this kinde ofmaintenance ofquarrels and sides in the countrey

is punishable only at the suit of the king, [r] as it hath beene

resolved. And this maintenance is called manutenentia^ or manU'
tentio ruralis, for example, as to take possessions, or keepe pos-

sessions, whereof Littleton here speaketh, or the like(i).

The

(1) Whether an attorney's laying out money for his client be maintenance,
see Pierson v. Hughes, Freeman, 71. 81.—By the ancient Roman law, there

were few cases in which a person was admitted to plead by an attorney,

according to the rule, Neftto alieno nomine lege agere potest. Recourse was
therefore
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The other is cnlled curialis^ because it is done pendente j)lacito

in the courts of justice ; and tliis was nn ofTencc at the common
law, anil is threctbhl.

First, to niaintaine to have part of the land, or any thing out 33 V^- i- Stat a.

of the land, or part of the <lcbt, or other thing in plea or suit ;
'" '''.'*=•

and this is called cambipartia, chanipertie.
g ^Jr"**' \/^'

aaH. 6. 7. 911.7.22. (a lloll. Abr. 114.) 30 Ass. 5. igE. 4. 3. aoli.'fi. it.

34 11.6.2. 11H.6. u. 8H.5. 8. loE. 4>J). VV. 1. cap, 45. 28 W. a,

cap. 49. Artie, super Cart. cap. 11. F. N. B. 171 , 172. I\Iirror, cap. i. $ 5. (Mo. 6.
Ant. 157. Hob. 294.)

The second is, when one maintalneth the one side,

[3()Q7|
without having any part of the thing in ft^ plea, or suit

;

"J
and this maintenance is twofold, general maintenance,

and speciall maintenance ; whereof you shall reade at

large in our bookcs, which were too long here to be inserted.

The third is when [«] one labourcth the jury, if it be but to \,c\ 13 II. 4. 16.

appeare, or if he instruct them, or put them in feare, or the like, b. F. N.B. 171.

he is a maintainer, and he is in law called an embraceor, and an " {!' ?* *°*

action of maintenance lyeth against him; and if he take money, ^''
' '

^^'

a dccics tanliim may be brought against him. And whether the

jury passe for his side or no, or whether the jurie give any verdict

at all, yet shall he be punished as a maintainer or embraceor
either at the suit of the king or partie.

Here in this case that Littleton putteth, the feoffment is void

by the statute [a] of 1 /?. 2 ; for thereby it is enacted, that [u] 1 R. 2.

feoffements made for maintenance shall be holden for none, and <^'»P- 9- V^'*'-

of no value, so as Littleton putteth his case at the common law ;
^7^. 2. fol. 23.

for he secmeth to allow the feoffement, where he saith suchfeoff-
mcni was the cause, SfC. : but some have said that the feoffement

is not voide betweeue the feoffor and feoffee, but to him that

right hath.

Now, since Littleton wrote, there is a notable statute [b] made [6] 32 H..8

in suppression of the causes of unlawfull maintenance (which is cap. 9.

the most dangerous enemie that justice hath), the effect of which (J^lw^t^- 79- a.)

statute is.

First, that no person shall bargaine, buy, or sell, or obtaine (2 Roll. Abr.

any pretenced rights or titles.
J

'3. i »4-

Secondly, or take, promise, grant, or covenant to have any ° -^'S/

right or title of any person in or to any lands, tenements, or

hereditaments ; but if such person which so shall bargaine, &c.
their ancestors, or they by whom he or they claime the same,
have beene in possession of the same, or of the reversion or re-

mainder thereof, or taken the rents or profits thereof by the

space of one whole yeare, tScc. upon paine to forfeit the whole
value of the lands, &:c. and the buyer or taker, &c. knowing the /, Lcq^ ,5^
same, to forfeit also the value. aoB.

Thirdly, Plowd. 89. a.)

therefore had to a fiction at law, by which it was supposed that the property

of the thing in contest was made over to the attorney. The consequence was,

that the proceedings were carried on in the name of the attorney, and even
the sentence passed upon him. Hence he was called the doininus litis. See
Boehmer de doviinio litis, 1. 1 2. Pothier Pandccta Justinianccc, lib. 3. tit. 3. § a.

— [Note 3if;.]
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Thirdly, provided that it shall be lawfull for any person, being

in lawfull possession, by taking of the yearely farme, rents or

profits, to obtaine and get the pretenced right or title, &c. of

any lands whereof he or they shall be in lawfull possession.

For the better understanding of which statute, you must ob-

serve, that title or right may be pretenced two manner of wayes :

( 1 Cro. 232,
I

First, when it is meerely in pretence or supposition, and nothing

233) / in verity.
PI. Cora. fol.Sfe. Secondly, when it is a good right or title in verity, and made

case

^'^^^ ^^ ** pretenced by the act of the partie ; and both these are within

the said statute : for example, if ^. be lawfull owner of land, and

is in possession, B. that hath no right thereunto granteth to, or

contracteth for the land with another, the grantor and the grantee

(albeit the grant be meerely void) are within the danger of the

statute ; for B. hath no right at all, but only in pretence. If A.
be disseised in this case, A. hath a good lawfull right ; yet if

A. being out of possession, granteth to, or contracteth for the

land with another, he hath now made his good right of entrie

pretenced within the statute, and both the grantor and grantee

within the danger thereof. A fortiori of a right in action.

Qiiod nofn.

It is further to be knowne, that a right or title may be con-

sidered three manner of wayes.

First, as it is naked and without possession. Secondly, when
the absolute right commeth by release or otherwise to a wrong-
full possession ; and no third person hath eitherjus proprietatis,

orJus possessionis. The third when he hath a good right, and a

wrongfull possession. As to the first, somewhat hath beene said,

and more shall be said hereafter. As to the second, taking the

former example, if A. be disseised, and the disseisee release unto

him (N), he may presently sell, grant, or contract for the land, and
need not tarrie a yeere ; for it is a rule upon this statute, that

PI. Com. Par- whosoever hath the absolute ownership of any land, tenements,
tndge's case,ubi ^j, hereditaments (as in this case the disseisor hath), there such

Bixioke tit
owner may at his pleasure bargaine, grant, or contract for the

Maintenance, land, for no person can thereby be prejudiced or grieved. And
38. so if a man mortgage his land, and after redeeme the same ; or
(Cro. Car. 388. jf ^ ^^^ recover land upon a former title, or be remitted to an

ancient right, he may at any time bargaine, grant, or contract

for the land, for the reason aforesaid. As to the third, if in

]
the case aforesaid the disseisor dieth seised, and A. the disseisee

/ entreth, and disseise the heire of the disseisor, albeit he hath an

/ antient right, yet seeing the possession is unlawfull, if he bar-

I
gaine or contract for the land before hee hath beene in possession

\ by the space of a yeare, he is within the danger of the statute,

because the heire of the disseisor hath rigbt to the possession,

and he is thereby grieved, et sic de similibus : and albeit he that

hath a pretenced right (and none in verity) getteth the possession

wrongfully, yet the statute extendeth unto him as well as where
he is out of possession.

33 Eliz. Dier,
j Note, the words of the statute be (any pretenced right), there-

374. PI. Com.
I fore a lease for yeares is within the statute ; for the statute saith

Parmdge'scase,;
^^^ ^^j^g ^,ig^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^-^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ offendour shall forfeit

, the whole value of the land. And where the statute speaketh

of rights in the plurall number, yet any one right is within the

fa] Mich. 30 & statute. [«] But yet if a man make a lease for yeares to

31 Eliz. 28 n. inter Finch & Cockham in Cora. Banc. (Mo. 266.) (2 Roll. Abr. 114.)

another

O^y i. €. the disseisor.

Plowd. 89. a.)

I
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another to the intent to trie the title in an ejectiona:

[^()C)n flrmtVy that is out of the statute, K7" because it is in a
.

*

*J
kiiulc of course of law; but if it be made to a great

man, or any other to sway or countenance the cause,

that is within this statute.

Also the statute speakes (of any right or title to any land, iVc.)

[A] A customary right, or a pretence thereof to landa holden [6] Lib. 4. M.
by copio, is within this statute. ^6- Copihold

The said proviso (which is rather added for explanation, than ^'p
'g ,..

of any neccssitie) extendcth only to a pretenccd right or title, Maintenaivce.

and (A) to a good and cleare right; and therefore without lirookf, 38.

question, any that hath a just and lawfull estate may obtaine

any pretenccd right by release or otherwise ; for that cannot

be to the prejudice of any : nay, as hath been said, a disseisor (g R^p. 60.)
that hath a wrongfull estate may obtaine a release of the dis-

seisee, and that is not within the body of the act, and conse-

quently standeth not in need of any proviso to protect him.

And therefore [c] if there be tenant for life, the remainder [c] 34 H. 8,

in fee by lawfull and just title, he in the remainder may obtaine ^'^^^> 5^.

and get tlie pretenccd right or title of any stranger, not only for

that the particular estate and the remainder are all one, but for

that it is a mcane to extinguish the seeds of troubles and suits,

and cannot be to the prejudice of any, as hath beene said. And
where the statute saith, (being in lawfull possession by taking

the yearely rent, &c.) those words are but explanatory, and put
for example ; for howsoever he be lawfully seised in possession,

reversion, or remainder, it sufficeth though he never tooke profit.

But the matter observable upon this proviso, which is worthy of
observation, is, that if a disseisor make a lease for life, lives, or
yeares, the remainder for life, in tayle, or in fee, he in remainder
cannot take a promise or covenant, that when the disseisee hath
entred upon the land, or recovered the same, that then he should
convey the land to any of them in remainder, thereby to avoid
the particular estate, or the interest or estate of any other ; for

the words of the proviso be (buy, obtaine, get, or have by any
reasonable way or meane) and that is not by promise or covenant
to convey the land after entry or recovery ; for that is neither

lawfull, being against the expresse purview of the body of the

act, and not reasonable, because it is to the prejudice of a third

person. But the reasonable way or meane intended by the

statute, is by release or confirmation, or such conveyances as

amount to as much : and this agreeth with the letter of the law,

viz. the pretenccd right or title of any other person ; and rights

and titles are by release or confirmation, as by reasonable wayes
and meanes lawfully transferred and extinct : and the words of
promise or covenant, &c. which are prohibited by the body of
the act are omitted in the proviso.

'* Relinquished thepossession^ Sfc'* This must be understood, (2 lUp. 31.

that before livery ot seisin upon the feoffement. A, of B. de- Ant. 48. b.)

parted out of the house ; for otherwise the livery and seisin

should be void, because A. of B, was in possession. And Lit'
ileton here saith, by a deed offeoffment^ so as albeit the deed
were made before the departure it is not materiall; but the
departure must be before the livery of seisin, for that doth
worke the disseisin. And yet that which Littleton saith is true,

that the feoffement was the cause that he relinquished his pos-

session ; for otherwise he would not have done it. g .

(A) Ucrt the icord " not" sccmi to be omitted by mutukc.
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But admit that A, of B. had departed for any other cause,

yet if F. of G. enter and enfeofFe certaine barretors or extor-

tioners, or any other with warrantie, this is a warrantie that

commenceth by disseisin, for that the feoffement worketh a

disseisin.

Sect. 702.

/J
LSO, if a man which hath no right to enter into other tenements,

enter into the same tenements, and incontinent/^ make a feoffement

thereof to others hy his deed with icarranty, and deliver to them seisin,

this warrant^/ commenceth hy disseisin, because the disseisin andfeoffement

were made as it were at one time. And that this is Uiw, you may see in a

plee * M. 1 1 E. 3. 2/2 a writ of formedon in the reverter.

See before in HTH I S doth explaine that which hath beene said before. And
^e Chapter of A

albeit Littleton useth the words (and incontinently thereof

(f^ep^lq ) make a feoffement) ; and that in this case of Littleton the dis-

46 E. 3. 6. seisin and feoffement were made fquasi uno tempore), yet if the

disseisin were made to the intent to make a feoffment with war-

rantie, albeit the feoffement be long after this (as hath

beene said) is a warrantie t3^ that commenceth by r3707|
disseisin. L a 11

[d] 31 E. 3. tit. ic MicJi, 1

1

E. 3." This is mistaken, and should be \d] 31 E. 3,
Oarr. 28. ^^^ g^ j^ ^j^^ originall, which case you shall see in Master Fitz-

herberfs Abridgement, for there is no booke at large of that

yeare. Hereby you may perceive that learned men looke not

only to the cases reported, but unto records, as you may see

Littleton did; for Fitzherbert put this case in print long after,

as elsewhere hath been shewed.

Sect. 703.

TT/^ARRANTY lineal! is, ivhere a man seised of lands infee maketh
a feoffement hy his deed to another, and bindes himselfe and his

heires to warrantie, and hath issue and die, and the warranty descend to

his issue, that is a lineal loarranty (Garranty lineal est, lou home seisie

de terres en fee, f fait feoffement per son fait a un auter, et oblige luy

et ses heires a garranty, et ad issue et morust, et le garrantie discendist

a son issue, ceo est lineal garranty). Arid the cause why this is called

lineall warrantie, is not because the warrantie descendeth from the father
to his heire (Et la cause pur ceo que J est dit lineal garrantie, n'est pur
ceo que le garranty discendist de le pier a son heire) ; but the cause is,

for that if no such deed with warrantie had been made hy thefather, then

the right of the tenements should descend to the heire, and the heire should

convey the discent from his father (et I'heire conveyeroit le discent de

11
son pier), ^c.

" WARRANTY
* M. 1 1 .—anno xxxi. L. and M. t ceo added in L. and M. and Roh.

and Roh.
\\ son~lc, L. and M, and Roh.

t et added in L. and M. and Roh.
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•* TJ/'ARRANTY lineally Sfc." A warrantie lincall ia a cove- (i Rep. i.)

' nant rcall annexed to the land by him which cither was

owner, or might have inherited tlie land, and from whom his

heire lineall or collaterall might by possibilitie have claimed the

land as heire from him that made the warranty ; whereof /.//</<f/ow (Po»t. 371. a.

himsolfe putteth divers cases, which shall be explained in their 375- a.)

proper places. And in this case put in this Section, Littleton

(once for all) sheweth, that the reason of the example here put,

is because ifno such alienation with warrantie (for so is Littleton (3 I^P- 59)

to be intended) had beene made, the very lands had descended 35 ^- 3*

to the heire, so as the case being put of lands in fee simple, the ^"' '^'

alienation without the warrantic had barred the heire. And
note, that it is called a lineall warrantie (i), not because it must

descend upon the lineall heire; for be the heire lineall or col-

laterall, if by possibilitie he might claime the land from him that

made the warrantie, it is lincall ; having regard to the warrantie,

and title of the land. And also it is called lineall, in respect

that the warrantie made by him that had no right or possibility

of right to the land, is called collaterall, in regard that it is col-

laterall to the title of the land. And it is also to be observed,

that in all the cases that Littleton hath put, or shall put, the

lincall or collaterall warranty doth binde the heire ; and there-

fore the successour claiming in another right shall not be bound

by the w-arrantie of any naturall ancestour. For which cause [c] [r] 27 II «.

in a juris utriim brought by a parson of a church, the collaterall ^a^- 48-

warrantie of his ancestour is no barre, for that he demandeth

the land in the right of his church in his politike capacitie, and

the warrantie descendeth on him in his naturall capacitie. [d] But [d] 34 E- 3-

some have holden, that if a parson bring an assise, that a col- ^^^^' "*•

lateral! warranty of his ancestour shall binde him ; and

[37071 ^^^^^ reason is, for l:^that the assise is brought of his

, J possession and seisin, and he shall recover the meane
profits to his owne use ; but seeing he is seised of the

freehold, whereof the assise is brought injure ecclesice, which is

in another right than the warrantie, it scemeth that it should not

be any barre in the assise. The like law is of a bishop, arch-

deacon.

(1) As to the distinction between lineal and collateral warranty:—By the

definitions given in this place of lineal warranty, it appears to be distinguished

from collateral warranty chiefly by this circumstance, that he on whom it

descends might possibly have claimed the land as heir to him that made the

warranty, and whether he claims as heir lineal or as heir collateral, the

warranty is equally lineal. But he must claim as heir ; for if an estate is

limited to the sons of any person successively in tail, and the eldest son aliens

with warranty, and dies without issue, the second son is heir at law to the

eldest son : he does not however claim as heir, but as purchaser, and therefore

the warranty is collateral to him. So if an estate is limited to the father

for life, and after his decease to his sons successively in tail, and the father

aliens with warranty and dies, the warranty descends on his eldest son and
heir ; but as he claims as purchaser, not as heir, the warranty is collateral to

him. But though lie must claim as heir, it is not necessary he should make
his title immediately as heir to him, (see Sect. 70C.) neither is it necessary he
should derive from him alone. See Sect. 714 An attempt will be made,
note 2, page 373. b. to explain the real distinction between lineal and collateral

warranty.-'[Note 320.]
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deacon, deane, master of an hospital!, and the hke, of their

sole possessions, and of the prebend, vicar, and the like.

[*] 45 Ass. 6. " And hindes himselfe and his heiress [*] King H. 3. gave a
6 £. 3. 56. a. b. mannor to Edmund earle of Cornewall, and to the heires of his
PI. Com. 234. body, saving the possibilitie of reverter, and died : the earle,

(B^Rep^i!^ before the statute of W. 2. cap. 1. de donis conditionalibusy by
Ant. ig. b.) deed gave the said mannor to another in fee with warrantie in

exchange for another mannor, and after the said statute in the

28 yeare of £. 1 . dieth without issue, leaving assets in fee simple;

which warrantie and assets descended upon king E. 1 . as cosin

germalne and heire of the said earle, viz. son and heire of king

Henry the third, brother of Richard earle of Cornwall, father of

the said earle Edmund. And it was adjudged, that the king, as

Vide 27 H. 6. heire to the said earle Edmund, was by the said warrantie
Garr. 48. and assets barred of the possibilitie of reverter, which he had
34 E. 3. expectant upon the said gift, albeit the warranty and assets
^"''^^'

descended upon the naturall body of king E. 1. as heire to a

subject; and king E, 1. claimed the said mannor, as in his

reverter injure coronce in the capacity of his body politike, in

VideSect. 711, which right he was seised before the gift. In this case, how by
7»^- the death of the said earle Edmund without issue, the king's
(I^b. 339O

tii-ig by reverter, and the warrantie and assets, came together,

Vaug^ 379.) ^"d ^^^^ ^^^ warrantie was collaterall, yet the king shall not be
barred without assets, as a subject shall be ; and many other

things are to be observed in this case, which the learned reader

will observe (1).

(8 Rep. 51.) Sect. 704.

Ji^OR if there be father and sonrie, and the somie purchase * lands

in fee, and the father of this disseiseth the sonne, and alieneth to

another infee by his deed (et le pier de ceo disseisist son fits, et f aliena

a un auter en fee per son fait,) and by the same deed binde him and
his heires to warrant the same tenements, S^c, and thefather dieth ; now is

the son barred to have the said tenements ; for he cannot by any suit,

nor by other meane of law, have the same lands by cause of the said

warrantie. And this is a collaterall warrantie ; and yet the warrantie

descendeth lineallyfrom thefather to the sonne.

Sect.

* lands—tenements, L. and M. and t ceo added in L. and M, and Roh*

Roh.

(1) The king was in this case barred of the possibility of reverter descend-

ing to him injure coroncB, by warranty and assets from a subject descending

on his body natural ; for in all likelihood those lands will descend to the same

person to whom the crown will descend, and consequently will be a good re-

compense for the loss of the crown lands, but in the case of the parson, his

successor can have no benefit of what the predecessor has in his natural

capacity. Hawk. Abr. 474 [Note 321.]
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Sect. 705.

2D UT because if no such deed with warrnrUie had hcetie madcy the sonne'^
in no manner could convey/ the title which hee hath to the tene-

[37l7| nients from his father unto hiniy inasmuch as his i^ father had

^ J wo estate in right in the lands ; ivherefore such warrantie is called

collaterall varrantie, inasmuch as he that maketh the warrantie

is collaterall to the title of the tenetnents: and this is asmuch to say^ as hee

to ivhom the warrantie descendeth, could imt convey to him the title which
hee hath in the tenements hy him that nmde the warrantie, in case that no
siu:h warrantie were made.

XJERE Littleton putteth an example, proving that it is not 5 E- 3- M-
called lineall, because it descendeth lineally from the father ^6 K. 3-6.

^o the son ; for in this case the warrantie descendeth lineally, g^^^ '^
'
^^'

and yet is a collaterall warrantie. In this example you must Oarr. loo.

intend that the disseisin was not of intent to alien with wiirrantie Vid.Scct. 716.

to barre the sonne ; but here the disseisin being done to the

sonne, without any such intent, the alienation afterwards with

warrantie doth barre the sonne; because that albeit the warrantie

doth lineally descend, yet seeing the title is collaterall, that is,

that the sonne claimeth not the land as heire to his father, there-

fore in respect of the title it is a collaterall warrantie. And
thus doth Littleton agree [e] with the authoritie of our bookes. [e] 46 E. 3. 6.

So as the diversities do stand thus. First, where the disseisin 6 *^-3- M-

and feoffment are itno tempore, and where at severall times. >9l^-8- »2.

Secondly, where the disseisin is with intent to alien with war-

rantie, and where the disseisin is made without such intent, and
the alienation with warrantic afterwards made.

Sect. 70c.

/I LSOjif there bee grandfather,father, and son, afid the grandfather
is disseised, in whose possession the father releaseth by his deed with

warrantie, 3fc. and dieth, and after the grandfather dieth ; noiv the son is

barred to have the tenements by tJie warranty of the father. And this is

called a lineall warrantie, because if no such ivarrantie were, the son could

not convey the right of the tenements to him, nor shew how hee is heire to

the grandfather but by means of thefather.

JJ ERE Littleton putteth an example where the son must
clairae the land as heire to his grandfather; and yet because 1 H. 4. 33.

hee cannot make himselfe heire to his grandfather but by his 3p ^- 3-

father, it is lineall.
^^' "3-

And it is tobee observed, tliat the warrantie in this case de-
scended upon the son, before the discent ofthe right, which hap-
pened by the death of the grandfather, in whom the right was.

Vide Littleton Cap. de Releases j and after in this Chapter, Sect.

707. and 741.

''The
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(3 Rep. 59- " Thefather releaseth hyhis deedvoith xvarranfie, SfcJ" [f] It

Ant. 265. a. Js tQ be knowne, that upon everie conveyance oflands tenements,
Post. 386.)

^j. hereditaments, as upon fines, feoffments, gifts, &c.

y^
h^

^* % releases and confirmations made to the B^* tenant of r37l71
i6E.3^ibid!87. the land, a warrantie may bee made, albeit hee that

I b. J
18 E. 3. ibid. 6. makes the release or confirmation, hath no right to the

io E. 3. 52. land, &c.; but some doe hold, that by release or confirmation,
21 E. 3. 27. where there is no estate created, or transmutation of possession,

44 E.3.
^^

^ vFarrantie cannot be made to the assignee.

Cont. de Vouch. 22. 1 2 li. 7. 1. Vide Sect. 733. 738. 745. (Post. 385. a.)

Sect. 707.

y1 LSO, if a man hath issue two sonnes and is disseised, and the eldest

Sonne release to the disseisor by his deed with warrantie, S\c. and dies

withotit issue, and afterwards the father dieth, this- is a lineall icarrantie

to the younger sonne, because albeit the eldest sonne died in the life of the

father, yet by possibilitie it might have beene, that he might convey to him
the title of the land by his elder brother, if no such warraritie had beene.

For it might bee, that after the death of the father the elder brother

entred into the tenemetits and died without issue, and then the yonger sonne

shall convey to him the title by the elder son (et donque le puisne fits

conveyera a luy le title per I'eigne * fits). But in this case if the

younger sonne releaseth with warrantie to the disseisor, and dieth without

issue, this is a collaterall tvarrantie to the elder son, because that of such

land as was the father's, the elder by no possibilitie can convey to Mm the

title by meanes of the younger son (Mes en tiel cas, si le puisne fits

relesse ove garrantie a le disseisor, et morust sans issue, ceo est un
collateral garrantie al eigne f fits, pur ceo que de tiel terre que fuit al

pieryPeigne per nul possibilitie poit conveyer a luy le title per meane
de le puisne J fits).

35^-3. Gar. 73. TJ E R E Littleton putteth an example, where the heire that is

V R ^^r\ ^^ ^^ barred by the warrantie, is not to make his discent by
(1 ep. .) j^.^ ^^^^ made the warrantie, as in the case before ; and yet be-

cause by possibilitie he might have claimed by the eldest sonne,

if he had survived the father, and died without issue, and so the

younger brother might by possibilitie have beene heire to him,

the warrantie is lineall.

And here it is to be noted, that the warrantie of the eldest

sonne descended before the right descended; whereofmore shall

be said hereafter. Sect. 741 ; and the opinion o^ Littleton in this

case is holden for law against the opinions in 35 jEJ. 3. Gar. 73.

9 E. 3. 16. «' But in this case ifthe younger sonne releaseth mth warrantiey

3^
E. 3- 21. ^,^ " This warrantie in this case is collaterall to the eldest sonne,

iry' r' ? *

, and to the issues of his bodie ; but if the eldest sonne dieth with-

(2 Roll. Abr. out issue ofhis bodie, then the warrantie is lineall to the issues ot

773) the bodie of the youngest : and so the warrantie that was col-

laterall to some persons, may become lineall to others.

Sect.

* fits not in L. and M. or Boh. J fits not in L, and M, or Roh.

t fits not in L. and M. or Roh.
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O'p] t^ Sect. 708.

// L S O, if fcnafit in tailc hath issue three somiesj ami discotitinue the

iaifle in fcCy and the middle son re/ease by his deed to the discnntinnee,

and hinde him and his heires to warrantie, S)'C. and after the tenant in

taiie dieih, and the middle son dieth without issue, now the eldest sonne is

barred to have any recoverie by writ of formedon, because the warrantie of
the middle brother is collatcrall to him, inasmuch as hee can by no meanes

convey to him byforce of the tayle any discent by the middhf and tlwre-

fore this is a collateral ivarrantie. l^ut in this case if the eldest sonne die

without issue, noxu the youngest brother may ivell have a writ o/Torme^lon

in the discender, and shall recover the same land, because the warrantie

of the middle is lineall to the youngest sou, for that it might bee that by

possibilitie the middle might 6ee seised byforce of the taile after the death

of his eldest brother, and then the youngest brother might convey his title

of discent by the middle brother.

IJEREBY it also appeareth, that a warrantie that is colla- (Dr. and Stud.

terall in respect of some persons, may afterwards become '53. b.)

lineall in respect of others. Whereupon it followeth, [*] that ^^* ^*

a collateral warrantie doth not give a right, but bindeth only a r^{'^^ ass. 44.
right so long as the same continueth : but if the collateral war- 24 n. «. tit.

rantie be determined, removed, or defeated, the right is revived. Taile. Br.

[/] And yet in an assise the plaintiffe hath made his title by a 7 H. 5,6. tit.

collateral warrantie.
-M E.^3^

Droit, 29. 19 II. 6. 59. 21 II. 7. 40. 5 H. 7. 29. 3 II. 7. 9. b. [/] 16 Ass. p. \6.

27 Ass. 74. 29 Ass. 50. 43 Ass. 8. 14 11. 4. 13. 19 H. 6. 60.

" Barred" is a word common aswell to the English as to the (DoctPlac.54.)

French, of which commeth the nowne, a bar, harra. It signifieth

legally a destruction for ever, or taking away for a time of the

action of him that riglit hath. And harra is an Italian word, and

signifieth barre, as we use it ; and it is called a plea in barre,

when such a barre is pleaded. Here Littleton putteth an example (pr. and Stud,

of a barre of an estate taile by a collaterall warranty. It is to be 56. a.)

observed, that in some cases an estate taile may be barred by
some acts of parliament made since Littleton wrote ; and in some
cases an estate taile cannot be barred, which might when Lit-

tleton wrote have been barred. For example, if tenant in tayle 4 h. 7. c. 24. &
levie a fine with proclamations according to the statute, this is 32 H. 8. c. 36.

a barre to the estate taile, but not to him in reversion or re- (10 Rep. 43.)

mainder, if hee maketh his claime, or pursue his action within

five yeares after the state taile spent.

[6] If a gift be made to the eldest sonne, and to the heires of [h] Dalison,

his bodie, the remainder to the father and to the heires of his 2 El. & 7 El.

bodie, the father dieth, the eldest son levieth a fine with pro- ) j^o^*}*''^*

clamations, and dieth without issue; this shall barre dV Fines!

"*^

[372TI ^^ ^^ second sonne, for the remainder descended to ^3 Leon. 10.)

jj J the eldest. (Ant. 120. b.

' If tenant in taile be disseised, or have a right of ^ I^P- »04.

action, and the tenant of the land levie a fine with proclama- ^^7^'^''^'
**

tion.s. and five yeares passe, the right of the estate tailc is barred. Cro. Elir. 896.)

Noy, 46. (Dyer, 3. b. 133.)

If
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[/>] 26 H. 8. [b] If tenant in taile in possession, or that hath a right of
cap. 13- entrie, bee attainted of high-treason, the estate taile is barred,

"^"^E 6 c^ u
^^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ forfeited to the king

;
and none of these were

Staiinf. PI.
' barred when Littleton wrote. A lineall warrantie and assets was

Coron. 18. a barre to the estate taile when Littleton wrote ; whereof more
shall be said hereafter.

[c] 12 E. 4. 9. [c] A common recoverie with a voucher over, and a judgement
Takarum's case, ^q recover in value, was a barre of the estate taile when Littleton

[d] Videdevant wrote, [d'] And of common recoveries there bee two sorts, viz.

irn^f^h** f
^"^ ^^^^^ ^ single voucher, and another with a double voucher,

\ CuDple^ck's
^"^ ^^^^^ '^ move common and more safe : there may be more

case, & fol. 94. vouchers over.

97. 106. Lib. 1. fol. 62. Capel's case. Lib. 2. fol. 16. 52. 74. 77. Lib. 6. fol. 41, 42.

Lib. 10. fol. 37. Marie Portington's case. (Ante 335. a.)

[e] 38 H. R. [e] If the king had made a gift in taile, and the donee had
Taile, Br. 41. suffered a common recoverie, this should have barred the estate
PI. Com fol.

|.g^jjg jjj LittUtojis time, but not the reversion or remainder in the

IWer, 52^
king. And so if such a donee had levied a fine with proclama-

tions after the statute of 4 H. 7, this had barred the estate taile,

[/] 34 H. 8. although the reversion was in the king (1). [J'] But since Lit-
cap. 20.

tleto7i wrote, a common recoverie had against tenant in taile of

the king's gift, or such a fine levied by him, the reversion con-

tinuing in the crowne, is no barre to the estate taile by the

statute of 34 H. 8. (2). And where the words of the statute be
(whereof the reversion or remainder at the time of such recoverie

had shall be in the king) these ten things are to be observed

upon the construction of that act (3).

First,

(1) 29 H, 8. Di/' 32. accord, tail barred, but not discontinued, because the

reversion is in the king: so note the issue is barred by 4 H. 7. Hob. 382. /o?'

32 //. 8. caj). 36. iKsas not then made. Note also, that 32 H. 8. cap. 36. excepts

tenant in tail by gift ofthe king. Lord Nott. MSS.—[Note 322.]

(2) Upon this act see Mr. Cruise's Essay on Recoveries, 2d ed. 255. and

5 Digest, ch. xiii. § 9.

(3) Nota, 34 H. 8. is not offorce in Ireland, therefore the knoxuledge ofthe
common law in these points is necessary there.—B. being te7iant in tail by gift of
king H. 8. of the manor of T. an. 14 Eliz, contracted with A. to convey it to him
and his heirs in consideration of a sum ofmoney, and the manner of assurance

luas this: queen Eliz. in May 14. Eliz. grants her reversion to C. and D. and
their heirs ; June 14 Eliz. B. suffers a recovery to the use ofC and D. and their

heirs; and in the same term B. and A. levy afine ofT, to C. and D. which they

grant, and render to A.; and ajterwards, in the same term, reconvey the rever^

sion byfine, S^c. to queen Eliz. And now whether this estate to A. was a gi/l in

tail ex provisione ;^om the queen, within the statute of 34. H. 8. c. 20. was the

question between E. heir ofthe body of A. and F. who claimed by thefine levied

by thefather ofthe said E. whose daughter he had married ; and it was held by
Berkeley that it was not, 1st, because the grant of the reversion to C. expresses

no intent ofthe queen to create an estate tail to A.: Q.d, when the estate tail of B.

was docked by the recovery, and upon thefine levied C. retidered the tail to A.
he might have rendered thefee simple ifhe had willed ; and he was the donor of
the estate tail, not the queen, except of the reversion afterwards reconveyed

:

2d, this reversion reconveyed was not in the queen her original reversion, but a
new reversion expectant upon the tail of A. (for the former tail was docked)

wherefore A. cannot bar the reversion in the queeyi, but he may bar his own issue

noimthstanding 34 H. 8. : ^th, because although gift in tail by a subject may be

a provision of the king within the statute, nevertheless the intent should appear,

Vihich
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First, that the estate tailc must bee created by a king, aiul

not by any subject, albeit the king be his hcire to tlie revernion
;

for the preamble speukes of gifts made to subjects, and none
can have subjects but llie king. And also in the preamble it is

said (for service done to the kings of the reahne), and the body
of the act referrelii to the preamble. [<r] And tlierefore if the f^'] Trin.aaElix,

duke of Lnnca,<trr had made a gift in tai.'o, and the reversion '""' D'vclj CW

descended to the kino-, yet was not that estate taile restrained '^^'""'V
'<^-

, , I £• .1 1-1 M»!vfrd in the
by tliat Statute ; mid so ot the like. Court of VVanli.

Secondly, if the king grant over tlie reversion, then a recovcrie Lib. a. foi. 15

suffered will barre the state taile, because the king had no ^"^ •^'. ''» VViv:-

reversion at the time of the recovcrie. matisca^c

ThirdJy, if the king nuike a gift in taile, the remainder in taile, Lib. C. fol. 77,

or grant the reversion in taile, keeping the reversion in the "fi, "In-: l^/rd

cro>fne, a recovcrie against tenant in taile in possession shall i^'"Il"»'
'^

^''T'° * '
. ,

(-2 U(»ll. ;39«.)
neither

tchich is not the case here. IlaL's made two questions. I. What shall be snirl a
pnnision hy fhe king within this statute^ and this is question nflaiv, II. Whether
this shall be said to be such a provision, xvhich is matter offact. To thejirst it

secni'iy that if the queen he merely instrumodal in procuring an est'de tail to be

settled, but that the estate itself docs not proceed either from the charge, orjrcm
the bounty of the crown as a reward for service, ii is no provision within thij

statute; and therefore it is to be seen, if in this case the entail was upon con-

tract between suliject and subject, and if the queen were merely instrumental to

perfect the conveyance and save her own reversion, which is the second question,

and a question of fact. To the second, that thii is not such a provision, there arc
these presumptions : 1st, Nothing appears of record thtd such provision was in-

tended, xvhich by Coke is here held to be necessary (but Hales doubted hereof).
2d, No land, money, or other consideration, moved the queen to procure 15. to

grant this estate tail to A. 3c/, // does not appear that the queen took notice of
any service done by A. or of any favour intended by her to him. 4th, If the

qusen had intended a provision within the statute, she might h ne caused C. to

convey thefee simplefirst to herself, and then have granted to A. in tail. $th, If
ii was intended that A. should have an entail, which should not be a provision

within the statute, no one can contrive any other way than this to effect it. 6fh, It

apfears that A. ivas to purchase, and that the queen should not be prejudiced, nor
any other person xvhich is effected,—Nota, At the cojnmon law, if the king grant
lands in fee simple conditioned, it was doubted if donee post prolem suscitatam
might have aliened to bar his issue, Riley, 438. supra \c). b. but clearly not to

bnr possibility of reverter in the king ; no, not though the alienation xvere with

warranty collateral, unless assets descended to the king. Ante, 19. b. and 370.
in margine. Sed unde alienation without warranty or assets bars subject donor,

4 //. (3. Rot. Pari. n. 51. Commons petition that feoffees xvho buy lands of the
king, tenant in taile may enjoy them against the king. Kesp. le roy s'aviscra.

—

Note also after IVestm. 2. and before 34 H. 8. recovery or fine barred the tail

9f g^f^ ^U ^f^^ king, not the reversion to the king ; so that by the wisdom of the

cotnmon law, where the king raised thefamily, a kind ofperpetuity was intended ;

for every man xvns discouraged to purchasefrom the donce^for no act of his could
bar the king's reversion or possibility of reverter, which was a good xvay to pre-
serve the memory of the king's bounty. When this would not do, upon the disso-

lution of monasteries, the crown fiaving much lind to bestow, began now to ])ro-

vide by 34 //. 8. that no alienation should bar the entail
; for there needed no law

for the reversion, and no other way could preserve the memory, SfC. : and yet
this is often eluded by a temporary grant of the lenrion by the king, and a
reconveyance, ^-c.—Lord Nott. iMSS.—[Note 323.]

Vol. If. Y y
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Lib. 2. fol. 15,

16. Wiseman's
case. Lib. 2. fol.

52. Cholmleve's

case.

(Mo. 115. 195.

2 Rep. 15. b.

I Cro. 430.)

Lib. 2. fol. 16.

Wiseman's case.

So resolved

Pasch. 31 Eliz.

Rot. 1645, in

Notley's case

in Coininuni

Banco.

(8 Rep. 77.)

(3 Cro. 430.
Cio. Eliz. 595.
Sid. 166.

4 Leon. 40.

Moor, 467.)

taile in possession by
nor by conaequence
for that the reversion

where the estate taile

the expresse

the state in

or remainder

in possession

neither barre the estate

purview of the statute,

remainder or reversion

;

cannot be barred, but
is barred.

Fourthly, if a subject make a gift in taile, the remainder to

the king in fee, albeit the words of the statute be, (whereof the

reversion or remainder of the same, <kc.) yet seeing the estate

in taile was not created by a king, as hath beene said, the

estate taile may bee barred by a common recoverio.

Fifthly, if Prince Henrie,, Sonne o£ Henrie the Seventh, had
made a gift in taile, the remainder to Henrie the Seventh in fee,

which remainder by the death of Henrie the Seventh had de-

scended to Henrie the Eighth, so as he had the remainder by
discent

;
yet might tenant in taile, for the cause aforesaid, barre

the estate taile by a common recoverie.

Sixthly, the word (remainder) in tlie statute is no vaine word;
for the words of the preamble be, the king hath given or granted,

or otherwise provided to his servants and subjects. The word
(reversion) in the body of the act hath reference to these words
(given or granted) ; and (remainder) hath reference to these

words (otherwise provided). As if the king in consideration of

money, or of assurance of land, or for other consideration by way
of provision, procure a subject by deed indented and inrolled, to

make a gift in taile to one of his servants and subjects for recom-

pence of service, or other consideration, the remainder to the

king in fee, and all this appeare of record ; this is a good provi-

sion within the statute, and the tenant in taile cannot by a com-
mon recoverie barre the estate taile. So it is, if the remainder

bee limited to the king in taile ; but if the remainder bee limited

to the king foryeares, or for life, that is no such remainder as it

is intended by the statute, because it is of no remainder of con-

tinuance, as it ought to be, as it appeareth by the preamble
;

and it ought to have some affinitie with a reversion, wherewith
it is joyned.

Seventhly, where a common recoverie cannot barre the state

taile by force of the said statute, there a fine levied in fee, in

taile, for lives, or yeares, with proclamations according to the

statutes, shall not barre the state taile, or the issue in

taile, where the reversion or r5= remainder is in the [3^ 371
king, as is aforesaid, by reason of these v/ords in the

I «
°J

said act (the said recovery, or any other thing or things

hereafter to be had, done, or suffered by or against any such
tenant in taile to the contrary notwithstanding), which words
include a fine levied by such a donee, and restraineth the same.

Eighthly, but where a common recovery shall barre the

estate taile, notwithstanding that statute, there a fine with

proclamations shall barre the same also.

Ninthly, where the said latter words of the statute be (had,

done, or suffered by or against any such tenant in taile,) the

sense and construction is, where tenant in taile is partie or

privie to the act, be it by doing or suffering that which should

worke the barre, and not by meere permission, he being a
stranger to the act (1). *

(1) 11 Car, Cro. obiter m IVyafs case, tenant in tailf reversion to the king,
IS disseised, entry of the issue is barred ; which perhaps is so here, because in
both cases the tail is not barred Lord Nott. MSS.—[Note 324.]
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As if tenant in tnylc of the gift of the king, the reversion to So holdin Trin.

the king expectant, is disseiKed, and the di.vscisor levie a fine, and -^^ *'''f'
^'*

five yearcs passe, tliis sliall baire the estate taile (2); and so if a sfratiord & Do-
coUaterall anccstour of tlie donee release with warrantie, and the vcr in Communi
donee suffer the warrantie to descend without any entry made in Kanco.

the life of the ancestour, this shall binde the tenant in tayle, (""''• 33^-

because he is not party or privie to any act, either done or suf- iJl'f' '

fered by or against him. '^

Tenthly, albeit the preamble of the statute extend onely to

gifts in taile made by the kings of England before the act (viz.

hath given and granted, &c.) and the body of the act referretli to

the preamble (viz. that no such feigned recovery hereafter to be
had against such tenant in taile), so as this word (such) may
seeme to couple the body and the preamble together; yet in this

case (such) shall be taken for such in equall mischiefe, or in like

case ; and by divers parts of the act it appeareth that the makers
of the act intended to extend it to future gifts ; and so is tiie

law taken at this day without question.

A recovery in a writ of right against tenant in taile without a 33 E. 3. Judge-

voucher, is no barre of any gift in taile. men*. 25a.

If tenant in taile the remainder over in fee cesse, and the lord ^
^{v^g^^*

recover in a cessavit, this shall not barre the estate taile, for the J^
^' .

* ?*
^

issue shall recover in a Jbrmedon ; neither were either of these 15 e! 4. 8.

barres when Littleton wrote. But let us now heare Littleton. F. N. B. 134. h.

PI. Com. 237.
28E. 3. 95. F.N.B.aB.I.

Sect. 709.

yl LSO, ij'tenatit in taile discontinue the taile, and hath issue anddieth,
'^^ and the uncle of the issue release to the discontinuee with warranties

S^'c, aiul dieth without issue, this is a coUaterall warrantif to the issue in

tayle, because the warranty descendeth upon the issue, that cannot convey

htniselfe to the entaule by meanes of his uncle,

THE

(2) Oro. Car. 430. Jones cited the case according to the report in this

place ; but it seems he was misled by this book. See the note immediately

following.

—

It seems to some that the case of Stratford and Doxer above quoted is

not law ; for in 2 Rep. 1 1 . Mogd. Coll. casCy it is adjudged, that thefine does not

bar the college, not being parties, because the 1 3 Eliz. makes void all acts which it

suffers, and such sufferance extends to the act in which they are not parties, by sir

6rl. B.—And sir F. Moore,^6'j, reports the same case : and there by IValmsley it

is said, that this issue is oidy bound tn the time thefine is levied, but no other issue,

and this bu 34 //. 8. ; hence it seems, that sir F. Moore or lord Coke have mis-

reported the case, for they are contrary to each other. Note, Mr. Palmer told

Hen. Finch, qfierwards lord Nottingham and chancellor, that he attended Waller

chief baron upon a reference, and thai Walter denied the above case, and said,

that the roll was contra, and the judgment there contra to this report, and that he

and Palmer loent to the house of lord Coke, then living, and shewed him the roll

contra to his report in this place, and that he acknowledged it, and said, that he

trusted to Serjeant Bridgman's report : whence it appears, that sir F. Moore's

report is the better, and there he rcpoits it to have been, 39 Eliz. Ro. IJJH-

—

Lord Nott. MSS.—[Note 325.]
Y Y 2
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(PI. Com. fol.

307. a. in Sha-

rington's case,

a Roll.Abr.

745-)
(Post 374. b.)

(3 Rep. 59.)

(Ante 6. b.)

[/c]iiH.4-55-
10 Eliz. Dier,

271.

[0 7 H. 4. 9.

M 3 E. 3.

Corone, Staunf.

Bracton, lib. 1.

cap. 9.

[n] Rot. Par-
liament, 50 E. 3.

num. 77.

'^P H E reason wherefore the warrantie of the uncle having no
right to the land entailed shall barre the issue in tayle is, for

that the law presumeth that the uncle would not unnaturally dis-

herit his lawfull heire, being of his owne bloud, of that right

which the uncle never had, but came to the heire by another

meane, unlesse hee would leave him greater advancement. Nemo
prcesumitur alienam joosteritatem sucb prcetuUsse. And in tliis case

the law will admit no proofe against that which the law pre-

sumeth. And so it is of all other collaterall warranties; for no
man is presumed to doe any thing against nature.

[k] And the like holdeth in some other cases; as if a rent be
behindefor twentie yeares, and the lord make an acquittance for

the last that is due; all the rest are presumed to be paid ; and the

law will admit no proofe against this presumption (3). [/] So if

a man be within the foure seas, and his wife hath a childe, the

law presumeth that it is the childe of the husband; and against

this presumption the law will admit no proofe (4).

[m] If a man that is innocent be accused of felony,

and for fear flieth from the same, 'i^ albeit he judicially r3737|
acquitteth himselfe ofthe felonie, yet if it be found that

I k *J

he fled for the felonie, he shall, notwithstanding his

innocencie, forfeit all his goods and chattels, debts and duties

;

for as to the forfeiture of them, the law will admit no proofe

against the presumption in law grounded upon his flight ; and so

in many other cases. But yet the generall rule is, Quod stabitur

prcesumptioni donee probetur in contrarium ; but, as you see, it

hath many exceptions.

[72] It hath beene attempted in parliament, that a statute

might be made, that no man should be barred by a warrantie

collaterall, but where assets descend from the same ancestor

;

but it never tooke effect (1), for that it should weaken common
assurances (2).

Sect.

(3) This is to be understood of an acquittance under hand and seal, which
is an estoppel; for if it be not under seal, the law will admit of proof to the

contrary : but an avowry for the last day's rent is no discharge for the former

;

for by the avowry the avowant says so much is due, but discharges nothing, no
other rent being mentioned in the avowry, but that for which he acknowledges
the taking the goods. Seel Sid. 44. 1 Lev. 43. 1 Saund. 285,286. Lutw.
1173. Note to the nth edition.—[Note 326.]

(4) But see ant. 244. a. liote 2.

(1) However, it hath been effected in our days; for by 4 Ann. cap. 16.

sect. 21. all warranties since the first day of Trinity Term, anno Dom. 1705, by
any tenant for lifcj of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments, coming or

descending to any person in reversion or remainder, are void and of no effect;

and all collateral warranties made since then of any lands, tenements, or here-

ditaments, by any ancestor who had no estate of inheritance in possession,

the same is void against the heir. Note to the nth edition.—[Note 327.]

(2) The reader will recollect, that previously to the statute de donis all

estates were held either in fee simple, in fee simple conditional, for life, or for

years ; and that estates tail, in the light in which we now consider them, had
not then an existence. If a person seised in fee simple aliened his estate, the
alienation was certainly binding both upon his lineal and his collateral heirs

;

his warranty therefore had effect so far as it entitled the alienee to vouch the
iieir of the warrantor, and, in case of eviction, to claim a recompense from

him.
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Sect. 710.

4 LSO, if the tenant in tai/le hath issue two (laughters and dieth, and
the elder entreth into the who/ej and thereof maketh a J'eojfement in

fee with warraiUie, 6iC. and after the elder daughter dieth without issue

;

in

him, if any real assets descended upon him from the ancestor : but with
respect to the repelling or rebutting of the claim of the heir to the estate

itself, as the alienations of tenant in fee simple bound the heirs as effectually

without the warranty as with it, the warranty, in that respect, could have no
operation.

As to the warranties of persons seised of estates held mfee simple conditional

^

it has been observed before, p. 326. b. note 1. that the condition from which
that estate took its appellation did not suspend the fee from vesting in the

donee immediately by the gift; and therefore if he aliened before he had issue,

it not only was no forfeiture, but if afterwards he had issue, it was a bar to

them. Hence the warranty of a tenant in fee sinr>ple conditional had the same
effect with respect to his issue, as the warranty of tenant in fee simple absolute

had upon those who claimed from him; that is, with assets, it entitled the war-
rantee to vouch the issue as heirs at law of the ancestor ; but in other respects

it had no operation, as the issue was bound by the alienation of the ancestor,

as effectually without warranty as with it. With respect to the donor or rever-

sioner, the alienations of tenant in fee simple conditional could not be binding
on him without assets, because he claimed to be in by title paramount.

As to the warranties of tenant/or life or for years : in most cases they must
have been void, as commencing by disseisin, in those cases where they were
not void upon that account, it is to be observed, that before the statute of uses

an estate of freehold could not be created without livery of seisin ; and that as

the livery of seisin of tenant for life or for years was a forfeiture of the estate,

the reversioner or remainder-man might enter immediately for the forfeiture;

but if he did not enter during the life of the person aliening, the warranty

estopped him from entering afterwards. The reader will recollect, that if a
disseisor, abator, or intruder, died in the possession of the estate, liis heirs so

far acquired a presumptive title to the estate, that the disseisee could no longer

restore his possession by entry, but was reduced to his action. By analogy to

this reasoning, and a rational extension of the principles on which it was
founded, the law supposed that the remainder-man or reversioner would have
entered for the forfeiture of the tenant for life or years, if an equivalent were
not given him : it was therefore presumed, that if he did not enter during the

life of such particular tenant, he had received from him an equivalent; and
this presumption being admitted, he could not afterwards, with any colour of

justice, be allowed to claim the estate itself.

Such were the effects and operations of warranty at the common law.

The first material alteration in it v.as by the statute of Gloucester, 6 E. 1.

ch. 3. by which it was enacted, that the warranty of the father, tenant by the

courtesy, either in the life of his wife or afterwards, should not be a bar to the

heir without assets. The next statute which made any material alteration upon
the effect and operation ofwarranty, was the statute c/e donis. An attempt has

been made in note 1, page 326. b. and notes 1 and 2 to page 327. a. to explain

in what manner, and by what construction of law, estates tail derived their

origin from that statute. It is obvious, that if the warranty of tenant in tail,

Y Y 3 without
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in this case the younger daughter is barred as to the one moitie, and as to

the other moitie shee is not barred. For as to the moity ivhich helongeth

to the younger daughtery shee is barredj because as to this* part shee cannot

convey

* part—moitie ijohich belongeth to her, L. and M. and Roh.

without assets, had been permitted to be a bar of the estate tail, it would have

bejsn in the power of every tenant in tail to have evaded that statute, and
barred his issue. By a kind of analogy, therefore, to what the legislature had
done in passing the stat. of Gloucester, the judges in their construction of the

statute de donis, held, that the warranty of tenant in tail, without assets, should

not bind his issue ; but by the same analogy, and to prevent the circuity which
would arise if the issue had been permitted to recover the estate from the

alienee, and the alienee to recover the assets from the issue, they held the issue

bound by warranty with assets. With respect to those in remainder or

reversion—it is to be observed, that the statute de donis extends only to the

alienations of tenants in tail ; the alienations, therefore, of tenants for life with

warranty, remained as they did at the common law, and therefore bound all

upon whom the warranty descended, either with or without assets. Neither did

the statute de donis restrain the alienations of tenant in tail, except so far as

they prevented the land descendmg upon the issue at his death, or reverting to

the donor for want of issue in tail. There is nothing in it which, either di-

rectly or indirectly, restrains the tenant in tail from barring a remainder-man
in tail, by his warranty descending on him, unless perhaps it should be con-

sidered that every particular estate in remainder is carved out of and a part

of the reversion, and consequently equally entitled to protection. As to a

remainder-man in tail, therefore, the operation of warranty in rebutting the

heir, remained as it was before the statute; it barred him both with and
without assets. This is laid down and explained with great learning and force

of argument by lord chief justice Vaughan, in his argument in Bole v. Horton.

See his Reports, p. 360. The case there was, that William Vescy devised to

John Vescy, his eldest son, and the heirs male of his body ; and for want of such
issue to William Vescy, another of his sons, and the heirs male of his body ; and
for want of such issue to his own right heirs. John, upon his father's death,

entered, and died, leaving issue only two daughters ; William then entered and
aliened with warranty, and died without issue. The question was, whether the

warranty rebutted the daughters. Lord chief justice Vaughan was of opinion,

that the warranty, not being accompanied with assets, would not have barred his

own issues in tail, if there had been any, or the two daughters, who claimed
the reversion, both issues in tail and the reversioners being protected by the

statute de donis : but he admitted, that if there had been any intermediate

remainder in tail, the warranty would have rebutted all who claimed under that

remainder, a remainder in tail not being under the protection of the statute.

The only point before the court in this case was, upon the operation of the

warranty to rebut the reversioners. Upon this the court was divided ; the

chief justice and justice Archer were for the demandant ; and justice Wyld and
justice Atkins for the tenant. The next statute which restrained the ope-
ration of warranty was 1 1 Henry 7. ch. 20. by which the warranty of the wife

of her husband's lands, either with or without her succeeding husband, was
held to be void. The last statute which has been enacted for the purpose of
restraining the operation of warranty, is the 4 and 5 Ann. ch. 16. by which all

warranties of tenant for life are declared void ; and all collateral warranties of
any ancestor who has not an estate of inheritance in possession, are declared
void against the heir. But this statute does not extend to the alienation of
tenant in tail in possession. The consequence is, that even at this day, if a
tenant in tail in possession discontinues his estate with warranty, it is a bar with

assets
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cotiret/ the discent by meaties of Jwr elder sister^ and therefore an to this

mnitie, this is a cnllnlcrull irarrnulic. I*ut a^ to the other moitie, which
fu>Jaun:>'}f fo hrr elder sis!er, the inarrantie is lu bar to the younger nister,

because

asset* to his issue, and witliout assets to those in remainder. Supposing,

therefore, the common case ot* a limitation to the first and other sons succea-

sively in tail male ; if the first son, when in possession, levies a fine, that is a

discontinuvice of the remainders to the other sons; and by reason of the war-

ranty contained in the concord, it is a bar to them, even without assets. It

is the same if he executes a feoffment, and accompanies it with a warranty.

It remains to observe, th?t no warranty extends to bar any estate, either m
possession, reversion, or remainder, unless before, or, at least, at the time tliat

the warranty is made, it is divested or displaced. See Seymour's case, lo Rep.

()6.—These, it is presumed, are the general outlines ofthe doctrine of warranty.

The reader will observe, by what has been said on that subject, that at common
law, the operation of a warranty to rebut the heir could hold in no case where
the heir claimed the estate warranted from the ancestor by descent ; for, at the

common law, wherever the ancestor had the inheritance, he could alien it from

the issue ; therefore the warranty, as to the purpose of rebutter, was perfcctl^

inoperative. The statutes have made no alteration in these respects. Had it

been held that the statute de donis did not restrain the effect of the warranty to

rebut the issue, this principle would have been broken into, as the heir in that

case would have been rebutted by his ancestor's warranty from an estate which

he claimed to take from him by descent; but as the contrary construction was

received, the principle remains as it did at the common law. The consequence

is, that without assets the ancestor's warranty never did, and does not now bind

the heir in any case, except where he takes by purchase ; and that when he

does take by purchase, it binds him either witli or without assets, in every case

where the contrary has not been enacted by statute. Upon inquiry it will be

found, that the cases where the operation of warranty still prevails are reduced

to two ; the first, that by the construction of the statute dedonisj the ancestor's

warranty binds the issues in tail with assets ; the other, that, at common law,

the warranty of the ancestor, tenant in tail in possession, still continues (unless

the contrary can be supported on the ground before hinted at) to bar those in

remainder without assets. It is observable, that all warranties are collateral,

so far as they are extraneous to the estate, and by way of contradistinction to

those rights, incidents, or qualities, which by their nature are inherent in,

annexed to, or issuing out of the estate which they accompany. In this sense

the word collateral frequently occurs in our law books. Thus, i Kep. 121. b.

an use at common law is said to be a trust or confidence, not issuing out of

land, but a thing coUdlcrcd^ annexed in privity to the estate. In the same sense

it is used in the well-known distinction between powers relating to the estate

of the donee of the power and collateral powers. Thus, whether the warranty

descends lineally or collaterally, whether the estate and the v.arranty descend
from the same person or from different persons, and whether the warranty is

considered as to its operation of rebuttingitiie heif, or of entitling the alienee

to vouch the warrantor, It is, in its nature; collateral to the estate which ij^

accompanies. If in some cases it bars the heir from claiming, and in others it

does not, it is only because the statute law has said, tliat in some cases where
by the common law it would have operated as a bar, it shall no longer have

that operation ; and if, by the statute de donis, the warranty of tenant in tail

did not bar the issue without assets, but barred it with assets, this is not from
any pre-establi<;]ied distinction between lineal and collateral warranty, but be-.

tlie construction of r

should nof be depi\

Y Y 4 circuitous
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because she men/ convey her discent as to that moitie which hehngeth to

her elder sister hij the same elder sister, so as to this moitie ivhich helongeth

to the elder sister, the loairantie is lineall to the younger sister^

Sect. 711.

yj ND note, that as to him that demandeth fee simple hij any of his

^^ ancestors, he shall be barred by warrantie lineall which descendeth

upon him, unlesse he be restrained by some statute.

Sect. 712.

T}VT hee that demandethfee tayle by icrit o/^formedon in discender^
-^ shall not bee barred by lineall warrantie, unlesse he hath assets, bi/

discent in fee simple by the same ancestour that made the warrantie. Bui:

collateratl warrantie is a barre to him that demandeth fee, and also to

him that demandethfee tayle without any other discent offee simple^ except

in

circuitous operation of warranty, when that statute had declared they should

not be deprived of it by the direct ah'enation of common-law conveyances.

—

The chiefpart ofthe observations offered to the reader in this note are grounded
on what was said by lord Vaughan in the argument above referred to : he con-

cludes it by saying, " The doctrine of the binding of lineal and collateral

" warranties, or their not binding, is an extraction out of mens brains and
*' speculations many scores of years after the sidLtnie de donis.—And if Little-

*' ton (whose memory I much honour) had taken that plain way in resolving
*' his many excellent cases in his Chapter of Warranty, of saying the warranty
" of the ancestor doth not bind in this case, because it is restrained by the
" statute of Gloucester, or the statute de donis; and it doth bind in tliis case,
*' as at the common law, because not restrained by either statute (for when
*' he wrote tliere were no other statutes restraining warranties, there is now a
'' third, 1 1 H. 7.) his doctrine of warranties had been more clear and satis-

" factory than now it is, being intricated under the terms of lineal and
'' collateral ; for that in truth is the genuine resolution of most, if not of all

*' his cases; for no man's warranty doth bind, or not, directly, and a priori,

" because it is lineal or collateral ; for no statute restrains any warranty under
" those terms from binding, nor no law institutes any warranty in those terms

;

*' but those are restraints by consequent only from the restraints of warranties
<' made by statutes." Vaugh. 375.—Lord Holt is also reported to have said,

" The true reason of collateral warranty was the security of purchasers, and
'• for their encouragement ; as also, for the establishing and settling the estates
*' of such as were in by title, or descent cast; and this was the only security
" such persons could have at common law. And because the estate of such
" persons as are in by title are much favoured in law, these covenants that
*' were for strengthening of them were favoured likewise. And in those days
<* there was no need of lineal warranty; but, however the force of that is

" taken away by the statute de donis, and common recovery is not upon the
*' supposition of recompense in value, and never was within the statute, but
" always as much out of it as if it were so mentioned by express words." And
this, he said, was my lord Hale's opinion. 12 Mod. 512,—[Note 328.]
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in cases which are restrained bif the statutes^ ami in other casesJor certaine

camesy as shall be said hereafter ( i ).

' TJAT II iasue two flaughtersy If husband and wife, tenants r, k. a, G«rr. 78.

in cspcciall tayle, liave issue a daugliter, and the wife Lib.8. fol.41.

(lie, the hus!>and hy a second wife hath issue another daughter, ^:"n'» case,

and discontinueth in fee and dietli, a collateral! ancestor of the (mH... o--

)

daughters relenseth to the discontinuee with warranty and dieth,

the warrantie desccndeth upon both daughters, yet the issue in

taile shall bee barred of the whole ; for in judgement of law the (Ante 367. b.)

r'Kire warrantie descendeth upon both of them. (a Cro, 317,
218.)

" And the elder enireth iido the xvhole^ and thereof mnheth a

fcofftnenty Sfc,'' Here it is to bee understood, that when one

coparcener doth generally enter into the whole, this doth not (Ant. 189. a.

devest the estate which descendeth by the law to the other, ^^43- b)

unlesse shee that doth enter claimeth the whole, and taketh the
fjl^^ ^ha .ter"of

profits of the whole ; for that shall devest the freehold in law Disceut, Sect,

of the other parcener. 398.

Otherwise it is after the parceners be actually seised, the

taking of the whole profits, or any claime made by the one,

cannot put the other out of possession without an

[37471 ^^ actuall putting out or disseisin. And in this case of

J Littleton^ when one coparcener entreth into the whole,

and maketh a feoifement of the whole, this devesteth

the freehold in law out of the other coparcener.

Now seeing the entrie in this case of Littleton devested not

the estate of the other parcener, if no further proceeding had
becne, then it is to be demanded, that seeing the feoffement doth

worke the wrong, and bee the wrong either a disseisin, or in

nature of an abatement, how can the warrantie annexed to that

feoffement that wrought the wrong be collaterall, or binde the

youngest sister for her part? To this it is answered, that

when the one sister entreth in the whole, the possession being

void, and maketh a feoffement in fee, this act subsequent doth PI. Com. 543.

so explaine the entry precedent into the whole, that now by (5 Rep. 51.

construction of law she was only seised of the whole, and this "'*" 377«»'<>

feoffemeni can bee no disseisin, because the other sister was
never seised; nor any abatement, because they both made but (Sect. 398.

one heire to the ancestour, and one freehold and inheritance ^"'*- 393 *>.)

descended to them. So as in judgement of law the warrantie

doth not commence by disseisin or by abatement, and without

question her entrie was no intrusion.

Tenant in taile hath issue two daughters, and discontinueth

in fee, the youngest disseiseth the discontinuee to the use of
herselfe and her sister, the discontinuee ousteth her, against

whom she recovereth in an assise, the eldest agreeth to the

disseisin, as she may, against her sister, and becomes joyntenant
with her. And thus is the booke in the 21 Assise [n] to be [«] 21 As^.

intended, the case being no other in effect; but A. disseiseth P- *^-

one to the use of himselfe and D., B. agrcuth ; by this he is ^ ^
^'^

joyntenant with A.

(1) The observations of Lord Vaughan on this Section, and the comment
upon it, deserve attentive perusal. See Vaugh. 375.
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fc3^ *' And note, that as to him that demandeth fee r3'J'47|
^ r"

^'
^o * rr. simple, S^c " In these two Sections there are expressed r,

6 E. 3. 56.
loure legall conclusions :

7 E. 3. 54. 57. First, that a lineall warrantie doth binde the right of a fee

9 E. 3. 16. simple.
10 E. 3. 14. Secondly, that a lineall warrantie doth not binde the right of

27 20E T ^" estate taile, for that it is restrained by the statute of dords

Ibid. 39. conditionalibus.

25 E. 3. 50. Thirdly, that a lineall warranty and assets is a barre of the

27 E. 3. 83. right in taile, and is not restrained (as hath beene said) by the

GaS' ?6 Mich ^^^^ ^^^*

38^E. 3. Coram Fourthly, that a collaterall warranty made by a collateral! an-

Rege, Abbot de cestor of the donee, doth binde the right of an estate taile, albeit

Colchester's there be no assets ; and the reason thereof is upon the statute of
case^ 45 Ass. 6. donis conditionalibus, for that it is not made by the tenant in taile,

fg E.T.' fo.^" •^^- ^^ ^^^ ^^"^^^^ warrantie is.

Vid. Sect. 703. 747.

(Moor, 96. To this may be added, that the warranty of the donee in

^^a^^^'
^^"^^* taile, which is collaterall to the donor, or to him in remainder,

SeeVaugh.^6'^ ) ^^^"g heire to him, doth binde them without any assets. For
though the alienation of the donee after issue doth not barre

the donor, which was the mischiefe provided for by the act,

yet the warranty being collaterall doth barre both of them ; for

the act restraineth not that warranty, but it remaineth at the

common law, as Littleton after saith : and in like manner the

warranty of the donee doth barre him in the remainder.

Fletajib. 2. ca. *' Assets, (id est) quod tantundem valet," sufficient by discent.

65. Britt. 185. Note, assets requisite to make a lineall warranty a barre must
4 E. 3. Gar. 63. have six qualities. First it must be assets (that is) of equall
16 E. 3. Ass. 4. yalue or more at the time of the discent. Secondly, it must be

7 H. 6^3. ^^ discent, and not by purchase or gift. Thirdly, as Littleton

11 H. 4. 20. here saith, it must be assets in fee simple, and not in taile, or

(2 Roll. Abr. for another man's life. Fourthly, it must descend to him as

774i 775-) heire to the same ancestor that made the v/arranty, as Littleton

also here saith. Fifthly, it must be of lands or tenements, or

24 E. 3.47. rents, or services valuable, or other profits issuing out of lands

(6 Rep. 56.) or tenements, and not personall inheritances, as annuities and
the like. Sixthly, it must be in state or interest, and not in use

or right of actions or rights of entry, for they are no assets

[a] 31 E. 3. until they be brought into possession, [a'] But if a rent in fee

Ass. 5. 13E. 3. simple issuing out of the land of the heire descend unto hira
Recoverie in whereby it is extinct, yet this is assets^ and to this purpose hath

t'\"^o Vi «, ii^ judi^ement of law a continuance.
Lib. 8. fol. 31. rii \ • • • c ^ ' •

^ u
Butler &Baker's L^J A seigniory m lee almoigne is no assets, because it is not

case. valuable, and therefore not to be extended ; and so it seemeth of

[fe] 14 E. 3. a seigniory of homage and fealty. But an advowson is assets,

Mesne, 7. whereof [c] Fleta saith ; Item de ecdesiis qiicB ad donationem do-
Registrem, 293. yyiini pertinent quot simt, et quce, et ubi, et quantiim raleat quceliber

[c] Fleta, lib. 2. ecclcsia per annum secundum veram ipsius cestimationemy et pro
cap. 65. (N) marcd solidos extendatur, id si ecclesia centum marcas valeat per

annum ad centum solidos cxtendatur advocatio per annum{i). And
herewith

(N) See Fleta, lib. 2. cap. 71, § 10.

(1) Bro. Assets jjer Discent, 21. contra.
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herewith agrceth Britton^ and others Iiave reckoned a shilling in Briiton.fol. 185.

tlie pound ; and Biitton addeth further, mes si la advovoson duist f'"'*""*- »n«nerii.

est re vendue, adonqucs scrr Ic reasonable price solonque le value %^\\
(?^'

en un nu a cd extent. Wiierein it is to be observed, that anti- 33 k, o.

quitie did ever reckon by markes. Garr. 102.

Sect. 713.

A ItSOyif land bee given to a man., and to the heires of his bodie he-
•^ ^ ootten, who taketh wifey and have issue a son betiveene them, and the

husband discontinues the tai/e in fee and dieth, and after the wife releaseth

to the discontinuee infee with warranties S^c. and dieth, and' the ivarrantj/

descends to the son, this is a collalerall warrantie.

'^P H I S case standeth upon the same reason that divers other

formerly put by our author doe, viz. that because the heire

claimeth only from the father per formam doni, and nothing from
the wife, that therefore the warrantie of the wife is collaterall, and
the warrantie made by any ancestor male or female of the wife

bindeth; and here the warrantie descendeth after the discent of

the right.

m t3-ScCt. 714. (9Tle^i43.
Am. 187. a.)

T^UT if lands bee given to the husband and wife, and to the heires

of their two bodies begotten, who have issue a son, and the husband
discontinue the taile and dieth, and after the loife release with warrantie

and dieth, this warrantie is but a lineall warranty to the son
; for the sonne

shall not be barred in this case to sue his ivrit o/'formedon, unlesse that hee

hath assets by discent in fee simple by his mother, because their issue in the

writ of formedon ought to convey to him the I'ight as heire to h'ls father
and mother of their * two bodies begotten per formam doni ; and so in

this case the warrantie of the father and the ivarrantie of tJie mother are

but lineall warrantie to the heire, ^c.

"LJ ERE is a point worthy of observation, that albeit in this 35 K. 3* t»f-

case the issue in taile must claime as heire of both their
^''r^,?*.,

bodies, yet the warrantie of either of them is lineall to the issue
; „,. a.,V .p- .,'•',. ,. ,. ., „, ,' 741. Ant. 107.8.

and yet the issue cannot claime as heire to either ot them alone, Scct 25 )

but of Ipoth.

If lands be given to a man and to a woman unmarried, and the

heires of their two bodies, and they intermarrie, and are dis- "

seised, and the husband release with warrantie, the wife dieth, the

husband dieth, albeit the donees did take by moities, yet the

warrantie is lineall for the whole, because, as our author here
saith, the issue must in a formedon convey to him the right as

heire to his father and his mother of their two bodies engendred

:

and therefore it is collaterall for no part.

Sect.

* two, not in L. and M. or Roh»
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A
Sect. 715.

N JD note, that in everie case where a man demandeth lands in fee

taile by wnt o/'formedon, if any of the issue in taile that hath pos-

session, or that hath 7iot possession, make a warrantie, 8fc. if hee lohich sueth

the writ of formedon might by any possibilitie, by matter which might

be en fait, convey to him, by him that made the warrantie per

formam doni, '* iliis is a &:f=- lineal warrantie, and not col- ["375"]

laterall. L b. J

35E.3. Gar. 73. r\ F this sufficient hath beene said before, sed nunquum nimis

dicitur quod minqudm satis dicitur; for it is a point of great

use and consequence.

irRtf;.)' Sect. 716.
(Vaugh. 367. 377.)

A L SO, if a man hath issue three sonnes, and giveth land to the eldest

Sonne, to have and to hold to him and to the heires of his bodie be-

gotten, and for default of such issue, the remainder to the middle sonne,

to him and to the heires of his bodie begotten, and for default of such

issue f of the jniddle sonne, the remainder to the i/oungest son, and to the

heires of his bodie begotten ; in this case, if the eldest J discontinue the taile

infee, and binde him and his heires to warrantie, and dieth ivithoitt issue,

this is a collaterall warrantie to the middle son, and shall be a bar to de-

mand the same land byforce of the remainder
; for that the remainder is

his title, and his elder brother is collaterall to this title, which commenceth
by force of the remainder. In the same manner it is, if the middle son

hath the same land by force of the remainder, because his eldest brother

made no discontinuance, but died vjithout issue of his bodie, and after the

middle make a discontinuance with warrantie, 8)C. and dieth without issue,

this is a collaterall warrantie to the youngest son. And also in this case,

if any of the said sonnes be disseised, and the father that made the gift, S)X.

releaseth to the disseisor all his right § with warrantie, ^[ this is a collaterall

warrrantie to that son upon whom the warrantie descendeth, causa qua
supra.

i^ Sect. 717. r376r]

jND so note, that where a man that is collaterall to the title, \, and
-^ releaseth this with warrantie, Sfc. this is a collaterall warrantie.

HERE
* Sfc. added in L. and I\I. and Roh. § S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
t of the middle sonne, not in L. and ?[ SfC. added in L. and M. and Roh.

M. or Roh. 4, S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.
X son, added in L. and M. and Roh.
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T-I E K E it nppeareth that it is not adjudged in law a collaterall 8 R. q.

warrantie in respect of tlie bloud, for the warrantie maybe Oarr. loi.

colhUerall, albeit the blond be lineal! ; and the warrantie may Vid. Sect. 704.

be lineall, albeit the bloud be collaterall, as hath beene saicl.

But it is in law deemed a collaterall warrantie, in respect that

he that maketh the warrantie is collaterall to the title of him
upon whom the warrantie doth fall ; as by the example which

Littleton here putteth, and by that which hath beene formerly

sniil, is manifest.

Sect. 718.

ALSO, if a fatJicr giveth land to his eldest son, to have and to hold

to him and to the heircs males of his bodi/ begotten, the remainder
to the second sonne, ^'c. if the eldest sonne alieneth infee with warranty,

S)'c. and hath issue female, and dieth without issue male, this is no col-

lateralI warranty to the second son, for he sliall not bee barred of his

action o/'formedon in the remainder, because the warranty descended (B)
to the (laughter of the elder son, and not to the second sonne (ceo n'est pas

collaterall garrantie al second fits, f car il ne serra barre de son action

dej'orjnedon en le remainder, pur ceo que le garrantie discendist al file

del eigne fits, et neiny al second fits)
; for every warrantie which descends,

descendeth to him that is heire to him who made the warrantie, by the com-
mon law,

pjERE is rehearsed a maxima of the common law, that every Vid. Sect. 3.

warrantie doth descend upon him that is heire to him that 603. 735, 736,

made the warrantie, by the common law, as by this example it 737-

annearpth (Ant. 329. a.
appeal etn.

Cro. Eliz. 72.)

" To him that is heire to him tvho made the 'voarrantie, by the

common law, Sfc." Hereupon many things worthy to be knowne
are to be understood.

[a] First, that if a man infcoffeth another of an acre of ground [a] 40 E. 3. 14.

with warrantie, and hath issue two sons, and dieth seised of

another acre of land, of the nature of burrough English, the (Mod. Rep. 96.

feoffee is impleaded, albeit the warrantie descendeth onely upon ^ ^'"**' **^*^

the eldest sonne, yet may he vouch them both ; the one as heire

to the warrantie, and the other as heire to the land; for if hi
should vouch the eldest son only, then should he not have the

fruit of his warranty, viz. a recoverie in value ; the youngest son
only he cannot vouch, because he is not heire at the comhion
law, upon whom the warrantie descendeth (1).

So

f car il ne serra barre—ne luy ledera, L, and M. and Roh,

(B) Vid,noteA.(mScct.6o\.

(1)39 £.3-22. 43jE. 3. 19. ^ZAss.^\. 4-E. 3. 55. 21JS. 3. 46.
21 £. 3.3a 11//. 7. 12. 6ri.y.2. Hale's MSS.



376, b.]

[6] 22 E. 4. 10.

4 E. 3. 55.

27 H. 6. 1,2.

1 1 E. 3. Det. 7.

(8 Rep. 8. b.)

[c] 49 Ass. 4.

38 E. 3. 22.

(Hob. 25.)

[d]32E.3.
Vouch. 94.

35 H. 6. 33.

Of Warrantie. L. 3. C. 13. Sect. 718,

m

PI. Cora. 515.

(2 Cro. 218.)

[b] So it is of heires in gavelkind, the eldest may bee
vouched as heire to the &^ warranty, and the other

sonnes in respect of the inheritance descended unto
them, [c] And in like sort, the heire at the common
law, and the heire of the part of the mother, shall bee vouched

:

but the heire at the common law may be vouched alone in both
these cases, at the election of the tenant : et sic de similibus.

[q?] In the same manner if a man dieth seised of certaine lands in

fee, having issue a sonne and a daughter by one venter, and a
Sonne by another, the eldest sonne entreth and dieth, the land

descends to the sister ; in this case the warrantie descendeth on
the Sonne, and he may be vouched as heire, and the sister, as

\ieire of tlie land : in which and the other case of burrough
English, the sonne and heire by the common law having nothing

by discent, the whole losse of the recoverie in value lieth upon the

heires of the land, albeit they be no heires to the warrantie. Then
put the case that there is a warrantie paramount, Who shall de-

raigne that warrantie ? and to whom shall the recompence in

value goe ? Some have said, that as they are vouched together,

so shall they avouch over, and that the recompence in value shall

enure according to the losse; and that the effect must pursue the

cause, as a recoverie in value by a warrantie of the part of the

mother shall goe to the heire of the part of the mother, &c.
Some others hold, that it is against the maxime of law, that

they that are not heires to the warrantie should joyne in voucher

or to take benefit of the warrantie which descended not to

them; but that the heire at the common law, to whom the

warrantie descended, shall deraigne the warrantie, and recover

in value ; and that this doth stand with the rule of the common
law.

Others hold the contrarie, and that this should be both against

the rule of law, and against reason also ; for by the rule of law

[e] the vouchee shall never sue to have execution in value, untill

execution be sued against him. But in this case execution can

never be sued against the heire at the common law, therefore he
cannot sue to have execution over in value. Secondly, it should

be against reason that the heire at the common law should have

[e] 17E. 2. tit.

Recoverie in

value, 33.

1 E. 3. 12.

33 E. 3-

Judgm. 222. ^
14 E. 3. ib. 160. totum lucrum^ and the speciall heires totum damnum. I finde in
10 E. 3. 52.

18 E. 3. 51.

Lib. i.fol. 96.

Shelleje's case.

[/] 32 E. 3.

Vouch, 94.

per Greene.

(Plowd. 11. a.

Manxel's case.)

[^] Vide PI.

Com. fol. 514.

(3 Rep. 5.

10 Rep. 35.

Dr. and Stud.

41. b. 8 Rep.

101. b. See Cro.

Eliz. 670.)

[^]i7E.3-
20 E. 3.

Vouch. 129.

our bookes [/] that this reason is yeelded, that the speciall

heire should not be vouched only ; for (say they) if the speciall

heires should be vouched only, then could not they deraigne the

warrantie over ; which should be mischievous, that they should

lose the benefit of the warrantie, if they should be vouched only.

But if the heire at the common law were vouched with them,

(as by the law he ought) all might be saved ; and therefore

studie well this point how it may be done.

[g\ If tenant in generall taile be, and a common recoverie is

had against him and his wife, where his wife hath nothing, and

they vouch, and have judgement to recover in value, tenant in

taile dieth, and the wife surviveth : for that the issue in taile had

the whole losse, the recompence shall enure wholly to him ; and

the wife, albeit she was partie to the judgement, shall have

nothing in the recompence, for that she loseth nothing.

[K\ If the bastard eigne enter and take the profits, he shall be
59-

32 E. 3. Vouch. 94. 5 H. 7. 2.

vouched
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vouclicd only, and not the ba.star(l and the niulicr; because the

b;uJtard is in appearance lieire, and sliall not disable himselfe.

[/] If a man be seised oflands in gavelkinde, and hath issue [«J «» H. 7- J^.

three sonnes, and by obhgation bindeth himselfe and his heircs '.' ^^'^'

and dieth, an action of debt shall be maintainable against all the ^' "^j
'

* «

three sonnes, for the heire is not chargeable unlessc he hath (Moor, 74^
lands by discent.

[k] So if a man be seised of land on the part of his mother, ^k] 1 1 H. 7. la.

and binde himselfe and his heires by obligation, and dieth, an (a Cro. 25. b.

action ofdebt shall lie against the heire on the part of the mother, ^^^' » Siderf.

without naming of the heire at the common law. And so note a
j^jj^

'^^^' 4*®*

diversitie betweene a personall lien of a bond, and a reall lien of

a warrantie.

Sect. 719.

* jW'O TE, if land bee given to a man, and to the heirs males of his

bodie begotten, and for default of such issue, the remainder thereof

to his heires females of his bodj/ begotten, and after the donee in tayle

maketh a feoffement in fee icith warrantie accordingly, and hath issue a
son and a daughter and dieth, this warrantie is but a lineall warrantie to

the Sonne to demand by a writ of formedon in the discender ; and also it

is but lineall to the daughter to aemand the same land by writ of formedon
in the re?7iai/nder, unlesse (A) the brother dieth without issue male (sinon

t frere deviast sans issue male), because shee claymeth as heire female of
the bodie of her father ingendred. But in this case, if her brother in his

life release to the discontinuee, 6)C. with warrantie, &;c. and after dieth

without issue, this is a coUaterall warranty to tlie daughter, because shee

cannot convey to her the right tvhich shee hath by force of the remainder

by any meanes of discent by her brother,for that the brother is coUaterall

to the title of his sister, and therefore his warranty is coUaterall (ceo est

un collateral j^arrantie a le file, pur ceo que el ne poit conveyer a luy

le droit que el ad per force do le remaynder per ascun meane de discent

per son frero, .|, pur ceo J que le frere est collateral a le title sa soer, et

pur ceo son garrantie est collateral), cVc

HERE

* ^yte—Also, L. and M. and Roh. R. Tottel ; 1583, by W. West ; 1 594, by

\ sinon—si son, L, and M. lioh. C. Yetswcirt ; and by that of \^^g. It

Pinson, Redman, and MSS. This is however observable, that the text stood

reading (si son) ivhich materially alters as above in thefirst edition ofCoke upon
iJie sense ofthe above passage of Little- Littleton 1G28, and in dlthe editions to

ton, tvias much relied on by lord Vaughan the Qth inclusive.

in his Reports, 368, 369, and is also 4. et added in L. and M. atid Roh.

accordingly confirmed by edit. 1577, by I que not in L. and M. or Roh,

(A) Upon this part of sect. 719, Mr. Uitso observes, that,for " unless the brother Hkth
without issue male," we should read, " if the brother dieth, ^." for it is only in the event if
the broLhtr's dying without issue male, that the heire female can have any elaiii^at ail. Sw
Mr, Ritso's Intr. p. 114, and the reading above under i.
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[/] 24 E. 3. 36. TT E II E it appeareth, that [I] whensoever the ancestor taketh
^Q^^'^^6*°^*

>
^^y ^s^^t® of freehold, a limitation after in the same convey-

40 E ?*
Q

aiice to any of his heires, are words of limitation, and not of pur-

37 H. 8. Br. chase, albeit in words it be limited by way of remainder (i);

Nosme, i & 40. & tit. Done &. Rem. 61. (Ant. 17. b. 22. b. 2 Roll. Abr. 417.

1 Roll. Abr. 627, 628.)

and

(ly The doctrine of law expressed in the text is generally called the Rule
IN Shelley's case ;—and has been discussed by several gentlemen of the

greatest eminence in the profession.

I. In sir William Blackstones argument in the case of Perrin v, Blal'C, pub-
lished by Mr. Hargrave among his law tracts, fol. 500, it is observed, that , ''where
*' there is a gift to A. and his heirs for ever, or to A. and the heirs of his body
*' begotten, the first words (to A.) create an estate for life ; the latter (to his

" heirs, or the heirs of his body) create a remainder in fee, or in tail, which
" the law, to prevent an abeyance,jefers toand vests in the ancestor himself, who
" is thus tenant for life, with an immediate remainder in fee or in tail; and then
*' by the conjunction of the two estates, or the merger of the less in the greater,
** he becomes tenant in fee, or tenant in tail in possession/' This exposition of the

expression in question sir Wm.Blackstone afterwards applies, with great ability,

in his investigation of the rule in Shelley's case. He lays it down as a great

fundamental maxim upon which the construction of every devise must depend,

that the intention of the testator shall be fully and punctually observed, so far as

the same is consistent with the established rules of law, and no farther. He
makes a distinction between those rules of law which are to be considered as

the fundamental rules of the property of this kingdom, and are therefore of

that essential, permanent and substantial kind, which cannot be exceeded or

transgressed by any intention of a testator, however clearly or manifestly ex-

pressed; and those rules of a more arbitrary, technical, and artificial kind,

which the intention of a testator may control. He then supposes that there

is a third class of rules, of a still more flexible nature. Among the rules of the

first class he reckons these; that every tenant in fee simple, or fee tail, shall

have the power of alienating his estates, by the several modes adapted to their

respective interests ; that no disposition shall be allowed which hi its conse-

quence tends to a perpetuity ; that lands shall descend to the eldest son or

brother alone, or to all the daughters or sisters in partnership. Among the

rules of the second class he reckons those rules of interpretation by which the

courts invariably construe particular modes of expression to denote a particular

intention in the testator. Thus, says he, if a man devises his land, being free-

hold, to another generally, without specifying the duration of his estate, the

courts consider it as evidence that he intended the devisee should be only

tenant for life ; but if he devises, in like manner, a chattel interest, the courts

consider it to be evidence of his intention that the devisee should have the

total property. Among the rules of the third class he reckons the rijle in

Shelley's case. Having admitted that the second and third class of rules allow

of exceptions, when it appears to be the testator's intention that the operation

of his devise should be different from that which tlie legal operation of the

words in which it is penned would be, he adds, that this intention shall not

have this effect, unless it is manifest and certain : so that if his intention that

his words should operate contrary to their technical and legal import, does not

appear by express words, or by necessary implication, the legal operation of

the words must take effect. He applies this rule to the case of Perrin v.

Blake. He argues that it does not appear by any evidence that the testator

intended his vyords ^houl^ not have their legal operation : he says, the question
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and therefore here the remainder, to the hoires females, veRtetii

in the tenant in taile himselfe. And it is ^ood to bee

[377n *^ Itnowne, tlmt for learning sake, bihI to find out the i H. 6. 4.

'] reasonof the law, these limitationstotijcheiresnialeiof >'H. 6. 13, 14.

the bodie, and ailer to the heires females of the bodie
J?

'?* ^"g

Sutliani, Dcvis*. Pl.Com. 414. «o II. 6. 43. Vid. Litt.ca.Tallc,Scct. 24. 37 H. 8.
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may

is not whether the testator intended the ancestor should or sliould not have a
nower of alienating the lands devised to him, or should have only an estate for

his life. He admits it to be clear, that he intended the ancestor should not
have a power of alienating the lands, and that he should take only an estate

for his life: but the real question, he says, is, how the heirs were intended
to take, whether as descendants or purchasers. If the testator intended they
should take as purchasers, the ancestor remained tenant for life ; if he meant
they should take by descent, or had formed no intention about the matter, then,

says he, by operation and consequence of law the inheritance is vested in the
ancestor. He says, that in the case of Perrin and Blake, it is neither clearly

expressed nor manifestly to be implied from any part of the testator's will,

tliat he intended the heirs should take as purchasers ; he therefore concludes,

that the words in question should be construed according to their legal ope-
ration : and consequently, that in conformity to the rule laid down in Shelley's

case, they should operate not as words of purchase, but as words of descent,

and that the ancestor therefore should take an estate in tail.

II. Mr, Hargrate, in his observations concerning the rule in Shelley's case,

remarks, that those who wish to avoid the rule, avow that they consider it as

subordinate to the intention of the testator, as a rule of interpretation, as

merely a technical construction of words, which yields to the intention when-
ever they are opposed to each other ; that as soon as they discover that it is

not the testator's intention that the first taker should have a power of barring

the entail to his heirs, they think the victory over the rule is complete. On
the other hand, those who wish to support the rule insist that it is a rule of
interpretation, established on decrees of the most authoritative decisions, which
cannot be departed from without levelling the great land-marks, by which the

titles to real property are ascertained, and establishing in their room a mon-
strous latitude of uncertain and arbitrary construction. He says, he finds

something to approve and something to condemn on both sides of these dis-

cordant comments upon the rule ; and that in both there is one common error.

To the opponents of the rule he admits, tliat where the rule would disappoint

a lawfid mtention sufficiently expressed, it ought not to be effected. But he
asks, whether the intention is lawful. The rule, as he considers it, is a con-
clusion of law upon certain principles—so absolute, as not to have any thing

to say to tlie intention, if these premises really belong to the case ; and these

premises, he insists, are an intention by heirs of the body, or other words of
mheritance, to comprehend tlie whole line of heirs to the tenant for life, and
so to build a succession upon his preceding estate of freehold. This being so,

if in such cases the word heirs is used in that its large and proper sense, it is

a contradiction to the rule, to intend that the remainder to tne heirs sliall

operate by purchase, and such intent is not lawful ; so that it is incumbent on
those who oppose this application of the rule, to show, that the word heirs is

used in a qualified sense, and intended merely to describe certain personi,

who, at the death of the tenant for life, may answer that description, and to

fjive a succession of heirs to them : this bcmg shown, the rule, he says, no
onger applies. But nothing less than its appearing, that by the heirs of the

Vol. II. Zz body
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may be put : but it is dangerous to use them in conveyances,
for great inconveniences may arise thereupon ; for if such a
tenant in tayle hath issue divers sons, and they have issue divers

daughters, and likewise iftenant in tayle hath issue divers daugh-
ters.

body or heirs general, the whole line and succession of heirs to the tenant for

life, or, in other words, the whole of his inheritable blood, was not meant, can
deliver the case from the rule. He says, that the genuine rule in Shelley's

case is part of an ancient policy of the law to guard against the creation of

estates of inheritance, with qualities, incidents, or restrictions, foreign to their

nature. Thus it is one of the properties of an estate in fee simple, that it may
be alienated by the party seised, so that a condition not to alien is void at

law. Thus curtesy and dower are incidents to estates of inheritance, and
inseparably annexed to them ; that these known examples of incidents, inse-

parable from inheritance, lead to a discovery of a foundation for the rule,

which in a moment renders it paramount to and independent of private in-

tention. It is one branch of a policy of law, adopted to prevent annexing to

a real descent the qualities and properties of a purchase, and so is calculated

to render impossible the creation of an amphibious species of inheritance: that

is, an estate of freehold, with a perpetual succession to heirs, without the other

properties of inheritance ; in other words, an inheritance in the first ancestor,

with the privilege of vesting in the heirs by purchase the succession of one to

another, without the legal effects of a descent, a compound of descent, and
purchase.—Such a commixture would, he says, have put an end to all those

lines of distinction by which we so easily and certainly discriminate inherit-

ances from mere estates of freehold. It would have been a continual source
of fraud upon feudal tenure. When the heir came into the tenure by descent,

the lord was entitled to those grand fruits of military tenure, wardship and
marriage ; but if he took by purchase, only the trifling acknowledgment of
relief was due to the lord. If the heir were allowed to succeed by purchase,

it would defeat the specialty creditors of the ancestor; it would have suspended
all actions for the inheritance of land. If private intention had been permitted

to annex to real heirship the contradiction of taking by purchase, what principle

of our law would have remained to resist stripping the title by succession of
all the other effects and consequences legally appropriated to it ? Why might
it not have given to purchase the qualities of descent ? It is a positive rule

of our law, that a man cannot raise a fee simple to his own right heirs as

purchasers, either by legal conveyance, or by conveyance to uses. By this it

is meant, that where the ancestor wills that at his death his heirs shall, by gift

from him, come to that very inheritance "which the law of descent and succes-

sion throws upon them, it is construed as a vain and fruitless attempt to give

that to the heirs which the law vests in them. It amounts to a prohibition

upon the ancestor against making his heirs purchasers, by giving at his death
what the law confers without his aid. But this rule applies only to the acts of
the ancestor • it was therefore requisite to have a like barrier as to acts be-
tween persons not standing in that relation towards each other. This is effected

by the rule in Shelley's case. Thus explained, says he, the rule in Shelley's

case can no longer be treated as a medium for discovering the testator's

intention. The ordinary rules for the interpretation of deeds should be first

resorted to. When it is once settled that the donor or testator has used words
of inheritance, according to their legal import ; has applied them intentionally

to comprise the whole line of heirs to the tenant for life ; has made him the
terminus, by reference to whom the succession is to be regulated ; then the
rule in Shelley's case applies, and the heir shall not take by purchase. But if

it shall be decided that the testator or donor did not mean to involve the whole
line of heirs to the tenant for life ; did not mean to engraft a succession on

his
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ters, and each of them hath issue sonncs, none of the daughters

of the sons, nor the gonncs of the daughters, shall ever inJicritc

to either of the said estates taylc t and so it is of the issues ofthe

issues, for that (as hath beenc said) the issues inheritable must
make

his estate, and to moke him the ancestor or terminus; but instead of this,

intended to use the word heirs in a limited, restrictive, and qualified sense

;

intended to point at that individual person who should be the heir at the

moment of the ancestor's decease ; intended to give a distinct estate offreehold

to such single heir, and to make his or her estate of freehold the ground-
vrork of a succession of heirs ; to construe him or her the ancestor, terminus,

or stock, for the succession to take its course from ;—in every one of these

cases, the premises are wanting upon which the rule in Shelley's case inter-

poses its authority, and the rule therefore becomes extraneous matter.

III. Previously to Mr. Hargrave's publication, the rule in question had been
discussed with infinite learning and ability, by Mr. Fearne, in his Essai/ on

Contingent Remainders. In this justly celebrated work, Mr. Fearnc observes,

that the rule in Shelley's case is supposed to have been originally introduced

to prevent frauds upon the tenure ; and that if such a limitation had been con-

strued a contingent remainder, the ancestor might, in many cases, have de-

stroyed it for his own benefit ; if not, he might have let it remain to his heirs

in as beneficial a manner as if it had descended to him, at the same time that

the lord would have been deprived of those fruits of the tenure which would
have accrued to him upon a descent. He then minutely and accurately ex-

amines all the cases upon the subject, which had come before the courts of

law and equity, and investigates very fully the principles upon which they

were determined. He says, " that in the case of Perrin and Blake, the question
** is not whether the words, heirs ofthe hody^ may not, under certain cir-

*' cumstances, be taken as words of purchase ; but whether those words,
** standing perfect, independent and unexplained, and preceded by a limita-

" tion of the legal freehold to the ancestor in the same will, have ever been
•* construed as words of purchase." To this he replies, " that not one of the
" cases, till that of Perrin and Blake, can fairly be urged in support of an
" affirmative answer to that question."

IV. ** Our attention," (to adopt Mr. Fearne's masterly statement of it), " is

" next called to some observations of very high authority, upon the appli-
** cation ofthe rule. Lord chancellor Thurlow, in the case ofJones x. Morgan,
** 1 Bro. Cha. Ca. 20G. laid down some strong-featured positions, describing
" the outlines of a distinction applicable to all the cases in which that rule
" liad been, or can be agitated. His lordship drew an inference from all the
" cases, that, where the estate is so given, that after the limitation to the first

^* taker it is to go to every person who can claim as heir to the first taker,
*' the word "heirs" must be words of limitation :—That all heirs, taking as
** heirsy must take by descent. In cases, he said, where he could bring it to
*' the point that the testator, by the word *• heirs" meant 1st, 2d, 3d, and
** other sons, there he would change the words of the will ; but, in the case
" before him he thought the word " heirs" was the very thing meant.—Sup-
** pose, said his lordship, William had had a son, which son had had a son and
" died, leaving sir William tlic testator, the eldest son of tlie son would hare
" been heir. If there had been a title, he would have taken it; but the estate,
** if the words had been words of purchase, (that is, if they were construed to
*' import limitations to the first and other sons of William successively in tail

" maie); must have gone to the second son ; the devise to the first son being a

ZZ2 'Mapsed
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make their clayrae eyther onely by males, or onely by females,

so as the females ofthe males, or males of the females, are wholly

excluded to bee inheritable to eyther of the said estates tayle

;

but where the first limitation is to the heires males, let the limi-

tation

*^ 'lajpsed devise, like the case of White & White; but sir William Morgan
** meant the estate to go to whoever should be heir."

*' The chancellor thought the argument immaterial, that the testator meant
'^'*

'the fii-st estate to be an estate for life. He took it, that, in all cases, the
''* testator did mean so. He rested it upon what the testator meant afterwards

;

« —if he meant that every other person, who should be heir, should take,

" he then meant, what the law would not suffer him to give, or the heir to take,
** as a purchaser.—His lordship said, that in conversing with a great authority,
** he asked, what would become, in the case stated, of the grandson ; that

" the answer was, he should take as heir. Lord Thurlow observed he
*' knew he might ; but then he must take by descent. All possible heirs, he
** said, must take as heirs, and not as purchasers : that in all cases where the
*' limitation is of an estate of freehold to a man, and afterwards to his heirs, &c.
" (whether general or special), so as to give it to the heirs as a denomination
*' or class, the heirs shall be in by descent, and not by purchase. And that
" the case stated by Anderson in Shelley's case of a limitation to the use ofA.
** for life, remainder to the use of his heirs and of their heirs female, was the
" only one to the contrary, and in that case the word "heirs" n^ust be a
" description of the persons, in order to let in the limitation to the heirs
** female."

" Now,"—continues Mr. Fearne,—" if the inference I have drawn from the
" very operative tendency of the law to hereditary descent, in its mode of
** approaching it, where the requisite ground for its perfect accomplishment is

" wanting, be just; if, from such premises, unopposed by any single repugnant
** decision or judicial opinion, the conclusion that the capacity of an heir to
** take the inheritance by purchase, so as to transmit it through the same line

" as by descent, is confined to those cases only where the ancestor takes no
" estate of freehold, be sufficiently founded, lord Thurlow's doctrine embraces
'" the subject to the full extent of his expression. For then, wherever the
" ancestor takes the freehold, tlie inheritance will not go to all the heirs, &c.
" in the course of inheritable succession, unless by an actual descent. And
" consequently, if after the first taker, it is to go to every person who can
*' claim as heir to him, the intended succession can only be effectuated by
" taking the words "heirs," &c. as words of limitation. If after him all heirs,

" &c. are to take as such, that is, as answering that description, they can only
*' take by descent. If the law will not admit of all possible heirs, &c. taking
*' the inheritance, after its inception by a freehold in the ancestor, otherwise
*' than by descent, it follows, that, wherever the limitation to the heirs, &c.
*' after a freehold to the ancestor, is admitted to reach the whole denomina-
** tion or class of heirs described, they must take by descent and not by
" purchase."

Y. The very masterly discussions referred to in this note, will make the

reader fully acquainted with the general merits of the case in question, and of

the several points of legal learning, upon the discussion of which it either

immediately or incidentally depends. 13ut as the subject is necessarily of a

very abstruse and intricate nature, and the arguments used in support of the

different opinions respecting it are necessarily complicated and interwoven

with one another, thefollovoing discrimination ofthe leading points^ upon which
the decision of the case must ultimately turn, will, perhaps, be useful to those

who wish to obtain an accurate knowledge of the doctrine in dispute.
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tation be, for default of such issue, to the heircs of the botlio of ^

the donee, and tlien nil the issues, be they females Of males, or A ] .\

males of females, are inheritable.

If

V. 1. Let us first suppose, that after a devise to a man for life, and a sub-
sequent devise to the heirs of his body, the testator in express words declares
it to be his intention, that, by the devises in question, he uicans to give the

iuicestor an estate for his life only, and to give an estate in fee by purchase to

his heirs : Is the rule in question of that very rigid and forcible nature as to

be unaifected and uncontrolled by these express words'^ If the answer to this

question is, that the express declaration of the testator will, in this case, con-
trol the legal operation of the words, heirs of the body, the next question is,

Can any words short of an express declaration have this effect ? or, in other

language. Can that rule be controlled by -words of implication? If the answer is

in the affirmative, the next inquiry is. Whether to form such an implication

as will control the rule, it is sufficient that it appears to be the testator's in-

tention that the ancestor should take an estate for his life only ? Or, must it

also appear to be his intention that the heirs should take, not as descendants,

but as purchasers? Must it further appear, hoxv or what estates he intends the

heirs to take ? And how and what estates may the heir take by the law of
England, his ancestor taking by the same instrument an estate for his life

only ?

Such, perhaps, will be the process of inquiry, if it is admitted, that there

are cases where, in devises of this nature, the heirs will take by purchase : but
if that is not admitted ; if it is asserted, that where a testator has once devised

to a man for life, and afterwards to the heirs of his body, wo other words,

however positive and express, shall control the legal operation of the words,
heirs of his body

;

V. 2. It will then remain to inquire into the ground of the supposed inflexi-

bility and rigidity of the rule.—Is it that it is a^^ainst the law of the land, that

lands should be conveyed to the ancestor for life with such estiite or estates in

remainder to the heirs of his body, as those heirs must be supposed to take, if

they take as purchasers ?—To resolve this question with accuracy, it should

first be settled what estate or estates the heirs of the body would take under
this construction ; and then it should be supposed that such estate or estates

are devised by the most accurate and scientific legal expressions : if deviseg

so worded would be held contrary to law, the necessary conclusion is, that

the object intended to be effected by the testator is against law.

V. 3. If it appears that such estate or estates are not contrary to the law,

but it still is contended that a devise to one for life, and afler his decease to

the heirs of his body, shall make the heirs take by descent, contrary to the

testator's intention, the only remaining ground to support that conclusion is,

that to make the heirs take by descent in devises of this nature, is a point of

construction so fixedly and unalterably settled by judicial determination, that

it is not now in the breast of any court to deviate from it. By investigating

the rule in question under the above heads of inquiry, a regular and distinct

view may, it is conceived, be obtained of the different pomts of hiw which
relate to it, and of the different grounds upon which an opinion upon it may be
framed—It is greatly to be lamented that there should be so raucli uncertainty

and difficulty in the application of a rule of law, to which resort must be so

oflen had on the construction of wills. All parties agree that tlie rule has an

existence; but, from the Uberality which is allowed in the construction of
wilU, it has been contended that it does not extend to those devise* to which
it cannot be applied, without defeating the intention of the testator. It, ifi

certain that no rule of law has a more ancient origin, or is 1 nerally

established, than that if a testator expresses his intention d« either

z z 3 ^y
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If a man give lands to a man, to have and to hold to him and the

heires males of his bodie, and to him and to the heires females of

his bodie, the estate to the heires females is in rcmaynder, and
the daughters shall not inherite any part, so long as there is issue

male;

by not using technical and artificial terms, or by using them improperly, yet

if his intention can be collected from his will, the law, however defective his

language may be, will construe his words according to his intention ; and if

the object of it is warranted by the established rules of law and equity, will

admit its full operation and effect. It is equally certain, on the other hand,

that if the testator's intention appears to be to effect that, which the rules of

law and equity do not admit, neither the courts of law nor the courts of equity

can allow its operation. The first thing, therefore, to be ascertained, is, what
the object of the testator is ; the next, whether it is such as the rules of law

and equity admit.

V. 4. To determine the last point, as soon as it is settled what the testator's in-

tention is, let him be supposed to have expressed it, not in thewords actually made
use of by him, but in the most accurate and scientific language. If, when so

expressed, its operation will be allowed, both at law and in equity, it must be
admitted, on all hands, that it should have its operation and effect, notwith-

standing any inaccuracy or impropriety used by the testator in his method of

expressing it. But if, when expressed in artificial and scientific language, the

law will not give it effect, it must equally be admitted, that it is no longer in

the power of the courts to give it an operation ; the fault of the testator's will

being, not that he has expressed his intention inaccurately, but that the object

of his intention is unlawful.

V. 5. To apply this reasoning to the case of Perrin v. Blake, what was the

testator's intention? Supposing the heirs in that case to take by purchase,

tliere are, it is conceived, but three constructions to be put upon such a
devise.

The^r^^ is, to suppose, that the devise to the heirs of the body of the an-

cestor, to whom the life estate is limited, gives estates to his sons successively

in tail, with remainders over in tail to his daughters as tenants in common.
Devises of this nature are, unquestionably, conformable to law. They are the

modifications of property most frequently introduced in the settlements of real

estates. It follows, that if the words of the testator are construed in this

sense, they are unobjectionable in point of law. But the courts of law have
not thought themselves warranted to construe them in: this sense ; this con-
struction, therefore, must be laid aside.

The second construction is, to suppose, that the testator's intention is to give

the ancestor an estate of freehold, and to vest the inheritance in the person who,
at the time of the ancestor's decease, should be the heir of his body, and to

make that person the stock of the inheritance. It must be admitted, that this

is perfectly lawful ; and there is no doubt but a disposition of this nature, if

framed in proper language, would be good, not only in a will, but in a deed.

The question then will be, Whether that was the intention of the testator ? It

is obvious, that by the words heirs of the body, the testator means to compre-
hend all the heirs of the body of the devisee; but if the construction here con-

tended for be admitted, only a particular series or line of such heirs will be
admitted. None will be admitted but the person who happens at the time of

the ancestor's decease to be the heir of his body, and the heirs of the body of

that person ; all the other heirs of the body of the ancestor will be utterly ex-

eluded. Thus, supposing him to have several sons, the eldest son would, at the

time ofthe testator's decease, answer to the description ofheir of his body ; he,

therefore, would take an estate by purchase ; he would be the stock of the

inheritance, and from him the lands would descend upon all his issue. But the

devise
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male ; for the estate to the hcires males is first limited, and shal!

be first served ; and it is as much to say, and allcr to the heires

females, and males in construction of law arc to be preferred.

Sect.

devise would reach no farther ; it would not comprehend the other sons of the
ancestor, or their issue. Thus, if this construction should be received, tho
intention of tjie testator will, to a great dejjree, be absolutely defeated. If

there are no ulterior limitations or devises after the devise to the heirs of the
body of the tenant for life, the reversion in fee will descend on the eldest son

;

and he may, consequently, dispose of it from his brothers and their issue. If

there are any such ulterior limitations or devises, the persons claiming under
them would take before, and to the total rejection of the other brothers and their

issue. Of the second construction, therefore, must be repeated what was said

of the first, that it is unobjectionable, in pomt of law, but that it is not con-
formable to the intention of the testator.

The third constructiori is, to suppose, that the inheritance will first vest in the
person answering, at the time of the decease of the ancestor, to the description

of heir of his body ; and that, on failure of issue of that person, it will vest in

him who answers that description at the time of such failure of issue, and so on,

while there are any such heirs remaining. This construction is conformable in

some respects to the case of John de Mandeville, mentioned by sir Edward
Coke, ante 26. b. (and see the note in p. 505, of Mr, Doughis's Reports). The
question then is. Whether there is any thing unlawful in this intention > To
ascertain this, let it be tried by the test above mentioned, that is, let us suppose
it expressed in the most accurate and technical language. This will give the

first son or his issue, at the time of the ancestor's decease, an estate taile ; and
upon failure of that line of issue, the lands will vest for an estate tail in the
person who, at the time of the failure of the issue of the first-taking heir, will

answer the description of heir of the body of the tenant for life, and so on till

all the heirs of his body, and all their issue, are exhausted.—It is obvious, that

a limitation of this nature differs materiallj^ from the limitations adopted in the
first construction, viz. to the sons successively in tail male, with remainder to

the daughters ; for in that case the estate vests immediately in the first taker,

and the other sons, and all the daughters, take vested remainders in taiL But,

according to the construction we are now speaking of, all, after the first taker,

must be considered as taking, if the expression may be allowed, quasi per for-
mam doni, conformably to the construction put on the limitation in MandeviUe's
case. Supposing even that they take by purchase, all the estates after that of
the first taker must be contingent. In fact, it is not very easy to ascertain how
they would take, and it might be found difficult to frame the language of the

limitation. But certainly none of the other children, or their heirs, if this con-

struction should be received, would take vested estates during the life of the first

taker, or tlie continuance of issue of his body : for, till the events in question

happened, it must be uncertain who, at the particular times in question, would
answer to the description of heir of the body of tlie tenant for life ; whereas,

according to the first construction, all the children would answer the description

under which they are designed, immediately upon their respective births. Such
is tlie effect of this third construction.—Is there any thing in the devise, con-

«truing it in this manner, and supposing it to be properly and accurately framed,

that combats with any known rule of law ? It is certain that such a limitation

would be good, if tlie life estate, instead ofbeing limited to the ancestor of the

persons to whom the inheritance is afterwards limited, were limited to a stran-

ger ; as in the common case of a devise to A. for life, remainder to the right

heirs, or the hegrs of the body of /. S.—Why should its being a devise to the

ancestor make a diiference ? It may even be contended, that a limitation and

z z 4 devise
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^71 LSO, I ham heard say, that in the time of king Richard the second,

there was a justice of the common place, dwelling in Kent, called

Richel, who had issue divers sonnes, and his intent was, that his eldest sonne

should have certaine lands arid tenements to him, and to the heires of his

bodie

devise of this nature have been allowed in equity. In the case of Tipping v,

Cosin, Carth. 272. there was a limitation, and in lady Jones v. lord Say and
Sele, 8 Vin. 262. there was a devise of a trust estate to the ancestor for life,

with a legal remainder after his decease to the heirs of his body. In both cases

it was admitted, that on account of the different qualities of their estates, the

freehold being equitable, and the inheritance legal, they did not coalesce so as

to be within the rule in Shelley's case ; but it was allowed to be a good remain-

der in tail, in the heirs of the body of the ancestor ; and in the former of these

cases the verdict was for the person claiming the remainder. It may be an-

swered (and certainly with great appearance of reason), that, on account of the

different nature and quality of the estates, the mischiefs intended to be obviated

by the rule in Shelley's case could not follow from admitting the heirs to take

in these cases by purchase. Considering it with respect to the feudal princi-

ples, which are supposed to have given occasion to the rule, the lord would not

have lost the fruits of his tenure, nor would the fee have been put into abey-

ance. This case, therefore, proves nothing in favour of the legality of the

estates to be raised by the construction here contended for. This point is

exhausted by Mr. Hargrave's treatise upon it. If the reader be convinced by it

that the estates to be raised by this third construction are not such as the law-

admits, it follows, that supposing the devise in question to operate so as to give

the heirs an estate by purchase, it must be construed in one of the two former

modes. Now these modes are not reconcileable with what is acknowledged to

be the general scope and object of the testator's intention. The consequence

is, that the devise must be left to its legal operation, and the heir must take

by descent.

V. 6. But if the reader should be of opinion that the estates which, if the

third construction is admitted, will be created by the testator's will, are such
as the law allows, still there will remain a formidable objection to the admission

of that construction. It will appear, that by a series of adjudications, from the

18 Ed. II. to the case of Coulson v. Coulson, 17 Geo. II. inclusively, devises of
tlie nature in question have been construed to vest the inheritance in the ances-

tor. Admitting therefore that the reason or foundation of the construction in

question is not now discoverable, there still is great reason to contend that it is

binding on the courts. This is by no means peculiar to the rule in Shelley's

case. There are many other rules of construction received by the courts,

which are arbitrary, and some of them not reconcileable to plain reason. Still,

being adopted as rules of construction, the courts (sometimes even with an
avowed reluctance) consider themselves to be bound to submit to them.

VI. It remains to observe, that the suggestions here submitted to the reader,

gre intended to apply only to the devises oflegal estates, and to those devises only
in which the argument to except them trom the rule in Shelley's case depends
at the most on the two following circumstances : ist, that it evidently appears

to
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itodie begotten ; and for default ofissuey the remainder to the second tonne*

S)C. and so to the third sonnCy 6ic. and because he would that none of hU sons

should alien, or make warrantie to bar or hurt the others that should be in

tlu: remainder y S)C. he causeth an indenture to be made to this «/

that the lands and tenements were given to his eldest son up(m n-

dition, that if the eldest son alien infee, or infee taile, SiC. or if ant/ of his

sons alien, S)C. that then their estate should cease and be void, and that then

the same laiuls and tenements immediately should remain to the seco/ul son,

and to the heires of his body begotten, * et sic ultra, the remainder to his

otlwr sonm:s, and livery of seisin was made accordingly.

*' T HAVE heard say, Sfc." Those things that one hath by ai H.6. f. 33.

credible hearesay, by the example of our author, are wortiiy I^ 6. f. 42. h.

of observation. Thi§ invention devised by justice Hichcl in the JLV)"^^"','^

reigne of king Richard the second, who was an Irishman borne, ^^^
'"*^^ *

and the like by Thirninfr^ chiefe-justice in the reigne of Henry
the fourth, were both full of imperfections ; for Nihil svnul in- (1 Rep. 84.)

renium est et perfedum, and Strpe vintoretn nova nan veins orbita

fallit: and therefore new inventions in assurances are dangerous.

And hereby it may appeare, that it is not safe for any man (be

he

* this heifig upon the same condition, shotdd remain to the third son, and i(?

scilicet^ that if the second son alien, Sfc. the heirs of his body begotten, added in

thai then his estate should cease, and L. and M. and Rob.
that then the same lands and tenements

to be the testator's intention to give the ancestor an estate for his life only

:

and 2dly, that it also evidently appears to be his intention that the heirs of his

body should take by purchase. If the testator's intention appears to be to giro

the ancestor an estate for life only, and to give an estate by purchase to the
heirs of his body; and if, besides this, his intention is, that by the devise to the

heirs the inheritance should vest in that individual heir who, at the time of the

decease of the tenant for life, shall be the heir of his body, and the heirs of the

body of that person, and that the devise should reach no farther ; or his inten-

tion is, that the inheritance should descend upon the sons of the tenant for life

successively in tail, with or without remainders to the daughters; and this ulte-

rior intention appears /row? any other part of the will, either by plain declara-

tion, or clear implication; then, as there is nothing unla>vful in this disposition

of his property, there is no rule of law or equity that stands in the way of such
construction.—But this ulterior construction is not to be implied from the mere
circumstances of an estate for life only being given to the ancestor, and its

appearing either by express words or implication, that it was the testator's

intention to give an estate by purchase to the heirs.— It may be said this bringi

the matter to as much uncertainty as attended it before : but surely that is not
the case. Numberless as the cases respecting the point in question are, there

are few indeed, in which any ground for this ulterior construction of the words,
" heirs of the body," occurs. See those cited by Mr. justice Blackstone in

Mr. Hargrave's Tracts, 505, 506.
Since the first publication of this note, all the learning respecting this C^e-

brated rule of law, particularly with a view to its application to decided caset;^

and to those which occur, or are likely to occur on it, in practice, has been ably*

collected and arranged by Mr. Preston, in his Succinct View nf tit Rule i/»

SheHeys Ccwtf^—[Note 329.]
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he never so learned) to be of eounsell with hiinsclfe in his owne
case, but to take advice of other great and learned men.

Non prosunt dominis quce prosunt omnihusy artes.

And the reason hereof is, in suo quisque negotio hebetior est,

quam in alieno.

[ni] 2H.4.f.ii. [in] And the same judge, in his owne name, &c. brought an
in Action sur le action upon his case against others, and obtained a verdict so as
case.

^j^g right of the cause was tried on his side ; yet for that upon his

owne shewing in his count the action did not lye, ex assensu

omnium justiciariorum prceter querentem Richcl, judgement was
given against him ; but let us now leave this judge for example
to others, and let us return to our author.

]s^ Sect. 721.
[T]

Ti^Tit seemeth hy reason, that all such remainders in the forme afore*

said are void and of no value, and thatfor three causes. One cause

is,for that every reinainder which heginneth by a deed, it behoveth that

the remainder be in him to whom the remainder is entailed by force of the

same deed, before the livery of seisiyi is made to him which shal have the

freehold ; for in such case the growing and the being of the remahider is

by the livery of seisin to him that shall have the freehold, and such

remainder was not to the second sonne at the time of the livery of seisin in

the case aforesaid, ^c.

trE R E our authour is of opinion, that these remainders in the

forme aforesaid, are void and ofno value for three causes.

(Plowd. as- a.
" One cause is, S^c." Here hee setteth downe a rule concerning

29. a. a Cro. remainders, viz. every remainder which commenceth by a deed
360.) ought to vest in him to whom it is limited, when livery of seisin

is made to him that hath the particular estate,

[n] 7 R. a. First, Littleton saith by deed, [n] because iflands bee granted
Scire facias. and rendred by fine for life, the remainder in taile, the remainder
(Ant. 354. b.)

ijj fgg^ none of these remainders are in them in the remainder,

untill the particular estate be executed.

(Cro.Eliz. 360.) Secondly, that the remainder bee in him, &c. at the time of

the livery.—This is regularly true, but yet it hath divers excep-

Ca Roll. Abr, tions. First, unlesse the person that is to take the remainder be

^19.) not in rerum naturd: [o] asif a lease for life be made, the re-

[o] 32 H. C. mainder to the right heires of /. S, I. S. being then alive, it

tit. Feoffments gufficeth that the inheritance passeth presently out of the lessour,

% E
^^'

87 ^"*' cannot vest in the heire of I. S. for that living his father he

1

1

R. 2!
*

^s not in rerum naturd, for non est hceres viventis ; so as the re-

Detinue, 46. mainder is good upon this contingent, viz. if /. S. die during
a H. 7. 13- the life of the lessee.
12 H. 7. 27. !

12 E. 4.2. 21H. 7. 11. 7H. 4. 23. iiH. 4. 74. 18 H. 8. 3. 27H. 8. 42.

38 E. 3. 26. 30 Ass. 47. 6 R. 2. Qu. Jur. clam. 20. (1 Rep. 94.)

[p] PI. Cora. [p] And so it is if a man make a lease for life to A, B. and
Colthirst's case, Q^ and if B, survive C then the remainder to B. and his heires.

?*'
Re ^20 Here is another exception out of the said rule ; for albeit tlie

2 Repf57.a. b.)
person be certaine, yet inasmuch as it depends upon the dying of

B. before C. the remainder cannot vest in C. presently. And
the
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tiic reason of both these cjises in effect is, because the remainder
is to commence upon limitation of time, viz. upon the possi-

bilitie of the deatli of one man before anotlier, which is u
common possibilitie.

A man letteth lands for life upon condition to have fee, and
uarranteth the land informd pnvdictdy afterward the lessee per- (H |{( j. 7 .

)

Ibrmeth the condition whereby the lessee hath fee, the warranty
shall extend and increase according to the state. And so it is

in that case if the lessor had died before the performance of the
condition, the warrantie shall rise and increase according to the

estate, and yet the lessor himselfe was never bound to the war- (Hub. 130,131.)

rantie, but it hath relation from the first livery. And by this it

appeareth that a warranty being a covenant reall executory, may
extend to an estate infuturoy having an estate whereupon it may

worke in the beginning. But if a man granta seigoiorie

[37371 ^^^ yeares, upon condition to have fee fc^ with a war-

jj J ranty infonndprccdictdf and after the condition is per-

formed, this shall not extend to the fee, because the

first estate was but for yeares, which was not capable of a war-
ranty (A). And so it is, if a man make a lease for yeares, the

remainder in fee, and warrant the land itijormd prcudictd, he in

the remainder cannot take benefit ofthe warranty, because he is

not partie to the deed; and immediately he cannot take, if he
were partie to the deed, because he is named after the habendum^
and the estate for yeares is not capable of a warrantie. And so

it is ifland be given to A. and B. so long as they joyntly together

live, the remainder to the right heires of him that dieth first, and
warrant the land in fonnd prcedicta ; A, dieth, his heire shall (1 Rep. 17.)

have the warrantie ; and yet the remainder vested not during the

life of A. for the death of A. nmst precede the remainder, and
yet shall the heire of A. hare the land by discent.

Sect. 722.

y^HE second cause is, if thefirst sonne alien the tenements in fee, then

is the freehold and the fee simple in the alienee, and in none other ;

and if the donor had any reversion, by such alienation the reversion is

discontinued : then how by any reason may it be (donques coment per

ascun reason poit * ceo estre) that such remainder shall commence his

being and hisgrowing immediately after such alienation made to a stranger,

that hath by the same alienation afreehold andfee situple, S^c. ? And also

if such reifuiinder should bee good, then might hee enter ujyon the alienee,

where he had no manner of right before t/ie alienation, which should bee

inconvenient.

**TF thefirst sonne alien, Sfc.** By the alienation of the donee
two things are wrought.

First, the franktenement and fee is in the alienee.

Secondly, the reversion is devested out of the donor, [a] And W j»*i^-
7- »«

therefore '7 H. 8. .4.

• ceo not in L. and M, or Roh.

(A) Fid. Scci. 350, and lord Cohc'i comment thereon.
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therefore by the alienation that transferreth the freehold and fee

simple to the alienee, there can no remainder be raised and
vested in the second sonne. [r] As if a man make a lease for life

upon condition that if the lessor grant over the reversion, that

then the lessee shall have fee; if the lessor grant the reversion

by fine, the lessee shall not have fee ; for when the fine transfer-

reth the fee to the conusee, it should be absurd, and repugnant to

reason, that the same fine should worke an estate in the lessee ;

for one alienation cannot vest an estate cfone and the same land

to two severall persons at one time.

In a man's owne grant, which is ever taken most forcibly

against hiraselfe, the reason of Littleton doth hold ; for it hath

beene resolved by the justices, [s\ that if a man seised ofan ad-

vowson in fee by his deed granteth the next presentation to A,
and before the church becometh void, by another deed grant the

next presentation of the same church to B. the second grant is

void, for A. had the same granted to him before ; and the grantee

shall not have the second avoydance by construction, to have the

next avoydance which the grantor might lawfully grant, for the

grant of the next avoydance doth not import thesecond

presentation, [t] But ifa man seised ofan Kf advowson r37Q7|
m fee take wife ; now by act in law is the wife intitled I J
to the third presentation, if the husband die before.

The husband grant the third presentation to another, the hus-

band die, the heire shall present twice, the wife shall have the
third presentation, and the grantee the fourth : for in this case

it shall be taken the third presentation, which he might lawfully

grant : and so note a diversitie betweene a title by act in law
and by act of the partie ; for the act in law shall worke no pre-

judice to the grantee.

" Also ifsuch remainder should be good, 8^c." The force ofthis
argument is, that seeing the estate of the alienee (albeit the

words of the condition be, that the state should cease and be
void) being an estate of inheritance in lands or tenements, cannot
cease or be void before the state be defeated by entrie ; then if

this remainder should be good, then must it give an entrie upon
the alienee to him that had no right before, which should be
against the expresse rule of law, viz, that an entrie cannot be
given to a stranger to avoid a voydable act, as before hath beene
said in the Chapter of Conditions.

Vide Sect. 87, " Which should hee inconvenient.'' Here note three things :

&c. First that whatsoever is against the rule of law is inconvenient.

Secondly, that an argument ah inconvenienti is strong to prove it

is against law, as often hath beene observed (N). Thirdly, that

new inventions (though ofa learned judge in his owne profession)

are full of inconvenience, Periculosum est res novas et itiusitatas

inducere. •

Eventus varios res nova semper habet,

(N) As to the limitedforce <f the argument ab inconvenienti, ste ante, note il to.l^. a.'

[r] 6 R. 2. Quid

juris clam, 20.

(Perk, Sect. 729.

fol. 275, 276.

Dyer, 209. a.

Plowd. 487.)
Argumentuin
ex absurdo.

(5 Rep. 8. a.)

[a] 20 H. 8.

Presentments al

Eglises. Br. 52.

33H. 8 ib.5£.

29 II. 8.

Dier, 35.

1 1 £liz. 282.

283.

(5 Rep. 56.)

W15H.7.7.
19 E. 3.

Quar. imp. 154.

(3 Cro. 790,

791 •)

(2Cro. 691.

contra Wind),

94- S. C.
Hob. 120.

Ant. 189. a.)

(Ant. 214. b.

218. a.)

baR ? mhim'w^i'^tmh

Sect.
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Sect. 723.

y^// E third cause is^ xvlien Uie comlitiou is suc/i, thai if the elder sonne

alieiiy S(c. that his estate shall ceasc^ or bee voidy 6;c. then after such

aiiemiiiou, S)r. may the donor enter byforce ofsuch condition f, as itseemeth;

and so the donor or his heires in such case ought sooner to have the land

than the second sonnet that had not anu right before such alienation ; and
io it see/neth tiiat such renminders in the case ajoresayd are void J

.

U ERE it is to bee observed, that part of the condition that (i ji^p. 48. fti.

prohibiteth the alienation made by tenant in taile is good \io. ioR^p.35.

in law, with such distinction as hath beene before said in the 9 ^P- ' ^7-

,

Chapter of Conditions. And the consequent of the condition,
^ ^^'

^°*

via. tliat the lands should remaine to another, &c. is void in law, ^„j ^^^ ^^
and by the opinion of Littleton the donor may re-enter for the

condition broken ; for Utileper inutile nan vitiatur : which being (1 Roll. Abr.

in case of a condition for the defeating of an estate/ is worthy 408.)

of observation.

And it is to bee noted, that after the death of the donor, the

condition descendeth to the eldest sonne, and consequently his

alienation doth extinguish the same for ever; wherein the weak- (10 Hep. 40. b.)

nesse of this invention appeareth : and therefore Littleton here

saith, that it seemeth that the donor may re-enter, and speaketh

nothing of his heires. A man hath issue two sonncs, and maketh
a gift in taile to the eldest, the remainder in fee to the puisne,

upon condition, that the eldest shall not make any discontinuance,

with warrantie to barre him in the remainder ; and if he doth,

that then the puisne sonne and his heires shall re- enter, the eldest

makes a feoffment in fee with warrantie, the father dieth, the

eldest sonne dieth without issue, the puisne may enter; but if the

discontinuance had beene after the death ofthe father, the puisne

could not have entred. In this case foure points are to be ob-

served. First, as Littleton here saith, the entrie for the breach

of the condition is given to the father, and not to the

[^yon puisne sonne. Secondly, »:^ that by the death of the (10 Rep. 109.)

i^ J father the condition descends to the elder sonne, and 41 E. 3. fol.

is but suspended, and is revived by the death of the

eldest sonne without issue, and descendeth to the youngest

Sonne. Thirdly, that the feoffinent made in the life of the Vid. Sect. 446.

fatlier cannot give away a condition that is collaterall, as it may
doe a right (A). Fourthly, that a warrantie cannot binde a

title of entrie for a condition broken (as hath beene said); but (lo Rep. 95.)

if the discontinuance had beene made after the death of the

father, it had extinct the condition: which case is put to open
the reason of our author's opinion (1).

In

t Sfc added in L. and M. and Roh. \ Sfc added in L. and M. and Rob.

(A) Vid. arUe 965. a. 965. b.

,.-:
: ^

(1) In some of the former notes there has been found occasion to anticipate

many of the observations whicli otherwise would have occurred upon this and
the
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In these last three Sections our author hath taught us an ex-

cellent point of learning, that when any innovation or new inven-

tion starts up, to trie it with the rules of the common law (as our

author here hath done) ; for these be true touchstones to sever

th^ puregold from the drosse and sophistications ofnovelties and
new

the three preceding Sections. See ante 203. b. n. 1 . 216. a. n. 2. 223. b. n. 1

.

and particularly 327. a. n. 2.—It may however be further observed, that this

is one of the many attempts which have been made at different times to pre-

vent the exercise of that right of alienation which is inseparable from the estate

of a tenant in tail. The chief of them are stated in a very pointed manner by
Mr. Knowler, 1 Burr. 84. He observes, that the power to suffer a common
recovery is a privilege inseparably incident to an estate tail : it is a potestas

alienandif which is not restrained by the statute de do?iis, and has been so

considered ever since Taltarum's case [12 E. 4. 14. b. p. 16.]. And this power
to suffer a common recovery cannot be restrained by condition, limitation,

custom, recognizance, statute, or covenant. That it cannot be restrained by
condition, appears by Co. Litt. 223. b. 224. a. and Sonday's case, g Rep. 128

—

That it cannot be restrained by limitation, appears by Cro. Jac. 696. Foy u.

Hinde, and by Sonday's case, and other books.—That it cannot be restrained

by custom, appears by the case of Taylor and Shaw, in Carter 6, and 22.

—

That it cannot be restrained by recognizance, or by statute, appears by Pool's

case, cited in Moore, 810.—That it cannot be restrained by covenant, appears

by the case of Collins v. Plummer, 1 Peere Wms. 104.—That an attempt to

suffer a common recovery cannot be restrained, appears by Corbet's case, in

the 1 Rep. 83. b. Sir Anthony Mildmay's case, in the 6 Rep. 40, and the case of

Pierce u. Win, in 1 Ventr. 321. And that a conclusion or agreement to suffer a
recovery cannot be restrained, appearsby Mary Portington's case, in the 10 Rep.
35.—One of the last attempts to establish a perpetuity was made in the will of
John duke of Marlborough, where a power was given to trustees, on the birth

of the sons of the several persons therein mentioned, to revoke the uses limited

to those sons in tail male ; and in lieu thereof, to limit the estates to the use

of such sons for their lives, with immediate remainders to the respective sons

of such sons severally and successively in tail male. Lord Northington, in

1759? declared this clause, as it tended to a perpetuity and was repugnant to

the estate limited, was void and of no effect. There was an appeal from this

decree to the lords. And after hearing counsel upon it, the judges were
ordered to attend, and their opinion was asked, "Whether by the rules of law
" an estate tail limited to the use of persons unborn by any deed or will, can,
" by virtue of any power given by such deed or will to trustees, be revoked
^* upon the births of such persons, and a new estate limited to such persons
" for their lives respectively, with remainder to their issue successively in tail

" male ?" The lord chief justice of the common pleas delivered the unani-

mous opinion of the judges in the negative. The utmost stretch towards a
perpetuity which the courts have hitherto allowed, is through the medium of
an exercise of a power of appointment limited in a deed or will. If the objects

of the power be not restrained to any particular description of persons, but
designed generally to be such persons as the party to whom the power is

given shall appoint, there is no question but he may appoint life estates, with
remainders over, in the same manner as he might do by a substantive original

conveyance, notwithstanding the persons to whom the life estates are appointed
were not in existence at the time of the execution of the conveyance in which
the power is contained. But it seems to be otherwise, if the objects of the

power are restrained to any particular description ofpersons, as to the children

of the appointor. See Alexander v. Alexander, 2 Ves. sen. 640. and Robinson
V. Hardcastle, in Mr. Brown's Rep. of Cases determined in Chancery during the

26th
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new inventions. And l)y this example you may perceive, that (Plowd. 413.

tho nilo oi" tlir old common law bcmg soundly (as our author ^"'- ***• ^'

)

hath (loiu) applycd to such novelties, it doth utterly crush them
and hrin<^ tluMu to nothing; and commonly a new invention doth
offend against many rules and reasons (as here it appeareth) of
the connnon law ; and the antient judges and sages of the law
have ever (as it appeareth [•] in our bookes) suppressed innova- [*] 31 R 3.

tions and novelties in the beginning, as soone as they have ^"K'^tJcHver-

offered to crecpe up, lest the quiet of the common law might J^J
^'

be disturbed : and so have [a] acts of parliament done the Hkc, 38 E. 3/1^

whereof by the authorities quoted in the margent, you may in a H. 4. 18, &c.

stead of nniny others, upon this occasion take a little taste. Hut ["} » ^'- 3- cap.

our excellent author, in all his three bookes, hath said nothing ^§'i**** ^
but Ex vctcrum sapientiinn ore et more.

\ ^ g^' *^^'

4 II. 4. ca. a. 1 1 H. 6. c. 23. a E. 4. cap. 8. &c.

Sect,

2Gth year of his late majesty's reign, p. 23.—The modes formerly used to

f)revent the wife's dower seem open to objection. Sometimes the estate is

imited to a purchaser and a trustee and their heirs, but as to the estate of the
trustee and his heirs in trust for the purchaser and his heirs. This exposes the

purchaser to the chance of the trustee's dying in his life ; in which case the
right of dower will attach upon the estate. Sometimes the estate is limited to

the purchaser and a trustee, and the heirs of the trustee, but in trust for the
purchaser. Sometimes it is limited immediately to the trustee and his heirs,

in trust for the purchaser and his heirs ; but each of these modes is objection-

able, as they keep the legal fee from the purchaser, and expose him to all the

inconvenience of its escheating to the crown for want of heirs of the trustee,

or of its becoming vested in infants, married women, or persons residing at a
distance, not easily discoverable, or not willing to join in the conveyances
required to be made of it. Sometimes even it may be considered to pass in

the general devise of the trustee's will, and by that means become settled at

law to uses in strict settlement, and therefore not to be reined but by a fine

or common recovery, and till the existence ofa tenant in tail not to be regained

without the aid of parliament. It cannot therefore be desirable that the legal

fee should be outetanding in a trustee. To prevent this, the estates may be
first limited to such uses as the purchaser shall appoint, and for want of ap-

pointment, to the use of a trustee, his heirs and assigns, during the life of the

purchaser, in trust for him, and subject thereto to the use of the purchaser,

his heirs and assigns. If this method be adopted, no doubt will remain of

tlie wife's right ofdower being effectually prevented ; the purchaser during his

life will have the absolute command of the legal fee, and at his death it will

descend upon his heir.—Another mode is suggested by Mr. Fearne in his

Essay on Contingent Remainders, Cth edition, p. 347, note. *' The lands,*'

says he, ** may be limited to the use of the appointees of the purchaser (in

" the fullest manner); and in default of appointment, to the use ofhim and hit

" assigns during his life ; and from and after the determination of that estate,

** by any means, in his life-time, to the use of some person and his heirs,

" during the natural life of the purchaser, in trust for him and his assigns ;

*' and from and after the determination of the estate so limited in use to the

" said trustee and his heirs, to tlie use of the purchaser, his heirs end assigns,

" for ever."—[Note 330.]
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U Inst. a93. cap 3.) ScCt. 724.

uj LS Of at the common law, before the statute of Gloucester, if tenant
^^ by the curtesie had aliened in fee with tvarrantief after his decease

this was a barre to the heire, as it appeareth by the words of the same

statute (Item, a le common ley, devant I'estatute de Gloucester, si

tenant per le curtesie ust alien en fee ovesque garrantie*, apres son

decease ceo fuit un barre al heire, f sicome appiert per les parols de

mesme Testatute) : but it is remedied by the same statute, that the war^

rantie of tenant by the curtesie shall bee no barre to the heire, unlesse

that hee hath assets by discent by the tenant by the curtesie
; for before

the sayd statute, this was a collateral warrantie to the heire, for that hee

could not convey any title of discent to the tenements by the tenant by the

curtesie, but only by his mother, or other of his ancestors J ; and this is the

cause why it was a collateral warrantie.

Sect. 725.

T}UT if a man inheritor taketh wife, who have issue a sonne betweene

them (les queux ont § fits enter eux), and the father

B^ dieth, and the sonne entreth into the land, and endow his fSSOTl
mother, and after the mother alieneth that which shee hath in L a. J
dower, to another in fee, with warrantie accordant, and after

dieth, and the warrantie descendeth to the sonne, now the son shall be

barred to demand the same land by cause of the sayd warrantie ; because

that such collaterall warrantie of tenaunt in dower is not remedied by

any statute. The same law is it, where tenantfor life makeih an aliena-

tion with warrantie, S^c. and dieth, and the warranty descendeth to him
which hath the reversion or the remainder

\\,
they shall be barred by such

warrantie 4-.

(iiH.7.cap.^o. (^ F this and the subsequent Section sufficient hath beene
Ant. 365. b.) ^^ sayd before in this Chapter, Sect. 697.

" Is not remedied by any statute.'' But by a statute made
since, this case is remedied, as you see before, Sect. 697.

Sect.

* accord, added in L. and M. and § issue added in L. and M. and
Roh. Roh

t &c. added in L. and M. and Roh,
\\ Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.

X Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh. 4. Sfc. added in L. and M. ond Roh.
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Sect. 726.

J LSOf in the case ofoftsani, if if''were so that when Mr^ffinMl*^
(lower a/icfiedf J S)r.. his heirc was within age, and also at that time

that the wanantic descended upon him hec was within a<u- : in iJiis ca^e

the heire mat/ after enter upon the aUeneCy noticithstandin

descended, ^r. because no lachessc shal be adjudged in ///. /».,/< , ^

agCy that hee did not enter upon the alienee in the life of tenant in dn,r. r.

Hut if the heire were icilhin age at the time of the alienation, 5rc. and

after he eommeth to full age in the life of tenant in dower, and so beihg

of full age he doth not enter upon the alienee in the life of tenant In dower,

and after the tcnafit in dower diethy S)r. there pcradventure the heire shall

be barred bij such warrant ie; because it slmll bee accounted his folly, that

he being offull age did not enter in the life of tenant in dr-". '"'-.

TLT E RE note this diversitie: if the heire bee within age at thu >

time of tlie discent of the warrantie, he may enter and avoyd ^'

'

the estate either witliin age, or at any time after his full age ; and
^

Littleton saith well, that the infant in this case may enter upon (i ,

the alienee; for if he bring his action against him, he shal be 140 )

barred by this warrantie, so long as the state whereunto the war- (2 Roll. Abr.

rantie is annexed continue, and be not defeated by entrie of the ^^'^j;
g g

heire : but if hee be within age at the time of the alienation with ^ " •

3'

warrantie, and become of full age before the discent of the war-

ranty, the warranty shal barre him for ever. Our author putteth

his cases where the entrie of the infant is lawfull
; [a] for where [u] 3 TI. 7. g.

the entrie of the infant is not lawfull when the warrantie 35 H. 6. 63.

[S80"l ^^ descendeth, the warrantie doth binde the infant, as ^^"^'u^.?^ '

"^
"' ^

, J well as a man of full age ; and the reason thereof is, '^y^^. 'j/
'

'

because thestate whereunto the warrantie was annexed, Lib. 1 t

continueth and cannot be avoided but by action, in which action inArcLi. ,

the warrantie is a barre : and for the same reason likewise it is ^ '4o. Cbud-

of a feme covert, if her entrie be not lawful, a warrantie descend- "^"^
'

'

"'

ingon her during the coverture, doth bind her. [tc] And albeit
j, ,

the husband be within age at the discent of the warrantie, yet (K.n.is. 192. g.

if the entrie of the wife be taken away, the warrantie shall binde « hwt. 483.)

flie wife.

[g] And herein a diversitie is to bee observed betweene matters [q] ao E. 3.

of record done or suffered by an infant, and matters in fait : for Audit, qua-ray.

matters infait he shall avoid either within age, or at full age, as ly'^'l^'*'
^'

hath beenesaid: but matters of record, as statutes merchants iy'^»^^'e.
and of the staple, recognizances knowledged by him, or a fine 17 Ass. 53. 17.

levied by him, recoverie against him by default in a reall action ai E. 1. 4.

(saving in dower) must be avoyded by him, viz. statutes, &c. by »3E-3-

audita guarelOf and the fine and recoverie (i) by writ of error *,8 E*!"*^^*^

^

Infant. 61. 16 H. 7. 5. 15 E. 4. 5. 8 H. 6. 30. 1 H. 7. 15. (10 Rop. 43.

Siderf. 321, 322. F.N.B. 104. k. Moor, 76. 460. gJlep.ao.b. 12 Rc|). la-i, 1^3.)

6H. 8. i?aver d« default, Br. 50. 3 H. (>. 10. 1 Mar. Dy. 104. (Ant. 131. a.

Noy, 16.) (Cro. Jac. 69- Yelv. 88. contra.)
i

» -^ during

I ^c, added in L. and M. and Roh.

.

-' ^

(1) Since our author wrote, the law seems to be otherwise understood; for

it is now the common practice for infants, having obtained a privy seal for

Vol. II. 3 A that
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during his minoritie and the like. And the reason thereof is, be-
cause they are judiciall acts, and taken by a court or a judge,

therefore the nonage of the partie, to avoyd the same, shall be
tried by inspection of judges, and not by the countrey. And for

that his nonage must be tried by inspection, this cannot be done
after his full age: and so is the law clerely holden at this day,

though there be some difference in our bookes. But if the age
be inspected by the judges, and recorded that he is within age,

albeit he come of full age before the reversall, yet may it be
[*] Pascli. reversed after his full age. [*] And so was it resolved by the
13 Ja. R. in the ^yhole court of king's bench in the case of Kehewiche.
ings enci.

j^. j^^^^g j|^^^ beene given to the husband and wife and their

heires, and the husband had made a feoffment to another, to

whom a collaterall ancestor of the wife had released and died,

and the husband died, (and this had beene before the statute of

32 H. 8.) this warrantie had so bound her waiveable right, as she

could not v/aive her estate, and claime dower. Otherwise it is of

an estate determined : for if a disseisor make a lease to the hus-

band and wife during the life of the husband, and the husband
dieth, she may disagree to this estate determined, to save her-

selfe from dammages. And so note a diversitie betweene an

estate determined, and an estate bound by warrantie.

(Ante, 1 71 .
b. '« ]^o lachesse shal be adjudged in the Jieire ivithm age." Laches,

^j^'
I'

?^"* ^' o"* lasches, is an old French word for slacknesse or negligence, or
'

'-^

not doing. And the rule (that no negligence shall be adjudged
in an infant) is true, where he is thereby to be barred of his

entrie in respect of a former right, as by a discent ; or of his

former right, (as Littleton doth here put an example) by a war-
rantie where his entrie is congeable. But otherwise it is of con-

ditions, charges and penalties going out of or depending upon
the originall conveyance, for the laches or negligence shall be
adjudged in those cases aswell in the infant as in any other.

[v] PI Com. [;yj Vid. PL Com. StotveVs caseper totum. And see further there,

Stowel's case, where an infant being tenant for life or yeares, shall be punished
355. &c.

fQj. doing or suffering of waste ; and where he claimeth by pur-

Moor^Qi^"^
chase, a cessavit shall lie against him, if he pay not his rent by

4 Hep. 4. b. two yeares. And some have said, if he have the tenancie by
9 Rep. 85.) discent, and he himselfe cesse, a cessavit doth lie, and he shall

not have his age because it is ofhis owne cesser, 31 E. 3. Age, 54.
But other bookes (as some conceive them) be against that : Vid.

gEdtv. 3.50. 28 £.3.99. 14 £.3. Age,SS. 2E. 2. Age,

132, B^S" and others, which books doe not prove that the r^gl""!
cessavit doth not lye in that case, but the contrary, I

*
I

that hee shall have his age, to the end he may at his

full age certainly know what to plead, or what arrerages to
tender ; for the land was originally charged* with the seigniorie
and services.

Sect.

that purpose to suffer common recoveries ; and the law seems to have been so

settled ever since Blount's case, which is reported in Hobart's Reports, page
196; which recovery was afterwards held good on a writ of error brought, and
infancy assigned for error ; as may be seen in W. Jones, 318. Cro. Car. 307.
where the case is reported under the names of the earl of Newport v. sir Henry
Mildraay. See 2 Salk. 567. Note to the nth edition.'^{^ote 331.]
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* Sect. 7'27. (Ant.6Q.b.3^S.)

JJUT now hf the statute made ii H. 7, cap. 10, it is ordained^ if any
woman discontinue, alien, release, or cottfinne with warrantie any

lands or tenements which she holdcth in dower for terinc of life, or in taile

of the gift of her first husband, or of his ancestors, or of the gift of any
other seised to the use of thejirst husband, or of his ancestours, that all

such warranties, S)'C, shall be void ; and that it shall bee Unifull for him
which hath these lands or tenements, after the death of the same icoman
to enter.

T"^HIS is an addition to Littleton, and therefore to be
passed over. And hereof sufficient hatli beenc said before,

Sect. 697.

Sect. 728.

yj LSO, it is spoken in the end of the said statute 0/' Gloucester, which

speaketh of the alienation with warrantie made by the tetiant by the

courtesie in thisforme. Also, in the same manner, the heire of the woman
after the death of thefather and mother shall not bee barred of action, if
hee demamieth the heritage or the marriage of his mother by writ of entry,

that hisfather aliened in his mothers time, whereof no fine is levied in the

king*s court : and so byforce ofthe same statute, ifthe husband of the wife
alien tlie heritage or marriage of his wife in fee with warrantie, S^c, by
his deed in the countrey, it is cleere laic, that this icarranty shall not bar

the heire, unlesse hee hath assets by discent f

.

*' tV'HEREOF no fine is lexied in the Icings court, <5c." (Ant. 115. a.

Here are three things worthy of observation concerning 360. a. 365. b.

the construction of statutes. First, that [a] it is the most na- p^pj^p
turall and genuine exposition of a statute to construe one part }"j ..j.^

^^

of the statute by another part of the same statute, for that best (3'Rep. 31. 59.

expresseth the meaning of the makers. As here the question 4 Rep. 50. b.

upon the generall words of the statute is, whether a fine levied S^. 76.)

onely by a husband seised in the right of his wife with warranty
jj^J

*
f ^^i"*

shall barre the heire without assets. And it is well expounded Y\t\}x, lib. 5.*

by the former part of the act, whereby it is enacted tliat alien- cap. 34.

ation made by tenant by the courtesie with warrantie (6 Jtcp. Gre-

[38l7| ^^^^^ °^^ ^^^ ^^^ heire, unlesse assets ts- descend. And 8°^ * *^^-

. J therefore it should be inconvenient to intend ihestatute
^ ^^cti 37!

in such manner, as that he that hath nothing but in the 8 Rep. ao. 118.

right of his wife should by his fine levied with warrantie barre 138- I'lowd.

the heire without assets. And this exposition is ex xisceribus 204,205,ao6.«.

.
-

» 4^5- 487- «.
«^^"^-

^ ,, iilUp.ea.b.)
Secondly,

* This Section not in L. and M. or + ^c. added in L. and M. and

Roh. Roh.

3 A a
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Secondly, the words of an act of parliament must bee taken

in a lawful! and rightfull sense ; as here the words being (whereof

no fine is levied in the king's court) are to be understood,

, -p . whereof no fine is lawfully or rightfully levied in the king's

[b] PI. Com. court. And therefore [b] a fine levied by the husband alone,

246. b. Seignior is not within the meaning of the statute, for that fine should
Barkleye'scasc. worke a wrong to the wife; but a fine levied by the husband
^^^/"^j*

?Vh|
^"<^^ ^^'^^'^ ^s intended by the statute, for that fine is lawfull and

duTSrata mer° worketh no wrong. [c] So the statute of IF, 2. cap. 5, saith

cella. (lia quod episcopus ecclesiam coriferat) is construed, Ita quod

fr] 1 1 H. 4. Bo. episcopus ecclesiam legivhne conferat ; and the like in a number
9 E 4, 12. of other cases in our bookes. And generally the rule is, Q,uod

^V '
.' j^

* non prcestat impedimentum quod dejure non sortitur effbctum.

12 H. 4. Formedon, 15.

(6 Rep. 20.) Thirdly, that construction must be made of a statute in sup-

pression of the mischiefe, and in advancement of the remedie,

as by this case it appeareth. For a fine levied by the husband

only is within the letter of the law ; but the mischiefe was, the

heire was barred of the inheritance of his mother by the war-

rantie of his father without assets; and this act intended to

apply a remedy, viz. that it should not barre unlesse there

were assets, and therefore the mischiefe is to be suppressed,

and the remedie advanced. Et qui hceret in litera, hceret in

corticey as often before hath beene said.

(•2 Inst. 294.) Sect. 729.

JDJJT the doubt is, if the husband alien the heritage of his wife bt/fine

levied in the king's court with ivarrantie, S)C. if this shall barre the

heire without: ani) discent in value *. And as to this, I will here tell cer-

taine reasons, ivhich I have heard said in this matter. I have heard my
master sir Richard Newton, late chiefe-juslice of the common pleas, once

saij in the same court, that such warrantie as the husband maketh byfine
levied in the king's court shall barre the heire, albeit hee hath nothing by
discent (coment que il f ?~d riens per discent), because the statute saiih

(ichereof no fne is levied in the king's court
) ||

; a/id so by his

8cr opinion this icarrantie byfine \. remaineth yet a collaterall r3827|
warrantie, as it was at the common law, not remedied by the said [_ a, J
statute, because the said statute excepteth alienations byfine wilh
warrantie.

Sect. 730.

y^^I^ ^ome others have said, and yet doe say the contrary, and this

is their proofe, that as by the same chapter of the said statute it is

ordained, that the ivarrantie 0/' the tenant by the courtesie shall be no barre

to

* Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh. || S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

•f ad— n'ad, L. and M, and Roh. i Sfc. added in L. and M. and Roh.



L. 3. C. 13. Sect. 731. Of Warianlie. [382. a. &b. 383. a.

to the heirCf unlesse thnt he hath assets by discent, S^c, altlmigh that the

tenant hif the courtesie levie ajhie of the same tenements with warranties

SsT. as strong/i/ as hee can, yet this warranlic shall not harre the heire,

unlesse that hee hath assets fn/ discent, S;c. And J believe tluU this is

law^ and therefore they sai/f that it should be inconvenient to intend the

statute in such tnanner, as a man that hath nothinrr hut in right of his

wife might by fine levied by him of the same tenements (per fine l(»vie per
luy t cle mesmesfles tenements) which he hath but in right of his

irife with warranticy <^r. barre the heire of the same tenements without
any discent offee simple, S;c. where the tenant bj/ the courtesie cannot doe
this.

Sect. 731. rpiowd.57.b.
Ant. 1 15. a.

360. a. 369. a. 38 1 . b.) (10 Rep. 43. Aiit. 38 1 . b.) (a Inst, 294.)

7^ U T they have said, that the statute shall bee intended after this manner,
scilicet, where the statute saith (loii le statute §dit), whereof

[38271 110fine is levied in the king's court, that is to mij, t^r- whereof no

b. J lavfull fine is rightfully levied in the king's court. And tliat is,

whereof no )ine of the husband and his wife is levied in the

king's court, for at the time of the making of the said statute, every

estate of lands or tenements that any man or tcoman had, ichich should

descend to his heire, wasfee simple without condition, or upon certain con-

ditions in deed or in law. And because that then suchfine might rightfully

be levied by the husband and his wife, and the heires of the husband should
warrant, S;c. such warrant ie shall barre the heire, ^ and so they say that

this is the meaning of the statute, for if the husband and his wife should

?nakc a feoffement infee by deed in the countrie, his heire after the decease

of the husband and wife shall have a writ of entrie sur cui in vita, &c.
notwithstanding the warrantie of the husband, then if no such exception

icere made in the statute of the fine levied, eye. then the heire should have
the writ of entrie, S)'c. notwithstanding thejine levied by the husband and
his wife, because the words of the statute before the exception of the fine

levied, S;c. are generall, viz. that the heire of the ivife after the death of
thefather and mother is not barred of actioji, if he detnand the heritage

or the marriage of his motlier by writ of entrie, that hisfather aliened in

the time of his mother, ami so albeit the husband and wife aliened by fne,
yet this is true, that the husband aliened in the time of the mother, ami

so it should bee in that case of the statute, unlesse that such

[38371 ^^ words were, viz. whereof ?io fine is levied in the king's court
;

a. J ^'^^^ *^ ^^^^H ^^I/»
'^'^^ '^"* ^^ ^^ ^^^ understood, whereof no fine by

the husband and his wife is levied in the king's court, the which

is lawfully levied in such case; for if thejustices have knowledge, that a
man that hath nothing but in the right of his wife, will levie a fine in

his name onely, they will not neither ought they to take such fine to be

levied

t raesme added in L, and M. and S tlit—parle, L. and M. and Roh.

Roh 4 Ssc. added in L. and M. and Koli.

: niesmes not in L, and M. or Roh,
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levied by the husband alone without his ivife (car si les justices ont conu-
sans, que home que n'ad riens forsque en droit sa feme, voile levier un
fine en son nosme solement, ils ne voylont, ne ^" unque devoyent prender
tiel fine d'estre levie per le baron solement sans f sa feme), <^x-. Ideo
qusere of this matter, S)C. J

" 7 HA VE heard my master, sir Richard Newtojt, 8fc" who
was a gentleman of an ancient family ; in Latine, de novd

villa; in French, de neiife ulle ; and a reverend learned judge,

and worthily advanced to be chiefe-justice of the court of com-
mon pleas, whom our authour remembers with great reverence,

as by his words you may perceive, calling him his master, and
citeth his opinion delivered once in the court of common pleas,

which our author heard and observed (whose example therein

it is necessary for our student to follow ; but the latter opinion

(as hath beene before observed) being Littleton's owne, is against

[d] Bract. 321. the opinion of the lord Nexvton [d], and the law is holden cleerely
I'leta, lib. 5. with our authour at this day ; and our authour (as in all other
cap. 34. cases) hath good authoritie in law to warrant his opinion : Nul-

18 E. 3. 51. ^^^** hominis authoritas tantum apud nos valere debet ^ ut meliora

7 E. 3. 84. nan sequeremur si quis attulerit.

PI. Com. 57.

(3 Rep. 77.) a Pq^ ifthejustices have Icnoxvkdge, 8^-c," Hereby it appeareth

M '-i-jH 6 1^^ W ^^^t the judge, if hee knoweth it, ought not to take knowledge

5 E. 3. 56. ' * o^^ fi^6 that worketh a wrong to a third person.

aEliz. Dier, 178. 1 H. 7. 9. iMar.8o. 4E.3.41. 7 Eliz. Dier, 246. Vide Sect. 87, &c.

** That it should be inconvenient" Argumentum ab inconve-

nientif is very forcible in law, as often hath beene observed (N).

Of the rest of these three Sections sufficient hath beene said

before.

Sect. 732.

j4 LSOf it is to be understood^ that in these word.i, ichere the heire de-

mands the heritage, or the marriage of his mother, this word {or)is a

^disjunctive^ and is asmuch to say, if the heire demand the heritage of his

mother, viz. the tenements that his mother had in fee simple by discent or

by purchase, or if the heire demaund the marriage of his mother,

that is Kf" to say, the tenements that were given to his mother in r3837|
frankmarriage, L b. J

COME doe expound heritage of the mother to be the lands
CAnt. 16. a.) which the mother hath by discent ; and that construction is

\ ide Sect. g. 4.^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Statute, by the authoritie ofLittleton, extendeth also

where the mother hath it by purchase in fee simple ; for so saith

Littleton himselfe, that this word (inheritance) is not only

intended

^ unque 7tot in L. and M. or -f nosme added in L. and M. and Rok.

Roh, X Sfc. not in L, and M. or Roh.

(N) jBk^ see ante note i to 66. a.
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intended where a man hath lands by disccnt, but where a man
hath a fee simple by purchase, because his heircs may inherit

him. And albeit it be true, that the statute extcndeth to an
estiite in frankmarriage acquired by purchase, yet doth it extend
also to all estates in tailc, aswell by discent as by purchase ; lor

that frankmariage is put but for an example.

Sect. 733.

A IjSOy where it is contained in divers deedes these woids in Latin

(come est move \, en divers faits ceux parol.v en Latyne) Ego et

haeredes mei * warrantizabimus et in perpetuuin dcfcndemus ; it m to

bee seenc what effect this word (defendemus) hath in such deeds ; and it

seemeth that it hath not the effect of toarranticj nor cojnprehendeth in it

the cause of warrantj/ (et il semble que il n'ad pas TefTect de garrantie,

ne emprent en luy t la cause de garrantie)
; for if it should be so, that

it tooke the effect or cause of warrantie, then it should bee put into some

fnes levied in the king's court (donques il serroit X niitte en ascuns fines

levies en la court le roy) : and a man never saw that this word (defende-

mus) tvas in any fine (et home ne veiet|| ceo unque que cest parol de-

fendemus fuit en ascun fines), but onh/ this word (warrantizabimus) ; ht/

ivhich it seemeth, that this word and verbe (warrantizo) makcth the war-

rantie, and is the cause of warrantie, and no other 7vord in our law (per

que semble, que cest parol § et verbe warrantizo, % fait la garrantie, et

est la cause de garrantie, et nul auter verbe en nostre ley).

*^J7G O et hceredes mei tvarrantizabimus, et inperpetuum defende-

mus.'* Wherein three things are to be observed. First,

that hceredes viei are words of necessitie, for otherwise the heires

are not bound, [a] Secondly, though in the clause of the war- [«] 6 E.a.

rantie it bee not mentioned to whom, &c. yet shall it be intended ^ ""^''- ^3^-
,

to the feoffee. [^>] Thirdly, that the feoffor may by expresse J^h.^/,^
words warrant the land for the life ofthe feoffee, or ofthe feoffor,

p,] 38 e. 3. 14.

&c. but the recoverie in value shall bee in fee. [c] Of this Brae- [c] Bract, lol.

top writeth in this manner : Et ego et haeredes met voarrantizabimus 37- 238. &

t(di et hccredibus suis tantmiy lel tali ct hccrcdihus el assignalisct
j^J.j|^fJ ,^ J,'

hceredibus assignatorum, vcl assignatis assignatorum et corum hcc- Y\t\. lib! 5. cap.

redibus, et acquietahimus et defciidcmus cis totam terram illam cum 15, & Lib. 6.

pertinentiisy contra omnes genieSy Sfc, Per hoc autem quod dicit cap. 23.

(ego et hceredes mei) obligat se et hceredes ad imrrantiam propin- 35 ". 8. 8.

quos et remotos, prcvscntes ctfuturos, ci succcdeutes in injinitum. y n^. 104. b.

Per hoc autem quod dicit (tvarrantizabimus) suscipit in se obliga- ivir.ubi sup.

tionem ad defendendum suum tenentem in possessione reidatce et FIct. ubisup.

assignalos suns et eorum hceredes et omnes alios, S^c. Per hoc V'?^;^'/*^*.^,

autem quod dicit (acquietahimus) obligat se et hceredes suos ad
ncquictanduvi

4- move mote, L. and M. and \\ ceo not in L. (uni M. «// J^<^'i-

Roll. § et verbe not in L. and 3/. or Roh.
* &c. added in L, and M. and Roh. 51 as, Sfc. added in L. and M
t la not in L. and M. or Roh. only added in Roh.

X mittc— mote, L. and M. and Roh.

:i ^ 4
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aequietandztm si qiiis 8^ plus pelierit seriitii tel aliud rS84r|
scrvHmm quam in cartel donationis continetur. Per

I o I

hoc aiitan quod dicit (defendemus) ohligat se et hfBredes

siios ad defendendujn si quis velit seriitutem ponere rei datcB contra

frf] 46 E. 3. 28. formarn suce donationis. [<:/] Hereby it appeareth, that neither

11 H. 4. 41. defendere nor acqnietarc doth create a warrantie, but xvarranti-

^ E. 2. zare only. And as Ego et hccrcdes mei warrnntizabimus, SjC. in
Vouch. 203. Latine doe create a warrantie ; so, I and my heires shall warrant,

CMom- iT'iO
^^' ^'^ English, doth create a warrantie also.

[e] 2 E. 4. 15. [e] If a man be bound to A. in an obligation to defend such
tit. Det. 71. lands to A. vvhereof the obligor had infeofFed him for twelve
(2 Roll. Abr. yeares, &c. in this case if he be ousted by a stranger without
^b. Cro.Car. 5.

j^gjj^g impleaded, the obligation is forfeit : but if he bee bound

Atit. Qou^b. ^^ warrant the land, &c. the bond is not forfeited, unlesse the

4 Rep. 80. obligee be impleaded, and then the obligor must be readie to

9 Rep. 6 1.) warrant, c^c.

*' Then it should bee put into somejlnes, Sfc." Here Littleton

draweth an argument from the forme and words of a fine ; and
his reason is this : that seeing that a fine is the highest and
surest kinde of assurance in law, 'i( defendemus had the force of

a warrantie, it would have beene contained in fines i and on the

other side, seeing this word ivarrmitizo is contained in fines to

create a warrantie, that therefore that word doth imply a war-

rantie, and not the other.

46 E. 3. 28. ti ji^^d ,j^ o^^er xwrd in our laiv.'' Here it appeareth, that no
Vide cct. 1.

other verbe in our law doth make a warrantie, but toarrantizo

only, which is only appropriated to create a warrantie.
Sect. 697. ^^j.^ Q^^ jj^^^-^ distinguit bene docet ; and here of necessltie you

Vouch. 24? must distinguish, [*] first betweene a warrantie annexed to a

12 Rich. 2. freehold or inheritance, {wheveo^ Littleton here speaketh) and a
tit. Cont. de warrantie annexed to a ward, which is a chattell reall ; for there,
Vouch. 35. grant, demise^^stid the like, doe make a warrantie. And of war-

?o E <? 6 b
ran ties annexed to freeholds and inheritances, some be warranties

Symkeii Syiiions ^^ deed, and some be warranties in law. A v/arrantie in deed, or

case. an expresse warrantie, (whereof LzV^/e^ozihere speaketh) is created
8 E. 3. 6i. only by this word warrantizo ; but warranties in law are created
12 E. 3.^ by many other words t they be therefore called warranties in

Temps. eVi. ^*^^' because in judgment of law they amount to a warrantie

Vouch. 302. without this verbe warrantizo. [/] As dedi is a warrantie in law

3 H. 6. 17. to the feoffee and his heires during the life ofthe feoftbr, but co7i-

[ /] Lestat.de ce55un a feoffment or fine implyeth no warrantie. (1) But before
Bigamis, c. 6. * *^ ^ ^

2H. 7. 7. 6H. 7-2. 48 E. 3. 2. 31E. i.tit. Vouch. 290. F. N. B. 13;. b.

6E. 2. Vouch. 258. (A^augh. 118.) (F. ]\. B. 134. b.)

the

(1) What is said by sir Edward Coke in this place, and the determination
of the judges in Nokes' case, 4 Rep. 80. and lord chief justice Vaughan's
argument in Hayes t;. Bickerstaff, in his Repoi;ts, page 126. should remove
the scruples too often entertained on the part of trustees, respecting the pro-
priety of their conveying by the word gra?it. From the passages here referred
to, it most clearly appears, that the word grant, when used in the conveyance
of an estate of inheritance, does not imply a w arranty ; and that if it did, the
insertion of any express covenant on the part of the grantor, would qualify

and
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the statute of quia etnptores tcrrarwUy if a man had given lands by
the word dedi, to have and to hold to him and to his heires, of the

donor am\ his hfircs,by certain services, then not only the donor

but his heires also hod becne bound to warrantie; but if before

that

and restrain its force and operation within the import and effect of that (

nant, as the hiw, when it appears by express words how far the parties do
the warranty should e.\tcnd, will not carry it farther by construction. 1 licrc

is therefore no reasonable ground for trustees objecting to convey by the word
grant ; but serious objections may be raised in some cases to purchasers taking

a conveyance from them without it. These are stated in the following passage

from Bridgman's Complete Conveyancer, vol. i. 323.—" Sir Jeffrey Palmer's
" resolution concerning the words give and grant in a conveyance. " Sir,

" I conceive that care ought to be taken in a conveyance, of what nature
** soever it be, that there be not therein give and grant ; for they imply a
** general warranty, and shall not be qualified by the special warrantj/ following;
*' as hath of late been thrice adjudged. H. T.'*—Sir Jeffrey Palmer's answer.
" Give implies ^personal warranty, and so is not always used. The word ;n'ra7i/,

" in a lease for years, is a covenant in law ; or (as you may call it) a general war-
" rcmtyi if it be not qualified by a covenant or warranty infait : but if there be
" a covenant or warranty infait, then it is restrained to the words of the covenant
** subsequent. But in an estate of inheritance where \\\efee passeth, there the
" word grant is neither a covcnajit in law, nor warranty. For if it should be a
" covenant in law, or warranty in itself, it would be there restrained and qualified

** by the warranty and covenants in fait. And a deed to pass an inheritance

" where common is cannot be without it; for if it be common in gross, it cannot
" pass by the livery, but must pass by the word ^rant. And I never yet saw a
^*feoffment without it. Jeffrey Palmer." This dictum of sir Jeffrey Palmer has

been sometimes cited to prove that it is not safe for purchasers to take a con-

veyance by lease and release, or bargain and sale enrolled, if the conveyance be
from the trustees, and they do not convey by the word grant. It is said that com-
mons, or advowsons, or other things which be in grant, will not, if they are

severed from the inheritance, pass without the word grant. But this is a mis-

take, and by no means warranted by sir Jeffrey Pahiier's dictum, which evi-

dently applies only to conveyances by feoffment ; in whick case commons in

gross, &c. lying in grant would not pass by the livery, and therefore without

the yiord grant, or some other word of a similar operation, would not pass by
the charter of feoffment. But in the case of a lease and release, there is no

doubt, that any thing which lies in grajit will vest in the vendee, by the lease

for a year, and that a release without the word grant, would operate by way
of enlargement to give the releasee the fee. So in the case of a bargain and

sale enrolled, any thing which lies in grant will vest in the bargainee by the

statute of uses without the word grant. Upon the whole therefore there is no

such peculiar operation in this famous monosyllable, as to make it cither dan-

gerous for a trustee to convey by it, or essential for a purchaser to require it.

How a covenant shall be expounded with regard to the context, or to sjnoni-

mous or other words, see Com. Dig. Cov. (D.) Vin. Abr. Covenant (L. 4.)

To explain more fully, what is said above, it may be proper to state at

length the operation of the word "grant" or *'give," in conveyances of estates

in fee simple, in gifts in tail, in leases for life, and in leases for years.— 1^/. As
to the operation of the word ^^grant'' or ^*give," in convej^ances of estates in fee

simple, it is to be observed, that, till the practice ofsubinfeudation was abolished

by the statute quia emptores terrarum, lands might be granted, either to be

held of the grantor himself, or to be held of the chief lord of the fee. When
they were granted to be held of the grantor himself, at least if the grant were

made by the word '< dedi," there, without any other warranty, the feoffor and
his
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that statute a man had given lands by this word dedi^ to a man and
to his heires for ever, to hold of the chiefe lord, there the feoffor

had not beene bound to warrantie but during his life, as at this

day he is.

And

his heirs were bound to warranty. This is enacted by the statute de higamis,

ch. 6. and we have lord Coke's authority, that this statute was only declaratory

of the common law, in this respect. The reason for implying warranty, in this

case, is by his lordship said to be, that " where dedi is accompanied with a
** perdurable tenure of the feoffor and his heirs, there dedi importeth a per-
** durable warranty for the feoffor and his heirs to the feoffee and his heirs."

2 Inst. 275. The warranty in this instance was therefore a consequence of

tenure, (ant. loi. b.) and so necessary a consequence of it, that, where an
express and qualified warranty was introduced, it did not restrain or circum-

scribe the implied warranty. Where lands were granted to be held of the chief

lord of the fee, there the tenancy was of the chief lord, and no tenure sub-

sisted between the grantor and the grantee. Warranty, therefore, being a

consequence of tenure, did not hold in these cases between the grantor and
grantee, as there was no tenure between them to raise it. Still, the grantor

was supposed to be bound by his own gift. The word " give," therefore,

imported, in this case, a warranty to him. But this was personal to the

grantor; it did not apply to the heir, and it could not affect him without work-

ing that involuntary alienation, which, in a case of that nature, the jurispru-

dence of those times did not readily admit. The statute " quia emptores ter-

" rarum,'* put an end to the subinfeudation of fee simple estates, and of course

put an end to the warranty we have been speaking of, as incident to grants of

lands in fee simple, to be held of the grantor and his heirs. The consequence

was, that, after the statute quia emptores terrarum, there was no case, except

that of homage auncestrel, in which warranty, unless it arose from the express

contract of the parties, bound more than the donor, or bound him longer than

the term of his life. 2dly, But mth respect to estates tail and leases for lift^

the judges took this important distinction, that, where a person seised in fee

granted for life or in tail, reserving the reversion in himself, the grantees of

the particular estates held ofthe reversioner, and he of the chief lord : where a

person granted for life or in tail, with the remainder over in fee simple, both

the tenants of the particular estates, and the remainder-men, held of the chief

lord. In the former case, therefore, the tenure between the donor and the

donees still subsisting, the law remained as it did before the statute, that is,

when those estates were created by the word ^^dedi" both the donor and his

heirs, were, in consequence of the tenure, obliged to warranty. Thus it stood

in respect of grants in fee simple, in tail, or for life ; and in all these cases

the warranty must be understood in its strict legal import, as implying an
obligation in the lord to acquit his tenant against the superior lord, where
there was a seigniory paramount, and to give the tenant a recompense in case of

eviction, sdly. But in leases for years^ (to which the subject now leads,) the

case is very different. A lease for years, (See Bacon's Abr. tit. Leases and
Terms for Years) is a contract between lessor and the lessee for the possession

and profits of lands, &c. on the one side, and a recompense by rent, or other

consideration, on the other. As the lessor contracts that the lessee shall hold

the land, he cannot claim it in opposition to his covenant.—Thus he parts with

the land during the term ; but his supposed parting with the land, and the in-

terest of the lessee in it during the term parted with, was rather a con-

sequence of law accruing from the contract, than the contract for the enjoy-

ment, a consequence of law, accruing from the parting with the land. The
tenant, therefore, had only the perception of the profits, and was considered

to hold the possscssion for the reversioner. The consequence was, that
* whoever
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And albeit the words ofthe statute oi'higamis be, in cartUautem
uln contincntur (dedi et concessit Sfc.) yet if dedi !)c contained

aUme, it doth import a warrantie ; for the statute doth conclude,

ipse tamenjcoff'ator in vita swi ratione proprii doni sui tenetur

"warrantizure ;

,..» ,

.

,

, ^ ^_^

whoever recovered the freehold, reduced the term whetlier the recovery were
true or feigned. As the possession was not considered to bo in the lessee,

there was originally no means by which he could recover it. His only remedy
was in consequence of the contract, which constituted the lease. I5y virtue

of that, the words " yielding and paying," &c. were construed a covenant
in favour of the lord, which enabled him to recover his rent by an action of
covenant or an action of debt, and the words, " grant, demise, &c." were
construed a covenant in favour of the tenant, which enabled bim to re-

cover damages as a recompense for the possession lost. In this sense

they are said to imply a warranty. From the warranty of freehold estates

it differs in its nature, as that arises from tenure, this from contract ; and
in its operation, as that, being a consequence of tenure, is not modelled by
express warranties, this, arising from the contract of the parties, is considered

to be modified and regulated by any express covenants inserted in the

lease. See Spencer's case, 5 Rep. 17. 1 Lev. 57. and Clarke v. Samson,
1 Ves. sen. 101. Lord Coke, ant. 101. b. and post. 389. a. expressly says,

that warranty cannot be annexed to chattels real or personal ; for, says his

lordship, if a man warrants them, the party shall have covenant or action upon
the case. Thus, therefore, the law stands since the statute quia cmptores. In

all cases of homage auncestrel, if any such now exist, (which is at least doubt-

ful), the doctrine of warranty remains as it did before the statute, that is,—if

the grant was made by the word " dedi/' it imports a warranty. In other cases

it may be expressed as the parties think proper ; if it be not expressed, then,

in conveyances in fee simple, it is not implied by the word " grant," or any
other word except the word " give ;" and then it holds only during the life of

the grantor ; in gifts in tail, and in leases for life, by the word " give," where
the reversion is left in the donor, the tenure between him and the donee or les-

see still continues. Of that tenure it is a necessary consequence of law, and is

not considered to be restrained by any express covenants. In leases for years

rendering rent, warranty, considering it to import a covenant for the quiet en-

joyment of the term, is of the essence itself of the lease; but the lease being

originally founded on contract, any of its terras may be varied by the parties

themselves at their pleasure, and is in fact considered as varied pro tanto by tlie

insertion of any express covenant. But the effect of an express covenant in

restraining the effect of an implied general covenant is not to be confounded
witli the effect of a particular covenant in restraining the effect of an express

general covenant, as the latter is not restrained by a subsequent covenant, un-

less it can be considered as part of the general covenant. See Nokes's case,

4 Rep. 80. and 1 Saund. 60.—It may happen, that a person having a term of
years onli/y conveys the lands as an estate infee simple to another ana his heirs,

by the word " grant." But this cannot amount to a warranty of the lands,

for the term. The operation of the word " grant," in implying a warranty in

the creation or assignment of a term, arises from implication only, that is,

from the law's presuming, by the party's using the word '* grant," that he in-

tended to warrant the lands as a term. But his expressly treating the land in

the deed as a fee simple estate, and expressly conveying it as such, necessarily

rebuts every implication of its being his intention or undertaking to convey

it as a term of years. In what has been said above, the grantor is considered as

tlie real owner of the land, receiving the purcha>»e money, or other considera-

tion of the estate or interest parted with. In this case, independently of all

construction of particular words, there is great reason to consider him bound
to
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ijoarrantizare ; so as dedi is the word that impheth warrantie, aud
not concessi. Also where the words of the statute bee further,

si?ie clausula qucB continet warrantiam, the meaning of the statute

is, that dedi doth import a warrantie in law, albeit there bee an

expresse warrantie in the deed.

For if a man make a feofrement by dedi, and in the deed doth

warrant the land against /. S. and his heires, yet dedi is a generall

warrantie

to warrant the property he parts with, as he receives the benefit of it. In the

case of a trustee, this ground of raising or implying an obligation of warranty

necessarily fails. Upon the whole, to apply what has been said to the point

mentioned at the beginning of the note, it appears clear, that whenever there

is a deed, on the face of which the trustee is party, and conveys, merely as

trustee, there is no substantial objection to his conveying by the word ** grant."

If the lands are freehold, it is clear that no warranty or covenant is imported by
it ; if it happens that they are held for a term of years only, all implication of

an intention or undertaking to convey them for the term, is necessarily rebutted

by their being treated in the deed, and conveyed by the party as a fee simple

estate ; and if any such warranty or covenant would otherwise be implied, it

would be restrained, by his covenant that he himself has done no act to en-

cumber, to a warranty or covenant against his own acts. To obviate, however,

every doubt which may be entertained on this ground, it is usual to make the

trustee convey " according to his estate, right, or interest, but not further or
" otherwise,"—or to express that he grants, &c. ** not as warranting the title,

" but in order to pass or convey the lands.'^ Whenever the former words are

inserted, care should be taken to make them referrible to the trustee only, and

not to the owner of the fee ; who, in express contradiction from the guarded
mode of conveyance applied to the trustee, should be made to " grant," &c.
" fully and absolutely."

It remains to inquire what remedy a person purchasing under a defective

title has, ex^clusively of the purchaser's warranty or covenants, or where the

title is subject to a defect, which the warranty or covenants do not reach. In

every case where the seller conceals from the purchaser the instrument or the

fact which occasions the defect, or conceals from him an encumbrance to which
the estate is subject, it is a fraud, and the purchaser has the remedy of an action

on the case, in the nature of an action of deceit. But a judgment obtained

after the death of the seller, in an action of this nature, can only charge his

property as a simple contract debt, and will not, therefore, except under very

particular circumstances, charge his real assets. A bill in chancery, in most
cases, will be found a better remedy. It will lead to a better discovery of the

concealment, and the circumstances attending it, and may in some cases enable

the court to create a trust in favour of the injured purchaser. But where the

nstrument or the fact, which occasions the defect of the title, or the instrument

creating the encumbrance, is produced, the purchaser has fair notice given him
of it, and if the covenants do not extend to it, he appears to be without remedy,
unless he can avail himself of the covenants of the earlier vendors, many of
which are inherent to the lands, and to some of which, as the covenant for quiet

enjoyment, there is no objection, on account oftheir antiquity, where the breach
is recent. It sometimes happens, that a purchaser consents to take a defective

title, relying for his security on the vendor's covenants. Where this is the case,

this should be particularly mentioned to be the agreement of the parties ; as it

has been argued, that, as the defect in question was known, it must be under-

stood to have been the agreement of the purchaser to take the title, subject to

it, and that the covenants for the title should not extend to warrant it against

this particular defect. On the general doctrine respecting the usual covenants
for title, sec Mr. Sugden's Law of Vendorg, Ch, i^.—[Note 332.]
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warrantie during the life of tho feoffor: and so was the Rtatutc

expounded in both points, [fr] liiL 14 El. in the court ofcom- (/,') llil \ \ 1

1

uioji pleas, which I myselfe heard and observed. [//] And if a '" ^^"" '"""

man make a lease for life reserving a rent, and adde an expresjic ^J^^ l''''.^'*^^"'.-

warrantie, here the expressc warrantie doth not take away the cmc'"8 K leo
warrantie in law, for he hath election to vouch by force of either 9 k. 3. 15.

'

of them. And in No/ccs' case note a diversitie betwecnc a war- 10 E. 3. 1 1.

rantie that is a covenant rcall, and a warrantie concerning a ^** ^ 3-

chattell. [/] Also this word cxcambium doth imply a warrantie. ^^"g ^^ ^"'
'^'

Vouch. 200. 34 E. 3. ib. 10a. 43 E. 3. 3. ft E. 3. tit. Cui in vita, 17. 3 E. 3,

Fonncdon, 44. [ij 4 E. a. Voucli. 245. aa E. 3. 3. 14 H. (>. 1. ao II. G. 14.

Lib. 4. ft)l. i'i2. in Buslartl's case. 15 E. 3. liar. 255. 43 E. 3. 3. Lib. 1. C 96.
Lib. 5. foi. 17. Sponccr's case. Lib. 8. Ibl. 75. Sr. StafPord's case.

Also a partition implyeth a warrantie inlaw, as in tlie Chapter
of Parceners appeareth. And homage auncestrcll doth draw to

itselfe warrantie, as hath bcenc said in the Chapter of Homage
Auncestrell.

And it is to be observed, that the warrantie wrought by this

word dediy is a speciall warrantie, and extendeth to the heires of
the feoffee during the life of the donor only. But upon the ex-
change and homage ancestrell the warrantie extendeth reci*

procally to the heirs, and against the heirs of both parties

;

and in none of the cases the assignee shall voucli by

r384ri ^^" force of any of these warranties, but in the case

I jj J of the exchange and dedi^ the assignee shall rebutt,

but not in the case of homage auncestrcll.

[^] And so no man shall have a writ o^ contra for?»am colla- [k] 28 Ass. 33.

iionis, but only the feoffee and his heires which be privie to the '4 H. 4. 5.

deed ; but an assignee may rebutt by force of the deed. '^j?* 3- '^•

- 201 & 202. 19 E. 3. Avowr. 201, 202. 11 E. 3. Atowr. 100. 30 H. 6. 7.

33 H. 8. Dyer, 51. ioH.7.ii.b. F.N.B.i63.a.

[/] Ifa man make a gift in taile, or a lease for Hfe of land, by [i] 6E. 2.

deed or without deed, reserving a rent, or of a rent service by Com. de Vouch,

deed, this is a warrantie in law, and the donee or lessee being ^^^- 5 ^: 3- 67.

impleaded, shall vouch and recover in value. And this warrantie J £ V^i***
'**''

in law extendeth not only against the donor or lessor, and his 7 e. 3. 6.

heires, but also against his assignees of the reversion ; and so 18 K. 3. 8.

likewise the assignee of lessee for life shall take benefit of this ^^ ^- 3-3-

warrantie in law. 3 H. 7. 13.

c H. 7. 2.

M E. 3. Garr. 32. F. N. B. 134. g. 5 E. 3. 87. 20 E. 3. tit- Counterplea de
Gar. 7.

[m When dower is assigned there is a warrantie in law in- [m] 4 E. 3. 36.

eluded, that the tenant in dower being impleaded, shall vouch 33 K. 3. lit.

and recover in value a third part of the two parts whereof she is
^"'' ^*^^°"*^^-

1 1 1 / N * * 122.43 A»5. 32.
dowable(i). 60E.3. 7.

And it is to be understood, that a warrantie in law and assets is F. N. ii. 149. m.

in some cases a good bar. fw] In a formedon in the discender [«] |4 H. 6. 9.

the tenant may plead, that tlie ancestor of the demandant ex- j^ ^' 3-^

changed the land witli the tenant for other lands taken in
**'" ^^*

exchange,

(1) Tenant by the curtesy cannot vouch, because he shall not recover

in value, 10 H. 7. 10. b. but he may pray in aid of him in the reversion.

Hob. Rep. 21.—[Note 333.]
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[o] 38 E. 3. 22,

23,24. 13E. 3.

Gar. 35.

M16E.3.
Age, 45.
18 E. 3. 8.

31 E. 3. Gar. 99.

(1 Rep. 10.)

Vide Lib. 4.

fol. 121.

Bustard's case.

[9] 45 E. 3.

20. b.

Gai
14 E. 3.

ar. 33.

13E. l.Gar.83.

Lib.s.fol. l7.b•

^n Spencer's

case.

38 E. 3.21.

[s] 12 E. 2.

Vouch. 263.

19 E. 2.

Gar. 85.

13E. i.ib. 93.
Lib. 5. fol. 17.

Spencer's case.

7 E. 3. 34.

10 E. 3. 9.

14 E. 3. Garr.33.

4 H. 8. Dy. 1. F
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exchange, which descended to the demandant, whereunto he
hath entred and agreed ; or if he hath not entred and agreed

unto the lands taken in exchange, then the tenant may plead

the warrantie in law, and other assets descended.

[o] If tenant in taile of lands make a gift in taile, or a lease

for life, rendring a rent, and dieth, and the issue bringeth a

formedon in the discender, the reversion and rent shall notbarre

the demandant ; because by his formedon he is to defeat the

reversion and rent, Et non potest adduci exceptio ejusdem reiy

cujus petitiir dissolutio

.

[pi But if other assets in fee simple doe descend, then this

warrantie in law and assets is a good barre in the formedon.

Here foure things are to be observed : first, that no warrantie in

law doth barre any collaterall title, but is in nature of a lineal!

warrantie ; wherein the equitie of the law is to observed.

Secondly, that an expresse warrantie shall never binde the

heires of him that maketh the warrantie, unlesse (as hath beene

said) they be named ; as for example, Littleton here saith (Ego
et hceredes meij; but in case of warranties in law, in many
cases the heirs shall bee bound to warrantie, albeit they be not

named.
Thirdly, that in some cases warranties in law doe extend to

execution in value, of speciall lands, and not generally of lands

descended in fee simple, as you may see at large in my Reports.

[q] Fourthly, that warranties in law may be in some cases

created without deed, as upon gifts in taile, leases for life,

eschanges, and the like.

And seeing somewhat hath beene said out of Bracton and

other antient authors, concerning assignees, it is necessarie to

shew who shall take advantage of a warrantie, as assignee by
way of voucher, to have recompence in value.

[r] If a man infeoffe A. and B. to have and to hold to them
and to their heires, with a clause of warrantie, prcedictis A. e/ B.

et eorum hceredibus et assignatis : in this case if A. dieth, and B.
surviveth and dieth, and the heire of B. infeoffeth C. he shall

vouch as assignee, and yet he is but the assignee of the heire

ofone of them ; for in judgement of law the assignee of the

heire is the assignee of the ancestor, and so the assignee of the

assignee shall vouch in infinitumf within these words, (his

assignees).

[5] If a man infeoffeth A. to have and to hold to him, his

heires and assignes ; A. infeoffeth B. and his heires, B, dieth,

the heire of B. shall vouch as assignee to A, : so as heires of

assignees, and assignees of assignes, and assignees of heires, are

within this word (assignes) ; which seemed to be a question in

Bracton s time. And Uie assignee shall not only vouch, but also

have a xuarrajitia cartce.

Garr. de Chart. 30. 36 E. 3. Gar. 1.Bract, ubi sup.

N,B.i35.
9E.2.

If a man doth warrant land to another without this word
(heires), his heires shall not vouch (N): and regularly ifhe warrant

land to a man and his heires, without naming assignes, his

26 E^ 6^8
^^ assignee shall not vouch. [^] But ifthe father be infeoffed with

(Ante, 174. a. b. Post. 390. a.) 40 E. 3. 14. 24 E. 3. 36. 11 H. 4. 94. 39 E. 3. 17.

5 E. 3. Age, 19. PI. Com. 418.

warrantie

(N) The doctrine in the text was discusssd in the recent case of Doe v. Prestvidge,

4 Maule and Selwyn, 17B.
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warrantie lo him and his hcircs, the father tnfeofTeth hiu eldest

son witli warrantie and dicth, the law givcth to the Ronne advan-

tage of the warraniie made to his father, because by act in law

the warrantie betweene the father and the sonne is extinct.

But note, there is a diversitie betweene a warrantie that is a
covenant real), whicli bindeth the partie to yecld lands or tene-

ments in rcconipence, and a covenant annexed to the land, which
is to yeeld but dammages, for that a covenant is in many cases

extended further than the warrantie. As for example :

[u] It hath beene adjudged, that where two coparceners made [«] 42 K. 3- ^'

partition of land, and the one made a covenant with the other, pcrFmchdcn.

to acquite her and her heires of a suit that issued

C
38571 ^^ ""^ "^ ^^^^ land, the covenantee aliened, in that (5 liep. 18. a.

*J
case the assignee shall have an action of covenant, and '" Spencer's

yet he was a stranger to the covenant, because the
*^*'''^

acquitall did runne with the land.

[x] A. seised of the manner of D. whereof a chappell was [i]4aE. 3. 3.».

parcell, a prior with the assent of his covent covenanteth by La"";- Paken

deed indented with A. and his heires to celebrate divine service
J^j'J'

' ^^'
ill his said chappell weekelv, for the lord of the said mannor, g jj]^* ,gj ^^

and his servants, <S:c. In this case the assignees shall have an Ralfe BrabsonS

action of covenant, albeit they were not named, for that the case. Lib. 5.

remedie by covenant doth runne with the land, to give dammages [,"'' *^' \^'

to the partie grieved, and was in a manner appurtenant to the ^

mannor. [t/] But if the covenant had beene with a stranger to [y] 2 H. 4. 6.

celebrate divine service in the chappell of^. and his heires, there ^^*^"-
^^gVj^'

the assignee shall not have an action of covenant ; for the cove-
^jif*g, fol.i7*,ifi.

nant cannot be annexed to the mannor, because the covenantee spencer's case.

was not seised of the mannor. See in Spencer b case before re-

niembred, divers other diversities betweene warranties and cove-

nants which yeeld but dammages.
And here it is to be observed, that an assignee of part of the

land shall vouche as assignee. [*] As if a man make a feoffe- [•] 18 E. 3.54.

ment in fee of two acres to one, with warrantie to him, his heires 'o ^ 3- 58.

and assignes, if he make a feoffement of one acre, that feoffee
f
/^^' '*^*

shall vouche as assignee ; for there is a diversitie betweene the Counterplca dc
whole estate in part, and part of the estate in the whole, or of Vonch. 4a.

any part. As if a man hath a warrantie to him, his heires, and 14 K. 3.

assignes, and he make a lease for life, or a gift in taile, the
y^^^'^^jJ^jj^J^g

lessee or donee shall not vouch as assignee, because he hath not ^3'^'g
'

the estate in fee simple whereunto the warranty was annexed; ibid. lag.

but the lessee for life may pray in aide, or the lessee or donee 40 E. 3- ^p-

may vouch the lessor or donor, and by this means he shall take 4» >^ 3- Vouch,

advantage of the warranty. But if a lease for life, or a gift in
gj^^J^ia ng.

taile be made, the remainder over in fee, such a lessee or donee (fjo^. 25.)
shall vouch as assignee, because the whole estate is out of the And this divcr-

le.ssor, and the particular estate and the remainder doe in judge- sitie wa« ;-"*..!

ment of law to this purpose make but one estate.
Vn Comn!

Banco, which I heard and observed.

[a] If a ntan infeoffe three with warrantie to them and their [«] 4o E^ 14.

heires, and one ofthem release to the other two, they shall vouch; ^ 1/ g.^.

but if he had released to one of the other, the warrantie had r^ li 8. AJicn-
beene extinct for that part, for he is an assignee. ation sans

[b] If a man doth warrant land to two men and their heires, licence,;

and the one make a feoffement in fee, yet the other shall vouch ^
"•

"^

[b] If a man doth warrant land to two men and their heires, licence, 31.

„ id the one make a feoffement in fee, yet the other shall vouch ?j^l'j|*^*
^

for his moitie. If a man at this day be infeoffed with warrantie ^ J^j*,

^g

7 E. 3- 3.5- 46E. 3 4

to
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to him, his heires, and assignes, and he make a gift in taile, the

remainder in fee, the donee make a feofFement in fee, that feoffee

(See Vaugh. shall not vouch as assignee, because no man shall vouch as

388.) assignee, but he that commeth in, in privitie of estate ; but he
must vouch his feoffor, and he to vouch as assignee, but such an
assignee may rebutte. If the Avarrantie be made to a man and
his heires without this word (assignes), yet the assignee, or any
tenant of the land may rebutte. And albeit no man shall vouch
or have a tvarrantia cartcB, either as partie, heire, or assignee,

but in privitie of estate, yet any that is in ofanother estate, be it

by disseisin, abatement, intrusion, usurpation, or otherwise, shall

rebutte by force ofthe warrantie, as a thing annexed to the land,

[c] 38 E. 3. 21. which sometime was doubted [c] in our bookes. But herein is a
26,E. 3. 56. diversitie to be observed, when in the cases aforesaid he that

S^^'nioui^s case
^^^utteth claimeth under the warrantie ; and when he that would

7 E. 3. 34, 35.
rebutte claimeth above the warranty, for there he shall not

8 E. 3. 10. rebutte. And therefore if lands be given to two brethren in fee

46 E. 3. 4. simple, with a warranty to the eldest and his heires, the eldest
'^

v" ?'
"^fi"

dieth without issue, the survivor albeit he be heire to him, yet

10 Ass. 5.
shall he neither vouch nor rebutte, nor have a tvarrantia cartes,

35 Ass. 9. because his title to the land is by relation above the fall of the
2Q Ass. 39. 88. warrantie, and he commeth not under the estate of him to whom
31 Ass. 13. ^\^Q warrantie is made, as the disseisor, &c. doth.

[d] Lib. 3. fol. [d'] If a man make a gift in taile at this day, and warrant the
62, 63. Lincolne land to him, his heires and assignes, and after the donee make a
College case. feoffement and dieth without issue, the warrantie is expired as to

any voucher or rebutter, for that the estate in taile whereunto it

was knit is spent: otherwise it is, if the gift and feoffement had
beene made before the statute of donis conditionalibus ; for then
both the donee and feoffee had a fee simple ; and so are our
bookes to be intended in this and the like cases.

e] 14 E. 3. [e] If A. be seised of lands in fee, and B. releaseth unto him,
arr. 108. or confirmeth his estate in fee with warrantie to him, his heires

12 H. 7. 1. and assignes ; all men agree this warrantie to be good : but some
have holden, that no warrantie can be raised upon a bare release

or confirmation without passing some estate or transmutation of

[/] 11 H. 4.22. possession. [f'\ But the law, as it appeareth by Littleton him-
10 E. 3. 52. selfe, is to the contrary, and that both the party, and (as some

V'l'i
'^^1

G
^^^ hold) his assignee ,shall vouch; but he that is vouched in

738
&

^745- ^^^^ ^^^^ "^^^* ^^ present in court, and ready to enter into the
warranty and to answer, and the tenant must shew forth the
deed of release or confirmation with warrantie, to the intent the
demandant may have an answer thereunto, and either deny
the deed, or avoid it; for that at the time of the confirmation

made, he (A) to whom it was made had nothing in the land, &c.
for otherwise the demandant may counterplead the voucher by

W. i.cap. 40. the statute of IV. 1. viz. that neither vouchee nor any

Vide 20 E 1
of his ancestors had any iS- seisin whereof he might [3857]

Statute dcvo- niake a feoffement (B). And this is grounded upon
I k j

cat. ad warrant, the said Statute of ^. 1, the words whereofbe, S'il neit

son

(A) Here " to " seems to be printed by mistake instead of " by." See Mr. Ritso's Intr.

p. 121.

(B) Yet by 20 £. 1. (statute ofvouchers), which recites that the aveiinent therein mentioned

(being the averment or counterplca spoken of in the text) had not been used to be admitted

unless the party vouched had been absent, by reason of the statute of W. 1. above cited, it was

ordained, that such averment should be admitted, whether the party vouched were absent or

present, without any respect had unto his ah-icncc or presence.
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son garrantor en present (i), gue luif voile garranter dc son grec,

et inaintenant enter en respons, otficrwisc the tenant mu«t be
driven to bis xcarrantia curttc.

M Hut a warrantie of it selfe cannot enlarge an estate ; as if f*) «« H. 6. 15.

the lessor by deed release to his lessee for life, and warrant the '^ '* ?'73«

land to the lessee and his heires, yet dotli not this enlarge his ^^\?^^'

43 E. 3. 17. 43 Ass.4a. la Ass. 17. la t. 3. Failc, 3. aa E. 4. 16. b. 44 E. 3. 10.

44 Ass. Bassingborn's. Ass. Lib. 10. fol. 97. Sc^rraour's case.

[h] If a man make a feofferaent m fee with warrantie to him, r/,] ub. 3.

his heires and assignes by deed (as it must be), and the feoffee fol. 63. Liucolne

enfeoffeth another by paroll, the second feoffee shall vouche, or ^-'oi'fgc c«sc.

have a warrantia cartce (as hath beene said) as assignee, albeit

he hath no deed of the assignment, because the deed com-
f)rehending the warrantie, doth extend to the assignees of the

and ; and he is a sufficient iissignee, albeit he hath no deed.

[/] If a man infeoffe two, their heires and assignes, and one of f»] ^9 E. 3. 70.

them make a feoffement in fee, that feoffee shall not vouch as P^'\'- -^^'n^^er

assignee (2). ^ . . . 11 E. 4.8.
If a man make a feoffement in fee to A. his heires and assignes,

A. infeoffeth B. in fee, who re-infeofFeth A. he or his assignes

shall never vouche, for A. cannot be his owne assignee. But if

B. had infeoffed the heire of A. he may vouche as assignee ; for

the heire of A. may be assignee to A. inasmuch as he claimeth

not as heire.

[A] If a man make a feoffement by deed of lands to A. to have [^] '4 H. 4. 3.

and to hold to him and his heires, and bind him and his heires

to warrant the land in forma prcedicfa ; this warrantie shall

extend to the feoffee and his heires ; but if he had warranted
the land to the feoffee the warrantie had not extended to his

heires, except the words had beene to him and his heires.

If a man letteth lands for life, the remainder in taile, the (^^t* 20. b.)

remainder eddem Jbrmd, this is a good estate taile, quia idem
semper refertur proximo prcecedendi (3).

Sect. 734.

ALSOf if tenant in taile be seised of * lands devisable bu testament

after the custome, 8^c. and the tenajit in the tai/le alieneth the same tene-

ments to his brother infee (et le tenant en tayle alien fmesmes les tene-

ments a son frere en fee), and hath issue, and dieth^ and after his brother

deviseth by his testament the same tenements to another in fee, and bindeth

him

* lands—tenements, L. and M. and t mesmes not in L. and M. or Roh.

Roh.

(1) i. e. if he have not his warrantor present.

{2) ITie other may vouch for his moiety, as is observed in the preceding

page ; but if they make partition, both have lost it. Hob. 25.—[Note 334«]

(3) A man enfeoffeth three by deed, and warranteth the land to them, rf

cuilibet eorum, this is a joint warranty, because the estate or interest was joint

;

but if the estates were several, the warranty would be several. 5 Rep. 19.

—

[Note 335.]
Vol. II. 3 B
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him and his heires to warrantie, &;c. and dieth without issue ; it seemeth

that this warrantie shall not barre the issue in the taihy ifhee will sue his

writ of formedon, because that this warrantie shall not descend to the issue

in tayle, in so much as the uncle of the issue was not bound to the same
warrantie in his lifetime : neither could hee warrant the tenements in his

life, insomuch as the devise could 7iot take any execution or effect until

after his decease (4) (pur ceo que cest garrantie ne discendera my al issue

en le tayle, entant que le uncle del issue ne fuit my oblige a le garrantie

en sa vie : ne ;{:
que il ne puissoit garranter les tenements en sa vie,

entant que le devise ne puissoit prender ascun execution ou effect, forsque

apres son decease). And insomuch as the uncle in his life

was not ^3- held to warrantie, such ivarrantie may not descend r3867|
from him to the issue in the tayle, S^x. for nothing can descend

[_ a. 11

f?'om the ancestour to his heire, unlesse the same were in the

ancestour (i).

(6 Rep. 33, XT ERE our author declareth one of the maximes of the
»Cro. 570. common law, that the heire shall never be bound to any
10 Rep. 95.) expresse warrantie, but where the ancestor was bound by the

same warranty ; for if the ancestor were not bound, it cannot
descend upon the heire, which is the reason here yeelded by

D] 31 E. I. Littleton. [/] If a man make a feoffment in fee, and binde his
Grant, 85. heires to warrantie, this is void by the warrant of this maxime,

Ant 2iq°b) ^^ to the heire, because the ancestor himselfe was not bound.
Also, if a man binde his heires to pay a summe of money, this

Bracton, ii. 2. is void. And of the other side, if a man binde himselfe to
<ol.37. 238. warranty, and binde not his heires, they be not bound; for he
Bntt. fo, 106. b. j^^^gj. gj^y^ jjg jj. appeareth before. Ego et hceredes meiwarrantiza-
[m] Flota, lib. 2. bimus^ Sj^c. [w2] And Fleta saith, Nota quod hceres nan tenetur in

B^tto^V fir
^^gli^ ad debita antecessoris reddenda, nisi per antecessorem ad

iiH. 6. 48.
'^ ' l^^^fu^^'it ohligatus,prcete7-qu(i'm debita regis tantum: Afortiori

(4 Rep. 80. ^^^ case of warrantie, which is in the realtie.

Ante 209. a.) But a warrantie in law may binde the heire, although it never
bound the ancestour, and may be created by a last will and testa-

[n] iB E. 3. 8. ment. [?z] As if a man devise lands to a man for life or in taile

reserving a rent, the devisee for life or in taile shall take advan-
tage ofthis warrantie in law, albeit the ancestor was not bounden,
and shall binde his heires also to warrantie, although they be not
named. Also an expresse warrantie cannot be created without
deed, and a will in writing is no deed, and therefore an expresse
warrantie cannot be created by will.

Sect.

X que il ne not in L. and M, or Roh,

(N) Vid. Fleta, lib. 2. cap. 62. § 10.

(4) Upon a similar principle it was held, that a person could not devise

land in frankraarriage, because the donee could not hold of the donor. Ant.

21. b.—[Note 336.]

(1) It is a general rule, that the heir cannot take any thing by descent

when the ancestor is secluded from taking. Ant. 99. b.—If a father and his

heir apparent join in a warranty, the heir is doubly bound by his own war-

ranty, and as heir to his father. Moore, 20.—[Note 337.]
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Sect. 735.

yd LSO, a ivarranti/ cannot goc according to the nature of the tenemetits

bj/ the custonie, i^c. but oncly accordinir to the. forme of the common
law (un garrantie ne poit aler solonque la nature des tenements per
le custome, &c. mes tantsolemcnt solonque le forme del common ley).

For if the tenant in taile be seised of tenements in borough English^ wliere

the custome is, that all the tenements within the same borough ought to

descend to the youngest somie, and he discontinueth (he taile with war-
ranti/f Sfc. and hath issue two sonnes, and dyeth seised of other lands or

tenements in the same borough in fee simple to the value or more of the

laftds entailed, S^c, yet the youngest sonne shall have a formedon of the

t lands tailed, and shall not bee barred by the warrantie of his father,
albeit assets descended to him in fee simple from his said father

[38671 ^^ according to the custome, &^c. because the warranty descendeth

b. J "i^^'* ^"^ *^^^^^ brother wlio is in full life J , and not upon the

youngest.
\\
And in the seme manner is it of collaterall tcarranly

made of such tenements, where the warranty descendeth upon the eldest

$omte, Sfc. this shall tiot barre the younger son, S^c,

Sect. 736. (8 Rep. 86.)

TN the same manner is it of lands in the county of Kent, that are called

gavelkinde, which lands are dividable betiveene the brothers, 6)'c. ac-

cording to the custome \, ; if any such tvarrantie be made by his ancestor,

such warrantie shall descend onely (B) to the heire which is heire at the

common law, § that is to say, to the elder brother, according to the conu-

sance of the common law, and not to all the heires that are heires of such

tenements according to the custome ^ .

LIE REUPON a diversitfe is to be observed bctweenc the Viu .>. .i. 003.

lien reall, and the lien personall, for the lien reall, as tlie 7»8 & 737-

warrantie, doth ever descend to the heire at the common law ;
(^ R«P- ^6)

[n] but the lien personall doth binde the special heires, as all ^'^^ ^
the heires in gavelkind, and the heire on the part of the mother, 1 1 n. 7. i >.

as hath beene said.

[0] If two men make a feoffment in fee with a warranty, and [<,] 17 E. 3.

the one die, the feoffee cannot vouche the survivor only, but the Joint. 41.
^

iGII. 7. 13-

29 E. 3. 46. 11 H. 7. 3. 21 E. 3. I. 17 E. 3. 8. 30 E. 3. 40. 19 H. 6. 55.

Lib. 3. fol. 14. Matthew Herbert's case. (1 Leon. 322. March. 125. All« n. 41-

Savil. 692. Clay. 3.)

heire

•solonque—sans, L.an</M.fln<i HoA. ] «^c. added in L. and M. and Koh.

t lands, tenements, L. and M. and § tlujt is to say, to the elder brother^

Roh. according to the conusance of the com-

t Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh. ynon latoy not in L. and M. or Roh.

II And not in L. and M. or Roh. f Sfc, added in L. and M. and Roh.

(B) Seeantenote A.mSect,^\.

3 B 2
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heire of him that is dead also (i); but otherwise, if two
joyntly binde themselves in an obligation, and the one die, the

survivor only shall be charged.

Sect. 737.

/It, SO, if tenant in taile hath issue two daughters hy divers venters,

and diethy and the daughters enter, and a stranger disseiseth them of
the same tenements, and one of % them releaseth hy her deed to the dis-

seisor all her right, and binde her and her heires to warrantie,

and die without issue: in this case the &^ sister which survivefh ^387^
may well enter, and oust the disseisor of all the tenements, because L a. J
such warrantie is no discontinuance nor collaterall ivarrantie to

the sister that surviveth,for that they are ofhalfe bloud, and the one cannot

be heire to the other, according to the course of the common law. But
otherwise it is, where there he daughters of tenant in taile hy one venter,

nPHE reason of this is in respect of the halfe bloud, whereof
sufficient hath beene said in the first booke, in the Chapter

of Fee Simple.

(Ante 12. a. Two brothers be by demy venters ; the eldest releaseth with

1.4. a. k b.) warrantie to the disseisor of the uncle, and dieth without issue,

the uncle dieth, the warrantie is removed, and the younger
brother may enter into the land.

Sect. 738.

ALSO, if tenant in taile letteth the lands to a man for terme of life,
•^-^ the remainder to another infee (si tenant en taile lessa les tenements
a un * home pur terme de vie, le remainder a un auter en fee), and a
collaterall ancestor conjirmeth the state of the tenant for life, and bindeth

him and his heires to warrantiefor term of the life of the tenantfor life,

and dieth, and the tenant in taile hath issue and dies ; noio the issue is

barred to demand the tenements by writ of formedon during the life of
tenantfor life, because of the collaterall warrantie descended upon the issue

in taile. But after the decease of the tenant for life, the issue shall have

a 4- 'u^fi^ rf formedon, S^c.

HERE

II them—the daughters, L. and M. * home not in L. and M. or Roh,
and Roh. 4. tvrit of not in L. and M. or Roh.

(1) This seems to be contradicted in Moore, 20. where it is said, that if two
are vouched, and one of them makes default, the grand cape ad valentiam shall

issue against him who made the default ; and if one of them dies, the heir and
the survivor of them may be vouched, or the survivor of them only, at the

election of him who hath the warranty.—[Note 338.]
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TJERE it appcaroth, thnt a warrantic mny he raiticd by a Vide S*ct. 733.

confiriiiation wliicli transfcrreth neither estate nor right, ^ 7"^*

whereof sufficient hath bcenc said before.
(Am. 385.)

" To tvarranticfor tcrvic of the lifc^ Sfc." [p] This proveth
fj,] 3a e. 3. ,^.

that a >varrantic may be limited, and that a man may warrant 16 E. 3.

lands jiswell for terme of life or in taiie, as in fee (i). Vouch. 87.

If tenant in fee simple that hath a warrantio for life, either by (4 iicp. 80.

an expresse warrantie or by dcdi, be impleaded and vouch, hee Ant. 383.

shall recover a fee simple in value, albeit his warrantie were but ^'**^* '^^'^

for terme of life, because the warrantie extended in that case to

the whole estate of the feoffee in fee simple (2) ; but in the case

tlmt Littleton here putteth, the tenant for life shall recover in (iCro. 453.)

value but an estate for life, because the warrantie doth extend

to that estate only.

** A ivritqf/ormedon, Sfc" Here is implyed, that a (F.N.B.au.b.

[38771 collateral! warrantie giveth no right, 1^:3" but shall barre S17. b. aig.e.)

. J only for life, and after the partie is restored to his

action.

It is also to bee observed, that a warrantie may descend to

the heires ofhim that made it during the life of another.

Sect. 739. (9Rcp. n(r.)

/1ND upon this I have heard a reason, that this case will prove another
'^ case, viz. if a man letteth his Umds to another ^ to have and to hold
to him and to his heires for terme of another's iifo, and the lessee dieth

living celuy a que vie, &c. and a stranger entreth into the land that tlie

heire of the lessee mat/put him out, f S^c. because in the case next aforesaid,

inasmuch as a man may binde him and his heires to warrantie to tenantfor
life only, during the life of the tenantfor life (durant la vie le tenant a

J terme de wo), and this warrantie descendeth (B)to the heire <fhim whick
made the warrantie^ the which warrantie is no warrantie of inheritance,

but only for terme of another's life : by the same reason nJtcre lands are

let to a man, to have and to hold to him and his heiresfor terme of another's

lifcy if the
II
lessee die living celuy a que vie, his heires shall have the lands

living celuy a que vie, &c. For they have said, that if a man grant an
annnitie

t S^c. not in L. and M. or Roh.
||
lessee—father, L. and M. and Roh.

X terme not in L. and M. or Roh.

(B) See anU note A. on Sect. 601.

(1) From this it appears, that the warranty cejises on the expiration of tlic

estate to which it is annexed. In Smith v. Tyndal, Salk. 685, 68(3, it was
resolved that no warranty extinguishes a right, but only binds or bars it so

long as the warranty continues in force ; for if the warranty be released, the

ancient right revives.—[Note 339.]
(2) Though the warranty be temporary, yet the thing warranted and to be

recovered is perpetual ; for it is a warranty of a fee, though not a warranty ia

fee. Hob. 126.—[Note 340.]

J^ 3
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annuitie to another, to have and to take to him and his heiresfor terme of
another's life, if the grantee die, S^c, that after § his death his heire shall

have the annuitie during the life o/'celuy a que vie, &c. Quaere de ista

materia.
t3- '^ T HA V.E heard a reason" Here our student __ _

is taught after the example of our author, to 1388.

1

observe everie thing that is worth the noting. U a. J

^*Ifa man letteth Ms lands to another, j^j." This case is with-

r
-J

j,_j; g .3^ out question, [q] that the heire of the lessee shall have the land

18 E. 3.1a.
*

to prevent an occupant. And so it is (as Littleton here saith) in

11 H. 4. 42. case of an annuitie, or of any other thing that lieth in grant,

7 H. 4- 46. whereof there can be no occupant. And of this somewhat hath

D^'s El^^s*?
beene said in the Chapter of Discents (1).

ilJH. 8.3.' 27 H. 8. 21H.8. tit.Estat. Br.50. 19 E. 3. tit. Account. 56. 33 Ass.

p. 17. 22 H. 6. 33. 39 ^-3. 37. Vide Sect. 387. (Ante 41. b.)

Sect. 740.

JDJJT cohere such lease or grant is made to a man and to his heires for
terme of yeares, in this case the heire of the lessee or the grantee shall

not after the death of the lessee or the grantee have that which is so let or

granted, because it is a chattell reall, and * chattels realls by the common
law shall come to the executors of the grantee, or of the lessee, and not to

the heire f-

1 1 E. 3. tit. XJ E R E is a generall rule, that chattels reals aswell as chattels
Ass. 88. personals shall goe to the executors or administrators of the

"fi^d^^*2^6
^^ssee, and not to his heires. For as estates of inheritance or

(q Rep. 86. ' freehold descendible shall go to the heire, so chattels, aswel reall

5 Rep. 25. 33.) as personall, shall goe to the executors or administrators.

[f] 24 E. 3. 26. [r] But if the king's tenant by knight's service in capite be
F. N. B. 33. b. seised ofa manner, whereunto an advowson is appendant, and the
F. N. B. 34. a- church become void, the tenant dieth, his heire within age, the
Ant. 90. Sect.

j^j^^^ ^^^ present to the church, and not the executor or admi-
^^^" '

nistrator : but if the land be holden of a common person, in that

case the executor shall present, and not the gardeine.

[s] 40 E. 3. 14. [si If a bishop hath a ward fallen and dieth, the king shall not
have the ward nor the successor, but the executor, and the ward
shall be assets in his hands. So it is of the heriot, releefe, and

\t] 9 H. 6. 58. the like. [2^] But if a church become void in the life of a bishop,

11 H.4.7. and so remaine untill after his decease, the king shall present
thereunto, and not the executor or administrator ; for nothing
can be taken for a presentment, and therefore it is no assets.

Sect.

§ his death not in L. and M. or Roh. f Sfc* added in L. and M. and Roh.
* all added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) But several alterations have been made in the law of occupancy by
statutes passed since sir Edward Coke's time. See ant. 41. b. note 5,
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Seel. 711.

A IjSO, fji some cases it nun/ hce^ that albeit a collaterall irarrnntie he

made in fcCy S)'C. yet such a warrantie niaij he defeated and taken

awa^. As ij tenant in tailc discontinue the taiie in J'eCf and the discon-

tinuce is disseised, and the brother of' the tenant in tnilc rcleaseth bj/ hi$

deed to the disseisor all his ritrht, S>)C. with warrantie in fee, and dicth with-

out issue, and the tenant in faile hath issue and die ; now the iisue if

barred of his action In/ force of the collaterall rrarrantie descended upon
him. J^uf if afterwards the discontinuee entreth upon the dissci.'ior, then

mat/ the heire in taile have well his action <f fonnedon, &c. because the

warrantie is taken away and defeated,for when a warrantie is made to a

man upon an estate which hec then nad, if the estate be defeated, the

warrantie is defeated (i).

**JND dieth xvithoiU issue, Sfc." Here (as before in this Vide Sect. 707.

Chapter hath been noted) the collaterall warrantie dotli

descend upon the issue in taile, before any right doth descend

unto him, wherein this diversitie is to bee observed. Where the

right is in esse in any of the ancestors of the heire at

[38871 ^^^^ ^^^^ of the t3- discentof the collaterall warrantie,

, J there albeit the warrantie descend first, and after the

right doth descend, the collaterall warrantie shall bindc,

as here in this case of our author exprcssely appcareth. But (12 Rep. 95)
where the right is not in esse in the heire, or any of his ancestors,

at the time of the fall of the warrantie, there it shall not bindc.

[11] As if lord and tenant be, and the tenant make a feoifemcnt in [«] 7 K- 3- 48-

fee with warrantie, and after the feoffor purchase the seigniorie, 3o H. B. 4a.

and afler the tenant cesse, the lord shall have a cessavit ; for a
warrantie doth extend to rights precedent, and never to any
right that commenceth afler the warrantie : whereof more shall

be said in this Section. Also a warrantie shall never barre any
estate that is in pos.session, reversion or remainder, that is not («o Rep. 96-)

devested, displaced, or turned to a right before, or at the time

of the fall of the warrantie.

[w] If a lease for life be made to the father, the remainder to ftr] Lib. 1. fol.

his next heire, the father is disseised and releaseth with warrantie 67. Archer's

and dieth; this shall barre the heire, although the warrantie
^^^'

doth fall, and the remainder commeth in esse at one time.

[i/] If there be father and sonne, and the sonne hath a rent ser- fy] Temps E. >.

vice, suit to a mill, rent charge, rent secke, common of pasture, ^
"ass*^!*^

or

(1) In the former cases put by Littleton, the warranty determined upon
the natural expiration of the estate to which it was annexed : here it determines

by the estate being defeated. But if an estate be bound by a warranty, and
afterwards the estate to which the warranty is annexed be defeated as to a par-

ticular estate only, the warranty shall not be defeated. As if tenant for life,

remainder to A. be disseised, aad an ancestor of A. releases to the disseisor

with warranty and dies, and afterwards tenant for life enters or recovers, yet
the remainder will be bound by the warranty. Sec 2 Kol. Abr. 740. I. 40.

741. 1. 5. And see Cora. Dig. tit. Garranti/y (I, 5.)—[Note 341.]

3B 4"
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22 Ass. 36.

41 Ass. 6.

23 IS. 3.

tit. Gar. 74.

Lib. 10. fol. 97.

E. Seymour's

case.

(9 Rep. 106.)

[*]45K.3-3i.
21 11.7. 11.

Vide Sect. 698.

[a] 21 E. 4.26.

21 H.7.9.

3 H. 7. 4.

7H. 4. 17.

30 H. 8.

Dier, 42.

30 E. 3. 30.

9 E. 3. 78.

45 E. 3.

Voucher, 72.

1\N. B. 125.

14 H. 8. 6.

(Ant. 366. b.

Moor, 56.)

(Ant. 366. b.)

(Ant. 202.)

[6] 7 H. 4. 17.

[»]ioE.4.9.b.
18 E. 3. 55.

44 E. 3. 19.

[c] Lib. 10. fol.

97. E. Sey-
raore's case.

22 Ass. pi. 38.

31 Ass. p. 13.

41 Ass. p. 6.

33 E. 3. Gar. 74.

(2 Cro. 593.
Dyer, 224. a.

3 Inst. 216.

10 Rep. 98. b.

or Other profit apprender out of the land of the father, and the

father maketh a feoffment in fee with warrantie, and dieth, this

shall not barre the sonne of the rent, common, or other profit

apprender, quamvis clausula specialis warranties vet acquietancice

in cartis tenentium inseratur, quia in tali casu transit terra cum
onere: and he that is in seisin or possession need not to make any
entrie or claime : and albeit the sonne after the feoffment with

warrantie, and before the death of the father, had beene dis-

seised, and so being out of possession, the warrantie descended

upon him, yet the warrantie should not binde him, because at

the time of the warrantie made the sonne was in possession.

[* ] So if my collateral! ancestor release to my tenant for life,

this shall not binde my reversion or remainder, because that the

reversion or remainder continued in me. But if he that hath a

rent, common, or any profit out of the land in taile, disseise the

tenant of the land, and maketh a feoffment of the land, and war-

rant the land to the feoffee and his heires, [a] regularly the

warrantie doth extend to all things issuing out of the land, that

is to say, to warrant the land in such plight and manner, as it

was in the hand of the feoffor, at the time of the feoffment with

warrantie ; and the feoffee shall vouch, as of lands discharged of

the rent, &c. at the time of the feoffment made.
A woman that hath a rent charge in fee entermarrieth with the

tenant of the land, an estranger releaseth to the tenant of the

land with warrantie ; he shall not take advantage of this war-

rantie either by voucher or voarrantice carta ; for the wife, if

her husband die, or the heire of the wife living the husband,

cannot have an action for the rent upon a title before

{C3" the warrantie made ; for if the heire of the wife [38071
bring an assise of mordancester, this action is grounded I ^ 11
after the warrantie, whereunto, as hath beene said, the

warrantie shall not extend.

So it is if the grantee of the rent grant it to the tenant of the

land upon condition, which maketh a feoffment of the land with

warrantie, this warrantie cannot extend to the rent, albeit the

feoffement was made of the land discharged of the rent ; for if

the condition be broken, and the grantor be intituled to an action,

this must of necessitie be grounded after the warrantie made.
But in the case aforesaid, when the woman grantee of the rent

marrieth with the tenant, and the tenant maketh a feoffment in

fee with warrantie, and dieth, in a cui in vita brought by the wife

(as by law she may), [b] the feoffee shall vouche as of lands dis-

charged at the time of the warranty made, for that her title is

paramont : so if tenant in taile of a rent charge purchase the land,

and make a feoffement with warrantie, if the issue bring a forme-
don of the rent, the tenant shall vouche causa qua supra,

[*] But some doe hold, that a man shall not vouche, &c. as

of land discharged of a rent service.

[c] Also, no warrantie doth extend unto meere and naked titles,

as by force ofa condition with clause ofre-entry, exchange, mort-
maine, consent to the ravisher and the like, because that for these

no action doth lye ; and if no action can be brought, there can
be neither voucher, writ of warranties cartce, nor rebutter, and
they continue in such plight and essence as they were by their

originall creation, and by no act can be displaced or devested

out of their originall essence, and therefore cannot be bound by
any warrantie.

Ant. 205. a. riowd. 363. b.)

And
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[d] And albeit a woman may have a writ of dower to recover HJ 34 E.3.

her dowc r, yt't because her title ot'dowcr cannot be devcKtcd out ''*' ^'^•*» ?«•

of the origmall essence, a collateral! warrantie of the ancestor V ^' y
of the woman shall not barre her. 80 it is of a feotfinent caui4 mm'* cmc.)"'
matrimon it prrclocuti.

[e] A warrantie doth not extend to any lease, though it be for M «i K- 4-

many thousand yeares, or to estates of tenant by statute staple, •''• ^^•

or merchant, or clcgity or any other chattel, but only to freehold
[ , n "^7 ^^r^^jj

or inheritances, as it appearcth in all LiUleions cases which he ao \l. 7. i!'b.

putteth in this Chapter. And this is the reason, that in all 14H. 7. m.
actions which lessee for yeares may have, a warrantie cannot be 43 E- 3 ^6-

pleaded in barre, as in an action of trespasse, or upon the statute &*'Ini'

'"

of 5 R. 2. and the like. But in those actions when the freehold ,5 h, 7. g.

or inheritances doe come in question, there the warrantie may Lib. 10. fol. 97.

be pleaded : but in such actions which none but a tenant of the (Ant 101. 3)56.

freehold can have, as upon the statute of 8 //. 6. assise, or tlie ^*
'"J"

**'

like, there a warrantie may be pleaded in barre (1).
""

*
^''

** When a xaarrantie is made to a man upon an estate •which hee

then hadf if the estate be defeated^ the warrantie is defeated"
Here it appeareth, that although a collateral! warrantie be
descended, [/] yet if the state whereunto the warrantie was r/]3H. 7,9. b.

annexed be defeated, albeit it be by a meere stranger (as in this 16 E. 3 tit.

case that Littleton here puts by the discontinuee) the war- Continual

rantie is defeated ; and although the discontinuance remaine,
Claime, 10.

and no remitter wrought to tlie heire, yet the warrantie is de- pi. Com. 158.
feated, and barre removed, so as the issue in taile may Iiave his (10 Rep. 95.)

Jbrmedon, and recover the land. Sublato principali tollitur

adjunctum (2).

Sect. 742.

TN the same manner it is, if the discontinuee make a fcoffement infee,
reserving to him a certain rent, andfor default of payment a re-entrie,

^c, and a collaterall * warrantie of the ancestour is made to the feoffee

that liath the estate upon condition, S^c, and{k) dieth without issue, albeit

that this warranty shall descend upon the issue in tayle, yet if after the

rent

* warrantie ofthe ancestour is made—ancestour releaseth, L. and M. and Roh.

(A) Uerf, it teems, the tpords " the ancestor " shmtld be understood. For, at Mr. RU»
observes, it u not the discontinuee who is here spoken of, nor thefeoffee uho hath the est«te

upon condition, but the collaterall ancestor of the tenaiU in tail, who made the toarranty.

See Mr. Ritso's Intr. p. 114, and the reading above under *.

(1) The feoffee with warranty cannot take any advantage of the warranty

unless he be tenant of the land. 26 H. 8. 3. b.—[Note 342.]

(2) If a man makes a feoffment with warranty, non- feoffment is a good
plea ; for if the feoffment be avoided, tlie warranty also is avoided, for that

depends upon the feoffment. But if the man malces a lease for vearg, and
covenants that he will warrant and defend the land to the lessee ; if the lessee

be ousted, whether it be by one that hath or that hath not title, he shall have

a writ of covenant. Brownlow's Rep. part 2. fol. 165.— [Note 343.]
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rent he behind, and the it^ discontinuee e?iter into the land *, ["38071
then shall the issue in tayle have his recoveri/ by writ of forme-

[_ b. J
don, because the collaterall warranty is defeated. And so if

any such collaterall warrantie be pleaded against the issue in taile, in his

action of formedon, he may shew the matter as is aforesaid, how the war-
rantie is defeated, Sfc. and so hee may well maintaine his action, 4, ^c,

(10 Rep. 95.) TT ERE Littleton putteth another case upon the same ground
and reason, viz. where the state whereunto the warrantie is

annexed is defeated, there the warrantie it selfe is defeated also,

which is one of the maximes of the common law.

Sect. 743.

A L SO, if tenant in taile make afeaffement to his uncle, and after the

uncle make a feoffement in fee tvith warranty, Sfc, to another, and
after thefeoffee of the uncle doth re-erfeoffe againe the uncle in fee, and
after the uncle enfeoffeth a stranger in fee without warrantie, and dieth

without issue, and the tenant in tayle dieth, if the issue in tayle will bring

his writ of formedon against the stranger that was the last feoffee,^ and
that by the uncle, the issue shall tiot be barred by the warranty that was
made by the uncle to the first feofflee of his uncle, for that the said war-
rantie was defeated and take?i away, because the uncle tooke backe to him
as great an estatefrom hisfirstfeoffee to whom the warrantie was made, as

the same feoffee had from him (pur ceo que Funcle a luy % reprist cy
grand estate de son ^ primer feoffee a que le garrantie fuit fait, sicome
mesme le feoffee avoit de luy). Arid the cause lohy the warranty is

defeated is this, viz. that if the ivarrantie should stand in his force, then

the uncle should warrant to himselfe, which cannot be.

(Vaugh. 389.) sc^LJERE Littleton ^MtieXh another case where a
warrantie may be defeated, as when the uncle

p''^"

taketh backe as large an estate as he had made, the

warrantie is defeated, because he cannot warrant land to him-

[g] Temps E. i. selfe. [g] And so it is if the uncle had made the warrantie to
Voucher, 266. ^^ feoffee, his heires and assignes, and taken backe an estate in
4®

E
^

^8 ^^^» ^^^ ^^^^^ infeoffed another, yet the warrantie is defeated, for

25E. 3. 43.b. that he cannot be assignee to himselfe, and a man shall not re-

26 E. 3. 68. gularly vouche himselfe as assignee of a fee simple, and the law
14 E. 3. will not suffer things inutile and unprofitable. [h'\ And yet ifthe
^5*^^^'** *®^* father be infeoffed with warrantie to him and his heires, the father.

Voucher, 87.1 infeoffeth his heire apparant in fee (A) and dieth, he (as it hath

19 E. 3. Vouchee, laa. 17 E. 3. 73. 74- 20 H. 6. 29. (3 Roll. Abr. 739.)
[K] 40 E. 3. 14. a. 41 E. 3. 25. a. (Ant. 384. Roll. Abr. 98. a.)

beene

* S^c. added in L. and M. and Roh. J reprist—prist, L. and M. and
4. <^c. not in L. and M. or Roh. Roh.

II ^c. Ridded in L. and M. and Roh. § dit added in L, and M. and Jtoh.

(A) It seems that tliefeoffment of thefuthe* to his heir apparent must be understood to

be made mth warranty. For otherwise the father's death, which appears to be the (tct in

law meant by lord Coke, would not determine any warranty between thefather and son.
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bcenesaitl^ shall vouch hiniselfo, and the hcire in borow Kngliih,

by reason the act in law determined tlie warrantic betwccnc thc»

fatlicr and the sonne (B).

[i] Ihit if a man makcth a feoffemcnt in fee with warrantic to ('J » » H. 4.20.

the feoffee, his heires and assigncs, and the feoffee re-enfeoftth 4«. »7 E, 3.

the feoffor and his wife, or tlie feoffor and any otlier stranger, the ^g*|?^*

warrantic rcmaineth still; or if two doe make a feoffemcnt with ^g K.i.46
warrantic to one and his heircs and assigncs, and the feoffee re- 39 E. 3. 9,

*

enfeoffe one of the feoffors, the warrantic doth also rcmaine. (Vaugh.389.)

Sect. 744.

7^[/r if the feoffee fiad made an estate to {C) his nncle for terme of•^ life, or in taiie, saving the reversion, 8^'c. or a gift in tayle to the
uncle, or a lease for terme of life, the remainder over, Sfc. in this case
the warrantic is not altogetlier taken away (en cest cas le garrantie n'est
* pas tout ousterment anient), but is put in suspence during the estate that
the uncle hath. For after that, that the uncle is dead without issue + Sfc
then he in the reversion, or he in the remainder, shall harre the issue in
taile in his ivrit of formedon bj/ the collaterall warrantu in such case Sfc
But othenvise it is where the uncle hath as great estate in the loid of the
feoffee to whom the warrantic was made, as the feoffee hath himselfe.
Causa patet.

" pO R terme of life, or in iaile" Here it appeareth, [k] that [k] 16E.3
by taking a [/] lease for life, or a gift in taile, the warrantic Vouch. 87.

is suspended. 44 E. 3. 3^.

A man infeoffeth a woman with warrantic, they intermarry and ^^ S* ^' ^^*

are impleaded, upon the default of the husband, the wife is re- loE ? -lo

ceived, she shal vouch her husband, &c. notwithstanding the 12 E. 3.

warranty was put in suspence. [ni] And so on the other side, if Counter plea

a woman infeoffe a man with warrantic, and they intermarry ^® Vouch. 42.

and are impleaded, the husband shall vouche himselfe and his (41^'''
'b. la.

wife by force of the said warrantic. r^^
6 E

Vouch. 257. 3 E. 3. ib. 201. 5 E. 3. lb. 178. 18 E. 3. 52. 14 E. 3. Vouch. 100.
31 E. 3. ib. 25. 43 E. 8. 7. 44 E. 3. 38. 32 E. 3- Voucher, 10a. [m] 4 E. a.
Voucher, 243. 246,

[n] An infant en ventre sa mere may be vouched if God give (Ant. 348. a.)

him a birth, and if not, such a one heire to the warrantic ; but fn] Temps, E. 1.

he cannot be vouched alone without the hcire at the common Card. 153.

law, for proces shall be presently awarded against him. 3» E. 1.

" But is put in suspence''* [o] Tenant in taylemaketh a feoffe- Vouch*. 237.
11 E. 3. ibid. 13. 11 E.3. Quar. imp. 158. 38 E. 3. 7 & 29. 4 i E. 3. in Dower.

9 H. 6. 24. PI. Com. Stowcl's case, per Saunders it. Browne. [0] 21 E. 3. 36. a. & b.

38 E. 3. 21. 44E. 3. 26. 45 £. 3. rule, 32. 44E.3.ib.3i. 33 E- 3- «b. 4.

(3 Leon. 10. Cro. Car. 145.)

ment

• pas not in L.and ]\L or Roh. t 4*c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(B) Vid. ante iio.b. 140. b. 376. 6. 384. b. 385. b.

(C) Here " his " scans printed by mistake instead of " the." See Mr. Riitt's Intr,

p. 114.
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ment in fee with warrantie, and disseiseth the discontinuee, and
dyeth seised, leaving assets to his issue. Some hold that in
respect of this suspended warrantie and assets, the

^ issue in taile shall not be remitted, but that the r3Q0~l
discontinuee shall recover against the issue in taile, hi
and he take advantage of his warrantie, if any hee ^ "• -*

hath, and after in aformedon brought by the issue, the discon-
tinuee shall barre him in respect of the warrantie and assets;
and so every man's right saved (i).

J
Sect. 745.

LSO, if the uncle after such feoffment made with warrantie, or a
release made by him with warranty, he attaint offelony, or outlawed

ojjelony, such collaterall ^varrantie shall not bar nor grieve the issue in

the taile,for this, that by the attainder offelony, the bloud is corrupted
betweene them, S^c.

Sect. 733. 706. **0R a release made by him with warrantie." Note a warrantie
grounded upon a release. Hereof you shall reade before

in this Chapter.

8 E.a. Voucher, " Be attaint offelony y or outlatved, Sfc." Note, according to

^37. Littleton here, there be two manner of attainders : the one is
C ow .397' a-;

afj-gj. appearance, and that in three manners ; by confession, by
battell, or by verdict : the other upon proces to bee outlawed,

(5 Rep. 109. which is an attainder in law. But (as hath beene said) there is

Ant. 13. a. b.) a great diversitie, as to the forfeiture of land, betweene an
attainder of felony by outlawry upon an appeale, and upon an
inditement : for in the case of an appeale the defendant shall

forfeit no lands, but such as he had at the time of the outlawrie

pronounced; but in case of inditement, such as hee had at the

time ofthe felony committed. And the reason of this diversitie is

evident ; for that in the case of appeale there is no time alleaged

in the writ when the felony was done, and therefore of necessitie

it must relate in that case only to the judgement of the out-

lawry : but in the case of inditement there is a certain time

alleaged, and therefore in that case it shall relate to the time

alleaged in the inditement when the felony was committed. But
in the case of the inditement there is also a diversitie to be

M '^'^ E q
observed : [a] for, as hath beene said, it shall relate to the time

iorfeiturc/ao. alleaged in the inditement foravoyding of estates, charges, and
38 E.3. 31. incumbrances, made by the felon after the felony committed;
3 E, 4. 25. i)ut for the meane profits of the land it shall relate only to the
19 .4.2. judgement, aswell in this case of outlawrie as in other cases.

And where Littleton saith (attaint offelony) if a man be con-

^
victed of felony by verdict, and delivered to the ordinary to

Voucher ^2^7. make purgation, [p] hee cannot be vouched, for that the time of

Vid. 38 E. 3. his purgation (ifany should be) is uncertaine, and the demandant

29. b. Simile. cannot

(1) But clearlyi if the warranty were never executed, as in the case^offne

sur render with warranty and assets, there shall be a remitter. Lord Hale's MSS.

—[Note 344.]
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cannot be delayed upon such an uncertaintie ; but the tenant is

not without reinedie, for hee may have his warraniia carta.

** Attninty Of this word hath beene spoken in tlie second
Booke in the Chapter of Villcnagc.

Upon severall attainders of felonies there lye three severall

writs of escheate, viz. [*] first, when he hath judgement to be [•jDtmeHde't
hanged: secondly, when he is outlawed: thirdly, when he ca»c in PI. Com.

abjureth the realnie. fol. 26a.

[q] The defendant in an appeale of death did wage battell, and [y] 8 e. 3.

was slaine in the field, yet judgement was given that he should Judgement, 225.

be hanged ; and the justices said, that it is altogether necessarie

that such a judgement be given, for otherwise the lord could not

have a writ of escheate. [r] And in eire it hath been scene, [r] 15 E. 3.

that a man hath beene attainted after his death by presentment, Petition, 1.

Arc. (2) The difference betweene a man attainted and convicted

is, tliat a man is said convict before hee hath judgement; as if

a man bee convict by confession, verdict, or recreancie. And
when he hath his judgement upon the verdict, confes-

[3Ql7| ^'°"' ^^ ^^ recreancie; or upon the outlawrie, or

J abjuration, then is he said to be attaint. And thus is

the law taken at this day, notwithstanding [5] some M 40 E. 3. 1 a.

diversitie of opinions in our bookes. 3 E. 3.

If a felon be convicted by verdict, confession, or recreancie,
e iTa ^ib^id^ioa.

he doth forfeit his goods and chattels, &c. presently. [/] For aiH.7.
where a reason hath beene yeelded in our bookes, that the m Dame Hale's

praying of his clergie was a refusall of the judgement of the law, case, ubi sup.

and a flight in law, and for that cause he forfeited his goods and ^ H. 4. a.

chattels, that doth not hold; for if a man be convict of pettie (*^K*P- *^*-

treason, or murder, or any other crime, for which he cannot have
^^'

his clergie, yet by the verie conviction he forfeiteth his goods and
chattels before attainder. And [u] Stanford (speaking of a felon [u] Staunf. PI.

convict by verdict) saith, that he shall forfeit his goods which he Cor. fol. 192.

had at the time of the verdict given, which is the conviction in Lib. 5. fol. 110.

that case; and by the statute of 1 R. 3. cap. 3. no sheriffe, bai-
vWe*^7*^H^4!*ii.

lilfe, &c. shall seise the goods of a felon before hee bee convicted , r. 3. cap. 3.

of the felony ; whereby it appeareth, that the goods may be (3 Inst. aa8.)

seised as forfeit after conviction. And the [x] old statute is [x] Statute de

worthy of noting : Proiisum est hi curia nostrd coramjusticiariis catallis felonura

nostriSy quod de cetero nullus hoino captus pro morte hominis vel \f
^-

^^J^"^
alia Jelonid pro qua debet imprisonari^ disseisietur de tcrris et ^ '^^

°

'

tenementis vel catallis suis quousque conxictusjuerit. So as by a

conviction of a felon, his goods and chattels are forfeited ; but

by attainder, that is by judgement given, his lands and tenement*
are forfeited, and his bloud corrupted, and not before.

If

(2) In Lambarde's Justice of Peace, ch. 10. it is said, that if a man be

attainted of murder or felony, it is needless to arraign him of new of any

other felony, because it is needless to condemn him who already is attainted,

except in special cases, either for the advantage of the king, or the commodity
of the subject. The author then proceeds to state several examples of both

the exceptions. In 4 Rep. fol. 57. sir Edward Coke observes, that though a

man be killed in rebellion, he shall not forfeit his lands nor goods ; but if the

chief justice (sovereign coroner of England, upon the view of the body, make
record thereof, and return it into the king's bench, he shall forfeit lands and

goods, as Fineux, chief-justice, did, temp. H. 7. —[Note 345'J
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[i/] Staunf. PI

Cor. 139. 115

(sRcp-

[7/] If the party upon his arraignment refuse to answer accord-

ing to law, or say nothing, he shall not be adjudged to be hanged,

but for his contempt, to peinefort et dure, which worketh no
attainder for the felony, nor forfeiture of his lands, or corruption

of bloud. But in case of high-treason, if the partie refuse to

answer according to law, or say nothing, hee shall have such
o. b.) judgement by attainder, as if he had beene convicted by verdict

or confession (i).

[*] Glanvil. lib.

14. ca. 15.

Marlb. ca. 25.

W. 1. c. 15.

[a] 3E.4. J4.

18 E. 4. 10.

23 Ass. 49.

1 E.3. 13.

Staunf. PI. Cor.

102. E.

8 H. 4. 2.

[6] 22 Ass. 49.

(3 Inst. 47.

4 Rep. 40, 41,

42. 44.)

|;c] Staunf. Pr3er.

45. b. 16 E. 3.

Coron. 116. &
3E..3. Coron.

302.

(5 Rep. 120.

9 Rep. 65.)

(Vide Ant. 74.

3 Inst. 112.

I H.P.C.354,
355- Vol. 2. 12.

368. Salk. 85.

contra.)

[d] 28 H. 8.

cap. 15.

(3 Inst. 112.)

[e] Hill. 2 Jac.

Regis.

Vide Mich. 7 &
BEliz. Dier,24i.

14 Eliz. Dier,

308.

(4 Rep. 43.)

" Felony.'* [*] Ex m termini significat quodlibet capitate cri-

wenfelleo animo perpetratuniy in which sense murder is said to

be done per feloniam, and is so appropriated by law, asfelonici

cannot be expressed by any other word, [a] And in antient

times this word (felonice) was ofso large an extent as it included

high-treason ; and therefore in our antient bookes, by the pardon
of all felonies, high-treason, or counterfeiting of the great scale,

and of the king's coine, &c. was pardoned. [6] But afterwards it

was resolved, that in the king's pardon or charter, this word
(felonie) should only extend to common felonies, and that high-

treason should not be comprehended under the same, and there-

fore ought to be specially named. And yet that a pardon of all

felonies should extend to petite treason ; wherefore by the law at

this day under the word (felony) in commissions, &c. is included

petite treason, murder, homicide, burning of houses, burglarie,

robberie, rape, &c. chance-medly, se defendendo, and petite

larceny, [cj For such of these crimes for which any shall have
this judgement, to be hanged by the necke till he be dead, he
shall forfeit all his lands in fee simple, and his goods and chattels

:

for felony by chance-medly, or se defejidendo, or petite larceny,

he shall forfeit his goods and chattels, and no lands of any estate

of freehold or inheritance. And all felonies punishable accord-

ing to the course of the common law, are either by the common
law, or by statute. There is also a felony punishable by the civill

law, because it is done upon the high sea, as pyracie, robberie,

or murder, whereof the common law did take no notice, because
it could not be tried by twelve men. If this pyracie be tried

before the lord admirall in the court of the admiraltie, according

to the civill law, and the delinquent there attainted, yet shall it

worke no corruption of bloud, nor forfeiture of his lands ; other-

wise it is if he be attainted before commissioners by force of the

statute of [d] 28 if. 8. By the expresse purview of that statute,

about the end ofthe reigne of queene Elizabethf certaine English

pyrats, that had robbed on the sea merchants of Venice^ in amitie

with the queen, being not knowen, obtained a coronation pardon,

whereby amongst other things, the king pardoned them all

felonies. It was [e] resolved by all the judges of England upon
conference and advisement, that this did not pardon the pyracie;

for seeing it was no felonie whereofthe common law tooke conu-
sance, and the statute of 28 H. 8, did not alter the offence, but
ordaine a triall and inflict punishment, therefore it ought to be
pardoned specially, or by words which tant amount, and not by
the general! name of felony ; and according to this resolution the

delinquents were attainted and executed.

Pyrata

(1) On the peineforte et dure, see Mr. Justice Blackstone's Commentaries,
vol. 4. c. 25.
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Pi/rata LommciU of the word wriipaTuf, wliich signiBeth a rover

at soa. Attiiindcn of hercsie or jinwiiuiire workcth no corru|>-

tioti olhloud, nor lieresie, forfeiture of lands; hut in cohc of

'irunniirr, forfeiture of lands in fee simple, hut not of landH in

i.iilc, as formerly hath heon said (2). [/'] By some statutes it [/] Statute d«

,, , ^ ,*
, „ ,^ Magna moticta.

tcmpon I.. 1. lie Carlisle, ao E. 3. cap. 4. (Doct. & Stud. 115.)
is

(2) Tlie offence of PJLT.MUXIREj is called from the words of the writ pre-
paratory to its prosecution. It is described, hy Mr. justice Blackstone, book 4.

c. 8. to he, *' introducing a foreign power into the land, and creating imperium
" in imperio, hy paving that obedience to papal process, which constitutionally
*' belonged to the king alone." To explain fully this offence, and the laws of
recusancy mentioned in this place, by lord Coke, it is necessary, I. to state the

laws, which were passed before the Reformation, to restrain what, in the law of
England, was termed, papal provision, or the pope's presenting to English
benefices,—and papal process, or the pope's interfering in the process of the
ecclesiastical courts of England. This will lead, II. to a statement ofthe laws,

which, since the division of the churches at the Reformation, have been passed
against those, who, from their remaining in communion with the see of Rome,
have received, in the laws of England, the appellation of papists, and persons
professing the popish religion. III. After this, will be shown the effect and
operation of the laws, which have been passed, in the present reign, to relieve

persons of that description. IV. Some general observations will then be
offered, to point out the particular laws, to which his majesty's English sub-

jects in communion with the see of Rome are still exposed, but which do not,

in any respect, affect English protestant dissenters ; and some remarks on the

operation of the toleration act, and the act for quieting corporations, so far

as they affect Roman catholics,—on the right or obligation of Roman catholics

to serve in the militia, and to serve on juries, and on their right to be admitted
to factories, and to hold offices exerciseable abroad.

I. WITH RESPECT TO PAPAL PROVISIONS AND PAPAL PROCESS:—The
35 Edw. 1. Stat, cie asportatis religiosorumy is said to be the foundation of
all the subsequent statutes of praemunire. It recites, that, the abbots,

priors and governors, had, at their own pleasure, set diverse impositions

upon the monasteries and houses in their subjection ; to remedy which, it

was enacted, tliat, in future, religious persons should send nothing to their

superiors beyond the sea ; and tliat no impositions whatsoever should be
taxed by priors aliens. By the 25 Edw. 3. stat. 6. 27 Edw. 3. stat. 1, c. 1.

and 38 Edw. 3. stat. 2. c. 1, 3, 3, 4. it was enacted, that the court of

Rome should present or collate to no bishopric or living in England ; and
that, if any one disturbed any patron in the presentation to a living, bv virtue

of papal provision, suchprovisor should pay fine and ransom to tlie icing, at

his wdl, and be imprisoned till he renounced such provision. The same
punishnocnt was inflicted on such as should cite the king or any of his sub-

jects to answer in the court of Rome. By the 3 Richard 2. ch. 3. and

7 Richard 2. ch. 12. it was enacted, that no alien should be capable of letting

his benefice to farm ; and that no alien should be capable of being presented

to any ecclesiastical preferment, under the penalty of the statute off provisors.

By the stat. 12 RicJmrd 2. c. 15. all liegemen of the king, accepting of a living,

by any foreign provision, were put out of the king's protection, and tlie bene-

fice made void. To which, tlie 13 Richard 2, stat. 2. c. 2. adds banishment

and forfeiture of lands and goods ; and by c. 3. of the same statute, it was

enacted, that any person bringing over any citation or excommunication from

beyond sea, on account o{ the execution of the foregoing statutes ofprortsors,

should be imprisoned, forfeit his goods and lands, and moreover suffer pain •f
life
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is said, sur forfeiture de corps et de avoire, or sub Jbrisfactura

omnium qucB in potestate sud obtiiiet^ or to be at the king's will,^ body
,

life and member. In the writ for the execution of these statutes, the words
prcemunire facias, being used, to command a citation of the party, have
denominated, in common speech, not only the writ, but the offence itself of

maintaining the papal power, by the name of praemunire. The 16 Richard 2.

c. 5. which is the statute generally referred to by all subsequent statutes, is

usually called the statute of praemunire. It enacts, that whoever procures

at Rome, or elsewhere, any translations, processes, excommunications, bulls,

instruments, or other things, which touch the king, against him, his crown,
and realm, and all persons aiding and assisting therein, shall be put out of the

king's protection ; their lands and goods forfeited to the king's use ; and they
shall be attached by their bodies, to answer to the king and his council, or

process oiprcBmunire facias shall be made out against them, as in other cases

of provisors. By the 2 Henry 4. c. 3. all persons, who accept any provision

from the pope, to be exempt from canonical obedience to their proper ordi-

nary, were also subjected to the penalties of praemunire. This is said to be
the last antient statute concerning this offence, till the separation ofthe church
of England from the church ofRome, in the reign of Henry 8. The penalties

of praemunire have been since applied to other offences, some of which bear
more, some less, and some no relation to this original offence. Its punishment
is to be gathered from the foregoing statutes, and is thus shortly summed up
by sir Edward Coke, ** That, from the conviction, the defendant shall be out
** of the king's protection, and his lands and tenements, goods and chattels,
*^ forfeited to the king ; and that his body shall remain in prison at the king's
*' pleasure, ant. 129. b. or, as other authorities have it, during his life." Such
is the offence of praemunire, and such its punishment by the law of England.
Whenever it is said, that a person, by any act, incurs the penalties of a
praemunire, it is meant to express, that he thereby incurs the penalties, which,

by the different statutes we have mentioned, are inflicted for the offences

therein described. This account of the offence of praemunire, and its punish-

ment, is taken, or rather copied, from sir William Blackstone's 4th Commen-
tary, chap. 8.

TI. WITH RESPECT TO THE LAWS, WHICH, SINCE THE SEPARATION OF THE
CHURCH OF ENGLAND FROM THE CHURCH OF ROME, AT THE TIME OF THE
REFORMATION, HAVE BEEN PASSED AGAINST THOSE, WHO REMAINED IN COM-
MUNION WITH THE SEE OF EOME,—the laws against them may be reduced
under five heads:—II. 1st. The first, are those, which subject them to penalties

and punishmentsJbr exerqisin^ their religious tvorship ;—under which head, may
be ranked, the laws respecting their places of education, and the ministers of

their church. By these laws, if any English priest of the church of Rome,
born in the dominions of the crown of England, came to England from beyond
the seas, or tarried in England three days, without conforming to the church,

he was guilty of high treason ; and those incurred the guilt of high treason,

who were reconciled to the see of Rome, or procured others to be reconciled

to it. By these laws also, papists were totally disabled from giving their chil-

dren any education in their own religion : if they educated their children, at

home, for maintaining the school-master, if he did not repair to church, or

was not allowed by the bishop of the idiocese, they were liable to forfeit

10 1. a month, and the school-master was liable to forfeit forty shillings a day

;

ifthey sent their children for education to any school of their persuasion abroad,

they were liable to forfeit 100 /. and the children so sent were disabled from
inheriting, purchasing or enjoying any lands, profits, goods, debts, duties,

legacies, or sums of money.—Saying mass was punishable by a forfeiture of

200 marks : hearir^g it,by a forfeiture of 100. See 1 Eliz. ch. 2. 23 Eliz. ch. i

.

27 Eliz.
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hodvt lands, and goodd, and the like, these arc not extended (o

the lossc of life or member, but to imprisonment, lands and

goods.

27 Eliz. ch. a. 39 Eliz. ch.G. 35 Eh'z. ch. 2. a Jac. 1. ch. 4, 3 Jac. 1.

ch. 4, 5. 7 Jac. 1. ch. G. 3 Car. 1 . ch. 2. 25 Car. 2. ch. 2. 7 cSc 8 W. 3. ch. 27.

1 Geo. 1. ch. 13.—II. 2d. Under the second head were tJiosc laws which
punished the English communicants with the church of Rome for not con-

Jbrmitig to the esta/Mshed church. These are generally called the statutes of

recusancy. It should be observed, that, absence from church, alone, and
unaccompanied by any other act, constitutes recusancy, in the true sense of

that word. Till the statute of the 35 Eliz. chap. 2. all nonconformists were
considered as recusants, and were all equally subject to the penalties of recu-

sancy : that statute was the first penal statute made against popish recusants,

by that name, and as distinguished from other recusants. From that statute

arose the distinction between protestant and popisli recusants ; the former were
iubject to such statutes of recusancy, as preceded that of the 35th of queen
Elizabeth, and to some statutes against recusancy, made subsequently to that

time ; but they were relieved from them all by the act of toleration, in the

1st year of king William's reign. From the 35th Eliz. c. 2. arose also the dis-

tinction between papists and persons professing the popish religion, and popisli

recusants, afid popish recusants convict. Notwithstanding the frequent men-
tion in the statutes, of papists and persons professing the popish religion,

neither the statutes themselves, nor the cases adjudged upon them, present a

clear notion of the acts or circumstances that, in the eye of the law, consti-

tuted a papisty or a person professing the popish religion. When a person of

that description absented himself from church, he filled the legal description

of a popish recusant : When he was convicted in a court of law of absenting

himself from church, he was termed in the law a popish recusant convict: to

this must be added the constructiie recusancy hereinafter mentioned to be in-

curred by a refusal to take tlie oath of supremacy.—With respect to the

statutes against recusancy ; by these statutes, popish recusants convict were

punishable by the censures of the church, and by a fine of 20/. for every

month during which they absented themselves from church ; they were dis-

abled from holding offices or employments ; from keeping arms in their houses

;

from maintaining actions or suits at law or in equity ; from being executors or

guardians ; from presenting to advowsons ; from practising in the law or physic;

and from holding offices, civil or military : they were subject to the penalties

attending excommunication, were not permitted to travel five miles from home,

unless by license, upon pain of forfeiting all their goods; and might not come
to court under pain of 100/. A married woman, when convicted of recusancy,

was liable to forfeit two thirds of her dower or jointure. She could not be

executrix or administratrix to her husband, nor have any part of his goods

;

and, during her marriage, she might be kept in prison, unless her husbaiid

redeemed her at the rate of 10/. a month, or the third part of his lands ;
popish

recusants convict were, within three months after conviction, either to submit

and renounce their religious opinions, or, if required, by four justices, to abjure

the realm : and if they did not depart, or if they returned without license, they

were guilty of felony, and were to suffer death as felons.—(See the statutes re-

ferred to under the former head.)—II. 3. As to thepenalties or disabilities attend'

ing the refusal ofRoman catholics to take the oath ofsupremacy ^ the declaration

against transubstantiation, and the declaration against poj)ery : It must be pre-

mised, that, Roman catholics make no objection to take the oath of alU-

giancef 1 G. 1 . st. 2. c. 1 3. or the oath ofabjurationy 6 Geo. 3. c. 53.— /' ith respect

to the oath ofsupremacy,—hy the 1st Elizabeth, ch. i. the persons therein

mentioned were made compellable to take the oath of supremacy contained in

that act : by the 3d of king James the 1st. ch. 4. another oath was prescribed

to be taken, commonly called the oath of allegiance and obedience :
thete

Vol. II. 3 C oa^*
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[g] W. Q. cap. goods, [g] But if an act of parliament saith, Keltjudgement de
34. Rot. Pari.

^,j^Q gf. fnembeVy or subeat judicium litce vel membrorum, in that

1 E. 2. de fraiig. prisonara. 14 E. 3. cap. 10. Staunf. PI. Coron. 30, 31. 3 E. 3.

Coron. 153. Brooke, tit. Coron. 203. 9 E. 4. 26. (11 Rep. 2. 23 H. 8. 25 H. 8.

38 H. 6. by 18 Eliz. 25 Ed. 3.) (11 Rep. 291. 4 Inst. 123.) 4 Mod. 128.

(Show. 353.)

case

oaths were abrogated by the 1st of king William and queen Mary, sess. 1. ch. 8.

and a new oath of allegiance and a new oath of supremacy were introduced,

and required to be taken in their stead : the statute made in the 2d session of

the 1st year of king George the 1st. ch. 13. contains an oath of supremacy,
in the same words as the oath of supremacy required to be taken by the 1st of

king William and queen Mary. By that oath, persons are made to swear, that
" no foreign prince, person, prelate, state or potentate, hath, or ought to
** have, any jurisdiction, power, supremacy, pre-eminence or authority, eccle-
" siastical or spiritual, within the realm." It was required to be taken by the

persons therein named ; it might be tendered to any person, by any two justices

of the peace ; and persons refusing the oath so tendered were adjudged to be
popish recusants convict, and to forfeit and to be proceeded against as such.

This was the constructive recusancy referred to above. It was not the offence

itself of recusancy, which, as we have already observed, consisted merely in

the party's absenting himself from church : it was the offence ofnot taking the

oaths of supremacy, and the other oaths prescribed by the act of 1 Geo. 1

.

the refusal of which, was, by that statute, placed on the same footing as a

legal conviction on the statutes of recusancy, and subjected the party refusing

to the penalties of those statutes. This was the most severe of all the laws

against papists. The punishment of recusancy was penal in the extreme ; and
the persons objecting to the oath in question, might be subjected to all the

penalties of recusancy, merely by their refusing the oath, when tendered to

them. It added to the penal nature of these laws, that the oath in question

might be tendered, at the mere will of two justices of peace, without any pre-

vious information or complaint before a magistrate, or any other person. Thus,

by refusing to take the oath of supremacy, when tendered to them, they

became liable to all the penalties of recusancy ; and the same refusal, by 7 &
8 Wm. 3. ch. 24. and 1 Geo. 1. st. 2. ch. 13. restrained them from practising the

law as advocates, barristers, solicitors, attornies, notaries, or proctors, and
from voting at elections.—II. 4. With respect to receiving the sacrament ofour
Lord's Supper : By the 13 Charles 2. (commonly called the corporation act),

no person can be legally elected to any office, relating to the government of

any city or corporation, unless, within a twelvemonth before, he has received

the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, according to the rites of the church of

England ; and he is also enjoined to take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy,

at the same time that he takes the oath of office, or, in default of either of

these requisites, such election shall be void.—II. 5. As to the declaration against

transubstantiation : By the 25 Car. 2. ch. 2. (commonly called the test act),

all officers, civil and military, are directed to take the oath, and make the

declaration against transubstantiation, in the court of King's Bench or Chan-
cery, the next term, or at the next quarter sessions, or (by subsequent

statutes), within six months after their admission, and also, within the same
time, to receive the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, according to the usage

of the church of England, in some public church, immediately after divine

service and sermon ; and to deliver into court, a certificate thereof, signed by
the minister and churchwarden ; and also to prove the same, by two credible

witnesses, upon forfeiture of 500/. and disability to hold the office.—11. 6. JVitk

respect to the declaration against popery : The act passed in the 30th year of

Car. 2, St. 2. ch. 1. contains the declaration, and prescribes it to be made,
by members of either house of parliament, before they take their seats. Bv

it,
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P?.']

case iudgcment of death shall be given, as in case of
felonie, viz. that he be [;'^ hanged by the nccke till he
be dead, and consequently his bloud is corrupteil (ob

our author here saith), and shall forfeit as in case of

felonie.

There

it, they declare their disbelief of the doctrine of transubstantiation, and their

belief that the invocation of saints, and the sacrifice of the mass, are idola-

trous.— II. 7. IVith resnect to the Inxvs affecting their lauded "property: How
this was affected by tlie law against recusancy ha.s been already mentioned.

By the ii & 12 W. 3. ch. 4. it was enacted, that a person educated in the

popish religion, or professing the same, who did not, m six months after the

age of eighteen, take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and subscribe

the declaration of the 30th Cha. 2. should, in respect of himself only, and not

of his heirs or posterity, be disabled to inherit, or take lands by descent, devise,

or limitation, m possession, reversion, or remainder : and that during his life,

till he took the oaths, and subscribed the declaration against popery, his next
of kin, who was a protestant, should enjoy the lands, without accounting for

the profits ; and should be incapable of purchasing ; and that all estates, terms,

interests, or profits out of lands, made, done, or suffered to his use, or ia

trust for him, should be void. By 3 Jac. 1. ch. 5. 1 W. & M. c. 26. 12 Ann.
St. 2. c. 14. and 11 Geo. 2. c. 17. papists, or persons professing the popish

religion, were disabled from presenting to advowsons, and other ecclesiastical

benefices, and to hospitals and other charitable establishments. By annual

acts of the legislature, papists, being of the age of 18 years, and not having

taken the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, were subjected to the burthen

of the double land-tax. By a statute made in the second session of the first

year of Geo. 1st. ch. 55. they were required to register their names and
estates in the manner, and under the penalties, therein mentioned ; and by the

3d Geo. I.e. 18. continued by several subsequent statutes, an obligation of

enrolling their deeds and wills was imposed on them. Such were the prin-

cipal penal laws against Roman catholics, immensvs alianim super alias acerva-

tarum Ugum cumulus (Liv. 3. 34.) at the time of the accession of the house

of Brunswick.

III. WITH RESPECT TO THE LAWS WHICH WERE PASSED IX HIS LATE
MAJESTY'S REIGN FOR THE RELIEF OF ROMAN CATHOLICS—HI. 1. The only

act of any importance, which, till the reign of his late majesty, was passed

for their relief, (and that operated but in an indirect manner for their benefit,)

was the act of the 3d Gto. i.e. 18. On the construction of the 11 & 12 Wm. 3.

ch. 4. it had been held, that as it expressly confined the disability of papists

to take by descent to themselves only, and preserved their heirs and posterity

from its operation, it was not to be construed as preventing the vesting of the

freehold and inheritance in them, in cases of descent, or transmitting them to

their posterity : but that the disability respected only the pernancy of the

profits, or beneficial property of the lands, of which it deprived them during
their non-conformity. Whether that part of the statute, which relates to their

taking!) e, should receive tlie same construction, was a frequent sub-

ject of i- i, the statute being, in that branch of it, without any limita-

tion. To remedy tliis, the act we are speaking of was passed ; it enacts, that no
sale for a full and valuable consideration, by the owner or reputed owner of

any lands, or of any interest therein, theretofore made, «)r thereafter to be
made, to a protestant purchaser, shall be imjx'ached, by reason of any d:sal)ility

of such papist, or of any person under whom he claims, in consequence of

tlie 11 & n W. 3. unless the person taking advantage of such disability shall

have recovered before the sale, or given notice of his claim to tJie purchaser,

or before the contract for sale, shall have entered his claim at the quarter

sessions, and bondjide pursued his remedy. The act then recites tlic chiuses

3 c 2 of
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[h] Bract, lib. 4. [h] There is also a court of the constable and marshall, who
fol. 248. i^^yg conusance of contracts of deeds of armes, and of warre out
48 t,. 3. 3.

13R. 2. cap. 2. Rot. Pari. 21 R. 2. nu. 19. 1 H. 4, c. 14. 13II. 4. 4&5.
37H. 6. 21. Rot. Pari. 8R. 2. nu. 31. Fortesc. cap. 32. Rot. Pari. 2 H. 4. 74.
1 1 H. 4. 24. 30 H. 6. 6. Staunf. PL Cor. 65. Stat, de Assignat. 4 E. 1. Br. Cor.

196. Rot. Pari. 2 H. 6. nu. 9. Rot. Pari. 5 H. 4. nu. 39. Rot. Vase. 9 H. 4.

nu. 14. 8 H. 6. nu. 38. 21E. 4. ly.b. Catesby. loH. 7. per Vavasor. 18 E. 2.

Quar. Imp. 175. 6 E. 3. 41. Pasc. 14 E. 3. in Scac. le Count, de Kent's case, p.

39 E. 3. cor. Rep. Rot. 49. le Count, de Lane. case. Rot. Pari. 28 E. 3. nu. 8. Mor-
tiiuei-'s case. Rot. Pari. 28 E. 3. nu. 13. le Countes de Arundel's case.

of

of the 1 1 & 12 W. 3. disabling papists from purchasing ; and afterwards enacts,

that these clauses shall not be thereby altered or repealed, but shall remain
in full force. This proviso is couched in such general words, that it created

a doubt in some, whether it did not nearly frustrate the whole effect of

the act. To this it was answered, that, notwithstanding the proviso, the

enacting part of the statute was in full force for the benefit of a protestant

purchaser ; and that the proviso operated only to declare, that papists them-
selves should not derive any benefit from the act, in any purchases they should

attempt to make, under the foregoing clauses. This was considered the better

opinion, and on the authority of it many purchases of colisiderable consequence
were made. See also 6 Geo. 2. ch. 5. Thus the laws against Roman catholics

stood at the time of the accession of his late majesty. During his reign

two acts, each of great importance, were passed in their favour.—III. 2. Bj/

that of the iSth ofhis reign, ch. 60. it was enacted, that so much of the 1 1 & 12

W. 3. as related to the prosecution of popish priests and Jesuits, and imprison-

ing for life papists, who keep schools, or to disable papists from taking by de-

scent or purchase, should be repealed, as to all papists or persons professing

the popish religion, claiming under titles not thentofore litigated, who within six

months after the act passed, or their coming ofage, should take the oath thereby

prescribed. Upon this act, a case was decided in chancery, on the 18th of

December 1783, under the name of Bunting v. Williamson. In that case,

a bill liad been filed, claiming an estate given to a person professing the

popish religion, by will, alleging the incapacity occasioned by the act of the

nth and 12th of king William. The testator died many years before, and
after his death a suit had been instituted by another person, who claimed as

his heir at law, and that suit was depending at the time when the statute of the

18th Geo. 3. c. 60. was passed; but was afterwards dismissed for want of

prosecution. The plaintiff filed his bill, some time after the act, claiming in

right of his wife, as heir at law. The defendants pleaded their title under the

testator's will ; and, that the defendant, who was beneficially interested, having

or claiming the estate under that will, had taken the oath prescribed by the

act, and concluded with an averment, that the title had not been before liti-

gated by the plaintiff, or any person under whom he claimed. The plaintiff,

on argument of the plea, contended, that the words not hitherto litigatedf ex-

tended to the case then before the court, because the title had been litigated,

and was in litigation at the time the act passed. But the lords commissioners,

Ashhurst and Hotham, were clearly of opinion, that the plaintiff not having

before litigated the title, nor claiming under any person who had litigated it,

the case of the defendants was within the benefit of the act, notwithstanding

the prior litigation ; and the plea was allowed.—III. 3. IFith respect to the act

of the^ist of his late majesty, cap. 32. That statute may be divided into

six parts; The 1st contains the declaration and oath afterwards referred to

in the body of the act, and prescribes the method of taking it : The 2d, is a

repeal of the statutes of recusancy, in favour of persons taking the oath

thereby prescribed : The 3d, is a toleration, under certain regulations, of the

religious worship of the Roman catholics, qualifying in like manner, and of

their schools for education : The 4th er^acts, that, in future no one shall be
summoned
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of the rcalmc and also of things touching warre witliin the rcalnio,

whicli may not be detcrnunetl or diacuHscd by the common law,
and also all apiH?alos of offences done out of the realme, and they
proceed according to the civil law : but these things more pro-
perly pcrtainc to another kind of treatise, and therefore I shall

speakc

summoned to take the oath of supremacy prescribed by the ist W. and Mary,
sect. 1. c. 8. and ist Geo. i. sect. 2. cap. i;j. or the declaration against tran-

substantiation required by the 25th Ch. 2.—that the 1st W. and Mary, sect. 1.

ch. 9. for removing papists or reputed papists from the cities of London and
Westminster shall not extend to Roman catholics taking the appointed oath ;—
and that no peer of Great Britain or Ireland, taking that oath, shall be liable

to be prosecuted for coming into his majesty's presence, or into the court or
house where his majesty resides, under the 30th Car. 2. stat. 2. ch. 1 : Tlie

5th part of the act, repeals the laws requiring the deeds and wills of Roman
catholics to be registered or enrolled : The 6th dispenses persons acting as a

counsellor at law, barrister, attorney, clerk, or notary, from taking the oath of
supremacy, or the declaration against transubstantiation.

The declaration prescribed by the act is contained in these words :
** I, A. B.

" do hereby declare that I do profess the Roman catholic religion." Till the

passing of this act, the persons, who were the subjects of it, were known in the

English law by the name of papists, reputed papists, or persons professing

the popish religion. By requiring this declaration from them, the law has

imposed on them, and probably will in future recognize them by, the name of

Roman catholics. Still, when the ancient penal hiws against them are to be
mentioned with professional accuracy, it may sometimes be found necessary,

(and this necessity has been experienced in the course of this annotation,) to

mention them under the name applied to them by the abrogated law.

It is observable, that, as the bill was originally framed, and as it stood, when,
having passed the commons, it was brought into the house of lords, the first clause

in it directed, that the oath contained in the act of the 18th year of the reign

of his late majesty should be taken no longer; but that, the oath appointed

by the bill, should, in future, be administered in its stead, and should give

the same benefits and advantages, and should operate to the same effects and

purposes, as the oath contained in the 18th of his late majesty. This

clause was altered in the house of lords to the form in which it now stands.

It does not express, that the oath contained in it shall entitle the persons

taking it to the benefits of the act of the 18th of his late majesty : it only

expresses, that, it shall be lawful for catholics to take the oath of the 31st of

his late majesty, at the places and times, and in manner therein mentioned.

TIius, it was very uncertain, whether persons taking only the oath prescribed

by the 31st of his late majesty would be entitled to the benefit of the act

of the 18th of his late majesty, so as to be relieved from the penalties and

disabilities from which the persons taking the oath prescribed by that act were

released by it. The chief of these penalties and disabilities were those inflicted

by the nth and 12th W. 3. which disabled them from tiiking by descent or

purchase. From these penalties and disabilities they were exposed to much
real grievance. It seemed, therefore, advisable for every Roman catholic,

who wished to be secure in the enjoyment of his landed property, to take both

the declaration and oath prescribed by the act of the 31st and tlie oath ore-

scribed by the 18th of his late majesty. But this uncertainty was remedieu by

the act of the 43d of his late majesty, chapter 30. which provide<l that the

oath and declaration, contained in the 3i8t of his late m ^ould give

the benefit of the oath contained in the 18th of his late and thus

made the taking of both oaths unnecessary,

—

III. 4. As to the double land-tax,

that, being imposed by the annual land-tax act, a repeal of it could not be ef-

fected by any prospective act. It is repealed by omitting from the annual land-

iMX act, the clause imposing it. The land lax act of the year 1794 contains

3 c J also
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speake no more thereof in this place, but only for the satisfac-

tion of the studious reader, to quote some authorities of law-

touching the jurisdiction of that court, that he may have some
taste thereof.

j

also a clause, which, after reciting, that, lands formerly liable to a double as-

sessment, were then possessed by protestants, enacted, that where any place,

in consequence of that circumstance, should be rated at more than four shil-

lings in the pound, the commissioners might, on complaint, examine into the

truth of the complaint, and certify the same to the barons of the exchequer,

before the 29th of the following September, who were to discharge the excess

by the following November.
It remains to add, that by the 57th Geo. 3. c. 92. for regulating the adminis-

tration of oaths, in certain cases, to officers in his majesty's land and sea

forces, after reciting " that, by certain acts passed in the reigns of his

majesty's royal predecessors, it was provided, that officers in his majesty's

royal navy, and officers in his majesty's army, should take certain oaths, and
make and subscribe certain declarations, before they should enter upon the

offices, or places of trust, to which they might be appointed ; and that doubts

had been entertained, whether the provisions of the said acts were still in force

in that behalf; and that,the practice oftaking the said oaths, and making and
subscribing the said declaration, by officers, previous to their receiving com-
missions in his majesty's army, had been long disused ; and that it was expe-

dient to remove such doubts, and to assimilate the practice of the two services;

it was enacted, that after the passing of the act it should be lawful for his

majesty's principal secretaries of state, the lord high admiral of the united

kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or the commissioners for executing the

office of lord high admiral, the commander in chief of his majesty's land

forces, the master general of the ordnance, and the secretary at war for the

time being, respectively, or any other persons thereunto law^fuUy authorized,

to deliver commissions or warrants to any officer or officers in his majesty's

royal navy, land forces, or royal marines, without previously requiring such
officer or officers to take the said oaths, or make and subscribe the said

declaration."

IV. WITH RESPECT TO THE COMPARATIVE SITUATION OF THE PROTESTANT
DISSENTERS AND THE ROMAN CATHOLICS, AS TO THE PENALTIES AND DISA-

BILITIES TO WHICH THEY ARE SUBJECTED BY LAW, IN CONSEQUENCE'OF
THEIR RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES;—it has been already shown, how the law
stands on the corporation and test acts.—IV. 1. The statute of the 1st William
and Mary, (commonly called the toleration act), exempts all dissenters, except
papists and such as deny the Trinity, from all penal laws relating to religion,

provided they take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and subscribe the

declaration against popery, and repair to some congregation registered in the
bishop's court, or at the sessions. But there is nothing in this act, which dis-

penses, either with the test act or the corporation act, so far as they impose
the obligation of receiving the sacrament of our Lord's Supper on persons
serving in offices, or elected to serve in corporations ; and there is nothing
in the actof tlie 31st of his late majesty, which dispenses cathohcs from that

obligation, in case of their serving in offices, or being admitted into corpora-
tions. With respect therefore to the test act and corporation act, these are the

only acts which subject the protestant dissenters to any penalties or disabilities

;

to these the Roman catholics are subject equally with the protestant dissenters

:

there is, therefore, no penalty or disability that affects the protestant dissenters,

to v/hich Roman catholics are not subject equally, but there still remain several

penalties and disabilities to which Roman cathohcs are subject, that do not in

any respect affect the protestant dissenters. The principal of these are, that

by the 30 Car. 2. Roman catholics, in consequence of refusing the oath of su-

premacy,
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In the same manner it is, ifa mnnbe attainted of high-treason

,

the warrantic is also ilefeaied.

" The blood is corrupted behvecne them, Sfc,'* [•] A^tly is a {•ISiaunf. Iib.3.

man said to be attainted, attincttiSy for that by his attamdcr of *''• ^^- *W- *»•

•^
«7 K. 3. 77.

13 H. 4. 8. Vid. Lit. lib. 1. In the Chap, of Dower. (3 Iiwt. 240.)

treason

prcmacy, or the declaration against popery, are disabled from sitting in either

house of parliament ; by the 7th and 8th of Wm. 3. ch. 27. those who refuse to

take the oath of supremacy are disabled from voting at elections ; and by seve-

ral statutes, Roman catholics are disabled from presenting to advowsons. This

is peculiar to them, Quakers and even Jews having the full enjoyment of the

right of presentation. It is to be observed, that no person can be presented to

a living who has not been ordained according to the rites of the church of

England. Previously to his ordination he is examined on his faith and morals

by his bishop ; he takes the oath of allegiance and supremacy, and subscribes

tlie 39 articles ; and previously to his admission, he subscribes the three articles

respecting the supremacy, the Common Prayer, and ihc 39 articles ; and he
makes the declaration of conformity. By the act of uniformity, 1 3 and 14 Car, 2.

c. 4. he is bound to use the Common Prayer and other rites and ceremonies of
the church of England.—IV. 2. Upon the corporation act, it seems to have
been the prevailing opinion, that the election of a person, who did not comply
with the requisites of that statute, and all the acts done by him, were void. To
prevent the consequences of this, the statute of the ^th Geo. 1. was passed, inti-

tuled, " An act for quieting and establishing corporations," by which it was
enacted, that, no incapacity, disability, forfeiture, or penalty should be incur-

red, unless the person were removed, or a prosecution against him commenced,
within six months after his election. It was also enacted, that the acts of the

person omitting to qualify should not be avoided. Upon this act, an import-

ant question arose, whether dissenters, being ineligible to public offices, could

be obliged to fine for not serving them. This point came to a direct issue, in

the case ofAllen Evans, esq. It was finally heard, in the house of lords, on the

4th February 17G7, when it was determined in favour of the dissenters. For
the relief of those who omit to qualify for serving in offices, or for being elected

into corporations, an act ofparliament is passed annually, by which, after men-
tioning the corporation and test acts, and some others, which do not relate to

the point under consideration, it is enacted, that persons who, before the pass-

ing of the act, have omitted to qualify in the manner prescribed by those acts,

and who shall properly qualify before the 25th of the ensuing December, shall

be indemnified against all penalties, forfeitures, incapacities, and disabilities,

and their elections, and the acts done by them, are declared to be good. There
is nothing in this act which excludes catholics from the benefits of it.—IV. 3. By
the militm act, it is enacted, that no person shall be enrolled in the militia, un-

less he takes the following oath :
*' I, y|, H. do sincerely promise and swear,

*' that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to his majesty King George,
" his heirs and successors. And I do swear, that I am a protestant, and that
*' I will faithfully serve in the militia, within the kingdom of Great Britain, for

" the defence of the same, during the time for which I am enrolled, unless I

*' shall be sooner discharged." It seems to deserve consideration, whether, under

the existing laws, catholics may not claim to be exempted from serving in the

militia, upon the same ground, as, in the cited case of Allen Evans, the protest-

ant dissenters claimed, and were allowed to be exempted from the obligation of

serving in offices, viz. That by law they are ineligible, and consequently are not

compellable to fine for not serving.—^IV. 4. With respect to the rirrht of liovum

catholics to serve on Juries, there does not appear to have ever been any law

which subjected them to any such disability, except the statutes generally

3 c 4 called
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treason or felonie his bloud is so stained and corrupted, as, firsts

his children cannot be heires to him, nor to any other ancestor,

and therefore the warrantie cannot binde ; for thereby heire*

only are to be bound.

Secondly,

called the statutes of recusancy. The statute of the 13 Car. 2. commonly
called the corporation act, relates to those offices only, which concern the go-
vernment of cities and corporations. The statute of the 25th Car. 2. com-
monly called the test act, (since explained by the gth of Geo. 2.), regards

Only civil and military offices. Neither of these acts, therefore, abridges ca-

tholics of the right in question. With respect to the statutes of recusancy,

among other penalties to which these subjected popish recusants convict, one
was, that they became liable, upon conviction, to all the consequences of ex-
communication, and it has been generally understood, that persons excommu-
nicated are disabled from serving on juries. We have more than once observed,

that, in the proper sense of the word, not attending the service of the church of

England, alone, and unaccompanied by any other circumstance, constitutes

recusancy. Of this non-attendance at church, every lloman catholic, neces-

sarily, was guilty, and he might be convicted of it by a very summary process.

But till his guilt was established in a judicial manner, the law did not take notice

of it; and therefore, unless an actual conviction had taken place, he was not
subject to any of the penalties consequent to recusancy. But it has been men-
tioned, that there was, besides this, a species of constructive recusancy, to

which every catholic was liable, by refusing to make the declaration against

popery, and to take the oath of supremacy. This had a more directoperation
on their ability to serve as jurors. Now as well the declaration against popery,
as the oath of supremacy, might be tendered to a catholic in the very court

where he presented himself to serve as a juryman. A refusal amounted to con-
viction ; on conviction he became subject to all the penalties of excommunioa-
tion, and one of those penalties, (at least, by the opinion of the old lawyers),

was a disqualification to serve on juries. Thus, it was always in the power of
the court, and perhaps of any two magistrates present, to convict, on the spot,

a catholic of recusancy, and thereby render, problematical at least, his capacity

to serve as juror. Such appears to have been the situation of catholics, in this

respect, previously to the act of the 31st of his late majesty. Since the
passing of that act, they stand, as to the serving upon juries, in the same pre-

dicament as the rest of his majesty's subjects. By that statute, they are freed

from the penalties incident either to positive or to constructive recusancy. It

is observable, that the 8th section exempts the ministers of Roman catholic

congregations from serving on juries ; it seems to follow, that, without this

clause, they would have been liable to serve, and consequently, that all per-

sons out of the reach of this clause are in the eye of the law subject to the

duty, and have, of course, the capacity of serving.—IV. 5. With respect to the

right ofRoman catholic merchants to be summoned to the meetings ofBritishJac-
tories abroad, it appears that they have, and always had, a right to be admitted

to them. The meetings of the factory in Portugal were regulated by the

8 Geo. 1. c. 17. but that act contains nothing which discriminates Roman
catholic from other merchants. All the foreign factories are, therefore, in this

respect, in the same predicament. Now, if Roman catholics are excluded from
factories by any act, it must be either by the corporation act, or by the test

act. But with respect to the corporation act, it is to be observed, that a fac-

tory is not a corporation, in the legal acceptance of that word ; and even if it

were, it would not fall within the operation of the corporation act, as that is

confined to cities, corporations, &c. within England and Wales, and the town
of Berwick upon Tweed. The operation of the test act is more extensive than

the operation of the corporation act; it expressly mentions his majesty's navy,

the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, and persons who should be admitted into

any
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Secondly, if he were noble or gcntlt* before, he and all his

children and posteritic arc by this attainder made baHC and ig-

noble, in respect of any nobditio or gentrie which they had by
their birth.

Thirdly,

any service or em
within the districts

iployment in his majesty's or his royal highness** household*
;ts therein mentioned. A factory abroad does not, therefore,

fall within the operation of that act. Besides, the privilege of being admitted

to the meetings of a foreign factory is not an office, or even a rignt, of that

description which falls within either of those acts. There is reason to suppose,

that, in point of fact, Roman catholics have not generally been summoned ta
attend meetings of factories since the year 1720. But no person, who is ac-
quainted with the code of penal law against Roman catholics, particularly the
statutes against recusancy, will be surprised at this circumstance, or draw any
argument from it against the right contended for, as the operation and tendency
oi' those statutes were such, as induced Roman catholics to forbear asserting

some of their most valuable rights, even such as were of the most indisputable

nature, rather than obtrude themselves into public notice. If they wi.sh to

enforce their right of admission, or their right of voting, they should give notice

of their desire to be summoned, and offer to attend at the meetings; then, if

admittance should be refused them, or their votes rejected, the proceedings will

be illegal : and not only they, but all other persons subject to the proceedings

of the factory, will be justified in refusing to pay their contribution-money, or to

comply, in any other manner, with the resolutions or orders of the meeting.
Besides, a refusal to admit them, to the meetings, is certainly a personal injury ;

and wherever a personal injury is done to an English subject abroad, tlie re-

medy must be souL'iit in the jurisdiction where the cause of action happens, if

it is subject to the king's jurisdiction; if the king has no jurisdiction in that

place, this necessarily gives the king's courts a jurisdiction, within which it is

brought, by the known fiction of laying the venue in some county of England.
This is explained by lord Mansfield, with his usual clearness and ability, in his

argument in Mostyn v. Fabrigas, Cowp. 170. See also Phillybrown r. Ryland,
in 1 Stra. G24. 2 Lord Raymond, 1 388. and 8 Mod. 354. It is to be observed,

that, in the great case of Ashby v. White, where an action was brought against

an officer for refusing a man's vote at an election, the only ground for question-

ing the action was, that, there, the house of commons had special jurisdiction.

See 6 Mod. 45. 1 Salk. 19. 1 Bro. ParK Ca. 45. This, it is evident, does
not apply to the case now under discussion. What has been said of the right of

Roman catholics to insist on being admitted to the meetings of English facto-

ries, abroad, and of their means of redress, in case of refusal, applies, with pro-

per qualifications, to every other case, of a similar description, where their right

of adtnission, acting, or voting, is refused them.—IV. 6. With respect to the

right of Roman catholics to hold offices excrciseable abroad

:

— It has been ob-

served, that the corporation act extends only to cities, ^'C. within England and
Wales, and the town of Berwick upon Tweed ; that the test act mentions only

tliose places, and his majesty's navy, and Jersey and Gaemsey ; and that the

31st of his late majesty repeals the statutes of recusancy, and relieves from
the penalties imposed on Roman catholics refusing the oath of supremacy,
and the declaration against popery : it seems therefore to follow, that no
law is now in force which disables Roman catholics from holding officct

wholly exerciseable abroad, or from serving or holding offices under the Ea«t

India company, in their foreign possessions. Besides, upon the construction of

these laws, and of every other law supposed to affect the Roman catholics, there

seems reason to think, that, the same spirit, which induced the legislature to

repeal so large a proportion of the penal code against them, will influence the

judicature in their construction of the unrepealed part of that code, or of any
other statute unfavourable to them, in its apparent tendency or opcraiioDf to

far as it may be open to a doubtfiU intcqirctation.— [Note 346.]
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Thirdly, this corruption of bloud is so high, that regularly it

cannot be absolutely salved but by authoritie of parliament : all

which is implied in the same (&c.) (i).

Sect. 746.

A LSOj if tenant in taile bee disseised, and after make a release to the

disseisor with warrantie infee, and after the tenant in taile is attaint,

or outlawed offelony, and hath issue and dieth ; in this case the issue in
taile may enter upon the disseisor. And the cause isfor this, that nothing

maketh discontinuance in this case hut the warrantie, and warrantie may
not descend to the issue in taile,for this, that the bloud is corrupt between

him that made the warrantie and the issue in taile (Et la cause est pur
ceo, que * rien fait discontinuance en cest case forsque le garrantie, et

garrantie ne poit discender al issue en taile, pur ceo, que le sanke est

corrupt perenter celuy que fist le garrantie et issue en taile).

Sect. 747.

F''O It the warrantie alwayes abideth at the common law, and the com •

mon law is such, that when a man is attaint or outlawed offelony ,

which outlawrie is an attainder in law, that the bloud beiweene him ana
his Sonne, and all others which shall bee said his heires, is corrupt, so that

nothing by discent may descend to any that may bee said his heire by the

common taw (Car le garranty touts foits demurt a le common ley, et la

common ley est, f ove quant home est attaint ou utlage de felonie,

quel iitlagarie est un attainder en ley, que le sanke perenter luy et son

fits, et touts auters queux serra dits ses heires, est corrupt, issint que 4-

riens per discent poit discender a ascun que poit estre dit son heire per

le common ley). And the wife of such a man that is so attaint, shal

never be endowed of the tenements of her husband so attainted. And the

cause is, for that men should more eschew to commitfelonies J. But the

issue in taile as to the tenements tailed is not in such case barred, because

hee is inheritable byforce of the statute, and not by the course of the com-

mon law (Mes I'issue en tayle quant a les tenements tailes n'est pas en

tiel cas § barre, pur ceo que
||
est inherite per force de le statute, et

nemy per le course de common ley) : and therefore such attainder of his

father or of his ancestour in the taile %, shall not put him out of his right

byforce of the taile, 8^c.

" HTHE issue in taile may enter.'' And the reason is, for that

by the attainder of the father, it is now in judgement of

(Plowd. 25a. a. law but a release without warrantie ; for albeit the warrantie at

3 Inst. 241.) the

* nul added in L, and M, and Rah. § barre not in L. and M. or Roh.

t tiel added in L. and M, and Roh. \\ il added in L. and M. and Roh,

4. nul added in L. and M. and Roh,
^f 8^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

j 8^c. added in L. and M. and Roh.

(1) The policy and justice of our laws of forfeiture in this respect are

most ably discussed in Mr. Yorke's celebrated Considerations on the Law
of Forfeiture.
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the time of the rcloaw wm •ibclun ll, vet it workcth no discoo-

tinuaucc unlesse it dMOendeCh upon the issue in taile ; go as if

it be defeated, extinct, or determined in the life of tlie tenant

in taile, then no discontinuance is wrough : and so it is if tenant

in taile hath issue, and releasetli to the disseisor with warrantie,

and after is attiiinted of felonie, and after obtaineth his pardon .,, _
and dietli, the issue in taile may enter ; [] for the pardon doUi

\ y^^
'^' '^'

not restore the bloud as to the warrantie, nor maketh the issue 6 K 3. 55.

in that case inheritable to the warrantie. But if the issue in taile 9 H. 5. 9.

in that case had been attainted offelonie in the life of his father, 3» K- >•

and obtained his charter ofpardon, and then his father .g'v'"**
*^*

[39271 '^^^^ died, the issue cannot enter into the 5^ land in re- petit. ao.
"j spect of the corruption of bloud upon the attainder a6 Asi. 9.

of himselfe. [h] And it is a generall rule, that having 49 Ass, 4.

respect to all those whose bloud was corrupted at the time of ^9 Am. 11.

the attainder, the pardon doth not remove the corruption of
13 h! 7! 17.

bloud neither upward nor downward. As if there be grandfather, pi. Com. in

father, and sonne, and the grandfather and father have divers Walsingh«n'»

other sonnes, if the father bee attainted offelonie and pardoned, ^^' 3 E. a.

yet doth the bloud remaine corrupted not onely above him and ^^^^ pj 'q^^'

about him, but also to all his children borne at the time of his ,g<j^ 196. Sec
*

attainder, liut in the case of Littleton j if tenant in taile at the iu the Chapter

time of his attainder had no issue, and after the obtaining of his ofTenant by the

pardon had issue, that issue should have beene bound by the p""^"'^'
'at"^^

warrantie ; for by the pardon he was as anew creature, tanquam (i^owd. 557! b.

Jllius ter^cB, whose bloud upwards remaine corrupted ; but for Ante 8. a.)

tlie issue had after the pardon, hee is inheritable to his father; [;,]Bract,lib.3.

and if his father had issue before the pardon, and hath issue also fol. 13a, 133.

after and dieth, nothing can descend to the youngest, for that 276.6c lib. 5.

the eldest is living and disabled. But if the eldest sonne had 374- Bntt.

died in the life of the father without issue, then the youngest ^et'lVb 1.

should inherit. cap. a8.

(1 Cro. 435. Ant 8. a.)

" The xvarrantie abideth at the common law." The collateral! Vid. Sect. 711,

warrantie is not restrained by the statute of donis conditionalibus, 7 » «

•

but a lineall warrantie is restrained by the statute, unlesse tliere

be assets ; as formerly at large hath beene said.

" Jnd the wife ofsuch a man that is so attaint, thai never be (8 R«P- »7».

endowed, Sfc" It is to be observed, that the judgement against ^°*^ 3>- *•

a man for felonie is, that he be hanged by the neck until) he be '

dead ; but implica^v^, (as hath beene said) he is pun- ^^ .
*
^'^

[39271 *shed t^ first in his wife, that she shall lose her dower.
(3

1'^^ 17-47.

b 11 Secondly, in his children, that tliey shall become base Ant 41. a.)

and ignoble; as hath beene said. Thirdly, that he shall

lose his posteritie, for his bloud is stained and corrupted, that

they cannot inherit unto him or any other ancestor. Fourthly,

that he shall forfeit all his lands and tenements which he hath m
fee, and which he hath in taile, for terme of his life. And fifthly,

all his goods and chattels. And thus severe it was at the common
law ; and the reason hereof was, that men should feare to com-
mit felonies : Ut pcena ad paucos, metus ad amnes perveniat. And
it is truly said, Etsi meliores sunt quos duett nmnr, tamen pluret

sunt quos corrigit timor. And so it is a fortiori in case 01 high

treason. But some acts of parliament have altered the ooaniiOD

law in some of those points : first, by the statute of damis am*
ditionalibuSf lauds intailed were not forfeited neither for felonie

Dor
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nor for treason, but for the life of tenant in taile. This act was
[i] 5 E. 3. 14. made by king Edvoard the first, who (as our bookes [i] speake)

r/cf?^^^
was the most sage king that ever was : [k'] and the cause where-

19 H. 6. 71. ^^^^ ^^^^ statute was made, was to preserve the inheritance in

See Lit. lib. 1. the bloud of them to whom the gift was made, notwithstanding
cap. Dow. any attainder of felonie or treason. And this act in historic is
Sect. 55. called gentilitium municipale ; for that by this act the families of

many noblemen and gentlemen were continued and preserved to

(7 Rep. 11.) their posterities. And this law continued in force from the thir-

[/] 26 H. 8. teenth yeare ofking Edtvard the First, untill the [I] twentie-sixth
cap. 13. yeare of king Henrie the Eighth, when by act of parliament

^^E^^fi^
*^ ^° estates in taile are forfeited by attainder of high-treason. But

as to felonies (whereof our author here speaketh) the statute of
donis conditionalibus doth yet remain in force, so as for attainder

of felonie, lands or tenements entailed are not forfeited, but only
(as hath beene said) during the life of tenant in taile, but the
inheritance is preserved to the issues.

[m] Staunf. PI. [?w] The wife of a man attainted of high treason or petit
Cor. 195. treason shall not be received to demand dower, unlesse it be in

certaine cases specially provided for. But the wife of a person
attainted ofmisprision of treason, murther, or felonie, is dowable

[»] 1 E.6. c. 13. since our author wrote, [n] by the statute in that case made and
5 E. 6. c, 1 1. provided, which is more favourable to the woman than the com-

?i irEKca.1.
monlawwas. _

i'2 H. 4.3. \p] I^^ seigniorie be granted with warrantie, and the tenancie

Vide Sect. 55. escheat, the seigniorie whereunto the warrantie was annexed is

(8 Rep. 171.) extinct, and consequently the warrantie defeated, and it shall

[0] 6 H. 4. 1. j^Qj. extend to the land : et sic in similibus.

Vouch? 72.
^^ ^ collateral! ancestor release with warrantie, and enter into

PI. Com. 292. religion, now the warrantie doth binde ; but if after he be de-
16E. 3. Age, 46. raisrned, now it is defeated.
18H.3.

^

Vouch. 281. 23 E. 3. Garr. 77. See in the Chapter of Villenage, Sect. 200.

Sect. 748.

ALSO, if tenant in taile infeoffe his unclej which infeoffes another in

fee with warrantie, if after thefeoffee hy his deed release to his uncle

all manner of warrantie, or all manner of covenants rcalls , or all maimer

of demands, hy such release the warrantie is extinct. And if the warrantie

tn this case bee pleaded against the heire in taile that bringeth his writ of

formedon, to barre the heire of his action^ if the heire have and plead the

said release, &)C. (si Theire avoit * le dit releas et ceo pledast) he shall

defeat thepleein barre, ^c And many other cases and matters there he,

whereby a man may defeat a luarrantie, <5fc.

(1 Rep. 112. b.) TITTLETON having spoken in what cases warranties

may bee defeated and extinguished by matter in law, now

he sheweth how a warrantie may be discharged or defeated by a

(5 Rep. 71 . a.) matter in deed : and hereupon he putteth an example of a re-

lease in three severall manners.

Vide Lib. 8. First, by a release of all warranties.

fol. 153, 154. Secondly, by a release of all covenants reall.

Althara's case.

46 E. 3. 2. 45 E. 3. 23. Vid. before in the Chapter ofReleases, Sect. 508.

And

* le dit releas et ceo pledast—et pledast le dit releas, ^q, in L^ and JSL
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And thirdly, by a release of all dcinands. /^n, ^g, 1^
v

[q] If a man make u gift in taile with warmntie, this warrantiu |vJ 14 A»«. ji a.

is also intailed, and therefore a release made by tenant in taile of 3 Wi«.

the warrantie, shall not barre the issue, no more than his release {?'' '^'

sliall bar the issue to bring an attaint upon a false ver- fpiowd^' b

[30371 J'ct, or a writ oferror upon an erroneous t'^* judgement Mamel'* cnse.

J given against the father, nor his gift can barre the issue Am. 3i(,. i,.

of the deed that create the estate taile, nor of any other "^^ '• '' '^'"P " )

deed necessary for defence of the title.

" A/ier thefeoffee release." Littleton here puttcth his case (^ Kep. 70.)
where one is bound to warrant : put the case [r] then that two [r] 45 K. 3. 03.

make a fcoffenjent in fee, and warrant the land to the feoffee and (3 H**!'- M)
his heires, and the feoftee release to one of the feoffors the war-

rantie, yet he sliall vouche the other for the moytie. And so it

is if one infeoffe two with warrantie, and the one release the

warrantie, yet the other shall vouch for his moytie.

** If the heire have the said release, Sfc." Here it appeareth,

that the release being made to the uncle being his ancestor, the

deed doth after the decease of the uncle belong to him, and there-

fore he cannot plead it, unlesse he sheweth it forth.

" And many other cases and matters there be, whereby a man may (Vaugh. 387.)

defeat a warrantie, S^c." As namely by a defeasance, as other 43 E. 3. 17. PI.

things executorie may. Also a warrantie may lose his force by .^"',"- '" ^^romx-

taking benefit of the same. In ^prcecipe the tenant voucheth, and
'"°

'
^^^^'

at the sequatur sub sua periculo, the tenant and the vouchee make
default, whereupon the demandant hath judgement against the

tenant. And afterwards the demandant brings a scire facias

against the tenant to have execution ; in this case the tenant may
have a warrantia carta. And if in that case a stranger had
brought a praecipe against the tenant, hee might have vouched
againe, for by the judgement given against the tenant, the war-

ranty lost not his force ; but if the tenant had judgement to reco- (Hob. a?.)

ver in value against the vouchee, hee should never vouche againe

by reason of that warrantie, because hee had taken advantage of

the warrantie. And it is to be observed, that upon the proces of

summoneas ad warrantizandum, if the sherife returne the vouchee
summoned, and he make default, the tenant shall have a capias ad
valeniiam ; but if he returne that the vouchee had nothing, tJien

after the sicjit alias ct pluries a sequatur subsuo periculo shaW issue

;

and there if the vouchee make default, the tenant shall not have
judgement to recover in value, for he was never summoned ; and
it appeareth of record that he hath nothing, but in the capias ad
lalcntiam it appearetli that he had assets, and he had been sum-
moned before ; but in some speciall cases there shall be two reco-

veries in value upon one warrantie. As if a disseisor give lands

to the husband and wife, and to the heires of the husband, tlie

husband alieneth in fee with warrantie and dieth, the wife bring-

eth a cui in vita, the tenant vouche and recovereth in value, if

after the death of the wife the disseisee hrinQ a prcccipe against the

alienee, he shall vouch and recover in value againe.

[s] So it is where the wife bringeth a writ of dower a^inst the fi] 45 E. 3.

alienee, he shall recover in value, and after her death he shall Voucher, 79.

recover in value againe, upon the same warrantie.

In
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(Hob. 28.) In the same manner it is if a man be seised of a rent by a de-
feasible title, and releaseth to the tenant ofthe land all his right in

the land, and warranteth the land to him and his heires, if he be
impleaded for the rent, he shall vouch and recover in value for

the rent ; and if after he be impleaded for the land, he shall vouche
and recover in value againe for the land : but in these and the like

cases, the reason is in respect ofthe severall estates recovered, but
for one and the same estate he shall never recover but once in

(Ant. 367. b.) value ; and though the land recovered in value be evicted, yet
shall he never take benefit of that warrantie after. And as war-
ranties maybe defeated in the whole, so they may be defeated as

[t] 7 H. 6. 43. to part of the benefit that may be taken of the same, [t] As he
13 Ass. 8. that hath a warrantie may make a defeasance not to take any be-
1 3 E. 3. Garr.

jjgfl|. j^y ^^y ^f voucher : in the like manner that he shall take no

22H^6^r'i. advantage by way oi 'voarrantia cartce, or by way of rebutter.

8 H. 7. 6?

A
«- Sect. 749. L b!^J

]VD it is to be u?iderstood, tEat in the same manner as the collaterall

ivarrantie m.ay bee defeated by matter in deed or in law; in the

same manner may a lineall warrantie be defeated,* 8^c. For if the heire

in taile bringeth a writ of formedon, and a lineall warrantie of his ancestor

inheritable byforce of the taile, bee pleaded against him, with this, that

assets descended to him offee simpkyf which he hath by the same ancestor

that made the warrantie ; if the heire that is demandant may adnull

and defeat the warrantie, that sufficeth him ; for the discent of other

tenements of fee simple maketh nothing to barre the heire without the

warrantie, S^c.

XJ ERE Littleton sheweth, that in the same manner that a col-

laterall warrantie may be defeated by matter in deed, or by
matter in law, so may to all intents and purposes a lineall war-

rantie, whereof hee putteth an example of a lineall warrantie

and assets.

Temps E. 1. '* And a lineall 'uoarrantie, SfC, iuith this that assets descended to

Gar. 89. Jiijn, Sfc" Here it appeareth by Littleton, that a lineall warrantie
34 E. i-i^l^' °^- and assets is a good plea in SLformedon in the discender ; wherein

Ye 3! 24I
^ ^^ ^s ^^ ^^ knowen, that if tenant in taile alieneth with warrantie,

5 e! 3. 14. and leave assets to descend ; if the issue in taile doth alien the

40 E. 3. 9. assets, and die, the issue of that issue shall recover the land, be-
1 4 H. 4. 39. cause the lineal warrantie descendeth only to him without assets

;

B*
^« ^Mar ^^^ neither the pleading of the warrantie without the assets, nor

D^er, 139. t^6 assets without the warrantie is any barre in theformedon in

Lib. 10. fol. 37, the discender. But if the issue to whom the warrantie and assets

38. in Mary descended had brought aformedonj and by judgement had beene
Portmgton's barred by reason of the warrantie and assets ; in that case, albeit

(8^Rep.5i.) ^® alieneth the assets, yet the estate taile is barred for ever;

(Ant. 374. a. b.) (10 Rep. 38. Plowd. 440. a. b. Hob. 40. Moor. 55.)

for

* Sfc. not in L. and M. or Roh. t twhich hee hath, not in L. and M.
or Roh.
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for a barre in Siformcdon in tlic diacender, whioh is a writ of Uie

highest nature that un issue in taile can have, is a good liarrc in

any otherJ()rmedon in the disccnder, brought afterwards upon
the same gift.

7\T0 W I have made to tliee, my sontie, three bookes.

** 'TY) thee
J
my somw, Sfc." Here our author calleth (as many

times in these bookes he hath done) not only his sonnc
Richardy but everie studient of the law to be accounted his son,

and worthily ; for that seeing our author had the honour to be in

his time the fi\ther of the law, and all good studients in the law
justly account themselves the sonnesofthe law (for otlierwise they

are not worthy of the profession), our author, as a carefuU and
provident father, as it hath manifestly appeared, gave excellent

mstructions in these his bookes, both to his owne sonne, and to

his adopted sonnes, to make them from age to age the more apt

and able to understand the arguments and reasons of the law.

m fc^ Tabula,

Thefirst Book is of estates which men have in lands and tenements (Le
primer Livre est de Estates que homes ount enterres * ou tenements) :

that is to sai/y

Of tenant infee simple ft Cap. i

(Jf Tenant infee taile 2

)f Tenant in f fee taile after possibilitie of
issue extinct 3
Tenant by the curtesie of England 4

)/ Tenant in dower 5
Of Tenantfor terme of life 6

4
Of Te

X Of Tenant by the verge 10

Of Tenantfor terme ofyears 7
Of Tenant at will by the common law 8

Of Tenant at will by custome of the mnunnr 9

The Second Book^,

Of Homage Cap.

Of Fealtie

Of Escuage

Of

• ou—et, L. and M. and Roh

.

\ fee —the, L. and M. and Roh.

ft The numbers of the Chapters as X Of tenant by the verge^ not in L.

above are not enumerated either in and M. or Roh.

L. and M. or Roh. $ if added in L. and M. and Roh.
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Of Knights Service 4
(n Socage 5
Uf Frankalmoigne 6

Of Homage Auncestrel 7

Of Grand Serjeantie 8

Of Petit Serjeantie 9
Of Tenure in Burgage lo

Of Tenure in Villenage 1

1

Of t Rents 12

And these two little Books I have made to thee for the better under-

standing of certaine Chapters of the antienl Book of Tenures.

" T>ETTER understanding, S)C.'' And these Institutes have

I collected and published to the end that these three

Bookes of our author may be the better understood of the stu-

dious reader.

Fitz. in his
" Anticnt BooTce of Tenures'' This booke may well be ac-

Preface to his counted antient, for it was composed in the raigne of king

N. B. Edxvard the Third, (as justice Fitzherbert saith) by a grave and

discreet man.

The Third Book %.

Of Parceners
||
according to the course of the

common laiu Cap. i rS94Tj
8:^ 4- ^f Parceners according to the custome 2 L b. J

Of Joyntenants 3
Of % Tenants in common 4
Of Estates of lands and tenements upon con-

dition 5
Of Discents which toll entries 6

(jf Continual Claime 7
Of Releases 8

Of Confirmations 9
Of Attornements 10

Discontinuances 1

1

Uf Remitters 12

Of Warranties. § 13

Epilogus.

f Rents— iii. manner of rents, sci- ] Of parceners according to the cus-

licet, rent service, rent charge^ and rent tome, not in L. and M. or Roh.
secke, L. and M. and Roh. ^ Tenants—tenements, L. and M.

J is added in L. and M. and Roh. and Roh.

II
according to the course of the ^ scilicet, tvarrantie lineally xuarrantie

common latVj not in L. and M. and collaterall,and tvarrantie that commence
Roh. by disseisin f added in L. and M. and

Roh.
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* Epilogus,

A ND hfioiVy mi/ son, that I would not have thee heleevc, that all which

I have said in these bookes is law,J'o7- I will not presume to take this

upon me. But of those things that are not law, inquire and learne of my
wise masters learned in the law. Notwithstanding allmt that certaine

things which are moved and specified in the sai/d hookes, are not altogetlier

law, yet such things shall make thee more apt, and able to understand and
apprehend the arguments and the reasons of the law,6^c. For bu the argu-

ments and reasons in the law, a man more sooner shall come to tne certaintie

and knowledge of the laic.

Lex plus liuiflatur quando i*atione probatur.

** TWILL not presume, SicJ' Here observe the great mo-
destie and mildnesse of our author, which is worthy of imi-

tation ; for NnUa lirtus, nulla scientia locum suum et dignitatem

conservare potest sine modestid. And herein our author followed

the example of Moses, who was a judge, and the first writer of

law ; for he was mitissimus omnium hominum qui fuit in terris, as

the holy historie testifieth of him.

" The arguments and reasons in the law, ^c." Ratio est anima

legis ; for then are we said to know the law, when we apprehend

the reason of the law ; that is, when we bring the reason of the

law so to our owne reason, that wee perfectly understand it as our

owne; and then, and never before, we have such an excellent and
inseparable propertie and ownership therein, as wee can neither

lose it, nor any man take it from us, and will direct us (the learn-

ing of the law is so chained together) in many other cases. But
if by your studie and Industrie you make not the reason

[2Q571 of the law your owne, it is not possible for you i^ long

J to retaine it in your memorie. And wel doth our author

couple arguments and reasons together, Quia argumenta

ignota et obscura ad lucem rationis proferunt et reddunt splendida:

and therefore argumentari et raiiocinari are many times taken for

one. And that our author may not speake any thing without

authority, (which in these Institutes we have as we take it mani-

fested) his opinion herein also agreethwith that of the learned and

reverend chiefe justice of the court of common pleas, sir Richard

Hankford, [^] Home ne scaxera de quel mettal un campane est, si [y] 1 1
1

'

ne soit bien bate, ne lelcybien conus sans disputation. And another

8aith,[^] Jeo aye dispute cest matter pur la apprender la ley. So as [•]4i i

our author hath made a most excellent epilogue or conclusion Kirton.

with a grave advice and counsell, together with the reason there- ^ '**' ^^^' ^'^'

of, which all good students are to know and follow; and with

scire and segui I will conclude our author's epilogue.

" Lex plus laudatur quando ratione probatur"

Thi* is the fourth time that our author hath cited v. ..^ .^ct. 984.

3^650.

Not in L. and M. or Roh.
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395. a.] Epil6gus.

When I had finished this worke of the first part of the Insti-

tutes, and looked backe and considered the multitude of the con-

clusions in law, the manifold diversities between cases and points

of learning; the varietie almost infinite of authorities, antient,

constant and moderne, and withall their amiable and admirable

consent in so many successions of ages ; the many changes and
alterations of the common law, and additions to the same, even

since our author wrote, by many acts of parliament, and that the

like worke of Institutes had not been attempted by any of our

profession whom I might imitate, I thought it safe for me to fol-

low the grave and prudent example of our worthy author, not to

take upon me, or presume that the reader should thinke that all

that I have said herein to be law : yet this I may safely affirme,

that there is nothing herein but may either open some windowes
of the law, to let in more light to the student by diligent search

to see the secrets of the law, or to move him to doubt, and withall

to inable him to inquire andlearne of the sages, what the law, to-

gether with the true reason thereof, in these cases is : or lastly,

upon consideration had of our old bookes, lawes, and records,

(which are full of venerable dignitie and antiquitie) to finde out

where any alteration hath beene, upon what ground the law hath

beene since changed ; knowing for certaine, that the law is un-

knowen to him that knoweth not the reason thereof, and that the

knowne certaintie of the law is the safetie of all. I had once in-

tended, for the ease of our student, to have made a Table to these

Institutes ; but when I considered that Tables and Abridgements

are most profitable to them that make them, I have left that

worke to every studious reader. And for a farewell to our juris-

prudent, I wish unto him the gladsome light of jurisprudence, the

lovelinesse of temperance, the stabilitie of fortitude, and the

soliditie of justice.

F I N I S.

For the Index, sec the hfginning of the First Volurjic,



COKE UPON LrrrLETON. i8ni Edition.

NOTE.

THE Editor begs leave to suggest, that, in the Table of the Degrees

of Parentage and Consanguinity, after fol. 18. b. the words, ahpatruus

magnus, should be translated, the great grandfather s uncle, on thejcilhers

side; and that, the wordsy propainius magnus, should be translated, the

fathers great uncle, or the grandfathers uncle, on ihejhlhers side; and

so, as to the rest.

He also begs leave to recommend to the Reader^s consideration, the

Table of Consanguinity, and the Table of Descents, in Mr. Watkins'

Essay towards the further Elucidation of the Law of Descents,—and the

whole of that excellent work.
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